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Minutes: 

Chairman Holmberg called the committee hearing to order at 8:30 am in reference to SB 

2003 regarding the Overview of North Dakota University System (NOUS). We will start with the 

calling of the roll. All committee members were present. 

Chairman Holmberg: Presented written testimony# 1. We have a quorum. Welcome back 

• from a stormy weekend. We have an interesting week ahead of us. Our committee will be, as 

they demand, charting a course in a sea of demands and it will not be easy but I am very 

confident that the 14 men and women sitting around this table have done it before and we will 

do it again. Last week each one of you received an article from the Chronicles of Higher 

Education talking about what's going on in other states, and frankly, it's pretty dismal as far as 

what is happening with Higher Education (HE)budgets in other states. We are starting with SB 

2003. We will have a subcommittee on this budget which will consist of the same folks as last 

session, Chairman Holmberg, Senator Robinson, and Senator Krebsbach. We will be 

having meetings in addition to the formal hearings we have flushing out suggestions that 

committee members also have. We want to make sure some time this week we'll be asking 

formally are there are other areas of this budget that you want us to gather additional data. 

• Although the system is strong there are numerous improvements we need to accomplish and 

we should do it now. (5.48) 
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Richie Smith, President of the State Board of Higher Education (SBHE) I appreciate being 

here. It is my pleasure to lead today's presentation of the 2009-2011 North Dakota University 

System (NOUS) Budget Request. Before I begin I want to recognize that one member of our 

State Board is here to support me today and it is our Loan Student Representative. Also a 

number of our college presidents are here today and please stand as I introduce you. 

Introductions were given. (6.57) Testimony# 2 was submitted. 

Chairman Holmberg : (12.14) Committee members, if you look in the front of your book you 

will see the University system put together a list of how the morning will go. 

Bill Goetz, Chancellor for the NOUS : Submitted Testimony #3 .Shared he was honored to 

come before this committee with the budget requests and introduced his staff. He continued 

his testimony, (14.51) Mr. Chairman, I would stand ready as your subcommittee meets to work 

with you relative to the information that we receive on a day to day basis relative to this 

important act. (He is referring to the Higher Education Opportunity Act (Public Law 110-315) 

(HEOA) enacted on August 14, 2008.) 

V. Chair Bowman: When you're building a budget like this and there is a lot of one time 

funding in it do you also look at the state's economy and sustainability? 

Chancellor Goetz answered yes and explained more about sustainability and the importance 

of it. A tremendous amount of thought, energy, staff time, goes into planning where the SBHE 

wants to go in terms of initiatives and facing the future in terms of keeping our system viable . 

Senator Wardner : Who are some of the players in shared goals? Are you talking about 

internally in the University System or outside of the University System? 

Chancellor Goetz: Shared goals, when I look what has taken place in this biennium, interim 

lot of work into that, Roundtable is a product of Legislature, private sector, very much involved, 

telling HE what we need, we have the Commission on Education, though not directly, k12 but 
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certainly had a part, these are not just goals, in my visits around the state this is what the 

public is saying, parents, and students. These are what our needs are. 

Senator Christmann: Two questions: Regarding enhancing student retention, are you talking 

about once they are in college, keeping them in college, if they don't drop out, or are you 

talking about keeping them in North Dakota after they graduate? 

Chancellor Goetz: A very important issue. Retention defined in broad terms, first of all 

concerning when the high school student enters college there is a concern that student 

continue on with their education. It doesn't matter if it's one year program, 2 year program, 

community college or a 4 year institution retention is a concern. What brings with that, 

affordability, tuition, ability to pay, family support, student needs, that we need to do and we 

need to do a better job at. Therefore, affordability critically important, getting student into right 

setting, instead of a 4 year, I am not in any way diminishing the important role of a 4 year 

college or research university but I am telling you that there are students that the first step 

should e a community College. Being able to offer courses by distance learning making sure 

our technical programs in tact with a sense of immediacy so that students have an opportunity 

to get that job upon a one year completion of a technical program. Secondly, retention 

keeping students here in the state after they have received an education. Critically important. 

First that means that the University System has to meet the challenges so our students are 

well prepared. Secondly, they have to have the opportunity to get a job that will pay and pay 

well, that is going to pay comparatively in terms of the market place, and the opportunity as it 

relates to the competition that exists in the job market with our state. And then most 

importantly, today, yes many want to venture off to the big city whatever opportunities might 

exist but when it comes down to the final day the final decision in terms of quality of life we 

have many students want to return to the state but they also have to have the opportunity to do 
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so. So first of all retention is an internal thing a policy thing that you have to share with us and 

secondly our economy at the whole. (37.24) 

Senator Christmann: Will we see as we get into the individual campuses and their budgets 

will we see changes or adjustments in either program availability or in pricing, or hopefully both 

so that we can educate more students who are available to fill the needs of these types of hot 

jobs. We got this information from Job Service last week and maybe minimize the numbers of 

students we are helping to educate in career paths for which there is no chance of them 

staying in North Dakota? 

Chancellor Goetz: I can say yes. You will hear that answer from each president. 

Chairman Holmberg: Both retention and completion are issues that are extremely important 

to the Legislature and to the Board of Higher Education. There are those who suggest we need 

to retool how we do financial aid and other kinds of programs to reward students and schools 

that have high retention rates and have high completion rates but to get the folks that are going 

to complete the programs that they start in. I think the interim committee looked at and the 

subcommittee will look at on this (40.18) 

V. Chair Grindberg: I've been in one of the seats with HE regarding policy and funding in my 

tenure in the Legislature and last week in the Workforce Committee we met regarding this bill 

and we were discussing whether to put resources together to attract out of state students. As I 

stated in the Roundtable meeting last fall, many questions we have on the Legislative side are 

what is the future? It is an economic question and a stability question. We asked for 

information from Council last week regarding the enrollment of students. The number is 

declining. We need to know the numbers of non-resident students, high school students taking 

courses through our university system, graduate students, we need to have a full mix of that so 

that as we look at other bills and how we put a strategy together this session that will be 
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valuable information and I hope as we work as a team that when we leave here not only are 

we going to address the needs of the students and assist them but also the long term future of 

our state. (43.46) 

Chancellor Goetz: I couldn't agree with you more. A foundation has been laid by the 

Workforce Committee and interim committee. He also stated the Office of University System is 

ready to work with the committee. He also stated that they are looking at marketing and 

retention, also looking at the national scene today and see what's happening in other university 

systems across this nation, the diminishment of students and opportunities they have in the 

state. (44.59) 

Senator Mathern: I have two questions. What is the plan for the university system to deal 

with retirement of baby boomers in terms of involving them as consumers and what is the 

involvement of the university system in training of folks in the correction system? We have 

evidence to indicate that basically it is a matter of training that determines whether or not they 

come back to the prison system. 

Chancellor Goetz: we will be addressing those areas later. He then introduced Mr. 

Farnsworth, stating he served on the Education Roundtable and has education very much at 

heart. He is a North Dakota resident and he has a very interesting testimony for you. 

David Farnsworth Power Generation and Engineering Leader for Great River Energy's 

Coal Creek Station: testified in favor of SB 2003 and presented Testimony# 4 in support of 

SB 2003. See handout for details. (47.56) the question will be what will provide North Dakota 

the greatest return on a taxpayer's investment in higher education. (56.12) 

Chairman Holmberg: thanked Mr. Farnsworth for his involvement on serving on the 

Roundtable for Higher Education as the Workforce. 
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Frank Michael, President of the North Dakota Student Association. Testified in favor of SB 

2003. He provided written testimony# 5. (56.51) and stated students not only from North 

Dakota but the whole region are enrolling in our higher education system because they know it 

is affordable and also they will have access to a high quality education experience. It may 

have taken me 2 years to choose what I wanted it to be in, but that is an opportunity that many 

don't get to fulfill. (61.00) 

Chairman Holmberg: You mentioned that you changed your career path as you were going 

through school. Are you going to graduate in 4 years? Frank replied 5 years and Chairman 

Holmberg asked if that was related to changing his major. His answer was yes. He also asked 

if he had friends that this has also occurred to. The answer was yes. 

Ken Story, Minot State University Student: (minutes on recorder 61.58) testified in favor of 

SB 2003 and provided written testimony# 6 (after the hearing, he emailed to our office) 

Senator Warner: I assume by your testimony that you are not a native of North Dakota. 

Ken Story: I was born in the Philippines on the air force base. I was raised on the air force 

base here in Minot. 

Senator Warner: I was wondering what the evolution of your thought was to chose North 

Dakota as a place to get an education, what kind of factors you looked at, and if you are 

comfortable with that kind of factors you would be looking at when you choose to establish 

permanent residency, where you would be employed and the kind of things we need to 

enhance North Dakota to attract people like you. 

Ken Story: What originally brought me here was Air Force. I was raised on Minot Air Force 

Base for sixteen years. My dad being a Tennessee native so in 2004 when I graduated from 

high school at Minot High I ventured to Tennessee with him. I applied for financial aid, through 

the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and with my dad barely graduating from 
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high school, my mom receiving a yth grade education in the Philippines, we did the best we 

could and we got our return and you see all these numbers and you see something called 

expected bailout contribution and when you get your award package back sometimes you see 

that it is not enough I have to look at my mom and convey that this is the number I'm expected 

to have in my own family. I work a lot to pay for my education and pay for out of pocket 

campus student loans. That was the main reason I returned to the university system here in 

North Dakota in 2006 and one of the main reasons why I stayed was the affordable education 

that I would receive. In declaring permanent residency I'll be looking at future job markets. In 

the areas I am looking at political endeavors as well as looking to marketing opportunities as 

companies are starting to spread up in Minot, as they call it the Magic City and opportunities 

are becoming more and more. So I am taking that into account while I am looking for a place of 

residency. ( 68.15) 

Tara Mertz, student from University of North Dakota: Testified in favor of SB 2003. Written 

testimony# 7 was presented. (68.31) through (72.59) 

Brad Hanke, Student at Bismarck State College: testified in favor of SB 2003 and 

provided written testimony #8. (submitted written testimony by email after the hearing)(73.26 to 

77.11) 

Chairman Holmberg: announced any one testifying today if you are making remarks it helps 

our record if you share your written testimony with us. 

Patti Heisler, Assistant Professor in the division of Business and CIS at Mayville State 

University: testified in favor of SB 2003 and presented written testimony #9. (78.04) which 

gave statistics regarding the status of North Dakota in relationship to other states in the issue 

of salaries and on behalf of faculty and staff of NOUS extended thanks and gratitude for the 

support of the Legislature. Her presentation focused on turnover, cost of living, and benefits 
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and she referred to different pages within the report.(79.09) This report is in your booklet or in 

your packet and called the Salary Report it has a red tab through(90.09) 

V. Chair Bowman: When you are comparing salaries to other states do you compare the 

amount of people they have to pay those salaries versus the number of faculty they have in 

their states and less people to pay? 

Patti Heisler: If you look at the cost of living on that page what I didn't put in there in that 

graph was the salary ranking compared to how the cost of living did rate. but I actually did . 

sketch that information out. That is a great question and maybe we can include that on future 

compensation studies. 

Senator Mathern: On the reasons that people are leaving I note a number of variables. I don't 

know anything that relates to dissatisfaction regarding work environment and I don't know if 

there are isolated kinds of things. I know you don't measure that. 

Patti Heisler: Actually we do. There is a HERi survey that campuses do every 18 months or 

two years, we don't include that here because we just have the exit review information. That is 

the time we are able to capture that information. It will be published very soon. I know it was 

administered in February and March of this year. 

Senator Mathern: why was it not included. 

Patti Heisler It was not available at that time. 

Chairman Holmberg : We will take a break (92.29) 

The rest of testimony regarding SB 2003 on NOUS for the morning of 01-12-

09 is unavailable (Recorder Failure) 

Chairman Holmberg called the hearing back to order. 
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Michel Hillman, Vice Chancellor of NOUS testified in favor of SB 2003 and provided written 

testimony# 9 Accountability Measures Report in the 2009 Legislator's Guide to the NOUS: 

Whenever possible we do use national comparisons. I will be talking about just a few key 

areas. Page 31 -35 student enrollment. We see a dramatic increase in on line student growth 

in recent years. The Biennial Report on Employee Satisfaction is on page 26-27. The HERi 

survey will be available shortly. 

Chairman Holmberg Do you imagine that will be available prior to carrying this bill on the 

floor on February 19th?. 

Michel Hillman: I expect to get that to you by the end of this month. Back to the Chancellor's 

comments, the whole industry is meeting the needs of the student and the state. The 3 issues 

I will report on this morning are 

1. Student achievement on page 12 and 13 of report and pages 14 and 15 . 

2. Student Satisfaction on pages 16 and 17 of report. 

3. Employer Satisfaction on page 19 of report. 

He continued to share facts regarding these three issues. 

Senator Seymour had questions regarding retention of students. one idea on retention, you 

verify it, say I live in Fargo, and want to transfer where I live, the next year we have retention 

problems. 

Michel Hillman: You are right. Page 1 gives information about the national rate, compared 

freshman and graduation rates, and how we report it if a student transfers. 

Marsha Krotseng, Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning, Exec. Director,CTEC testified in 

favor of SB 2003 and provided written testimony # 10 in support of the bill. 

Senator Robinson asked for a list of businesses that we have worked with the last year, and 

then asked for more information regarding the numbers on the page of 5 of the Accountability 
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Measures document in the legislator's guide. He was told he will be provided with that 

information. 

Chancellor Goetz: Accountability Measures have been presented in the guide book, I do 

make a comment. As you well know the accountability measures were initiated by the 

Legislature granting greater flexibility in terms of management. We totally subscribe as well as 

added what is in the statute. It is more than just measures in a glossy covered book, rather, 

we have a growing need use as a managing tool. Compare the other states, and we are well 

ahead of them. 

Laura Glatt Vice Chancellor of NDUS gave the Budget Overviews. 

Chairman Holmberg questioned if there would be a different agenda for the afternoon. He 

was told the budget this afternoon will be just the office. 

Laura Glatt: Go to second tab NDSU Resource Guide, red tab, 2nd page in table of contents . 

a lot of good data here, programs under the yellow tabs is very informational for you. She 

continued to explain the items in the Budget section of the book and the seven base funding 

increases as well as the Analysis of the 2009-11 Executive Budget Recommendation. 

Chairman Holmberg had questions regarding the increased funding but stated he will 

address it later. 

Laura Glatt turn to page 8 and 9, one page summary budget request, what is funded in the 

executive recommendations, what the board did set forth a number of priority items, far left 

column on page 8 and 9 those are to represent priorities in priority order. If they don't have 

sufficient funds, you at least know what the board's priorities are. I will refer to them as line 

items. Look across the top heading the column is what the board requested. Column two is 

what the governor requested and column 3 is what was budgeted. She continued reading what 

the priorities of the board are found on pages 8 and 9 of the budget section of testimony. 
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Senator Kilzer and Senator Christmann had questions concerning the budget and also 

funding for the students. They were informed that not all students are able to be funded. 

V. Chair Grindberg had questions concerning increasing grants for students. 

Laura Glatt: By two approaches. One is providing financial aid as well as holding the line on 

tuition for all students. We are able to help those students in most need, we are able to get at 

those middle income families. Priority #5 is on equity adjustment and how that funding is 

distributed between campuses. 

Chairman Holmberg The committee should understand, specific pay grades is not a salary 

issue. 

Laura Glatt: That is correct. Regarding general fund tuition dollars the use of the dollars is left 

to the discretion of the institutions. 

Senator Robinson had questions regarding item #5 SMHS School of Medicine and Health 

Sciences on page 8. 

Laura Glatt continued her testimony. On line 6 is regarding Technology Maintenance and 

network Bandwidth (no money in this budget for this line item). 

Priority# 7 refers to two year and 4 year affordability. We would ask the state to pick up 

student share of parody costs ,that is only the state's share of the cost. We essentially say at 

UNO and NDSU the state should pick up the numbers you are seeing on line two is state 

share, the next two years ask the state to pick up part of the share we could freeze the tuition 

prices on 2 year campus, and lower the tuition on a 4 year college. 

Line item # 8 refers to state matching funds on federal dollars . 

Priority # 9 is a new initiative, a revolving fund the board could allocate to campuses, providing 

new industry needs, a lot of that there isn't a source of funding that allows campuses to get 

equipment or tools. They have to close or phase out another program. It will take awhile to do 
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that. Institutions can request the money with the expectation the dollars would come back to 

the board, back to the revolving fund, and then used for other new programs. This is not 

funded by the governor's budget. 

Line 10 is in regards to Disabled Student Services Funding. Disabled students show up on the 

campus late in the term, they can make an application for help and funding is provided from 

this fund; tutors, interrupters, 

Line 11 is concerning the BSC HE Center is a one time funding which allows us to purchase a 

facility already on the BSC campus, house all the sister institutions in the Bismarck market, 

currently Minot and Dickinson are on BSC campus it is difficult at best to continue to house 

and as other campuses are doing this it into one facility a base funding on top of page on line 

11 currently BSC surcharge assessed to students are paying a higher premium on their 

tuition. Library resource, facilities are open longer, utility costs are higher, it is only fair that 

BSC get more. What this base funding would allow is for us to eliminate that fee from the 

students. This is not funded by governor's budget. 

Senator Christmann: What building is that? He was told it is the Horizon building which is 

privately owned. It is used currently for multiple purposes, some staff there and the building is 

leased. 

Laura Glatt continued her testimony. Priority #12 is Student Financial Assistant Programs, 

including loan forgiveness. The governor put this in his budget. 

Priority #13 is the Comprehensive Career Planning Initiative. DPI and tech are trying to come 

up with solutions to better prepare students for a career in ND. That was not funded in 

governor's budget. 

Priority #14 is the Access, Collaboration and Enhancement Fund (ACE) Needed some 

funding assistance and it is not in the governor's budget. 
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Priority #15 is Shared recruitment initiatives .. We are looking at different collaboration to recruit 

students in state and out of state and create partnerships for institutions to do together This is 

. not funded by governor's budget. 

Priority #16 is regarding Legal Assistant, which includes parity costs for FINDET and provide 

full funding from the general fund. Legal assistant is not funded. 

Unumbered line tribal community College Grants come out of needs financially based 

program. 

Senator Christmann asked if that is the same amount we took last time and does it go to the 

institution or the students. 

Laura Glatt: Yes, the funding came from different source, goes to college, not to the 

student.ND Space Grant Consortium She continued testimony as covered on pages 8 and 9 

of the executive Budget Recommendation (yellow color) 

Page 9 covers the one-time funding requests 

Senator Robinson what is the total budgeted amount for deferred maintenance. 

Laura Glatt shared that dollar amount. There is a second amount in governor's budget. 

Priority# 2 is Emergency Preparedness Security. We need to make improvements on campus 

and facilities and to improve security. The use of cell phones can't be our only avenue of 

contacting students. This will help provide for that increased security. We would go with card 

access instead of key access. Changing out the doors, have no glass beside the door, if you 

have an armed person outside he can't see in. 

Priority #3 replace our network studies. Emergency pool for the chief information officer to 

use between institutions. This is not funded in governor's budget. 

Prioity # 4 STEM, Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. 
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Senator Robinson referenced the importance of STEM and stated it is in the Governor's 

recommendation. 

Sandy Deis, 0MB Analyst stated the governor has put in additional dollars for STEM and 

provide grants for 5 years to help students pay them off. It is on the student side. 

Laura Glatt continued her testimony. Priorly# 5 Pay off special assessments. The first 

response is to pay campus special assessments. 

Priority# 6 Bismarck HE Center and SMHS Electronic Medical Records System. 

Senator Warner one question on item 6; tell me what we are paying in annual rent. He was 

told they will get that information to him. 

Senator Krauter had questions about the dollar amounts also. The committee was informed 

that these amounts would be explained by each individual campus. 

Laura Glatt continued testimony on page 10 which is NDUS Campuses, NDUS Office, 

medical School and Forest Service, Comparison of SBHE General Fund Request to Executive 

Recommendation and page11 NDUS Equity Allocation, Comparison of Budget Request to 

Executive Recommendation The equity dollars in column 6 is distributed by campus and they 

vary differently. We asked for minimum amount for each institution. There are 5 institutions 

that would get that minimum amount and the others in column 6 would get thier share, look at 

governor's budget, column 7 related to their benchmark. 

V. Chair Grindberg When was the last time they were right sized and will this then change in 

our favor? 

Laura Glatt Two years from now the numbers will look different. She then asked the 

committee to turn to page 30 and 31 which is the 2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List 

which is approved by the State Board of Higher Education. (STHE) 
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Senator Mathern asked what is the process of communication between the executive office 

and your office. Does that information get forwarded to you; is it kind of a final item they put 

forward.? 

Chancellor Goetz The process that we have is a cross communication with the governor's 

office and 0MB. That is evident looks at needs based funding. There was a lot of discussion 

in this area as a major priority and the governor met those.through the board and indicating 

that to the governor we have the amount in the budget. I also note there are several items the 

governor did not fund, but we looking at it elsewhere. That concern has been addressed very 

well in the education commission. You will see dollars in the DPI budget, this issue is being 

addressed in other places other than the university system with the governor's office. When 

we look at the tribal community grants, where that will end up it is being addressed in a 

number of areas. Emergency security is a major issue conveyed to the governor's office. In 

that area I am comfortable, the end result we are beginning to address the area of security 

concerns. We need to take a greater look at this across the nation. 

Senator Mathern asked for more specific information as he is trying to figure out, there is a 

major difference and asked if we will be hearing the governor's recommendations and the 

changes. 

Chairman Holmberg the methods and decisions by the governor's office, by the university 

office and 0MB we can get through 0MB. 

Laura Glatt referred for a short time to the purple sheet entitled PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 

TO SENATE BILL NO 2003. She briefly touched on this giving an explanation of the 

Amendments on page 4 on purple sheet (filed directly behind the yellow budget booklet) and 

then referred back to the yellow booklet which is the Executive Budget Recommendation. 
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Senator Christmann asked what in the bill is the total of the revenue bonds being brought 

forth. He was told those projects are detailed in section 16. 

Senator Mathern if we were to get into a situation of enhanced federal dollars would you be 

ready to take on many more capital projects? I am talking about projects that are not funded .. 

Chairman Holmberg asked are you talking about projects that fall under that cap? These are 

separate things. 

Senator Mathern Do we have projects ready to go that are not on the funded list? 

Chancellor Goetz asked if he was making reference if congress may take on projects. First 

of all approval by congress, categories they may take are health care or education projects. 

We need to keep our ear to this, I know that the executive branch is sensitive to this. We'll be 

looking at this very closely if not ready to address. 

Senator Mathern is there one project you can name ready to go we need money not in this 

budget. 

Chancellor Goetz I couldn't comment on degree of readiness. 

Laura Glatt stated the campuses every 2 years do comprehensive campus management 

study regarding construction and so forth but are we ready to put shovel in the ground 

tomorrow, probably not. 

Chairman Holmberg reminded people to sign the registration sheet. He stated we would be 

back at 1 :30 to continue hearing SB 2003. He dismissed the committee . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the committee back to order at 1 :38 pm in regards to SB 2003 

concerning the University System, DSU, and BSC. 

William Goetz, Chancellor North Dakota University System, opened testimony and 

introduced Cathy McDonald. 

• Chairman Holmberg clarified that the amendments that were presented earlier today are the 

total amendments to this bill that are coming from the board office. 

Cathy McDonald, Director of Finance (NOUS Office supplement -Budget Overview, page 1) 

Student Grant Programs -

Chairman Holmberg requested the acceptance rate and cutoff score for the Scholars 

Program. 

10:19 

Senator Christmann: Are Indian Scholarships need-based or how are those distributed. 

Cathy McDonald: Based on part need and merit - a combination of both. 

16:38 

V. Chair Grindberg requested the council put together an update on student loan trust fund. 
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V. Chair Grindberg: In the Student Loan Forgiveness Program, what is the background of 

putting this together and who decides which industry gets the benefit of the program. This used 

to cover teachers, dentists, doctors and a few other areas, and although the numbers aren't 

very large, in 5 years, we'd have every occupation in the state covered. The examples are very 

broad and he was informed that the shortage areas are determined by DPI. 

Mike Hillman, NOUS - came to podium. 

V. Chair Grindberg: The incentives seem very broad. Two pages of examples on pages 14-

16 - small equipment mechanics, electrical engineers, mixers in a bakery, respiratory 

therapists. This became a lot larger than what we were lead to believe we were supporting. 

Mike Hillman, NOUS - We defined technology as we felt were technology programs - STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineers, and Mathematicians). The definition is very broad. We 

review it often and look at legislative intent. 

V. Chair Grindberg encouraged the subcommittee to get into some of the details and 

wondered how many people in ND even know about this program. 

27:55 

Chairman Holmberg asked if the Bank of ND does any advertising for these programs and if 

students who are trying to pay back their loans know that there is some help out there. 

Mike Hillman replied that there is no advertising budget, but every spring it is announced and 

there is a news release that goes out. They are involved in radio talk shows interactions. It's 

put it loan notices and try to get the word out. 

Senator Christmann asked regarding the teacher shortage Loan Forgiveness program -

weren't social science teachers rather plentiful and the graph shows they are in short supply. 

Could we get a list from DPI of how many vacancies were available last summer and how 
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many graduates were at the various institutions for people who were qualified to fill those 

positions. 

Chairman Holmberg also added that they'd like to see the criteria they use to determine the 

shortage. 

29:57 

Cathy McDonald - (continuing with NOUS Office supplement-Budget Overview) 

Bill Goetz - introduced Mark Hoffman and EPSCoR program 

Mark Hoffman, Co-Project Director at UNO read testimony on EPSCoR in NOUS Office 

supplement. (.~xperimental ]:rogram to Stimulate Competitive Research) 

Randall Thursby, Interim CIO ND University System (reading from pink section in NDSUS 

Office). 

Senator Robinson: What's name of facility and total square footage? Is all of it earmarked for 

use for the information center? What are plans for replacement if legislation works in that 

direction? 

Randall Thursby replied that the location of the center is in Upson II Hall and has 3,000 

square feet. It's in the heart of campus. 

51 :18 

Senator Seymour asked about rental possibilities. 

52:16 

V. Chair Bowman: Who has the vision that if we build another building that in 20 years it will 

be outdated and we'd need another building. Where does this end? 

Randall Thursby relayed that the building was built 1965 to house mainframe computer. It 

wasn't that far off of state of the art at the time. Things change, like the need for security. 
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V. Chair Bowman: We have a new push to do this until we get it done and then we have to 

re-do it. The costs just steamroll, especially in technology. I was here when they first started 

talking about how this was going to save us money. How can we plan to have the resources 

for this? 

Randall Thursby said they like to look at long term planning and presented a technology plan 

to the board in September and was accepted. Technology is becoming more and more 

integral and we try to plan and minimize the costs of the system and to the state 

Chairman Holmberg asked for any public comment on what we've heard so far today. 

58:33 

Nancy Kopp, ND Optometric Association and ND Veterinary Medical Association 

(Written attached testimony# 1) Testified in favor of SB 2003. 

Tom Bettenhausen, Veterinarian, Bismarck, ND Veterinary Medical Association 

(No written testimony) Testified in favor of SB 2003 

Spoke on need for veterinarians, especially large animal practitioners. 

Jacob Carlson, Veterinarian, Bismarck, 

(No written testimony) - Beneficiary of state funding 

Senator Mathern asked why demand isn't driving up the salary, and Jacob Carlson replied 

that the cost of veterinary education has been experiencing double digit increases. The AMA 

has been checking into looking at veterinary businesses and how to increase salaries. The 

demand is certainly there. 

Senator Robinson asked if there were decreases in the rural parts of the state also and was 

told that there are no farm kids. On a national level, if you can introduce rural lifestyles to city 

kids, they are finding there is a choice of people choosing rural lifestyles . 
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Julie Ellingson of North Dakota Stockman's Association 

(Written attached testimony# 2) Testified in favor of SB 2003. 

Dickinson State University. 

Chancellor Bill Goetz introduced Richard McCallum, President of DSU 

Dick McCallum, President of Dickinson State University 

(Reading from NOUS Office supplement - DSU handout) 

Senator Christmann: Most of growth is in international students. Do you have broken down 

how many are international students are staying in ND. 

Dick McCallum: Many on a Visa can stay, but it depends on the Visa. We can track number 

down for you. 

Senator Warner: Are there programs which are magnets to International students? 

Dick McCallum: Business and teachers, then biology and sciences. Some countries are 

sending their students here for pre-med classes. 

(Continuing testimony with Tab 4 in the Overview of budget request) 

95:00 

Chairman Holmberg: (pg BA) the $35 million dollars is in the budget? Dick Mccallum: Yes. 

Chairman Holmberg: Are you presenting any additional suggestions to increase or do 

anything with this budget? 

Dick McCallum: We have no amendments to submit. 

(Continuing testimony on page 9) (Tab 5) 

Senator Mathern Are there any studies that compare online education with traditional ed and 

long term benefits. 

Dick McCallum: I know of no studies, but there are many students which set the line. 
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Senator Robinson: With international students - typically the larger the enrollment, the larger 

the staff. How have you as an institution responded to those needs? 

Dick Mccallum: We work hard to make sure the international students succeed. Many of our 

students make a 3.9 GPA . For many, there is an English as a second language (ESL) 

coordinator to work with them. 

111:12 

Senator Kilzer: A large number of students entering college had to take remedial classes. 

What special arrangements do you have to do to meet these needs? Is ii a big problem at 

your institution? 

Dick McCallum: It's a national problem. We are faced with those challenges, and we are 

working with those students. We are trying to provide them with the remedial courses as they 

move into the college courses. We have several programs in place to help them - it's multi

faceted. 

Chairman Holmberg: this completes the DSU presentation. 

Bismarck State College 

Bill Goetz, chancellor introduced Dr. Larry Skogen, President of Bismarck State College 

Dr.Larry Skogen, President of Bismarck State College (1 57 02) 

V. Chair Grindberg clarified the enrollment at BSC and the online enrollment. There is a lot 

of overlap because there are students enrolled at both BSC and DSU as an example. 

Larry Skogen: I understand that this isn't B&W 2 12 24 

Senator Robinson: What is your fulltime equivalency? 

Staff: 2900 FTE 

(continuing testimony) 
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Kirsten Baesler, graduate of Collaborative Student program read testimony which is on 

green paper in the BSC section in NOUS book.) 

Chairman Holmberg: Question about textbook rental. Are you doing this as a pilot project, or 

are other schools looking at these types of methods that would reduce the costs to the 

students. 

Larry Skogen: We've initiated the program. 

Laura (staff): We've completed a comprehensive study of textbooks and we explored text 

book rental. It's an institutional decision. Challenge is the upfront investment. 

146:04 

Senator Robinson: Have you formulated policies regarding the right of faculty members to 

change textbooks on a regular basis? 

Larry Skogen: We require the faculty member to commit for 3 years to the same textbook, so 

they have to commit to using that textbook or we won't consider using them. 

(continuing) 

151 :25 

Senator Christmann asked about tuition fees. Is it the exact same as whatever would be your 

lowest cost program regardless of what they're in? Larry Skogen replied that the tuition is 

going to be the same for on campus residents. Online could be different. There may be a 

difference between a general education course and a technical course. For programs that are 

more expensive, we do charge program fees but they come nowhere near to covering the cost. 

Senator Christmann: You have to rely on University system to make those type of programs 

feasible? 

Larry Skogen: It's federal dollars that makes the programs feasible . 

(continuing) 
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Kristine Weippert, President, BSC Board of Governors - {p 13 in the BSC section in 

NOUS) 

Dave Clark, Exec. Vice President - Budget Overview - page 15 in BSC section 

(continuing) 

Senator Seymour asked when the original tech center was built & what did it cost. 

Dave Clark said It was built in 2 phases starting in1979 and will get back with cost- another 

addition was built in 1984. 

( continuing) 

2 56 28 

Discussion centered on renting and leasing buildings saying that ii costs less to rent than it 

costs to operate. 

(continuing) 

Senator Lindaas asked about training for CNA individuals and was informed that it is done 

through BSC Medical. 

Calvin Hole, President of Bismarck Chamber 

Testified in favor of SB 2003. (No written testimony) 

Chairman Holmberg closed the hearing on SB 2003 . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the committee hearing to order at 8:30 am in reference to SB 2003 

concerning UNO Medical System, Williston State College and Lake Region State College. All 

committee members were present. 

Chairman Holmberg announced that SB bills 2003, 2004, 2013, 2014, and 2018 will be returned 

- to the floor, amended on the floor, re-engrossed and sent back down to committee today. 

Brady Larson, Fiscal Analyst, Legislative Council - two handouts for student loan trust fund. 

One is analysis of student loan trust fund for the 2007-09 and 2009-11 bienniums and 2nd one is 

2007-2008 enrollment report. (Testimony# 1& 2) 

Bill Goetz, Chancellor NDUS - announced Robert Kelly, President of University of ND 

Robert Kelly, President of UND introduced staff at UNO 

Alice Brekke, Interim VP for of UND -(Reading from UNO section in NOUS Legislator's Guide.) 

Senator Christmann questioned the $1.6 M deferred maintenance for building exterior and asked 

if it included window replacement and if there are other costs that will show up later. Alice Brekke 

said they map out priorities for proposed projects for repair and maintenance projects and roll thru 

them as dollars are available. 

- Senator Mathern asked when the building project would start if the legislature approved the 

education building. Alice Brekke said once project is approved, a committee is working on 
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framework and that group works with architect and uses bid process and would be approx. 6 

months to get the project started. 

(Continue to read from page 2 in UNO handout in NOUS Legislators' Guide) 

Showed 4 recruitment videos and then continue reading from page 4 

51 :35 

Chairman Holmberg asked if he could you update the committee on two PHO projects - in 

energy (oil & gas) and aerospace? Robert Kelly informed him that the university does not 

currently have a PHO program directly in energy. Some programs start at graduate levels and 

move up. He didn't believe there was a doctorate program in aerospace either. 

School of Medicine and Health Sciences -

Joshua Wynne, MD, Senior Executive Vice President for Health Affairs and Executive Dean 

Introduced Dave Molmen, CEO, Altru Health System and Chair, Medical Center Advisory 

Council 

(Reading from page 2 of UNO handout in NOUS Legislators' Guide) 

Senator Christmann asked if they limit the spaces available when they see a demand in the 

School of Medicine. 

Joshua Wynne informed him that they are limited by structural issues. There are two applicants 

for every seat in medical school and they consider increasing the size of the classes. They 

definitely respond to the demand for family medicine and primary care. Our classes are relatively 

small. If student chooses a career where there seems to be no future, then they advise 

counseling. 

Dave Molmen: closed comments 

Senator Krauter asked how they were addressing concerns for residencies and fellowships 

across the state of ND. 
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Joshua Wynne reported that they can potentially think about the students graduating from CMS 

Center for Medicare and Medicaid. That is the primary funding mechanism. The number of slots 

has been fixed federally and without federal support, it would fall on local governments to fund 

programs. Absent of funding it's problematic to increase the program. 

Senator Krauter asked if there are federal requirements for the state to match CMS money. 

Joshua Wynne said if the money is funded, they could increase. 

Senator Mathern asked if there was money for this kind of planning since it was not in the 

executive budget. 

Joshua Wynne said he appreciated everything that was budgeted in the executive budget, but in 

anticipating their needs for the future, they are asking for the budget approved by the university 

system. 

(Continuing on page 6 in UNO School of Medicine section NOUS Legislators' Guide) 

Senator Christmann asked for the average size of medical school class - how many 

international or US student and was informed that there are 55 & 7 in Med students from ND; O 

international; 5-6 from MN. They vary but the majority of the students are from ND. 

Senator Kilzer asked if the hospitals still contribute to some of the funding and pay some of the 

funding for medical students and also asked for the beginning salary of a first year family practice 

resident? 

Randy Eken, Associate Dean for school of Medicine at UND answered that the hospitals in 

Bismarck pay about $1.2 M annually to the Bismarck Family Medicine residents; Trinity Hospital in 

Minot contributes about $800,000 annually; about$ 2 M annually comes to the School for training 

family medicine. 

Senator Kilzer wondered if that amount has been steady and Randy Eken replied that the 

amount has gone down about $400,000 from the previous biennium. 
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Senator Krebsbach asked about Or. Dwelle's involvement and inquired of a line item in the 

budget. Joshua Wynne informed him that Dr. Dwelle secured funding to study the landscape in 

the state in developing a program for public health. He secured funding to do the study but he 

does not have funding to actually implement the study. 

Chairman Holmberg: We'll come back at 10:20. 

102: 06 

Williston State College 

Bill Goetz introduced Joe McCann, President of Williston State College 

Joe McCann, Williston State College 

(Reading from the WSC section in the NOUS Legislators' Guide) 

Chairman Holmberg asked if would be requesting any additional changes on the budget as it 

was presented yesterday with the amendments. There were none . 

Senator Robinson asked him to repeat a statistic he quoted earlier, that by the year 2015 unless 

there is an influx of families in the population to your part of the state; did you say the high school 

population? Joe McCann replied that they need high school graduates because the number of 

students in the lower grades is starting to build up. 

Senator Seymour said that the Minot Public Schools are building a tech center and wondered if 

Williston has used it. Joe McCann said they haven't been able to find dollars to get that done. 

They don't have dollars that that they can call upon and are hoping for a federal grant. 

128:48 

Senator Lindaas asked about the CNA program, if it was offered at WSC and if they were under 

any other facility program or on their own. 

Joe Mccann stated that they have the program and have cooperation with hospitals and long 

term care facilities. 

(' 
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Senator Robinson asked about the impact of the energy development and if there was an impact 

on the retention and recruitment of students. What have you experienced with faculty and staff? 

Have you lost to the oil fields? Joe Mccann informed him they have lost some staff. We had to 

get closer to market. Diesel, fuel, diagnostics and computers make serious dollars, so there we 

can't compete. 

(Continuing on Budget Hearing handout in the NOUS Legislators' Guide) 

Concluded testimony. 

V. Chair Grindberg: Any questions? We will now move to Lake Region State College 

Bill Goetz introduced Mike Bower, President of Lake Region State College 

155:21 

Mike Bower, President of Lake Region State College thanked the committee for their support 

and stated that he has no additional amendments to the budget. 

(Reading from the LRSC section in the NOUS Legislators' Guide) 

Senator Robinson questioned the remedial support programs and wondered about the 

relationship that smaller institutions have with a 4 year university. 

Mike Bower replied that students not admitted because of admission requirements, placement 

scores, and those students that do not make it thru the first semester need an assessment. Is it 

their academic or social skills? They come out of small rural school systems and went into large 

university setting and it didn't work for them. If they are in close proximity to university system, we 

try to work with them and connect them with developmental services. Quite often it's not the 

academic side; it's the overwhelmingness of being at a large system. We can encourage them to 

attend a two year college to take courses from us, get them started and then transfer them into the 

large university system. 

I 
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Senator Seymour asked about the Train ND program and asked if there was a directory of all the 

talent that could do the training at the larger systems, such as faculty & staff, and wondered if he 

knew who those people are. 

Mike Bower said they are putting together a data base that is not in the system at this time but 

they are working on it. 

Chairman Holmberg introduced students from Makoti School in Senator Warner's district. 

Mike Bower- (continuing with page 2 in the NOUS Legislator's Guide) 

Chairman Holmberg thanked Mike Bower and said there will be a subcommittee that generally 

meets but they wouldn't ask him to drive in again and have a teleconference call. 

Chairman Holmberg tabled the hearing until 1 :30 or after the Senate finishes their session . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the committee hearing to order at 2:50 pm in regards to SB 2003 

concerning MaSU, VCSU, MiSU, MSU-BC 

Mayville State University -

Bill Goetz, Chancellor NOUS introduced Gary Hagen, President, Mayville State University 

- Gary Hagen, President, Mayville State University 

(Reading from Testimony# 1 - MSUs Window to the Future!) 

Senator Wardner: Is there any situations in the system where there's a teacher on another 

campus, say UNO and you can't find a teacher in that area and they are teaching over ITV 

network class in a computer campus or is there any collaboration like that in the system? 

(recorder time 21: 27) 

Gary Hagen: It's routine. We've had one of our math teachers teaching on campus 

simultaneously with Lake Region and we have a four year degree on their campus and they 

don't have to be involved. Several classes are ongoing. Excuse me but I that was really 

common knowledge. 

f 
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Senator Wardner: When they are talking online, in my mind, I thought you meant on online 

classes rather interactive classes. 

(continuing pg 10) 

(23:18) 

Senator Mathern: In light of these collaborations, especially the one UNO and the Medical 

Dept. Do we ever discuss, instead of educating at Mayville, or just naming it a University 

System Degree? 

Gary Hagen: It's intriguing. We've talked about IVEN classroom where they have to be at a 

sight with a camera and there is a classroom involved. Distance learning of computer to 

computer ODEN and all the computer work and collaboration we share, all these 

collaborations, putting those together from campus to campus to campus. It's honestly not my 

call . 

V. Chair Grindberg: I mentioned this Sen. Christmann when I came in this morning, I said, 

"What do think of putting in a bill and creating a twelfth campus and I got this look, I thought 

about this this morning, Why don't we create a virtual university and have all the online 

courses through the virtual university tracked revenue stated at each institution. It's all kind of 

off-line of traditional higher education. My question is, What percent of on line income or tuition 

income is of your overall budget? 

Gary Hagen: (24:50) I wouldn't have that figure unless you do, but it's significant. We're 

guessing 20% and growing. We had great difficulty time filling summer sessions until we went 

to this concept and now we have a thriving summer session because it's flexible. The 

sessions are either very short or online distance. 

V. Chair Grindberg Do these courses require a classroom? Or bring me up to date on a 

traditional online course that you would offer. 
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(25 28) 

Gary Hagen: The term "distant students" means several different things. It might be an IVEN 

classroom where they have to be at a site with a camera and there is a camera, but there si a 

classroom involved. Distance learning where computer to computer requires no classroom. 

(25:42) 

Senator Christmann: Early on, your statistics differentiated between the percentage of 

teacher graduates who find employment in the state as opposed to the others. What percent 

of your students are pursuing teaching degrees? 

Gary Hagen: It's still our largest major, around one half of our students. 

(26 09) 

Senator Lindaas: You mentioned the STEM system, what has been your involvement in 

that? Is it ongoing? 

Gary Hagen: It stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics. It's an acronym 

that we've been active in, particularly in mathematics education. We are involved with 

scientific part- with research activity, but with more collaboration with UNO & NDSU. The 

acronym lately has been applied to money. There was a STEM grant pool that was proposed 

that was not funded. There is a smaller amount now that the Governor has proposed. 

Senator Lindaas: Have you applied for a grant or is that something that you will do in the 

future? 

Gary Hagen: Every campus can apply. We didn't apply. 

(27:30) 

Steve Benson, Vice President for Business Affairs. 

(continuing on page 13 and goes thru page 18) 

36:38) 
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Senator Seymour: When you get your tuition dollars and then you said "other dollars" to 

match things up. What are some of the other dollars? 

Steve Benson: Of the other dollars, we do receive $156,000 of interest and income money 

from State Land Dept. and that is proposed to increase to $178,000 next biennium, but within 

that general fund and state budget, those are the two components. Tuition, which is about 

$2.5M a year: interest and Income from general fund which is about $80,000 a year & then 

general fund $5M. 

Gary Hagen: (continues testimony with page 18) 

(40:07) 

Senator Warner: Could you give me some idea if you were to move out of those two 

buildings, what would happen to those two buildings, would they be available for sale or are 

they something which is still usable by some other agency or private company? 

Gary Hagen: The condition is very poor. We have asbestos. There's not a lot to salvage, but 

the structures themselves outside aren't too bad. We have committees of local people in the 

community and have held community forums because we are trying to privatize those buildings 

and find uses for them. An economic development has jumped in to see if there are people 

who would be willing to come in and refurbish them. 

Senator Warner: Has there been any discussion on residual value? That would be offered 

for dollar or some sale price that would be contributing to it? 

Gary Hagen: That's the discussions we're getting into now. Until we know for sure that this is 

our final building plan, and we have permission to enter into discussions. We're moving 

ahead. I know exactly what you're saying. 

(41:15) 
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V. Chair Bowman: If, for some reason, you had the money to build this new addition, do you 

have the figures to tear down the two other buildings? How much would it cost to tear them 

down? 

(41 :38) 

Gary Hagen: That's in the budget and would cost $375,000 to tear down. 

(continuing with pg 20) 

(44:13) 

Senator Christmann: I want to congratulate you on stopping the red ink and turning things 

around. But I have to ask you this question and it's not an easy one because I respect the job 

you've done especially among the institutions that are struggling for students. When I look at 

half of your students are pursuing teacher education, and half of those aren't going to stay in 

ND and the half that do will have a representative here in two years telling us that their pay is 

woefully inadequate and those would have a pretty good percentage of finding jobs here, do 

these smaller institutions that are struggling for numbers consider completely changing gears 

and going into a new set of programs like nursing, welding, plumbing, and technology & 

electrical and the things that Job Service shows us that are careers that are really in demand 

for ND employers? 

Gary Hagen : It's a good question and I think relates to my presentation. That's why we've 

looked into downsizing the campus. Why fix up space if people drive to campus and are 

online? We've looked into the bleeding into MN, which is several thousand students a year in 

our area. That's why we should be more like institutions like ours in other states that have 

emerging programs. Healthcare - we've linked with UNO Med.school and we're in 

conversations with both Lake Region and Bismarck State with some of the health programs 

that we have in that area. Exactly my point. 
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Chairman Holmberg: Any other testimony on this budget? Then we will move on to VCSU . 

Bill Goetz, Chancellor introduced Steven Shirley, President of Valley City State University 

Steven Shirley introduced VCSU staff. 

(reading from handout of VCSU in 2009 ND Legislator's Guide) 

(74:51) 

V. Chair Grindberg: Yesterday, in DSU presentation, point was made that of 300 honor 

students that certificates were signed last semester, you could just read into that that those 

students are better prepared than any of our students may achieve. Again, I'm making a 

general statement, but you could assume that. Your focus on STEM would be to invest in the 

teacher training to provide for the K12 system, to ..... . 

Steven Shirley: That's right, so when they get to the point when they are 18, science isn't 

scary, it's something they're interested in . 

V. Chair Grindberg: It's priming the pump. 

Steven Shirley: That's exactly right. And as a K12 teacher institution, that makes sense for us 

to do that. 

(continuing testimony) turned it over to Trudy Collins 

(83:00) 

Trudy Collins, Vice President for Business Affairs 

(continuing with VCSU handout - pg 7) 

(88:39) 

Senator Seymour: I have a question on the other page on equity. When you saw your 

request for equity, and you saw what you got, from your standpoint and all the sources you 

have, why did you get a reduction on that? 
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Trudy Collins: That was pro-rated. The original request was $16-17M, I think it was, and in 

the governor's budget, that was reduced to $10M, and so it was just pro-rated along the line. 

The $250,000 was a minimum amount that each campus was to receive and when that was 

pro-rated, it became $135,000. 

(continuing testimony) 

(90:24) 

Senator Christmann: On that subject, if it only costs $33,000 to pay off specials, why do we 

need $60,000? 

Trudy Collins: That's an excellent question. I have new knowledge, the city of Valley City is 

going to be doing a street re-surfacing project which includes all the underlying infrastructure 

as well. The bill for our campus for that special assessment is going to be $600,000, and so I 

was estimating on the biennium what that was going to cost us, I put a place holder of $60,000 

in here and it's actually going to be closer to $90-100,000 for the biennium for our portion of 

the street improvement. 

(continuing testimony) 

(93:26) 

Chairman Holmberg commented that VCSU has a new sound system. 

(97:00) 

V. Chair Bowman: I have a question in reference to deferred maintenance. As long as I've 

been sitting on this committee, that's brought out every session. We never have enough 

money to take care of the buildings and facilities that we have, but we're building buildings as 

fast as we can get the money to build them. Does that put us farther behind to where it's going 

to be someday impossible to catch up? Or do we find the money to take care of and update 

and modernize every one that we have on campuses and then start to look at building new 
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ones. I don't know that answer to that, but I know that it's been a problem ever since I've 

been here and it never seems like we get a handle on it. 

Steven Shirley: I'll just answer that I can't answer for the system. Hopefully the comment 

about putting up buildings as fast as we can, obviously, our newest building is 36 years old and 

we haven't put up any buildings in that time. For us, $2.3 M, I know for some for larger 

institutions that is not a lot of money, but for us, we could do some tremendous things over the 

next few years with that kind of support. 

V. Chair Bowman: I understand that, but you see what my point is. The gentleman from 

Mayville said they were going to take down two buildings and build one and save quiet a few 

million dollars just in deferred maintenance by doing that. It seems to me like somebody is 

using something upstairs because that's one of the most encouraging things dealing with that 

issue that heard since I've been here . 

Steven Shirley: That was part of the million dollars that was recommended by the Governor. 

The executive recommendation was to do a true master plan for the campus, but really look at 

space utilization, so we'd probably be able to get our hands on some of those kinds of issues 

you're talking about. 

(99:01) 

Senator Kilzer: Yesterday, I asked another president about the remedial classes. In your 

situation, your institution prepares a lot of teachers and you also accept freshman students, so 

you're seeing both sides of the fact that, as I remember, it's close to ¼ of college freshman 

need remedial courses. I would ask your take on it since you prepare a lot of teachers, are you 

following up with your teachers to see if, is any measure to see if your teachers are producing 

students who are problems, who are not in the 25% because as I understand it, the problem is 

getting worse. 
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Steven Shirley: Valid question. I don't know the answer off the top of my head. We haven't 

done that sort of research. The one area where you do typically see over and over in any 

university in this country is especially in mathematics. That's why the STEM initiative and the 

different types of curriculum that we can be putting in place, not just at the high school but 

starting at kindergarten and all the way up. For students, to learn mathematics differently than 

how they have been taught, may help when they get to a university. We look at the STEM 

idea and the way science and math have been taught for the past 50 years. It's taught the 

same today as it was 50 years ago, yet students have changed, the world has changed, 

technology has changed, but we're still teaching a lot of these four subjects the same way we 

were teaching them 50 or 100 years ago. Maybe we need to have a real shake-up of our K12 

system. 

(100:56) 

Senator Kilzer: My observation is, and I used to be a high school teacher, is that there are 

two things; first of all, we're emphasizing STEM here, but one of the problems I hear from a lot 

of teachers is that composition and English are badly neglected before our kids are out of high 

school and I think that is a major problem. The other thing is the failure rate. When I went to 

country school years ago, there were a lot of kids that didn't pass. And now I look at a record 

of, for example in the Bismarck school system there are 10,000 students. How many kids did 

not advance to the next grade and it's less than a handful. I have a hard time believing that. 

Those are problems that I think could contribute. I would like to see some figures, maybe not 

from you but from DPI, because the answer that I got yesterday, I wasn't really satisfied with. 

It's kind of the attitude that we'll take the students that come to us. I think we should dig a little 

deeper. 
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Steven Shirley: I think there are conversations starting underway between the University 

System and DPI in a K12 system to really look at exactly what you're talking about. 

(102:44) 

V. Chair Grindberg: I think it's important to remember where STEM started. How many 

times have we heard the basics - science, math, reading. STEM derived out of Washington 

DC over America's loss of competitiveness. It's coming full circle again, back to the basics. 

Obviously they'll create a national priority or whatever, but we're 3-4 years behind in this 

discussion. Senator Kilzer's point was right on. In our school in Fargo, everybody has to pass. 

It's the new way of education, everybody passes. Everybody gets along, and nobody's 

challenged and fails. 

Chairman Holmberg: Thank you very much. I was talking to another member of the 

committee who was commenting that we hear that ND does not pay salaries well enough to 

attract good presidents and there is a vacancy but over the last days we have seen some 

outstanding new presidents. It is amazing how good they are, or seem. My driveway is still full 

of snow. 

Minot State University. 

(104:40) 

I am Rep. Matt Klein, representing District 40 out of Minot. District 40 also complies with 

Minot State University. I want to prize you of the fact for a situation at the Minot State 

University power plant where we have a gluge of 4 boilers. The main boiler which is on lignite 

has not been operated for over a year. The ash handling system is completely broken. When 

they operated last time they had to rake the ashes out by hand. The pollution control system 

needs a complete replacement and the grates are warped beyond repair. Possibly the 

situation didn't get the attention of senior management because the maintenance director left 
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his position about 6 months ago and the new man came on board and needed some time to 

evaluate things. Meanwhile the board of higher education had already made their list and 

didn't want to start over. Fortunately, management made a great decision and bought natural 

gas on the futures when we had excess gas in storage and now the other boilers are being 

operated on natural gas at a rate that we couldn't get any more at the time with the 

temperature and energy where we are at. So that won't happen again. What the board did 

was approved a $3.5 million dollars to put a temporary bandaid on the old boiler, which can't 

handle the load, is 35 years old and in 5 years, we'd basically have to rip that out and replace 

it. That $35 M would go down the drain. If we could add $3.5 M to that existing $3.5 M, we 

could install a new boiler that could handle the total load. It would be an up to date, a much 

more efficient system. The remainder 1/3 of that cost could be financed by some low interest 

bonds. It's the right thing to do. I went through this facility and discussed the problem with the 

people involved and with the consultants we have. I cannot visualize that we would do the 

temporary fix and then, in 3-5 years, tear things out and throw them away. Dr. Fuller has 

additional information and photos of the existing boiler. It hasn't been used. I know you 

people are busy, but this was key to where we needed to bring it up, so that we don't do a 

temporary band aid. And then in 3-5 years, come back and start over. Thank you. 

(108:05) 

David Fuller, President, Minot State University (hand out for MSU in 2009 Legislator's 

Guide) 

(127: 12) 

V. Chair Bowman: I'm interested in the energy study that is being done at other institutions, 

but is part of that study the shortage of housing because that seems to be a major problem 
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with this Bakken thing. The availability of places to stay and live is nil and there is definitely a 

correlation between your work and how far you have to drive. 

David Fuller: That's right, but I don't know if that's addressed specifically in this proposal. 

know there are many areas that are affected by that and they are studying it. . 

(continuing on page 8) 

(140:58) 

V. Chair Bowman: Did you look at geo-thermal? It's more expensive to put in, but it's a lot 

more economical after a period of the lifetime of the facility. Have you looked at that? And 

that's more than $SM for one building? 

David Fuller: Yes, we have. They have looked at putting in geo-thermal. It's very costly up 

front. Over a 20 year period, it's very cost effective. I can't give you the specifics on that, but I 

know they looked at geo-thermal, but left it out as an option at this point since the boiler 

- doesn't work. I had asked about environmental matters and what we could do as alternative 

energy and burning other types of fuel. Prairie Engineering indicated that all those sound 

pretty good, they are very hard to manage those kinds of systems. We tried to look at as 

many options as we can. The options we have laid out, since our boiler isn't working, we could 

continue to use our existing, because we have oil and gas to heat fuel on our campus 

exclusively and not use coal. We have oil and gas - and maybe not use coal. The 2
nd 

option 

for us in having an allocation of having $3.75 M is to refurbish the boiler and not replace it. We 

understand from Prairie Engineering that refurbishing the boiler would essentially just be a 

band aid. You could do some things on a short term but the major engineer said it's not going 

to last more than 1 O years. We can put the $3. 75 in there and deal with it as refurbishment, but 

would that be the right thing over a long period of time? Dealing with the 3rd option for us is to 

• put in a new boiler. That would be $8-10 million dollars. Over a 10 year period, that's the most 
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cost effective and appropriate was to go on this. Because that 2nd option if we put $3.75 Min 

and in 1 0 years we'd have to do it again and put in a new one. The cost of fuel, if you use 

coal, is very very cost effective to use coal over that 10 year period. I want to emphasize that 

this came forward from the state board and chancellor's office as a $3. 75M understanding 

that we would use that and take $6.5 M dollars in the performance contract into a bond project 

to pay for the new boiler. What we're concerned about in that option is having a bond and a 

cost payoff of that bond at $6.5 M is going to be very very difficult to manage. So in light of 

that, what we're considering doing is what's our best option here - going into debt at $6.5 M or 

use the $3.75 M to renovate short term so that we can get back to use coal. I don't want to 

confuse you, but are there questions? 

Senator Krebsbach: My understanding is that the $3.5M repair would last anywhere from a 

three to five year period, not a 10 year. Am I wrong? 

David Fuller: The Prairie Engineering people said that it would be a stretch if we could go up 

to 10 years. The 3-5 is more realistic approach. 

( continuing pg 17) 

(153:40) 

V. Chair Grindberg: I do have a question, probably for 0MB, did the original board request of 

$630 M dollars, was that request based on no tuition increases for any institution? I don't 

recall through that process of public media coverage if that included a freeze on tuition. 

Sandy (0MB): No that would not. The $12.5 affordability line would have been funded. 

believe then it would have indicated four and four percent increase in tuition, but not at the 

current level. There wasn't a proposal that kept it at, without an increase. 

(153:27) 
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V. Chair Grindberg: In the interest of time, we'll go to our next hearing and get that 

information because it seems kind of perplexing that we're having to twitching discussion -

apples and apples, and oranges and oranges. 

(153:57) 

MSU - Bottineau 

Ken Grosz, President, Minot State University- Bottineau 

(Page 3) 

(166:24) 

Senator Warner: I admire the organic vegetables because there's a certain synergy with 

organic meats and cheeses as well. Did anyone do any work on those? Both from the 

marketing standpoint and the synergies, production, recycled waste, the ecosystems. It would 

be it would be beneficial 

Ken Grosz: Only with vegetables. 

(continuing with page 7) 

(175:26) 

In the strategic plan - a name change and had a vote 20-6 to change their name to 

Dakota College at Bottineau 

Jim Borkowski, Director of Financial Affairs 

(continuing on page 12) 

No questions, at this time 

Chairman Holmberg closed the hearing . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the committee hearing to order at 8:30 in reference to SB 2003 in 

regards to North Dakota State University (NDSU). Roll call was taken. All committee 

members were present. 

Bill Goetz, Chancellor of North Dakota University System (NOUS) We will be having 

another full day with this committee. There is going to be a considerable amount of information 

in testimony and written information regarding University of North Dakota (UNO) as well as 

other entities that are in partner with NDSU. As of true of the NOUS there is a lot of positive 

things and we will hear that. Again not without a certain element of challenge on a day to day 

basis which is to be expected in this dynamic system. The one thing you have heard from the 

other institutions is about the amount of cooperation you see taking place in dialogue and real 

collaboration in real form and that is true of all campuses in the system. I would like to 

introduce Dr. Joseph A. Chapman, President of NDSU. 

Chairman Holmberg stated there have been improvements over the years on campuses as 

well in the state of North Dakota. He welcomed Dr. Chapman to the hearing at this time. 

Dr. Joseph A. Chapman, President of NDSU testified in favor of SB2003 and presented 

written testimony# 1 in support of the bill. First of all thank you to this committee for the 

support you have given us. Looking back this is my 5th opportunity to visit with this group. We 

would not be the university we are today without that support you have given us and we are 

truly grateful for that support. He began reading his testimony (04.32) Some highlights of 

testimony include the following: 

C 
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Roundtable experience; we have used those cornerstones and modified to advance the goals 

of the Roundtable by building a better future for North Dakota. 

Moody's Economy.com, which has identified NDSU as an important driver of the North Dakota 

economy 

The reaccreditation from the North Central Association's Higher Learning Commission, which 

was chaired by John Campbell, President of Oklahoma State University came to our campus. 

Members of the team said they were very impressed with the enthusiasm of NDSU students, 

faculty and staff for the direction NDSU is headed. I got a phone call and they wanted to meet 

with the students. They felt no group of students can be that involved. They commented they 

have never seen students be so involved on a campus and asked for a meeting with student 

leaders. They met with the students, went to dining centers, went on campus with them and 

this is what they said on the website: collectively, "we have more than 100 years of 

accreditation and in that 100 years we have never seen an institution so connected to their 

students. Important for what you are doing." A person said he had been at his institution 25 

years, the only thing I regret, I have never been a part of anything like this. We'll see you in 10 

years. The point here, the opportunities you gave us has allowed us to be a model of what can 

happen to grow and mature.(10.26) 

The economy - NDSU is North Dakota's original land-grant university. The land-grant mission 

is three-fold. 

A. Education - Morrill Act 1862. 

B. Research-Hatch Act 1887. 

C. Service - Smith-Lever Act 1914. (12.53) 

Student Enrollment on age 3 of testimony talks about the record enrollment and the newest 

annual employment survey. 

Collaboration with other institutions and the private sector (listing on page 4 and 5. 

Research Success with a listing of NDSU Research Expenditures as reported to the National 

Science Foundation. NDSU ranks 41, when ranked by research and development 

expenditures among 537 research universities without a medical school. 
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Research Park on page 6 state the Research and Technology Park and the Technology 

Incubator are home to fast-paced, high-growth companies that promote economic 

development in North Dakota. 

Capital campaign is listed on page 7. 

Centers of Excellence are listed on page 7. He concluded his testimony at this time. (30.58) 

Senator Warner commented that he had gone to NDSU and emphasized the importance of 

having international students at the university. His comments stated he was astonished at how 

misinformed those students were about Americans. I knew a student that was enrolled here 

when I was in school at NDSU and his parents worried about him all the time when he was 

here, TV shows influenced his parents not North Dakota and not the US. 

Senator Christmann I think of this question now but it applies to the other universities as 

well. On page 3 you talked about percentages of students employed in ND, do you 

differentiate between the 4 year degrees and what percentage are employed in North Dakota 

and your graduate students when they are finished how many of them stay in North Dakota? 

(33.11) 

Dr. Chapman: We can find the answer for you. One of the challenges we have is the in 

creditably talented international students who would like to stay and are tying to get their visa 

worked out on the federal level and it is difficult. 

Paul steffes, Steffes Corporation: testified in favor of SB2003. (no handout) I want to 

express my appreciation and support for the wonderful collaboration that we have with NDSU 

and DSU. In 1973 I graduated from NDSU from Dickinson. My father and I started a business 

and we grew over the years and today we have two hundred employees. To make it 

interesting for our employees, we are in a growth path. We have15 engineers, we certainly 

realize our commitment to innovation is a very important part and the philosophy that we have 

is that we have to reinvent 20% of ourselves every year in this ever-changing world that's 

becoming more and more important. If we don't do this we feel in five years we'd be toast, 

we'd be gone. As we do that we need skilled engineering, there is lots of talent out there , lots 

of resources, and got into this collaborate effort with NDSU and DSU and feel it is very good to 

save the kids some money that can go to DSU for a couple of years to build their social roots 
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in Dickinson. We feel we will very likely end up with more engineers so we are very pleased 

with the collaborative efforts and we feel this is an asset to the entire state and especially 

southwest North Dakota and Dickinson. 

Joe Heilman, Student Body President for NDSU testified in favor of SB 2003 and provided 

written testimony# 2. (30.35) On behalf of the 13,229 of my peers I want to echo President 

Chapman's comments for your support. Thank-you. We could not have done it without you. I 

am originally from Rugby, North Dakota the geographical center of North America. I can tell 

you that NDSU is the only school I applied for and I am so thankful I got in. I originally started 

in mechanical engineering and then migrated to business world. I am a 5
th 

year senior. I will 

have an undergraduate in business and minor in accounting. The highlights of testimony are: 

1. International Students and Study Abroad. 

2. Students Involved in Research 

3. Students Employed . 

4. Internships and Co-Ops. 

5. Personal Development and Volunteer Community Service. 

I want to touch more on the International Student information. Actually our Student Body Vice 

President this year is from India and what an honor it has been to work with her. (40.07) Talk 

about collaboration and competing, from what I learned, if we want to compete internationally 

we have to collaborate internationally. We can't do that without relationships we set up in 

institutions like North Dakota State. Just a small example I spent about 40 days with 

international students at a retreat which name meant TO BUILD put on by our union and that is 

to encourage multi cultures and learning , I learned there it is disrespectful you don't look your 

elders in the eye. I was taught in rural North Dakota on a farm you look them in the eye when I 

am talking to you. Those are things I want to know if I am going to do business with these 

people in the future. We can learn together. And those are just exchange students. Learn a 

language. The next part is student leadership. (42.46) I am a 5th year student and some ask 

how come it is taking you 5 years. In my experience because of the opportunities I've been 

provided. Being involved with leadership and other things 5 years isn't really that long and it 

was my choice to do that. Some finish in 4 years but NDSU provides us the flexibility we need 
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to be able to take our own time in determining what time frame we are going to graduate. He 

continued his written testimony. He shared the success story of someone who came out of 

North Dakota and started the Students Today Leaders Forever (STLF) which is a Volunteer 

Community Service. He shared his own experience doing volunteer work and the good 

success story of what can happen when somebody with a little drive can make it happen. 

(48.19). Good success story. The last point is STUDENTS ARE PARAMOUNT. When I first 

got here in 2004, I thought that is a good slogan, whatever that means. The more I got 

involved the more I understood what that meant. I can't tell you how much fun it has been to 

be a part of the decision making process at NDSU and how much it has contributed to my 

education. There is no better way to say it. In closing 3 things that have contributed to my life; 

are my family, my community of Rugby and 3rd is NDSU.Thank-you. (49.46) 

Senator Seymour: Do you think there should be a tuition increase next year? 

Joe Heilman: We feel tuition should be as low as it can. We are right along with the state 

board that 4% is an appropriate number. Students will be happy with any responsible increase 

we can make. I think our low tuition rate really gives us a competitive edge. We've got a 

good education system here and it is affordable, keeping it as low as we can but we also 

understand the pressure the Legislature goes through in the budget. If it could be lower that 

would be great. 

Senator Mathern had questions regarding students employed on and off campus. 

Joe Heilman responded they only know the numbers employed by NDSU It seems to me the 

students that are employed on campus are more involved in other things on campus. It is a 

high percentage of students that have to work through college. Just my own experience with a 

company in Fargo I was involved with I started my own website, and did internet marketing. 

The experience I got there was great and I actually started my own consumer electronics and 

from the knowledge I learned in my internship it is doing very well. It is great to be a small 

business owner in North Dakota. I started a DJ service when I was 15 and continued to do that 

during college. 

Senator Robinson: You referenced question on tuition your concern to keep it at reasonable 

level. Many of our colleagues have expressed concerns over fees. In many cases those fees 
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have been self assessed by a vote of the students. You've been very involved so talk to us 

about the fee issue. That is getting to be more of an issue than tuition. (54.10) 

Joe Heilman: student fees are something we deal with all the time. Interesting issue, how they 

are assessed, most are voted on by the students. Program fees, it is not fair to wrap that into 

every student's tuition. In my eye they are appropriate. Students there have so much say in 

how it is allocated and they know where it needs to go, if it was wrapped into tuition, at least 

with a fee, we know where it is going. I support the way it is being done now. 

Chairman Holmberg: Senator Robinson ,if the committee has an interest in the subcommittee 

looking at fees across the system, whether they be student imposed fees or other kinds of 

fees, including parking fees which you do hear about. There is probably in difference in 

campuses, if the committee wants us to delve into that we can. We will have an opportunity in 

the near future for committee discussion where you give direction to the subcommittee as to 

what you want.(57.06) 

John Adams, Vice President of Finance and Administration testified in favor of SB2003 

and referred to page 8 of testimony #1 pages 8 - 20 regarding the Budget. (66.54) 

Senator Krauter had questions regarding matching funds, the increase and the status of that 

pool and matching process, and did the Board of Higher Education (BHE) recommend this. 

John Adams I am not really familiar with it. I do know there was a request from the Board and 

there was an amount in the governor's recommendation. From my experience it is my 

understanding that those funds are utilized fully so they are critically important. 

Chairman Holmberg asked if anyone wanted to testify in this portion of the bill. State College 

of Science will begin after the 10 minute break . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the committee back to or 

regards to North Dakota State College of Science (NDSCS) 

Bill Goetz, Chancellor of North Dakota University System (NDUS): This next presentation will be 

the final presentation ofa college in this case NDSCS. I will introduce President John Richman and he 

will present his presentation. As you know this campus is very strong in technical education as well as 

the area of general education in associated arts degree. The opportunity for students to get that is true of 

other campuses as well. I would hope that you delve into the concerns regarding program offerings of a 

technical college; the high cost factor that comes with fewer students, high cost equipment, the 

necessary faculty to teach in these areas the operation part of the institution, having technical program 

and associate degree. What decisions does the campus have to make to lower costs? I raise that point we 

need to think about, delve into technical education particularly. I present President Richman to deliver 

his testimony. 

John Richman, PH.D. President ofNDSCS: testified in favor of SB 2003 and provided written 

testimony# I. My responsibility is to understand the structure and guide this institution. I refer to the 

round table process. At the national government level we brought in 18 states to provide pol icy language 

for one of the models at this summit at the round table. That is how we drive at NDSCS. I will keep my 

presentation as brief as possible. I will cover our unique challenges at NDSCS, our accomplishments, 

our budget, the current biennium and the next biennium. 

Chairman Holmberg: In presentation are you going to be requesting anything over and above what is 

in the executive budget now and the additions presented the other day? 
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President Richman: No. in order to provide information regarding that I will call upon my colleague, 

Mike Renk, Vice President of Administrative Affairs. (see Testimony #I as he went through each page. 

Senator Krauter: Going back to page 15, (which shows credit production) what happened in drop in 

credits in 2004-2005. 

President Richman: I don't know. We did a comparison with HS graduates. The vast majority of 

students come from ND. 

Senator Krauter: It may have to do with academic change. 

Senator Seymour: Would you please explain AQUIi'? 

President Richman: It is an accreditation process developed IO years ago. It is more of an annual 

ongoing process reporting improvements. There are a couple of institutions that arc members. We 

report on an annual basis. It is an accreditation through higher learning. 

Senator Robinson: When you get into budget review, would you talk about tuition dollars? Some 

institutions are challenged with the shortfall in tuition. He was told that issue would be addressed in the 

budget portion of testimony. 

Chairman Holmberg: Do you have percentages on how this would fit? 

President Richman: I will refor that question to Mr.Renk. Mr.Renk spoke from the audience and 

stated it would be about 50%. President Richman said we will get to that. He continued reading his 

written testimony. 

Senator Robinson: Back to page 48, regarding the unique challenges and managing enrollment, give us 

some examples and speak to us briefly concerning that. Why are we not getting more students in these 

areas? (Civil Engineering and Surveying Technology; Machine Tooling and Plumbing). Does it have to 

do with the equipment or the facility? 

President Richman: No to all of those. The equipment we have is state of the art. The facilities, yes we 

need Horton Hall addressed, whether there are 3 or 4 jobs for every graduate, I don't know. They can 

make a living for their families. In my opinion we have given the young people an incomplete message. 
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They've been told we need bachelor degrees, master degrees, we also need technical the message we 

give is you have to get off the farm to be successful, get a job in Minneapolis or Denver and that is not 

the truth. People can stay in ND and make a good living. Now we need teachers. I'm preaching that we 

need more career advisors in the high schools. We need marketing to get to our kids, we need to address 

our adult population when it changes. 

V. Chair Grindberg: Your point is right on. On page 47 the Summary of instructional Costs per 

student regarding the middle column. is that tuition and state support? 

President Richman: That number would register the tuition. Not state funds. 

V. Chair Grindberg: There has to be state added to that? The reply was yes. 

Senator Seymour: Regarding enrollment; is part of the reason it has gone down is because your school 

is located in Wahpeton? 

President Richman: I think what you are asking is accessibility. There are some logical challenges 

for some residence of North Dakota to get to us. We are what we are. We are a creation of our previous 

people. Our forefathers put the technical school in Wahpeton, at a very high cost. The access in my 

opinion has to be balance against the cost. Is it because it is in Wahpeton? Student surveys show all are 

satisfied with our location. From the employer survey all seem very satisfied with our location. 

Senator Robinson: A follow up comment. We need more career advisors. Often the folks that talk 

about the need for more technical education have to be asked if they are at the 4 year university 

somewhere. We focus on teaching. That is where it starts. We have a lot of marketing to do. 

V. Chair Bowman: Do you correspond with the oil industry, pipelines to see what kind of people they 

need to operate; all these things attract outside kids to come in and work with these companies. 

We have 2 major pipelines going across the state and they need skilled people. Do you work with 

companies to see what skills they will need to be trained in. Like you said these are fairly decent paying 

jobs. How close do you work with these companies? 

President Richman: We work very closely with businesses. We have an advisory committee. That 

comes from the career advisory you are mentioning. The people that sit on that committee are project 

foremen, and when you talk about our cooperate programs those are specific curriculums. For instance 
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John Deer gives us the curriculum to teach. We got in to the global position. We are heading down the 

path all programs will have a major name cooperating with us. It is that type and state funds, student, 

business funds. They all go hand in hand. 

Senator Krauter: The statement concerning career advisors is accurate. On page 4 7 regarding the 

Summary of Instructional Costs do any other programs have a capped enrollment? 

President Richman: Good question. When I first started as Vice President we had a dozen capped 

programs. The only capped ones now are in our health programs- Dental and Nursing. We can take more 

students in all other programs. 

Senator Krautcr had further questions regarding those caps. 

President Richman: It's a problem regarding a clinical site and accreditations. 

Senator Christmann: Regarding the Horton Building you referred to deferred maintenance by half. 

How much is half? 

,Joe Morrissette, 0MB: The most recent figures we have are in the report. The project would address 

that issue with remaining approximately 40%. 

Senator Christmann: On the Robinson building, is that an old myth that it kind of leans. At least that 

seems to be the perspective of some of those students. 

President Richman: I don't know of a leaning building. Robinson building was built in 1971 and it is 

6 stories. That design is no longer desirable. It is a renovation project and it is our intent to have it more 

like a condo type. 

Senator Christmann: Regarding capped enrollments. These different programs, fees and tuitions vary; 

could you give us a list what it costs to attend? 

President Richman: The tuition rate is the same. The thing that may vary is the program fee. Some are 

higher than others. The big difference in current technical programs would be the tools. A diesel student 

would spend a great deal the first semester for his tool box, it is required. The variance is usually in 

tools and supplies that are needed. 
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Senator Christmann: So really the only thing keeping you from having more students is the cost and 

desire. There is plenty of room for them. 

President Richman: It is not cost. It's affordable. It's their desire. What do we tell our students? Until 

you tell your son or daughter to be an electrician or plumber this issue will not go away. We have to 

look at ourselves. 

Chairman Holmberg: Senator Grindberg brought up the subcommittee will work on this according to 

their documents. There is a difference in messages. We can take a stab at it. 

President Richman: I'll be willing to come to the table 

V. Chair Grindbcrg: We have fewer and fewer students to advise. We need consistant messages. The 

supply in our state continues to decline. 

President Richman: That is why the apprentices were established to provide more people. That will be 

the next push 

Sen Lindaas: I'm not sure how many technical schools are across the border. Are we losing any 

students to those if so why? 

President Richman: Yes there are a number of them. Here's my story line, state 105 years, for some 

70 years, people came to us with a field of dreams, built it and they will come. For the last 30 years we 

saw competition in Minnesota. We didn't do anything about that. Shame on us. We will very soon ear 

mark dollars to go on marketing campaign. That needs funding. NDSCS is the best kept secret. Shame 

on us. We have to tell our story. Within the university system, we need to improve the image of a 2 year 

college . 

Senator Lindaas: A follow up question. Are they going to Minnesota because we don't offer it. 

President Richman: I believe it is more of the marketing. The vast majority of classes they offer we 

offer in North Dakota because the needs in Minnesota are similar to ND. 

Chairman Holmberg: I was involved in a study back in 81and 83 and a lot ofit is the location. Most 

students come from Grand Forks and Welsh Counties. He closed the hearing on SB 2003 in reference to 

NDSCS. 
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Chairman Holmberg opened the general discussion at 2:00 pm in the Harvest Room 

regarding SB 2003 stating we've added 2203, 2249, 2177, 2208 to the morning schedule. Roll 

call was taken with Senators Wardner, Krebsbach, and Fischer absent. 

Chairman Holmberg stated we want to look at the issue of security and emergency 

• preparedness, the development of a plan, the affordability issue. In the Governor's budget, he 

rolled the Native American program. We are looking at the differential and they are saying they 

have to raise tuition if they don't get approved. We are looking at salaries. In June they 

transferred money, we want to explore that. 

Senator Krauter stated too much to look at and could the council provide a memo on this. 

Brady said yes they would. 

Chairman Holmberg we'd like to find out what it is you want us to explore as we look at this 

budget. 

Vice Chairman Bowman asked if there was any study done with all the kids that had to take 

an extra year because they couldn't get a class and could those kids take an on line class so 

they can get out in 4 years instead of 5. 

- Senator Mathern stated he has an amendment prepared for the medical school. He was 

asked to bring the amendment to the subcommittee 
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Discussion followed about the Midwest HED compact meeting, the STEM program, the 

Horizon Program at BSC, the onetime funding for BSC not included in the Governor's budget, 

the teacher shortage in the university system, the wind turbine at Devils Lake. 

Senator Christmann indicated he has a letter from Dr. Johnson on the teacher shortage and 

asked if we should get an opinion from someone other than the university system. 

Brady indicated he is looking at a memorandum program in the next few days. 

Senator Christmann stated it is nice to hear the thoughts from school board or someone who 

knows. 

Additional thoughts and discussion followed regarding: 

1. The needs based financial aid in the governor's budget. We should be aiming that 

money towards specific programs. If we give it to the schools they do with they want, 

perhaps we should use some of this money to fund programs to entice people to get 

into these programs. 

2. Lastly there is about 50 million dollars in bonds? We ought to consider financing the 

revenue bonds, and charge the fees, whatever they are going to pay the revenue bonds 

Chairman Holmberg thought Karlene Fine in Industrial Commission could be checked with. 

He indicated all of the issues are good and can be looked at. 

Senator Robinson stated he would like to see a spread sheet on outstanding revenue bonds 

that are in place now. 

Chairman Holmberg discussed the parking at UNO. He asked Grady to get projections as to 

when that program was authorized because we are going to do another one across the street 

and we want that info for other campuses. The STEM program was also discussed. 
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Vice Chairman Grindberg indicated in his mind he wanted to know how to connect all the 

dots, and the funding request strategy does not make any sense to him; the amount of loan 

forgiveness, at the end of day we leave here with major help to students and parents. 

Chairman Holmberg indicated the loan forgiveness for teachers was very narrow. 

Additional discussions ensued on the need for a building at BSC and if there was a market 

feasibility, the strategy behind that, the number of kids on campuses, the numbers on line, 

tuitions. 

Chairman Holmberg concluded the discussion indicating if there were any other suggestions 

to share with subcommittee, there will be other opportunities . 
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Chairman Holmberg opened the Subcommittee hearing on SB 2003 at 3:45 pm on 

01-27-09. Chairman Holmberg, Senator Krebsbach, and Senator Robinson were in 

attendance. The following is a list of requests made by the committee: 

Senator Bowman requested information regarding why students do not graduate in 

the normal program length and if there are statistics regarding this information. 

Senator Robinson replied for an answer there are many situations but some are 

because of financial situations, or they are working full time, going to school as much as 

they can, and single parents, several factors enter in. 

Senator Mathern wanted an amendment to authorize federal inspection for forensic 

pathology warehouse 

Chairman Holmberg stated we should have gotten that done but this is using federal 

money not state money. 
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Senator Seymour asked for an audit as to why people don't go to a particular school. 

Senator Christmann had questions regarding STEM programs. 

Chairman Holmberg stated If you recall one of the big points of concern once you turn 

over definition of who can participate in a program, it seems everybody wants to qualify 

for this loan. 

Sandy Deis, 0MB Analyst stated when we added the STEM the definition of 

technology includes engineering, math and science so everyone was aware of that. 

Senator Grindberg had concerns focusing STEM money on people who are trying to 

get these people that are really excelling into teaching. 

Senator Krebsbach shared with subcommittee that the Minot Air Force Base put 

together a consortium with the schools off the base that is STEM related called the 

STARS program. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council stated he has done some research with the 

Department of Defense and will get that information to you. 

Chairman Holmberg regarding the HE building, there is a difference in philosophy 

amongst the committee as to whether or not we should be encouraging every campus 

in the state to open an office in Bismarck. 

Senator Robinson stated that was not funded. How does the committee handle 

something that isn't funded? I am not opposed to it. I know Minot, UNO, DSU, and BSC 

are involved. There is a lot of issues that weren't funded. 
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Chairman Holmberg stated if you recall at one point there was discussion last session 

about why doesn't Family Practice Center move up there and everyone will be in one 

building but they wanted their own free standing building. 

Senator Robinson asked the President why they don't move into the 4th floor of that 

building as was told they have plans for that space but it is unfinished and their 

administrative offices are there. 

Senator Christmann had questions regarding building wind turbines in Devils Lake. 

Chairman Holmberg stated this is an interesting question about the Needs based 

financial aid and should we should aim the money at specific programs instead of 

funding entire programs. 

Sandy Deis stated it is a large sum, the campuses don't support it that much, because 

they get their money either way . 

Senator Krebsbach questioned to give to students or give to institutions so they can 

distribute to all students. 

Chairman Holmberg that is clearly an issue we need to look at. 

Senator Christmann asked about revenue bonds. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council, stated he has information regarding some 

documents for UND and NDSU. (He distributed this information to the subcommittee). 

Chairman Holmberg had questions regarding the parking garage and asked for 

specific information regarding the parking ramp and also the UND bonds payable 

column. 

Senator Robinson had questions regarding the System Office portion .. 

Senator Krebsbach asked about the University System having a bond . 
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Sandy Deis stated that is for state bonded projects over the years . 

Senator Robinson asked why aren't they listed as individual campus bonds. 

Sandy Deis these are the regular buildings that would have been on campus. 

Senator Krebsbach is this prior to individualizing them to the campus. 

Sandy Deis replied she will check into that. When I look back it was there in 2005-2007 

I can easily go back and see how long it has been there and what it arose from. 

Chairman Holmberg had questions regarding the revenue bonds, whether the state 

Regarding the revenue bonds, the question about financing them and then having them 

pay us back for new ones, if you would do a dormitory, the state would pay for ii with 

cash and then the school would have to pay the state back. 

Senator Krebsbach stated I don't know why we would want to do that. 

Chairman Holmberg asked if the state has been left holding the bag on these revenue 

bonds and have we funded them in the past, and if there might be legal problems if it 

looks like we are becoming a loan agency. 

Sandy Deis These are legitimate projects over the years the state funded but they 

funded it through state bonds not cash. 

Senator Grindberg had questions regarding loan forgiveness. 

Sandy Deis stated loan forgiveness is like STEM 

Senator Christmann expressed concern regarding the building supported at SSC.also 

about new teacher and a bill he has concerning that. He also expressed concern about 

the future economy and if the funds would or would not be there and how to handle that. 

He suggested it could be put in the language He also expressed concern regarding 

new teachers . 
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Senator Krauter asked for a state balance sheet for the campuses . 

Brady Larson stated he already provided that information to Senator Krauter . 

Senator Kilzer talked about tuition that we shouldn't be going after out of state 

students. The recruiting is not in this budget, but in commerce budget. 

Senator Mathern had questions regarding deferred maintenance and stated some 

items may come in the federal stimulus package, for instance the IT building is high on 

the list. 

Senator Robinson stated we are blamed for driving up costs for colleges. Tuition is 

smaller than fees. I don't want to suggest the system is careless when it comes to fees, 

it seems more liberal and it still drives up the cost. The fees are high. How are we going 

to get a handle on that. They are for good causes and the students voted for the fees 

amount. 

Chairman Holmberg add into the budget a section on the Board and legislative Council 

to do a study a couple of these things, tuition and fees. He stated he will have Brady 

put together, Higher Ed tuition rates compared with other campuses in other states, the 

big competitors are Moorhead State and Minn. They are going to go way up. 

Senator Robinson in response to Senator Kilzer the cost per capita is high; too much 

government and too few people. Speaking for most of us we try to move forward and 

have the best quality of life we can. 

Chairman Holmberg over half the students, UND and NDSU are the ones with 50% 

when we can capture 30% to stay in the state that is good. 
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Senator Robinson asked about career counselors. He also talked about VCS, it's 

campus buildings and asked why we are not investing in new buildings on our 

campuses .. 

Chairman Holmberg asked where they would rather have the funds applied to. 

Senator Robinson we'd like it in operating expenses. 

Sandy Deis stated we put the language in the amendment to get that study done as 

well as deferred maintenance. 

Senator Robinson they are looking at some doners, why doesn't the state get involved. 

The affordability. 

Chairman Holmberg handed out a sheet that Sandy provided that has the 02-07 -

2009 which shows the change and the difference. We'll see who responds .. 

Chairman Holmberg closed the Subcommittee meeting on SB 2003 . 
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Higher Education subcommittee minutes. 

Chairman Holmberg called subcommittee hearing at 11 :00 am. Senator Krebsbach, Senator 

Robinson, Chancellor Bill Goetz, Vice Chancellor Laura Glatt, Brady Larson, Legislative 

Council and Sandy Deis, 0MB were present. 

• Chairman Holmberg: Full committee asked a number of questions for us to answer. The 

memos were done by the Legislative Council, probably with your help. The question on 

teacher shortage program, when they looked at the number of teacher specialties it appeared 

to be everything but physical education and elementary education so we got this information. 

This is the situation where we are at right now. 

• 

The other memo deals with science technology, Mathematics initiative, and virtual technology, 

I know that in SB 2407 and then HB 1013 school for the deaf the only part that we don't have 

SMART program, the STARBASE program. They asked about that. 

Chancellor Goetz: provided written testimony #1 and stated we will go down the list written 

testimony# 1 . 
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Information on why students do not graduate in the normal program length. Is there a huge 

issue what campus is it where students can't graduate because they are not offering the 

courses? 

Senator Robinson: Jamestown focusing in 4 years as a marketing tool. Some have to do with 

the nature and type, work is a big factor here, cost, raising a family, the importance of having 

more than one major, with the coursework that might be another semester of school. Not a 

major thorn. Work and cost seem to be driving the length of time 

Senator Krebsbach: The indecisive of student, is a factor, they change their major. 

Chancellor Goetz: There are accountability measures, financial need, academic preparation, 

& go through a process of making a decision. I think that if we pinpoint this is coming down to 

finances. 

Chairman Holmberg: The board will provide us with information about this. Senator Seymour 

asked why students do not attend certain institutions. 

Chancellor Goetz: I have been relying on email and the Council will gather the information. 

The next one was a piece that all we need is information it is not an action item at all, the 

recollection of folks that the initial projections as to how the parking ramp at UNO would cash 

flow appears to be different and how the fees have changed. 

Brady, on the parking ramp, about an hour ago, Brady gave copies to committee. Did not get. 

By Nov 21 I am assuming that the parking fees for first semester should be on handout. 

Projections for the parking task force. The second page from the very back, response to 

committee re parking ramp income. So the annual debt service on bottom of that page. They're 

fees are listed on page 12 and 13. It is info that we have. Nothing not an action item. 

Chairman Holmberg stated the next one Vice Chair Grindberg was concern about STEM 

producing teachers. Has the board talked about? 
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Chancellor Goetz: The board budget has submitted to the governor is a whole different 

approach then what came out it is much more focused toward education and teacher 

preparation, pilot project. We did allocate dollars and that in turn was looked as a grant 

concept that the institutions then applied for as we went through the budget process. In my 

mind a more directive approaches to the issue of STEM throughout our entire education 

system. 

Chairman Holmberg: Would you agree that we have that information and we have that data. 

Senator Robinson: The only question I have is: several institutions have requested more 

dollars that were not in the governor's budget regarding STEM. Did the other institutional 

requests in same area? 

Chancellor Goetz: Yes, they are proposal each campus put together a STEM process they 

have been either approved or disapproved. Campuses are working with the federal 

government to get this program started. 

Senator Krebsbach: The grant will be sought for by the institutions. 

Chancellor Goetz: Money directed toward loan forgiveness. 

Sandy Deis: I would add, he is right. We put into loan forgiveness, for up to 5 years and so 

many dollars a year if they stay in North Dakota. 

Senator Krebsbach: made comments concerning the governor's budget in this matter. 

Sandy Deis: Techonology program today and we expanded that to include STEM as well as 

math etc. 

Chairman Holmberg: There is a concern on how to direct financial aid to specific programs 

that the state needs. This is one idea that was suggested over the years. I don't know many 

states that say you say you get more financial aid if you go into programs that are on short 
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supply? Or is federal financial aid not based on your program of study but rather based on the 

need for it. 

Chancellor Goetz: We do have a teacher loan forgiveness program, some years back; we 

had a financial effort focus on the truck driving program through BND. 

Laura Glatt: There are some federal programs that are lower paid after graduation, of terms of 

targeting aid in terms of grant based aid you have to be very careful how they are structured, 

they could jeopardize federal funding . In terms of scholarships you could create scholarships 

in a certain field. There is also loan forgiveness on the tail end. At what point do you have to 

provide the incentive to get the students into the right path. Some would say that the loan 

forgiveness at the tail end would be too late. But it is also nice that they completed the degree 

of study so many times the scholarship on the front end will cause the student to pick a certain 

program area that they otherwise would not have chosen. 

Chairman Holmberg: Front end dollars, doesn't it say that if you don't stay in the state do you 

have to pay it back? 

Laura Glatt: We have little, veterans, dental, and optometrist. We had a hard time tracking 

them down. The challenges of these types, many times it is more costly than letting it go. 

Chairman Holmberg: Another suggestion that the state fund capitol project from general fund, 

in order that the state be the issues of debt. And then the campuses would repay the general 

fund. 

Brady Larson: We checked there would not be an issue with that at all. 

Senator Robinson: I don't know if we want to pursue this, the structure is in place, I don't 

think we want to take on a loaning system see this as a departure from what we are doing .. 

Our structure is very comfortable. 
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Chairman Holmberg: The issue may or may not be a way to expend funds. We will ask Sheila 

for an answer. It is not a big action issue we have discussed it, gathered the information about 

the legal issue. Does higher education think this a great idea? 

Chancellor Goetz: It certainly raises a whole different discussion on policy. I think our system 

working now through the bonding process is working well. How that would reflect on rates. 

Chairman Holmberg: The committee seems cool on this and that is ok with you. 

Chancellor Goetz: Yes. 

Chairman Holmberg: Bismarck Higher Ed Center proposal was discussed and I know there 

have been folks who have been saying that it should be added into this. I heard at a meeting 

that the board's position was, if the legislature wants to fund please keep in mind you are 

supporting the things that we have now and that are working. 

Chancellor Goetz: The entire center was in our budget and was removed by the governor. 

Senator Krebsbach: I wonder if the bill you are thinking about is the energy bill. 

Chancellor Goetz: BSC priority is the same as the board. 

Senator Robinson: Can you give explanation on the Higher Education Center as it relates to 

the bill? 

Chancellor Goetz: There is 4 million asked one time funding for the building. There is 1.2-1.6 

million in the base fund. 

Senator Robinson: The 4th floor of the energy building is not finished, could that floor become 

the center? 

Chancellor Goetz: BSC would have to answer that. eed further information visit with BSC 

Chairman Holmberg: I know there was a push, energy center or higher education center that 

certain majority leaders were very interested in. 
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Chancellor Goetz: I think that we are getting into three issues here: 1. Higher education 

center 

2. Research center by city located on the campus 3. Energy center already there of which the 

4th floor is vacant. 

Senator Robinson: The funding for Higher Ed center is that the city is pushing. Is that the 

existing building they are talking about? 

Chancellor Goetz: the Higher Ed is the Horizon building which $4 million was asked for a one 

time purchase. 

Laura Glatt: The $630,000 in base funding essentially it would replace funding that the other 

institutions are paying to BSC for hosting students for the indirect cost that they are concurring 

from hosting students from other campuses. They are paying BSC for the use of their space, 

they way they get that money to pay BSC is that they are charging the student a premium . 

Senator Robinson: Should BSC get our approval for the Horizon Building? A question came 

up, will there still not need to be an assessment back to the inst that use the facility. 

Laura Glatt: They have done an analysis about the cost. Those campuses pay BSC for 

space, if we bought the building BSC wouldn't charge for use the building. There will be 

ongoing costs. We do have a cash flow analysis and more information today. 

Chairman Holmberg: Faculty salaries have been taken care of. The next two items are the 

virtual university bill and we have the data about students on line and on campus. Senator 

Grindberg asked about information about where budgets would be cut in case of a economic 

downturn, we have had that discussion before; we will come back to that at another time. 

NOUS balance sheet will be provided. There was a comment made about deferred 

maintenance in economic stimulus, wondering if there was any opportunity in the economic 

stimulus package that is a moving target regarding deferred maintenance. 
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Senator Krebsbach: What about the boiler project at Minot State? 

Senator Holmberg: That is not on the list. 

Senator Krebsbach: I would like to see it added. Add to the budget increase the lifetime of 

that project. 

Sheila Peterson: It does appear there are budget funds on the House side for construction. 

Those renovations on green building 25% of the money spent must be done with the efforts of 

making it energy efficient. There is also bidding requirements any project if they use steel they 

must use US steel and iron, it would be a challenge 

Senator Robinson: Are there are other existing projects that are approved of the governor's 

budget that could be supplanted to free up funds? 

Sheila Peterson: It is so focused on green renovations that I don't know. 

Chairman Holmberg: Senator Kilzer has concern have too many out of state students. We 

have to report back to committee. 

Senator Robinson: We market our system 30% stay in state after they graduate. In light of 

the fact we attract a number of out of state students in the first place, we still retain a lot of 

these students. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council handed out memo, regarding out of state students, it is 

helpful. It was prepared by Bill NOUS office. 

Chairman Holmberg: Different models measuring student debt, do you have any further 

information saying that there are better models? 

Brady: I did visit with Mr. Jones; look at the state of Oregon. I'll gather information on that. 

Chairman Holmberg: Does the board have any information on that? 

Laura Glatt: On our state grant program, Oregon has a model somewhat similar to that. I 

don't' have any specific details. 
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Chairman Holmberg: if their need is $10,000 a year by various formulas, there is nothing 

stopping them from taking another loan out, and that counts as debt. 

Laura Glatt: The unfortunate part of it is that outside of BND the loan information on student 

debt falls and BND and EAC out of South Dakota that also doesn't cover all the other debt they 

are not guaranteed, some legislative and some not. 

Senator Robinson: How did we let that happen is that something that is legislative directed. 

To have one institution so out of the acceptable standards we were surprised at the level. 

Laura, referring to NDSU the there is discussion going on legislatively. Should we have more 

Laura Glatt: It is not just NDSU some of our campuses who we continue to look at debt load 

very carefully, the biggest concern as long as enrollment stays up, and it is when things start 

shifting. We do prepare a report for the board, looking at debt load measure where we see 

overtime campuses, couples with reserves and revenue flow. We rely on bond rating 

agencies. NDSU has a high bond rating. 

Senator Robinson: Does it not drive directly a policy for the system which is dependent on 

enrollment growth. I question if it is good for the system, it is a vicious system. 

Laura Glatt: It is a catch 22. All of you know the residents hall are outdated, the catch 22 you 

can't update facilities, you can't get students; they come if you build it, but if you don't you will 

have a difficult time recruiting. We take it very seriously, the chancellor recommends to the 

board when the board considered all the revenue bond projects, that before the board 

approved the projects, the campus still has to come back to the board to proceed. We are 

closer to the construction point. Board has to take a careful analysis per campus. 

Senator Robinson: It is pretty serious; the incentives for finishing and growth. We are not 

doing a good job addressing that issue. I would like to incentivize quality and get away from 

the mindset of who is going to be number 1. It came up often during interim. 
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Chairman Holmberg: I talked to Larry Isaac, their folks identified 3 states models to look at 

and they were going to get back to us and give us information. I'll share with the board and 

subcommittee. We have to temper what can be accomplished. 

Senator Robinson: Comment this fall, UNO numbers less than NDSU, we can't have this 

completion at all costs just too grown numbers. 

Chairman Holmberg: How much of that is the local media that hype the issue they put the 

score cards up there. 

Senator Robinson: That is an issue we have to deal with as a system. 

Chairman Holmberg: The next two items, salaries have memos on that.Next information 

regarding how to add a section to the NOUS bill to implement a program, I do not know why 

that is there. 

Chancelor Goetz: What are talking about when you say program? 

Brady: I believe it is an incentive for program completion rather than high enrollment numbers. 

Senator Krebsbach: We did have some discussion and focus on something other than 

enrollment. 

Chairman Holmberg: if we were to do a model like that couldn't that be something we report 

back, use the interim committee. Financial aid, grants, that are a huge question. A number of 

bills in policy, there is not much to do right now. 

Brady: Put it on one page. 

Chairman Holmberg V. Chair Grindberg asked about ebscor we have data on ebscor. 

Review of medical advisory suggestion for enhancements. 

Long term plan for needs based we have already but there will be changes we can come to 

later . 

DIRECT Issues 
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Chancellor Goetz: asked if they mean directly with Lake Region . 

Chairman Holmberg: Are we going to do it or not. 

Laura Glatt: That is different is that this time it is directly tied into an energy funding the state 

most of the project would be funded by energy program? 

Chairman Holmberg: The stimulus package, a green issue, is that a possible helper in this? 

Sheila Peterson: We don't have the data. 

Senator Robinson: They are pursing at the campus wind energy program? 

Chancellor Goetz: It is an area that is high demand and a tremendous opportunity. 

Chairman Holmberg: We have another meeting at 9:00 here. Let's look at tomorrow issues 

that we might not have on this list but you all want to comment on, Thursday is the tour. By 

tomorrow we should make sure all issues, not all; issues that we would like the board to bring 

us information on . 

Chancellor Goetz: Our goal is to get it finished this afternoon. We need to be time wise. 

Chairman Holmberg: If it is done we would have an opportunity to walk through it. That is 

why we are not meeting on Friday. 

Senator Robinson: Make sure the various bills on the green issue 

Chairman Holmberg: By end of next week most bills out of committee. We don't know the 

budget numbers into next week, and we will spend a lot of time on the floor. He closed the 

subcommittee hearing on SB 2003 . 
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Chairman Holmberg opened the subcommittee hearing on SB 2003. Senator Krebsbach and 

Senator Robinson were present. Also Brady Larson, Legislative Council; Sandy Deis, 0MB; 

Chancellor Goetz, NDUS; AND Vice Chancellor Laura Glatt. 

Chairman Holmberg we are going to meet at the school at Thursday. Ex dean Josh will be 

- there. On the Higher Ed Center, what is the dollar amount? 

Laura Glatt gave 4 and half million. 

Chairman Holmberg Uob started here) The committee will be asking about if we would want 

we to consider them also housing the Family Practice Center (FPC) in the Higher Ed Center at 

BSC. 

Laura Glatt The Chancellor and I discussed both UND and BSC regarding locations if a new 

FPC is built, maybe there because of the land and we talked about the Horizon Building could 

be used as the FPC. A medical building is significantly different and the cost would be 

extreme. (1.43) (inaudible) 

Chairman Holmberg I have not visited it. They are in for a Family Practice Center, and we 

will see the facility Thursday and clearly from the discussions I have had with others, one time 

•·., 
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spending is better than ongoing. I don't know if they are interested in going all the way with a 

FPC so If there is some way to merge and work together on that. 

Chancellor Goetz It would be very worthwhile to see both, the Horizon building and as well as 

FPC. 

Chairman Holmberg We won't be able to do that during the day we won't have time. I do 

know more than great reluctance to add money to the bottom line that the governor had and in 

fact the pressure is to make reductions in the budget. And the first big one that will come out is 

the experiment station SB 2020 and that will have a reduction. And things will change after 

next Monday and will change again once congress decides what to do and that could make 

major changes. Let's continue to explore that, other possibilities, but I do like the idea if we 

don't have to buy land. The former dean wasn't a fan of moving up to that campus. I have a 

sense there is more pragmatism on campus now then there was before . 

Bill Goetz That issue no longer exists in terms of that location. There is full support from the 

president as well as the medical school. 

Senator Robinson Part of the Horizon building is rented to another tenant at this time, is that 

correct? 

Chairman Holmberg We will explore that. We might not have any closure on that issue by the 

time we pass this bill out. The goal is to vote on this bill on the 1?1h. 

Chancellor Bill Goetz provided written testimony # 1 and explained all the points in the report. 

This report is entitled the Vital Link to a Brighter Future. It is a response to the questions that 

both the subcommittee and full committee asked concerning NOUS. Both the questions and 

answers are enclosed in this report. He continued reading the report. (8.45) 
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Chairman Holmberg asked questions in regards to the STEM and asked if they are talking 

about UNO, the education building which is up for renovation or is this a different classroom 

that they would build? Do you know how that fits in?(9.03) 

Chancellor Goetz stated he doesn't have proposal here but we will answer that. He continued 

with question 7 on page 5, Senator Christmann's question regarding direct financial aid to 

specific programs. He continued with the report. (All these points are referred to further in the 

attachment with the pink tabs in subcommittee minutes dated 02-03-09 - Job #8449) (11.10) 

Chairman Holmberg stated we had that discussion regarding point #13 at the meeting the 

other day on campus with the chairs of appropriations and vice chairs that what we do now is 

all subject to change. (11.25) And they will be working, obviously, as you would expect us to 

do is looking for areas where maybe we were going to do X but they will do it which will free up 

some money . 

Chancellor Goetz continued with point #14 with the board pool for security. (11.47) The 

Board requested the 20 mil .6, the one time funding and the governor in his budget proposed 

one time funding of 4 million dollars. A lot of preparatory work went into this in terms of a 

campus response, campus survey, campus analysis and I would entertain any comment here 

and Laura worked extensively on this project in terms of what we feel is a need and it is 

certainly a priority area for us. We tried to approach this in a way where we have 

collaboration between institutions relative to FTE's that are needed as well as a lot of detail 

work on the infrastructure needs but the bottom line is we have to address this area throughout 

the system someway. (13.10) He continued his presentation. The next items were concerning 

out of state students and student debts mentioning the Board is very sensitive to this issue. 

#18 is incentives for improving completion rates. 
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Chairman Holmberg When I hear that information regarding rates back from Larry Issac's 

office we will share that as soon as we get that information. 

Chancellor Goetz continued his presentation (14.53) from the testimony he provided. 

Continuing from #19 through #26 mentioning that #22, the NOUS IT building.may have a 

portion of funding through the stimulus package. He also shared the on the bottom chart on 

page 12 regarding the NEEDS funding that this is a big part of our budgeting initiative and 

concern and we will have a lot of discussion about that.(17.06) And then #26 you can certainly 

question the issues on the Lake Region Wind Turbine. 

Chairman Holmberg Do you know if there is any opportunities within the stimulus package for 

this green kind of activity relative to the wind turbine? 

Chancellor Goetz There is a lot of emphasis focused on this area interest. 

Chairman Holmberg This is one of the things that the governor's office and you folks and 

everyone will be monitoring this. The Legislative Council will be putting together an analysis as 

it gets more and more concrete. Of course the legislative question is what can we utilize of that 

money forwarded to my grandchildren so that they 

Chancellor Goetz That would be honoring your requests and if there is anything more that 

you need pertaining to these areas we will provide it. 

Chairman Holmberg The report is suburb. Obviously we haven't gone through this as a 

committee and there may be a few questions after we have gone through it and we can go to 

the full committee and give them some answers. This is a very good document for us. 

Are there any items at this point that you all want to talk about that wasn't on this list but 

happens to be in the budget request that you may want to address? When you look at the full 

budget, I am referring now to the original budget document on page 8 and 9 in the yellow 

budget section.(copy enclosed #2.) I did hear from a committee member a concern regarding 
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the parity funding. That individual had some concerns that the parity amount for a college, for 

the University actually, was not correct and should have been more. But you utilized the 

formula. Could you tell us how, for example, the governor came out with 49 million but part of 

that included the ? (inaudible) between 5 and 7%. The 49 million, how was that dispersed? 

Laura Glatt On page10 if there is a shortage that is the first we heard of it. 

Chairman Holmberg They felt they should get more. These are some faculty. 

Laura Glatt Do you think they are wanting salary increases? 

Chairman Holmberg I am not sure, the differential is 7 to 5. 

Laura Glatt On the top of page 10 you will see the components we do calculate the same for 

every campus. (inaudible) (22.33) 

Chairman Holmberg We always were on another number. Could we get another final 

number? 

Sandy Deis We actually took in the final number. It is taken into consideration in the executive 

recommendation. 

Laura Glatt Column 3 is 5% compensation package 

Column 5 utilities 

Column 6 Utilities for each campus. We used the best estimates we had. 

Column 7 if campuses have new buildings coming on line for the first time in 09-11 we allow 

then to ask for utilities for those new buildings. So when you get to column 8 you can see the 

total amount by institution. 

Column 9 is state share. 60 to 75% of the costs are the state share. The rest of it then gets 

shifted to students and paid for by tuition. 

Chairman Holmberg This budget we have before us, you had submitted a budget that would 

have you frozen the tuition at the 2 year schools and allowed tuition to go up to 4% in 4 year 
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schools and the number you had differential after the governor's budget came out was about 

an 8.2 million dollar difference. The question that you have talked aboutis that the difference 

has to be made up if we are going to continue that parity adjustment by increases in tuition 

more than the O and the 4 and I will tell you we haven't done this but there is a great deal of 

support to find that 8.2 million over in the financial aid area where the governor increased the 

amount and restore that and probably because legislators are always nervous to put in tuition 

cap, say here's the money, here's the 8.2 so we have funded the affordability issue than tuition 

won't go over 4% and O and that will give the legislators a little comfort but at the same time I 

think I'd rather provide financial assistance by lower tuition for all students and then we will 

worry about the new space and those other things when we get to that portion of the 

buget.(26.40) 

Chancellor Goetz I think by action the Board took following the executive budget in providing 

the amendment that would speak to the tuition issue. It is a demonstration of their expression 

of support in that area. 

Chairman Holmberg Senator Robinson, you are leaning in that direction, are you not? 

Senator Robinson (27.22) That's what I am hearing as the caucus discussed this particular 

budget early on tuition was a big issue. So that would be very helpful. There wasn't much 

comfort in knowing the flexibility of the issue, it could be 6,7,or 8, we don't know. So if we can 

confine our increase to Oas originally proposed, I think a lot of our people will be comfortable 

with that. 

Chairman Holmberg I think you will see also on the 5 and 5 a lot of Senate support for that 

and health insurance, you will see support on this. That is one of the big issues. And then the 

whole issue of Needs Based Financial Aid, and we have some other thoughts on the 

committee, some are more interested in merit, more work in merit, I know we have some other 
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bills coming in. Do you Chancellor Goetz have your testimony in here. And he said yes. And 

then the Opportunity Grant Bill is coming our way but I understand it is vastly different than 

when it was introduced into the House, the Senate Education Committee. I don't know much 

more about it at this time except they amended it. I will email you Flakkol's, and he does a 

good job of condensing down what happened, he has his talking points on what's in the bill 

after amended, and I will see that you get emailed that right away. We don't have the bill yet, it 

will be on the floor in a couple of days. We'd like to stop because the committee needs to 

review this material but it is very well laid out, very helpful. Do you all have this handout about 

the tuition higher education You all got this handout about tuition in regional institutions. 

Brady will provide this information plus published memos. As soon as they are put up will you 

notify the office and can you let us know we don't want find out over the next week or so if they 

will be here for something we will hook up a conference call. We'll work it out. 

Chairman Holmberg closed the hearing on the subcommittee for 2003. 
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Chairman Holmberg opened the hearing on SB 2003 in regards to Higher Education. He 

explained the amendments to the committee. 

Further discussion followed regarding the amendments. 

Chairman Holmberg made comments regarding STEM and the good recommendations made 

• by Senator Robinson regarding that funding. He also made comments concerning the 

governor's budget regarding security and emergency. The subcommittee felt we would rather 

have the planning done before the money goes out to the campuses. He commented there 

may be some funds coming in regards to the stimulus package. (08.36) 

Further discussion followed regarding tuition costs, funds for people in food service, 

maintenance, administrative assistants and the retention of these people who work on the 

campuses. (12.51) 

V. Chair Bowman had questions about the 5 and 5 and if these people received that. 

Chairman Holmberg stated if they didn't meet the amount with the 5 and 5 they will get the 

increase. 

Senator Robinson made comments that we have to make all this work. They are the people 

- that we see, the students have more contact with these people more than the professor in the 

class room. The gap has been growing. (17.21) 
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Chairman Holmberg continued explaining the changes and the amendments. There was 

discussion regarding the higher education center concept. He stated there was interest in 

some campuses. It did not make the grade in the governor's budget and neigher did the IT 

project. We did not add construction projects at ths time. It is true there are friends in the 

House interested in that. We did not add any buildings. We did look at the wind tower project 

at Devils Lake. It is much more than the electricity, but it also involves the training program. 

We did not touch that. 

Senator Robinson stated there is potential of 80 miles away with 130 towers, 130 and more 

at Ashtabula, not to consider all the ones all over the state, it is a big industry for North Dakota. 

V. Chair Bowman asked for the total amount of the bill. 

Brady Larson, Fiscal Analyst, Legislative Council gave the amount and stated it is a 

reduction on the amendments . 

Senator Robinson moved the amendments. Seconded by Senator Krebsbach. 

Senator Krauter had questions regarding the reduction and had questions regarding the 

Horizon building at BSC. (26.54) 

Chairman Holmberg commented that was one on the list, but where do we stop. 

Senator Robinson stated the subcommittee would agree that is an important issue.UNO, 

Minot, and Dickinson have students attending at BSC (27.34). If we have the Horizon building 

the rest of the system could come here and BSC wouldn't charge a surcharge to use the 

building. It would be nice to go up and look at what is on the campus at BSC. Time was a 

concern. 

Chairman Holmberg stated we did spend part of an afternoon at the wellness center, and we 

discussed whether it would be conducive to move that up to the Horizon building and we 

thought they would have the same problems at the Horizon building that the old Red Owl Store 
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had in that remodeling would be an extremely expensive thing because of the way the building 

is constructed. 

Senator Krauter commented that is a priority and hopes that can be revisited in the second 

half and in conference committee. 

Chairman Holmberg commented he thinks it will and if it comes back from the House on the 

bill we will take a look at it. 

V. Chair Grindberg stated Just for more discussion I guess I have been more of a skeptic on 

this Bismarck Higher Education Center and I don't know all the details but on the surface what 

is the business model for it. It should be a request coming from the State Board of Higher 

Education justifying the Bismarck Higher Education Center and not Bismarck State or one 

campus that has 300 students. This is a strategic initiative that should have support publically 

from the Board of Higher Education. This is why this needs to be done and maybe that is going 

to happen. I am just skeptical of how this thing has come together. It hasn't been thought 

through and lead us back to the same discussion and frustration about duplication of 

programs, and what's the market base side of this versus the cost to the taxpayer's money. 

(30.37) 

V. Chair Bowman had questions regarding the utilities on the green house we built at NDSU. 

He asked if we are tracking these costs as we are building these buildings to see if we are 

going to be spending more money on utilities than we used to spend running some of these 

campuses because he thought the request was unbelievably high to turn the lights on for a 

green house when they should be getting energy from the sun. If that amount is for one 

building, how much are we spending on all the buildings and by building new buildings are we 

saving anything in energy because they should be more energy efficient? I want to know if 

that is being tracked. 
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Chairman Holmberg commented we need to pass the bill and we will see examples of that, 

for instance at Mayville State where the construction of a relatively small item 4000 square feet 

would allow them to tear down two buildings that are costing them a huge amount a year to 

keep so they are removing 62% of their deferred maintenance. 

We have the amendment. All in favor say AYE. It passed a voice vote. 

SENATOR ROBINSON MOVED A DO PASS AS AMENDED. SECONDED BY SENATOR 

KREBSBACH. 

Chairman Holmberg had questions regarding the tracking of expenses and how it is done and 

asked Sandy Deis to explain to the committee this issue. 

Sandy Deis, 0MB my comment would be that Higher Ed or the University System Office does 

keep track of that. The colleges or campuses do report what the utilities are and what they will 

be and that is usually taken into consideration at the time they are looking at the project. 

Senator Mathern provided written testimony #1 Listing of Proposed Changes to Engrossed 

Senate Bill 2003 and talked about these changes that I am not going to offer. But I just want 

the Senators to know I am on the Board of the School of Medicine at the legislator's request. 

There are 4 legislators on that board. What I am handing out are the initiatives that that board 

suggested that are very important for the state of North Dakota. I appreciate the items you 

were able to put in so that is available to you in case anyone has more questions. ((34.54) 

Chairman Holmberg stated he appreciates that and stated they had added in the special 

funding concerning the forensic request. 

Chairman Holmberg provided written testimony# 2, The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

prepared by Chancellor William Goetz of the North Dakota University System (NOUS) (he had 

thought this was handed out some time ago, but committee members only got this information 

at this time. He did apologize to the committee for this oversight) There were about 30 
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questions that were asked early on, actually 26 questions asked and we had asked the 

Legislative Council and the University System and this document has answers for you or 

responses to each question. There are questions for example on the debt load, grant funding, 

and I think they are pretty well answered here. 

Senator Christmann asked if the building project in Mayville is in here. He was told yes. 

(36.41) He asked what happened with Minot and the boiler system. 

Chairman Holmberg said ii is in here but not at the amount to replace them but there is a 

dollar amount (36.55) and the issue in part was the target was, Senator Krebsbach was 

looking at this, and the target kept moving and it was extremely difficult to get our hands 

around it and we decided not to address that any further. We would leave the governor's 

money in here for boiler repair and then the campus has a better handle on what it is they are 

asking for then I think the House will address it. 

Senator Christmann had questions regarding the FTE's in the bill. What is the terminology of 

who are these people that show up as FTE's and then how do you classify the people who get 

paid through the University System? 

Chairman Holmberg stated there are the auxiliary folks,. In fact, when we are looking for, 

remember the people who were transferred from the University System to ITD, those 

education tech people, they were special funds so they are not in here. So I went looking for 

some folks and couldn't find them because they are special funds and not listed here. 

Senator Robinson stated we have a number of employees that are supported by local funds. 

Might be in athletics, not in the instruction side, supported by local funds that are generated in 

the community on the campus through the alumni, student union, in resident halls, all those 

folks are paid for, they are on the state payroll system but we have to pay those salaries and 

benefits from non-general funds money. We call that auxiliary outside the state tax base. And 
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there is a number of them. Those dollars have to come from self-generated funds within the 

operation. 

Chairman Holmberg stated we don't control that. These numbers here are only general fund 

funded positions. For example, if you look at UNO they are reducing 9.6 employees. I can't tell 

you who those employees are. NDSU has had a large increase in students and they are 

increasing 19.6, but the system has traditionally had a lot of flexibility in moving positions 

around too. But this is what they asked for in their budget. The one I don't understand is 

Dickinson losing 30 employees. 

Sandy Deis stated it is not that they have lost their employees, I am not certain of the reason 

but there is 30 employees are now being paid through tuition funds or another source of 

funding other than general fund dollars. 

Chairman Holmberg asked if tuition funds are considered special funds. He was told yes. He 

then asked who pays their benefits and asked if we know how many people work at these 

places. He was told no. they just have to report those people with general funds. 

Sandy Deis said the benefits for those employees would be paid from tuition funds. They 

receive so much in general fund and they make that available for so many FTE and then the 

remainder will come out of their special funds, which would be tuition, auxiliary charges for 

food services, grants. 

Senator Robinson stated things like food services could be contracted out. At the UNO the 

bookstore and those employees, that is a big operation, those employees report to Barnes and 

Noble at UNO. Valley City has had a commercial food operation. And that contract will pay the 

student union to be there. That is a big chunk of money that comes in to operate the student 

union . 
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Chairman Holmberg asked if I worked at Mayville where Merriot had the concessions did I 

work for Merriot or the school. He was informed it would be Merriot and they reported the 

workers daily. 

Senator Christmann stated either we are involved with this or we are not. (43.38) I find it a 

little absurd to think we are trying to come in and we are pouring a lot of money into this 

because: 

A. We want our students to have opportunities to get a good education. 

B. We don't want the parents complaining to us because it costs so much to go there. 

So we pour our money into and we wash our hands of the fact that the universities can put a 

fee on for feeding them, or a fee on for housing them, I reckon this time we are doing the 

tuition thing but in the past we haven't , and we are willing to keep track of how much that 

amounts to and how they choose to spend it. We don't have much oversight on this and I think 

we ought to.(44.37) 

Chairman Holmberg stated we know for example each campus will report how much it costs 

to live in a dormitory and how much the food is and the various plans are. I think one of the 

reason some years ago the Legislature moved away from counting this, we did for a little while, 

and we had this big spike, and then we haven't been counting it and the way it has evolved, 

whether it is right or wrong, is that there is so much dynamic change on most campuses. One 

year they will get an extra 200 students, are they going to come to the budget section or 

emergency commission to hire five teachers? So the Legislature years ago has stayed out of 

auxiliary services. 

Senator Robinson stated we used to get guidelines from the board office on rooming board 

rates and that type of thing to have some consistency throughout the system and we lived 

within those guidelines. They were cast in stone. If they said it would be no more than 4 to 6% 
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that's where we would be. We tried our level best to keep costs down. We can track all general 

fund employees right down to the FTE Might be a quarter FTE. The information on auxiliaries 

is available but the dollars don't come from the general fund. And yet on our campus we didn't 

move hiring someone or whatever without running it through our upper administration. They 

knew exactly what we were doing. I think that would be true of all institutions. He made further 

comments regarding being on the foundation for Valley City State and needing to report the 

activity regarding that work. 

V. Chair Bowman had questions regarding the wages for research people and if it is recorded. 

He was informed yes. Time is allotted in their schedule for research. 

Chairman Holmberg asked for a Roll call vote on SB 2003. 

A ROLL CALL VOTE WAS CALLED ON A DO PASS AS AMENDED. THE RESULT WAS 

14 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING. CHAIRMAN HOLMBERG WILL CARRY 

THE BILL. 

Senator Robinson stated that we used to have legislative tour groups go out and look at 

campuses. I would like to remind this committee that I am a proponent to do this at least every 

two years to visit as many campuses as we can. Frankly, our campuses like to see that. 

Chairman Holmberg closed the hearing on SB 2003 . 
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98046.0102 
Title.0200 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Senator Stenehjem 

January 12, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

Page 1, line 3, remove "to amend and reenact subsections 1 and" 

Page 1 , remove line 4 

Page 1, line 5, remove "Code, relating to student financial assistance grants and technology 
grants;" 

Page 11, remove lines 7 through 26 

Page 11, line 29, after the fourth comma insert "and" and remove", and 18" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

This amendment removes Sections 17 and 18 relating to student loan programs and 
technology grants and student financial assistance grants . 
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98046.0203 
Title. o 3o I) 

Fiscal No. 2 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Senate Appropriations 

February 18, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

Page 1, line 3, after the semicolon insert "to provide for legislative council studies;" 

Page 1, line 17, replace "800,000" with "1,400,000" and replace "6,450,000" with "7,050,000" 

Page 1, line 18, replace "903,718" with "765,707" and replace "7,185,612" with "7,047,601" 

Page 1, line 20, replace "Common information services" with "System information technology 
services", replace "4,267,345" with "4,246,745", and replace "30,250,638" with 
"30,230,038" 

Page 1, line 22, replace "34,360,931" with "1,248,728" and replace "40,348,428" with 
"7,236,225" 

Page 2, line 4, replace the first "4,000,000" with "750,000" and replace the second "4,000,000" 
with "750,000" 

Page 2, line 6, replace "2,433,030" with "436,030" and replace "4,173,344" with "2,176,344" 

Page 2, after line 6, insert: 

"Science, technology, engineering, and O 1,500,000 1 500 oooP...., 
' ' mathematics teacher education enhancement" 

Page 2, line 8, replace "43,674,798" with "7,256,984" and replace "112,149,646" with 
"75,731,832" 

Page 2, line 9, replace "725.828" with "705,228" and replace "4.069.558" with "4,048.958" 

Page 2, line 1 O, replace "42,948,970" with "6,551,756" and replace "108,080,088" with 
"71,682,874" 

Page 2, line 16, replace "3,647,331" with "4,312,999" and replace "23,381,011" with 
"24,046,679" 

Page 2, line 19, replace "7,397,468" with "8,063,136" and replace "27,374,629" with 
"28,040,297" 

Page 2, line 21, replace "6,987,968" with "7,653,636" and replace "26,965,129" with 
"27,630,797" 

Page 2, line 22, replace "6.55" with "5.55" and replace "111.93" with "110.93" 

Page 2, line 27, replace "1,079,097" with "1,238,516" and replace "7,590,445" with "7,749,864" 

Page 2, line 30, replace "3,782,824" with "3,942,243" and replace "10,337,834" with 
"10,497,253" 
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Page 3, line 1, replace "3,782,824" with "3,942,243" and replace "10,337,834" with 
"10,497,253" 

Page 3, line 2, replace "3.48" with "2.48" and replace "33.97" with "32.97" 

Page 3, line 7, replace "1,012,870" with "1,159,630" and replace "7,435,374" with "7,582,134" 

Page 3, line 1 o, replace "12,379,872" with "12,526,632" and replace "18,888,851" with 
"19,035,611" 

Page 3, line 12, replace "3,004,872" with "3,151,632" and replace "9,513,851" with "9,660,611" 

Page 3, line 13, replace "2.30" with "1.30" and replace "42.1 O" with "41.1 O" 

Page 3, line 18, replace "16,794,994" with "18,364,555" and replace "123,806,824" with 
"125,376,385" 

Page 3, line 19, replace "54,090,000" with "54,219,000" and replace "56,390,545" with 
"56,519,545" 

Page 3, line 21, replace "78,063,668" with "79,762,229" and replace "187,376,043" with 
"189,074,604" 

Page 3, line 22, replace the first "42,890,000" with "43,019.000" and replace the second 
"42,890.000" with "43,019.000" 

Page 3, line 23, replace "35,173,668" with "36,743,229" and replace "144,486,043" with 
"146,055,604" 

Page 3, line 24, replace "(9.96)" with "(11.96)" and replace "627.28" with "625.28" 

Page 3, line 29, replace "17,903,802" with "19,628,094" and replace "107,497,432" with 
"109,221,724" 

Page 4, line 1, replace "94,359,619" with "96,083,911" and replace "185,645,474" with 
"187,369,766" 

Page 4, line 3, replace "36,259,619" with "37,983,911" and replace "127,545,474" with 
"129,269,766" 

Page 4, line 4, replace "19.64" with "17.64" and replace "517.76"with "515.76" 

Page 4, line 9, replace "3,160,225" with "4,101,922" and replace "30,550,593" with 
"31,492,290" 

Page 4, line 12, replace "17,030,368" with "17,972,065" and replace "45,174,068" with 
"46,115,765" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "9,894,368" with "10,836,065" and replace "38,038,068" with 
"38,979,765" 

Page 4, line 15, replace "1 .47'' with "0.47" and replace "158.24" with "157.24" 

Page 4, line 20, replace "3,097,863" with "3,116,332" and replace "19,953,973" with 
"19,972,442" 

Page 4, line 23, replace "6,760,035" with "6,778,504" and replace "23,999,835" with 
"24,018,304" 
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Page 4, line 25, replace "6,760,035" with "6,778,504" and replace "23,999,835" with 

"24,018,304" 

Page 5, line 1, replace "1,313,518" with "1,399,686" and replace "11,428,583" with 
"11,514,751" 

Page 5, line 4, replace "11,850,463" with "11,936,631" and replace "22,174,522" with 
"22,260,690" 

Page 5, line 6, replace "8,181,963" with "8,268,131" and replace "18,506,022" with 
"18,592,190" 

Page 5, line 12, replace "3,729,881" with "4,339,273" and replace "33,825,003" with 
"34,434,395" 

Page 5, line 13, replace "21,000,000" with "26,000,000" and replace "21,596,870" with 
"26,596,870" 

Page 5, line 15, replace "25,324,992" with "30,934,384" and replace "56,016,984" with 
"61,626,376" 

Page 5, line 16, replace the first "17,250,000" with "22,250,000" and replace the second 
"17,250.000" with "22,250,000" 

Page 5, line 17, replace "8,074,992" with "8,684,384" and replace "38,766,984" with 
"39,376,376" 

Page 5, line 18, replace "5.99" with "4.99" and replace "190.82" with "189.82" 

Page 5, line 23, replace "1,659,111" with "1,785,999" and replace "15,009,248" with 
"15,136,136" 

Page 5, line 26, replace "22,464,032" with "22,590,920" and replace "36,072,585" with 
"36,199,473" 

Page 5, line 28, replace "3,964,032" with "4,090,920" and replace "17,572,585" with 
"17,699,473" 

Page 6, line 3, replace "858,097" with "922,959" and replace "5,617,645" with "5,682,507" 

Page 6, line 6, replace "3,755,118" with "3,819,980" and replace "8,624,391" with "8,689,253" 

Page 6, line 8, replace "1,755,118" with "1,819,980" and replace "6,624,391" with "6,689,253" 

Page 6, line 9, replace "1.64" with "0.64" and replace "32.75" with "31.75" 

Page 6, line 14, replace "5,905,174" with "7,172,600" and replace "39,932.875" with 
"41.200.301" 

Page 6, line 15, replace "5,905,174" with "7,172,600" and replace "39,932,875" with 
"41,200,301" 

Page 6, line 17, replace "5,905,174" with "7,172,600" and replace "39,932,875" with 
"41,200,301" 

Page 6, line 18, replace "12.82" with "(12.82)" 
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Page 7, line 3, replace "174,157,391" with "145,140,779" and replace "614,224,947" with 
"585,208,335" 

Page 7, line 4, replace "160,054,828" with "165,163,228" and replace "164,396,044" with 
"169.504,444" 

Page 7, line 5, replace "334,212,219" with "310,304,007" and replace "778,620,991" with 
"754,712,779" 

Page 7, line 21, replace "159,329,000" with "164,458,000" 

Page 7, line 24, replace "0" with "Q" and replace "225,000" with "225.000" 

Page 7, remove line 26 

Page 7, line 27, replace "233,482,248" with "234,611,248" 

Page 7, line 28, replace "159.329.000" with "164.458,000" 

Page 7, line 29, replace "74,153,258" with "70,153,248" 

Page 8, line 16, replace "COMMON INFORMATION SERVICES" with "SYSTEM 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES" and replace "$30,250,638" with 
"$30,230,038" 

Page 8, line 17, replace "common information services" with "system information technology 
services" 

Page 8, remove lines 25 through 30 

Page 9, line 30, replace "$4,000,000" with "$750,000" 

Page 10, line 2, replace "improvement to facilities" with "needs" 

Page 10, line 3, remove "and infrastructure" 

Page 10, line 4, replace "The" with "Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, the" 

Page 11, line 1, replace "5,000,000" with "10,000,000" 

Page 11, line 3, replace "55,679,500" with "60,679,500" 

Page 11, after line 3, insert: 

"SECTION 16. TUITION INCREASES LIMITED - 2009-11 BIENNIUM. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the state board of higher education may not 
increase tuition rates by more than four percent per year beyond the level in effect 
during the 2009 spring semester for students attending Dickinson state university, 
Mayville state university, Minot state university, North Dakota state university, the 
university of North Dakota, and Valley City state university, for the biennium beginning 
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July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
the state board of higher education may not increase tuition for students attending 
Bismarck state college, lake region state college, Minot state university - Bottineau, the 
state college of science, and Williston state college beyond the level in effect during the 
2009 spring semester, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 
2011. 

SECTION 17. LEGISLATIVE INTENT- NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY 
SYSTEM EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENTS. It is the intent of the 
sixty-first legislative assembly that each North Dakota university system employee 
whose documented performance meets all standards is to receive a minimum monthly 
salary increase of $100 on July 1, 2009, and $100 on July 1, 2010. 

SECTION 18. NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OFFICE EMPLOYEE 
COMPENSATION - EXCEPTION. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an 
employee of the North Dakota university system office whose annual salary exceeded 
$100,000 on January 1, 2009, must receive a monthly salary at the same level as 
provided on January 1, 2009, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending 
June 30, 2011. An employee of the North Dakota university system office whose 
annual salary did not exceed $100,000 on January 1, 2009, may not receive annual 
compensation adjustments greater than live percent based on each employee's salary 
as of January 1, 2009, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 
2011. 

SECTION 19. SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND 
MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT. The sum of $1,500,000 
included in the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics teacher education 
line item in subdivision 1 of section 1 of this Act must be used for the benefit of 
institutions under the control of the state board of higher education, as determined by 
the board. Funding allocations are to be used to enhance the use of science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics in existing teacher education program 
curriculums and may not be used for infrastructure projects. 

SECTION 20. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - BISMARCK FAMILY 
PRACTICE CENTER. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall consider 
studying the facility needs of the university of North Dakota school of medicine and 
health sciences' Bismarck family practice center. The study, if conducted, must include 
a review of the feasibility of locating the Bismarck family practice center on the campus 
of Bismarck state college. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 21. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - COMPLETION-BASED 
FUNDING. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall consider studying 
options for funding higher education institutions. The study, if conducted, must include 
a review of the feasibility of implementing a higher education funding mechanism based 
on student completion rates. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly." 

Page 11, line 4, remove "security and" 

Page 11, line 5, remove "emergency preparedness," 

Page 11, line 6, replace "8" with "7", replace "15" with "14", and replace "16" with "15" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT- LC 98046.0203 FN 2 
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Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

.ate Bill No. 2003 - Summary of Senate Action 

Executive 
Bl;ldget 

University System office 
Total all funds $112,149.646 
Less estimated income 4,069 558 
General fund $108,080,088 

Bismarck State College 
Total all funds $27,374,629 
Less estimated income 409,500 

General fund $26,965,129 

Lake Region State College 
Total all funds $10,337,834 
Less estimated income 0 
General fund $ I 0,33 7,834 

Williston State College 
Total all funds $18,888,851 
Less estimated income 9 375,000 
General fund $9,513,851 

University of North Dakota 
Total all funds $187,376,043 
Less estimated income 42,890,000 
General fund $144,486,043 

UNO Medical Center 
Total all funds $39,932,875 
Less estimated income 0 

• 
General fund $39,932,875 

North Dakota State University 
Total an funds $185,645,474 
Less estimated income 58 100 000 
General fund $127,545,474 

State College of Science 
Total all funds $45,174,068 
Less estimated income 7 136 000 
General fund $38,038,068 

Dickinson State University 
Total all funds $23,999,835 
Less estimated income 0 
General fund $23,999,835 

Mayville State University 
Total all funds $22,174,522 
Less estimated income 3 668,500 
General fund SI 8,506,022 

Minot State University 
Total all funds $56,016,984 
Less estimated income 17 250,000 

General fund $38,766,984 

Valley City State University 
Total all funds $36,072,585 
Less estimated income 18 500 000 

General fund $17,572,585 

Minot State University-
Bottineau 

Total all funds $8,624,391 

Senate 
Changes 

($36,417,814) 
(20,600' 

($36,397,214) 

$665,668 
0 

$665,668 

$159,419 
0 

$159,419 

$146,760 
0 

$146,760 

$1,698,561 
129 000 

$1,569,561 

$1,267,426 
0 

$1,267,426 

$1,724,292 
0 

$1,724,292 

$941,697 
0 

$941,697 

$18,469 
0 

$18,469 

$86,168 
0 

$86,168 

$5,609,392 
5 000 000 
$609,392 

$126,888 
0 

$126,888 

$64,862 

Senate 
Version 

$75,731,832 
4,048 958 

$71,682,874 

$28,040,297 
409 500 

$27,630,797 

$10,497,253 
0 

$ l0,497 ,253 

$19,035,611 
9,375 000 

$9,660,611 

$189,074,604 
43 019 000 

$146,055,604 

$41,200,301 
0 

$41,200,301 

$187,369,766 
58 100,000 

$129,269,766 

$46,115,765 
7 136 000 

$38,979,765 

$24,018,304 
0 

$24,018,304 

$22,260,690 
3 668 500 

$18,592, I 90 

$61,626,376 
22,250,000 

$39,376,376 

$36,199,473 
18 500 000 

$17,699,473 

$8,689,253 

02/18/09 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 

• 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Forest Service 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Bill total 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

2.000,000 
$6,624,391 

$4,853.254 
997,486 

$3,855,768 

$778,620.991 
164 396 044 

$614,224,947 

0 
$64,862 

so 
0 

so 

($23,908,212) 
5,108400 

fS290l6612) 

2,000 000 
$6,689,253 

$4,853,254 
997 486 

$3,855,768 

$754,712,779 
169 504 444 

$585,208,335 

Senate Bill No, 2003 - North Dakota University System - General Fund Summary 

E:xccutivt Stnate Senate 
Budget Changes Version 

University System office SI 08,080,088 ($36,397,214) $71,682,874 
Bismarck State College 26,965,129 665,668 27,630,797 
Lake Region State College 10,337,834 159,419 10,497,253 
Williston State Colk:ge 9,513,851 146,760 9,660,611 
University of North Dakota 144,486,043 1,569,561 146,055,604 
UNO Medical Center 39,932,875 1,267,426 41,200,301 
North Dakota State University 127,545,474 1,724,292 129,269,766 
State College of Science 38,038,068 941,697 38,979,765 
Dickinson State University 23,999,835 18,469 24,018,304 

·Mayville State University 18,506,022 86,168 18,592,190 
Minot State University 38,766,984 609,392 39,376,376 
Valley City State University 17,572,585 126,888 17,699,473 
Minot State University - 6,624,391 64,862 6,689,253 

Bottineau 

• 
Forest Service 3 855 768 3 855 768 

Total general fund $614,224,947 /$29016612) $585,208,335 

Detail of Senate changes to the General Fund 

Decrease, 
Increases FundinK for 

Funding for the Decreasts Decreases Student 
Competitive Funding for Funding for Financial 

Research Comprnsation Needs•Bastd Assistance 
Program1 Adjustments1 Financial Aki' Program14 

University System office S600,000 ($138,01 I) (S33, 112,203) ($1,997,000) 
Bismarck State (:ollege 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University• 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund $600,000 ($138,01 I) ($33,112,203) ($1,997,000) 

• 2 

02/18/09 

Provides 
Reduces Funding for a 

Funding for STEM Teacher 
SITS Pool~ Educadon Pool' 

$1,500,000 

so $1,500,000 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 

Provides 

• 
Removes One- Removes Funding for 
Time Security Security and Campus 

and Emergency Emergency Security and 
Preparedness Preparedness Emergency 

Poof Funding• Preparedness' 
University System office ($4.000.000) $750,000 
Bismarck State College (308,437) 
Lake Region State College (101,153) 
Williston State College (109,364) 
University ofNonh Dakota (204,600) 
UND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University (192,116) 
State College of Science (50,000) 
Dickinson State University (57,280) 
Mayville State University (70,446) 
Minot State University (84,000) 
Valley City State University (50,000) 
Minot State University- (I 07,469) 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund ($4,000,000) ($ I ,334,865) $750,000 

Total General 
Fund Changes 

University System office ($36,397,214) 
Bismarck State College 665,668 
Lake Region State College 159,419 
Williston State College 146,760 
University ofNonh Dakota 1,569,561 
UNO Medical Center 1,267,426 
North Dakota State University 1,724,292 
State College of Science 941,697 

• 
Dickinson State University 18,469 
Mayville State University 86,168 
Minot State University 609,392 
Valley City State University 126,888 
Minot State University- 64,862 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund ($29 016.612 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - Other Funds Summary 

• 

University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University ofNorth Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

Encutivc 
Budget 

$4,069,558 
409,500 

9,375,000 
42,890,000 

58,100,000 
7,136,000 

3,668,500 
17,250,000 
18,500,000 
2,000,000 

997 486 

$164,396,044 

Senate 
Changes 

($20,600) 

129,000 

5,000,000 

$5 108400 

3 

Senate 
Version 

$4,048,958 
409,500 

9,375,000 
43,019,000 

58,100,000 
7,136,000 

3,668,500 
22,250,000 
18,500,000 
2,000,000 

997 486 

$169,504,444 

Provides 
Funding to 

Limit Tuition 
lncreases10 

974,105 
260,572 
256,124 

1,774,161 
767,426 

1,916,408 
991,697 

75,749 
156,614 
693,392 

· 176,888 
172,331 

$8,215,467 

Adjusts Funding 
for Capital 

Asstts11 

so 

02/18/09 

Provides 
Funding to 

Implement a 
Rural Health 

lnitiativc11 

500,000 

$500,000 
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'11;;,.ail of Senate changes to Other Funds 

• Increases 

• 

• 

Funding for the 
Competitive 

Research 

Program 1 

University System office 
Bismarck Stale College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total _other funds 

so 

Remons One
Time Security 

and Emergency 
Preparedness 

Poo17 

$0 

Decreasts 
Funding for 

Compensation 
Adjustments2 

$0 

Remove11 
Security and 
Emergency 

Preparednt55 
Funding

8 

so 

4 

Decreases 
Funding for 
Needs-Based 

Financial Aid
3 

so 

Provide11 
Funding for 

Campu11 
Security and 
Emergency 

Preparedne1111
9 

$0 

Decreases 
Funding for 

Student 
Financial 

Assistance 

Programs4 

so 

Provides 
Funding to 

Limll Tuition 
lncreascs 1° 

so 

ReducN 
Funding for 
SITS Poo15 

(S20,600) 

($20,600) 

Adjusts Funding 
for Capital 

Assets' 1 

129,000 

5,000,000 

S5, 129,000 

02/18/09 

Provides 
Funding for a 

STEM Teather 
Education Poo1

6 

$0 

Provides 
Funding to 

Implement a 
Rural Health 

lniliaHve
12 

$0 

. 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 

• University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University• 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

Total Other 
Funds Changes 

($20,600) 

129,000 

5,000,000 

$5 108 400 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - All Funds Summary 

Executive Senate Senate 
Budget Changes Version 

University System office $112,149,646 ($36,417,814) $75,731,832 
Bismarck State College 27,374,629 665,668 28,040,297 
Lake Region State College 10,337,834 159,419 10,497,253 
Williston State College 18,888,851 146,760 19,035,611 
University of North Dakota 187,376.043 1,698,561 189,074,604 
UNO Medical Center 39,932,875 1,267,426 41,200,301 
North Dakota State University 185,645,474 1,724,292 187,369,766 
State College of Science 45,174,068 941,697 46,115,765 
Dickinson State University 23,999,835 18,469 24,018,304 

• 
Mayville State University 22,174,522 86,168 22,260,690 
Minot State University 56,016,984 5,609,392 61,626,376 
Valley City State University 36,072,585 126,888 36,199,473 
Minot State University. 8,624,391 64,862 8,689,253 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 4 853 254 4 853 254 

Total all funds $778,620,991 ($23,908,212) $754,712,779 

FTE 2141.42 110.00' 2131.42 

5 
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Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 02/18/09 

Detail of Senate changes to All Funds 

• DecreaSts 
Increases Funding for 

Funding for the Decreases Decreases S1udent Provides 
Competitive Funding for Funding for Financial Reduces Funding for a 

Research Compensation Needs-Based Assistance Funding for STEM T cacher 
Program 

I 
Adjustment/ Financial Aid3 Programs 4 

SITS Poo1
5 Education Pool6 

University System office $600.000 ($138,011) ($33,112,203) ($1,997.000) ($20,600) $1,500,000 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University~ 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds $600,000 ($138,01 I) ($33,112,203) (Sl,997.000) ($20,600) Sl,500,000 

FTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Provides 
Removes One. Removes Funding for Provides 
Time Security Security and Campus Provides Funding to 

and Emergency Emergency Security and Funding to Adjusts Funding Implement a 
Preparedness Preparedness Emergency Llmil Tuition for Capital Rural Health 

Pool7 Funding ' Preparedness • lncreases
10 Assets 11 Initiative 12 

• University System office ($4,000,000) $750,000 
Bismarck State College (308,437) 974,105 
Lake Region State College (101,153) 260,572 
Williston State College (109,364) 256,124 
University of North Dakota (204,600) 1,774,161 129,000 
UNO Medical Center 767,426 500,000 
North Dakota State University (192,116) 1,916,408 
State College of Science (50,000) 991,697 
Dickinson State University (57,280) 75,749 
Mayville State University (70,446) 156,614 
Minot State University (84,000) 693,392 5,000,000 
Valley City State University (50,000) 176,888 
Minot State University - (107,469) 172,331 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds ($4,000,000) ($1,334,865) $750,000 $8,215,467 $5,129,000 $500,000 

FTE 0.00 (I 0.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

• 6 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 

• University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds 

FTE 

Total All Funds 
Changes 

($36,417.814) 
665,668 
159,419 
146,760 

1,698,561 
1,267,426 
1,724,292 
· 941,697 

18,469 
86,168 

5,609,392 
126,888 
64,862 

($23,908,212) 

110.00' 

02/18/09 

1 Funding for the competitive research program is increased by $600,000 from the general fund. Of the $600,000 increase, $400,000 
is to be used for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research 
program. 

2 This amendment reduces funding from the general fund by $138,01 I relating to 2009-11 biennium compensation adjustments of 
Dakota University System office employees with a salary greater than $100,000. A section is also added providing that the 
Dakota University System office employees earning a salary greater than $100,000 per year are to receive the same salary as 

ary I, 2009, for the 2009-11 biennium. . 

3 This amendment removes $33,112,203 of increased funding from the general fund included in the executive budget recommendation 
for needs-based financial aid programs. 

'The increased funding of$1,997,000 from the general fund included in the executive budget recommendation for education incentive 
programs is removed. 

' This amendment reduces special funds appropriation authority for the system information technology to reflect funding provided by 
the student loan trust fund. 

6 Funding of $1,500,000 from the general fund is provided to establish a funding pool to be used to enhance teacher education 
programs in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields. A section is also added to provide allocation guidelines for the 
funds. 

7 This amendment removes one-time funding of$4 million from the general fund provided by the executive budget recommendation 
for an emergency and security preparedness pool. 

8 This amendment removes funding from the general fund for campus emergency security and preparedness. 

9 This amendment provides funding from the general fund of$750,000 for a campus security and emergency preparedness funding 
pool. The State Board of Higher Education is to determine the allocation of funds to campuses. 

7 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 02/18/09 

'
0 This amendment increases funding for campus operations to limit tuition increases to 4 percent at four-year campuses and 

•

inates tuition increases at two-year campuses. A section is also added to limit annual tuition increases to 4 percent at four-year 
puses and provide for no tuition increases at two-year campuses for the 2009-11 biennium. 

11 This amendment adjusts funding for the following capital asset projects: 
• Funding is increased by $5 million for the Minot State University wellness center project. The additional funding will be 

provided from revenue bonds. 
• Provides the University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences with special funds spending authority of 

$129,000 to allow the school to accept federal funds for a forensic pathology facility. 

12 Funding from the general fund of $500,000 is provided for the implementation of a rural health initiative by the University of North 
Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences. 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - Other Changes - Senate Action 

This amendment also: 
• Adds a section to limit annual salary increases to 5 percent for North Dakota University System office employees earning an 

annual salary of under $100,000 . 

• 

Adds a section to provide a Legislative Council study of higher education funding methods. 
Adds a section to provide for a Legislative Council study of the facility needs of the University ofNorth Dakota School of 
Medicine and Health Sciences Bismarck Family Practice Center. 

8 



Date: __.j."+-z/ ........ 1 Ii+-"/ g;..._q..,_-_ 

Roll Call Vote# ___ / ___ _ 

-• 2009 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ~ O O 3 

Senate Senate Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number O,;yyJ P.mb, N\t, 9/0 f ~~ ()J. 0 3 
Action Taken ~o Pass D Do Not Pass D Amended 

Motion Made By .(d.~ l::n 1, 1 A ~) 
l. Seconded By , /r/7 -v, 

" Senators Yes No Senators Yes No 
Sen, Rav Holmbern, Chairman Sen_ Aaron Krauter 
Sen, Bill Bowman, VCh Sen, Elrov N, Lindaas 
Sen_ Tonv S, Grindbera, VCh Sen_ Tim Mathern 
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Sen_ Tom Fischer Sen, Tom Sevmour 
Sen, Raloh Kilzer Sen, John Warner 
Sen, Karen K, Krebsbach 
Sen_ Rich Wardner 

7 

Total Yes 
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Absent 
(/ 
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If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE (410) 
February 19, 2009 8:41 a.m. 

Module No: SR-33-3439 
Carrier: Holmberg 

Insert LC: 98046.0203 Title: .0300 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
SB 2003, as engrossed: Appropriations Committee (Sen. Holmberg, Chairman) 

recommends AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends 
DO PASS (14 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). Engrossed SB 2003 
was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 3, after the semicolon insert "to provide for legislative council studies;" 

Page 1, line 17, replace "800,000" with "1,400,000" and replace "6,450,000" with "7,050,000" 

Page 1, line 18, replace "903,718" with "765,707" and replace "7,185,612" with "7,047,601" 

Page 1, line 20, replace "Common information services" with "System information technology 
services", replace "4,267,345" with "4,246,745", and replace "30,250,638" with 
"30,230,038" 

Page 1, line 22, replace "34,360,931" with "1,248,728" and replace "40,348,428" with 
"7,236,225" 

Page 2, line 4, replace the first "4,000,000" with "750,000" and replace the second "4,000,000" 
with "750,000" 

Page 2, line 6, replace "2,433,030" with "436,030" and replace "4,173,344" with "2,176,344" 

Page 2, after line 6, insert: 
"Science, technology, engineering, and O 1,500,000 1,500,000 

mathematics teacher education enhancement" 

Page 2, line 8, replace "43,674,798" with "7,256,984" and replace "112,149,646" with 
"75,731,832" 

Page 2, line 9, replace "725.828" with "705.228" and replace "4.069.558" with "4.048.958" 

Page 2. line 10, replace "42,948,970" with "6,551,756" and replace "108,080,088" with 
"71,682,874" 

Page 2, line 16, replace "3,647,331" with "4,312,999" and replace "23,381,011" with 
"24,046,679" 

Page 2, line 19, replace "7,397,468" with "8,063,136" and replace "27,374,629" with 
"28,040,297" 

Page 2, line 21, replace "6,987,968" with "7,653,636" and replace "26,965,129" with 
"27,630,797" 

Page 2, line 22, replace "6.55" with "5.55" and replace "111.93" with "110.93" 

Page 2, line 27, replace "1,079,097" with "1,238,516" and replace "7,590,445" with "7,749,864" 

Page 2, line 30, replace "3,782,824" with "3,942,243" and replace "10,337,834" with 
"10,497,253" 

Page 3, line 1' replace "3,782,824" with "3,942,243" and replace "10,337,834" with 
"10,497,253" 

Page 3, line 2, replace "3.48" with "2.48" and replace "33.97" with "32.97" 

(2) DESK. (3) COMM Page No. 1 SR-33-3439 
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Page 3, line 7, replace "1,012,870" with "1,159,630" and replace "7,435,374" with "7,582,134" 

Page 3, line 1 O, replace "12,379,872" with "12,526,632" and replace "18,888,851" with 
"19,035,611" 

Page 3, line 12, replace "3,004,872" with "3,151,632" and replace "9,513,851" with "9,660,611" 

Page 3, line 13, replace "2.30" with "1.30" and replace "42.1 O" with "41.1 O" 

Page 3, line 18, replace "16,794,994" with "18,364,555" and replace "123,806,824" with 
"125,376,385" 

Page 3, line 19, replace "54,090,000" with "54,219,000" and replace "56,390,545" with 
"56,519,545" 

Page 3, line 21, replace "78,063,668" with "79,762,229" and replace "187,376,043" with 
"189,074,604" 

Page 3, line 22, replace the first "42.890.000" with "43.019.000" and replace the second 
"42.890.000" with "43.019.000" 

Page 3, line 23, replace "35,173,668" with "36,743,229" and replace "144,486,043" with 
"146,055,604" 

Page 3, line 24, replace "(9.96)" with "(11.96)" and replace "627.28" with "625.28" 

Page 3, line 29, replace "17,903,802" with "19,628,094" and replace "107,497,432" with 
"109,221,724" 

Page 4, line 1, replace "94,359,619" with "96,083,911" and replace "185,645,474" with 
"187,369,766" 

Page 4, line 3, replace "36,259,619" with "37,983,911" and replace "127,545,474" with 
"129,269,766" 

Page 4, line 4, replace "19.64" with "17.64" and replace "517.76" with "515.76" 

Page 4, line 9, replace "3,160,225" with "4,101,922" and replace "30,550,593" with 
"31,492,290" 

Page 4, line 12, replace "17,030,368" with "17,972,065" and replace "45,174,068" with 
"46,115,765" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "9,894,368" with "10,836,065" and replace "38,038,068" with 
"38,979,765" 

Page 4, line 15, replace "1.47" with "0.47'' and replace "158.24" with "157.24" 

Page 4, line 20, replace "3,097,863" with "3,116,332" and replace "19,953,973" with 
"19,972,442" 

Page 4, line 23, replace "6,760,035" with "6,778,504" and replace "23,999,835" with 
"24,018,304" 

Page 4, line 25, replace "6,760,035" with "6,778,504" and replace "23,999,835" with 
"24,018,304" 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 2 SR-33-3439 
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Page 5, line 1, replace "1,313,518" with "1,399,686" and replace "11,428,583" with 
"11,514,751" 

Page 5, line 4, replace "11,850,463" with "11,936,631" and replace "22,174,522" with 
"22,260,690" 

Page 5, line 6, replace "8,181,963" with "8,268, 131 " and replace "18,506,022" with 
"18,592,190" 

Page 5, line 12, replace "3,729,881" with "4,339,273" and replace "33,825,003" with 
"34,434,395" 

Page 5, line 13, replace "21,000,000" with "26,000,000" and replace "21,596,870" with 
"26,596,870" 

Page 5, line 15, replace "25,324,992" with "30,934,384" and replace "56,016,984" with 
"61,626,376" 

Page 5, line 16, replace the first "17.250.000" with "22,250,000" and replace the second 
"17.250.000" with "22.250.000" 

Page 5, line 17, replace "8,074,992" with "8,684,384" and replace "38,766,984" with 
"39,376,376" 

Page 5, line 18, replace "5.99" with "4.99" and replace "190.82" with "189.82" 

Page 5, line 23, replace "1,659,111" with "1,785,999" and replace "15,009,248" with 
"15,136,136" 

Page 5, line 26, replace "22,464,032" with "22,590,920" and replace "36,072,585" with 
"36,199,473" 

Page 5, line 28, replace "3,964,032" with "4,090,920" and replace "17,572,585" with 
"17,699,473" 

Page 6, line 3, replace "858,097" with "922,959" and replace "5,617,645" with "5,682,507" 

Page 6, line 6, replace "3,755,118" with "3,819,980" and replace "8,624,391" with "8,689,253" 

Page 6, line 8, replace "1,755,118" with "1,819,980" and replace "6,624,391" with "6,689,253" 

Page 6, line 9, replace "1.64" with "0.64" and replace "32.75" with "31.75" 

Page 6, line 14, replace "5,905.174" with "7.172.600" and replace "39.932.875" with 
"41,200.301" 

Page 6, line 15, replace "5,905,174" with "7,172,600" and replace "39,932,875" with 
"41,200,301" 

Page 6, line 17, replace "5,905,174" with "7,172,600" and replace "39,932,875" with 
"41,200,301" 

Page 6, line 18, replace "12.82" with "(12.82)" 

Page 7, line 3, replace "174,157,391" with "145,140,779" and replace "614,224,947" with 
"585,208,335" 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 3 SR-33-3439 
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Page 7, line 4, replace "160.054.828" with "165.163.228" and replace "164.396.044" with 
"169.504.444" 

Page 7, line 5, replace "334.212,219" with "310,304,007" and replace "778,620,991" with 
"754,712,779" 

Page 7, line 21, replace "159,329,000" with "164,458,000" 

Page 7, line 24, replace "0" with "Q" and replace "225,000" with "225.000" 

Page 7, remove line 26 

Page 7, line 27, replace "233,482,248" with "234,611,248" 

Page 7, line 28, replace "159,329,000" with "164.458.000" 

Page 7, line 29, replace "74,153,258" with "70,153,248" 

Page 8, line 16, replace "COMMON INFORMATION SERVICES" with "SYSTEM 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES" and replace "$30,250,638" with 
"$30,230,038" 

Page 8, line 17, replace "common information services" with "system information technology 
services" 

Page 8, remove lines 25 through 30 

Page 9, line 30, replace "$4,000,000" with "$750.000" 

Page 10, line 2, replace "improvement to facilities" with "needs" 

Page 10, line 3, remove "and infrastructure" 

Page 1 o, line 4, replace "The" with "Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, the" 

Page 11, line 1, replace "5,000,000" with "10,000,000" 

Page 11, line 3, replace "55,679,500" with "60,679,500" 

Page 11, after line 3, insert: 

"SECTION 16. TUITION INCREASES LIMITED - 2009-11 BIENNIUM. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the state board of higher education may not 
increase tuition rates by more than four percent per year beyond the level in effect 
during the 2009 spring semester for students attending Dickinson state university, 
Mayville state university, Minot state university, North Dakota state university, the 
university of North Dakota, and Valley City state university, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
the state board of higher education may not increase tuition for students attending 
Bismarck state college, lake region state college, Minot state university - Bottineau, the 
state college of science, and Williston state college beyond the level in effect during the 
2009 spring semester, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 
2011 . 

SECTION 17. LEGISLATIVE INTENT - NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY 
SYSTEM EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENTS. It is the intent of the 
sixty-first legislative assembly that each North Dakota university system employee 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 4 SR-33-3439 
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whose documented performance meets all standards is to receive a minimum monthly 
salary increase of $100 on July 1, 2009, and $100 on July 1, 2010. 

SECTION 18. NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OFFICE EMPLOYEE 
COMPENSATION - EXCEPTION. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an 
employee of the North Dakota university system office whose annual salary exceeded 
$100,000 on January 1, 2009, must receive a monthly salary at the same level as 
provided on January 1, 2009, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending 
June 30, 2011. An employee of the North Dakota university system office whose 
annual salary did not exceed $100,000 on January 1, 2009, may not receive annual 
compensation adjustments greater than five percent based on each employee's salary 
as of January 1, 2009, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 
2011. 

SECTION 19. SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND 
MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATION ENHANCEMENT. The sum of $1,500,000 
included in the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics teacher education 
line item in subdivision 1 of section 1 of this Act must be used for the benefit of 
institutions under the control of the state board of higher education, as determined by 
the board. Funding allocations are to be used to enhance the use of science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics in existing teacher education program 
curriculums and may not be used for infrastructure projects. 

SECTION 20. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - BISMARCK FAMILY 
PRACTICE CENTER. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall consider 
studying the facility needs of the university of North Dakota school of medicine and 
health sciences' Bismarck family practice center. The study, if conducted, must include 
a review of the feasibility of locating the Bismarck family practice center on the campus 
of Bismarck state college. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 21. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - COMPLETION-BASED 
FUNDING_ During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall consider studying 
options for funding higher education institutions. The study, if conducted, must include 
a review of the feasibility of implementing a higher education funding mechanism 
based on student completion rates. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly." 

Page 11, line 4, remove "security and" 

Page 11, line 5, remove "emergency preparedness," 

Page 11, line 6, replace "8" with "7", replace "15" with "14", and replace "16" with "15" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT- LC 98046.0203 FN 2 

A copy of the statement of purpose of amendment is on file in the Legislative Council Office . 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 5 SA-33-3439 
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2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: February 25, 2009 

Recorder Job Number: 9715 

SB 2003 

IICommitteeClerkSignature .11._. k;J 
Minutes: 

Chm. Svedjan: There is limited time for the agencies today and we asked them to focus on 

the historical perspectives of the University System but to get into a high level of information 

related to the budget itself, ongoing, one-time funding issues, and major budget variances. The 

purpose is to keep the discussion at a very high level and avoid the detail which can be 

- discussed in the Sections. 

Each Committee member was provided with "Investing in North Dakota's Future, 2009 A 

Legislator's Guide to the North Dakota University System" (Attachment A). 

Richie Smith, President, State Board of Higher Education approached the podium. Mr. 

Smith indicated who was in attendance on behalf of the University System. Mr. Smith reviewed 

his written testimony (behind the "System Overview" tab, Attachment A) (1 :44) 

Bill Goetz, NDUS Chancellor approached the podium and expressed his thanks for the help 

of the legislature. Mr. Goetz' presented his testimony (behind the "System Overview" tab, 

Attachment A). (7: 12) 

Mr. Goetz emphasized that as this budget is looked at; it is more than just numbers. It is 

looking to the future in terms of what we need to do in terms of policy development and policy 

- issues. (13:27) 



• 

Page 2 
House Appropriations Committee 
Bill/Resolution No. SB 2003 
Hearing Date: February 25, 2009 

Mr. Goetz emphasized that when we talk about students we talk about a profile of students 

that is far different than the profile was ten years ago. (17:00) 

Mr. Goetz discussed the Higher Education Opportunity Act and asked that the House 

Appropriations Committee position the discussion, analysis and decision making relative to this 

act in a somewhat reserved fashion since there is much to understand about the act and its 

implications on the University System. Mr. Goetz concluded his remarks. (19:59) 

Chm. Svedjan: I retrieved a document that relates to the American Recovery and 

Reinvestment Act and so far I don't see any funds specifically targeted to Higher Education. 

Are you aware of any? (21 :19) 

Mr. Goetz: The funds come in various forms and programs. The bottom line thus far is that the 

dollars for Higher Education are much dependent on the current status of the state 

economically, the status of the Higher Education System of that state, and the resulting impact 

that the Higher Education System has had in terms of the economy. The dollars if not 

addressed for Higher Education in that regard specifically to that program then do spill over to 

K-12. There are other features of the program that deal with grants, grant programs, workforce 

training, workforce development and emphasis on the community college. (21 :44) 

David Farnsworth, Power Generation and Engineering Leader for Great River Energy's 

Coal Creek Station approached the podium. He distributed and reviewed his testimony 

(Attachment B). (23:32) 

Rep. Skarphol: You suggested if we need nurses we should move in that direction to educate 

more nurses. So we make that move. How do we move away from that in the future when the 

nursing supply has been met and we have a need for welders? How do we create that 

mechanism to make that work? (31 :53) 
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Mr. Farnsworth: I would ask that you act more like private industry. Right now we are 

encountering all kinds of changes in the economy and we react to it. You have to be flexible. 

You don't create programs that no longer pay for themselves. If you have programs that are 

out there that are addressing needs that may have existed 50 years ago but you have other 

needs that aren't being addressed, then redirect those resources and revamp those programs. 

It's difficult to change programs. You don't want to start a program that you feel is transitory in 

nature. For example, I know there are not enough nurses in ND. As a result, there is a waiting 

list to get into the nursing program and they go out of state. I think things do need to be 

redirected and we need to be more quick on our feet to react to the changes. 

Rep. Wald: Do you sense a lack of career guidance, particularly in the lower high school area 

and perhaps in college where we're not directing people into these professions and job 

opportunities? (34:02) 

Mr. Farnsworth: I think it's improving but I think we can do a better job. It's best for the 

parents and counselors to be aware of where the opportunities are and where the job growth is 

going to be, and educate our students so they know. The greatest advice is coming from the 

parents and if the parents don't know, they won't know where to direct their children. 

Rep. Nelson: You make a strong case in your industry how the private/public partnership has 

worked to identify the growth in your industry and the job creation that revolves around ii. In 

healthcare, for example, we have an aging population and have a critical shortage in 

physicians. North Dakota has invested in a medical school at UND. One could argue that the 

citizens of North Dakota are not getting a good return on their investment because the medical 

school is not filling the gap of physician shortage. I look at your industry as a strong indicator of 

what needs to be done. What needs to be done with physicians? (35:28) 
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Mr. Farnsworth: I could only say to be strategic. What specific specialties do we have the 

need and structure the programs and incentives to encourage those people to stay in the state. 

Rep. Williams: When you get into specialized fields like nursing and the waiting list to get in, 

the market it apparently there. Is our problem not enough graduates or is it a problem with 

retention relative to salaries from other areas like Minnesota? (37:17) 

Mr. Farnsworth: I think it's a little of both. I understand there is a shortage of nursing 

instructors. So you need to identify the key components that are the log jam and that seems to 

be one of them. Perhaps one has to do something to entice the nursing instructors into the 

program to teach. Plus you have to have the facilities and those that will take internship or 

residencies or whatever they need to do to address that issue. I would say identify the big 

issues that keep us from getting sufficient number of nurses. 

Frank Michael, North Dakota Student Association, was on the schedule but was unable to 

appear today. 

Ken Story, Minot State University student, approached the podium, distributed and 

reviewed his written testimony (Attachment C). (39:00) 

Brad Henke, Student, Bismarck State College approached the podium to speak in support 

of SB 2003. Mr. Henke reviewed his written testimony (Attachment C.2) which was distributed 

after the hearing. (44:22) 

Tara Mertz, Student, University of North Dakota and North Dakota Student Association 

Executive approached the podium to testify in support of SB 2003. She distributed and 

reviewed written testimony (Attachment D). (48:07) 

Patti Heisler, Assistant Professor of Business, Mayville State University approached the 

podium to speak in support of SB 2003. Ms. Heisler reviewed her written testimony (behind 

"System Overview" tab of Attachment A) (52:00) 
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Rep. Kempenich: Do you have any numbers that show what we are losing to other university 

systems or private sector? (56:54) 

Ms. Heisler: I don't have the numbers on me. I do know that the primary institutions are 

Minnesota and Iowa because they pay a lot better, and Wisconsin. 

Rep. Kempenich: We are probably losing the majority of them then to other university 

systems? 

Ms. Heisler: Not all faculty leave to take other positions. A lot go to private sector too. 

Ms. Heisler continued on page 2 of her testimony (58:06). 

Rep. Delzer: The report ("Report of the State Board of Higher Education's Committee on 

Employee Compensation," behind the "Salary Report" tab of Attachment A) was released in 

March of 2008. What time period was the information gathered? (62:30) 

Ms. Heisler: It was for the previous five years. 

Rep. Delzer: In light of the economic change since then, do you have any feeling of what is 

happening in the three states you mentioned? I don't think they are in great shape at all. 

Ms. Heisler: I also agree that there is probably no chance, for example, in Minnesota, 

Minnesota State University, Moorhead has a hiring freeze on now. If faculty continues to leave 

some of those positions, we still run the risk of losing them to those particular states. The 

problem is that we are so far behind in salaries. A lot of people who are laid off are going to 

turn to Higher Education institutions for retooling and retraining so they can qualify for other 

jobs. At least that's my thought. 

Rep. Dosch: Could you provide a list of salaries of University Presidents and the support 

staff? I understand that we are paying the President of NDSU more than the President of the 

United States. I understand that our college Presidents are paid more than the Governor of 

North Dakota. So when you talk about this terrible wages and salaries, I'm just curious where 
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this money is going? I'd also like the numbers for the support staff. It seems the money is 

going to the top and there is little trickle down to the students. Last biennium we provided more 

than $100 million new dollars in education funding. This biennium we are looking at another 

$100 million. Is that money going to the wrong spots or what is happening to that if apparently 

we are taking it out on the educators? (64:05) 

Ms. Heisler: Regarding administrative salaries, I can tell you that we have had to recruit many 

presidents in the last couple of years and I know that has been a struggle because a lot of 

people who apply for those positions expect to be paid at market value. I'm going to defer the 

remaining information on what specific dollars are being earned to the State Board of Higher 

Education. Could you repeat your second question? (65:13) 

Rep. Dosch: For the last two biennia we are providing over $100 million new dollars and yet 

I'm curious where the money is going. If it's not going to better wages, where is it going? 

(65:49) 

Chm. Svedjan: I think we should hold that question for when we get into the discussion of the 

budget itself. (66: 14) 

Rep. Kreidt: I ran into a secondary instructor in a southern state. The instructor told Rep. 

Kreidt that he had taught at a particular institution for a number of years and they are going to 

be taking a five percent cut in salary and are going to be losing their health insurance. Rep. 

Kreidt said that he told this man that he could come to North Dakota. (66:24) 

Bill Goetz, Chancellor of the North Dakota University System approached the podium to 

provide an overview of the "2009-11 Budget" in Exhibit A. (67:37) 

Mr. Goetz directed the Committee to pages 7 and 8, of the "2009-11 Budget" tab and reviewed 

this document line by line . 

Mr. Goetz moved to the Tribal Community College Grants section. (79:06) 
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Rep. Kempenich: Are you looking at Higher Education teachers or K-12 teachers? (80:16) 

Mr. Goetz: We are looking at this as dollars that would flow to the campuses based upon 

proposals that these campuses would make under very stringent guidelines. Those would be 

then taken up by my office, evaluated; making sure that it addressed the legislative intent. In 

our Board budget we did have dollars in this area as well. The Senate said, "We agree with 

you on this issue but we don't want money going into infrastructure." We need to be doing 

more in driving this agenda in student preparation as well as faculty at the campus level. This 

is money that would go to the campuses. 

Rep. Kempenich: If these students are not ready for the college classes, how are you going to 

back them up? (81 :51) 

Mr. Goetz: That's a good question since we need to address K-12 as well. We feel that 

advising and counseling is critically important not only at the University System but down to K-

12. This is being addressed in other legislation as well. 

Chm. Svedjan: Item 12 regarding Student Financial Assistance Programs, was that money 

also folded into a different bill? (83:21) 

Mr. Goetz: Yes. That was folded into SB 2062. 

Rep. Kaldor: Getting back to the STEM initiative (line 16). What are the criteria for STEM 

grants and will consideration be given to modify those criteria? (83:35) 

Mr. Goetz: Yes. We will review the guidelines we used previous as this initiative was brought 

forward in the budget earlier in our process. In terms of intent relative to the Senate position, if 

this is carried forward in terms of this body, yes, guidelines would be redone and a different 

focus is going to be made and one area that needs to be addressed is teacher education. 

(84:21) 

Mr. Goetz continued his remarks on p. 7 of the budget. (85:05) 
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Mr. Goetz moved to pp. 9 and 10 of the "2009-11 Budget" of Attachment A and reviewed the 

"Summary of Senate Amendments to SB 2003." (88:14) 

Mr. Goetz: I want to speak briefly to the removal that the Senate took action on and that was 

the issue of removing salary increases for identified office personnel focused on salaries of 

$100,000 per year and above. That cost brings a reduction then of $138,000. This is an issue 

that certainly has focused in on my office, in particular the Vice Chancellor and the legal 

counsel positions. Before I end my testimony I will offer an amendment to give this 

consideration relative to the action taken by the Senate. (88:41) 

Mr. Goetz: We have a Family Practice Center in Bismarck which has presented a lot of 

problems in terms of physical structure and accessibility. A proposal was made that a new 

building be built. If we do not go forward with a new structure I recommend that we do a study. 

(91 :09) 

Mr. Goetz discussed the funding of Higher Education. (92:45) Mr. Goetz concluded his 

remarks. 

Chm. Svedjan: Back to Rep. Dosch's question having to do with salaries and the substantial 

increases that we've seen appropriated or that are being requested for appropriation to Higher 

Education. The budget does lay out where it goes, but I'd like your response to that. (93:27) 

Mr. Goetz: Part of my agenda was to speak to the public, to use legislators on issues such as 

this. We cannot make decisions and draw judgment and draw conclusions and do a good job 

in policy decisions if we don't have good information. When it comes to the issue of salaries for 

Presidents, when I came on board in July 1, 2007, the one thing that did take place 

immediately as a result of Board action was to complete the work of the compensation 

taskforce. And that did speak to addressing and putting into place a salary schedule arrived at 

by a detailed analysis of market and what we are competing with to attract good people to 
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President positions at our 11 campuses. We have had many searches and many new 

presidents hired. My conviction of the people we have hired are nothing but the best. How did 

we accomplish that? We did a good job conducting those searches. We addressed salaries 

and salaries were addressed by putting together a salary schedule that is relative to the type of 

institution that serves in that particular tier of institutions. It is off that schedule, as a result of 

work that went into arriving at what was the best, I think, responsible way to do it. We can say 

what we want in terms of salary levels, but when we have to go out and have to compete 

nationally or for that matter event to attract people within the state, you have to have a salary 

that will attract candidates. Granted, salary isn't everything. As I have visited with candidates 

and new hires, salary is only one piece of it. The other part is the working environment of our 

system and environment of our state. You still have to deal with the dollars and cents. It is not 

a haphazard approach. The salary for presidents, for administration is based on what is driven 

regionally and nationally. It's no different than any of your business operations where you have 

to go out and hire people. Our markets are different but we still have to address the bottom 

line. Rep. Dosch, we will provide you the information you want but I would hope it would call for 

careful analysis, careful judgment and the right kind of conclusion as a result. (94:00) 

Mr. Goetz concluded his remarks. 

Chm. Svedjan: We have a number of challenges too when you look at what is happening 

around us. (99:35) 

Mr. Goetz: I understand. I'm here to work with you. 

Chm. Svedjan recessed the committee for ten minutes . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Opened the hearing on SB 2003 by calling the roll and noting that 

everyone except Rep. Hawken is present and introducing William Chancellor Goetz, 

Chancellor for the North Dakota University System (NOUS). 

Chancellor Goetz: He began his testimony, see attachment# 1, by emphasizing the 

initiatives itemized on PP. 1-3. He referred to the amendments stated on P. 2 requesting 

additional appropriations for salaries, and removing the language that sets limits on salaries. 

He emphasized the need for good communications between the legislature and NOUS. 

Rep. Martinson: I agree that you weren't here last session, but wasn't the determination 

made by your staff who were here that when $200,000 was cut from your budget that they 

would not be allowed to get a salary increase? 

Chancellor Goetz: In terms of the $200,000 reduction in appropriation and the outcome in 

terms of salaries, the final decisions were made by the Chancellor made by information that 

was made available through fiscal information as to the status of the budget at that time. 

Rep. Wald: On one of your bullet points, you emphasize drug and alcohol use, is that higher 

than the general public? 
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Chancellor Goetz: Looking at the higher concentration of this population, it is a problem. You 

need to look at the concentration of the population at the campuses. 

Chairman Skarphol: I would like to have a breakdown of the percentage of the budget is that 

is dedicated to the four categories, infrastructure costs, operating costs and student financial 

needs. Of the total dollars you have in your budget, to break it out so we can see where the 

dollars are flowing. 

Chancellor Goetz: A pie chart or something of that nature. 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs, NDUS: Filling in for Cathy 

McDonald, Director of Finance, she reviewed the comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised 

Request to Executive Recommendation and Engrossed SB 2003, see attachment# 2. 

Rep. Williams: How much was in the individual institutional budgets? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: A little over $1.3M. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council Representative. Referring to the Green Sheet, back 

page, purpose of the amendment beginning on P. 9. The footnotes provide some explanation 

of the funding changes and changes to each of the campuses 

Chairman Skarphol: Estimated to be about $1.3M, and that was reduced to $750,000. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: A lot of that money is now setting in SB 2062, in a later bill a 

presentation will bring those two bills together. Continues to review the spread sheet. Another 

bill HB 1394 that was passed that includes $700,000 for the program from the permanent oil 

trust fund. And moved it into the Need Based Education Program to go to the Tribal Colleges. 

Chairman Skarphol: It did not get removed, it got moved to the Needs Based Program . 
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Larson: The intent of the Senate was to remove $700,000 so that it would not double up with 

HB 1394. In the preparation of the amendment there was an error and it does remain in SB 

2003. 

Rep. Martinson: Where exactly is it? 

Larson: Page 2, Line 1, of the Reengrossed Bill 2003 

Rep. Kroeber: That would just be a part of the $40M 

Larson: On the white sheet it would be noted under the Needs Based Financial Aid line, and 

that is $33.12M was included in the Executive budget and that amount with the $700,000 

increase was lumped together in the Assistance Grants line in SB 2003. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Continuing with the explanation of the Spread Sheet, attachment# 2, 

delineating the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) initiatives . 

Chairman Skarphol: Asks for further explanation of the $211,700 that was in the request 

and that was not granted by either the Executive or the Senate but in lieu of that there's $1.5M. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: B Originally the Board had asked for $4M in one-time funding for 

STEM initiatives. The $1.5M is base funding not one-time funding. 

Chairman Skarphol: In SB 2064 there's another $2M in that technology. · 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: In SB 2062 there is a $20M increase in the technology occupation 

loan forgiveness program. Which is a little under $2M. There are more than 1 STEM 

initiatives floating around. 

Rep. Wald: Did you say that one is on-going and one is one-time? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Turn to P. 23 in the packet, attachment# 2. The Board had asked for 

$4M in one-time funding for projects with established criteria. These were not included in the 

Governor's budget. 
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Continues with P. 24 to point out the $1.5M program in base funding for continuing teacher Ed. 

Programs and STEM fields and not for infrastructure projects. 

Chairman Skarphol: In round numbers how many students do we graduate in education, 

about 1200? That would be about 3200 students, $500 per student in the biennium. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: This is to provide a better preparation. Referring next to P. 8, a 

review of how to prepare teachers. 

Chairman Skarphol: There is no funding right now for this program. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Correct, back to P. 1 

Chairman Skarphol: Requests further clarification of one-time funding. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: the Senate removed from the Governor's budget and the Boards 

budget Campus Emergency Preparedness and Security for things like a second level of 

notification in emergency. 

Chairman Skarphol: That was totally removed and not put back anywhere else. The initial 

money that you requested of $1.3M was reduced to $750,000 in ongoing. 

Chancellor Goetz: I highly recommend that we look at more detail at federal mandates 

regarding security. 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you provide us with that? 

Rep. Hawken: The Stimulus Fund or Homeland Security money is there anything that we 

could tag on to for these onetime expenditures? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Continuing with P. 2 of attachment# 2, an analysis of the 2009-11 

Engrossed SB 2003 by Line Item. The largest part is parity. Campuses often spend their own 

dollars for special needs students. $113,000 is appropriated for FINDIT, the state tracking 
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system. A variety of data is required and many agencies were involved. This pools all the 

money into one budget. The Federal fund remains with the other agencies. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is FINDIT not going away? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It will continue until the longitudinal data system is put in place. 

Chairman Skarphol: In the stimulus plan, our chances will most likely move forward. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Continuing with testimony on P. 2.Under the student grant program 

there was confusion with the Tribal College programs. The Scholars Program has a $450,000 

increase to maintain the same number of slots as in this biennium. 

Moving on to P. 3, which shows the student financial aid program and combining Engrossed 

SB"s 2003 and 2062. There is currently a limitation in SB 2062 that says we can't spend over 

$26M. Currently we award about $800.00 per year per student. 

Chairman Skarphol: What are you currently funding? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Page 4 details that Student Grant program in paragraph 1. We 

typically award grants until we run out of money. About 20,000 were deemed eligible, we 

funded about 4100 students. 

Chairman Skarphol: What was the total dollar amount that was granted to these 4100 

students? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: About $6M in the base budget. At the bottom of P. 4 adds proprietary 

schools, schools that offer a 2 year program. 

Rep. Wald: Business schools? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The only college that would get it would be Rasmussen. 

Rep. Martinson: We passed HB 1400 and didn't have time to look at it. In that they talk 

about $140,00 that was taken out. Could you explain that further? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: P. 3, column 6 has the explanation. SB 2062 includes $4M for 

Opportunity grants and provides $2400 grants to any North Dakota resident of 12 months and 

meets specific academic requirements. There is another scholarship offered in HB 1400. 

There are really 2 programs in HB 1400. One does not have money attached to it. Continuing 

with P. 6, reviewing the Merit based program. Students who qualify can receive a $2,000 

scholarship. 

Chairman Skarphol: Are North Dakota students scoring higher or is National data declining. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: You will see how competitive it is, students are heavily recruited out of 

state. 

Chairman Skarphol: Going back to P. 3, clarifying the residency definition. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It is competitive to retain these students. We had to make 49 offers to 

get students to accept this scholarship. They are heavily recruited out of state. 

Chairman Skarphol: Going back to P. 3, Opportunity Grants, will provide $2400 per student 

who is a resident. Any out of state student who lives here for one full year would qualify, right? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Calls on Brady Larson, Legislative Council Staff for clarification .. 

Larson: SB 2062 does define residency, references students who may live in North Dakota 

but attend school in another state. 

Chairman Skarphol: How does it address an out of state student, asking Larson to check on 

that explanation. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: On P. 3 there is a $450,000 increase and students must sustain a 

grade point average requirement. 

Rep. Klein: That GPA is 3.5 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: Yes, cumulative. Continuing with P. 3, explaining column 3, PSEP. 

To add 5 new slots at Kansas State. Moving on to P. 10-1, Minnesota has asked that dentistry 

be removed from the reciprocity program. We have to pay 75% of their non-residency rate. 

We ask the student to pay the resident rate and the state picks up the no residency rate of 

$7500. We are asking Minnesota to grandfather in current students. It has to do with the 

budget shortfall in Minnesota. 

Rep. Wald: Could any of the stimulus money be used for this? 

Chancellor Goetz: Highly unlikely. 

Rep. Williams: The Vet program in Minnesota and Iowa. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Page 8 has more detail. There are 4 options, Iowa, Minnesota, 

Kansas State, and WICHE schools listed on p. 11. In dentistry the only option is through 

WICHE and Minnesota, and optometry is Minnesota. 

Rep. Williams: How devastating would it be if Minnesota if that would be replaced. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: There are 10 students in Minnesota. Minnesota is a great deal, 

referring to P. 8, we pay about $2700 dollars per student to buy those slots. 

Chairman Skarphol: Has Minnesota been asked how much they are looking for? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Who will pick up the additional cost if the agreement changes? If we 

are going to go to a new negotiation to open the agreement. 

Rep. Martinson: What is the agreement with Minnesota on the UNO Medical School? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Programs can set their own reciprocity and admission requirements 

for Minnesota students. 

Rep. Wald: Are we still favoring large animal programs for Vet students? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: At Kansas State, the focus is larger animal. The selection process 

includes the question of whether the student will come back here to the state to practice. The 

cost of the program determines where we place these students. 

Rep. Wald: There is a critical need for large animal vets. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The loan forgiveness program is an enticement for them to come 

back. 

Chairman Skarphol: In the dentistry program there are no requirements for them to come 

back to the state. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: There used to be a repayment requirement, it was found to be a 

fairness issue. 

Chairman Skarphol: the 10 dentistry students in Minnesota are at different levels . 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Page 9 shows the number of new students going in. 

Chairman Skarphol: 26 students and would they all be in Minnesota. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: We put 6 in Minnesota each year and at WICHE Schools. 

Chairman Skarphol: 26 currently in dentistry? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: That would be combined Minnesota and WICHE schools. I guess 

about 22-24 are in Minnesota right now. 

Chairman Skarphol: The $560,000 is for what? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: To continue the same number of slots to finish their programs. 

Chairman Skarphol: That's due to increased tuition costs at various institutions. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Other state's tuition goes up 10-20% per year. 

Chairman Skarphol: In negotiation with Minnesota, make a one-time offer to pay additional 

tuition so that the slots can be retained? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: Anything is on the table for discussion. Continuing with P. 3, column 

# 4 for Native American Students and more information on PP. 12-14. The funding remains 

the same. 

Page 3, column# 5 allows a loan forgiveness for STEM programs. The awards program is 

reducing the number by½ because the award has increased. Page 14 describes the 

reduction in the number of slots in the Engrossed Bill. 

Rep. Klein: Looking at that figure, $2,000 per year for 4 years, and if they stretch it to 5 they 

get another $2,000? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It is not related to how long it takes to complete this program, after 

graduation. Eligibility requirements are available up to 5 years. It comes after the fact. 

Chairman Skarphol: I believe there is a federal loan forgiveness program for teachers. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Yes, for teaching in underserved areas. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there anything for technology graduates on the federal level? Is the 

System Office doing some type of analysis of the Stimulus dollars that we will get later on and 

the applicability of these funds to various programs? 

Chancellor Goetz: Yes. 

Chairman Skarphol: When will some type of report be available? 

Chancellor Goetz: By the end of the session. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The numbers and types of programs out there is available on a paper 

that we put together on PELL Grants, etc. 

Chairman Skarphol: The committee would appreciate seeing it. 

With regard to dentistry and veterinary graduates. Are they coming back, and do we have a 

tracking system? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: We work with FINDIT. Continuing with P. 19, the professional 

liability insurance for the UND School of Medicine. It pays for students out in clinical sites. 

Premiums are covered with a reserve fund. P. 25 is a disclosure of the carry over. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you have any carry forward for construction? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The individual campuses will have some information on that. We will 

have in our office budget. We usually don't usually spend down to the dollar. 

Rep. Klein: Professional Liability Insurance per student, do you some guess per intern what 

it costs? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Medical school will be prepared to answer that. 

Rep. Wald: This is the first time we have combined the agency budget and the Governor's 

budget into a combined bill, 2062. It makes it easier for us to understand . 

Rep. Martinson: 2062 is in the Education Committee. 

1 O Minute break 

Dr. Philip Boudjouk, Vice President Research, Creative Activities and Technology 

Transfer, NDSU EPSCoiR: Provided testimony, see attachments #3 and 4 regarding the 

increase in funding requests. 

Rep. Wald: Give us quick bird's eye view of the qualification requests that is made by the 

National Science Foundation to score the various states? 

Dr. Boudjouk: In our proposal, to bring forth 2 Or 3 scientific thrusts that are of high quality, 

competitive, and successfully bring in their own funds. Interaction with the private sector has 

brought us high scores. 

Rep. Wald: Take it from the lab to the private sector. 
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Dr. Boudjouk: In this country, women or overlooked, and a broadening view is taken in 

science and engineering. This state was fully funded. 

Chairman Skarphol: Where is your actual request reflected in the bill? 

Dr. Boudjouk: It is on P .1 line 18 in the bill. 

Chairman Skarphol: You're asking for an additional $800,000? The $7.5M is adequate? 

Would that meet your needs? 

Dr. Boudjouk: That would meet our needs. We are going in with two other states, South 

Dakota and Wyoming. The $2.4M does cover us. 

Chairman Skarphol: What do you mean by cyber infrastructure opportunities? 

Dr. Boudjouk: The National Science foundation has realized that there is a great deal of 

hardware going in from other sources, Northern Tier, military sponsored projects. They want 

to foster hardware programs that will utilize that infrastructure to provide data, the people part 

is what they want to activate. 

Chairman Skarphol: Northern tier would be utilized. 

Dr. Boudjouk: Absolutely, there are models with very large data sets. 

Rep. Wald: In this partnering with Wyoming, why with SD when is next to broke. 

Dr. Boudjouk: They offered, showed a willingness to participate and may be able to come 

with the 1/3. It is a 1/3, 1/3 and 1/3. We don't want to lose the money. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is it given a higher priority because it is a cooperative effort? 

Dr. Boudjouk: Yes. 

Chairman Skarphol: Maybe the South Dakota part of the northern Tier is not quite as 

adequate as North Dakota's is going to be. 

Dr. Boudjouk: My job is to get that money. 
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Rendell Thursby, Chief Information Officer: Provided testimony, see PP. 21-22 and 

attachment # 5 PP. 1-4 explaining the appropriation request for ConnectND and technology 

issues. ITD is used as an operating system. 

Chairman Skarphol: We're talking about the hardware that is attached on each end when 

you refer to access rights? 

Thursby: The dark fiber was donated but must be lit. 

Chairman Skarphol: Access rates to the dark fiber? 

Thursby: And a part of the management rights as it goes from Washington to Minneapolis. 

Chairman Skarphol: And that will be lit in Montana the same time as North Dakota? 

ITD is your vendor. 

Thursby: That is right, continuing with testimony . 

Rep. Kroeber: You will not increase student fee for Connect North Dakota, does that remain 

at $80? 

Thursby: It is $81 per student. Continuing with testimony, referring to photos on attachment# 

Sa. 

Chairman Skarphol: Referring to attachment# 6, how much square footage are we talking 

about? 42,831 square feet. All on one storey? 

Thursby: The original plan was two storeys. 

Chairman Skarphol: Why was this not the Governor's budget. Sandi Deis, 0MB Analyst: 

This was looked at with various other proposals and this is the first time it was on the priority 

list. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there a copy of that priority list? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: Refers to the handout provided to the full committee during the 

System overview last week. It is on PP. 31 and 32. 

Chairman Skarphol: Does that include which ones were on the list and which ones were 

not? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It does, the Board had selected 12 priorities for funding and all except 

the project that Mr. Thursby just talked about which was number 2 on the list were funded 

totally or partially. 

Chairman Skarphol: That list reflects all locations that are being used. 

Thursby: All locations currently being used. 

Chairman Skarphol: All on the UNO campus or in Grand Forks. This is the data center for 

Grand Forks . 

Thursby: This will be a joint facility for UNO and the NOUS. 

Chairman Skarphol: that' a counterpart for state government. 

Thursby: Yes. 

Chairman Skarphol: How much damage was done during the '97 flood? 

Thursby: The building had to be evacuated and the equipment as well. 

Chairman Skarphol: There is equipment in the basement of only one of these buildings. 

Thursby: There's equipment in three of the facilities' basements. 

Chairman Skarphol: Referring to the map, attachment# 7. 

Rep. Klein: The location of the new facility, would that be well above the 100 year flood plain? 

Thursby: A site has not been determined at this time. Referring to Alice Brekke . 
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Alice Brekke, Interim Vice President for Finance and Operations: The final sitting has not 

been determined. The locations is on the Bronson property, however there have been 

discussions of locating the facility in downtown Grand Forks or West Campus locations. 

Rep. Klein: Are all in the 100 year flood plain? 

Brekke: We would check the maps obviously before selecting a final location. 

Rep. Wald: Would it be a rental if it is downtown? 

Brekke: There are many options. It would not necessarily be a rental. Could be new 

construction. 

Rep. Wald: Logistically, wouldn't it be better on campus? 

Brekke: The IT facility would not have things that would make it necessary to access labs. 

Getting people together in one location is a priority . 

Rep. Martinson: Does it have to be in Grand Forks or could it be in Mayville, etc. 

Thursby: Not advantages to have it in other places for UND. For the University system it 

might be possible to select other locations. 

Chairman Skarphol: Time now for Public Comment 

Nancy Kopp, representing the North Dakota Optometric Association and the North 

Dakota Veterinary Medical Association and Executive Director for both groups: 

Provided testimony, see attachment# 8, asking for continued support at the same level. 

Chairman Skarphol: Could you provide a copy of students who have graduated and 

returned to North Dakota? 

Rep. Onstad: Are the requirements the same for admission? 

Kopp: Possibly, similar. 

Rep. Onstad: Are there standards the same for small communities 
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Kopp: We are not oversaturated in optometry, offering services a few days a week in smaller 

communities. 

Beth Carlson, Deputy State Veterinarian: Provided Testimony, see attachment# 9. 

Regarding the number of students who return to North Dakota, of the 8 graduating in my class, 

1 did not return. 

Chairman Skarphol: There is a veterinarian loan forgiveness program, you selected 3 site 

last year and 3 this year. How much do you forgive on their loan? 

Carlson: $80,000 potentially over the course of 4 years. 

Julie Ellingson, North Dakota Stockmen's Association: Provided Testimony, see 

attachment# 10. 

Chairman Skarphol: Why 3 loan forgiveness grantees per year? Is it because of dollar 

amounts? 

Carlson: Number specified in the bill that established that program. 

Chairman Skarphol: Would it be logical for us to remove the number three and give it to 

more candidates? 

Kopp: We reduced the bill to $100,000, and three slots are adequate. The forgiveness 

amounts are $15,000 for each. It jumps up to $25,000 the fourth year giving them a total of 

$80,000. 

Chairman Skarphol: That's for three individuals. We have to decide who get loan 

forgiveness. 

Kopp: Yes, that is decided by committee. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is that appropriate, giving that amount to six people would be better 

than limiting it to three. 
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Rep. Martinson: You're limited on the number of spots, wasn't that the agreement with 

Kansas that they were going to give us so many spots? 

Kopp: It was up to 5 spots, and the State Board awarded 2 spots the first session and last 

session we required and provided 5 spots. 

Rep. Martinson: The debate was funding for 2 for four years rather than 4 for 2 years. 

Chairman Skarphol: They are graduates of a specific institution. 

Rep. Martinson: Just Kansas that we are talking about now 

Kopp: That funding comes from the Loan Trust Fund .. 

Rep. Wald: Question for Vice Chancellor Glatt, are we allowing all students who are qualified 

from North Dakota to be admitted to the school of pharmacy or are there slots reserved for 

other states? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The North Dakota, Minnesota reciprocity agreement was renegotiated 

it was to make ii available for more students. More students from Minnesota were taking up 

those slots. 

Rep. Wald: I've been told that some North Dakota students are not admitted because of slots 

given to other students out of state. 

Chairman Skarphol: Over the interim, we talked about changing the funding mechanism for 

higher education, give us a brief update of where you're at. 

Vice Chancellor Vice Chancellor Glatt: Focus will be on two components, the investment 

component and the incentive components to be ready for the Round Table meeting in July. 

Funding is based upon completers. 

Chancellor Goetz: Picking out certain components of a budget this size is very difficult. 

Chairman Skarphol: This is a big undertaking and planning should begin during the interim. 
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Chancellor Goetz: The University System Office agrees and we need to be traveling down 

the same pathway to reach the end objective. 

Chairman Skarphol: The massive amount of time that could be given to this project would 

take more resources that we have available at this time. 

Chancellor Goetz: Agrees that it is a large undertaking and resources available at this time is 

minimal, at best. He stressed that it is important to have good communication among 

committees. 

Chairman Skarphol: We should put together more language that would be reflective of what 

the p raced u re wi II be. 

Chancellor Goetz: Communication would be in order to make the right decisions. 

Rep. Onstad: Do we make comparisons with resident versus nonresident students in terms 

of debt? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Figures are provided on average debt load by student loan 

guarantors. They don't report on individual student debt load. 

Rep. Onstad: North Dakota average income earners are less than Minnesota's, I wonder if 

their debt load is the same. Recruitment is an issue. We give out grants. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Are we providing a subsidy to provide education to out of state 

students? It is a one for one exchange. We actually get more Minnesota students than we 

send to Minnesota. If Minnesota sends us more students, they pay their way, this year about 

$3M. From an efficiency standpoint, non residents pick up part of the tuition cost. It also 

provides diversity and some stay so it is an economic impact. 

Rep. Onstad: $3M cash back, where does ii go? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: It goes back to campuses based on the number of Minnesota 

students they are enrolling. 

Rep. Kroeber: Do we have to keep the Student loan Trust fund balanced at that $19M level? 

Rep. Martinson: Subsidizing out of state students. Could you provide me with a sheet 

explaining that? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Boarder institutions find that as a great recruiting incentive. Are we 

subsidizing, yes, anyone who attends the university is subsidized. 

Rep. Wald: Is there reciprocity with Canada? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Just a unilateral rate we set on our side. We charge resident rate. , 

Rep. Wald: How many North Dakota students go to Canada, i.e. the vet school in Saskatoon. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: We can tell you how many Canadians we have here, off hand, I don't 

know how many go to Canada. 

Chairman Skarphol: Find out how many North Dakota students go to Canada 

Rep. Wald: There is another one in Brandon, Manitoba. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The dollars are the limitation. If we had the dollars we could place the 

students. 

Chairman Skarphol: You have more students applying than there are dollars? In turn they 

are not going to vet school. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: If they are not selected in this program they have to go into the large 

nonresident pool which is very tough to compete in. Most states don't set aside slots for non 

residents. If they do get in they pay the whole ride. 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you verify the number in that pool? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: We could call of the schools that we funded slots. 
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Chairman Skarphol: If Minnesota does not have $3M who will pick up the tab? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: For 08-09 they will make up the payment. 

Chairman Skarphol: $3M per year? The building that Thursby wants is a good candidate for 

the stimulus package. Would you address that, Chancellor Goetz? 

Chancellor Goetz: There is a possibility. 

Chairman Skarphol: You're going have to have approval on how to spend that money. 

Chancellor Goetz: There are many other items that need to be addressed. 

Recess until 1 :30 . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Called the Committee back to order to hear SB 2003, Williston State 

College by calling on Dr. Joe Mccann, President of Williston State College (WSC). 

Dr. Mccann: Provided testimony, see attachment# 1, the WSC Status Report. He 

highlighted PP. 3-4, student enrollment information. 

Chairman Skarphol: What number are Canadian students and the tuition rates? 

Dr. Mccann: We are in an economic hub because of the location. 

Chairman Skarphol: What do you mean by part-time? 

Dr. McCann: Part time students would include duel credit students, those with part time jobs. 

Last fall we had about 160 duel credit students. The demand for part time has dropped. 

Continuing his testimony P 5, a spread sheet to show the boom the oil field has had on the 

college. Fall 2005, the college had all time high enrollment. The number of FTE went up to 

658, each year increased except for auto mechanics. Other programs began to diminish and 1 

of 3 students takes an online class. 

Rep. Klein: FTE is 15, isn't that different from other institutions? 

Dr. Mccann: We changed it, all institutions changed at the same time. Continuing with 

testimony. 
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Chairman Skarphol: What is the primary type of online course that students are taking? 

Dr. Mccann: At the top of page 2, a list is provided. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is the enrollment staying consistent? 

Dr. Mccann: Medical transcription was the top, now down to about 45. The labor market has 

High School graduation in our area has decreased by 18%. That is happening when job 

opportunities are the greatest. We started programs to make the curriculum more 

comprehensive. 

Rep. Wald: Are any of the people enrolled in oil field technology programs taking any course 

credits? 

Dr. Mccann: We just started a certificate of Petroleum Safety and Technology that are taking 

credit courses. They have not required or requested new programs. The short answer is "no". 

Continuing with testimony, attachment# 2, Train ND he calls attention to the chart of Fiscal 

Year comparisons on P. 1 and the Annual Report P. 2. 

Chairman Skarphol: Has the revenue generated been sufficient to pay for the cost of the 

program? 

Dr. Mccann: Each of the four quadrants was requested to get out of the fund raising 

business. They don't want donations to go into operations. The companies have stepped up 

to the plate. 

Rep. Williams: Calling attention to "What our customers say" on P. 2, calls attention to the 

incomplete sentence. 

Dr. Mccann: Continuing with testimony, see attachment# 3, he calls attention to the itemized 

challenges. Housing is a major challenge, the need for a fine arts facility is noted so that the 

college can offer courses in art, music, humanities. 
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Rep. Wald: What do you have in sports besides men and women's basketball? 

Dr. Mccann: Men's baseball and Women's volleyball. Continuing with itemized challenges 

and on P. 3 the progress from July 2007 through October 2008. 

Rep. Klein: You started a commercial driver's license program; there is also one in Dickinson. 

Is that duplication? 

Dr. McCann: The one that has been taken to Dickinson is our program. The vendor, 

Halliburton has moved up from Denver. It also provides training in Minot. 

Continuing on P. 4 

Rep. Klein: Nursing program, is it LPN or RN? 

Dr. Mccann: It is both. It is mobile as long as we can find staff. It is taken out into the rural 

area . 

Continuing on P. 5 he describes the WSC Proposed Master Plan. 

Chairman Skarphol: Did you get some authorization to get local dollars? 

Dr. Mccann: Yes, we got an authorization to build on to the present Crighton Hall in the 

amount of $1.?M. 

Chairman Skarphol: You're not going to use that authorization? 

Dr. Mccann: No, we are not going to use that authorization. Continuing on to P. 6 

Rep. Klein: Is this in the same area or quite a ways away? 

Dr. Mccann: About a mile away. Out in the industrial park. Continuing on with P. 7 which 

includes base funding and one time fund,ing. We are a community college functioning on a 

University level budget. 

Chairman Skarphol: Does the green sheet not reflect Senate changes? Addressing Brady 

Larson, Legislative Council Staff. 
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Larson: The green sheet for the financial numbers at the top that only reflects executive 

budget highlights. 

Rep. Williams: This morning we listened to Mr. Goetz regarding reciprocity, you charge 

resident tuition to bordering states. Do you decide that unilaterally? 

Dr. Mccann: We requested permission of the State Board of Higher Education to change our 

tuition structure. 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor NOUS: Institutions come to the board for permission any time 

they want to change. 

Rep. Williams: A citizen was upset that North Dakota is paying to educate out of state 

students. 

Dr. Mccann: There are different tuition rates, depending on type of college. We did that to 

keep students at home. Continuing with testimony on PP. 8-10, attachment# 3. 

Rep. Klein: When you get the new building, what are you going to do with the old building? 

Dr. Mccann: It will give new employees a place to stay. 

Rep. Klein: How many beds? 

Dr. Mccann: About 60 beds. 

Chairman Skarphol: Are there legalities with the bed arrangement you referred to? 

Dr. Mccann: Potentially, because Dickson Hall is on campus. 

Chairman Skarphol: The issue is competing with the private sector. 

Chancellor Goetz, do you see this as an issue? 

Mr. Goetz: We'll have to review that. 

Rep. Wald: Is there an elevator? 

Dr. Mccann: Yes. 
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Rep. Klein: The generator for $.5M, why is that necessary? 

Dr. Mccann: It serves other uses, i.e. (inaudible). 

Continuing on P. 17, WSC Deferred Maintenance, and P. 18 is highlighted with other 2009-

2011 projects and future capital projects. The Roundtable has given us a challenge. The future 

of WSC is bright. 

Rep. Williams: The emergency generator, how does it end up providing service to city and 

school system? 

Chairman Skarphol: Is it on your wish list? 

Rep. Klein: $.5M that's got to be a big generator. 

Chairman Skarphol: Looking at the green sheet. You got everything you asked for. 

Rep. Wald: On P. 18 under section 4. you indicate that you want to renovate the campus to 

make it more student friendly. Would you expand on that sentence? 

Dr. Mccann: The attempt is to make the campus more aesthetically attractive. 

i.e., enlarging the student center, planting trees 

Rep. Klein: The 1.3 FTE, in what position will they be used? 

Dr. Mccann: A new recruiter. 

10 minute break 
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Chairman Skarphol: Called the Committee to order by calling on NDUS Chancellor, 

Mr. Goetz who introduced Mike Bower, President of Lake Region State College. 

Dr. Bower: Provided testimony, see attachment# 1, PP. 1-6. He referred to the appendices 

beginning on P. 8. Exhibit 5, P.12 displays the Annual Enrollment Report Summary. Exhibit 6. 

P. 13 displays North Dakota Active Wind Energy Projects. The Exhibit 9, P. 16 displays the 

technical aspects of that tower. Moving to the Tuition portion of the testimony, he refers to 

Exhibits 10-14. PP. 17-21. 

He concluded by requesting the 5% annual salary increase, the $2.6M wind turbine project, 

and consideration to limit tuition rates. 

Rep. Wald: Last biennium we had considerable discussion on tuition waivers. How many do 

you have at your campus and what would the dollar amount be? 

Dr. Bower: The last information I had, it was very few. We have about 12 waivers. I do not 

have the dollar amount. I could get that for you. 

Rep. Wald: And that would include sports. 

Dr. Bower: Yes, sports and athletics . 

Rep. Klein: You've got additional 2.48 FTEs where are they and how will they be used? 
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Dr. Bower: The wind technician program as we expand and also to provide a program that 

we're working with the University of North Dakota to help students that are entering college 

that will be able to start at Lake Region State College and take classes also through UNO and 

be able to move on to other programs. 

Rep. Klein: Engineering or any related to UNO? 

Dr. Bower: For now, just General Education to get those students started. 

Rep. Klein: I see last time you got $3M in funding and now you're coming back for another 

$2M, is there going to be a third one time funding? 

Dr. Bower: I do not see that at the present time. 

Rep. Klein: That $2.6M, how does that tie into the $3M you got last time .. 

Sandi Deis, 0MB Analyst: The $3.3 that was received last time was for revenue bonds not 

general funds. 

Chairman Skarphol: The major part of that $2M is for the wind tower. 

Rep. Klein: What was the $3.3M in bonding for? 

Roxanne Woeste, Legislative Council Representative: The $3M of special funds for the -7-

09 biennium was for revenue bonds authority and proceeds to build the wind project through 

that funding source. 

Chairman Skarphol: Same project, different revenue source. The $159,000 added by the 

Senate, was that to cover tuition? To insure there would be no tuition increase? OK, that is 

the only change made by the senate. Not reflected on the green sheet ..... 

Woeste: The Statement of Purpose, looking at P. 9, the top of the page, removes security 

and emergency preparedness . 
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Rep. Williams: Head count. and percentage of out of state students, are you familiar with 

that? 

Dr. Bower: Approximately 35 international students, the total head count is 416. 

Rep. Wald: On P.12, the annual enrollment by campus you show 2499 degree credit which 

appears to be awful high when you compare it to other 2 year institutions. 

Dr. Bower: We have the highest duel enrollment, high school students taking college courses. 

We are working with 56 high schools. That increases our credit number that we are offering. 

Rep. Wald: Is there a conversion factor to FTE. 

Dr. Bower: Yes, you'd have 15 credits to one full time. 416 are on campus, North Dakota 

students, 35 are international. 

Concludes testimony for today . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee to order to hear SB 2003, University of North 

Dakota (UNO) segment noting that all members are present and by calling on the University 

System Chancellor, William Chancellor Goetz who introduced Dr. Robert Kelly, President 

of the University of North Dakota. Chancellor Goetz distributed a paper outlining the 

research being done at UNO and North Dakota State University (NDSU) and how it sparks the 

economy. 

Dr. Kelly: Presented his testimony, see attachment# 1. Beginning the presentation he made 

introductions of the members present. He highlighted UNO at a Glance on P. 2 and the UNO 

Mission and Brand, P. 3. The brand UNO will be well known with the degrees offered and the 

economic impact realized in 2008 alone, see attachment# 1a. In his discussion of "Creative", 

P.4, he described AgCam as an example of research and innovation. Division One athletics 

was highlighted. Integrated Studies is a new program offered by UNO. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is all of this public information so that the public can access it on GIS 

for the state of North Dakota? 

Dr. Kelly: It will be very soon. Continuing with testimony P.4, he further described lnMed a 

program for American Indians in Medicine and RAIN. 
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Dr. Kelly continued with P. 5 discussing Innovative programs at UNO, moving on to P. 6 

discussing entrepreneurial programs at UNO. A new business called SUNSHINE has been 

started by students. The University is looking at the Bakken very hard, hoping to make 

investments toward economic development. The Northern Plains Center for Behavioral 

Research deals with human behavior. 

The discussion on P. 7 describes Spirited and looking ahead. Among the five initiatives, the 

enrollment challenge is a major issue. The University offers a broad range of programs and 

research opportunities. 

Benjamin C. Axtman, Fifth Year Student and Governmental Affairs Commissioner at 

UND: Provided testimony in support of SB 2003, see attachment 3. He highlighted the 

Economic and Workforce Impact of the UNO Student Body on the Greater Grand Forks Area . 

Rep. Onstad: Students who choose to work along with going to school. What challenges 

does it present; does it take away from studies? 

Axtman: There are challenges. 

Rep. Williams: Do you work outside of the classroom? 

Axtman: I worked as a Pita Pit roller, drug testing and what I'm doing right now as a lobbyist. 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you give us an idea of what students come out with in terms of 

debt? 

Axtman: About $22,000. 

Haley Cripe, Senior in Accounting at UND and a Student Member on the State Board of 

Higher Education: We are back to show you what your investment has done. She 

presented herself as a product of the legislature's investment. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Student satisfaction, is there any indication of the dissatisfaction of our 

students. Are there things we should be doing that we are not doing to help our students 

progress faster? 

Dr. Kelly: Elements of improvement are access to parking, dining hall, and ancillary services 

expected by students. 

Rep. Onstad: Student debt load, students who leave the University have the highest debt 

load in the nation. Why is that? Is it because parents aren't supporting, there aren't enough 

grants and tuition waivers to do that sort of things? 

Dr. Kelly: We tend to average everything, there is low cost and there are high cost programs 

such as the aerospace program where the costs are phenomenal. When you are comparing 

UNO to institutions that do not have high cost programs, the debt load is comparable . 

Chancellor Goetz: The needs Based Grant program, the technical education programs have 

high cost of equipment fees for medical students and other specialized programs. There are 

many factors. The overall factor of cost share at the technology colleges is high. There are a 

number of factors including the policy in the state of North Dakota for cost share. 

Rep. Onstad: We still graduate our students with the highest debt load. Is it because they 

are not getting the financial support from their homes or don't we have enough grants? 

Chancellor Goetz: Considering the ability of families to support... We have a high number 

of students in North Dakota going on to college. The second consideration is the average 

income in the state. How well have we been able to respond to the unmet need grant 

program? In this session you see that we put a sizeable amount into the budget for that 

program. Many, many states do better in the grants program. 
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Rep. Kroeber: How are our students doing in completing their programs in the appropriate 

number of years? 

Chancellor Goetz: It is taking students longer to complete. It is not unusual to have 

students working on programs at several different institutions. We will get that data for you. 

Alice Brekke, Interim Vice President for Finance and Operations for UND: Indicated that 

they are very pleased with the funding projections. She began her testimony by highlighting 

the UND General Budget Request, see attachment# 4, P. 2. SB 2062 includes funding 

requests. The Education Building-Renovation and Addition is discussed and reference is 

made to P. 5 of the attachment. 

FTE requirements for NDUS/UND Joint IT Facility are one-time funding. 

Chairman Skarphol: You are asking for an amendment being prepared or are you're ... 

Brekke: We have permission from the Board Office and will get that to you when it is 

prepared 

Chairman Skarphol: That involves spending authority, only. 

Brekke: Spending authority only. 

Rep. Klein: Your asking for a separate line item for costs regarding utilities for buildings that 

are coming on line. Is that new cost? 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor: No it is not new cost. 

Rep. Klein: So eventually it will go into operating. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Yes, and will reflect only rate increases. 

Rep. Wald: Referring to the green sheet, under other funds in the previous biennium there is 

$77.9M of revenue and in the current biennium there is $42.8M, a drop of $35M. What 

category represents that drop in revenue? 
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Brekke: Believe that is capital projects, our authority from the prior biennium projects that 

have been completed. So that is the decrease when you look at the package that has been 

put forward for the '09-' 11. 

Rep. Wald: One-time funding. 

Brekke: Yes, other funding sources that were used for facility construction. 

Rep. Wald: If you look at the appropriation for the coming biennium for $187.3M and add 

tuition, grants and other sources of revenue, what would that total be? 

Brekke: Up to $400M including the medical school. 

Rep. Wald: How much of that would be tuition? 

Brekke: I will get that for you. 

Chairman Skarphol: Total deferred maintenance, what is that? 

Brekke: On the state funded buildings it is about $40M. 

Chairman Skarphol: the addition that you're asking for in the education building would do 

nothing to reduce the deferred maintenance number. 

Brekke: The addition would do nothing but the renovation in the education building would. 

Chairman Skarphol: We are told we don't get all the budget detail. Tell me how the process 

works from the time you begin to prepare your budget until ii is presented. 

Brekke: The biennial budget that we prepare at the campus level is guided by the Executive 

budget guidelines and then we are given guidance by the State Board of Higher Education. In 

terms of priorities we can request funds and what is the ceiling within the context of those 

priorities. We look at our general fund level and what the increases are that we can request. 

We also need to look at our enrollment, current and projected, tuition revenue together with 

what the summary total would be. 
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Chairman Skarphol: When do you do that? 

Brekke: In May. From that total we work through numbers with salary increases, inflationary 

factors, and utility equations. We do not at that point create a person by person detail. We are 

working at the spread sheet level to build the biennial budget. 

Chairman Skarphol: When do you have that request done? 

Brekke: In June, because we have to present it in July. 

After that we get into the detail, we have about a 6 week window to go into the lowest level of 

detail, put in place the changes and roll it back up into an annual report. 

Chairman Skarphol: You do an annual budget then you go through the process again for the 

next year of the biennia somewhere on a similar time frame. 

Brekke: Correct. 

Rep. Williams: On the green sheet, you have a 5% increase for salaries, 2% for operating, 

and 65 for utilities. You got $2.70M for health increases. What is the percentage you are 

expecting in that area? 

Brekke: It is the PERS rate that comes out of 0MB 

Rep. Klein: On capital projects, how did you arrive at that? 

Brekke: We bring forward our top 3 and those go into the mix and are prioritized by the State 

Board in terms of the overall system priorities. 

Rep. Klein: After that, that is the marching orders. 

Chairman Skarphol: How voluminous is your last budget report. 

Brekke: Demonstrates a 3" binder. That would give you salary details by person, a 

breakdown by department within college so it will show the various funds within that college. 
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Chairman Skarphol: If we did not want to see the salary per person but rather have that list 

rolled into a number, can roll that back into a less voluminous budget report? We want to 

become more familiar with your process. 

Rep. Martinson: This committee had requested more detailed budget information. Were you 

aware of that? 

Brekke: Yes, I was and understood that there had been an agreement that it wasn't quite 

clear what should or could be provided. We were not clear and were not asked to provide 

further detail, 

Chairman Skarphol: It was difficult to come up with a plan as to ... To utilize, so we can 

better handle the information. 

Brekke: Do you want fund by fund detail? 

Chairman Skarphol: If you roll it up, how much detail can you provide us? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: There is a roll of summary schedules they do that shows the total 

amount by salaries, broken down by major expenditures. Within those categories they break it 

down major funding source categories. One of the categories we call appropriated funds that 

combines general fund and tuition income together. You won't be able to break out the 

general fund dollars separately. 

Chairman Skarphol: If we are going to make a transition to a different funding mechanism in 

higher education, we, as legislators, need to know how the current system works. 

Brekke: We do have capability to look some level of detail that would be helpful. 

Chairman Skarphol: I'm not interested in something that takes you 500 man hours to count. 

Rep. Hawken: Would it give us what you are looking for at a college rather than the entire 

institution? 
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Brekke: We'll come back with a sample and see if it helps. 

Rep. Wald: You show track and facility projects for $19.5M under other funds. What is the 

revenue stream to amortize these bonded projects? 

Brekke: In order to proceed with the project we would need identify what would be donations 

and if there is revenue stream that could support the debt stream. 

Rep. Wald: It is merely an authorization to proceed and would not trigger any general fund 

money. 

Brekke: Right. 

Chairman Ken Svedjan: Listening to what has been stated, it sounds like the budget is a top 

down process. You create a budget that is after the fact, after we decide things here, you 

create your budget. You start at the top of the pyramid and then you have to work down after 

we leave . He describes a bottom to top process. 

Brekke: The process used at UNO is both a top down and a bottom up process. She 

described the group that provides information for the resource needs for the strategic needs. 

Requests that exceed the ability to provide, it has to pass a number of filters before it makes it 

into the list. That list gives us some priorities to consider. Another challenge is that not all 

requests are best supported by appropriations. 

Dr. Paul LeBel, Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs: We have a clear 

understanding of state funding resources. Responding from a Dean's perspective we rely on 

local funds, grants, contracts, and maintaining the core of higher education through private 

giving. The ideas are bottom up, funding initiatives are bottom up. The top down is the state 

funding. Equity funding is determined at the University level. 
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Chairman Skarphol: In your process, do you reevaluate if a program should be continued? 

How often do they get reevaluated? 

Brekke: They are done at the College and Division level from a programmatic level rather 

than a budgetary level. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you have a trend of discontinuations versus new programs being 

added. You'd think some initiatives would be dropped off as new ones are added. 

Provost LeBel: And they do, he did not know what the ratio is, but will provide that 

information. 

Rep. Wald: You came from Wyoming. As you understand at how budgets are put together in 

North Dakota is there anything unique about the way you did it and I think our hunger is for 

more detail. Is there something you could share with us that you did in Wyoming as contrasted 

to we structure higher ed budgets in North Dakota? 

Dr. Kelly: There are some comparisons and some profound contrasts. UND is a member of a 

system here that is lacking in Wyoming. In Wyoming the budget is formulated directly with the 

Board of Higher Education and then directly to the legislature. In terms of details of preparing 

a budget, there is little difference. Wyoming rolls forward, does not have the parity and the 

equity details. Wyoming has a budget that is directly appropriated by the state that is 2-3 times 

greater than UND, 

Chairman Skarphol: Were tuition dollars appropriated? 

Dr. Kelly: The Hathaway Fellowship scholarship program which was a major endowment 

funded by the extracted industry revenues coming back to the state providing opportunities for 

tuition discounting for every student in the state either to attend the University or one of the 

community colleges. The community colleges were administered by a separate commission. 
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Rep. Hawken: We have asked for accountability measures, which we get. I am unclear we 

care exactly what the electric bill is. What do you want in terms of detail? 

Chairman Skarphol: It is a bit like buying your first computer, you know so little about what 

you're buying that you don't know what questions to ask. 

Rep. Klein: Endowed chairs, how many do you have? 

Dr. Kelly: He doesn't know but will get the number to the Committee. 

Rep. Klein: How many were there in Wyoming? 

Kelly: About 12-15. They were just beginning to build those endowments. 

Rep. Klein: We've got some legislation rolling to address that issue. 

Dr. Kelly: Describes the fund raising for endowed chairs that were matching dollars for 

endowed trust. For every three million dollars toward a faculty chair it became six . 

Rep. Svedjan: The extent to which we can incent efficiency in higher education compared to 

what we get paid to do is of great interest. The assumption is that the University System is not 

as efficient as it could be. What else are you doing to assure the tax payer that they are getting 

their money's worth? 

Dr. Kelly: Refers back to testimony, i.e. student satisfaction, employer satisfaction, the 

contributions that the University makes to economic impact. 

There are multiple revenue streams, ½ comes from appropriations, tuition and fees, and the 

rest come from grants, research, several business at the University and private ..... 

We are looking at ways to control efficiency in plant operation. Costs go up to replace faculty. 

We are trying control tuition. 

Chairman Skarphol: What amount of the budget is actually utilized in educating students? 
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Brekke: Direct expenditure for instruction is 37%, academic support like the library is 8%, 

student services 4%, 3% is for scholarships and fellowships. Those are the direct to the 

student sorts of things. The remainder is as follows: Institutional support is 9%, physical plant 

is 6%. Amounting to about 2/3. The other 1/3 is 13% for research, 4% is public service and 

10% is auxiliary enterprises. Will email it to you. 

Dr. Kelly: These research projects engage our students. There is an educational mission 

connected with research. The same is true for community engagement. Those come in 

private gifts and go back into nondiscribed educational piece for our students. 

Chairman Skarphol: Changes in your funding sources, in BARS, there is an increase in .... 

$80.?M reduction in capital projects one line and in another its removed capital assets 

carryover of $38M. What does that mean? 

Sandi Deis, 0MB Analyst: Recognizes the $80.?M reduction but the carryover is .... 

Brekke: We have to remove the number previously before you can put in the next. 

Deis: There is a reduction of $80.?M, it's the increase you are looking at. 

Chairman Skarphol: There is $11.2 for the technology building. Overall the green sheet 

reflects a $5M decrease, from this biennium to the next. The Green sheet reflects a $5.664M 

decrease. 

Brekke: (Inaudible) 

Chancellor Goetz: It is the capital expenditure side. 

Chairman Skarphol: Stimulus dollars, what are you hearing and your ability to use those 

dollars? 

Dr. Kelly: Knowing what is coming to the state and what is coming to the institutions 

nationally is being added through health and human services because they have a grant 
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review process. We will look at what is going into research. The state is a piece that is not as 

clear to us, we have to see how to compete for those dollars. 

Chairman Skarphol: Technology parks, there has been amendment added to the Commerce 

budget which would allow for the retention of tax revenues generated by centers of excellence. 

Dr. Kelly: It is related to the Certified Tech Park. 

Chairman Skarphol: Our citizens are paying per capita a higher amount for education than 

most states in the nation . why is it that we want to continue to grow the higher education 

system as compared to just trying to sustain and improve what we have? 

Dr. Kelly: The Round Table will have to answer some of these questions. From the 

University's perspective academically knowledge is exploding and we want to keep students 

at the cutting edge. You have to keep a core to maintain these programs. Do we want to be 

just science, technology, space, or do we want to provide the knowledge base? 

Rep. Wald: Is there any discussion about enrollment caps at the two big campuses? 

Dr. Kelly: Not aware of any discussion about enrollment caps. 

Rep. Wald: The competitive nature of the 2 campuses is a compounding race would create 

some inefficiencies just for the sake of being bigger. 

Dr. Kelly: There are some reasons why their programs that are similar. We are looking at 

unnecessary duplication. The missions are different. The synergy, the more that can be done 

with resources ..... . 

Chairman Skarphol: Don't have to answer this question, there seems to be an attitude in 

business that you have to grow or you don't succeed. 

We will come back at 11 :00 AM and continue with the UNO School of Medicine portion of SB 

2003. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Continuing the hearing with the Medical facilities who were invited and 

since we've moved the time, we want to be sure that everyone who wanted to be here has the 

opportunity to attend. 

Dr. Kelly: Introduced Dr. Joshua Wynne, Senior Executive Vice President for Health 

Affairs at UND and Executive Dean at the school. 

Dr. Wynne: Presented testimony, see attachment# 1, by first introducing the other members 

of the system who are in attendance. He described the results of the audit report. 

Dave Molmen, Chief Executive Officer of Altru Health System and Chair of the Medical 

Center Advisory Council: Discussed the health care shortage that exists in North Dakota 

and rural North Dakota, see attachment# 2. Currently persons age 65 and over consume 

50% of the health care needs in North Dakota. North Dakota has the highest population aged 

85 and older. The need for health care workers will increase because of that growth. In this 

state a large percentage of our health care professionals are trained here. This is a source of 

economic development in the state if we continue to grow our capacity. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there something that the state legislature can do to address these 

needs? 
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Molmen: Funding the dollars requested will help. 

Chairman Skarphol: Request to increase the class size for physicians is in this, correct? 

Molmen: Yes. 

Chairman Skarphol: Are we turning away students who are interested who are from North 

Dakota? 

Dr. Wynne: Continues with testimony on P. 3 of the attachment with three major themes 

including 1) the Center for Rural Health to provide health care providers, 2) the School's 

Family Medicine, 3) future health care workforce needs. 

Chairman Skarphol: Addressing Med Center One CEO, Mr. Cooper, to make comments 

about the possibility to develop a facility similar to the Altru facility in Grand Forks. 

Rep. Williams: Addressing Mr. Molmen, good statistics were provided, could we get a copy? 

Rep. Martinson: Is the program losing money and are you aware of that? 

Molmen: The numbers would show that there is a loss. 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you give us an accurate figure? 

Molmen: Do not have it. 

Rep. Klein: Do you have a lot of people who go to the family practice center because they 

don't have insurance and you end up swallowing the cost? 

Molmen: Yes. The mission of our training programs is directed to meeting those needs. 

Rep. Klein: Would you say 30% 

Molmen: Yes 

Rep. Martinson: When we lose money in Bismarck, the state picks up the cost, who picks up 

the cost in your program? 
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Molmen: Altru worked together with the medical school to set up a model that would work in 

our community. Altru did not seek additional funding. 

Rep. Martinson: Do you run that out of what used to be the UNO Family Practice Center? 

Molmen: Yes, we are leasing that facility. 

Chairman Skarphol: The appropriation of $2M was never been removed and is used to pay 

the additional faculty. Could this $480,000 annually be used to fund some of those losses 

being incurred? Is there some way this could be of help. 

Molmen: I come today not seeking anything for this. Any infusion of cash is helpful. 

Chairman Skarphol: We are trying to figure out the distribution of money. Why do we need 

to build a facility here when there are 2 hospitals? 

Mr. Cooper: We have a long standing relationship with the Family Practice Center. In 

combination we have the best experience that can be provided to residents in practice. We 

have the hospital and a clinic model. Trainees get the experience at both hospitals. We have 

no additional space where we could take in the practice program. Both organizations get an 

additional bump from Medicare because we are a teaching organization. We are concerned 

about the manpower capability; they do all the baby deliveries, emergency department, 

surgery, rotations. 

Chairman Skarphol: You referred to pass through, do you mean both direct and indirect? 

Cooper: We pass through all of the direct and portion, 65% or so, of the indirect. It is a large 

portion of that. 

Randy Eken, Associate Dean for Administration and Finance: The two hospitals in 

Bismarck contribute 100%, and 62% of the indirect medical education to the school. 
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Chairman Skarphol: there is money in here for a new facility. You say you don't have the 

space but the question in my mind is, would it be more efficient if we were to give you half the 

money and give St. A's have the money to create the space needed so we had only two 

facilities that people had to go to instead of three. 

Cooper: We meet on a regular basis with the Medical School between both care health care 

organizations. I am sure we would be happy to review such an option. It is in the best 

interests of the students to get this experience. 

Chairman Skarphol: Tell me how it works under the current system. How much exposure 

do the residents get to your facility and St. As. Do they get sufficient numbers? 

Cooper: They rotate through our departments. They do all the baby deliveries and family 

practice doctors are required to attend so many deliveries. They rotate through our emergency 

department, internal medicine, family practice, surgery for 6-8 weeks. They run a clinic, and 

we don't look at it as competition. It is hard to get the contacts to meet the teaching standards. 

We jointly run a cancer radiation treatment center. We could cooperate with Family practice 

Rep. Martinson: If that were the case, you would be willing to take the loss like Altru does? 

Cooper: We cannot take a loss in any program. We subsidize the nursing program at $1M, 

graduating 53 nurses a year. About 48 of them stay in North Dakota and work. We cannot 

add another deficit. 

Chairman Skarphol: If there is a loss at the Family Practice Center funding could be provided 

by the state. 

Cooper: Not familiar with what medical schools cost. It would be more expensive to send 

students out of state . 
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Chairman Skarphol: If this legislature could come forth with a proposal to share the 

program, do believe there is a willingness to do that? 

Cooper: Yes, on our part. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you know if anyone has taken a cursory look at the expenditure in 

Bismarck and if it would be sufficient to potentially do that? 

Cooper: No. 

Dr. Wynne: Continues with printed Testimony and the budget request found on PP. 2-4. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there a $700,000 ongoing request? 

Dr. Wynne: Continuing with testimony, see attachments# 1 and 3, PP. 2-3. Asking that all 

the items presented in the bill and passed by the Senate be approved. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there a $500,000 on going need? 

Dr. Wynne: Correct, there is an additional $200,000 request, making it $700,000. Continuing 

with testimony. The total request in the bill is $7.172M. 

Rep. Klein: $460,000, this individual was going to write grants and generate more money than 

it costs, is that still the plan? 

Dr. Wynne: Yes. There are 3 current grants that far exceeds the amount of money allocated. 

Chairman Skarphol: Does the gift from Dr. Gilbertson require a match? 

Dr. Wynne: It is not required. 

Break for lunch, to be resumed at 1 :30. 

Dr. Wynne: Continued with testimony by answering questions that were directed to him in the 

morning session. If there were more students who would apply from North Dakota would there 

be room? The answer is yes. There are typically more students who apply than we can 

accept. There are 55 places available, most going to North Dakota citizens, and 7 lnMed. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Is there some type of formula that determines how many slots are 

given to WICHE and Minnesota Students? 

Dr. Wynne: No official quota system, over 80% are from North Dakota. 

Rep. Wald: What number of Native American students stay in North Dakota? 

Dr. Wynne: Does not know. 

Rep. Martinson: The Family Medical Center has had difficulty attracting patents because of 

the location. How critical is it that we do something soon rather than take extra years for 

another study? 

Dr. Jeff Hustetter, Director of the Family Medical Center: Answering Rep. Martinson's 

question, we traditionally have had problems getting patients for our student practice program. 

Parking has been a problem. We've gotten enough to fill the requirements, but it has been a 

problem. We have worked hard to increase patient numbers. I'll work hard to make sure we 

don't close in the next two years. 

Rep. Martinson: You're saying, don't study this for another 2 years. 

Dr. Hustetter: We have the largest number of 3rd and 4th year med students. The rotation has 

been difficult to find enough Doctors for each of the areas to rotate with them. Medicaid does 

not pay for services provided by medical students. The issue is that it has been difficult to 

come to an agreement to maximize the billing. 

Chairman Skarphol: If there were a willingness to make a capital investment, would St. 

Alexius be willing to make a commitment in building a building? 

Dr. Hustetter: Can't answer that. 

Chairman Skarphol: The only solution is to develop a separate Family Medical Practice 

Center away from the 2 hospitals. 
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Dr. Hustetter: In 2004 we received $1.97M from Medicaid for graduate medical education. In 

2008 we received $1.2M. We have received an over 40% cut from the government. To cut 

any more could risk losing our accreditation. It costs $250,000 per year to educate nationally, 

we do it for $240,000. $1.6M came from our clinic revenue, $1.4M came from the School of 

Medicine and Health Sciences, and $1.2M came from CMS. The ongoing problem of 

recovering funds from CMS is going to affect any new plan that would happen. Show me the 

money, show me the plan. How can we make it work? I don't want to take a $1 M loss. 

Rep. Wald: Mr. Eken, you show your general fund revenue. What would your research 

revenue be and what would be the tuition revenue? 

Eken: The tuition revenue that is not listed would be about $29M. The grants and contracts 

would be about $37.5M and other local funds would be about $34.1 M. The total budget is 

about $131 M per biennium. 

Rep. Wald: Could you expand on the local? 

Eken: Local fund revenues are patient care revenues for our Family Practice Center, and a 

variety of other patient care services. 

Dr. Wynne: Mr. Gary Miller from St. A's is here and will: attempt to come. He offers to 

provide information if the Committee could meet in another setting. 

Chairman Skarphol: I don't suggest we study something for two years. 

Dr. Wynne: We do not wish to have a study for 2 years. The performance report indicates 

that the facility is not adequate. We collectively need to do something for the citizens. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you have a meeting place where we could access information to get 

immediate action? 
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Rep. Klein: On the $1.275M, is this to pay for losses just to continue, or is this to cover what 

is coming up in the next two years? 

Dr. Wynne: Part is helping reverse the negative equity position, and to handle the anticipated 

the ongoing operating losses that are inherent in running this type of program. 

Rep. Wald: The FTE count is down by 12.82. Is this because of lack of funding and what kind 

of crimp does this put on your operation? 

Chairman Skarphol: Where are the decreases is that strictly a funding change, 

Eken: It may have to do with grants and contracts. 

Sandi Deis, 0MB Analyst: You have changed the funding source. We only show the state 

funded positions. Some may be funded by tuition dollars. Total FTE have not actually 

declined by 12 but the funding source has changed . 

Chairman Skarphol: How many employees do you have that are not paid from the state 

fund? 

Eken: Approximately 145, 

Dr. Kim Krohn, Director of the Residency program at the Family Medical Practice 

Center, Minot: Regarding the numbers of cutbacks in staff, we've not filled nurse positions. 

Rarely do employees leave our clinic, but have had retirements and haven't replaced them in a 

resolve to run a more efficient organization. 

Chairman Skarphol: Your facility is funded with state dollars and the revenues, no off budget 

employees. 

Dr. Krohn: Staff members are reduced. We have not had applications for an unfilled faculty 

position for 1 ½ years . 

Eken: All staff or funded by local funds. None would show up on these 145 FTE positions. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Special fund. Masters in public health, cooperative effort with U of 

Minnesota, now there is a recommendation that we develop a master's in Public Health. 

Which of those alternatives would be the most logical? 

Dr. Wynne: A few years ago that was the case. There has been interest in this state to 

develop a certificate program. We have looked at developing our own master in Public Health 

program. The State Board of Higher Education has to sign the application. 

Chancellor Goetz: Looking forward, it has potential. It is in stage# 1 academic acceptance. 

Chairman Skarphol: Potential candidates? 

Chancellor Goetz: Dr. Dwelle, State Health Officer can answer better. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there another funding source 

Chancellor Goetz: None I'm aware of . 

Rep. Wald: Are you aware of a cooperative effort with aerospace. 

Wynne: None. 

Chairman Skarphol: Vacant positions? 

Eken: None long term, except for the microbiology position. 

Wynne: Introduces Dr. Rob Beattie, Chair of Family Medicine .. 

Dr. Beattie: After a short history he describes the unique qualities of Family Medicine, see 

attachment# 4. It is not highly regarded by Medicare. In terms of efficiency we utilize 

benchmarks provided by Medical Group Managers Association (MGMA). 

Rep. Klein: That $.5M you pay in bonds on the facility in Minot, where does that come out of? 

Dr. Beattie: That comes out of our operations. 

Rep. Klein: Is that part of that $4.275M? 
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Dr. Beattie: No, that comes out of the operation. Roughly 1/3 comes from the medical school, 

1/3 from income generated, and 1/3 from the graduate medical education. 

Rep. Klein: How long are those bonds going to continue, 20 or 30? 

Dr. Beattie: It is 20 years. The first 2-3 years cover the interest. 

Rep. Wald: (Inaudible) 

Eken: For the two FPCs in Bismarck and Minot. 

Rep. Wald: How aggressive are you in your collections? How long do you carry them before 

you write them off? 

Eken: We never can write them off but 6 months is the average length. We lost almost $1.9M 

in expected revenue from the hospitals due to the actions by Medicare. We actually have a 

lawsuit against Medicare along with the 2 hospitals . 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you file an appeal? 

Eken: We actually expect to win the case in the District Court here in Bismarck. 

Rep. Wald: How many dollars does that account for? 

Eken: $2M. We expect it to go to the Eighth District Court in Minneapolis. 

Chairman Skarphol: Will the investment you have in attorney's fees be covered by the $2M? 

Eken: Yes, more than cover it. 

Dr. Beattie: The stimulus package will provide increased funding to health resource 

administration. There will be about $2B added to that budget and will provide some funds to 

infrastructural type issues. There is talk of money coming from Medicare to cover some other 

payment type issues such as specialty versus primary care. Funding may also come available 

for community health centers to partner with other education entities, such as universities . 
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Rep. Wald: Dr. Wynne, what kind of pecking order would you establish in terms of 

importance? 

Dr. Wynne: Looking at the last page of attachment# 3, they are listed in order of importance. 

Masters in public health, geriatrics training program all need additional funds to be expanded. 

Doing something is a high priority. 

Rep. Wald: Annual bond payment 

Dr. Wynne: Biannual 

Rep. Onstad: Is the health care plan, is that a work in progress could we get a copy of that? 

Dr. Wynne: They are in the plan; a 30% increase in medical staff is needed. Copies of this will 

be provided. 

Rep. Onstad: The current budget considerations does not include this plan? 

Dr. Wynne: Those endorsed by the State Board of Higher Education. 

Chairman Skarphol: I would like to take you up on your offer to meet, a conference call. 

Monday or Wednesday? 

Rep. Svedjan: How much of tuition is retained by the Medical School? 

Eken: 100% 

Chairman Svedjan: (inaudible) 

Eken: (Inaudible) 

Chairman Svedjan: Rent for the facility in Grand Forks, how is that funded? 

Brekke: We will get you the history of the arrangement when the facility was built, and when 

the arrangement was made to have Altru take over the residency and the lease was put in 

place to give you the specifics of how the dollars are generated and used . 

Chairman Svedjan: Is any rent retained by the medical school? 
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Brekke: Part goes to the operations and maintenance to cover utilities and custodial. Part 

goes to the Medical School and part is retained. 

Chairman Skarphol: Please provide the Committee with that. Close hearing on school of 

Medicine . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee back to order to hear SB 2003, Mayville State 

University by calling on Dr. Gary Hagen, President. 

Dr. Hagen: Presented testimony, see attachment# 1, stressing the Strategic Planning on P. 

2. Continuing with P. 3, explaining that it is a laptop campus, a technology center. We stress 

leadership. Page 4 displays a map of graduate placements in the state. The satisfaction 

impact study on P. 5, enrollment trends, P. 6, out of state residency on P. 7, and P. 8 displays 

the growth in technology, Distance Students and Collaborative Efforts, PP. 8-9. Collaborative 

efforts, Enrollment and Retention are other features that show progress. The challenges are 

highlighted on P. 12, namely the debt situation and building needs. Tuition Waivers on P. 13 

was explained. 

Rep. Williams: Asks about the types of waivers that were given and what was done 

specifically. 

Dr. Hagen: there were far more waivers than should have been given, for athletics, diversity. 

It happened in 2003 and 2004 and put an end to most of it in 2006. 

Rep. Williams: Be more specific about what you did here. I realize that your tuition went up 

but your enrollment went down, can you explain this? 
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Dr. Hagen: We stopped offering freebies. Some do get waivers but it is down to what North 

Dakota students pay. 

Rep. Wald: You had a soccer team where everyone had a waiver. 

Dr. Hagen: That was a $100,000 cost. 

Rep. Klein: Looking at shutting down East and West Halls, are you going to continue to heat 

them? What's the game plan? 

Chairman Skarphol: On P. 13, I'm assuming that is dollars. 

Dr. Hagen: We had $525,000 in waivers. We set up a 4 year plan to retire the debt. It is 

actually better than the chart looks. P. 15 shows that we are the most run down campus. P. 

16 shows the two buildings that will be torn down. 

Rep. Klein: On the coal plant, what is the game plan? 

Dr. Hagen: We want to burn lignite. 

Rep. Williams: On P. 14 you illustrated the campus heating costs. Did you come to the 

interim committee and ask for help? 

Chairman Skarphol: We may have been aware of it, but the Systems office helped them 

work through that. You will see a decline in that cost once you get the coal plant. 

Dr. Hagen: We're trying to close out two old dormitories, The Appendices show improvements 

that were paid internally. The new buildings will cut the cost of deferred maintenance. The 

numbers are on P. 15. 

Rep. Wald: Did we give you $1 M last biennium for campus planning? Is what you're showing 

us a result of that money? 

Dr. Hagen: Experts came in and gave us a better plan for physical facilities. It puts almost of 

all of student activity under one roof and takes care of a lot deferred maintenance. 
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Rep. Kroeber: Are the dollars to remove those building in your budget right now? 

Dr. Hagen: Yes. There is conversation in the community to privatize them in some way. 

Chairman Skarphol: What is the cost to remove those two? 

Hagen: $375,000. 

Rep. Williams: Where they are positioned, the lots, is there a plan for the lots? 

Dr. Hagen: Parking, greenery, new signage. 

Chairman Skarphol: You're asking us for an additional $4M. 

Dr. Hagen: Closer to $5M. 

Steve Benson, Vice President for Business Affairs: Beginning his testimony on PP. 18-19 

of attachment# 1. Utilities increased by 32% this biennium, $548,000. 

East Hall is closed and not being heated. West Hall is still being used . 

On P. 20 there is still money for emergency Preparedness/Security. 

P. 21, itemizes deferred maintenance, it is the highest in the state at 22%. How we account 

and identify deferred maintenance is described in much more detail than in the past. There 

was no carryover of general funds from '05-'07 funding. 

Chairman Skarphol: You have carry forward over and above that $374,000 of about 

$134,000? 

Benson: Yes, in the deferred maintenance line. 

Chairman Skarphol: Would you not use that to pay off your special assessments? 

Benson: We prefer to use that deferred maintenance money for improvements on campus. 

Chairman Skarphol: Any reason why you wouldn't' just pay them off since you have the 

appropriation do that? 
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Benson: I have no reason. Continuing on P. 23, Capital Projects. $4.958M is in the budget 

to renovate the science-library and education addition. There are a ½ dozen vacancies in our 

positions. PP. 26-27 show the Agassiz Hall Renovation. Occupancy is 42% of capacity. 

Students do not want to live on campus reducing capacity from 228 to 144 beds 

Chairman Skarphol: You will be at capacity after renovation? 

Benson: Yes, we could use about 200 beds. 

Chairman Skarphol: The community is supportive of the project. 

Benson: There is plenty of rental space in Mayville. P. 28 discusses the coal plant. It will pay 

for itself in 15 years. 

Chairman Skarphol: What is your fixed cost going to be? Will it be the same as 07-08? 

Benson: Yes it will. We still have the oil plant on campus . 

Dr. Hagen: Page 31 lists 6 items that were found by the National Center for Higher Education 

Management Systems. PP. 31-35 show detail on North Dakota residents attending other 

colleges. This campus could help to stop the bleeding across state lines. P. 36 discusses 

retention. 

Chairman Skarphol: What can we do to make the funding changes you want to make? 

Dr. Hagen: You may not want to do anything, it may not be the will of the state to make 

changes. 

Chairman Skarphol: Are there changes you'd like to make. 

Dr. Hagen: P. 37. Is highlighted. I don't want to duplicate programs or cause pain to our 

sister colleges. We could provide remediation in some of our smaller classes. The Science, 

Technology, engineering and Math (STEM) initiatives for teachers should be available at our 

institution, as well. 
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End of Recording 

Chairman Skarphol: Were there things in your analysis that you would do if you didn't have 

to get permission from the Board? 

Dr. Hagen: We would bring in some of the programs from the 2 year colleges and add 

graduate programs. 

Chairman Skarphol: You feel you could do that within your budget. 

Dr. Hagen: We want to be of service to the state of North Dakota 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you think the Board would not give you approval on other projects 

to keep students in North Dakota? 

Rep. Kroeber: Most of your students went to Minnesota to get those programs and courses. 

Dr. Hagen: We see the bleeding, about 3000 students. 

Chairman Skarphol: Addresses Brady Larson, 0MB Analyst to get a list of programs that 

would not be permitted. 

Rep. Williams: You are quite a martyr. 

Vice Chancellor Laura Glatt: The board has not received a list of requests. A review of 

campus missions will be developed to look at duplication issues. 

Chairman Skarphol: If there are no further questions, the overview hearing on SB 2003, 

Mayville State is adjourned. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee to order on SB 2003 by noting that all members 

are present and began the hearing by calling on Chancellor William Goetz to introduce 

North Dakota State University (NDSU) President, Dr. Joseph Chapman. 

Dr. Chapman: Began his presentation by introducing his staff members who were present. 

His testimony began with an overview, see attachment# 1. 

Specific information on the economic impact was provided, beginning on P. 2. Enrollment data 

was reviewed, beginning on P. 3, emphasizing the research programs and 25% of entering 

students are coming from Merit Scholar ranks. Beginning on P. 4 attention is given to 

Collaboration. See also attachment# 2, presented by Chancellor Goetz. 

Research activities are outlined on PP. 5-7. Description of the success of the Capital 

Campaign is given on P. 7. 

Joe Heilman, NDSU Student Body President: Provided testimony with a fact sheet, see 

attachment # 3. 

Chairman Skarphol: How do you raise the $2.BM? 

Heilman: It has to be voted on by the student body. Continuing testimony and describing the 

many opportunities available at NDSU. 
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Rep. Williams: One of our concerns is student debt. Do you work on the side, how are you 

financing your education and what will your debt be? 

Heilman: It won't be that much because I started a business at the age of 15, as a disc 

jockey. The average in the state is about $25,000. I will have $7,000-8,000. Continuing on, 

he stated that there are about 600 students employed at NDSU. Through an internship 

experience I learned a lot. 

Rep. Wald: What do you learn through this process? 

Heilman: They have to have 35 signatures. In closing he introduced Frank Jennings, NDSU 

Development Foundation. 

Jennings: Details his background as an alumna of NDSU. For the past 12 years he has 

served on the board of Regents at NDSU. The single purpose is to serve the mission of the 

University. The Board's mission, through Capital Campaigns is to raise private funds to 

support the work of the University. A portion goes to scholarships, some goes to provide 

funding for quality faculty, and other funds go to brick and mortar such as the architecture 

building and the library. There have been gifts in excess of $15M and gifts continue to come in 

despite the poor economy. 

Rep. Onstad: Donors, do they designate their gifts? 

Jennings: More than half are designated or are named gifts. We prefer undesignated gifts. 

Rep. Wald: With new funds coming in, where do you invest it? 

Jennings: The funds have taken a hit and we've had to reduce the payout for this year. New 

gifts are sitting in cash. We invest in endowment funds and we've had to reduce the payout for 

this coming academic year. Reduced by nearly 1/2. We are contacting all of our endowed 
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donors to see if they have a living donor to see if they would have a disbursement for the 

current academic year. There was an immediate contribution. 

Dave Batcheller, Appareo Systems: We are building a business in the Tech Park, a little 

company with big ideas, one of the leading electronics design firms in the aero space and 

defense industry in the same sense with Lockheed, Northrop, Honeywell, etc. It is unique in 

that 70% of 44 employees are engineering grads. More than 10% of our staff are 

internationally born and are grads with degrees in computer science or other tech programs. 

We will grow 50% in personnel and 100% in revenue this year, in spite of the economy. Our 

company is mostly involved in the aerospace industry, nationally and internationally. Wind 

energy is a major focus. He attributes the success of the business to the work ethic that has 

its base in North Dakota . 

Rep. Klein: Do you do any work for the government, research on defense contracts, etc.? 

Batcheller: About 25% of our business is government. Our predominant business is primarily 

civil and as we grow our company, it has been a tremendous focus of ours to commercialize 

those products. 

Rep. Klein: What types of business do you serve? 

Batcheller: Flat Operations, Quality Assurance, it's been implemented in big aircraft and 

includes 65% of emergency medical service. A lot of our clients deal with support of oil and 

natural gas explorations, flying men and materials off shore to oil platforms, utility pipeline 

patrol activities, air law enforcement, etc. The rest is designing a tracking system for 

the ... Direct Fighter Program. We are involved in some other specialty products like an 

operation loads monitoring system to substantiate stresses on air craft that fight forest fires. 

Rep. Hawken: I have a copy of an article from the Forum describing the business. 
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Rep. Wald: Is you stock publically traded? 

Batcheller: We are small enough so that we don't have articulate our business plan or our 

ideas or decisions to anybody but ourselves. Our founder previously founded Phoenix 

International which is a large design manufacturing company in Fargo. We have the great 

fortune of being able to do some risky design activity that potentially may pay off big without 

having to substantiate to outside investors that it is a good idea for us. 

Rep. Wald: Are you familiar with Killdeer Mountain Manufacturing? What is the collaboration 

between those groups or companies? 

Batcheller: It is lose, in the state at large. The activities are happening in Jamestown and 

Killdeer and some of the machining activity that goes on to support aerospace refirb and the 

electronics design that we do. We are all sort of misaligned as far as technical areas and 

where we have overlap we see very good collaboration, but where there's no overlap, 

essentially we work well as PR arms for each other, bringing business to other firms that we 

are aware of in the state. We are aware of these businesses and bring work to businesses. 

Rep. Williams: What is your work week like? 

Batcheller: 70-80 hour work week. When your work is your hobby, it's easy to do a long work 

week. 

Rep. Onstad: Do you have patents? 

Batcheller: We have six patents pending. We have kept the trades' secret. Where software 

is concerned we hold that trades' secret because it is easy to duplicate so that cuts our patents 

about in half of where we would be otherwise. That's not always the case when we do custom 

design. This is more than in the past where we have greater expertise in the property areas. 
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Rep. Onstad: When research is done at an institution, some of the funds go back to the 

institution. Would that be a hindrance of any of your ideas or is that a consideration for NDSU 

as you go forward as a research institution. 

Batcheller: From the private sector side. We've hired some very impressive graduate and 

undergraduate students and the areas we work in are related in their technical complexity but 

not necessarily in their technology or implementation and that's alleviated a lot of the 

intellectual property concerns and we are cognizant of those concerns and so we approach 

them as any good North Dakotan directs, and ethically. II has served us in avoiding any grey 

areas. We are very much in the black and the white with regard to intellectual property. 

Rep. Wald: When you're into aircraft manufacturing of components, etc. How do you find 

products liability insurance? 

Batcheller: I can reference you to our finance and admin guy that handles all of our 

insurance. We aren't involved in the navigation aspect of the project or its operation, it is 

recording data. From a liability standpoint, our products go through a certification process 

where they are beat up or tested for craft survivability. Our major concerns are post incident 

recreation. 

Don Dabbert, President and Founder of Contemporary Builders: I'm here for two reasons; 

one is to emphasize the value of involvement, i.e. living on campus. Housing becomes a big 

concern. This also goes to burden of debt that goes to rental units. Vacancy rates are low and 

that hikes up the price. Second is the concern for retention of students which is dependent on 

good quality housing for students. Interns who have worked for the business are a great 

testimony to the quality of the programs at NDSU. It puts dollars back into the community . 
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Rep. Klein: What was your degree and were you doing some building while you went to 

school? 

Dabbert: Construction engineering and I worked for Sears in the hardware Department during 

College. 

John Adams, NDSU Vice President for Finance and Administration: Provided testimony 

beginning on P. 8 of attachment# 1. 

Rep. Klein: Will this phase complete Minard Hall? 

Adams: Yes, the third phase will complete the project. Continuing with testimony regarding 

the funding PP. 9-20, he emphasized the full funding of parity which is the State's share, the 

rest is covered by tuition. 

Chairman Skarphol: NDSU intended to use equity dollars to hire more professors. 

Adams: Yes, tuition dollars are being used to hire faculty. That is not enough to cover all of 

the faculty that we need so we are also using tuition dollars to hire more faculty. 

Chairman Skarphol: How are you going to distribute equity dollars for the existing faculty in 

order to get them closer to their peers if you are going to use it to hire new professors? 

Adams: The budget director will provide information on how the funding will be distributed. 

Rep. Kroeber: Regarding fees of $9575, does that include student fees of $246 and your 

ConnectND of $162.00? 

Adams: No, The $5,264 is tuition only, the fees of $962.00 includes the ConnectND fee, the 

student activity fee, etc. 

Chairman Skarphol: Does it include all fees that have been voted on by the students? 

Adams: Yes, it includes the fees voted on by the students. 
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Rep. Onstad: If each of those fees that are not included in the comparison in that $5975, then 

we are at the regional average. 

Adams: The figures at the bottom of P. 9 are tuition and required fees. Continuing testimony 

on the budget request. 

Chairman Skarphol: The Senate did not fully restore what you requested based on what's in 

Budget and Reporting System (BARS). Your request was for $2.79M and they restored 

$1.724M. 

Adams: We will limit the tuition increase to 4%. Continuing on P. 14 and moving on to P. 15 

with the major Capital Project Requests. 

Chairman Skarphol: What would the reduction in deferred maintenance be in this? 

Adams: About $2M of our deferred maintenance in that building alone. Housing for students 

is a major concern. P. 17 details renovations in auxiliary buildings. He addresses the Bison 

Sports Arena Renovations to be carried over, on P. 18 and moving on the P. 19-20 to discuss 

tuition premiums and faculty ratios at 18 students to one faculty is the goal. 

Rep. Williams: You have dorms, what does it cost per month or semester and what 

arrangements do you make for students who live in motels? 

Adams: We make up the difference and provide bus service; the cost of housing per student 

is about $6,000 a year with a 10 meal plan. In spite of this, we had great retention this year. 

Chairman Skarphol: Addressing Dr. Chapman, regarding the follow-up that has taken place 

with exchanges in China and Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that were signed. 

Dr. Chapman: There is an MOU; we have several countries, China being a good example of 

that. We are looking at twinning arrangements where students studying at certain institutions 

in China would take two years there, then come to NDSU for two years and would actually get 
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degrees from both institutions. We are looking at shared faculty arrangements where those 

faculty would come back from China, spend a year teaching here. Some of our faculty would 

spend time going over there and teaching. The Chinese have talked to us having their 

students take our courses but never set foot on the campus. 

Chairman Skarphol: You have not got students to come to campus? 

Dr. Chapman: Yes, but challenges are that when their students come here a very high 

percentage decide to stay here. We have a group of distinguished alumna who have been 

very interested in trying to save a facility in Fergus Falls to make it a Chinese Cultural Center. 

We would be interested in an educational enterprise on our campus. We have proposed a 

Confucius center on campus to bring 3 Chinese faculty to come and bring certain areas of 

Chinese Culture and teach certain classes in North Dakota . 

Rep. Wald: There is a sizable number of Oriental students at Dickinson State; complaints 

come from students who complain about classes time used for explanations. Do you get 

complaints about classes being held up because of the language barrier? 

Dr. Chapman: Occasionally but have not had much of a problem. One of the big issues for 

us is that we are competing globally for students and faculty. We make certain that they have 

the tools to communicate in the classroom. 

Chairman Skarphol: Mr. Jennings stated that the Foundation does a certain amount of 

Student Financial Aid support and faculty support. Can you give us some idea what that 

financial aid percentage would be and also what kind of faculty support originates in the 

foundation? 
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Dr. Chapman: At least half of the dollars go into salaries; most of that support comes through 

the Colleges as opposed to through general scholarships for starting students. In terms of 

faculty support we have 10 endowed professorships. 

Chairman Skarphol: Does NDSU have stabilization funds that help you as far as keeping 

tuition somewhat stable? Do you have a Foundation appropriation? 

Dr. Chapman: Yes, you are referring to what we would do other than tuition dollars. 

Rep. Klein: Endowed chairs, how many do you have? 

Dr. Chapman: About 10. 

Rep. Hawken: Partnerships, have you had trouble with NOUS to further those? 

Dr. Chapman: On the contrary, we look for ways to collaborate. 

Chairman Skarphol: And you do find that the State Board is willing to accepting of the 

changes in missions that we've been talking about. 

Dr. Chapman: I have not been involved in that. 

Rep. Hawken: When you have brought forth ideas, they have been accepted, was my point. 

Rep. Kroeber: This may be for Mr. Adams, Mayville State came in and said that their 

teachers are the lowest paid, now NDSU came in and said theirs are the lowest paid on the 

equity. 

Dr. Chapman: Equity, that's the state support piece. That's not the salaries. 

Rep. Kroeber: It says that currently NDSU is funded at 41 % of its peers. Does the University 

system have an HR that kinda handles all this for all the campuses or do each one of you 

handle your own human resources? 

Dr. Chapman: The number you are referring to, our percentage of the budgets in the state 

are the lowest. Most of the others are well over 50%. 
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Moving into the Forest Service Testimony 

Larry Kotchman, State Forester, North Dakota Forest Service: Provided testimony, see 

attachment# 4, PP. 1-4 describing the services and activities of the Forest Service on pages 

5 and 6 he detailed the funding and appropriation status report The funding request is found 

on P. 7 and parity needs are listed on P. 8. Seedlings are produced and marketed for profit. 

Rep. Williams: On page 8, the other budgets have a 12.5% increase per year for health 

insurance. You request is 10% per year, why is that? 

Kotchman: I got that from 0MB, the Executive recommendation. I may have that wrong. 

Rep. Williams: In your priority# 2, do you as an agency where these funds of $826M were 

diverted to? 

Kotchman: It is $826,000 and that amount was diverted because of the federal pressures 

around the forestry budget specific to USDA Forest service program. State foresters have had 

a relationship with the USDA Forest Service on formula funding since 1950 when the 

cooperative Forestry Assistance Act was passed. These are federal funds that support state 

Forestry programs, not federal programs. The reason those funds are in decline is because of 

the pressure on the Agencies budget. Cooperative assistance programs are in decline 

because of growing costs of wildland fire suppression. Within the last five years 4,000,000 

acres have burned. That is a 2 fold increase from the previous 5 years. It has caused the 

agency to borrow from other budgets. 

Rep. Williams: Would this replace lost federal funding? 

Kotchman: They are federal formula funds that come to the state of North Dakota . 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you see an end to this anomaly? 
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Kotchman: I've never had to ask for this before. The agency has to borrow money. The fix 

for this is to put up an emergency fire fund for the USDA forest service that funds all of the 

wildland fire that happens across the United States. They have to fund that out of their 

constrained budget according to a ten year average and we haven't seen that willingness to 

change. 

Chairman Skarphol: We don't provide general funds where federal moneys are going away 

but in this case we may have to change that on a temporary basis. 

Kotchman: Continuing to the end of testimony, discussing the maintenance aspect of the 

budget and capital projects. Requesting replacement of the greenhouse to continue the 

seedling program. 

Chairman Skarphol: What is the price on your seedlings that you sell to the districts? 

Kotchman: $.95 a piece for containerized seedlings, for bare root at $.50 and $. 40 apiece. 

Our sales have been down but we think we'll make some collections. 

Gene Griffin, Director Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute, NDSU: Spoke in 

support of SB 2020 sub division # 3 

Chairman Skarphol: You are actually a part of Extension's budget but you requested time 

today because you are here and I agreed to that. 

Griffin: Distributed testimony, see attachments# 5 and 6. Requests funding for the project of 

building a new building for the School of Transportation. He provided further testimony 

regarding the Transportation RFID and the Sensing capabilities Working Group, see 

attachment# 7. 

Rep. Onstad: You talk about transportation planning and other studies. Are they completed 

and are they posted anywhere? 
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Griffin: Yes, they can be viewed on the web site. 

There was no discussion or further questions. 

Meeting adjourned . 
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Minutes: 

Chairman Skarphol: Brought the hearing on SB 2003 to order by calling Chancellor Goetz to 

the lectern to introduce Dickinson State President, Dick Mccallum. 

Dr. McCall um: Provided testimony, see attachment# 1. He highlighted the need for housing 

and said they solved their problem by tripling the two room occupancy. He called attention to 

Tab 1, the charts on PP. 2-4, emphasizing enrollment of Native American students. 

Continuing with Tab 2, PP. 1-3, the Hawks Point facility and student involvement with that 

facility was described as was the Theodore Roosevelt initiative and the Strom Center. The 

collaborative effort with NDSU is designed to provide internships in engineering. The 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for each institution is included. There is a nursing 

program in partnership with a nurses' training program in Russia. 

Tab 3 includes a pamphlet that outlines each of the recent accomplishments. 

Tab 4, PP. 6-BH details the budget requests. P. 9 discusses the extraordinary repairs, and P. 

14 outlines the provisions from the legislature during the last session and how those funds 

were expended. 

Rep. Wald: Deferred maintenance, how much would ii take to bring it up to what it should 

be? 

r 
I· : .... 
I 

~ 
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Dr, McCallum: States that this question will be addressed later. Continuing with Tab 5 the 

details for the Capital Projects are delineated. The request for a library addition is explained 

on P. 8f. Extraordinary Repairs are summarized on P. 9, including needs for upgrades and 

renovations of facilities. 

Rep. Williams: You have approximately 600 out of state students, what is the tuition 

arrangement? 

McCallum: We have a variety of agreements and scholarships with the contiguous states. 

The international students are on scholarship and pay about $30 more a semester than North 

Dakota students. We do not waive fees or reduce the room and board. 

Chairman Skarphol: What would be the subsidy that the North Dakota state taxpayer 

provides to that out of state or out of country student? 

Dr. McCallum: The focus is on keeping graduates in North Dakota. We view this as an 

investment in the state. Last year 14% of the international students graduated and stayed in 

North Dakota either to work or go on the graduate school. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you track them beyond the first year? 

Dr. Mccallum: Not beyond the first year. 

Rep. Wald: What is the impact with the decline in oil revenue? 

Alvin Binstock, Vice President for Business Affairs: There will be a loss, ability to 

compliment trips, student scholarships ... 

Rep. Wald: What would be the ball park dollar figure? 

Binstock: About $300,000 annually. 

Rep. Wald: You will suffer the consequences. 

Chairman Skarphol: Translate the $300,000 loss and how that affected students. 
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Binstock: I would say it is comparative over the last 3-4 years because we had greater 

production over a moderate dollar level. When production dropped, the price of oil went up so 

the same dollar amount was still there. Now it's all coming at us at one time. 

Chairman Skarphol: Help the committee understand what that $300,000 translates into as 

far as scholarships. What kind of numbers of students benefited from that $300,000? 

Binstock: I would say there were 280-300 students a year that would benefit from that 

scholarship. 

Chairman Skarphol: Scholarships range from maybe $750-$1500 apiece. 

Binstock: Anywhere from $500-$1200. 

Break between hearings . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee back to order by calling on President of Valley 

City State University (VCSU) Dr. Steve Shirley. 

Amanda DeKray, Student at VCSU and a resident of Pettibone, North Dakota: Provided 

• 

testimony in support of SB 2003. She spoke about the need for an affordable university 

experience and the value of a small campus. 

Senator Larry Robinson, District 24: Made comments on the budget with respect to the 

funding appropriation. 

Dr. Shirley: Used a Power Point presentation to demonstrate Enrollment Trends, see 

attachment# 1, emphasizing the collaboration with other institutions and the technology 

programs that are available in VCSU. Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 

(STEM) certificates are available to train more teachers. 

Rep. Kroeber: Have you explored extending your masters program into school 

administration? 

Dr. Shirley: No, but the ESL degree is available on our campus. 

Rep. Williams: Is your recruiting the same? 

-Dr. Shirley: We are bringing back cross country and Track and Field to attract more students 
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Rep. Wald: Your fisheries and wild life, what will their job opportunities be? 

Dr. Shirley: Mostly state government. 

Rep. Wald: Does it compete with Bottineau? 

Dr. Shirley: These are collaborative program with Bottineau, 2 years there and finish at 

VCSU. 

Continuing with slide show with an explanation of the technology enhanced learning 

environment and what makes VCSU unique. 

Rep. Klein: The nursing degrees, are they registered nurses or practical nurses? 

Dr. Shirley: They are called PN. Continuing with testimony ... 

Rep. Klein: Tuition Rate? 

Dr. Shirley: Out of state tuition, I'll check on that. 

Chairman Skarphol: How actively are you marketing this? 

Dr. Shirley: A once a year visit to the market areas. Continuing with power point 

presentation. The STEM initiatives was itemized. 

Trudy Collins, Vice President for Business Affairs: Provided testimony with a power point 

presentation, beginning on P. 13 of attachment# 1. 

Future Capital Projects were highlighted. 

Rep. Klein: The plan that you did was not one that was designed by an architect who went 

through each facility and made recommendations. It is something you did yourself? 

Collins: Yes, we did hire someone to do that plan and they updated our previous plan. Old 

and aging buildings bring our deferred maintenance to this high level. Restorations should 

reduce this cost. She supplied a list of buildings and the ages of those buildings. 

Rep. Klein: Is it coal or natural gas? 
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Collins: Lignite. 

Rep. Williams: Where is the Student Union in that chart? 

Dr. Shirley: In the auxiliary buildings. 

Rep. Klein: Are there any buildings you would take down and start over because they are 

beyond repair? 

Collins: None, currently. 

Rep. Klein: This residence hall that is unoccupied, are you heating that, is there an electricity 

bill? 

Collins: We have to keep it minimally heated. We use it in the summer for football camps, 

etc. Completing testimony with top priorities. 

Rep. Wald: Dr. Shirley, where do you come from? 

Dr. Shirley: From Fargo originally, degrees from UND, worked for the University of Minnesota 

system for 7 years, most recently at Dakota State University, Madison. 

Chairman Skarphol: Addressing Laura Glatt, in reviewing the budgets, some are up and 

some are down. Why the inconsistency? 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor: What we use to report those FTEs are for Risk Management 

purposes. We reflect those in our numbers. 

Chairman Skarphol: the affordability number is different for various institutions. 

Glatt: The factor you don't see is hanging enrollments, if enrollment is not growing the student 

amount goes up. 

Rep. Wald: Why risk management? 

Glatt: It may have something to do with liability. 

Rep. Klein: The student to faculty ratio, doe that hold pretty clear throughout the system? 
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Glatt: We recommended that we drop that because it is difficult to get consistent data. 

Rep. Williams: At NDSU, there were classes that some classes have 200 students in general 

courses. 

Glatt: At UNO there are between 250-300 students in the general ed classes. 

Chairman Skarphol: Reviews next week's schedule. Meeting adjourned. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee to order on SB 2003, Minot State University, by 

noting that all members are present and introducing Rep. Klein to begin the hearing. 

Rep. Klein: Introducing the hearing on SB 2003 by discussing the Swain Hall project. He 

• distributed attachment# 1, detailing the remodeling estimated Cost Projections. He briefly 

discusses the amendment# 98046.0301. 

Dr. Fuller, President Minot State University and Minot State, Bottineau: provided 

testimony, see attachment# 3. 

Chairman Skarphol: Summarize briefly what is most important to you and we'll ask the 

others here to give us the other details. 

Rep. Wald: Compliments the University on the practicality of the handout. 

Dr. Fuller: Continuing with testimony, attachment# 3, PP. 1- 8 and appendices. · 

On P. 3 he highlighted the North Dakota Roundtable Goal and the Cornerstone Goals for 

2008-2009. 

Rep. Wald: Under Cornerstone# 3, you have replace boiler, will that be strictly coal? 

• Dr. Fuller: We have supplementary boilers that use alternative fuels but the coal boiler is in 

operative. 
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Rep. Kroeber: Will that use new clean coal technology? 

Roger Kluck, Plant Services Director: We have looked into efforts that are going on in 

Underwood that would help us with some of the extra substances that come along with coal. 

Chairman Skarphol: We have the EERC in Grand Forks that has done research in ground 

source. If there'd be something out there of real benefit, I'd think you'd look into that. 

Rep. Klein: The air base has been looking at a ground source system. The stimulus package 

might have some possibilities. The cost is about 1/3 of what it is for gas or coal. 

Chairman Skarphol: Tioga has a water formation that you could pump thousands of barrels 

of hot water, enough to heat the entire city and the sidewalks if they had the money to develop 

it. Stimulus money could be used to fund those projects. 

Dr. Fuller: Continuing with testimony P. 4-5. He draws attention to Appendix A, detail on how 

we did on our cornerstone projects. 

Rep. Wald: On this major gifts officer, how is that funded? 

Dr. Fuller: It is funded through Advancement, the capital campaign 

Chairman Skarphol: On the bottom of P. 4 you have a term called Aspiration Peers. Where 

do you go from there? 

Dr. Fuller: We are looking to be a high performer. USA Today uses high quality high 

performance goals. We are aiming to reach some of those goals. Other indicators we are not 

reaching and are not so good, are graduation rates. We are at 35% percent and would like to 

change the culture to be a destination school. 

Chairman Skarphol: If you were to compare this to the peers in the Round Table, how would 

you compare? 

Dr. Fuller: We are not making comparisons with peers because we are looking at indicators 
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Continuing with testimony P. 6 and continuing through P.P. 7-8. 

Rep. Wald: What do these partnership agreements encompass? 

Dr. Fuller: The effort is to enhance cultural experiences through faculty and student 

exchanges. 

Rep. Wald: There is no cost? 

Dr. Fuller: No. On PP. 8-10, he describes the fall enrollment comparison. Full time graduate 

students dropped by 35%. There are 60 Canadian students. There are serious issues and 

trends over the last 10 years. The CEL, on line, off campus has declined. A new dean of 

recruitment management has been hired and a recruiter for Canada is in place. 

Rep. Williams: Other institutions are bringing in more and more out of state students. Out of 

state tuition, how do we justify state funding to fund out of state students? 

Dr. Fuller: We have an influx of students coming from other states, some of our students are 

moving to other states at in state rates, so we are competing with other states. The payoff is 

that 75% of the students, who graduate here, stay here. 

Rep. Williams: Reciprocity, is that an out of date term? 

Dr. Fuller: We are admitting students with the intent to support them. 

Rep. Williams: We used to be restrictive, do you have formal reciprocity agreements with 

Canada and out of state. 

Rep. Williams: When did we open the doors when institutions could make their own 

agreements? 

Dr. Fuller: Any reciprocity agreement has to have Board approval, such as WICHE and 

others. Coming back to the principle of the Round table, we have flexibility but have to be 

accountable to our operations. 
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Rep. Wald: I don't believe higher ed has convinced the general public that bringing students 

in is economic development. We are selling the public on this idea. 

Dr. Fuller: The facts are quite evident that foreign students have an economic impact and it is 

up to us to provide that information. 

Chairman Skarphol: We have built a system that in order to be efficient and effective has to 

have a certain level of student number and our state cannot provide that number of students? 

Dr. Fuller: Yes. Growth and development will be curtailed if we limit students. 

Rep. Williams: You have to have viability. When did we begin this trend to bring in outside 

students at resident rates? 

Chairman Skarphol: We will add that to our list of questions to the Board. 

Ron Dorn, Vice President for Financial Affairs: Began his testimony on P. 11 and 12 of 

Attachment# 1. Reductions and changes were indicating that the state appropriations were 

used efficiently. PP. 13 and 14, leaking roofs will have to be repaired. We'll do the repairs 

within the dollars that we have. Page 15 shows the amount of grant funds that have come into 

the institution and run programs totally on those dollars. Pages 16 and 17 detail deferred 

maintenance costs. 

Chairman Skarphol: The Swain Hall Project. Your institution has in excess of $11 Min 

deferred maintenance. What effect will the completion of Swain Hall have on deferred 

maintenance? 

Dorn: It will be taken it down to $4M. A lot of it is in Swain Hall. 

Chairman Skarphol: It will be added in the next cycle in deferred maintenance again. 

Sandi Deis, 0MB Analyst: It is a calculated number, an inflationary number is added to that. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is it roughly 2% of the value? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: What our campus personnel do is evaluate the condition and arrive at 

a deferred maintenance value building by building. We are hoping to have a new model. 

Chairman Skarphol: Could you do an analysis to determine if 2% will equate to the deferred 

maintenance figure? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: If we look at total deferred maintenance by campus, is that roughly 

2% of those facilities. 

Chairman Skarphol: We'd like to get rid of this column, too. 

Dorn: We've taken other items off the list and made some replacements. 

Rep. Wald: On P. 15 you have 5 different projects, are they all grant dollars? Are they all 

federal? 

Dorn: Yes, all federal 

Rep. Klein: Do you gain efficiencies? 

Dorn: Yes. 

Dr. Fuller: Refers to PP. 16 and 17 to discuss salaries, and the importance to maintain the 

5% salary recommendation by the Governor. 

Utilities are not predictable, and we are likely to experience a $400,000 increase, parity. Swain 

Hall will cost at $13M to complete that project. This will shift appropriations, $2.5M, from the 

boiler project to make up the difference in the shortage amount for the Swain Hall project. This 

is in the amendment presented by Rep. Klein. 

Rep. Wald: Is there an asbestos problem? 

Dr. Fuller: There was, the building is standing gutted now. 

Chairman Skarphol: If we transfer this money, you will come back to us in two years for 

those funds for the boiler. 
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Dr. Fuller: We are refurbishing the boiler with those dollars, $3.75M. The cost of a new boiler 

system is now $10M. 

Chairman Skarphol: How could you put a ground source system into Minot state without 

completely tearing up the ground? 

Rep. Klein: The ground source heat pump is up and operating at the tribal college and at 

Dickinson state. It could be done in pieces. It might fit the stimulus thing. There are four 

boilers at Minot State, in the summer they use a small boiler for hot water. 

Dr. Fuller: Health fees have been increased. Referring to P. 21, the new Wellness center. 

Page 22 provides a summary and future consideration. 

Rep. Wald: Another flat roof on the Wellness Center. 

Dr. Fuller: (Uneasy laughter.) 

Chairman Skarphol: Addressing Vice Chancellor Glatt asking for costs on Swain Hall and 

how much deferred maintenance it will shave off. Give us a list of 4 or 5 and see how much it 

can cut costs. 

Hearing adjourned . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Began the hearing on SB 2003, Minot State, Bottineau (MSU-B) by 

introducing Ken Gross, the Campus Dean. 

Gross: Presented testimony, see attachment# 1, beginning on P. 3. He highlights the 

cooperation with Minot State University as the parent campus. Pages 4-5 details the 

enrollment. The new enrollment counselor has enhanced the increased admissions. There 

are 1 and 2 year vocational programs available in 5 areas: Business, caregiver services, 

computer technology, education and health professions. Forestry has been the primary 

mission. (Inaudible) 

Chairman Skarphol: What is the enrollment in those programs in forestry? 

Gross: About 100 on campus students. Continuing with testimony, the College has been 

requested by Sen. Dorgan to develop the vegetable production for North Dakota and 

partnerships are now underway and a new center for this effort will employ over 100 workers 

and create over $31.6M in financial impact for the state. 

The online class delivery, detailed at the bottom of P. 8, indicates an increase. Programs are 

available totally online. The Nursing Program is the fastest growing program. Accreditation is 

in place for each of the programs, including those delivered online. 
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Strategic planning is detailed on PP. 9-11. 

Rep. Williams: You started a football program. How do you schedule and who do you play? 

Gross: I am not confident that we will be able to get into conference. Next year we have a 

schedule of eight games. 

Rep. Williams: How did you do? 

Gross: 2 and 6. We converted the first week of class on hands on experiential learning 

orientation, such as field trips, seminars, etc. The name will be changed to Dakota College at 

Bottineau to end some of the confusion and to undergird the focus and mission. 

Rep. Wald: A couple of years ago we were approached at Dickinson State for Natural 

resources to study the dying of shelter belts. Has your program done anything to study this? 

Dr. Gross: The Forestry Service is located on the campus and they would likely do that study . 

Jim Borkowski, Director of Business Affairs at MSU-B: Began his testimony on PP. 12-13. 

He highlighted the utility cost increases detailed on P. 24. 

Rep. Klein: What is left on the Thatcher Addition that you have completed? 

Borkowski: Funds were left over. Continuing testimony on PP. 14-19. Students will not have 

tuition increases for the next two years. Full time students will not be paying $151. We do not 

have anyone on campus to provide campus security. The City of Bottineau sends its patrol 

through the campus. An FTE is requested for that. 

Rep. Williams: How much of a determent is it to not have security on campus? 

Borkowski: We've been fortunate; crime on the campus is low. With recent happenings on 

campuses around the nation we are making the request for that. 

Chairman Skarphol: There may be competitive grants throughout the system; through 

FEMA. Mr. Goetz could look at that. 
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Borkowski: Continuing with P. 19, extraordinary repairs. Boilers have to be replaced to meet 

EPA standards, the burning if lignite is prohibited but could be resumed with the new boiler. 

Chairman Skarphol: Have you bid that boiler replacement? 

Borkowski: No, this is a firm I trust. Finally, we're asking for a $2M project cost for the center 

for horticulture. Much of that will be donations and grants. 

Chairman Skarphol: How large will it be? 

Borkoswki: It will be a 3 season building and should make the project viable. 

Hearing adjourned. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee to order to hear SB 2003, North Dakota State 

College of Science by introducing Dr. John Richman, President of North Dakota State 

College of Science (NDSCS). 

Dr. Richman: Provided testimony, see attachment# 1 PP.1-19 . 

Chairman Skarphol: Are you subject to a higher need for change than the universities 

because of the technology aspect of your programs? 

Dr. Richman: We are expected to change frequently because of the rapid change in industry 

demand but I can't speak to the other institutions. Continuing on P. 10, at the bottom of the 

page is Engrossed SB 2019 which would provide a 5% salary increase. 

Chairman Skarphol: Why did the senate remove it? 

Dr. Richman: It was the belief that when CTE was established, there were 4 legs: Fees 

charged from companies, each supports the funding. If this money isn't included, fees will be 

charged to the industries. Our enrollment is going up, but residency is going down and that 

affects the change in revenues. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do the credits that are earned on line cost the same as the on campus? 
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Dr. Richman: No, there is a fee added to on line. Economic development contributions were 

highlighted. 

Rep. Onstad: When you deal with your program, you limit the numbers of students who can 

take the classes. 

Dr. Richman: Yes. 

Rep. Onstad: Are we capable of adding more classes to meet the needs in Western North 

Dakota? What all does it take to add and can you move rapidly to meet those needs? 

Dr. Richman: Continuing with P. 20 and reviewing the financial operations through P. 26. 

The Extraordinary repairs and deferred maintenance request are detailed on PP. 27 and 28. 

Moving on to Major Capital requests include the Horton Hall project, Robertson Hall and 

Parking Lot 4. The Horton Hall project will decrease the deferred maintenance costs. EPA 

requirements must be met so that we can move forward; Bonding for the parking lot has been 

approved by the State Board of Higher Education. 

In concluding his testimony, Dr. Richmond discussed the unique needs of the institution. On 

P. 42 he shows a comparison of the high cost of educating students at NDSCS along with the 

cost per student on P. 44. The only programs that currently have a cap are dental and 

nursing. There are open seats in other programs and every open seat costs money. 

Chairman Skarphol: What can we do to help you with student numbers? 

Dr. Richman: Demographics, the number of high school graduates is declining. We need to 

market and change the mentality that in order to be successful, you have to get off the farm 

and get a baccalaureate degree. We are not going after the top 20% of the class. We have to 

be proud to have our sons and daughters go through a tech school. 

Rep. Williams: How much competition do you have from the institution across the river? 
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Dr. Richman: The competition is our fault because we have done nothing in 35 years to 

compete. The marketing has to change. 

Rep. Williams: In your enrollment, how do you handle out of state students? 

Dr. Richman: If they are residents on campus, dorm and meals, they get instate rates. 20-

30% of our students who finish at NDSCS stay in North Dakota. Minnesota is a good 

recruiting pool. 

Rep. Klein: The telephone bill, some $25,000 in charge run up by some young student. Was 

that ever resolved and did you use general fund money to do that? 

Dr. Richman: $47,000 was charged, the student has been dealt with as well as the faculty 

member who violated policy. We are in negotiation with AT&T, and has been reluctant to reply 

to our requests to settle. We have a lawyer and may have to go to court because we don't 

want that outstanding bill on our account. The money used will not come from the general 

appropriation funds, but from auxiliary funds to cover that. 

Rep. Klein: Have you implemented policies and procedures to preclude this from ever 

coming up again? 

Dr. Richman: Yes, we have. Those cards are no longer available. Getting confirmation from 

Mr. Renk, Vice President for Administrative Affairs. 

Rep. Kroeber: On plumbing what other avenues do I have to get this training other than 

NDSCS in North Dakota? 

Dr. Richman: The US Department does have certified apprenticeships in plumbing. An 

individual can go to work for a company to get this training. If they successfully complete that 

training we will accept that training for half. We are reducing the time and the expense; 

additional time can be earned on line or on campus. 
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Rep. Kroeber: Why don't you require students to stay on campus? 

Dr. Richman: Freshman are required to either live with their parents or in the dorm. 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you quantify the amount of time you spend trying to market your 

institution? Have you given consideration to get funding to help with that purpose? 

Dr. Richman: There is an RFP to do an image campaign among the 5 Jr. Colleges in the 

state and that was not funded. Our current budget in our marketing area is $225,000 per year 

and some of this goes to printing. We are adding another $400,000 to do a major marketing 

and advertising campaign. The RFP is out and we are waiting for bids. 

Chairman Skarphol: Was the imaging request made to the board and not included in the 

system budget? 

Chancellor Goetz: That was submitted but not included in the Board budget. 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you give us a potential dollar amount that was requested? 

Dr. Richman: It was an estimated number of roughly $350,000. 

Senator Anderson, District 25: I am a graduate of NDSCS and have never left. You have to 

get people out into the schools and show them that their final cost will be so much lower and 

there are many jobs available. 

Rep. Wall, District 25: People don't realize the high cost of the education provided, and asks 

the committee not to underfund. 

Meeting adjourned at 2:23. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee to order to hear HB 2003, Bismarck State 

College. He noted that all committee members are present and the hearing began with North 

Dakota University System Chancellor William Goetz introducing President Dr. Larry 

Skogen, Bismarck State College (BSC) to the lectern. 

Dr. Skogen: He introduced all BSC staff present and guests. He began his testimony, see 

attachment# 1, by discussing the power point slides listed on PP. 2-3, including the Mission, 

Vision Statement and Programs. He emphasized the online courses and the partnerships with 

Dickinson State, Minot State Universities and others, and enrollment projections on PP. 4-5. 

The work with industry response is bringing in new programs and designed courses to meet 

needs of companies such as Minot State University (MSU). 

Introducing Kirsten Baesler, current President of the Mandan School Board: 

Baesler: Spoke in support of the education she received at BSC and the importance of 

offering programs, in collaboration with Dickinson State University (DSU) that will keep people 

in North Dakota see attachment# 2. 

Rep. Klein: How long did it take you to finish your degree? 

Baesler: Three years. 
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Dr. Skogen: Our core business is producing a foundation for advanced degrees, transfer 

programs, not to be a four year institution. Continuing with testimony on P. 8, he describes the 

growth that is taking place on the campus with the Joint Powers Agreements with the Bismarck 

Public Schools, the Cities of Bismarck and Mandan, and the Bismarck Park Board. 

He introduced Kristine Weippert, sophomore from Tappen and President, BSC Board of 

Governors. 

Weippert: Spoke about the concern for financing her education and in support from the 

Student Perspective on Affordability, see attachment # 3 . 

Dave Clark, Executive Vice President at BSC: Provided testimony on the budget overview, 

see PP. 15-22, attachment# 1. Our enrollment growth puts us ahead of our revenue 

projections. Spending is on target so currently we are not squeezed. He reviewed the 

improvements completed and upgrades. There was no general fund carry-over. Reserve 

funds were used with the new buildings and so there is a need for reserve funds. 

Rep. Klein: Requested information on the progress on Lidstrom Hall. How many students 

stay there and are out of town freshmen required to stay there? 

Clark: We have 280 resident beds and do not require students to live on campus. All beds 

are typically filled up. 

Chairman Skarphol: The $340,000 in your budget for deferred maintenance. 

We'd like to get rid of that term "Deferred Maintenance" , do you actually have $2.400M in 

Deferred Maintenance on your campus? Do you feel that is the actual number? 

Clark: Our greatest need is roof replacement and our underground distribution line there is a 

need for window replacement and maybe the stimulus package will help. We have some 60's 
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buildings that need repair. If you were to look at the total needs, our number was $3.4M, it 

probably is the lowest number. 

Schafer Hall project is complete, we will not be coming back to ask for more. 

Moving on to the 2009-2011 budget on PP. 17-23. We are supportive of a good operating 

budget for us. Some relates to parity and parity relates to salary. 75% of the costs are people 

costs, a 5 and 5 compensation package that is competitive. With utilities, there is an increase 

because we've added facilities. 

Rep. Wald: There were hail storms in Bismarck, were you able to collect anything on the 

roofs? 

Clark: Yes, some from Fire and Tornado. Continuing with testimony, he discussed the 

funding that will make a tuition freeze possible. He discussed the Tech Center expansion to 

increase the welding program at $3.4M. Since this is a shared facility with the Bismarck 

School district the Joint Powers agreement provides some money for the cost of the land. 

Rep. Klein: The ongoing operations of this facility, will they be shared? 

Clark: Yes, since they are adding a building on campus that will be shared. He went on to 

discuss the BSC Higher Education Center, see attachment# 4. This includes a business plan. 

Chairman Skarphol: There is a $4.5M appropriation and then this business plan would work? 

Rep. Wald: What does that figure out per square foot? 

Clark: $130.per square foot. 

Rep. Wald: How old is that building? 

Clark: We moved in in 2004. 

Rep. Wald: Flat roof? 
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Clark: Flat roof. If the operating funds are provided in addition to the building, there is a 

$600,000 operating fund component over a 2 year period. That would allow the campuses to 

who currently have a surcharge to pay us the 20%. Continuing with budget report. 

There is an issue with the Fire and Tornado that has a coverage lapse, along with discussions 

with the city of Bismarck regarding the flooding of the Jack Science Center. 

Chairman Skarphol: You're not allowed to purchase any kind of supplemental insurance. 

Clark: That is the understanding. 

Rep. Wald: If you buy this Horizon Building, will that include the ground? How about the 

underground, i.e. sewer and water, does that have any connection with the main campus? 

Clark: It is directly connected to the campus and our main lines are connected so it would 

include the entire infrastructure, including parking. There is about 20,000 square feet of paved 

parking. 

Dr. Skogen: Making concluding statements, he highlights the standing of the community 

college and collaboration with other entities. 

Rep. Wald: On P. 22 of attachment# 1, extraordinary repairs and special assessments. 

I need a definition of extraordinary repairs and equity. 

Clark: That is the term that comes out of 0MB, it used to be capital improvements. In our 

case it is improvements that we don't own. It is making improvements and assessed back to 

the campus. It improves the infrastructure that the city owns but not our campus. 

Chairman Skarphol: Special assessments should not be quantified as extraordinary repairs. 

That expenditure would probably come out of your deferred maintenance. There should be a 

line for special assessments. We don't have an idea, because they are never brought up . 

Clark: It is a semantic issue, it is how the budget terms have changed. 
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Chairman Skarphol: We would like to use the term funding appreciation. 

Chancellor Goetz: Expresses his appreciation for having the campuses before the 

Committee. The budget is still a work in progress. He expressed respect for the questions 

asked. 

He distributed a letter from the Board President. 

Chairman Skarphol: You've been here and have heard our concern about flat roofs. 

Chancellor Goetz: Agrees that construction and deferred maintenance versus capital projects 

need a look at how the figures are derived. All of this should be looked at how it fits with the 

delivery system of higher education including distance learning. 

Chairman Skarphol: What percentage of the budget are people costs. Could you provide 

that for each institution? 

Chancellor Goetz: We are working on that. The conviction of the concept of a Higher 

Education Center makes a lot of common sense and need to be looked at in the eastern part 

of the state. Looking at the system in South Dakota, they do have centers. This is a new day 

in how we deliver education. 

Rep. Onstad: The campuses have stated that they need to remain competitive, is it a ratio of 

the money or is it lack of students? We still seem to be higher in the tuition costs. 

Chancellor Goetz: We are high on the tuition side of most colleges that are 2-year but more 

comparable with the four year institutions. 

Rep. Onstad: When we fund, should it be less on the capital end and more on the student 

end? 

Chancellor Goetz: It is difficult to weight one against the other. The infrastructure is 

important to run a good learning environment. 
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Rep. Williams: How many student go to Minnesota and how many come to North Dakota? 

Chancellor Goetz: 3000 students go to Minnesota to the technical community colleges. They 

are taking advantage of programs, particularly in health. This is something we have to 

address. 

Rep. Williams: The concept of reciprocity, do we subsidize out of state students to make our 

institutions viable? 

Chancellor Goetz: The benefit is the percentage of those people remaining in the state. This 

is a perception issue we need to work on. 

Rep. Wald: Expresses his pride in the selection of the new presidents. 

In the 4-year institutions, there is the old perception of teachers' colleges. Technical colleges 

have more flexibility. Do we need to refocus? 

Chancellor Goetz: There are constitutional matters; it has to be new day on how we look at 

our 4-year institutions. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the Committee to order to discuss SB 2003, by noting that 

Committee Members are present with the exception of Rep. Hawken. Discussion will be held 

on SB 2003, no votes will be done at this time. 

Rep. Martinson: Will discuss three amendments that he will ask Legislative Council to draft . 

First is a motion to take off language on the salary freeze. I don't think that was the proper 

thing to do. The discussion needs to be with the board. It is not about money but about their 

integrity and their honesty and how they think legislators perceive them. 

Rep. Wald: Second 

Rep. Onstad: How much is that? 

Rep. Martinson: I think it is a little over $100,000. 

Vote Taken: Yes 7, No 0, Absent 1. Motion Carried. 

Rep. Martinson: Motion to remove $700,000 and add $50,000 from the tuition stabilization 

money to appropriate $750,000 to the Theodore Roosevelt Center in Dickinson State. 

Chairman Skarphol: Intended in what way? For digitization, is that what you have in mind? 

Rep. Martinson: they have $150,000 in seed money to start the process and they are ready 

for the rest of the money. 
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Rep. Wald: Second. 

Rep. Klein: This is that system where they are putting everything on discs at Dickinson, that 

Theodore Roosevelt stuff? 

Rep. Wald: Teddy Roosevelt is the only president that doesn't have a Presidential Library. 

They are gonna retrieve documents from Harvard, Library of Congress and ii will be an 

attraction and tourists. 

Rep. Klein: That was $750,000? 

Rep. Kroeber: Is it not to increase tuition? 

Rep. Martinson: There was an error made in the Senate that they didn't deduct $700,000 

that was a duplication of money. It would be that $700,000 plus $50,000 from tuition 

stabilization. 

Rep. Kroeber: How does the $50,000 affect the whole tuition stabilization? 

Rep. Martinson: It would decrease it by $50,000. 

Rep. Kroeber: Are they required that they not increase tuition? 

Rep. Martinson: That is the third thing on my list. 

Rep. Klein: That is a small amount of the total pot, isn't it? What is the total pot? 

Chairman Skarphol: About $8.2M. (Waiting for Rep. Wald to return to the room) Laughter. 

Chairman Skarphol: Question regarding Minot State Boiler Fund. 

Vice Chancellor Laura Glatt: Money has been shifted from the boiler fund. 

Vote Taken: Yes 7, No 0, Absent 1. Motion Carried. 

Rep. Martinson: The Board does not want us involved in setting tuition. For discussion, not 

a motion. There was a bill that would have allowed us to set tuition and that was rejected. By 

keeping that stabilization fund we are getting involved with tuition and that is not where we 
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wanna be. I will make the motion that we take the tuition stabilization money out of the higher 

ed budget. 

Rep. Williams: Repeat the reason for your amendment. 

Rep. Martinson: Reviews the reason being to cut some budgets. We are setting tuition, 

we're freezing it and that is the Board's responsibility to manage the tuition. The schools 

should be allowed to set tuition, or the board. 

Rep. Kroeber: It affects the students; we are putting adequate dollars in for students. 

Is this one time funding, or base budget? 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council Representative: Base budget. 

Rep. Onstad: If all changes could be put together so we have an idea what the total package 

Chairman Skarphol: That is probably where the discussion is going today. 

Brady Larson: Asked a question regarding amendment# 1 regarding salary freeze language. 

In the bill, there are two parts, the first part states that salaries would be frozen for people 

making over $100,000 and the second part regards employees whose salaries do not exceed 

$100,000 may not receive compensation adjustment of greater than 5%. Is that the intent to 

take that out? There is also funding removed of $138,000 by the Senate. Is it the intent that it 

be restored, also? 

Rep. Wald: Distributed attachment# 1 which is a letter from Mr. Binstock, the "Bean 

Counter" at Dickinson State and has to do with oil wells that are horizontally drilled under the 

property that Dickinson State sits on. The oil revenue has decreased, which is part of their 

revenue stream. The projected revenue of $677, 227 in 2009 and what it is anticipated to be in 

2010-11 based on an average of $42.50 a barrel for 2010 and average of $53.50 for 2011. 
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What the amendment does is, a shortfall would be $369,121 it would appropriate $350,000 

from the permanent oil tax trust fund to offset the decline in oil revenue been a part of the 

revenue to Dickinson State for the past 18 years. I would move that amendment. 

Rep. Klein: Second. 

Chairman Skarphol: Asked for clarification on what happens in the event that oil goes up. 

Rep. Wald: Maybe it would be extra carryover funds. The Legislative Council's projection 

this is what they are basing their forecast on. It is somewhat of a guessing game. 

Chairman Skarphol: When it says "or so much as may be necessary" means that in the 

event that revenue went up, then the revenue fund would be decreased. Does it set a limit, 

addressing Larson? 

Larson: Permanent oil trust fund, it does not set a limit. 

Rep. Klein: Same language as with the experiment station? As the price went up, it didn't 

draw that amount of money. They didn't need it. 

Rep. Wald: It would be handled just like the sale of livestock at the Dickinson Experiment 

station. It is part of the revenue stream and if it is higher than what the budget called for it 

would be carryover for the next biennium. 

Rep. Onstad: Based on oil being $50,it went up to $140. What happened to that additional 

money that came back to Dickinson State? 

Sandi Deis, 0MB Analyst: Tuition is not budgeted as part of the state process. 

Chairman Skarphol: Tuition is not but the oil revenue that comes to the institution is ii part of 

the budgeted numbers? 

Deis: Part of their overall institution's budget. 
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Chairman Skarphol: but not part of the appropriated .... Quantified as unrestricted funds, in a 

fashion. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It is not part of the appropriation process, but it is different than at the 

research centers where that oil revenue does come through the appropriation process as other 

fund source. 

Chairman Skarphol: Are there any other campuses that are the benefactors of oil royalty 

revenue sources? 

Rep. Onstad: Valley City is gonna be a recipient here soon. They own some minerals north 

of Parshall. I assume the college has allowed for budgeting. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: As they plan their budget for Fiscal Year 2009 they were taken into 

account the estimated oil collections and used that as one of their revenue sources for their 

annual budget. We do annual budgets, they have yet to go through that process. Some of it 

must go into scholarships. 

Rep. Wald: This goes into the operating line item. 

Rep. Kroeber: If our idea here is to replace dollars the amendment should also include that. If 

it is because of reduced oil prices, if oil were to go up and they were to receive those extra 

dollars we would want some kind of language. 

Rep. Wald: If you want to add, "Not exceed $350,000", I would not have a problem with that 

Rep. Kroeber: It already does that. 

Chairman Skarphol: He is willing to accept a lower price than what they were receiving in 

'04-'05 when oil prices were not that high. With the $350,000 they could be lower in the next 

biennium than the previous. It is kind of unique . 

Vote Taken: Yes 5, No 2, Absent 1. Motion Carried. 
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Chancellor William Goetz: Responding to the previous question about Swain Hall at Minot 

State University. The Board recognizes that there is an increased cost factor involved here 

and this is not an issue that was taken up by the board. The point we were concerned about is 

that there was not a real material change in the scope of the project. The Board recognizes 

that the institution wants to move forward on this project but it is a situation where the Board 

cannot. ..... 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you think the scope has changed? 

Chancellor Glatt: Minimally. 

Chairman Skarphol: Does the Board seem to recognize the premature numbers are 

legitimate? 

Chancellor Glatt Yes, cost factors have changed . 

Chairman Skarphol: The proposal brought forward is accurate in what the change in cost is 

going to be? 

Chancellor Glatt What has been brought forward in terms of the contractors or the estimated 

costs. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you have an alternate solution? 

Chancellor Glatt No. 

Chairman Skarphol: Asking Rep. Klein for review of the additional dollars. 

Rep. Klein: It was not an accurate estimate, the costs have gone way out of line. and 

asbestos problems that were not identified originally. The building is gutted and agencies 

have moved out. Part of solution was to take some money from the boiler fund, originally it 

was around $7M and the bids came up to $13M. We shifted some money from another line 
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item and add to get it up to $10-$11M, they'll have to go back and cut and get it within that 

number. 

The total numbers in '07 was $7M, The bids came in at over $13M. 

Chairman Skarphol: What time frame did you receive that? 

Rep. Klein: This was a January bid opening for the $13M. 

Chairman Skarphol: Transfer how much on the boiler fund? 

Rep. Klein: $1.25M from the boiler fund was transferred to the Swain Hall project. 

Chairman Skarphol: Right at a $5M request. 

Rep. Klein: You should also have the amendment so that the capital line item was changed. 

Rep. Onstad: Last time we set some dollars for Swain Hall and it didn't go forward. 

Rep. Klein: It was designated as an athletic hall rather than an education facility and it didn't 

go forward. 

Rep. Onstad: Right now there is nothing in Swain Hall. 

Rep. Klein: It is gutted, asbestos has been removed. 

Rep. Onstad: The only thing over there were some athletic facilities and they are in the Dome 

now. 

Rep. Klein: They all got moved to the Dome and that was another cost that had not been 

included, over $.5M had to be done to the Dome to move those facilities over there. 

Chairman Skarphol: And the $6M that had been appropriated had been used to do what has 

happened in this point in time. 

Rep. Klein: That is not all expended. They used part of that for asbestos removal and gutting 

the building . 
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Rep. Wald: We haven't had much for an appetite for funding athletic type buildings. Since 

then everything has been moved to the dome so now it is not an athletic facility. 

Chairman Skarphol: How much do you think is left for that previous appropriation? 

Rep. Klein: Reviews costs to now and the only costs that are left ... asbestos abatement took 

$92,700, construction demolition is $884,500, architect fees $742,000, move to the Dome of 

$512,000, and miscellaneous costs. 

Chairman Skarphol: Square footage in that facility? I'm pushing ii around because I wonder 

if we are better of tearing it down than building a new facility. 

Rep. Klein: That was looked at last time. 

Rep. Wald: Is it on an historic register? 

Rep. Klein: No . 

Rep. Wald: We can tear ii down. 

Rep. Klein: At the time it was thought to be a sound building. 

Rep. Wald: Will it be a classroom building? 

Rep. Martinson: Give Minot State the option to remodel or tear it down. 

Chairman Skarphol: If we totally refurbish a building does that eliminate deferred 

maintenance? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It would, totally or largely eliminate deferred maintenance. The 

exception would be depending on what needs to be done on the exterior. 

Chairman Skarphol: Could you tell us about the roof and what deferred maintenance would 

be as well as on tuck pointing. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: We do have the ability. I sent you those numbers on the specifics of 

the reduced amount of deferred maintenance as a result of doing this project. 
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Chairman Skarphol: In doing your analysis could you tell us about the roof potential? 

Rep. Klein: To my knowledge they weren't going to do any exterior work on it at this time. 

Deis: No exterior work at this time. 

Chairman Skarphol: Talk about the overall with regard to this budget, I hear that higher ed is 

higher than it should be. What is your opinion, Rep. Onstad? 

Rep. Onstad: As a committee, if we could put all into one list of changes, it would be easier 

to look at it. 

Chairman Skarphol: Refers to document, Creating the University System for the 21 st 

Century. This is their analysis of the Executive Budget that was provided. Take a short break 

to get copies for everyone. 

Rep. Wald: Addressing Vice Chancellor Vice Chancellor Glatt, We have dollars that go to the 

private schools, where could I find that? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt It is in two places, P. 2 line 1 of SB 2003 and SB 2062 has the $21 M 

in new funding that will be going to that. 

Break 

Chairman Skarphol: Distributed attachment# 2, regarding grants. 4% is awarded to 

students in private institutions, 84% awarded to our public institutions, 14% to our private, non

profit 4 years, and 2% of the dollars. 

Rep. Wald: The Board office will give us a breakdown by campus, public and private. 

Chairman Skarphol: Addresses Larson, You printed the information for us out of the book. 

Page 34 is the Grant Programs, this is the total dollars in SB 2003 and SB 2062. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It reflects House Education action since crossover. They increased it 

by another $1 M. Other changes, the opportunity grants, where there was $4M in the Senate 
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version there is now $3M in the House Education version. The assumptions have changed in 

terms of the grant award amount because the House changed those, too. 

Chairman Skarphol: Welcomes students from Litchville-Marion High School. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Explains Attachments #s 3 and 4. The State Grant's program, The 

Governor had $40M in total and referred to it as the ACT North Dakota program. The intent 

was to award need based grants ranging from $500-$2000 in $500 increments, based on 

$40M appropriation. That has been reduced to $28.2M in the House Education version. We 

are looking at a flat $1200 grant per student, funding 11,765 students per year. 

Rep. Martinson: Are you talking the House Education 2062? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Yes. 

Rep. Martinson: We have SB 2062 now and ..... 

Rep. Kroeber: What is the $1200 based on? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: All on financial need based. There's about a little over 20,000 eligible 

students per year. This would fund shy of 12,000. 

Rep. Martinson: Would it help if it were all in one bill? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt Yes, we are sensitive to the fact that when there are several bills 

before you, it is hard to keep track. Continuing with explanation of attachment # 4 columns 2-

3, the Professional Student Exchange Program. (PSEP). 

Chairman Skarphol: There a number of different repayment loans, requesting a spreadsheet 

delineating each. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt This is already done. It can be sent electronically. 

Chairman Skarphol: Add money to it, 

Vice Chancellor Glatt Depending on how you want to change PSEP. 
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Chairman Skarphol: How many places do we have STEM? Requests a list of all the bills 

where STEM is included. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt Going to the reengrossed version of SB 2003, on P. 2, Line#? the 

Goal of the Board is to increase the performance of students in STEM with $4M funding, the 

academic programming money K-12 and to encourage collaboration of the Universities and K-

12. Mostly people money, some for renovating science labs. The Governor added the STEM 

loan forgiveness program that is in SB 2062. The Senate added $1.SM for STEM activities 

and gave the Board the authority to allocate that money back to programming functions but 

cannot be used for bricks and mortar or infrastructure. This is Section 19 in the bill. 

Continuing with Opportunity grants, in column 6. $15,000 scholarship annually. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there potential for a student who gets a merit scholarship to qualify for 

the $12,000 of needs based? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Certainly, because on the scholarship there are no requirements 

beyond just the academic requirements. 

Rep .Williams: Is this the same as the merit or is it different? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: This is how it came out of the Senate, it will now be called the Merit 

scholarship. 

Rep. Williams: Is the Opportunity grant still being used? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: That term is not being used. 

Chairman Skarphol: What are the two Merit Scholarships? One in SB 2062 and SB 1400, 

what is the difference? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: There really aren't any differences, in 2062 the eligibility requirements 

point to HB 1400 each refer to Merit, but they start at different times and there is a different 

dollar amount. 

Rep. Williams: What is the rational for postponing? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: It came out of the Governor's office, I don't know. 

Chairman Skarphol: Maybe ii has more to do with the fact that students aren't prepared to 

qualify for all of the criteria. 

Rep. Williams: If they are not a duplicate, is it a way of sustaining ii or continuing in the next 

biennium. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: There is not intent to let this stand at the end. This will likely be 

resolved in conference committee . 

Larson: A document is being developed that will detail funding sources, not programs 

specifics. 

Chairman Skarphol: Ask the Council personnel who work on program specifics to take a look 

at what this committee would have to do with 2062 in order to make sure if we choose to kill 

that bill that we have the necessary parts of it transferred to the appropriate places. 

Rep. Wald: Line 7 in the bill, there's $40,244M for various grants and scholarships, etc. This 

is a 201 % increase that includes SB 2003 and 2062. Does it also include anything in HB 

1400? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: There is no funding in HB 1400 for the Merit Scholarship because it 

doesn't have to be funded until the '11-'13 biennium. 

Chairman Skarphol: What is the 201% of? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: Of the '07-'09 adjusted appropriation. It would be of the $13.379M. 

When you compare the engrossed version to the current '07-'09 adjusted appropriation, it is 

over a 200% increase. 

Chairman Skarphol: What funding is left in 1400 for higher ed? 

Larson: None. Some for K-12 initiatives but no funding for higher education. 

Chairman Skarphol: It has to go to appropriations yet. 

Rep. Wald: The 2009 adjusted appropriation was $13.3M, to go to $40M that is more than 

200%? 

Chairman Skarphol: The increase is 200%. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Looking at Section 4, the Engrossed version, of SB 2003 and SB 

2062. The funding is going into 3 primary areas, one is the large increase in financial aid 

programs, another is on line 2, and the parity cost is almost $50 M, the equity on Line 5, and 

the affordability on line 7. About 98% of the new money in the Higher Ed bill is in those line 

items. The financial aid money goes to the students. The parity piece only represents the state 

share of that cost so the total cost of the calculation is $72M. We are only asking the state to 

pick up $SOM. The students have to pick up the difference with a tuition rate increase in 

excess of 6% per year. The Board asked for the $8.2M to have the state for 2 years pick up 

the student share of the cost so tuition hates don't have to be raised. If the $8.2M is not 

funded, the choices are to not pay health insurance increases or we have to go to the students 

for additional money. The funding increase in the higher ed bill is large. It doesn't put any 

more money in the pocket of the institutions unless there were an increase in enrollment. 

Rep. Martinson: Does the Board want the Legislature to set tuition rates? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: The Board takes that very seriously and feel it is important for the 

Board to set the tuition rates. In the end students could end up paying for it. 

Rep. Martinson: It will be $BM increase in the base budget for 2 years. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: If you funded '09-'11 it would just stay in the base, so it's not like you 

have to come back and fund another $8.2M next biennium. 

Rep. Martinson: Everything is going to up in 2 years. So if you don't you'll still have those 

tuition increases that you're trying to avoid now. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Agreed. 

Chairman Skarphol: The $73.6M, attachment #3 at the end of column 4. How much of that 

is not going to increase the base? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The $73.6M will all be base funding increases in '09-'11. It is the 

bottom half on P. 8 which is onetime funding. There is very little flexible money. Most is 

committed to specific predetermined expenditures. 

Chairman Skarphol: $98M is what it should be to reflect funding. 

Rep. Wald: Line 2, the salary, what does a 1% a year salary increase amount to 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: About $5.5M, just for higher ed .. 

Chairman Skarphol: You said 49% reflects the general fund portion and there is $22M in 

other funds. Does that mean there are twice as many general funded employees as other 

funded employees? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: By other funded we're talking only tuition income. A large portion of it 

is employees because it is health insurance and other benefits that drives those dollars. 

Chairman Skarphol: I was under the impression that higher education employees were 

general funded. Two-thirds must be, then. 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: In these numbers we are talking about only general funded tuition 

income, not all those other revenue sources which is grant and contract, auxiliary enterprises, 

etc. Even though you are funding a $7M cost to fund health insurance, salaries, etc., it is only 

on positions funded with general fund and tuition income. Information can be found in Creating 

a University System for the 21 st Century, P. 11. The yellow edition is the Governor's budget, 

the green edition is after crossover. New green books will be delivered. She explained the 

detail column by column. Tuition increases are used to pay salary increases. 

Rep. Martinson: Hope we have discussions about what we are going to do about higher ed. 

If we only talk about the increases, we are not doing our job. We should have a discussion 

with the board. 

Chairman Skarphol: We won't have time before the end of the session 

Rep. Martinson: If it is business as usual, shame on us. 

Chancellor Glatt: Offered further comment. The three areas of focus are mission, tuition and 

funding as the role of the institutions. We have underway a thorough study of the by-law of our 

mission. We cannot single out one institution, it is a cooperative effort. 

Rep. Wald: The problem is the issue of the ballot; it is not an education issue, but a chamber 

of Commerce issue. We have a communication problem. Cities want to keep their institutions. 

Chairman Skarphol: Could we have a discussion with the Board? 

Chancellor Glatt Based on the agenda before us, as an interim committee. My concern is 

the arena of the legislative process and the environment of the legislative process. As far as 

the budget process is concerned that would meld as far as your work is concerned, time wise. 

Following the legislative session, I would encourage every opportunity for that joint meeting to 

be held. 
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Chairman Skarphol: It may be easier for the Board if the legislature says this has to happen. 

We need input from the Board. 

Chancellor Glatt: There is improvement. A larger scope is, what is the expectation of the 

University System in this state? In terms of Mission, today is different from 10 years ago in 

terms of how we meet expectations of education in this state. 

Chairman Skarphol: the Boards budget says to us, "We are in a crisis mode" If language 

needs to be legislated that we need to come to consensus. The public's view is that "We are 

in a crisis mode and we can't afford this kind of contribution." There has to be some middle 

ground. 

Chancellor Glatt: How do we discuss tuition, affordability without putting the concept in the 

budget? If we look at increases, we have to look at where they are at. 

Rep. Martinson: Our interim study last time was a waste of time. We don't have one 

recommendation. 

Chancellor Glatt: Let's not forget what we are faced with by the constitution. 

Rep. Martinson: I appreciate that but the board could say we need to change the constitution. 

Rep. Kroeber: There is more coordination going on now than in the past. I think Valley City 

State would be very open to two-year programs. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Referring to the discussion about parity and equity, it is not all that we 

need. Some would come from the students and the option campuses would face if you don't 

fund that affordability piece, that $40M. There are other ways campuses could absorb that 

short of tuition rate increases. The budget has $1 OM for equity. Those are the only true 

flexible dollars in the budget at the campus level. Campuses are looking at that to enhance 

existing programs, salary increases, etc. That money could be used in whole or in part at the 
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campus level to help offset tuition rate increases. Not everyone participates in that equity pool 

so some would be able to control increases if they use that equity money. Institutions can just 

cut, I. e. they still have to pay the health insurance and salary increases paid from tuition 

increases. They will have to look for reallocations elsewhere in the budget to avoid a tuition 

rate increase. 

Chairman Skarphol: The Green Book, PP. 7-8 has the information Rep. Onstad has asked 

for information on where changes can be made. Minot has a request for $25M, incorporating 

2062. Our constituents want to know what we will do. Do we want to take money out of the 

needs based line. Flexible moneys. What is the Committee's opinion? 

Rep. Wald: Education has inflation like anything else. If you're going to get an education you 

have to make the sacrifice . 

Chairman Skarphol: P.34, column 7, refers to a $40M figure. 

Rep. Klein: When you see that big an increase, I wouldn't have any problem cutting that 

back. 

Move to reduce the $40M figure in ½ out of the grants line. 

Chairman Skarphol: do you have any particular areas in mind? 

Rep. Williams: Reduce to $20M. 

Rep. Kroeber: We have a carryover, Hold increases down for students. The grants line 

would do just that. I will not support this. 

I do not see it as my goal to cut the budget. 

Chairman Skarphol: We are, in essence, going back to where we were before. If you reduce 

$40M by $20M and then by $8M we are back to $12M, so you're lower than it was before. 

Rep. Williams: You are trying to cut money out of this budget? 
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Chairman Skarphol: Trying to get a recommendation on how we can change this? 

Rep. Kroeber: Differences of opinions, when we take and do this, we want to hold increases 

down for students. This grant line is one of the areas where we do just that. I would not 

support that. 

Chairman Skarphol: Do you have other areas that you support? 

Rep. Kroeber: It isn't my goal to come in and cut the budget. We have the dollars to do what 

we can do. 

Rep. Williams: You're trying to cut the money out of this budget. 

Chairman Skarphol: I'm trying to find out what the committee's position is on the amounts 

on how we can change it. 

Rep. Onstad: We'll have recommendations on Monday . 

Rep. Wald: Take we take out of Grant item, 1 $7.236M and $2M out of the opportunity grants 

because they are gone. We could have an $8.235M reduction be cause for a conference 

committee. 

Chairman Skarphol: Are you thinking in terms of an addition to what Rep. Martinson talked 

about earlier? Or in lieu of? 

Rep. Wald: I'm not sure what Bob's suggestion was 

Chairman Skarphol: I need to have some idea of what the committee wants. 

Rep. Klein: With the 27% increase, I find ii hard to sell that at home and we need to make 

some changes where the major increases are. 

Chairman Skarphol: With regard to the equity, there's $10M there. If this were $5M what 

would be the difference? 
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Vice Chancellor Glatt: Refers to P. 12, column 6 you see how the $10M gets distributed by 

institution. Williston, Wahpeton, Bottineau and Valley City receive the same amount. NDSU 

and UNO receive the most and BSC and Dickinson would be next. If you cut that in half, you 

would see what the impact would be. They use it to hire more faculty, enhance new programs, 

increase salaries, etc. 

Chairman Skarphol: If we told you that we are going to take $1 OM, what would your 

recommendation be on where to take it? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: Going back to PP. 7-8, this is a priority order. Start at the bottom and 

cut up. 

Rep. Klein: Withdraws motion. 

Chairman Skarphol: Meet early Monday to continue discussion . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Continued discussion moving from SB 2062. Items in this budget, 

onetime. Addressing Sandi Deis, 0MB Analyst. Can you point out to us where it is listed? 

Deis: Turn to P. 8, at the bottom is one time funding request. That would be the deferred 

maintenance which is all that is left plus the $225,000 for the Med School. That is that section 

then we have to go to the Capital Projects which would be the other onetime funding. 

Chairman Skarphol: Let's look at Capital Projects. Where are they listed? 

Deis: PP. 29 and 30. Nothing has been changed in Capital Projects, it remains as the 

Executive recommendation. 

Chairman Skarphol: Remind yourselves of all that is included in here so that when we do 

take this to full committee we can all participate in the discussion. 

Deis: Look at column# 1 going all the way down on each campus, that would be the General 

Fund authority, on PP. 29-30. 

Chairman Skarphol: At this point in time, stimulus dollars and how they relate to any type of 

higher ed funding potential. 
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Rep. Klein: I was under the impression that the stimulus dollars at Lake Region for that wind 

energy project were hit. 

Brady Larson: Legislative Council Staff: I did contact the University System for more 

information and to check different entities to ensure that their projects are eligible for funding 

but have not heard back. 

Chairman Skarphol: Brady, I recommend that you contact the Commerce Department, the 

Community Development Block Grant folks because I know that Rep. Johnson and Rep. 

Hofstad have had conversations with them and they believe that wind energy projects do 

qualify. It would reduce the general fund appropriation by that amount. 

Deis: Jim Boyd is the contact person. I have been in contact briefly with him. There are 

eligibility requirements . 

Rep. Klein: The second item is renovating the Education Building at UNO, I thought that also 

qualified and they were thinking of using the money for the ITD building. 

Chairman Skarphol: That was part of the $19M in what is flexible dollars. That was an 

Executive Branch recommendation. Not sure that Legislative Leadership agrees with that 

recommendation. 

Rep. Martinson: At some point I wanna do that, I'm still putting my little construction project 

together to renovate that building and take that money out and reduce the Higher Education 

budget by another $11M. I will put that IT building in my building project and if we do take 

highway dollars, then I'm gonna propose that. I will have Council make a list of them and put 

them in the proper form. 

Rep. Hawken: An email from Dr. Wynne and he will be sending it to all of you and there is a 

hand out I could get to us. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Anything else on our capital projects that might have potential stimulus 

dollars, i.e. geothermal? 

Rep. Klein: I have an amendment to address that just providing flexibility using that for the 

boiler money, using a ground source heat pump and I have an amendment to that effect. 

Chairman Skarphol: And that would be only up to the dollars available in the event you 

wanted to use it for the ground source heat pump. 

Rep. Klein: Yup. 

Rep. Onstad: I called about the Mayville State Campus, on the new dorm it could go to 

Ground Source heating. 

Deis: that is revenue bonds, so it isn't in the general fund, it would be the incremental cost 

that would be .. 

Chairman Skarphol: In the case of new construction would it not all qualify? If you do a new 

construction it all qualifies, if it is a remodel it is only the difference. 

Rep. Onstad: I understand that this is new, so maybe the whole heating project could be 

taken care of. They don't have contractors in place. 

Chairman Skarphol: If it is a new building, I don't think it qualifies. What is the new building 

they are putting up? 

Rep. Onstad: Of the two projects at Mayville State, one could qualify under the stimulus for 

the geothermal. 

Chairman Skarphol: Pursue that and let Brady know. 

Rep. Klein: Senator O'Connell had an amendment on the boiler. 

Rep. Williams: He had an amendment relative to the security issue at Bottineau . 

Chairman Skarphol: Also, thinking the president wasn't aggressive enough asking for it. 
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The boiler thing, we'll have to get in contact with him on that. 

Requesting from Brady a list of amendments that have been made and recommendations. 

Rep. Onstad: On thought and it has to do with tuition waivers, results in a loss of revenues 

for the Universities, is that correct? 

Chairman Skarphol: It does to the extent they don't collect the revenues that were normally 

collected if you had an out of student pay the out of state rate. They waive only over and 

above the resident student. 

Rep. Onstad: Either way someone else is paying that. It can't be any higher than what is 

paid for North Dakota residents. It cannot be any higher than 25% of the total population. 

Some of them are at 30 and 35 percent of their population. If we restricted part of that. They'd 

make that up on the other end . 

Chairman Skarphol: Don't agree or disagree. They have a certain capability with regard to 

class size. If the waivers don't require more instructors, but optimize class size they are in 

effect increasing the revenue to the institution. Would you want to include staff and student 

tuition waivers? 

Rep. Onstad: Take the nonresident waivers that can be greater than the North Dakota 

waivers minus staff waivers. 

Rep. Williams: Brady ran off some data and I was upset with the number of out of state 

tuition waivers, but the more I looked at it, the number of kids going out of state for technical 

training and to Moorhead state, we are losing a lot of our students and getting out of state 

students. We need more study to figure out what to do. 

Rep. Wald: Minnesota is planning to reduce out of country athletic waivers . 

The interim should consider this study. 
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Chairman Skarphol: The Chancellor came and said that he found $200,000 in his existing 

budget in this biennium that he would be carrying forward to through into that bill. There is 

also a pending issue with Northern Tier operating of $1 Mand that has gone away. 

If the wind generation qualifies, that is a $2.6M savings to reinvest back into the advertising for 

2 year institutions. 

Rep. Wald: Move that we include in SB 2003 an interim study addressing the issue of tuition 

waivers, specifically for foreign students .... diversity of athletic. 

Rep. Klein: Second. 

Rep. Hawken: I am not so sure you want to, look at a study of waivers, those are all pieces 

but I wouldn't limit to be as specific as ..... 

Rep. Wald: You want it all encompassing . 

Rep. Hawken: I think it needs to be 

Rep. Wald: Tuition waivers, period. 

Chairman Skarphol: Brady, put the language together and let us look at it. 

Committee, go back and look at 2038, the reauthorization of the Round Table. 

Any other discussion on the motion? Take a voice vote. 

Motion carried. 

We'll have all afternoon to work tomorrow. 

Rep. Martinson: I would like to put together a study the possibility to develop a cabinet level 

department of education that combines DPI and Higher Education. 

Rep. Hawken: Second. 

Rep. Wald: Rep. Hawken, you were going to check with SD to see if they have one board of 

education. Maybe get a copy of their law 
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Chairman Skarphol: Voice vote on the motion for the study. 

Motion Carried. 

Meeting adjourned . 
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Chairman Skarphol: Brought the discussion back to SB 2003 by calling on Brady Larson, 

Legislative Staff, to explain Board Pools. 

Larson: Most of the Board pools had been removed during the last session, there still a few 

pools at the Board level that can be used at their discretion. One is for security for $750,000, 

then disabled student services of $150,000, STEM Teacher Education pool of $1.5M and 

System Information Technology Services at a little over $30M. 

Rep. Martinson: Do we allow them flexibility to move that money from one pool to another? 

Larson: Most of it probably will be in one line called System Governance so they will have a 

little flexibility there where they don't have to transfer between line items. 

Chairman Skarphol: The $30M in the System Information Technology pool, how does that 

compare to the previous appropriation? It is for Connect North Dakota, etc. 

Larson: Currently they have $30.2M for system information services. Out of that $30.22M, 

$29.2M is from the general fund and a little over $1M is from special funds which all of that is 

from the student loan trust fund. That represents an increase of $4.2M from the '07-'09 

ongoing appropriation of $25.9M. 
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Rep. Kroeber: Anything out of the Student Loan Trust fund we have OK the movement of 

those dollars. 

Larson: In SB 2003 there is a section stating that.. .... 

Chairman Skarphol: Why did they request the increase? 

Larson: Out of the total increase in the Information Technology budget increase, $2.3 M of 

that is for parity, $1.2M is for increased band width costs, and $1.04M is for ConnectND 

support positions. That should be on the System Office green sheet, # 8. 

Chairman Skarphol: $2.3M for parity which is salary increases of 5 and 5 and health 

insurance, operating expense inflation. Band width cost increase was $1.2M, funding for 

ConnectND positions from the Student Loan Trust was $1 M ...... . 

Rep. Martinson: What would anybody think if we took away the flexibility for them switch the 

money from those line items to other line items and just restricted the use to specifically what it 

is to be used for. 

Rep. Wald: What if we said "they can move what they can to the budget section?" 

Rep. Martinson: The budget section is full of a bunch of wienies, too. I resemble that 

remark. The emergency commission and the budget section are just rubber stamps. Do we 

ever turn anything down. We turn it down for one month and the next month we pretend like 

we never did that and we say "Oh, sure." I'd vote for it if you want that. 

Chairman Skarphol: Calls for a break in the discussion and calls on Senator David 

O'Connell, District 6. 

Senator O'Connell: Presented amendment 98046.0307 and explained the appropriation of 

$495,000 with regard to providing security and the Greenhouse repairs at Bottineau State 
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College. (Inaudible). Discussing break ins that have happened in the city. A request for a 

one-time grant writer is requested. 

Rep. Klein: There is security money that was appropriated to the main office, how that would 

funnel out, I'm not sure but the big part was taken out. 

Rep. Wald: Everything but $120,000 would be a onetime expenditure. 

Senator O'Connell: Good for only two years. (Inaudible) 

Rep. Wald: The Grant Writer wouldn't stay on? 

Rep. Kroeber: The bill states that it is only from July 1, '09 to June 30, 2011, including the 

Grant Writer position. 

Chairman Skarphol: How large is the greenhouse that needs repair? 

Senator O'Connell: It is for the water and (Inaudible) Warped floor, stimulus will pick up the 

difference. 

Rep. Klein: This is not the new greenhouse, it is an existing one and has probably been there 

for ..... 

Senator O'Connell: (Inaudible) 

Chairman Skarphol: That's what a portion of the $280,000 would go for? The energy portion 

of the community Development? And $95,000 for safety and security, you view that as 

equipment, cameras, etc. 

Senator O'Connell: (Not using the microphone) 

Rep. Williams: $107,000 was removed relating to one FTE, green sheet, why did the Senate 

do that? 

Senator O'Connell: No understanding of why. 

Rep. Williams: Was the green house off the priority list? 
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Senator O'Connell: (Not using microphone) 

Rep. Wald: On the green sheet, item 5, onetime funding for maintenance and security. Are 

they doubling up on security? 

Senator O'Connell: 

Chairman Skarphol: Have they gone to bids on Center for Horticulture? 

Senator O'Connell: Matching ..... . 

Rep. Wald: Grant writer is primarily for Stimulus money. 

Senator O'Connell: That and other areas ........ 

Rep. Wald: Would you have a whole lot of heartburn if we remove $120,000? 

Senator O'Connell: Prefer money for greenhouse ... 

Rep. Onstad: Grant writers get a percentage of the grant and that is how they operate . 

Rep. Wald: Is there a grant writer at Minot? 

Rep. Klein: No, large amount stays with the one who submitted it and the department gets a 

percentage and what gets left over is less than half. 

Rep. Onstad: Too bad salaries for professors aren't funded at such a level that they are 

forced to ask for the additional dollars. 

Rep. Martinson: UND Medical school break down of percentage of grant allotments is 10% 

goes to the writer as a bonus, 10% goes to the University, 10% goes to the University Medical 

School, and 70% goes to what the grant is to be used for. The government allows that in their 

policies. Most schools encourage their professors to write grants. 

Senator O'Connell .......... . 

Chairman Skarphol: Bringing the discussion back to the pervious points regarding SB 2003. 
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Rep. Klein: Refers to Amendment 0301, it addresses the Swain Hall problem. I took $13/4M 

away from the boiler project and moved it to Swain Hall project and then added some general 

fund money to bring us up to get that building complete. 

Chairman Skarphol: We discussed that in your absence. How much is retained, how much 

has been spent. The one I have says the remodeling of the addition is $3.7M, the electrical 

and mechanical is $2.3, the construction is demolition was $2.50M, Architect's fees was 

$500,000, asbestos abatement was $166,000 but it doesn't tell me whether that remodel 

addition has been spent or if the electrical and mechanical upgrades have been done. 

Rep. Klein: All that was done is the move to the Dome, the demolition, and the removal of 

the asbestos. 

Chairman Skarphol: The intention is to rebrick the rest of the building so it matches the rest 

of the campus. Should we just start over, would a new building be more appropriate? You 

probably have $6M in hand you're asking to spend another $6M, that's $12M. We built the 

bank for $1 OM. Would you be better off a new building would be more appropriate. If we're 

gonna spend $12M on a building and still have an old building ..... . 

Rep. Klein: It was looked at before and the idea was, the structure is sound and it didn't 

make much sense to tear down the building and start over. Part of the rebricking was to match 

the existing because some of that on the outside was changed. 

Rep. Wald: Do you need a foundation to rebrick? 

Rep. Klein: It would apply to the existing building. 

Chairman Skarphol: We would like to do the right thing. Rebricking is significant, we could 

do away with that cost, would it substantially change the picture? If you were picking up the 

tab, you'd have a more thorough analysis available to like at. 
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Rep. Klein: When they put that original estimate together, they didn't allow for a number of 

things, and didn't expect the costs to increase the way they did. We're sitting there with a 

gutted building and where do we go from here? 

Rep. Kroeber: On the priority list that they handed out to us, it says that we appropriated 

$6.3M last time. And they have used $1 .4M of that. They must have about $SM left from our 

appropriation. 

Rep. Klein: Yes. 

Rep. Martinson: Everybody knows that I'm putting my building project together so the 

question is, do I put it on this bill, the Department of Transportation, commerce. If you want I'll 

put it on the Higher Ed bill. 

Chairman Skarphol: I am not comfortable that we are doing the right thing. We built a three 

story bank, 66000 square feet, for $10M. How many square feet are we talking about? Is 

there a required match? 

Rep. Klein: Yes. 

Rep. Kroeber: It states that Minot had provided $703,615 .... 

Rep. Klein: That was in the original and there is an additional on the additional. 

Rep. Williams: Was any of this included in the Governor's. budget? 

Rep. Klein: A part of it was. The part that I was transferring from the boiler project, $1.25M 

taken from the boiler to be added to Swain Hall. 

Rep. Williams: You're transferring, but in the Governor's budget itself, for onetime funding, 

boiler replacement, there's $1 OM, student wellness center is included, parking lot repair, $1 M, 

and the Senate increased special fund authority for the Student Wellness Center by an 

additional $SM. 
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Rep. Klein: The Wellness Center is not General Fund Money. 

Chairman Skarphol: The $10M for the boiler fund had been taken out. 

Rep. Klein: A part was taken out and moved over to Swain Hall, that $1.25M. 

Chairman Skarphol: the intentional spending would be $8.75M. 

Rep. Klein: I have a second amendment that I would propose in that area to take the existing 

money that's in there, $2.5M and proceed with the ground Source heat pump system. 

Chairman Skarphol: Addressing Larson, # 6 on the green sheet is for funding for onetime 

projects including boiler replacement of $10M, a Student Wellness Center $10M, and a parking 

lot for $1 M. Only $3.1 M of that is general fund, 

Rep. Klein: The rest of ii for the boiler was going to be energy conservation similar to what 

went on at Mayville. That was never funded. It is a total allowable cost but not as being 

funded. 

Larson: That $3. 75M of general fund appropriation, that's for the boiler and the remainder 

would be local funds for capital projects. 

Rep. Klein: My second amendment would allow that boiler money to be used as a portion of 

the ground source heat pump and the rest would be stimulus money, again on an energy 

conservation deal 

Rep. Wald: Is the Wellness Center a $15M project? 

Rep. Klein: I understand it is. 

Rep. Wald: All from student fees? 

Rep. Klein: No general fund money. 

Chairman Skarphol: On the Wellness Center, the problem is that half of the kids use it and 

they all pay for it. They all use the technology and they complain about the fees. 
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Rep. Wald: Would the nursing program use that? 

Rep. Klein: Yes, they have an RN program. 

Rep. Wald: So it is another student union. 

Chairman Skarphol: Is there possibility you could get more information. 

Break for a conference call and returning to continue this discussion. (78:00) 

Rep. Wald: Referring to Senator O'Connell's request, I would like to offer an amendment that 

we reduce the Safety and the Equipment from $95,000 to $65,000 and scratch the grant 

writing position but leave the Green House repairs as is. So it would be $280,000 for the, 

$65,000 for Safety and Security and O for the one FTE grant writing position. 

Chairman Skarphol: There's $750,000 in a pool in Higher Education to be distributed 

amongst all of the campuses and it is Senator O'Connell's contention that they have such 

limited law enforcement capabilities that he feels the school needs some additional money. 

Maybe this will only get him the key swipes that he talked about, a little less then .... 

This would a direct appropriation over and above what they might be eligible for. 

Hearing no further discussion, take the roll. 

Vote Taken: Yes 7, No 0, Absent 1. Motion Carried on the Amendment. 

Chairman Skarphol: This will be discussed again on Monday afternoon. 

I have asked Higher Education what it would take to switch to the consultant recommendation. 

Larson: The System Office sent an email, and said it would be difficult to work into a new 

funding mechanism, and have done nothing to date. 

Chairman Skarphol: Anything else on Higher Ed? Addressing Larson, I will think about this 

over the weekend, and a new spreadsheet will be appreciated . 

Larson: We'll have everything ready for you to review over the weekend. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Discussion to continue with discussion of Swain Hall. The student 

body has never voted on that Wellness Center. The $20M Wellness Center was approved and 

moved forward by the Student Council by 24 students. Based on that Rep. Martinson and Rep. 

Hawken had some language that works for me. I think we could amend the bill to move 

forward pending the student body approving the project. 

Rep. Klein: I talked to President Fuller and in discussions with the Chancellor; they claim that 

the procedures are that they don't need to go to a vote of the students at that time. 

Rep. Wald: What's the additional fee? 

Rep. Klein: I don't know. 

Chairman Skarphol: Our committee should approve the action, it is a $20M project and all 

the students pay the fees. Anything else to hammer out on the higher ed budget? Brady is 

going to go through and explain, Needs Based, is that the one? 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council Staff: Referring to email sent on the 28th
• he explained 

the listing of proposed changes to Reengrossed Senate Bill 2003. When we discussed 

funding for Needs Based Financial Aid, there was a motion made to have $15M put into that. 

Originally the Governor's budget recommended an increase of around $33M to provide a total 
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funding for $40M. When the motion was made to have $15M of Needs Based financial aid put 

into SB 2003, I put that $15M on top of the existing budget for Needs Based which is around 

$6.5M. So the question of whether or not that $15M should be on top of the $6.5M or if it 

should include the $6.5M that is already in the budget. 

The second issue comes in with another motion that was made to put around $8.1 M that was 

designated for Tuition Stabilization into Needs Based Financial Aid. Should that $8.1 M be 

included in that $15M total or is it on top of that to provide $23M. The sheet that is coming 

lists an increase in Needs Based financial aid of $23M, which represents an increase of $15M 

plus an increase of $8.1 M. That would be in addition to the $6.5M that's already in the budget. 

Chairman Skarphol: I thought our action took all of the money that was in SB 2062, moved it 

back into SB 2003. That would have left us, as the Executive recommendation reflected in the 

book that they handed out on PP. 7-8. In doing that I did not address the $8.1 M that the 

Senate put into the tuition stabilization fund. When the motion was made to reduce the Needs 

Based Financial item under# 4 to $15M it meant taking $18M out. The only way you could do 

that is if you also put the $8.1 M back into there. Otherwise it would not have been the full 

$33M that's reflected on this page. We need to make sure that our motions are correct. On 

line# 7, the Senate put $8.215M into the tuition Stabilization. Rep. Martinson was making a 

motion with regard to that, and he needs to tell us what his intentions were. Did you intend for 

that to go back into Needs Based Education? 

Rep. Martinson: I'm gonna get a little confused here myself. I thought the idea here was that 

we would take everything out of 2062 so that would receive a do not pass. And then we 

reduced ....... 
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Chairman Skarphol: Then we put the money back from the tuition stabilization fee but then 

we also took it out. 

Rep. Kroeber: We moved it into the Needs Based, the $8.215M. 

Chairman Skarphol: But we took enough out so we only left $15M in it. 

Rep. Klein: My notes say move all dollars from 2062 to 2003. 

Rep. Kroeber: What were those figures? 

Chairman Skarphol: there was $3M in Merit Scholarships, $1 M in STEM Loan forgiveness 

and $21 M in Needs Based Financial. That is the Senate version with the House amendments. 

Rep. Klein: the second thing I have is move $18.12M out of Needs Based which left $15M. 

Chairman Skarphol: Before that could happen, when we took the $18M out, we actually went 

lower than $15M because there wasn't the full $33M in there since the $1.5M hadn't been 

moved back. So it actually went lower. 

Rep. Klein: The third item is move equity $1 OM out of 2003. The fourth item is remove 

stabilization dollars $8.215M. 

Chairman Skarphol: You said remove the $8.15M. 

Rep. Kroeber: We transferred them into the Needs Based, did we not? 

Larson: That was my understanding. 

Chairman Skarphol: I don't believe that ..... . 

Rep. Kroeber: So we transferred the $25M out of SB 2062 and back to SB 2003. Already in 

SB 2003 what did we have? 

Chairman Skarphol: When we did that, what did the Senate leave in the needs based? 
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Larson: $6.5M left by the Senate that was included in the base. The Senate just removed the 

increased funding and put ii into SB 2062. When the bill came over from the Senate, it was 

just the original base of $6.5M for Needs Based Financial Aid. 

Chairman Skarphol: The Senate left Needs Based Financial Aid at $700,000. 

Larson: That was the amount for the Tribal College Grants that was removed in this 

committee .. 

Chairman Skarphol: We moved $21 M out of SB 2062 back into SB 2003 to the Needs 

Based line. Rep. Martinson's motion was to take out everything in excess of $15M. But there 

was only $21M in there. We actually took out only $6M. 

Larson: That depends on if you add that base fund of $6.5M so when you move the $21 M in 

SB 2062 to SB 2003 with the based funding added to that $21 M you actually moved $27.5M . 

Rep. Martinson: I remember that I was confused about that stabilization fund, but it seems to 

me that what we ended up with was $15M, no more or no less. 

Chairman Skarphol: Left in the Needs Based. 

Rep. Onstad: It was at that point when we took that $15M out and part of the discussion was 

that if you take that out and let the colleges deal with their tuition, the burden is being put back 

on the students, it was to take that $BM and put ii back in the Needs Based to assist students 

with tuition. 

Rep. Martinson: Shirley, could you listen to those ..... . 

Chairman Skarphol: My logic and my thinking was that we were moving from $6.5M to $15M 

in Needs Based when all is said and done, without any tuition stability which in my mind was 

about a 250% increase of what ii was . 

It is hard to reconsider our action until we know what our action was. 
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Rep. Kroeber: We all agree that the $21 M from the Needs Based went over and there was 

$6.5M there so at that point there was $27.5M in SB 2003. And we still had the $3M for Merit 

and $1M from STEM. 

Chairman Skarphol: We didn't take any action on those at all. 

Rep. Kroeber: We all agree on the $27.5M but $15M that is the question. I am almost 

positive we transferred the $8.5 to add it to the $15M. That was a motion. 

Deis: (Inaudible) 

Chairman Skarphol: Take a break to peruse the minutes from the 24th 
. 
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Chairman Skarphol: Took up the discussion of Swain Hall at Minot State University (MSU). 

Rep. Klein: We have additional information. Rep. Klein distributed Attachment A relating to 

how much was spent in various categories. 

Chairman Skarphol: I am assuming on this handout that you gave us at the top of the 

handout where it says "Approved Spending Authority", there's about $7M between the $6.3M 

and the $703,000. On the bottom, at the end is the expenditures under the grand total and 

then what's left. So there's about $5.6M left, $5.5M left in spending authority. 

David Fuller, President, MSU approached the podium. 

Dr. Fuller: We brought people who were specifically aware of Swain Hall. He introduced Ken 

Story, Heather Gaule, Don Davison, and Mr. Kluck. There have been questions about the 

overrun and details about the building. This started back in 2005 and we received approval in 

2007. We had a very decrepit building and believed that renovation was feasible at that point. 

Between then and now the figure has jumped considerably due to construction and labor costs 

- costs we have no control over. We have moved ahead to make sure we are using money 

appropriately. We work with the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor to know in what direction to 

proceed. We have a gutted building that needs to be finished. 
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Dr. Fuller said there is a new major. We were told that any state money could not go toward 

any kind of athletic facility. At that time there were teams in that building. 

Rep. Martinson: We don't need any information on why you need this. The questions have to 

do with costs and design. 

Dr. Fuller: I had heard that there was some indication that we had received that we are 

making significant changes to this building, we have used the funds responsibly. 

Chm. Skarphol: Is the most appropriate action to remodel or just rebuild. We spent $10 million 

to build a new bank building and we don't understand why we should spend $24M to refurbish 

a building. How many square foot are in the building? 

Dr. Fuller: 6300 square feet. 

Chm. Skarphol: Rather than rebrick the outside of an existing building would it be advisable to 

just start over? 

Dr. Fuller: We came back with a figure of $10 - $11 million for a new building. We were led to 

believe that renovating at $7 million would be better. I did not anticipate those costs and 

overruns. 

Chm. Skarphol: Now we are at $11 M, if we give you what's being requested and even more. 

Would a new facility serve your purpose better and be more energy efficient in the long 

run? 

Rep. Wald: Tear down or start scratch, that's what we wanna know. 

Dr. Fuller: The best information is ... we put about $5M into the project as it has been and 

we have a building that is gutted out, done in phases. The first phase is preparing to renovate 

and that is where we are stopping. If we were to tear it down, we would be losing $1 M . 
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Chm. Skarphol: Part of what you have done is relocation which you would have had to do 

anyway. Tearing out the asbestos that's really not a loss because it woulda had to be done 

anyway. What is the best process moving forward? 

Dr. Fuller: The relocation cost was about $440,000. We have $1 million that has gone into 

the reconstruction. We have that frame and we'd like to move forward. 

Don Davison, Davison Larson and Associates Architects approached the podium. 

Chm. Skarphol: What is the best way to proceed? 

Mr. Davison: We have gone to great extents to make sure that the building that is remaining 

is in very good shape. The roof, walls and floors are in good shape. It will cost about $225,000 

to tear down what has been started. Once we got into the project, removing the front portion of 

the building and back down was not necessary and that was part of the building that was in the 

worst shape. We tried to maximize the space on the inside of the building to meet their 

program needs with handicapped access to the first floor. We added a third floor on the other 

side of the gymnasium space. That added more space on the inside by adding a third floor on 

the existing gymnasium space. The third level added more classroom space to meet their 

program needs. 

Chm. Skarphol: You have 21,000 feet per floor. 

Mr. Davison: That would be correct. We added an addition on the north side, a small addition 

on the south side, provided new stairwells and elevators to make it handicapped accessible. 

As far as recovering the exterior with the new additions on the two sides, only the east and 

west sides need to be recovered to make the building look uniform, the old brick is impossible 

to match. By adding the new facing we were insulating that at the most appropriate location. 
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We looked at the costs when we took bids. We talked to the low bidder and if we were to 

remove that the savings would be about $165,000. 

Rep. Wald: On Attachment B, that looks like a flat roof. What would be the additional cost to 

add some pitch? 

Mr. Davison: The new addition is the only part of the roof that we have to deal with, a flat roof 

with insulation. If it's put on properly it should never leak. The majority of the roof there is 

already flat with a little taper to the edges. 

Chm. Skarphol: What kind of roof is it? 

Mr. Davison: It's a single ply application. 

Chm. Skarphol: How old is the roof today and what is the expectancy. 

Mr. Kluck, Plant Services Director, (MSU): It's about 10 years old. It was inspected within 

the past two weeks, it's not leaking. 

Chm. Skarphol: If it's a rubber roof, after about 30 years it needs to be replaced. Is putting a 

pitch on it, is that doable? 

Mr. Davison: The existing building does have a taper to it, its build right into the structure. It 

has a high spot in the middle and drains to the edges. 

Rep. Klein: Referring to deferred maintenance, about $11 M. By doing this you are eliminating 

about $7M. 

Mr. Kluck: $11.7 million would be removed. See page 27 of attachment B, column # 3 of the 

highlighted portion. This is a report we worked on with the University System. 

Rep. Hawken: It's not an athletic facility but it has locker rooms? Why? 
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Mr. Kluck: We've got some locker room space in there for the people in the Athletic Training 

portion of the program. That provides a place for them as well as some faculty that would train 

who would use that. 

Rep. Hawken: There was a new boiler proposed as well. Where are we on that? 

Mr. Kluck: The study is being done. One study is looking at geothermal. The other study is 

looking at a decentralized boiler that we would over time put in. 

Rep. Hawken: The grapevine tells me the boiler you have is fine. 

Mr. Kluck: it's not usable. It has not worked in 14 months. 

Chm. Skarphol: There was originally a $10M estimate to replace and you have a refurbishing 

estimate for $3.5M. In fact, you're gonna deal with $2M something and therefore you're able 

to transfer some appropriation of that $3. 75M to this project. 

Mr. Kluck: Correct, we are doing the other studies to make sure we'll make the best decision. 

Chm. Skarphol: What is a pedagogy lab? 

Mr. Kluck: Heather would be the best expert to answer that. 

Heather Gaule, Director of the Athletic Training Program, MSU: Pedagogy lab is where we 

instruct students to teach physical education and the Allied Health Training Major. The lab is 

where we instruct students on how to teach physical education, elementary, high school. It is 

our teaching classroom. 

Chm. Skarphol: It means "teaching"? It is two stories because of where it takes place. 

Gaule: Yes. 

Mr. Kluck: The page after page 5 (highlighted green, pink, blue, and yellow) shows what was 

spent on the project to today to get to the $1.5M. This outlines the $13.2M for the total project 
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budget. With the labs come expenses. There are IT items, program equipment, etc. After those 

sheets is information about the bids and how we developed our budget. 

Rep. Klein: There were questions on adding load to the foundation. What did you do to 

alleviate that? 

Mr. Kluck: We added some material to the foundations. We went to the interior of the building 

and added structural strength. We've added 

Rep. Klein: In effect you reduced load on the foundation when you did that? 

Mr. Kluck: Yes. There was a tremendous amount of concrete which was the old structural 

part of the demolition. 

Rep. Wald: On the third set of photos, there is a pipe with ice. 

Mr. Kluck: That is a temporary roof drain leader. 

Chm. Skarphol: If we give you the authority to spend another $11.7 on this project, you are 

going to get rid of about $7.4M in deferred maintenance. 

Mr. Kluck: Yes. For your reference there is also a rendering as well as the layout of the 

building if you are curious of what we are putting on the inside. 

Rep. Klein: What are the agencies that you are moving over there now? They will be 

permanent? 

Mr. Kluck: Education, Physical Education - All of our Teacher Education will be moved there. 

They are currently in temporary quarters. 

Rep. Klein: Are you adding new insulation and new windows? 

Mr. Kluck: Yes. Making it more energy efficient. 

Chm. Skarphol: Addressing Chancellor Goetz: Is there any stimulus money? 

Chancellor Goetz: I doubt that there is. 
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Chm. Skarphol: Will your office check with the Commerce Department, because there is 

some weatherization and energy efficiency stuff that we could take advantage of. 

Chancellor Goetz: I would like to have a reconciliation of numbers. We need to get this 

reconciled on the dollars. 

Chm. Skarphol: I agree 100%, and if Laura (Vice Chancellor Glatt) can do that, it is fine. Is 

there anything further from the folks at MSU? 

Dr. Fuller: There are selective reductions, by about $900,000. Instead of $13.1 M we could get 

it down to $12.1 M. If we go further we will have to make some major changes to the building. 

Chm. Skarphol: You have an elevator on the front, left. Is that the only one? 

Mr. Kluck: Turn to the second page of the floor plans. Bottom left and upper right. It's next to 

the stairway. It's next to the #221 . 

Chairman Skarphol: What you're saying is that eliminating one would bring it down $1 M. 

Dr. Fuller: That would be one plus other changes. 

Chm. Skarphol: What is the downside? 

Dr. Fuller: Accessibility, but we are willing to do that. 

Rep. Wald: How about fire escape, would that be a hazard? 

Mr. Kluck: We can't use the elevators in the event of a fire anyway. If there's any question 

about the building, we can cut some of the meat if we have to, to make the numbers work. 

Chm. Skarphol: It's not so much about what you are going to build but settling on a firm 

number. 

Mr. Kluck: We agree. We don't like having to explain why the numbers have changed. 
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Rep. Williams: Our concern was a feasible building whether it's renovated, or new. The $1 

million cost savings is not what we're after. We are trying to see what the most economical 

way to go is. We need to get the numbers right or we are wasting your time. 

Rep. Hawken: Not putting in the other elevator would be relatively dumb. Are you sure you 

have enough bathrooms in here? We are not asking you to cheap out on the building. 

Mr. Kluck: We have looked closely with the space, bathrooms, storage space, and closets. 

Had we known what has happened in the last two years in the cost of construction, we would 

have gone down a different road. It doesn't make sense in my mind to change horses. Prices 

have doubled and tripled. 

Chairman Skarphol: There is one point you can't discriminate on and that's space for 

restrooms . 

Rep. Wald: Looking at your plan, you've got six offices on the first floor and nine on the 

second, and I don't see any on the third floor. 

Mr. Kluck: The first floor is for the physical education that was set up relative to the projected 

load as far as faculty and staff. The second floor offices are set up for the education division, 

the third floor, because offices are already built into the science building, we are using that for 

lab classrooms for biology and chemistry faculty. Science labs for the phy ed programs. The 

idea is to have dual purpose classrooms. We didn't want to overload it with offices, only for 

specific purposes but with state of the art classrooms. 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor, North Dakota University System, wrote the following on the 

White Board: 

Boiler refurbishment 

New Plant Building 

$2.5M 

$1.25 million (to relocate some staff) 
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Swain Hall 

Reduced 

'07 Authority 

Plant Building 

Difference 

$3.75 million 

$13.2 million 

($ .9 million) 

$12.3 million 

$7 million 

$5.3 million additional authority needed. 

$1.25 million 

$4.0 million + 900,000 = $4.9 million 

Vice Chancellor Glatt reviewed the information above. If you agree with that, they need 

another $4.9 million. If you disagree, the difference is about $4M. 

Rep. Wald: Is there any stimulus money available in that boiler project. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: The stimulus money is focused on a geothermal project. 

Rep. Wald: What is the cost of that? 

Dr. Fuller: We've received rough estimate of $14 million to do a full geothermal upgrade to our 

campus. I requested $7 million to the Commerce Department for stimulus money to come up 

to that and fund raising would be done for the other $7M. 

Chm. Skarphol: To switch the entire campus? What reception have you had from the 

Department of Commerce? 

Dr. Fuller: I talked with the Governor and he referred me to Commerce. MEP Associates 

which is a national company that does geothermal upgrades are doing work at Ball State 

University which is about 4 times our size. I am reluctant to rely on some estimates. 
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Rep. Wald: That would be heating only, no air conditioning? 

Dr. Fuller: Yes, the whole ball of wax, including air conditioning. 

Chm. Skarphol: It's my understanding that it's only for the incremental difference for what it 

would cost for the boiler and what it would cost for the geothermal, not the entire system. If 

Office of Management and Budget (0MB) agrees with that assessment. 

Dr. Fuller: We are having a feasibility study done and it shows we are pretty well set up for 

geothermal. 

Rep. Klein: The tribal college at Newtown is looking at around $4 million for one compact 

geothermal facility. It is underway right now. 

Chm. Skarphol: $4.9 million - if we include the full package, you have a $5 million number on 

your amendment? 

Rep. Klein: $4.879M 

Dr. Fuller: the reason a new plant facility is incorporated into this is that originally we wanted 

to put in a brand new boiler. A new boiler requires us to raise the existing building and other 

significant changes and other additional contracting. 

Chairman Skarphol: You still have to have a portion of the $1.25M? 

Dr. Fuller: If we renovate the boiler, there will be additional costs. We would take local funds 

to support the renovation and I hope we don't have to do that. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: If you had that going geothermal, what happens to the existing utilities 

at the plant building? 

Dr. Fuller: We would not need that building any more. All fossil fuel boilers they would no 

longer be necessary. We don't know what we would do with that building. 

Chairman Skarphol: You wouldn't need any auxiliary heat of any kind. 
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Dr. Fuller: No. 

Rep. Hawken: You wouldn't need a backup generator for your geothermal? 

Dr. Fuller: According to the engineers, we would not. We are served by Excel Energy and 

the electrical energy that comes, we would have some need for electrical backup, but not fossil 

fuel backup. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: As we talk about boiler uncertainty, whether refurbish or geothermal, 

depending on what happens with federal stimulus money. A thought was to add language to 

the bill that would allow MSU to use whatever you appropriate for the boiler, whether it is 

$2.5M or something different, to allow them to use that to either refurbish the boiler or to match 

stimulus funds and other sources on the geothermal project. If MSU goes geothermal the 

complete project would not be done until August of 2011. Parts may be brought up sooner but 

until that time they have to continue to run natural gas heat in the next two year. The boiler 

would not be fixed for just two years. Natural gas is considerably higher so that would higher 

utility cost for the next two years. 

Rep. Klein: I have the amendment to allow that $2.5M to be used either for the boiler or for 

ground source. 

Rep. Martinson: Everybody knows I have a building project that I've been putting together. I 

have $6.5M for Swain Hall. It doesn't address any of the stuff that you have that you have on 

the board. It just says $6.5M for Swain Hall. 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: $6.5M, that is $7M authority now. Adding the two brings it to a little 

over $13M which is where the bids are. (Inaudible) It really depends on what you want to do 

with this building . 
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Chm. Skarphol: Is there any reason to do the new plant building? The $1.25M building if 

you're still considering the geothermal? 

Mr. Kluck: The reason no plant facility is incorporated, to put in a new boiler would have 

required us to raze the building. Even renovating the existing boiler requires some significant 

changes. It should be out of the center of the campus. 

Chm. Skarphol: You still need a portion of the $1.25 million? You'll have to have lines 

running ... 

Mr. Kluck: No, the $1.25M is to move plant operations and all of the maintenance out of the 

center of campus. 

Chairman Skarphol: The boiler included? 

Mr. Kluck: No, the boiler stays put. It would just move us out of the center of campus. It 

utilizes our existing tunnels and existing steam lines. 

Rep. Martinson: Out of that $6.5M, you saying I can deduct $1.25M from that? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: I'm learning as you do .. If you go geothermal, what happens to the 

existing building? (Inaudible) $13.2 minus 7.0 is 6.2 minus 1.25 leaves $5M. 

Chairman Skarphol: Keep the elevator in? 

Rep. Martinson: You just saved me $1.5M. 

Chairman Skarphol: With regard to the attitude of the Board on this, did this come before 

the Board? 

Chancellor Goetz: This project was not before the Board for consideration. That's correct. 

It was about the first part of February when the board became aware of the cost overruns. 

Chairman Skarphol: Has the Board discussed it and do you have a sense of where the Board 

is at? 
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Chancellor Goetz: The board has been advised. We left it with the priority list and discussions 

with Senator Krebsbach and Rep. Klein in terms of carrying amendments and carrying the 

project before the Legislature for consideration and that is the board position at this time. 

Dr. Fuller: The budget submitted to Department of Commerce included the possibility of 

moving $2.5M into the geothermal system so there is $7M from stimulus, $2.5M from the boiler 

project and the rest would be moneys put into the contract and that would be basically the 

structure. That is on a rough estimate. 

Chm. Skarphol: With regard to the Student Wellness Center. 

Dr. Fuller: We need approval from the Student Government Association. We have been 

involved with them. This has been on the minds of everyone for about two years. We thought it 

would be appropriate to go to the representative group to vote on it. The students voted 

unanimously in support of it and there have been no questions raised on it. The people are 

very excited about it. We did not take a full vote because we didn't think it was under policy to 

do that. 

Ken Story, President Student Government Association, MSU approached the podium. 

There are 32 votes. The students have been involved. East Tennessee State's facility vs. 

MSU's basement facility was described. Swain Hall needs to be improved. We called upon 

students who are not part of the Student Body Association, we've publicized, transmitted via 

school TV news, etc. and have received nothing but positive responses. Students are very 

excited. 

Chm. Skarphol: What is the cost per student per semester? 

Mr. Story: $99 per semester. We haven't moved to a student body vote, we did not have a 

split vote and no general complaints before or after any polling. 
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Chm. Skarphol: Don't you think you would be better if you had a student body speaking in its 

entirety? 

Mr. Story: We would be more than happy to do that given verbiage as well as some 

guidelines. 

Chm. Skarphol: Has there been a student body vote up until now for a Wellness Center being 

supported by student fees. 

Chancellor Goetz: Not that I know. 

Chairman Skarphol: Can you speak specifically if there were votes on any other campus, like 

NDSU? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: We can go back and verify by campus. It would be rare. It is not 

required by Board policy. Typically it's done by student government representative body. 

Chm. Skarphol: They don't vote on the fee that will affect all students but they have 

consternation on the $81 ConnectND that they all use? 

Vice Chancellor Glatt: They learn very early what the representative form of government. 

Dr. Fuller: We've attempted to convert our campus into a sure governance model, and we rely 

on our student and faculty Senate government. I feel comfortable that we have not kept 

anything secret from them. 

Chm. Skarphol: There was some consideration saying pending a vote of the student body but 

we'll have to discuss that. 

Chm. Skarphol adjourned the meeting . 
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Clerk, Holly Sand, was called in by the Committee for the purpose of recording Roll Call 

votes. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council Staff: In Section# 9 of SB 2003 it states that other funds 

are appropriated to campuses. It could be up for interpretation as to whether or not "other 

funds" would include tuition revenue and auxiliary accounts. It would just be Section 1 of SB 

2038 has language with regard to tuition revenue. If the Committee wants flexibility on tuition 

revenue to continually appropriate it then it would be a good idea to specify in Section # 9 in 

2003 that other funds would include tuition revenue and auxiliary funds. 

Chairman Skarphol: Could you say "From federal, private tuition fees and other sources"? 

Rep. Hawken: This is a special revenue fund for each institution. This is different from Section 

# 9 of SB 2003. Then why do we have three different sections and how are they different? 

Mr. Larson: This section # 2 relates to the block grant format of the budget request for the 

University System. This section says that for the Higher Education budget they need operating 

expenses, capital assets, so instead of having three lines for salaries, wages and operating 

expenses it allows it to be in a block grant format. Section 2, required the budget request of the 

University system to be in a block grant format. Section 3 requires that the draft appropriation 
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bill of the University System be in the block grant format with the same requirements set forth 

in Section 2 for operations, capital assets, etc. 

Rep. Hawken: As every other agency. 

Mr. Larson: Section 4 deals with carryover authority so at the end of the biennium they are 

allowed to carry over any unappropriated spending general fund appropriations. 

Rep. Hawken: That would not be in this bill, right? 

Chm. Skarphol: So Sections 1,2, and 3 used to be in separate bills? 

Mr. Larson: Yes. It used to be in one. Section 4 would have been a separate bill, 

Chm. Skarphol: Section 4 is the carry forward. 

Rep. Hawken: So we wouldn't be eliminating the block grant program or we would? 

Chm. Skarphol: We would. 

Rep. Hawken: How would you do it then? 

Chairman Skarphol: It would revert to the old method where each institution would present 

their budget. 

Rep. Hawken: I can't go there. I think that is going backwards so far it's scary. The outline of 

what was set out to begin with, it isn't going to affect NDSU but it's going to affect Mayville and 

Williston and Bottineau. I can't support that. Going back and going one college by one college 

... I think that's a mistake. 

Chm. Skarphol: That's why we're here. There are a lot of us that are disappointed in the 

roundtable. How do we going about getting a better discussion? It doesn't seem like the 

discussion is adequate. 

Rep. Hawken: What kind of discussion do you want? The other sheet I gave you had what we 

are supposed to do, what the colleges are supposed to do, and they're moving forward on that. 
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Rep. Williams: (Tape was turned off during discussion.) 

Chairman Skarphol: In essence what we are talking about is whether or not to make any 

changes to the reauthorization of the Roundtable and what they might be in order to try and 

make it more effective. 

Rep. Hawken: I suggest we stop calling it the Roundtable because the Roundtable is just a 

meeting. This is the Higher Ed ..... 

Rep. Martinson: Doesn't this bill reauthorize the roundtable? I'm against that. 

Rep. Hawken: Nowhere in here does it talk about the meeting. It reauthorizes the ability of the 

University to accept money to carryover appropriations and to do Block Grant funding. 

Rep. Martinson: That's what it is, it's a meeting. 

Chm. Skarphol: Where is it in statute that a meeting is required? 

Allen Knudson, Legislative Council: There is nothing in statute that requires the 

Roundtable. It was decided to have a Roundtable meet again as they had in the past. On pp. 

12 and 13 of the bill it talks about the Legislative Council study of higher education. On the top 

of page 13, line 6, it says "the study may include the use of higher education Roundtable 

format." 

Chm. Skarphol: The Senate added Section 6? 

Rep. Hawken: Yes. And that is the study. 

Mr. Larson: The only thing added by the Senate was the ... that should be included on the 

interim higher education committee. Under Subsection 1 of Section 6 and it's a,b,c,d one 

member from the minority party and majority party and then a member from each of the House 

and Senate Education Committees. The Senate Education Committee They added in Section 
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5, the required reports to be submitted by the University System and the requirements of In 

Section 6. 

Chm. Skarphol: Senate Appropriations didn't add anything? 

Mr. Larson: No. 

Chm. Skarphol: And Section 7 is the accountability measures as we configured them during 

the interim. 

Mr. Larson: Correct. 

Chm. Skarphol: Section 6 of the bill was in there in its entirety with the exception of a portion 

of lines# 14 and 15-20. 

Mr. Larson: That is correct. 

Chm. Skarphol: Were you present in Senate Education when they made those changes in? 

Mr. Larson: No. 

Sandy Deis, 0MB Analyst: No. 

Mr. Knudson: No. 

Chairman Skarphol: If we are going to put something into SB 2003 out of here, but we can 

mover SB 2003 out of here and be done with it. 

Chm. Skarphol: Do we have all of the motions we need relevant to what we want to do on SB 

2003 or do we need to have a motion to include some language with regard to that 

advertising? 

Mr. Larson: That would be the wishes of the committee if they would like to provide that 

direction. 

Rep. Skarphol: Everything that is on these sheets has been included as far as motions . 
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Mr. Larson: The only options that were not adopted were the boiler, demolish Swain Hall, 

move funding from Swain Hall to the boiler project, carryover authority for the Northern Tier at 

$1.1M. 

Chm. Skarphol: We want a motion to require the University System to use that $1.1 M 

carryover. 

Rep. Hawken: I would move that we designate $1.1 M of the North Dakota University System 

carry over for Northern Tier Network. 

Rep. Martinson: Second 

Vote Taken: Yes 8, No 0, Absent 0, Motion Carried. 

Chairman Skarphol: What are your wishes on Swain Hall, is that included in here? 

Rep. Klein: We need to take action on item #5 to allow funds for the boiler project to be used 

either for the repair or for the ground source heating system. I will make the motion to allow 

that flexibility. 

Rep. Williams: Second. 

Vote Taken: Yes 8, No 0, Absent 0, Motion Carried 

Rep. Klein: On item # 5, do we need to move that at this time to add funds? 

Rep. Martinson: Let's just leave it in there and we don't have to move these. 

Chm. Skarphol: Then I would suggest we make the motion on that bill .. 

Mr. Knudson: You wouldn't be able to reduce the funding. 

Chm. Skarphol: We could make it contingent reduction whether or not there were additional 

dollars for the renovation. 

Rep. Klein: Either that or we could just change the number in Rep. Martinson's amendment. 

Mr. Knudson: If you want to reduce the funding for the boiler. ... 
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Chm. Skarphol: If we do it contingent on the renovation of Swain Hall. If they don't get the 

additional money, they're not gonna ... 

Rep. Martinson: We can do that in Conference Committee. 

Rep. Hawken: On the study sections that we have suggested here I would like to add to on 

the education governance that is oversee early childhood elementary, secondary, and post 

secondary education. It would be a department of education. It would be "department" rather 

than "agency". 

Rep. Wald: What's the impact if we don't fund early childhood? 

Rep. Hawken: We have Early Childhood. Whether we fund it or not it should be included in the 

study. 

Rep. Wald: We are dealing with the Higher Education bill. 

Chm. Skarphol: The department would have a responsibility of all aspects of education from 

early childhood to higher education. Brady, you did say that these sections had been voted on. 

Mr. Larson: Yes. 

Chm. Skarphol: Would we need a motion? 

Rep. Hawken: I would make that motion. 

Voice Vote carried. 

Rep. Hawken: Should I add language to Section 9 regarding carryover? 

Chm. Skarphol: I do not have a problem with that. 

Rep. Hawken: We would have the ability to accept the grants and the carryover 

appropriations. 

Rep. Wald: Isn't it in our procedure that we carry over funds from one biennium to another? 

Mr. Knudson: The provision is in 2038. 
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Chm. Skarphol: I don't think it's entirely necessary. 

Rep. Klein: # 8 on that list. I would still like to discuss that and move that forward. 

Chm. Skarphol: Money for Swain Hall. 

Rep. Martinson: I won't support it. 

Chm. Skarphol: Rep. Martinson has an amendment for SB 2038 that addresses that. 

Rep. Klein: I don't want that to be dropped out. I don't feel we can let that sit there while we're 

waiting. 

Chm. Skarphol: Considering what Rep. Martinson has proposed, I don't think we need to do 

this at this time. We could discuss it in Full Committee. 

Rep. Klein: Alright. 

Chm. Skarphol: We have the bill and all the amendments in front of us . 

Rep. Wald: Move a Do Pass as Amended on SbB2003. 

Rep. Klein: Second 

Vote Taken: Yes 6, No 2, Absent 0, Motion Carried 

Chm. Skarphol: We forgot to discuss the Lake Region. We will take it up in Full Committee. 

Discussion on SB 2003 concluded . 
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SB 2003 

Chm. Svedjan called the Committee back to order. 

Chm. Svedjan moved the Committee's attention to SB 2003 - the Higher Education Budget. 

Amendment .0310 (Attachment A) was distributed. 

Rep. Skarphol explained the amendment. 

- Rep. Skarphol: Earlier in this Committee we gave a Do Not Pass to SB 2062. These 

amendments are going to reflect the movement of those back into this. Rep. Skarphol 

reviewed the footnotes of the Statement of Purpose of Amendment on Attachment A. 

The Education and Environment Section took out the funding added by the Senate for campus 

operations to limit tuition increases. (6:08) We took that out because earlier in the session we 

killed the bill that would have given us the ability to set tuition. It was the logic of our Section 

that if we are not supposed to set tuition, then let's not set tuition. Rep. Skarphol continued his 

review of the Statement of Purpose of Amendment. 

Rep. Skarphol: Brady, can you point out where the net is reflected? 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council: Page 3. (10:03) 

Rep. Skarphol: Page three at the bottom. The total net General Fund is $13 million. Brady, 

- you will have to explain why we took out $28 million and only $13 is reflected. 
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Mr. Larson: When the Senate was working this bill, they removed approximately $25 million 

and placed it into SB 2062 for needs-based financial aid increases. When considering the 

overall impact between SB 2062 and SB 2003, the Senate had not really reduced any funding 

for needs-based financial aid. They had just shifted that amount over to SB 2062. When the 

House Education and Environment Section worked on this bill, going into effect looking at the 

reduction in SB 2062, that would have to be added to this $13 million to come up with a total of 

a little more than a $38 million General Fund reduction. (10:17) 

Rep. Skarphol: We merged SB 2062 ($25 million) and SB 2003. You have to look at the total 

between the two bills. There was $25 million in SB 2062 - even money. If you take that off and 

add into the $13 million, it's a total of $38 million. $27' million is actual reduction. The $11.2 

million shift to stimulus is a reduction in General Fund expenditures while not being an overall 

reduction to the dollars being invested in the University System budget. (11 :10) 

Rep. Kaldor: The needs-based student financing, how did that operate? That's going to affect 

operating budgets. I'm assuming ii went directly to students? (11 :53) 

Rep. Skarphol: In SB 2062, that was Sen. Grindberg's way of reauthorizing his opportunity 

grants. They would have been $2,000 grants if I'm not incorrect, to students. There was $20 

million coming out of the Senate in that category. The Education and Environment Section (EE 

Section) massaged that. They came out of the Senate as STEM scholarships. The EE Section 

changed that to merit scholarships. If you want to give away money we can do that. My 

constituents tell me that Higher Education costs us a lot of money in this state and they don't 

feel an obligation to make sure every student graduates debt-free. We do what we can to help 

them to the best of our ability but there is a limit to what I think our taxpayers should be asked 

to contribute. (12:22) 

Rep. Kaldor: How much is there in tuition assistance? (14:01) 
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Rep. Skarphol: We eliminated the tuition stability fund. You have to recognize that there is a 

substantial increase in this budget. In this biennium, there is $6.5 million in needs-based 

financial. As a result of our Committee's actions, there's about $17.5 million in that same 

category plus $3 million in merit scholarships plus $1 million in STEM loan forgiveness. 

Chm. Svedjan: You are in the neighborhood of $21 million. 

Rep. Skarphol: Which all helps students. Is there something I stated incorrectly? 

No response. 

Rep. Kroeber: On the Executive Recommendation there was $40 million in the needs-based 

and the STEM and also in the merit scholarship program. We are ending up with $17.5 million 

in the needs based and $3 million in the merit and $1 million in the (inaudible) for a total of $21 

million as mentioned. Last time in the needs-based, the $6.2 million we had they were able to 

help about 6,000 students across the state out of the total. (15:20) 

Mr. Larson: Roughly. 

Rep. Kroeber: When you look at the Executive Budget you could help a much larger number 

of students with that. Whether you are going to take the needs-based and you are going to 

take the $8.2 million as the Senate did. They took $8.2 million out of the needs-based and put 

it in a tuition stabilization fund. That also would help all students. My problem with the 

amendments is that it cuts down from $40 million to $21 million. 

Rep. Skarphol: We've all been getting emails about tuition. I asked Rep. Dahl to have a 

conversation with the younger colleagues about which alternative they would prefer. Do they 

want us to put the $8.2 million and put it back into the tuition stabilization and take it out of 

needs-based? Or is there some alternative that they would like better? I told her we could do 

something about the fact that they can't raise tuition more than so much or whatever. We let 

her think about it and she said she would rather have us do something with tuition and leave 
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the money in needs-based. That's coming from one of our colleagues. I believe there is an 

amendment to address that. I understand the needs of the costs of a college education. I had 

three kids at UNO at one time. I know what ii costs. I don't think we have an obligation to 

ensure that every student in North Dakota comes out of college debt free. My son's roommate 

went to Cancun every year for four years for Spring Break. I've never been there. Not 

everything students do in college is responsible. (17:14) 

Rep. Berg: I take it Rep. Skarphol's son did not go to Cancun every year. 

Rep. Skarphol: He did not. But he went to England as a senior when he graduated. I paid for 

that. Not a college loan. 

Rep. Berg: In the Executive Recommendation there was $40 million needs-based. (19:09) 

Rep. Kroeber: That did include the merit scholarships and the STEM grants. 

Rep. Berg: When I talk about this let's just blend them all together. There was $40 million. The 

Senate took $25 million? Then they took $8.2 out for the tuition. They took out of the $40 

million, they took $33 million, leaving $7 million. 

Rep. Skarphol: They left what was in the existing needs-based financial aid today plus the 

$700,000 that's the Indian money - that's a long story. 

Rep. Berg: That's how the bill came over from the Senate. What we've done is we have $21 

million in that number total and we've reduced it from the Senate - which would be the same 

as the Executive. They didn't enhance that $40 million. So what we have before us would be 

$19 million less than the Senate relating to tuition and needs and that kind .... 

Rep. Skarphol: $18 million plus. In round numbers $19 million. 

Rep. Glassheim: That money did not go anywhere? That was just a savings to the General 

Fund? 
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Rep. Skarphol: That's the reduction in General Fund expenditures with regard to this budget. 

That's correct. (20:58) 

Rep. Klein: If I remember correctly, in the 07-09 budget, there was $6 million in there while 

right now we are looking at $21 million. (21 :14) 

Chm. Svedjan: Total. 

Rep. Skarphol: We could spend a great deal of time. I have not walked through the sections. 

Rep. Kaldor: Did the Senate change the Operating line items and if not have we changed 

those General Fund operating line items for the institutions? (21 :56) 

Rep. Skarphol: I'm not quite sure what you are asking. Their budget comes in a two line. 

However, as they give it to us in this format they do not have the opportunity or the flexibility to 

move things dramatically between the categories that are there. 

Chm. Svedjan: Does your question relate in this way, since they budget on two lines, are 

there dramatic changes to either or both of those lines as compared to the Executive 

Recommendation? (22:59) 

Rep. Kaldor: Right. 

Rep. Skarphol: We did not change the capitol assets line. That's the line where they made 

their requests for renovations at (?) Hall and at Science. We did not change anything with 

regard to their capitol assets request. The only changes we made were to the operating side of 

their budget. Any renovations that campuses had on the approved list are still there. 

Rep. Kaldor: It gets very challenging. Obviously the things we are changing on tuition 

assistance, those things will be perceived, I'm assuming, as affecting the operating line item of 

the institutions. Obviously they are not going to affect the Capitol line but they will affect the 

operating line when they are implementing their budgets. If they are not going to see enough 

or if they seem to be shorted on an operating side, tuition will be there outlet or cuts. If you 
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can't pay your fuel bill based on your projected internal budget, you're probably going to have 

to get the money from someplace. You either cut staff or you increase tuition. (23:42) 

Rep. Skarphol: In response to that I go back to the fact that we took money from two places: 

needs-based financial aid which is triple what it was in this biennium and we took the money 

from the equity money. That's the two areas. For example, in the parity line, we didn't touch 

that. There are probably members of this Committee who think we should have carved a big 

hole in it, but we didn't touch that. We tried to confine our actions to two areas that we thought 

the system would be least affected by and while it may not have been the preference of the 

system office, we thought some of the other categories further down on this list - and this list is 

numbered one through sixteen and there are probably nineteen items - their preference would 

have been that we started at the bottom and took the STEM initiative, for example and the 

tribal college grants. We chose not to do that but rather leave the smaller issues in two major 

areas. (25:09) 

Rep. Delzer: The money for Dickinson with the oil royalties, when the royalties started coming 

in did we decrease their General Fund appropriation commensurately or was that an add on 

over and above? (26:19) 

Rep. Skarphol: I cannot answer that question but I'm assuming there was logic behind what 

happened there. They also have oil income and when they budgeted a year ago when oil was 

up and the revenue was up, we had to enhance that by the shortfall. It's the same way here at 

Dickinson. (27:03) 

Rep. Delzer: That's not my question. Back ten years when they started getting this oil royalty, 

did we lower their General Fund for the amount that they received for royalty? 

Rep. Wald: There's an oil well that came in in November of '96. This is part of their revenue 

stream just like General Fund money. There was a reduction made that normally would have 
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been General Fund money. When this budget was put together by the Board office and 0MB 

in July '08 as an example, the revenue to Dickinson State was, the price of oil and gas at that 

time was $125.10 per barrel for a total revenue of $143.73 for that month. By December of '08, 

oil was down to $27.11 with $28.50 that month to Dickinson State from that oil well. Yes, it is 

part of their revenue stream and there was an adjustment made when the well came in over 

ten years ago. What happened in this adjustment, the item that you see there, the $350 is the 

average amount projected by 0MB as to what the price of oil would be multiplied by the 

number of months in the biennium and that would be the shortfall based on the projections 

back when the budget was put together. 

Rep. Delzer: I don't want to spend much time on this because it isn't that much money, but we 

would not have appropriated two years ago as if there was $143 per barrel oil either. That was 

more revenue than what they had expected to be at. (29:18) 

Rep. Delzer: How much General Fund money is each percentage of salary increase when you 

do a 5 and 5? 

Rep. Skarphol: In the book they handed out to us, in their request, their request for parity was 

$59 million. The Executive Recommendation was $49 million. It isn't a full $10 million 

difference. Each percentage apparently amounts, because their request was for a 7 and 7, the 

Executive Recommendation was for a 5 and 5, each percentage reduction must be $5 million. 

You have to realize these are only the General Funded FTEs. (29:52) 

Rep. Dosch: You indicated a 5 and 5? Who determines how that is split out? I'm looking at 

the salary sheet for the upper echelon of our University Systems and comparing 2008 to 2009. 

I am seeing 17 percent increase, 31 percent increase, 53 percent increase, another 23 percent 

increase, 12 percent increase, 15 percent increase. If you're telling me this is 5 and 5, how is 

this being split up? Can you explain that to me? (30:39) 
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Rep. Skarphol: There's a lot about Higher Education I can't explain. For me to explain what 

the Human Resources folks at Higher Education do in determining what is warranted in raises 

is beyond me. I suspect that the 5 and 5 that's referred to is for the professors, the supporting 

staff and that the administrative level is treated in a fashion that is deemed appropriate based 

on their peers. 

Rep. Dosch: Then, I'm assuming that if we are allocating 5 and 5 and yet the upper echelon is 

getting substantially more than that the lower echelon is getting substantially less than 5 and 5. 

Would that be a fair statement? (32:10) 

Rep. Skarphol: That probably could be a fair statement and probably in the mountain of paper 

I do have a document that is reflective of what has been past practice. It may take me a couple 

of minutes to find it. As I recall from that document, the salary increases have been in the 

range of 4.5 to 6 percent on average by institution. It varies within institutions. There's latitude 

within the system. Merely stating a 5 and 5 does not mean that everyone is going to get that. 

Rep. Wald: (33:36) Sandy, from 0MB, might have some comments. 

Sandy Deis, Office of Management and Budget: When Higher Ed submits their budget it's 

based on a five percent salary increase. Originally they put in a request for a 7 and 7. In the 

Executive Recommendation every employee that's in their pay plan - it's not like other state 

agencies - but the 5 and 5 per year would be calculated on that. That's what was submitted to 

us. We asked them to make the change from the 7 and 7. How they actually apply that? If it's 

going to be more than that, they might receive equity funds. The $10 million in the budget that 

has now been removed might give them some flexibility with that but the budget that was 

submitted and the way the dollars were funded was based on 5 and 5 on all positions. 

Rep. Hawken: We are always quick to jump on one side or the other but for a number of years 

when we funded whatever the percentage is going to be for the University System, the 
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extension branch wasn't included. So, the university made sure that whatever the raise was 

included those employees. I think we fixed that last session. All of our agencies can do that, 

not just Higher Ed. I'm not sure how they do administrators. Within the university system they 

also have a number of people who bring in large sums of money for research. Part of those 

research dollars can go toward compensation. So there are some different tools there just like 

when you get federal money for Human Services. This is not unique within the system but 

please know that they do some extra for some people who haven't been covered as well as 

maybe some extras for those who have. That's called management and we've talked a lot 

about the fact that we want them to do that. That's what they are doing. (34:36) 

Rep. Klein: Some of those positions are research, some are part extension and some are part 

teaching. You have three components. It's not just one simple methodology. (36:14) 

Rep. Dosch: You indicated that you didn't make any changes to the Capitol Projects line . 

What is being proposed is $200 million for capital projects. What I'm trying to understand is 

that only 50 percent of the students in our Higher Ed are North Dakota students. I understand 

that that makes it very critical that we have these out of state students. I'm not implying that we 

don't need them. My question is when only 50 percent of the occupancy of Higher Ed is all in 

students, and that's what we're charged with is to educate our students, why if we have double 

the capacity than we need why are we spending another $200 million in more capital projects 

and I see there's another $20 million in deferred maintenance which tells me that they can't 

maintain what we've got now? How can we be spending another $200 million on an 

infrastructure that's already twice as big as what we need to take care of our own students? 

(36:34) 

Rep. Skarphol: The list of projects that are General Funded are virtually all renovations, 

renovations at facilities that are perceived to be no longer adequate. There are probably even 
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some health safety issues for some of them. Even on the list of non-state funded projects 

many are renovations. I'm assuming in your home you make upgrades. That's what Higher 

Education is doing here. I'm not trying to justify all of them. We could carve with an axe if that 

is what the Committee desires. That is not what our Section felt was appropriate. With regard 

to Deferred Maintenance, if we want to point a finger about deferred maintenance and I've 

been as angry as anybody with Higher Education, they've got $119,610,666 in deferred 

maintenance in their minds. They do a more adequate job of defining deferred maintenance 

than state agencies do. They requested $50 million. They got $20 or whatever I said earlier. 

Are we shirking our responsibility? Maybe. Our discussion earlier during the Education Interim 

Committee was about finding a different funding model. One suggestion was that we fund 

depreciation at two percent. I think if we fund depreciation at two percent of the value of those 

buildings, we will find that we're spending a lot more money than we are today. Then our 

expectation would be that those buildings not need deferred maintenance. It would be the 

institutions' responsibility and we should never hear about how bad their facilities are anymore 

if we were to do that. We better be prepared to add $100 million as a guesstimate up front to 

start with regard to that. It's easy to feel that this is grossly excessive - and I'm not necessarily 

in disagreement with that but in the analysis of it, people feel that there is not enough help for 

the students. People feel that our Committee was too severe in the cuts that we made. I'm not 

sure there's any budget in this process that's been cut as much as this one. (38:13) 

Rep. Skarphol: One correction. I said "I don't think any budget has been cut any more than 

this one." I don't think any budget has had its increase decreased as much as this one. (41 :47) 

Rep. Hawken: Are we voting on these amendments now or is he going to say something on 

the other sections? I don't care if you do. 
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Rep. Skarphol continued his review of the amendment by reviewing the Sections added by 

Education and Environment Section. (42:22) 

Rep. Berg: Would you explain Section 26? (44:08) 

Rep. Skarphol: We have very little coordination between K-12 and Higher Ed. It's something 

the Section thought was warranted that we have a consideration given to whether or not we 

should have in our state an overseeing entity that looked down on all of education as opposed 

to having separate categories for the various levels of education. 

Rep. Skarphol continued his review. (44:51) 

Rep. Berg: Is SB 2062 coming out with a Do Not Pass? (46:28) 

Rep. Skarphol: It's already been on the floor and had action taken on it. 

Rep. Hawken: I need a clarification of how you are going to address this because I have a 

further amendment. Do you want to do it on this or do you want ... (46:45) 

Chm. Svedjan: Does your amendment change anything in .0310? 

Rep. Hawken: It certainly does. 

Chm. Svedjan: Then we could take that now and your motion would be to amend the 

proposed amendment .0310. 

Rep. Hawken moved to amend amendment .0310 to add $8,215,467 from the General 

Fund to the University System to limit tuition increases to four percent annually at the 

four-year institutions and no tuition increase at the two-year institutions during the 

biennium; and add $10 million from the General Fund for the campus equity 

adjustments. (47:11) 
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Chm. Svedjan: In summary, if you look at page three of the Statement of Purpose of 

Amendments you would be adding back footnotes 7 and 8. 

Rep. Hawken: Correct. 

Rep. Kroeber seconded the motion. 

Rep. Berg: My question relates to the work done during the interim. We had two areas - parity 

and equity - to try and align our university system. Was there any change on the interim 

committee as far as that funding as a way to balance in Higher Ed? (48:13) 

Chm. Svedjan: The Interim Committee focused on that. There was no movement away from 

the peer comparisons. Is that your question? 

Rep. Berg: Yes . 

Chm. Svedjan: It is still being utilized. My concerns about the peer comparisons are no 

different than they were two years ago. I really think those peer comparisons are going to 

change dramatically given how state economies are around us. I still don't see it as a good 

comparison but that is my view. 

Rep. Berg: The methodology wasn't changed. The fact that what they are linking to needs 

some work. 

Chm. Svedjan: That's a fair statement. 

Rep. Hawken: We had a consultant, the same consultant who told us to do the peer system, is 

now telling us not to do the peer system. The University System, that's one of their missions as 

we move forward, is to look at that. We have a proposed June meeting to look at alternatives. 

In the meantime this is the system. (49:34) 
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Rep. Skarphol: I would hope that we resist this amendment. I think it's important that we have 

differences to discuss in the Conference Committee. These are two of the significant 

differences we have to discuss. (50:02) 

Rep. Kaldor: I will support the amendments but with reservations. I too have my concerns 

about equity funding and I think your interim committee explored this and came back with more 

food for thought. Essentially the reason I would support these is that I feel it is important to 

shore up the institutions to try to mitigate increases in tuition. Maybe there are other ways of 

doing that. I'm waiting from some information. As an example, just as Dickinson lost revenue 

because of the oil well, at Mayville State we are restricted to burning #2 fuel oil, not by our 

choice - that was a Board of Higher Education choice. Our costs increase substantially - in the 

neighborhood of at least $400,000 over the biennium. We have no way of making that up other 

than to seek it from students. That's one reason I am concerned about this. The Section could 

probably have done this more out of tuition, but they chose not to which is why this is hard. 

(50:39) 

Rep. Glassheim: I hope we can support this amendment. We have over 30,000 students 

waiting to see how we do this. We can let it ride until Conference Committee. We can carry on 

the frustration and the upset and the confusion out there for another two and half weeks if we 

want to. These students and their parents are waiting to hear what we do. On the equity thing, 

there are probably 5,000 faculty members that are waiting to hear what we're doing. (52:28) 

Rep. Skarphol: This equity is not about salary equity necessarily. I guess I have a question of 

Rep. Martinson. I believe we had discussed a potential amendment affecting this area as well? 

Or is this part of that amendment? Or do you have a different amendment that we should also 

be aware of before we vote on this? 
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Rep. Hawken: I believe this would take care of that because it would freeze the tuition . 

Rep. Martinson: I do have an amendment that I will propose after this is done. Last session 

we had an amendment on the Higher Education bill that did not allow tuition increases past 5 

percent without budget section approval. My amendment says there can be no tuition 

increases beyond 4 percent without budget section approval. 

Rep. Skarphol: I thought the Committee needed to be aware of that potential amendment as 

opposed to the present amendment so that they would be thinking about which choice they 

would like to make at this time rather than approve this one thinking it was the only alternative. 

(54:56) 

Rep. Berg: We have two things blended in this motion and I would like to take them up 

separately if possible . 

Rep. Berg moved a substitute motion that the $10 million be added back to equity. 

(55:28) 

Chm. Svedjan: So your substitute motion would take half of the previous motion - I mean one 

part of it at least - to add $10 million back to the equity line. 

Rep. Berg: Right. 

Rep. Thoreson seconded the motion. 

Rep. Berg: My intention would be to make a motion later to reduce the base funding by an 

amount, $441 million, but I think the formula, by restoring this $10 million keeps the integrity of 
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the formula that we've been on, in place. And if we're looking for some more reduction, I would 

look at doing that on the base funding. 

Rep. Skarphol: If that is your intent, why don't you make it part of the motion? (46:43) 

Rep. Berg added to reduce the base funding by $10 million to his substitute motion. 

(56:56) 

Chm. Svedjan: You want your motion to read that we would add $10 million back to equity 

and that it come out of the base funding? 

Rep. Berg decided to go back to his original motion just to add $10 million to equity. 

The second by Rep. Thoreson stands. (57:16) 

Rep. Skarphol: I'm not going to support it. Some of us pay some lip service to having to make 

some reductions in the increases on these budgets and this is not doing that. It's doing exactly 

the opposite. (57:31) 

Chm. Svedjan: I'm going to ask for a roll call vote in anticipation that any of these might be 

divided on the floor. 

Rep. Wald: Would you explain the motion. (58:07) 

Chm. Svedjan: This motion adds $10 million back to the equity line which would relate to 

footnote 8 on page 3 of amendment .0310. 

• The motion failed by a roll call vote of 10 yeas, 15 nays and 0 absent and not voting. 
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Rep. Hawken: I would move to further amend by adding the ... 

Chm. Svedjan: We would be back to your motion which would add the $8.2 million and the 

$10 million. 

Rep. Kaldor: In light of the amendment that may come forward, I think it's important to note 

that what Rep. Hawken's amendment will do is actually fund this. That's important for us to 

understand as we vote on this. (59:45) 

Rep. Glassheim moved to further amend to delete the $10 million equity out of this 

motion so we only vote on the restoration of the $8.2 million. 

• Chm. Svedjan: I wonder, this wouldn't be an amendment. This would be a motion ... 

• 

Rep. Glassheim withdrew his motion. 

Chm. Svedjan: We have the motion before us to add back $8.2 million which would be the 

tuition portion and to add $10 million back to the equity line, footnotes 7 and 8 respectively of 

page 3 of amendment .0310. (60:53) 

Rep. Berg: I'm going to support this motion because one of the main reductions we see from 

the Senate amendments is dollars that are going right to students. This isn't the way I'd like to 

do it. I don't mind reducing the overall spending in Higher Ed, but I don't like taking $10 million 

out of one chunk in the equity. On the tuition, I agree with Rep. Skarphol. I think we've got to 

make a decision. Are we setting tuition? Or is the University System setting tuition? Last 

session we decided we wanted to cap tuition. I think this leads us down a road that not only 
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are we accepting responsibility for setting tuition, we are also accepting responsibility to pay for 

whatever says that tuition cap will cost us. This is a messy system. I would prefer not having 

$8.2 identical to what the Senate did. I don't think that leaves us much opportunity for 

negotiation in Conference Committee. I'm compelled to vote for this amendment for where we 

are right now. (61:18) 

Rep. Wald: With the amount of money left in student aid of whatever variety, we have a three

fold increase from the present biennium from $6 million to around $21 million. I thought we just 

voted on the $10 million issue a moment ago. And now as I understand the motion, we are 

going to put that back in. (62:35) 

Chm. Svedjan: This also carries with it the $8.2 million. 

Rep. Wald: That's right. So it's got an $18 million impact rather than the $10 million we just 

defeated . 

Chm. Svedjan: That's the motion. 

Rep. Wald: That's a heck of a way to run a railroad. 

Rep. Skarphol: I hope the Committee would resist this. I go back to what I said about Rep. 

Dahl. She probably participated in the press conference that was held where the younger 

legislators discussed tuition. But when she was asked what her preference was, and I suspect 

she talked to the folks she had a press conference with, she came back and said that she 

would rather have it in needs-based. I had the conversation with her. I said, "If we put it into the 

tuition, the $8.2 million in, take it out of needs-based, put it in, ii helps every student." I think if 

we resist this amendment and if the budget goes out exactly like it is and the situation in which 

the Higher Education has the degree of flexibility it has, I would suggest they could find within 

their means, the money that's in that equity fund of $10 million and get it out to their campuses 
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without reducing the base. I don't understand the logic behind this amendment and tying our 

hands in a Conference Committee. (63:15) 

Rep. Berg: I think if we defeat this amendment and pass the bill what we're saying is our 

changes from the Senate, we found $19 million that were reducing benefits to students and we 

only found $10 million in the rest of the system. I have no problem holding them accountable 

and looking at the overall funding. I do have a problem taking $19 million out of what I perceive 

is benefit directly to the students. (64:51) 

Rep. Skarphol: I don't disagree with that. It's not that we are cutting what was in existence 

today. It's a reduction in their increase. We don't owe them debt-free college graduation. We 

have a responsibility to the extent we can. How many states in this nation are in the situation 

we are in? Very few. We've got a bad ranking with helping students, but we're financially 

sound at least. I don't think California we want to emulate California where they have virtually 

free higher education. I don't know that I want to emulate that and end up in the kind of 

situation they're in. Some of us get lectured that we are not taking enough out of these 

budgets. (65:29) 

The motion to add $8,215,467 from the General Fund to the University System to limit 

tuition increases and to add $10 million from the General Fund for equity failed by a roll 

call vote of 11 yeas, 14 nays and O absent and not voting. 

Rep. Martinson moved amendment .0313. Rep. Klein seconded the motion. (67:28) 

Rep. Kaldor: While I applaud this, without being funded it is meaningless. In fact, it's worse 

than meaningless. It will force institutions to cut in their budgets, really cut, in order to 
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guarantee a flat tuition rate. If you don't fund operating, it comes out of tuition. If you freeze 

tuition without providing some kind of financial undergirding, there's only one alternative and 

it's janitors and teachers and people who are doing the work on the campus. I cannot support 

this amendment unless it's funded. (67:52) 

Rep. Glassheim moved to further amend .0313 by funding it with $8.2 million to pay for 

these caps taken from the student loan amount. (68:45) (Read below. This is actually a 

substitute motion). 

Chm. Svedjan: What you want to do is add the $8.2 million and it come out of the student loan 

trust fund? 

Rep. Glassheim: No. The needs-based 

- Chm. Svedjan: Out of the $21 million that's currently needs-based. 

• 

Rep. Glassheim: That's correct. 

Chm. Svedjan: Does your motion carry with it the provisions that are currently in .0313? That 

is, the limitations? 

Rep. Glassheim: It would go back to the 4 percent cap for the research universities and a 0 

percent raise for the two-year institutions. It would really be a substitute motion rather than an 

amendment. 

Chm. Svedjan: It's the $8.2 million for tuition purposes that comes out of the needs-based and 

that $8.2 did carry with it the 4 percent and the O percent. 

Rep. Glassheim: That's correct. 

Rep. Kaldor: The $8.2 million, is that what that accomplishes? Is that the four and zero? 

Rep. Skarphol: That's correct. 
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Rep. Skarphol: I would be happy to support this if it came out of the Centers of Excellence in 

the Commerce budget but I will not support this situation. 

Rep. Glassheim: This is not my favorite motion to make. If we can't get any new money in 

here I think, as has been pointed out by the Section Chair, we had $6 million last year in 

needs-based. Even with this we will be going up to $9 million. That served 6,000 people last 

time. It will increase the number of needs-based. And the tuition caps will apply to 36,000 

people. This is not my favorite motion to take from those most needy and give to the general 

population. Since this Committee will not put new money in, I'm still trying to make this happen 

and balance things the best we can. 

Rep. Dosch: When it said we are not putting any new money in, Rep. Glassheim, according to 

this we are putting in $145 million more dollars into Higher Ed. I think when we are funding 

them at a level of $585 million to educate 25,000 of our own students; I think there's plenty of 

room in there. I agree with your four and zero but I cannot agree to giving Higher Ed. any more 

money than we're giving them now so I will oppose it. (72:34) 

Rep. Glassheim: My amendment would keep steady what the Committee is proposing in total 

dollars. There would be no additional spending to what you're going to get to vote on any way 

in total spending coming out of the Committee. (73:08) 

Chm. Svedjan: That is correct. 

The substitute motion which adds back $8.2 million and that it be taken from the needs

based part of the budget which would bring the tuition limitations back to 4 percent and 

O percent by specific institutions carried by a roll call vote of 13 yeas, 12 nays and O 

absent and not voting. 
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Chm. Svedjan: Now we're back to amendment .0313 . 

Rep. Martinson withdrew his motion to adopt amendment .0313. Rep. Klein withdrew his 

second. 

Rep. Delzer: That limit is still in there? That was part of Rep. Glassheim's motion, correct? 

The 4 percent? (75:36) 

Chm. Svedjan: Right. So that brings us back to the amended proposed amendment .0310. 

Rep. Skarphol: I believe you do have a motion on that, do you not? 

Chm. Svedjan: No. We do not have a motion on that. 

Rep. Skarphol moved amendment .0310 as amended to SB 2003. Rep. Klein seconded 

the motion. 

Chm. Svedjan: The only change that has been made to these amendments is that the $10 

million has come out. 

Rep. Skarphol: No. 

Chm. Svedjan: Right? The $8.2 and the $10 million failed. There was a separate motion to 

add $10 million only. That failed. Then there was a motion to add the $8.2 million from needs

based which brings you back to the 4 percent and 0 percent and that was adopted. 

Rep. Skarphol: Correct. What in essence that does is reduce the needs-based line item by an 

additional $8,215,467. 

Chm. Svedjan: That is correct. 

Rep. Skarphol: It just shifts the money within the amendment. 
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Chm. Svedjan: Right. 

Rep. Berg: I can't support this motion. We are taking $19 million out of what is directed for 

students. I think we're changing the equity parity formula. I have no problem reducing our 

overall spending but I think the way we are doing it is inconsistent with what we have done in 

the past and hopefully what will be done in the future. (77: 18) 

The motion to adopt amendment .0310 as amended carried by a roll call vote of 14 yeas, 

11 nays and 0 absent and not voting. 

Rep. Skarphol: I have another amendment that has to do with the utilization of stimulus funds 

to fund a portion of the wind energy project at Lake Region. (79:22) 

Amendment .0311 (Attachment D) was distributed . 

Rep. Skarphol explained amendment .0311. (80:56) 

Rep. Skarphol moved amendment .0311. Rep. Berg seconded the motion. The motion 

carried by voice vote and the amendment was adopted. 

Rep. Skarphol: We also have the Swain Hall issue. (82:06) 

Rep. Martinson: I would like to make a motion because I thought Rep. Berg had a good idea. 

He suggested that we put Sections 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 from SB 2038 in SB 2003. (82:10) 

Rep. Martinson moved to add Sections 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 from SB 2038 to SB 2003. Rep. 

Hawken seconded the motion. 
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Rep. Martinson: That would do it? Right, Brady (Brady Larson, Legislative Council)? 

Chm. Svedjan: Do we have verification on that? 

Mr. Larson: Yes. 

Chm. Svedjan: The motion is to add back Sections 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 from SB 2038. Would 

you quickly address those sections? 

Rep. Martinson: Basically it provides $5.3 million for the greenhouse in Fargo, $11.2 for the 

Information Technology Center in Grand Forks, $8.82 for the library in Dickinson, $5 million for 

Swain Hall, $5.4 million for the UNO Medical Center, $3 million for the Williston State College 

Virtual Center and I believe with these buildings included the Higher Education budget will still 

be reduced by about $4 million. 

Mr. Larson: That is correct. 

Rep. Berg: That $4 million would include the $11.2 that's being replaced with federal money . 

So it would be an increase of that difference, $6 million. 

Chm. Svedjan: $6.5 roughly. 

The motion to add back Sections 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 failed by a roll call vote of 9 yeas, 15 

nays and 1 absent and not voting. 

Rep. Skarphol: Swain Hall is sitting there gutted. It's been stripped on the interior. There's 

nothing left of it. Rep. Klein has some grave concerns about that facility. (86:20) 

Rep. Klein: That building had been categorized as an athletic facility and never been updated 

to an academic facility. We finally did get that changed. When they started updating, and 

started removing asbestos they ended up with some major internal renovation or structural 

things that was not shown on the original drawings. As they moved to make it handicapped 
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accessible, they found a lot of different brick had been used so they decided to re-brick the 

entire building to make the brick match. In the process, the building is sitting there empty. They 

had not taken into account moving the people out providing them quarters and renovating that. 

There were some things left out of the original estimate. To leave that building there gutted 

does not make sense. We have to move ahead and get that building finished. (86:54) 

Rep. Delzer: It seems to me that I heard before that somebody said the purpose for that is not 

necessarily stated or the program that will be housed there is not necessarily being run or 

something? (88:24) 

Rep. Klein: No. They are going to move the Education Department and the new Athletic 

Training Program that they had approved into that area. 

Rep. Delzer: What would construction of that building cost? Just get rid of it. 

Rep. Klein: It was looked at originally. The structure of that building is sound. There was no 

need to do the destruction and start over. The asbestos would have had to have been 

removed at any rate. A lot of renovation had to take place on the electrical, mechanical, 

plumbing and so forth. 

Rep. Hawken: I was wondering, since Rep. Bellew did not support that, do you have some 

other ideas as to what could happen with Swain Hall? (89:46) 

Rep. Bellew: I'm dumbfounded. I don't know what you mean that I did not support Swain Hall. 

I did not support the total bill. 

Chm. Svedjan: We don't have a motion on the floor, do we? No. 

Rep. Skarphol: It is a facility standing there gutted. In .0303 we made provisions for it to be 

paid for - the $5 million needed to finish this project to utilize stimulus funds to do this. It would 

not be an expenditure to the General Fund. If Rep. Klein or Rep. Bellew are so inclined, 
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Sections 8 and 9 from .0303 would authorize the funding of that project with stimulus dollars. 

(90:23) 

Rep. Klein moved Sections 8 and 9. 

Chm. Svedjan: We are referring to Sections 8 and 9 that are shown in amendment .0303 that 

was adopted on SB 2038. 

Rep. Skarphol: That was not adopted. 

Chm. Svedjan: Excuse me, that was not adopted. 

Rep. Wald seconded the motion to add Sections 8 and 9. 

Rep. Berg: Section 8 says that it would allow General Fund dollars to the extent that federal 

funds are not available. So this amendment says, yes if there are federal funds, spend $5 

million, but if not we'll use $5 million General Fund. (91 :31) 

Chm. Svedjan: That is correct. 

Rep. Wald: In the hearing it was evident that you can't let this building sit vacant for another 

biennium. We have to address the issue. Some mistakes were probably made in the past but 

that's history. To move forward is the right thing to do so the building can be useful to the 

campus. It's being heated to help preserve the status of it while it's sitting there vacant. To go 

another two years does not make economic sense. I think we should move ahead and finish 

the project. (91 :59) 

Rep. Delzer: The stimulus money you are talking about, that is from the $19 million that is 

unobligated that could be used anywhere in the state? (92:44) 
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Rep. Skarphol: That is correct. In the $19 million the $11.2 for the Education Building at UND 

was moved out of there. This was moved out of there and I think there is still some sum of 

money remaining to be available out of the $19 million in the event that both of those are 

approved. 

Rep. Delzer: Who has final approval? Does not the legislature have that final approval? If this 

is what the legislature picks to use that money for I don't have a problem. I would have a 

problem with the contingency line being in there because somebody may well make the 

decision that to spend the General Fund and spend the other $5 million somewhere else. 

Rep. Skarphol: I agree with Rep. Delzer's discomfort. I have the same discomfort. I'm 

assuming that at some point in time this assembly will have a discussion on that and there will 

be something brought forward that will reflect the list that will get primary consideration for that 

funding. Or maybe if the dollar amount exceeds the $19 million by 10 percent, we would rather 

take 10 percent of the General Fund of each category that was attempting to utilize that. I don't 

know how that's going to work, but at some point I believe this assembly will make that 

decision. (93:56) 

Chm. Svedjan: I think the remainder of those flexible funds based on the actions taken so far 

is in the neighborhood of $3 million to $3.5 million. Brady (Larson, Legislative Council) is 

acknowledging that. There is some room, but I don't think it's to the extent of $5 million. 

Rep. Delzer: Has the Senate done anything? How much have they dedicated out of that? 

Chm. Svedjan: I believe that is a tabulation of action in both Houses. 

Brady Larson: Yes. 

Rep. Skarphol: That $3 million reflects the utilization of $5 million for Swain Hall. 

Chm. Svedjan: It does? 

Rep. Skarphol: Swain Hall would not be over and above. 
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Chm. Svedjan: Thanks for that clarification . 

Rep. Berg: If that's available, I don't have a problem with using the federal dollars. I can't 

support it with the contingency. (95:35) 

Rep. Nelson moved to amend the proposed amendment to strike the General Fund 

contingency. 

Chm. Svedjan: We have a motion to amend the proposed amendment striking reference to 

the utilization of General Funds in the absence of ARRA money. 

Rep. Klein: That's still going to leave us, if we don't have that contingent backup, that's still 

going to leave us with a building sitting there for two years unusable and I don't think that's 

what we want to do. (96:52) 

Rep. Delzer: I don't see it that way. I see it as us saying this is our priority if we pass this, out 

of that $19 million. 

Rep. Bellew: Is an amendment to the amendment in order? 

Chm. Svedjan: Let's take this one first. Do you want to tell us what you're thinking? 

Rep. Bellew: I'm thinking that we attach an Emergency Clause so the money becomes 

available as soon as they get it. 

Chm. Svedjan: I think I want to take that separately. 

Rep. Kerzman: Wouldn't that Emergency Clause affect the entire bill? (98:42) 

Chm. Svedjan: No. The Emergency Clause would be relative to just this section. 

Rep. Kerzman: What if it doesn't get the vote on the floor? 
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Chm. Svedjan: Then the funding would have to come from stimulus money and you would 

have to get it when you get it. 

The motion to add an Emergency Clause carried by a voice vote and the amendment 

was adopted. 

Rep. Berg: What we have before us is the amendment to fund Swain Hall with federal dollars 

and the Emergency Commission. 

Chm. Svedjan: This is the remainder of the first motion that added Sections 8 and 9. We then 

removed reference to the General Fund. We then added the Emergency Clause. Now we're 

voting on the utilization of $5 million of federal stimulus money. I'm going to take this on a roll 

call vote. 

The motion carried by a roll call vote of 25 yeas, 0 nays and O absent and not voting. 

Rep. Berg: I feel pretty strong that the $10 million should come out of the base funding rather 

than part of our formula. 

Rep. Berg moved that the $10 million be added to the equity adjustment and removed 

from the base funding. 

Rep. Berg: Part of my reason for this is that part of this formula recognizes part of what is 

going on in other parts of the country and other campuses. If we have a campus that is 
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growing, that's providing more faculty that is trying to maintain a studenUteacher ratio, I think 

that's reflected in this portion of the formula - the equity portion. I want to support that formula 

even if we believe the formula needs to be tweaked. I think we should instead take the money 

off the base. (101 :30) 

Rep. Skarphol: What you are saying is you put the $10 million in based on the distribution 

that's reflected and that you take the $10 million out on the bottom end and I'm assuming that 

the State Board of Higher Education will take it out in the same amounts from the same 

institutions. Can you explain the logic behind doing that? (1 :43:20) 

Rep. Berg: I believe that it's distributed differently. I haven't seen the formula but I would 

assume that if we take it off the total then that $10 million comes off both parity and equity as 

well as other funds rather than just out of the equity. (103:27) 

Rep. Wald: If you look at the schedule on page 3 of the description of amendments, "removes 

funding for campus equity" - that was footnote 8 - you'll notice that $4,963,000 which is half of 

the total $10 million. It seems we are not distributing those dollars in a fair fashion. When you 

look at UNO at less than half of that with approximately the same enrollment. .. It seems to me 

that if we are going to have equity, then let's have true equity. It appears that this is not an 

equitable distribution. (103:47) 

Rep. Berg: To me it's a recognition in our formula on who their peers are and when you have 

a growing institution they have different dynamics. I understood that the reason for that 

reduction was to reduce the overall budget to Higher Ed which I support, but I don't think we 

should disrupt a formula that all the campuses have agreed to and that we as a legislature 

have agreed to and supported in the past. 
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Rep. Martinson: I think that if this amendment passes it will help the bigger schools to the 

detriment of the smaller schools. It will give more money to NDSU, UNO. Less money to 

Williston, Bottineau, Valley City, Mayville and the smaller schools. (105:17) 

Rep. Hawken: That may very well be correct and I do represent a district that has a larger 

school. In the $10 million that we took out, exactly half of that would have gone to NDSU. So 

that was a punishment for NDSU and I think there may have been a thought process behind it. 

You can look at that both ways. If we are looking at fairness, then Rep. Berg's amendment is a 

good one because what we have done is to punish someone for being successful. (105:41) 

Rep. Skarphol: Not all of us agree with the peer selections that have been made. Some of us 

think that some people are more intelligent than others and make wiser choices in their 

selection of their peers so they would be reflected more poorly while others were excited about 

having peers selected that they could be proud of. We're not entirely convinced, some of us, 

that at least one of the Presidents was probably a little clever in his selection of his peers. For 

that reason, I would hope this Committee would resist this and give us the opportunity in 

Conference Committee to resolve some issues. (106:21) 

Rep. Nelson: This is just a frustration of the proceedings that have taken place. This 

discussion, I'm sure it did take place, but we did the same thing yesterday in Government 

Operations where we're seeing amendment after amendment after amendment. We are 

supposed to make decisions based on knowledge that is at our fingertips for about 10 

seconds. The base funding, those of us who are on different Sections, we don't have an 

understanding of base funding proposals. All we've got is the bill, the amendments and the 

green sheets yet we are put in the position of having to make decisions that are multimillion 

dollar decisions with no information. It's just frustrating, the process that is taking place here . 

(107: 15) 
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Chm. Svedjan: I don't mean to make light of those comments, but welcome to the third period 

of the Appropriations Committee. This is not at all unusual. 

Rep. Kaldor: The amendment as I see it would remove $10 million from the base. The base 

that we are confronted with or the base we have before us is also the consequence of previous 

equity adjustments. Would that be fair to say? And if it is, then if there are inherent problems 

with the current equity formula, this will just accentuate that rather than bring it into 

reasonableness. I would oppose the amendment. (108:18) 

Chm. Svedjan: I would assume that is the case because prior equity adjustments would have 

been built into the base. 

Rep. Skarphol: I haven't see a definition of the word "base" in this case, I'm not sure if we are 

talking about the $585 million or if we are talking about the $96 million that was originally 

proposed minus whatever ii ends up. I'm not sure what "base" refers to. If I were the 

chancellor, I would look at this and say, "well, if I'm supposed to give them $135,000 and I 

need to get $135,000 I'm going to take it away from them and give ii back to them" and that 

resolves the issue. I'm not sure of the logic and I can't support it for that reason. 

Rep. Berg: We have $49 million increase in parity and we've got $10 million increase in equity 

that was proposed. That's a total of $59 million increase in those two amounts. To make it 

more clear, I would suggest that the reduction of $10 million come equally on the parity and 

equity rather than just the equity. That would be my intent if this motion passes. (110:08) 

Rep. Skarphol: You are suggesting that out of the $60 million that there be a $10 million 

reduction? 

Rep. Berg: Yes. We have a $73 million increase in this bill and of that $50 million is an 

increase that is not related to tuition, etc. The base I'm referring to would be that base . 
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Rep. Skarphol: What you are saying is that there should remain 5/6 of the equity money that 

was in this bill, the $10 million, 5/6 of that would remain? And 5/6 of the parity money would 

remain? 

Rep. Berg: Correct. 

Rep. Skarphol: What you are in essence doing is saying that they are not going to get the 5 

and 5? They may have to struggle a little bit with the utility bills. 

Rep. Berg: I agree with Rep. Nelson. These amendments came out today. We saw 

amendments earlier. It is frustrating trying to make amendments in motions. Yes. That would 

be the intent of my motion. 

Chm. Svedjan: The motion is regarding the $10 million, that it be added back to equity, but 

that it come from base funding. That was the motion. Now you are saying the intent is 

something different. 

Rep. Berg: The motion would be where there is $49 million currently in parity, that we would 

reduce that by 1/6 and that we would increase the equity by 5/6. So, where we've taken the 

$10 million out we'd replace 5/6 of that ... 

Rep. Skarphol: I think Brady gets the math. 

Chm. Svedjan: What do you have? 

Mr. Larson: Basically it would be reducing parity by $10 million and putting it into equity 

almost. 

Rep. Berg: It would reduce parity by $8 million and increase equity by $8 million. 

Rep. Skarphol: One sixth of $10 million is $1.6666 million. So it would reduce the equity 

money to the $8.3 million and reduce the parity money by $8.3 million. 

Rep. Berg: Correct. 
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Rep. Delzer: What I've heard is that they do their budget after we're done anyway. Why are 

we even doing this? They will do what they want with it in the end anyway. (114:25) 

Rep. Skarphol: They do keep it within the categories that we give them. They keep parity 

dollars within parity. They do not have the ability to transfer them to equity, for example. They 

have limited capacity to transfer. 

Rep. Kaldor: Anything that comes out of parity and goes into equity. It's just a war between 

the large and small campuses. I cannot support this if it's coming out of parity. (115:12) 

Chm. Svedjan: I'm going to ask that you repeat the effect of this. How can the impact be $8.3 

million in both cases? What am I missing? 

Rep. Skarphol: There will be a total of $1 0 million taken out of the two lines combined. The 

essence of that would leave $8.3 million in equity and it would reduce the amount in the parity 

line by that $8.3 million. In other words, it would transfer $8.3 million from the parity line to the 

equity line. 

Chm. Svedjan: Right. That I understand. 

Rep. Berg: The intent is to say the $49 million we are putting in should be divided according to 

the formula between equity and parity. I think Rep. Kaldor by not supporting this, we do flare 

up that old battle because we are not following the formula. The reality is that if you have 10 

students per faculty you are at a different point than 25 students per faculty. That's what this 

equity is supposed to get to. 

Rep. Kaldor: I'm not opposed to equity but equity is in the eye of the beholder. It makes it 

complicated to ascertain whether we are doing the right thing. (117:48) 

- Rep. Dosch seconded the motion. 
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The motion to reduce parity by 1/6 and increase equity by 5/6 failed by a roll call vote of 

4 yeas, 21 nays and 0 absent and not voting. 

Rep. Skarphol moved a Do Pass as Amended to SB 2003. Rep. Wald seconded the 

motion. The motion carried by a roll call vote of 17 yeas, 8 nays and 0 absent and not 

voting. Rep. Skarphol will carry the bill. 

Chm. Svedjan recessed the Full Committee . 
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Proposed Amendment to Engrossed 5B2003 

Presented to House Appropriations Committee 

by NOUS on March 2, 2009 

Page 1, line 19, replace "765,707" with "903,718 and replace "7,047,601" with "7,185,612" 

Page 2, line 13, replace "7,256,984" with "7,394,995" and replace "75,731,832" with "75,859,843" 

Page 2, line 15, replace "6,551,756" with "5,689,767" and replace "71,682,874" with "71,820,885" 

Page 3, line 24, replace "54,219,000" with "55,419,000" and replace "55,519,545" with "67,719,545" 

Page 3, line 26, replace "79,752,229" with "90,952,229" and replace "189,074,504" with "200,274,604" 

Page 3, line 28, replace "36,743,229" with "47,943,229" and replace "145,055,604" with "157,255,604" 

Page 28, line 28, replace "36,743,229" with "47,943,229" and replace "146,055,504" with "157,255,604" 

Page 7, line 7, replace "145,140,779" with "156,478,790" and replace "585,208,335" with "595,546,345" 

Page 7, line 9, replace "310,304,007" with "321,542,018" and replace "754,712,779" with "766,050,790" 

Page 11, remove lines 18 through 26 · 

Summary of Purpose of Amendment: 

• Adds $11.2 million in state general funds to UND capital assets line item to fund the joint 
NDU5/UND Information Technology facility that was the #2 priority on the SBHE major capital 
list. 

• Restores $138,011 in funding to the NDUS Office governance line item for S% annual salary 
increases for all NDUS Office staff, similar to all other state agencies and institutions, and 
removes legislative intent limiting salary in.creases in NDUS Office. 

G:\laura \wpdocs\legislature\2O09 session\proposed amendment to engrossed S02OO3 
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98046.0301 
Title. 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Representative Klein 

Fiscal No. 1 March 4, 2009 

.PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

Page 5, line 17, replace "26,000,000" with "30,879,795" and replace "26,596,870" with 
"31,476,665" 

Page 5, line 19, replace "30,934,384" with "35,814,179" and replace "61,626,376" with 
"66,506,171" 

Page 5, line 20, replace the first "22.250.000" with "23.149.795" and replace the second 
"22.250,000" with "23,149.795" 

Page 5, line 21, replace "8,684,384" with "12,664,384" and replace "39,376,376" with 
"43,356,376" 

Page 7, line 7, replace "145,140,779" with "149,120,779" and replace "585,208,335" with 
"589,188,335" 

Page 7, line 8, replace "165.163,228" with "166.063.023" and replace "169.504,444" with 
"170,404.239" 

Page 7, line 9, replace "310,304,007" with "315,183,802" and replace "754,712,779" with 
"759,592,574" 

Page 7, line 24, replace "49,928,248" with "53,908,248" 

Page 7, line 25, replace "164,458,000" with "165,357,795" 

Page 7, line 30, replace "234,611,248" with "239,491,043" 

Page 8, line 1, replace "164,458.000" with "165.357.795" 

Page 8, line 2, replace "70,153,248" with "74,133,248" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT- LC 98046.0301 FN 1 

A copy of the statement of purpose of amendment Is attached . 

Page No. 1 98046.0301 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

.enate Bill N~. W03 -Minot State University - H.ouse Action 

1<:xecutive Se11ate 

Capital assets 
Operations 
Deferred maintenance 

Total all funds 
Less estimated income 

General fund 

FTE 

Budget Version 

$21.596.870 $26.596.870 
33.825.003 34,434,395 

----'5~9~5,~11~1 595,111 

$56.016.984 
17250,000 

$38,766,984 

190.82 

$61,626.376 
22,250.000 

$39,376,376 

189.82 

House 
Changes 

$4,879,795 

$4,879,795 
899,795 

$3,980,000 

0.00 

Department No. 241 - Minot State University- Detail of House Changes 

Reduces 
Funding for 

Boiler Adds Funding 
Replacement for the Swain 

Project1 Hall Project' 
Total House 

Changes 

Capital assets ($1,250,000) $6,129,795 $4,879,795 
Operations 
Deferred maintenance 

Total all funds ($1,250,000) $6,129,795 $4,879,795 
Less estimated income 0 899 795 899 795 

- General fund ($1,250,000) $5,230,000 

FTE 0.00 0.00 

$3,980,000 

0.00 

House 
Version 
$31,476,665 

34,434,395 
595 111 

$66,506,171 
23 149,795 

$43,356,376 

189.82 

03/04/09 

1 This amendment reduces funding from the general fund for the boiler replacement project by $1,250,000 to provide total project 
funding of$8,750,000, of which $2,500,000 is from the general fund. 

2 This amendment adds $6,129,795 of funding for the Swain Hall project, of which $5,230,000 is from the general fund. Total project 
funding, including the 2007-09 appropriation, is summarized below: 

2007-09 Proposed Total 
Appropriation Amendment 

General Fund $6,332,535 $5,230,000 $11,562,535 
Other Funds 703,615 899,795 1,603.410 
Total $7,036,150 $6,129,795 $13,165,945 
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Date: '1,;t~ ~-; ::Z.. C7 C i 
Roll Call Vote #: / 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ;JJ.,6,? 00 3 

House House Appropriations Education and Environment Committee 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken 0 Do Pass 0 Do Not Pass 0 Amended 

Motion Made By Seconded By 

Reoresentatives Yes No Reoresentatives 
Bob Skarphol - Chairman Joe Kroeber 
Francis Wald - Vice Chairman Kenton Onstad 
Kathv Hawken Clark Williams 
Matthew M. Klein 
Bob Martinson 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Total 

Absent 

----------- ---------------

Bill Carrier 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Date: ?#t:t1.ek 25; Zoe? l 
Roll Call Vote #: / 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILLJRESOLUTION NO. _,? O o '5 

House House Appropriations Education and Environment 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken 0 Do Pass O Do Not Pass 0 Amended 

Committee 

Motion Made By ¥ #f ~ Seconded By ~~_,__w _______ _ 
Reoresentatlves Yes No Reoresentatlves Yes No 

Bob Skarphol - Chairman v Joe Kroeber ✓ 
Francis Wald -Vice Chairman // Kenton Onstad t/ 
Kathv Hawken y Clark Willlams ,/ 

Matthew M. Klein 
Bob Martinson i/ 

Total 

Absent 

Yes --~,..__ ______ No -~O _________ _ 

Bill Carrier 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 

6~~~~ 
/k4 a1: U~P ~ ~ :Jf"t; ~ 
p~a_ ?-· 
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Date: U4 atc/4 2. S / 2 o () f 
Roll Call Vote #: 2. 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. z_ O O 3, 

House House Appropriations Education and Environment Committee 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken []"Do Pass 0 Do Not Pass D Amended 

Motion Made By /y. Ju~ , Seconded By 

Representatives Yes, No Representatives 
Bob Skarohol - Chairman y Joe Kroeber 
Francis Wald - Vice Chairman y Kenton Onstad 
Kathv Hawken r Clark Williams 
Matthew M. Klein 
Bob Martinson ,/ 

Yes No 
t/ 
t/ 
✓ 

Total 

Absent 

Yes --~'--______ No -=0-,. __________ _ 

I 
Bill Carrier 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 

fP?tit~! ~ z~~ 
o/ IA? · 
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Date: 3/31 /oe>; 
Roll Call Vote#: / 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. cflJJ t7 3 

House House Appropriations Education and Environment Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken D Do Pass D Do Not Pass D Amended 

Motion Made By ---l,L1-l,-ll< /,,"""'""'"' '~~--- Seconded By 41--1, ...----J ,n~ ~-
Representatives Yes, No Representatives Yes 

Bob Skarohol - Chairman ./ Joe Kroeber ./ 

Francis Wald - Vice Chairman / Kenton Onstad V 
Kathy Hawken ,./ Clark Williams ,/ 

Matthew M. Klein ✓ ./ 

Bob Martinson ,/ 

Yes No 

"No 
./ 

Total 

Absent 

----------- ---------------

Bill Carrier 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Date: 3/"31 /01 
Roll Call Vote #: )-' 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ;l./l1J3 

House House Appropriations Education and Environment 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number ?'i3l> ~ ,u 

Action Taken of'oo Pass D Do Not Pass G"' Amended 

Motion Made By --'-£t,.....""~-µ..:-______ Seconded By 

Representatives Yes No Representatives Yes ✓No 

Bob Skarohol - Chairman ,/ , Joe Kroeber ✓ / 

Francis Wald - Vice Chairman ./ / Kenton Onstad ✓ / 

Kathv Hawken / Clark Williams ./ 

Matthew M. Klein ✓, 

Bob Martinson ,/ 

Yes <3 No Total 

Absent 

----------- ---------------
D 

Bill Carrier 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Date: 3/3!/~1 
Roll Call Vote #: 3 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILLJRESOLUTION NO. 

House House Appropriations Education and Environment 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken 0 Do Pass 0 Do Not Pass 0 Amended 

Committee 

Motion Made By __ .._t,.o;~I,"~=-'--"~'-"----- Seconded By J}1~ 
ReDresentatlves Yes No ReDresentatives Yes No 

Bob Skarohol - Chairman Joe Kroeber 
Francis Wald - Vice Chairman Kenton Onstad 
Kathv Hawken Clark Williams 
Matthew M. Klein 
Bob Martinson 

Total Yes 

Absent 

Bill Carrier 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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Date: 2 / 31/01 
Roll Call Vote #: tj 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ;{ 00 3, 

House House Appropriations Education and Environment 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amen en! Number 

Action Taken Do Pass D Do Not Pass ?.mended 

( 

Motion Made By __ .,e;'J,t/;._.:..lw(---'_,_ _____ Seconded By 

Reoresentatlves Yes v No Reoresentatlves 
Bob Skarohol - Chairman V / Joe Kroeber 
Francis Wald - Vice Chairman ✓ ', Kenton Onstad 
Kathv Hawken ,/ , Clark Williams 
Matthew M. Klein ,,,,, , 

Bob Martinson ,/ 

Committee 

Yes No / 

V 
/,,, 

,./ 

Total 

Absent 

Yes ___ _._~------No--=-"--------------

Bill Carrier 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 
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TO: Rep. Bob Skarphol 

FROM: Bill Goetz 

DATE: April 1, 2009 

RE: 582003 amendments 

We have reviewed the amendments adopted to date by the House Appropriations Education and 
Environment Division. In addition to the major impact to students and campuses from removing 
funding for tuition affordability, financial aid and equity-which I outlined in an earlier memo
there are some other "technical" concerns. These are noted below. 

1.) MiSU Swain Hall project 

Current project cost 
Less '07 approp. 

Less transfer of 
Phy. Plant bldg. 

Add'I Amt. Needed 

$13, 165,945 
(7,036,150) 
$6,129,795 

(1,250.000) 

$4,879,795 

Without the transfer of $1.25 million of the physical plant building to Swain Hall, MiSU will 
either need to reduce the overall cost of the Swain Hall project by $1.25 million or identify 
funding from other sources to complete the project. 

Suggested legislative intent: $1.25 million of the $3.75 million in the capital assets line item for 
Minot State University be used for the Swain Hall remodeling project. 

2.) Permit the NDUS office to retain the $1.1 million in anticipated 07-09 carryover for the items as 
projected on the attached worksheet. While the N. Tier project is critically important to the 
NDUS, an alternative funding plan is attached which includes the possibility of utilizing federal 
stimulus funding to complete the north and south connections. 

Of the projected carryover in the NDUS Office, almost $900,000 is in student aid programs-see 
attached document. The projected carryover balances have been built into the 09-11 budget 
assumptions already presented to the House and Senate. Reallocating the carryover will reduce 
the estimated number of slots funded in the 2009-11 biennium as follows: 

• State Grant (needs-based aid program)-200 fewer grants per year 

• Scholars Program (merit scholarship)-15 fewer new freshmen awards per year 
• PSEP (vets. Opt. dentists)-reduction of 1 veterinary medicine slot and 2 optometry 

slots per year; this could be further reduced based on potential changes to the ND/MN 
reciprocity dentistry agreement, which has not been addressed in the bill to date. 

Furthermore, reallocations of NDUS Office carryover to N. Tier would also potentially impact our 
ability to effectively manage new and expanded student aid programs, and to carry out SBHE 

(..-::---
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and interim committee objectives. Thus, we would ask that you restore the carryover funding, 
or at a minimum, consider permitting up to $150,000 of the state grant, merit scholarship 
and/or STEM funds to be used for program administration. 

3.) There does not appear to be anything in the amendment that clarifies the relationship between 
the existing technology occupations loan program and the new STEM program. We have raised 
a host of issues with the committee to date. 

4.) Request that you continue to consider increasing the state grant maximum award to $2,000 
(currently at $1,500 in House Education version of SB2062, which has now been moved to 
SB2003). 

5.) The SBHE budget request included $20 million, in total, (8,330 grants/yr.@ $1,200), for the 
state grant program. The executive budget included a total of $40 million (16,660 grants/yr. @ 
$1,200). The Senate version included $27 million (11,250 grants/yr. @$1,200) and the House 
Education Division included $28 million (11,665 grants/yr.@ $1,200). The House Appropriation 
amendment would provide a total of $17.5 million. This would fund approximately 7,300 grants 
per year at $1,200 each. 

6.) Based on a meeting with Dept. of Commerce and MiSU on April 1st
, it appears that the Swain 

Hall remodeling costs that may potentially be federal stimulus eligible would be $2.0 million. 
These would be energy efficiency projects and a possible gee-thermal compatible heating and 
cooling system. In order for any of these individual projects to be federal stimulus eligible, they 
must have a combined payback period of 10 years or less. This payback evaluation will be 
completed. However, DOC has indicated that it will be at least 3-4 months before they have an 
approved plan for the allocation of federal stimulus funding. The current amendments 
authorize up to $5.0 million in federal stimulus funding for Swain Hall. Based on current 
information this seems unlikely. 

7.) In mid-March, UND identified another non-state funded capital project for completion during 
the 2009-11 biennium. We submitted an amendment to add $1.5 million in capital asset and 
revenue bond authority (only to be used if necessary), along with the additional legislative 
intent: noted below. It does not appear that this change has been made in the amendments 
adopted to date. ' 

"Section 22. University of North Dakota Hangar Addition and Renovation. The state board 
of higher education may enter into an agreement with the university of North Dakota foundation, 
including financing, and do all things necessary and proper to authorize construction of a hangar 
addition and renovation of the UND Aerospace complex at the Grand Forks International Airport 
using current fees for flight operations." 

8.) The conflicting dates in the merit scholarship program, as contained in Sections 3 and 4 of 
SB2062, which have now been moved to SB2003, have not been resolved. 

Thank you for your consideration of these items . 



North Dakota University System Office 
Estimated Carryover at the end of the 07-09 Biennium and Planned Uses 

Prepared March 13, 2009 for Legislative Council 

•

g is committed to areas in support of the Interim Higher Education, Roundtable on Higher Education and SBHE mutual goals and objectives 
of these projects will be delayed until the 09-11 biennium due to the final outcomes of the legislative session, and due to other staff 

imitations in FY09. 

Program 

jsvstem Governance 

Office Operations 

Articulation and Transfer 

Designated Special Projects 

jstudent Grant Programs 

PSEP 

Scholar's 

Education Jncentlve 

State Grant 

lsystem Grant Programs 

SITS· NDUS On-line 

Estimated 
Total 

Interim HE Committee Goal 

Area-see attached list 

$243,000 Affordability (SJ 

Affordability {S) 

Accessibility (2) 

Accessibility (2), Economic 
Development {3) 

Accessibility (2) and System 

$14,000 Functioning (4) 

$223,000 
Accessibility (2) 

Attainment (1) 

System Functioning (4) 

$147,000 Affordability (5) 

$290,000 Affordabillty {5) 

$12,000 Affordability (5) 

$443,000 Affordability (5) 

Anticipated Use 

Funding to support implementation and operation of opportunlty 

grant program, contingent on legislative adoption of program 

Contract assistance on funding model development, as defined by 

SBHE and Interim HE Committee 

Funding support for new Council on Adult Education, charged with 

identifying ways to Increase levels of participation and retention of 

adults and other underrepresented groups in higher education. 

Two-year technical education career awareness campaign and 

marketing lniti.:itivcs, see additional amount below (total=$209,000) 

Hosting and participant travel costs associated with systemwide 

meetings to update general education/essential learning outcomes 

Contract assistance for campus mission review 

Facilitation and funding support for P-20 Council 

Two-year technJcal education career awareness campaign and 

marketing initiatives, see additional amount below (total:e:$209,000) 

Carryover estimate built into original 09-11 budget request; no 

material change anticipated 

Carryover esf1mate built lnto original 09-11 budget request; 

however, increased carryover estimate would fund approximately 53 

Instead of 50 new students per year 

Carryover estimate built lnto original 09·11 budget request; no 

material change anticipated 
Carryover estimate built Into original 09-11 budget request; 

however, increased carryover estimate would fund approximately 

7,900 instead of 7,750 students per year 

Conduct statewide needs assessment to determine the State's 

unmet workforce development and training needs, a strategy 

Attainment (1), Accessibility (2) summit and technology support for improved academ·1c program 

$96,000 and System Functioning (4) access 

G:\LAURA \excel\LEGIS\[0709 PROJECTED CARRYOVER 031309.xlsx]Sheetl 

Specific Use 

Amount 

$136,000 

$25,000 

$20,000 

$62,000 

$243,000 

$40,000 

$36,000 

$147,000 



NORTHERN TIER NETWORK- NORTH DAKOTA 
Project Update, March 18, 2009 

.e 2007-09 NDUS appropriation included one-time funding of $2,773,800 from the permanent oil tax trust 
fund. Of the original amount approved by the 2007 Legislature, it is intended to carry over $1,000,000 into 

FYI0. The carryover results from the longer than forecast implementation time due to lengthy agreement 
negotiations during which time there were no operating expenditures. The $1.0 million carryover will be used 
during the first year of the 09-11 bie1mium to cover estimated FYI 0 operating costs. 

In addition to the planned $1.0 million carryover, as of March 5, 2009, the project had cash-on-hand of 

$920,800, with an estimated June 30, 2009 balance of $575,800. This additional balance is a result of a 

planned delay of any further installations of the network to either Canada's CANARIE research network or 

South Dakota's Northern Tier Network segments. The completion of the Canada/South Dakota connections is 

estimated to cost almost $1.0 million in one-time installation costs. Thus, the remaining $575,800 would only 

be enough to cover one or the other connection, not both, even though the original intent was to complete both 

connections within the $2,773, 800 appropriation. However, higher than anticipated implementation costs have 
reduced the overall scope of the project that could be completed within the original appropriation. 

In light of new federal stimulus funding options, it is recommended that the NDUS pursue competitive federal 
program funding for the completion of both the Canada/South Dakota connections. Furthermore, it is 

recommended that the NDUS use the remaining estimated $575,800 unspent balance from 07-09 appropriations 
aelp offset the remaining unfunded second year (FYI I) operating costs of$1.0 million. The remaining 

~ce of$424,200 ($1.0 million less $575,800) would have to be covered by other federal or internal funding 
sources. 

Although potentially the NDUS, through new federal funding, planned carryover and temporary reallocation 

may be able to complete the network and cover operating costs in the 09-11 biennium, permanent base state 
funding in the 11-13 biennium will be required to maintain the project long-term. 

Proposed SBHE Motion: Approve the modified funding plan as outlined above for the Northern Tier Network 
and immediately forward such plan to the Legislative Assembly. 

g:\laura\wpdocs\n. tier\sbhe approval funding plan change.docx 
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98046.0310 
Title. 
Fiscal No. 2 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
House Appropriations - Education and 
Environment 

April 1, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

Page 1, line 3, after the second semicolon insert "to create and enact three new sections to 
chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to merit scholarships for 
students attending certain institutions of higher education; to amend and reenact 
subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 and sections 15-62.2-02 and 15.1-01-02 of the 
North Dakota Century Code, relating to student financial assistance grants, technology 
grants, and joint meetings of the state's education boards" 

Page 1, line 6, replace "provide" with "provided" 

Page 1, line 19, replace "765,707" with "1,703,718" and replace "7,047,601" with "7,985,612" 

Page 2, line 1, replace "1,248,728" with "11,601,992" and replace "7,236,225" with 
"17,589,489" 

Page 2, after line 3, insert: 

"Merit scholarships 0 3,000,000 3,000,000" 

Page 2, line 8, replace "436,030" with "1,436,030" and replace "2,176,344" with "3,176,344" 

Page 2, line 13, replace "7,256,984" with "22,548,259" and replace "75,731,832" with 
"91,023,107" 

Page 2, line 15, replace "6,551,756" with "21,843,031" and replace "71,682,874" with 
"86,974,149" 

Page 2, line 21, replace "4,312,999" with "2,922,316" and replace "24,046,679" with 
"22,655,996" 

Page 2, line 24, replace "8,063,136" with "6,672,453" and replace "28,040,297" with 
"26,649,614" 

Page 2, line 26, replace "7,653,636" with "6,262,953" and replace "27,630,797" with 
"26,240,114" 

Page 3, line 1, replace "1,238,516" with "781,715" and replace "7,749,864" with "7,293,063" 

Page 3, line 4, replace "3,942,243" with "3,485,442" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,040,452" 

Page 3, line 6, replace "3,942,243" with "3,485,442" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,040,452" 

Page 3, line 12, replace "1,159,630" with "768,371" and replace "7,582,134" with "7,190,875" 

Page 3, line 15, replace "12,526,632" with "12,135,373" and replace "19,035,611" with 
"18,644,352" 
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Page 3, line 17, replace "3,151,632" with "2,760,373" and replace "9,660,611" with "9,269,352" 

Page 3, line 23, replace "18,364,555" with "14,149,331" and replace "125,376,385" with 
"121,161,161" 

Page 3, line 24, replace "54,219,000" with "43,019,000" and replace "56,519,545" with 
"45,319,545" 

Page 3, line 26, replace "79,762,229" with "64,347,005" and replace "189,074,604" with 
"173,659,380" 

Page 3, line 28, replace "36,743,229" with "21,328·,oo5" and replace "146,055,604" with 
"130,640,380" 

Page 4, line 3, replace "19,628,094" with "12,748,621" and replace "109,221,724" with 
"102,342,251" 

Page 4, line 6, replace "96,083,911" with "89,204,438" and replace "187,369,766" with 
"180,490,293" 

Page 4, line 8, replace "37,983,911" with "31,104,438" and replace "129,269,766" with 
"122,390,293" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "4,101,922" with "2,975,090" and replace "31,492,290" with 
"30,365,458" 

Page 4, line 17, replace "17,972,065" with "16,845,233" and replace "46,115,765" with 
"44,988,933" 

Page 4, line 19, replace "10,836,065" with "9,709,233" and replace "38,979,765" with 
"37,852,933" 

Page 4, line 25, replace "3,116,332" with "3,696,890" and replace "19,972,442" with 
"20,553,000" 

Page 4, line 28, replace "6,778,504" with "7,359,062" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"24,598,862" 

Page 4, line 29, replace the second underscored zero with "350,000" and replace the third 
underscored zero with "350,000" 

Page 4, line 30, replace "6,778,504" with "7,009,062" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"24,248,862" 

Page 5, line 5, replace "1,399,686" with "1,107,937" and replace "11,514,751" with 
"11,223,002" 

Page 5, line 8, replace "11,936,631" with "11,644,882" and replace "22,260,690" with 
"21,968,941" 

Page 5, line 1 o, replace "8,268,131" with "7,976,382" and replace "18,592,190" with 
"18,300,441" 

Page 5, line 16, replace "4,339,273" with "3,373,083" and replace "34,434,395" with 
"33,468,205" 
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Page 5, line 19, replace "30,934,384" with "29,968,194" and replace "61,626,376" with 
"60,660,186" 

Page 5, line 21, replace "8,684,384" with "7,718,194" and replace "39,376,376" with 
"38,410,186" 

Page 5, line 27, replace "1,785,999" with "1,473,976" and replace "15,136,136" with 
"14,824,113" 

Page 5, line 30, replace "22,590,920" with "22,278,897" and replace "36,199,473" with 
"35,887,450" 

Page 6, line 1, replace "4,090,920" with "3,778,897" and replace "17,699,473" with 
"17,387,450" 

Page 6, line 7, replace "922,959" with "680,493" and replace "5,682,507" with "5,440,041" 

Page 6, line 8, replace "2,800,000" with "3,080,000" and replace "2,909,725" with "3,189,725" 

Page 6, line 1 o, replace "3,819,980" with "3,857,514" and replace "8,689,253" with "8,726,787" 

Page 6, line 12, replace "1,819,980" with "1,857,514" and replace "6,689,253" with "6,726,787" 

Page 6, line 18, replace "7,172,600" with "5,814,275" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"39,841,976" 

Page 6, line 19, replace "7,172,600" with "5,814,275" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"39,841,976" 

Page 6, line 21, replace "7,172,600" with "5,814,275" and replace "41,200,301 • with 
"39,841,976" 

Page 7, line 7, replace "145,140,779" with "132,111,587" and replace "585,208,335" with 
"572,179,143" 

Page 7, line 8, replace "165.163,228" with "176,713.228" and replace "169,504.444" with 
"181,054.444" 

Page 7, line 9, replace "310,304,007" with "308,824,815" and replace "754,712,779" with 
"753,233,587" 

Page 7, after line 9, insert: 

"SECTION 2. APPROPRIATION- FEDERAL FISCAL STABILIZATION -
OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICES FUNDS - ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. 
The funds provided in this section, or so much of the funds as may be necessary, are 
appropriated from federal fiscal stabilization - other government services funds made 
available to the governor under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
of 2009, not otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the 
period beginning with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, for the 
following capital construction project: 

University of North Dakota education building 
Total federal funds 
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The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 

budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011 . 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no long av.ailable." 

Page 7, line 24, replace "49,928,248" with "39,008,248" 

Page 7, line 25, replace "164,458,000" with "175,658,000" 

Page 7, line 30, replace "234,611,248" with "234,891,248" 

Page 8, line 1, replace "164,458,000" with "175,658,000" 

Page 8, line 2, replace "70,153,248" with "59,233,248" 

Page 8, after line 6, insert: 

"SECTION 4. PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND- DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. The estimated income line item in subdivision 8 of section 1 of this Act 
includes $350,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations of Dickinson 
State University, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 10, after line 13, insert: 

"SECTION 17. CAPITAL ASSETS- MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY. The sum of 
$2,500,000, or so much of the sum as may be necessary, included in the capital assets 
line item In subdivision 1 o of section 1 of this Act, may be used to refurbish the existing 
coal boiler or in combination with or to match federal or other funds to design and install 
a geothermal energy system, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending 
June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 18. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS• TWO-YEAR COLLEGE MARKETING. The state board of higher 
education shall use $200,000 of the North Dakota university system office unspent 
2007-09 general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 54-44.1-11 for 
marketing and awareness efforts of two-year colleges and technical careers, for the 
biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 19. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS· NORTHERN TIER NETWORK. The state board of higher 
education shall use $1,100,000 of the North Dakota university system office unspent 
2007-09 general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 54-44.1-11 for 
maintenance and improvements of the northern tier network, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 11, remove lines 3 through 12 

Page 11, remove lines 18 through 26 
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Page 12, after line 15, insert: 

"SECTION 25. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY· TUITION WAIVERS . 
During the 2009-1 0 interim, the legislative council shall consider studying the impact of 
tuition waivers on institutions under the control of the state board of higher education. 
The study if conducted must review the types of tuition waivers available, the number of 
tuition waivers granted, and the value of tuition waivers. The legislative council shall 
report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 26. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY· EDUCATION 
GOVERNANCE. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall consider 
studying the feasibility and desirability of creating a department to oversee early 
childhood, elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. The study if 
conducted must include a review of education governance in other states, the efficiency 
of combining governing agencies, and the potential governing structure of a combined 
education department. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 27. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY· HIGHER EDUCATION 
STUDENT TRUST FUND. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall 
consider studying the establishment of a higher education student trust fund, including 
available funding sources. The study if conducted must review best practices to include 
demonstrated in-migration patterns and long-term return on investment to the citizens of 
North Dakota by ensuring students are prepared to meet the changing needs of a global 
economy and to strengthen the economy of the state. The legislative council shall 
report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly . 

SECTION 28. AMENDMENT. Subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 of the 
North Dakota Century Code are amended and reenacted as follows: 

1. The state board of higher education shall administer a science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics occupations student loan program that 
encourages college students to pursue teel'IAele!}y baseel studies in these 
fields, to participate in teel'IAele!}y internship programs, and to remain in the 
state after graduation. The board shall adopt rules to implement the 
program, including internship requirements, guidelines to determine which 
technology-related courses of study are eligible under the program, and 
standards for eligibility. 

3. The state board of higher education shall distribute student loan grants 
directly to the Bank of North Dakota to repay outstanding student loan 
principal balances for eligible applicants. The maximum student loan grant 
amount for which an applicant may qualify is one thousand five hundred 
dollars per year and a total of ffYe fill( thousand dollars, or a lesser amount 
established by rule adopted by the state board of higher education. 

SECTION 29. AMENDMENT. Section 15-62.2-02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15-62.2-02. State board of higher education - Powers and duties. The 
state board of higher education shall: 

1. Administer the North Dakota student financial assistance program and the 
North Dakota scholars program and adopt functional rules regarding the 
eligibility and selection of grant and scholarship recipients. 
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2. Determine the amount of individual grants, 81:ft which may not te exceed 
one thousand five hundred dollars per recipient per academic year, under 
the North Dakota student financial assistance program. 

3. Adapt far For the North Dakota student financial assistance program, adopt 
criteria for substantial need, based upon the ability of the parents or 
guardian to contribute toward the applicant's educational expanses. 

4. Establish the appropriate procedures for fiscal control, fund accounting, 
and necessary reports. 

5. Apply for, receive, expend, and administer granted moneys from federal or 
private sources. 

SECTION 30. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Merit scholarship - Eligibility. A student is eligible for a merit scholarship if 
the student: 

1,_ Was a resident of this state for the twelve months preceding the data the 
student met the graduation or high school diploma requirements set forth in 
subsection 2: 

2. During or after the 2010-11 school year: 

a. Graduated from a public or nonpublic high school in this state: 

b. Graduated from a high school in another state under chapter 15.1-29: 
or 

c. Mat the requirements for a high school diploma through home 
education, in accordance with section 15.1-23-17: 

3. Completed the requirements for a scholarship as set forth in sections 
15.1-21-02.4 or 15.1-21-02.5: 

4. Submitted an application for a merit scholarship to the state board of higher 
aducation;and 

5. a. Is enrolled in an associate or a baccalaureate program at an 
accredited public or private institution of higher education in this state: 

b. Is a "full-time" student. as defined by the institution: and 

c. Maintains a minimum 2.75 cumulative grade point average. 

SECTION 31. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Merit scholarship - Amount payable. 

1,_ Beginning with the 2010-11 school year, the board shall forward to the 
institution in which an eligible student is enrolled, on behalf of the student. 
an amount equal to seven hundred fifty dollars per semester. 

2. A student is not entitled to receive more than six thousand dollars under 
section 30 of this Act. 
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3. Section 30 of this Act does not require a student to be enrolled in 
consecutive semesters. However. a merit scholarship is valid for only six 
academic years after the student's graduation from high school and may 
not be applied to graduate programs . 

SECTION 32. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Annual report. The state board of higher education shall provide to the 
legislative council an annual report regarding the number of scholarships provided 
under section 31 of this Act and demographic information pertaining to the recipients. 

SECTION 33. AMENDMENT. Section 15.1-01-02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15.1-01-02. Joint meetings-State board of public school education - State 
board of higher education • Education standards and practices board • State 
board for career and technical education. The state board of public school 
education, the state board of higher education, the education standards and practices 
board, and the state board for career and technical education shall meet together at 
least once each year at the call of the superintendent of public instruction, the 
commissioner of higher education, the executive director of the education standards 
and practices board, and the director of career and technical education for the purposes 
of: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5_. 

Coordinating elementary and secondary education programs, career and 
technical education programs, and higher education programs,~ 

Establishing high standards and expectations of students at all levels of the 
education continuum: 

Ensuring that all students have access to challenging curricula: 

Ensuring that the individuals instructing students at all levels of the 
education continuum are highly qualified and capable: 

Cooperating in the provision of professional growth and development 
opportunities for elemeAIEIF)' E!AEI seeeAEIEIF)' teeetteFs EIAEI eEIFAiAistFE!leFs. 
individuals Instructing students at all levels of the education continuum; and 

&- 6. Ensuring cooperation in any other jointly beneficial project or program." 

Page 12, line 17, replace "4, 5, 7, 14, and 15" with "2, 6, 7, 9, 16, 20, and 29" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT· LC 98046.0310 FN 2 

A copy of the statement of purpose of amendment Is attached. 

Page No. 7 98046.0310 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 

~,.. ATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

• 

( 

• 

( 

• 

,,ate Bill No. 2003 - Summary or House Action 

University System Office 
TotaJ all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Bismarck State College 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Lake Region State College 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Williston State College 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

University of North Dakota 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

UNO Medical Center 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

North Dakota State University 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

State College of Science 
Total an funds · 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Dickinson State University 
TotaJ an funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Mayville State University 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Minot State University 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Valley City State University 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Minot State University ~ 
Bottineau 

Total all funds 

Executive 
Budget 

$112,149,646 
4 069 558 

$108,080,088 

$27,374,629 
409 500 

$26,965,129 

$10,337,834 
0 

$10,337,834 

$18,888,851 
9 375 000 

$9,513,851 

$187,376,043 
42,890,000 

$144,486,043 

$39,932,875 
0 

$39,932,875 

$185,645,474 
58 100 000 

$127,545,474 

$45.174,068 
7,136 000 

$38,038,068 

$23,999,835 
0 

$23,999,835 

$22,174,522 
3 668,500 

$18,506,022 

$56,016,984 
17 250 000 

$38,766,984 

$36,072,585 
18 500 000 

$17,572,585 

$8,624,391 

Senate 
Version 

$75,731,832 
4 048 958 

$71,682,874 

$28,040,297 
409 500 

$27,630,797 

$10,497,253 
0 

$10,497,253 

$19,035,611 
9,375,000 

$9,660,611 

$189,074,604 
43 019 000 

$146,055,604 

$41,200,301 
0 

$41,200,30 I 

$187,369,766 
58,100,000 

$129,269,766 

$46,115, 765 
7 136 000 

$38,979,765 

$24,018,304 
0 

$24,018,304 

$22,260,690 
3 668 500 

$18,592,190 

$61,626,376 
22,250,000 

$39,376,376 

$36,199,473 
18 500 000 

$17,699,473 

$8,689,253 

House 
Changes 

$15,291,275 
0 

$15,291,275 

($1,390,683) 
0 

($1,390,683) 

($456,801) 
0 

($456,801) 

($391,259) 
0 

($391,259) 

($4,215,224) 
11 200.000 

($15,415,224) 

($1,358,325) 
0 

($1,358,325) 

($6,879,473) 
0 

($6,879,473) 

($1,126,832) 
0 

($1,126,832) 

$580,558 
350 000 

$230,558 

($291,749) 
0 

($291,749) 

($966,190) 
0 

($966,190) 

($312,023) 
0 

($312,023) 

$37,534 

House 
Version 

$91,023,107 
4 048,958 

$86,974,149 

$26,649,614 
409,500 

$26,240,114 

$10,040,452 
0 

$10,040,452 

$18,644,352 
9,375,000 

$9,269,352 

$184,859,380 
54 219 000 

$130,640,380 

$39,841,976 
0 

$39,841,976 

$ I 80,490,293 
58 100 000 

$122,390,293 

$44,988,933 
7 136 000 

$37,852,933 

$24,598,862 
350 000 

$24,248,862 

$21,968,941 
3 668 500 

$18,300,441 

$60,660,186 
22,250,000 

$38,410,186 

$35,887,450 
18 500 000 

$17,387,450 

$8,726,787 

04/01/09 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 

• 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Forest Service 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Bill total 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

2,000,000 
$6,624,391 

$4,853,254 
997,486 

$3,855,768 

$778,620,991 
164,396,044 

$614,224,947 

2,000,000 
$6,689,253 

$4,853,254 
997,486 

$3,855,768 

$754,712,779 
169 504,444 

$585,208,335 

0 
$37,534 

$0 
0 

$0 

($1,479,192) 
11,550,000 

($13,029 192' 

2,000,000 
$6,726,787 

$4,853,254 
997,486 

$3,855,768 

$753,233,587 
181 054,444 

$572,179,143 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - General Fund Summary 

Executive Senate House House 
Budget Version Changes Version 

University System Office $108,080,088 $71,682.874 $15,291,275 $86,974,149 
Bismarck State College 26,965,129 27,630,797 (1,390,683) 26,240,114 
Lake Region State College 10,337,834 10,497,253 (456,801) 10,040.452 
Williston State College 9,513,851 9,660,611 (391,259) 9,269,352 
University of North Dakota 144.486,043 146,055,604 (15,415,224) 130,640,380 
UNO Medical Center 39,932,875 41,200,301 (1,358,325) 39,841,976 
North Dakota State University 127,545,474 129,269,766 (6,879,473) 122,390,293 
State College of Science 38,038,068 38,979,765 (1,126,832) 37,852,933 
Dickinson State University 23,999,835 24,018,304 230,558 24,248,862 
Mayville State University 18,506,022 18,592,190 (291,749) 18,300,441 
Minot State University 38,766,984 39,376,376 (966,190) 38,410,186 
Valley City State University 17,572,585 17,699,473 (312,023) 17,387,450 
Minot State University - 6,624,391 6,689,253 37,534 6,726,787 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 3,855,768 3,855,768 3,855 768 

• Total general fund $614,224,947 $585,208,335 ($ 13.029 192' $572,179,143 

etail of House changes to the General Fund 

Restores Removes 
Funding for Funding for Adds Funding Adds Funding Adds Funding 

NOUS Office Tribal College for Needs-Based for Merit for STEM Loan 
Salaries' Grants2 Financial Ald3 Scholarships'' Forgiveness' 

University System Office $138,011 ($700,000) $11,053,264 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University ofNorth Dakota 
UND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Va1ley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund $138,011 ($700,000) $11,053,264 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 

2 

04/01/09 

( 

' ( 

Adds Funding 
for Two-Year 

College 
Marketing' 

$800,000 

$800,000 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 04/01/09 

Changes 
Removes l•unding Source Adds Funding 
Funding Adds Funding Adds Funding forUND for MSU-

• Intended to Removes for Operations for Theodore Education Bottineau 
Limit Tuition Funding for at Dickinson Roosevelt Building Greenhouse 

lncreases7 Campus Equity' State University' Center11 Project11 Project12 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College (974,105) (416,578) 
Lake Region State College (260,572) (196,229) 
Williston State College (256,124) (135,135) 
University of North Dakota (1,774,161) (2,441,063) (11,200,000) 
UNO Medical Center (767,426) (590,899) 
North Dakota State University (1,916,408) (4,963,065) 
State College of Science (991,697) (135,135) 
Dickinson State University (75,749) (443,693) 750,000 
Mayville State University (156,614) (135,135) 
Minot State University (693,392) (272,798) 
Valley City State University (176,888) (135,135) 
Minot State University - (172,331) (135,135) 280,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund ($8,215,467) ($10,000,000) $0 $750,000 ($11,200,000) $280,000 

Adds Funding 
for Safety and 

Scc:urity at 
MSU- Total General 

Bottineau13 Fund Changes 
University System Office $15,291,275 
Bismarck State College (1,390,683) 
Lake Region State College (456,801) 
Williston State College (391,259) 
University of North Dakota (15,415,224) 
UND MedicaJ Center ( I ,358,325) 
North Dakota State University (6,879,473) 

• 
State College of Science (1,126,832) 
Dickinson State University 230,558 
Mayville State University (291,749) 
Minot State University (966,190) 
VaJley City State University (312,023) 
Minot State University • 65,000 37,534 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Tota] general fund $65,000 ($13,029 192 

• 3 
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Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - Other Funds Summary 

- Executive Senate House House 
Budget Version Changes Version 

University System Office $4,069,558 $4,048,958 $4,048,958 
Bismarck State College 409.500 409,500 409,500 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 9,375,000 9.375,000 9.375,000 
University of North Dakota 42,890,000 43,019,000 11,200,000 54,219,000 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 58,100,000 58,100,000 58,100,000 
State College of Science 7,136,000 7,136,000 7,136,000 
Dickinson State University 350,000 350,000 
Mayville State University 3,668,500 3,668,500 3,668,500 
Minot State University 17,250,000 22,250,000 22,250,000 
Valley City State University 18,500,000 18,500,000 18,500,000 
Minot State University - 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 997 486 997,486 997 486 

Total other funds $164,396,044 $169,504,444 $11550000 $181,054,444 

Detail of House changes to Other Funds 

Restores Removes Adds Funding 
Funding for Funding for Adds Funding Adds Funding Adds Funding for Two-Year 
NOUS Office Tribal College for Needs-Based for Merit for STEM Loan College 

Salaries I Grants2 Financial Ald3 Stholarshlps 4 Forgivencss5 Marketing6 
University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UND Medical Center 

• 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
VaJley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 

• 4 
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• 

• 

• 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
VaJley City State University 
Minot State University ~ 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

Removes 
Funding 

Intended to 
Limit Tuition 

Increases 7 

$0 

Adds Funding 
for Safety and 

Security at 
MSU

Bottineau13 

$0 

Removes 
Funding for 

Campus Equity8 

$0 

Total Other 
Funds Changes 

11,200,000 

350,000 

$11550000 

5 

04/01/09 

Changes 
Adds Funding Funding Source Adds Funding 
for Operations Adds Funding forUND for MSU-
at Dickinson for Theodore Education Bottineau 

State Roosevelt Buildinfl Greenhouse 
University9 Center 

10 
Project Project12 

11,200,000 

350,000 

$350,000 $0 $11,200,000 $0 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 2 04/01/09 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - All Funds Summary 

• 
Execulive Senate House I louse 

Budget Version Changes Version 

University System Office $112.149,646 $75,731,832 $15,291,275 $91,023,107 

Bismarck State College 27,374,629 28,040,297 (1,390,683) 26,649,614 
Lake Region State College 10,337,834 10,497,253 (456,801) 10,040,452 

Williston State College 18,888,851 19,035,611 (391,259) 18,644,352 

University ofNorth Dakota 187,376,043 I 89,074,604 (4,215,224) 184,859,380 

UNO MedicaJ Center 39,932,875 41,200,301 (1,358,325) 39,841,976 

North Dakota State University 185,645,474 187,369,766 (6,879,473) I 80.490,293 

State College of Science 45,174,068 46,115,765 (1,126,832) 44,988,933 

Dickinson State University 23,999,835 24,018,304 580,558 24,598,862 

Mayville State University 22,174,522 22,260,690 (291,749) 21,968,941 

Minot State University 56,016,984 61,626,376 (966,190) 60,660,186 

Valley City State University 36,072,585 36,199,473 (312,023) 35,887,450 
Minot State University - 8,624,391 8,689,253 37,534 8,726.787 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 4,853~54 4,853 254 4 853 254 

Total all funds $778,620,991 $754,712,779 ($1,479,192) $753,233,587 

FTE 2141.42 2131.42 0.00 2131.42 

Detail of House changes to All Funds 

Restores Removes Adds Funding 

Funding for Funding for Adds Funding Adds Funding Adds Funding for Two-Year 

NDUSOffice Tribal College for Needs-Based for Merit for STEM Loan Collq:e 

Salaries? Grant.2 Financial Aid3 Scholanhip,'4 Forglveneu5 Marketing6 

University System Office $138,011 ($700,000) $ I 1,053,264 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 $800,000 

Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 

• 
University of North Dakota 
UND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University • 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds $138,011 ($700,000) $11,053,264 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 $800,000 

FTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

• 6 
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• 

• 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds 

FTE 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University • 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds 

FTE 

Removes 
Funding 

Intended to 
Limit Tuition 

lncreases7 

(974,105) 
(260,572) 
(256,124) 

(1,774,161) 
(767,426) 

(1,916,408) 
(991,697) 

(75,749) 
(156,614) 
(693,392) 
(176,888) 
(172,331) 

($8,215,467) 

0.00 

Adds Funding 
for Safety and 

Senrity at 
MSU-

Bottineau 13 

65,000 

$65,000 

0.00 

04/01/09 

Changes 
Adds Funding Funding Source Adds Funding 
for Operations Adds Funding forUND for MSU-

Removes at Dickinson for Theodore Education Bottineau 
Funding for State Roosevelt Buildin/i Greenhouse 

Campus Equity8 University9 Center JO Project Project12 

(416,578) 
(196,229) 
(135,135) 

(2,441,063) 
(590,899) 

(4,963,065) 
(135,135) 
(443,693) 350,000 750,000 
(135,135) 
(272,798) 
(135,135) 
(135,135) 280,000 

($10,000,000) $350,000 $750,000 $0 $280,000 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

~otal All Fund, 
Changes 
$15,291,275 
(1,390,683) 

(456,801) 
(391,259) 

(4,215,224) 
(1,358,325) 
(6,879,473) 
(I, 126,832) 

580,558 
(291,749) 
(966,190) 
(312,023) 

37,534 

($1,479,192) 

0.00 

1 This amendment restores funding of$138,0l I from the general fund removed by the Senate for North Dakota University System 
office employee salaries. The section added by the Senate that required North Dakota University System office employees with 
salaries greater than $ I 00,000 to receive the same compensation for the 2009-11 biennium as was received on January I, 2009, is also 
removed. 

2 "unding from the general fund of $700,000 designated for tribal college grants is removed. The grants were to be used for the cost 
onbeneficiary students attending tribal colleges . 

• 7 
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3 This amendment adds funding from the general fund of$1 l,053,264 for needs-based financial aid programs to provide total fun, 

• 

the general fund of$17,589,489. 

nding from the general fund of$3 million is added for merit scholarships. This amendment also adds sections relating to 
eligibility requirements and program administration for merit scholarships. 

'Funding from the general fund of$! million is added for a science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) loan 
forgiveness program. A section is also added to merge the STEM loan forgiveness program into the existing education technology 
occupations loan forgiveness program. 

6 This amendment provides a general fund appropriation of$800,000 to increase awareness of two-year colleges and technical careers. 
A section is also added to designate $200,000 of University System office carryover authority for use in the promotion of two-year 
colleges. 

7 This amendment removes funding added by the Senate for campus operations to limit tuition increases. The section added by the 
Senate limiting annual tuition increases to 4 percent at four-year campuses and provides for no tuition increases at two-year campuses 
for the 2009-11 biennium is also removed. 

8 Funding from the general fund of$10 million included in the executive budget for campus equity allocations is removed. 

9 This amendment adds $350,000 of funding from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations at Dickinson State University. 

10 This amendment adds $750,000 from the general fund for the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University. 

11 This amendment changes the funding source from the general fund to federal fiscal stabilization - other government services funds 
for the University of North Dakota Education Building renovation and addition. 

12 This amendment provides $280,000 from the general fund for repairs to the greenhouse at Minot State University - Bottineau . 

• unding of $65,000 from the general fund is added for safety and security projects at Minot State University - Bottineau. 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - Other Changes - House Action 

This amendment also: 
• Adds a section to allow Minot State University to use funds designated for the boiler project as matching funds for a geothermal 

energy system. · 
• Adds a section to provide that $1,100,000 of University System office unspent 2007-09 general fund appropriations be used for 

maintenance and improvements to the Northern Tier Network. 
• Adds sections to provide for Legislative Council studies of tuition waivers, education governance of early childhood education 

through higher education, and the establishment of a higher education student trust fund. 
• Adds a section to amend North Dakota Century Code Section 15.1-01-02 relating to joint meetings of the state's education boards . 

• 8 
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Date: #Zb9 Roll Call Vote#: __ .....,__,1.,.
1

""/:-';/...,.... __ _ 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ,.)L?Af 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 7,8[) 

Action Taken 4~ ~ - 03 /0 ' 
Motion Made By _ _,_Ja"'+"':,,U'"'~""---"'""°''-"---- Seconded By 

Renresentatlves Yes No Representatives Yes No 
Chairman Svedian / 

Vice Chairman Kemoenich / 

Reo. Skarchol ,/ Reo. Kroeber ✓ 
Rep. Wald / v/ Rep. Onstad ✓ 

Reo. Hawken I ' /-s;;ef;- Rep. Williams ✓ 
Reo. Klein / 
Rep. Martinson ,/ 

/ 
Reo. Delzer / Reo. Glassheim V 

Reo. Thoreson ,/ Reo. Kaldor ,/ 

Rep. BerQ / Rep. Meyer / 
ReP. Dosch / 

Reo. Poller! i/ Rep. Ekstrom ,/ 
Reo. Bellew ✓ Rep. Kerzman ,/ 

Reo. Kreidt / Reo. Metcalf ,/ 

Reo. Nelson / ,v 

Reo. Wieland ./ 

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) -----...L...L---- No __ /__,_ __________ _ 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 

_ /uLd_ JJ~ol~S'-fl.7 ~ t;.F . .,6-~ ~ -;z5 ~
~ ~ 4 .//~,, ( ~ r· ~-) ,:._.,( ,,...... ft c,.,_ 
~ ,-;.r ~-~ 

- ~.,,,p~~,4.t=: r ~ ,.,~. 
~-d v>- ~ff') 

d-..... ~, ~ ~ ~ 7-v J' { '~- 7 ~/ 



Date: __ _,_½,_'l.,_,'1 / ..... o"-"-'---
Roll Call Vote#: ___ ..,.__ ____ _ 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. c9c /) ? 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

~ ~ ; , j~ 4 Action Taken 

Motion Made By --""~~-~. _____ Seconded By ~ 

Representatives Yes No Reoresentatives 
Chairman Svedian ✓ 

Vice Chairman Kemcenich ✓ 

Rec. Skarphol ✓ Rec. Kroeber 
Rep. Wald ✓ Rep. Onstad 
ReP. Hawken ✓ Rep. Williams 
Rec. Klein ✓ 
Rec. Martinson ./ 

ReP. Delzer ./ Rep. Glassheim 
Rec. Thoreson ,/ Rep. Kaldor 
Rec. Bera ✓ eReP. Mever 
Rec. Dosch ✓ 

Rep. Pollert ./ Rep. Ekstrom 
Rec. Bellew ✓, Rep. Kerzman 
Rec. Kreidt ✓ Rep. Metcalf 
Rec. Nelson ✓ 
Rep. Wieland ./ 

Yes No 

./ 

/ 
/ 

,/ 
/ 
/ 

-
,/ 

✓ 

/ 

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) /O No /~ ----------- --~------------
0 

Floor Assignment 

If the vote is on an amendment, briefly indicate intent: 

;;:.de?( $/ti ~ ~ -£ ~-
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Date: --~/((~1/__.?/4-=-P_,9'-----
Roll Call Vote #: j -----"------

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ,;h; '°-1 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

L,,d--1!-Z+z &::b 'z$ 4- .//4-.,,de 
j 

Motion Made By , ~ --??- L , • ,... Seconded By 

Representatives Yes No Representatives 
Chairman Svedian 
Vice Chairman Kemoenich 

ReD. Skarohol Reo. Kroeber 
ReD. Wald ReD. Onstad 
Reo. Hawken Reo. Williams 
Reo. Klein 
Reo. Martinson 

Reo. Delzer Reo. Glassheim 
Reo. Thoreson ReD. Kaldor 
Reo. Bera Reo. Mever 
Reo. Dosch 

Reo. Poller! Reo. Ekstrom 
Reo. Bellew Reo. Kerzman 
Reo. Kreidt Rep. Metcalf 
Reo. Nelson 
Reo. Wieland 

No 

-- 2w::Z'd=n, 

Yes No 

Total 

Absent 

(Yes) ----------- ---------------
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98046.0313 
Title. 

~ C 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff tof / 'f / t) 7 
Representative Martinson 

April 8, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

Page 12, after line 2, insert: 

"SECTION 20. TUITION RATE INCREASES· LIMIT· BUDGET SECTION 
APPROVAL. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the state board of higher 
education shall limit any annual tuition increase for students attending institutions under 
its control for the 2009-10 and 2010-11 academic years to not more than four percent 
for each year unless the board receives prior budget section approval." 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 98046.0313 
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2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. ~o'I 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

Action Taken 

-'-'7Yl-'--'-'~....c....c===---- Seconded By 

Representatives Yes No Representatives 
Chairman Svedian 
Vice Chairman Kemoenich 

Rep_ Skarphol Rep. Kroeber 
ReP. Wald ReP. Onstad 
ReP. Hawken ReP. Williams 
Reo. Klein 
Rep. Martinson 

Rep_ Delzer ReP. Glassheim 
Rep. Thoreson ReP. Kaldor 
Rep. BerQ Rep. Meyer 
Rep. Dosch 

Rep_ Pollart Rep. Ekstrom 
Reo. Bellew ReP. Kerzman 
ReP. Kreidt ReP. Metcalf 
Reo. Nelson 
Rep. Wieland 

No 

Yes No 
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Absent 

(Yes) ----------- ---------------
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Date: __ £..,_,_/..,_,1--'/o~z'---

Roll Call Vote#: ___ _,.? ____ _ 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
BILURESOLUTION NO. c.l-oo 3 

Full House Appropriations Committee 

0 Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Council Amendment Number 

.. ,A~ctionTaken ~ ~ .Cd/D 4rz ~el 

~lion Made By .Jl~ Seconded By ~ 

• 

Reoresentatlves Yes v No Reoresentatlves Yes No 
Chairman Svedian '/ v 
Vice Chairman Kempenich ,/ 

Rep. Skamhol ✓ v Rep. Kroeber ✓ 
ReP. Wald / 1 Rep. Onstad ✓ 

Reo. Hawken ,/ Reo. Williams / 
Reo. Klein ,/ . 
Rep. Martinson ./ 

, I, 

Reo. Delzer ./ Reo. Glassheim / 

Reo. Thoreson ,/ Reo. Kaldor / 

Rep. Berg ,/ Reo. Mever / 

Rep. Dosch ./ 

Reo. Poller! / Reo. Ekstrom / 

Reo. Bellew / Reo. Kerzman / 

Rep. Kreidt ./. Reo. Metcalf / 
Rep. Nelson .// 
Rep. Wieland ✓ 
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Absent 

(Yes) -----~--+---- No -~-------------

0 
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98046.0311 
Title. 

~~/) 
Y/?/07 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Representative Skarphol 

April 1, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

Page 7, after line 9, insert: 

"SECTION 2. CONTINGENT FUNDING· LAKE REGION STATE COLLEGE. 
The capital assets line item in subdivision 3 of section 1 of this Act includes $2,609,920 
from the general fund for a wind energy project at lake region state college which may 
be spent only to the extent that federal funds appropriated in section 3 of this Act are 
not available for these purposes. 

SECTION 3. APPROPRIATION• FEDERAL FISCAL STIMULUS FUNDS· 
ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. The funds provided in this section, or so much 
of the funds as may be necessary, are appropriated from federal funds made available 
to the state under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, not 
otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, as follows: 

Lake region state college - Wind energy project 
Total federal funds 

$2,609,920 
$2,609,920 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011. 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no longer available." 

Page 12, line 17, replace "4, 5, 7, 14, and 15" with "3, 6, 7, 9, 16, and 17" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

This amendment provides Lake Region State College a $2,609,920 appropriation of federal 
stimulus funds for a wind energy project. A section is also added to provide that funding from 
the general fund designated for the project may only be used to the extent that federal stimulus 
funds are available for the project. 

Page No. 1 98046.0311 
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Date: #1/4- 1 Roll Call Vote#: __ ....._ ______ _ 

2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
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2009 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE ROLL CALL VOTES 
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Reo. Bera ,/, Rep. Mever 
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,/ 
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✓ 
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98046.0314 
Title.0400 
Fiscal No. 3 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
House Appropriations · 

April 9, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

Page 1, line 3, after the second semicolon insert "to create and enact three new sections to 
chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to merit scholarships for 
students attending certain institutions of higher education; to amend and reenact 
subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 and sections 15-62.2-02 and 15.1-01-02 of the 
North Dakota Century Code, relating to student financial assistance grants, technology 
grants, and joint meetings of the state's education boards;" 

Page 1, line 6, replace "provide" with "provided" 

Page 1, line 19, replace "765,707" with "1,703,718" and replace "7,047,601" with "7,985,612" 

Page 2, line 1, replace "1,248,728'" with "3,386,525" and replace "7,236,225" with "9,374,022" 

Page 2, after line 3, insert: 

"Merit scholarships 0 3,000,000 3,000,000" 

Page 2, line 8, replace "436,030" with "1,436,030" and replace "2,176,344" with "3,176,344" 

Page 2, line 13, replace "7,256,984" with "14,332,792" and replace "75,731,832" with 
"82,807,640" 

Page 2, line 15, replace "6,551,756" with "13,627,564" and replace "71,682,874" with 
"78,758,682" 

Page 2, line 21, replace "4,312,999" with "3,896,421" and replace "24,046,679" with 
"23,630,101" 

Page 2, line 24, replace "8,063,136" with "7,646,558" and replace "28,040,297" with 
"27,623,719" 

Page 2, line 26, replace "7,653,636" with "7,237,058" and replace "27,630,797" with 
"27,214,219" 

Page 3, line 1, replace "1,238,516" with "1,042,287" and replace "7,749,864" with "7,553,635" 

Page 3, line 4, replace "3,942,243" with "3,746,014" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,301,024" 

Page 3, line 6, replace "3,942,243" with "3,746,014" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,301,024" 

Page 3, line 12, replace "1,159,630" with "1,024,495" and replace "7,582,134" with "7,446,999" 

Page 3, line 15, replace "12,526,632" with "12,391,497" and replace "19,035,611" with 
"18,900,476" 

Page 3, line 17, replace "3,151,632" with "3,016,497" and replace "9,660,611" with "9,525,476" 

Page No. 1 98046.0314 
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Page 3, line 23, replace "18,364,555" with "15,923,492" and replace "125,376,385" with 
"122,935,322" 

Page 3, line 24, replace "54,219,000" with "43,019,000" and replace "56,519,545" with 
"45,319,545" 

Page 3, line 26, replace "79,762,229" with "66,121,166" and replace "189,074,604" with 
"175,433,541" 

Page 3, line 28, replace "36,743,229" with "23,102,166" and replace "146,055,604" with 
"132,414,541" 

Page 4, line 3, replace "19,628,094" with "14,665,029" and replace "109,221,724" with 
"104,258,659" 

Page 4, line 6, replace "96,083,911" with "91,120,846" and replace "187,369,766" with 
"182,406,701" 

Page 4, line 8, replace "37,983,911" with "33,020,846" and replace "129,269,766" with 
"124,306,701" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "4,101,922" with "3,966,787" and replace "31,492,290" with 
"31,357,155" 

Page 4, line 17, replace "17,972,065" with "17,836,930" and replace "46,115,765" with 
"45,980,630" 

Page 4, line 19, replace "10,836,065" with "10,700,930" and replace "38,979,765" with 
"38,844,630" 

Page 4, line 25, replace "3,116,332" with "3,772,639" and replace "19,972,442" with 
"20,628,749" 

Page 4, line 28, replace "6,778,504" with "7,434,811" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"24,674,611" 

Page 4, line 29, replace the second underscored zero with "350,000" and replace the third 
underscored zero with "350,000" 

Page 4, line 30, replace "6,778,504" with "7,084,811" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"24,324,611" 

Page 5, line 5, replace "1,399,686" with "1,264,551" and replace "11,514,751" with 
"11,379,616" 

Page 5, line 8, replace "11,936,631" with "11,801,496" and replace "22,260,690" with 
"22,125,555" 

Page 5, line 10, replace "8,268,131" with "8,132,996" and replace "18,592,190" with 
"18,457,055" 

Page 5, line 16, replace "4,339,273" with "4,066,475" and replace "34,434,395" with 
"34,161,597" 

Page 5, line 19, replace "30,934,384" with "30,661,586" and replace "61,626,376" with 
"61,353,578" 
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• 
Page 5, line 21, replace "8,684,384" with "8,411,586" and replace "39,376,376" with 

"39,103,578" 

Page 5, line 27, replace "1,785,999" with "1,650,864" and replace "15,136,136" with 
"15,001,001" 

Page 5, line 30, replace "22,590,920" with "22,455,785" and replace "36,199,473" with 
"36,064,338" 

Page 6, line 1, replace "4,090,920" with "3,955,785" and replace "17,699,473" with 
"17,564,338" 

Page 6, line 7, replace "922,959" with "852,824" and replace "5,682,507" with "5,612,372" 

Page 6, line 8, replace "2,800,000" with "3,080,000" and replace "2,909,725" with "3,189,725" 

Page 6, line 10, replace "3,819,980" with "4,029,845" and replace "8,689,253" with "8,899,118" 

Page 6, line 12, replace "1,819,980" with "2,029,845" and replace "6,689,253" with "6,899,118" 

Page 6, line 18, replace "7.172.600" with "6.581,701" and replace "41.200.301" with 
"40,609.402" 

Page 6, line 19, replace "7,172,600" with "6,581,701" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"40,609,402" 

Page 6, line 21, replace "7,172,600" with "6,581,701" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"40,609,402" 

Page 7, line 7, replace "145,140,779" with "132,111,587" and replace "585,208,335" with 
"572,179,143" 

Page 7, line 8, replace "165.163.228" with "184,323.148" and replace "169.504,444" with 
"188.664.364" 

Page 7, line 9, replace "310,304,007" with "316,434,735" and replace "754,712,779" with 
"760,843,507" 

Page 7, after line 9, insert: 

"SECTION 2. CONTINGENT FUNDING· LAKE REGION STATE COLLEGE. 
The capital assets line item in subdivision 3 of section 1 of this Act includes $2,609,920 
from the general fund for a wind energy project at lake region state college which may 
be spent only to the extent that federal funds appropriated in section 3 of this Act are 
not available for these purposes. 

SECTION 3. APPROPRIATION· FEDERAL FISCAL STIMULUS FUNDS· 
ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. The funds provided in this section, or so much 
of the funds as may be necessary, are appropriated from federal funds made available 
to the state under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, not 
otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, as follows: 

Lake region state college - Wind energy project 
Total federal funds 

Page No. 3 
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The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the ettective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011 . 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no longer available. 

SECTION 4. APPROPRIATION - FEDERAL FISCAL STABILIZATION -
OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICES FUNDS - ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. 
The funds provided in this section, or so much of the funds as may be necessary, are 
appropriated from federal fiscal stabilization - other government services funds made 
available to the governor under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
of 2009, not otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the 
period beginning with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, for the 
following capital construction project: 

Minot state university Swain hall 
University of North Dakota education building 
Total federal funds 

$5,000,000 
11,200,000 

$16,200,000 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011. 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no long available." 

Page 7, line 24, replace "49,928,248" with "39,008,248" 

Page 7, line 25, replace "164,458,000" with "183,267,920" 

Page 7, line 30, replace "234,611,248" with "242,501,168" 

Page 8, line 1, replace "164,458,000" with "183,267,920" 

Page 8, line 2, replace "70,153,248" with "59,233,248" 

Page 8, after line 6, insert: 

"SECTION 6. PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND· DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. The estimated income line item in subdivision 8 of section 1 of this Act 
includes $350,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations of Dickinson 
state university, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 1 o, after line 13, insert: 

"SECTION 19. CAPITAL ASSETS- MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY. The sum of 
$2,500,000, or so much of the sum as may be necessary, included in the capital assets 
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line item in subdivision 1 O of section 1 of this Act, may be used to refurbish the existing 
coal boiler or in combination with or to match federal or other funds to design and install 
a geothermal energy system, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending 
June 30, 2011 . 

SECTION 20. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS· TWO-YEAR COLLEGE MARKETING~ The state board of higher 
education shall use $200,000 of the North Dakota university system office unspent · 
2007-09 general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 54-44.1-11 for 
marketing and awareness efforts of two-year colleges and technical careers, for the 
biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 21. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS· NORTHERN TIER NETWORK. The state board of higher 
education shall use $1,100,000 of the North Dakota university system office unspent 
2007-09 general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 54-44.1-11 for 
maintenance and improvements of the northern lier network, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 11, remove lines 3 through 12 

Page 11, remove lines 18 through 26 

Page 12, after line 2, insert: 

"SECTION 25. TUITION RATE INCREASES· LIMIT - BUDGET SECTION 
APPROVAL. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the state board of higher 
education shall limit any annual tuition increase for students attending institutions under 
its control for the 2009-10 and 2010-11 academic years to not more than four percent 
for each year unless the board receives prior budget section approval." 

Page 12, after line 15, insert: 

"SECTION 28. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - TUITION WAIVERS. 
During the 2009-1 O interim, the legislative council shall consider studying the impact of 
tuition waivers on institutions under the control of the state board of higher education. 
The study if conducted must review the types of tuition waivers available, the number of 
tuition waivers granted, and the value of tuition waivers. The legislative council shall 
report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 29. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY • EDUCATION 
GOVERNANCE. During the 2009-1 O interim, the legislative council shall consider 
studying the feasibility and desirability of creating a department to oversee early 
childhood, elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. The study if 
conducted must include a review of education governance in other states, the efficiency 
of combining governing agencies, and the potential governing structure of a combined 
education department. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 30. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY· HIGHER EDUCATION 
STUDENT TRUST FUND. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall 
consider studying the establishment of a higher education student trust fund, including 
available funding sources. The study if conducted must review best practices to include 
demonstrated in-migration patterns and long-term return on investment to the citizens of 
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North Dakota by ensuring students are prepared to meet the changing needs of a global 
economy and to strengthen the economy of the state. The legislative council shall 
report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly . 

SECTION 31. AMENDMENT. Subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 of the 
North Dakota Century Code are amended and reenacted as follows: 

1. The state board of higher education shall administer a science. technology, 
engineering. and mathematics occupations student loan program that 
encourages college students to pursue teel'lAele!Jy l:Jasea studies in these 
fields, to participate in leel'lAele!Jy internship programs, and to remain in the 
state after graduation. The board shall adopt rules to implement the 
program, including internship requirements, guidelines to determine which 
technology-related courses of study are eligible under the program, and 
standards for eligibility. 

3. The state board of higher education shall distribute student loan grants 
directly to the Bank of North Dakota to repay outstanding student loan 
principal balances for eligible applicants. The maximum student loan grant 
amount for which an applicant may qualify is one thousand five hundred 
dollars per year and a total of liYe six thousand dollars, or a lesser amount 
established by rule adopted by the state board of higher education. 

SECTION 32. AMENDMENT. Section 15-62.2-02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15-62.2-02. State board of higher education - Powers and duties. The 
state board of higher education shall: 

1. Administer the North Dakota student financial assistance program and the 
North Dakota scholars program and adopt functional rules regarding the 
eligibility and selection of grant and scholarship recipients. 

2. Determine the amount of individual grants, et:11 which may not le exceed 
one thousand five hundred dollars per recipient per academic year, under 
the North Dakota student financial assistance program. 

3. ,'\ae131 fer For the North Dakota student financial assistance program, adopt 
criteria for substantial need, based upon the ability of the parents or 
guardian to contribute toward the applicant's educational expenses. 

4. Establish the appropriate procedures for fiscal control, fund accounting, 
and necessary reports. 

5. Apply for, receive, expend, and administer granted moneys from federal or 
private sources. 

SECTION 33. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Merit scholarship - Ellglblllty. A student is eligible for a merit scholarship if 
the student: 

1, Was a resident of this state for the twelve months preceding the date the 
student met the graduation or high school diploma requirements set forth in 
subsection 2: 

2. During or after the 2010-11 school year: 
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a. Graduated from a public or nonpublic high school in this state: 

b. Graduated from a high school in another state under chapter 15.1-29: 
or 

c. Met the requirements for a high school diploma through home 
education. in accordance with section 15.1-23-17: 

3. Completed the requirements for a scholarship as set forth in sections 
15.1-21-02.4 or 15.1-21-02.5: 

4. Submitted an application for a merit scholarship to the state board of higher 
education: and 

5. a. Is enrolled in an associate or a baccalaureate program at an 
accredited public or private institution of higher education in this state: 

b. Is a "full-time" student. as defined by the institution: and 

c. Maintains a minimum 2.75 cumulative grade point average. 

SECTION 34. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Merit scholarshlp - Amount payable. 

1,_ Beginning with the 2010-11 school year. the board shall forward to the 
institution in which an eligible student is enrolled. on behalf of the student. 
an amount equal to seven hundred fifty dollars per semester. 

2. A student is not entitled to receive more than six thousand dollars under 
section 33 of this Act. 

3. Section 33 of this Act does not require a student to be enrolled in 
consecutive semesters. However. a merit scholarship is valid for only six 
academic years after the student's graduation from high school and may 
not be applied to graduate programs. 

SECTION 35. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Annual report. The state board of higher education shall provide to the 
legislative council an annual report regarding the number of scholarships provided 
under section 34 of this Act and demographic information pertaining to the recipients. 

SECTION 36. AMENDMENT. Section 15.1-01 -02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15.1-01-02. Joint meetings - State board of public school education - State 
board of higher education - Education standards and practices board - State 
board for career and technical education. The state board of public school 
education, the state board of higher education, the education standards and practices 
board, and the state board for career and technical education shall meet together at 
least once each year at the call of the superintendent of public instruction, the 
commissioner of higher education, the executive director of the education standards 
and practices board. and the director of career and technical education for the purposes 
of: 

1. Coordinating elementary and secondary education programs, career and 
technical education programs, and higher education programss: 
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2. 

3 . 

4. 

~-

Establishing high standards and expectations of students at all levels of the 
education continuum: 

Ensuring that all students have access to challenging curricula; 

Ensuring that the individuals instructing students at all levels of the 
education continuum are highly qualified and capable: 

Cooperating in the provision of professional growth and development 
opportunities for elemeAlaFY aAa seeeAaary teaeReFs aAa aamiAislFaleFs. 
individuals instructing students at all levels of the education continuum: and 

a, 6. Ensuring cooperation in any other jointly beneficial project or program." 

Page 12, line 17, replace "4, 5, 7, 14, and 15" with "3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 18, 22, and 32" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT· LC 98046.0314 FN 3 

A copy of the statement of purpose of amendment Is attached. 
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Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 3 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

• Senate Bill No. 2003 - Summary of House Action 

Executive 
Budget 

University System Office 
Total all funds $112,149,646 
Less estimated income 4,069,558 
Genera1 fund $108,080,088 

Bismarck State College 
Total all funds $27,374,629 
Less estimated income 409,500 
General fund $26,965,129 

Lake Region State College 
Total all funds $10,337,834 
Less estimated income 0 
General fund $10,337,834 

Williston State College 
Total all funds $ I 8,888,851 
Less estimated income 9,375 000 
General fund $9,513,851 

University of North Dakota 
Total all funds $187,376,043 
Less estimated income 42 890 000 
General fund $144,486,043 

UND Medical Center 
Total all funds $39,932,875 
Less estimated income 0 
General fund $39,932,875 

- North Dakota State University 
Total all funds $185,645,474 
Less estimated income 58,100 000 
General fund $127,545,474 

State College of Science 
Total all funds $45,174,068 
Less estimated income 7,136,000 
General fund $38,038,068 

Dickinson State University 
Total all funds $23,999,835 
Less estimated income 0 
General fund $23,999,835 

Mayville State University 
Total all funds $22,174,522 
Less estimated income 3,668,500 
General fund $18,506,022 

Minot State University 
Total all funds $56,016,984 
Less estimated income 17,250,000 
General fund $38,766,984 

Valley City State University 
Total all funds $36,072,585 
Less estimated income 18,500,000 
General fund $17,572,585 

Minot State University -
Bottineau 

• Total all funds $8,624,391 

Senate 
Version 

$75,73 I ,832 
4,048,958 

$71,682,874 

$28,040,297 
409,500 

$27,630,797 

$10,497,253 
0 

$10,497,253 

$19,035,61 I 
9,375,000 

$9,660,611 

$189,074,604 
43 019 000 

$146,055,604 

$4 I ,200,30 I 
0 

$41,200,30 I 

$187,369,766 
58,100,000 

$129,269,766 

$46,115,765 
7,136 000 

$38,979,765 

$24,018,304 
0 

$24,018,304 

$22,260,690 
3,668,500 

$18,592, I 90 

$61,626,376 
22,250,000 

$39,376,376 

$36,199,473 
I 8,500,000 

$ I 7,699,473 

$8,689,253 

House 
Changes 

$7,075,808 
0 

$7,075,808 

($416,578) 
0 

($416,578) 

$2,413,691 
2 609 920 

($ I 96,229) 

($135,135) 
0 

($135,135) 

($2,441,063) 
11.200 000 

($13,641,063) 

($590,899) 
0 

($590,899) 

($4,963,065) 
0 

($4,963,065) 

($135,135) 
0 

($135,135) 

$656,307 
350,000 

$306,307 

($135,135) 
0 

($135,135) 

$4,727,202 
5,000.000 

($272,798) 

($135,135) 
0 

($135,135) 

$209,865 

House 
Version 

$82,807,640 
4 048,958 

$78,758,682 

$27,623,719 
409,500 

$27,214,219 

$12,910,944 
2 609 920 

$10,301,024 

$18,900,476 
9,375,000 

$9,525,476 

$186,633,541 
54 219,000 

$132,414,541 

$40,609,402 
0 

$40,609,402 

$182,406,701 
58 JOO 000 

$124,306,701 

$45,980,630 
7,136 000 

$38,844,630 

$24,674,61 I 
350 000 

$24,324,61 I 

$22,125,555 
3,668,500 

$18,457,055 

$66,353,578 
27,250,000 

$39,103,578 

$36,064,338 
18,500,000 

$ I 7,564,338 

$8,899,118 
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• 
Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 3 

Less estimated income 
General fund 

Forest Service 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Bill total 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

2.000,000 
$6,624,391 

$4,853,254 
997.486 

$3,855.768 

$778,620.991 
164.396,044 

$614,224,947 

2,000,000 
$6,689.253 

$4,853,254 
997 486 

$3,855.768 

$754,712,779 
169,504 444 

$585,208,335 

0 
$209.865 

$0 
0 

$0 

$6,130,728 
19,159,920 

($13,029,192 

2,000,000 
$6,899,118 

$4,853,254 
997.486 

$3.855,768 

$760,843,507 
188,664,364 

$572,179,143 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - General Fund Summary 

Executive Senate House House 
Budget Version Changes Version 

University System Office $108,080,088 $71,682,874 $7,075,808 $78,758,682 
Bismarck State College 26,965.129 27,630,797 (416,578) 27,214,219 
Lake Region State College 10,337,834 10,497,253 (196,229) 10,301,024 
Williston State College 9,513,85 I 9,660,611 (135,135) 9,525,476 
University ofNorth Dakota 144,486,043 146,055,604 (13,641,063) 132,414,541 
UND MedicaJ Center 39,932,875 41,200,301 (590,899) 40,609.402 
North Dakota State University 127.545,474 129,269, 766 (4,963,065) 124,306,701 
State College of Science 38,038,068 38,979,765 (135,135) 38,844,630 
Dickinson State University 23,999,835 24,018,304 306,307 24,324,611 
Mayville State University 18,506,022 18,592,190 (135,135) 18,457,055 
Minot State University 38,766,984 39,376,376 (272,798) 39,103,578 
Valley City State University 17,572,585 17,699,473 (135,135) 17,564,338 
Minot State University~ 6,624.391 6,689,253 209,865 6,899,118 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 3 855 768 3 855 768 3,855 768 

• Total general fund $614,224,947 $585,208,335 ($13 029,192' $572,179.143 

Detail of House changes to the General Fund 

Restores Removes 
Funding for Funding for Adds Funding Adds Funding Adds Funding 

NDUS Office Tribal College for Needs•Based for Merit for STEM Loan 
Salaries• Grants2 Financial AidJ Scholarships◄ Forgivenes~ 

University System Office $138,01 I ($700,000) $2,837.797 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University• 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

TotaJ general fund $138,011 ($700.000) $2.837,797 $3,000.000 $1,000,000 

2 

04/13/09 

Removes 
Funding for 

Campus Equity' 

(416,578) 
(I 96,229) 
(135,135) 

(2.441,063) 
(590,899) 

(4.963,065) 
(135,135) 
(443.693) 
(135,135) 
(272,798) 
(135,135) 
(135,135) 

($10,000.000) 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 3 04/13/09 
l\ °b I: 

Changes 
Funding Source Adds Funding Adds Funding 

• Adds Funding Adds Funding for UNO for MSU- for Safety and Adds Funding 
for Operations for Theodore Education Bottintau Security at for Two-Year 
at Dickinson Roosevelt Buildinf Greenhouse MSU- College 

State University7 Center' Project Project1° Bottineau 11 Marketingu 
University System Office $800,000 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota (I 1,200,000) 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 750,000 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University - 280,000 65,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund $0 $750,000 ($11,200,000) $280,000 $65,000 $800,000 

Adds Funding 
for Capital Total General 
Projtctsu Fund ChangH 

University System Office $7,075,808 
Bismarck State College (416,578) 
Lake Region State College (196,229) 
Williston State College (135,135) 
University of North Dakota (13,641,063) 
UND Medical Center (590,899) 
North Dakota State University (4,963,065) 
State College of Science (135,135) 

• Dickinson State University 306,307 
Mayville State University (135,135) 
Minot State University (272,798) 
Valley City State University (135,135) 
Minot State University• 209,865 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund $0 ($13,029.192' 
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Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - Other Funds Summary 

• Executive Senate House House 
Budget Version Changes Version 

University System Office $4,069,558 $4,048,958 $4,048,958 
Bismarck State College 409,500 409,500 409,500 
Lake Region State College 2,609,920 2,609,920 
Williston State College 9,375,000 9,375,000 9,375,000 
University of North Dakota 42,890,000 43,019,000 11,200,000 54,219,000 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 58,100,000 58,100,000 58,100,000 
State College of Science 7,136,000 7,136,000 7,136,000 
Dickinson State University 350,000 350,000 
Mayville State University 3,668,500 3,668,500 3,668,500 
Minot State University 17,250,000 22,250,000 5,000,000 27,250,000 
Valley City State University 18,500,000 18,500,000 18,500,000 
Minot State University - 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 997,486 997,486 997 486 

Total other funds $164,396,044 $169,504,444 $19 159,920 SI 88,664,364 

Detail of House changes to Other Funds 

Restores Remons 
Funding for Funding for Adds Funding Adds Funding Adds Funding Removes 
NOUS Office Tribal College for Needs-Based for Merit for STEM Loan Funding for 

Salaries 
I 

Grants2 Financial Aid
3 

Scholarships 
4 

Forgiveness ' Campus Equit/ 
University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
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University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota Slate University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO MedicaJ Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

Adds Funding 
for Operations 
al Dickinson 

State 
University

7 

350,000 

$350,000 

Add! Funding 
for Capital 
Projects

13 

2,609,920 

5,000,000 

$7,609,920 

Adds Funding 
for Theodore 

Roosevelt 

Center 8 

$0 

Total Other 
Funds Changes 

2,609,920 

11,200,000 

350,000 

5,000,000 

$19159,920 

5 

04/13/09 

Changes 
Funding Source Adds Funding Adds Funding 

for UND for MSU- for Safety and Adds Funding 
Education Bottineau Security at for Two-Year 
Buildlnij Greenhouse MSU- College 
Project Project

10 
Bottineau 

II 
Marketing 12 

11,200,000 

$11,200,000 $0 $0 $0 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. 3 04/13/09 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System -All Funds Summary 

• Executive Senate House House 
Budget Version Changes Version 

University System Office $112.149.646 $75.731.832 $7.075.808 $82.807.640 
Bismarck State College 27,374.629 28.040,297 (416.578) 27.623.719 
Lake Region State College 10,337.834 10,497.253 2.413,691 12.910,944 
Williston State College 18,888,851 19,035,611 (135,135) 18,900,476 
University of North Dakota 187,376,043 189,074,604 (2.441,063) 186,633,541 
UNO Medical Center 39,932,875 41,200,301 (590,899) 40,609,402 
North Dakota State University I 85,645,474 I 87,369, 766 (4,963,065) 182,406,701 
State College of Science 45,174,068 46,115,765 (135.135) 45,980,630 
Dickinson State University 23.999,835 24.018.304 656,307 24,674,61 I 
Mayville State University 22,174,522 22.260.690 (135.135) 22,125,555 
Minot State University 56,016,984 61,626,376 4,727,202 66,353,578 
Valley City State University 36,072,585 36,199.473 (135,135) 36,064.338 
Minot State University - 8,624,391 8,689,253 209,865 8,899,118 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 4,853,254 4,853 254 4 853,254 

Total all funds $778,620,991 $754,712,779 $6,130,728 $760,843,507 

FTE 2141.42 2131.42 000 2131.42 

Detail of House changes to All Funds 

Restores Removes 
Funding for Funding for Adds Funding Adds Funding Adds Funding Removes 

NOUS Office Tribal College for Needs-Bastd for Merit for STEM Loan Funding for 
Salaries I Grants

2 Financial Aid3 Scholarships 4 Forginness ' Campus Equity6 

University System Offi~ $138,0ll ($700,000) $2,837,797 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 
Bismarck State College (416,578) 
Lake Region State College (196,229) 
Williston State College (135,135) 

• University of North Dakota (2,441,063) 
UNO Medical Center (590,899) 
North Dakota State University (4,963,065) 
State College of Science (135,135) 
Dickinson State University (443,693) 
Mayville State University (135,135) 
Minot State University (272,798) 
Valley City State University (135,135) 
Minot State University - (135,135) 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds $138,01 I ($700,000) $2,837,797 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 ($10,000,000) 

FTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University• 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds 

FTE 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO MedicaJ Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds 

FTE 

Adds Funding 
for Operations 
at Dickinson 

Slate 
Univtrsity7 

350,000 

$350,000 

0.00 

Add!! Funding 
ror:.~apit

1
~I 

ProJects 

2.609,920 

5.000.000 

$7,609,920 

0.00 

Adds Funding 
for Theodore 

Roosevelt 
Cenler

8 

750,000 

$750,000 

0.00 

Total All Fund!! 
Changes 

$7,075.808 
(416.578) 
2.413.691 
(135,135) 

(2,441.063) 
(590.899) 

(4.963.065) 
(135.135) 

656,307 
(135,135) 
4.727,202 
(135.135) 

209,865 

$6.130.728 

0.00 

Changes 
Funding Source 

for UND 
Education 
Buildln! 
Project 

$0 

0.00 

Adds Funding 
for MSU. 
Bottineau 

Greenhouse 
Prnject 10 

280,000 

$280.000 

0.00 

Adds Funding 
for Safety and 

Security at 
MSU

Bottinrau11 

65,000 

$65,000 

0.00 

04/13/09 

Adds Funding 
for Two-Year 

College 
Marketing 12 

$800.000 

$800,000 

0.00 

1 
This amendment restores funding of $138,011 from the general fund removed by the Senate for North Dakota University System 

office employee salaries. The section added by the Senate that required North Dakota University System office employees with 
salaries greater than$ I 00,000 to receive the same compensation for the 2009-11 biennium as was received on January I, 2009, is also 
removed. 

2 
Funding from the general fund of $700,000 designated for tribal college grants is removed. The grants were to be used for the cost 

ofnonbeneficiary students attending tribal colleges. 

7 
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3 This amendment adds funding from the general fund of$2,l37,797 forneeds-based financial aid programs to provide total funding 
.from the general fund of$9,374,022. 

4 Funding from the general fund of $3 million is added for merit scholarships. This amendment also adds sections relating to 
eligibility requirements and program administration for merit scholarships. 

' Funding from the general fund of$ I million is added for a science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) loan 
forgiveness program. A section is also added to merge the STEM loan forgiveness program into the existing education technology 
occupations loan forgiveness program. 

6 Funding from the general fund of$l0 million included in the executive budget for campus equity allocations is removed. 

7 This amendment adds $350,000 of funding from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations at Dickinson State University. 

8 This amendment adds $750,000 from the general fund for the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University. 

9 This amendment changes the funding source from the general fund to federal fiscal stabilization - other government services funds 
for the University of North Dakota Education Building renovation and addition. 

10 This amendment provides $280,000 from the general fund for repairs to the greenhouse at Minot State University - Bottineau. 

11 Funding of $65,000 from the general fund is added for safety and security projects at Minot State University - Bottineau. 

12 This amendment provides a general fund appropriation of$800,000 to increase awareness of two-year colleges and technical 
careers. A section is also added to designate $200,000 of University System office carryover authority for use in the promotion of 
two-year colleges. 

13 Federal stimulus funding is provided for the following capital projects: 

• 

Funding of$2,609,920 from federal stimulus funds is provided for the Lake Region State College wind energy project. A section 
is also added to provide that funding from the general fund for the project is only to be used to the extent that federal stimulus 
funds are not available. 

• Funding of $5 million from fiscal stabilization - other government uses funds is provided to Minot State University for the Swain 
Hall project. 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - Other Changes - House Action 

This amendment also: 
• Adds a section to allow Minot State University to use funds designated for the boiler project as matching funds for a geothermal 

energy system. 
• Adds a section to provide that $I, 100,000 of University System office unspent 2007-09 general fund appropriations be used for 

maintenance and improvements to the Northern Tier Network. 
• Adds sections to provide for Legislative Council studies of tuition waivers, education governance of early childhood education 

through higher education, and the establishment of a higher education student trust fund. 
• Adds a section to amend North Dakota Century Code Section 15.1-01-02 relating to joint meetings of the state's education boards. 
• Adds a section to require Budget Section approval for any campus to increase tuition by more than 4 percent annually during the 

2009-11 biennium . 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 
SB 2003, as reengrossed: Appropriations Committee (Rep. Svedjan, Chairman) 

recommends AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends 
DO PASS (17 YEAS, 8 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). Reengrossed 
SB 2003 was placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, line 3, after the second semicolon insert "to create and enact three new sections to 
chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to merit scholarships for 
students attending certain institutions of higher education; to amend and reenact 
subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 and sections 15-62.2-02 and 15.1-01-02 of the 
North Dakota Century Code, relating to student financial assistance grants, technology 
grants, and joint meetings of the state's education boards;" 

Page 1, line 6, replace "provide" with "provided" 

Page 1, line 19, replace "765,707" with "1,703,718" and replace "7,047,601" with "7,985,612" 

Page 2, line 1, replace "1,248,728" with "3,386,525" and replace "7,236,225" with "9,374,022" 

Page 2, after line 3, insert: 
"Merit scholarships 0 3,000,000 3,000,000" 

Page 2, line 8, replace "436,030" with "1,436,030" and replace "2,176,344" with "3,176,344" 

Page 2, line 13, replace "7,256,984" with "14,332,792" and replace "75,731,832" with 
"82,807,640" 

Page 2, line 15, replace "6,551,756" with "13,627,564" and replace "71,682,874" with 
"78,758,682" 

Page 2, line 21, replace "4,312,999" with "3,896,421" and replace "24,046,679" with 
"23,630,101" 

Page 2, line 24, replace "8,063,136" with "7,646,558" and replace "28,040,297" with 
"27,623,719" 

Page 2, line 26, replace "7,653,636" with "7,237,058" and replace "27,630,797" with 
"27,214,219" 

Page 3, line 1, replace "1,238,516" with "1,042,287" and replace "7,749,864" with "7,553,635" 

Page 3, line 4, replace "3,942,243" with "3,746,014" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,301,024" 

Page 3, line 6, replace "3,942,243" with "3,746,014" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,301,024" 

Page 3, line 12, replace "1,159,630" with "1,024,495" and replace "7,582,134" with "7,446,999" 

Page 3, line 15, replace "12,526,632" with "12,391,497" and replace "19,035,611" with 
"18,900,476" 

Page 3, line 17, replace "3,151,632" with "3,016,497" and replace "9,660,611" with "9,525,476" 

Page 3, line 23, replace "18,364,555" with "15,923,492" and replace "125,376,385" with 
"122,935,322" 

(2) DESK. (3) COMM Page No. 1 HR-61-6907 
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Page 3, line 24, replace "54,219,000" with 
"45,319,545" 

Page 3, line 26, replace "79,762,229" with 
"175,433,541" 

Page 3, line 28, replace "36,743,229" with 
"132,414,541" 

Page 4, line 3, replace "19,628,094" with 
"104,258,659" 

Page 4, line 6, replace "96,083,911" with 
"182,406,701" 

Page 4, line 8, replace "37,983,911" with 
"124,306,701" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "4,101,922" with 
"31,357,155" 

Page 4, line 17, replace "17,972,065" with 
"45,980,630" 

Page 4, line 19, replace "10,836,065" with 
"38,844,630" 

Page 4, line 25, replace "3,116,332" with 
"20,628,749" 

Page 4, line 28, replace "6,778,504" with 
"24,674,611" 
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"43,019,000" and replace "56,519,545" with 

"66,121,166" and replace "189,074,604" with 

"23,102,166" and replace "146,055,604" with 

"14,665,029" and replace "109,221,724" with 

"91,120,846" and replace "187,369,766" with 

"33,020,846" and replace "129,269,766" with 

"3,966,787'' and replace "31,492,290" with 

"17,836,930" and replace "46,115,765" with 

"10,700,930" and replace "38,979,765" with 

"3,772,639" and replace "19,972,442" with 

"7,434,811 " and replace "24,018,304" with 

Page 4, line 29, replace the second underscored zero with "350.000" and replace the third 
underscored zero with "350.000" 

Page 4, line 30, replace "6,778,504" with "7,084,811" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"24,324,611 " 

Page 5, line 5, replace "1,399,686" with "1,264,551 " and replace "11,514,751" with 
"11,379,616" 

Page 5, line 8, replace "11,936,631" with "11,801,496" and replace "22,260,690" with 
"22,125,555" 

Page 5, line 10, replace "8,268,131" with "8,132,996" and replace "18,592,190" with 
"18,457,055" 

Page 5, line 16, replace "4,339,273" with "4,066,475" and replace "34,434,395" with 
"34,161,597" 

Page 5, line 19, replace "30,934,384" with "30,661,586" and replace "61,626,376" with 
"61,353,578" 

Page 5, line 21, replace "8,684,384" with "8,411,586" and replace "39,376,376" with 
"39,103,578" 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 2 HR-61-6907 
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Page 5, line 27, replace "1,785,999" with "1,650,864" and replace "15,136,136" with 
"15,001,001" 

Page 5, line 30, replace "22,590,920" with "22,455,785" and replace "36,199,473" with 
"36,064,338" 

Page 6, line 1, replace "4,090,920" with "3,955,785" and replace "17,699,473" with 
"17,564,338" 

Page 6, line 7, replace "922,959" with "852,824" and replace "5,682,507" with "5,612,372" 

Page 6, line 8, replace "2,800,000" with "3,080,000" and replace "2,909,725" with "3,189,725" 

Page 6, line 10, replace "3,819,980" with "4,029,845" and replace "8,689,253" with "8,899,118" 

Page 6, line 12, replace "1,819,980" with "2,029,845" and replace "6,689,253" with "6,899,118" 

Page 6, line 18, replace "7,172,600" with "6,581,701" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"40,609,402" 

Page 6, line 19, replace "7,172,600" with "6,581,701" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"40,609,402" 

Page 6, line 21, replace "7,172,600" with "6,581,701" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"40,609,402" 

Page 7, line 7, replace "145,140,779" with "132,111,587" and replace "585,208,335" with 
"572,179,143" 

Page 7, line 8, replace "165,163,228" with "184.323,148" and replace "169,504,444" with 
"188,664,364" 

Page 7, line 9, replace "310,304,007" with "316,434,735" and replace "754,712,779" with 
"760,843,507" 

Page 7, after line 9, insert: 

"SECTION 2. CONTINGENT FUNDING - LAKE REGION STATE COLLEGE. 
The capital assets line item in subdivision 3 of section 1 of this Act includes $2,609,920 
from the general fund for a wind energy project at lake region state college which may 
be spent only to the extent that federal funds appropriated in section 3 of this Act are 
not available for these purposes. 

SECTION 3. APPROPRIATION • FEDERAL FISCAL STIMULUS FUNDS• 
ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. The funds provided in this section, or so much 
of the funds as may be necessary, are appropriated from federal funds made available 
to the state under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, not 
otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, as follows: 

Lake region state college - Wind energy project 
Total federal funds 

$2,609,920 
$2,609,920 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 3 HR-61-6907 
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2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011. 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no longer available. 

SECTION 4. APPROPRIATION • FEDERAL FISCAL STABILIZATION · 
OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICES FUNDS• ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. 
The funds provided in this section, or so much of the funds as may be necessary, are 
appropriated from federal fiscal stabilization - other government services funds made 
available to the governor under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
of 2009, not otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the 
period beginning with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, for the 
following capital construction project: 

Minot state university Swain hall 
University of North Dakota education building 
Total federal funds 

$5,000,000 
11,200.000 

$16,200,000 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011. 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no long available." 

Page 7, line 24, replace "49,928,248" with "39,008,248" 

Page 7, line 25, replace "164,458,000" with "183,267,920" 

Page 7, line 30, replace "234,611,248" with "242,501,168" 

Page 8, line 1, replace "164.458,000" with "183.267.920" 

Page 8, line 2, replace "70,153,248" with "59,233,248" 

Page 8, after line 6, insert: 

"SECTION 6. PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND· DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. The estimated income line item in subdivision 8 of section 1 of this Act 
includes $350,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations of Dickinson 
state university, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 10, after line 13, insert: 

"SECTION 19. CAPITAL ASSETS· MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY. The sum 
of $2,500,000, or so much of the sum as may be necessary, included in the capital 
assets line item in subdivision 1 0 of section 1 of this Act, may be used to refurbish the 
existing coal boiler or in combination with or to match federal or other funds to design 
and install a geothermal energy system, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and 
ending June 30, 2011. 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 4 HR-61-6907 
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SECTION 20. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS · TWO-VEAR COLLEGE MARKETING. The state board of 
higher education shall use $200,000 of the North Dakota university system office 
unspent 2007-09 general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 
54-44.1-11 for marketing and awareness efforts of two-year colleges and technical 
careers, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 21. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS . NORTHERN TIER NETWORK. The state board of higher 
education shall use $1,100,000 of the North Dakota university system office unspent 
2007-09 general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 54-44.1-11 for 
maintenance and improvements of the northern lier network, for the biennium 
beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 11, remove lines 3 through 12 

Page 11, remove lines 18 through 26 

Page 12, after line 2, insert: 

"SECTION 25. TUITION RATE INCREASES - LIMIT - BUDGET SECTION 
APPROVAL. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the state board of higher 
education shall limit any annual tuition increase for students attending institutions under 
its control for the 2009-1 O and 2010-11 academic years to not more than four percent 
for each year unless the board receives prior budget section approval." 

Page 12, after line 15, insert: 

"SECTION 28. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY • TUITION WAIVERS. 
During the 2009-1 O interim, the legislative council shall consider studying the impact of 
tuition waivers on institutions under the control of the state board of higher education. 
The study if conducted must review the types of tuition waivers available, the number 
of tuition waivers granted, and the value of tuition waivers. The legislative council shall 
report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 29. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - EDUCATION 
GOVERNANCE. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall consider 
studying the feasibility and desirability of creating a department to oversee early 
childhood, elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. The study if 
conducted must include a review of education governance in other states, the 
efficiency of combining governing agencies, and the potential governing structure of a 
combined education department. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 30. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY · HIGHER EDUCATION 
STUDENT TRUST FUND. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall 
consider studying the establishment of a higher education student trust fund, including 
available funding sources. The study if conducted must review best practices to 
include demonstrated in-migration patterns and long-term return on investment to the 
citizens of North Dakota by ensuring students are prepared to meet the changing 
needs of a global economy and to strengthen the economy of the state. The legislative 
council shall report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation 
required to implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 5 HR-61-6907 
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SECTION 31. AMENDMENT. Subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 of the 
North Dakota Century Code are amended and reenacted as follows: 

1. The state board of higher education shall administer a science. 
technology, engineering. and mathematics occupations student loan 
program that encourages college students to pursue leel'IAelegy easeEI 
studies in these fields. to participate in leel'IAelegy internship programs, 
and to remain in the state after graduation. The board shall adopt rules to 
implement the program, including internship requirements, guidelines to 
determine which technology-related courses of study are eligible under the 
program, and standards for eligibility. 

3. The state board of higher education shall distribute student loan grants 
directly to the Bank of North Dakota to repay outstanding student loan 
principal balances for eligible applicants. The maximum student loan grant 
amount for which an applicant may qualify is one thousand five hundred 
dollars per year and a total of ~ six thousand dollars, or a lesser amount 
established by rule adopted by the state board of higher education. 

SECTION 32. AMENDMENT. Section 15-62.2-02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15-62.2-02. State board of higher education - Powers and duties. The 
state board of higher education shall: 

1. Administer the North Dakota student financial assistance program and the 
North Dakota scholars program and adopt functional rules regarding the 
eligibility and selection of grant and scholarship recipients . 

2. Determine the amount of individual grants, et:H which may not ~ exceed 
one thousand five hundred dollars per recipient per academic year, under 
the North Dakota student financial assistance program. 

3. AE1e19t ler For the North Dakota student financial assistance program, 
adopt criteria for substantial need, based upon the ability of the parents or 
guardian to contribute toward the applicant"s educational expenses. 

4. Establish the appropriate procedures for fiscal control, fund accounting, 
and necessary reports. 

5. Apply for, receive, expend, and administer granted moneys from federal or 
private sources. 

SECTION 33. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Merit scholarship - Ellglblllty. A student is eligible for a merit scholarship if 
the student: 

(2) DESK. (3) COMM 

1,_ Was a resident of this state for the twelve months preceding the date the 
student met the graduation or high school diploma requirements set forth 
in subsection 2: 

2. During or after the 2010-11 school year: 

a. Graduated from a public or nonpublic high school in this state: 

Page No. 6 HR-61-6907 
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b. Graduated from a high school in another state under chapter 15.1-29: 
or 

c. Met the requirements for a high school diploma through home 
education. in accordance with section 15.1-23-17: 

3. Completed the requirements for a scholarship as set forth in sections 
15.1-21-02.4 or 15.1-21-02.5: 

4. Submitted an application for a merit scholarship to the state board of 
higher education: and 

5. a. Is enrolled in an associate or a baccalaureate program at an 
accredited public or private institution of higher education in this state: 

b. Is a "full-time" student. as defined by the institution: and 

c. Maintains a minimum 2.75 cumulative grade point average. 

SECTION 34. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Merit scholarship - Amount payable. 

.L 

2. 

3. 

Beginning with the 2010-11 school year. the board shall forward to the 
institution in which an eligible student is enrolled. on behalf of the student. 
an amount equal to seven hundred fifty dollars per semester . 

A student is not entitled to receive more than six thousand dollars under 
section 33 of this Act. 

Section 33 of this Act does not require a student to be enrolled in 
consecutive semesters. However. a merit scholarship is valid for only six 
academic years after the student's graduation from high school and may 
not be applied to graduate programs. 

SECTION 35. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Annual report. The state board of higher education shall provide to the 
legislative council an annual report regarding the number of scholarships provided 
under section 34 of this Act and demographic information pertaining to the recipients. 

SECTION 36. AMENDMENT. Section 15.1-01 -02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15.1-01-02. Joint meetings - State board of publlc school education -
State board of higher education - Education standards and practices board -
State board for career and technical education. The state board of public school 
education, the state board of higher education, the education standards and practices 
board, and the state board for career and technical education shall meet together at 
least once each year at the call of the superintendent of public instruction, the 
commissioner of higher education, the executive director of the education standards 
and practices board, and the director of career and technical education for the 
purposes of: 

(2) DESK, (3) COMM Page No. 7 HR-6~-6907 
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1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

§.. 

Coordinating elementary and secondary education programs, career and 
technical education programs, and higher education programsa~ 

Establishing high standards and expectations of students at all levels of 
the education continuum: 

Ensuring that all students have access to challenging curricula: 

Ensuring that the individuals instructing students at all levels of the 
education continuum are highly qualified and capable: 

Cooperating in the provision of professional growth and development 
opportunities for eleFAentaF)• ans seeene:iary teaehors ans aelministraters. 
individuals instructing students at all levels of the education continuum: 
and 

3-: 6. Ensuring cooperation in any other jointly beneficial project or program." 

Page 12, line 17, replace "4, 5, 7, 14, and 15" with "3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 18, 22, and 32" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT- LC 98046.0314 FN 3 

A copy of the statement of purpose of amendment is on file in the Legislative Council Office . 

(2) DESK. (3) COMM Page No. 8 HR-61-6907 
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Bill/Resolution No. SB 2003 conference committee 

Senate Appropriations Committee 

[2] Check here for Conference Committee 

Hearing Date: 04-20-09 

Recorder Job Number: 12024 

Committee Clerk Signature 

Minutes: 

Chairman Holmberg opened the conference committee hearing on SB 2003 which concerns 

Higher Education. Roll call was taken. Senators Krebsbach, Robinson, Holmberg; 

Representatives Skarphol, Martinson, and Williams were present. 

Chairman Holmberg: We sent the bill over and as you know when you send a bill over to us 

you feel that it is sent over in a perfect state and we sent the bill over in a perfect state. There 

is one issue that I would like before we do amendments. I asked Brady Larson, Legislative 

Council, to prepare us a memo looking historically at how the state, meaning legislature, 

governor's office and Board of Higher Education all of those entities concerning the 

devastation that occurred on campus in Valley City in 97. There are some lessons we might 

learn. We have a situation somewhat similar and I have asked Brady to put together what 

lessons we learned. It's nothing for today, but we spent 12 years closing the books on that 

particular event. I would ask the House to give an overview of what amendments they added 

and why. 

Rep. Skarphol: You sent us two bills 2003 and 2062. We combined them and put them 

together. The net result after the action of the full committee primarily dealt with equity and 

needs based financial aid. We did not change the merit scholarship program, STEM Initiative 

(Science, Technology, and Engineering & Mathematics); we moved $21 M back to needs 
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based financial aid. Motion was to remove $18 M from the needs based financial aid and we 

did. We removed $1 OM in equity and made some other small changes. In subcommittee we 

put the money from the tuition stabilization back to needs based financial aid. The full 

committee eventually reestablished the tuition stability portion of $8.2M and put a limit of 4% 

growth on tuition across the colleges. The net effect of needs based financial aid is an 

increase of $2.8 M from the current biennium. We changed funding source of the UNO 

building by removing another $2M from general fund to stimulus funds. We removed about 

$42M from this budget in general fund. 

Chairman Holmberg: Brady put together an analysis - see attached # 1. Also has executive 

summary - see attached # 2. Chancellor Goetz brought down the Proposed Changes to 

House Appropriations Version of SB 2003 - see attached # 3. 

Rep. Skarphol: There's one thing missing. It was $441,456,162 appropriation in general 

- funds 07-09. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council: That represents base appropriation. The total including 

the onetime funding $468,649,624. 

Senator Robinson: How much is one time? 

Brady Larson: Are you looking at onetime funding included in the executive budget or the 

most recent House version? 

Senator Robinson: Let's start with the executive budget. 

Brady Larson: $74.1 M dollars of onetime general fund appropriations. The Senate has 

$70,153,248 and the House $59,233,248. 

Chairman Holmberg: The difference is on the funding switch for the education building. 

Brady Larson: Correct. Change was for green house repairs. 

- Rep. Skarphol: For purpose of comparison, the House version compares with 07-09. 
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Chairman Holmberg: The education building is off budget but not really. How is that 

factored in? It's not general fund. It's money. Are there other instances out there besides 

$11.2 M Bottineau issue that impact higher education? 

Brady Larson: There would be the Lake Region State College wind tower project. 

Chairman Holmberg: Is it not the case that on our books, we will be carrying a double 

appropriation. 

Brady Larson: That is correct. 

Chairman Holmberg: I guess we don't resolve it until they write the check out of stimulus 

money or if that fails, they get a check from the general fund. 

Rep. Skarphol: Will they use the stimulus dollars for what we wish to use them for. I'm 

assuming their direction will be the same but we have no guarantee. 

Chairman Holmberg: The Senate went into that whole project in Devil's Lake and thought 

• we'd find money, but after conversations, we just left it the way it is. The stimulus appears to 

fall very doable under that. 

Sandy Dies, Fiscal Analyst, 0MB: This would come from the Department of Commerce. 

There will still have to be a lot of review before they say stimulus can be used for it. 

Chairman Holmberg: Then general fund picks up the difference? 

Sandy Dies: The intent is there. 

Rep. Skarphol: I understand that in an Energy project but in this instance, there's not another 

alternative. This is not in lieu of electrical generator. I'm not sure the rules are the same. 

Sandy Dies: They presently have boiler system and change it into wind power. 

Rep. Skarphol: I didn't know there was a request for boiler system. Rather, I thought it was a 

request to do the wind tower as a demonstration and as an opportunity for Lake Region to do 

- some other things. 
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Sandy Dies: My understanding was that it would serve as an alternative source of heat. This 

would mean they wouldn't have to come in for replacement for boiler system. 

Chairman Holmberg: Could we have a page explaining that? 

Senator Robinson: Just like to hand out information from National Center of Education 

Policy on issue of affordability - see attached # 4. . I would hope that we spend considerable 

amount of time looking at this. We are having a challenge to respond noticing the economic 

situation across the country. References UNO, three years ago they were adding, now they are 

laying off. As you can see in this report, we don't do well in this area. 

Rep. Skarphol: North Dakota University System Vacant Positions 2/28/09 - see attached #5. 

What happens to vacancies that are not being replaced quickly? Maybe that savings should 

go into some variation of equity. 

Chairman Holmberg: Is there any other information that you as a committee want Brady to 

• getforus? 

Rep. Skarphol: Things will come up as we move forward. 

Chairman Holmberg closed the conference committee. 
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Chairman Holmberg called the conference committee to order at 9:00 am in reference to SB 

2003. Let the record show all conferees are present: Senators Krebsbach and Robinson, and 

Representatives Skarphol, Martinson and Williams. Brady Larson of Legislative Council and 

Sandy Deis of 0MB were also present. 

Chairman Holmberg We have a few issues of difference between the Senate and the House. 

Rep. Martinson We are getting to the point in the session where rumors start going around. I 

want to make something very clear. We have heard on our side that you froze some salaries at 

the system office and we unfroze them. And, we have heard rumors around the House that 

you still want them frozen or that a deal has been made that they would receive three and 

three and I am here to tell you that issue is not negotiable. Regardless of what you want to 

change on this bill, we will not bend on that issue. We are not going to penalize people for 

what has been perceived as misinformation. We have been assured by our majority leader that 

under no circumstances will the three of us be taken of this committee. We are her to sign and 

die and we might as well just take that issue of that table right now. And if it is an issue with 

you, we might as well adjourn the meeting right now and we can come back another time . 

Chairman Holmberg I have amendments from the majority leader but we have important 

issues to discuss and as long as we are here to talk we are going to make sure the press 
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hears that by god we are not going to bend on this, then we will play our card, we will not bend 

on student aid. It is important that we have money in this budget for student aid. Let's talk 

about the differences between the senate and the house and try and resolve them. Number 1: 

Needs based financial aid. The governor had 39.3M, the senate version was 26.18M and as I 

understand the house version right now is 9.37M. 

Rep. Skarphol If you want to be totally fair the house version is actually 8.2M more than that 

because the money is in there for the tuition stabilization fund. 

Chairman Holmberg I won't disagree because that 8.2M was in the senate version as well 

that came from the 39.3M. The senate took 8.2M of that and placed it into tuition stabilization. 

You essentially did the same thing so that is not really a difference of opinion between the two. 

We would add the 8.2M also as it is the same rational. 

Senator Robinson Your reference to what the governor had in his budget in the area of needs 

• based financial, how many million was that? 

• 

Chairman Holmberg 39.3M. It was an increase from 6 million. Does anyone else want to talk 

about that particular area? We're not going to resolve it, but is there any other information we 

need to know? 

Rep. Skarphol I think we too recognize if they are going to make some changes and move 

some money around that is probably where we want it to end up as well. 

Chairman Holmberg The next item on the list was in science, engineering and math loan 

forgiveness. The senate had put in a million and the house added 1 M. 

Rep. Skarphol I would hope that we would ensure that the language is correct so we can have 

a transition from the existing technology to the new STEM loan technology fund . 
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Chairman Holmberg We have that noted and you all received a memo from the board office 

that they had some language concerns as well. There was not much difference between the 

merit scholarship program we had passed at 4M and you passed at 3M. 

Rep. Skarphol Our appropriations committee did not change that, it was the education 

committee. We merely followed through with what they had done. 

Chairman Holmberg That is not a big check mark on my list of something we need to spend 

tons of time on. The next issue is the tuition stabilization fund on which are both the same. 

Another item was a change from the technology budget dealing with STEM (science, 

technology, engineering and math) teacher education. We added 1.5M and you left it at that. 

We agreed financially on the emergency and security preparedness pool. We both zeroed that 

out. Campus equity is another issue we will come back and look at. That clearly is a difference 

between the senate and the house. Another financial issue is the UNO education building. The 

executive budget had it in the general fund, you transferred it to the governor's discretionary 

money and the stimulus money, we had no heartburn over that. As far as the major financial 

differences in the bill, when I went through here and visited with our people there were 2 

issues. That was the needs based financial aid and the issue of campus equity. Does the 

house have any other major issues? 

Rep. Skarphol The only issue with the house is that we are not interested putting the dollars 

back in but rather in looking for money in the budget and move it to the areas we see as more 

critical. That would be the topic of our discussion. 

Chairman Holmberg We can certainly have that as a topic of discussion. The gross number 

differences are really quite stark between the house and the senate. Our governor had 614M, 

the house had 610M and you passed 572 of the general fund. You have to keep in mind that of 

• course there is the stimulus money, you swapped that, you have to keep that in mind in when 
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you look at the gross numbers that you passed. Do you have suggestions as to where we 

should be looking as to where we can find the differences between the senate and the house 

which is 23M? 

Rep. Skarphol As you are well aware, we don't really get a lot of information to use in the 

analysis of this budget. We are looking, we are looking for a proposal that we would find 

acceptable. Having said that, we are not prepared to get into those details yet. The other issue, 

on our side, is that the Houses position is that 572M is a fairly significant increase for Higher 

Education (HE). If there was a willingness to move to a 4/4 instead of a 5/5 I think that is 4.8M 

that could be moved somewhere else. Are there other areas we should be looking at? 

Possibly. What do your colleges feel is negotiable? 

Chairman Holmberg I think one of things that was kind of an eye opener was one when we 

look at the various budgets, that dollar amount, this one takes the largest decrease from the 

executive budget. The senate passed this bill with everyone voting for it at the 61 OM level. I 

think we are comfortable with that but we also know this is a negotiation process. There is a list 

that the board has asked us to consider as we want to make sure all these issues are vetted 

and discussed. 

Rep. Skarphol Can we have Brady tell us exactly what the increase would be with the house 

version in all funds over and above last biennium. There is a significant amount of capital 

projects we didn't even look at that are 1 Os of millions of dollars. 

Brady Larson I don't have that information right now but if you do give me a couple minutes I 

can gather that data. 

Rep. Skarphol These are round numbers, I believe there is, if you included special funded 

projects, about 200M dollars worth. I think our tax payers are wondering why we need that kind 

• of expansion. There are a lot of people out there asking why we are educating out of state 
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students. I think this a crisis and we need to make a decision at some point in time about 

limiting the growth in the investment that our citizens have to make in higher education. As 

long as we let this entity continue to consume, there is less for the rest of the entities in the 

state. If you look at the cost to continue with K-12 education for next year without any 

increase in per pupil payments, it's $130M. This year with the recommended increase in per 

pupil payments, it's $80M. So you are looking at a cost of continuing K-12 at $210M. We just 

significantly increased what we wanted to invest on the house side in transportation, and there 

is some expectation that increase will be sustained. We have to start to put the brakes on 

somewhere. 

Senator Robinson I would like to request that when Brady does have an analysis together, 

we also have the totals on one-time spending and where we were last time. 

Chairman Holmberg They are all about 70M and change, last time we were at about 74M . 

The Senate version was 70M and really although the House version says it is 59.2M you have 

to add the 11.2M for that education building if you want to compare apples and apples. They 

are both pretty much around 70M. I think we tried and let's make sure we get a copy to the 

folks from HE. We tried to incorporate in that whole sheet the memo that we received from 

them a few days ago on issues relating to HE. They had some requests about the U System 

tech building, northern tier was an issue, and I think all of them should be incorporated in this 

list. 

Rep. Martinson I think somewhere along the line we need to talk about building projects 

because some of them are desperately needed. Williston is one that needs to be done; the 

tech building at UNO is another. We did fund Swain Hall with stimulus dollars but if those funds 

are not available, Swain Hall won't be completed. Bismarck and the family practice center 

• need to be built, if not we will probably lose that which would endanger our family medical 
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practice credibility. Listed a variety of other one time projects and discussed the need to build 

these projects while onetime monies are available 

Chairman Holmberg Typically what the answer is at this stage is just looking at differences 

between the house and senate. Many of these issues are longtime issues. I think the Senate 

would be interested in talking about those things, I don't think they would be very interested in 

taking away additional funding for campuses. We are also concerned with need based 

financial aid and equity as a higher priority at least from the senate side and the construction of 

buildings. But if we can't find funds here or elsewhere to do those things, we will put them on 

the agenda. Brady, is there a line in here on that? 

Brady Larson Construction of projects-the IT Building and the UNO hanger project. 

Chairman Holmberg Where it says add funding for joint UNO & NOUS technology building 

and other capitol construction-keep that in mind so that when we get there we can look at it. 

Rep. Skarphol On the handout on the 3rd box down, the limits on tuition increase, our full 

committee took action on that. The MSU seems to us an appropriate thing to do to provide that 

option to go geothermal. The third one, the northern tier, that was not an effort to do anything 

other than ensure that we weren't going to be appropriating additional dollars to cover that. But 

rather we wanted to be sure that it would carry forward as that was something indicated by the 

chancellor as something that they were willing to do. With the other changes in the budget, we 

did not want it to be in jeopardy. The 2 year marking program, again the chancellor indicated a 

willingness to do that, we added $800,000 based on a discussion over the interim. It seemed 

that our 2 year institutions needed that type of exposure not only for the students but for the 

parents as well. We are little bit locked on to that million dollar project. Tuition wavers were a 

topic of discussion. We were not intending to deflect away from anything else with these 

amendments but rather to ensure that things were followed through with as we discussed. 
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Chairman Holmberg There was some other changes in the second box such as funding from 

the Permanent Oil Trust Fund (POTF) for DSU. Can you tell us about that? 

Rep Skarphol DSU has an oil well that they receive revenue from. When they prepared their 

budget oil was$140 dollars a barrel, as things have progressed, that number that would be in 

their budget for the revenue has dropped substantially. This 350 was an endeavor to try and 

make them whole. 

Senator Robinson What did they budget it at previously? It seems a little bit interesting that 

you would budget at an all time high for income in that type of situation. It seems a bit 

speculative at best. I can appreciate the situation as many institutions are in a similar situation 

with revenue. 

Rep Skarphol We depended on Rep. Wald to bring us accurate information, it is in our paper 

work. It reflects the reality they have, as you know we don't get a lot of specifics to deal with in 

regard to building this budget. 

Chairman Holmberg Then also already noted was the unallocated fiscal stabilization funding 

for Swain Hall and the education building. As of right now, does the council know how much of 

that 19M has already been siphoned away for various projects? 

Brady I believe it is around 18M dollars. 

Rep. Skarphol I know there was a request to take $500,000 for the nursing simulators, are 

you including that in the 18M? I don't know if that is a done deal but just so we have an 

awareness of where they are at. 

Chairman Holmberg The other was the energy projects stimulus money for the wind energy 

project at Lake Region. That was mentioned the last time we met which you put that under 

energy if available and if not, then the general fund will be utilized. Was there any language put 

- in here that that money could stay in the university system and be used for something else if 
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the stimulus come through? That might be a source of 2.6M and right now we are carrying 

5.2M on the books from 2 different sources. 

Rep. Skarphol I guess that is a very good idea and I say if we are going to do that we should 

put in a needs based financial aid as a contingent appropriation in the event that the stimulus 

dollars are available or to the extent of the stimulus dollars-I would make that in the form of a 

motion if you so desire. 

Chairman Holmberg Let's not do a motion now but Brady will be keeping a list of items that 

require change in this bill. Let's see if we can do another one of those. We know that the 

funding for the tribal college grants is a non issue as it passed in a separate bill. You have your 

campus marketing thing, I don't know if that is an issue of heartburn for any the other senators. 

Senator Robinson That is an issue that surfaced time and time again, not only in HE but also 

in the workforce committee over the course of the interim. I think we have a challenge in that 

area and we should respond to it. 

Chairman Holmberg We also had the funding for MSU Bottineau. 

Rep. Skarphol $280,000 of that was for green house repair. That green house hasn't been 

touched since the mid 50s. Spoke about the condition of the green house and MSU's desire to 

start a horticultural program. Bottineau considers themselves to be a bit isolated from 

metropolitan security. They had an incident during which the legislative session in which 

someone went in and shot out a bunch of windows at the high school. They thought that they 

needed some additional dollars for part time law enforcement or at the very least to put key 

cards on the buildings so that access would be limited. That was the reason behind that. 

Chairman Holmberg Funding for the Theodore Roosevelt Center at DSU, is that construction 

or something else? 
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Rep. Skarphol It is to cover the costs they are incurring with regard to the digitization of all the 

documents, they have over 600,000 documents currently and they have been told they will 

have access to 50,000 documents from Harvard University. This would be very unique for 

them and they would like to have the ability to work on that project and maybe expand on it. 

Chairman Holmberg So in this new document that we just got, we have looked at the first 

box. They all have been mentioned in one form or another. Then we have the other funds to 

the Senate version, maybe we will talk a bit more about the Swain Hall and Devil's Lake 

projects. The tuition increases to 4%, the Senate froze tuition at the 2 year colleges, but this 

language put in by the house education committee does not preclude the board from 

increasing those tuitions at the two year schools. 

Rep. Skarphol That would be correct, we do not preclude the board from any type of action 

other than going about 4 . 

Chairman Holmberg That language about going above 4 was the same kind of language put 

in last time by the Senate about going above a certain level. No one came and asked for more 

than the limit. The boiler project, we are familiar with that are we not? We always had the 

sense that whole project was a project in the making. It didn't gel very well when we had it, did 

it gel more over there in the House? 

Rep. Skarphol As you probably know there was no controversy over the price tag. Quite 

honestly our discussion centered around there need to upgrade the facility and get it into a 

condition that was more usable. The price tag on that was not excessive. I don't think we have 

any difficulty in regard to the language on geothermal. The 1.25 is available as far as we are 

concerned but we can fix the language. 

Chairman Holmberg The Northern Tier, that is a carry over? 
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Rep. Skarphol I am not really sure what the concern over that is about, all I want is the 

assurance that that project will move forward as I think it is important. 

Discussion about Northern Tier 

Sandy Deis 0MB. The original request that came in from HE was for $1 M for Northern Tier, 

that was not included in the executive recommendation. However, my understanding is that 

1.2M of carryover are not funds that are actually available. They are tied to needs based 

financial aid, grants for students, and other programs. 

Rep. Skarphol If I am in errs as to the source of those dollars and if there is in fact 

commitment from the chancellor's office, I am fine with taking this language out. I don't want to 

appropriate $1 M for Northern Tier and five minutes after we take the language out relative to 

this. 

Chairman Holmberg I'd like 0MB and Legislative Council to look through this and come up 

with their analysis of it. We want to make it correct. Continuing on down with the other 

changes, the $200,000 carry over, that was already discussed. You had some studies, the 

tuition waver study. 

Rep Skarphol Our subcommittee had a lot of discussion about tuition waivers and the validity 

of them and what the policy should be. We just thought that over interim if the opportunity 

presented itself that there should be some discussion about tuition waivers, how they are 

handled, and how much they should be. Maybe there is a practice that should be considered 

that would be more appropriated and that is all that is about. 

Chairman Holmberg The study could look at the reaction that board and campuses took after 

they got in that little pit. I believe there were some changes done at the board level and 

certainly at the campus level with the new president. 
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Rep Skarphol It kind of reverts back to that discomfort our citizens educating out of state 

students. There is a perception out there that we are subsidizing out of state education 

whether it's correct or incorrect, perhaps with a little bit of help our citizens could better 

understand that as well. 

Chairman Holmberg About the education governance study, Pre K-post secondary and the 

possibility of having the department of education look over the whole system rather than bits 

and pieces. The language on the studies in this bill where the kind that said "the legislative 

council shall consider." I believe there is another study having to do with HE that is elsewhere, 

2038. That is not an appropriations bill on our side. 

Rep. Skarphol I am on that. 

Chairman Holmberg Then we have the student trust fund study. On that issue, section 30 in 

the amendments .... 

Rep. Skarphol I think that was Grindberg's amendment was it not? 

Brady That was pulled from SB 2062. 

Chairman Holmberg In the state education board meeting you put in there about a joint 

meeting of the state education boards. 

Rep. Skarphol I think that is normal language if I am not mistaken is it not or is that a change? 

That may have been a carryover from 2062 as well. 

Brady That is a carryover. 

Chairman Holmberg The other item has to do with the STEM, NOUS has a question about 

that that we want to have addressed. 

Rep. Skarphol We are certainly willing to have that discussion and get that ironed out. Our 

intention was to have on program . 
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Chairman Holmberg I know the board put in the hanger addition at UNO and I don't know if 

you had folks had testimony on that so we will ask that we have some information given to us 

from the board office regarding that. The other item was for the guidelines for the STEM loan 

forgiveness program. Is there anything else besides that one addition we added on by 

consensus that should be on this list? 

Senator Robinson You are talking about anything that hasn't been discussed? 

Chairman Holmberg We did have Brady put together a handout on how appropriations were 

handled regarding natural disasters. We are talking about the flood in 97, 99 at UNO and 

NDSU. Because one of the questions was, what does this legislature do regarding what 

happened at Valley City? We know the 90/10 will be there and there is some flexibility if you 

fight with FEMA for 8-10 years and they go ahead and do the work. 

Senator Robinson We have with NOUS office leading the way, the support of those issues 

which will relate to FEMA. We have some concerns outside of the damage of the flood in the 

area of recruitment and student renewal. I would be prepared to have a proposal on the table 

with the need for some marketing dollars. I would echo Rep Martinson's comments earlier 

regarding the need to have a thorough discussion in the committee on the issues of capital 

improvements and one time expenditures. We have some concerns about the ability of the 

University as this late date and given the number of days we have missed it is very 

competitive. We have a new president who he is doing a great job, but I think it is safe to 

assume that this natural disaster caught us all off guard. Spoke about the effects of the flood 

on the campus and some concerns related to that 

Senator Krebsbach There are a couple of issues that I would like to lay on the floor so we 

make sure that we do not ignore them. Thos issues are the equity funding, I find them 
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essential for the institutions to have, and also the needs based financial aid, we need to look at 

those areas. 

Rep. Skarphol I don't disagree with the needs based financial aid, the other thing I would like 

to put on the table for us to consider discussing has to do with overall philosophy we are going 

to have as we leave this session in regards to HE. I would hope that we would have a rather 

serious discussion about whether or not we are going to continue to allow our two large 

research universities to accept students who are not ready or prepared to go to a university. I 

don't know that we should. I think we have a lot of supporting institutions that could very well 

get these students up to the level at which they should have been when they made the original 

request to go to our research universities. I do think if we in fact took some type of action in 

that regard, it would in fact help some of our other institutions. I would like to have a discussion 

about that. 

Chairman Holmberg We can have a discussion. 

Senator Robinson The fact that I didn't touch on equity funding for needs based, I work as a 

development officer and the needs based financial aid is of critical importance for a host of 

reasons. Just to remind the committee of what is happening economically and what all 

foundations are experiencing regarding their ability to respond to their local student's needs. I 

think it is safe to assume that most of these entities and my colleagues have seen loses that 

are going to have a direct impact. I am looking forward to that discussion. 

Chairman Holmberg As you saw on the schedule we are meeting again on Saturday. If 

appropriate, could have a report from the board office on these issues that deal with your 

memo of the 16th? Spoke about some of the issues that they will deal with tomorrow 

Rep. Skarphol Are you willing to take the difference out of the property tax bill I would be 

happy to discuss that. 
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Brady I have a couple of answers for questions that were asked earlier in the meeting. There 

is a little bit more than 19M available in the stabilization fund. Through yesterday, there was 

about 16.9M appropriated. That leaves just a touch of 2M available. 

Discussion about the money available as well as the stimulus dollars 

Chairman Holmberg We are recessed . 
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Chairman Holmberg Called the conference committee to order on SB 2003 at 10:00 am. Let 

the record show that all conferees are present: Senators: Holmberg, Krebsbach, Robinson; 

Representatives: Skarphol, Martinson, Williams. Brady Larson, Legisislative Council; Sandy 

Deis, 0MB. 

- Senator Krebsbach asked Brady to go over the two sheets that were handed out. 

• 

Brady Larson This memorandum (99888) provides information regarding the 2007-09 

legislative appropriation for higher education and the 2009-11 executive budget, Senate 

version, and House version of 2009 Senate Bill Nos. 2003 and 2062. 

Tape started late. 

The committee read over the handout submitted by Brady 

Chairman Holmberg We just received this as well so we are trying to get our arms around it. 

If you note the difference, the Senate version was paralleling the executive budget quite a bit. 

The difference on total funds all of the sudden jumped because we added a 5M dollar special I 

fund for the wellness center in Minot. They have to raise the money themselves but that is why 

it jumped up like that. 
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Rep. Skarphol There was an original suggestion from Higher Education (HE) that they were 

entitled to a certain percentage of our general fund appropriation, I believe that number was 

21 %. How does these numbers compare with the original estimate? 

Brady I will get you that information. 

Rep. Skarphol From my perspective the Senate version with just some really quick math, the 

general fund ongoing is around 22 ½% and I believe the House is around 17%. I would submit 

to you that there are an awful lot of states around this country that will be thrilled to death with 

the 17% percent. I guess what my colleagues and I are concerned about is the long term. 

Chairman Holmberg We are seeing all kinds of budgets come through as we negotiate with 

the House, in some areas they really focus in on the increase in the Senate version to the 

House version. And in others like yesterday, it was how many more dollars can the House put 

in the budget. We are consistent by being inconsistent, it is not the House or the Senate, it's all 

of us. We will get that percentage information from Brady. We can move on to the memo 

about the hanger. Are there any questions? 

Rep. Skarphol There is an awful lot of money in this for special projects too. I realize it doesn't 

affect our bottom line as it is based on revenue. There is a lot of building that is going to be 

going on in ND, this is a big stimulus package here. 

Chairman Holmberg Laura, would you want to comment now, we received a memo. You saw 

the document we were working from, we want make sure if there are additions we missed that 

you know about. 

Laura Glatt There was only one revision in this document (the newer version). Requested the 

restoration of the 1 OM in equity, explained the handout 

Chairman Holmberg Could you refresh our memory, you seemed to be doing a formula when 

you were looking at the parity issues on campuses. It was well laid out in the document that 
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you gave us earlier in the session, could you just touch on that as to why those dollars 

changed. 

Laura There are two major components in the long term finance plan: one is parity and the 

other is equity. Further explained the long term finance plan 

Chairman Holmberg This is based upon the peer groups that where established after MGT 

(acronym unknown) study of two years ago. I think that certainly a number of legislators felt the 

study was flawed, but it is the system the board operated under. 

Rep. Skarphol Did you ever consider doing the same analysis with the original peer group to 

see what the distribution would be? 

Laura No we didn't but if my memory serves me correctly, there wasn't a significant change in 

the peer groups from the original ones developed in 2000 to the later ones recommended by 

MGT (acronym unknown) . 

Rep. Skarphol I did have a conversation with the original consultant that helped set up the 

original peer groups and he really was of the opinion that the new peer groups probably were 

not as appropriate as they should be. Quite frankly, there is some level of discomfort in the 

house as to whether or not this is entirely appropriate. 

Laura What we did is relied on the guidance of the interim committee that guided that MGT 

process, those peers were adopted at that time. 

Chairman Holmberg As we were winding down that process there was a lot discomfort 

among committees as to how that had evolved and they really wanted to look at the systems, 

because they weren't particularly overjoyed with the peer system. But the consulting just kind 

of stated for the record that because of the people soft this is the system we are going to go 

with. I believe that is a fairly accurate picture of how this evolved; they said you couldn't give 

us the data but they hadn't really visited with you folks. I think they had done some talking 
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behind the rail and decided that you didn't have the data to give them anything but the peer 

group. 

Laura We never did have that conversation with MGT and I do think they were right to make 

that stand. I think one of the three or four funding models that are more common in higher ed 

are more program based. Spoke about different levels of analysis and specificity 

Chairman Holmberg One of the problems that we as a legislature has is we want to see 

where we are and have a base line but we keep changing that baseline so it makes it difficult 

to look last year. Does the board have a position if the legislature decided after this session 

that they wanted to take a look at new models or different models than the peer model that we 

have now to determine this very nebulous idea of equity? 

Laura My sense is that this board is very open to discussion about funding models. In fact one 

of the things the board has scheduled this current year was a funding model review consistent 

with the work of the last interim committee. As you know Dennis Jones came up with a new 

proposal and we have had some ongoing discussions about that. We are certainly supportive 

of looking at new models. 

Senator Robinson I was a member of the interim (inaudible) committee regarding funding 

models. I would certainly endorse revisiting that discussion that we had over the interim. The 

fact is with the current peer analysis you can have an institution that experiences a loss in 

enrollment and actually in terms of their peers, they look better. That is unfortunate. Every 

institution cherishes the ability to have dollars that are flexible. We ask them to run like a 

business but at the same time it is very difficult due to the lack of discretionary funds. I think a 

revisiting of that would certainly be in order. 
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Chairman Holmberg I recall that when we passed the bill, one of the areas we asked to look 

at in the future was how we reward campuses. Is it a body going through the door? I know 

there are models that reward success other than bodies through the door. 

Rep. Skarphol I agree with Senator Robinson that some can seem to do better even when 

they lose students. I am chagrined about the fact that we haven't had the opportunity during 

the session to have a discussion about what is being done with regard to the new funding 

model. The new funding model that was discussed would have injected a somewhat similar 

amount of money into HE but the mechanism was different, and the mechanism that would 

have been there would have been better than what we are doing here. If my recollection is 

correct, it does not involve peer groups. 

Senator Robinson I think the debate needs to change from focusing on enrollment and driven 

by enrollment to a system where we reward quality, completion, partnerships, cooperation, 

developing a new system that is seamless in every way. Getting there is a tremendous 

challenge, it is all about competition, it has to switch. The situation we find our self in with 

enrollment drops in K - 12, our demography, I think there is a role for all 11 institutions but only 

if we look at the system as a system and focus on competition and quality, not enrollment. 

Laura Continued explaining the handout regarding student funding formulas 

Chairman Holmberg Refresh my memory, the money we are talking about in the various 

versions goes to ND residents? 

Larua It does go to ND students attending private or tribal colleges. 

Rep. Skarphol We are willing to put more money into financial aid as long as we can find it 

within the budget. We can discuss it now or later but moving from a 5/5 to a 4/4. 

Chairman Holmberg We will get to that. 

Laura Continued talking about the handout 
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Chairman Holmberg Removing the reference "if we were not to fund at the 1 OM dollar level" 

at 8.2M which both houses have approved, ii is more to the equity. 

Laura Continued working through the handout discussing some of the building projects 

Rep. Skarphol After speaking with Brady, I have no heartburn about removing the language 

regarding Northern Tier. 

Laura Continued with the handout discussing some of the building projects 

Rep. Skarphol That was just missed by us to allow that money to move over. We are certainly 

willing to allow the movement of the money as opposed to adding new money. I was just an 

oversight in the action that was taking place. 

Senator Krebsbach What is the position on the 5M coming from the stimulus? Is there a 

guarantee on the stimulus or is there not? 

(unknown speaker, Laura?) I am not certain on that. 

Sandy The 5M will come from the flexible money so that is very certain money. 

Chairman Holmberg I understand that as this was going through the House there was some 

discussion that we would be much better off building a new building; I heard ii had been 

discussed, what was the resolution of that discussion? 

Rep. Skarphol After some discussion is was thought that the structure of the building was 

sound. If the exterior of the building was going to be re-bricked and that was like the rest of the 

campus, re-bricking was substantially less than new construction. 

Rep. Martinson When we've agreed on a couple of things Brady is going to make a note of 

that? 

Chairman Holmberg Yes, we will have that list to go down to make sure everything is there 

and then he will do the amendments. Laura, on this page, page 3 you had made some written 
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notes on the side yet when it was copied we only got the last number, I know it starts with 

$7,036,000. 

Laura The first number is 7,036, 150 that is the current gross 09 appropriation (inaudible). 5M 

in federal stimulus, which is in the bill currently. If you reallocate a 1,250,000 from the physical 

plant building that gives you a total of 13,286,150. And the estimated cost of the project based 

on the architect is 13,165,945. The next bullet is the hangar project at UNO. 

Rep. Skarphol On that topic, what we are talking about here is having a private entity built this 

facility and we are going to lease it? Is that a correct assumption? 

Laura To be quite honest with you, UNO at this point has not really determined the specific 

funding mechanism; we do not believe they are going to use the foundation. They are looking 

at third party financing options. I don't believe it is going to be a lease situation where we have 

a third party do the work but rather creating a financing mechanism that can generate the 

funding and then use the existing flight fees to repay that bill. 

Rep. Skarphol So there would be no increase in flight fees and the ownership would be with 

the university? 

Laura There will be no increase in flight fees related to this project. I am not 100% positive on 

the current arrangement of the hangar ownership. 

Rep. Skarphol One of the things we've discussed with regard to these types of arrangements 

is whether we should have language requiring any project of this nature that we do that 

requires a lease agreement should have as part of the agreement that we would have the 

ability to purchase the facility at some point in time. It was a topic of discussion in regard to 

another building being leased to the state. Before we move forward with this, I would like to 

review that language . 

Laura I will get additional information. 
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Chairman Holmberg They do have some language in here that talks about ownership, if you 

could get us some additional information, which would be good. That would be helpful. 

Laura Finished discussing the handout 

Chairman Holmberg 1487 exempts HE from its (inaudible). If that is not in 1487 at the end of 

the day, does this change have to be made? 

Brady HB 1487 does not specifically state that HE is exempt, whether it is a legislative intent it 

is our opinion that you do not need the language but we can certainly add it just to provide 

clarification. 

Rep. Skarphol We want to make sure the language actually accomplishes what we want it to 

accomplish without being overly permissive either. 

Laura Continued talking about the handout on the top of page 4 regarding the STEM loan 

forgiveness program and the existing Technology Loan Forgiveness Program . 

Rep. Skarphol I did ask Brady to make sure that any conflicts between the two are resolved in 

a kind of seamless transition. I am assuming that has been taken care of. 

Brady We will work with HE to ensure that the language is appropriate. 

Laura Continued with the handout regarding emergency clause and capital asset spending 

and projects. 

Rep. Skarphol We have no issue with that, the only one would be if we were to try and work 

out some arrangements with regard to the IT building at UNO. The possibility might exist that 

there need to be a mechanism that if the revenue forecasts are met at the end of 2010 for 

example, that might be a potential solution to this. 

Brady Just to note sections 3 and 4 do have the emergency clause. We do put an emergency 

clause on any stimulus funding. Section 2 pertains to the continuous appropriation for the Lake 

Region State College wind energy project. We did not put an emergency clause on that 
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because we did not feel it was needed. For section 19 there is no emergency clause on the 

boiler project. 

Chairman Holmberg We will get it worked out. 

Laura Spoke about the last bullet on the handout regarding merit scholarships and HB 1400 

Chairman Holmberg I have received more than 1 emergency message from Senator Flakoll 

about this area; we will keep that in mind. 

Rep Skarphol What is the opinion of HE as to where should it be-1400 or 2003? 

Laura We don't have a strong opinion, our preference it is that is only be in one of the other, 

not both. We will follow the guidance wherever it is at. 

Rep. Skarphol It would seem logical that the criteria would also be where the dollars are 

which are in this budget. That is where the criteria should be. 

Chairman Holmberg Are there any questions of Laura? I am assuming you had the 

opportunity to look at the worksheet that Brady passed out the other day that all of the things 

you mentioned are on that sheet so that we will be covering all the issues. 

Laura It was well done. 

Chairman Holmberg We will meet again next week. One of the things we should focus on is 

the level of spending in the bill and the Senate has different opinions from the House. Let's try 

to focus on our next meeting on those areas in the budget such as the needs based financial 

aid or other items we need to look at. Then after we have dealt with that issue, we should 

continue to be ticking off these things next. Is there any other information we need? I am 

looking for us to meet next Monday afternoon. Meeting recessed. 
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Chairman Holmberg: Called the conference committee to order on SB 2003 at 2:30 pm in 

regards to Higher Ed. Let the record show that all conferees are present: Senators: Holmberg, 

Krebsbach, Robinson; Representatives: Skarphol, Martinson, Williams. Brady Larson, 

Legislative Council and Sandy Deis, 0MB. 

• Chairman Holmberg: The first item we'll take up today is a message from Brady Larson and it 

is that Hanger issue. 

Brady Larson: During the last meeting a question was asked regarding the finance of the 

proposed hanger project at the Grand Forks airport. This email provides some information 

regarding potential sources for providing the financing for that project this was provided by the 

University systems office. 

Rep. Skarphol: We would own the building on leased land? 

Laura Glatt: It's been my understanding that it has been that way for some period of time. 

Rep. Skarphol: So would it not be possible to lease a building that's on leased land. 

Laura: I imagine it would be. 

Chairman Holmberg: They do have a comment in here it is there understanding that the 

- airport authority would prohibit a third party from leasing the land and leasing us the hanger. I 

can't imagine that the airport authority is in the business of building buildings. 
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Rep. Skarphol: Why would they object to a third party owning a building there least land and 

leasing it to someone else? They are not leasing land they are leasing a building. 

Chairman Holmberg: I don't have the answer. Are there any other comments on this issue? 

This is one of the issues that are on our list form the board office for consideration. Let's put 

that aside for now. The other day we had talked about need based financial aid, equity and 

other issues that are a funding nature and there were suggestions that we try and identify and 

find areas within the budget to fund those programs, particularly were a discussion on the 

needs based financial aid. Are there any proposals of suggestions today as to sources of 

money within this budget that are needs based financial aid? 

Rep. Skarphol: I suggested it the other day and here is a handout that is relevant to it. This 

handout suggests that we would have 4.39 million general fund available to put into need 

based financial aid that would also be a savings to the student share of that salary cost of 2. 73 

million. Logically if we are looking for a place in the budget it is the place to go. It hasn't always 

been that the increase is given to Higher Education and State employees, sometimes it varies 

either way for purposes of discussion we could discuss that. 

Chairman Holmberg: The one area that you are right on we have not always done the same 

with Higher education employees as we have with regular state employees. I am looking at my 

list we have and this goes back two years, 9.5 higher ed. and 5.5 for others, in 1989 we gave 

11.4 for higher education and 9.5 for other faculty. It has been all over the map there has been 

more consistency lately but it hasn't always been identical. So let's talk about this issue. 

Rep. Skarphol: If you look at what is happening in other states with higher education, I think 

we in North Dakota should be pretty proud in comparison. I don't know if this would be an 

appropriate action on our part. I think it would also demonstrate that the faculty think it is 

important for students to get their education. 
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Senator Robinson: I would only say and I work at an institution as you all know. We have 

struggled, and I appreciate comments here, but the ability for institution to retain faculty and 

staff has been increasingly difficult over the last few years. In the Bismarck Tribune there was 

an article about our institution trying to recruit a tenured math position and I believe the salary 

offer was about 38,000 dollars, and the Tribune made light of it not that Valley City State was 

offering a salary at that level for a tenured track position but as we have a state institution 

doing it, I can assure you on our campus it has been a struggle. We have positions open, we 

reopen the position and start again, we have lost in the last couple years, faculty to a Junior 

College in Wisconsin, and I believe the difference in pay was twenty thousand dollars. In that 

case it was one of our stronger faculty members, I do know our students are concerned about 

the level of tuition and cost of education, I would also say they are equally concerning the 

maintaining and recruitment of quality staff. I know in the private sector in the number fields we 

are losing people because of the competition. 

Chairman Holmberg: Until yesterday, I was a believer in editorials in Newspapers and I 

changed my mind. 

Rep. Skarphol: I don't disagree with Senator Robinson, in fact over the interim we had a 

discussion about a new funding mechanism and of the suggestions in lieu of the equity 

distributions we have currently that we consider establishing a pool of money equal to 2% of 

the salary in higher education and have available for each institution to utilize exactly for that 

purpose and in response to Senator Robinson suggestion I wouldn't have any problem putting 

this money in that type of environment in lieu of the needs based financial if that is what the 

committee desires, but the emphasis seemed to be earlier on needs based. If you want to 

switch it to the equity aspect with the new mechanism, I can deal with that. 
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Senator Krebsbach: I think that I see all elements of that essential. Faculty is difficult to 

obtain and retain, and nine times out of ten it isn't the state they don't like its' the dollars that is 

why they leave us. I can't say I am willing to forsake that, for equity because we need that as 

well as the needs based assistance, we need to figure out what is the best route. 

Chairman Holmberg: I think you can argue quite persuasively that on this list of items if one 

of our goals is to keep our graduates in the state, we need to make sure the education is 

affordable, and I think both the Senate and House have done that by putting that 8.2 million 

dollars into the tuition, but at the same time we want to make sure that the dollars we put into 

needs based financial aid is enough to help students to lower their costs so they don't have to 

borrow as much as they do. If you have a sociology degree and have 20,000 dollars worth of 

debt, it is much easier to pay off those loans if you working in Minneapolis or Iowa than if you 

work in North Dakota. I agree with Senator Kresbach, the needs based and the equity are 

extremely important together even though right now we are looking for money in the budget. 

The senate's position was that we had found a source with the general fund not within this 

budget. 

Senator Robinson: The example I made of the math professor at Valley City State, we 

struggled to fill that position, about the same time I had contact with friends and colleagues at 

Minot State and we need to understand the folks at Minot were offering six thousand dollars 

more and they were struggling to fill that position. I have had folks tell me it is no longer an 

attraction to move into higher education, because of the salary levels they are offering. Many 

of us thought that it was a move up, but that is not necessarily the case. Good people are hard 

to recruit, almost as hard to retain. 

Chairman Holmberg: We are one state, but there are things happening in higher education in 

49 other states, and in most of them they are not pretty. 
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Senator Robinson: That is a good point but I think we also realize that we have been 

historically behind the regional averages North Dakota does lag by significant margins. When 

you lose a professor who had many years at Valley City to a Junior College for twenty 

thousand dollars more in Wisconsin, I think that tells you we do lag. We still haven't gained that 

differential. 

Chairman Holmberg: If you are talking about a full professor at a four year school, they are 

much more behind the market, than is someone who is down at an associate or instructor 

level? It isn't across the board, it seems to me the PHD's are well behind their compatriots at 

other schools but when you get down in the ranking, that they don't have as large a differential. 

Senator Robinson: If ever there is an opportunity for North Dakota to gain a point or two in 

this area it is this biennium. The economy is going to turn around; we are positioned to do a bit 

better than other states. It is incumbent of us to do this. I think of our research institutions 

where we land a research professor who brings millions with them to the institution and the 

state the return on our investment is significant. If we lose those people they take the research 

dollars with them and we will never be where we want to be but we should work hard to get as 

close as possible. 

Representative Skarphol: I think last time we met I think we asked council to try to find us a 

number, as to the percentage of general funds we are investing in higher education they all 

were about 21 %, I think of higher education going into this session, I realize it is a moving 

target, can you give us any idea where we are at in regard to that? 

Brady: Just by using an overall general fund appropriations, 3.1 million which was the 

Governor's recommendation, the executive recommendation 614 million and the Senate 

version of 610 million and the House version is 572 million . 
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Chairman Holmberg: Does your 18 point whatever, include the fact that there was that 

funding shift for the education building which really part of what we all wanted to do there 

wasn't much disagreement there it was just the funding source, that 11.2 M we'd all be pretty 

close, would they hit 19%? He was told it would be close. 

Rep. Skarphol: If at all possible I would be interested in knowing just the salary only in each 

institution and if we would try to do a 2% pool and then we would know what it would be at 

each institution and what it would cost in pool, salary only, also the Higher education can do 

that with the 5/5. It would seem to me it would give them more flexibility and or give them the 

language to have the flexibility to do what we are suggesting. 

Chairman Holmberg: So we have the proper adjusted figure the Governor was at 19.74, the 

Senate at 19.62, the House adjusted for the education building would be 18.75 but we don't 

appropriate percentages, we appropriate dollars and there is a difference of 27 million . 

Rep. Martinson: I would like to have Brady put this on his note pad, when we passed the 5/5 

we had a stipulation that there would be minimum of 100 dollars a month to 125 a month. 

Rep. Brady: There is a $100 dollar a month that was added by the Senate. 

Chairman Holmberg: The concern there is there is a heck of a lot of low paid people of 

various services on the campus, and that was added. 

Rep. Skarphol: Do you recall what the fiscal note was on that alone, or was it for full time 

FTE's? 

Chairman Holmberg: I can't remember the exact number, the number of people that would hit 

that minimum of $100.00. 

Senator Robinson: They are maintenance workers, cooks, clerks, number of classifications 

that would include those employees that are at the bottom of the pay scale on campuses. 
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Brady: The total numbers of employees would be appropriated employees so it is 

appropriated salaries, it is not general fund only 386, which would be roughly an $114,000 

general fund costs. 

Chairman Holmberg: That would come out of the total amount of money, in order to give 

everyone a hundred dollars it would cost more than 5%. 

Rep. Williams: I for one am not really supportive of all moving from the 5/5 and 4/4. I have 

too many people in my district that it would have an effect on and I represent them. 

Senator Krebsbach: I think that someplace the question was brought up about salaries per 

institution perhaps we could have higher education get that for us again. 

Rep. Skarphol: I don't recall seeing that. 

Chairman Holmberg: Is that something readily available, the salaries not including the 

benefits? 

Laura Glatt: What you are looking for is the total salary base for the faculty? 

Senator Robinson: I think you would find a number of staff people that are in several 

positions. 

Rep. Skarphol: Give us a number. 

Laura: We will take a look at that. 

Chairman Holmberg: We will move that one along. 

Senator Robinson: It's challenge for higher education, corrections, Health department, we 

need quality folks in all these positions and some of the folks that earn the least are front line 

people. I remember someone telling me two of the most important people were the librarian 

and the grounds people. 

Chairman Holmberg: How close are we on this document, to figuring out what the salaries 

are, would this be the starting point of which it is actually going to cost? 
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Laura Glatt: It certainly would be, because what we do at arriving at the salary budgets, it 

would reflect what we are determining today, what we have to start with is a blended phase, 

they get funded by a blended source, what we end up doing is pro rating the shares. We will 

work on that information and getting you the Gross salary base. 

Rep. Skarphol: Just thinking through your question and the general funded part of the salary 

appears to be 4.319 million if you wanted to establish a 2% pool that would be the logical 

amount. 

Laura: It would seem logical to some extent. We want to be careful about is each students 

share. 

Rep. Skarphol: If we wanted to set aside 2% in a pool it would appear that two percent would 

be somewhere around 8 million. 

Laura: I know what you are trying to accomplish having a pool available. I would suggest that 

under the current mechanism, the institution is doing that in some way. 

Rep. Skarphol: The issue Senator Robinson had is being addressed? 

Laura: They have the flexibility to address them but only to the extent of the dollars stretch. 

Chairman Holmberg: Everyone in higher education is only guaranteed $100 month, beyond 

that the dollars go out on basis of merit, depending on the campus. 

Laura: Now each institution has their own compensation point and that varies by campus that 

varies by geographic region they are in and who they competitors are for faculty and staff. 

Some institutions they may say a minimum of 100 or they may say a minimum of 150 or give 

every employee gets 3% across the board and the other 2% we are going to use the 

discretionary dollars to figure out the market conditions. 

? 
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Rep. Skarphol: In looking at that green book we are providing, obviously a 2% pool can look 

at that figure very differently. There are some fairly dramatic differences in the 2%. Some gain, 

some lose. I really question whether the existing equity form is what we want. 

Rep. Martinson: We should move onto something else. 

Senator Krebsbach: We will recess and reconvene at a different time . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the conference committee to order on SB 2003 at 11 :30 am in the 

Senate Conference Room on Higher Ed. Let the record show that all conferees are present 

except Williams. Senators: Holmberg, Krebsbach, Robinson; Representatives: Skarphol, 

Martinson,. 

• Also present: Brady Larson, Legislative Council and Sandy Deis, 0MB 

Chairman Holmberg: Yesterday we had a suggestion regarding the salary issue alone. You 

had a chart passed out. Let's decide if we go down the road utilizing some of the salary 

money and moving that into needs based financial aid. And the number was? 

Representative Skarphol: In the revised numbers it was probably $9 M for the biennium at 

the institutions only. 

Chairman Holmberg asked for a motion? 

Representatives Skarphol: I move the salaries to a 4 and 4 from a 5 and 5 at the institutions 

and that the money be put back into the needs base financial aid. 

Rep. Martinson: Seconded. 

Motion did not pass. 4-1 

• Chairman Holmberg: Is there anything we can put on the table that we can maul over before 

this afternoon. 
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Senator Robinson: I spent a minute at VCSC and I would like to pass around some pictures 

of the flood at VCSC. VCSC has experienced classes delayed and had to close, they are 

finishing on line. He gave an update on the flood effect. There are a couple major issues. 

Typically, this time of the year we are busy with campus visitations and are very aggressive in 

the way of student retention and recruitment. Most of that is not getting done. There is a big 

need for marketing dollars. The dollars in that area total $200,000. 

Rep. Martinson: I move to take the $200,000 that was designated by the carryover identified 

by the transfer and move it out and allocate it for VCSC. 

Rep. Skarphol: Seconded. 

Roll call vote: Passed. 5-0-1 

Senator Robinson: The other parts we are looking at are items that cannot be assessed to 

FEME. He presented a verbal list of those items totaling $300,017. (7:52) That's the 

highlights. That is the end of my list. 

Chairman Holmberg: Would that money go to the campus directly or go to the board and 

then request as you need it? 

Senator Robinson asked Laura to address that. The dollars are going to be needed asap . 

Representative Skarphol: Do you anticipate any of this to be covered by FEMA? 

Senator Robinson: No, these are outside of FEMA. These are items that will fall outside of 

FEMA. These are immediate needs today. 

Senator Krebsbach: I am willing to move this but I would like to have some discussion on 

where the money would come from? 

Representative Skarphol: Are you anticipating FEMA claim for other items? 

Senator Robinson: Oh yes, there will be. 

Chairman Holmberg: We can't get ahead of that because there is a process. 
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Senator Robinson: There is a process and these items based on all of our discussions with 

FEMA, clearly fall outside of that. They will be campus responsibility. Some of the 

communication technology work has already been done. 

Chairman Holmberg: As you recall, some of the list that Brady provided, we did help UNO 

with flood related expenses. The money we would give could only be used for those purposes 

and not for the alumni office or anything like that. 

Senator Robinson: I assure you we are only requesting what we need. We are asking for 

what we need and it is not padded. I ask the committee for your consideration to help bring 

the campus back to normal. 

Senator Krebsbach: Are there any sources other than general fund. I understand what he is 

talking about after going through flooding in GF. 

Rep. Skarphol: I agree with Senator Krebsbach that I am not against doing this it is just the 

case of when we do it. I would suggest we hold it for awhile. 

Senator Krebsbach withdrew her motion. We will keep track of ii on the list. 

Senator Robinson: I have had question on where we are on the professional student 

exchange. Are there any proposals on the table at this time. We have been in support of that 

program in the past. I would like it to remain the same. 

Rep. Martinson: Let's just leave ii the same. 

Rep. Skarphol: Passed out the handout dealing with entitled Potential 2009-11 Equity 

Allocations (estimates only). Attachment #1 There would seem to be 679 vacant FTE 

positions in higher ed. Fund, funded with general funds. That is a big number. If we are 

looking for money, I think taking money from vacant positions is a good place to get it. It is 

food for serious discussion. According to the reports filed with the state board, these are 
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vacant positions to the tune of $14,337,565. My suggestion if we are serious about finding 

some money, we can look here. 

Chairman Holmberg: I don't' know the number of vacancy, I do know my choir director in my 

church is temporarily filling a vacant position this year. Her salary would be coming from the 

vacant position. I can defend 1 in the 175 and I am sure there is a story with most of them. We 

need to maul this over. I have a copy of this at my desk. 

Senator Robinson: I can't speak for the entire university system but I do know that these 

dollars on our campus have to be used for the salary period that we fill in. 

Rep. Martinson: Our faculty paid considerably less, they don't receive benefits. 

Chairman Holmberg: I don't know about the benefits. I do know in Representative 

Skarphol's proposal he is not saying take all the money out but take some. Recessed until 

this afternoon . 

• Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Start new job here. 04-28-09 pm 2003 Job# 12346 begins here. 

Chairman Holmberg: opened hearing. All conferees were present. We will look at 

appropriated vacant full time equivalent positions. We will get a response from the Board of 

Higher Ed . Look at this and determine if we will continue down this path. I will throw out a 

proposal from the House. It is not a written one and we will come back tomorrow afternoon 

and that will give us an opportunity to maul it over. Any reactions to the fulltime equivalent 

issue? 

Bill Goetz, Chancellor: The report provided by the state auditor's office this morning does 

raise some issues on what it contains and how these numbers are arrived at. Look at the 

number of vacancies per institutions and the assigned dollar amount, that is expressed as 

• annual salary amount, in other words you could have a vacancy for two month and the chart 
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shows 12 months. Everything there is on a 12 month basis. When the information is put 

together, the time of year will reflect on the numbers you have. He explained how the 

information could be distorted or be affected by many things. I think when you look at the 

information it is imperative what those dollars truly reflect what is the actual happening in terms 

of quantitative results. 

Discussion followed on trying to understand how vacancies were tracted. 

Rep. Skarphol: This report was not presented to the Board of Higher Ed. We have a board 

that is not provided all the information they should have that they need to prepare their work 

that has to be done. The documents says that the campuses should prepare their payroll 

budget. If the Board hasn't seen these I don't think that is actually germane to the discussion. 

Bill Goetz: The reason I made the statement as I made it was because of the statement that 

was made this morning . 

Discussion continued on the report and Laura clarified some information that may have been 

misrepresented. Everyday this list will be different. The snapshot you are looking at today is 

from our payroll budget and they project for the next year several months in advance. If the 

projections are done in June there are lot of vacancies. The payroll budget is estimated. We 

have to be careful when we are trying to compare a payroll budget report that campuses are 

doing way in advance to a snapshot on a given date during the year. The other thing relevant 

to your question, Senator, is the dollar amount variances relative to the number of position, a 

number of those position marked vacant are pools. They are a pool that we use in our 

graduate teaching that might be used to hire 3 graduate students. 

Rep. Skarphol: So what you're saying is you don't have the capability to separate salaries 

based on whether they are paid with general funds or tuition . 

Laura: We treat them as a lump sum in the annual budgeting process. 
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Rep. Skarphol: Do you have any people that are in the position of serving as facility and as 

researchers? 

Laura: Most of our researchers may hold the rank of faculty. I think that is different than what 

you are asking. I think you are asking if we have faculty members that teach and also do 

research. The answer is yes. 

Rep. Skarphol: I assume most of that research is funded with grants. 

Laura: The grant money is to support a research activity. 

Rep. Skarphol: I would assume that the faculty member that does both would have their 

salary funded some from the grants and general funds and tuition. I would also assume that 

for federal audits you have to have a paper trail that actually reflects reality. 

Laura: You will find that in our annual budget where we have several positions where the 

position is split because the funding source comes from more than one fund source . 

Rep. Skarphol: When it's convenient you try to insure that you have the sources revealed but 

otherwise you don't. 

Laura: We don't do this as a matter of convenience. There are two fund sources that support 

our instruction funding, general funding and tuition. The other sources of funding, are not 

intended to support the base .... (listen o tape). We have done it that way as long as I have 

been here. 

Rep. Skarphol: Still find these numbers very disturbing. 

Senator Krebsbach: We know we have much to accomplish and the discussion is important 

but I feel it is time to move on to other issues. Let's put it to bed until there is a better 

understanding of the numbers and the dollars. 

Rep. Skarphol: When do you expect that to be? 

• Senator Holmberg: It wouldn't be for two more meetings. 
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Discussion on how we can get information and have it accurate . 

Chairman Holmberg: We are getting towards the end of the session and we want to put out 

something for all of us to think about. He summarized the original bill and the steps it has 

gone through. 

1. We would purpose that we would reduce what the Senate asked for in general fund. 

2. That we restore in this budget in general fund money to cover the issues raised by 

VCSC earlier today. That would provide money for student financial need base and 

money for equity. And take 5.4M from the oil fund for construction of family practice 

center and get that moving. We can maul this over until tomorrow when we meet. We 

are recessed . 
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Chairman Holmberg: called the conference committee to order on SB 2003 regarding Higher 

Ed. Let the record show that all conferees are present: Senators: Holmberg, Krebsbach, 

Robinson; Representatives: Skarphol, Martinson, Williams. Brady Larson of Legislative Council 

and Sandy Deis of 0MB were also present. 

• Representative Skarphol: You wanted us to respond to your initiative and we'd like to do it by 

making an offer. 

Chairman Holmberg: Yesterday I suggested the House people adding money back in to be 

split the ways that were discussed yesterday and plus from the oil trust fund for construction of 

a family practice center in Bismarck and now you are saying you have a suggestion. 

Representative Skarphol: After some discussion there are several aspects to what we are 

suggesting. First of all with regards to Needs Based Financial Aid we would suggest $5M 

dollars additional. Secondly, with regard to equity, we are willing to do the $1 OM, but not with 

the existing formula. And I have a handout (#1) that we are willing to do. This is we're as the 

House willing to do with the (inaudible) (1.46) a total of $10M. and you can look at that. Thirdly 

with regard to the 5 and 5, and we are willing to do the 517 total for Valley City. The $5.4M we 

- would prefer to come out of the permanent oil trust fund. In addition to that we would want to 

utilize the balance that is left in the flexible stimulus dollars, and whatever additional revenue 
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needed to go to $4.5M to Williston CTand E Center, for a total of $6M. The additional $1.5M 

would come from the local level. One additional, with a $25M surplus at the end of the first 

year of end of biennium, If we still have a $25M surplus, we would fund $8.8 for an addition for 

the library at Dickinson. If we exceed projected total revenue, based on our legislative 

projections, there are some different formula of distribution of equity for next session, utilizing 

the peer system, is unacceptable. 

Chairman Holmberg: Let's focus on the peripherals, the board requesting language 

regarding that hanger at GFAF we are talking about financial things, and other things we would 

put together. 

Representative Martinson: I make a motion to move the hanger. 

Representative Williams: Seconded 

Chairman Holmberg: All in favor say Aye. It carried. Do we have other things of those 

peripherals? Brady, 

Revenue 

Chairman Holmberg: All in favor say aye. Do we have other things of those peripherals, 

Brady Larson: other things we have down. 

Brady Larson: review what we have. The first remove a section of a bill related to the 

Northern tier network dollars, listen to tape. Moved yesterday carryover instead be used for 

Valley city marketing, and the only other items to move some money to the Swain project, the 

last issue was the VC. 

Representative Martinson: I move all of those 

Representatives Skarphol: Seconded 

Voice vote carries 
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Chairman Holmberg: Continuing on this roll, the issues that had been raised by the board are 

there any of them left that we have not addressed in this round covering everything? 

Brady Larson: I don't have that list in front of me. The other issue I have is to amend the 

section of the bill in relation to spending fed, if stimulus money received like a grant, we agreed 

it would be best to insert language to clarify that fed stimulus funds could be used much the 

same way as fed funds. 

Representative Skarphol: I am not coming up with anything, maybe we need to maul that. 

Chairman Holmberg: not sure the way the motions went. The money becomes the VC 

emergency clause. 

Representative Skarphol: could Brady tell us what is in needs based as of right now. 

Brady Larson: with the house admen the total is $9.4M. 

Representative Skarphol: there is $8.2M we put in for tuition affordability, helps students in 

public inst and not private inst. 

Representative Martinson: The major difference is $5M and how you allocate the equity. 

Senator Robinson: I would like to offer for the consideration capital improvements on 

Williston and Dickinson, the last item, addition to science for VCS consider a funding level? It 

is the newest building on campus, science tech, labs, and needs updating. We can discuss 

this at length. 

Chairman Holmberg: I would also like Brady email all of the members of the subcommittee 

the list of what we had agreed upon and also the provisions that were mentioned by the House 

folks for our use and discussion. We will certainly take this item back and take a look at it. 

There will be some wrinkles, I am trying, not prejudging, trying to answer the question some 

might have on the floor of the Senate "you are building buildings on the backs of the students". 
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I don't know what the reaction will be regarding the change of? try to meet tomorrow 

afternoon. We have many issues resolved, we should be able to meet ½ hour, we will try 

Senator Robinson: Question for Brady, what time can we expect this list, early morning. 

Brady Larson: it should be sometime this evening sometime between 7 and 7:30p.m. 

Representative Martinson: Just to mention those buildings, you put out an alert to the 

students, none are coming out of general fund money. 

Representative Skarphol: if we are going to move forward, ? we need to have that 

included. 

Senator Robinson: I would suggest construction of a space utilizing study @ VC State in 

coop with 0MB we would welcome that. 

Representative Skarphol: in discussion that aspect. What if completion says it is not a good 

idea? 

Senator Robinson: We are very comfortable we will find this study will be sufficient. 

Completion would be at the earliest possible date. We are in the process of having to relocate 

we would be willing to work with that language. 

Representative Skarphol: Does it take a year, 18 months? 

Laura Glatt: I think in large part it depends on how high a priority it is in institutional level, 

Mayville was going through strategic planning efforts. They kept them running in parallels 

would imagine they could get it done in short order. 

Representative Skarphol: If we are going to discuss this, what are the alternatives? If it is 

going to take 15 months to do this evaluation, we are going to be close to that time frame 

anyway. 
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Senator Robinson: This is a high priority at VCS; we have waited so long we need to address 

it. I hope we aren't waiting 4 more years, phase one would be the addition, the need is without 

question. 

Chairman Holmberg: I would assume by it not coming up we all received info on the FTE 

issue and that issue is off the table. 

Representative Skarphol: I would agree with that assessment. 

Chairman Holmberg: stand in recess . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the conference committee to order on SB 2003 in regards to 

Higher Ed. The minutes are to reflect that all conferees are present: Senators Holmberg, 

Krebsbach, Robinson and Representatives Skarphol, Martinson, and Williams. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council and Sandy Deis, 0MB were also present. 

• Chairman Holmberg - Brady has some documents - Listing of Proposed Changes to Re

engrossed Senate Bill No. 2003 - see attached #1. 

• 

Outstanding Technical Issues on SB 2003 to be Considered by the Conference Committee 

Prepared by NOUS Office, April 30, 2009 - see attached #2. 

Chairman Holmberg: We will ask the department to address any technical things in the bill. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council: The first document I'll review is the Listing of Proposed 

Changes to Re-engrossed Senate Bill No. 2003. 

Rep. Martinson: Those have been adopted? Was answered yes. 

Brady Larson: I'm going to go through them in detail, but just to comment that these were 

agreed upon. One item to note is in the other adopted changes at the bottom - For number 2, 

it says "Remove Section 2 of the House amendments providing continuant language", and 

after reviewing the language, I think that I'll probably keep that language in and provide the 

necessary requirements to achieve what is being asked for there. The 2nd document is a list 
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of outstanding technical issues that was prepared by the University System office. I requested 

the system office prepare a list of outstanding issues that they feel need to be addressed in 

this bill by the conference committee. I'm not going to go into detail with these, but I hope you 

will review them as we go through our discussions. 

Chairman Holmberg: These would be the peripherals. Let's try to zero in now on the dollars 

and try to get is so you can start preparing the actual amendments. Let's go to those important 

items. One of them was presented yesterday - the $10 M in equity funding and then the 

House, in their proposal, handed out an estimate only of equity allocation which is $250,000 

minimum. If you recall in the budget, it was $135,000 minimum. Are there any questions on 

this item that was presented to us? 

Senator Robinson: Is this on the equity? 

Chairman Holmberg: Yes . 

Representative Skarphol: What do you mean it might vary? 

Chairman Holmberg: These are estimates. 

Representative Skarphol: I think "suggested" would be a more appropriate term. 

Senator Robinson: There has been discussion on this today on the Senate side. Some prefer 

we are at the 135 and some at 250. I move we try to reach compromise and set the 

minimum at $200,000. 

Senator Krebsbach: Seconded. 

Chairman Holmberg: Motion is to approve with minimum of $200,000. 

Senator Robinson: I offer it to get us off dead center. I don't know where the committee is at 

on that particular issue. We have a number of institutions that are affected in various ways. 

Senator Krebsbach: But I question how the money was determined for additional dollars . 
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Representative Skarphol: There was nothing scientific about the original peer groups -

therefore these numbers were based on the 250 minimum for everyone, and a distribution 

based on what would have been a perceived correct ratio on the rest of them in addition to the 

250. 

Senator Krebsbach: I hope to study this issue in the interim because I think it needs further 

evaluation. 

Representative Skarphol: I stated that when I suggested these numbers. I would like us to 

move to a different system. 

Chairman Holmberg: I'd agree with Representative Skarphol. It has flaws but we have a 

motion to accept with the provision that the minimum be 200. 

Vote #1 - A Roll Call Vote was taken. Yea: 3 Nay: 3 Absent: O 

Motion fails. 

Senator Krebsbach: Moved to accept the documents as presented yesterday. 

????: Seconded. 

Vote #2 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 

Chairman Holmberg: Talked about taking $5.4M about of trust fund and constructing the 

family practice center in Bismarck. 

????: Moved that motion. 

Senator Krebsbach: Seconded. 

Vote #3 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 
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Chairman Holmberg: We had a suggestion yesterday having to do with the library, 

Dickenson - 8.8 million, using the surplus. Is there language that we can adopt or just a 

concept. 

Representative Skarphol: I do have language. I need to get copies. 

Chairman Holmberg: We have another issue of needs based. There is quite a bit of 

heartburn over the number that was suggested yesterday. 

Representative Martinson: Could we hold till last? 

Chairman Holmberg: Yes. 

Representative Skarphol: (Handed .0324 amendment - see attached #3) A contingent 

appropriation for Dickinson State library. Moved approval of amendment .0324. 

Representative Martinson: Seconded. 

Vote #4 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: O Absent: O 

Representative Skarphol: If there are other provisions in law that provide for contingent 

appropriations, does that take precedence over this one? 

Brady Larson: Because the language in this amendment only speaks to the estimated 

general fund revenues and doesn't speak anything to appropriations. I think they would be 

independent of each other. It would not come out of projected revenues. 

Chairman Holmberg: Talked about the CT&E center. Had bill on calendar and they wanted 

to run it today. Asked leadership to hold it until this is finished. Question was the V. Chair 

Grindberg had amendments regarding that center. Let us leave this until tomorrow. That is on 

our list for tomorrow. 

Representative Martinson: Move to adopt the concept of the language . 

Representative Skarphol: Seconded. 
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Vote #5 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 

Chairman Holmberg: We'll get some language. That should work with item # 2 of technical 

issues to be considered by the NDSU office. 

Brady Larson: Clarify the funding source language. 

Chairman Holmberg: We'll huddle on that other language. These bills will be on the floor and 

we have it first. If this is in the final bill, we'll dispatch the other bill quickly. V. Chair Grind berg 

agreed that it should be in 2003. Then we have the Needs Based issue. 

Representative Skarphol: We have a language issue with regards to scholarships. I don't 

know what the status is with how council is working that out. The committee needs to know 

what needs happen where. Do we need a motion for the final amendment? 

Brady Larson: I believe you are referencing the Merit scholarships. There two sets of 

scholarships or loan forgiveness programs. The main one is the Merit Scholarship program 

levels. In the House version of 2003 there are guidelines for the merit scholarship; there is 

some repetitive language that is not needed. Legislative Council recommended that Sections 

33 and 34 be removed so that the guidelines are only in 1400. 

Representative Skarphol: You wonder if they should be in the k12 section or higher ED of 

law. Whatever the council believes is appropriate is fine. 

Chairman Holmberg: Is part of that rationale that 1013 is just in session law? 

Brady Larson: I believe that is part of the reasoning. I do have a copy of the language. 

????: Moved the recommendations made in sub note 5 on the second document. 

????: Seconded. 

Vote #6 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 
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Brady Larson: There is a third section in SB 2003 regarding the number of scholarships 

provided. 

Representative Skarphol: Am I correct in saying that they are no longer called merit 

scholarships? 

Brady Larson: That is correct. 

Chairman Holmberg: That's not a major problem. It just provides for that report. It's 

interesting when we have to juggle two bills. 

Representative Skarphol: Do you want to take care of #4? 

Brady Larson: #4 provides some information providing the STEM loan forgiveness Program 

that is being suggested to be added to the existing education technology occupation loan 

forgiveness program. There was a little confusion about the wording of this program. We 

would like to add language for legislative intent. I am not familiar with the different 

recommendations in here and it may be more appropriate for the system office to speak to 

these items. I think this is good idea. 

Representative Skarphol: Does the language change needed dollars? 

Brady Larson: No. 

(Options A and B were explained to the committee and the effects of each option) 

Representative Skarphol: Moved to adopt language on option A. 

Representative Martinson: Seconded. 

Vote #7 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: O Absent: O 

Representative Martinson: Moved that we have fewer students for the four years. 

Senator Krebsbach: Seconded . 

Vote #8 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 
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33.57 Chairman Holmberg: Let's go to #6. West Dining services Project. Additional 

language is being asked for. There is an attached document. 

Laura Glatt: The bottom line is that it authorizes new bonds. It is a twofold project. It is 

renovation and expansion of the west dining center and possibly a renovation of the auxiliary 

enterprise building - not to exceed $7 million. 

Chairman Holmberg: So the bill won't change as far as revenue bonds that are being issued, 

it just expands the project with this flexibility language. 

Laura Glatt: It is consistent with what they presented to you in their testimony. It only 

represents the west dining facility renovation. It should be renovation, expansion, and 

renovation of the west dining facility. 

Representative Skarphol: I move to approve . 

Senator Robinson: Seconded. 

Vote #9 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: O 

Rep. Skarphol: Moved approval of #1 which was the Receipt and Expenditure of 

Competitive Federal Stimulus Funding. 

Senator Robinson: Seconded. 

Vote #10 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 

Representative Skarphol: (Handed out amendment 98037.0440. See attached #4) 

Senator Robinson: Commented that they have a mutual understanding and that it works well. 

Chairman Holmberg: I would like to discuss the student aid. Even though they are separate 

• issues, the student aid is a general fund issue. The other things many of them come from 
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revenue sources. I think that the Senate position on the item that was suggested yesterday, 

$5M in needs based funding. We did run that up our flag poles and no one saluted it. No one 

seemed comfortable with that. They preferred $10 million, which would get the student 

financial aid roughly to $20 million. The Governor's version was $39 million and then some of 

that money was taken, but also for student aide. So you can't really say that it all dissipated. 

We would like to think about that during this coffee break. What other issues do we need to 

talk about in break? We also had the talk about Valley City and their problems. 

Discussion: The committee discussed when they should come back to finish up. 

Chairman Holmberg: (Passed out V. Chair Grindberg amendments .0305 -see attached #5) 

Adjourned . 
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Chairman Holmberg called the conference committee to order at 10:30 am on SB 2003 in 

regards to Higher Ed. The minutes are to reflect that all conferees are present: Senators 

• Holmberg, Krebsbach, Robinson and Representatives Skarphol, Martinson, and 

Williams. 

Brady Larson, Legislative Council and Sandy Deis, 0MB were also present. 

Rep. Martinson: There is a reference in SB 2003 to a study of the family practice center 

in Bismarck that isn't needed any more - the study isn't needed, so I would move that 

we take that out of the bill (.0400 bill) 

Senator Krebsbach seconded. 

Vote #1 -Voice vote passed 

Chairman Holmberg: There is some reference (I got the note) to the ND Scholarship or Merit 

is coming out that is now called the ND Scholarship - is this an old note? 

- Brady Larson: In SB 2003, there is a section that does reference scholarships in 1400. I did 

discuss this issue with our legal counsel and we will revise this section. 
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Rep. Skarphol: You handed out an amendment with regard to Williston State College and 

I've had an opportunity to look through it. While there are parts of it that I think are 

appropriate, there are parts that are obviously in conflict with what we've done and said. If 

you'd like to retain part of this, I would have no problem with it. (.0305 amendment - see 

attached #5 dated 4-30-09). It isn't necessary, but if the Senate insists that we have a portion 

of it, I could live with a portion of it, but not all of it. If you read through the amendment, it says 

that ultimately they have to get State Board of Higher Education approval, and then it says it 

can't have courses for college students. I'm not real bright, but I wouldn't ask anybody to give 

State Board of Higher Education approval to teach high school students. Quite frankly, I'm not 

going to move any section of this amendment. 

Chairman Holmberg: Is there anyone that would move this amendment? 

Senator Krebsbach: For sake of discussion, I would so move amendment .0305. 

Senator Robinson seconded. 

Rep. Skarphol: I'm not saying any part of it is acceptable. I'm just saying that there are only 

two portions of it that would be in any way shape acceptable and that would be A & B. And I'm 

assuming that they would have a business plan, and I'm also assuming that if we pass that 

authorization to the building that the State Board of Higher Education will follow our lead. I 

expect these are conscientious people that will try to do the right thing with regard to meeting 

the standards of the career and technical education. There is no intent to try and do 

something other than what is professional. I just don't see this as being necessary quite 

frankly. 

Chairman Holmberg: I think we might have trouble passing it - Could you make the motion 

just adding A & B because it certainly was an issue with the author of this. Would that bother 

you if we just added A & B? Would we get two votes from the House to add A & B? 
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Rep. Skarphol: I can't speak for my colleagues, but like I just stated, I just don't see why it's 

necessary. I would anticipate I would just as well vote no. 

Chairman Holmberg: When he was here, and I think Rep. Martinson was here, when I had a 

bill over in the House that then Rep. Pat Comny said, "This bill is harmless, but useless." and 

sat down. My pride and joy of that session was defeated. You don't forget. I have a list. 

Senator Robinson: Was there an effort or do we leave parts A & B? 

Senator Krebsbach: I would amend my motion to include A & B in section two. 

Chairman Holmberg: Because the rest of the funding thing is already going to be in there. 

Vote #2 -A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 4 Nay: 2 Absent: 0 

Motion fails. 

Chairman Holmberg: The other big issue is bringing the student financial needs based line 

item up to the floor of the Senate and getting it passed at anything less than $1 OM above 

where the House was. We would be adding $10M and you have suggested $5 M. It's $9.4 

now, and it would be $19.4. If you want to know the big stumbling blocks in the Senate, that 

would be one. Some of the other things that are in here that are all good are - some of them 

will have angst on the floor of the Senate, but that would be a item that would be a very hard 

sell. Maybe the other two senators want to say what they sense on that issue because we 

have to get 24 votes for this bill. 

Rep. Martinson: I move we take a break. 

Chairman Holmberg: OK, we will come back at 11 :00. 

(Both sides conferred) 

Chairman Holmberg: We are back and a one of the questions had to do with the Williston 

Center because of the language that the Board had given us in their memo. I asked Brian to 
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report about the language that will be in these amendments. They include that the Center 

would provide secondary and full secondary programs, and that is correct Brady? Correct. 

Item #3 was one remaining - General fund appropriations from the Wind Project (see 

attached #1) was allocated to other repairs or needs based aid or others. There was a 

question - if you recall, they can apply for stimulus dollars and if they receive them to the 

extent that those dollars would replace general fund dollars, the question the board asks is 

what happens to those dollars that are replaced? They are not a set number at all. That's all I 

have. 

Rep. Skarphol: We've discussed it a little bit and there are some alternatives there too as 

well. How do you want to do that? We could resolve it if we all agree that the appropriate 

thing to do would be that the amount of general fund monies that were un-utilized because of 

the stimulus money would flow back to general fund. That way the amount would not be of 

any real significance and we would settle on any number for needs based. And that would be 

the end of that part of it. 

Chairman Holmberg: I think it's important that we don't, I shouldn't say don't leave the 

money in higher Ed, but it's a number that we won't know, therefore having to back to the 

general fund would seem to make some sense. 

Rep. Skarphol: I would make a motion that any unutilized general funds from the wind 

turbine project that Lake Region return to the general fund. 

Senator Robinson seconded. 

Vote #3 - Voice vote passed. 

Chairman Holmberg: I understand this is the last chance they have. I understand that we 

have addressed the issues and concerns from the Board of Higher Education on SB 2003. 
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Rep. Martinson: I move that we add an additional sum of $800,000 or so much that is 

really necessary included in the operations assets line item for subdivision 11 of 

section one of this act for Valley City State University so it may be used in support of 

strategic goals and initiatives to offset enrollment impacts and address other needs 

including capital. 

Senator Krebsbach seconded. 

Vote #4 - A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 

Rep. Skarphol: I believe the only remaining topic is needs based. Is that correct? 

Chairman Holmberg: That's according to my list. 

Rep Skarphol: As I explained it to one of my colleagues earlier, right at this moment in time 

in this process, it's kind of like starting up a new computer. You have all of these things 

running in the background, and until some of those things running in the background manage 

to resolve themselves, I suspect that we're not going to move anywhere on needs based 

education, so I would suggest that we have another meeting this afternoon. 

Chairman Holmberg: And you will call, or you will stop and see Erik to have that scheduled. 

Reconvened at 5 pm - Job # 12445 

Chairman Holmberg called the conference committee back to order on SB 2003 at 5 pm in 

regards to Higher Ed. The minutes are to reflect that all conferees are present: Senators 

Holmberg, Krebsbach, Robinson and Representatives Skarphol, Martinson, and 

Williams. Brady Larson, Legislative Council and Sandy Deis, 0MB were also present. 

Brady handed out a Listing of Adopted Changes to Reengrossed Senate Bill No. 2003 -

May 1. 2009. - see attached 2. 
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Rep Martinson: Brady, the totals are wrong . 

Chairman Holmberg: Which total is wrong? 

Rep. Martinson: On the very bottom right. You add across and it doesn't take much to add 

$11M and $12 Mand you don'tget$14M. 

Brady Larson: It looks like the $10M didn't get carried across. 

Chairman Holmberg: We had a document that we were going to spend a lot of time talking 

about at this time, but it is flawed. I don't think we will do much more unless there is anything 

else to bring up at this time. 

Rep. Martinson: Let's not talk about this. We all know what's here. 

Rep. Skarphol: He said we're not going to talk about it. 

Chairman Holmberg: We're not going to talk about it. 

Rep. Martinson: Yeah, because it's flawed. That means that when it's unflawed, then we'll 

talk about it. 

Chairman Holmberg: No, that's another decision for another day. 

Rep.Williams: I believe, if we'd put more money into personnel we'd get more qualified 

people. 

(Laughter) 

Rep. Skarphol: Rep. Williams never criticizes anyone he doesn't respect. 

Chairman Holmberg: That is very good. 

Rep. Martinson: Has he ever criticized you? 

Rep. Skarphol: Many times. 

Chairman Holmberg: We are scheduled for 9:30 tomorrow morning. We are adjourned . 
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Chairman Holmberg: Called the conference committee to order at 10:30 am on SB 2003 in 

regards to Higher Education. The minutes are to reflect that all conferees are present: 

Senators: Holmberg, Krebsbach, Robinson and Representatives: Skarphol, Martinson, 

and Williams. 

• Brady Larson, Legislative Council and Sandy Deis, 0MB. 

Rep. Martinson: I move that we put in an additional $500,000 into the Williston Center 

reducing their match by $500,000 and we add an additional 5 million dollars into the student 

aid package. 

Senator Krebsbach: Seconded the motion. 

Chairman Holmberg: All in favor say I. 

Voice Vote Passed 

Chairman Holmberg: Would someone move that we have amendments drafted from all of the 

things that we have. 

Senator Robinson: Moved to draft amendments. 

Rep. Martinson: Seconded the motion. 

• Chairman Holmberg: All in favor say I. 

Handed out amendment 98046.0325 
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Chairman Holmberg: Could you direct us to where the changes would be in these 

amendments? 

Brady: The student financial aid portion is buried in the numbers on pages 2 and 3 of the 

amendments and page number two the second page two item number 3 is adding funding for 

needs based financial aid. 

Chairman Holmberg: Add on top of the1 0 million dollars. 

Rep. Martinson: That is 10 million total. 

Chairman Holmberg: It will now be 19 and changed. 

Brady: And so you are adding 10 million to the House version? 

Chairman Holmberg: What is the correct number on page two is it 12.8? 

Brady: Yes it is 12.8 that is the correct amount, so that will provide total funding for student 

financial aid for a total of Nineteen million three hundred and seventy four thousand and twenty 

two dollars. The next change is Williston Technical Center project on and that will be found on 

page number 5. This indicates that there will be six million added to Williston State College for 

the career and tech center, this reflects the original request yesterday of approximately of 4.5 

million from the permanent oil fund and 1.5 million of local funds. 

Chairman Holmberg: That would be noted in footnote number sixteen, otherwise these are 

the amendments. That would be five million from oil and five million from special funds. 

Senator Krebsbach: We were at 6 before and we are still at 6 

Rep. Martinson: How is that going to be determined in that stimulus money? 

Brady: That is good question, but no answer. 

Chairman Holmberg: The legislature has to use hard dollars for Swain Hall. If there are other 

things added, that needs to be addressed by the legislature . 
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Rep. Martinson: I wonder if we shouldn't put the language in there that we put in the others if 

the stimulus money is not available. 

Rep. Skarphol: Maybe we need to put language in the 0MB budget they may need to decide 

where the general fund is going supply stimulus dollars because of the fact we over spent it. 

Chairman Holmberg: How much did we overspend? 

Sandy: Last review, $800. 

Chairman Holmberg: That is something leadership will have to wrestle with. 

Senator Krebsbach: I would prefer to have that in black and white. If there are questions, we 

need a guarantee. 

Rep. Skarphol: I would move that the Swain hall renovations funded with stimulus dollars 

should be given priority and if not then general funds will be used. 

Rep. Martinson: Seconded the motion. 

Chairman Holmberg: If you have that language does that mean if they are eight hundred 

dollars over and they go first then the education bill at UNO is out? 

Sandy: We will be more than $800 because they need money to administer stimulus money. 

Rep. Skarphol: Yes I would be willing to include all 

Chairman Holmberg: All in favor of amendment say I. 

Voice vote passed 

Senator Robinson: Moved to pass 2003 as amended. 

Rep. Skarphol: Seconded. 

A Roll Call vote was taken. Yea: 6 Nay: 0 Absent: 0 

Chairman Holmberg: We are adjorned. 
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98046.0324 
Title. 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Representative Wald 

April 29, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

That the House recede from its amendments as printed on pages 131 0· 1316 of the Senate 
Journal and pages 1387-1393 of the House Journal and that Reengrossed Senate Bill 
No. 2003 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the first semicolon insert "to provide a contingent appropriation;" 

Page 8, after line 6, insert: 

"SECTION 3. CONTINGENT APPROPRIATION· DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. There is appropriated out of any moneys in the general fund in the state 
treasury, not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $8,800,000, or so much of the sum as 
may be necessary, to Dickinson state university for the purpose of the renovation and 
construction of the Dickinson state university Stoxen library, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. Dickinson state university may spend this 
funding only if actual general fund revenues for the period from July 1, 2009, through 
December 31, 2009, exceed estimated general fund revenues for that period by at least 
$25,000,000, as determined by the office of management and budget, based on the 
legislative estimates made at the close of the 2009 legislative session." 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

This amendment provides a contingent general fund appropriation of $8.8 million to Dickinson 
State University for a renovation and addition to the Stoxen Library. The funding is available 
only if general fund revenues for the period from July 1, 2009, through December 31, 2009, 
exceed legislative estimates by at least $25 million. 

Page No. 1 98046.0324 

3 
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DATB: -------
CARRIBll: --------------

LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. ofm mt 

Em clause added or deleted 
Statanmtofnumo,eofameodment 

MOTION MADE BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: __________ _ 

.VOTECOUNT YES NO ABSENT 



• 

REPORTOPCONFIRENCICOMMITI'EI 
(ACCIDI/RICEDt) 

Bill Number g O O -3 (, 81 (re)enarossed): 

YourCoaferenceCommittee _________ _ 

l'OI' dul S.■ate: For tll1 RoaN: 
YES/ NO 

I9COD1111e11111 that the (Sm,JATE/HOUSB) (ACCEDB to) (RECEDB from) 

the (SfJIIAUtlHome) ameadmenta on (SJ/HJ) pap(s) __ 

;__, and place_· ___ on the Seventh ord« • 

YBS/NO 

c.--/ 

_, adopt (t\Jrther) amendmmta 81 follows, and place.:..· ___ on the 
Seventh ordr. 

__, havina been unable to asree. recommends dud the committee be discharged 
and • new committee be appofnted. 

((Re)Eqrouc,d} waa placed on the Seventh ord« ofbusinea on the calendar. 

DATE: -------
CARRJEll: --------------
LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. of mt 

Em clause added or deleted 
Statement of • of amendment 

MOTION MADI BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: __________ _ 

• VOTECOUNT YES NO ABSENT 



• 

RE.PORTOJCONnRENCICOMMlTI'EI 
(ACCIDI/RICEDt) 

Bill Numb« JOO .:J (. u (re)engroued): Date:_____,14,_,..,/2,"""""',.,.....,.1/4,...::;..lJ..,._:j -

Your Conference Committee __________ _ 

For tile Se■ate: For tile Boa11: 
YES/ NO 

reco1u111mcl1 lhat the (Sm-lATF.IHOUSB) (ACCEDE to) (RBCBDB ftom) 

the (ScmatalHouse) ameadmmtl oii (SJ/HJ) pap(s) __ 

---J and place_· ___ on the Seventh ord« • 

YES/NO 

_, adopt (further) amendmenta u fbllows, ml place_. ___ on the 
Sevmtbonhr. 

__, haviq been umble to asn,e, recommendl that the committee be discharged 
aud a new committee be appointed. 

((Re)Eqroaed) ____ wu placed on the Sevmtb ord« ofbusinea on the calendar. 

DATB: ______ _ 

CA.RRlBll: --------------

LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO: ofea mt 

Em clause added or deleted 
Statement of DUl'IIO!e of amendment 

MOTION MADI BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: 
• VOTE COUNT __ YE_S ___ NO---,-\BS-ENT-



• 

• 

Bill Number 

REPORTOFCONnRENCECOMMJ1TEE 
(ACCEDrJRECEDlt) 

o( O o 3 (, 81 (re)engrossed): 

Your Conference Committee __________ _ 

For the Senate: For the Bouie: 
YES/ NO 

n.rncnrnendl that the (SENA TE/HOUSE) (ACCEDB to) (R.ECEDB &om) 

the (Senate/Howie) amcmdmentl on (SJ/HJ) page(1) __ _ 

~ andplace_· ___ ontheSevenlbordcr • 

YBS/NO 

_, adopt (further) amendrnentl 81 fi>llowa, and place..... ___ on the 
Seventh order: 

--J having been unable to agree, recommcndl that the committee be discharged 
and I new oomrniltee be appointed. 

((Re)Engroaed) waa placed on the Seventh order ofbusinell on the calendar. 

DATE: ______ _ 

CARRlEll: --------------
LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. ofea ent 

Em clause added or deleted 
Statement of numose of amendment 

MOTION MADE BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: __________ _ 

VOTECOVNT YES NO ABSENT 



• 

• 

.-#/~~frfli 
. ~~ 

REPORTOFCONnRENCICOMMI'ITEE c:7...x:. 
(ACCEDEIRECEDt) 

Bill Numb« c1611_3 (, as (re)engrossed): Date: ~ /29 
l 

Your Conference Committee __________ _ 

For die Seaate: For die Rouae: 
YES/ NO YES/NO 

rec:ommenda that the (SENATPJHOUSB) (ACCBDB to) (RECBDB ftom) 

the (Senate/House) amendmam oil (SJ/HJ) page(1) __ _ 

__, and place_· ___ on the Seventh order. 

_, adopt (further) amendmmts as follows, and place.,_. ___ on the 
Seventh order: 

__, having bem Wlllble to agree, recommends that the committee be discharged 
and I UW committee be appointed. 

((Re)Bngrossed) was placed on the Seventh order ofbusineu on the calendar. 

DATE: ______ _ 

CARRIBlt: --------------
LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. ofm mt 

Em J clause added or deleted 
Statement of DUl'DO!e of amendment 

MOTION MADE BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: ___________ _ 

.VOTECOUNT YES NO ABSENT 



• 

REPORTOPCONnRENCICOMMJTl'EI 
(ACCEDI/RICIDl) 

Bill Number~ d/ 00 1 (. 81 (re)engrossed): . Date: Af71 ~ d O 0~ 

Your Conf'erence Committee k4 C?,a474<e ~ 
For dt• S.Uta: For tilt HoaN: 

YES/ NO 

reoommencll that the (SENATE/HOUSB) (ACCEDB to) (RECEDB from) 

the (Seaat6'House) amendmeall on (SJ/HJ) pap(s) __ 

__,J and place_· ---OD the Seventh order • 

YES/NO 

_, adopt (ftuther) amendml'lltl 81 follows, and place.,__. ___ on the 
Seventh ordr. 

__,J havina been unable to asree, recommends that the committee be diJcJlarged 
and • new committee be appointed. 

((Re)Eqroued) ____ w81 pl-' on the Sevmth order ofbusinea on the calendar. 

DATB: _______ _ 

CARRIER:--------------
LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. ofea 

Em clause added or deleted 
Statement of nurno• of amendment 

MOTION MADI BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: __________ _ 

.VOTE COUNT YES NO ABSENT 



• 
90630.0305 
Title. 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Senator Grindberg 

April 14, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED HOUSE BILL NO.1230 

Page 1, line 1, after "A BILL" replace the remainder of the bill with "for an Act to provide an 
appropriation for the construction of a career and technology education center. 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF NORTH DAKOTA: 

SECTION 1. APPROPRIATION - CONTINGENCIES. 

1. There is appropriated out of any moneys in the permanent oil tax trust fund 
in the state treasury, not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $3,000,000, or 
so much of the sum as may be necessary, to Williston state college for the 
purpose of funding the construction of a career and technology education 
center, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

2. The appropriation provided for in this section is contingent upon Williston 
state college: 

a. Developing a business plan for the center; 

· b. Having the business plan approved by the state board of higher 
education and the state board for career and technical education; and 

c. Providing dollar-for-dollar matching funds from nonstate sources. 

3. Once the career and technical education center is constructed, it may 
provide only high school level courses to students." 

Renumber accordingly 
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--o_)V~ 
I ~a_,~ _b 

REPORTOFCONRRENCICOMMITl'EE 
(ACCIDl'./RECEDlt) 

5~ 
Bill Number di O O 3 (, as (re)engrossed): Date: /J14cb / , J 00 1 

~~~,,~*,.:_~ 0 Your Conference Committee ~ ·-

For die Seaate: For die Rou,e: 
YES/ NO 

recommenda that the (SENA TE/HOUSE) (ACCEDB to) (RECEDE from) 

the(Senatelffome) ammdmentl on (SJ/HJ) page(s) __ 

--J and place_· ___ on the Seventh onfll' • 

YES/NO 

_, adopt (further) amendments as follows, and place~· ___ on the 
Seventh order: 

--J having been unable to asree, recommends that the committee be discharged 
and a new committee be appointed. 

((Re)Bngroaed) wu placed on the Seventh order of business on the calendar. 

DATE: ______ _ 

CARRlB1l: --------------

LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. ofen eat 

Em clause added or deleted 
Statement of DUr110se of amendment 

MOTION MADI BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: __________ _ 

-VOTE COUNT YES NO ABSENT 



fr/ ~~f;: ~J 
REPORTOFCONRRENCECOMMITl'EE U-~1~0 

(ACCJ:Dl'JRECED£) T' ( • Bill Number 5/3 doo3 (,as(re)engrossed): _ Date: Ao/ /, di0°t 
Your Conference Committee .., ~~ 

OAT E For tile Senate: For the Hou1e: 
YES/ NO ,~ oYES/NO , 

{._,_.,,/ 

V 

recommenda that the (SENA TE/HOUSE) (ACCEDE to) (RECEDE from) 

• 
the (Senate/House) amendment& on (SJ/HJ) page(s) ___ - --r l ,/ j}J 
___, and place ____ on the Seventh order. {j ()f 0 f-
- , adopt (fiutber) amendments as follows, and place -'--. ___ on the / }-;_; 

Seventh order: ul/""" 
___, having been unable to agree, recommends that the committee be discharged 

and a new committee be appointed. 

((Re)Engrossed) was placed on the Seventh order of business on the calen 

DATE: ______ _ 

CARRIER: --------------
LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. ofen ent 

Erner-~. clause added or deleted 
Statement of numose of amendment 

MOTION MADE BY: _________ _ 

SECONDED BY: __________ _ 

-VOTE COUNT YES NO ABSENT 



• Bill Number 

REPORTOFCONFERENCECOMMITl'E 
(ACCEDE/RECEDE) 

J,00--3 tr- ~ """ A'71~ J-,oo 'J 
Your Conference Committee , ,,_fa__. ~'114-<~ 

OIi T £ For the Senate: For the Bouie: 
YES/ NO •~ oYES/NO 

recommends that the (SENA TE/HOUSE) (ACCEDE to) (RECEDE from) 

the (Saoate/House) amaidmenta on (SJ/HJ) page(s) __ _ 

__, and place_· ___ on the Seventh order. 

_, adopt (tbrthcr) amendments as follows, and place ~-___ on the 
Seventh order: 

__, having been unable to agree, recommends that the committee be discharged 
and a new committee be appointed. 

((Re)Engrossed) wu placed on the Seventh order of business on the calendar. 

DATE: ______ _ 
CARRIER: _____________ _ 

LCNO. of amendment 

LCNO. ofen ent 

Emeraencv clause added or deleted 
Statement of numnse of amendment 

MOTION' MADE BY: __________ _ 

SECONDED BY: ___________ _ 

-VOTECOUNT YES NO ABSENT 

DAtt!. 



98046.0325 
Title. 
Fiscal No. 1 

Prepared by the Legislative Council staff for 
Conference Committee 

May 2, 2009 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

That the House recede from its amendments as printed on pages 1310-1316 of the Senate 
Journal and pages 1387-1393 of the House Journal and that Reengrossed Senate Bill 
No. 2003 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the first semicolon insert 'to provide a contingent appropriation;' 

Page 1, line 3, after the second semicolon insert 'to create and enact a new section to chapter 
15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to reporting requirements of 
scholarship programs; to amend and reenact subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 
and sections 15-62.2-02 and 15.1-01-02 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to 
student financial assistance grants, technology grants, and joint meetings of the state's 
education boards;' 

Page 1, line 6, replace 'provide" with 'provided' 

Page 1, line 19, replace '765,707' with '903,718' and replace "7,047,601' with '7,185,612" 

Page 2, line 1, replace "1,248,728" with '13,386,525" and replace "7,236,225" with 
"19,374,022" 

Page 2, after line 3, Insert: 

"Merit scholarships 
Two-year campus marketing 

0 
0 

3,000,000 
800,000 

3,000,000 
800,000" 

Page 2, line 8, replace "436,030" with "1,436,030' and replace "2,176,344" with '3,176,344" 

Page 2, line 13, replace "7,256,984" with "24,332,792" and replace "75,731,832' with 
"92,807,640" 

Page 2, line 15, replace "6,551,756" with "23,627,564" and replace "71,682,874" with 
"88,758,682" 

Page 2, line 21, replace "4,312,999" with "4,470,325" and replace "24,046,679' with 
"24,204,005" 

Page 2, line 24, replace '8,063, 136" with "8,220,462' and replace "28,040,297' with 
"28,197,623" 

Page 2, line 26, replace '7,653,636' with "7,810,962' and replace "27,630,797' with 
"27,788,123" 

Page 3, line 1, replace "1,238,516' with "1,444,862' and replace "7,749,864" with "7,956,21 o• 

Page 3, line 4, replace "3,942,243" with "4,148,589" and replace "10,497,253" with 
'10,703,599" 
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Page 3, line 6, replace "3,942,243" with "4,148,589" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,703,599" 

Page 3, line 12, replace "1,159,630" with "1,274,495" and replace "7,582,134" with "7,696,999" 

Page 3, line 13, replace "10,985,000" with "16,985,000" and replace "11,071,475" with 
"17,071,475" 

Page 3, line 15, replace "12,526,632" with "18,641,497" and replace "19,035,611 • with 
"25,150,476" 

Page 3, line 16, replace the first "9,375,000" with "15,375.000" and replace the second 
"9,375.000" with "15,375,000" 

Page 3, line 17, replace "3,151,632" with "3,266,497" and replace "9,660,611" with "9,775,476" 

Page 3, line 23, replace "18,364,555" with "18,024,953" and replace "125,376,385" with 
"125,036,783" 

Page 3, line 24, replace "54,219,000" with "49,919,000" and replace "56,519,545" with 
"52,219,545" 

Page 3, line 26, replace "79,762,229" with "75,122,627" and replace "189,074,604" with 
"184,435,002" 

Page 3, line 27, replace the first "43,019,000" with "49,919,000" and replace the second 
"43,019.000" with "49,919,000" 

Page 3, line 28, replace "36,743,229" with "25,203,627" and replace "146,055,604" with · ··-., 
"134,516,002" ) 

Page 4, line 3, replace "19,628,094" with "18,n3,992" and replace "109,221,724" with 
"108,367,622" 

Page 4, line 6, replace "96,083,911" with "95,229,809" and replace "187,369,766" with 
"186,515,664" . 

Page 4, line 6, replace "37,983,911" with "37,129,809" and replace "129,269,766" with 
"126,415,664" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "4,101,922" with "4,216,787" and replace "31,492,290" with 
"31,607,155" 

Page 4, line 17, replace "17,972,065" with "16,066,930" and replace "46,115,765" with 
"46,230,630" 

Page 4, line 19, replace "10,836,065" with "10,950,930" and replace "36,979,765" with 
"39,094,630" 

Page 4, line 25, replace "3,116,332" with "4,367,627" and replace "19,972,442" with 
"21,223, 737• 

Page 4, line 28, replace "6,n6,504" with "8,029,799" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"25,269,599" 

Page 4, line 29, replace the second underscored zero with "350,000" and replace the third 
underscored zero with "350,000" 
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Page 4, line 30, replace "6,778,504' with "7,679,799' and replace "24,018,304" with 

"24,919,599" 

Page 5, line 5, replace '1,399,686" with '1,514,551" and replace "11,514,751' with 
"11,629,616" 

Page 5, line 8, replace "11,936,631" with "12,051,496" and replace "22,260,690" with 
"22,375,555" 

Page 5, line 10, replace '8,268,131" with "8,382,996" and replace "18,592,190" with 
"18,707,055" 

Page 5, line 16, replace "4,339,273" with "4,528,585" and replace "34,434,395" with 
"34,623,707 

Page 5, line 19, replace "30,934,384" with "31,123,696" and replace "61,626,376" with 
'61,815,688" 

Page 5, line 21, replace "8,684,384" with "8,873,696" and replace "39,376,376" with 
"39,565,688" 

Page 5, line 27, replace "1,785,999" with "3,017,864" and replace "15,136,136" with 
"16,368,001" 

Page 5, line 30, replace "22,590,920" with "23,822,785" and replace "36,199,473" with 
"37,431,338" 

Page 6, line 1, replace "4,090,920" with "5,322,785" and replace "17,699,473" with 
"18,931,338' 

Page 6, line 7, replace "922,959" with "1,102,824" and replace "5,682,507" with "5,862,372" 

Page 6, line 8, replace "2,800,000" with "3,080,000" and replace "2,909,725" with "3,189,725" 

Page 6, line 1 o, replace "3,819,980" with "4,279,845" and replace "8,689,253" with "9,149,118" 

Page 6, line 12, replace "1,819,980" with "2,279,845" and replace "6,689,253' with '7,149,118" 

Page 6, line 18, replace "7,172,600" with "7,087.700" and replace '41,200.301" with 
"41.115,401' 

Page 6, line 19, replace "7,172,600" with "7,087,700" and replace "41,200,301"with 
"41,115,401' 

Page 6, line 21, replace "7,172,600" with "7,087,700" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"41,115,401" 

Page 7, line 7, replace '145,140,779" with "153,228,587" and replace "585,208,335" with 
'593,296,143" 

Page 7, line 8, replace "165. 163,228" with "197,223.148" and replace "169,504,444" with 
"201.564,364" 
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Page 7, line 9, replace '310,304,007" with "350,451,735' and replace "754,712,779" with 
'794,860,507" 

Page 7, after line 9, insert: 

"SECTION 2. CONTINGENT FUNDING· LAKE REGION STATE COLLEGE. 
The capital assets line Item In subdivision 3 of section 1 of this Act Includes $2,609,920 
from the general fund for a wind energy project at lake region state college which may 
be spent only to the extent that federal funds appropriated In section 3 of this Act are 
not available for these purposes. Notwithstanding provisions of section 54-44.1-11 
which authorize the North Dakota university system to continue appropriation authority, 
any unspent funds from the general fund appropriation provided for the lake region state 
college wind energy project must be returned to the general fund at the end of the 
2009-11 biennium. 

SECTION 3. APPROPRIATION- FEDERAL FISCAL STIMULUS FUNDS· 
ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. The funds provided In this section, or so much 
of the funds as may be necessary, are appropriated from federal funds made available 
to the state under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, not 
otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, as follows: 

Lake region state college - Wind energy project 
Total federal funds 

$2,609,920 
$2,609,920 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 In excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning ') 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011 . 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's ( 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no longer available. 

SECTION 4. APPROPRIATION- FEDERAL FISCAL STABILIZATION -
OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICES FUNDS - ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. 
The funds provided in this section, or so much of the funds as may be necessary, are 
appropriated from federal fiscal stabilization - other government services funds made 
available to the governor under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
of 2009, not otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the 
period beginning with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, for the 
following capital construction project: 

Minot state university Swain hall 
University of North Dakota education building 
Total federal funds 

$5,000,000 
11,200,000 

$16,200,000 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 In excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011. 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no longer available. 
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SECTION 5. ESTIMATED INCOME - PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND· 
WILLISTON STATE COLLEGE. The estimated income line item in subdivision 4 of 
section 1 of this Act includes $4,500,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for the 
Williston state college virtual center for career and technical education. Williston state 
college may only use the funding provided from the permanent oil tax trust fund for the 
purpose of constructing a virtual center for career and technical education to provide 
secondary and postsecondary career and technical education programs. 

SECTION 6. CONTINGENT APPROPRIATION• DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. There Is appropriated out of any moneys In the general fund In the state 
treasury, not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $8,800,000, or so much of the sum as 
may be necessary, to Dickinson state university for the purpose of the renovation and 
construction of the Dickinson state university Stoxen library, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. Dickinson state university may spend this 
funding only if actual general fund revenues for the period from July 1, 2009, through 
December 31, 2009, exceed estimated general fund revenues for that period by at least 
$25,000,000, as determined by the office of management and budget, based on the 
legislative estimates made at the close of the 2009 legislative session." 

Page 7, line 24, replace "49,928,248" with "39,008,248" 

Page 7, line 25, replace "164,458,000" with "167,458,000" 

Page 7, line 26, replace ·o• with "9,900,000" 

Page 7, line 30, replace "234,611,248" with "236,591,248" 

Page 8, line 1, replace "164,458.000" with "177.358.000" 

Page 8, line 2, replace "70,153,248" with "59,233,248" 

Page 8, after line 6, Insert: 

"SECTION 8. PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND- DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. The estimated income line Item In subdivision 8 of section 1 of this Act 
includes $350,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations of Dickinson 
state university, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 9. PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND· BISMARCK FAMILY 
PRACTICE CENTER. The estimated income line Item In subdivision 5 of section 1 of 
this Act Includes $5,400,000 from the permanent oll tax trust fund for the construction of 
a building for the university of North Dakota school of medicine and health sciences 
Bismarck family practice center, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending 
June 30, 2011." 

Page 9, line 11, after the comma Insert "Including funding received through the federal 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 for competitive grants or other funds 
that the legislative assembly has not indicated the Intent to reject,• 

Page 10, after line 13, Insert: 

"SECTION 22. CAPITAL ASSETS - MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY· 
GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM. The sum of $2,500,000, or so much of the sum as may be 
necessary, included in the capital assets line item in subdivision 1 0 of section 1 of this 
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• 
Act, may be used to refurbish the existing coal boiler or in combination with or to match 
federal or other funds to design and Install a geothermal energy system, for the 
biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. ') 

SECTION 23. CAPITAL ASSETS· MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY SWAIN 
HALL The sum of $1,250,000, or so much of the sum as may be necessary, Included 
in the capital assets line item in subdivision 1 O of section 1 of this Act, may be used for 
the Minot state university Swain hall renovation project, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 24. OPERATING EXPENSES· VALLEY CITY STATE 
UNIVERSITY. The sum of $800,000, or so much of the sum as may be necessary, 
Included In the operations line item in subdivision 11 of section 1 of this Act, may be 
used in support of strategic goals and initiatives, to offset enrollment Impacts, and 
address other needs, including capital, as determined by Valley City state university. 

SECTION 25. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS- CAMPUS MARKETING. The state board of higher education 
shall use $200,000 of the North Dakota university system office unspent 2007-09 
general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 54-44.1-11 for 
marketing and student retention at Valley City state university, for the biennium 
beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 10, line 26, after "renovation• Insert "and addition and auxiliary services renovation" 

Page 1 o, after line 31, Insert: 

"University of North Dakota - Hangar renovation and addition 

Page 11, line 2, replace "60,679,500" with "62,179,500" 

Page 11, remove lines 3 through 12 

Page 11, remove lines 18 through 26 

Page 12, replace lines 3 through 9 with: 

1,500,000" 

"SECTION 29. LEGISLATIVE INTENT• LOAN FORGIVENESS PROGRAM. It 
Is the Intent of the sixty-first legislative assembly that any qualified returning technology 
occupation loan forgiveness program applicants for the 2009-1 o academic year and 
forward be eligible to receive $1,500 per year, for up to four years, combined between 
the technology occupation loan forgiveness program and science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics loan forgiveness program. All new applicants beginning 
with the 2009-1 o academic year are eligible to receive $1,500 per year, up to a 
maximum of $6,000. It is also the intent of the sixty-first legislative assembly that the 
North Dakota university system make new and continuing loan forgiveness program 
awards in the 2009-11 biennium to ensure adequate program funding carryover to the 
2011-13 biennium to continue the program with approximately the same number of new 
awards in the 2011-13 biennium without increased state program funding. 

SECTION 30. TUITION RA TE INCREASES • LIMIT • BUDGET SECTION 
APPROVAL. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the state board of higher 
education shall limit any annual tuition increase for students attending Institutions under 
its control for the 2009-1 O and 2010-11 academic years to not more than four percent 
for each year unless the board receives prior budget section approval.• 
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Page 12, after line 15, insert: 

"SECTION 32. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY· TUITION WAIVERS. 
During the 2009· 1 0 interim, the legislative council shall consider studying the impact of 
tuition waivers on institutions under the control of the state board of higher education . 
The study if conducted must review the types of tuition waivers available, the number of 
tuition waivers granted, and the value of tuition waivers. The legislative council shall 
report Its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 33. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY· EDUCATION 
GOVERNANCE. During the 2009-10 Interim, the legislative council shall consider 
studying the feasibility and desirability of creating a department to oversee early 
childhood, elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. The study If 
conducted must Include a review of education governance In other states, the efficiency 
of combining governing agencies, and the potential governing structure of a combined 
education department. The legislative council shall report Its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to Implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 34. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY• HIGHER EDUCATION 
STUDENT TRUST FUND. During the 2009-10 Interim, the legislative council shall 
consider studying the establishment of a higher education student trust fund, Including 
available funding sources. The study If conducted must review best practices to Include 
demonstrated In-migration patterns and long-term return on investment to the citizens of 
North Dakota by ensuring students are prepared to meet the changing needs of a global 
economy and to strengthen the economy of the state. The legislative council shall 
report Its findings and recommendations, together with any legislatlon required to 
Implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second leglslatlve assembly. 

SECTION 35. AMENDMENT. Subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 of the 
North Dakota Century Code are amended and reenacted as follows: 

1. The state board of higher education shall administer a science. technology. 
engineering, and mathematics occupations student loan program that 
encourages college students to pursue leelmelegy llaeee studies In these 
lields, to participate In leellRelegy Internship programs, and to remain In the 
state after graduation. The board shall adopt rules to Implement the 
program, Including internship requirements, guidelines to determine which 
technology-related courses of study are eligible under the program, and 
standards for eligibility. 

3. The state board of higher education shall distribute student loan grants 
directly to the Bank of North Dakota to repay outstanding student loan 
principal balances for eligible applicants. The maximum student loan grant 
amount for which an applicant may qualify Is one thousand five hundred 
dollars per year and a total of liYe &I! thousand dollars, or a lesser amount 
established by rule adopted by the state board of higher education. 

SECTION 36. AMENDMENT. Section 15-62.2·02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15·62.2-02. State board of higher education• Powers and duties. The 
state board of higher education shall: 

1. Administer the North Dakota student financial assistance program and the 
North Dakota scholars program and adopt functional rules regarding the 
eligibility and selection of grant and scholarship recipients. 
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2. Determine the amount of individual grants, 91:it which may not le exceed 
one thousand five hundred dollars per recipient per academic year, under 
the North Dakota student financial assistance program. 

·, 

) 

• 3 . Aela11t Jar For the North Dakota student financial assistance program, adopt 
criteria for substantial need, based upon the ability of the parents or 
guardian to contribute toward the applicant's educational expenses. 

4. Establish the appropriate procedures for fiscal control, fund accounting, 
and necessary reports. 

5. Apply for, receive, expend, and administer granted moneys from federal or 
private sources. 

SECTION 37. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code Is created and enacted as follows: 

Annual reeort. The state board of higher education shall erovlde to the 
legislative couni;II an annual regg!l regarding the number of North Dakota academic 
schols)rshles 51ng c1reer and tei;hnlcal education scholarshles erovided and 
demognmhlc Information pertaining to the recleients. 

SECTION 38. AMENDMENT. Section 15.1-01-02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code Is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15.1-01-02. Joint meetings - State board of public school education• State 
board of higher education - Education standards and practices board • State 
board for career and technical education. The state board of public school 
education, the state board of higher education, the education standards and practices . '') 
board, and the state board for career and technical education shall meet together at 

-
least once each year at the call of the superintendent of public Instruction, the 

( commissioner of higher education, the executive director of the education standards 
and practices board, and the director of career and technical education for the purposes 
of: 

1. Coordinating elementary and secondary education programs, career and 
technical education programs, and higher education programs,; 

2. E!ilablishlng high stangards and expectations of students 11 111 levels Qf the 
education continuum; 

;i. Ensuring th!11 all students h1ve access to challenging curricula: 

4. Ensuring ths!I the Individuals Instructing stud!!nts at all levels of the 
educ1tlon continuum ar!! highly qualified and caeable; 

~ Cooperating In the provision of professional growth and development 
opportunities for eleR1ontaF)1 and eeeendaF)• teaet:teFe and aSmlnletrateFS. 
Individuals Instructing students at all lev!!IS of the education continuum; and 

a. 6. Ensuring cooperation In any other jointly beneficial project or program. 

SECTION 39. UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA HANGAR PROJECT. The 
state board of higher education may enter an agreement with a private entity to do all 
things necessary and proper to authorize construction of a hangar addition and 

) renovation at the university of North Dakota aerospace complex at the Grand Forks 

- International airport using current fees for flight operations, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. • ( 

I 
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Page 12, line 17, after "items" insert "and $317,000 of the operations line item in 
subdivision 11" and replace "4, 5, 7, 14, and 15" with "3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 21, 26, and 36" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT· LC 98046.0325 FN 1 

A copy of the statement of purpose of amendment Is attached. 
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Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 

)TATEM ENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT; 

• Senate Bill No. 2003 - Summary of Conference Committee Action 

Eiecutive Senate 

University System Office 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Bismarck State College 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Lake Region State College 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Williston Stale College 
Total all funds 
Less estimated inoome 
General fund 

University of North Dakota 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

UND Medical Center 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

North Dakota State Univcnity 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

State College of Science 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Dickinson State University 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Mayville State University 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Minot State University 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Valley City State Unive15ity 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

. ) Minot State University -

- Bottineau 

Budget Version 

$112,149,646 
4 069 558 

$ !08,080,088 

$27,374,629 
409 500 

$26,965,129 

SI0,337,834 
0 

$10,337,834 

$18,888,851 
9J75,000 

$9,513,851 

$187,376,043 
4:!,890,000 

$144,486,043 

$39,932,875 
0 

$39,932,875 

$185,645,474 
58,100,000 

$127,545,474 

$45,174,068 
7,136,000 

$38,038,068 

$23,999,835 
0 

$23,999,835 

$22,174,522 
3,668,500 

$18,506,022 

$56,016,984 
17,250,000 

$38,766,984 

$36,072,585 
18,500,000 

$17,572,585 

$75.731,832 
4,048 95 8 

$71,682,874 

$28,040,297 
409 500 

$27,630,797 

$10,497,253 
0 

SI0,497,253 

$19,035,611 
9J7S,OOO 

$9,660,611 

$ 189.074,604 
43 019 000 

$146,055,604 

$41,200,301 
0 

$41,200,30 I 

$187,369,766 
58,100,000 

$129,269,766 

$46.115, 165 
7 136 000 

$38,979,165 

$24,018,304 
0 

$24,018,304 

$22,260,690 
3,668,500 

$18,592,190 

$61,626,376 
22,250,000 

$39,376,376 

$36,199,473 
18,500,000 

$17,699,473 

05/02/09 

Conference Conference 
Committee Committee House Comparison 
Changes Version Venfon ro House 

$17,075,808 $92,807,640 $82,807,640 $10,000,000 
0 4 048 958 4,048,958 0 

$17,075,808 $88,758,682 $78,758,682 S I0,000,000 

$157,326 $28,197,623 $27,623,719 $573,904 
0 409 500 409 500 0 

$157,326 $27,788,123 $27,214,219 $513,904 

$2,816,266 $13,313,519 $12,9I0,944 $402,575 
2 609 920 2,609,920 2,609,920 0 
$206,346 $10,703,599 $10,301,024 $402,575 

$6,114,865 $25,150,476 $18,900,476 $6,250,000 
6 000.000 
$114,865 

15,375,000 9J75,000 6,000,000 
$9,775,476 $9,525,476 $250,000 

$6,560,398 $195,635,002 $186,633,541 $9,001,461 
18 100 000 61,119,000 54,219,000 6 900000 

($11,539,602) $134,516,002 $132,414,541 $2,l01,461 

($84,900) $41,115,401 $40,609,402 $505,999 
0 0 0 0 

($84,900) $41,115,401 $40,609,402 $505,999 

($854,102) $186,515,664 $182,406, 70 I $4,108,963 
0 58,100,000 s8,100,ooo 0 

($854,102) $128,415,664 $124,306,701 $4,l08,963 

$114,865 $46,230,630 $45,980,630 $250,000 
0 7,136,000 7 136 000 0 

$114,865 $39,094,630 $38,844,630 $250,000 

$1,251.295 $25,269,599 $24,674,611 $594,988 
350 000 350 000 350000 0 

$901,295 $24,919,599 $24,324,611 $594,988 

$114,865 $22,315,555 $22,125,555 $250,000 
0 3,668,500 3,668,500 0 

$114,865 $18,707,055 $18,457,055 $250,000 

$5,189,312 $66,815,688 $66,353,578 $462,1 IO 
5.000 000 27,250,000 27,250,000 0 
$189,312 $39,565,688 $39,103,578 $462,I IO 

$1,231,865 $37,431,338 $36,064,338 $1,367,000 
0 18,500,000 18 500000 0 

$1,231,865 $18,931,338 $17,564,338 $1,367,000 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 

• 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Forest Service 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

Bill total 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
General fund 

$8,624,391 
2,000,000 

$6,624,391 

$4,853,254 
997 486 

$3,855,768 

$778,620,991 
164,396,044 

$614,224,947 

$8,689,253 
2,000,000 

$6,689,253 

$4,853,254 
997486 

$3,855,768 

$754,712,779 
169 504 444 

$585,208,335 

$459,865 
0 

$459,865 

$0 
0 

$0 

$40,147,728 
32 059920 
$8 087 808 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - General Fund Summary 

Conference 
IE1ecudve Senate Committee 

Bud1et Venloa Cbanga 
University System Office $108,080,088 $71,682,874 $17,075,808 
Bismarck Stale College 26,965,129 27,630,797 157,326 
Leko Region Stale College l0,337,834 l0,497,253 206,346 
Williston Stale College 9,513,851 9,660,611 114,865 
University of North Dakota 144,486,043 146,055,604 (11,539,602) 
UNO Medical Center 39,932,875 41,200,301 (84,900) 
North Dakota State University 127,545,474 129,269,766 (854,102) 
State Collogo ofSciooco 38,038,068 38,979,765 114,865 
Dickinson State University 23,999,835 24,018,304 901,295 
Mayville Stale University 18,506,022 18,592,190 114,865 
Minot State University 38,766,984 39,376,376 189,312 
Valley City State University 17,572,585 17,699,473 1,231,865 
Minot State University - 6,624,391 6,689,253 459,865 

-
Bottineau 

Forest Service 3,855,768 3,855,768 

Total gonoral fund $614,224,947 $58S,208,335 $8,081.808 

Detail of Conference Committee changes to the General Fund 

Restoret Removes 

05/02/09 

,, 
$9,149,118 $8,899,118 s: ) 2 000 000 2,000,000 
$7,149,118 $6,899,118 $~ ' 
$4,853,254 $4,853,254 $0 

997 486 997 486 0 
$3,855,768 $3,855,768 $0 

$794,860,507 $760,843,507 $34,017,000 
201,564,364 I 88,664,364 12 900000 

$593,296,143 $572,179,143 $21,117,000 

Conference 
Committee House Comparison 

Venloa Venlon to House 
$88,758,682 $78,758,682 $10,000,000 
27,788,123 27,214,219 573,904 
l0,703,599 10,301,024 402,575 
9,775,476 9,525,476 250,000 

134,516,002 132,414,541 2,l01,461 
41,115,401 40,609,402 SOS,999 

128,415,664 124,306,701 4,l08,963 
39,094,630 38,844,630 250,000 
24,919,599 24,324,611 594,988 
18,707,055 18,457,055 250,000 
39,565,688 39,103,578 462,110 

) 18,931,338 17,564,338 1,367,000 . 
7,149,118 6,899,118 250,000 

3,855,768 3,855,768 ( 

$593,296,143 $572,179,143 $21,117,000 

Fundln1 for Funding for Adda Fuadln1 Addo Funding Addt Fundln1 Adju1t1 Fundln& 
NDUSOOI« Tribal College for Needs,-Ba■ed for Merit for STEM Loan for Campu1 

Salaries' Gnull' Flnanclal Al~ Scbolanblpo' Fo1'11lveaeu' Equlry' 
University System Office $138,011 ($700,000) $12,837,797 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 
Bismarck State CoUege 157,326 
Leko Region Stale Collogo 206,346 
Williston State College 114,865 
University of North Dakota (339,602) 
UNO Medical Contor (84,900) 
North Dakota Slalo Univc:nity (854,102) 
State Collogo of Scionco 114,865 
Dickinson State University 151,295 
Mayville State University 114,865 
Minot State University 189,312 
Valley City Stale Univonity 114,865 
Minot State University • 114,865 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total gonoral fund Sl38,0II ($700,000) $12,837,797 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 so 

2 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 05/02/09 

) Changes 
Funding Soun:e Adds Funding Adds Funding 

• 
Adds Funding Adds Funding ror IJND for MSU- for Sare1y and Adds Funding 
for Opcntlons for Theodore Education Bottineau Security ■t for Two-Year 
at Dickinson Roosevelt Bulldln' Greenhouse MSU- College 

State Univcrsity7 Centtr' Prnjec Project1
• Bottineau11 Marketing11 

University System Office $800,000 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University orNorth Dakota (11,200,000) 
UND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College or Science 
Dickinson State University 750,000 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University - 280,000 65,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund so $750,000 ($11,200,000) $280.000 $65.000 $800,000 

Adds Stimulus Adds Funding 
Funding for for Flood- Addi Funding Adds Funding 

Capital Relakd ror Support or ror Capital Total General 
Projects13 Expendlturesi, Strategic Goals15 Projects1

' Fund Changes 
University System Office $i7,075,808 
Bismarck: State College 157,326 
Lake Region State College 206,346 
Williston Stat< College 114,865 

) 
University of North Dakota (11,539,602) 
UNO Medical Center (84,900) 
North Dakota State University (854,102) (. State College of Science 114,865 
Dickinson State University 901,295 
Mayville State UnivOBity 114,865 
Minot State University 189,312 
Valley City State Univenity 317,000 800,000 1,231,865 
Minot State University - 459,865 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund so $317,000 $800,000 $0 $8 087 808 

• 3 



Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 05/02/09 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - Other Funds Summary ) 

• Conference Conference 
E1ecutln Senate Committee Committee House Comparison 

Budget Venlon Cb1ngt1 Vtnlon Venlon to House 

University System Office $4,069,558 $4,048,958 $4,048,958 $4,048,958 
Bismarck State College 409,500 409,500 409,500 409,500 
Lake Region State College 2,609,920 2,609,920 2,609,920 
Williston State College 9,375,000 9,375,000 6,000,000 15,375,000 9,375,000 6,000,000 

University of North Dakota 42,890,000 43,019,000 18,100,000 61,119,000 54,219,000 6,900,000 

UND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 58,100,000 58,100,000 58,100,000 58,100,000 
State College of Science 7,136,000 7,136,000 7,136,000 7,136,000 
Dickinson State University 350,000 350,000 350,000 
Mayville State University 3,668,500 3,668,500 3,668,500 3,668,500 
Minot State University 17,250,000 22,250,000 S,000,000 27,250,000 27,250,000 
Valley City State Univenity 18,500,000 18,500,000 18,500,000 18,500,000 

Minot State University- 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 
Bottineau 

Forest Service 997 486 997,486 997 486 997 486 

Total other funds S164,396,044 S169,504,444 S32.0S9 920 $201,564,364 Sl88,664,364 S12,900,000 

Detail of Conference Committee changes to Other Funds 

Restores Removes 
Funding for Funding for AddlFundlna Addi Fnndlna Addi Fundlna: Adjusts Funding 
NDUSOfflce Tribal College for Needs-Based for Merit for STEM Loan forCampu1 

Salartes1 Graata2 Financial Aid' Scbolanblps' Foralveness' Equity' 

University System Office 
Bismarck SIDie College ·-~-
Lake Region State College ) Williston State College 
Univcnity of North Dakota 

• UND Medical Center ( North Dakota State Univenity 
State College of Scienoe 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State Univenity 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University • 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds so so so so so so 

) 

• ( 
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Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 05/02/09 

) Change, 
Funding Source Adds Funding Adds Funding 

• 
Addi Funding Addi Funding for UNO for MSU- for Safety and Adds Funding 
for Opentions for Theodore Educ■tlon Bottineau Security 11 for Two-Year 
at Dickinson Roosevelt Bulldin, Greenhouse MSU- College 

State University' Center' Projec Project" Bottiaeau11 Marketlngu 
University System Office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 11,200,000 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University JS0,000 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University . 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds $350,000 so Si 1,200,000 so so so 

Adds Sdmulu1 Adda Funding 
Funding for for Flood- Addi Funding Adda Fuadln1 

Capital Related for Support or for Capital Total Other 
Projcctl11 Expenditures'' Strategic Go1ls1

' Projects1
' Funds Changes 

University System Office 
Bismarck State College 

.'soru,vn, ,;,_,L Lake Region State College 2,609,920 

~ 
2,609,920 

Williston State College 6,000,000 

) 
University of North Dakota 

' ' 
18,100,000 /, 0 ,lo,:..,:J_ 

UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University frlvf ~ p:l;., ;, (- State College of Science 
Dickinson State University JS0,000 afu<U:Uj 1!;0-lN-Mayville State University 
Minot State University S,000,000 S,000,000 ,t)fl.vnf; ,7u;,.I-Valley City State University 
Minot State Univenity . 

~l·":=v· Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds $7,609,920 $0 $0 $12,900,000 $32.059920 
lf_.r.U ': 

) 
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Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 05/02/09 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - All Funds Summary ) 

• Conference Conference 
Executive Senate Committee Committee House Comparison 

Bud1tl Venlon Changes Venloa Venloa to House 

University System Office $112,149,646 $75,731,832 $17,075,808 $92,807,640 $82,807,640 $10,000,000 
Bismarck State College 27,374,629 28,040,297 157,326 28,197,623 27,623,719 573,904 

Lake Region State College 10,337,834 10,497,253 2,816,266 13,313,519 12,910,944 402,575 

Williston State College 18,888,851 19,035,611 6,114,865 25,150,476 18,900,476 6,250,000 

University of North DakOla 187,376,043 189,074,604 6,560,398 195,635,002 186,633,541 9,001,461 

UND Medical Cenlcr 39,932,875 41,200,301 (84,900) 41,115,401 40,609,402 505,999 

North Dakota State University 185,645,474 187,369,766 (854,102) 186,515,664 182,406,701 4,108,963 

State College of Science 45,174,068 46,115,765 114,865 46,230,630 45,980,630 250,000 

Dickinson State University 23,999,835 24,018,304 1,251,295 25,269,599 24,674,611 594,988 
Mayville State University 22,174,522 22,260,690 114,865 22,375,555 22,125,555 250,000 
Minot State University 56,016,984 61,626,376 5,189,312 66,815,688 66,353,578 462,110 

Valley City State University 36,072,585 36,199,473 1,231,865 37,431,338 36,064,338 1,367,000 
Minot State University • 8,624,391 8,689,253 459,865 9,149,118 8,899,118 250,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 4,853J54 4,853J54 4,853J54 4,853J54 

Total all funds · $778,620,991 $754,712,779 $40,147,728 $794,860,507 $760,843,507 $34,0 I 7,000 

FfE 2141.42 2131.42 0.00 2131.42 2131.42 0.00 

Detail of Conference Committee changes to All Funds 

Restora Removn 
Funding ror Funding for Adds Faadla1 Add■ Fuadla1 Add■ Fuadlq Adju■II Fuadla1 

NDUSOfflct Tribal Collqe forNeedt-Bucd for Merit for STEM Loan forCamp111 
Sal1rles1 Gnntl2 Flaaaclal Aid' Scbolanblp■' Fo,..iveaas' Equity' 

University System Office $138,011 ($700,000) $12,837,797 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 -.. ) 
Bismarck State College 157,326 
Lake Region State College 206,346. I 

• Williston State Collcce 114,865. 

University of North DakOla (339,602)1 
UND Medical Center (84,900) 

North Dakota State University (854,102) 
State College of Science 114,865 

DickiNon State University 151,295 

Mayville State University 114,865 

Minot State University 189,312 

Valley City State University 114,865 

Minot State University - 114,865 

Bottineau 
Forest Service, 

Total all funds $138,011 ($700,000) $12,837,797 $3,000,000 $1,000,000 $0 

FTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

) 
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Bill No. 2003 Fiscal No. I 05/02/09 

) Changes 
Funding Source Adds Funding Addi Funding 

• 
Adds Funding Adds Funding rorUND for MSU- for Sarety ind Adds Funding 
ror Opentions for Theodore Education Bottineau Security 11 for Two-Year 
at Dickinson Roosevelt Buiidl' Greenhouse MSU- College 

State UnJnrsity1 Center' Projec Project" Bottintau11 Marketingu 
University System Office $800,000 
Bismarck Slate College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 350,000 750,000 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State Univcnity 
Minot State University- 280,000 65,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds $350,000 $750,000 $0 $280,000 $65,000 $800,000 

FTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Addi Stimulus Add1Fundl111 
Funding for ror Flood- Adds Funding Adds Funding 

C1pllal Related for Support of for Capital trotal All Funds 
Projects1., Es:peadltura14 Stral<!llc Goals" Projectl16 Change■ 

University System Office $17,075,808 
Bismarck State College 157,326 

) 
Lake Region State College 2,609,920 2,816,266 
Williston State College 6,000,000 6,114,865 
University of North Dakota 6,900,000 6,560,398 (. UNO Medical Center (84,900) 
North Dakota State University (854,102) 
State College of Science 114,865 
Dickinson State University 1,251,295 
Mayville State University 114,865 
Minot State University 5,000,000 5,189,312 
Valley City State University 317,000 800,000 1,231,865 
Minot State University- 459,865 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds $7,609,920 $317,000 $800,000 $12,900,000 $40,147,728 

FfE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

1 This amendment restores funding of $138,011 from the general fund removed by the Senate for North Dakota University System 
office employee salaries, the same as the House. The section added by the Senate that required University System office employees 
with salaries greater than $100,000 to receive the same compensation for the 2009-11 biennium as was received on Janua,y I, 2009, is 
also removed. 

2 Funding from the general fund of$700,000 designated for tribal college grants is removed, the same as the House version. The 
grants were to be used for the cost of nonbeneficiary students attending tribal colleges. 

3 This amendment adds funding from the general fund of$12,837,797 for needs-based financial aid programs to provide total funding v 
from the general fund of$19,374,022. The House provided total funding of$9,374,022. 

4 Funding from the general fund of$3 million is added for merit scholarships, the same as the House version. This amendment also 
1ds a section regarding reporting requirements of the merit scholarship program. 
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'Funding from the general fund of$! million is added for a science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) loan 

•

rgiveness program, the same as the House version. A section is also added to merge the STEM loan forgiveness program into the ( 
xisting education technology occupations loan forgiveness program. 

6 Funding from the general fund of$ IO million included in the executive budget for campus equity is adjusted to provide a minimum 
campus allocation of$250,000. The House amendments removed all equity funding. 

7 This amendment adds $350,000 of funding from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations at Dickinson State University, the 

same as the House version. 

1 This amendment adds $750,000 from the general fund for the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University, the same as 

the House version. 

• This amendment changes the funding source from the general fund to federal fiscal stabilization - other government services funds 
for the University of North Dakota Education Building renovation and addition. The House also had changed the funding source of 
this project. 

10 This amendment provides $280,000 from.the general fund for repairs to the greenhouse at Minot State University - Bottineau, the 
same as the House version. 

11 Funding of$65,000 from the general fund is added for safety and security projects at Minot State University - Bottineau, the same 
as the House version. 

12 This amendment provides a general fund appropriation of $800,000 to increase awareness of two-year colleges and technical 
careers, the same as the House version. 

13 Federal stimulus funding is provided for the following capital projects that were also included in the House amendments: ... ) 

• 

Funding of $2,609,920 from federal stimulus funds is provided for ihe Lake Region State College wind energy project. A section ··· · 
is also added to provide that funding from the general fund for the project is only to be used to the extent that federal stimulus ( 
funds are not available. Any unspent general fund appropriation related to the project must be returned to the general fund. , 

• Funding of $5 million from fiscal stabilization - other government services funds is provided to Minot State University for the 
Swain Hall project. 

14 Funding of $317,000 from the general fund is provided to Valley City State University to assist in flood-related expenses. 

"This amendment provides an $800,000 general fund appropriation to Valley City State University. A section oflegislative intent is 
also added to indicate the funding may be used to support strategic goals; initiatives; offset enrollment impacts; and address other 
needs, including capital needs. 

16 Funding is provided for the following capital projects: 
• $5.4 million from the permanent oil tax trust fund for construction ofa University of North Dakota School of Medicine and 

Health Sciences Bismarck Family Practice Center. 
• $1.5 million for the construction and renovation of a University of North Dakota hangar at the Grand Forks airport. Revenue 

bond authority is also provided for the project. 
•5~million from the permanent oil tax trust fund and s1 J million from special funds for the Williston State College virtual 

center for career and technical education. 
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•

This amendment also: 
• Adds sections to allow Minot State University to use funds designated for the boiler project as matching funds for a geothermal 

energy system and for the Swain Hall project. The House provided that funds for the boiler project could be used as matching 
funds for a geothermal system. 

• Adds sections to provide for Legislative Council studies of tuition waivers, education governance of early childhood education 
through higher education, and the establishment of a higher education student trust fund. These sections were also added in the 
House amendments. 

• Adds a section to amend North Dakota Century Code Section 15.1-01-02 relating to joint meetings of the state's education boards. 
This section was also added in the House amendments. 

• Adds a section to designate $200,000 of North Dakota University System office unspent 2007-09 general fund authority to be 
used for Valley City State University marketing and student retention. 

• Adds a section to provide a contingent general fund appropriation to Dickinson State University for a renovation and addition to 
the Stoxen Library. The funding is contingent on general fund revenues exceeding projections by at least $25 million for the 
period June 2009 to December 2009. 

• Adds a section to require Budget Section approval for any campus to increase tuition by more than 4 percent annually during the 
2009-11 biennium. This section was also included in the House amendments. 

. ) 

• 
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REPORT OF CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 
SB 2003, as reengrossed: Your conference committee (Sens. Holmberg, Krebsbach, 

Robinson and Reps. Skarphol, Martinson, Williams) recommends that the HOUSE 
RECEDE from the House amendments on SJ pages 1310-1316, adopt amendments 
as follows, and place SB 2003 on the Seventh order: 

That the House recede from its amendments as printed on pages 1310-1316 of the Senate 
Journal and pages 1387-1393 of the House Journal and that Reengrossed Senate Bill 
No. 2003 be amended as follows: 

Page 1, line 2, after the first semicolon insert "to provide a contingent appropriation;" 

Page 1, line 3, after the second semicolon insert "to create and enact a new section to chapter 
15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to reporting requirements of 
scholarship programs; to amend and reenact subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 
and sections 15-62.2-02 and 15.1-01-02 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to 
student financial assistance grants, technology grants, and joint meetings of the state's 
education boards;" 

Page 1, line 6, replace "provide" with "provided" 

Page 1, line 19, replace "765,707" with "903,718" and replace "7,047,601" with "7,185,612" 

Page 2, line 1, replace "1,248,728" with "13,386,525" and replace "7,236,225" with 
"19,374,022" 

Page 2, after line 3, insert: 
"Academic and technical education scholarships O 3,000,000 3,000,000 
Two-year campus marketing 0 800,000 800,000" 

Page 2, line 8, replace "436,030" with "1,436,030" and replace "2,176,344" with "3,176,344" 

Page 2, line 13, replace "7,256,984" with "24,332,792" and replace "75,731,832" with 
"92,807,640" 

Page 2, line 15, replace "6,551,756" with "23,627,564" and replace "71,682,874" with 
"88,758,682" 

Page 2, line 21, replace "4,312,999" with "4,470,325" and replace "24,046,679" with 
"24,204,005" 

Page 2, line 24, replace "8,063,136" with "8,220,462" and replace "28,040,297" with 
"28,197,623" 

Page 2, line 26, replace "7,653,636" with "7,810,962" and replace "27,630,797" with 
"27,788,123" 

Page 3, line 1, replace "1,238,516" with "1,444,862" and replace "7,749,864" with "7,956,21 O" 

Page 3, line 4, replace "3,942,243" with "4,148,589" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,703,599" 

Page 3, line 6, replace "3,942,243" with "4,148,589" and replace "10,497,253" with 
"10,703,599" 

Page 3, line 12, replace "1,159,630" with "1,274,495" and replace "7,582,134" with "7,696,999" 
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Page 3, line 13, replace "10,985,000" with "16,985,000" and replace "11,071,475" with 
"17,071,475" 

Page 3, line 15, replace "12,526,632" with "18,641,497" and replace "19,035,611" with 
"25,150,476" 

Page 3, line 16, replace the first "9,375,000" with "15,375,000" and replace the second 
"9,375,000" with "15.375,000" 

Page 3, line 17, replace "3,151,632" with "3,266,497" and replace "9,660,611" with "9,775,476" 

Page 3, line 23, replace "18,364,555" with "18,024,953" and replace "125,376,385" with 
"125,036,783" 

Page 3, line 24, replace "54,219,000" with "49,919,000" and replace "56,519,545" with 
"52,219,545" 

Page 3, line 26, replace "79,762,229" with ''75,122,627" and replace "189,074,604" with 
"184,435,002" 

Page 3, line 27, replace the first "43,019,000" with "49.919.000" and replace the second 
"43.019.000" with "49.919.000" 

Page 3, line 28, replace "36,743,229" with "25,203,627" and replace "146,055,604" with 
"134,516,002" 

Page 4, line 3, replace "19,628,094" with "18,773,992" and replace "109,221,724" with 
"108,367,622" 

Page 4, line 6, replace "96,083,911" with "95,229,809" and replace "187,369,766" with 
"186,515,664" 

Page 4, line 8, replace "37,983,911" with "37,129,809" and replace "129,269,766" with 
"128,415,664" 

Page 4, line 14, replace "4,101,922" with "4,216,787" and replace "31,492,290" with 
"31,607,155" 

Page 4, line 17, replace "17,972,065" with "18,086,930" and replace "46,115,765" with 
"46,230,630" 

Page 4, line 19, replace "10,836,065" with "10,950,930" and replace "38,979,765" with 
"39,094,630" 

Page 4, line 25, replace "3,116,332" with "4,367,627" and replace "19,972,442" with 
"21,223,737" 

Page 4, line 28, replace "6,778,504" with "8,029,799" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"25,269,599" 

Page 4, line 29, replace the second underscored zero with "350.000" and replace the third 
underscored zero with "350.000" 

Page 4, line 30, replace "6,778,504" with "7,679,799" and replace "24,018,304" with 
"24,919,599" 
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Page 5, line 5, replace "1,399,686" with "1,514,551" and replace "11,514,751" with 
"11,629,616" 

Page 5, line 8, replace "11,936,631" with "12,051,496" and replace "22,260,690" with 
"22,375,555" 

Page 5, line 10, replace "8,268,131" with "8,382,996" and replace "18,592,190" with 
"18,707,055" 

Page 5, line 16, replace "4,339,273" with "4,528,585" and replace "34,434,395" with 
"34,623,707" 

Page 5, line 19, replace "30,934,384" with "31,123,696" and replace "61,626,376" with 
"61,815,688" 

Page 5, line 21, replace "8,684,384" with "8,873,696" and replace "39,376,376" with 
"39,565,688" 

Page 5, line 27, replace "1,785,999" with "3,017,864" and replace "15,136,136" with 
"16,368,001" 

Page 5, line 30, replace "22,590,920" with "23,822,785" and replace "36,199,473" with 
"37,431,338" 

Page 6, line 1, replace "4,090,920" with "5,322,785" and replace "17,699,473" with 
"18,931,338" 

Page 6, line 7, replace "922,959" with "1,102,824" and replace "5,682,507" with "5,862,372" 

Page 6, line 8, replace "2,800,000" with "3,080,000" and replace "2,909,725" with "3,189,725" 

Page 6, line 10, replace "3,819,980" with "4,279,845" and replace "8,689,253" with "9,149,118" 

Page 6, line 12, replace "1,819,980" with "2,279,845" and replace "6,689,253" with "7,149,118" 

Page 6, line 18, replace "7,172,600" with "7,087,700" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"41,115,401" 

Page 6, line 19, replace "7,172,600" with "7,087,700" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"41,115,401" 

Page 6, line 21, replace "7,172,600" with "7,087,700" and replace "41,200,301" with 
"41,115,401" 

Page 7, line 7, replace "145,140,779" with "153,228,587" and replace "585,208,335" with 
"593,296,143" 

Page 7, line 8, replace "165,163,228" with "197,223,148" and replace "169,504,444" with 
"201,564,364" 

Page 7, line 9, replace "310,304,007" with "350,451,735" and replace "754,712,779" with 
"794,860,507" 

Page 7, after line 9, insert: 

"SECTION 2. CONTINGENT FUNDING• LAKE REGION STATE COLLEGE. 
The capital assets line item in subdivision 3 of section 1 of this Act includes $2,609,920 
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from the general fund for a wind energy project at lake region state college which may 
be spent only to the extent that federal funds appropriated in section 3 of this Act are 
not available for these purposes. Notwithstanding provisions of section 54-44.1-11 
which authorize the North Dakota university system to continue appropriation authority, 
any unspent funds from the general fund appropriation provided for the lake region 
state college wind energy project must be returned to the general fund at the end of the 
2009-11 biennium. 

SECTION 3. APPROPRIATION - FEDERAL FISCAL STIMULUS FUNDS -
ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL. The funds provided in this section, or so much 
of the funds as may be necessary, are appropriated from federal funds made available 
to the state under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, not 
otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota university system, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011, as follows: 

Lake region state college - Wind energy project 
Total federal funds 

$2,609,920 
$2,609,920 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011. 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no longer available. 

SECTION 4. APPROPRIATION - FEDERAL FISCAL STABILIZATION -
OTHER GOVERNMENT SERVICES FUNDS- ADDITIONAL FUNDING APPROVAL· 
PRIORITY. The funds provided in this section, or so much of the funds as may be 
necessary, are appropriated from federal fiscal stabilization - other government 
services funds made available to the governor under the federal American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act of 2009, not otherwise appropriated, to the North Dakota 
university system, for the period beginning with the effective date of this Act and ending 
June 30, 2011, for the following capital construction project: 

Minot state university Swain hall 
University of North Dakota education building 
Total federal funds 

$5,000,000 
11,200,000 

$16,200,000 

The North Dakota university system may seek emergency commission and 
budget section approval under chapter 54-16 for authority to spend any additional 
federal funds received under the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 in excess of the amounts appropriated under this section, for the period beginning 
with the effective date of this Act and ending June 30, 2011. 

Any federal funds appropriated under this section are not a part of the agency's 
2011-13 base budget. Any program expenditures made with these funds will not be 
replaced with state funds after the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 funds are no longer available. If the sum of federal fiscal stabilization - other 
government services funds appropriated by the sixty-first legislative assembly exceed 
funds available, the governor shall give priority for using the funds available for the 
Minot state university Swain hall project and the university of North Dakota education 
building project. 
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SECTION 5. ESTIMATED INCOME- PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND -
WILLISTON STATE COLLEGE. The estimated income line item in subdivision 4 of 
section 1 of this Act includes $5,000,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for the 
Williston state college virtual center for career and technical education. Williston state 
college may only use the funding provided from the permanent oil tax trust fund for the 
purpose of constructing a virtual center for career and technical education to provide 
secondary and postsecondary career and technical education programs. 

SECTION 6. CONTINGENT APPROPRIATION - DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. There is appropriated out of any moneys in the general fund in the state 
treasury, not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $8,800,000, or so much of the sum as 
may be necessary, to Dickinson state university for the purpose of the renovation and 
construction of the Dickinson state university Stoxen library, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. Dickinson state university may spend this 
funding only if actual general fund revenues for the period from July 1, 2009, through 
December 31, 2009, exceed estimated general fund revenues for that period by at 
least $25,000,000, as determined by the office of management and budget, based on 
the legislative estimates made at the close of the 2009 legislative session." 

Page 7, line 24, replace "49,928,248" with "39,008,248" 

Page 7, line 25, replace "164,458,000" with "166,958,000" 

Page 7, line 26, replace "O" with "10,400,000" 

Page 7, line 30, replace "234,611,248" with "236,591,248" 

Page 8, line 1, replace "164,458,000" with "177,358,000" 

Page 8, line 2, replace "70,153,248" with "59,233,248" 

Page 8, after line 6, insert: 

"SECTION 8. PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND - DICKINSON STATE 
UNIVERSITY. The estimated income line item in subdivision 8 of section 1 of this Act 
includes $350,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for operations of Dickinson 
state university, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 9. PERMANENT OIL TAX TRUST FUND - BISMARCK FAMILY 
PRACTICE CENTER. The estimated income line item in subdivision 5 of section 1 of 
this Act includes $5,400,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for the construction 
of a building for the university of North Dakota school of medicine and health sciences 
Bismarck family practice center, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending 
June 30, 2011." 

Page 9, line 11, after the comma insert "including funding received through the federal 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 for competitive grants or other 
funds that the legislative assembly has not indicated the intent to reject," 

Page 10, after line 13, insert: 

"SECTION 22. CAPITAL ASSETS - MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY -
GEOTHERMAL SYSTEM. The sum of $2,500,000, or so much of the sum as may be 
necessary, included in the capital assets line item in subdivision 1 o of section 1 of this 
Act, may be used to refurbish the existing coal boiler or in combination with or to match 
federal or other funds to design and install a geothermal energy system, for the 
biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 
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SECTION 23. CAPITAL ASSETS - MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY SWAIN 
HALL. The sum of $1,250,000, or so much of the sum as may be necessary, included 
in the capital assets line item in subdivision 1 O of section 1 of this Act, may be used for 
the Minot state university Swain hall renovation project, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. 

SECTION 24. OPERATING EXPENSES - VALLEY CITY STATE 
UNIVERSITY. The sum of $800,000, or so much of the sum as may be necessary, 
included in the operations line item in subdivision 11 of section 1 of this Act, may be 
used in support of strategic goals and initiatives, to offset enrollment impacts, and 
address other needs, including capital, as determined by Valley City state university. 

SECTION 25. USE OF UNSPENT 2007-09 GENERAL FUND 
APPROPRIATIONS - CAMPUS MARKETING. The state board of higher education 
shall use $200,000 of the North Dakota university system office unspent 2007-09 
general fund appropriation authorized to continue under section 54-44.1-11 for 
marketing and student retention at Valley City state university, for the biennium 
beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

Page 10, line 26, after "renovation" insert "and addition and auxiliary services renovation" 

Page 10, after line 31, insert: 
"University of North Dakota - Hangar renovation and addition 1,500,000" 

Page 11, line 2, replace "60,679,500" with "62,179,500" 

Page 11, remove lines 3 through 12 

Page 11, remove lines 18 through 26 

Page 12, replace lines 3 through 9 with: 

"SECTION 29. LEGISLATIVE INTENT - LOAN FORGIVENESS PROGRAM. 
It is the intent of the sixty-first legislative assembly that any qualified returning 
technology occupation loan forgiveness program applicants for the 2009-1 O academic 
year and forward be eligible to receive $1,500 per year, for up to four years, combined 
between the technology occupation loan forgiveness program and science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics loan forgiveness program. All new applicants beginning 
with the 2009-10 academic year are eligible to receive $1,500 per year, up to a 
maximum of $6,000. It is also the intent of the sixty-first legislative assembly that the 
North Dakota university system make new and continuing loan forgiveness program 
awards in the 2009-11 biennium to ensure adequate program funding carryover to the 
2011-13 biennium to continue the program with approximately the same number of 
new awards in the 2011-13 biennium without increased state program funding. 

SECTION 30. TUITION RATE INCREASES - LIMIT - BUDGET SECTION 
APPROVAL. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the state board of higher 
education shall limit any annual tuition increase for students attending institutions under 
its control for the 2009-10 and 2010-11 academic years to not more than four percent 
for each year unless the board receives prior budget section approval." 

Page 12, after line 15, insert: 

"SECTION 32. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - TUITION WAIVERS. 
During the 2009-1 O interim, the legislative council shall consider studying the impact of 
tuition waivers on institutions under the control of the state board of higher education. 
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The study if conducted must review the types of tuition waivers available, the number 
of tuition waivers granted, and the value of tuition waivers. The legislative council shall 
report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 33. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY EDUCATION 
GOVERNANCE. During the 2009-1 0 interim, the legislative council shall consider 
studying the feasibility and desirability of creating a department to oversee early 
childhood, elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. The study if 
conducted must include a review of education governance in other states, the 
efficiency of combining governing agencies, and the potential governing structure of a 
combined education department. The legislative council shall report its findings and 
recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the 
recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 34. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - HIGHER EDUCATION 
STUDENT TRUST FUND. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall 
consider studying the establishment of a higher education student trust fund, including 
available funding sources. The study if conducted must review best practices to 
include demonstrated in-migration patterns and long-term return on investment to the 
citizens of North Dakota by ensuring students are prepared to meet the changing 
needs of a global economy and to strengthen the economy of the state. The legislative 
council shall report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation 
required to implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION 35. AMENDMENT. Subsections 1 and 3 of section 15-10-37 of the 
North Dakota Century Code are amended and reenacted as follows: 

1. The state board of higher education shall administer a science, 
technology. engineering. and mathematics occupations student loan 
program that encourages college students to pursue leeAAelegy eases 
studies in these fields, to participate in leeAAelegy internship programs, 
and to remain in the state after graduation. The board shall adopt rules to 
implement the program, including internship requirements, guidelines to 
determine which technology-related courses of study are eligible under the 
program, and standards for eligibility. 

3. The state board of higher education shall distribute student loan grants 
directly to the Bank of North Dakota to repay outstanding student loan 
principal balances for eligible applicants. The maximum student loan grant 
amount for which an applicant may qualify is one thousand five hundred 
dollars per year and a total of ffl/6 six thousand dollars, or a lesser amount 
established by rule adopted by the state board of higher education. 

SECTION 36. AMENDMENT. Section 15-62.2-02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15-62.2-02. State board of higher education - Powers and duties. The 
state board of higher education shall: 

1. Administer the North Dakota student financial assistance program and the 
North Dakota scholars program and adopt functional rules regarding the 
eligibility and selection of grant and scholarship recipients . 

2. Determine the amount of individual grants, et:tl which may not 40 exceed 
one thousand five hundred dollars per recipient per academic year, under 
the North Dakota student financial assistance program. 

(2) DESK, (2) COMM Page No. 7 SR-79-9202 
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3. AeleJ:!I !er For the North Dakota student financial assistance program, 
adopt criteria for substantial need, based upon the ability of the parents or 
guardian to contribute toward the applicant's educational expenses. 

4. Establish the appropriate procedures for fiscal control, fund accounting, 
and necessary reports. 

5. Apply for, receive, expend, and administer granted moneys from federal or 
private sources. 

SECTION 37. A new section to chapter 15-62.2 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is created and enacted as follows: 

Annual report. The state board of higher education shall provide to the 
legislative council an annual report regarding the number of North Dakota academic 
scholarships and career and technical education scholarships provided and 
demographic information pertaining to the recipients. 

SECTION 38. AMENDMENT. Section 15.1-01-02 of the North Dakota Century 
Code is amended and reenacted as follows: 

15.1-01-02. Joint meetings - State board of public school education -
State board of higher education - Education standards and practices board -
State board for career and technical education. The state board of public school 
education, the state board of higher education, the education standards and practices 
board, and the state board for career and technical education shall meet together at 
least once each year at the call of the superintendent of public instruction, the 
commissioner of higher education, the executive director of the education standards 
and practices board, and the director of career and technical education for the 
purposes of: 

1. Coordinating elementary and secondary education programs, career and 
technical education programs, and higher education programs.~ 

2. Establishing high standards and expectations of students at all levels of 
the education continuum: 

3. Ensuring that all students have access to challenging curricula: 

4. Ensuring that the individuals instructing students at all levels of the 
education continuum are highly qualified and capable: 

5. Cooperating in the provision of professional growth and development 
opportunities for eleA10A~ary aA8 sooondary ieaeAeFs and a8minis~Fa~ors. 
individuals instructing students at all levels of the education continuum: 
and 

& 6. Ensuring cooperation in any other jointly beneficial project or program. 

SECTION 39. UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA HANGAR PROJECT. The 
state board of higher education may enter an agreement with a private entity to do all 
things necessary and proper to authorize construction of a hangar addition and 
renovation at the university of North Dakota aerospace complex at the Grand Forks 
international airport using current fees for flight operations, for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011." 

(2) DESK. (2) COMM Page No. 8 SR-79-9202 
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Page 12, line 17, after "items" insert "and $317,000 of the operations line item in 
subdivision 11" and replace "4, 5, 7, 14, and 15" with "3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 21, 26, and 36" 

Renumber accordingly 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT- LC 98046.0326 FN 2 

A copy of the statement of purpose of amendment is on file in the Legislative Council Office. 

Reengrossed SB 2003 was placed on the Seventh order of business on the calendar. 

(2) DESK. (2) COMM Page No. 9 SR-79-9202 
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Outstanding Technical Issues on S82003 to be 
Considered by the Conference Committee 
Prepared by NOUS Office, April 30, 2009 

1.) Receipt and Expenditure of Competitive Federal Stimulus Funding-Amend section 9 of 
S82003 to read as follows (new language added underscored): 

SECTl9N 9. FEDERAL, PR/VA TE, AND OTHER FUNDS - APPROPRIATION. All funds, in addition to those 
appropriated in section 1 of this Act, from federal, private, and other sources, including federal 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of2009 competitive grant awards and other funds that the 
legislative assembly has not indicated on intent to reiect. received by the institutions and entities 
under the control of the state board of higher education are appropriated to those institutions and 
entities, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011. All additional funds 
received under the North Dakota-Minnesota reciprocity agreement during the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011, ore appropriated to the state board of higher education far 
reimbursement to institutions under the control of the board. 

2.) WSC Virtual Center. Ensure that legislative intent regarding the WSC Virtual Center also 
includes the use for post-secondary needs as follows: "Williston state college may only use the 
funding for the purpose af constructing a virtual center for career and technical education to 
provide secondary and post-secondary career and technical education programs." 

3.) LRSC Wind Energy Project. Clarify whether any remaining general fund appropriation from the 
LRSC Wind Energy project is allocated to other LRSC repairs or needs based aid or other. 

4.) STEM Loan Forgiveness Program. A.) Add language to legislative statement in the amendment 
to address the issues associated with transitioning from the Technology Occupations Loan 
Forgiveness Program to the STEM Loan Forgiveness Program-see suggested language below; 
and, B.) seek committee clarification on the number of new slots to be funded in 2009-11, and 
note in amendment intent accordingly as follows: Option I: It is the intent that the NDUS make 
the maximum number of awards, estimated at about 200 new awards per year, in 09-11, and 
seek additional state appropriations in the 11-13 biennium to cover the increased program 
costs; or Option II: It is in the intent that the NDUS make new (estimated at about 100 per year) 
and continuing awards in the 2009-11 biennium to ensure adequate program funding carryover 
to the 2011-13 biennium to continue the program without increased state program funding in 
2011-13. 

✓ A. (italics language below is already in the S82003 amendment, bold language to be added): 
Funding from the general fund of $1 million is added for a science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) loan forgiveness program. A section is also added to merge the STEM loan 
forgiveness program into the existing education technology occupations loan forgiveness 
program. Further, it is the intent that any qualified returning technology loan occupation 
applicants for the 09-10 academic year and beyond would be eligible to receive $1,500 per 
year, for up to four years, combined between the technology occupations loan and STEM loan 
forgiveness programs. Ail new applicants beginning with the 09-10 academic year will be 
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eligible to receive $1,500 per year, up to a maximum of $6,000. In addition, during the 09-11 
interim, the NDUS shall NDUS shall report to the interim committee on program areas 
deemed eligible. 

Explanation: For returning applicants, "for up to four years" has been specifically noted above, 
to avoid the situation wherein an applicant may be eligible to receive fractional funding in year 
five-I think we want to avoid this. For example, the new 07-08 cohort would have received 
$1,000/year in 07-09 and $1,500/year in 09-11, for a total of $5,000 over four years. The cohort 
that began in 08-09, would have received $1,000 in 07-09, $1,500/year in 09-11 and $1,500 in 
11-13, for a total of $5,500 over four years. If we rely solely on the $6,000 maximum limitation, 
ttiese cohorts could apply year five funding of another $500-1,000. I would think we would 
want to cap or limit the funding for these current returning applicants to four years. 

✓ B. It should also be noted that direction--legislative intent-· concerning the number of slots to 
be funded would be appropriate and helpful as well. SB2003 currently provides a total of 
$1,934,000 for the STEM Loan Forgiveness Program. Assuming $1,500 per applicant for up to 
four years for all new and returning eligible applicants in 09-11, the NDUS would be able to fund 
about 205 new applicants in 09-10 and 10-11. Without an increase in funding in 11-13, the 
NDUS would only be able to fund about 105 new applicants per year in 11-13. In order to fund 
approximately the same number of applicants (205 per year) in 11-13 also, a general fund 
increase of about $450,000 would be required. As a result, is it the legislature's intent that the 
NDUS fund approximately the same number of new slots in the 09-11 and 11-13 biennia, 
without a substantial increase in program funding in the 11-13 biennium-which would require 
planned savings and carryover of program funds from the 09-11 to 11-13 biennium OR, fund 
the maximum number of slots allowed within 09-11 funding levels and seek the needed increase 
(approximately $450,000) to sustain approximately the same number of slots in the 1'1-13 
biennium? It would be helpful to have one of these options, or another, regarding the number 
of new slots, added to the intent language above as well. 

5.) Merit Scholarship Program Rules. Remove section 33 and 34 in SB2003, since most, if not all 
of the program provisions are already covered in HB1400. Add a specific new section to SB2003 
which states: "The Board, in consultation with DPI, shall adopt necessary rules implementing 
the merit scholarship program in HB1400." 

6.) NDSU Auxiliary Enterprises Building and West Dining Services Project. Amend section 15, 
regarding revenue bond authority as follows (add new underscore language): North Dakota 
state university-West dining services renovation and addition and/or Auxiliary Services 
Building renovation $7,000,000. Please see attached document for more information on the 
proposed change. 

g:\laura\wpdocs\legls\2009 leg sesslon\sb2003 conf. committee outstanding amendments 043009.docx 
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April 30, 2009 Update Provided to S82003 Conference Committee 
On NDSU West Dining Center and Auxiliary Services Building 

NDSU West Dining Center Expansion and Renovation and/or Auxiliary Enterprises Building Renovation & 
HVAC Replacement ($7,000,000) 

Although the narrative presented to the Legislative Assembly consistently described the West Dining Center 
Project as a renovation and expansion project and renovation of Auxiliary Services Building, section 15 of 
SB2003, regarding revenue bond authorization, refers only to "North Dakota state university-West dining 
services renovation $7,000,000" only. Thus, it is requested that Section 15 be amended as follows: "North 
Dakota state university-West Dining services renovation and expansion and/or renovation of Auxiliary 
Enterprises Building $7,000,000. More information is provided below. 

The renovation and expansion of the West Dining Center is the main priority, as this has a more visible 
student impact and meets the demand of a growing food service operation. Thus, this project will first be 
funded within the revenue bond authorization not to exceed $7.0 million and potentially supplemented with 
other local Dining Service Repair and Replacement funds and local Student Affairs asbestos abatement funds. 
Any potential remaining revenue bond proceeds and local funds, up to $7.0 million could then be used for 
the renovation of the Auxiliary Services Building. 

The possibility exists to decentralize Salad and Bakery areas currently housed in the Auxiliary Enterprises 
Building to other Dining Services operations on the campus. Also currently housed in the Auxiliary Services 
Building is campus police, warehouse storage and garage space. These would remain in the facility under this 
plan. Any vacated space in the Auxiliary Enterprises Building would be turned back to the campus for other 
use, and any related renovation of that vacated space would be paid with other internal campus funds. 

The West Dining Center project renovation of approximately 12,000 square feet will include upgrades to the 
dining room, relocation of a portion of the serving area into the current dining room, and building an addition 
of approximately 19,000 square feet to the south that will expand seating capacity and greatly improve the 
look of the building. The existing building is 25,772 total square feet. This expansion will also provide 
flexibility to expand the space devoted to the ACE tutoring program in the lower level, which is currently 
insufficient for the number of students being served through the program. A portion of the project will 
include further enhancement of the HVAC system. The system upgrade currently in process resolves the 
most critical climate concerns; however, it is insufficient to address all of the HVAC issues for the facility. 

The mechanical and electrical systems in the Auxiliary Enterprises Building are over 35 years old and are no 
longer capable of handling the loads required for the current equipment and department operations. If 
completed, this renovation project will include reconfiguration of the food services area to allow for more 
efficient food production and to enhance the bakery and salad operations 

g:\laura\wpdocs\capital assets\ndsu\west dining and auxililary building conf committee.doc 
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LRSC Wind Energy Project Summary 

Provided to the 5B2003 Conference Committee, April 21, 2009 
[Estimated Cost Descrie_tion 

$4,200,000 Wind Turbine 

$595,200 pumps and piping, electrical switchgear.transformer and service panels 

$900,000 new powerhouse/maintenance facility to house boilers and related equipment 

$436,800 electrical service for boiler plant, new electric boilers, pumps, chemical feed, valves, piping connections 

$6,132,000 total estimated cost 

-$2,609,920 less state general fund up-front capital buydown 

$3,522,080 balance to be funded through a 3rd party performance contract with repayment from projected utility savings over a 15 year period 

Through an energy performance contract, which also includes Phase I energy contract payoff of $652,682, LRSC would erect a wind turbine 

to generate the majority of the electrical energy needed for the campus, including energy to be used in the new electrical boilers, which 

would replace the current natural gas boilers and construction ofa maintenance faclity addition to house the equipment. In addition, the wind 

turbine would provide a closed lab needed to train students in the new Wind Energy Technician Program. 

G:\LAURA\excel\LEGIS\[LRSC wind enery project summary.xlsx]Sheetl 
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· The turbine selected for this initiative has an 80 meter hub height and an 82 meter rotor diameter 
requiring a setback location of 244 meters (approximately 800 feet) which is easily obtainable at the 
Lake Region State College campus. The proposed 1.65 Megawatt turbine will provide power to 
the campus replacement electric boilers and additionally power all campus functions when the 
wind speed equals I 4 miles per hour at hub height. ... an almost daily phenomenon at Devils Lake. 

In his 2009-201 I Budget Address to the North Dakota Legislative Assembly on December 3, 2008, 
Governor Hoeven recommended in his Executive Budget $2.6 million from the general fund for 
Lake Region's wind energy project, which will provide a portion of the funding needed to replace 
the current natural gas boilers and a wind turbine to be used as a lab for students to train as wind 
energy technicians. The North Dakota Senate supported the $2.6 million recommended in the 
governor's executive budget for the wind turbine with the approval of the higher education budget 
on February 20, 2009. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the House Appropriations Committee, with your support for funding 
the $2.6 million, Lake Region State College would be able to cash flow third party financing for the 
remaining funds over a period of 15 years through expected utility savings. The projections for our 
utility savings were provided by Energy Services Group, Minneapolis, MN. (See Exhibit 7, 
Appendix, page 14). 

Total estimated cost of the turbine, switch gear, and facility is projected at more than $6. I million. 
We have secured the first $500,000 toward construction of the wind turbine from the Industrial 
Commission of North Dakota's Renewable Energy Council that was awarded in 2008. The wind 
energy project cost estimated in November, 2008 is provided for your review (see Exlubit 8, 
Appendix, page 15). 

The wind turbine would be an integral component of a new Wind Energy Technician Program to be 
offered to our students in the 2009 fall semester. The proposed wind energy technical pro grain will 
be difficult to implement without access to a wind turbine, its tower, transmission components, 
switching technology, and associated peripherals that are necessary as training tools for our students 
(See Exhibit 9, Appendix, page 16). 
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Our committees undertaking? Charting a course in a sea of demands 

It will not be easy, but the men and women around this table have proven they are up to the task. 
Last week, each committee member received an article from the Chronicles of higher Education about what will 
probably be happening to the budgets of higher education in other states. Talk about dismal. 
On the other hand, this budget for higher education in North Dakota has grown substantially. Some will say 
way too much, others will say, not enough. Some will say we need to add additional money to this budget. 
Others say such a suggestion is "a bridge to far," or even "a bridge to nowhere." 
Today we start with 2003, but over the next month we will be fleshing out what the legislature believes is the 
right course of action, including, but not limited to the issues we discuss today. 
Although the system is strong, there are numerous improvements that must be accomplished and the timeframe 
should be NOW. Keep in mind the impediments to improvement are not always money. 

• Although we will be presented with data which suggests that our system is responsive to change, I think 
we can and must do much much better. Whether it is in areas as complex as matching workforce needs 
in various parts of the state with our training capabilities, to a matter as simple as a common system of 
measurement for placing freshmen in the appropriate math course. We must respond more at the speed 
of business, and less by the slow speed of process, process, process. 

• The relationship between the system and the legislature has a history of ups and downs. I personally 
believe that the relations between the legislature and individual campuses are relatively well. However, 
I'm not as sanguine about the relationship with the rest of the system. Let's look at it. 

• Credibility, Affordability, Productivity, deferred maintenance and a whole host of other issues need to 
be looked at. 

• Just as the bible tells us, the last shall be first. So too shall the students. Although last on this list we 
need to keep them uppermost in our minds as we go forward. 

As we embark on the journey of"charting this course in a sea of demands;" let's not forget it's not just about 
the money, 
And now it's your tum. Although our committee is not from Missouri, show us what you got. 
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. Wh~t Is Measurirn., Up? . . ' 

Th8 purpoSe of a state report 
card is to' provide the genera!' 
public and policymakers with ln
fonTiatiOn they can US8 to assess 
and irriprove postsecondary 
edU6ation ir\ each state. 
Measuring Up 2008 is the fifth in 
a senes·of biennial report cards. . . . ' . ' 

The report card grades states 
in six overall_ perfomiance 
categ9fles: Preparation: How 

.. adequately does the state 
prepare students for education 
mid traiiiing,beyond hJQh \ ' 
school?, Partlclpatloii: ·0o state • 
residents have sufficient · 
opportlJniti8S to enroll hi 
educiatlon and trainirlQ beyond 
high school? Affordabltlty·: How 
affordable iS hiQher education for 
students and their· families? 
Con'lpietlon: Do students make 
progress toward and colTlplete 
their certifiC8tes ·or degrees in a 
tlri,ely manner? Benefits:' What 
benefits does the state recei\18 
from having a _highly educ?t~, 
population? Leaming: Wh8t is 
known about student learning as 
a result of eduC8tion. and training 
beyond high school? ' . 

Grades compel.re the current 
perlOimanC:e· Ot 8.ach state With 
the best•performing states, but 

-.do not compar8 With past 
perfomiarl_ce. Key indicators 
(back pagefallow states to. 
compare current perlonnal1ce 
with: past perfOITTlance. 

lllf NATIONAL mm• m 
PUBLIC POLICY AND 
HIGHER EDUCATION 

PREPARATION 

2008 Grade Change Over Time 
North Dakota perfonns fairly well in preparing its 
young people for college. 

■ Eighth graden perform very well in math and science, 
but their sco~ in writing are very low. 

■ Small proportions of high school students score well on 
Advanced Placement tests, but fairly large proportions 
score well on college entrance exarru. 

PARTICIPATION 

t!D C 
2008 Grade Change Over 77me 
North Dakota does well in providing college 
opportunities for its residents. 

■ North Dakoca is a top performer in the likelihood of 
enrolling in college by age 19, but only a fair percentage 
of working-age adults are enrolled in higher education. 

■ There is a 15% gap between whites and all minorities in 
the percentage of young adults enrolled in college, 
which is one of the largest gaps in the country. 

AFFORDABILITY 

D Cl 
2008 Grade Change Over Time 
Higher education has become less affordable for 
students and their families. 

■ Poor and working·dasll fumilies must d~ce 54% of 
their income, even after aid, to pay for coses at public 
four-year colleges. 

■ Fma:ncia1 aid lO low-income students is low. For every 
dollar in Pell Grant aid to students, the state spends only 
10 cents. 

COMPLETION 

El C 
2008 Grade Change Over Time 
North Dakota perfonns well in awarding certificates 
and degrees relative to the number of students 
enrolled, but few students complete a bachelor's 
degree in a timely manner. 

II Forty-seven percent of college students complete a 
bachelor's degree within six years. 

Ill Seventeen percent of Native Americans graduate within 
six years, compared with 48% of whites-one of the 
largest gaps in the nation. 

Preparation B-

Participation B+ 

Affordability F 

Completion A 

Benefits D 
Learning 

-,~ .,, .. ,., ,'~ _, ., ,.,s-"-,, .· 

WHAT DO THE ARROWS MEAN? 

State has increased or . 
remained stable on the 
key indicator in the 
category. 

.State has declined 
on the key indicator 
in the category. 

See baci< page tor key Indicator by category. 

BENEFITS 

m a 
2008 Grade Change Over 77me 
Only a fair proportion of residents have a 
bachelor's degree, and this substantially weakens 
the state economy. 
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■ Fourteen percent ofNath·e Americans have a bachelor's 
degree, compared with 31 % of whites. 

■ If all racial/elhnic groups had the same educational 
attainment and earnings as whites, total annual personal 
income in lhe state would be about $300 million higher. 

LEARNING 

2008 Grade 
Like all states, North Dakota receives an 
"Incomplete" in Leaming becuuse there is not 
sufficient data to allow meaningful state-by-state 
comparisons. 



• This page reflects North Dakota's performance and progress since the early 1990s on several key 
indicators. 

PREPARATION 
The pereentage of young adults in North 
Dakota who earn a high school diploma has 
remained stable since the early 1990s. North 
Dakota is a top-performing state in high school 
completion. 

Percentage ol 18-24 Year-Olds with 
a High School Credentiar 
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AFFORDABBLITY 
The share of family income, even after financial 
aid, needed to pay for college has increased. To 
attend public two- and four-year colleges in North 
Dakota, students and families pay more than the 
U.S. average and more than chose in the 
best-performing states. 
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'Key indicator for the category. 

PARTICIPATION 
College enrollment of young adults in North 
Dakota has declined slightly since the early 
1990s. The state is above the national average 
but below the top Slates in the percencage of 
young adults enrolled. 
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COMPLETION 
The number of undergraduate credent.ials 
and degrees awarded in North Dakota, relative 
to the number of students enrolled, has 
decreased slightly since the early 1990s. North 
Dakota surpasses the U.S. average but is below 
the top states on this measure. 
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The enrollment ofworking--age adults, relatiYe_ 
to the number ofresidents without a bachelor's 
degree, has increased slightly in North Dakota. 
In contrast, it has declined nationally and in the 
best-performing states. The percentage attend
ing college in North Dakoca is higher than the 
U.S. average but below the top states. 
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Percentage of 25-49 Year-Olds Without a 
Bachelor's Degree Enrolled in College 

6.5 ■ .. 
1991 2001 2007 

BENEFITS 
The percentage of residents who have a 
bachelor's degree has incieased considerably 
in North Dakota. North Dakota is the same as 
the U.S. average but below the top states. 
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... WHATWECANDO ·. 

AREAL AND LASTING POLICY AGENDA 

REQUIRES PERSISTENT AND CONSISTENT 

LEGISLATIVE LEADERSHIP. To MOVE THIS 

AGENDA, LEGISLATORS AND THEIR STAFF MUST: 

ASK DIFFERENT QUESTIONS. TI1e legislature must be a 
key partner in shifting the higher education conversation 
from inputs to outcomes, from what institutions need to 
what states and students need and from what we've alv.-ays 
done to what we could do. 

Defining the Need. \-\'hat is the educational attain
ment of our state's population? How does that relate 
to current and future workforce needs? \Vhat do we 
need to do to improve student success? Having an am
bitious and realistic goal for an educated workforce is a 

critical first step, and is a good way to bring the higher 
education and workforce communities together. 

Looking at Spending and Results. Where do we spend 
our higher education dollars - and what are the re
sults? Legislators need to ask for and look carefully at 
these data. Developing a smart investment strategy for 
higher education requires looking at how we use re
sources, not just at how much we have or need. 

Improving Efficiency & Success. What are campuses 
doing to increase success rates and reduce the time it 
takes to get a certificate or degree? How can we do more 
of what works? Our colleges and universities have devel
oped innovative programs that help reduce dropout 
rates and accelerate completion. Many of these pro
grams should be expanded and supported so that they 
do not become the first casualties of budget cutbacks. 

Understanding Policy Signals. \Vhat signals does state 
policy send? For example, funding models may pro
vide strong incentives for enrollment, but weak- or 
no - incentives for completion. Similarly, accounta
bility measures provide incentives for institutions to 
focus on the students who are most likely to succeed, 
rather than at-risk students. 

Focusing on the Students. \\!hat's 
best for students? Discussions 
of proposed changes in funding 
and regulation often focus 
more on how these changes 
will impact institutions' bottom 
line than how they will affect 
students' ability to get to and 
through a program. 



DO BUSINESS DIFFERENnY. We face incredible de
mands on our time as legislators, but we can take a number 
of simple steps to make the most of the time we do have to 
build a strong and lasting strategy for higher education. 

Set the agenda. Too often, the legislature's agenda for 
higher education is reactive rather than proactive, and 
deals with individual issues rather than the big picture. 
Leaders and committee chairs need to take the initiative 
to sit down with each other and with the governor to 
identify a targeted set of priorities for the year ahead. 
For example, states are targeting these priorities: raising 
the percentage of adults with certificates and degrees; 
increasing the number of degrees awarded, focusing on 
high need areas such as teaching and engineering; and 
improving enrollment, transfer and graduation rates for 
all students, especially those most at risk. 

Build the bench. Legislators, committee chairs and 
staffers come and go, \-1lhich makes it difficult to main
tain a consistent focus on goals and priorities for 
higher education. Legislatures should consider creat
ing an education and workforce study group, where 
legislators and Staff from key committees can meet to 
discuss issues and priorities, and where newer legisla
tors and staff can get up to speed on issues they will 
face as they move toward leadership positions. This 
provides an ongoing forum for K-12, higher education 
and economic development leaders to come together 
around state priorities for building a su·ong workforce. 

Adjust the focus. The priorities, interests and needs of 
individual institutions consume much of the time legisla
tures spend on higher education. Legislators and staff 
responsible for organizing hearings, briefings, campus 
visits and interim studies should use these opportunities 
to focus on the big picture questions. \Vhat does our 
state need from our higher education system? How does 
a particular issue or proposal help to meet that need? 
\,\,bat is each institution's role in meeting that need? 

hE NEXT STE~.s A.RE OURS AS LEGISLATORS 
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A-,JTRODUCTION ---=------- ---·-----:--··--. -- -- . -----~-~-
There is a crisis in American higher education. It has crept 
up on us quickly. It is of significant importance to our 
future, bur the nation is not prepared to address it. 

It has become clear that the states and the federal 
government have neglected their responsibilities to 

ensure a high-quality college education for all citizens. 
Too many students are falling through the cracks. As a 
result, U.S. citizens are not achieving their full potential, 
state economies are suffering, and the United States is less 
competitive in the global economy. 

It is up to the states---and specifically state legislators
to alter the course of higher education. States bear the 
major responsibility for higher education, spending 
approximately $70 billion each year on the venture. But, 
states are nor maximizing that if1:vestmenc. In chis rapidly 
changing, highly competitive and global environment, it is 
imperative to do better! 

1. "his report represents the deliberations by the National 

•

erence of State Legislatures Blue Ribbon Commission 
igher Education. Appointed in 2005, the bipartisan 

commission is comprised of six Democrat and six 
Republican legislators-all veteran members and leaders 
of higher education in their state legislatures. Members 
of the commission met over 18 months to study, debate 
and discuss higher education performance; the challenges 
facing states, students and institutions; and the role of 
the legislature in creating some of these problems and in 
leading to solutions for the future. 

Unanimous findings urge a call to action for this country 
. to rethin_k its investment in higher education and to 

reenergize the system so that all citizens have access to a 
high-quality and affordable education. Specifically, the 
commission urges states to strengthen their commitment to 
higher education or risk opening the door to unnecessary 
federal intrusion. We urge our legislative colleagues to 

become more informed about the issues facing their states 
and strategies for improvement. We call on state legislators 
to be at the center of a nationwide movement to identify 

strengths and weaknesses of the current system, determine 

-

lie agenda for higher education for the future, set 
goals for the state and higher education, and hold 
utions accountable for performance. 

This report is written by state legislators primarily for state 
legislators. However, we also wish to send a strong message to 

others who are crucial to the reform of the system, including 
educators, federal and state policymakers, businesses, the 
media, students and families. It is a national imperative that 
we join together to transform the American higher education 
system for the 21" century. It is a state responsibility to design 
the goals and strategies to accomplish that. The cost of doing 
nothing affects not only students, but also families, our states, 
and our country. 

Throughout deliberations, comm1Ss10n members have been 
particularly struck by the following points. 

• The American higher education system no longer is 
the best in the world. Other countries outrank and 
outperform us. Although the United States has some of 
the best institutions in the world, we do a poor job overall 
in our mass education production. 

• At the same time, tuition and fees are increasing rapidly, 
and the quality of the educational experience is not 
keeping pace. 

• The cost of attending college has increased significantly. 
States have cut back their commitment to higher education. 
Tuition has dramatically increased, and student financial 
assistance has not kept pace. The federal government has 
decreased its support of needy students and has shifted 
much of its student financial assistance from Pell grants to 

tax credits. Increasingly, lower income students are being 
priced out of college. More students are assuming sizeable 
student loans . 

• Other countries are significantly improving their higher 
education performance. These countries have at least two 
things in common: They are prioritizing higher education 
in their national public agenda and they are approaching 
higher education reform as part of a national economic 
development strategy. 

• The American higher education system is not preparing 
students for the 21" century global society. Many 
business, political and education leaders-including 
Thomas Friedman and Bill Gates-argue that we've lost 
our competitive edge. We're not taking globalization 
seriously. Globalization demands different priorities, 
different skills and different knowledge. 
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• We apply 20"' century policy solutions to a 21" century 
world. Today's students differ significantly from 

•

esterday's. Only about 40 percent of the students in our 
igher education system fit the model of the "traditional" 

student. Today's students include older and returning 
students. Many attend multiple institutions, take longer 
to obtain their degree, and may attend part time. Yer 
policy decisions still focus primarily on the traditional 
student. 

• We are not prepared for the dramatically changing 
demographic shifts in our populations. Our fastest 
growing populations (Latinos, African Americans, 
immigrants) are the lowest participating populations in 
our higher education system. It is absolutely essential to 
the future of states and the country that these populations 
have access to and are successful in higher education. 

• The states and federal government have not ensured that 
low-income students have access to higher education. 
Government's primary responsibility in higher education 
is to guarantee post-secondary education and/or training 
to all citizens. Yet, when we cut financial support to higher 
education we deny acc;:css to our most needy students. 
We are in danger of creating a permanent underclass. 

•

he poorest individuals have only an 8 percent chance 
obtaining a colleg~ de~r~ ~ompared to a 70 percent 

chance for the wealthiest md1V1duals. · 

• The United States has nor done well in providing options 
for students to pursue nontraditional post-secondary 
education, such as vocational and technical education. 
Public policy does not well support or value these 
choices. A 21" century education system should support 
opportunities for all citizens to participate in some form 
of post-secondary education or training. 

• Although most citizens still feel deeply that higher 
education is the gateway to real opportunity in this 
country, statistics suggest we are slamming the door shut 
on more students. We let too many students fall through 
the cracks. Nationally, for every 100 ninth graders who 
enter high school, only 18 finish college within six years. 
These results simply are not good enough. 

• We have become complacent about the quality of higher 
education. There is no outcry of public opinion about the 
quality of the system. State legislators have not prioritized 

Agher education in the public agenda or taken an active 
9'le in seeking reform. Faculty are content with the 

teaching methods of the past and are not changing as the 
world is changing. 

• State legislators are not exhibiting forward-thinking 
leadership on higher education policy. Rather than making 
long-term strategic policy decisions, higher education 
policy is based on reaction to the latest budget crisis or 
policy fads. This is exacerbated by the fact that higher 
education legislative policy is diffused among different 
legislative committees so that policy and budget decisions 
ofren are not coordinated. 

• Many different decision makers have a voice in state 
higher education policy, which makes collaboration and 
coordination difficult. These include governors, legislators, 
university leaders, state higher education executive 
officers, and members of governing and coordinating 
boards. Legislators have been satisfied to let others take 
leadership. As a result, the statewide purpose of higher 
education often is supplanted by individual institutional 
interests. A better strategy involves coordination among 
all to work toward a common statewide agenda. 

• Finally, we have forgotten that higher education is an 
important inv~stment foe the states and the nation. 
Higher education is the ticket to a good job and economic 
security. A strong higher education system supports 
individual financial success, a strong state economy, and a 
competitive nation. 

Purpose ofThis Report 

Along with other policymakers, members of the commission 
have been greatly influenced by Thomas Friedman's recent 
book, The World is Flat. Friedman lays out a logical and 
alarming case that the United States is losing its competitive 
advantage in a new, high-tech, highly mobile global economy. 
This lack of competitiveness should be a matter of the highest 
urgency for federal and state policymakers. It is our contention 
that higher education policy should be at the center of this 
discussion. Higher education is both the problem and the 
solution. The nation is losing its competitiveness because it 
has failed to focus on how higher education reenergizes U.S 
competitiveness and revitalizes the states. 

The commission's purpose is not to lay blame. We do not intend 
to indict institutions of higher education or the dedicated staff 
who work in them. We do not intend to scold our legislative 
colleagues-we understand the difficult political environments 
in which you work. Rather, we are suggesting that we can 
do much better and chat it is imperative that we do so. We 
believe that legislators have a responsibility to their states and 
their citizens to assert their leadership on this important issue 
and lead a statewide movement for reform. 
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We welcome the recent work of the Spellings Commission 
, the Future of Higher Education, which convened shortly 

•
r the Blue Ribbon Commission began its work. The 
rirly· released Spellings· C::ommission report;·-A--Test of 

Leadership: Charting the Future of U.S. Higher Education, 
focuses on improving access, affordabiliry and accountabiliry. 
The Spellings Commission work provides visibility for these 
issues and we look forward to working together to refocus our 
national and state commitment to higher education. 

We believe the federal government can play a major role in 
highlighting problems and moving the public discussion. 
We think the federal government has an important role 
to play in supporting low-income students, conducting 
research on innovation and productivity, and providing data 
and information by which we can examine and analyze our 
institutions. We believe the responsibiliry for addressing most 
problems rests squarely with the states, however, because higher 
education has always been and must remain a state matter . 

• 

• 

This report is written by legislators for legislators. It is about 
the need for legislative leadership. The NCSL Blue Ribbon 
Commission on Higher Education calls on legislators to: 

• Understand how past actions have contributed to current 
problems. 

• Make higher education a priority for your state 
legislature. 

• Rethink higher education policy as part of state economic 
development. 

• Improve knowledge and information about issues and 
solutions. 

• . Take active steps to move your state forward. 
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role in creating the crisis in higher education. Specifically, or guiding principles, multiple--and often conflicting-goals 
legislators have not made strategic budget and appropriations result that are more likely ro be imponant ro individual 
decisions, have not set clear statewide goals for higher institutions rather than to the state. 
education, and have not exerted strong leadership on higher 
education issues. Here's what we mean. Legislative Priorities 

Budgets and Appropriations 

Legislative budget and appropnatmn decisions significantly 
affect higher education. For decades, state legislators have 
determined state support for higher education not in a 
logical or strategic manner, but in a reactive manner. Higher 
education has long been the "balance wheel" of state budgets
whatever is left after allocations are made to K-12 education, 
Medicaid, corrections, transportation and other budget 
items-is allocated to higher education. The theory is that, 
unlike other budget categories, higher education has a built-in 
revenue sourc.e-ruition-that can offset state funding cuts. 
In good economic times, states direct additionaJ revenue to 
higher education. In slow economic times, however, higher 

•

tion-morc than any other budget item-suffers 
tions. This unpredictable funding for higher education 

budget difficulties for institutions and increased costs 
for students and families as they arc pressured to fill the 
funding gaps. 

We understand why legislators make these decisions. It has 
not been easy to be a legislator during some of the most 
difficult budget times in decades. No decisions have been easy. 
Legislators have made rational higher education budgeting 
decisions under very difficult circumstances. However, the 
commission also thinks that legislators use tight budgets as 
an excuse to continue to cut support of higher education. 
Legislators may wish to consider these difficult fiscal times 
as opportunities to rethink the entire state higher education 
policy environment. 

Goals and Expectations for Higher Education 

State goals for higher education have not been articulated well 
by legislatures, nor do we clearly articulate our expectations 
&om institutions. Thus, it should be no surprise when there is 
incomplete information about institutional results. Often, no 
accountability mechanisms exist, nor is there good data and 

•

ation on which to judge higher education's success. In 
higher education has been given a "pass." 

Higher education has not been viewed as a pnonty issue, 
either by the public or by state legislatures. Legislators can 
be more politically visible on issues regarding state spending, 
health care, crime or K-12 education, and the public seems 
to rally around those issues. Legislators seldom hear &om 
constituents that they are concerned about the state of higher 
education. 

When the public policy discussion about higher education 
focuses only on individual students and individual institutions, 

. it neglects the overall public goods reaped from a strong, 
high-quality higher education system. These benefits include 
raising the quality oflife for citizens, improving the health and 
vitality of the state, and enhancing the nation's competitive 
position in the global economy. Indeed, it is important that 
these issues be at the forefront of a legislative agenda. 

Legislative Leadership 

When it comes to higher education policymaking, legislators 
react, they do not lead. Few legislators are experts on higher 
education nor do they have the knowledge, skills and 
confidence to be aggressive state leaders on chis issue. 

This lack of leadership and expertise is due in large part to 
increased legislative turnover. There is no time for legislators 
to develop the knowledge and expertise necessary to exert 
strong leadership o~ complex higher education issues. As a 
result, institutions will argue that "everything is fine" ask for 
"more money than last year with fewer strings," and resent 
legislative questions as "intrusion" or "tinkering." 

When legislators lack knowledge, expenise, capacity and 
confidence to ask the right questions-the tough questions
and design appropriate legislation to deal with the higher 
education issues in their states, that authority often is given to 
governing boards, institutional leaders and others. Legislative 
leadership can help balance state interests with institutional 
interests. 
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The NCSL Blue Ribbon Commission is ready to join 
forces with the federal government, governors, State Higher 
Education Executive Officers, governing and coordinating 
board leaders, institutions, national organiz.ations, businesses, 
the media and the public to push for a national imperative 
on higher education reform. It is vital for the success of the 
nation's citizens, the strength of our states and the nation's 
competitiveness. 

The commission specifically calls upon legislators to seize the 
opportunity to lead the higher education reform movement in 
the states. It will require prioritizing higher education on the 
legislative agenda, approaching fiscal and policy decisions in a 
different way and exerting strong leadership. In the opinion 
of the commission, legislators can and must lead the way. The· 
following recommendations define how legislators can become 
leaders in this effort. 

Define Clear State Goals 

• .ctive higher education policy balances state interests with 
· tutional interests. It is the job of legislators to articulate 

d support the state's interests. Legislators cannot and 
should not try to define institutional incer~sts. Rather, clear 
state goals allow institutions to determine how their interests 
are served by achieving state goals. 

We believe legislators should organize and lead discussions 
to develop and maintain a "public agenda'' for higher 
education-a set of long-term goals and priorities for the 
state. The public agenda will provide a framework for higher 
education policymaking for the future and will send clear 
signals to instirutions about what is expected of them. This 
will not be an easy exercise, bur it is doable and important and 
is the first step legislators need to take in transforming their 
higher education system. 

These discussions cannot be held by any single policymaker 
or entity and they should transcend any single political 
view. They should include all key state policymakers and 
stakeholders, including the governor, members of coordinating 
and governing boards, public and private institution leaders, 
members of the business community; and students. The 
purpose is to define a common interest, articulate statewide 
goals for the higher education system, and focus everyone 
in the state on their contributions to those goals. Then, 
everyone should be held accountable for their part in effective 
implementation. 
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Identify Your State's Strengths and 
Weaknesses 

Statewide discussions should begin with an honest analysis of 
how the state higher education system currently is performing. 
Where are the leaks in the education pipdine: At graduation 
from high school? At entrance to higher education? In 
completion of higher education? 'What are the outstanding 
accomplishments? Where are student needs not being met? 
Where are state needs not being met? One mistake legislators 
tend to make is borrowing other states' policy solutions 
before they know whether their state has similar problems. 
Intensely analyze your state's higher education performance. 
Many sources of information are available to assist you in this 
exercise, and several are referenced at the end of this report. 

Know Your State Demographic Trends for 
the Next 10 to 30 Years 

You cannot begin to articulate meaniflgful goals for your state 
higher education system if you lack reliable information about 
current and future students. Locate and study demographic 
data to analyze how your state and your students are changing. 
Enlist your state demographer in chis discussion. This exercise 
is a specific state-by-state activity because each state faces 
different challenges. Do not assume your challenges are the 
same as those of any other state, and do not assume national 
trends will reflect specific trends in your state. You need to 
determine how many new students will need access to higher 
education and who these students are (students entering 
college directly from high school, new students entering the 
state, and adult students returning to school). To best serve 
new students it is a good idea to determine the source of the 
population growth-in-state, other states, or other countries. 
Again, sources of information to analyze your state are provided 
at the end of this report. 
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Identify a Place or Structure to Sustain the 

•
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he identification of a public agenda is not a one-time 
activity. Rather, states should find an appropriate place to 
"house" ongoing, statewide discussions about how well the 
system is performing. This "structure" can be an entity that 
already exists or it can be created specifically for this purpose, 
but it should be formal and should transcend any governor, 
legislator, political party or university president. Many states 
use P-16 or P-20 councils to house these conversations because 
they already regularly convene key policymakers from K-12 
and higher education (and businesses). 

( -· 
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Hold Institutions Accountable for Their 
Performance 

Once states have defined a public agenda and broad state 
goals, they will have a clearer picture of the outcomes expected 
from higher education. Then, legislators can hold institutions 
accountable for their performance and their results. Make 
sure your state has a system of collecting the data you will 
need to evaluate performance. Consider new accountability 
methods, such as regular reporting to the legislature on specific 
outcomes, or funding linked to performance. For example, 
Oklahoma rewards rwo- and four-year colleges for improving 

•

tion and graduation rates. Set clear statewide goals, 
op appropriate measurements, and provide incentives 

consequences for institutional performance. 

A Jobs for the Futures report, By the Numbers: State Goals 
for Increasing Postsecondary Attainment, contains excellent 
examples of common state goals and how states can measure 
progress toward the goals; ··· · 

Rethink Funding 

Some states may decide that they want and need to spend 
more on higher education. But, all states-and institutions
need to spend money more wisely. For states, public policy 
should consider tuition, financial aid and appropriations "in 
sync." It is not possible to design coherent public policy that 
supports statewide goals without considering these three policy 
pieces together. Yet, very few states have a policy process in 
which coordinated policy can be made. Fundamental to this 
policy decision is a clear philosophy about the state, student 
and institutional obligation in sharing the cost of higher 
education. 

States have nor cur back the overall funding for higher 
education, it costs more to educate students today, and 
student numbers continue to increase. States have, however, 
reduced the percent of state budgets that are appropriated to 
higher education and state appropriations as a share of public 
university revenue are down. That is, states are shifting the 
burden of paying for higher education from the state to the 
family and the institutions. States now pay less of the total 
cost of higher education and students and families pay more. 

Funding can be a powerful incentive for institutional 
performance. Simply, institutions respond to incentives 
designed in state policy. Institutions that are rewarded for 
enrollment will likely show success at enrolling students, 
but will not necessarily succeed at graduating students. 
Consider rewards for institutions on successful completion 
and graduation of their students. Be strategic about those 
incentives. Be results-oriented in your investments and 
demand accountability for state funds. Most important, make 
sure your funding strategies are aligned and support your 
overall statewide goals. 

Rethink Student Aid 

The NCSL commission agrees with the Spellings Commission 
that federal and state governments need to totally rethink their 
systems of student financial assistance. The current system 
of financial aid does not fit the needs of today's students: it 
does not cover the full cost of education, it does not reward 
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students who are efficient in getting through the system, and 
it does not help adults or part-time students. 

~CSL commission urges state legislators to carefully 
examine their merit and need-based financial aid programs 
to ensure an apptopriate balance. However, the federal 
government must keep its commitment-and strengthen its 
role-to ensure that the most needy students receive funding 
for college. The NCSL commission encourages different 
programs of support that serve multiple families and that rely 
less on a single source, such as the Pell grant or tax incentives. 
This is not the time for the federal government-or states-to 
withdraw from their investments in higher education. All 
need to reinvest in the system. 

Help Reduce Borrowing and Debt 

State legislators should be seriously concerned about student 
debt. Students are borrowing more than ever before. 
According to the American Association of State Colleges and 
Universities, two of three college students graduate with debt, 
and the average borrower who graduates from a public college 
owes $17,250 in student loans. Ten years ago, the average 
student borrower who attended a public college or university 
graduated with $8,000 in student loan debt (adjusted for 
inflation). Federal student aid policy has steadily put resources 

•

. udent loan programs rather than into need-based grants. 
ell grant recipients now must rely upon student loans. 

y students are turning to private loans with high interest 
rates or are using credit cards to pay tuition. 

This increased student debt load drains students, families 
and the state economy. Students need to borrow because 
government is not providing enough assistance to meet the 
total costs of college-whether that be tuition, room and 
board, books, child care costs, or missed income due to 
attending school rather than working an extra job. Young 
adults are burdened with debt, and the state is short-changed 
on it's return on investment in these students. 

States can help students reduce borrowing and debt by better 
balancing merit- and need-based financial aid programs, by 
considering loan incentives or loan fofgiveness programs, by 
considering incentives for students to finish their schooling 
in four or five years, and by ensuring that institutions are 
responsive to the needs of students and are providing the 
courses needed in a variety of schedules and formats. In 
addition, states should make sure state financial aid programs 
are aligned with federal programs, so that students and states 

. can take advantage of all opportunities. 

Recommit to Access 

States simply must get more students into postsecondary 
education. That requires a commitment to improve access. 
Financial access means that all students can afford to attend some 
form of post-secondary education. This can be accomplished 
by dealing with the overall price of higher education and the 
availability of grants, loans, work-study options, or other 
incentives. It also means that a variety of low-cost options are 
available for students to earn a certificate or degree, such as 
technical schools and community colleges. Geographic access 
means viable options are available for students who can not 
attend regular institutions during normal hours. This might 
include satellite campuses, on-line learning options, or the 
availability of courses during the evenings or on weekends. 
State policy can be usei to reward institutions that provide 
access to traditionally unrepresented students. 
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Recommit to Success 

Ensuring that students get into college or other postsecondary 
education is only part of the story. States also will want to 
ensure that students successfully complete their education and 
earn a certificate or degree. This requires a commitment to 
ensuring that students are prepared to enter college and that 
they have the necessary financial and institutional support to 
finish in a timely fashion. Studies indicate that most students 
who will not complete college leave during or after their first 
year. Students who return for their second year of college have 
a high likelihood of completing their degree. Legislators should 
require that institutions have goals for student success and that 
they regularly report on progress toward those goals. States also 
should consider financial incentives that support institutions 

1 
·1r student success, not only for student enrollment. For 

•

mple, rather than providing funding based on enrollments, 
sider funding based on timely degree completion or on 
sistence into the second year. 

Many states are offering accelerated learning opportunities 
in high school so students are better prepared for college. 
Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, dual and 
concurrent enrollment, and tech/prep options are effective 
ways to give high school students a head start on their 
postsecondary education and to increase the likelihood of 
their success in college. 

' . 

COJnpl 

]',_. 

Embrace Innovation 

Commission members are impressed by how institutions
public, private, four-year, rwo-year and for-profit-are 
changing how they serve today's students. Many examples 
exist around the country where institutions have stepped up 
to help meet a critical state need (such as increasing the supply 
of nurses), fill a void in the state system (such as community 
colleges that provide low-cost education or retraining options 
for adults) or meet student time and place needs (such as 
virtual universities or for-profit institutions). Although there 
is a great deal of resistance to change in both the legislative 
and academic community, legislators should embrace and 
encourage innovative programs. 

Encourage Partnerships 

Communicate with business leaders in the state to learn 
about their expectations of and experiences with the higher 
education system. Businesses can be excellent partners in 
helping to understand the weakness in the current system 
and designing innovative solutions. Higher education and K-
12 also must work together better in the 21" century. Many 
states are making strides in connecting K-12 with higher 
education through P-16 or P-20 councils. These efforts are 
laudable, but more can be done. Legislators are frustrated by 
the lack of responsibility taken by K-12 and higher education 
for results-for example, the high levels of remediation or the 
lack of prepared teachers. Preparation for college, access to 
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college, and success in college have important roots in the K-
12 system . 

• Transform the 12th Grade 

The commission embraces the high school reform movement 
that is sweeping the country, especially regarding transforming 
the 12"' grade to a year that is focused on helping students be 
ready to enter college or work. Dual entailment, concurrent 
enrollment programs and early college are state innovations 
that have excellent potential to help students be better 
prepared for college and to finish quicker. An important part 
of the high school reform movement is making high school 
more relevant for students who may not desire a traditional 
college track. That means state legislators will want to ensure 
that alternative pathways are available for post-secondary 
education, such as vocational and technical opportunities. 
State policy can provide a framework and incentives for such 
programs. 

Don't Neglect Adult Learners 

• 

learners (ages 25 to 54) now represent 40 percent of 
erall student population. Adults returning to the higher 
tion system need opportunities for job training and 

most institutions are not equipped to provide it Community 
colleges traditionally have provided this training, but other 
institutions can and should support adult learners. The 
financial aid system also should support adult learners, which 
can offer significant returns to the state economy. Legislators 
can work with the business community to discover how higher 
education can better serve the needs of workforce retraining. 
Consider incentives for businesses who help meet the needs 
of adult learners. Consider rewards for institutions that 
successfully serve this population. 

Lifelong Learning Accounts (LiLAs) have been developed 
by the Council for Adult and Experiential Learning as an 
innovative financial assistance strategy for adult learners. 
Lil.As are employer-matched educational saving accounts that 
can be used to finance an employee's continuing education 
and training. The funds can be used for a variety of costs 
including tuition and fees, materials, supplies, and books. 
Illinois, Indiana, Maine and Oklahoma have considered use of 
LlLAs to help invest in the retraining success of adults . 

• 

Focus on Productivity 

A productivity approach changes the conversation from 
"spending more money" to "spending money more efficiently." 
Legislators should demand that institutions improve their 
productivity. Every other sector of the economy is guided 
by this principle, but higher education has, for some reason, 
been exempt from concepts of efficiency. Clear state policy 
can direct institutions to improve their productivity. 

The National Center for Academic Transformation has created 
a course redesign project that uses technologically delivered ' 
courses to lower the cost of the courses and improve student 
performance. By and large, institutions have not included 
technology to improve the quality of student learning, increase 
retention, and reduce the costs of instruction. The project 
focuses on using technology to redesign large introductory 
courses that reach a significant number of students. Institutions 
have been able to reduce costs by an average of 40 percent 
for each redesigned course, and student performance also has 
improved. 
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The NCSL Blue Ribbon Commission on Higher Education 
believes states should reframe conversations about higher 
education reform to focus on support of higher education 
as an investment in the future of the stare and the nadon. 
Higher education discussions should be not only about 
funding levels, but also about how effective and productive 
higher education is in spending its funds and in meeting 
state goals. The commission urges legislators to focus less on 
specific institutional problems and more on the important 
role that higher education plays in producing an educated, 
involved citizenry whose contributio.ns to the state exceed the 
state investment. Set broad goals and allow the institutions to 
demonstrate that they have met those goals. 

We urge citizens to think less about higher education as a 
private good and more about the contribution of a highly 
educated society to the overall public good. The public has 
not yet sent signals to their legislatures chat they are concerned 
about higher education-other than the concern about the 
overall cost of attending college. Legislators cannot wait for 

'.1e public to sound the alarm on this issue. We need to seize 

• 

opportunity to lead a public discourse about the urgency 
tansform higher education . 

• 

Finally, state legislators cannot afford to let the federal 
government define the higher education agenda. We must all 
work together to design the higher education system we want 
and need for the future. However, states must take the initiative 

to decide for themselves how higher education contributes 
to state goals, and the policy, funding and accountability 
mechanisms that will support that system and assert their role 
to remain firmly at the center of the design and development 
of higher education policy. That begins with state legislators 
aggressively leading the public dialogue and reclaiming their 
traditional roles and responsibilities. It ends with a system 
chat we can be confident will serve our citizens, our states and 
the nation in the 21 st century. 
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TESTIMONY FOR 

SEN~TE APPR.OPRIATIONS 1.12.09 

RICHIE SMITH, 

SBHE_PRESIDENT __ 

Good morning! I'm Richie Smith, president of the State Board of Higher Education. It's my 
pleasure to lead today's presentation of the 2009-11 North Dakota University System budget 
request. 

Committee members, on behalf of the board, I want to thank you for your longstanding support 
of the University System. I know I speak for board and system officials when I express deep 
gratitude for the positive relationship that has developed between the Legislature, the private 
sector and the University System since the Roundtable on Higher Education was convened in 
1999. Through the roundtable process, the University System has been charged with enhancing 
the economic and social vitality of our state. I stand before you now -10 years later - confident 
that the University System is committed to meeting these high expectations and to creating an 
even brighter future for our students and the people and state of North Dakota. 

But to do that, we will need your help. I want to go on record as saying that our board is very 
appreciative of the budget plan presented by Gov. Hoeven. The governor's budget places great 
emphasis on higher education and demonstrates his understanding of the importance of the 
University System to the future of our state. We do ask, however, that this committee 
recommend restoration of two state-funded budget initiatives included in SB 2003. 

One initiative would require an additional $8.2 million to maintain college affordability by 
freezing two-year campus tuition rates at the 2008-09 level for academic years 2009-10 and 
2010-11 and limiting four-year campus tuition rate increases to no more than 4 percent for 
each of the two years. The other initiative asks for $11.2 million in one-time funding to build a 
joint University System and University of North Dakota IT facility. This facility was number two 
on the board's 2009-11 major capital project priority list, and we believe it is vitally important 
to protecting our sizable IT investment, eliminating the operational risks associated with our 
current facility and enhancing efficiencies through co-location of staff. 

As you may know, the State Board of Higher Education held a special meeting to discuss 
whether or not we should ask for restoration of these two initiatives, in light of the governor's 
generous budget plan. We voted to do so because we are constitutionally mandated to submit 
a needs-based budget request, and we believe these initiatives are important to maintaining 
affordability for our students and sustaining IT functions on our campuses while protecting the 
state's IT investment. 

A number of speakers over the next few days will emphasize the importance of addressing the 
University System's extensive backlog of deferred maintenance projects. I hope you will agree 
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that now is the time to update these facilities. By doing so, we can reduce operating costs and 
once again use these facilities as tools to enhance learning, teaching and student recruitment. 

I will conclude my comments by telling you that many good things are happening in the North 
Dakota University System. Our relationship with K-12 education has been strengthened by 
efforts such as the P-16 Education Task Force. There are, quite literally, hundreds of examples 
of collaboration, innovation and academic excellence taking place throughout the system. But 
the bottom line for our board is whether or not the University System is meeting the needs of 
our students and our state. I sincerely believe we are, and I respectfully ask for your continued 
support., 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Highlights 

December 2008 2008 SBHE 
Major Accomplishments 

In 2008, the State Board of Higher Education and the North Dakota University System: 

• Completed three successful presidential searches with the hiring of President Mike Bower, 
Ph.D., at Lake Region State College; President Robert Kelley, Ph.D., at the University of 
North Dakota; and President Steve Shirley, Ph.D., at Valley City State University; welcomed 
President Richard McCallum, Ph.D., to Dickinson State University 

• Began a presidential search at Williston State College 

• Completed a successful upgrade to the NOUS ConnectND student administration system on 
time and within budget; completed a successful upgrade to the ConnectND finance system in 
cooperation with state government 

• Implemented Wimba, a software that enhances the delivery of online courses through use of 
interactive technologies such as voice, video, instant messaging and podcasting 

( • Approved a 2009-11 needs-based budget request and a prioritized list of major capital project 

• 

requests 

Contributed to the work of the Interim Higher Education Committee, the Interim Workforce 
Committee, the Interim IT Committee and the Interim Tribal and State Relations Committee 

I 

• Participated in revitalization of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

• Reviewed progress reports on the FY 2008 Campus Alignment Plans and approved FY 2009 
Campus Alignment Plans as a means of ensuring alignment of the NOUS with the goals and 
expectations of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

• Began administration of North Dakota's College Access Challenge Grant Program, which is 
designed to increase the number of low-income students prepared to enter and succeed in 
postsecondary education 

• Sponsored the NOUS Arts and Humanities Summit, a biennial celebration of the arts and 
humanities, and the NOUS Research and Development Showcase 

• Strengthened efforts to expand access and increase enrollment by signing of a number of 
articulation agreements with campuses in Wyoming, Washington and Minnesota 

• Implemented NotiFind, an emergency notification system used to provide timely information 
and instructions directly to students, faculty, staff and others during urgent and emergency 
situations 

AoR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
W William Goetz, Chancellor 

701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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SBHE Major Accomplishments (cont.) 
• Provided approval of seven Centers of Excellence prior to moving forward for Budget Section 

• 

consideration 

Demonstrated the SBHE and NOUS commitment to meeting the accountability expectations of 
the legislature and the Roundtable on Higher Education by production of the 2008 
Accountability Measures Report 

• Worked with the Joint Boards of Education to make progress on the goals and objectives of 
the P - 20 initiative, including the need for a coordinated statewide educational plan 

• Developed an action plan for resolution of the Fighting Sioux logo and nickname issue 

• Awarded 9,000 academic degrees to students at the 11 NOUS colleges and universities 

• Reviewed and reconfirmed the roles and responsibilities of the board, the chancellor and the 
presidents 

• Achieved all of the major action steps for the seven annual SBHE objectives set for FY 2006 

• Assisted in successful implementation of the Economic Development Centers of Excellence 
initiative, including the following centers, funding amounts ($20 million in general fund 
expenditures) and the projected amount of leveraged funding totaling $81.3 million: 

• 
• The BSC Energy Center: $3 million, projected to leverage $12.2 million 

• The LRSC Dakota Center of Optimized Agriculture: $450,000, projected to leverage $1.3 
million 

• The UNO National Center for Hydrogen Technology: $2.5 million, projected to leverage 
$20 million 

• The NDSU Center for Advanced Electronics Design and Manufacturing: $3 million, 
projected to leverage $9.5 million 

• The NDSU Center of Excellence for Agbiotechnology: $2 million, projected to leverage 
$10.7 million 

• The NDSU Center of Excellence on Surface Protection: $2 million, projected to leverage 
$4 million 

• The UNO Research Foundation Center of Excellence in Life Sciences and Advanced 
Technologies: $3.5 million, projected to leverage $10 million 

• The UNO Center of Excellence for UAV and Simulation Applications: $1 million, projected 
to leverage $4.2 million 

• The VCSU Institute for Customized Business Solutions: $1 million, projected to leverage 
$4.9 million 

• The WSC Petroleum Safety and Technology Center: $400,000, projected to leverage $1.3 
million 

• The DSU Institute for Technology and Business Center for Entrepreneurship and Rural 
Revitalization: $1.15 million, projected to leverage $3 million 

-')R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
W, William Goetz, Chancellor 

701.328.2963 William.Goetz@ndus.edu 
www.ndus.edu Section 3 - Page 1 .1 
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SBHE Major Accomplishments (cont.) 
, Developed a 2007-09 budget request consistent with recommendations of the Roundtable on 

•• 

, Higher Education 

Established an MaSU work group and accepted the group's recommendations to strengthen 
the academic and financial viability of the university 

• Subscribed to CCBenefits, a web-based database and projection model that will help the 
community colleges systematically identify North Dakota's workforce needs and opportunities 

• Continued to expand the number of businesses served through workforce training 

• Supported private sector roundtable members in their efforts to take a stronger leadership role 
in advancing the vision of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

• Implemented new interlibrary loan software for the Online Dakota Information Network 
(ODIN); this completed a change to the new Aleph 500 library system, retiring the PALS 
library system in use since 1989 

• Implemented through ODIN a new system to centrally manage interlibrary loans across 
multiple separate library systems, including the University of Minnesota and Minnesota State 
Colleges and Universities 

• Added six libraries (five school libraries and one public library) to the ODIN system 

• Conducted a search and appointed Eddie Dunn as NOUS chancellor 

• Participated in a WICHE initiative to examine the connection between higher education and 
the state's workforce and economic needs, one of three states selected for the initiative 

• Participated in a state presentation about the success of the Roundtable on Higher Education 
at a conference sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago titled "Higher Education 
at a Crossroad" 

• Assisted the interim Higher Education Committee in arranging the annual roundtable meeting 

• Reorganized the NOUS Foundation and appointed new board members 

• Cooperated with the private sector in developing a volunteer speakers program to bring 
private sector leaders into the classroom 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
William Goetz, Chancel/or 

701,328, 2963 William Goetz@ndus,edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Hi hlights 

( 

December 2008 2008 NOUS Campus-Highlights 
Bismarck State College 

• Groundbreaking took place in May 2006 for BSC's National Energy Center of Excellence, The 
center received $3 million in the first round of awards provided through the North Dakota 
Centers of Excellence for Economic Development. The SSC center focuses on education of 
multi-skilled technicians for the energy industry on a national scale, Completion is expected in 
May 2008. 

• SSC began offering a two-year program in Instrumentation and Control Technology in August. 
Representatives from the energy industry requested that SSC offer the program to help meet 
the need for skilled instrumentation and control technicians at North Dakota's power plants, 
ethanol plants, other process plants and industrial sites. 

• SSC began offering online power plant technology and process plant technology to students 
at Wisconsin's Fox Valley Technical College in August. The partnership with Fox Valley will 
help meet the needs of high-demand energy careers in Wisconsin and upper Michigan. SSC 
credits will transfer to Fox Valley, and students will earn associate degrees from FVTC. 

• Two new buildings opened on campus in time for Fall 2008. Lidstrom Hall is a residence hall 
that houses about 80 students. The National Energy Center of Excellence is dedicated to 
energy education, workforce training and continuing education. Partnerships with industry and 
government agencies were key to completion of the NECE. 

• The Great Plains Energy Corridor Office opened in August. The office will provide education 
and outreach services to the state's energy industry, eventually expanding to neighboring 
states. U.S. Sen. Byron Dorgan secured funding to establish the office located in BSC's new 
NECE. 

• In May, SSC received a scholarship grant of $597,540 from the National Science Foundation 
to attract students into science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields (STEM) and 
to address the critical national shortage of workers in these disciplines. The grant extends 
through 2013 and will benefit 25 to 30 students per year. 

Dickinson State University 

• On Nov. 4, Dickinson voters approved allocating $6 million in sales tax to help build the 
Badlands Activities Center (SAC) on the campus of DSU. The $16 million multi-purpose 
facility will include a new football field and track as well as space for community events and 
special functions . 

• 

, OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

William Goetz, Chancellor 
701.328,2963 William,Goetz@ndus.edu 
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NOUS Campus Highlights (cont.) 
• The National League for Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC) recently granted DSU's 

• 

practical nursing program full, seven-year continued accreditation. This accreditation shows 
that the university and its faculty meet the highest standards of nursing education. 

• DSU and NDSU have entered into a collaborative engineering program in the areas of 
computer, electrical, industrial and manufacturing engineering. Students will begin their 
studies at DSU and complete them at NDSU. The partnership will directly benefit students, 
businesses and manufacturers in western North Dakota. 

• Fall 2008 enrollment at DSU was up for the 13th consecutive year. There were 2,730 students 
enrolled, a 2.2 percent increase compared to the Fall 2007 enrollment of 2,670. Increases in 
the numbers of nontraditional and international students are two of the main factors 
contributing to the university's consistent growth. 

• The investiture of Richard McCallum, Ph.D., as DSU's 10th president took place Friday, Nov. 
21 at Dorothy Stickney Auditorium on the DSU campus. The theme of the event was 
"Reflecting on the Past, Embracing the Present, Forging the Future." 

Lake Region State College 

• Liudmila Tarasiuk has been named the New Century Scholar from North Dakota. Sponsored 
by the Coca Cola Company in cooperation with the American Association of Community 
Colleges and Phi Theta Kappa, New Century Scholars represent the top community college 
student in each of the 50 states. Tarasiuk will receive a $2,000 scholarship for the honor. 

• LRSC's 2006 graduating practical nurses and associate degree nurses earned a 100 percent 

• 

NCLEX-PN and RN first-time pass rate. The NCLEX is a national licensing exam for nursing. 
Nursing students at LRSC are part of the. Dakota Nursing Program, which is a partnership 
between LRSC, BSC, WSC and MiSU-B. 

• LRSC has secured $500,000 in matching funds for a North Dakota Renewable Energy 
Council grant and currently is working on a North Dakota Department of Commerce Workforce 
Enhancement Grant proposal, with funding from both sources to be used for development of a 
Wind Energy Technician Program. LRSC has submitted a Stage II program request and, if 
approved, plans to offer the program in Fall 2009. 

• Students from the country of Oman are training at LRSC. Five members of the Royal Air 
Force of.Oman are taking classes in airplane simulator maintenance. The students will study 
in Devils Lake for about one and one-half years. LRSC is working with Oman to train more air 
force personnel in the future. 

• LRSC and the Interactive Video Network showcased the college's high-definition interactive 
video rooms for the media and faculty, staff and students on March 17. Representatives of 
LRSC connected with IVN personnel in a high-definition room at NDSU to demonstrate the 
new video technology that brings the distance delivery method closer to a traditional 
classroom setting. Instructors are able to project high-quality images, videos, microscope 
slides, power points and other technology over the network. 

A:,R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W William Goetz, Chancellor 
701.328.2963 William.Goetz@ndus.edu 
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NOUS Campus Highlights (cont.) 

• 
, LRSC now has a chapter of Phi Theta Kappa, the largest honor society in American higher 
' education. With more than two million members and 1,200 chapters, Phi Theta Kappa is 

localed in all 50 states, the U.S. territories and around the world. 

• The Otto Bremer Foundation recently awarded a $140,000 grant to the Lake Region 
Community College Foundation. The three-year grant will fund several regional farm 
management teacher in-service programs. Coordinated by the National Farm and Ranch 
Business Management Education Association, the grant will directly benefit all farm 
management programs in North Dakota. 

Mayville State University 

• MaSU is administering a $99,200 U.S. Department of Labor grant providing workforce training 
through internships. Rural businesses are benefiting from the funding of 40 internships 
through the program. The Traill County Technology Center at MaSU has served as home to 
four businesses that now have transitioned into the Mayville-Portland community. 

• The MaSU Division of Education and Psychology has been granted continuing accreditation 
by the United Accreditation Board of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE). Achieving this endorsement under the performance-oriented standards 
of NCATE underscores MaSU's commitment to producing high-quality teachers for our 
nation's children. 

• MaSU has begun the second year of activities in a five-year $1.9 million grantfrom the U.S. 
Department of Education Strengthening Institutions Program. The grant funding is being used 

• 

to assist with development and delivering of academic programs and will help improve student 
retention. Distance learning capabilities and program offerings also are being expanded. 

• In an ongoing effort to expand access, MaSU officials have entered into articulation 
agreements with in and out-of-state colleges. Transfer agreements for MaSU's bachelor's 
degree in early childhood have been signed with BSC, Northwest College in Powell, Wyo., 
and Casper College in Casper, Wyo. Articulation agreements for MaSU's bachelor's degree in 
applied science in business administration have been signed with Hibbing Community College 
in Hibbing, Minn., and Minnesota State Community and Technical College in Detroit Lakes, 
Minn. 

• MaSU has partnered with LRSC to offer bachelor's degrees in business administration and 
elementary education. Classes are offered on the LRSC campus or via various distance 
delivery methods, allowing place-bound students in the Devils Lake area the opportunity to 
earn bachelor's degrees while remaining close to home, family and work. 

• The MaSU Division of Education and Psychology hosted a Jan. 21 in-service for 230 teachers 
from the May-Port CG, Hatton, Thompson, Central Valley, and Northwood school districts. 
Nationally recognized speaker Corwin Kronenberg gave a presentation on behavior 
management skills . 

• 
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NOUS Campus Highlights (cont.) 
Minot State University 

• MiSU faculty held the second annual Mind/Brain MythBusters conference June 12-13. These 
interactive seminars help educators incorporate new mind/brain research into their 
classrooms. MiSU's Center for the Applied Studies of Cognition and Learning Sciences was 
accepted as an NOUS Center of Excellence in September 2007. 

• On March 17, MiSU's North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities hosted a ground
breaking symposium on autism to launch its new service, training and research program. 
NDCPD is working with partners around the state to make MiSU and NDCPD the go-to-place 
for information about autism. 

• During Norsk H0stfest in October, President David Fuller welcomed Tora Aasland, Norwegian 
minister of higher education and research, and other Norwegian dignitaries to MiSU's campus. 
The group met with 15 MiSU leaders; ideas and information were shared to help the two 
higher education groups better understand one another. 

• Walter Piehl Jr., MiSU professor of art, is one of three recipients of a $100,000 Enduring 
Vision Award from the Bush Foundation. Piehl will receive the funds over three to five years to 
pursue his work and to encourage his continued influence on present and future generations 
of artists and audiences. 

• In September, MiSU signed an articulation agreement with Bellingham Technical College in 
Washington. This agreement makes it easier for BTC students to transfer to MiSU and obtain 
bachelor's degrees . 

• 

iSU-Bottineau 

In collaboration with the Dakota Nursing Consortium, MiSU-B enrolled students in an 
associate degree nursing (ADN) curriculum in Fall 2006. By implementing the program, the 
college helped reduce the shortage of health care professionals experienced in the area since 
closure of St. Andrews School of Nursing in 1970. 

• Sophomore Derek Behrman was named a New Century Scholar by Phi Theta Kappa, an 
international honor society for two-year colleges. A native of Consul, Saskatchewan, Behrman 
represent North Dakota as the state's All-USA Academic Team delegate and was recognized 
at the American Association of Community Colleges Convention April 3-7 in Philadelphia. He 
was awarded a $2,000 scholarship. 

• MiSU-B is a cooperating party in the North Central Education Consortium, one of nine rural 
education associations (REAs) in the state. In February, the NCEC received a $231,000 grant 
from the North Dakota Career and Technical Education Department to establish one of three 
virtual technology centers approved for the state. Eight schools and seven school districts will 
participate in the NCEC and the technology center programs during the first year. Larry 
Brooks, associate dean for academic affairs, is the governing board chairman. 

• MiSU-B's proposal for an Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture was approved for a $400,000 
award Aug. 20. The center's mission is to provide new opportunities for organic and specialty 
vegetable commercialization and distribution networks in North Dakota. 

( 

-----------------------------------( 

•
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NOUS Campus Highlights (cont.) 

• 
, MiSU-B's agriculture education program received the Career and Technical Education 

Director's Award of Excellence at a professional development conference in Bismarck in 
August. The honored recipients were Diann Beckman, Larry Brooks, Mark Pomarleau and 
Bob Underwood. 

• Dr. Chuck Lura, biology professor, was an invited speaker at the Great Plains Riparian Forest 
Summit in Sioux Falls, S.D., Sept. 9. Lura's topic was "A Historical Perspective on Woody 
Vegetation in Western North Dakota." More than 120 natural resource professionals from 
across the Midwest attended the conference. 

North Dakota State College of Science 

• Enrollment at NDSCS continues to grow. Fall 2008 enrollment was 5.3 percent higher than 
Fall 2007; the college's numbers have increased more than 11 percent since 2001. North 
Dakotans make up more than 72 percent of the student body, Minnesotans 18 percent, South 
Dakotans 3.6 percent and Montanans 2.4 percent. NDSCS also boasts students from 31 other 
states and six foreign countries. 

• NDSCS and the North Dakota Workforce Training Southeast Region sponsored the Disney 
Institute class Team Creativity, Disney-Style in Fargo Sept. 23. Disney taught techniques to 
nurture valuable organizational cultures and to increase productivity through creativity. The 
one-day program helped foster innovation and imagination among local business people with 
facilitated discussions and hands-on activities. 

• In October, NDSCS sophomore Kristin Eberhardt was selected by the North Dakota Space 
Grant Consortium to be North Dakota's 2009 International Year of Astronomy student 

• 
ambassador. She will represent North Dakota and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) during the year-long celebration. 

• Richard Siegel, an NDSCS culinary arts student, finished fourth in the nation at the National 
Culinary Arts competition in Kansas City in June. The top four competitors were separated by 
less than five points. Siegel also was honored for the second highest score on the culinary 
arts exam. 

• The NDSCS Nanoscience Technology Program was a co-recipient of a $3 million National 
Science Foundation grant to fund the creation of a Midwest Regional Center for 
Nanotechnology Education or "Nano-Link," awarded this summer. The NDSCS/MSCTC share 
will be about $430,000 spread over a four-year grant period. The goals are to establish and 
implement a web-based curriculum repository for nanoscience-related course materials and 
training modules that can be accessed by other colleges, high schools educators and industry 
employers. 

North Dakota State University 

• NDSU set a ninth consecutive enrollment record with 13,229 students enrolled in Fall 2008 
undergraduate and graduate programs, including a fall semester record of 1,818 graduate 
students. The international student population stands at 1,120 undergraduate and graduate 
students, another record high . 

• 
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NOUS Campus Highlights (cont.) 
• President Chapman and other NDSU officials visited India, Sri Lanka, South Korea, Uganda , 

• 

and China. The highly successful trips resulted in several signed agreements for collaborative 
research and education efforts. 

• NDSU was awarded a five-year National Science Foundation ADVANCE Institutional 
Transformation grant of more than $3.7 million to address and study issues of recruitment, 
retention and advancement of women faculty, including women of color and women who have 
disabilities, within the science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields. 

• A consortium led by NDSU economists in the Department of Agribusiness and Applied 
Economics has been awarded an $800,000 grant from the North Dakota Industrial 
Commission to further develop and commercialize the technology to produce bio-based 
products. 

• NDSU ranked out of 662 research universities in the U.S., Guam, U.S. Virgin Islands and 
Puerto Rico, based on total research expenditures reported in Fiscal Year 2007, according to 
the National Science Foundation. NDSU was listed in the top 100 FY 2007 research 
universities in the nation in several NSF research categories, including ranking 41 st in R&D 
expenditures among the 537 research universities that do not have medical schools and in 
agricultural sciences in total research expenditures. 

University of North Dakota 

• UND's research enterprise had an economic impact of more than $174 million in FY2007, up 
$11 million from FY 2006, according to a report released in December by the Office of the ( 

• 

Vice President for Research. The figure includes close to $40 million in Grand Forks County 
and $10 million elsewhere in North Dakota. 

• In March, internationally recognized author Salman Rushdie helped UND celebrate its 125th 
anniversary by inaugurating the "Great Conversations" series. Rushdie was the keynote 
speaker at the 39th Annual Writers Conference. 

• In August, UND learned it would receive $1 million in federal funds for a geomechanical study 
of the Bakken Formation to improve oil extraction. The shale formation, across western North 
Dakota and eastern Montana, holds about 4.3 billion barrels of recoverable oil. 

• UND alumnus and hall-of-fame basketball coach Phil Jackson received an honorary doctorate 
from his alma mater at an Aug. 25 ceremony. Coach of the Los Angeles Lakers, Jackson has 
won nine championships as a coach in the NBA. UND graduate and former North Dakota 
Gov. Ed Schafer, now U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, was awarded an honorary degree in May. 

• AgCam, an Earth-observing sensor built by UNO students and faculty, blasted into space on 
Space Shuttle Endeavour Nov. 14, en route to a new home on the International Space 
Station. AgCam will monitor the health of crops and other plants. UND's Energy & 
Environmental Research Center sent special materials into space in the spring, and UNO 
graduate Karen Nyberg made her first trip into space in May . 

• 
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NOUS Campus Highlights (cont.) 
Valley City State University 

•• VCSU and the National Center for Technological Literacy (NCTL) at the Boston Museum of 
Science completed a memorandum of understanding to bring standards-based science, 
technology, engineering and math (STEM) education to K-12 schools. Workshops to introduce 

! 

STEM curriculum to K-12 teachers were held in Valley City and Devils Lake. 

• The North Dakota Board of Nursing approved a collaborative nurse education satellite 
program to be delivered in Valley City through the Dakota Nursing Program. Partners in the 
initiative include VCSU, MiSU-B and two local healthcare providers, the Sheyenne Care 
Center and Mercy Hospital. 

• Northwest College, Powell, Wyo., and VCSU entered into an articulation agreement that gives 
the Wyoming students an opportunity to complete the university's elementary education 
program via a combination of distance learning delivery methods. The agreement addresses 
an unmet demand for elementary education degree opportunities in Wyoming. 

• Fall 2008 headcount enrollment increased 3.8 percent to 1,019 students, and FTE enrollment 
increased 2 percent. Growth came from new programs, including VCSU's online master of 
education (a headcount increase of 43 percent), and collaborative agreements with MiSU-B 
and Northwest College in Wyoming. Majors in health science and fisheries and wildlife 
science grew, but are approaching the capacity of VCSU's science facilities. 

• VCSU was recognized in the "America's Best Colleges 2009" edition of U.S. News & World 
Report as one of the top four public baccalaureate colleges in the Midwest, marking the 11th 
year in a row VCSU has received this recognition. 

.illiston State College 

• WSC and regional development organizations recognized winners of the first annual Mondak 
Entrepreneur of the Year Awards Feb. 29. In comments at the event, WSC President Joe 
Mccann emphasized the importance of community colleges in identifying and meeting the 
needs of new businesses and the importance of both to the local quality of life. 

• With the recent increase in oil activity in the Williston Basin, the Northwest North Dakota 
Workforce Training Division at WSC recorded a 50 percent increase in the number of 
employees participating in oil and gas safety training classes in FY08. The number of oil and 
gas companies requesting training increased to 103. 

• An article by Richard Stenberg, assistant history professor, was published in the November 
2008 issue of We Proceeded On, the scholarly magazine of the Lewis & Clark Trail Heritage 
Foundation. Titled "John Newman: A Man of Uncommon Activity and Bodily Strength," the 
article recounts the story of a member of the Lewis & Clark Expedition who became involved 
in the fur trade in North Dakota in the1830s . 

• 
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NOUS • 2009-11 BIENNIAL BUDGET REQUEST 
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I 1) (2) (3) (4) 

Priority 
Order Poll Ob &ctfva 

A. j BASE FUNDING INCREASES 
07-09 Bast Funding 

Enhance Student PreparaUon 

2 Enhance Student Preparallon 
3 Ensure Student Safety 
4 Maintain SIi.dent Affordabluty 

5 Maintain Student Afforclablnty/Enhance student AffordabDlty 

6 Enhance student Praparallon 

7 Malntaln Student Affortlablnty 
8 Enhancing the Economy and Student Pra-paratlon 

9 Enhancing the Economy 
1 o Enhance SttJdent Preparation 
11 Promote StOOent AccesslblUlty 

12 Maintain StudentAffordabllll and Accesslblllt 
13 Enhance Sludenl Pre arallon and Retention 

14 Increased Effectiveness and Efflclen 
-15 Increased Effectiveness and Efflcien 

16 lncraased EffeclJvenesa and Efficiency 

Bud et lnlHaUve 

Decreased cepllal bond payments ($30427,564), SITS 
poot transfer to ITD for IVN ($300,110), and vet Joan 
forgiveness btmsfer to Health Dept. ($100,000) 
100% of Partly or cost to riontlnue-7%17% salary and 

health Insurance lncrea&ea, utlnty cost lncn,asas and 
oparallng lnftatlon (Total wUh· SOMHS end Forest 
Service=$57 ,348,00D) 
Emergency Preparednes&/Securlty 
Needs-based financial eld 
Equity adju&tmant lo address funding dlffer1311Uals-15% 
(Total with SOMHS--$18,500,000) 
Technology Maintenance- Network Bandwidth 
($1,2200000)1 N. Tier Network ($1 0000,000). ODIN Web 
Devafoper ($1501000) 
Two and Four-Vear college affordability ffolal with 
SOMHs,.$12,687 ,040) 
EPSCoR research matchtng funds 
New Academic and Technical Program Start-up 

Revolvln!J Fund 
Disabled Student Services Fundlng 
Bismarck HE Center 
Sludent AnanctaJ Asst Programs (Scholar's, PSEP, 

lndlan, Education Loan For lveness 
Com rehensrve career Plannln lnlUatlve 

Access Colleboratlon end Enhancement Fund ACE 
Shared recruitment lnlUattves 
NOUS Sel'Vlces - Con!lnuatlon of FINDET ($155,320), 

NOUS Ofllce Leoal Ass~tanl ($128,930) 

Amount 

$441,456,162 

(3,827,674} 

53,018,493 
1,334,888 

14,056,000 

17,406,837 

2,370,000 

11,370,416 

1,000,000 
150,000 
630,000 

803,000 
1,500 000 

1 750,000 
500 000 

284,250 
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B. I ONE-TIME FUNDING INCREASES 
1 Enhance Student Preparation 
2 Ensure Student Safety 

3 Promote Studenl AccesslbllDly 
4 Enhance Student Preparation 
5 Increased EffecUveness and Efficiency 
a Promote Student AccesslbUUty 

Deferred Malntenance-facnnes and lnfrastructura 
Emergency Prepan,dness/S~ily 
Technolollf Malntenanc1t - IVN CODEC Replacement 
($350,000), srrs CollaboraUon and Emergency Pool 
($200100D6a 
STEM lrd Uva 
Pay-off apeclal assessments 
Blsmardt He Center 

' 

$50,000,000 

550,000 
$4,000,000 
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Summary Description of 09-11 Budget Request Priorities 
SBHE Budget, Audit and Finance Committee 

Recommendation - March 26,2008 

Eleven Institutions and NDUS Office 

Base Funding 
Priority I: Bond payments for state general fund obligation bonds issued through the 
Industrial Commission will be $3.4 million less in 09-11. This reduction in bond 
payments allows the $3.4 million to be reallocated to other budget priorities. The NDUS 
will transfer $100,000 to the State Health Department who administers the Veterinary 
Loan Forgiveness Program and $300,110 will be transferred from the CIS Pool (now 
referred to as SITS) to ITD as the administration ofK-12 rvN services has been 
transferred to ITD. 

Priority 2: Parity: Includes cost to continue for the state share of parity only as notes 
below. The student share of parity costs would be funded through tuition rate increases, 
except as noted below in priority 20: 

• 08-09 salary increase @5% 
• 09-11 salary increase of an average 7% per year. Based upon an assumed annual 

market increase of3 percent per year, the NDUS would reach the regional market 
average salary in five years with annual 7% increases from FYI O through FY14. 

. ' 
• 09-11 health insurance increase of 10% per year or $136.53 per month. Total 

projected premium of $794.61 per month per employee. (NOTE: Additional 
$1. 9 million required based on latest PERS estimate of 13 .5% increase) 

• Operating inflation, excluding utilities of2.0% for FYI O and 2.2% for FYI 1, 
based on projections from Economy.Com. 

• .The projected utility cost increases, of $7.4 million, which is equivalent to a 
14.8% increase in the utility budget-the state share of this increase is $4. 7 
million. 

• Utilities for new facilities coming on-line in 09-1 I at BSC, UND, NDSU, 
NDSCS, WSC, and DSU of about $910,000, of which $607,400 is the state share. 

• . Includes funding of$378,630 for 09-1 l salary and health insurance cost increases 
for CND positions which are currently funded from the CND student fee. This 
will help to control the amount of the student fee in 09-11. 

Priority 3: Emergency Preparedness /Security: Provides funding for additional campus 
. security at a ratio of I FTE to 900 students. Also, adds public safety officers to assist 
with campus planning and implementation of the emergency notification system, 
emergency response plans, continuum of government (COG) and other activities as 
follows: (1.0) FIE position shared by BSC,DSU and NDUS0 Office; (1.0 FTE) position 

. shared by MiSU,_MiSU-BC, (2,0) FTE positions shared by UND, LRSC, and MaSU; 
and, (2.0) FTE shared by NDSU, NDSCS, and VCSU. Also include.s funding to cover 
the annual fee for the NotiFind emergency notification system for students. 
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Priority 4: Needs-bBBed financial aid .. Consistent with the SBHE 5-4 Affordability 
Committee State Grant Program, afundi,ng increBBe of$14,056,000 is included to fund 
al] students who demonstrate unmet need of$800 or more and who meet alJ other state 
and/or federal eligibility requirements and increBBing the award amount in 09-11 at the 
same rate 8B tuition. This would fund about 7,850 students per year, compared to the 
current 4,075 students. 

Priority 5; Equity funding to address peer differentials. The LTF Plan requires a 
minimum of 15% of the total new funding be allocated to equity, after full funding of the. · 
state share of salaries and benefit cost increases in parity (note: the student share of 
parity would be funded through tuition rate increases), This proposal recommends 15% 
allocated to equity distributed based on the previously approved SBHE allocation model
-the average of the weighted percentage distance from peers and dollar distance from 
peers-with a minimum of 52% of peers or $250,000. Note: Toe 52% minimum or 
$250,000 is an exception to the previously approved SBHE plan, but is intended to 
address those campuses funded furthest from their peers and recognize the high fixed 
costs of the smaller campuses. 

Priority 6: 
• SITS pool (formerly CIS pool): In 07~09, $420,000 of the parity funding for the 

System Information Technology Services (SITS) pool was funded with one-time 
funding. This bBBe funding will replace the.one-time funding to_address on-going 
base costs such as campus bandwidth. 

• Network bandwidth: $1,220,000 to cover I l bandwidth costs through ITD and 
increased institutional bandwidth needs through ~tageNet in 09-11, based on 
projected traffic growth of 50% which is conservative based on national trends. Also, 
!TD is now asking that we pay 65% of !ntemetl costs versus 50% as in the past 

•. Northern Tier Network (NTW) Costs:. $1,000,000 to cover FYI 1 maintenance costs. 
Costs for FYI O will be covered from 07-09 NTW carryover funds. 

• ODIN Web Developer position to enhance and ease the use of the library system so 
the user can spend more time on the material and less time on how to ·find it, 
including co=ercial databases of journals and other academic materials ($150,000) .. 

. Priority 7: Two-Year and Four-Year College Affordability. Funding would cover I 00% 
of the parity cost increases at the two-year campuses, instead of the traditional allocation 
of 75% to the state and 25% to the student This would allow the two-year campuses to 

. cap tuition rates in 09-11 and, if done consistently over a period of years would ensure 
two-year campus tuition rates remain affordable for those students least able to afford a 
college education. Funding would also cover a portion of the student share of parity costs 

· at the four-year campuses, thereby permitting the four-year campuses to keep tuition rate 
increases to no more than 4% per year in 2009-1 l. If done over an extended period of 
time, this step will help to begin to re-balance the state/student shares consistent with the 
Long-Term Finance Plan. · 
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The ability to cap tuition rate increases, as outlined above, is contingent upon the 
following budget assumptions: 1.) parity costs are fully funded; 2.) campuses do not 
experience significant enrollment declines; and 3.) other budget components requested 
are funded ( e.g. Northern Tier Network, bandwidth, etc.) so cost increases need not be 
absorbed within the current resource base. 

Priority 8: EPSCoR: Provides additional state matching funds through the EPSCoR 
program to generate an additional estimated$! .6 million in federal funding. 

Priority 9: New Academi_c and Technical Program Start-Up Revolving Fund: New 
program start-up revolving fund, allocated on a one-time funding basis, to assist 
campuses with program start-up costs until the program generates sufficient enrollment 
and revenues. 'This base appropriation would be available in ongoing biennia to allocated 
to other program areas. 

Priority 10: Disabled Student Services Funding: Contingency funding to address 
unexpected institutional costs associated with providing services to disabled students, in 
addition to program funding at the campus level. Historically, this funding was a 
separate line item in the NDUS Office budgel Later, 0MB merged the separate line item 
into the SBHE Initiative fund. The SBHE continued to set aside a portion of its Initiative 
Funding in support of disabled student services. However, the SBHE Initiative funding 
was eliminated in 07-09, thereby eliminating the primary source of funding for this 
activity . 

Priority 11: Bismarck Higher Education Center. Funding to cover the operating costs 
(e.g. plant and-support) associated with hosting other NDUS campuses. Tiris would 
permit students to attend classes at the higher education center for the same cost as 
attending classes at the providing institutions. 

Priority 12: Student Financial Assistance Programs-Scholar's Program, Professional 
Student Exchange Program (PESEP), Education Incentive Program, and Indian 
Scholarship. 
• Funding to continue current students, plus 50 new slots per year in the Scholar's 

Program, the same number of new slots as the current biennium-cost $450,000 
• Funding to continue.the current students plus the following estimated number of new· 

slots per year: 7 vets., 8 dentist, 4 optometrist-cost $193,000. · 
In addition, the NDUS will request $990,970 from the student Joan i:rust fund to 
support currently enrolled students plus 5 Jl\'W slots per year under the Kansas State 
University veterinary medicine program. 

• AB part of the education incentive program, $160,000 increase to support additional 
·applicant demand. 

Priority 13: Comprehensive Career Planning Initiative. Establish a partnership initiative . 
with K-12, involving the Rural Education Associations (REA), where appropriate, to: 1.) 
address professional development needs; 2.) establish seamless K-16 advising; 3.) raise 
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student awareness of career opportunities in ND involving the private sector; and. 4.) 
increase utilization of internships as a means of connecting students to careers. 

Priority 14: Access, Collaboration and Enhancement (ACE) Fund: Funding to be 
allocated by the SBHE, based on the Chancellor's recommendation, to be used in support 
of strategies which further academic excellence, access, affordability, accountability, and 
alignment goals. 

Priority 15: Shared Recruitment Initiatives. Funding to support collaborative recruitment 
efforts among all NDUS campuses. This could include enhanced marketing and 
promotional efforts with middle and high school students, coordinated efforts to identify 
and recruit in viable markets and fundi!lg to support other innovative cooperative 
recruiting efforts. 

Priority 16: 
• NDUS Office Legal Assistant Fund a new 1.0 FTE position and related operating 

costs to assist SBHE and campuses with contract review, HR issues, policy and 
procedure development and advice and other legal issues ($128,930). 

• FINDET: Staff and related operating costs to continue support of the current 2.0 FTE 
positions who provide information on graduates and student performance. This level 
of funding will also provide 100% of the support for this activity in the NDUS Office 
budget from state funding sources (155,320) . 

one:.Time Funding . . .. . .. . . . 
Priority I: $50 million in funding foiiddress aportion offacility and infrastructure· 
deferred maintenance currently valued in excess of $100 million. 

Priority 2: Emergency Preparedness/Security: Funding to assist with updating facilities 
· with safety upgrades, including: keyless card entry, fire alarms, public announcement 
. systems, cameras, building alarms, improved lighting, .phone system upgrades to include 
a phone in each room, emergency power upgrades, etc. 

Priority 3: . . 
• SITS Collaboration and Emergency Pool: Funding to be allocated by the NDUS CIO 

in support of technology and tools that fosters more effective and efficient delivery of 
central IT services and to address unforeseen needs not anticipated in the budget 
process ($200,000). 

• rvN CODEC Replacement: The videoconferencing technology in IVN classrooms 
· was last upgraded in 2005; and historically, the replacement cycle for fVN 
classrooms has been approximately every five years. So by 2010, the current IVN 
technologies will have completed their life cycle and a technology refresh will be in 

,. 
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store. The most likely replacement technology will be High Definition 
videoconferencing. Currently, there are five HD test-systems in operation within the· 
NDUS - two systems at MiSU-B and one each at LRSC, Mi SU, and NDSU. It is 
predicted that HD systems will become the norm for classroom videoconferencing 
because of the superior image quality that can be delivered, versus the current 
standard definition technology. OflVN's 31 · classrooms; two were updated with HD 
technologies (the other three are campus-owned rooms) and the remaining 29 rooms 
will need to be updated at a cost of just more than $12,000 per room, or $350,000 for 
the total project 

Priority 4: $4,000,000 in funding to implement new initiatives targeted to the 
enhancement of facilities an~ instruction in the fields of science, technology, engineering 
and math (STEM) as follows: 

BSC STEM Careers Awareness $249,000 
DSU Articulate and Enhance Science and Math $646,600 

Curriculum and Strengthen Teacher Content 
Knowledge 

MiSU Technology-Based, Real-World STEM $400,400 
Foundation and Enhanced Research 

. NDSCS Fabrication Labs for Academic Preparation and $386,300 
Workforce Training 

NDSU Science Lab Renovation $500,000 
UND Facilities Improvements to Support STEM $1,115,800 

Under!Zl'aduai:e Trainine: ' 
vcsu STEM Certificates for Undere:raduate Students · $490+00 
NDUS Unallocated Balance $211.700 

Priority 5: Pay off Special Assessments: Funding to pay off outstanding special 
assessments at BSC ($349,230), UND ($299,960), NDSCS ($193,130), NDSU .. 

· ($340,865), MaSU ($481,825), MiSU ($464,280), VCSU ($32,945) resulting in $605,000 
savings in interest costs. 

Priority 6: Bismarck Higher Education Center. To enhance collaboration and efficient 
use of existing resources in meeting the program needs of the Bismarck/Mandan area. 

· For the purchase of the Horizon Building on the BSC campus which would be used to 
house programs and services cooperatively delivered by NDUS institutions. 
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SBHE Recommended Adjustments to Governor Hoeven's NDUS Budget Proposal 

The State Board of Higher Education recommends that the NDUS request additional state funding through legislative action for the following 
previously approved SBHE initiatives and projects: · ' 

• Two-year and four-year campus affordability initiative $ 8,215,467 (Base) 
• NDUS/UND joint IT facility $11,200,000 (One-time) 
• · UND deficiency appropriation [deficiency appropriation bill] $ 1,547,816 (2007-09) 

1n addition, the SBHE recommends that the NDUS request increased funding authoriz.ation for the following previously approved SBHE ill!!!: 
state funded capital project: 

• MiSU Wellness Center $ 5,000,000 (One-time) 

Two-year and four-year campus affordability: Listed as priority #7 in the 2009-1 l SBHE budget request, the additional funding would _ 
permit the NDUS_ to freeze tuition rates at the current level at the two-year campuses and limit tuition rate increases to no more than four 
percent per year at the four-year campuses in 2009-10 and 2010-11. The Executive Budget does not include funding for this initiative. The 
amount has been reduced from the original request to reflect an annual five percent salary increase, instead of seven percent. 

NDUS/UND Joint IT Facility: Listed as priority #2 on the 2009-11 SBHE major capital project priority list, the joint facility would, at a 
minimum: I.) help address risks, including electrical power inefficiencies, security, heating/cooling and flooding/seeping events, in the 
current data center location which hosts systemwide administrative computing and library functions and UND's centralized IT functions and 
servers; 2.) facilitate co-location of ND US and UND staff to provide greater service efficiencies and communication; 3.) provide adequate 
and ADA-accessible training space; 4.) provide back-up capacity for other system and campus IT services. The Executive Budget does not 
include funding for this project. 

UND Deficiency Appropriation: Based on pending final settlement with FEMA on appealed projects, it is anticipated that the final 2007-09 
deficiency appropriation request will need to increase from $1,310,955 to $2,858,771 to close out the 1997 flood expenses. The Executive 
Recommendation includes $1,310,955 ( 1997 flood disaster). 

MiSU Wellness Center: Construction of a Wellness Center would: I.) provide wellness activities for students, faculty and staff; 2.) provide 
health and wellness curricula and services in response to local and regional needs; and 3.) provide childcare. The $15 million project would 
be funded by $5 million from private funds and up to $10 million from revenue bond proceeds and/or local institutional funds. The Executive 
Recommendation includes $IO million special fund authorization ($5 million revenue bond and $5 million other funds) for this project. The 
request is to increase the revenue bond authority from $5 million to up to $10 million. · 

g:\cathy\worddocs\BicnniaJ Budgets\09-11 Biennial Budgct\09-11 Exec Bud Analysis 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Roundtable Recommendations & Board Objectives 

December 2008 Roundtable on Higher Education 
The Higher education roundtable process originated in September 1999 when 61 state leaders -
21 legislators and 40 private sector, government, and education representatives - came together 
to assist the Interim Committee on Higher Education in conducting a study of the North Dakota 
University System. 

Roundtable Goal: "To enhance the economic vitality of North Dakota and the quality 
of life of its citizens through a high quality, more responsive, equitable, flexible, 
accessible, entrepreneurial, and accountable University System." 

The Process Continues: October 2008 Roundtable Meeting 
The roundtable process has continued, with the ninth meeting of the Roundtable on Higher 
Education held on October 8, 2008. The sixty participants in this roundtable process included the 
members of the State Board of Higher Education, the Interim Committee on Higher Education 
and the chair of the Interim Workforce Committee together with representatives of the private 

( _sector; K-12 education; North Dakota public, tribal, and private colleges and universities; and 
• state government. 

Breakout group discussions focused on four critical themes that emerged from discussions of the 
Interim Higher Education Committee: Education Attainment, Accessibility, Contribution to 
Economic Development, and Meeting Workforce Needs. The resulting recommendations were 
recorded in a chart that displayed clear parallels with the objectives of the State Board of Higher 
Education and the goals of the Interim Higher Education Committee. These issues also align 
closely with the six Roundtable Cornerstones as summarized below. 

Cornerstone 1: Contribution to Economic Development 
• Continue NOUS partnership with private sector and work closely with targeted industries. 
• Focus resources to build workforce skills to meet economic development needs of the 

state. 
• Provide more distance education to meet business needs across the state. 
• Continue - and further develop - the research and opportunities offered by the Centers of 

Excellence, EPSCoR, and other programs. 
• Enhance entrepreneurship opportunities. 
• Consider tax incentives to encourage recent graduates to remain in state. 
• Consider tax incentives to encourage businesses to work with universities. 

\ FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

A William Goetz, Chancellor 
- 701.328.2963 William.Goetz@ndus.edu 
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Cornerstone 2: Education Excellence 
• Educate the working age population to the level of the best in the world. 
• Provide clear pathways between degree levels. 

• 
• Support partnerships and collaboration that enhance statewide access. 
• Encourage lifelong learning to promote access to all demographics. 
• Expand internships in partnership with North Dakota businesses. 

Cornerstone 3: Flexible and Responsive 
• Provide ability to immediately respond to workforce needs with new programs. This 

requires financial resources. 
• Offer shorter term programs. 
• Market degrees that take less than four years to complete. 
• Hold regular meetings of NOUS and private sector as a systematic process for input. 
• Provide a designated office at each college/university that allows businesses to 

communicate directly with the college/university. 
• Work with businesses to develop curriculum and programs to meet future workforce 

needs. 
• Continue employer feedback to higher education on skill levels of interns and graduates. 
• Focus on employer partnerships with higher education for training and development of 

employees (long-term benefits for state), including higher education classes in the 
workplace. 

Cornerstone 4: Access . 
• Provide the opportunity to ensure that everyone who wants to go to college is adequately 

• 

prepared and may go to college. 
• Give specific attention to the state's Native American and adult populations. 
• Increase accessibility by addressing the following barriers: Economic/Financial (including 

time, job, and family responsibilities), Psychological (leaving home for the first time; lack of 
encouragemenUadvisement; coming from small school to a larger school), 
Geographic/Programmatic Delivery, and Preparation/Education Attainment 

Cornerstone 5: Funding and Rewards 
• Adequately fund higher education. 
• Allow funding flexibility. 
• Provide incentives for students or universities to meet selected workforce needs as 

appropriate. 
• Review higher education funding to support online costs as well as on-campus costs. 

Cornerstone 6: Sustaining the Vision 
• Build a long-range vision for higher education including revisiting campus mission 

statements . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

William Goetz, Chancellor 
701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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Roundtable on Higher Education (cont.) 
~ccountability: Measuring Progress 

A .C:ach year, the eleven institutions of the North Dakota University System prepare Roundtable 
W alignment plans for review and approval of the State Board of Higher Education. The alignment 

plans demonstrate the direct connection between the institutions and the six cornerstones 
outlined above. They also provide a means of measuring progress toward the Roundtable's 
expectation of a University System that provides educational excellence and serves as a primary 
engine for the expansion of North Dakota's economy. 

History of the Roundtable 
A document summarizing the work and findings of the initial Roundtable on Higher Education was 
published in May 2000. Titled, A North Dakota University System for the Century, it is available 
at the following link: http://www.ndus.nodak.edu/reports/details.asp?id=332 . 

The Roundtable on Higher Education Impacting 
NOUS Colleges and Universities 

Since its inception in September 1999, the Roundtable has had a significant impact on North 
Dakota higher education. This impact is evident in the words of the presidents of North Dakota's 
eleven public colleges and universities. 

North Dakota State College of Science 
The Accountability Measures Report documents progress in meeting roundtable expectations and 

i :ecommendations as well as financial viability and spending decisions of the NOUS. Because the 

•
nstitutions collaborated on what and how data was collected, an additional result is that the institutions are 
ble to compare the accountability data and establish North Dakota benchmarks. 

A partial list of NDSCS-specific impacts include: 

Greater collaboration between institutions for course/program delivery - Pathway Program at NDSU 

Number of business/employees served through workforce training continues to grow with satisfaction 
levels ranging from 94 to 99.9 percent 

Documented evidence that program offerings and services meet the needs of business and industry 
through employer satisfaction surveys 

Documented evidence of student academic success through licensure and examination pass rates 

Documented evidence of alumni satisfaction with preparation in selected program, acquisition of 
specific skills and technology 

President John Richman, Ph.D. 

University of North Dakota 
Two recent achievements merit mention and can be attributed to the roundtable. 

First, UNO has been a successful participant in the Centers of Excellence program, and each center 
leverages additional successes over lime. Second, intellectual property applications have increased 
substantially to about 10 per year; newly licensed ideas and products are resulting in the formation of new 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

• 
William Goetz, Chancellor 

701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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Roundtable on Higher Education (cont.) 
North Dakota companies. The COELSAT (Centers of Excellence for Economic Development in Life 

•

ciences and Advanced Technology) facility will be important to economic development. 

71.cademic achievements include the roll-out of a new, nationally recognized essential studies (general 
education) program. Increased numbers of graduate students and fewer provisional admits are resulting in 
a stronger university. A final academic achievement is the university's rapid movement into online 
education as a means of delivering educational programming. 

North Dakota State University 
The roundtable has directly allowed NDSU to leverage resources to: 

Develop the Research and Technology Park 

Add programs, particularly doctoral programs 

Build business partnerships 

Double our research enterprise and 

Increase enrollment. 

President Robert Kelley, Ph.D. 

All of these attract people and generate economic activity that would not exist without the flexibility of the 
roundtable. Our research park has spun off 17 businesses and 500 jobs that weren't in North Dakota 10 
years ago. 

We just broke ground in the Research and Technology Park for a new Appareo Systems Facility. Today, 
Appareo employs 40 people in engineering, manufacturing and administration, and expects to double in 
size over the next three years. Appareo is a "spin off' of the Technology Incubator facility, showing how 

-

effectively that effort can assist fledgling companies to prosper. The close proximity will be of great benefit 
both Appareo and NDSU researchers. 

President Joseph Chapman, Ph.D. 

Williston State College 
Since the inception of the roundtable, WSC has become a more comprehensive community college, 
serving a wider range of students and meeting an increased variety of learning needs in the MonDak 
region. 

During the past seven years, WSC has: 

Increased summer enrollment five-fold 
• Expanded access by distance education to the point that six of every 10 students now take at least one 

course via distance learning 

Increased the number of career and technical students 

Opened a child care facility for students and employees 

Is more responsive to regional needs and has aligned the planning functions including course 
scheduling 

The college now serves more older adult students, holds more civic events on campus, has built a thriving 
Petroleum Safety and Technology Center and participates in many more partnerships. 

President Joseph Mccann, Ph.D . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

William Goetz, Chancellor 
701.328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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Roundtable on Higher Education (cont.) 

Minot State University 
Minot State University has implemented or completed the following items as a direct result of the 
roundtable: 

The Prairie Community Development Center has completed business plans and/or feasibility studies for 
businesses in Minot, Williston, Northwood, and Stanley. 

Initiatives instituted to enhance education excellence include mandatory freshman orientation and on
campus housing, a mentoring program and renovating student areas to promote a more engaged 
campus. MiSU was part of a 2007-08 national cohort of 13 select schools dedicated to improving the 
first year of college through participation in the Foundations of Excellence program. 

SMART Boards, iPods, a Personal Response System and PDAs have all contributed greatly to student 
success. 

MiSU has completed a thorough review of the tuition waiver program. A Great Plains Scholar Award has 
been instituted. 

President David Fuller, Ph.D. 

Dickinson State University 
The legislative roundtable cornerstones have significantly impacted the development of DSU's programs 
and outreach efforts. 

The commitment to economic development fueled the launch of the Strom Center for Entrepreneurship 
and Innovation, a North Dakota Center of Excellence. Additional internship opportunities were created 
with area businesses, and a leadership certificate program in entrepreneurship was initiated. 

•• 
The cornerstone of flexibility and responsiveness spurred the expansion of distance education offerings, 
including online courses and programs in collaboration with BSC and WSC. New programs in finance 
and international business also have emerged. 

The accessibility cornerstone guided our expansion of residence hall capacity to accommodate the full 
cohort of students seeking enrollment this fall. 

Educational excellence prompted our exit testing and assessment program. 

Finally, a future-focused planning process is underway to sustain a vision for the future. 

President Richard McCallum, Ph.D. 

Minot State University- Bottineau 

The Round/able Report gives MiSU-Bottineau a roadmap for the future. It helps us promote an 
environment that creates a brighter future for all those we serve. Following are examples: 

We chose to become part of the Dakota Nursing Consortium to assist in alleviating the state's critical 
shortage of healthcare professionals - particularly in our rural areas. We provide nursing programs in 
Rugby, Bottineau, Valley City and Minot and work with the following facilities: St. Andrews Health 
Center, Mercy Hospital, Burdick Job Corps and Heart of America Medical Center. For Fall Semester 
2008, there are 50 students enrolled in our two nursing programs. 

We chose to pursue a Center of Excellence Grant for an Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture (ECH). 
The mission of the center is to stimulate the burgeoning organic and specialty industry in the state and 
region. A goal of the ECH is to provide the technology transfer necessary to make business 
opportunities flourish. 

i FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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Roundtable on Higher Education (cont.) 
Roundtable precepts, particularly those focusing on collaboration and access, were critical in promoting 

•

hese new MiSU-Bottineau initiatives. 
Campus Dean Ken Grosz, Ph.D. 

Valley City State University 
The roundtable has had a profound impact at Valley City State University. VCSU has engaged in 
numerous initiatives fulfilling the roundtable expectations, and the cornerstones have served as a 
compass for strategic decisions while establishing accountability benchmarks. 

Regarding economic development and educational excellence, VCSU has partnered with industry, 
education and government. VCSU partnered with Eagle Creek Software, delivering customized 
coursework and providing employees to Eagle Creek through recruitment and training of college students 
and qualified applicants. Today, the Valley City Eagle Creek office employs 100 highly trained software 
consultants. Additionally, VCSU partnered with the Boston Science Museum to deliver STEM K-12 
curriculum and with MiSU-Bottineau and Barnes County healthcare providers to deliver programs 
addressing the local nursing shortage. 
Ensuring a flexible, responsive and accessible system, VCSU has expanded online/distance enrollment by 
27 percent from 2004 to 2007. Additionally, VCSU added master's of education programs, now enrolling 
120 graduate students - tremendously quick growth furthering the education of regional professionals. 

President Steve Shirley, Ph.D. 

Bismarck State College 
The National Energy Center of Excellence facility allows BSC to provide nationally recognized education. 
The project funding includes energy industry partners; local, state and federal government; individuals; 

· and employee participation. ( 

.SC partners with the Bismarck Public School District to provide career and technical education to 
secondary and post-secondary education students whom we both serve on our campus through the 
shared use of facilities. 

BSC also partners with the Bismarck Park Board in the shared use of the Community Bowl and the future 
use of the BSC Aquatic and Wellness Center. This is another prime example of the sort of public/private 
partnership envisioned by the roundtable. 

BSC is a collaborative partner with many NOUS schools regarding upper-level degree programs in 
Bismarck/Mandan. This enhances the economic well-being of the area and the region we serve. 
Finally, the budgeting flexibility offered by the roundtable has allowed BSC to make financial decisions that 
positively affect BSC students in a more timely and businesslike manner. 

President Larry Skogen, Ph.D. 

Lake Region State College 
The roundtable allows Lake Region State College flexibility to address important college issues while 
being accountable for decisions made. It allows LRSC to meet and enhance the educational needs of 
students. 

By being flexible, responsive and accessible, LRSC offers more programs at a distance through online 
learning, IVN and outreach. The college collaborates with other partners on programs such as the B.S. in 

•
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Roundtable on Higher Education (cont.) 
'Jusiness administration with MaSU, peace officer training with the Fargo Police Department and the 

• 

Jakota Nursing Consortium. 

Addressing educational needs flexibly and responsibly provides opportunities for LRSC to enhance 
educational excellence, such as establishing a Phi Theta Kappa chapter. Flexibility with accountability 
allows LRSC to set tuition rates attractive to resident and nonresident students. 

The campus also can address capital needs to enhance accessibility, economic development and student 
learning. Solid examples of funding and rewards include the Centers of Excellence designation, science 
lab renovation, housing renovation and Welcome Center completion. 

President Mike Bower, Ph.D. 

Mayville State University 
The roundtable initiative led to the following for Mayville State. 

We created an on-campus technology center and business incubator. Five businesses spawned in the 
center still operate in Mayville-Portland. A host of businesses have been served through the center. These 
businesses have been able to get established by renting space and taking advantage of the technology 
infrastructure and campus expertise. 

The technology advantages explored after the roundtable led to the development of the Heart of the Valley 
IT Consortium that links Mayville State University to more than 20 area secondary schools across a 
seven-county area. 

Business internships and community technology infrastructure have prospered . 

• 

Flexibility in return for accountability has allowed for much faster delivery of academic programming. 

President Gary Hagen, Ph.D. 

( FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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Roundtable on Higher Education (cont.) 
Current Members of the Roundtable on Higher Education 
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Allen, Greg Administrative Manager Cavendish Farms 

Andrews, Sue Member State Board of Higher Education 

Backes, Jon Member State Board of Higher Education 

Badal, Robert President Jamestown College 

Brown, Marlys 

Chapman, Joseph President North Dakota State University 

Cripe, Haylee Student Member State Board of Higher Education 

Daley, Maren Executive Director Job Service North Dakota 

Davis, Jim President Turtle Mt Community College 

Delmore, Lois Representative State of ND 

Draper, Dakota President NDEA 

Espegard, Duaine Member State Board of Higher Education 

Power Generation & 
Farnsworth, David Engineering Leader Great River Energy (Coal Creek) 

Feist, Jennifer Executive Dir Valley City Barnes Co Dev. Corp 

Fuller, David President Minot State University 

Business Banking 

Giese, John Manager Wells Fargo 

Goettle, Shane Director Dept of Commerce 

Goetz, Bill Chancellor North Dakota University System 

Grindberg, Tony Senator State of ND 

Hagen, Gary VPAA & Interim Pres MaSU 

Hardmeyer, Eric President Bank of North Dakota 

Haugen, Michael Member State Board of Higher Education 

Hawken, Kathy Representative State of ND 

Hedger, Don CEO Killdeer Mountain Mfg 

Hill, Dennis Exec VP /Gen Mgr ND REC 

Holmberg, Ray Senator State of ND 

Jackson, Jon Faculty Advisor/SBHE University of North Dakota 

Jorde, Terry President & CEO Country Bank USA 

Kelley, Robert President University of North Dakota 

Kelsch, RaeAnn State Representative State of ND 

Kemnitz, David President AFL-CIO 

Klein, Matthew State Representative State of ND 

Kostelecky, Pam Member State Board of Higher Education 

Krebsbach, Karen State Senator State of ND 
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2006 to current 

2002 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

1999/charter to current 

July 2007 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

2006 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

1999/charter to current 
2004-2005 and Oct. 
2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

1999/charter to current 

1999/charter to current 

1999/charter to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

2003 to current 

1999/charter to current 

1999/charter to current 

1999/charter to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

1999/charter to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 

2002 to current 

Oct. 2008 to current 
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Roundtable on Higher Education (cont.) 
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• 'Kutzer, Wayne Director Career & Tech Ed 2001 to current 
Laducer, Jim President & CEO Laducer and Associates Inc Oct. 2008 to current 
Lindaas, Elroy Senator State of ND 1999/charter to current 
Martinson, Bob Representative State of ND 2001 to current 

Mccallum, Richard President Dickinson State University Oct. 2008 to current 

Michael, Franklin President ND Student Association Oct. 2008 to current 

Molmen, David CEO Altru Health Systems Oct. 2008 to current 
Site Leader for Fargo 

Morton, Don Campus Microsoft 2002 to current 

Nething, David Senator State of ND 1999/charter to current 

Nisbet, Mark Principal Manager Xcel Energy Oct. 2008 to current 

Oehlke, Dave State Senator State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 
Workforce Training 

Piesik, Deanette Manager Williston State College Oct. 2008 to current 

Potter, Tracy State Senator State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 

Quamme, Ken Dean of Technology WSC 1999/charter to current 
Rauschenberger, 
Ron Chief of Staff Governor's Office Oct. 2008 to current 

Reierson, Roger President Flint Communications 1999/charter to current 
Richman, John President ND State College of Science Oct. 2008 to current 

i Robinson, Larry State Senator State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 

Rothschiller, Joe NEI Committee Steffes Corporation Oct. 2008 to current 

Sanstead, Wayne Superintendent DPI 1999/charter to current 

Schneider, Jasper State Representative State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 

Shaft, Grant Member State Board of Higher Education Oct. 2008 to current 

Skarphol, Bob State Representative State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 

Smith, Richie Member State Board of Higher Education July 2005 to current 

Sprynczynatyk, David Adjutant General ND National Guard Oct. 2008 to current 

Stremick, Paul Superintendent Dickinson Public School District Oct. 2008 to current 

Svedjan, Ken State Representative State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 

Veeder, Gene Executive Director McKenzie County Job Dev Auth Oct. 2008 to current 

Wall, John State Representative State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 

Williams, Clark State Representative State of ND Oct. 2008 to current 

Wilson, Shirley President Council of College Faculties Oct. 2008 to current 

Zimmerman, Delore President CEO Praxis 2003 to current 
Zimmerman, Jason Dir/Food & Beverages Holiday Inn Oct. 2008 to current 
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. NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• oundtable Rec. & Board Objectives 

( 

December 2008 Accountability Measures 

The 2008 Accountability Measures Report serves as the primary tool for reporting on the agreed
upon North Dakota University System accountability measures and as a vehicle through which 
the system demonstrates its commitment to enhancing the economic and social vitality of North 
Dakota. 

Key stakeholders who have contributed to development of this new relationship between the 
University System and the state of North Dakota include the private and public sector members of 
the Roundtable on Higher Education. 

Organized according to the six cornerstones of the Roundtable Report, the 2008 Accountability 
Measures Report provides a useful framework for focusing the assets of the University System on 
the high-priority needs of the state. 

For a copy of the report, contact the NOUS Office by phone at 701.328.2960 or via e-mail at 
ndus.office@ndus.edu. To view the report go to. www.ndus.edu/reports and click on "Roundtable 
on Higher Education." 

-

•
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Roundtable Rec. & Board Objectives 

December 200a State Board of Higher Education Objectives 

July 1, 2008 - June 30, 2009 
Approved by the State Board of Higher Education - Sept. 18, 2008 

NOTE: The following objectives are organized according to the three long-range goals adopted by the 
board and included in the NOUS Strategic Plan. 

Long-Range Goal 1: 
Continue to be a national leader and a model for other states in effectively utilizing 
the power and potential of a university system to enhance the economic and social 
vitality of the state 

Planning for the Future: The State Board of Higher Education will engage in a comprehensive process 
to review and revise the system-wide strategic plan to ensure that the NOUS is well positioned to 
provide access to an appropriate array of academic programs, research capacity, workforce training, 
and cultural enrichment consistent with the roles of a university system of the 21st century. 

Action Steps: 
• Analyze and revise, if required, the System mission and vision (including input through the 

Roundtable process) 
• Analyze and revise, if required, individual institution missions and key data, including on-line 

offerings 
• Analyze and revise, if required, the long-term finance plan consistent with any changes to 

mission (original timetable included review during 2008-09) 
• Analyze and revise, if required, tuition and fee policy (including traditional, on-line, and 

collaborative) 

Expected Result: Stakeholder consensus regarding appropriate system and institutional missions 
and future directions 

Long-Range Goal 2: 
Achieve the vision of the Roundtable on Higher Education in creating a university 
system for the 21st century - a system that is: academically competitive nationally 
and internationally; engaged at every level with the needs of the state and its 
citizens; accessible and responsive to all citizens of the state, both individual and 
corporate; and proves to be a solid investment for the state and is seen as such by 
its citizens 

( 

•
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State Board of Higher Education Objectives (cont.) 

• 
Preparing Students for Success: In collaboration with appropriate stakeholders, the State Board of 
Higher Education will develop admission and placement policies that are consistent with the high 
levels of student preparation required for success in college and in the global economy. 

Action Steps: 
• Propose steps to address this issue with the Joint Boards in September 2008 
• Recommend creation and codification of a P-20 Commission (with representation similar to 

original task force) 
• Study and recommend a system of common challenging standards and assessments leading 

to alignment of high school graduation requirements and university admission standards and to 
improved ND performance on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) 

• Consult with private sector employers to assess students' level of preparation in the skills 
required for success in the current and future workforce, including "soft skills" 

• Implement comprehensive career planning 

Expected Result: Adoption of policies aligned with high levels of student preparation 

Developing the Workforce: The State Board of Higher Education will identify and implement effective 
strategies to address the state's workforce development and training needs at all levels (non-credit, 
certificate, two-year, four-year, graduate, professional). 

Action Steps: 
• Utilize the System's educational assets to deliver programs where they are needed 
• Analyze potential of the higher education center concept and recommend next steps 
• Offer programs structured to provide progressively higher levels of skills certification, for ( 

example, certificates leading to associate and bachelor's degrees 
• Examine coordination of NOUS workforce training efforts and data reporting and develop a 

statewide inventory of workforce objectives, funding, and work being conducted 
• Provide a Learning Management System for collaborative course development with 24 by 7 

help desk services for faculty and students 
• Provide opportunities for faculty and staff training in the use of collaborative technologies to 

enhance on-line course delivery 
• Prepare a healthy workforce through identifying similar needs between substance abuse and 

mental health issues for ND college students and undertaking planning, development and 
research to address these issues. 

Expected Result: Adoption of creative strategies and programming that address the state's 
workforce needs 

Increasing Educational Opportunities: The State Board of Higher Education will increase educational 
opportunities for non-traditional students (adults, other underrepresented groups), leading to a higher 
level of educational attainment throughout the state and a more highly qualified workforce. 

Action Steps: 
• Develop an Adult Education Council to offer advice and recommendations to the Chancellor 

regarding policy, service, and financial aid for non-traditional age students 
• Define clear pathways for students to progress to higher degree levels in each academic 

discipline 

----------------------------( 
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• 
State Board of Higher Education Objectives (cont.) 

• Establish a work group to identify ways to utilize technology effectively in serving this student 
population, including improving self-service options 

Expected Result: Increased levels of participation and retention of adults and other 
underrepresented groups in higher education 

Long-Range Goal 3: 
Create an environment, based on mutual trust, within the University System and in 
cooperation with the key stakeholders of higher education that embraces a common 
vision, a clear set of expectations and agreed-upon accountability measures that are 
mutually developed and supported by the University System and its stakeholders 

Focusing the Vision: The State Board of Higher Education will engage key leaders from the legislature, 
the private sector, education, local communities, and executive agencies in an active dialogue focused 
on North Dakota's common vision for higher education. 

Action Steps: 
• Participate actively in the Roundtable process 
• Increase communication with all Roundtable participants 
• Explore ways to increase awareness of and to engage the System's faculty and staff in this 

process 
• Explore the possibility of codifying the Roundtable in statute 

Expected Result: Active involvement and continuing engagement of key leaders through the 
roundtable process 

Sustaining the Vision: The State Board of Higher Education will sustain the vision through open and 
frequent external communications with the executive branch, legislative branch, private sector, and 
others as well as through effective internal communications with the chancellor, staff, and the 11 
institutions. 

Action Steps: 
• Sustain the vision, through open and frequent communication with all external and internal 

stakeholders 

Expected Result: Open communication leading to strengthened relationships with all stakeholders 

•
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ROUNDTABLE STAKEHOLDERS AFFIRM LEGISLATIVE AND SBHE OBJECTIVES 

A Report of the Roundtable on Higher Education Meeting 

October 8, 2008 

The Roundtable discussions identified key actions that are vital to the future of the state and outlined some 

broad policy directions for the North Dakota University System. As indicated below, the participants' 

recommendations affirmed strategic objectives that have been established by the State Board of Higher 

Education as well as goals identified by the Legislative Interim Higher Education Committee. This convergence 

suggests that the University System is on the right track to meet North Dakota's critical education and workforce 
needs. 

Educational Attainment: Recommendations of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

A well-educated population is vital to North Dakota's future. Educate the working age population to the level 

of the best in the world. Encourage lifelong learning. 

The State Board of Higher Education is addressing the recommendations through the following objectives: 

o Collaborating with stakeholders, including the Department of Public Instruction and Career and 
Technical Education, to develop admission and placement policies that are consistent with the high 
levels of student preparation required for success in college and in the global economy. 

o Continuing collaboration with the Joint Boards regarding P-20 education, including development of a 
plan to study and recommend a system of common challenging standards and assessments leading 
to alignment of high school graduation requirements and university admission standards and to 
improved ND performance on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). 

o Defining clear pathways for students to progress to higher degree levels in each academic discipline. 
o Increasing educational opportunities for non-traditional students (adults, other underrepresented 

groups), leading to a higher level of educational attainment throughout the state and a more highly 
qualified workforce. 

Accountability Measures proposed by the Legislative Interim Higher Education Committee: 

o The proportion of the population, ages 25-34, with at least an associate degree. 

o The number of certificates, associate, and baccalaureate degrees awarded relative to the 18-year 
old population six years prior. 

Access: Recommendations of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

Access is the key to a well-educated population. Increase access to higher education and ensure that every 

North Dakotan who wants to go to college is adequately prepared for and may attend a North Dakota college 

or university (especially with regard to underserved and non-traditional student populations). Focus on 

removing the following barriers to access: economic/financial; psychological; geographic/program delivery, 

and preparation/education attainment. 

-The State Board of Higher Educat_ion is addressing the recommendations through the following objectives: 



o Focusing on affordability as a high priority policy objective, including increased financial aid and a 

study of tuition and fee policy. 
o Providing for program access through collaboration among institutions - evidenced by recent 

partnerships designed to serve the western part of the state. 
o Meeting program needs in Bismarck through the higher education center concept. 
o Using technology to Increase the number of programs available through distance learning and 

enhance on-line course delivery 
o Developing an Adult Education Council to offer advice and recommendations regarding policy, 

service, arid financial aid for non-traditional age students 
o Reaching out to underserved, low income students through administering the federal College Access 

Challenge Grant program. 

Accountability Measures proposed by the Legislative Interim Higher Education Committee: 

o The proportion of recent high school graduates enrolled in NDUS institutions the following fall by 

county. 
o The proportion of the 25-44 year old population with at least a high school diploma enrolled in an 

NDUS institution for a credit-bearing course. 

o The number of student credit hours delivered by NDUS institutions to students attending another 

NDUS institution. 

o Tuition and required fees relative to the lowest quintile per capita income in the state. 

o Percent of family income needed to pay for college expenses after deduction of grant aid. 

o Average amount of student loan debt incurred each year by undergraduate students . 

• Contribution to Economic Development: Recommendations of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

• 

The presence of a well-educated population and higher education institutions throughout the state (including 

small business development and research centers) stimulates statewide economic growth. Continue to 

partner with the private sector to meet economic development needs and to enhance opportunities for 

research such as Centers of Excellence, EPSCoR, and other programs. 

The State Board of Higher Education is addressing the recommendations through the following objectives: 

o Engaging in a comprehensive process to ensure·that the NDUS is well positioned to provide access 

to an appropriate array of academic programs, research capacity, workforce training, and cultural 

enrichment consistent with the roles of a university system of the 21'
1 
century. 

o Developing and sustaining partnerships with the private sector to meet business and state needs. 

o Maintaining open communication with and obtaining feedback from Roundtable participants and 

other key stakeholders. 

Accountability Measures proposed by the Legislative Interim Higher Education Committee: 

o The number of recent NDUS graduates employed in North Dakota. 

o The number of recent NDUS graduates employed in North Dakota in jobs paying at least twice the 

amount established as poverty level. 
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o Annual dollar amount of research expenditures by NOUS institutions of funds received from federal, 

foundation, and business sponsors . 

Meeting Workforce Needs: Recommendations of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

A skilled workforce is essential to North Dakota's continued economic growth. Partner with the private sector 

to develop skills that will meet current and future workforce needs. Maintain a systematic process for the 

private sector to provide input to the NOUS. Ensure the ability for NOUS institutions to respond immediately 

to workforce needs with new programs, requiring flexibility and financial resources. 

The State Board of Higher Education is addressing the recommendations through the following objectives: 

o Engaging key leaders in an active dialogue focused on North Dakota's common vision for higher 
education. 

o Identifying and implementing effective strategies to address the state's workforce development and 
training needs at all levels (non-credit, certificate, two-year, four-year, graduate, professional). 

o Utilizing the System's educational assets to deliver programs where they are needed 
o Consulting with private sector employers to assess students' level of preparation in the skills 

required for success in the current and future workforce. 
o Offering programs structured to provide progressively higher levels of skills certification, for 

example, certificates leading to associate and baccalaureate degrees. 

Accountability Measures proposed by the Legislative Interim Higher Education Committee: 

o Number of certificates and associate degrees awarded in vocational/technical fields . 

o Number of baccalaureate degrees awarded in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) fields. 

o Student performance on nationally recognized examinations. 

o First-time licensure pass rates. 

o Employer satisfaction with recently hired graduates. 

o Alumni and student satisfaction with preparation. 



-SUMMARY
Report of the Roundtable 

The results of the study by the Roundtable including the cornerstones, specific recommendations 
and accountability measures, are published in a report titled, "A North Dakota University System 
for the 21st Century, May 25. 2000." The Report is available through the North Dakota 
Legislative Council, the University System Office, or from any of the NDUS campuses. The 
Report is also available on the Web at: www.ndus.edu 

Steps must be taken to ensure: 
• North Dakota's future is not an extension of the trends of the past, 
• All of North Dakota must benefit from a stronger economy, and 
• The economic vitality of North Dakota is closely linked to the North Dakota University 

System. 

Those were the three fundamental conclusions arrived at by a group of 61 state leaders who 
spent seven months studying global forces and projections, examining North Dakota's economic 
and demographic trends, and developing recommendations for creating a North Dakota 
University System for the 21st century. 

Following is a summary of the key components of the Report of the Roundtable-A North 
Dakota University System/or the 21st Century: 

I. Legislative Initiative 

The 1999 North Dakota Legislative Assembly passed a resolution directing a study of the 
North Dakota University System to specifically address: 
1. The expectations of the NDUS in meeting the State's needs in the 21st century 
2. Funding methodology needed to meet those expectations 
3. Accountability system and reporting methodology 

II. Roundtable Formed 

A Roundtable was formed consisting of 61 state leaders - 21 legislators and an additional 
40 leaders from the private sector, government, and education - to assist the Interim 
Committee on Higher Education in conducting the study. 

III. The Challenge 

Expectations. The Roundtable members were challenged by chairman, Senator David 
Nething, to look to the future, think outside the box, be bold but also realistic, be non-
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parochial, and bring forth a clear set of expectations to serve as the cornerstones upon 
which the North Dakota University System for the future should be built. 

Accountability. The Roundtable was also asked to identify and agree upon a reasonable 
number of accountability measures for the University System to replace the extensive, 
and often conflicting, accountability measures currently being applied. The 
accountability measures identified were to be consistent with the expectations for creating 
a University System for the 21st century; i.e., high quality, responsive, entrepreneurial, 
flexible, and accessible. The desired result, as stated by the Roundtable, is a University 
System characterized by: "flexibility with accountability." 

IV. Goal of the Round table 

The goal developed and agreed upon by the Roundtable is: 

"To enhance the economic vitality of North Dakota and the quality of life of its citizens 
through a high quality, more responsive, equitable,jlexible, accessible, 
entrepreneurial, and accountable University System." 

V. Cornerstones 

The Roundtable identified six key cornerstones on which to build a university system for 
the future. Those cornerstones are: · 

1. Economic Development Connection-
Increase the direct connections and contributions of the University System to the 
economic growth and social vitality of North Dakota. 

2. Education Excellence-
Provide high quality education and skill development opportunities which prepare 
students to be personally and professionally successful, readily able to advance and 
change careers, be life-long learners, good citizens, leaders, and knowledgeable 
contributing members of an increasingly global and multi-cultural society. 

3. Flexible and Responsive System-
Create a University System environment which is responsive to the needs of its 
various clients and is flexible, empowering, competitive, entrepreneurial, and 
rewarding. 

4. Accessible System-
Create a University System which is proactively accessible to all areas of North 
Dakota and seeks students and customers from outside the state. It provides students, 
business, industry, communities, and citizens with access to educational programs, 
workforce training opportunities, and technology access and transfer - and does so 
with the same performance characteristics as described in the "Flexible and 
Responsive System" Goal. 
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Summary of Key Principles 
Of the Roundtable on Higher Education 

(Extracted from Roundtable Report of May 25, 2000) 
March 23, 2006 

I. THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF THE ROUNDTABLE (I.E., THE ESSENCE OF THE AGREEMENT 

AMONG THE STAKEHOLDERS) IS: 

In addition to providing educational excellence, the colleges and universities are charged with 
being a primary engine for expanding the economy of North Dakota, and in turn, are to share 
accordingly in the benefits of that expansion. 

II. Other Key Principles: 
Other Key Principles, as stated in the Executive Summary and the Cornerstone sections of the 
Roundtable Report, are: 

I. An Engaged University System: "Bold steps are needed to change the downward trajectory 
of the state." And, "The University System must be a proactive participant in shaping the 
desired future." 

2. New Relationship Based on Trust and Common Purpose: "There must be relationship 
between the NDUS and the state which is based on trust and common purpose rather than 
suspicion and skirmishes over power." 

3. Flexibility with Accountability: "The basis for the new relationship is flexibility with 
accountability." 

4. A Unified System: "The University System is to function as a system, not as a collection of 
campuses." 

5. Entrepreneurial: "The System is to operate in a much more entrepreneurial manner" (with 
tolerance for risk-taking) . 

6. All of North Dakota must Benefit: "All of North Dakota must benefit, not just the urban 
areas." 

7. Accessible and Responsive: "The System is to be accessible and responsive to all citizens of 
the state, both individual and corporate." 

8. Balanced and Affordable: "Funding provided by the state and from the students must be 
properly balanced so student costs for postsecondary education remain affordable to all North 
Dakota citizens." 

9. Grow Together: "Old solutions - such as closing campuses and redirecting resources - are 
not adequate to the task. The state and the NDUS must grow together, not contribute to each 
other's decline." 

10. Limit Accountability Measures: "Limit the freedom of other parties to expect accountability 
outside the domains established and agreed upon." 

11. Make Changes to Unleash the Potential: "Free up and unleash the potential of the NDUS -
to change the budget-building, resource allocation, and audit practices to reflect the new 
compact between the state and the University System." 

12. A New Funding Mechanism: "Develop a funding mechanism structured around three 
primary budgetary components:" 

a Base funding used to sustain the academic capacity of each campus. The adequacy of the 
base funding for each institution is measured by comparison to other external 
benchmarks (i.e., peer institutions in other states); 

b. Incentive funding which creates incentives and/or rewards in furtherance of the State's 
and Roundtable's priorities . 

c. Asset funding which supports the maintenance of the physical assets of the State's 
University System. 
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Ill. GOAL OF ROUNDTABLE: 
To enhance the economic vitality of North Dakota and the quality oflife of its citizens through a 
high quality, more responsive, equitable, flexible, accessible;entrepreneurial, and accountable 
University System . 

IV. CORNERSTONES: 
The Roundtable concluded the University System for the 21 st Century in North Dakota should be 
built upon six key cornerstones. Those key cornerstones are: 

Cornerstone I: Economic Development Connection - Direct connections and contributions of the 
University System to the economic growth and social vitality of North Dakota. 

Cornerstone 2: Education Excellence - High quality education and skill development 
opportunities which prepare students to be personally and professionally successful, 
readily able to advance and change careers, be life-long learners, good citizens, 
leaders, and knowledgeable contributing members of an increasingly global and 
multi-cultural society. 

Cornerstone 3: Flexible and Responsive System - A University System environment which is 
responsive to the needs of its various clients and is flexible, empowering, 
competitive, entrepreneurial, and rewarding. 

Cornerstone 4: Accessible System - A University System that is proactively accessible to all areas 
of North Dakota and seeks students and customers from outside the state. It 
provides students, business, industry, communities, and citizens with access to 
educational programs, workforce training opportunities, and technology access and 
transfer - and does so with the same performance characteristics as described in the 
"Flexible and Responsive System" Cornerstone. 

Cornerstone 5: Funding and Rewards - A system of funding, resource allocation, and rewards 
which assures quality and is linked to the expressed high priority needs and 
expectations of the University System - assures achievement of the expectations 
envisioned. 

Cornerstone 6: Sustaining the Vision -A structure and process which assures the University 
System for the 21st century, as described by these cornerstones, remains connected, 
understood, relevant, and accountable to the present and future research, education, 
and public service needs of the state and its citizens - sustaining the vision. 

G:\TERRY\300\314\ROUNDT ABLE\Summary of Key Principles RT 3-23-06.doc 
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ND Senate Appropriations Committee Testimony 

By David E. Farnsworth 

January 12, 2009 

Chairman Holmberg, Members of the Senate Appropriations Committee, Chancellor Goetz, 

fellow presenters, and guests: 

My name is David Farnsworth, Power Generation and Engineering Leader for Great River 

Energy's Coal Creek Station, North Dakota's largest power plant. As a member of the legislative 

roundtable on Higher Education, as well as the roundtable on Workforce Development, I have 

been asked to provide a private sector perspective on the role that the ND University System 

plays in meeting the needs of the private sector within the state. Over the past decade our 

state government, the legislature, and the educational communities have increasingly realized 

that partnering with private industry has been the key to job creation and economic growth 

within the state. This has not always been the case. 

Let me share a little personal perspective. My wife Arlene and I and all three of our sons are 

products of the North Dakota education system. This past spring our middle son Daniel 

graduated from NDSU with a civil engineering degree and our youngest son Stephen is in his 

second year of engineering studies at Bismarck State College. In the late 1970's I graduated 

from Bismarck Junior College, then went on to obtain my civil engineering degree from NDSU, 

where I met my wife Arlene, a native of Beach, who obtained her Dietetics degree from NDSU. 

8 of 9 of my wife's siblings attended the North Dakota university system and all 5 of my siblings 

received their 4 year degrees from the ND university system. Our generation was the first 

generation on either side of the family to attend college, and it was our parents' view --- and 

yet today remains the view of most ND parents that they must provide their children a good 

education as a ticket to a successful future. 

I can say that the taxpayers of North Dakota provided my generation with an excellent 

education --- but what did we do with it? We took our 4 year degrees and left the state to get a 

job. My wife and 8 of her siblings, and I and 4 of my siblings left the state to make a decent 

living. From the standpoint of Higher Education, they were very successful in educating us. But 

from the standpoint of the taxpayers, they did not get a very good return on investment when 

we left the state. However, I believe that times are changing. 

I am pleased to say that over the past decade the business climate and job opportunities in the 

State of North Dakota have steadily improved. Strong growth in the energy, technology, 

agricultural processing, and manufacturing sectors have provided good job growth. North 
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Dakota currently has the second lowest unemployment rate and one of the highest personal 

income growth rates in the nation. I recently read that during the past two years more young 

people of childbearing years have come into the state than left it. In the past 3 years my power 

plant has hired 63 new people, most of them younger North Dakota natives, many who were 

working out-of-state. Four of my siblings have returned to North Dakota, and I am looking 

forward to the day when our 2 oldest sons will be able to return home. 

As a member of the legislative roundtables on both Higher Education and Workforce 

Development, I can say that the North Dakota business community is very pleased that the 

state legislature recognizes the strong link between job growth, rising personal income, and the 

need to focus career and technical education and higher education into those areas where 

opportunity and need are the highest. For example, the state legislature recognizes that 

growth within the energy industry is a prime area for providing economic opportunity for our 

young people. The ND energy industry (and those that support our industry) expects that 

between 10,000 and 15,000 educated and trained workers will be needed in their sector over 

the next 5 to 8 years with average salaries of nearly $70,000/year. Of those individuals, at least 

70% will require strong technical education with most of the remaining requiring 4 year degrees 

in science, technology, and engineering. 

The private sector is also pleased with Higher Education's increasing willingness to address the 

needs of North Dakota business and industry and partner with them in creating programs, 

curriculums, and training facilities that will meet their needs. One can point to the very 

successful partnerships between UNO and NDSU and the research and technology companies in 

the Red River Valley, the partnership of the ND State College of Science and large agricultural 

and construction equipment manufacturing companies, and the tight integration of Bismarck 

State College's energy programs with the needs of the energy industry. 

On our part, private industry is more than willing to provide expertise, and, in many cases, 

financial assistance to make sure it has the trained and educated workforce to allow its 

companies to grow and prosper. For example, in working with Bismarck State College to 

improve their energy programs, over recent years my company (Great River Energy) has 

donated $1.3 million to build and upgrade a power plant simulator housed at BSC, donated $1 

million toward building the new National Energy Center of Excellence, donated $44,000 toward 

buying tools and equipment for the new Mechanical Maintenance program and assisted in 

building a mobile welding center. We provide vocational scholarships and engineering and 

chemistry internships. We have been heavily involved in the accreditation and curriculum 

development for the new BSC Instrumentation and Controls program, as well as for the 4 year 

degree program in Energy Management. I, along with others in the ND energy industry have 
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reviewed the technical training programs at BSC and North Dakota State College of Science to 

provide program recommendations that will help address the energy industries needs. My 

company has worked extensively with the Energy & Environmental Research Center located at 

UND. 

As the Senate Appropriations committee goes about its difficult business of what to do with 

Higher Education funding, those of us in the private sector encourage you to be very focused 

and strategic in your thinking. A critical question will be: What will provide North Dakota with 

the greatest return on the taxpayers' investment in higher education? It may require that you 

revamp 100 year-old school charters and missions and redirect funding to address strategic 

shortages in key sectors of the North Dakota economy. For example, if there is a severe 

shortage of nurses in North Dakota, but a waiting list of those trying to get into nursing--

expand the nursing programs and redirect resources to solve the problem. lfthere is a 

shortage of welders and welding facilities to support the energy industry in North Dakota, then 

focus resources to make sure these needs can be met in the areas where the energy industry is 

located. If software and information technology is viewed as a crucial growth opportunity for 

North Dakota, then strengthen those university programs that can support its growth. A 

strategic focus, not just a focus on graduating more students, but training and educating them 

in areas that will best benefit the State of North Dakota, will be the best return on the 

taxpayer's investment in higher education. 

On behalf of the private sector, I want to thank you for allowing me to provide the Senate 

Appropriations Committee with my comments . 
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Mr. Chairman, Senators of the Appropriations Committee. 

Good morning. For the record, my name is Bill Goetz, chancellor of the North Dakota University 
System. 

As State Board of Higher Education President Richie Smith said, much i.s happening in the 
University System. Over the next few days, campus and system officials will provide many 
examples of these accomplishments, but today I want to emphasize the point that these 
successes wouldn't have happened without the support of this legislative body. The budget that 
came out of the 2007 Legislative Session allowed us to continue building upon recent successes 
and the vision of a partnership of the legislature, the private sector and higher education. 

I've recently had the opportunity to spend time with legislators, especially this past summer 
when I met with legislators and legislative candidates in a series of regional meetings. These 
conversations reinforced for me the importance of open communication, relationship building 
and the development of understanding. Through this process and our extensive work with 
interim committees, the roundtable, the private sector, the public and the media, I have 
concluded that we share common objectives - high-quality, affordable, accessible higher · 
education and a vibrant state economy. Thus, it is my pledge - as chancellor-to work with you 
- as legislators - as well as K-12 education, the State Board of Higher Education and the 11 
University System campuses toward the accomplishment of this shared vision. 

One of the exciting things about this process is that the roadmap to accomplish our shared 
vision is already in place. When the outcomes ofthe Interim Higher Education Committee, the 
2008 Roundtable on Higher Education and the State Board of Higher Education's annual 
planning process are laid side by side, there is consensus on the objectives. It was upon this 
consensus that the State Board of Higher Education built its 2009-11 budget - a budget plan to 
achieve the state's strategic agenda - with the shared goals of: 

• Improving affordability and accessibility 

• Enhancing student preparation and retention 

• Positioning North Dakota as a national leader in research and development 
• Increasing collaborations and partnerships 
• Broadening the reach of career and technical programs 
• Increased recognition of the role of community colleges 

• Initiating a review of campus missions and 

• Increasing the University System's contributions to the state's economy 
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As you know, the role of legislators in this process is two-fold. First, it is to examine higher 

• 

education from the public policy perspective, including its impact on the state's economic and 
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information, but you also have the benefit of your peers nationwide. For example, the National 

Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) Blue Ribbon Commission on Higher Education recently 

released a report titled "BIG QUESTIONS/PRACTICAL ANSWERS: New Strategies for Setting and 

Moving a Higher Education Agenda." I've attached this report to my testimony for your review, 

but one of the biggest "take home" messages from this study is that there is a strong need for 

legislative advocacy and strategic thinking about higher education and its relationship to the 

future of our state and nation. 

This public policy, strategic planning perspective leads to the second role of the Legislature: 

establishing a budget to achieve this vision. I believe all of us will consider the 61
st 

Legislative 

Session a success if we focus on responding to this question: What will North Dakota's place be 
in the global economy of the future? And I believe the logical follow-up question to be: How 
best can North Dakota invest in higher education to ensure our place in this highly competitive, 

global economy? 

The University System's 2009-11 budget request, now set forth in SB 2003, provides an 

opportunity for you, as policymakers, to discuss your expectations of our state system of higher 

education. As individual legislators, each representing your district and our state, what role do 

you believe higher education should play in determining the future of our state? 

With the appropriate financial resources, the North Dakota University System will align even 

more closely with the evolving needs and expectations of our state. We will continue to build 

upon recent accomplishments, such as: 
• A record high Fall Semester 2008 headcount enrollment of 43,442 students, in the face 

of declining state demographics 
• Attraction of more than 16,000 non-resident students each year - students who spend 

about $9,000 per year in North Dakota for a annual total impact of about $144 million in 
addition to tuition and fees; studies show that 28 percent of these students remain in 

the state one year after graduation 

• Creating Economic Development Centers of Excellence that have leveraged a $23 million 

state investment with $100 million in private sector support 

• Bringing into the state more than $160 million per year in research, creating benefits for 

businesses and communities and resulting in new businesses and new products 

• A return on investment of about $3 for every $1 of state investment, resulting in 

increased sales, revenue and employment 
• An estimated impact of about $3.5 billion to our state's economy in 2008, according to a 

study conducted by the NDSU Department of Agribusiness and Applied Economics 

• A highly responsive statewide workforce training system for which businesses reported 

a 98.7 percent satisfaction level for FY 2008 
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• Greatly increased collaboration among our colleges and universities and expanded 

• 

partnerships with the private sector - You will hear more about this from the campus 
__ _ ____ . .,,presidents __________________________________ _ 

• Increased outreach to minority populations, such as the recent joint meeting of tribal 
and University System presidents, and more focus on access for adults learners through 
distance education 

As chancellor of the University System, I often ask myself if our actions are meeting the needs 
and expectations of our students and our state. I realize there will always be challenges, but I 
know we will address them as a system, with the guidance of the State Board of Higher 
Education and a team of campus presidents who have the vision, integrity and passion to lead 
the University System in today's knowledge-driven global economy. 

Also as chancellor, part of my role is to anticipate and prepare for the challenges that lie ahead. 
As we begin the 2009 Legislative Session, I believe it is my responsibility to make you aware of 
the potential significant impact of the Higher Education Opportunity Act (Public Law 110-315) 
enacted on Aug. 14, 2008, which reauthorizes the Higher Education Act of 1965. We are just 
beginning to evaluate this complex federal legislation, but the mandates and opportunities it 
includes will have implications for the University System's priorities and resources. 

In closing, I ask that you look at the budget request as an expression of issues and state policies. 
When viewed from this perspective, I believe you will do the right thing for our students and 
our state. 

Thank you. 

1:\terry\1100\091ies\blll's senate appropriations testimony 1-09.do~l( 
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North Dakota University System 
SB 2407 - Senate Education 

February 3, 2009 
William Goetz, Chancellor 

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Education Committee. For the 
record, my name is William Goetz, Chancellor of the North Dakota University System. 

I am here this morning to urge you to vote "Do Not Pass" on SB 2407. Although the bill may 
have been introduced based on good intentions, as I will attempt to explain, the bill is not only 
not necessary, it may actually be difficult and expensive to implement and harmful to students. 

The NDUS already reports enrollments based on course delivery using the standard delivery 
method categories established by United States Department of Education. The Department 
does not recognize "virtual", "electronically" or "dual credit" as valid categories. As you can see 
in Tables 9 and 9A attached to my testimony, the NDUS already reports enrollment in the 
distance education delivery method categories identified by the Department of Education. The 
"virtual course" definition proposed in the bill appears to cross several of these categories, but 
does not align well with any of them. Using the proposed categories would mean we could no 
longer track historical enrollment trends in distance education. In addition, the proposed 
definitions are not well suited to align to new course delivery methods as they evolve. The 
historical enrollment trend is part of NDUS accountability reporting. Measure ASl from the 

Accountability Report is also attached for your reference. 

The idea presented in this bill may appear to be a way to logically group distance education 
courses, but this concept would be difficult to implement. As indicated in the attached tables, 
thousands of students are simultaneously enrolled in Internet, other distance delivered courses 
and face to face on campus courses. In order to report "the number of full-time equivalent 
students enrolled in at least one virtual course" as required on page 2, lines 17 to 19 of the bill, 
it would require duplicated enrollment reporting between NDUS institutions and the virtual 

university. 

The recent trend is to integrate multiple technologies in individual courses. Almost every 
course syllabus in the system is available over the Internet, giving all courses an "electronic" 
component. Does this make the entire NDUS the "virtual university" as defined in the bill? The 
"COMBO" column in Table 9A of the attachment documents are over 3,000 students enrolled in 
multi-format courses where no single delivery method makes up 50% of the instruction. The 
definitions provided in SB 2407 do not provide guidance on how these multi-format courses 

should be classified for reporting purposes. 



' 
The Roundtable on Higher Education recommended that the NDUS make education seamless 
for students. This has been done through the North Dakota University System - Online and the 
development of the "Collaborative Student" model. The NDUS-O, as it is called, in 2001 
became the first consortium in the country recognized by a regional accrediting association for 
the joint delivery of multiple academic programs. System institutions can use the NDUS-O to 
jointly offer degree programs using a model where a student selects a degree-granting home 
campus, but takes courses from several campuses to earn that degree. The "Collaborative 
Student" model was developed by the system to provide students who simultaneously register 
at multiple system institutions a single registration process, a single bill, consolidated financial 
aid, and, a consolidated transcript. The NDUS-O does not need to be the 12th institution in the 
NDUS to provide this functionality. The system already has the functionality of a "virtual 
university" in place from the most important perspective - that of a student. 

In SB 2407 virtual University enrollments would include "dual credit"; however, in a technical 
sense, the NDUS does not offer dual credit courses. NDUS institutions permit qualified, 
advanced high school students to enroll in college courses. These enrollments are counted and 
reported along with all other degree-credit enrollments. State law empowers school 
superintendents to accept those college courses as meeting high school requirements. While 
the system has begun to categorize high school students as an "admit type" and it will be 
possible to report students with this admit type, we would not be able to determine exactly 

how all superintendents use these courses to meet high school course requirements (that is, as 

dual credit). 

System institutions provide enrollment information to the United States Department of 
Education based on Integrated Postsecondary Data System (IPEDS) reporting requirements. 
The reporting requirements in SB 2407 are inconsistent with these federal reporting 
requirements. The bill would force the NDUS to implement a new reporting system where the 
enrollment numbers would not reconcile with the IPEDS reports. This situation would create 
confusion and distrust over NDUS reported enrollments. NDUS enrollment reports are based 
on actual course enrollments. SB 2407 would require us to alter our course enrollment records, 
something we must oppose on ethical grounds. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Education committee, I urge the committee to 
forward a "Do Not Pass" recommendation on SB 2407. 

g:\teny\1100\09s•s\sb 2407 1estimonv 2-3--09.doc~ 



Non-Tradst~onai DeUvery Methods 
-----------------------1■ 

Measure AS1 
(Legis. 3.a.) 

Number and proportion 

of enrollments in courses 

offered by non-traditional 

methods 

About This Measure 
The NOUS is proactively pursuing 
alternative educational delivery 
methods to provide "anytime, 
anyplace" access for students. 

Classes are offered via 
correspondence study, face
to-face meetings at off-campus 
sites and through e-learning. 

Do NOUS students take courses through non-traditional delivery methods? 

In Fall 2008, the NDUS served 15,983 students who enrolled in courses for credit 
through non-traditional delivery methods. These students comprised 37 percent of 
the system's total headcount enrollment. Enrollment by students who take courses 
in a variety of non-traditional delivery methods has increased 88 percent since Fall 
2004. 

E-learning includes on]ine Internet 
courses, which can be offered 
in a synchronous (at the same 
time) mode or an asynchronous 
(independent of time) mode. 
E-learning also includes 
prerecorded video, two-way video 
(IVN) or a combination of these 
methods. 

This information is included in 

the 2008 Fall Enrollment Report, 
which is the basis for eruollment 
accountability reporting. The 
number of shldents who enroll in 
courses via non-traditional delivery 
methods has increased 88 percent 
since 2004, including 7.2 percent 
increase in 2008. 

Distance Education Degree Credit Student Headcount Enrollment 
Fall 2008 

Fall 2004 

Fall 2005 

Fall 2006 
Fall 2007 

Fall 2008 

17,682 
Total Regislrations1 

Combo 
<50% 

··---.. _ 

·------. 
E-leaming 

14,140 
(80%) 

(duplicated) 

Face-to-face Off~ampus 

2,557 

2,366 

2,924 

2,639 

3,196 

Source: Fall Enrollment Reports 2004 through 2008. - ~--

A-synch 
Internet 

8,952 (67% 

12,409 
(unduplicated) 

1-way/2-way 
Video 

667 (7%) 

Synch 
Internet 

410(3%) 

Correspondence 

571 

544 

555 

467 

346 

The NDUS also offers courses via live and r 
prerecorded TV broadcasts, prerecorded 
video, two-way and one-way audio, and CD-
ROM; however, students did not choose these 
delivery methods during Fall 2008. 

A course involving a combination of delivery 
methods is considered a "combo" course only 
when any single delivery method provides 
less than 50 percent of the instruction. 
1 The total of 17,682 course registrations 
included 1,699 students who registered in 
multiple distance learning courses, resulting 
in an unduplicated distance education 
total of 15,983 students. Source: Fa/12008 
Enrollment Report, Tables 9-9a. 

Undupllcated Distance 
E-learning Education Total 

5,800 8,505 
7,849 10,124 

11,060 13,200 
13,587 14,902 
14,140 15,983 ' 

-------------------------------------------------
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North Dakota University 
System Online 

www.nduso.org 

Mission and Goals 

ml 
To provide access to degree and certificate programs from the colleges and universities 
of the North Dakota University System for all residents of North Dakota and others 
through elearning. 

1. To provide single point of con~act for distance education opportunities; 

2. To create collaborations to maximize resources and to reduce duplication; 

3. To deliver programs and courses using elearning; 
4. To insure quality and address accountability issues for elearning; and 
5. To facilitate needs assessment and development of courses and programs needed 'to enhance 

the economic vitolity of North Dakota and the quolity of life of its citizens.' (Goal of the North 
Dakota Legislative Council Interim Committee on Higher Education) 

Structure 
1. Coordinating and connecting entity for the campuses of the North Dakota University System 
2. Curricular and administrative responsibilities remaining with the individual campuses 

3. Infrastructure to utilize the strength of each campus and to more efficiently utilize limited 

resources 

4. Collaborative Student Model: 
• To register for courses from multiple campuses from a single campus, 

• To receive one financial aid package for courses taken from multiple campuses during the 

same term, 

• To receive a single bill for those courses, and 

• To generate a single transcript from the degree-granting campus. 

Overview 
The initial delivery of on line courses started with Minot State University and Bismarck State 

College. In 1997, MiSU had 12 courses available with 120 enrollments. In 1998, BSC had six 
courses and 80 enrollments. In the last decade, all of the institutions of the North Dakota 
University System have significant roles in delivering online courses and programs. At the 
present time, there are 167 online programs available from the institutions of the NDUS ... 55 
undergraduate and graduate certificate programs, 54 two-year programs, 33 four-year 
programs, and 25 graduate programs. During the Fall 2008 Semester, there were more than 
14,000 course registrations and 10,000 unduplicated enrollments in over 1,000 on line courses. 

Through the Collaborative Student Model (briefly described above), a student can select a 
home campus and take courses from that campus plus on line courses during the same semester 
from any of the other ten NDUS institutions. The process insures that a program can be 
completed in a timely manner with access to courses from other NDUS institutions if not 

available at the home campus. 

'.*.'(fr?ii, t .. _1 ,,t*.t. 
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North Dakota University System 
SB-2003 - House Appropriations-Education and Environment 

Division Committee Hearing 
March 2, 2009 

William Goetz, Chancellor 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, for the record my name is William Goetz, 
Chancellor for the North Dakota University System. 

Last week before the House Appropriations Committee I was given the opportunity to share 
with you comments relative to the proposed North Dakota University System budget. As I 
indicated to you the focus in formulating the budget was to address the ongoing support of our 
colleges and universities. In addition and very important, the budget serves as the tool 
necessary to bring forward important issues and initiatives critical to the future of the System 
and its role as an integrated component in shaping the future of our state and responding to its 
needs. 

It will be in this context that college and university presentations will be made this week. Since 
becoming Chancellor as of July 1, 2007, my focus has been upon the following: 

• What can we do to address improved student affordability, access and retention? 

• Improve and build upon institutional partnerships and collaboration thus increasing 
productivity and efficiency. 

• Increase awareness and develop policy initiatives that address the needs for technical 
education and recognized role of the community college. 

• Improve upon the needed awareness and allocation of resources that address drug and 
alcohol, mental health and security issues on our campuses. 

• Address the need for long-range planning that focus upon the salaries of our faculty, 
staff and administration giving due recognition to the competitive market and need for 
meeting turnover of market due to increased retirements. 

• The need to address review of missions of institutions, tuition and fee policy. 

• Address the need for improved communication with both the legislative and executive 
branch. 

Today the North Dakota University System is operating as a University System as intended. 
Great progress has been made and continued progress will be made. Since the 60th Legislative 
Session of 2007 we have seen seven new presidents and one additional one as of April 15 at 
Williston State College. 
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The dedication, leadership and support on behalf of their institutions and the system at large 
are evident by all presidents. The communication process and openness has been very positive 
and continues to grow. 

Are there challenges on a day to day basis? Certainly there are. I must say we have the 
commitment from the leadership of our presidents that will continue to build our university 
system as a tremendous asset hosting an environment for student learning, research and 
community service. 

Comments, as well, are in order of the University System Office. Responsibilities of all staff are 
in accordance with the essential requirements as determined by the· policies of the State Board 
of Higher Education, the determined budget, and work necessary to concur with policy, support 
efforts to develop new policy as needed and provide the daily support services as required by 
each campus. 

For a small staff the work requirements are demanding on a daily basis. There are high 
expectations on my part as Chancellor and that of the State Board of Higher Education in 
meeting the challenge set forth as the public agenda for higher education in t_his state. To make 
this happen, dedicated productive staff are essential. It also means that the status quo in the 
university system office is impossible. The office itself must be as dynamic as the system itself if 
we are to meet the overall objectives of total system . 

Finally, I want to address the amendments that are being offered to this committee for your 
consideration and final consideration of the full appropriations committee. The first 
amendment is the NDUS/UND Information Technology facility in Grand Forks. This will be 
further addressed by Mr. Randall Thursby later on the agenda. The second amendment is the 
request to restore the $138,011 or 5% allocation of dollars for those in the North Dakota 
University System office having salaries greater than $100,000. The amendment would also 
remove language that limits all salaries in the office at 5%. 

The impetus of this action on the Senate side are varied for a number of cited reasons some of 
which fall into a timeline prior to my being chancellor. The impact of this action pointedly 
impacts individual staff in various ways not reflective of the circumstances that may be reason 
for the Senate action taken. Detail information will be provided to you relative to salaries and 
related issues that upon your review hopefully will lead to a resolution of this issue. 

My respect is high for those who serve the people in this legislative process. There is and 
should be openness, honesty and a statesmen approach to all policy decisions. Relative to all 
issues in higher education the call for such an approach applies not only to the legislative and 
executive branch but to the North Dakota University System as well. 

As I set out on my journey as Chancellor July 1, 2007 my conviction was and remains; first the 
welfare of our students, faculty, staff and administration, open positive communication with 
the legislative and executive branches of state government and finally a fair and honest 
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accounting to our general public of whom we all represent. It is my pledge to you to offer the 
needed support and willingness to work through this budget and the policy issues it brings 
forward. 

Thank you 

1:\terry\l100\09se~\sb2003 testimony - bill's openin1 commenu 3-2--09.doo: 
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The Role of the ~~~ 
State Board ofHigher Education /(( .. '\b 
The State Board of Higher Education is the governing board of ':;;'North 
Dakota University System. ' ,1: 

Our Vision ~ · ·, 
The North Dakota University Sys£tem is the v;!~llhk<tZ'.') brighter future. 

Our Mission ,,-
The mission of the North Dakota/ ty Systeihf•io enhance the quality 
of life of all those we serve and th/ec),namic and sodaJ'vitality of North 
Dakota through the discovery, sharing ;;,d\!JpHc1\ti6n af':rmowledge. 

•·.j'.<r-' 
. ~! . 

NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTE.M 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

Prepared by: 

North Dakota University System 
600 E. Boulevard Ave. Dept 215 • Bismarck, N. D. 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960 • Fax: 701.328.2961 • Web site: www.ndus.edu 



• About This Report f' A~ 
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The North Dakota University System is pleased to process that thj~,~fo~~~coun~~sures 
provide you its 2008 Accountability Measures Report. emerged as ~,o/a • 3! measurmg progress o~\ ,,{) 
This document is a valuable tool for demonstrating roundta~~s~pecta ~ and recommendations. fi\1/~e ... , ·¥,-/✓ 
that the University System is meeting the "flexibility fiscal accountability measures were developed by a> 
with accountability" expectations of SB 2003 passed sepat~e'group representing the private sector an'c! 
by the 2001 Legislative Assembly and updated in each Y,e1egislative an~_,executive branches of goveMent. 
subsequent legislative session. ~is:-i;roup identifjfil~~easures upon which they could 

The 2008 report reflects some of the many ways North 1udg~-t~finan .. ?.cc_i7.'fl v'ia~ty and spending decisions of 
Dakota University System colleges and universities the NDtJ~ 
are developing the human capital needed to create Passage of Sll~~Q3 in 2001 signaled that the University 
a brighter future for our citizens and state. NOUS System can and•!fi'ould play a'.fa'rger role in enhancing 
institutions are educating future leader::,':".ho will the economic and)~al :;:i~fy of North Dakota, as 
provide the talent, energy and innovation~b•k&p--.....___ envisioned by the Rounatable on Higher Education. 
North Dakota competitive in today,~\"led~a~~ply put, the 2001,Vei'sion of SB 2003 empowered 
economy. That's what we do, anc[;,.as the a~~ountability........___ .. tlif5,ystem. to ac. t m¥e entrepreneurially and, at the 
measures show, we do it well. \ ~, JallU,•~RE-°,~ed consens~s abou_t what it will be 

a 1s one- a o e ua m1ss10n env1s10ne ,· or .,.p'· 11 I'. •··(v. 
the University System by the Roundtable on 1-Iigher, i. the fleip~ih y with acmuntability" legislation: This 
Th t · h If f th d I · · . . d'f r·· ;.• held account.µile for. Hence, it often is referred to as 

Ed t. h'ch ls h· d th NOUS •th \ · approach has been affirmed m subsequent legISlahve uca 10n, w 1 _;. ~:re arge e w1 · . 
enhancing the sta~s'econom~0Here, too, the syst~m sessmns. 
has stepped upto the plate. A c~rding to a separate.'\Arom the beginning, the University System has 
report1

, "). :,z~(, the Universi System contributed ~)':>(/been committed to meeting these accountability 
estimate"~Ji.. billion to our ½!e's economy, inclu<@j( expectations, and the annual accountability measures 
studeit,(peilq_i'h.i . r~ report is a tool by which the system's performance 

D l t '\f th. , I t b"J't can be measured. These reports also provide valuable eve opmen o ~ .... ua accoun a 1 1 y measures . . . 
report is a direct r~ult 6f the creation of new mformat10n for state policymakers, the State Board of 

1- 1- hi t'· -,,. • 1 1. d 1. Higher Education and University System colleges and a ions ps among tfle.'legis a 1ve an execu 1ve 
·--,..._h • ""t' th"" • t rs t d th universities to continually improve the quality and ranc es•~ ·govemmen , ~ Rnva e 7 ec or an e . . . . . . 

niversity SJ(~tem. These relati!)4hips are based efficiency of education and services provided. While 

tu l tru' '\ d ). / ti" the accountability system was developed m response 
on mu a 1S~_ n a comm9?rt),·:purpose - crea ng . . . . 

b 'ght fut f' t d Li d th •t· f to legislative action, its greatest value may be as a 

or a o a. e e new re a ions 1ps grew ou o 
a n er ur 

1 
s u ent.:t n e c1 1zens o 

N th D k t Th'
'· 1 1. h' t f management tool within the University System. 

ecommendationh rom the Round table on Higher Like many groundbreaking initiatives, enhancements 
ducation startitl§lin 1999-2000 when members were and adaptations have been made over the years. Those 
harged with d~fining expectations and accountability worthy of notation include: 

" f /Iii/ m\asu.res or e system. 
':---V,/ 

First, ro191dtable members created an overall goal 
and i1J;et of expectations associated with each of six 
cornerstones. Then they examined how to determine 
if these expectations had been met, or, in other words, 
how progress would be measured. It was from this 

December 2008 

• In addition to the legislatively mandated measures, 
the SBHE added 12 accountability measures in 2001. 
The board deemed these measures necessary to 
provide guidance in establishing effective policy for 
the 11 University System colleges and universities. 
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• Several fiscal accountability measures were modified 
in 2002 because of changes in the Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board's financial reporting 
standards. As a result, the 2008 report includes the 
sixth year of data for these measures. 

£' 
organized and numberea:ii~ordi~~ "! ~. e cornerstones 
of the Round table Repofi: :the origin of ea&measure is 
noted in smaller \ype belo~th.E e measure ~wi\ber in the 

/ . "'·"' , .. ,, body of the l<pf, The six corner.stones of the Rouiultable 
Report, co,J,,yEiif~~~he clearly defined and a)r~d
upon accountability measures, provide a useful '\._c 

• Wherever possible, national comparative data is framew'"ork for focusing the assets of the Universitf. 
provided. Because a national employer satisfaction Sx~.tti1"on the hi ah-priority needs of the state. 

development of an employer survey and partnered lthou§h the six;~'~ornerstone titled "Sustaining the 
survey did not exist, in 2004 the NOUS initiated tt:, ( ~~ 

with a national firm and other states in the creation isi&l~" is integral toth),development of a university 
.. , ,, / "V 

and piloting of a survey instrument. The 2004 report system d:\le'2lst century, no accountability measures 
included responses to two new employer satisfaction fall specifi~JJ/under that category. In a broad sense, 
measures and ~stablishe~ baseline data for the NOUS all acc~untabili~easures an,r,imed at sustaining 
and the begmmng of nat10nal benchma;:~s- the v1s10n. It's unp~1'.'11t t5r~knowledge that two 

• As planned in the original project 1;m{~005 key components of tN;"~o/erstone ~ow _are bemg 
"d d fin t th/ /\."\ b"l""t ~earned out: unplemenlat!on of a Umvers1ty System 

report prov1 e re ements o i· ccounta 1 1 Y~-· , . . / / . 
measures reportmg sys em 1mt-<y;, en e • . ·, ",. ;,,,..,~ . . - 1 - .,( 1 \~1;1 2001 •.·. trateg1c plan and campus plans lied to Roundtable 

Th fin lt d - 1 d ~:: f ;1t· iori'tecommendat10ns and implementation of a ese re ements resu e m a ne re uc~o o six ,, I' "-.. .,:~. ,/ ) f . . .. 
bi!

. b - · h 1 1 1, . b . • ommumcat~op,plan or sustammg the v1S10n. 
accounta 1ty measures, rmgmg t e o a '~Uf er /,.;Y . 
of measures included in the 2005 report to 3\a~ It's alsoe;portant to note that the Roundtable 
creating a report that,rnore succinctly represents. on Higher Education emphasizes the value of 
the intent of.i.~cl]'ftors;,..~:2008 report is a ~I'. celebrating successes. To those involved in the 
continuatiorv6}tfiis formal⇒·\ . ~ocess ~f accountability measures ~eporting, it is an 

Al //.h - th. J I b"l"ty ~ccomphshment worthy of celebrallon. The State Board so, as compre ens1ve as accoun a 1 1 measures · . 
h / "- 1 "d t.rnl f th d 0/ of Higher Educallon and the North Dakota University 

ahre, 
1 

fY;,rrt~•~ino.. prtotvhi ea. ll)~d.e 
O 

•... e ... ·rti~m'f?a System hope the 2008 Accountability Measures Report 
c anges'occuD!. ~a ei;,ilges:anct..\,lp.1,Vll[Sl es. . 
T l ",,1-. ,E th· -t -l¾!l· a not only meets, but exceeds, your expectallons. o comp ement 'U l se mea,sures, 1s repor lTIL u es 
highlights of 2oos'c¥i:zus activities aligned with Thank you to the many University System employees 

~~corners I.· on.es of tn~oun. d.tab .. le. R. eport on Pages who have contributed to this report. 
55lnro~~9. These high!~ are examples of 
the fundanu!htal changes ~g,pG& on a day
to-day basis;ill~iwhich contlibu(e to the success 
d d '.\ I L.·/ emonstrate m ese measures. 

Both the legislat1e y manda~ed accountability 
measures and thJ.1 oard-required measures are 

"J 

1 Economic lmpad of the North Dakota University System, F. Larry 
Leistritz and Randall C. Coon, Department of Agribusiness and 
Applied Economics, North Dakota State University, Fargo, N.D. 
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An Executive Summary ~ 
---------,-;;~~~.'.~~"4~~-• 
:;e ~::!:t~;~h~i;~~~i:~~a:~:~:e ~:~~~r:1 ::;::s::4:i~he num~ of employee~\wined 

established new expectations for the North Dakota ~/ '-,.)i '"" • ReseaJC .grew by 19 percent during the past four,' , 
University System. 1n addition to providing high- ,r: I ,,; 

ye5!f-S6(.with $180.5 million in research expenditu.rel,'in 
quality education, round table members charged the , /:)' 

FY2 08. V 
NOUS with playing a major role in revitalizing North / ~ ('\. 
Dakota's economy. 1/~usinesses repc;ted a 98.7 percent workforce 

I~~& satisf~ction~vel for FY 2008. Employees 
Roundtable members also identified key cornerstones reportech~~-faction level of 98 percent during the 
on which to build a university system for the 21st same ~-•d 
century. They developed accounta~ility measures, p ' . :"-. 

which_ then were established m leg1Slahon and now Cornerstone 2:,_:~ ~' 
are bemg used to detenmne how well roll!'<il~le Education Excellence 
expectations are being met. Accordingl1/,,tfie-2 08~ .'-. v; • 

A t b.1. M R . ✓ ""'d~b h .. • .Based on graduallon;ates from all institutions, 
ccoun a , ,ty easures eport 1s 0~12e y I e ,. ,.. .r 

di bl t 
. , ~~· · · ... , 43.7 percent of NQBS two-year college students roun a e corners ones. · , ~, ,,, •· . 1 · · 

_,, •CQ!!!F! eted dJ;§rees w1thm three years, and 57 
Overall, the colleges and universities that ma e up ther•" percen~fjf&ur-year university students completed 
North Dakota University System perform ve~ \en degre~es<w:ithin six years . 
when compared to other states and national stanclard . NDU/ 11 . . d d · • co ege or umvers1ty stu ents meet or excee 
A summary of tl,l!>·~llows. · the national average on most nationally recognized 

Cornerstoni!_;i( )~ exams. 
Economic:~evelopment Connection • NOUS college and university graduates exceed 

NDe;,
/ ~ . . ff 

45
1.· / h' - . the national first-time licensure pass rates for most 

• ·1nst1tutions o er • entrep:r:ene..u~s 1p c urses , '\. I · · . ·,, l professions measured. 
and two entr'<:preneur)'li;P•Programl;:-ln.th~,3$1 
year, 992 stud~~Je~lled in entrepreneurship • NOUS students are, in general, satisfied with 
courses, and thr~1\fiidents graduated from their college experience. Results of the Student 

---.. :-,en'"·· ~epreneurship pro@a.ms. An additional 68 Satisfaction Inventory (SSI) show NOUS colleges 
p-;;;;ici~ts attended a'w1lrkshop'."that provided an and universities are meeting students' expectations 

entrepren~ial focus. )£_ in most areas. 

• About 72 per~t of the 2Q9,l-05 graduates/ • 73.2 percent of NOUS alumni said their current jobs 
completers w!1ib\remained in North Dakota in 2006 were highly related or moderately related to the 
were employeldn occupations related to their most recent degrees they earned, and 81.8 percent 
education or tfailiing. · said the college or university they attended prepared 

j / them at least adequately for their current jobs. 
Th.e numb9' o/.'businesses using North Dakota's 

,orkforce)raining system to provide training for • Based on a survey regarding the preparation of 
t "~elhployees increased 250 percent between FY NOUS college and university graduates, employers 
2090Jrld FY 2005. The number decreased between are, on average, "very satisfied" with the skills and 
FY·2005 and FY 2006 as a result of completing a knowledge they rated as "very important." 

• major training contract. In FY 2008, 1,345 businesses 
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• Many non-completing students who left NOUS 
institutions did so because they wanted to attend 
other colleges or universities (28.8 percent). Some 
students left either because they moved (or were 
transferred) to new locations or because they 
believed the majors they wanted were not offered at 
the institutions they attended . 
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An Overview of the 
North Dakota University System 

-~~ ■ 

The North Dakota University System (NDUS) is a unified system of highe,;.educl)vemed ~ard. The 
system includes two doctoral universities, two master's-level universi~~~11:'chelor's~level universitie&~d ,1 
five two-year colleges that offer associate and trade/technical degr/s/ __ "\) ~''-,:i"vf'?'/ 
• ,·- =-· · ·, M1SU·!c.t, ~-::,-.1, 1

,_ • Lake R,eg1on State College (LRSC) ,., :. ~ ,- . ,_ . A / , 
wSc·-- -· ... ,..~ 
, . .,..- •I 

.~.1, .. ,•-~~\- .,.:._ 

J -. 1,.. 1 Loca_ted in Devils Lake, N. D., LRSC is a two-year·· M'~ .... --,·· •/L~~L . c~~/rehensive co';nynunity college. LRSC offers 
,- \ --., .. UNO 6cad, ic, transf~•~):r'\'r and technical education 

:__ ! ·:~ ~ ~t!~\ course's nd program's; online courses and degrees; 
'.•·--- ·•··- i ·\ continuih~\:t~ation; ~orkforce training; and 

osu ·-~; \.-='17"....1 ... ~-::r-!-,~ educationa)\o1ftreach opportunities. 
=---~,--~"'-"='-• I ~ '<'•~ 

BSC -~ VCSU NOSU D A 's. t d ;7a ct· 1 d T \ : 1 egrees: ssoa\ ; ~egre/es 'tA 1p oma an cerh 1cate 
• r j ... - ~Nosy.,s programs .,___ . " - ' 

1 • , ' • : ~· • I Fall 2008 Enrollment: 1 65 -\~I'~ ,,,, Bismarck State College (BSC)//\ ' 1 • .. Telep~one: 1.800.44t1)13 or 701.662.1600 
/ / \ eb site: www.lrsc.edu 

Located in Bismarck, N.D., BSC is.an innov~tive ,, ~ 
community college, offering high-quality edu~i'tion, ~llleSta1?University (MaSU) 
workforce training and enrichment program\that {/·· -~'). , .- . . . . 
reach local and global communities. BSC provid. s. • Located ufl ayville, N.D.'. MaSU is a small uruversity 
student-centered learning in its transfer course~ ' . . known fo teacher education and many warm, 
technical programs;'.Qttlin~asses and degrees, ka._ personal touches. Founded as a normal school in 
continuing edy6ti6n progr~\ Opportunities rJ\giz /2.88~, MaSU has g~own t? meet the needs of society, 
from short-te&✓,'non-credit courses to advanced \~· tiding programs ':" business and computing, and, 
de ees offur~ in cooperation. I Jith other colleges a d . most recently, chrucal laboratory science and early 
unfverfoi(~:"-,,._ )"1 '.- childhood education/ early elementary education. 

V "-'\,, ·· -~ /") MaSUwasthefirstU.S.universitytoissueTablet 
Degrees: Assoei.('~egri,es,-diplcirriaand•c~te PC notebook computers to all on-campus students. 

programs, a..1,1dj,oachelor of applied science MaSU offers distance education courses and degrees 
degree in~~rgy management via various delivery methods and partners with other 

,Fall'2()08~nrollment'?-s;?81l_ colleges to meet the diverse needs of today's students. 

Telepho~:~l.
8

0. 0.
445.so73~r_zO~l·.•3'14'5

4
00 Degrees: Bachelor's and associate degrees and 

Web site: w. , .bismarckstate°),dn ·. 

"S'. ) · }' Fall 2008 ~"::o~~::=:i~~~~ams 
Dickinson Stat~ Univeraj_ty (DSU) 

\ 

\ \ Telephone: 1.800.437.4104 or 701.788.4842 
Located in Dickinson, N.D., DSU is a comprehensive Web site: www.mayvillestate.edu 
university that ccimbines a wide array of strong 
academic prograhl_fe with an intimate and caring college Minot State University (MiSU) 
environment. htaddition to a broad range of bachelor's 
dtj;ree proJr.fui/ in teacher education, business, Located in Minot, N.D., MiSU is a mid-size university 
, -~ • / founded as a normal school in 1913. MiSU is a leader coraj.,uter/s'<'jence, agriculture, nursing and liberal arts, 

DSV'6ff{rs/associate degree programs. in teacher education certification, which may be earned 
J / in nearly 20 majors. The university has evolved into 

Degrl!~s: Bachelor's and associate degrees and diploma a comprehensive institution to meet growth in fields 

• and certificate programs such as criminal justice, psychology, computer science, 
Fall 2008 Enrollment: 2,730 management, accounting, nursing, communication 
Telephone: l.800.279.4295 or 701.483.2175 disorders, social work, management information 
Web site: www.dickinsonstate.com systems and marketing. Distance education courses 
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are offered by: off-site classes in Bismarck, West Fargo, 
Williston, Devils Lake and Minot Air Force Base; 
online; and the Interactive Video Network. 

Degrees: Master's, bachelor's and education specialist 
degrees and certificate programs 

Fall 2008 Enrollment: 3,432 
Telephone: l.800.777.0750 or 701.858.3000 
Web site: www.minotstateu.edu 

Minot State University-Bottineau (MiSU-B) 

A Degrees: Professional, doctora'J,~aster' s and 
bachelor's degr~e{,iu(d certificate programs 

Fall 2008 Enrollment: 13J3"29 ""~ 
Telephone: 1.800.488.~~~.or 701.231.8643 
Web site: www.ndsu.ecf~ 

Universi1zAh Dakota (UND) 
Located ¾'~rand For~, N.D., and founded 
in 1883:YND is one of the largest and most 
divefsified tmiversities in the Upper Midwest. 

J!\!l;:l'is characlefi.?ed by a creative, innovative and 
Located in Bottineau, N.D., MiSU-B provides career/ entt€".reneurial s~ir1'.·t1,a solid foundation in the liberal 
technical, transfer/academic and online courses and Zf';i,, :,,;,, .,, 
degrees in the areas of natural resources, allied health, arts; a•~ '1!pre~rui,)v~ay of colleges and schools, 

including lawtaiiil medicine; high-quality students business and liberal arts. Educational opporttmities , / 
and facultyi,a .. v.·,,.aried curriculum; a com_ mitrnent to range from nine-month degrees and certificates to --.. ,,, 

tw · t d M'SU 8 1 ff d graduate educalion, research and service; a campus 
o-year a_ssoMc:a et egdreB~s. 1 k - a so O ers egree environment ric~·tticultura[,{esburces; and an 

programs m mo an JSmarc . /'-...._ . , / ';/' 
. . / .,.__ ;"-.... . . outstandmg recor •~:a1Ymm support. 

Degrees: Associate degrees and diploma and,certificate D P f ·a1 ,;> ct· /.t 1 . 1. , d 

~' 

grees: ro ess1on , oc ora , spec1a 1st, master s an 
programs bachelor's0~grees and certificate programs 

Fall 2008 Enrollment: 655 r,• 

T I h 1 800 542 6866 701 228 2277 Jll~,008. E. nrollment: 12,748 
e ep one: · · · or · · . ,{iephoi\e:•1,800.225.5863 or 701.777.4463 

Web site: www.msub.edu "-, / 
Web sit7wy,w.und.edu 

North Dakota State • ( /' . . 
College of Science•~-· DSl;S) \' · Valley City State University (VCSU) 

L t d · Wah/t ,,..--:ND ts· · Located in Valley City, N.D., VCSU is known for 
oca e hm . / e?.ton, · ·,

11 
th 

1
15 faf ~ ·· ing technology to enhance the learning experience 

compre ens1ve..lvvo-year co e~e a o ers career anJ~ .d. . 1 b 
transfer .op·!i.~fu; in the applied 's iences, technologievs. , y prov1 mg umversa acce~s to note ook com~uters 
h Ith ./~," t 1- t,,• 'ct 1 1 1. -· · and classrooms eqmpped with the latest educahonal 

ea ,,t>:t ~, s, cons rue 10n~ana transpor a 10n , c/ h I f d • 1 
fi Id ( d th ''b I ts )ff' 1· ~.,,- kf "'"- tee no ogy. Areas o stu y me ude teacher e s, an e u era ar . a so,prov1ues·wor o,ce d . . b . . f • hn 

1 
tr • • f N'th~~k t 'h ,-;- --....;;;._, ·tri. f e ucalton, science, usmess, m ormat10n tee o ogy, ammg or or a o a 7usmesses anct muus · es. h . h . 1 d . · • 
0 I I ·ct· f -~11- /.d. ·ct 1 11 t· d mat emaltcs, p ys1ca e ucalton, communication arts u s an mg ac1 1 te ;·Jn 1v1 ua a en 10n an d f 

U
acgc~i~(io

5
n_ all·y. high jol\,~,~c~emen .. t ar/2)e. keys to NDSCS's an me arts. 

, ,· Degrees: Master's degrees, bachelor's degrees and 
· certificate programs 

Degrees:~ c.iate degreesv. tl.J:I .. •· i Joma and certificate Fall 2008 Enrollment: l,0l9 
progriims 

} \ Telephone: 1.800.532.8641 or 701.845.7101 Fall 2008 Enrollnient: 2,545 , 
h .l Web site: www.vcsu.edu 

T .. elephone: l.8.01 .. jf .4325 or 701.671.2202 
Web site: www.ndscs.edu f / LWillistdo_n wst_a

11
~e ColNle

0
gew(WscSC) 

~

orth Dakota1State University (NDSU) ocate m i JSton, . ., is a two-year 
Gated in F.a&f N.o., NDSU is North Dakota's comprehensive community college. WSC offers 
~ /4 Y programs for academic, transfer, vocational-

original lana
7

°grant university. While both the 
univ'er~il&and its statewide role have expanded, the occupational training and community services. 

missiph:6f teaching, research and public service is Degrees: Associate degrees and diploma and certificate 
esse~tially the same today as it was more than 110 programs 
years ago when the university was created. NDSU's Fall 2008 Enrollment: 850 
land-grant heritage includes an active statewide Telephone: 1.888.863.9455 or 701.774.4200 
presence through the NDSU Extension Service and Web site: www.wsc.nodak.edu 
regional research extension centers. 
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In Other Words 
,;~ .. ----------~__._,___ __ 

,eeos,Thp~~M•~~ 

Terms used in this report include: 

ACCESS: The NOUS Web site for distance education 
courses is located at www.access.ndus.edu. System is'the officiartis. Department of Educatio~ / 

postsefonaary education data collection and reijor .. '"g Adjusted Graduation Rate: An adjusted graduation / / 
rate includes the percentage of the freshman cohort 7t7- (:'. 
who graduated from any postsecondary institution (2t~The Interacti".~'(ideo Network supports 
within three years at a two-year college or six years at a videoccihferencin,au~conferencing and 
four-year university. collaboia~eJtfaching technologies designed to 

improve l;:,,;rruhg and information access for the North 
A Y: An academic year includes _three consecutive Dakota Univ~sf System.a. 
semesters: summer, fall and spnng. \i"-:'- · .; :'· . . 
_ .. __ ~ .. ~ . .• " ., ~ ,r.,,,_ NOUS: The North"Dhl<ota, n vers1ty System 1s a 
LonnectNU: LOIUlec.:U'-IL/ l!i Ult! 1\IUlUl{f,ai',.'UlO~ . ~ ; 

U . . S , . 1 t ti' ~~,.....__,_"' unified, statewide higuer·eaucat10n system that 

P
mve

1
rsityf dYst~m s imp emfen a ~--t \ :a_c1c

1
•s~d.' • includes 11 colleges./n:c:11iiniversities governed by the 

eop eso ta rnm1strahve so tware sv em;,., cu m~~. ,. ... . <._..<: • 
· · · - (•u· 'ft.it· fat~oard of Higher Education. A chancellor serves 

student adm1rnstrat10n, fmance, tluman re® . rces and . ""Lh' ,. f. . ffi f h b d d h 
. ~· as•t e. e !;/ie~tive o cer o t e oar an t e 

other related ancillary systems. ·. e.45 :c/ . . ... ;s-·'t. 

1/o.- ruverSI~;z., m. 
FINDET: Follow-up Information on North Oak ta .' ODIN £'0n1· 0 k Inf · N k . . . . . \ : u• 1ne a ota onnation etwor Education and Trammg 1S a consortium of seven-st9te . 

- fo d .<-:. ~id,~- t· ct·'. (.th operates a computer-based library catalog and 
agencies rme to p_J.OV: e;rr orma 10n regar iJ\\ e 

f d 
/t' Y'd "'\0: - 1 Mmanagement system for North Dakota University 

status O gra uzsan prograllj comp eters. ~- . . . . . /· j . l . , ystem hbranes and other hbranes m the state, 
FTE Studerlt:,i ull-Time Equivalent student describ1 · coordinates cooperative purchasing of databases 
the total1tu~<s,_m_t credit hour_1s ~-ircampu_ s_ pe. r seme le licensed for all North Dakota libraries, operates 
divid/ct,15y~~~it hours J.p~fill!-11:il.i!tWudents software to enable the sharing of materials among 
or 12 credit hdi'.f~fq_r gradyate studer{is:"'ifacli~ libraries in the state and facilitates shared purchasing 
professional-level'stud~(is counted as one FTE. of online books, magazines and journals for North 

(F-rEs are d-efin_· e-d diff~r~~y-.- ,f. o-r na.· ti~nal and regional Dakota libraries. 
tomp~on purposes irl<A ountabihty Measures AS2 

>. ~ • ~-~ 0MB: The Office of Management and Budget provides 
and AS

3.J~~ •~ ,_ )' a number of administrative functions and services 
FY: A fiscal year includes July1.)hrough June 30. to the state of North Dakota, including accounting, 

\ \ i:1/_ 

\

HECN: The Higher Education Computer Network budgeting, payroll, financial reporting, facility 
provides infrastrhc'ture and client services in support management, human resources, risk management, 
of system-wide s~r,tices, such as ConnectND, the central duplicating, state procurement, surplus 

I k ) 0 1 k property and central supply. Interactive Video Networ (NN , n- ine Da ota 
" / ·I W~mation Network (ODIN), the customer services SBHE: The State Board of Higher Education is the 

~lp"a3f/~~a£a,fummunication network-related gSoveming body for the North Dakota University 
achv1ties, ystem. 

•1\+ 

• 
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Roundtable Cornerstone 1 
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QJvelopment 
. Connection 

Direct connections 
and contributions of the 
University System 
to the economic growth 
and social vitality of 
North Dakota 
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Entrepreneurship Program 
Enrollment and Graduates 

Measure ED1 
(Legls 2.a.) 

Enrollment in entrepreneur
ship courses and the 
number of graduates of 
entrepreneurship programs 

Graduates: 

Seminars/Workshops: 

Participants 1: 

,, ,. <]· ' 

~1: Headpbunt( 

992 

2 

3 

68 
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• Employment Related to Education~( 

Measure ED2 
(Legis 2.b.) 

Percentage of University System 
graduates obtaining employment 
appropriate to their education in the 
state 

/:Whe> st~y i~ !_h~ s.· t~~;fijidcin,~l~ym' ~.~t.apP,r<>Pr,late te> t~ei)'0\,, 
education? · . JZ ··· V, ' · · :' · : '· ·, '\ ·· 

: , }bo~f72 p~ii:!)n( i:>f the 20Q4;05 graduate;/co~pl~ters who _·. ·i ,". / 
;·,,,remai~ed in Nortt\Dakoia in 2006'were employed ir\ occupafiefo~;,,:: ' 
:,/~I?,\;~ ,tir~~J~t,\~ri ?,':/?t~'.t . . . ,_, . 

About This Measure 
In cooperation with Job Service graduates/ completers were 
North Dakota, the FINDET office employed in North Dakota on a 
(Follow-up on North Dakota !,Jill>li~basis, and the remaining 

Education and Training) surveye§ .... ,26F··. rc~w.~ emp·l·o. yed part-
employers of 2004-05 NOUS //ti'mt ~ , 
graduates/completers in 2006, o Vs•\'\ . • th"_::fi".'.:-i,":'-----~,,i, th 

reliable and affordable information 
,about tho~mployed in other 
~ts,&·being explored for future 

(/mg. 

■ 

f d 
. . . mce.'th1S lS e irst'yj!ar. ~ 

one year a ter gra uahon. This is \ .\ f 6/ r.t ~• responses or ITTapya es , 
the most recent data available. The com let~r.s weftkiihe full-time J 
graduates/completers' occupations tPti. \ \. / /.b g b./•• h 

. par - m~:;-!1~,, ,e teen com 1n , t e 

(,/i99/\:r:.9~ ,IIICllJ,!:.1 C.rilf!~a!I.?~; ~,: 
1 E!11i>loyed i_il T!leir, Fi~ld of: 

! Study in North Dakota1 ·' d were compared toi:e r.,programs 2006 '•" It 'd h . '.,~ su -e resu sprov1 et e 
of study using Dti ctnient-~, b 1. f\ · 

b S d 
~

/. , 
11

.. ase me or . ture trend analysis. 
La or tan ar . ·· cupationa ••• N t· '1· .\ /> / , ' o na 1ona ~compn:osons are 
Classification ( ) codes an ·tne .1 bl f ,:,.?'./ / ..(; / f· avai a e orzeasure. 
standajize':'{'ational Classi~'I.~ ion . _L· 
of Ins\!:))ctioi:ui!J>rogram (C!I')'l , By. usmg;,y~ and CIP codes 

codes for cat~~~i!'g P?!r. o{ra~n~fing with Job Service 
higher education. "-./· · North Dakota, FIND ET offers a 

Of,the.2004-0S raduat /. reliable, comparatively inexpensive 
.,.;..--.;,· .· :"-,, gl d .lll'1':'-,. th and unbiased way to follow up 

completers-emp oye m'Nm~ , :--,, ~- on graduates/ completers. At 
Dakota, 72~~percent were ·•): . th t t· h th· .. "- , , ,: e presen 1me, owever, 1s 
employed in ccupations relate th d 1 nl ·d . \, .. /'/ me o oogyo yprovi es 
to the educat10n.or trammgv . f ti' b t d t I _ y.-1 m orma on a ou gra ua es 
they received at a North Dakota 1 t 1 d · N th 

1 t comp e ers emp oye m or 
University System.· ollege or O k t apt· f bt · · 1•. a o a. 10ns or o ammg 
university. 74 perc· t of the 

' ,1 0, ' ' i' ·I ' , (Summ,;,r 2~0~) ·. , 
' .. 

)-: ' 
100.0% 
90.0% 

72.2% 
80.0% 
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• Workforce Training /2~ ~ -------------------,,....,....-~---■ 

~ Measure ED3 
(Legis 2.c.) 

Number of businesses 
and employees in 

. How well is North Oakc;,ta's wor~orce tr,!i~gssystel)l .re~ponding to the • 
training needs of employers? . ,¢/~/;'-' ' , , 

1 
. , • . 

\ \ I ' / v.:: • "s...,\,,, ' i1 \ E <' ,, c ' 

The number of businesses using North•Dakota's workforce training system to' provide'. , 

the region receiving 
training 

'training to\ their employee~ incr';,a✓e,d•:250 percent, betwe~.Q .f.Y 2000. and f:Y 20051/ 
The, ~umber decr~ased ~etwe,epp 2005 and!;/ 2006 ~~- ~ result pf ,con;,pletingj, 
major training co~tract,. In ~y 20pa, ,1 ,345 buslnes,:1es we(e served, ·and !l;J,e number 
of employees trained increased,t&-11,990:'. / ~- · . • ••• 

• . V '- "- .·,. ~ . ' . .. .. 
' <j ' ' ., '- ."" A / ,, < 0 • 

About this Measure 
Workforce training system The number of employees who Measure EDS on Page 7. 
performance results are available received training increased from 
for FY 2000 through FY 2008. These 7,;16,aj.n FY 2000 to 10,669 in FY 
results demonstrate responsivene#s '001.,:.Tlr!,-number declined to 

\ .................. 

,,;:'-::) 
V'e wor:~~rce training system 

by the workforce training system ,( ;17;'{fs __ .·.111.· FY-Q~;-b.l!.!_ ha .. s increased 
to a strong demand for workforc{Y steallily smce 2005,,':i;\~.e 

training in the state. fluclu~tions in th,7.'£urfi:b~~-

F 1 518 b . busin\~es serve{cto ,fud emploY,ees , or examp e, usmesses '- \ _L,,:, y. 

-

· d t · · th h th' trained,a_re re_mliit d to the size__ a receive rammg roug 1s . \'}'''' 7, . r. •· 
system in FY 2000. The·number rose location~ h,e busmesses. For 

re~t/d.;lrom a 31-member 
s_!.;io/kle task force on workforce 
d.evelopment and training formed 
in 1998 to research "best practices" 
in other states and to design a more 
effective workforce training system 
for North Dakota. 

,, , example w en tram· 111· g 15' extended This initiative was coordinated 
to 1,818 in FY 2005 :Pneuriusually ' \ , 
h . h b ,ft/. 1 ·) to more rur~1.are. a_s_,of the state, by the North Dakota Chamber of 1g num e7ot:uus1nesses ;. \:\ /, I 

d 
. 

2005
7 d t . smaller bus esses)nat have fewer Commerce (formerly the Greater 

serve l1l - was ue O a m,zr \ "' / 
one-yeaf r\tract that re~uir {i employees iya~be served. Much North Dakota Association) and 
trainir\g-Gt; 't vided to •·· veraJ;;.i!;::..._:,QI 11,'e m~~F for_ FY 2008 _can be resulted in recommendations 

h d db 
. ])I~ Th .. , .,..-:""'b f attnij ~ lo trammg provided for for the North Dakota University 

un re usm1'sse~ num er o 'lfi ld k 
. ,, ,{ / 01 e wor ers. System and the Legislative 

busmesses served ha returned to 
, ~ Assembly. These recommendations ~~~:•••~ ~z.~~~~~::~i: ;;::;:~;•;:::;:~mo 
· ' ''.: FY 2000 \hrough F;:f 2008 . , • · .. , 

!· ' __ .; 1,60 

I 1,20 

'-:,/\o 

December 2008 

< .-,; ............. -· • " : > • :~. :. -; ,· .......... , .k 
1 818 

1,595 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Businesses 

T--"'"""':-::".=------:-::-:-::-----,11,990 ! , 12,000 
10,299 9,875 9,049 94 

10,000 '--~~--
7,463 7 958 8,112 

8,000 

6,000 

4,000 

2,000 

0 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 -

Employees 
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• Research Expenditures 

• 

Measure ED4 
(Legis 5.d.) 

Research expenditures in proportion 
to the amount of revenue generated by 
research activity and funding received 
for research activity 

About This Measure 
During the past four years, 
research has grown by 19 percent 
from $152.1 million in FY 2004 to 
$180.5 million in FY 2008. 

~.· :::.~'. <•··,- ·, ···~ .. ,.. '·,_' -.;,;, .·;. !'. ~-:,-:;'.: •::-~ 7 :-

' sel!rch,Expe'l_(l,1ture 
Y 200~ tlirough 

'\:" ,.- •1;1,.'"' •i:t-:i1'.' , 

140. 

$180.5 

l 

j; 120.0 -1z+--:r1-----~---~---~---------I 
FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 

• 
l~ Cornerstone 1: Economic Development Connection December 2008 



• Workforce Training Satisfaction LA 
-----------------,-"',,-'--:..,,...,..,.----1■ 

Measure EDS 
(SBHE-1) · What is:theJevel of sa_tisfaction wit_h training? C ~ \~ .& ;✓ 

, ·· , ,:•·,/t ,1,/'\,,,. '\.. 1,/ · .. ~ ' ·: .. r .. :_ ·· •:· '\~ ~, ; • 

Workforce training information, including levels , , Buy,nesses rnported a 98.7 percent workforce,\.. 
of satisfaction with training events as reflected in tr,iinirig s_atisfacti6n level for FY 2008.' · · '\ 

information systematically gathered from employers s;nip __ .loy~es ":P0~ed .a. s_a_· tistac_tion_·_1.ev. ·_e1' of.. // 

and employees receiving training '<;;98:ff rcent d.~:::~g 
th

~ ~~~7 rriod; ';> (;/ ·· ,' 

~~b~=• ~~:~:,.. NortO °"'"'" woMmce •~~b ~d ••••=• -k 
continue to report very high system by way of contracts with • develop~t specialists. 
levels of satisfaction with training busmesses. The numbers also Th".. /· /f ff . 

;--...::- ·-........_ 7h~eecf for a more e ective 
received through the workforce mc'l_ucle.other.__individuais who ) : / t . . t t 

·, -:-,....,_;::::,,,_ w6rktorce ramrng sys em o 
training system. Through an eceived tramtn~th_tough open / / d t N th D k t , b • . . \ ·i ... · ,r;i;-:r-... . respon o or a o as usmess 
evaluation of each trarnmg even , nro_.·.. ent, a term .. __ s_ ea·_t~escribe d . d t d b v t,/"'··.-" . an m us ry nee s ecame 
businesses that contracted for trainin events not'i:lirectl~- . t b th 'd t I t 1990 Y • r / · • apparen y e m1 - o- a e s. 

1 training have consistently reported finance~y buz· ess. · A It kf \ / s a resu , a new wor orce 

• 

satisfaction levels above 95 percent, . -~ . · . . 
. . . f . Quality~_ the workforce - r,the tramrng system was developed 
ml cluldrng a 98~-7 pe_rcent-~\,~_ action availabihtv1qf a well-educated, for the state. This initiative 
eve in FY 2008 :· ,,,.. '/,•, 

:,; ·.-, highly-skillei:j workforce -has was coordinated by the North 
Satisfaction o ~ployees also '. been identifie¾s'IM single most Dakota Chamber of Commerce 
continues,fu,be high. Beginning important fa~tor iliat determines (formerly the Greater North 

/:, /, £/ 
at 94 1Je1;9er~_,i~ 2000, the FY?:~_~ .. '" '.he _success Qf.,busin~ss and . Dakota Association) and resulted 
sahsfa~hon le~}~as 98 ~~1J..i!U:lfa'--"'....._Ul~!~ the National Council in recommendations for the NDUS 
These numbers ihc!u&employees for Continuing Education and and the Legislative Assembly. 
who received trairil~g thlough the Training, the National Alliance of 

~J).:';_·.,:~:<'~r~~r6eiiliiiih~••§Jti~i~;ti~~;tJv~l;1"-: 
:'·:'.}? ·. 'J'. ., ~: ' .. ::,:_ '·. -· )J"-1Y~::::/ ,, ''?.,::FY-_~6~2't~r~~.9~'fY·2qq~<;:~}~ \: ., :" (, 

I 
80% 

60% 

40% ~2, 
(JVO% 

December 2008 

99.2% 99.1% 98.7% , 95.7% 98.8% 99.4% 98.7% 
100% 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Businesses 
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60% 
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20% 
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Roundtable Cornerstone 2 
~A 
E·ducation 
~c'ellence 

High-quality education and skill 
development opportunities which 
prepare students to be personally 
and professionally successful, 
readily able to advance and 
change careers, be life-long 
learners, good citizens, leaders, 
and knowledgeable contributing 
members of an increasingly global, 
multicultural society 



• 

Measure EE1 
(Legis. 1.1.) 

Student graduation 
and retention rates 

About This Measure 
Each year, NOUS colleges and 
universities are required to report 
graduation rates to the National 
Center for Education Statistics 
using the Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) 
Graduation Rate Survey (GRS). 

' 
of 31 percent and a four-year ,,. · . return to college the following 
university rate of 56 percent. Usrri&,,_",year. NOUS two-year colleges 
the IPEDS cohort and including , ~report a 511Vpercent average rate 
t~ose-~e cohort who graduated offr9lfulfu who entered college 
from't>ther·campuses, the cohort iri".Fall/,1006 and re-enrolled in Fall 

g ~~uati~~~s.ee. s.to ~(, and the four-year universities 
36.\~~rcent for two,yel!l' allege reported a 67.3 percent rate. This 
stud~ts and 55.5_ :~~{.,;;t-for . compares to a 51.8 percent national 

Data for the 2008 GRS was \ / fa 
four- e,ar uni}'.e,, rsi students .. · · two-year college retention rate and 

generated by establishment of a \ .,.;,/ 
In additio ... _u,t_tftl\e number .. ··, •· a 76.5 percent four-year institution 

cohort (group of all first-time, full- ~ Y 
. d ) .. ~ti·R·t· those wno't' aduated, 78 are still retention rate for 2007. tune stu ents at eacu ms ,u 10n. \ 

T II / ·fi..-----..t t' "- d enrolled at a-year colleges and wo-year co ege JO or s en le . , \ It should be noted, as reported in 
11 . F II}" 004 d j 172 are sttl1'eruolled-at four-year M EE8 p 21 11 co ege m } an were _· universities~--V~· easure on age , not a 

tracked forthree years; four-y,e~ . ,,;<,' students intend to earn degrees or 
unive'r1\Y'~prts entered c9;1l'~ge . NDUS insti ']' ns also track the earn degrees within the time frames 

in Fall'2001 arui'were tro/~or~. at-wh'idt.c full-tt··.me freshm ... e·, n established by IPEDS. 

six years. ~~'-"- ~ 
Once a cohort has been ~stablished, " ·•· . · · · - ··. ~:7~;~~~hl1ii ~~iention ~;;;~ ;. . · ; \}:;ew:f ·, · 

~~frff:~2~~7 ': '"" ,_; :ff':; ,.::"'' ' 
death, can result removal,of a 

\ ,,.✓ ities 68.0% 70.1% 67.3% 

\
:::::::;~~~:bft~~:~ ~::art. !"t:~r~i~~irn~:~~¥;JI 
account students}"lho transfer, then . ' · "· · ./. · ··· 
~aduate from 9lher institutions; _2_·Y~•-•_r c_o_ll~•g~•-•-~------1 
trrese students'ar{ counted as non- . ,.N~U~!~_E~J:report_~~ c~-~P,~5.9.\~.d~~ti~~ ~(e... 35.1% t 

~~l~·~GRS. ~;!~~!!e;;f~t~~?zgtr:~fe~;!~;;'~iit~ii~~~ 6 ·•··i,i<l¥! ... 
In 203.8, §itus two-year colleges ' ,GITict~ij;; i{non"[O.~SP,_bsi~e~nl~~i~s)iiuiioni .. · .. ,• , '.) ": "1f : · 441 l 
reportea to IPEDS a 35 .. 1 percent . .' NOUS adjusted graduation rate 36.4 55.5 <j 
completion rate, and four-year :' 1:c;~1fY,1,a·ted. r'ate,. offiC_i.i!Lfa·t~ ~-Qt y_ef~u.~l_isheq. · , .. :_ /•. 1 < ·r 1.1. '_1 '.:_. • •. \, • , :'Ji:" ,' i 

• 

universities reported a 41.2 percent · -Nate·::ThiS'tabltl''doE!S flat incillld8 illformatiOri on.students suirenrOlled or studentS'·fr< .:, , 
,. i .. whO' ha·~e t'r'~n·sterred;hut:·n·O'tQ.~dLlated, frOITI Ot~et"iriS'fiiUtioOS,:'and_'.tBer_efoie is i,'ch1+:.·, 

rate. This compares to a 2008 .COmpifrab1e-t,f'adji1Steci gr'adUatlOri ·rate"S Published' i~ ea,rlier· yE!cirS: r · · ,, · ' ~ 
national two-year college rate ~- · · .. ·· · ,._. · ··' · · · _,' · · •., 

'. , -:P, .~,/,.:,,, <. •,~~~t'· . ~•1',>FL- ~-.-. .:,..i.,,~'.,,· -~ "";;,., .-iii,,~... ,,-- . :or,·~-

December 2008 Cornerstone 2: Education Excellence ) ·i11,j 
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• 

Performance on 
Nationally Recognized Exams 

Measure EE2 
(Legls 1.a.) 

Student performance on nationally 
recognized exams in their major fields 
compared to the national averages 

About This Measure 
NDUS institutions report 
student participation in 20 
national exams not required for 
entering a professional field. 

~

. -~~-. 

...... --/2,- " -~ '" -- ,.,~ -
teaching skills test for · . , TT· ; . . · · 

. . . , ,- . Praxis I Results' . ; 
which each state establishes ,. "• · . . , . 9_ 1 _07 througli 8.31.08 ' ' 
passing scores. Now called ;:)-t•·:, · ' 1 :"·./·,·:,,r;::.• •.tr~, ,-n~ }: 'f. 

PRAXIS I, this test was :; <\... _. :' # # Percentage 
offer~ NDUS ,.,' '\_ v~~•pants Passed Passing 

One of these exams, the uriivei.!;~;during the · · PPST Mathem/atii:s' 440 399 90.6 
National Council of Examiners a /. \. \ . --;<..:.. -,,.._ · PPST Wntin . 493 350 70.9 

for Engineering and Surveying 2~;;'fi!i:~ 1:;~1-N PPST Read'.n . ,. . . . . , 480 ... 376 , , 78,3 
(NCEES), includes several ' ~ ·~ . 7 /"----._ '-'·Th~•ljl repr~.sent prospe';)1ve NDU;'>Jea'7'et, . ··, 
subset exams, such as electrical 2008. To b adm1tt~d / ' ~e~u~lio_n students ~-.~.ki~g.to·~u~lify tor accep,t. ~nee . 

to a teachbr ducation : )~ teacher edu~~1~~ W~~f,~~~~: .. ,.· ~. :-.'. . ,. 
and civil engineering. NOUS ro ram 'J~-oftn'C>akota (P.,RAX_IS: .. The.Pr<;1~1s,_Se,ne:r.as~_ssr'!lents P.rovI~.e ·',,: J :, 

the national avera~ a ~tu?ent m w core ?;:.t~~chir,~_ li~f~si~g/~~;r:t_~fft'.8~,f~f~s:s\ )\..,. ·1")'.1:· . ,., 

engineering students exceeded P g 1,t ' ;;: , t~s~~·c:u~d other ~e~ice_srfti.<~t.states u~ as· P?rt of their., 

~~!!~ exa/7°1fuied in 17~· ·, ;~?itit~: ~a; , D;kota ·.•·.·.::J';:: . .:."i.: ..•.. ;;,·•· .... :':,!,::•;;,:c~.<i,7',·:,·~:l,:;:~~,--~~7•,•: 
{, an racllces O 

) Na~ipnal C;lie,'mi~try;, E~f1mihatJ,oii 1 / ' • 
Stude~t. fr,f?,m four NDUS . established ta;:_ge ,, : . .,. . ·.-, A'( 2007--08. •: :,; · ,, ,, .. ,,. · 
un1vers1hes tdcik one or mor.·e ·__:_tan_g!_?n-eacii of the ~1 

., .:>,:·:.,! 1 ;. , ,, '· 't :ti ·• • •. ., 1 , ,· ,, _ _.- . ~ r .' ,.Pass Rate,.. · .. ,. 
parts of the four,p'art ceE!l · ed three parts·or score a · ·• · ',;.. :: •.· • . 

:-,. ' ;( 1, ' 

Public accountant (CPJ\. exam. minimum total of 516 Newau ... ,.ment, national,,,,,,.., notyel ~ubhshed ~ 

The.s)'.slem average 3£;_53.9 points. ' =:: j 45

':.0,. · ~ i 
ten~3.\ below the regio~l ,Since PRAXIS I is an '; °" ,... ,C:,. '°" .. ,. ,oo-.. i 

erageof-5z\eercent. '\_ ~{ntranceexam,not ,.. ' ,. :.Averagil~0!'\'
0Pe~iitlle(· ... 

In general, ND~~ students m~t an exit exam, it is AH subtests 50% 

or exceed natio~J,\averages~n not an indication of OrganleChemistry 4B.6 % 

nationally reco~¼i2ed exams. individual teacher { Genef"alsectiCNl a,.o.,., 
I 

General• 

For Prl·vacy and ~"--fidentia11·1y d . Organic- O,uan1c Section 71.0% 1:~r e ucahon program ''!, Bk>chemlsl B1ochem1slry Section 53.0% 

Purposes, this r~p•tirl does not quality. Aggregated ' { 
~ / Thermodynamics Section 60.0% 

rhc.!_ude results,..from tests taken examination Dynamicssecuon 

Oy~wver thal}fi~e students. results from the six P")'•lcal• Quantum Section 

":-... /. University System ' 1' 0% 20% "°"' 60% so% 100% 

The Byr 1$raphs on these two teacher education ~IEJ~· ~""'•<e'"'ei:sa,""i§,:;;d;:;, ~;.rm;;;;:::!!■[jc.m~,,;;".,::: 

51.0% 

pageueflect the most recent 
data available. 

The Pre-Professional Skills Test 
(PPST) is a national three-part 

institutions are 
summarized in the 
table at right. 

' . ' - ". ' ~ 

. 1 .Results for. the 9ene~al cher,iistr}' ·exani are reported as a -: t 
, ':, · _pas$ ·rate-·pe_rcer,iage,_·.while ·B,1,1 Ot~er resultS r8po''rt· 8VJrag8 
·' i::_scOre_ percentiles. . ,'.' . . ,' ·. ;· . ' ' 

1
~ FirSfadITTirlis'.traiion cit a neW aSsesSmeht.· 

:;;,:';· i; ,,, }-;', 1, 
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• 
Phlebotomy Tech 

December 2008 

0 200 

o National ■ Campus 

{ 

BEC(6 

CPA AUD.IT (4) 

FARE(4) 

REG(4) 

400 

75.0% 

.0% 

94.0% 

88.0% 

75.5% 
65,0% 

77.1% 
70.0% 

82.0% 
81.0% 

84.0% 

76.0% 
·.__,,,. 75.7% 

78.1% 

100.0% 

100.0% 
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100% 
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• 
MLT/CLT 

Phlebotomy Tech 

( 

• ,, 

December 2008 

National data not available 

0 200 

a National ■ Campus 

ical Tharapy Assistant 

Veterinsy Technlcim 

0% 10% 20% 

400 

50% 80% 

Pas, Rate Percentage 

::J 69.0% 
67.0% 

64.3% 
78.6% 

70% 80% 90% 100% 
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• First-Time Licensure Pass Rates-~ 

• 

Measure EE3 
(Legls. 1.b.) 

First-time licensure 
pass rates compared to 
other states 

About This Measure 

~ Cornerstone 2: Education Excellence 

,,'l ., 

Middle School Science 

Music 

Pr1nc(plesJLeamlng and Teaching 

Social Studies 

Spanish 

0% 10% 20% 

. ,: ,, ,\ ,_.. 

summarizes the results of NDUS 
~RAXIS~sting. North Dakota 
sfiid~r_>~rfuw are required by the 
E}u~tion Standards and Practices 
~rd to pass PRAXIS II to obtain 
teacher licenses. Since passing 
scores vary by state, state pass rates 
cannot be compared directly to 
national pass rates . 

30% 40% 

75.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

85.9% 

93.1% 

100.0% 

62.5% 

54.5% 

81.8% 

66.7% 

75.0% 

85.7% 

91.3% 

81.0% 

50% 80% 70% 80% UO% 100% 

1·;, ., 

' 

,, : • " I ' • •• • , 

'If thE!'re are feWer than five eXaminE!eS;· the. results are·not reported. : ,' ' . 
. · ' . ·'•· '_' . .,_ .. ·~ .,. '-~:·.•. i_.,:.·-'k':\,',, ·,. .·,:- ·:. , 

PRAX_IS: The Pfaxis SerieS aSsesSments provide tests ·arid other se'rvices 'used by 
states aS Part of the if teachin9 "li6ensing_certifi_cati6n process. /, . ~- '• . 

. ' ' ... " . . . -- . 
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( 

• 

,. 

Anesthesia 

Athletic Training 
1 

Clin. Lab Sci-Med. Lab Tech. (2-yr program) 

Clin. labSc!-Med. Tech. 

Communication Science Disorders 

,39.1% 
40.0% 

National data not available , 
Cytotechrology 

Dental Hygiene 

Dietetics 

Family Nurse Practitioner 

Medicine-UNO USMU:'~,1~
2

·_....,_ / \ .. 
Medicine-UNO USMLE Step 2: Clinlcalt<noW~ 
. // \, ~· 

Medicine-UNO USMLE SteP.2: c1rnical~.. ' , 

Medicine-UN~SMLE Step a~ 
Nurslng-N-CLEX-PN 

90.0% 

79.6% 

83.0% 

99.0% 

91.0% 

92.3% 

93.0% 
96.5% 
5.0% 
98.0% 
98.0% 

100.0% 
97.0% 

98.0% 

86.5§°3,0% 

Nurslng-N-CLEX-RN 2 ,•,: ,; /L"~· •\:·-. e~_tt% 

,fu;>O:jf§?t0•'····2'.i'. · ''-• z .• ,, _..,, __ :_ :..i,_, ~rn::::::-.~_; ___ Jd7.0% 
96.4% 

:::z'.;1_. 
liaJ Therapy Assistant 

,\ Pharinacv2·3 · ·· ., .• !.:,_·· -· ·-
) ____.I • ....-~ 

PhysicalThe.-apy 

l 82.0% 

88.0% 
95.0% 

~.,~ 
Radiologi<;.Scien,c::es... 

95.0% 
97.0% 

90.8% 

, y ---..:: .. 
., ,FfesplratoryTherll)y.CRT 

( ResplmtocyThe,..,y.CSE 

,ResplratoryTher~y-\NRE 

79.2% 

72.0% 
92.0% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

a National Pass % Rate ■ Campus Pass % Rate 

' ' t" '·'·~· ,, ' y "' 

Sources of dat&::-BsC( o~U; Misu; NOSCS; tifosu: UNb a·nd \,VSc.--;.: ,, n 
,,, 

. - . 'l·l --.· ·';;: '. ::···11,~ ....... _:c:·:-i).''\ .•," . .' _ . _ ~. 
N?te:.Rates~:u7Jq!firstt}meexaminees. -~ -:i~\t• ~/ ,·>c!;-, : , . · , • ·. , ·-" >·· .. •._·,. ... ·. , .. 

, ~ NOUS students take this exam a,fter completing a two:-year program. The nat10nal average_ rate incfudes·students completing 
bOth two an·,ifto~t~Ye'clr Pi-ograms. Some.student$ nOt Passing this exam rn_ay ha'.Ve p'assed One·or two partfia't theihree'-part 

' ~xam. ./' /. ., . ··", ,,•,, i,-· ,::·< . ->~ ._< "\ i.... . . - ........ •i~J•.,··.·_.~. ~, . ... . . 

• 
2 Jhis· ~~~grani ~e~~~es, slot~ for stUdents from i.mdE!i-s~f\led Populations_. 

1
· · 

\Fo(P,eri<)d".Jan.1r2007:thr9ugh D.ec. 31, 2007. 
CS~:'CJinlcal Simulat[oh Exainin~ticih., ' · · •". •;: · ; · 
SRT:,J;:ertificatio{l __ Re_~pi(a.tory JE!~t-.'< '·. · ":1 ' 

(NfLEX: N.~!!Orl}~1,,9ou~R! Lic~ns~_re, 
j., PN: Practical Nurse.-,.,.·•:.~•. 
1 

RN:'.RE!giste'i-ed NUi-se_. ·~·· 7 

:·usMLE: Ul{ited states Medical LiGerisin9' E~aminat/Orl. · 
WRE: Writtell Resp·irafory_'EXarrlfnation.· _ / ' •.-·;_:.-. . ) . ". ' ,, 
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• Student-Reported Satisfaction 

Measure EE4 
(Legis 1.c.) 

Student-reported satisfaction with 
preparation in selected major, acquisition 
of specific skills, and technology 
knowledge and abilities 

About This Measure 
On the fourth Student Satisfaction is close to meeting students' 
Inventory administered in Spring expectations. A negative gap score 
2008, 3,264 students responded to o~~hows that an institution is 
questions "."king them to rate, on~. exceefffu~'i?"s · . tu~ents' expectations. 
a seven-pomt scale, services and N~\ 5 tud ~ h . . - ,10 s en .1e~onses t en 
qualities of the NOUS college or · \ d 1 <:-,.... d' 

. wer~-ilompare o~,i:r~pon ~mg 
university they attended based 1. '\! · / "-''· . na 10 a groups.~ cor examp1e,-, · 
on two criteria: "importance" and \ ·\ ~ / · 
"satisfaction." respol1lle,'l fr9,.,;:afudents enrpl~ 

• 

at NOU\f~riyear universfliE!s 
Higher scores represenffiiher were compfred to responses from 

levels of im. p·.·orti(h~~ 7•-~~. students a~dt,p.·e .. r public four-
satisfaction'. // ! year univer'lliti~omparison, 

• 

T h 1
/ / "II . performanc~ans'based on 

o s OWi' 10w we a campuJfs~ __ -.7· 
I
. / ·t"d. '}..

1 
, 1 1- . • th _N_OUS stud t responses are 

mee ~g.sru "'\ s expec a I·, ;; e~ ~ . 
t
. f ti' ~-, -/tr 1~..:.::..:.::!d.ower.fuan7.1the nationally reported sa 1s ac on ra ~g-was sut:5tiat: ed ~-~ -

f th 
. t · , /. ,/ performance gaps in all categories. 

rom e 1mpor an\.~~~~g to 
establish a "relative performance Students who attend four-year 
g~-:;,_A large peif~ance universities rated academic 
gap score,{ilF~_xample a sc~~f ,/,) advising as the most important, 
1.6, shows that'the institution•~/ followed by instructional 
not meeting sfucfunts' expecf:(tions, effectiveness, safety and security, 
whereas a zero 6f \mall gap ?c'ore registration effectiveness, 
of .50 indicates tiia! an institution recruihnent and financial aid, and 

[~~ Cornerstone 2: Education Excellence 

campus climate. Students who 
. !tend ~ear colleges agreed 

h)i~&fc'tio_n~l effectiveness and 
ac 1d~Z:-;dv1Smg are the most 
ie)portant categories. Registration 
effectiveness, concern for the 
individual, student centeredness 
and recruihnent and financial aid 
followed in importance at the two
year colleges. 

NOUS online learners' satisfaction 
level is higher than the national 
average on all five measures. Nine 
hundred thirteen online learners 
responded to the Priorities Survey 
for Online Learners in Spring 2008. 
This is the second time this survey 
was administered. Online learners 
again rated enrollment services 
as the most important, followed 
by instruction and institutional 
perception. 

December 2008 



• 
Category 

NOUS 
Importance 

NOUS 
Satisfaction 

-,l Two-Year and Four-Year Online Learners 

Enrollment ServiceS
1 

. . . I .. . 
, J~,~t~~ti9~-~L?;,ri:,~;_i ... . 

Institutional Perteption 
I .. ···:,,:. / 
, · ,Academic Services 

~- v; / ... 
StudeajlServices 

6.38 
' 6.33 

6.30 

6.28 

6.27 

5.89 0.49 
11:"'".:S'" --

)1:t1.?- - ,.,;;,, --.J·.~t-. 
5.87 0.43 

· ':-'°s.ii9 • :- ·, . ·, o.59. 
,). '1. ,,, 

5.72 0.55 
•' /' '> /, •' C ' •.: , •~•• 

Qu_estions ar~ rated on a 1 tO 7 scale '" , . ,. .. ; , 
sOme questjons Ori th'e ~fs·1 iOvento-ry,ContribU_te t~'. more.. ttia~ ''One ~te9bry._ 

'1 '
1 lll1portance ratihg 1

mintis satisfa'ctiOn raiirlQ.\; ',,, ·i -'. \< ' l r; 

• . · 'lmporta:ce d:ta :r.• no: colleci~d for~• :eisponsi~•:-,:: t.: ~iverse PopulaJions" questions 

December 2008 

5.96 5.34 

.· .. ::,.~,~~.~-~~L11~,_:~L::.,_p2.2!;,~;.,:~.~,L/E:g~~·-~ ! 

5.95 5.27 0.68 

5.92 0.56 
.. 

... \::;,\~:?~ "".: ·.L.:: , 0.67 

5.73 0.72 
... 

5.66 • 0,66 
-~ =· --'·· 

6.31 5.63 0.68 

' ... 
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• 

Levels of Satisfaction and 
Reasons for Non-Completion 

Measure EE7 
(SBHE-2) 

Non-completers satisfaction - levels 
of satisfaction and reasons for non
completion as reflected in a survey of 
Individuals who have not completed 
their program or degree 

About This Measure 

2005 Nal'I Public 
Postsecondary 

Institutions Percentage J 

2005 All Nal'I 
Postsecondary 

Institutions Percentage ' 

.,c .,, .. ;,, .. ,,,.,,,,;:, : ... """"···"'·'· ::_:::: .... t' .:ci,1,~ ii1 
13.8 14.7 : 

"·u,2 
10,5 

8.0 
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• Alumni-Reported Satisfaction 

Measure EES 
(Legls 1.c.) 

Alumni-reported satisfaction with 
preparation In selected major, 
acquisition of specific skills, and 
technology knowledge and abilities 

About This Measure 

1'8' j Cornerstone 2: Education Excellence 

j ·~. 

Excellent .... -, -
Gcicid 
-~"'····•·1-i••" .. , ·; 

Poor 

No response 

' 
1,1,,, 

49.8 44.4 ,. -- . ,' 
. . 37.5 _42.1 t• 

. f:,-, .. -1 .... _,_,, .;.. '· t 6.5 9.0 
' . - ,r:'' 

1.2 0.6 • f1 ,,,-.·. - -· r 
\ 5.5 3.3 -~ 

' ,! 

1:1,, t 
December 2008 



• 
Employer-Reported Satisfaction 
with Recent Graduates 

( 

Measure EEG 
(Legls 1.d.) 

Employer-reported 
satisfaction with preparation 
of recently hired graduates 

About This Measure 
Because no national employer 
satisfaction surveys were 
available, in 2004 the North 

• 

Dakota University System (NOUS) 
initiated development of a survey 
in partnership with a vendor and 
institutions in other states. The 
third employer satisfaction surv 
was sent to 5,669 employers of 
2005--06 and 2006--07 NOUS college 
and university graduates in the 
summer of 2008. Res 
received from 1, 
The next . 
adminis 
2010. 

Abou 
were complet 
60 percent of the 
daily contact with t uates 

·• ,,Iran~~1l's'cent of the ,, ates had 

: •f' been e'\n'p~~ •. by the co y .. fo 
· one or two~~-

Employers we~iasked tor · d 
. to several questfo'bs about Ii 

•:• important a par~~lar skill was to 
' · the_m and then t. oW~te their level of 

· alt

0

s.· .fact10n ·w. ~,1:J;fe employee on 
,:it sk_ill. Sev~ illtiuestions ~ere 

ey_~d m ea\:h•· f'four categones 
- "·' · 'nd understanding; 
qua/it erally expected; general 
skill specific skills. All questions 
were rated on a scale of 1 to 5 with 
5 being "extremely important" or 
"extremely satisfied" and 1 being 
"not at all important" or "not at 

December 2008 

,::~('. 

!>:1i: '.· >i?'A·'t' _;;,;;i / ·J ,;,,,., 
e skills ·and kriowle 

{ \~:~:~r;~;~'.:1~;;;!~}~:;·;:~t }ti~i;. 

all satisfactory." For exampl 
employers gave knowledge and 
understanding in employee's field of 
stu a "very important" rating and 

use of technology specific to the 
job and organizing information 
for prese ion. In specific skills, 

pl ated the ability to 
,J!iil!J. were "very satisfied" with , the ability to translate 

into practice and mentoring 1'1' owledge in their 

' irections 
mployers 
university 

aching colleagues as being 
"somewhat important" and were 
"somewhat satisfied." 

expectations 
mg each of 

On average, NOUS graduates 
received a "very" satisfied rating 
from their employers. This average 
is slightly higher than those 
reported by other states. Employers 
said they would be "very" likely to 
hire other graduates of that college 
or university. 

ery 
l ting. 

he most important 
eneral skills to 
mployers were 
eamwork, listening 

to others, verbal 
communication and 
customer service. 

Employers were 
"very satisfied" with 
the general skills in 
teamwork, reading, 
listening to others, 
basic computer skills 
and customer service; 
they were "somewhat 
satisfied" with critical 
thinking, written 
communication, 

Overall; how SATISFIED arey'ou thatthis 
' 1"·, .. _,.,., '. >" <>'.·Ai ":' 'I ">'.'lih" .,.,,·v, .. \,·""''" '/,f,,' 

\~rnp!p~~.e ~§rn~~S,\fj!.\~~ \°'~ ~".~iii~~. . 
:!"QuJd exf)<lctfrqrntcolleg~; gr~du~t~Jc.; • . 
Overall, how SATISFIED are you with this 
employee's general skills as they relate to 
th~ requirements of the job? 

. ovelallii\o"' s11 f1s{iEo •i•V;;,;c;;.,ff11 fh1s .. 
employee's specialized skills as tney relate 

/,1,,',J, ,, ,1 ,, ,,' ,., "! '.\_1'!'1,•' .•,,•!'•/"''',,,, 
tgJhe, ~qyi~ment~ 0IJ~~job,,fi'i, :.i:;;,[ h s ~.~1.,•.a.~;u. 
Based on your experience with this 
employee, how LIKELY are you to hire other 
graduates of this school? 

Cornerstone 2: Education Excellence b;j;,~t 



Measure EE8 
(SBHE-3) 

Student goals - levels and 
trends in the number of students 
achieving goals - institution 
meeting the defined needs/goals 
as expressed by students 

About This Measure 

The Student Satisfaction Inventory The:;8·:~~;•~r:;:·:~~n :at~·~:~:~· an4~;.~•perc::;::~~~:;ear 

(SSI) was o~fered to all North Su;:~e; (GRS)_ reports graduation · •u~ive2~_;J;(~dents completed 

Dakota Umvers1ty System colleg~ltes.·s.Tu·.•. y,trackmg a.cohort or group i:"tre,>0ithm six years. In 
and university students in the o~ 11lfh!st4)ne,Jull-tirne freshmen. adfljtion, the institutions reported 
spring of 2008. It will be offered : TH\'~RS follo'\1/~o.:.i::ear college {o,fPEDS that 249 students in the 
again in the spring of 2010. stu<l'lfts for three~ x,,ea. s,~~ring;. NDUS four-year university cohort 
In the spring of 2008, a total of collefe~ 2004) af\U our-year'). transferred to other institutions, 

( 5,561 students identified their colle~ftuden~ or six years/ and 71 students in the two-

• 

. (entering):o~ege in 2001). year cohort transferred to other 
educational goals. Surve.y. results ~ ;..--- --.;__ institutions. 
showed that mosy~dents,~JJ~ Based on · ~US adjusted 

attend two-y%1.ftstitutions d"L' o graduation ates g;pm all 
either to e;-rn•Jfsociate degreef institutions, ,0,~~lcent of 
(62.9 percent~r to transfe; l NDUS two-yea1>college students 
(17.3 ~cent{' ~en askecyt"}-·;-co~d-?e{rees within three 
they expected't11r~arn associaf'~ 

said "yes."Moststti entswho ~ i 1
' , , ,,U1 

'" ,, • , 

degrees in three l}~&s4{ercent . _ . • ... . • , . _ .. , :·•::c;•·c: ,;· 

'f '- i" . ' " . NDUS Student Educational G'oiils ~:~;:::t!;s ~t~V/~~-~""'•._;~'-"' ~·""'-"'--'"---'-'----'r-~·~-~•-c:.;o~~-'----·"' •c:·..;..~-•'-'~-006~~---~--'---2o~oa'--'--~ 

h perceitt!~hen a~ke: ~¼1-E,;:de,Uc,C,,:alc,iO:,;O"al=o,,al'-------f~"fC:ii"·~,,r"'1·__,:-"ch,,,y~"~"'; ,,ri2'1.='
2
J"~o=~t":T,..· -·"'~"'-~"~~"';+··;,~•.,:;CC:t',t"rrc-;:___,,,.~:;:r:,c~,c;cn 

t eyexpecte ~~mac e~~s ll
10 

Associatedegree ~~q.§!~·: 2.2%f{~¥,.;?!ii 1.5%jt~r~~~ 2.7% 
degreesdin six ye\'1''1· 85 perc nt : Vo-Tech 'l~.9.'a!'. {-"'i"7}~i l'f.?:_~o/.:; 
respon ed "yes.'J1.lrcause Transfer /:~t\7~ ·:K~J?,7~,i 
the SSI is anon)"1lous, the Bachelors degree · ,,i k<• 56.3% ,;;;p,1c,:yif,, 

.. ~DUS cannot~,~ students to ¥ . ~~:i:~:~~;,~fessional degree llt~~;i~i ~~:;;. ~illw~~~[:0 

de~rnine if)h'.;l'" goals have Certification •::,4.2,;,, 0.4% 1:;iii;i4% 
b 'n ~ are·b~ing met. Degree- Self-improvemenVpleasure -"0.1%0 0.5% . 't0.7%1 
see~ing·sh.tcfents do not include · ! · · ; "i · ·• ... · ' 

~ / Job•related training ~ .,:;2.:9Xo~ 0.3% !i_{),g)~f 
thosl~o responded that their Other educational goals :,,1q.9o/~ 1.3% ¼ii5,9o/, 
educational goals were "self- ', ·:,.. ::,t, _ _,,,., '•"'""''"-'': ;, · 

( improvement/pleasure," "job-
\ - related training" or "other." 

61.6% 
19.0% 
15.5%;: ;>;J 
0.4% .;'~~A:2%~ 

66.6% 
16.4% 
11.7% 
0.4% 

0.3% 
0.2% 
1.3% 
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• 
Roundtable Cornerstone 3 

A University System 
environment that is responsive 
to the prioritized needs of its 
clients and serves as a model 
of a flexible, empowering, 
competitive, entrepreneurial and 
rewarding organization for a new 
economy in a rural state 



• Responsiveness to Clients 

About This Measure 
The statewide Task Force on In FY 2008, the 1,345 companies 

1 
\ levels have been consistently high 

Improving Workforce Training that contracted for training througli
1 

· throug1;)P~is seven-year period. 
and the Round table on Higher the'workforce training system '-- / 1

/., 

Education both recommended dreport -:-.-n,average satisfaction -i~e yorkforce training is a 
(\' \ -.,.;;,__ pntractual arrangement between 

several accountability measures . level of 99. cent_!n regard to tnfemployer and the training 

related '.o the workforce t~ainin~ ; · rei~:'nsivenes~to .'~hlin .. ~~qu·e. s.ts. provider, only employers can 
system m North Dakota, mcludmg FY 2 · ~ h 1 -~-~t·~ · f · I ls · h was t ( year da · • 11 report on sails action eve wit 
measurement of the system's \ . <'' Y 11 t~~:• . . on resP,ons1ve ess was co ec t:u. responsiveness. As a result, no 

responsiveness to clients. . ... ·. :d;::\\~li::,;a~:~:~~~•~·, .·. emplo~ee-level data is available. 

Workf<>rce Traimn9S![lt!sf~ctio11.l,!'!.liels, • ,, 

December 2008 

• .;.!').•
1
1'i.• .j<'''' ,·

1 
.. •.-• •u\.\~W'],'.'\.·1'?:f.•'".)',"-- .. • •. /'"J_···,·''·.·l.•1.J;1;.·' ''•' .. " ./'·,-·• '.;·,,'\ 'f-1 With .fl~.s1?·0')~,~~"'.l~~~-i-:· :: ;"i~;-:)/ ,.;,f\ ·';·, ·.}-: 

.:, FY ~0(!2,tt9l!_~~ FY,2008 ;,\~~-"·. . . 

' 
100% 

1•. •'I" 

•·/Ji 80% 

6% 
I· '> / 
i (/40% 
' . 

20% 

0% 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

~ 
!Ii 
I 
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Measure FRS2 
{Leg is. 1 .e.) 

Biennial report on employee 
satisfaction relating to the University 
System and local institutions 

About This Measure 

About 1,600 NOUS employees on their campus, the majority ,. small gap means that employee 

· p·e .. eta. ·t{Ni({_ru/ are close to being met. responded to the fourth of respondents said quality 
National Campus Quality ,l!-~gq,~f' (52 percent) or 
Survey administered to all "~xceileftt..'.'.325.,~cent). The 
system employees in 2008. remli.ining 23percent~id their 

. 80 percent of all respondents ov~rill impressi➔~1:lv~age" 
rated their overall job satisfaction (18 ~~~nt), "belo'Jf,~verag " , 
as "satisfied" (51 percent) or (4 per'l,e t) 01;,{'1iiaaequate" , 

• 

"very satisfied" (29 percent). (1 perci!l_'l,1)/;~. / ' 
The remaining 20~cent:rated \ 
th · 11 . b . f'="""""'~ In the same urvey, system err overa 100..satiS action . 1 ~ \ d d o 
,, I" (lO / / . ) ,, ·"'.. emp oyees respon e to 5 neutra o/percent , some ,.at . ~ , ,'.':.l . 
d . . fi d'_i( ,v ) d,, ~-~ questions a!Jol.l-,!,-~. 1t perceptions of 

ISsahs e . 8 percent an Lit "h . . t'' d "h . h Id 
t. f'~~ 1.,~, (2 ) }'., OW It IS no '/' ow II s OU sa IS 1e . a a percent . _ ,. . 

. · ,: be." The ;W lions were organized 
Participants in~ ded 46'\)a5ulty-~q),a1ity management 
members, 522 sup.~i;y;(af(, 513 categones. Employee responses 
administrative prof~icfuals and were compiled and are reflected in 
ti ~partment chairs. 'tG/)~een the table on the next page. 
responae;;i,,._µid not designa?)Ye an '- , A performance gap is calculated 
employmen~ategory). \ for each question by subtracting 
When asked to ate their ; the "how it is now" score from 

=" ,mp~"'9' ,~"'Y Ce "how H sOoo>d 1"'" =re· A 

~J Cornerstone 3: Flexible and Responsive System 

-~/: 
Thji•',Wil NOUS performance gaps 
a&!;(v..er than the national gaps for 
i1(institutions in all eight quality 
improvement categories. 

Employees also responded to 10 
survey questions customized for 
the University System. National 
comparisons are not available for 
the NOUS customized questions. 
This portion of the survey was not 
administered in 2006. The smallest 
gap was in regard to the University 
System's commitment to providing 
quality service. As in 2002 and 
2004, the largest gap concerned 
employee involvement in planning 
for the future. 

December 2008 
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• 

□ A University System which is 
proactively accessible to all areas of 
North Dakota and seeks students and 
customers from outside the state. It 
provides students, business, industry, 
communities and citizens with access 
to educational programs, workforce 
training opportunities, and technology 
access and transfer - and does so with 
the same performance characteristics 
as described in the "Flexible and 
Responsive" cornerstone. 



•• 

Measure AS1 
(Legls. 3.a.) 

Number and proportion 
of enrollments in courses 
offered by non-traditional 
methods 

About This Measure 

A-synch 
Internet 

8,952(67% 

12,409 
(unduplicated) 

Unduplicated Distance 
Face-to-face Off-campus Correspondence E-leamlng Education Total 

'' all 2004 
. Fall'2005. 

• ,. ,J" '-.:/ -;,~,. 

Fall'2006 

2,557 571 5,800 8,505 

._;/\;{:·· ;· __ · ii;$~~:·~ifiI! .".2:~~~:i/.:::~r·,:. t'.~i::'il~~½i~t.c:~ :··,• ·:i~itr~•,_:;z:~4_[~r, ·: -~t;t¥i{'1~:?:~~JQ:t?4 
555 11,060 13,200 

, .,_; ·r~",'·- ' 
Fall 2007• k · .......... ., . 

Fall 2008 

· :~ -t~·et'.7:t':r:i·--::)~--:~\/::-:Jf 587;1:~1:~~ ~:·. t :f": ·'.'t-,tt;r1.{99~r 
346 14,140 15,983 

Sollice:' .. Fall Enrollnlent Repoits.2004 thrdugh ·2oos·'. · 
' . . . 
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Tuition and Fees Compared 
• to the Regional Average 

• 

Measure AS2 
(Legls. 4.a.) 

Tuition and fees on a per
student basis compared 
to the regional average 

About This Measure 

32 / Cornerstone 4: Accessible System 

'',l -,, J' 

( 

• ' ,. < 

~··•h,:\l<¾n-,•~,,, .f<!-,7'1"'~1', 

( 
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Tuition and Fees Compared 
to Household Income 

Measure AS3 
(Legls 4.b.) 

Tuition and fees as a 
percentage of median North 
Dakota household income 

About This Measure 

,0% 

·-•~-Y: . "" 
•\ 4% 

•ND 10.4% 10.4% 

■ Regional 8.8% 9.1% 0.7% 10.2% 

o National 10.5% 11.0% 11.2% 

December 2008 

'"" 

2% 

11.4% •ND 
10.3% 

■ Regional 5.6% 
11.5% 

fl. Nallcnal 06% 
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• Enrollment Numbers and Trends ,,· 
1/"(. -----------------------.1 

Measure AS4 ·::.A..· -~ ·· -,-~ · . 
(SBHE-S) , How·many student~.d~es the NOUS~ , 

".'I.'• ✓¾~• . ·, t. . 
Student enrollment information, Including: (a)total ~· .s,,,v~?_'{_ 'i , . .' . ',,,: ..' 1

, ,. ·•, •• 

number and trends in full-time, part-time, degree-seeking ;fhe. Fall 2qos NDU~ parl•!)me a_n~/ul,I; · 
and non-degree-seeking students being served and (b) , ,t,me degree credit headcount enro ment / / 

• . • " 1 of43,442wash1gherthantheFall200, Yi', 
the nu!11ber and trends of lnd1vidu~ls, o~g_a_nizat1ons, an~;l , \e~rollrii"ent. (fall 2008·Enrollf/1";,1 Report):, , :" 
agencies served through non-credit act1v1t1es i .:.c ,,·,; .'-; "''·· ·.·. · • .. .I;• <" · .. • · ::, ., . 1 • ·• 

.. ·~····"-.:,) ' 
1?+ 

The Fall 2008 enrollment of full- degree credit enrollments and ' activities. Non-credit services, 
time and part-time degree-seeking 17,972 unduplicated non-credit includinMorkforce training, 
students was higher than Fall 2007.~· ·il'.:i)J~ts: When credit, non- ~~".1ded t~ 1,607 businesses, 
In Fall 2008, there were 647 more dti@lie-credi~ non-credit ow.zahons, high schools and 
part-time enrollments and 968 mor/ /4'nr61Jme~re added together ~encies. In addition, through its 
full-time enrollments. (/ an\ilfduplicat-;a;-t~epCJrts . Rur_al Methamphetamu:ie E~ucation 

C d ·t d d' d show'ih_ at, system/4i{i1'1fe:ih~. Project, Mrnot State Umvers1ty re I non- egree ere 1t an \.: \ { ,. · >,, ·' 
' d·t 

11 
d NDUS served 6 · 1 1 individu ·· made presentations to more than 

non-ere 1 enro rnent are reporte \ '- -✓~ "J / . . . 

• 

on an arrnual basis. The 2007_2008 student~. •~hIB, 7,is a conserva~ 13,237 pubhc officials, teachers, 

NDUS A n I E ll ~R number ~~--a only on students business leaders and parents and 
n ua nro menr.-. llpQ/:t h h , . 'd 'f' 08 · w kf · · 

includes Summef2()~0tll' ~ o av~ · .. equate I enh ,cation 2 . a_genc1es. or orce trarnrng 

and Sprin .. gi·.· 2068(~';:;,:~;'l .... o.'ws informahonc~:•·,.... acti~1hes are reported rn greater 
· ,'l,~/ d 1· d , .. JI In 2008 \.v 19 000 detail rn Measure ED3 on Page 5. a system;rrl1 e un up 1cate tQfa , mor~1.:1,1 , 

of 43,587 ~ Jlments in de~viduals €'e~e served by NDUS 

credi1,(,z;323 u~'\Z_a· '.~~-o ...... ~... ·.·.·_, ..... _:.~ .... -~. tio.' •.·.thr ... o~~ .... _: .. n_·_· o. --~-c.r:. d. it·.·. .. .,... .... ·· .. _ ....... , .. •.· ,· .. ·· .. 
' r~~-,r~c'~'"J'"_;~~:~· ~f ~~n::a~;ifij~J~~~I~ i~t~f~~~klrig 'tq~~~tlcf" J 

L" . •.'/J ' ., '• .,•,.' .· '[ 
L, .'·.· > ..... ,:;/ ,,l·. ,, 
i'.' , .. ,; " 100¾ f7,;,i-9~t:z:~r'rnf-t-';-T7'""l"'Ti•!I,,"./, .... ~ .. , l r:· ;•:,-·. ·<.)I_.:·.;y~~:·1:-.··: 0 ._ i} 
I' v so%· · 

About This Measure 

42,237 . 41,827 "' ,; 43,442; : 
,, 2006 ., 2007 2008 

, fr; 'J, "'/ 1 ·' '1 

.,. 
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Measure ASS 
(SBHE--6) 

Student participation - levels and 
trends in rates of participation of (a) 
recent high school graduates and non
traditional students, and (b) Individuals 
pursuing graduate degrees 

~~~~~ 2::i:e:::u::hmen projects fue number of publ~(:ncrea~ed availa;ilit;·an::;e~s"' 

enrollment of 7,642 is higher than school graduates in North Dakota ~I'( grad~~rograms is benefiting 
fue Fall 2007 enrollment of 7,074. It '?,'.ill"de~rease by 30.6 percent SW?Sn~who want to pursue 
is important to note, however, that /Bi!fwee~OOl_:-02 and 2017-18. gi!rdtiate degrees. Enrollment of 
this is the first increase in beginrun~g Tii \ ~ 1:::"--.h· ~ . . sfud~nts pursuing graduate or first 

, er~was a s ,g • ecrease m v> . 
freshmen since 2004. '\•· d't' 1 tud. l"••~·( 5 professional degrees has mcreased 

non,, a 1 10na s e_Jhl a ~ . . 
According to a 2003 Western and dlder) particihaflon ~ ·al> .. 

22
·
1 

pe;~n\,~c!: ~~;
9
five d 

Interstate Commission on Higher 2008 (10Y'i'83),Vpared to Fa)li · years. Jal d . ' 'd 
stu 

dents 
Education (WICHE) report titled 2007(11',3ll9).,rQ~~traditiorial wert e~ro ~ m gra ua: ;'1

11 2008 Knocking at the Col/egf'Dooft?'.thi.s enrollme~~how a 3.4 percent pr~ essw;a prograu;:, a 
11 

. ' tr:~~.~·:.·n17'. ,:·= 0 ~;'••ye:: ;>; :~"t~'.:::::: .•om •=: 
. ',' .. · ortf1,Dakota High Scticiol Gradu'ate:4:·;.;,. ,I' ,,NOUS Beginning Freshnieii''l · 

;1 if· ." ··; •,.':,,;:,:·' ., .'·' ,, "'">- j.' ; ·, .' ··; 1tst..." '. ":it'-~- '" , ·. :-1,:,1 ::?{ t) :it· ::·\·:L :; '1;f.]-1 '" Jt_:,' ;· ·, j,, --:.", .. ,,/;'.iGl\,,,1;,·t ;Y;'..,:.' !' ,;: " , .. ' 'l!,;,,5\·;.' 'f: 

10,000 ,...,,¼,rr;,f-;;~-:c-=:--::-::--:"==-J.., ' 10,000 ~------------. 

8,000 
.,,--:-:,,-..:....,.1 6,000 

8,000 

6,000 

4,000 

2,000 

• 
( 

,o~ 
2,00{ 

4 
5· , -·•· 

,2006 
2007,, • 
2008 

2007 2008 
l • . 
-( ; c " l ~J ' 

Participation Rates of· • 
! . . >. ,, - .' 

~on-Traditional Students• 
otal NOUS # Students Age 

~nfollments 25 and Older Participation Rate 

42,503 10.425 24% 
_42,082 :. .10,73Q ' 2_6o/; 
42,237 10,704 25% 
41,827,"' ; . ';11,389 27% 
43,442 10,783 25% 

0 

Total NOUS NOUS Graduate/ Participation 
Enrollments Prof. Students Rate 

2004 42,503 4,229 10% ,, 
,2Q05_ ·,,· 042 082•,; ,. /<!:_;, · 4,~31. JQ.o/o ,, __ , - -~-
2006 42,237 4,477 11% 

>.'i\.'. •2001.;., , ,j1,827 .• '74.~65 ' :._)2o/~: 
2008 43,442 5,166 12% 

1 lnclud~s all tres_h7'en ~ntering_'_C~!_\~9~ t,~r_ the fitsi_ ~-i~e, ·~:Ji~rd!:~-5-~1 ~f re_~i,?~~_cy_ ~L~-!9~. ~chooJ,gradUat(o·n•.~-~_te:_.1 , _ , 
2 Includes both resident and non-resident enrollments,, ,.,-, ., ' •· · ., "•, <> '·, ", . ·:: ,. .. · ·)1 ,~u t> -". t,. ,'.\,:, l , !,I .. ,,,_ .·.·:ct' .. i , ' ¾ 

" .:__ ... w ... , ""'"' ,y' 
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• Roundtable Cornerstone 5 

' \ ~~!J.9ing 
an.a Rewards 

CY 

A system of funding, resource 
allocation, and rewards that 
assures quality and is linked 
to the expressed high-priority 
needs and expectations of the 
University System - assures 
achievement of the expectations 
envisioned 

.i.,r "' 

. a/ 



Net Assets Available for Debt Servic,,~~ 
• Compared to Long-Term Debt A~ ~ 

Measure FR1 
(Legls 5.c.) 
Ratio measuring the amount of 
expendable net assets as compared to 
the amount of long-term debt 

~~~~ ~o'.',::~::abrno A ra,o or,,, ~:=<• mn;m,:: ~": ra,o IB >dan , ,, "• , 
of net assets to cover debts should that net assets available for debt ~~~~y unlikl,ly that a condition 
the NOUS need to immediately service are sufficient to satisfy ~';;i;i.&o6rMtance would trigger 
settle its obligations. Net assets .fi~J2t'obijgat,i~ in the event_all .~ediate payment of all 
available for debt service are thos~~~ts

1

woul'd'l62bl'II. e immediately Islanding debt. The North 
that can be quickl_y accesse_d and_V pay\tle. . :.:::~, , , , Dakota University System 
spent. Net assets mvested m capital For r:t\oos, th 11/D~~tio historically has had sufficient 
assets, less the related debt, are the f 

6
.
1
\ \ fr ~

8
(-
1 

. FY 
20

,,/ · resources to cover its annual debt 
largest component of net assets for ~~ d~cW,;i:,&ia~i~:ince ':,:': 004 service payments and anticipates 
the NOUS, but are exclu. <led from . d l;,:_~. 

3 
.11. the same in the future as revenue 

. . / . ,_ ......,_ IS ue to )!i:K:S4. mi 10n net 
thtS calculal!on be-~ause'they.ca"re. . . •~"\ 1 d bt ·th sources, which will create the 

. ,,t '/.. ,- J mcrease m ong- erm e w1 
not quickly convertible to cash., ·1:1·:\ . r\ f nl future revenue streams to cover the 

~

. / t . a correspon · tt)g)!1Ka· ease o o y 
Restricted els also are exclucl d $

33 9 
.11 . ,., ""'• ts .1 bl new additional debt, are already in 

. ·. 7 . t.:~I . mi 10n 'in ne asse ava1 a e 
from cal~lal!on because tney f d bt /.. /Alth h th place. 

/'-~ •f or e ser'{!j:e. oug e 
cannot:..b a e . ed for debt ,e~~e,· L. . , ... , ,, 

l}r. "-::""_'.:,7•\.--,-·•~~,_. :, _-, ·,.,;: .. ~~\;! ._-: ;;· :.;:_.-,::,::,r:1_"-I•~;_•,~: '•-~••. ·;•~::~_,.·,•._::;;_:_~-::::::?~/-;-~:-::\-:.,:· ,; •r,'•\-
1' I ·•

1,·/ 'Rat_iq_1~f•~et A'si.ets A'\iailAlllt;!_for,DelltService,.!9~~r11*,T~jrj,'9;ebt,\2?· ·:f:.J:" 
~· , , ,.fY 2004~to~.9~ fX 2oe~., ;1.:: N~n:;;i:i~~~:~]i; i.::

5
:~::~' ' . 

V ; I ::: tt-...,.~~:::::::~.,,--=r::r---:.:r-~..-.1 $149,323,700 

I 0.6 t----';i"'l~-=~::;t~=-----------J 
0.4 +---+--t-------------j 
02 +----+--+--------------< 

FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 

Expendable debt service 12 444 896 

Notes, bonds leases and special 
assessments payable 

$161,768,596 

$252,011,936 

$161,768,596 
$252,011,936 = 0.6:1 

l 1'~ieu~Jy r,P~~ rat10~/o~ fY 2~0~ ~;,;~ b:en r:~tated, ~; •,' : 2 l~clu~es relat~d ~ent1t~e~,, ~~ch' as the ~DSU ~~tension ,'. -
,, per,a state,aud1tor s suggestion, to include only expendable Service, Research Centers and the UNO Medical School, 
; ·. debtis_~(':'ibe in t~e _eXpe_nd~ble net assets total;aS _opPqsed ~as Well 8s ttie Con·neciNb debt included hi.the NOUS office 
, to'4Jlir~Stficted'·expeh~able net-~_ssets.-, >: i' .,_-;,;'.!,:: · · ·, ,,?_fi~-~ri_cia\s. , "_, i> .•. 'L . , '.\<i: 

1 
,· 

-~ Data Source: FY 2008 NOUS aUdited financial statements. 
' ~ . 1• • ' 

■ 
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State General Fund Appropriations 
and Total Fund Revenues 

Measure FR2 
(Legls 4.c.) 

Cost per student in terms of 
general fund appropriations and 
total University System funding 

'"rn ,: :":,::o~ic ree="'' we, add~ '" ili• -" 

About This Measure 
This measure analyzes whether the 
North Dakota University System's to this calculation, FY 2008 per- <,,_quatio'}f'.ln1FY 2008, the $6,172 
annual state general fund and total s\udent funcling totaled $16,334. 'general'¾nd contribution equaled 
fund revenues are increasing or ~,,,,('"--.;_ ---:----, '-t" 2 h t t 27:-0~rle'nt of the per-student cost, . uslllg CakUla 10n , t e s a e /{;'Xi 
decreasing when calculated on a \ \ 

1 
fu ct""- ';$;'b ti d"d and the unrestricted and restricted . genera nct cbn u on 1 ....,,, d 

per-student basis. The measure ' not\!\ange; howev r,,:;i~~d total of $16,404 provi ed 73 percent 
also shows whether the state is •:-. -/ /f th''t ta 2 of per-student funding for. a total of . . a sm er percenta£?;:e o e o 
contributing a larger or smaller fin · l!, . t / •15r t / 'ct $22,576. . anc p1C}µ;7~ ecause res,.u11gt 
proportionofthetotalcostover P' -"·• v;,l(:;',"'-•-·r·--U-.--- ·- - ' -- ... ,----- .. ~:~!~:~:~:~;a:~~::~~ed ;_ 1sta.tli ~er~ra_ .. __ i_Fund. __ A_."P_,P. __ rbpri~t·i.~ni,l!rld To_··t_~_-Y,i;:uhd .. ;, "'~--\ 
. . /:/ . .\ \ i, Bel(enµes_p4i!r F:\JllsJ1me.Equ1valent(fT~) ~~1Jden~, '•/ 
intheaud1ted,t1nnua!financrnL., , .... _,,_.,, •'\_._,,, .·%·,,,.~-- .,,,_,·· '''·FY·2008 _,_,.1 __ ·_. ,.,•_,·,,_ ._,, • . · /, / l ji,•« /,'".,A''.i, • \", ,.,., 'J '1' / ' ' · ,.,, ,, I'',,, ''"'''l' '.' ··1.g;.,, ; 
statements,,,.venues are us2d·as t_'_, · ::·,· '··. . ' '••! ,., , ,,,:, ;,i ,:,',", ... ; ·' , .. ,, .. ,,, •.: · · ;] 

the basisfot,this measure. , LJ Calculation 1-, Revenues' % Per FTE' ,, 

( A·"\_ . · · · · -Unrestricted' $370 256 62% $10,162 
The rneasure'is presented_; l two- ._-c-,, ./ ' 

C 
1 1 

ti'''·'\ . Jtfd, r ", ·state,general lund appropriations 224,866 38% 6,172 
ways. a cu a o11;,_ "Z'.5 /.es , . T t t $595,122 100% $16,334 
unrestricted revenil~r,l:!a state ! ' 

0 
a 

general~fund approp 'j;_tibns. i'' Calculation 2 
Calcula~,. also includ~~;;,., '.'..·. Unrestricted & Restricted' $597,679 73% $16,404 
restricted r~• nues. The term. , f State general fund appropriations 224,866 27% 6,172 

;;:::~;~d~ :es)ff· ::eg::{,~~nor r' , Total . ,,·• . , . •. .. " . "' ·' ~?2•5,~5. , 0100% , }22'.~76 
,,\ i , 1 lr:iclu~es re"'.enu~s for,~elat~d entitle~. such a~ the NDSl,rExt~,i:1s1o_n/ 

or other source. ' It'(: :rri~::~t,~b0~~ii~~~~~!~~i?11th'~-:~:~'~-M8di~\:7tch~~!1;;~~.: .. l ,. 

Using Calculation 1, $6,172 I. 'There wefe'36,436 FTE students in.FY 2008, . ' :,: . .' ' ' ", 

(
38 percent) of 1;f·2oo8 funding '') •~ Uii~~sfrict~_d reVe"~LJeS ~- StUderl(tU_iti6n_ ~nd:teeS, au~in_a:ry_,e_nterpris~s·,_· . __ ) 

.r J . · 'ecilldatici'nai,.sa1es· a'i-ld S8rvices, ·othei Operatillg'·reVeOue'.s 8nd ·inVeStniel1t 1
.: 

~as provided·fhiough-state general ·-~- inCC?nie ... i , .,,_ _-. ,. ,, ·' - "'' . ., •
1 

~. ,_-1 - ; ·· "~· · • . .. ' 

f • ds~ andl~0)62 (62 percent) /. -• R1?$,frici~d,-~~v~,n.~.e-~/:=:gra~t~(~~d ~~-!r~st_~; ~i-~S;}rntf~1,e~a~I; · 
ca~~f¥ra .. unrestricted sources, L> ap_pro_pnations fe~!ncted _in use: ~ ,_ ' 

.( · / /, oat~;_s~Ufce: )=y 20~8 _Now3:·~-m:lite~ fi1\~m;:ia1,~t~te_lTl~~~,s. ~:~,f~99"i'.t1.B · 
C/ l '3nnUau~edenrollmenfsctiedute.' : •·;'.'!,!t,. · 1

;'·
1 .".:·u.i• '<; 1 ·!·,,,·:,-·. 
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• The general fund appropriation 
per FTE student has increased 
22.9 percent since FY 2004; 
comparatively, tuition, fees and 
other charges have increased 
36.4 percent per FTE student since 
FY 2004. 

December 2008 

i 
I 

' 
p; 
1· 

' ~'.~ 
'• 

'' f., 

$11,000 

$10,000 

$9,000 

$8,000 

$7,000 
$7,44 

.·",,_ 
$6,000 

$5,733 $6,172 

$5,000 

$4,000 
$5,020 

FY2004 FY2008 

~evenuesper FTE 

0% 
FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2006 

■ Unrestricted revenues per FTE a GF Appropriations per FTE 
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Cost per Student and Percentage -~ 
Distribution by Major Function {;\_~ 

Measure FR3 
(Legls 5.a.) 

Cost per student and 
percentage distribution 
by major function 

About This Measure 
This measure analyzes changes 
in total costs per full-time 
equivalent (FTE) student and use of 
institutional resources by category 
of expenses. These categories and 
their components are: 

$58,147,036 
36,807,039 
25 736 693 

$120 690 768 

$65,933,215 

54 928 771 
$120 861 986 

$7,197 
3,393 
1 231 

$11 821 

$1,597 
1,010 

706 
$3 313 

$1,810 

1 507 
$3 317 

31% 
15% ,·11 

5% 
51% 

1 
I 

i 

i J j 
7% . (i 

8% 

7% 
15% 
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• 

' i 

while combined support services, administration and 
physical plant costs per FTE student increased 27.9 
percent in the same time period. Rising health care and 
utility costs are the primary reason for the increases. 

' 

$18,000 

$16,000 

$1◄,000 

$12,000 

~ $10,000 

~ $8,000 

$6.000 

.... 000 

$2,000 .. 

50% 

40% 

30% 

r ,~ 
F, 

December 2008 

~1/ ■ lnstitutiooal support a operation & mainl of plant I ,1, 
''L--------~-----------:>, 
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• 
Measure FR4 
(Legls.4.d.) 

Per capita general fund 
appropriations for higher 
education 

About This Measure 

44 Cornerstone 5: Funding and Rewards 
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• 
State General Fund Appropriations 
Compared to Peer Institutions 

Measure FR5 
(Legls. 4.e.) 

State general fund appropriation 
levels for University System 
Institutions compared to peer 
institutions' general fund 
appropriation levels 

About This Measure 

,,. . .. " • • . . ' . ., ',- • . , ' •· ... '"''' ';'. 'j- ,, ' , • . • '; , ,, • ' . 
1'Benchmark5· are based on F.Y 2006 financial data and a'verage Fa11,2oos•·and 2006'enrOllment data for the_ new.peer iristitutions 

: · established m 2006:· ,, ·: - · - , , ; -.', ,;. , .. ,, ,.. , , ; 

r(·::~C1u.ctes a~--~xteflsi~n· all_~. e~pe·~1~:nJ~~at1?.P~· _:: ,' . ·:.;;, ' ,,, .,h '~ I',: > 
Includes medical sctjool., .., . . ". '. _ .··< :· _ . _ , 

, Data Source:. ND~~:-~o-~g:~~-~!!,l Fi~-a~ce P,,~-~n a~d-~e,f('-~~~~llo~!~~~ :~~~i!(. 
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Measure FR6 
(Legls 5.b.) 

Ratio measuring the funding derived 
from operating and contributed income 
compared to total University System 
funding 

About This Measure 

40% 

20% 

0% 

., ,, .,. 

200ll 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 

· · income 

46J Cornerstone 5: Funding and Rewards 

Operating and Contributed Income Ratio $597,679 
• $822,545 = 73% 
/; ~--------------~----~ 

1 Includes 'related entities; such as the NDSU Extension ·service., 
-:'ana Research,Centeis and the UND Medical School, but : ' ' 

·, e_~cl~des ihe NQUS_!:Jlfic~.,. -,_ , , •·, ,;'. , .- : , _ . , 
2-Total revenues from _Calculation 2 of Measure F.R2.. . 

I' . . '·\ ,., . . :, 
, . , Data Source: FY 2008 NDUS audited financial statements. , 

,,. 'T •:·> •·~ •·,,t, .:<,}, '•",·'.~•• .,, 

December 2008 
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• 

Primary Reserve Ratio 

Measure FR7 
(Legis. 5.e.) 

Ratio measuring the amount of 
expendable net assets divided by 
operating expenses 

December 2008 

$822,212,039 

$234,824,493 

$822,212,039 = 0.3:1 
1·~ .. . •--:;.::' ,,_,:-. h"" "': ,·,,, · ., .':' '!· 
,,._, 1 lhcllldes related e'rltitie;\·~c~ :.a~ Nbsu. EXtension 
:; ,;, Service a'nd Resear'ch~CerlterS''alld'ttl,fUNd''''.,'.: 1 '.;, 

~;lrii;-:_~~~l~_i.~.~~b~1-.::/.,~/, .... -.' .. : .• ,r· .. ~:q .. ,;'.;::<~' .·:_·i'~---. 
r/:, Oata"SOu{c'e: FY:2008 NOUS audited finarici31 
' ' / • - , ,., :•,•· ,•·~ •· '.'' ·x ..-,- "• , 'I ' 

t1 
·:'_

5~'.~,~:,2e.~J~_/;!' \i 1::/i'- ~{L: . 

r ... 
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• Net Income Margin 

• 

Measure FR8 
(Legls 5.f.) 

Ratio measuring Increase in net 
assets divided by total revenues 

About This Measure 
In current financial statement A negative net income margin 
reporting terminology, this results when an institution's 
margin is calculated by dividing C',!rtent.):'ear expenditures exceed 
the current year's increase in net~·ts~tre@:rear revenues, requiring 
assets by the total revenues. This / /ili\ ~oliege or.";:i;uv~ to draw 
margin is an important measure f/ on re\frves or c~tjpg ~eficit 
an institution's financial status in sperl'~ing. A positi~e,ft;;'fin~e.'.'? 
terms of current year operations. mar,· 'indi~catls ti-Gt the ins~)ion 

\(';]'• (/ 
--· --;- :,~-'::"~-,_,,, -"-7_;•-~ .,,.---' ,-,_ ·-·,-rv~'"1 -~--

. ', •-- ,. · ~ _, · ,;, .':,N,11t ln~OIJ!.E1 M~rgin\ · t: · 
, · /" , 4C• )!FY; ~~04,/hr ~gh; !Y c20,Q8 J; •\ \ Kt,,,/") 

/ ··,~ 

experienced a net increase in 
- rrent;,?rund balances. 

~

pip;iJijre FY 2008 margin of 
,j:, rtent signifies the North 

faa University System is not 
spending more than it is taking in. 

f 

I Total revenues $861,944,373 
I· 
'' 
I' 
H1 
I, 

1 ' :·,\ 
,::r-
,' FY 2008 
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Measure FR9 
(SBHE-7) 

Higher education financing 
- a status report on higher 
education financing as 
compared to the Long
Term Finance Plan 

About This Measure 

for each NOUS 
institution, based 
on a revised group 

December 2008 Cornerstone 5: Funding and Rewards ~] 
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• 

Status of NDUS Long-Term Finance Plan (continuecl)~ 

Funding higher education is a 
responsibility shared among 
the stakeholders: the state, the 
students and the institutions. Both 

50 Cornerstone 5: Funding and Rewards 

( 

( 
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• The capital asset funding model 
calls for funding all institutions 
at 100 percent of the 2007-09 
Office of Management and Budget 
building and infrastructure formula 
($55 million), phased in over 10 
years, plus 100 percent funding of 
outstanding deferred maintenance 
($119.4 million), phased in over 
14 years. 

December 2008 Cornerstone 5: Funding and Rewards [~ 



Ratio of Incentive Funding 
• to NDUS Total State Funding 

• 

Measure FR10 
(SBHE-8) 

Ratio of incentive funding 
to total NOUS state general 
fund appropriations 

About This Measure 
This measure reports on progress by the State Board of Higher 
toward achieving the North Dakota Education to support University 
University System Long-Term ~stem and state priorities. 
Finance Plan goal of providing · · r:,~®7· n~· . 
· · fu d' al ~, or,~ttn u,-L ""' 1enmum, no incentive n mg equ to · \ . --....._, · . . d f 
2 percent of higher education's tq§l fu\ld_d \tig was""abPP-!.?_~tictee, ..,, or 

. . dishre onary oard;infmtu..~ 
state general fund appropriation. ~ /d· r.-,....d 1 , ., .. · . ,,. 
Kn th B d Jni 

. . use. e reco:;gen ed le'te ... ,· 
own as e oar hahve f 2 \ 1··d, /b I •·. ' . o p nt w. u e equa 

Fund, these momes are allocated \V / · 

to $9.2 million for the 2007-09 

~nni/J.$4.6 million per year. 

TI:ie,folipwing chart shows the 
l~J~five appropriation for 
the'Board Initiative Fund in 
comparison to the 2 percent goal 
over the past four biennia. 

v.~~~ta~~ -~i'Tcit11l'~b~~-S:iat~'ti=un~i~g 'iJJ_;o;fi~t~d for .. ,. "'. ·· 1 
-:. lrlc~ntive (Bciarcl l~ltliltive)'Fundirig Compai'ea to. . j,, 

, , \f"'J' ''r,31' ,<,'1,/li,"\.z(..,1m,1', • ~' ,' h1c .l,, 
- ": ·; ··· •;1._L:or:ig-,;~~m~F•.~am:!!,_PI~~ ~-~fl• i: 1

1: • 

. '. 

' \ 
., 

. 

I-'"-'-/~•~•~:::·:· =·::5·~-~•;';;·2;"0;~'.~~ --0~•~• 3c;· t:~[V":ou:'.:_ g=h=· =~=0=07:::--0='•:=?=B=:=:',=·"="·=!a=~:'.:=:=" =·=:='·':::'. :'.::•:::' =:'.:·=·'·::i=;-.71, \ .l . )I, 
't 

;- ,1,· 
ts'!f,._ 

2.0% 

1.5% 

1.0% 

0.5% 

0.0% 
2001-03 

■ lncentivefundingasa 
percent of total biennial 0.37% 
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Measure FR11 
(SBHE-9) 

Ratio of NDUS state general fund 
appropriation levels to total state 
general fund appropriations 

About This Measure 

-··~-
This measure reports on public $27 million in 2007-09 if funded af steadily from 30,271 FfE students 

higher education's share of_ to_tal th';:_9_9· 7-99 level of 20.3 per~ent. ~~. •F_•· a.ll l._Q 990 36,096 in Fall 2008, 
state general fund appropnahons. 1:\!~~ would have rece1~ed ~~~f~se of more than 5,800 

0 th t - b. - h" h ~!1:44- million,more m 2007-09 1f stud~{g or 19 percent. Higher ver e pas six 1enrna, 1g er <& -.(\~\ ~: ·"""- /. / • 

d t
. , h f th t t 1 ; · ~ding continu~d-at the 2001-03 eaucation's 2007-09 share of e uca10nss areo e oa '• ·,\ ~: ~ '-"' 

t t b d th d d 
lev I of 21 percent:-Based, n 19.2 percent includes $3 million 

s a e u ge as ecrease , /.. _,.._ _ . . 
f 20 3 t 

. 
1997 99 

t 2007',-()9 state spentlmg, each,--... m state fundmg for workforce 
rom . percen m - o \ \ /.'/ . " . . . . 

19 2 t 
• 

2007
-0

9 
"th k 1 percent change.,15 eqmvalen ,to trammg mcluded m the State Board 

. percen m w1 a pea \ l / ✓ 

f 21 t 
· 

2001
-0

3 
Alth h about $W,million. ., for Career and Technical Education 

o percen m . oug ;v/., . . 
th t d "ff =~ A h · · - h" h d · appropnahon. e percen age 1 er~nces IHaJ:'. t t e sa e,_trme •. g ere uca-
not seem signifi6n~~~), tion's shar i pthe state budget 

wo•M~::::2x~:.;x~:::r~~~ ~~-,~~•1'1.lo" ... 00••·• · ·' . :1~'97~99throu~~-2007--0? B1enma' .•.. ; , , ,., "sl\'{";;',i; 
NOUS State Total State Percent of NDUS 

Appropriation Appropriation to Total State Average Fall FTE 
(1. 'Millions)' (In Millions) Appropriation Enrollment 
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Campus Activities Align 
with Roundtable Expectations 

food=ro., chm>g,> "" •O•g 1'"•"' ,,. , , ro/fu"' rod ""'""'"" 1m,1 ••1"'W' "'~""'"'" ~ys>~. ■ 
These crumges demonstrate_the _system's commitment to attaining the goals oft~{ Ro....ilii~table Reiort and to meetinfthz V 
e,:ectatwns of SB 2003. H1ghl1ghts of2008 accomplishments follow. ff ~ );/ 
Bismarck State College (BSC) Byro~r!:~ secured funding to establish the ofiice 

• Groundbreaking took place in May 2006 for BSC's Jq(ated in BSC's new NECE. (/ 

National Energy Center of Excellence. The center /.i~~4~_ y, BSC re~ei~e~ a scholarship grant of $597,540 
received $3 million in the first round of awards l,/~r6'~hf Na~i_,!~)•Sci~nce Foundation to attract 
provided through the North Dakota Centers d ~ •r --v-stu e l(i';)-t. }.c1ence, technology, engineering and 
of Excellence for Economic Development. The mathematicsJ'ields (STEM) and to address the critical 
BSC center focuses on education of multi-skilled national shdi:~e of workei;_s,in these disciplines. The 
technicians for the energy industry on a national grant extends tlu:tiugh 201S a,{d will benefit 25 to 30 
scale. Completi~n is expected in M~p<l8~" students per yea2'~/ 

• BSC began offermg a two-year program m ~ . . ,J.1/ ·-
Instrumentation and Control T{cMology \n August. · D~ckmson State Q..n1vers1ty (DSU) 
Representatives from the energ'y°industry· fequested/2• ~ov. 4, Dickinson voters approved allocating 
that BSC offer the program to help meet tli~ need for - $6 m1lhon m sales tax to help build the Badlands ~-, ~ -......, ,~/} 

skilled instrumentation and control technic1~•; ,,4-- Activiti~<?{nter (BAC) on the campus of DSU. 
North Dakota•s_--p-ower plants, ethanol plants, oth The $16=illion multi-purpose facility will include 
process plants "l'cd'i11d~al sites. , a new football field and track as well as space for 

Bsc b f
,/f - V 

1
,. _ \ \ community events and special functions. 

• egan)''.9.'rmg on me ppwer plant technolog \ /") . 
and proce,•plant technolo?7 fo students at ,\{ /" The National League for Nursing Accrediting 
Wisc,94i11f{ Fox Valley Tech9lcal College in Augu tl,Y Commission (NLNAC) recently granted DSU's 
Thelp,aftrie~'hi.p_ with Fo_y ~y~lp~tJ'-{ practkal nursing_ program fuH, seven-year continued 
needs of h1gh-di,mand,efnergy careers m·Wisc;pnsin accred1tat10n. This accred1tat10n shows that the 
and upper Midtl~n'.jl?c credits will transfer to Fox university and its faculty meet the highest standards 

~~d student~~~ll• earn associate degrees from of nursmg education. 

~;\. ~ • DSU and NDSU have entered into a collaborative 
Two new,J;,itildings opened n•9pus in time engineering program in the areas of computer, 
for Fall 2008}1{1-strom Ha).1)7' residence hall electrical, industrial and manufacturing 
that houses abf'\t 80 students. The National engineering. Students will begin their studies at 
Energy Centerl?f;Excellence is dedicated to energy DSU and complete them at NDSU. The partnership 
education, worJ<fbrce training and continuing will directly benefit students, businesses and 
education. Par&iJrships with industry and manufacturers in western North Dakota. 

ov-emmze7t" lncies were key to completion of the F II • a 2008 enrollment at DSU was up for the 13th 
E~E. consecutive year. There were 2,730 students enrolled, 

• lliefreaf Plains Energy Corridor Office opened a 2.2 percent increase compared to the Fall 2007 
in ~6st. The office will provide education and enrollment of 2,670. Increases in the numbers of 
outreach services to the state's energy industry, nontraditional and international students are two 
eventually expanding to neighboring states. U.S. Sen. of the main factors contributing to the university's 

consistent growth. 
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• The investiture of Richard McCall um, Ph.D., as 

DSU's 10th president took place Friday, Nov. 21 at 
Dorothy Stickney Auditorium on the DSU campus. 
The theme of the event was "Reflecting on the Past, 
Embracing the Present, Forging the Future." 

Lake Region State College (LRSC) 

• LRSC now has a chapter of Phi Th~,$0PRa, the 
largest honor society in AmeriJriJughe}e~u~ation. 
With more than two million members and 1;2.00 
chapters, Phi Theta Kappa1~;lfi~ted in all SO states, 
the U.S. territories anzd afuund tlfl''worl.d. 

/ '\,_ 
• The Otto Bremer Fo~d_ation recent! ;aw~ded 

I 

a $140,000 grant to the lli'ike Region Corlii:n~ty 
• Liudmila Tarasiuk has been named the New Century College Found~tion. The'thr°\e-year grant~ill'fund~ 

Scholar from North Dakota. Sponsored by the Coca severa.l r/e~rthl'~·'·. management_ teacher in~~fvjce._ ;" ,. · 
Cola Company in cooperation with the American programs,./:oord~/;'tkd by the Natwnal Farm an~ · ,. 
Association of Community Colleges and Phi Theta Rancif,BG'siness Management Education Association, 

• 

Kappa, New Century Scholars represent the top t!:)i$iVant will directly benefit all farm manag6'/nt 

community college student in each of the 50 states..~-pt~ __ grams in ~~r· th. ,·D.· akota. 
Tarasiuk will receive a $2,000 scholarship for the U"'\._ ~ 
honor. Mayville~atel, · mvQJ:sity (MaSU) 

• LRSC's 2006 graduating practical nurses and • MaSUls,a~nistering a $99,200 U.S. Department of 
associate degree nurses earned a 100 percent Labor gr~t;pr~viding workforce training through 
NCLEX-PN and RN first-time pass rate. The NCLEX internships. Rti,z).! busine~re benefiting from 
is a national licensing exam for nursing!"Nursing the funding of 40-~t',_rnships through the program. 
students at LRSC are part of the D;;ls:&~fu~i;; . The Traill County T'~n6iogy Center at MaSU has 

Program, which is a partnershii;!,b~ee\\.RSC;:is't~~erv. ed .as h.

1

om····e to'ifr businesses that now have 
WSC and MiSU-B. V \' · · transitioned into tlie Mayville-Portland community. 

• LRSC has secured $500,000 in matching~~~ for·a· /;t•~~:-&ision of Education and Psychology 
North Dakota Renewable Energy Council ~t and/ has be7r _panted continuing accreditation by the 
currently is wor. k. ing on a North Dakota Dep ~--exit Unitet!,A:ccreditation Board of the National Council 
of Commerce Workft!t?~-E~cement Grant ( for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). 
proposal, with•fund~'{'-both sources to be ,\ Achieving this endorsement under the performance-
used for ~~6pment of a v)';ibd Energy Technic1a'n,~ oriented standards of NCATE underscores MaSU's 
Program. L~C has submitt,,!ala Stage II program '?f commitment to producing high-quality teachers for 
reque4an)i if approved, glaris to offer the progr®' our nation's children. 

inF,1120()9~•'>:n ~)'.*~ M SUh b h d f · · · . -~~ r_ -~ • a as egun t e secon year o achv1hes ma 
• Students from he <;p ntry of Oman are training at five-year $1.9 million grant from the U.S. Department 

LRSC. Five mem6ers!~ the Royal Air Force of Oman of Education Strengthening Institutions Program . 
...:eking classes inl:i._rplane simulator maintenance. The grant funding is being used to assist with 
e stu~nts·. w. ill stud}inUev .. ils'Cake for about one development and delivering of academic programs 
d one-1\alrxears. LRSC is?6rkfug with Oman to and will help improve student retention. Distance 

train more ~~force persol1flel;(n the future. learning capabilities and program offerings also are 
\ . C/ being expanded. 

• LRSC and the teracllve Video Network showcased 
the college's hi~~~definition interactive video rooms 
for the media dnd faculty, staff and students on 
March 17. Re/r/sentatives of LRSC connected with 

·,IV_~ person1lel~n a high-definition room at NDSU to 
em~&;t{ the new video technology that brings 

th~~fice delivery method closer to a traditional 
claigiroom setting. Instructors are able to project 
high-quality images, videos, microscope slides, 
power points and other technology over the network. 

• In an ongoing effort to expand access, MaSU officials 
have entered into articulation agreements with 
in and out-of-state colleges. Transfer agreements 
for MaSU's bachelor's degree in early childhood 
have been signed with BSC; Northwest College in 
Powell, Wyo.; and Casper College in Casper, Wyo. 
Articulation agreements for MaSU' s bachelor's 
degree in applied science in business administration 
have been signed with Hibbing Community College 
in Hibbing, Minn., and Minnesota State Community 
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and Technical College in Detroit Lakes, Minn. Washington. This agreement make§ji~ier for BTC 
students to transfer to MiSU and-&bfuin lia&elor's 

• MaSU has partnered with LRSC to offer bachelor's degrees. ___ ,./_ ... ,.: __ -._,/_· __ - ~ 
degrees in business administration and elementary Aif~~ 
education. Classes are offered on the LRSC campus Minot State University-'_B~n'eau (MiSU-B) 
or via various distance delivery methods, allowing _ /4: /._ ~;-._: 
place-bound students in the Devils Lake area • In collaboration wil{l~th~- o_ akota N r\in&_ 

Consortium, MiSU-B~olled students;in'an 
the opportunity to earn bachelor's degrees while _ d - '(ifDN) . I' '· 
remaining close to home, family and work. associate egree{'ursmg· -~ curncu u':::"Y 

Fall 2006.JliV,1'1?/!/!:'entini'tne program, the\ , .,i : 
• The MaSU Division of Education and Psychology college hejred reilu3 the shortage of health car~. : ' _ 

hosted a Jan. 21 in-service for 230 teachers from pro~-.. ~onals experienced in the area since closu_ re o 
the May-Port CG, Hatton, Thompson, Central St,,yclrews School of Nursmg m 1970. ./4/ 
Valley, and Northwood school districts. Nationally £__y ,-.... (7 

••So~-homore Derel<_ ._13-e--hrman was named a recognized speaker Corwin Kronenberg gave a , '" 
e · 

1 
Century Schqil',r, by Phi Theta Kappa, an 

presentation on behavior management skills. inte~tional,i{Oifu&1:iety for two-year colleges. 

Minot State University (MiSU) A nati~ rifs.fnsuI, Saskatchewan, Behrman 

MiSU f l h ld h d l M
- d/B . represen~1:_orth Dakota as the state's All-USA 

• acu ty e t e secon annua m ram :'~'.:"'-t~ ~ A'>_ _ • 
. . Academic Team delegate an(cwas recogmzed at 

MythBusters conference June 12-13. These mteracllve h A - A" '\. - . / · c •1y C 11 . . ~ . t e mencan ssoqiahon{h· ommun1 o eges 
semrnars help educators rncorporate new nvnd/ _ C . A .,,~· :,_,( hil d I h' H 

. . . A. ·.t.~-."~ onvenhon pn ' .'.,in, a e p ia. e was 
brarn research into their classroorns~MiSU s'lsente~ d d $2 000 --' Y hi 
f th A I- d S d' f C •t"' 7 \d\Le ~"-..._ awar e a , 6lars p. o~ e pp 1e tu 1es o OgI)I ~nan\ ammg ~ _ v_ _ 
Sciences was accepted as an NDl'.JS Cent~-~~- ff' M~hkB1s a cooperating party rn the North Central 
Excellence in September 2007. ·• f1· ··· Edu~ilil'itG':arlsortium, one of nine rural education 

On M h 17 M·su' N th O k C ; · associati6ns'(REAs) in the state. In February, the 
• arc , 1 s or a ota enter tOli~ ,,. y 

. . . _ _ \., . - NCE(i;J:eceived a $231,000 grant from the North 
Persons with D1sab1h_1Ies hosted a ground-brea \ D k C d T hn' 1 Ed - D t t - ~--. 

1 
h . . \-' a ota areer an ec 1ca ucahon epar men symposium on a .to. aunc its new service, . 

- - d / h "- \ NDCPD . ;\. to establish one of three virtual technology centers 
trarnrng ani·e9earc progqm. 1s worKJ2fng _ 

'th _- /.. d h LI k M'SU d'. _ _ . _ approved for the state. Eight schools and seven 
w1 partn _ aroun t e stat!l/to ma e I an , . - h Id' . 'll - - - th NCEC d th 
NDcpr.lh/ 

1 
f Inf. . b · . sc oo 1stncts w1 parl!c1pate m e an e 

v t e go-to-p ace2r ormat10n a out -· _ . 
. / - "-; / technology center programs durmg the first year. 

au~-~~ _ ~fi,./4) Larry Brooks, associate dean for academic affairs, is 
• During Noiik~0stf'.7t m•October, PresR:lentLv the governing board chairman. 

David Fuller wel~?,med'Tora Aasland, Norwegian 
-.( • MiSU-B's proposal for an Entrepreneurial Center 

r mi.n_L. ster of higher ~-u..::ation and research, and other 
, ..,_ ~ for Horticulture was approved for a $400,000 award 

Norwegian dignitarie ,to MiSU's ~ampus. The group 
"s ),,. '\. '\., I' ) Aug. 20. The center's mission is to provide new 

met wi~_fa_ ~iSU leaders;.1<;1~ __ as __ ancl inform_ ation 
were share ':.t'o help the tw0)$gKer educal!on groups opportunities for organic and specialty vegetable 

\ h~f commercialization and distribution networks in 
better underst{'f one anceier. North Dakota. 

• Walter Piehl Jrt. M_ iSU professor of art, is one of three 
,I: T • MiSU-B's agriculture education program received 

recipients of a T,1po,OOO Enduring Vision Award from the Career and Technical Education Director's 
the Bush Founl:lation. Piehl will receive the funds 
11.ver three toifi/e years to pursue his work and to 
~cour~e'hltcontinued influence on present and 
fiitui'e,gen&ations of artists and audiences. 

)'1/ 
• In September, MiSU signed an articulation 

'---
agreement with Bellingham Technical College in 

December 2008 

Award of Excellence at a professional development 
conference in Bismarck in August. The honored 
recipients were Diann Beckman, Larry Brooks, Mark 
Pomarleau and Bob Underwood. 

• Dr. Chuck Lura, biology professor, was an invited 
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speaker at the Great Plains Riparian Forest Summit 
in Sioux Falls, S.D., Sept. 9. Lura's topic was" A 
Historical Perspective on Woody Vegetation in 
Western North Dakota." More than 120 natural 
resource professionals from across the Midwest 
attended the conference. 

implement a web-based curriculum,4ository for 
. I d .(, / \, "t . . nanosc1ence-re ate course matend.ls anu 1;'£!.1rung 

modules that can be accessed,lfy:;6ther co~gls, high 
schools educators and ind11Clf¥.'employers. 

,{y "-~ 
North Dakota Stat~l:Jriiversity (NDSU) 
• NDSU set a ninth co~~1;1tive enrol~~t-record with 

North Dakota State 13,229 students enrollcil,~~ll 2008 unde{°graduate 
College of Science (NDSCS) and graduat(pibgrams, including a fall serit~er 

• Enrollment at NDSCS continues to grow. Fall 2008 record o'./~818 ~~ate students. The intematl~al;,; 
enrollment was 5.3 percent higher than Fall 2007; studen'.(population stands at 1,120 undergraduate '· 
the college's numbers have increased more than 11 ang<gr(duate students, another record high. ·· 
percent since 2001. North Dakotans make up more /2 /. " · 

•!'t::te. sident ChaP.J1'.,.,a . ...n and other NDSU officials visited 
than 72 percent of the student body, Minnesotans 18 c).. '-'· , , ndla< Sri Lanka,1South Korea, Uganda and China. 
percent, South Dakotans 3.6 percent and Montanans To}hlghiy su&es'shtlJrips resulted in several signed 
2.4 percent. NDSCS also boasts students from 31 agree~~f\ts'.fofcollaborative research and education 
other states and six foreign countries. . ~ efforts. \. 

• NDSCS and the North Dakota Workforce Training SU · .. ,., d fi L) N · l 5c· . . • ND was a ~ue a ve~iear ationa 1ence 
Southeast Region sponsored the DISney.Jnslitute F d . AD ' ri,.L· /. . 1 T f ti' . . . 

1 
. /4..p· ~Se oun at10n ~"-::1·•-·)JlShtuhona rans orma on 

class Team Crealivity, Disney-Sty e Ill., ~ar.go .RI.. f th t:3· .,,7 .11. dd d t d . . /.:'<,:.r , · "~rant o more an .Qtru 10n to a ress an s u y 
23. Disney taught techniques to nurlilre, aluabl · •·::,. . f . '/ . d d t 

. . . / 1/ \:'t .. · ."" ISsues o recru1tm nr, retention an a vancemen 
orgaruzalional cultures and to mcrease P. oductivity f f 1 "'.' 1 d' f I d . . \./ \ \ o ~yv:Qrnen acu ty, me u mg women o co or an 
through crealivity. The one-day prograj>glped . ;--.,., h /\:\.- d' b'J' · 'th' h · . . . . . \ wom".w 01_1ave 1sa 1 1ties, w1 mt e science, 
foster innovation and 1magmahon among~o!l · ·;/ . . . . 
b 

· I 'th f .
1
. d d' . · d technolo fengmeenng and mathemalics fields. 

usmess peop e w1 ac1 1tate 1scuss10 \ , /·. 
hands-on activities. . '· · • A cortsortium Jed by NDSU economists in the 
~ . . Deparlinent of Agribusiness and Applied Economics 

• In October, NPSClS·sopho~~-re Knstm Eberhar<!~·. h b d d $BOO OOO t fr h N th ✓ ,. Y. :;: \· \ as een awar e an , gran om t e or 
was selected'lif the North ota Space Grant • . . . 
C 

'

. ,r· 7 b N thD k\·•.•, 2009 1n . ''·. 3 · DakotalndustnalCommISsiontofurtherdevelop onsorhum,fo e or a ota s temaho · . . . 
Y f

,,A / d I .• I b d Sh · and commerciahze the technology to produce b10-
ear o stronomy stu entlam assa or. e . 0 b d d 
. t'. A '- ~ {al,m'd:ihhe,N N, . I . ase pro ucts. will(represen~orth Da ?~~~ 

Aeronautic}ancl~pa7 ~ammistra!Ion (l'ilA$b) • NDSU ranked 128th out of 662 research universities 
during the ye~-lon9 ,;elebration. in the U.S., Guam, U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto 

~ <.. Rico, based on total research expenditures reported 
Richai:,_ d Siegel, an !'IDS.CS culinary arts student, ·~ . '\ ··~ in Fiscal Year 2007, according to the National Science 

ish~';f~rth in the ri~~'.,eiNational Culinary Foundation. NDSU was listed in the top 100 FY 2007 
ts cornp~t~on in Kans \'icy)" June. The top four research universities in the nation in several NSF 

competitors~ere separated'!\~' 'less than five points. •'- / research categories, including ranking 41st in R&D 
Siegel also w · 4µ1

onored k1.1i-i e second highest score expenditures among the 537 research universities 
on the culinar 

1
-,ts exam. that do not have medical schools and 28th in 

• The NDSCS Nl'')oscience Technology Program agricultural sciences in total research expenditures. 

"' was a co:recip;nt of a $3 million National Science 
·· ~,zundahon-grant to fund the creat10n of a Midwest University of North Dakota (UND) 

Regional'Cefuer for Nanotechnology Education or • UND's research enterprise had an economic impact 
'1'ia~c?u6i," awarded this summer. The NDSCS/ of more than $174 million in FY 2007, up $11 million 
MSOTC share will be about $430,000 spread over a from FY 2006, according to a report released in 
fo~year grant period. The goals are to establish and December by the Office of the Vice President for 
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Research. The figure includes close to $40 million in 
Grand Forks County and $10 million elsewhere in 
North Dakota. 

• In March, internationally recognized author Salman 
Rushdie helped UNO celebrate its 125th anniversary 
by inaugurating the "Great Conversations" series. 
Rushdie was the keynote speaker at the 39th Annual 
Writers Conference. 

• In August, UNO learned it would receive $1 million 
in federal funds for a geomechanical study of the 
Bakken Formation to improve oil extraction. The 
shale formation, across western North Dakota and 
eastern Montana, holds about 4.3 billion barrels of 
recoverable oil. 

• Northwest College, Powell, Wyo., and~~U 
entered into an articulation agree£e/4 th~t gjves the 
Wyoming students an opportuiitf to comI5leJe the 
university's elementary edu{atibn,program via a 
combination of distanc~,1,afuin),~e~ery methods. 
The agreement addressefan urunet-dl'!!ll,and for 

eleme~tary e.d··.u· _catiob"~~~e opportJro e~ in 
Wyommg. A!';- ~ 

• Fall 200. 8. J;~!dl:'ti~t _enroll,,;~nt increased 3.8'pt g,n.t t. /;Y, , : 

to l,O'.l;'s1J-1dents:');na FTE enrollment mcreased~f Y 
percent'.•Growth came from new programs, including 
VG:Shlf,; online master of education (a headcoi&:t/ 
/7 V 
J;[ease of 43 ~rcent), and collaborative agreements 

thM_ iSU-B ana NQrthwest College in Wyoming. ' ~ / "\, Majors.in healo/cteQS:e and fisheries and wildlife 
• UNO alumnus and hall-of-lame basketball coach scienci!-g?e.{ but are approaching the capacity of 

Phil Jackson received an honorary doctorate from VCSU's scis· j\~ facilities. 
his alma mater at an Aug. 25 ceremony. Coach VCSU , " . d . ,t..,-";JA · , B 
I h I L k ks h 

. • was re o~e m '·Po/ menca s est 
o t e Los Ange es a ers, Jae on as won nme C 11 009,, ec!itl· { W'S N & w Id R 
championships as a coach in the NBA(W..,,_~':',... 0 eges 2 e 1~9~~,/ '. · · ews or epo~t 

d d I N th D k 
. 

/4/'"'~Ed ,"!!C,--,., . as one of the top lour gubhc baccalaureate colleges m 
gra uate an ormer or a 2;:· ,, 'ovi C1w~r,~ . /.i ,,, . 

U S S f A . 1 _ ,. · \ ',_ d d J.. the_ Midwest, marei1g the 11th year m a row VCSU 
now . . ecretary o gncu tu(e'~JWas B.'Y{ar e an ',,, ·. ~-~ . d h" .. 
h d • M 1..1/ ~~ )~,.i:eceive t IS recogruhon. 

onorary egree m ay. , -~~ 

• AgCam, an Earth-observing s~nsor built b \ · {'JD / /WllhstoJState College (WSC) 
students and faculty, blasted mto space on S~a'3' / • WSC ~d{,:gional development organizations 
Shuttle Endeavour ~fov_J~ en route to a new~ome recognized winners of the first annual Mondak 
on t~e Intern~o§;tl·Spac~ta~ion. AgCam will\\ , Entrepreneur of the Year Awards Feb. 29. In 
monitor the)iealth of crops 'and other plants. UNO~. comments at the event, WSC President Joe McCann 
Energy. ~~1ronrnental Re--~~rch Center sent \,· _. · · emphasized the importance of community colleges in 
spec~sfuatenals mto spac"lthe sprmg'. and U11P identifying and meeting the needs of new businesses 
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Workforce Training Division at WSC recorded a 
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· · \ d~ h (STEM) d • t K 12 requesting training increase to 103. engmeermg an mat e ucahon o -
schools. Worksh~ps to introduce STEM curriculum 
to K-12 teachecia-lvere held in Valley City and Devils 

Lake. J J 
•" e North'Pakota Board of Nursing approved a 

coltilb.9/a'ti{,, nurse education satellite program to be 
deliYJe'a in Valley City through the Dakota Nursing 
Pr6gram. Partners in the initiative include VCSU, 
MiSU-B and two local healthcare providers, the 
Sheyenne Care Center and Mercy Hospital. 

December 2008 

• An article by Richard Stenberg, assistant history 
professor, was published in the November 2008 issue 
of We Proceeded On, the scholarly magazine of the 
Lewis & Clark Trail Heritage Foundation. Titled 
"John Newman: A Man of Uncommon Activity 
and Bodily Strength," the article recounts the story 
of a member of the Lewis & Clark Expedition who 
became involved in the fur trade in North Dakota in 
the1830s. 

Campus Activities j st=J I 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

SB2003 - Senate Appropriations Committee 
January 12, 2009 

Dr. Marsha Krotseng, Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning/Exec. Director, CTEC 

Accountability is all about answering the question, "What does the state need from our 
University System?" and then tracking and measuring progress toward that goal. 

During the recent interim session, there were numerous policy discussions about what 
the NOUS should provide in terms of: 

• Focusing resources to build a skilled workforce for North Dakota; 
• Partnering with employers for the training and development of their employees -

which also creates long-term benefits for the state; and 
• Providing the ability to immediately respond to workforce needs. 

These comments were echoed prominently by participants in the October 2008 Higher 
Education Roundtable meeting, with stakeholders expressing general agreement on the 
importance of these workforce-related issues. 

Developing North Dakota's workforce takes several forms. We most often think about 
the for-credit academic programs that lead to a formal degree or certificate. These are 
the programs Vice Chancellor Hillman has just described . 

In addition to these credit programs, the University System provides workforce training. 
Workforce training is customized instruction tailored to the needs of a particular 
employer. The training is delivered when and where it is needed to current workers to 
enhance or upgrade their skills. With workforce training, our customers are private 
sector employers and our students are the employees of those companies. With 
enhanced skills, these individuals become even more valuable assets to their respective 
companies and contribute to making their employers more competitive, nationally and 
internationally. Companies contract with higher education's Workforce Training System 
(train ND) for this customized training, and it is delivered to clients anytime, anywhere. 

Some examples of the training (specific examples are listed under the three general 
areas) provided by trainND include: 

1. Technical skills training: electrical, welding, machinist, home health care provider, 
OSHA regulations, and commercial driver's license. 

2. Computer and technology skills: computer hardware and software, network, e
commerce. 

3. Employee and organization development skills: team building, customer service, 
time management, project management, grant writing . 

North Dakota's customized workforce training network is known as trainND. TrainND 
consists of the four community colleges designated as the lead institutions within their 

I 
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respective regions of the state: Bismarck State College, Lake Region State College, the 
North Dakota State College of Science, and Williston State College. Bismarck State 
College is the lead institution for the Southwest, and Williston State College is 
responsible for the Northwest. Lake Region State College covers the Northeast region 
and the North Dakota State College of Science serves the Southeast quarter. The 
regions work collaboratively. If one region cannot offer a particular type of training, it 
will refer the company to one of the other regions for assistance. 

How successful is the workforce training network in responding to employer needs? 
How has trainND partnered with private sector business and industry to build workforce 
skills? What are the quantitative results of this training? The Accountability Measures 
document addresses these questions. On page 5, the graphs indicate that during FY 
2008 trainND served 1,345 businesses and 11,990 individual participants. To add 
further perspective, some of these nearly 12,000 individuals were registered for multiple 
training sessions. If we count the multiple instances, altogether there were over 17,000 
total registrations for workforce training sessions. These 17,000 registrations translate 
into 211,607 total training hours provided. 

The sheer numbers of businesses and individuals served are significant and they offer 
essential insights into the performance of trainND. However, an even more crucial 
question to ask is: "How satisfied are the clients and workers with the training they 
received?" 

The graph on page 7 indicates that 98.7% of clients were either "satisfied" or "very 
satisfied" with the training provided. Additional evidence of satisfaction is the fact that 
53% of the 1,345 businesses contracted for additional training. Comments by a 
representative group of employers reference the professionalism of the training, the 
visible difference they witnessed in their employees following training, flexibility of the 
training system in working with them, and the positive feedback they received from their 
employees. The second graph on page 7 quantifies this statement; it reveals that 98% 
of employees were either "satisfied" or "very satisfied" with their training. 

These are very positive indicators, and they reflect the support that you, as legislators, 
have provided for this purpose. In closing, I thank each of you for your continuing 
support and assure you that trainND strives not just to meet but to exceed your 
expectations as it serves North Dakota's ever-changing workforce training needs. 

Thank you. I will be happy to answer any questions at this time . 



NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

ustaining the Vision 

December 2008 Summary of SBHE Strategic Plan 

Foundation for the SBHE Strategic Plan 

In the mid-1990s, many stakeholders had opinions about what higher education should be and do 
for the state of North Dakota. Unfortunately, those views were not in synch. There was no 
common vision, no clear set of expectations and no set of consistent, agreed-upon accountability 
measures. 

As a result, the number one priority expressed by the college and university presidents at the 
Chancellor's Cabinet retreat in 1998 was the need for a "common vision" and a clear set of 
expectations for higher education in North Dakota. There was also agreement that the major 
stakeholders of higher education needed to be involved in that process. The North Dakota State 
Board of Higher Education concurred with the priority expressed by the presidents. 

The legislative leadership also reached the same conclusion; a common vision and clear set of 
expectations for higher education in North Dakota were needed. Subsequently, the 1999 North 
Dakota Legislative Assembly passed a resolution directing a study to: " ... address the 
expectations of the North Dakota University System in meeting the state's needs in the 21st 

,ntury, the funding methodology needed to meet these expectations and needs, and an 
accountability system and reporting methodology for the University System." 

9wenty-one legislators were selected to be members of an interim Committee on Higher 
Education. This group was expanded to 61 to provide for stakeholder input and included 40 
leaders from the private sector, higher education, tribal colleges, K-12 education and state 
agencies, forming what is known as the Roundtable on Higher Education. 

New Strategic Plan 
Implementation of the goal and recommendations of the roundtable now is a top priority for the 
State Board of Higher Education, the 11 institutions and the University System Office. The 
strategic plan for the University System is directly linked to the goal and recommendations of the 
roundtable. In turn, the colleges and universities each develop annual alignment plans, which are 
specifically designed to meet the expectations expressed in each of the six cornerstones of the 
Roundtable Report. The major components of the new strategic plan include: 

I. Vision 
"The North Dakota University system is the vital link to a brighter future." 

A brighter future for: 
• Our students 
• The citizens of North Dakota 
• All those we serve 

~ MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

""91Wil/iam Goetz, Chancellor 
701.328.2963 William.Goetz@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 12 - Page 1 



Summary of SBHE Strategic Plan (cont.) 
A brighter future through: 

• A University System where students have the opportunity to receive the education 
necessary to be professionally and personally successful 

• High-quality, innovative learning opportunities tailored to the needs of students and 
other clients and readily accessible to all learners in the state 

• The creation of strategic alliances with economic entities in the state and being a major 
player and primary engine in impacting the economic and demographic trends 

• A University System which is a solid investment for the state and is seen as such by its 
citizens 

II. Mission 
"To enhance the quality of life for all those we serve and the economic and social vitality of 
North Dakota through the discovery, sharing and application of knowledge." 

Ill. Beliefs and Core Values of the NDUS 
In fulfilling the mission and vision, the State Board of Higher Education will govern the 
institutions in the North Dakota University System in accordance with the North Dakota 
Constitution and state statutes and will be guided by the following beliefs and core values: 

Beliefs of North Dakota University System 
• We believe the most valuable asset of any state is its human capital: well-educated and 

highly skilled citizens, employees, business owners, community leaders, and 
contributing members of society. 

• We believe a brighter future for North Dakota is directly linked to and dependent upon 
its University System. Likewise, a brighter future for the University System is linked to 
the economy of North Dakota. 

• We believe the University System, in conjunction with the elected and private sector 
leadership in North Dakota, can and should take positive steps to enhance the 
economy of North Dakota. 

• We believe depopulation is a major threat to the overall viability of North Dakota and, if 
not addressed with urgency, the infrastructure, quality of life, and services available to 
the citizens of the state will diminish. 

• We believe faculty are the foundation of the North Dakota University System. 

• We believe performance of the University System will be enhanced in an environment 
which is conducive to innovation, creativity, and flexibility - coupled with appropriate 
accountability. 

• We believe in the implementation of education programs and curriculums to meet the 
needs of a culturally diverse student population and to prepare students to interact in 
an increasing pluralistic society. 

MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

i/liam Goetz, Chancellor 
701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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Summary of SBHE Strategic Plan (cont.) 
• We believe the citizens and the legislature created and expect the University System to 

function as a system; i.e., to collaborate, whenever appropriate and feasible, in offering 
programs, serving students and citizens, and in providing administrative services. 

• We believe the benefits of the University System can and should be available to all of 
North Dakota, geographically and demographically. 

• We believe it is important for all the key stakeholders of the University System to adopt 
and apply the same set of expectations and accountability measures which were 
identified and agreed to by the 1999 roundtable. 

• We believe it is possible to create a University System for the 21 st century, as 
envisioned by the roundtable and further believe making it a reality will require all 
entities to do their part as described in the Roundtable Report. 

Core Values of North Dakota University System 
The core values are to be reflected in how the SBHE and all personnel of the University 
System carry out responsibilities on a daily basis: 

• High integrity 
• Open, honest, forthright and mutually respectful in discussion and actions 
• Trustworthy 
• Accountable 
• Cooperative valued partner with other state agencies and entities 
• Responsible stewards of state investment in the University System 
• Scholarship and the pursuit of excellence in the discovery, sharing and application of 

knowledge 
• Support and embrace diversity 

IV. Long-Range Goals of the SBHE 
Goal 1: Continue to be a national leader and a model for other states in effectively utilizing 

the power and potential of a University System to enhance the economic and social 
vitality of the state. 

Goal 2: Achieve the vision of the Roundtable on Higher Education in creating a university 
system for the 21st century- a system that is: academically competitive nationally 
and internationally; engaged at every level with the needs of the state and its 
citizens; accessible and responsive to all citizens of the state, both individual and 
corporate; and proves to be a solid investment for the state and is seen as such by 
its citizens. 

Goal 3: Create an environment, based on mutual trust, within the University System and in 
cooperation with the key stakeholders of higher education that embraces a common 
vision, a clear set of expectations and agreed-upon accountability measures that 
are mutually developed and supported by the University System and its 
stakeholders. 

' R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

William Goetz, Chancellor 
701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 12 - Page 1.2 



Summary of SBHE Strategic Plan (cont.) 

• 
Objectives 
The specific objectives for achieving each of the long-range goals are listed in Section 4, 
page 3, under State Board of Higher Education Objectives for 2008-2009. 

V. Campus Alignment Plans 
The institutions annually develop alignment plans directly linked to the six cornerstones of 
the Roundtable Report: 

a.· Economic Development Connection 
b. Education Excellence 
c. Flexible and Responsive System 
d. Accessible System 
e. Funding and Rewards 
f. Sustaining the Vision 

~

ORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

illiam Goetz, Chancellor 
701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Sustaining the Vision 

December 2008 Project Vital Link 
Project Vital Link was launched by the State Board of Higher Education in November 2002 to 
attract more high school students to North Dakota University System (NOUS) colleges and 
universities. 

This initiative was developed to supplement campus recruitment efforts by mailing information 
about the University System directly to high school students at their homes and by providing other 
information to students through their middle and high school counselors. 

A publication commonly referred to as The Viewbook is mailed to high school juniors and seniors. 
This brochure provides a brief introduction to the 11 NOUS colleges and universities, a 
comprehensive matrix of programs of study and key facts about enrollment, admission, the cost 
of college, financial aid and other important topics. 

A second publication titled Consider Your Options is distributed to high school sophomores 
through their school counselors. This publication helps students plan and prepare for college and 

,courages them to consider educational opportunities available at the 11 NOUS institutions . 

• third publication tilled Design Your Future is distributed to eighth-grade students through school 
counselors. This brochure was created to help students make successful transitions to high 
school and to begin looking at college and career options. Design Your Future also includes a 
college financial planning guide for parents. This publication is produced in collaboration with the 
Department of Career and Technical Education, the Department of Public Instruction and Student 
Loans of North Dakota. 

( 

Also, at the request of high school counselors, an NOUS college and university program matrix 
poster was added to Project Vital Link in 2005. This poster is distributed to high school 
counselors in North Dakota and several other states. 

The Viewbook, Consider Your Options and Design Your Future are available on the NOUS Web 
site at www.ndus.edu. 

-

. OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

.. Debra Anderson, Public Affairs Director 
701. 328. 2962 Debra.A.Anderson@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Sustaining the Vision 

December 2008 P-16/P-20 Education 
Vision Statement for the North Dakota P-16 Education Task Force: All North Dakota students will 
be educated in an innovative, relevant, integrated and challenging system providing world-class 
quality to prepare them to be good citizens and to take full advantage of all opportunities available 
to them in their lives. 

At the September 2005 annual meeting, the North Dakota Joint Boards of Education agreed to 
establish a P-16 Education Task Force. The 38-member task force met monthly between January 
and September 2006. In addition to "joint board" representatives of the State Board of Public 
School Education, the State Board of Higher Education, the Education Standards and Practices 
Board and the State Board for Career and Technical Education, the task force included 
representatives of various levels and types of education, the business community, school boards, 
associations, agencies, students and parents. 

The task force examined relationships among state education agencies and institutions and 
collectively planned for the future of education in North Dakota. It focused on forging P-16 

1 agreements to create seamless transitions to college and work, thus enabling students to function 
·. more effectively in a globally competitive economy. Special attention was given to historically 

•
underprepared students. The group also conducted a systematic review of "best practices" in 
other states to help make better-informed choices for North Dakota. 

The task force learned that, while the North Dakota education system is good, slippage in test 
scores is occurring, cracks in the education system are developing and students are falling 
through those cracks. Other states are moving ahead, while the results of ACT tests for North 
Dakota students have remained flat for 15 years. In some academic areas, North Dakota 
students are testing below the national average. 

Because of what they learned, task force members agreed that achieving and maintaining a 
world-class education system is essential to enabling North Dakota students to compete in a 
world economy and that North Dakota is capable of developing such a system. In order to 
achieve that vision, the task force agreed upon the following six goals: 

Goal 1: North Dakota should put in place and enforce, throughout its P-16 education system, 
uniform, consistent proficiency expectations and standards and ensure that each student has 
a support system in place to enable the student to achieve proficiency. 

Goal 2: All North Dakota students should have equitable access to and the expectation of 
completing a rigorous core curriculum/standards taught by effective and highly qualified P-16 
educators. 

' 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Michel Hillman, Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 
701. 328. 2965 Miche/.Hillman@ndus.edu 
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P-16/P-20 Education (cont.) 

• 
Goal 3: Top performing North Dakota students should be encouraged to become P-16 ; 
educators. North Dakota educators are professionals, their quality should be assured and they 1 

should be paid accordingly, including receiving additional resources for professional 
development and for demonstrated improved performance. 

Goal 4: North Dakota should provide academic and career assessment and counseling that is 
comprehensive, developmental and systematic from pre-school through post-secondary 
education and to employment and life to help students: 
• Enhance their academic achievement by linking classroom studies to future choices 
• Achieve skills they will need to transition successfully to post-secondary education and 

work and 
• Develop the skills needed to make informed decisions throughout life. 

Goal 5: To educate the public about the importance of identifying and correcting weaknesses 
in the North Dakota education system, and 

Goal 6: To seek new and reallocate current resources to accomplish these goals. 

The task force also developed a series of strategies to implement the goals. Their work is 
consistent with the findings of the North Dakota Education Improvement Commission. The joint 
boards approved the task force recommendations on Sept. 26, 2006. 

On Oct. 16, 2006, the SBHE also adopted a resolution of support for the task force's work. In 
part, the resolution reads: ... The Education Task Force, reaching unanimous consensus, has 
concluded that the state education system, although operating from a strong foundation, has ( 

•

eed for systematic improvement, especially in light of improvements now occurring in other 
tates. The boards have Jointly accepted and endorsed the task force report. The SBHE 

commends the task force for its intense and thoughtful effort in bringing back a comprehensive 
plan with suggested goals and strategies for education adequacy for all North Dakota students. 
The SBHE supports the report goals and recommendations, and, given the importance to the 
state's future, encourages implementation of the recommendations in as timely a manner as 
possible. 

The joint boards meetings in 2007 and 2008 focused on continued implementation of the 
recommendations of the task force. The boards have supported development of the state 
longitudinal data system and e-Transcripts, comprehensive career planning, and most recently, 
the development of a P-20 Alignment Task Force to recommend a process for aligned and 
challenging performance standards and assessments for high school graduation, preparation for 
work and preparation for college, including university admission requirements with 
recommendations to be made at the joint boards September 2009 meeting. The SBHE endorsed 
legislation creating a standing state P-20 council at its November 2008 meeting . 

• -------------------------------( 
R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Michel Hillman, Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 
701.328. 2965 Michel.Hillman@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

December 2008 Location of Institutions and Entities 
The NOUS is composed of two doctoral universities, two master's degree-granting universities, 
two universities that offer bachelor's degrees and five community colleges that offer associate 
and trade/technical degrees. Each institution is unique in its mission to serve the people of Norlh 
Dakota. 

NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
Location of Institutions and Entities 

• rlU'?!!...-o - I Crosby 

' 

Type of Institution: 

Doctoral Universities: UNO, NDSU 
Master's Universities: MiSU, VCSU 
Bachelor's Universities: DSU, MaSU 

~Lintoo 
\, 

:m 

• Streeter 
1 

Research •\ 
Station 

\ 
' Clhmdale~ 

Community Colleges: BSC, LRSC, MiSU-B, NDSCS, WSC 

Pffl,bir,11 

School of 
Medicine & 

Health 
Sciences 

, MaSU* 
~-•Coopemown Mayville ,: 

! H,Us.bofo• 

Main 

Research Extension Main Station - Fargo, Carrington, Streeter, Dickinson, Hettinger, 
Centers: Langdon, North Central - Minot, and Williston 

Other: Agronomy Seed Farm - Casselton, Northern Crops Institute - Fargo, 
School of Medicine and Health Sciences - Grand Forks 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

William Goetz, Chancellor 
701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Leadership and Or anizational Structure 

December 2008 Organization of NOUS 
The North Dakota State Board of Higher Education (SBHE) is the governing body for North 
Dakota's 11 publicly supported colleges and universities. In addition to the 11 colleges and 
universities, the SBHE also oversees the Agricultural Research Stations, North Dakota 
Cooperative Extension Service, Northern Crops Institute, State Forest Service and the Upper 
Great Plains Transportation Institute.I 

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF THE NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

I North Dakota State Board of Higher Education l 
I Chancellor and System CEO North Dakota University System Office I 

I:;::::-· ....... ·.·-·-·.·.·,. ··•-•,•,•,•,•,•,•:-:-:-.-.·.<•:-:-:•.·-:,;,:.;,:,:.;.;.;,:,:,• :;:;:;::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::i 
r I I I I I I r I I 

President President President President President President President President President President 
North University Minot Dickinson Mayville Valley Bismarck Lake NO State Williston 

Dakota Of State State State City State Region College State 
State North University University University State College State of College 

University Dakota University College Science 

I I 
UNO• Campus Dean 

School of Med & MJSU-
Health Sciences Bottineau 

I I I I 

Main Northern Upper 
Research Extension Forest Crops Greet Plains 

Station Service Se,vice Institute Transportation 
& 8 branches ' Institute 

'Eight branch research stations: Agronomy Seed Farm-Casselton, Carrington, Central Grasslands, Dickinson, Hettinger, Langdon, North Central and Williston. 

•

' ~OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

William Goetz, Chancellor 
701.328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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Organization of NOUS (cont.) 
• The State Board of Higher Education (SBHE) consists of seven citizen members, one student , 

A member and one faculty advisor. The governor appoints the voting citizen members to four- ' 
W year terms. These appointments require the consent of the majority of the North Dakota 

Senate. The governor also appoints the voting student member to a one-year term on the 
board from a list of students submitted by the North Dakota Student Association. The Council 
of College Faculties annually selects a non-voting faculty advisor to serve on the board. 

• The SBHE is the policy-setting and advocacy body for the North Dakota University System. 
Decisions on issues with system-wide implications are made by the board and chancellor in 
consultation with the chancellor's cabinet (composed of the chancellor, presidents, executive 
dean and vice-chancellors). The CE Os of the institutions retain authority in managing campus 
affairs. 

• The chancellor's office supports the SBHE in developing public policy for the system's 
governance and in advocating on its behalf. 

• 

• 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Leadership and Organizational Structure 

December 2008 State Board of Higher Education 
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Richie Smith, President 

Jon Backes, Vice President 

Sue Andrews 

Haylee Cripe 

Duaine Espegard 

Michael Haugen 

( 
Pam Kostelecky 

Grant Shaft - Jon Jackson, Faculty Advisor (non-voting) 

( 

a;ORMORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

- William Goetz, Chancellor 
701. 328. 2963 William. Goetz@ndus.edu 
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State Board of Higher Education (cont.) 
Richie Smith: Member 2005-09, President 2008-09 

.. ichie Smith was appointed to a four-year term on the State Board of Higher Education in 2005. 
His four-year term on the board will run through June 30, 2009. 

A native of Campbell, Minn., Smith is a 1970 high school graduate of St. John's Preparatory 
School in Collegeville, Minn. He received a bachelor's degree in history from Creighton University 
in Omaha, Neb., in 1974 and a juris doctorate from Creighton University School of Law in 1977. 
He was captain of the 1973-74 Creighton University basketball team. 

Smith is an attorney with Smith, Strege and Fredericksen, Ltd., in Wahpeton, N.D. He serves as 
president of the Richland County Bar Association and is a member of the North Dakota State Bar 
Association, the Federal District Court Bar, the U.S. Tax Court Bar and the U.S. Supreme Court 
Bar. He was chair of the North Dakota State Bar Association Disciplinary Board from 1999 to 
2001. Smith also is past president of the North Dakota State College of Science Foundation 
Board. 

Through 25 years of legal practice, Smith has assisted various businesses with acquiring and/or 
selling companies and assets and in the start-up of new business ventures. He has significant 
litigation experience in the U.S. Tax Court. 

Jon Backes: Member2007-11, Vice President2008-09 . 

• 

Jon Backes, Minot, N.D., was appointed to the State Board of Higher Education in 2007. His four- ( 
ear term on the board will run through June 30, 2011. 

Backes is an attorney in the Minot law firm of McGee, Hankla, Backes and Dobrovolny, P.C., 
where his practice focuses on assisting clients with business, real estate and commercial law 
needs. 

Backes is active in many community service organizations, including the Minot State University 
Development Foundation and St. Joseph's Community Health Foundation. He is an examiner for 
the multi-state practice test component of the North Dakota State Bar exam. 

Backes received a bachelor's degree in accounting from Minot State University in 1984 and a 
juris doctorate from the University of North Dakota in 1990. 

Sue Andrews: Member 2002-10 

Susan Ferguson Andrews was appointed to a four-year term on the State Board of Higher 
Education in 2002 and re-appointed in 2006 to a second four-year term that will run through 
June 30, 2010. 

Andrews was born and raised in Fargo, N.D., and graduated from Fargo South High School. 
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State Board of Higher Education (cont.) 
'3he attended UNO and earned a bachelor's degree in home economics from NDSU in 1974. 

A .:lhe is the executive director of the YMCA of NDSU. 

W Andrews currently serves on the North Dakota Education Fact Finding Commission, the Fargo 
Public Schools Foundation and the Fargo-Moorhead Area Foundation. 

( 

Andrews was a member of the Fargo Board of Education from 1991 to 1998 and served as 
president of the board and chaired the negotiations and facilities committees. She has served as 
a member of the board of directors for the North Dakota Education Standards and Practices 
Board, Fargo-Moorhead Junior League, Village Family Service, Prairie Public Broadcasting, 
Fargo and West Fargo Teacher Center/Learning Bank, the Governor's Council on the Status of 
Women and the Fargo Youth Commission. 

Haylee Cripe: Student Member 2008-09 

Haylee Cripe was appointed by Gov. John Hoeven to be the 2008-09 student member of the 
State Board of Higher Education and will serve a one-year term ending June 30, 2009. 

A native of Dickinson, N.D., Cripe is a senior majoring in accountancy at the University of North 
Dakota, Grand Forks, N.D. She was the 2007-08 North Dakota Student Association president, the 
2006-07 governmental affairs commissioner and person of the year for UNO student government 
and the 2005-06 UNO student senator of the year. She is a member of the UNO University 
Senate. 

•
In addition to involvement in many campus groups and activities, Cripe has been a member of the 
ConnectND State Oversight Committee, the NOUS ConnectND executive director search 
committee and the NOUS CIO search committee. 

Duaine C. Espegard: Member 2007-10 

Duaine C. Espegard, Grand Forks, N.D., was appointed to the State Board of Higher Education in 
2007 to complete the four-year term of Charles Murphy who resigned from the board. Espegard's 
term will run through June 30, 2010. 

He is a retired bank administrator. From 1969 to 2003, he worked for Bremer Financial as a bank 
director, chief executive officer and regional president. Espegard was elected to the North Dakota 
Senate in 2000 and served until 2006. 

He currently serves on the North Dakota Economic Development Foundation, the Grand Forks 
Region Economic Development Corporation and a number of corporate boards. Espegard also 
has served on the Commerce Department's Development Fund Board and numerous other 
boards and commissions. 

A native of Petersburg N.D., he is a graduate of Unity High School and Aakers Business College 
where he obtained an associate degree in business administration in 1963. He also attended the 
University of North Dakota and the University of Wisconsin's Graduate School of Banking. 

( 
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State Board of Higher Education (cont.) 
Michael Haugen: Member 2008-12 

&ichael Haugen, Fargo, N.D., was appointed to the State Board of Higher Education in 2008. His ~ 
four-year term on the board will run through June 30, 2012. 

Haugen is a business consultant and president of M.J. Haugen and Associates, Inc. As a major 
general in the North Dakota National Guard, Haugen was the North Dakota adjutant general from 
December 2000 through September 2006. He earned numerous awards and decorations during a 
distinguished 39-year military career. 

Haugen currently dedicates considerable time to public service, including Habitat for Humanity, 
Boy Scouts of America, El Zagel Shrine and the Minot State University Board of Regents. 

He attended Valley City State University and received a bachelor's degree in social science from 
Minot State University. He also completed the U.S. Department of State Senior Seminar, the U.S. 
Air Force War College and the Regional Security Study Program at the John F. Kennedy School 
of Government at Harvard University. 

Pamela J. Kostelecky: Member 2002-09 

Pamela J. Kostelecky was appointed to the State Board of Higher Education in October 2002 to 
complete the four-year term of Craig Caspers who resigned from the board. She was re-
appointed in 2005 to a second term that will run through June 30, 2009. ( 

- native of Dickinson, N.D., Kostelecky graduated from Dickinson High School and attended 
UCLA; the University of the Seven Seas, an international shipboard education program 
sponsored by Chapman College in Orange, Calif.; and Dickinson State College. 

Kostelecky is president and general manager of Sax Motor Co. in Dickinson, N.D., and Sax Motor 
Co. Southwest in Bowman, N.D. She is president of General Investment Corporation, a real 
estate and leasing company also located in Dickinson, N.D. 

Kostelecky currently is a member of the board of directors for the North Dakota Auto Dealers 
Association, Dickinson State University Foundation and Dickinson Industries. She is a member of 
the advisory council for Consolidated Telcom in Dickinson, N.D., and a member of the Greater 
North Dakota Association, Stark Development Corporation, Rotary International and the National 
Auto Dealers Association. She is a past member of the board of directors for the Dickinson Public 
School Foundation, Trinity School Foundation, Dickinson Public Library Foundation and Norwest 
Bank in Dickinson, N.D. 

Grant Shaft: Member 2007-11 

Grant Shaft, Grand Forks, N.D., was appointed to the State Board of Higher Education in 2007. 

His four-year term on the board will run through June 30, 2011. 
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State Board of Higher Education (cont.) 
·,haft is a partner in the law firm of Shaft, Reis and Shaft, Ltd., in Grand Forks, N.D. He has been 

• 

an active member of the American Bar Association and the State Bar Associations of North 
Dakota and Minnesota. He was a member of the North Dakota House of Representatives from 
1986 to 1990. 

A native of Grand Forks, Shaft is a graduate of Red River High School. He received a bachelor's 
degree from Arizona State University in 1983 and a juris doctorate from the University of North 
Dakota School of Law in 1986. 

Jon Jackson: Faculty Advisor 2008-09 

The Council of College Faculties elected Jon Jackson, Ph.D., faculty advisor to the State Board of 
Higher Education for a one-year term ending June 30, 2009. 

Jackson is in his 11th year on the faculty of anatomy and cell biology at the University of North 
Dakota School of Medicine, Grand Forks, N.D. He has served two terms as a member of CCF 
and currently is president of the UNO University Senate. 

Jackson is the only American anatomist who serves in a leadership capacity with all three major 
North American anatomical science organizations (American Association of Anatomists, Human 
Anatomy & Physiology Society and the American Association of Clinical Anatomists). He currently 

. teaches human anatomy to undergraduate, graduate and medical students, as well as courses in 
( ,cienlific writing, responsible conduct of research and the history of science . 

• Jackson earned bachelor's degrees in chemistry and biology from Luther College, Decorah, Iowa, 
and master's and doctoral degrees from UNO. He did a postdoctoral fellowship in cell 
biology/biochemistry at Vanderbilt University and served on the medical faculty there before 
pursuing teaching and business opportunities in the San Francisco Bay area. 

( 
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Phone 701.328.2960- Fax 701.328.2961 
E-mail ndus.office@ndus.edu - Internet www.ndus.edu 

Chancellor 328.2963 william.ooetzrmndus.edu 
Director of Public Affairs 328.2962 debra.a.andersonrmndus.edu 
Secretarv/Reciprocitv Processor 328.4113 deanna.dailevcamdus.edu 
Administrative Secretary/ 
Computer/Network Suooort 
Secretary/Articulation & Transfer 
Assistant 
Secretarv 
Vice Chancellor for Administrative 
Affairs 
Vice Chancellor for 
Academic and Student Affairs 
Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning/ 

328.2966 

328.2974 

328.2988 

328.4116 

328.2965 

Dir. of the College Technical Ed. 328.2979 
Council 
Director/ND Universitv Svstem Online 328.9659 
Director of Finance 328.4111 
Chancellor's Assistant/Office Manaoer 328.2963 
FINDET Director 224.2540 
Secretary 328.2964 

College Access Grant Director 224.2437 

Director of Articulation & Transfer 777.0885 
Executive Director, ConnectND 231.8640 
State Approving Agency Dir./Coord. of 

224 2497 Multicultural Education · 
Academic Affairs Associate & Director 
of Research 328.4136 

anna.domagala@ndus.edu 

rebecca.a.duben@ndus.edu 

diane.faiman@ndus.edu 

laura.glatt@ndus.edu 

michel.hillman@ndus.edu 

marsha.krotseng@ndus.edu 

robert.l.larsonrrundus.edu 
cathv.mcdonald@ndus.edu 
terrv.meyer@ndus.edu 
michelle.olsen@ndus.edu 
nina.oadilla(/j)ndus.edu 

karen.paetz@ndus.edu 

ohilip.parnell@ndus.edu 
mick.pytlik@ndus.edu 

rhonda.schauer@ndus.edu 

julie.schepp@ndus.edu 

Michelle Schock Office Assistant/SAA 224.2501 michelle.schockrrundus.edu 
Sharon Schwartzbauer Accountant 
Pat Seaworth General Counsel 
Randall Thursbv Chief Information Officer 

Sheila Tibke 

Darci Trenda 
Vacant 

Peggy Wipf 

Administrative Secretary to the 
SBHE/Financial Aid Asst. 
Director of Financial Reporting 
Research Analvst/FINDET 
Director of Financial Aid & Federal 
Relations Coordinator 

328.4112 sharon.schwartzbauer(/j)ndus.edu 
328.4169 oat.seaworthrmndus.edu 
231.7922 randall.thursbv@ndus.edu 

328.2906 sheila.tibke@ndus.edu 

328.3401 darci.trenda@ndus.edu 
224.2541 Vacant 

328.4114 peggy.wipf@ndus.edu 
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NOUS Office (cont.) 

.rilliam G. Goetz, Chancellor 

.illiam (Bill) G. Goetz became chancellor of the North Dakota University System (NOUS) on July 
1, 2007. Goetz served 30 years at Dickinson State University as a faculty member, dean of the 
School of Business, director of continuing education and executive vice president of the 
Dickinson State University Foundation. 

Goetz served in the North Dakota Legislature for 20 years, for 8 years as a senator and 12 years 
as a representative. He was assistant leader in both chambers. Most recently, he was chief of 
staff for Gov. Schafer and Gov. Hoeven, serving in this role for a total of 10 years. Goetz currently 
serves on the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education and Midwestern Higher . . 

Education Compact and holds the position of chairman for the compact. 

Goetz holds a master's degree in business from the University of North Dakota, a bachelor's 
degree in business administration from Minot State University and an associate degree from 
Bismarck State College. He has been a member of the North Dakota Roundtable on Higher 
Education since its inception in 1999. In 1990, Goetz received a U.S. presidential appointment to 
the National Advisory Council on Educational Improvement. The Greater North Dakota 
Association named him the North Dakota Educator of the Year in 1990, recognizing his 
leadership role in fostering an understanding of business through the education of the state's 
future leaders. 

( 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs ( 

.ura Glatt is the chief financial and administrative officer for the NOUS and is responsible for 
developing policy and coordinating services for financial planning and budgeting, system human 
resource services, capital planning, accounting and reporting, retirement and disability programs, 
interstate reciprocity agreements, purchasing, state financial aid programs, information 
management and computer technology, and auditing. 

Prior to assuming this position in 1994, Glatt served as the University System's director of 
finance, was a management and fiscal analyst for the Office of Management and Budget, and 
was a controller for the State Treasurer's Office. Glatt is a certified public accountant and holds a 
bachelor's degree in accounting and master's degree in management from the University of Mary 
in Bismarck. 

Michel Hillman, Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 

Michel Hillman, Ph.D., has been the vice chancellor for academic affairs since June 1996 and 
· assumed responsibility for student affairs in December 2002. As such, Hillman is the chief 
academic and student affairs officer and chairs both University System councils. He serves as 
the system liaison to the Council of College Faculties and the state EPSCoR initiative. 
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NOUS Office (cont.) 

1 1efore joining the University System, Hillman was director of academic affairs for the South 

• 

uakota Board of Regents. He received a bachelor's degree in psychology from Slippery Rock 
State College in Pennsylvania, a master's degree in experimental psychology from Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania and a Ph.D. in experimental psychology from the University of South 
Dakota in Vermillion, S.D. 

( 

• 

Marsha Krotseng, Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning and Executive Director, CTEC 

Marsha Krotseng, Ed.D. is the vice chancellor for strategic planning and executive director of the 
College Technical Education Council (CTEC). She is responsible for working with the University 
System's stakeholders to plan for the future of North Dakota higher education through strategic 
processes including the Roundtable on Higher Education. Her experience includes both campus 
and system level planning where she has worked with faculty, staff, students, campus executives, 
legislators and other external constituents in developing and implementing strategic plans in 
Georgia, West Virginia and Ohio. 

Krotseng currently serves on the American Council on Education's State Network Executive 
Board and is past president of the national Association for Institutional Research. She is a Phi 
Beta Kappa graduate of the College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA, with a bachelor's 
degree in Spanish, a master's degree in education administration and a doctorate in higher 
education. 

( 
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Name• '. :-/,J.:~, f·IJ_/f\~- · I ;:,. · :Title,,I :''' "' 

" .. ,, .,.,,!:-:,:.- . Phone,#.,,:;,JEmail:Address, .. ,,:. ::. ,:T,; ' \.: ". . •'" 
Bismarck State Colleae 

Larry C. Skogen President 224.5430 larry.skogen@bsc.nodak.edu 

Drake Carter 
Provost & VP for Academic 224.5545 fred.carter@bsc.nodak.edu 
Affairs 

Dave Clark Executive Vice President 224.5434 david.clark@bsc.nodak.edu 

Kari Knudson 
VP, Energy Technology 224.5604 kari.l.knudson@bsc.nodak.edu 
Proarams and Director, NECE 
VP for College Advancement & 

Gordon Binek Executive Di rector BSC 224.5697 gordon.binek@bsc.nodak.edu 
Foundation 

Dickinson State Universll • 
Richard McCallum President 483.2326 richard.mccallumlmdickinsonstate.edu 
Richard Brauhn VP Academic Affairs 483.2330 rich.brauhn@dickinsonstate.edu 

Alvin Binstock VP Business Affairs 483.2531 alvin.binstock@dickinsonstate.edu 

Hal Haynes VP Student Development 483.2090 hal.haynes@dickinsonstate.edu 
Lake Rea ion State Collete .. 

( Mike Bower President 662.1544 mike.bower@lrsc.edu 

Doug Darling VP Instructional Services 662.1506 doug.darling@lrsc.edu 

Corry Kenner VP Administrative Services 662.1505 corry.kenner@lrsc.edu 

Laurel Goulding VP Student Services 662.1513 laurel.goulding@lrsc.edu 

Mayville State Universlt• 
Gary Hagen President 788.4754 gary.hagen@mayvillestate.edu 

Keith Stenehjem VP Academic Affairs 788.4755 keith.stenehjem@mayvillestate.edu 

Steve Bensen VP Business Affairs 788.4761 steven.bensen@mayvillestate.edu 

Ray Gerszewski 
VP Student Affairs and 788.4770 ray.gerszewski@mayvillestate.edu 
Institutional Research 

Minot State Universitv 
David Fuller President 858.3301 president@minotstateu.edu 

Gary Rabe VP Academic Affairs 858.3329 gary.rabe@minotstateu.edu 

Ron Dorn VP Administrative & Finance 858.3331 ron.dorn@minotstateu.edu 

Richard Jenkins VP Student Affairs 858.3299 dick.jenkins@minotstateu.edu 

Marv Semrau VP Advancement 858.4483 marv.semrau@minotstateu.edu 

MiSU-Bottineau 
Ken Grosz Campus Dean 228.5431 ken.grosz@msub.nodak.edu 

Larry Brooks 
Associate Dean for Academic 228.5457 larry.brooks@msub.nodak.edu 
Affairs 

Jim Borkowski Director of Business Affairs 228.5432 jim.borkowski@msub.nodak.edu 

Paula Berg 
Associate Dean for Student 228.5451 paula.berg@msub.nodak.edu 
Affairs ( 

•
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Campus Directory (cont.) 
Name ,' illtt.:;<: 11·r: '.' ,,:1;/I.Title '" ); ~ ·,1~'.'
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North Dakota State College of Science 

John Richman President 671.2221 john.richman@ndscs.edu 

Harvey Link VP Academic & Student Affairs 671.2112 harvey.link@ndscs.edu 

Michael Renk VP Admin Affairs 671.2217 mike.renk@ndscs.edu 

North Dakota State Universitv 

Joseph A. Chapman President 231.7211 joseph.chapman@ndsu.edu 

R. Craig Schnell Provost & VP Academic Affairs 231.7131 craig.schnell@ndsu.edu 

John Adams VP Finance & Administration 231.8412 john.adams@ndsu.edu 

Prakash Mathew VP Student Affairs 231.7701 prakash.mathew@ndsu.edu 

Evie Myers 
VP Equity, Diversity & Global 231.7708 evie.myers@ndsu.edu 
Outreach 

Keith Bjerke VP University Relations 231.1068 keith.bjerke@ndsu.edu 

Philip Boudjouk 
VP Research, Creative Activities 231.8601 philip.boudjouk@ndsu.edu 
& Technolon" Transfer 

Bonnie Neas VP Information Technology 231.8640 bonnie.neas@ndsu.edu 

DC Coston 
VP Agriculture & University 231.7720 d.c.coston@ndsu.edu 
Extension 
Dean College of Agriculture, 

Ken Grafton 
Food Systems & Natural 231.6693 k.grafton@ndsu.edu 
Resources and Director Agr 
Exoeriment Station 

Duane Hauck Director Extension Service 231.8944. duane.hauck@ndsu.edu 

Rick Johnson General Counsel 231.7215 rick.johnson@ndsu.edu 

Gene Taylor Director of Athletics 231.8985 gene.taylor@ndsu.edu 

im Miller 
Development Foundation 231.6835 jim@ndsualumni.com 
Executive Director 

Unlversitv of North Dakota 

Robert 0. Kelley President 777.2121 rokelley@mail.und.edu 

Greg Weisenstein VP Academic Affairs & Provost 777.2167 gweisenstein@mail.und.nodak.edu 

Robert Gallager VP Finance & Operations 777.3511 bobgallager@mail.und.nodak.edu 

Robert Boyd VP Student & Outreach Services 777.2724 robertboyd@mail.und.nodak.edu 

H. David Wilson 
VP Health Affairs/Dean, School 777.2514 hdwilson@medicine.nodak.edu 
of Medicine and Health Sciences 

Barry Milavetz Interim VP Research 777.6736 barrymilavetz@mail.und.nodak.edu 

Julie Evans General Counsel 777.6345 jae@und.edu 

Valley City State Universitv 

Steven W. Shirley President 845.7100 

Joseph Bessie VP Academic Affairs 845.7200 

Trudy Collins VP Business Affairs 845.7234 

Glen Schmalz VP Student Affairs 845.7201 
Williston State Colleqe 

Joseph Mccann President 774.4233 

Dawn Olson VP Academic & Student Affairs 774.4214 

Brenda Wigness VP for Business Affairs 774.4240 

Hugh Long Director for Student Affairs 774.4213 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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Campus Directory (cont.) 
·,1ismarck State College - Larry W. Skogen 

•
. Larry C. Skogen, Ph.D., became president of Bismarck State College on March 1, 2007. He is 
the college's sixth CEO during its 69-year history. 

Since assuming the presidency, Skogen has initiated an Office of Innovation and a new strategic 
planning process. He also has formed U.S. military educational partnerships. The construction 
projects for the National Energy Center of Excellence and Lidstrom Hall (residence hall) and 
Phase Ill of the Schafer Hall renovation have been completed. In addition, Bismarck State 
College has entered into an agreement with the Bismarck Park District for the construction of the 
Bismarck State College Aquatic & Wellness Center to be completed by the fall of 2009. 

Retired from a career in the U.S. Air Force, Skogen is a native of Hettinger, N.D. He holds 
degrees from Dickinson State University (B.S. in secondary education), Central Missouri State 
University, Warrensburg (M.A. in history) and Arizona State University, Tempe (Ph.D. in history). 

Throughout his career, he has been involved in education as a high school teacher and as a 
college instructor and administrator in a variety of military and civilian institutions, including the 
United States Air Force Academy. 

Skogen is the author of a legal history of federal Indian policy that was published by the 
University of Oklahoma Press in 1996, as well as articles and reviews in historical journals. 

( · Dickinson State University - Richard McCall um 

AThe State Board of Higher Education named Richard J. Mccallum, Ph.D., the 10th president of 
Wrnckinson State University on April 5, 2008. Before his appointment to Dickinson State 

University, McCallum served as vice president for academic affairs at Missouri Southern State 
University, Joplin, Mo., from 2004 to 2007. He also served as associate vice president for 
academic affairs at Central Connecticut State University, New Britain, Conn., from 2001-2004. He 
served as university administrator and assistant professor at the University of Missouri-Columbia 
from 1976 to 1993. McCallum also was a program associate at the University Nebraska Medical 
Center from 197 4 to 1976 and a health educator for the Nebraska State Department of Health 
from 1972 to 1974. 

McCall um also served the United States as a member of the National Guard for more than 30 
years, attaining the rank of colonel. In 1990, he was given command of a unit and deployed to the 
Gulf War, where he spent eight months. He attended the Army War College in 1994 and fulfilled 
an assignment at the Pentagon as a team leader for a classified research project. McCallum later 
served as chairman of the Strategy and Planning Department and director of strategic outreach at 
the U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, Penn., from 1995 to 2001. 

A native of Bloomfield, Neb., McCallum received a bachelor's degree in education in 1971. He 
received a master's degree in education, major in adult education, in 1976 and a doctorate in 
education, community and human resources, in 1982, both from the University of Nebraska-

. Lincoln. 
( 
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Campus Directory (cont.) 
Lake Region State College - Mike Bower 

.ike Bower, Ph.D., has been president of Lake Region State College since July 2008. 

Prior to being named LRSC president by the State Board of Higher Education, Bower was 
executive dean to the president for continuing education corporate services at branch campuses 
of Michigan Technical Education Centers and University Center at Mott Community College, Flint, 
Michigan. He also has served as a campus administrator at the Chippewa Falls Campus of 
Chippewa Valley Technical College in Wisconsin and has served as dean of academics and 
training, Columbus Campus for Central Community College, Nebraska. He has numerous years 
of industry experience, having worked for RCA and Ford Motor Company - Lincoln Mercury 
division. 

Bower is an active member of the American Association of Community Colleges, National Council 
for Workforce Education, The League for Innovation, The Chair Academy, Mott Bruin Club of 
Genesee County, National Rifle Association, Ducks Unlimited and Rotary International. 

Mayville State University - Gary Hagen 

Gary Hagen, Ph.D., was named president of Mayville State University in February 2007. Hagen 
had been Mayville State University's interim president since July of 2006. 

Hagen came to Mayville State University as a faculty member in the Division of Business in 1976. 
He taught in the division until 1997. In addition to his duties as a faculty member, he was 

•

hairman of the Division of Business from 1991 to 1997. He served as the university's chief 
formation officer from 1997 to 1998 and was vice president for academic affairs from 1998 until 
007. 

During his tenure at Mayville State, Hagen has provided leadership for academic planning, 
student-centered learning and instructional innovation, and the development and application of 
instructional technologies. He also has led the university's accreditation functions, assessments, 
and program reviews, and he has played a key role in academic strategic planning within the 
university's strategic planning framework. Hagen has developed recommendations and managed 
the academic budgets. 

He earned a bachelor's degree in business administration from the University of North Dakota in 
1974, a master of science degree in business education from UNO in 1977, and a doctorate of 
philosophy in business education from UNO in 1986. 

Minot State University - David Fuller 

David Fuller, Ph.D., became the eighth president of Minot State University in July 2004, coming to 
the university from Wayne State College, Wayne, Neb., where he had been vice president for 
academic affairs since 2000. He earned a bachelor's degree in English at Hastings College, 
Hastings, Neb. He received a master's degree in English from the University of Nebraska at 
Kearney and earned a doctorate in English from the University of Iowa in Iowa City. 

( 

( 

---------------------------( 
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Campus Directory (cont.) 
r -=uller is a member of the Minot Chamber of Commerce board of directors, the Minot Area 

• 

Jevelopment Corporation board of directors, Trinity Health board of directors and the North 
Central Association board of directors. He is chair of the Dakota Athletics Conference board of 
directors and the Minot Rotary Club. He has served as a member of the Corp of Chairs of 
Consultant Evaluator Teams for the Higher Learning Commission since 2001, is a member of the 
Accreditation Review Council (ARC) for the Higher Learning Commission and currently is a 
consultant-evaluator for the commission on institutions of higher education of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools. Fuller also is an active member of the American 
Association of State Colleges and Universities. 

Minot State University - Bottineau - Ken Grosz 

A native of Kulm, N.D., Ken Grosz, Ph.D., was named campus dean of Minot State University
Bottineau in April 2001. Prior to this appointment, he was the associate dean for student affairs 
and has been at MiSU-Bottineau since 1975. 

Grosz graduated from the University of South Dakota with a doctorate in higher education 
administration. He also earned a master's degree in guidance and counseling from North Dakota 
State University and a bachelor's degree in psychology and history from Jamestown College. He 
began his career as a school counselor in Walhalla, N.D., in 1971. 

Throughout his career, he has been active in community affairs and professional organizations, 
including the Chamber of Commerce, St. Andrew's Health Center board of directors, MSU-Bottineau 

( "'oundation, Home Rule Charter Commission, Economic Development Corporation, NOUS Student 

•

Affairs Council, North Dakota Association of Registrars and Admissions Officers, North Dakota 
College Personnel Association and the Center of North American Coalition. 

North Dakota State College of Science - John Richman 

John Richman, Ph.D., whose relationship with the North Dakota State College of Science started 
more than 30 years ago, was appointed president on Feb. 20, 2007. Prior to this appointment, he 
served as interim president for five months and as the college's vice president for academic and 
student affairs, a position to which he was appointed in 2003 after serving one year as an interim 
vice president. 

Richman attended NDSCS in the early 1970s and played football and ran track. He returned to 
the Wahpeton campus in 1986 as head football coach and an instructor in the Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation Department. He also served four years as the college's director of 
athletics before his appointment as an interim vice president in 2003. 

Under Richman's leadership, the college has completed an extensive review of its academic 
programs, created new academic options, reorganized student services departments into a 
separate division and combined its admissions, financial aid and records functions into a 
comprehensive Enrollment Services Office. 

( 

•
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Campus Directory (cont.) 
His past experience includes three years as athletic director, teacher and coach at Ada (Minn.) 

•

igh School, three-plus years as an assistant football coach at MSU Moorhead and three years 
s an assistant football coach at the University of North Dakota. 

A native of Lebanon, Ind., Richman earned a bachelor's degree and a master's degree from what 
is now Minnesota State University Moorhead. He completed a doctorate in kinesiology at the 
University of Minnesota in 1999. Richman also competed in football and track and field at MSU 
Moorhead. 

North Dakota State University - Joseph Chapman 

Joseph A. Chapman, Ph.D., became North Dakota State University's 13th president in June 1999. 
Noted for his ability to coordinate collaborative efforts and his commitment to enhancing and 
integrating research programs, Chapman has led the university through a period of remarkable 
growth in graduate and undergraduate enrollment, research activity, academic program offerings, 
private fundraising and public-sector business partnerships. 

Chapman is the recipient of the 2006 North Dakota Chamber of Commerce Greater North 
Dakotan Award and the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators national 
President's Award in 2005. 

Before coming to NDSU, Chapman served as senior vice president and provost at Montana State 
University, Bozeman, where he also was a professor of biology. Among his responsibilities were 
a wide array of statewide initiatives, including a system of academic and outreach programs at ( 

•

ontana's two-year and four-year campuses. Prior to joining Montana State in 1996, he was 
ean of the College of Natural Resources at Utah State University. From 1969 to 1983, he 

worked at the University of Maryland, College Park, advancing to head the Appalachian 
Environmental Laboratory. He also was a wildlife biologist for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
from 1965 to 1967. Chapman is a fellow of the Institute of Biology, London, fellow of the 
Explorers Club, N.Y., and a member of the Cosmos Club of Washington, D.C. 

He earned a bachelor's degree, a master's degree and a doctorate from Oregon State University, 
Corvallis. He lists 11 books and editorships, eight monographs, 31 book chapters and symposia 
proceedings, 67 journal publications and more than 100 reports and popular articles. 

University of North Dakota - Robert 0. Kelley 

Dr. Robert Kelley was selected as the 11th president of the University of North Dakota on Feb. 4, 
2008, and assumed his duties on July 1, 2008. Previously, he served as dean of the College of 
Health Sciences and professor of medical education and public health at the University 
of Wyoming from 1999 until his selection by the State Board of Higher Education. Before that, he 
was associate vice chancellor for research and executive associate dean of the graduate college 
at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He also was a professor of biological sciences at the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and a professor of anatomy and cell biology at the College 
of Medicine, both at the University of Illinois at Chicago. At the University of New Mexico, he 

• ----------------------( 
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Campus Directory (cont.) 
~erved as chair of anatomy and senior executive associate dean, as well as in other faculty 
capacities. He also has taught at the University of California, Berkeley . 

Kelley earned a bachelor's degree in biology and chemistry from Abilene Christian University in 
Abilene, Texas, in 1965, and a master's degree in 1966 and doctorate in 1969, both in cell and 
developmental biology from the University of California, Berkeley. 

He has served as chair of the Assembly for the Association of American Medical Colleges, 
chaired the Council of Academic Societies for the AAMC and was a member of the executive 
board of the National Board of Medical Examiners, which is responsible for the U.S. medical 
licensure examination. In addition, he has served the National Institutes of Health {NIH) on 
several study sections, served on the director's advisory board for NIH strategic planning and 
chaired the Minority Biomedical Research Support Program advisory committee in the 
NIH Division of Research Resources. That program helped support research for historically black 
universities, tribal colleges and "minority-majority" institutions. He was principal investigator for 
the University of Wyoming/Northern Rockies INBRE {IDeA Network of Biomedical Research 
Excellence), an NIH program which promotes biomedical research and connects the state's 
community colleges with the University of Wyoming. 

Valley City State University - Steven W. Shirley 

Steven Shirley, Ph.D., became the 12th president of Valley City State University on July 1, 2008. 
Prior to this appointment, he was the vice-president for student affairs at Dakota State University 

( (DSU) in Madison, S.D. Before DSU, Shirley was a business professor and director of Learning 

•

Abroad at the University of Minnesota, Crookston (UMC). He also has taught at South Dakota 
State University and the University of North Dakota. 

A native of Fargo, N.D., Shirley earned a bachelor's degree and a master's degree in business 
administration and a Ph.D. in teaching and learning: higher education, all from the University of 
North Dakota. 

During his career, Shirley has served on the Region IV-West Advisory Board for NASPA (National 
Association of Student Personnel Administrators) and has presented on numerous occasions at 
regional and national conferences of NASPA, NAFSA: Association of International Educators, 
and ACBSP (Association of Collegiate Business Schools and Programs). Additionally, he is a 
member of the Valley City Rotary Club and previously served as club president of the Crookston, 
Minn., Rotary Club. He also serves on the Valley City-Barnes County Economic Development 
Corporation. 

Shirley has a great interest in international education and has long been a champion of 
encouraging students to study abroad. He has led student and faculty groups abroad on 
academic and cultural visits and has taught English abroad to adult learners. His dissertation, 

"The Gender Gap in Post-Secondary Study Abroad: Understanding and Marketing to Male 
Students," was published by the American Institute for Foreign Study Foundation. 

( 
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Campus Directory (cont.) 
Williston State College - Joe Mccann ( 

•

oseph E. McCann, Ph.D., became president of Williston State College on July 1, 2000. McCann · 
btained a bachelor's degree from the University of South Dakota at Springfield in 1967, a 

master's degree from Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind., in 1972 and a doctorate from the 
University of Nebraska at Lincoln in 1989. 

McCann has 21 years of administrative experience, having worked at Western Nebraska 
Community College in Sidney, Neb.; Highland Community College in Highland, Kan., and 
Tomball College in Houston, Texas. He was a teacher for 20 years, 13 of those years at 
community colleges in Minnesota and Nebraska and seven years as a high school teacher in 
South Dakota and Iowa. 

McCann has experience in a large urban multi-college district that has grown dramatically, as well 
as in five rural community colleges. His experience includes partnerships, high-tech program 
start-ups, liberal education, business and industry training, regional and economic development, 
workforce development, regional accreditation and college advancement. 

• 

• 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• ducation Excellence-Faculty & Staff 
December 2008 Employees 
The North Dakota University System employs almost 17,000 people. This number includes about 
2,000 faculty and more than 5,000 staff who provide services in areas such as student housing, 
food services, counseling and maintenance/physical plant. The University System also employs 
more than 5,500 students, providing them funding for their college education, as well as on-the
job training. The remaining positions are temporary employees who fill a variety of short-term 
campus functions in both instructional and non-instructional roles. 

North Dakota University System 
Employee Count 

October 2008 

OTHER NON-
FACULTY BROADBAND BROADBAND TEMPORARY 
Full- Part- Full- Part- Full- Part- Non-

Camous Time Time Time Time Time Time Instructional Instructional Students Total 

BSC 109 5 157 5 14 3 134 99 103 629 

JSU 89 2 119 10 16 2 127 23 263 651 

RSC 26 11 46 8 16 0 94 55 74 330 

MaSU 40 1 100 8 8 0 18 44 169 388 

MiSU 163 11 181 22 42 2 68 136 474 1,099 

MiSU-BC 23 2 35 4 3 0 37 21 39 164 

NDSCS 121 8 176 7 22 1 98 87 222 742 

NDSU 515 120 1,315 121 351 35 428 995 1,832 5,712 

UNO 638 74 1,735 114 179 53 581 924 2,097 6,395 

vcsu 56 0 88 5 14 0 31 10 225 429 

wsc 33 3 41 6 5 15 77 10 34 224 
TOTALS 1,813 237 3,993 310 670 111 1,693 2,404 5,532 16,763 

•
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Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

Department 215 - North Dakota University System Office 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions General Fund 
09-11 Executive Budget 21.30 $108,080,088 

2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 20.00 68,601 118 
Increase Decrease 1.30 $39,478,970 

Agency Funding FTE Positions 

$120.00 
$108.08 21.50 

$100.00 
21.00 

., $80.00 
C 20.50 .2 i $60.00 

20.00 

$40.00 
20.00 

$20.00 19.50 

$0.00 19.00 
2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 2003-05 

Executive 
Budget 

■ General Fund OOlherFunds 

and One-Time General Fund A 

February 24, 2009 

Other Funds Total 
$4,069,558 $112,149,646 
6,117,530 74 718 648 

$2,047,972 $37,430,998 

20.00 

2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

Ongoing General Fund 
A ro riation 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro riatlon 

Total General Fund 
A ro riation 

009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$104,080,088 
65131118 

$38,948,970 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$4,000.000 
3470,000 

$530,000 

General Fund Other Funds 
1. Increases funding for system governance by $510,782, from the 

2007-09 legislative appropriation of $5,883,394, of which 
$5,652,394 was from the general fund, to $6,394,176, of which 
$6,136,066 is from the general fund, to: 
a. Provide funding for costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary 

increases 

b. Provide funding for salary increases of 5 percent per year. 
The Senate decreased funding from the general fund for 
salary increases by $138,011 and added a section 
providing that certain employees not be given 
compensation adjustments. 

c. Provide funding for estimated health insurance premium 
increases 

d. Provide funding for operating inflation of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 201 O and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Provide funding for increases in Western Interstate 
Commission for Higher Education and Midwestern Higher 
Education Compact dues 

Total 

$82,570 

269,955 

69,741 

40,406 

21,000 

$483,672 

$3,630 

16,100 

5,570 

1,810 

$27,110 

Total 

$108,080,088 
68,601,118 

$39,478,970 

$86,200 

286,055 

75,311 

42,216 

21,000 

$510,782 



2. Increases funding for the student financial assistance grant 
program from the 2007-09 appropriation of $5,987,497, of which 
$5,823,497 was from the general fund, to $40,348,428, of which 
$40,000,000 is from the general fund. The expanded program 

• 

will assist approximately 11,340 students compared to the 
current level of 4,000 students. In addition, the program will 
increase the average individual student grants from $800 to 
$2,000. Of the $40,000,000 general fund appropriation, 
$700,000 is designated for grants to tribally controlled 
community colleges to defray the costs of education associated 
with enrollment of nonbeneficiary students. The Senate 
reduced general fund support for student financial 
assistance programs by $33,112,203 and removed a section 
of the bill designating $700,000 of the amount for grants to 
tribally controlled community colleges. 

3. Increases funding for the professional student exchange 
program from the 2007-09 appropriation of $2,722,946, of which 
$2,199,566 was from the general fund and $523,380 was from 
the student loan trust fund, to $3,337,100, of which $2,346,130 is 
from the general fund and $990,970 is from the student loan 
trust fund. Included in the increase is: 
a. Funding to continue current student funding and to provide 

the following estimated number of available new openings: 
seven veterinarian, eight dentist, and four optometrist 

b. Funding to support currently enrolled students and provide 
an estimated five new openings per year under the Kansas 
State University veterinary medical education program 

4. Increases funding for the scholars program from $1,478,566 to 
$2, 113,584. The increase in funding is to continue current 
student funding and provide for an additional 50 new positions 
per year. 

5. Increases funding for education incentive programs by $160,000 
to increase the grant award from $1,000 to $2,000 for new 
teacher shortage program recipients and the addition of 20 new 
positions per year for academic and career counselors. 
Depending on increased applicant demand, the additional 
funding may be used to address increases in the teacher 
shortage and technology occupations programs. 

6. Increases funding for competitive research from $5,650,000 to 
$6,450,000. The Senate increased funding from the general 
fund by $600,000 for competitive research programs. 

7. Provides funding for a science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) grant initiative. The Senate removed this 
funding. 

8. Increases ongoing funding for the common information services 
pool from $25,983,293 to $30,250,638, including: 
a. Expenses associated with ongoing base operations, 

including costs to continue the fiscal year 2009 salary 
increases ($277,900), salary increases of 5 percent per year 
during the 2009-11 biennium ($1,137,793), health insurance 
increases ($404,962), and operating expenses inflation 
($485,600) 

b. Bandwidth cost increase 

c. Funding for ConnectND positions from the student loan trust 
fund. Funding for these positions was provided by the Bank 
of North Dakota during the 2007-09 biennium. 

d. Funding provided for 2 FTE Interactive Video Network 
positions in the Information Technology Department is 
removed. The funding is being appropriated directly to the 
Information Technology Department for the 2009-11 
biennium. 

Total 

2 

$34,176,503 

$193,000 

$467,590 

$635,018 

$160,000 

$800,000 

$2,000,000 

$2,306,255 

1,220,000 

$1,041,200 

(300,110) 

$3,226,145 $1,041,200 

$34,176,503 

$193,000 

$467,590 

$635,018 

$160,000 

$800,000 

$2,000,000 

$2,306,255 

1,220,000 

1,041,200 

(300,110) 

$4,267,345 



• 
9. Provides funding for capital bond payments 

10. Provides one-time funding for a security and emergency 
preparedness pool to address campus security and emergency 
preparedness needs. The Senate removed this funding . 

. Removes 2007-09 one-time funding for ConnectND support 
($2,300,000), common information services parity funding 
($420,000), and Northern Tier Network infrastructure 
($2,773,800) 

$11,296,798 

$4,000,000 

($2,720,000) 

12. Removes funding for 2007-09 capital assets, including bond ($15,474,362) 
payments of $15,754,112 and $750,000 for a master capital plan 
and deferred maintenance at Mayville State University 

13. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by 1.30 FTE positions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

Other Sections in Bill 

$717,250 

($2,773,800) 

($1,029,750) 

$12,014,048 

$4,000,000 

($5,493,800) 

($16,504,112) 

Student loan trust fund - Section 8 provides that $2,011,570 of the special funds appropriated in the bill are from the student loan trust 
fund to be used for the professional student exchange program ($990,970) and ConnectND ($1,020,600). 

Federal, private, and other funds - Section 9 provides an appropriation through June 30, 2011, for federal, private, and other funds 
that are received by institutions under the control of the State Board of Higher Education. The section also provides an appropriation 
through June 30, 2011, for funds received under the North Dakota-Minnesota reciprocity agreement. 

Transfer authority - Section 10 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's operations 
line item to the institution's capital assets line item if the board determines that additional funds are needed for capital projects or 
extraordinary repairs. Section 11 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's deferred 
maintenance line item to the institution's capital assets line item or may transfer funds from an institution's capital assets line item to 
deferred maintenance line item. 

Security and emergency preparedness transfers - Section 12 provides that $750,000 of the North Dakota University System office 
·•,rity and emergency preparedness line item be used for the benefit of institutions under its control. 

•

• positions - Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed for institutions and 
lilies under its control. 

ond issue authorization - Section 15 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to arrange for $60,679,500 of revenue bonds 
for capital projects at Williston State College, North Dakota State University, the State College of Science, Mayville State University, 
Minot State University, and Valley City State University. 

Tuition increases - Section 16 limits tuition increases for institutions under the control of the State Board of Higher Education for the 
2009-11 biennium. Four-year institutions are limited to 4 percent annual tuition increases and two-year institutions may not increase 
tuition beyond the level in effect during the spring 2009 semester. 

North Dakota University System employee compensation - Section 17 requires that each employee of the North Dakota University 
System whose documented performance meets all standards is to receive a minimum monthly salary increase of $100 on July 1, 2009, 
and July 1, 2010. Section 18 limits annual compensation adjustments of University System office employees to 5 percent annually. 
Section 18 also states that University System office employees with an annual salary greater than $100,000 on January 1, 2009, are 
not to receive compensation adjustments for the 2009-11 biennium. 

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics Initiative - Section 19 provides that $1,500,000 included in the science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics teacher education line item be used to enhance existing teacher education programs at 
No_rth Dakota University System institutions and may not be used for infrastructure projects. 

Legislative Council studies - Sections 20 and 21 provide for Legislative Council studies of the Bismarck Family Practice Center and 
the feasibility of implementing a higher education completion-based funding model. 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authority for 
higher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) would 
continue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. 

Major Related Legislation 
1te Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 

•

,nue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
pent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
tern include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 

3 



provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

Senate Bill No. 2062 - This bill provides a $25 million general fund appropriation for higher education student financial assistance 
programs. The bill also creates three new sections to NDCC Chapter 15-62.2 relating to opportunity grants and amends Sec•· 

• 

0-37, 15-62.2-02, and 15.1-01-02 relating to financial assistance grants. 

ate Bill No. 2076 - This bill amends NDCC Section 15-10-12.1 to increase, from $385,000 to $550,000, the amount of campus 
provements and building maintenance financed by donations, gifts, grants, and bequests that can be authorized by the State Board 

of Higher Education without legislative approval. 

Senate Bill No. 2087 - This bill creates a new section to NDCC Chapter 15-1 0 to provide an open records exemption for records that 
would identify an individual applying for or under consideration for employment as the commissioner of higher education or president of 
an institution under the control of the State Board of Higher Education. The records of applicants who are finalists for a position would 
be considered open records. 

House Bill No. 1434 - This bill provides for the creation of an endowment fund at each institution under the control of the State Board 
of Higher Education and provides a $500,000 general fund appropriation to be allocated among the funds. 

ATTACH:1 

• 
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~-, TEMENT OF PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT: 

- ,te Bill No. 2003 - Funding Summary 
Executive Senate Senate 
Budget Changes Version 

University System office 
Capital assets $12,014,048 $12,014,048 
Grants 100,000 100,000 
Competitive research 6,450,000 600,000 7,050,000 

program 
System governance 7,185,612 (138,011) 7,047,601 
Title 11 695,600 695,600 
Common information 30,250,638 (20,600) 30,230,038 

services 
Professional liability 1,100,000 1,100,000 

insurance 
Student financial assistance 40,348,428 (33,112,203) 7,236,225 

grants 
Professional student 

exchange program 
3,337,100 3,337,100 

SchOlars program 2,113,584 2,113,584 
Native American 381,292 381,292 

scholarships 
Security and emergency 4,000,000 

preparedness 
(3,250,000) 750,000 

Education incentive 4,173,344 (1,997,000) 2,176,344 
programs 

STEM teacher education 
enhancement 

1,500,000 1,500,000 

Total all funds $112,149,646 ($36,417,814) $75,731,832 
Less estimated income 4 069,558 (20,600) 4,048,958 
General fund $108,080,088 ($36,397,214) $71,682,874 

FTE 21.30 0.00 21.30 

• Bismarck State College 
Capital assets $3,652,981 $3,652,981 
Operations 23,381,0JJ 665,668 24,046,679 
Deferred maintenance 340,637 340,637 

Total all funds $27,374,629 $665,668 $28,040,297 
Less estimated income 409,500 0 409,500 
Genera] fund $26,965,129 $665,668 $27,630,797 

FTE JJ 1.93 (1.00) 110.93 

Lake Region State College 
Capital assets $2,653,582 $2,653,582 
Operations 7,590,445 159,419 7,749,864 
Deferred maintenance 93,807 93,807 

Total all funds $!0,337,834 $159,419 $10,497,253 
Less estimated income 0 0 0 
General fund $10,337,834 $159,419 $10,497,253 

FTE 33.97 (1.00) 32.97 

Williston State College 
Capital assets $11,071,475 $JJ,071,475 
Operations 7,435,374 146,760 7,582,134 
Deferred maintenance 382,002 382,002 

Total all funds $18,888,85 I $146,760 $19,035,61 I 
Less estimated income 9,375,000 0 9,375,000 
General fund $9,513,85 I $146,760 $9,660,611 

FTE 42.10 (1.00) 41.IO 

• S82003 
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University of North Dakota 
Capital assets $56,390,545 $129,000 $56,519,545 

• Operations 123,806,824 1,569,561 125,376,385 
Deferred maintenance 7,178,674 7,178 674 

Total all funds $187,376,043 $1,698,561 $189,074,604 
Less estimated income 42,890,000 129,000 43,019,000 
General fund $144,486,043 $1,569,561 $146,055,604 

FTE 627.28 (2 00) 625.28 

UNO Medical Center 
Operations $39,932,875 $1,267,426 $41,200,301 

Total all funds $39,932,875 $1,267,426 $41,200,30 I 
Less estimated income 0 0 0 
General fund $39,932,875 $1,267,426 $41,200,30 I 

FTE 144.92 0.00 144.92 

North Dakota State University 
Capital assets $72,792,225 $72,792,225 
Operations 107,497,432 1,724,292 109,221,724 
Deferred maintenance 5,355,817 5,355,817 

Total a]I funds $185,645,474 $1,724,292 $187,369,766 
Less estimated income 58,100,000 0 58,100,000 
General fund $127,545,474 $1,724,292 $129,269,766 

FTE 517.76 (2.00) 515.76 

State College of Science 
Capital assets $13,589,332 $13,589,332 
Operations 30,550,593 941,697 31,492,290 
Deferred maintenance 1,034,143 1,034,143 

- Total all funds $45,174,068 $941,697 $46,115,765 
Less estimated income 7,136,000 0 7,136 000 
General fund $38,038,068 $941,697 $38,979,765 

FTE 158.24 (1.00) 157.24 

Dickinson State University 
Capital assets $2,383,690 $2,383,690 
Operations 19,953,973 18,469 19,972,442 
Deferred maintenance 1,662,172 1,662,172 

Total all funds $23,999,835 $18,469 $24,018,304 
Less estimated income 0 0 0 
Genera] fund $23,999,835 $18,469 $24,018,304 

FTE 91.10 0.00 91.10 

Mayville State University 
Capital assets $8,835,819 $8,835,819 
Operations 11,428,583 86,168 11,514,751 
Deferred maintenance 1,910,120 1,910 120 

Total all funds $22,174,522 $86,168 $22,260,690 
Less estimated income 3,668,500 0 3,668,500 
General fund SI 8,506,022 $86,168 $18,592,190 

FTE 55.39 0.00 55.39 

Minot State University 
Capital assets $21,596,870 $5,000,000 $26,596,870 
Operations 33,825,003 609,392 34,434,395 
Deferred maintenance 595,111 595,111 

-
$56,016,984 $5,609,392 $61,626,376 

2 SB2003 



02/23/09 

Total all funds 
Less estimated income 17,250,000 5 000,000 22,250,000 

• General fund $38,766,984 $609,392 $39,376,376 

FTE 190.82 (1.00) 189.82 

Valley City State University 
Capital assets $19,758,416 $19,758,416 
Operations 15,009,248 126,888 15,136,136 
Deferred maintenance 1,304 921 1,304,921 

Total all funds $36,072,585 $126,888 $36,199,473 
Less estimated income 18,500 000 0 18,500,000 
General fund $17,572,585 $126,888 $17,699,473 

ITE 86.86 0.00 86.86 

Minot State University -
Bottineau 

Capital assets $2,909,725 $2,909,725 
Operations 5,617,645 64,862 5,682,507 
Deferred maintenance 97,021 97 021 

Total an funds $8,624,391 $64,862 $8,689,253 
Less estimated income 2,000 000 0 2 000 000 
General fund $6,624,391 $64,862 $6,689,253 

ITE 32.75 (1.00) 31.75 

Forest Service 
Capital assets $336,638 $336,638 
Operations 4,471,040 4,471,040 
Deferred maintenance 45,576 45,576 

Total all funds $4,853,254 $0 $4,853,254 

• 
Less estimated income 997,486 0 997,486 
General fund $3,855,768 $0 $3,855,768 

ITE 27.00 0.00 27.00 

Bill Total 
Total all funds $778,620,991 ($23,908,212) $754,712,779 
Less estimated income 164,396,044 5,108,400 169,504,444 
Genera] fund $614,224,947 ($29,0 I 6,612) $585,208,335 

FTE 2141.42 (10.00) 2131.42 
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Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - General Fund Summary of Senate Action 

• University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund 

Executive 
Budget 

$108,080,088 
26,965,129 
10,337,834 
9,513,851 

144,486,043 
39,932,875 

127,545,474 
38,038,068 
23,999,835 
18,506,022 
38,766,984 
17,572,585 
6,624,391 

3,855,768 

Senate 
Changes 

($36,397,214) 
665,668 
159,419 
146,760 

1,569,561 
. 1,267,426 

1,724,292 
941,697 

18,469 
86,168 

609,392 
126,888 
64,862 

$614,224,947 ($29,016,612) 

Detail of Senate Changes to the General Fund 

Increases 
Funding for the Decreases 

Competitive Funding for 
Research Compensation 
Program1 Adjustmuts1 

University System office 600,000 (138,011) 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 

• 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University-

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund $600,000 ($138,01 I) 

4 

Senate 
Version 
$71,682,874 

27,630,797 
10,497,253 
9,660,611 

146,055,604 
41,200,301 

129,269,766 
38,979,765 
24,018,304 
18,592,190 
39,376,376 
17,699,473 
6,689,253 

3,855,768 

$585,208,335 

Decreases 
Funding for 
Needs-Based 

Financial Aid' 
(33, 1 12,203) 

($33,112,203) 

Decreases 
Funding for 

Student Provides 
Financial Funding to 
Assistance Limit Tuition 
Programs' lncreases:5 

(1,997,000) 
974,105 
260,572 
256,124 

1,774,161 
767,426 

1,916,408 
991,697 

75,749 
156,614 
693,392 
176,888 
172,331 

($1,997,000) $8,215,467 

02/23/09 

Provides 
Funding for a 

. STEM Teacher 
Education Pool' 

1,500,000 

$1,500,000 

SB2003 



02/23/09 

Provides 
Removes One- Removes Funding for Provides 

• 
Time Security Security and Campus Funding to 

Reduces and Emergency Emergency Security and Adjusts Funding Implement a 
Funding for Preparedness Preparedness Emergency for Capital Rural Health 
SITS Pool' Pool8 Funding9 Preparedness10 Assets11 lnitiative11 

University System office (4,000,000) 750,000 
Bismarck State College (308,437) 
Lake Region State College (101,153) 
Williston State College (I 09,364) 
University of North Dakota (204,600) 
UNO MedicaJ Center 500,000 
North Dakota State University (192,116) 
State College of Science (50,000) 
Dickinson State University (57,280) 
Mayville State University (70,446) 
Minot State University (84,000) 
Valley City State University (50,000) 
Minot State University - (107,469) 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund $0 ($4,000,000) ($1,334,865) $750,000 so $500,000 

Total 
General Fund 

Changes 
University System office (36,397,214) 
Bismarck State College 665,668 
Lake Region State College 159,419 
Williston State College 146,760 
University of North Dakota 1,569,561 
UND MedicaJ Center 1,267,426 
North Dakota State University 1,724,292 
State College of Science 941,697 

• 
Dickinson State University 18,469 
Mayville State University 86,168 
Minot State University 609,392 
Valley City State University 126,888 
Minot State University - 64,862 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total general fund ($29,016,612' 
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02/23/09 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - Other Funds Summary of Senate Action 

- Executive Senate Senate 
Budget Changes Version 

University System office $4,069,558 ($20,600) $4,048,958 
Bismarck State College 409,500 409,500 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 9,375,000 9,375,000 
University of North Dakota 42,890,000 129,000 43,019,000 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 58,100,000 58,100,000 
State College of Science 7,136,000 7,136,000 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 3,668,500 3,668,500 
Minot State University 17,250,000 5,000,000 22,250.000 
VaJley City State University 18,500,000 18,500,000 
Minot State University - 2,000,000 2,000,000 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 997,486 997,486 

Total other funds $164,396,044 $5,108,400 $169,504,444 

Detail of Senate Changes to Other Funds 

Decreases 
Increases Funding for 

Funding for the Decreases Decreases Student Provides Provides 
Competitive Funding for Funding for Financial Funding to Funding for a 

Research Compensation Needs-Based Assistance Limit Tuition STEM Teacher 
Program I Adjustments2 Financial Aid3 Programs 4 Increases s Education Poo16 

University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 

• 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University_ 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Va11ey City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds $0 $0 $0 . so $0 $0 
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• 

University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University ofNonh Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total other funds 

Reduces 
Funding for 

SITS Pool7 

(20,600) 

($20,600) 

Total 
Other Funds 

Changes 
(20,600) 

129,000 

5,000,000 

$5,108 400 

Removes One
Time Security 

and Emergency 
Preparedness 

. 8 
Pool 

7 

$0 

Removes 
Security and 
Emergency 

Preparedness 
Funding

9 

$0 

Provides 
Funding for 

Campus 
Security and 
Emergency 

Preparedness 10 

$0 

Adjusts Funding 
for Capital 

Assets11 

129,000 

5,000,000 

$5,129,000 

02/23/09 

Provides 
Funding to 

Implement a 
Rural Health 
lnitiative

12 

$0 

S82003 



02/23/09 

Senate Bill No. 2003 - North Dakota University System - All Funds Summary of Senate Action 

• Executive Senate Senate 
Budget Changes Version 

University System office $112,149.646 ($36.417.814) $75,731,832 
Bismarck State College 27,374,629 665,668 28.040.297 
Lake Region State College 10,337,834 159,419 10,497.253 
Williston State College 18,888,851 146,760 19,035.61 I 
University of North Dakota 187,376,043 1.698,561 189,074.604 
UNO Medical Center 39,932,875 1.267,426 41,200,301 
North Dakota State University I 85.645,474 1,724,292 187,369,766 
State College of Science 45,174.068 941,697 46,115,765 
Dickinson State University 23,999.835 18.469 24.018,304 
Mayville State University 22,174,522 86,168 22,260,690 
Minot State University 56,016.984 5,609,392 61,626,376 
Valley City State University 36,072,585 126,888 36,199,473 
Minot State University - 8,624,391 64,862 8,689,253 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 4,853,254 4,85)~54 

Total all funds $778,620,991 ($23.908.212) $754,712,779 

FTE 2141.42 (10.00' 2131-42 

Detail of Senate Changes to All Funds 

Decreases 
Increases Funding for 

Funding for the Decreases Decreases S1udent Provides Provides 
Competitive Funding for Funding for Financial Funding to Funding for a 

Research Compensation Needs-Based Assistance Limit Tuition STEM Teach,r 
Program I Adjustmenti Financial Aid3 Programs • Increases ' Education Pool6 

University System office 600,000 (138,01 I) (33,112,203) (1.997,000) 1,500.000 

• 
Bismarck State College 974,105 
Lake Region State College 260,572 
Williston State College 256,124 
University of North Dakota 1,774,161 
UND Medical Center 767,426 
North Dakota State University 1,916.408 
State College of Science 991,697 
Dickinson State University 75.749 
Mayville State University 156,614 
Minot State University 693,392 
Valley City State University 176,888 
Minot State University. 172,331 

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds $600.000 ($138,011) ($33.112.203) ($1,997,000) $8.215.467 · $1.500,000 

FTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University.of North Dakota 
UNO Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total all funds 

FTE 

University System office 
Bismarck State College 
Lake Region State College 
Williston State College 
University of North Dakota 
lJND Medical Center 
North Dakota State University 
State College of Science 
Dickinson State University 
Mayville State University 
Minot State University 
Valley City State University 
Minot State University -

Bottineau 
Forest Service 

Total aJI funds 

FTE 

Reduces 
Funding for 
SITS Pool7 

(20,600) 

($20,600) 

0.00 

Total 
All Funds 
Changes 
(36,417,814) 

665,668 
159,419 
146,760 

1,698,561 
1,267,426 
1,724,292 

941,697 
18,469 
86,168 

5,609,392 
126,888 
64,862 

($23,908,212) 

(10.00) 

Removes One
Time Security 

and Emergency 
Preparedness 

Poo18 

(4,000,000) 

($4,000,000) 

0.00 

Removes 
Security and 
Emergency 

Preparedness 
Funding9 

(308,437) 
(101,153) 
(109,364) 
(204,600) 

(192,116) 
(50,000) 
(57,280) 
(70,446) 
(84,000) 
(50,000) 

(107,469) 

($1,334,865) 

(10.00) 

Provides 
Funding for 

Campus 
Security and 
Emergency 

Preparedness 10 

750,000 

$750,000 

0.00 

Adjusts Funding 
for Capital 

Assets 11 

129,000 

5,000,000 

$5,129,000 

0.00 

02/23/09 

Provides 
Funding to 

Implement a 
Rural Health 
lnitiative

12 

500,000 

$500,000 

0.00 

1 Funding for the competitive research program is increased by $600,000 from the general fund. Of the $600,000 increase, $400,000 
is to be used for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research 
program. 

2 This amendment reduces funding from the general fund by $138,01 I relating to 2009-11 biennium compensation adjustments of 
North Dakota University System office employees with a salary greater than $100,000. A section is also added providing that the 
North Dakota University System office employees earning a salary greater than $100,000 per year are to receive the same salary as 
January I, 2009, for the 2009-11 biennium. 

3 This amendment removes $33, I 12,203 of increased funding from the general fund included in the executive budget 
recommendation for needs-based financial aid programs. 

· e increased funding of $1,997,000 from the general fund included in the executive budget recommendation for education 
,ntive programs is removed . 
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02/23/09 

•

his amendment increases funding for campus operations to limit tuition increases to 4 percent at four-year campuses and elimir 
tion increases at two-year campuses. A section is also added to limit annual tuition increases to 4 percent at four-year campusc 
d provide for no tuition increases at two-year campuses for the 2009-11 biennium. 

6 Funding of$1,500,000 from the general fund is provided to establish a funding pool to be used to enhance teacher education 
programs in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields. A section is also added to provide allocation guidelines for 
the funds. 

7 This amendment reduces special funds appropriation authority for-the system information technology to reflect funding provided by 
the student loan trust fund. 

8 This amendment removes one-time funding of $4 million from the general fund provided by the executive budget recommendation 
for an emergency and security preparedness pool. 

9 This amendment removes funding from the general fund for campus emergency security and preparedness. 

10 This amendment provides funding from the general fund of$750,000 for a campus security and emergency preparedness funding 
pool. The State Board of Higher Education is to determine the allocation of funds to campuses. 

11 This amendment adjusts funding for the following capital asset projects: 
• Funding is increased by $5 million for the Minot State University wellness center project The additional funding will be 

provided from revenue bonds. 
• Provides the University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences with special funds spending authority of 

$129,000 to allow the school to accept federal funds for a forensic pathology facility. 

12 Funding from the general fund of $500,000 is provided for the implementation of a rural health initiative by the University of North 
Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences . 

• 
Senate Bill No. 2003 - Other Changes - Senate Action 

This amendment also: 
• Adds a section to limit annual salary increases to 5 percent for North Dakota University System office employees earning an 

annual salary ofunder $100,000. 
• Adds a section to provide a Legislative Council study of higher education funding methods. 
• Adds a section to provide for a Legislative Council study of the facility needs of the University of North Dakota School of 

Medicine and Health Sciences Bismarck Family Practice Center . 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Funding and Rewards 

December 2008 2008-09 Annual Budget 
The 2008-09 North Dakota University System annual operating budget revenues, from all fund 
sources, totals $984 million. About 27 percent of the total is from the State General Fund. While 
the remaining 73 percent is self-generated through tuition and fees and room and board charges 
paid by students, as well as private and federal research grants and contracts and other current 
funds. 

2008-09 Operating Budget Revenues 
Tuition Income 
Grants and Contracts 
Other Current Funds 

Subtotal 

State General Fund 

$202.5 million 
174.6 million 
337.0 million 

$714.1 million 

269.9 million 

20.6% 
17.7% 
34.3% 

72.6% 

27.4% 

TOTAL $984 million 11 100.0% 
11 

Does not include $94.2 million in capital improvements (including 2005-07 carryover) and 2008-09 capital 
ro·ects . 

2008-09 Annual Budget 
Revenue Sources 

State General 
Fund 

27.4% 

Other Current 
Funds* 

34.3% 

Tuition Income 
20.6% 

Grants & 
Contracts 

17.7% 

*Other current funds includes the following: auxiliary sales and services (food services, housing, etc); 
education camps, clinics & workshops; student fees; flight time; etc. 

AoR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

'9' Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
701.328. 4116 Laura.Glatt@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

' 

Funding and Rewards 

December 2008 Summary of Facilities 
The plant value of the 11 North Dakota University System colleges and universities totals almost 
$2 billion, consisting of about 14 million sq. ft. in more than 500 buildings. 

NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

2009-11 FACILITIES DATA 

'1' ,,, '31 141 (51 ,,, ,,, ,., ,,, 1101 

Replacement Value Gross Square Footage 
lnfrastruc• Subtotal Total 

Type I Type II ture (1) -131 Type Ill 

• (41 + (SJ Type I Tvpe U Type Ill Total 

Btdas 

BSC 13 $41,082,476 $4,707,124 $9,100,972 $54,890,572 $9,841,931 $64,732,503 332,881 36,896 73,068 444,845 

LRSC 11 14,387,578 4,181,992 2,630,799 $21,200,369 $5,579,061 $26,779,430 126,301 46,057 52,140 224,498 

wsc 13 19,603,032 981,468 4,947,821 $25,532,341 $2,723,759 $28,256,100 171,001 15,084 35,635 221,720 

UND 225 232,854,505 247,278,769 80,462,168 $560,595,442 $242,189,265 $802,784,707 1,707,535 1,774,403 2,200,461 5,682,399 

NDSU 92 228,763,701 84,057,414 55,963,284 $368,784,399 $137,209,520 $505,993,919 1,789,270 461,456 1,174,299 3,425,025 

NDSCS 35 86,231,097 31,216,688 19,961,200 $137,408,985 $56,021,163 $193,430,148 643,558 148,806 470,136 1,262,500 

DSU 29 38,860,141 14,688,182 4,847,241 $58,395,564 $17,191,384 $75,586,948 289,415 150,019 171,023 610,457 

• MASU 24 32,311,755 9,945,606 5,070,535 $47,327,896 $13,182,581 $60,510,477 227,572 49,684 127,830 405,086 

MISU 27 92,415,664 19,929,253 12,601,594 $124,946,511 $24,968,508 $149,935,019 662,538 122,274 223,532 1,008,344 

vcsu 29 29,537,453 14,545,058 4,105,224 $48,187,735 $16,031,549 $64,219,284 261,294 100,869 144,870 507,033 

MISU-BC 16 12,638 269 1,569846 1,746,666 $15 954,781 $6,700 671 $22 655,452 131919 13,055 66,564 211,538 

TOTAL 515 828,685,671 433,101,420 201,437,504 $1,463 224,595 531,659,392 1 994 883,987 6,343,284 2,920,603 4 739,558 14,003,445 

Definibons: 

Type I & II -Academic end other administrative buildings 

Type m - Auxiliary Buildings (i.e. residence halls, food services, etc.) 

Infrastructure includes steam lines, parking lots, storm sewars, sidewalks, etc. 

This data Is per the 2009-11 facilities data and infrastructure formula worksheets prepared Spring 2008 and is based upon the insured replacement values at that time, 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
701.328.4116 Laura.Glatt@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Funding and Rewards 

December 2008 Major Capital Project Priority List 

2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List 
Annroved bv the State Board of Hiaher Education 

Source of Fundinn 

Priority Campus/ 
Rank Entllv Prolect Descrlntlon State Other Total Other Source 

New Construction/Renovation/Addition/Infrastructure 
<>, _,!' '1. '· ,.ct\,' 1-itii' <:11<· ,,, 11- 1;~,, ·"::·-,',.", <'')t.·•,'.''; 1 t•·! r;, 1<·;•'"1;dlf ,., ,,1;7,"~1f•,t•"i:J;:, '1':'1-,', l'.• ,,-« 

I Ranked State Funded Pro ects for; ttie 1111,lCamouses:-c. _ 1JI 1M,rit1nu:1,~-· 11 · .1;•.Ji1ll:,1i1tt11·~,:).,:: },11'•::·,f: L : .. <l/ ~11, ~ • .,, · ,1~: .. :. '<1~l:;c..' 1•:.1%lilr, .. . j ·•;{ ' ..:.l11!A~ · i;. .ii! .. ·~. ri> .t 4 ->~1'ii:r i/¥•'1 

1 NOSCS Horton Hall Renovation $5,700,000 $5,700,000 
2 NOUS/UNO NOUS and UNO Joint IT Facilitv $11-200,000 $11,200,000 
3 LRSC Wind Enerov Prolect $2,609,920 $2,609,920 
4 MISU-BC Coal Boiler Reolacement $800,000 $800,000 

New Physical Plant Building/Replace or Refurbish Performance 
5 MISU Boiler $3,750,000 $6 250,000 $10,000000 contract/local 

Science-Library Building Renovation and Addition 
6 MASU tlncludlna Ralslna of East and West Ham $4,958,325 $4,958,325 

7 NOSU Minard Hall - Phase Ill $13,000,000 $13 000,000 
Renovation and Addition to the Education 

8 UNO Bulldlno $11.200,000 $11,200,000 

• 
9 OSU Stoxen Librarv Addition-Phase I $8820 000 $8 820 000 
10 WSC Science Lab Renovation $1,610,000 $1,610,000 

Bismarck 
Public 

11 BSC Technical Center Renovation $9 590 500 $409,500 $10 000.000 Schools 
12 vcsu LO Rhoades Science Addn & Renovation $11,245,000 $11 245,000 

Total Ranked State-Funded Proiects - 11 Camouses $84,483,745 $6,659,500 $91.143,245 
'.'6iKe1

r' P"ricmt1e$ilNC>T' f~r.1~C1U'i!'~h-· M;! o9~1 1'iblld~8f'teJt~ii:t1 3'1~~·d,:11~·:o·til:)t'.~: 1i1·,,.<11Ptw1 ~~1./ :(,:!ffiJi.i:'1'.Q111~i\lliKl!i1i1~;-•r1; • WNr; •·_ :'!'.il\111: ·;ii; 'l;;i ·, :t, •::!~:h ,;r:,J;1n ' ,,, · hi. , I' . , ,! ·-~''" ·. I . , · ·, • 

13 UNO UNO Law School $8,160,000 $8,160.000 
14 NOSU NOSU Ceres Hall $10,000,000 $10,000,000 

r1Riinkett1'Sta~":Ful1dad·ProiltCtl:tor'.'f~~'UND SC~S'o'i'·Of:M&d1~1~e1,Sl1d ~Hd:itth'-St!ii:nc!~~ 1/SQMHS\r)k"' ''.J;~f )'41t_\_ilj) .. , .• ::,::1 "i··_,",J:,,•,,,f:.t! • .. f,1' ;1'1!:11fJ)r/:'I_']\ 

1 SOMHS Bismarck Familv Practice Clinic $5,000,000 $5000 000 
JN'ffri~t~t~ ·F~~d8d · P'µOi~~~io.- lhfi:11 1C~i!W&1~\ei_ ;~1'.h· 1~/ ti~11;; .. : ·1:~,i'. t:;11~;" ;:~,;~t ;;!!;'.~IF t:1;1?'.'f'.::ii"Bu: ; .. :it~:;}:~lff;::liff ' .. ,., ;-,.i; ·:·i'~p"::- .I,;1 •,/!IM)f,.,_.:11'? · .. ,i:':,,,.:': 

Revenue 
wsc Oormltorv $9,375 000 $9,375,000 bond 
UNO EERC Storaae and Sunnort Bulldlna $1.540,000 $1,540 000 Local/Grant 

UNO COBPA Renovation and Addition $20,500,000 $20,500,000 Private 
UNO Relocation and Renovation of Oxford House $750,000 $750.000 Private 

Private/ 
UNO Indoor Track and Football Practice Field $19,500,000 $19 500,000 Local 

Starcher Hall Research Area Emergency 
UNO Generator Svstem $600,000 $600,000 Grant 

Auxiliary Enterprises Renovation/ Revenue 
NOSU West Dinlna Services Renovation $7,000,000 $7,000,000 bond/local 

NOSU Student Health Services Exoansion $1,100,000 $1,100,000 Local lfeesl 
Revenue 

I NOSU NisKanen Student Ant. Addition $20 000 000 $20.000 000 bond 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
701.328.4116 Laura.G/aff@ndus.edu 
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Major Capital Projects (cont.) 
2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List ( 

Approved by the State Board of Higher Education 
Source of Fundlna 

Priority Campus/ Other 

Rank Enlltv Prolect Descrlotlon State Other Total Source 

NOn-St~te i:llnd8d PrOrect~ tor.the ;,1.1. c~triouSes cJontinLleit'·:.1 ·.p \. T0
~ '.'j ... \i'~· ' ' . ~ ,., ' .. ,' " 

,,1' ," "''· ,-~ ":~! :,-'} ,,·.,,] -~:/ ·';:::' .:,·· "· ' .' 

Elllg Softball Field (This Is carryover project from 
NDSU 07-09\ $4,500,000 $4,500 000 Private 

Bison Sports Arena (This Is carryover project 
NDSU from 07-091 $25 500.000 $25,500.000 Private 

Parking Lot 4 Revenue 

NDSCS llncludes $714,000 carrvover from 07-09\ $1136,000 $1.136.000 bond 

Robertson Hall Renovation Revenue 

NDSCS tThls Is carrvover from 07--09) $6 000,000 $6,000 000 bond 
Revenue 

MASU Anasslz Hall Houslna Renovation $3 668 500 $3,668 500 bond 

MISU Parklnn Lot Maintenance $1 000,000 $1,000 000 Local 
Revenue 

Bond/ 

MISU Wellness Center $15 000,000 $15,000 000 Private 
Revenue 

vcsu Snoeuenbos Hall Renovation $3 500,000 $3,500 000 bond 

vcsu WE Osmon Athletic & Wellness Ctr Addn-Phase 1 $15,000,000 $15,000,000 Private 

Federal/ 

MISU-BC Entrenreneurlal Center for Horticulture $2 000,000 $2 000 000 Private 

Total Non-State Funded Proiects • Camouses $0 $157.669,500 $157,669 500 

'· - .<.·, ,'. ·-'-l' •,,f'_••.,.- .,_·.,·:,··. ,~ • ·,,._.'•·_'"•,•·.,JI" ·''·K· <j( • . ,"•·.:,,. -,,!Jg•· 
·Ranked state Funded Prolects ·tor th& NDSU Research Extension Centeis;tREC\'arld-Forest Service·· 

·-.: '</ -~_i1l' :1 •.,!• :f, • 'I ':_~ _-t/' 'I•_ fl:~' :· !;!••. 'i ~ t',I' :.rl 
1 I Main REC Research Greenhouse Comnlex-Final Phase $16,800 000 $16,800 000 I, 

1 I For. Svc. Greenhouse $300,000 $300,000 

Total Ranked State-Funded Projects - NDSU Research 
Extension Centers and Forest Service $17,100 000 $0 $17 100 000 

:Non-Slate Funded. F!rol ediil lot ihe'.NDSU!Res~aicli!eJctenslo"n, Centers;fREC ·.• ' .. ',:,A:;'.f 4,,l,i1,-• :€,~ 1/' __ :, · ;/)!..,"· ;, ·•J " .. 
j••, ,., 

.. ,, '.i:•.! " '" 
,,, •• c,· ., ,;, .,.,· ... "·• 

I Dkn REC 
I Dickl_nson REC Parking Lot and Landscaping 

tCarrvover from 07-09l-

Total Non-State Funded Projects • NDSU Research 
Extension Centers 

Total -All 

.AoR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
W Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 

701.328.4116 Laura.Glatt@ndus.edu 
www.ndus.edu 

$350,000 $350.000 Oil Revenue 

$0 $350,000 $350,000 

$106,583,745 $164 679,000 $271,262 745 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Funding and Rewards 

December 2008 Salary Levels 
Since 2001, average North Dakota University System faculty salary increases have exceeded 
U.S. average faculty salary increases and changes in the Consumer Price Index. However, due 
to the significant lag in increases in the 10 years preceding 2001, significantly larger increases 
are needed to catch up. 

250 -:i:- U.S. A1.erage Faculty Salaries 

230 
--Consumer Price Index 

210 
-+- ND A1.erage Faculty Salaries 

190 
X 
a, 

"O 
C 170 

150 

130 

110 
■ 

90 

1983 1985 1990 1995 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Fiscal Year Ending June 30 

Data Sources: American Association of University Professors, Academe, Annual Reports 
U.S. Department of Labor Consumer Price Index: July 1983 = 100 
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Salary Levels (cont.) 

-~
1
arket Comparison 

•:hile the average doctoral faculty salary gap has decreased slightly in the last five years, the 
masters, baccalaureate and two-year average salary gaps have increased. All remain 
significantly below their respective regional and national averages. North Dakota faculty salaries 
currently lag behind regional counterparts by 23 percent to 31.6 percent. 

NDUS Faculty Salary Lag Behind Regional Averages 

5% 

0% 

-5% 

-10% 

-15% 

-20% 

-25% 

-30% 

-35% 

-40% 

-45% 
1986-87 1991-92 1996-97 2001-02 2006-07 

[:] Doctoral -11.7% -22.7% -41.3% -32.2% -27.5% 

• 
■ Masters -7.3% 

□ Baccal. -5.8% 

□Two-Yr. -1.8% 

-11.7% 

-12.6% 

-9.1% 

-14.7% -19.1% -26.2% 

-19.6% -22.4% -23.1% 

-16.6% -28.2% -31.6% 

Source: AAUP, Academe, Annual Reports and NDUS annual budget data. 
Regional states include: CO, IA, KS, MN, MO, MT, ND, NE, OK, SD, WI and WY. 
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- Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
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Salary Levels (cont.) 

ilerall improvement has been made at all types of institutions except the four-year campuses, 

•
which have lost ground, most significantly in the Administrative/Managerial job families. Average 
staff salaries at all institutions continue to be below the average market salary, with variances 
ranging from 2 percent to 18 percent. 

/ 

{ 

Average Broadband Staff Salaries Compared to Job Market 

Band# Job Famll 
1000 Administrative/Managerial 
3000 Professional 
4000 Technical & Paraprofessional 
5000 Office Support 
6000 Craftsrrrades 
7000 Services 

Band# 
1000 Administrative/Managerial 
3000 Professional 
4000 Technical & Paraprofessional 
5000 Office Support 
6000 Crafts/Trades 
7000 Services 

Band# 
1000 Administrative/Managerial 
3000 Professional 
4000 Technical & Paraprofessional 
5000 Office Support 
6000 Crafts/Trades 
7000 Services 

Band# 
1000 Administrative/Managerial 
3000 Professional 
4000 Technical & Paraprofessional 
5000 Office Support 
6000 Crafts/Trades 
7000 Services 

2007 ,I 2001 1 

Weighted 
Weighted Avg. Market % % 

NDUSSala Sala Variance Variance 

$78,141 $79,188 
45,782 $47,168 
31,866 $32,305 
27,643 $27,189 
36,941 $37,604 
22,661 $22,964 

$36,162 $36,933 

-1.3% 
-3.0% 
-1.4% 
0.0% 

-1.8% 
-1.3% 

-10.7% 
-3.7% 
-2.4% 
-2.4% 

-12.5% 
-3.2% 

-6.9% 

$50,872 $49,712 0.0% -31.9% 
37,302 $39,491 -5.9% -20.9% 
25,508 $27,047 -6.0% 0.0% 
22,806 $25,453 -11.6% -20.8% 
27,403 $28,623 -4.5% -23.0% 
20,825 $20,482 0.0% -13.9% 

$29,297 $31,073 -20.3% 

$49,860 $65,203 -30.8% -17.2% 
35,966 $42,941 -19.4% -20.8% 
24,116 $26,858 -11.4% -10.0% 
22,885 $27,135 -18.6% -12.8% 
28,707 $33,934 -18.2% -28.1% 
20,491 $20,961 -2.3% -5.4% 

$29,271 $34,565 -18.1% -16.6% 

$56,864 $60,335 -6.1 % -22.0% 
40,072 $43,464 -8.5% -16.1% 
27,974 $31,262 -11.8% -14.8% 
25,049 $27,716 -10.6% -8.5% 
30,260 $34,484 -14.0% -10.2% 
22,020 $23,360 -6.1 % -4.0% 

$31,126 $34,047 -9.4% 

Data Sources: NDUS November 2007 payroll records; ND Job Service-2007; Fargo Moorhead Human Resource Administration-2005-2007; 
College & University Professional Association, Administrative Survey-2007, and Mid-Level Survey-2007; National Association of State Foresters 
Survey-2000; Bjorkland Survey-2005. A footnote in the ND Job Service 2007 edition indicates, 'Wage data from previous survey panels are 
adjusted using the Employment Cost Index (ECI), which brings wages current to the latest data collected in the survey, in this case May 2005. 
Using a similar method, North Dakota further aged the data to reflect December 2006." Data from all other surveys prior to 2005 were adjusted 
with the annual change(s) in the Consumer Price Index . 

• 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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Salary Levels (cont.) 
Cost of Living 

•

ased on regional average faculty salaries, North Dakota faculty have a standard-of-living index 
f 79.7, compared to a regional average of 100.0. This indicates that the real purchasing power 

of NOUS faculty is substantially lower than the real purchasing power of faculty in other states in 
our region. The standard-of-living index takes into account the average faculty salary and the 
cost-of-living index. Since the previous report, North Dakota's regional standard of living rank has 
slipped from 10th to 11th place, demonstrating that previous salary increases were not sufficient to 
improve our ranking. 

Faculty Standard of Living 
Raglonal Avg. 
Faculty Salary 

Factor 

(2005-06) 1 

Minnesota 133.1 
Wisconsin 125.2 
Nebraska 111. 1 
Iowa 106.4 
Missouri 102.1 
Kansas 102.6 
Colorado 111.6 
Oklahoma 97.5 
Wyoming 95.0 
South Dakota 81.7 
North Dakota 80.1 
Montana 84.6 

Average 100.0 

140.0 i' 
120.0 

~) . 
100.0 

<;j 
~ 80.0 41 ., .,, 
.5 60.0 

40.0 
20.0 

a.a 
MN WI 

Natlonal Regional 
Composite Coat Composite Coat Raglonal 

NE 

of Living Factor of Living Factor Standard of 

(2nd Qtr 2007)2 (2nd Qtr 2007)' Living lndax4 

100.8 106.3 125.2 
95.0 100.2 125.0 
90.5 95.4 116.5 
92.8 97.9 110.8 
90. 1 95.0 107.4 
91.5 96.5 106.4 
102.2 107.8 103.5 
94.1 99.2 98.2 
96.0 101.2 93.9 
93.7 98.8 82.7 
95.4 100.6 79.7 
101.9 107.4 78.7 

94.8 100.0 100.0 

IA MO KS CO OK WY SD ND MT 

Reg lanai States 

Std of 
Living 
Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

1 Regional Avg. Faculty Salary Factor 
Indicates how the state'• average faculty aalary compares to the region as a whole. The regional figure ia represented by the number 100.0. A factor 
higher than 100 Indicate■ the Itate'I average faculty salary is higher than average, and vice versa. 
Data Source: 2005-06 regional average faculty salaries for public univerallles from Chronicle of Higher Education, 2007 Almanac. 

1 National Composite Co■t of Living Factor 
Indicates how the state'a living expanses (housing, food, ale.) compare lo Iha nation es a whole. Alt atates era combined to develop the national 
average, which ii rapraaentad by the numbai- 100.0. A factor higher than 100 Indicates the state's coat of living is higher than average, and vice versa. 
Data Sourca: 2nd quarter, 2007 MERIC Composlle Cost of Living Index (www.miuourieconomy.org/indicators/co1t_of_!iving) 

'Raglonal Composite Cost of Living Factor (composite coat of llvlng lndax + avg regional compoalte cost of llvlng lndax) 
Compare■ each atate'e composite cost of living Index to the average compoI1te cost of living index for the region. The regional average is than 
repreeented by an index of 100.0. An index of less than 100.0 indicates the state's cost of living is lower than the average for the region. 

4 Standard of Living Index (Reg. Avg. Fae. Salary Factor+ Reg. Composite Cost of Living Factor) 
Compares regional cost of living to average faculty salary to derive a state's ralalive standard of living for Iha average faculty member. An index number 
less than 100.0 Indicates real purchasing power is lower than the regional average purchasing power. Presumably, 1tandard of living is relatively lower 
for faculty In these slates. And vice, versa for an index number greater than 100.0 . 

• 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 

701. 328. 4116 Laura. Glatt@ndus.edu 
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Salary Levels (cont.) 
~~e NOUS standard of living is derived by comparing the NOUS average salary to the average 

.fat of living in the region (Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana) for similar 

•
occupations. A factor of less than 100 indicates the NOUS average staff salary is lower than the 
regional average for similar occupations. Four NOUS broadband categories have a standard of 
living index of less than 100. The average standard-of-living index for all broad bands combined 
is 98.6. The real purchasing power of NOUS staff continues to be lower than the real purchasing 
power of other comparable positions in North Dakota and the surrounding three states. 

Regional Standard Of Living - Staff 

Broadband Category 
Admin./Managerial Admln. 
Professional Prof. 
Tech/Paraprofessional Tech. 
Office Support Office 
Craftsffrades Trade 
Se iv ices Svcs 

~A~v•~r~ag~•~A~l~I B~a~n=d•~- All 

120.0 

100.0 

80.0 

Regional 
Avg. 

Salary 
Factor1 

91.3 
95.9 
96.7 
98.4 
95.1 
98.1 
96.1 

Regional Composite Cost of 
Living Factor 

(2nd Qtr 2007)2 

97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 

Staff Standard of Living Index 
2007 

Standard of Living 
lndex3 

93.7 
98.5 
99.3 

101.0 
97.7 

100.7 
98.6 

• 
X 

'" 60.0 '0 
.E 40.0 

I 

20.0 

0.0 

Admin. Prof. Tech. Office Trade Svcs All 

Broadband Categories 

1 Regional Avg Salary Factor 
Indicates how the NOUS average staff salary compares to ND, MN, MT and SO as a whole for similar occupations. The regional figure is 
represented by the number 100.0. An index number less than 100.0 indicates the average salary for NOUS staff is lower than the regional average 
salary for similar occupations. 
Data Sources: NOUS November 2007 payroll records; ND Job Service-2007; Fargo Moorhead Human Resource Administration-2005-2007; 
College & University Professional Association, Administrative SuNey-2007, and Mid-Level Survey-2007; National Association of State Foresters 
SuNey-2000; Bjorkland Survey-2005. A footnote in the ND Job Service 2007 edition indicates, 'Wage data from previous suNey panels are 
adjusted using the Employment Cost Index {ECI), which brings wages current to the latest data collected in the survey, in this case May 2005. 
Using a similar method, North Dakota further aged the data to reflect December 2006." Data from all other surveys prior to 2005 were adjusted 
with the annual change(s) in the Consumer Price Index 
2 Regional Composite Cost of Living Factor (ND composite cost of living index+ avg regional composite cost of living index) 
Compares North Dakota's composite cost-of-living index to the average composite cost-of-living index for ND, MN, SD and MT. The regional 
average is then represented by an index of 100.0. An index of less than 100.0 indicates North Dakota's cost of living is lower than the average for 
the regional area. 
3 Standard of Living Index {Regional Avg. Salary Factor+ Regional Composite Cost of Living Factor) 
Compares regional composite cost of living to average staff salary to derive relative standard of living for NOUS staff compared to the regional 
average. An index number less than 100.0 indicates real purchasing power is lower than the regional average purchasing power for similar 
occupations. Presumably, standard of living is relatively lower for NOUS staff. 

• R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
701. 328. 4116 Laura.Glatt@ndus.edu 
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Salary Levels (cont.) 
Fringe Benefits 

•

he state of North Dakota offers a comprehensive benefit package to NOUS employees, as do 
her states. Using the 2007 Central States Compensation Association survey data (and 

normalizing average salaries), North Dakota ranks eighth in the 12-state region in the value of 
total benefits provided. In fact, the value of the North Dakota benefit package ($14.55 per hour) 
is about 6% below the average for the region ($15.45 per hour). North Dakota ranks 9

th 
in the 

region in actual benefits paid out due to the compounding effect of lower than average salaries. 
North Dakota's benefit package is a crucial recruitment and retention tool, but it does not offset 
the long-standing regional and national salary differential. 

• 

Regional Faculty Benefit Analysis 2007 
Average Hourly 'il~0~~~\ ~~t7i~rhl;H~tf s~·J~Afs1~Per.Ad~l~~,-~· ,. ... ~~ Faculty Faculty ,..,. floi);/ ,,..,,, ""' '""' ... _....,.,..._ __ , - .. ~-""''~~.au.: . .:.:~~,~::!.Li•, ""' ...... 

Health , .. Dental Salary Salary Salary 

State Rank1 (9 months) (9montl\s) Holldns lnsuranc1t2 lnsurance1 lnsurance1 Retlremene 

Wyoming 9 $64,563 $41.39 $1.55 $8.72 $0.112 $0.19 

Missouri 7 69,339 44.45 2.07 7.53 0.079 0.04 

Wisconsin 2 85,082 54.54 1.55 8.52 0.083 0.00 

Nebraska 4 75,506 48.40 2.07 9.01 0.021 0.00 

Iowa 5 73,669 47.22 1.89 8.39 0.017 0.25 

Minnesota 1 90,410 57.96 1.89 8.25 0.000 0.36 

Colorado ' 75,782 48.58 1.72 4.36 0.000 0.32 

North Dakota 12 54,446 34.90 1.81 5,07 0.001 .Q,00 

Oklahoma 8 66,219 42.45 1.72 3.65 0.031 0.00 

Montana 10 57,448 36.83 1.71 4.28 0.189 0.35 

South Dakota 11 55,484 35.57 1.98 3.47 0.040 0.00 

Kansas 6 69,719 44.69 1.72 2.04 0.000 0.37 

Regional Average 
it··~t!.t~ 
,$69,806 $44.75 $1.81 $6.11 $0.048 $0.27 

Data Sources: 
2007 Central States Compensation Association Benefit Survey 
1 Based on regional average hourly salary (to nonnalize the data) and 1,560 hours. 
2 Employer.paid benefits for employee + family coverage. 
3 Salary rank of 9 and 10 month faculty of public higher ed institutions-2005-06 . 

$5.03 

5.75 

4.83 

3.35 

2.71 

1.79 

5.15 

4.25 

5.59 

3.09 

2.68 

2.58 

$3.90 

Soclal Total Benefits 

Securltv Medicare Benefits Rank 

$2.77 $0.65 $19.02 1 

2.77 0.65 18.89 2 

2.77 0.65 18.41 3 

2.77 0.65 17.87 4 

2.77 0.65 16.68 5 

2.77 0.65 15.72 6 

2.77 0.65 14.97 ~ 

2.77 0.65 14.55 8 

2.77 0.65 14.42 9 

2.77 0.65 13.13 10 

2.77 0.65 11.59 11 

2.77 0.65 10.14 12 

$2.77 $0.65 $15.45 

• 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Funding and Rewards 

December 2008 Long-Term Finance Plan 

The North Dakota University System's Long-Term Finance Plan is the budget mechanism 
mandated in state statute. It has three main components: base operating funds, capital assets 
and incentive funds. 

Appropriate base operating funding levels are determined by comparisons of NOUS institutions to 
similar institutions nationwide, commonly referred as "benchmarks." These peers are defined by 
criteria such as enrollment size and mix, program mix, degree types, research expenditures, etc. 

I. Principles 

In May 2006, the State Board of Higher Education (SBHE), adopted revisions to the 2001 
Long-Term Finance Plan. The following principles and characteristics served as the 
foundation of the revised Long-Term Finance Plan and resource allocation model: 

NDUS - Long-Term Finance Plan Guiding Principles 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Funding for higher education must be a SHARED RESPONSIBILITY. The funding 
shared responsibility of the state - model is based on obtaining funds from 
through state general fund appropriations, numerous sources. 
students-through tuition, and campuses- INCENTIVE BASED. The model should 
through efficiency and generating other provide incentives for institutional 
revenues. effectiveness and efficiency. 

2. The State Board of Higher Education AFFORDABLE ACCESS. The funding 
remains accountable for maintaining model must relate to funding needs at each 
affordable access for ND citizens, by institution, but must take into consideration 
continuing to approve tuition rates and the ability of students to pay. 
program fees for each campus. In INSTITUTIONAL FLEXIBILITY. The funding 
addition, campuses are given flexibility to model must also provide opportunity for 
assess additional charges consistent with institutions to provide additional funding or 
SBHE policy (i.e., 805.1, 805.1.4, 805.2, adjustments to meet programmatic needs. 
805.3, 805.3.1) and to administer 
institutional discounting policies, within 
SBHE policy provisions (i.e., 820). 

AfoRMORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
701.328. 4116 Laura.Glatt@ndus.edu 
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Long-Term Finance Plan (cont.) 

• 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES CHARACTERISTICS 

3. An engaged biennial budget process, ENGAGED BUDGET PROCESS. The 
including input from the campuses, is funding model will allow for key participants 

( 

utilized in defining and recommending the to provide input into the budget process. 
allocation of new state resources UNDERSTANDABLE. The model should 
consistent with NOUS priorities. effectively communicate to key participants in 

the state budget process how changes in 
institutional characteristics will affect funding 
levels. 

4. Campuses should be held accountable GOAL-BASED. The funding model should 
for the outcomes of the goals and be expressed through missions, strategic 
objectives outlined in their campus plans, and institutional priorities. 
strategic plans and their Roundtable RESPONSIVE. The model should reflect 
campus alignment plans, and also be changes in institutional priorities and mission 
rewarded and recognized for as well as changing external conditions. 
accomplishing the goals and objectives 
and exhibiting behaviors consistent with 
the Roundtable principles (i.e., flexibility, 
responsiveness, entrepreneurship, 
accountability, collaboration). 

5. Campuses should be encouraged to BALANCED. The funding model should 
diversify and generate additional revenue provide a reasonable balance among funding 
sources. sources 

• 6. Campuses should retain their most FUNDING STABILITY. The funding model 
current legislative general fund should provide stable base funding. 
appropriation as base operating funds, 
except for one-time funding items and 
perhaps in the event of a budget 
rescission. 

7. Campuses' unique missions should be MISSION SENSITIVE. The model should be 
recognized in establishing base operating based on the recognition that different 
funding and adequate funds should be institutional missions and priorities may 
provided to maintain institutional capacity require different levels offunding. 
to deliver their mission. 

-----------------------------------1 . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
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Long-Term Finance Plan (cont.) 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

8. New biennial appropriation exceeding 
current base operating funds should be 
provided to: 

a. address base funding to be allocated 
as parity and equity. Base funding 
should include allocations to: 1.) 
Address parity or inflationary operating 
cost increases (i.e., cost to continue 
salary increases from previous 
biennium, operating and utility 
inflations, and new compensation and 
benefits adjustments); and 2.) Address 
equity differentials, based on peer 
comparators, as determined by the 
peer selection criteria and process, 
student enrollments, and based on 
agreed-upon targets outlined in the 
finance plan. Internal funding 
comparisons, while discouraged, 
should be understood and explainable; 

b. address statewide priorities through 
separate initiative appropriations to the 
SBHE. Funds should be allocated from 
the Board Initiative appropriation to 
encourage behavior consistent with the 
Roundtable principles (i.e., flexibility, 
responsiveness, entrepreneurship, 
accountability, collaboration); and 

c. address capital assets to maintain 
and replace state assets (i.e., facilities 
and infrastructure); and 

d. address systemwide programs and 
services to provide effective and 
efficient delivery across NOUS 
campuses, where appropriate, to 
support student aid, and other SBHE 
priorities. 

9. Campuses should be given the flexibility 
to allocate resources consistent with the 
priorities established in their strategic 
plans. 

10. The model should be based on verifiable 
data, be rationale and reasonable, and 
understandable, without diminishing the 
validity of the model. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

ADEQUACY DRIVEN. The model should 
determine the funding level needed by each 
institution to fulfill its approved mission, 
taking into consideration funding realities. 

SIZE-SENSITIVE. The model should reflect 
the impact that relative levels of student 
enrollment have on funding requirements. 

EQUITABLE. The model should provide 
both horizontal equity (equal treatment of 
equals) and vertical equity (unequal 
treatment of unequals) based on size, 
mission, and growth characteristics of the 
institutions. 

ADAPT ABLE. The model should include 
provisions for supplemental state funding for 
unique activities that represent significant 
financial commitments and that are not 
common across the institutions. 

FLEXIBLE. The model should be used to 
estimate funding requirements in broad 
categories; it is not intended for use in 
creating budget control categories. 

VALID AND RELIABLE. The model should 
rely on valid and reliable data that are 
appropriate for measuring differences in 
funding requirements and that can be verified 
by third parties when necessary . 

• 
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Long-Term Finance Plan (cont.) 

II. Policies 

• A. Ooerating Budget 

• 

1. A biennial appropriation request will be made by the board, and appropriations will be 
made by the Legislative Assembly comprised of the following components in accordance 
with state statute approved by the 2005 Legislative Assembly: (1) base operating budget 
(2) capital asset funding and (3) special initiative funding. 

2. Operating fund benchmarks will be established for determining funding requests and 
legislative appropriations for each institution using data from peer comparator institutions. 

a. These operating benchmarks will be established on the basis of comparing unrestricted 
revenues: state appropriations and net tuition revenues. 

b. The benchmarks will be established using the most recently available national 
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data Systems (IPEDS) data. Peers are to be 
reviewed, at a minimum, every four years. 

c. Peers will be utilized as recommended by MGT of America in 2006 with one 
substitution each at DSU, WSC and VCSU, and as approved by each campus. 

3. Funding .of institutions reflect a shared responsibility among the various stakeholders. 
Targets were established based on the following factors: ensuring regional access, 
enrollment size of campus, program type (undergraduate vs. graduate programs) and 
historical tiered tuition-rate structure. Recommended targets to be used in determining 
state general fund budget requests and legislative appropriations are as follows: 

UND/NDSU 
MiSU 
MaSUNCSU/DSU 
Two-year 

% state 
60 
65 
70 
75 

% student 
40 
35 
30 
25 

4. Budget requests and legislative appropriations should be developed to move all institutions 
to 100 percent of their benchmarks. 

5. Base funding requests and legislative appropriations should be based on the following: 

a. Base funding continues to be provided to all 11 institutions and also should include 
biennial operating fund increases to address parity. 

b. Current general fund appropriations should not be reallocated among campuses. 

c. A portion of increased state general fund appropriations will be allocated on a biennial 
basis to fund parity and to resolve equity differentials. Parity and equity will be 
distributed in the following priority order: (1) new and continuing salary and health 
insurance costs, (2) no less than 15 percent of total new funding allocated to equity (3) 
operating inflation, including utilities cost increases and (4) any remaining funding 
allocated to equity. 

AoR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

9 Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
701.328.4116 Laura.G/att@ndus.edu 
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Long-Term Finance Plan (cont.) 
d. Equity funds will be distributed based on a weighting methodology that provides 

funding to all campuses funded at less than their benchmarks but with more to those 
furthest away from the benchmarks calculated on the average of: (a) a weighting model 
based on a percentage distance from peer benchmarks and (b) simple dollar distance 
from peer benchmarks. 

e. State general fund appropriations for any campus should not be reduced below that of 
the previous biennium until such time the campus exceeds 105 percent of its peer 
benchmark, or enrollment declines are significant enough to cause a re-evaluation of 
the peer institutions and establishment of a new peer benchmark. 

6. The SBHE will continue to approve the base tuition rate at each campus; however, 
institutions should be given discretion to establish additional tuition rate charges for 
targeted programs and discounting policies. 

B. Capital Asset Funding 

1. The NOUS, in developing its budget request, and the legislature, in setting appropriations, 
shall continue to utilize the 0MB building formula based on 2 percent of building 
replacement value for all buildings five years old or older, and O percent for buildings less 
than five years old. 

2. The NOUS, in developing its budget request, and the legislature, in setting appropriations, 
shall continue to utilize the current 0MB infrastructure formula. 

3. Deferred maintenance will be factored into the new capital assets funding formula along 
with the revised building formula and the current infrastructure formula. 

4. The use of the pool of dollars generated by this new combined formula will be left to the 
discretion of the institution (with appropriate approvals by the SBHE where required for 
projects greater than $100,000). Campuses would be given the authority to allocate funds 
for repair and replacement priorities for both deferred maintenance and regular repair and 
replacement projects as determined by the campus. 

5. The SBHE will continue the major capital project priority process for establishing funding 
priorities for major new construction and major renovation/remodeling projects. 

6. The board and legislature shall phase-in the capital assets funding model to reach full 
funding of the buildings and infrastructure formula over a 10-year period in 2013-15 and to 
address the deferred maintenance backlog that currently exists over 14 years in 2017-19. 

7. Campuses will be allowed to continue carrying over unspent capital asset funding from one 
biennium to the next in order to complete projects started in one biennium but not 
completed until the next and/or to accumulate funds to complete large projects that require 
multi-year funding. 

8. Institutions will be required to demonstrate they have expended funds in amounts at least 
as large as appropriations or place funds in escrow for larger renewal projects. 

9. At the time full funding is achieved, campuses will cease requiring additional capital 
renewal/replacement funds beyond this level except for deferred maintenance . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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10. The new capital asset funding model will be applied to new state buildings built on 
campus, but no new operating funds will be added to the base operating budget for 
operating costs if the operating base is already at the benchmark target. 

C. State Priority 

Appropriation requests and legislative appropriations for incentive/special initiatives 
provided to the SBHE to support state priorities will be made equivalent to 2 percent of the 
total NOUS state general fund appropriation, phased-in over six years. 

D. About Parity/Equity 

The terms "parity" and "equity" are used to distinguish between two categories of base 
operating fund increases. 

About Parity .... 

The term parity describes the funding needed to continue current programs and services, 
including salaries, utilities and operating inflationary increases. 

About Equity ... 

The term equity describes the funding needed to move each of the 11 colleges and 
universities closer to its individual "benchmark." All NOUS institutions are funded at less 
than their peer benchmarks . 

• 
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North Dakota University System (NOUS) 
Analysis of the 2009-11 Executive Budget Recommendation 

SB's 2003 and 2020 

• -. ', 

The 2009-11 state general fund executive recommendation (including general fund major capital projects) is $614.2 million for the eleven 
campuses, UNO School of Medicine and Health Sciences, Forest Service and North Dakota University System Office. The 
recommendation includes an increase of$98.6 million in base funding, which is an increase of22.3% over the 2007-09 adjusted 
appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. In addition, $24.2 million is included for one-time increases other than major 
capital projects and the remaining $49.9 million increase is for one-time major capital projects at the eleven campuses and the State Forest 
Service. When the one-time funds are taken into account, the total increase is $172.7 million (39.1%) over the 2007-09 adjusted 
appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. 

The $614.2 million proposed NOUS budget, along with the $3.3 million for workforce training in the Career and Technical Education 
budget is equivalent to 19.9% of the total proposed state spending of $3.11 billion for 2009-11, including base and one-time funding. 
That is an increase from the current 19.2% the NOUS received in 2007-09. 

The general fund executive recommendation (including major capital projects) for the Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute 
(UGPTI), Northern Crops Institute (NCI), Extension Service and Research Stations, for the 2009-11 biennium, is $96.6 million. The 
recommendation includes an increase of $11.4 million in base funding, which is an increase of 16.9% over the 2007-09 adjusted 
appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. In addition, $632,000 is for one-time increases other than major capital 
projects and the remaining $17 million increase is for one-time major capital projects. When the one-time funds are taken into account, 
the total increase is $29 million (43%) over the 2007-09 adjusted appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. 

Thus, the total recommended state general fund appropriation for all entities of the North Dakota University System (including major 
capital projects) for the 2009-11 biennium, is $710.8 million. The total base funding increase of$! 10 million is equivalent to a 21.6% 
increase, and when $91.8 million one-time increases ($24.9 million for one-time increases other than major capital projects and $66.9 
million for major capital projects) are taken into account, the total increase is $201.8 million (39.6%) more than the 2007-09 adjusted 
appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. 

This report includes summary and detail schedules of the executive recommendation, as well as the State Board of Higher Education's 
(SBHE) proposed changes on pages 4-5. 
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Highlights of 2009-11 Executive Budget Recommendation 

SBHE Rec uest Executive Recommendation 
Major Capital Major Capital 

Base One-Time Projects (One- Base One-Time Projects (One-
FundinJ?. FundinJ?. time) FundinJ?. FundinJ?. time) 

11 campuses and 
NOUS Office $106.9 $81.4 $84.5 $91.8 $ 24.0 $49.6 
UNDSMHS I I .3 4.0 5.0 5.7 .2 
Forest Service 1.5 .3 I.I .3 

Subtotal $] 19.7 $85.4 $89.8 $98.6 $24.2 $49.9 

NDSU Extension, 
Research, NCI, 
UGPTI $16.8 $2.3 $16.8 $11.4 $ .6 $17.0 

Of the total base funding increase of $98.6 million for the campuses, NDUS Office, SMHS and Forest Service, $93 million is for parity, 
equity, and needs-based financial aid. 

Major items included in the budget are: 
• 100% of the state share of parity costs based on a 5% annual salary increase (SBHE requested 7% per year) 
• $10 of the $18.5 million requested for equity was funded. 

• $39 .3 million for needs-based financial aid (SBHE requested $20 million) and $700,000 for Tribal College Assistance Program 

• One-time funding of $20 million for deferred maintenance (SBHE request $50 million) 

• 100% of base funding for security/emergency preparedness and $4 of the $20.6 million one-time funding for security/emergency 
preparedness 

• I 00% of funding requested to help stabilize Family Practice Center operations 

• Funding for creation of the new RuralMed Scholarship program 

• Funding to replace lost Forest Service federal funds 

• $2.0 million increase in Technology Occupations Loan Forgiveness Program (referred to as STEM Initiative in Exec. Budget) 

• 100% of SBHE requested state-funded major capital projects except the NDUS/UND Joint IT Facility and the Bismarck Family 

Practice Center. Projects at BSC, DSU and VCSU were partially funded. 

-
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Other major initiatives of importance to the NDUS which are included in other agency budgets are: 
• $20 million for Centers of Excellence (0MB) 

• $2.2 million for the state-wide longitudinal database (ITD) 

• $3.3 million for workforce training (CTE) 

• Deficiency appropriations for the following: UND - $1,310,955; NDSU - $527,842; NDSU Main Research Center - $100,499; 

Central Grasslands Research Center - $13,560 and North Central Research Center - $22,094. 
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SBHE Recommended Adjustments to Governor Hoeven's NDUS Budget Proposal 

The State Board of Higher Education recommends that the NDUS request additional state funding through legislative action for the following 
previously approved SBHE initiatives and projects: 

• Two-year and four-year campus affordability initiative 
• NDUS/UND joint IT facility 
• UND deficiency appropriation [ deficiency appropriation bill] 

$8,215,467 (Base) 
$11,200,000 (One-time) 
$ 1,547,816 (2007-09) 

In addition, the SBHE recommends that the NOUS request increased funding authorization for the following previously approved SBHE non
state funded capital project: 

• MiSU Wellness Center $ 5,000,000 (One-time) 

Two-year and four-year campus affordability: Listed as priority #7 in the 2009-11 SBHE budget request, the additional funding would 
permit the NDUS to freeze tuition rates at the current level at the two-year campuses and limit tuition rate increases to no more than four 
percent per year at the four-year campuses in 2009-10 and 2010-11. The Executive Budget does not include funding for this initiative. The 
amount has been reduced from the original request to reflect an annual five percent salary increase, instead of seven percent. 

NDUS/UND Joint IT Facility: Listed as priority #2 on the 2009-11 SBHE major capital project priority list, the joint facility would, at a 
minimum: I.) help address risks, including electrical power inefficiencies, security, heating/cooling and flooding/seeping events, in the 
current data center location which hosts system wide administrative computing and library functions and UND' s centralized IT functions and 
servers; 2.) facilitate co-location ofNDUS and UND staff to provide greater service efficiencies and communication; 3.) provide adequate 
and ADA-accessible training space; 4.) provide back-up capacity for other system and campus IT services. The Executive Budget does not 
include funding for this project. 

UND Deficiency Appropriation: Based on pending final settlement with FEMA on appealed projects, it is anticipated that the final 2007-09 
deficiency appropriation request will need to increase from $ 1,310,955 to $2,858,771 to close out the 1997 flood expenses. The Executive 
Recommendation includes $1,310,955 (1997 flood disaster). 

MiSU Wellness Center: Construction of a Wellness Center would: I.) provide wellness activities for students, faculty and staff; 2.) provide 
health and wellness curricula and services in response to local and regional needs; and 3.) provide childcare. The $15 million project would 
be funded by $5 million from private funds and up to $10 million from revenue bond proceeds and/or local institutional funds. The Executive 
Recommendation includes $10 million special fund authorization ($5 million revenue bond and $5 million other funds) for this project. The 
request is to increase the revenue bond authority from $5 million to up to $IO million. 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Proposed SBHE Adjustments to the 2009-11 Executive Budget Recommended Increases (12/18/08) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

l~-G:trJ¥film~d~,r~~f~~ ~ ~S~i~iiliF.t~'d§~O~e-~-~~~~~ .~~~-~- _,:,..;..:.,:[~~~...... _. ~,~,r.:.-.-~,----",_,,_-~_?-~-------"-'--"---__:_:_,,_ 

Total Base & One 
time General 

Base Funding J One-time Funding I Fund Increases 

Capital Project Special 
Funds Increase 

1 2009-11 Executive Budget Recommended Increases, Excluding Capital Projects $98,615,540 $24,225,000 $122,840,540 $0 
2 2009-11 Executive Budget Recommendation- Major Capital Projects 49,928,245 49,928,245 159,329,000 

3 *TQlA~~m~~~~~\4J®:~i~~l¾f~m.~~i!~S;U,~~s~J~'~~-~~~51?~~1~~~M:.~:~1l1~if5~~;go,~; 
Proposed Adjustments to the Executive Recommendation: 

4 Affordability initiative to Jimittultion rate Increases 1/ 
5 NDUS/UND Joint IT Facility 
6 MiSU Wellness Center - Increase from $10 million to $15 million 
7 Subtotal-Adjustments to NDUS Budget (Change From Executive Budget) 

8,215,467 

8,215,467 

11,200,000 

11,200,000 

8,215,467 
11,200,000 

19~15_,467 
5,000,000 
5,000,000 

,,;;..~ ~ '>l~,,".:,fi;·*·-•·;,-·~.;c;. - - .. •~ "::\:~"'ff_..·.~ i;,.,...,,: - :'l'fl.!m·'°'~~~~~ ~~ ··-c#·~~~~----~~"Br~~ OJ:l,C.~J41,c,W.~',"$ ... h(!'._~'<'>:ie.t-.>c.v~,-,,--.-<:;--'1';.-4,c,:.,,·'{f'"''""''"J-;,:;::-f·,.·c-•,B-,.;,:_:,~ •¼,A~,.- - ,:---,-,r, 

a1mata!le1'.Qp_o·~e~;~~ou§lllc.ce·c1Jes!W1tttt~~j~~·meo{s.£~~,~~*~:w~'.-'ih,;;o~.;;,~~l1Jl~i~tflQ.O;:i~;&T~b·asia5:~~2~_~~~-$1'9"~18~i252-~f.,;.:~~Ji~~~~~~;¥?.~~$i1~~~~2~00b~ 

91.fvf~:~]1~,r: .. fit\S.~~E .•. ---~.j.ti.F.P.~. '.··,~.~.~L.·•.'~~;!z~_J.i[{i{~l_(tf .. mro'b~ .. -~~--~~.~. -.. ~· s_a·_;.r,~.-*~1 ... ~ 
settlernent[wlthTh'El'!IA,!n1Nove,nber,200_B,on,app"-ale~pr,9W'c~lated;to'itne,,$9;1'.[fio~~I~ 

"?;J~d·~·f,,,.i)''-:¥_·fi,.,::-.:i::.1~<\'4"A"1,,"fjii,f;.-~~5,z::7a4f:..;;:,;"'!{,;<'>1:;.~ 
~- ,on:antlc;1pateCUfinaW:r-~~'i~;fu~~--.,,.~~:~::. 
~~tt~,~it~'0\~l~{Zi:0~;?tt\{ft~~ftf1 

1/ Funding this initiative would allow the NOUS to freeze tuition rates at the two-year campuses and limit increases to no more than four percent per year at the four-year campuses. 
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A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

• 
(I) 

Yean 

boo,-n 
Executive Recommendation l/ I S49.4S 

12009-11 

Budzet Request 21 I 630.93 

2007-09 

Adjusted Appropriation 1/ I 439.30 

2005-07 

;Adjusted Appropriation l/ 

I $372.53 

12003--05 
I 
iAdjusted Appropriation 2/ I $350.48 

1, .. ,~, 
Adjusted Appropriation 2/ I S354.08 

t,,,.01 
Adjusted AE~roeriarioo 2/ I 5321.35 

NOTES: 
I/ Other Entities i.ocludes the Forest Service. 

• 
NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

HISTORY OF LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATIONS 
Excludes Major Capital Projects & Capital Bond Payments 

(In millions of dollars) 
(2) (3) (4) (l) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

3.35 $552.80 I 79.03 109.27 $188.30 I 3.SS 1.00 $4,551 

l.06 S635.991 87.28 104.65 $191.931 3.97 1.00 $4.971 

H2 $445.12 l 67.69 102.55 S170.241 2.41 1.00 S3.41-1 

Sl.43 S373.961 $56.69 $89.25 $14S.94 I $1.99 S0.98 $2.971 

$3.21 $353.691 SS0.81 $11.SS $122.361 SI.BO S0.97 $2.77 I 

$17.76 S371,84 I UI.62 $61.28 $112.90 I SUS $1.18 $3.031 

5170.39 $491.7◄ I $47.27 $49.34 . ,.6.61 1 51.70 S0.90 S2.6o I 

• 
(10) (II) (12) 

$632.03 S113.62 S74H5 

$722.18 $110.71 $832.89 

$509.40 $109.37 $618.77 

$431.21 $91.66 $522.87 

$403.09 S75.73 $478.82 

$407.55 $80.22 $487.77 

$370.32 $220.63 5590.95 

2/ The amounts do not include major capital projeru and capital bond payments. Major capital proj~ included in the 2009-1 I budget request total $271.3 million ($106.6 million genenl. fund and $164. 7 million other ftmds). The 2009-11 

executive reeommcndation includes $226.6 million forrn.ajor capital projeru ($66.9 million gencnl fund and $159.7 million other ftmds). In addition, the budget request and executive recommendation include SI 1.9 million general fund and 
S.7 million other funds for capital bond payments. 

3/ AU income from the eampuse, and Medical School arc excluded, beginning with the 2001-03 biennhun and thereafter. 
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North Dakota University System 

Summary of General Fund Increases 

Per 2009-11 Executive Recommendation 

(SB 2003 and SB 2020) 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Campuses, Med School, Forest Service & 
NOUS Office (SB 2003) 

UGPTI, NCI, Extension & Research 
(SB 2020) 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation 
Less 0MB Adjustments: 

2007-09 One-time Funding 
2005-07 Capital Asset Carryover 

Total Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation, Less Base Adjustments 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation 

Total Increase from 07-09 Adjusted Appropriation 

Total Increase from 07-09 Adjusted Appropriation, 
Less 07-09 One-Time & Carryover Adjustments 

Summary of Increases from 07-09 Adjusted 
Appropriation, Less 07-09 One-Time and 
Carryover Adjustments 

Permanent Base Increase 

One-time Increases 

Capital Projects - One-time 
Total Increase (Decrease) 

Requested 
Increase 

$ 119,660,573 
85,389,955 

89,783,745 
$ 294,834,273 

$ 470,444,979 

(28,576,870) 
(411,947) 

(28,988,817) 

441,456,162 

614,224,947 

$ 143,779,968 

$ 172,768,785 

Increase 
Funded 

$ 98,615,540 

24,225,000 
49,928,245 

172,768,785 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budget\Executive Recommendatlon\[lncrease Summary.xlsx]Ag 

Iner 
over 
Adj Requested 

Approp Increase 

22.3% $ 16,785,731 
5.5% 2,346,850 

· 11.3% 16,800,000 
39.1% $ 35,932,581 

7 

$ 76,290,237 

(8,730,630) 

(8,730,630) 

67,559,607 

96,595,159 

$ 20,304,922 

$ 29,0:35,552 

Increase 
Funded 

$11,403,552 

632,000 
17,000,000 

$29,035,552 

Iner 
over 
Adj 

Approp 

16.9% 
0.9% 

25.2% 
43.0% 

(7) 

Requested 
Increase 

$136,446,304 

87,736,805 
106,583,745 

$330,766,854 

.-, 

(8) 

Total 
$ 546, 735,216 

(37,307,500) 
(411,947) 

(37,719,447) 

509,015,769 

710,820,106 

$ 164,084,890 

$ 201,804,337 

Increase 
Funded 

$110,019,092 
24,857,000 

66,928,245 
$201,804,337 

(9) 

Iner 
over Adj 
Approp 

21.6% 
4.9% 

13.1% 
39.6% 



• NDUS Campuses, NDUS Office, -al School and Forest Service 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Requ~ Executive Recommendation (SB 2003) • 

11) 12) 13) 
Executive 

SBHE 2009-11 Recommendation 
Prioritized GF Executive Over (Under) 

!''"'"'""'as ·F. din • Re-·u · 1~-!llm~m1~$~1'l '"".,__.., __ J!!!.lm! ... 9L ~ .. qs_ . 
Revised Request Recommendation Budget Request 

2007-09 Adjusted Base Funding Appropriation 

tcampr~es~a&1ro1Js16'ffl~etrsMH$1ric1W:aftitf1W-r· 
Decreased cal)ital bond paymf!nts ($3,427,564), SITS pool transfer 
ITD for IVN ($300,110), and vet loan forgiveness transfer to Health Depl 
($100,000) 

100% of Parity or cost to continue-7°/J7% salary and FINAL health 
insurance increases, utility cost increases and operating inflation 

2 {lndudes SMHS and Forest Service) 
3 Emergency Preparedness/Security 

4 Needs-based financial aid 

5 Equity adjustment to address funding differenUals-15% (Includes SMHS) 
Technology Maintenance- Network Bandwidth ($1,220,000), N. Tier 

6 Network ($1,000,000), ODIN Web Developer ($150,000) 
7 Two and Four-Year college a!ferdability (lndudes SMHS) 
8 EPSCoR research matdlin_g_ funds 
9 New A"i:ademic and Technical Program Start-up Revolving Fund 

10 Disabled Student Services Fundin.s_ 
11 Bismarck HE-Center 

Student Financial Asst Programs (Scholar's, PSEP, Indian, Education 
12 Loan Forgiveness) 
13 Comprehensive Career Planning Initiative 
14 Access, Collaboration and Enhancement Fund (ACE) 
15 Shared recrultmen11nitiatlves 

NOUS Services-Continuation of FINOET ($156,830), NOUS Office 
16 Legal Assistant ($128,930) 

Tribal Communi~e Grants 

ND Space Grant Consortium 

,uN$~S~~ti'.fiii~~~~Hia~1~iilJ~~M,~: 
Stabilize operations of the Bismarck and Minot Centers for Family 

Medicine (CFM} 

Implement Electronic Medical°f{ecords System for CFMs for traf/Ung 
2 (combination of base and one-time fundin.W, 

Create RuralMed program--Funded tuition scholarship to encourage 
3 students Into family medicine rural practice 

Develop and implement comprehensive health care delivery plan for the 
4 State of NO 

5 Implement new master's in public health degree 
6 Enhanced prevention training and focus on geriatrics 

~F..OtestSi.cylCiI{lnfacktJt1ot1~W"::l)_a'tifinlnCIUdectats9¥e:'' 

(3,827,674) 

59,086,833 
1,334,865 

14,056,000 

1a.5oo!ooo 

2.370,000 
12,587~040 

2,aoo,000 
1,000,000 

150!000 
630!000 

803!000 
1,500,000 
1X!5(1000 

500!000 

285!760 

1,275!000 

225,000 

600!000 

707.1,BSO 
1~600 
1,074,450 ~, 

(3,827,674) 

49,367,855 (9,718,978) 
1,334,865 

33,112,203 19,056!203 

10,000,000 (8,500,000) 

1,220,000 (1,150,000) 

800!000 
(12,587,040) 

(2,000,000) 
(1,000,000) 

150!000 
(630,000) 

2,803,000 2,000,000 
(1,500,000) 
(1,750,000) 

(500,000) 

154!007 (131,753) 

700!000 700!000 

1,275,000 

(225,000) 

600!000 

(707,850) 
(1,133,600) 
1,074,450 

1 Replace lost federal forestry funding 826,284 626,284 
2 Program Enhancement-10% base funding increase 292,565 (292,565 

~?f~~;>;fOt~l~BaSE!l~u:rtdfOEf;lnc_reiiSeIB~QtJe1:1t·&}g~~rnentrati6n~~ .. 9iii~1.19:S!t§7;J:~-9Bi6!15j~0~1~~~5}0i?)i 
_WA~~-!rf~!l~9!!lln~~~~~C?'l!~ra.9.Q?'.~~filJ.i~$3e;pp_r_gp_r1atjl)!J!~ii~~1t·~i,t ~-~~~-

,r-.. 
I ...-... pJ•f> r ) 

(4) 

Comments 

Includes 5% annual salary increases, rather than 7% per the 
budget request (Totals indude SMHS and Forest Service) 

Provides a total of $39.3 million state general funds for n"eeds
based financial aid 

Totals include SMHS 
Northern Tier ($1M) and ODIN Web Developer ($150,000) are 

not funded 

lndudes increase to technology occupatlons loan forgiveness 
from $1,000 to S2,000Jyr for 5 years 

Includes parity costs for FINDET and provides full funding from 
the general fund. Legal assistant is not funded 

Replaces 2007-09 permanent oil trust funds 
To be added to $300,000 in UNO's base budget This was not 
Included in the SBHE request 

This was requested as base funding, but included in the 
executive recommendation as one-time tundin_g_ 

Includes language that up to $826,284 Is available, based on 
actual federal authorizations & resultin.9. reductions 

~) 
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• 
. . ........ 

• NDUS Campuses, NDUS Office,.al ~chool and Forest Service 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Request to Executive Recommendation (SB 2003) 

(1) (2) (3) 

Executive 
SBHE 2009-11 Recommendation 
Prioritized GF Executive Over (Under) 

Revised Request Recommendation Budget Request 

5egq[IJHtimQ~fUiritfiOQ113i'<itHij1~t~--- ~~ 
1 Deferred Maintenance-facilites and infrastructure ($30,000,000) 
2 Emergency Preparedness/Security 20,642,000 4,0001000 (16,642,000) 

Technology Maintenance - IVN CODEC Replacement ($350,000), SITS 
3 Collaboration and Emergency Pool ($200,000) 
4 STEM Initiative 
5 Pay-off special assessments 
6 Bismarck HE Center 

SMHS - El"ectronfc MedicaTR.ecorcls-System, iequested as #2 base 
funding priority. but recommended as one-time 

1 SMHS • Retire Minot CFM bond debt 

t:~~"T~~ilcl~?'u~~F~~t"·"-•1·1~~'i01~t't~':R~fn"d,tlc· , ____ Jfl__,_ ---·- .,, , ...... ,-,. ...... 99~.-~,>--J$f . .!~ .. q ___ ~.~-"-'--)}. !D.c. ....... = 

550.!.000 (550,000) 
4.,Q00.!.000 (4,000,000) 
1,697,955 (1,697,955) 
4,500,000 (4,500,000) 

225.l.000 225,000 
4,000.!.000 

~~~.;{~-~$ 
G:\CATHY\EXCELFJL\BIENNIAL BUOOETS\2009-11 Budgei\Executive Recomrnendalionl{ExIc Remm Compare to Raquast.xlu]High leval summary {2) 

9 

(4) 

Comments 

$4 miffion is-fnciuded In theNDUS-Office budget 

Funded~MHS #2 base fundi~uest as one-time 

.~, 



• North Dakota University System Camp.nd UNO School of Medicine and Health Sciences (SMHS) • 
Summary of 2009-11 Parity Increases, Assuming Salary Increases of 5% Per Year with Final Health Insurance Increases 

BSC 
LRSC 
wsc 

UNO 
UNO SMHS 

Total-UNO/SM HS 

NOSU 
NOSCS 
DSU 
MaSU 

MiSU 

vcsu 
MiSU-BC 

Subtotal 

BSC 

LRSC 

wsc 

UNO 

UNOSMHS 

Total-UND/SMHS 

NDSU 

NOSCS 

DSU 

MaSU 

MiSU 

vcsu 
MiSU-BC 

Subtotal 

(1) 

Cost to Continue 
FY09 

legislatively 
Funded Salary 

Increases 

541,888 

155,016 

148,637 

3.499,036 

974,927 

4,473,963 

3,149,849 

579,394 

472,855 

197,916 

810,913 

310,040 

96,406 
10,936,877 

116,262 

111,478 

2,102,942 

584,956 

2,687,698 

1,889,909 

434,546 

330,999 

138,541 

527,093 

217,028 

72,305 

6,932,474 

(2) 

Total Estimated 

Health Insurance, 
Based on Funded 

Premium of 

$825.97 per Month 

869,426 

259,698 

274,093 

4,444,774 

825 691 

5 270,465 

3,841,363 

929,500 

771,758 

341,368 

1,200,829 

536,435 

193,021 
14,487,956 

194,774 

205,570 

2,670,895 

495,415 

3 166,310 

2,304,818 

697,125 

540,231 

238,958 

780,539 

375,505 

144,766 

9,300,663 

(3) (4) (5) 

Subtotal, Salary Est Operating 
Est Cost of and Health Inflation, Exel 

Compensation Insurance Utilities at 2.0% for 
Pkg at 5% Per Increases FY10 & 2.2% for 

Year (Col 1+2+3) FY11 

1,735,397 3,146,711 398,102 

496,438 911,152 89,660 

476,007 898,737 58,538 

11,205,663 19,149,473 1,335,932 

3,122,205 4,922,823 434,302 

14,327,868 24,072,296 1,770,234 

10,087,391 17,078,603 964,561 

1,855,510 3,364,404 187,021 

1.514,319 2,758,932 234,847 

633,826 1,173,110 92,427 

2,596,947 4,608,689 158,357 

992,902 1,839,377 117,300 

308,741 598,166 24 787 
35,025,346 60,450,179 4,095,834 

372,329 683,364 67,245 

357,005 674,053 43,904 

6,734,672 11,508,509 804,736 

1,873 323 2,953,694 260,581 

8,607 995 14,462 203 1,065,317 

6,052,435 10,247,162 578,737 

1,391,633 2,523,303 140,266 

1,060,023 1,931,252 164,393 

443,678 821,177 64,699 

1,688,016 2,995,648 102,932 

695,031 1,287,564 82,110 

231,556 448 626 18 590 

22,201,248 38,434 385 2,626,769 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\8IENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Executive Reccmmendation\[5% Parity.xls,::}Detail Campus 5~ ~ 

.~ ~~ t . ' .. \. / 

(6) 

Estimated Actual 
Utiflty Increases 

167,608 

41,475 

25,188 
:.::,4~:t,4::>b 

2,435,456 

0 

2,435 456 

3,016,658 

387,361 

476,065 

317,230 

422,313 

149.003 

66,369 
7,504,726 

31,106 

18,891 

1,461,274 

1,461 274 

1,809,995 

290,521 

333,246 

222,061 

274,503 

104,302 

49,777 

4,721,381 

(7) (8) 

Total Estimated 
Estimated Utmty Increases in 

Costs of New Computation of 
Bldgs Coming Parity 

Online 2009-11 (Col 4+5+6+ 7) 

1S4,000 3,896,421 

1,042,287 

42,032 1,024,495 

53,687 22,974,548 

5,357,125 

53,687 28,331 673 

187,879 21,247,701 

28,000 3,966,786 

240,000 3,709,844 

1,582,767 

5,189,359 

2,105,680 

689,324 
735,598 72,786,337 

(9) (10) 

GF Portion of 
Parity, using 

Targeted State Targeted Funding 
Portion Per Percent 

Funding Model (Col 8x9) 

75% 2,922,316 

75% 781,715 

75% 768,371 

13,806,731 

3.214.275 

60% 17,021.006 

60% 12,748,621 

75% 2,975,090 

70% 2,596,891 

70% 1,107,937 

65% 3,373,083 

70% 1,473,976 

75% 516 993 
46,285,998 

Note - This schedule Includes parity 

tor campuses and SMHS only, 

compared to the $49,367,955 

n page 8 (line 2), which also Includes 

parity ot the Forest Service, NOUS 
l'ilJ.j,~s•!lffill• •ft ""''I 503,464 ~{46;28i9sa·~ Office and SITS pool. 

\ 
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SSC 

LRSC 

wsc 

UNO &SMHS 

NOSU 

NOSCS 

osu 

MaSU 

MiSU 

VCSU 

MISU-BC 

TOTAL 

(1) 

Current Percent of 
Peer Benchmark -

Before 09-11 Budget 
Allocations 

53% 

47% 

63% 

53% 

41% 

88% 

49% 

75% 

67% 

86% 

89°/o 

53% 

.~. 
North Dakota University System Equity Allocation 

Comparison of Budget Request to Executive Recommendation 

(2) 

L TF Plan Model 
Allocation Based on 
Dollar and Percent 

Distance From Peers 

$818,924 

$385,754 

$150,486 

$5,960,340 

$7,631,344 

$19,750 

$872,227 

$101,667 

$536,277 

$21,069 

$2,162 

$16,500,000 

(3) (4) . . (5) .. 

Budget Request With $250,000 Minimum or 52% 
Peers 

Percentage distribution of 
those campuses not 

participating in minimum 
allocation 

$818,924 

$385,754 

$5,960,340 

$7,631,344 

$872,227 

$536,277 

$16,204,866 

5.1% 

2.4% 

36.8% 

47.1% 

5.4% 

3.3% 

100.0% 

2009-11 Budget 
Request• LTF Plan 

Model, with minimum 
of $250,000 or 52o/; of 

peers 

$15,250,000 

$770,669 

$363,023 

$250,000 

$5,609,129 

$9,181,670 

$250,000 

$820,831 

$250,000 

$504,677 

$250,000 

j250,000 

liB,500,000 

(6) (7) 
•·c-·-. F.,~•~·-··~3.i,.'s'" .,. __ ,_ . .,.)':S ... <".-£.;·i'.-' 

RBc·ommeridatJOn;1aaSed1 
;i~:,:. ... ~~,t,-•;., • .i,_~-~-~,,-o: 
le'.Sl\•r'iii.ofj~e~u_est, 

;1=.,-~.;,~~,i;.".,'C;i,':'i~-r::, 
f;,; 
er 
?;;:.-t 

,ti~ 
SI! 
'tJt ,p;.:: 
•,::t 

1/ Allocated e to UNO and the Med School (SMHS), based on proportionate share of consistent with past practice): 

UNO= 80.511% 4,515,966 I Med= 19.489% 5,§_09,129 

Executive recommendation includes the same ro ortionate share of the bud et re uest: 
..-~•'"'~·•~'~""·~~•,..-,_,..,-'m:~~~:tl"'.-•><rc·~•··~J ~<,'\";;'~~~~~•"'" ·-·1'~iht:~~,.._ • ._.,. ,., · 
t+0;-:.,;~0NDJ§,JJOi5f1,o/~~!~2r~1~0.63~ i&Med•.:~).19;489%~.:590,899: ~~~~~J,031:,"962i 

G:\CA THY\EXC ELFIL \81 ENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Executive Recommendatlon\{Equity AllocaUon.xlsx]Recomm 
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• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007--09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request& Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFll\BIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Executive 
Recommendetion\[Exec Rectxn Compare to Requestxlax]Hlgh level 
summary(2) 

• 
(1) (2) (3) 

Bismarck State Colleg_e 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 20,695,572 

(718,411) 

19,977,161 

3,454,883 
308,437 
770,670 

1,110,944 
630,000 

6,274,934 

26,252,095 

851,591 
635,478 
249,000 
349,229 

4,500,000 
6,585,298 

_ 9,590,500 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 20,695,572 

(718,411) 

19,977,161 

2,922,316 
308,437 
416,578 

3,647,331 

23,624,492 

340,637 

340,637 

3,000,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(532,567) 

(354,092) 
(1,110,944) 

(630,000) 
(2,627,603} 

(2,627,603) 

(510,954) 
(635,478) 
(249,000) 
(349,229) 

(4,500,000) 
(6,244,661) 

(6,590,500) 

• 
(4) (5) (6) 

Lake Reg_io_n State College 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reg_uest 
$ 6,636,952 

(81,942) 

6,555,010 

934,065 
101,153 
363,023 
299,203 

1,697,444 

8,252,454 

234,518 
336,970 

571,488 

2,609,920 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 6,636,952 

(81,942) 

6,555,010 

781,715 
101,153 
196,229 

1,079,097 

7,634,107 

93,807 

93,807 

2,609,920 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(152,350) 

(166,794) 
(299,203) 

(618,347) 

(618,347) 

(140,711) 
(336,970) 

(477,681) 

$ 42,427,893 $ 26,965,129 $ (15,462,764) $ 11,433,862 $ 10,337,834 $ (1,096,()2_8J 

;'z~, 
- ,, 
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• NOUS campuses 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

2007•09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 
Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Execulive 
Recommendalion~Exec Recom Compare to RequeslxlaxJHJgh level 
summary(2) 

."; 
(1) (2) (3) 

Williston State Collefle 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 6,579,702 

(70,723) 

6,508,979 

914,451 
109,364 
250,000 
291,990 

1,565,805 

8,074,784 

955,003 
329,134 

1,284,137 

1,610,000 

Executlve 
Recoml!lendatlon 
$ 6,579,702 

(70,723) 

6,508,979 

768,371 
109,364 
135,135 

1,012,870 

7,521,849 

382,002 

382,002 

1,610,000 

Executive 
Recommendatlon 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(146,080) 

(114,865) 
(291,990) 

(552,935) 

(552,935) 

(573,001) 
(329,134) 

(902,135) 

.~. 
(4) (5) (6) 

University of North Dakota 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re9.uest 
$ 115,120,705 

(5,465,730) 

109,654,975 

16,562,425 
204,600 

4,515,966 
3,366,719 

24,649,710 

134,304,685 

17,946,685 
7,990,901 
1,115,800 

299,961 

27,353,347 

22,400,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 115,120,705 

(5,465,730) 

109,654,975 

13,806,731 
204,600 

2,441,063 

16,452,394 

126,107,369 

• 7,178,674 

7,178,674 

11,200,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(2,755,694) 

(2,074,903) 
(3,366,719) 

(8,197,316) 

(8,197,316) 

(10,768,011) 
(7,990,901) 
(1,115,800) 

(299,961) 

(20,174,673) 

(11,200,000) 

$ 10,968,921 $ 9,513,851 $ (1,455,070) $ 184,058,_032 $ 144,486,043 $ (39,571,9891 
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• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 
And Executive Recommendation 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjusbnents 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 

Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Bud~et\Executive 
Recommendallon\(Ex&c Recom Compare 10 Requeslxlsx]Hlgh level 
summary(2) 

-~---.._, 

\ 

• 
(1) (2) (3) 

North Dakota State University 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 98,302,791 

(7,016,936) 

91,285,855 

15,225,158 
192,116 

9,181,670 
3,279,828 

27,878,772 

119,164,627 

13,389,543 
5,240,288 

500,000 
340,865 

19,470,696 

13,000,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 98,302,791 

(7,016,936) 

91,285,855 

12,748,621 
192,116 

4,963,065 

17,903,802 

109,189,657 

5,355,817 

5,355,817 

13,000,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(2,476,537) 

(4,218,605) 
(3,279,828) 

(9,974,970) 

(9,974,970) 

(8,033,726) 
(5,240,288) 

(500,000) 
(340,865) 

(14,114,879) 

• 
(4) (5) (6) 

North Dakota State Co/le9_e of Science 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 29,126,813 

(983,113) 

28,143,700 

3,544,519 
50,000 

250,000 
1,138,011 

4,982,530 

33,126,230 

2,585,358 
1,919,766 

386,300 
193,129 

5,084,553 

5,700,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 29,126,813 

(983,113) 

28,143,700 

2,975,090 
50,000 

135,135 

3,160,225 

31,303,925 

1,034,143 

1,034,143 

5,700,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(569,429) 

(114,865) 
(1,138,011) 

(1,822,305) 

(1,822,305) 

(1,551,215) 
(1,919,766) 

(386,300) 
(193,129) 

(4,050,410) 

$ 151,635,323 $ 127,545,474 $ (24,089,849) $ __ 43,910,783 $ 38,038,068 $ (5,872,715) 

,/f 



• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 
Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009,.11 Budgef\Executlve 
Recommendation\{Exec Recom Compare to Requeslldsx]High level 
summary (2} 

.\ 
(1) (2) (3) 

Dickinson State University_ 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 18,024,873 

(785,073) 

17,239,800 

3,030,632 
57,280 

820,831 
218,301 

4,127,044 

21,366,844 

4,155,430 
933,999 
546,600 

5,736,029 

8,820,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 18,024,873 

(785,073) 

17,239,800 

2,596,891 
57,280 

443,692 

3,097,863 

20,337,663 

1,662,172 

1,662,172 

2,000,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(433,741) 

(377,139) 
(218,301) 

(1,029,181) 

(1,029,181) 

(2,493,258) 
(933,999) 
(646,600) 

(4,073,857) 

(6,820,000) 

.~ 
(4) (5) (6) 

Mayville State LJ_niversity 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 11,205,028 

(880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,289,482 
70,446 

250,000 
215,250 

1,825,178 

12,149,237 

4,775,300 
609,602 

481,825 

5,866,727 

4,958,325 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 11,205,028 

(880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,107,937 
70,446 

135,135 

1,313,518 

11,637,577 

1,910,120 

1,910,120 

4,958,325 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Bud~uest 

$ 

(181,545) 

(114,865) 
(215,250) 

(511,660) 

(511,660) 

(2,865,180) 
(609,602) 

(481,825) 

(3,956,607) 

$ 35,922,873 $ 23,999,835 $ (11,923,038) $ 22,974,289 s 18,506,022 $ !4,468,267) 
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• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Pieparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Executlve 
Recommendation\{Exec Recom Compare to Request.xtsx)Hlgh level 
summary (2) 

• 
(1) (2) (3) 

Minot State University 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 38,267,401 

(7,575,409) 

30,691,992 

4,063,787 
84,000 

504,677 
986,640 

5,639,104 

36,331,096 

1,487,778 
1,545,618 

400,400 

3,433,796 

3,750,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 38,267,401. 

(7,575,409) 

30,691,992 

3,373,083 
84,000 

272,798 

3,729,881 

34,421,873 

595,111 

595,111 

3,750,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(690,704) 

(231,879) 
(986,640) 

(1,909,223) 

(1,909,223) 

(892,667) 
{1,545,618) 

(400,400) 

(2,838,685) 

• 
(4) (5) (6) 

Valley City State University 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 14,146,372 

(537,819) 

13,608,553 

1,758,368 
50,000 

250,000 
268,648 

2,327,016 

15,935,569 

3,262,303 
776,591 
490,200 

32,946 

4,562,040 

11,245,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 14,146,372 

(537,819) 

13,608,553 

1,473,976 
50,000 

135,135 

1,659,111 

15,267,664 

1,304,921 

1,304,921 

1,000,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(284,392) 

(114,865) 
(268,648) 

(667,905) 

(667,905) 

(1,957,382) 
(776,591) 
(490,200) 

(32,946} 

(3,257,119) 

(10,245,000) 

$ 43,514,892 $ 38,766,984 $ (4,747,908) $ 31,742,609 $ 17,572,585 $ (14,170,0241 

/~ 



• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Nat of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 
Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 
Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CA THY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Execulive 
Recommendation\(Exec Recom Compare to Request.xlsx)Hlgh level 
summary (2) 

~' 

(1) (2) (3) 

Minot State University-Bottineau Campus 
Executive 

SBHE 2009-11 Recommendation 
Prioritized GF Executive Over (Under) 

Revised Reguest Recommendatlon Budg;et Reguest 
$ 4,918,250 $ 4,918,250 $ 

49,523 49,523 

4,967,773 4,967,773 

611,742 516,993 (94,749) 
107,469 107,469 
250,000 135,135 (114,865) 
194,882 (194,882) 

1,164,093 759,597 (404,496) 

6,131,866 5,727,370 (404,496) 

242,551 97,021 (145,530) 
323,653 (323,653) 

566,204 97,021 (469,183) 

800,000 800,000 

(4) (5) 

Total Came_uses 

SBHE 2009·11 
Prloritlzed GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 363,024,459 

{24,066,602) 

338,957,857 

51,389,512 
1,334,865 

17,406,837 
11,370,416 

630,000 
82,131,630 

421,089,487 

49,886,060 
20,642,000 

3,788,300 
1,697,955 
4,500,000 

80,514,315 

84,483,745 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 363,024,459 

{24,066,602) 

338,957,857 

43,071,724 
1,334,865 
9,409,100 

53,815,689 

392,773,546 

19,954,425 

19,954,425 

49,628,245 

.~, 
(6) 

Executive 
Recommendation 

$ 

Over (Under) 
Budget Reguest 

(8,317,788) 

(7,997,737) 
(11,370,416) 

630,000) 
(28,315,941) 

(28,315,941) 

(29,931,635) 
(20,642,000) 

(3,788,300) 
(1,697,955) 
(4,500,000) 

(60,559,890) 

(34,855,500) 

$ 7,4_98,070 $ 6,624,391 $ (873,679! $ 586,087,547 $ 462,356,216 $ _(12~73_1_,33_1_)_ 
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• 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Stabilize operations of the Bismarck and Minot Centers for 

Family Medicine {CFM) 

Implement Electronic Medical Records System for CFMs for 
training (combination of base and one-time funding) 

Create Rura!Med program- Funded tuition scholarship to 
encourage students into famUy medicine rural practice 

Develop and implement comprehensive health care delivery 
plan for the State of ND 

Implement new master's in public health degree 

Enhanced prevention training and focus on geriatrics 
Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Retire Minot CFM Bond Debt 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State.funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Executlve 
RecommendaUon\{Exec Recom Compare to Requaslxlsx]GF Compar-Med 

-~ 

• UNO School of Medicine and Health Sciences 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

(1) ~ ~ ~ ~ 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 34,488,501 

(460,800) 

34,027,701 

3,980,802 
1,093,163 
1,216,624 

1,275,000 

225,000 

600,000 

707,850 
1,133,600 
1,074 450 

11,306,489 

45,334,190 

4,000,000 
4,000,000 

5,000,000 

UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Base Fundin.9. 
$ 34,488,501 

(460,800) 

34,027,701 

3,214,275 
590,899 

1,275,000 

600,000 

5,680,174 

39,707,875 

Executive 
Recommendation 
Change in Base 

Fundin,e. 

(225,000) 

(225,000) 

(225,000) 

Executive 
Recommendation 
One• Time Fundln.s, 

225,000 

225,000 

225,000 

Total Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 34,488,501 

(460,800) 

34,027,701 

3,214,275 
590,899 

1,275,000 

225,000 

600,000 

5,905,174 

39,932,875 

• 
(6) 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

(766,527) 
(502,264) 

(1,216,624) 

(707,850) 
(1,133,600) 
(1,074,450 
(5,401,315) 

(5,401,315) 

(4,000,000) 
(4,000,000) 

(5,000,000) 

$ 54,334,190 $ 39,7'07,875 $ (225,000) $ 225,000 $ 39,932,875 $ (14,401,316) 

Ir 



• -~ 
ND Forest Service 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 
And Executive Recommendatlon 

(1) (2) (3) 

ND Forest Service 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Replace lost federal forestry funding 

Program Enhancement-10% base funding increase 
Total Requested-Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CA THY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budge!\Exeo.rtNe 
Recommendation\{Exec Recom Compare lo Requesl.xlsxJGF Compar
campuses 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 2,535,546 

(143,566) 

2,391,980 

350,606 
826,284 
292,565 

1,469,455 

3,861,435 

113,940 
113,940 

300,000 

$ 4,275,375 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Executive Over (Under) 
Recommendation Budget Reguest 
$ 2,535,546 $ 

(143,566) 

2,391,980 

291,928 (58,678) 
826,284 

(292,565) 
1,118,212 (351,243) 

3,510,192 (351,243) 

45,576 (68,364) 
45,576 (68,364) 

300,000 

$ 3,855,768 $ (419,608) 
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• NOUS Office 

.~, 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjusbnents 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjusbnents 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Decreased capital bond payments ($3,427,564), SITS pool transfer 
lo ITD for IVN ($300,110), and vet loan forgiveness transfer to 
Health Dept. ($100,000) 

Parity 
Needs-based financial aid 

Technology Maintenance- Network Bandwidth ($1,220,000), N. Tier 
Network ($1,000,000), ODIN Web Developer ($150,000) 

EPSCoR research matching funds 

New Academic and Technical Program Start-up Revolving Fund 

Disabled Student Services Funding 

Student Financial Asst. Programs (Scholar's, PSEP, Indian, 
Education Loan Forgiveness) 

Comprehensive Career Planning Initiative 

Access, Collaboration and Enhancement Fund (ACE) 

Shared recruitment initiatives 

NOUS Services - Continuati0n of FINDET ($156,830), NOUS Office 
Legal Assistant ($128,930) 

Tribal Community College Grants (Replaces 07-09 pennanent oil 
trust funds) 

NO Space Grant Consortium 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Technology Maintenance - IVN CODEC Replacement ($350,000), 

SITS Collaboration and Emergency Pool ($200,000) 

STEM Initiative 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

(1) 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reg_uest 
$ 68,601,118 

(2,522,494) 

66,078,624 

(3,827,674) 
3,365,912 

14,056,000 

2,370,000 
2,800,000 
1,000,000 

150,000 

803,000 
1,500,000 
1,750,000 

500,000 

285,760 

24,752,998 

90,831,622 

550,000 
211,700 
1s1;100 

(2) 

NDUS Office 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$- - 68,601,118 

(2,522,494) 

66,078,624 

(3,827,674) 
2,789,928 

33,112,203 

1,220,000 
800,000 

150,000 

2,803,000 

154,007 

700,000 
100,000 

38,001;464 

104,080,088 

4,000,000 

4,000,000 

(3) 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 
$ 

(575,984) 
19,056,203 

(1,150,000) 
(2,000,000) 
(1,000,000) 

2,000,000 
(1,500,000) 
(1,750,000) 

(500,000) 

(131,753) 

700,000 
100,000 

13,248,466 

13,248,466 

4,000,000 

(550,000) 
(211,700) 

3,238,300 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation $ 91,593,322 $ 108,0_B_Q,088 $ 16,486,766 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budget\Executlve Recommendation\(Exec Recom Compare to Requeslxlu;JGF Compar-NDUSOff 
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• North Dakota U. System 

UGPTI, Extension Service, Main & Branch Research Centers and NCI 
Reconciliation of 2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation to 2009-11 Executive Recommendation (SB 2020) 

2007--09 Original General Fund Appropriation 

Less amount used in 2005-07, per emergency clause 

Transfer from Main Research Center to Extension Service 
and Branch Research Centers (1% Salary Increase) 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 

Base Adjustments: 

2007-09 One-time funding, net of emergency clause 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation, Less Base Adjustments 

Increases (decreases) Included in base budget request: 
Cost to continue FY2009 salary Increases 
Cost of 2009-11 capital bond payments 

2009-11 Base General Fund Request 

Executive Recommendation Increases (Decreases): 

Compensation package (5% per year) and 
health Insurance Increases 

UGPTI, NCI and SBARE initiatives (1) 

One-time funding (2) 

2009-11 capital projects request 

Total Increases (Decreases) to Budget Request 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation• General Fund 

Increase (Decrease) From 2007.09 Adjusted 

Appropriation, Less Base Adjustments 

(1) 

UGPTI 

$ 1,209,840 $ 

1,209,840 

1,209,840 

17,737 

1,227,577 

71,854 

290,362 

362,216 

1,589,793 

$ 379,953 $ 

(2) (3) 
Extension Main Research 

Service Center 
18,402,113 $ 44,235,584 $ 

110,077 (184,386) 

18,512,190 44,051,198 

(8,007,750) 

18,512,190 36,043,448 

291,554 646,460 

421,789 

18,803,744 37,111,697 

2,019,336 3,397,178 

520,000 2,180,000 

132,000 500,000 

17,000,000 

2,671,336 23,077,178 

21,476,080 60,188,875 

2,962,890 $ 24,145,427 $ 

(1) The following SBARE initiatives and UGPTI and NCI Increases were funded (all base funding increases): 

UGPTI • $290,362 Core administrative expenses (Total requested= $290,362] 

(4) (5) 
Branch 

Research NCI 
11,301,508 $ 1,143,312 

(2,120) 

66,803 7,506 

11,366,191 1,150,818 

(697,880) (25,000) 

10,668,311 1,125,818 

177,774 21,290 

149,634 

10,995,719 1,147,108 

906,471 111,916 

180,197 

906,471 292,113 

11,902,190 1,439,221 

1,233,879 $ 313,403 

$ 

$ 

Exlension • $220,000 Crop disease management (.3 Fie Garrington, .7 Fie Langdon): $300,000 Exlension operating support (Total requested for all Extension initiatives= $4,442,926] 

• 
(6) 

Total 
76,292,357 

(2,120) 

76,290,237 

(8,730,630) 

67,559,607 

1,154,815 

571,423 

69,285,845 

6,506,755 

3,170,559 

632,000 

17,000,000 

27,309,314 

96,595,159 

29,035,552 

Main Research• $480,000 Greenhouse utilities; $600,000 Extraordinary repairs base; $1.1 million Pulse, oilseed & wheat quality and produci evaluation [Total requested for all Research Centers=- $8,243.9961 

NCI• $160,000 Milling specialist $20,197 Operating expenses (Total requesled = $270,197] 

(2) One-time funding inciudes lhe following: 

Extension• $132,000 IVN equipment replacement [Total requested=- $132,000] 

Main Research• $500,000 Deferred maintenance [Total requested=- $2,214,850] 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budget\ExecutiV9 Recommendation\{Ag Exec Recom.x!sxJGF 
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• • /~ . \ 

North Dakota University System 
UGPTI, Extension Service, Main & Branch Research Centers, NCI and Agronomy Seed Farm 

Reconciliation of 2007-09 Original Other Fund Appropriation to 2009-11 Executive Recommendation (SB 2020) 

2007-09 Original Other Fund Appropriation 

2005--07 capital assets carryover 

Transfer from Main Research Center to Extension Service 
and Branch Research Centers 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 

Increases (decreases) included in budget request: 
Cost to continue FY2009 salary increases 

2005--07 Capital projects carryover 
2007-09 Capital projects 

2009-11 Capital projects 

Other changes in estimated income 
Total requested increases (decreases) 

2009-11 Other Funds Request 

Executive Recommendation Increases (Decreases): 
Compensation package (5% per year) and 

health insurance increases 

Total Increases (Decreases) lo Budget Request 

(1) 

UGPTI 

$ 26,361,681 

26,361,681 

179,298 

(5,500,000) 

(192,263) 

(5,512,965) 

20,848,716 

888,483 

888,483 

(2) (3) 
Main 

Extension Research 
Service Center 

$ 23,863,722 $ 43,100,764 

7,000,000 

160,819 (648,597) 

24,024,541 49,452,167 

280,645 2,729,423 

(7,000,000) 

(1,000,000) 

(70,000) (995,516) 

210,845 (6,266,093) 

24,235,186 43,186,074 

1,693,691 1,627,193 

1,693,691 1,627,193 

(4) (5) (6) 
Branch 

Research Agronomy 
Centers NCI Seed Farm 

$ 13,715,511 $ 1,479,657 $ 1,230,162 

366,623 

479,693 4,671 3,414 

14,561,827 1,484,328 1,233,576 

1,072,008 98,128 26,929 

(366,623) 

(701,000) 

350,000 

(960,384) (36,500) (26,000) 

(605,999) 61,628 929 

13,955,828 1,545,956 1,234,505 

310,988 52,309 40,733 

310,988 52,309 40,733 

.-, 

(7) 

Total 

$109,751,497 

7,366,623 

117,118,120 

4,386,431 

(7,366,623) 

(7,201,000) 

350,000 

(2,280,663) 

(12,111,855) 

105,006,265 

4,613,397 

4,613,397 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation • Other Funds $ 21,737,199 $ 25,928,877 $ 44,813,267 $ 14,266,816 $ 1,598,265 $ 1,275,238 $109,619,662 

Increase (Decrease) From 2007-09 Adjusted 

Appropriation $ (4,624,482) $ 1,904,336 $ (4,638,900) $ (295,011) $ 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL \BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009· 11 Budget\Executlve RecommendatlOlll{Ag Exec Recom.xlsxJOF 
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r ,,-,. .~ .. 
• North Dakota Unlve.tem-. 

Branch Research Centers 
ReconclliaUon of 2007.09 Orlglnal Appropriation to 2009.11 Executive Recommendation (SB 2020} 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Central 

Dickinson Grasslands 

I Ge_nera1;1;.u!J.d;~~~~j 
Hettinger Langdon North Central WIiiiston Carrington Total 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation $ 1,985,394 $ 1,187,332 I 1,229,171 I 1,203,817 $ 2,062,702 $ 1,593,865 $ 2,039,227 $ 11,301,508 

Less amount used In 2005-07, per emergency clause (2,120) (2,120) 

Rea!Jocation of revotving equipment pool 100,000 (100,000) (100,000) (100,000) 100,000 100,000 

Transfer from Main Resea1th Center to Extension Service 
and Branch Resean:h Centers {1% Salary Increase) 15,542 7,519 7,163 7,184 7,584 7,781 14,030 66,803 

,I:?~ 2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation.OF 2,100,936 1,094,851 1,236,334 1,111,001 1,968,168 1,701,646 2,153,257 11,366,191 

/,-~ Base Adjustments: 

2007-09 Qle-fime funding, net of emergency clause (697,880) (697,880) 

/~-?>, 2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation, Less Bue Adjustments 2,100,936 1,094,851 1,236,334 1,111,001 1,270,286 1,701,646 2,153,257 10,668,311 

Increases (decreases) Included in base budget request: '¾....,,-1: '¾,~ 
Cost to continue FY2007 salary increases 45,334 20,952 20,208 14,651 7,473 34,467 34,689 177,774 

Cost of 2009-11 capital bond payments 56,908 92,726 149,634 

2009-11 Base General Fund Request 2,146,270 1,172,711 1,256,542 1,125,652 1,370,485 1,736,113 2,187,946 10,995,719 

Executive Recommendation Increases (Decreases): 

Compensation package (5% per yea~ and 
health insurance increases 207,501 93,717 93,107 91,527 115,626 121,070 183,923 906,471 

Total Increases (Decreases) 207,501 93,717 93,107 91,527 115,626 121,070 183,923 906,471 

2009•11 Executive Recommendation-General Fund $ 2,353,771 $ 1,266,428 $ 1,349,649 $ 1,217,179 $ 1,486,111 $ 1,857,183 $ 2,371,869 $ 11,902,190 

lothei.J;~n.dsit'i.~'i#~~~~!l'all 
2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation $ 4,090,972 $ 1,079,816 I 1,211,655 $ 493,146 $ 1,761,632 I 1,540,179 I 3,538,111 $ 13,715,511 

2005-07 Capital projects carryover 366,623 366,623 

Transfer authority from Main Research Cen!er Branch 
Research Centers (1 % Salary Increase & Penn anent 
Oil Trust) 459,036 1,384 4,310 2,156 5,224 1,255 6,328 479,693 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation-OF 4,550,008 1,081,200 1,215,965 495,302 2,133,479 1,541,434 3,544,439 14,561,827 

lnereases (decreases) Included In budget request 

Cost to continue FY2009 saary increases 455,050 B0,079 102,249 14,074 145,874 87,366 187,316 1,072,008 

2005-07 Capital projects canyover (366,623) (366,623) 

2007-09 Capital projects (701,000) (701,000) 

2009, 11 Ca~I~ projects 350,000 350,000 

Other changes in estimated income (1,724,058) (95,048) 281,786 336,175 514,440 (628,800) 355,121 (960,384) 

Total requested Increases (decreases) (1,620,008) (14,969) 384,035 350,249 293,691 (541,43<) 542,437 (605,999) 

2009-11 Other Funds Request 2,930,000 1,066,231 1,600,000 845,551 2,427,170 1,000,000 4,086,876 13,955,828 

Executive Recommendation Increases (Decreases): 

Compensation package (5% per year) and 
health insurance increases 78,B09 7,943 45,506 28,842 60,671 89,217 310,988 

Total locreases (Decreases) to Budget Request 78,809 7,943 45,506 2B,642 60,671 89,217 310,988 

2009-11 Execuuve Recommendation-Other Funds I 3,008,809 $ 1,074,174 $ 1,645 506 $ 874,393 I 2,487,841 $ 1,000,000 $ 4,176,093 $ 14,266,816 

'"'""" ... -~,Qlll...,.n21J01-0l~zocll:_odl_,,,Mlpla __ T_ 
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• Comparison of One-time Deferred .nance Request to Executive Recommendation 
Based on Outstanding Deferred Maintenance From 2006 Master Plan, 

Adjusted for 2007-09 Funding, Plus CPI Adjustment 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Lesa deferred Est Increase of 
maintenance So/. par year, 

07-09 Outstanding Less 2007-09 on&- addressed In 07-09 Outstanding based on BLS All 
Deferred time deferred funded 07-09 Def Mnt, less Urban Consumer 

Maintenance, per maintenance capital proJacts funding In 2007-09 Index for Mpls/St 
2006 Master Plans fundln (Enter negative amt) (Col 1 -Cola 2 & 3) Paul 

BSC $2,040,000 ($229,711) ($117,920) $1,692,369 $173,468 
LRSC $548,000 ($81,942) $0 $466,058 $47,771 
WSC $1,968,600 ($70,723) $0 $1,897,877 $194,532 
UND $40,454,000 ($3,628,330) ($1,160,189) $35,665,481 $3,655,712 
NDSU $30,026,000 ($2,516,935) ($900,000) $26,609,065 $2,727,429 
NDSCS $5,771,000 ($633,113) $0 $5,137,887 $526,633 
DSU $8,893,166 ($635,073) $0 $8,258,093 $846,455 
MASU 1/ $10,922,900 ($737,937) ($695,000) $9,489,983 $972,721 
MISU $11,185,000 ($855,874) ($7,372,462) $2,956,654 $303,058 
vcsu $7,021,000 ($537,819) $0 $6,483,181 $664,526 
MISU-B $531,000 ($48,977) $0 $482,023 $49,407 
FOREST SERVICE $250,000 $23,566 $0 $226,434 $23,209 
TOTAL $119,610,666 ($10,000,000) ($10,245,571) _!119,365,095 $10,194,922 

1/ Column 3 also Includes the amount of deferred maintenance addressed with part of the $750,000 one-time funding that MaSU received 
for capital muter plen and deferred maintenance, 

Projects for which an amount la Included In column 3. 
Campus and ProJact 

BSC - Schafer Hall Renovation - 1st Floor 
UNO - O'Kelly Hall - Ireland Lab 
NDSU - Minard Hall Renovation Phase 1 and II 
NDSU - Ceres Hall Renovation 

MaSU - Use of $750,000, net of $55,000 for master plan: 
Electrical Power Upgrades 
Site Improvements- sidewalks and signage 
Main Building Admin Office HVAC Upgrade 
Old Gym ADA, Entrance and Gym upgrades 
Others def mnt projects not yet identified 

MiSU-Swain Hall 
MiSU-Dome Floor 

Amount 
117,920 

1,160,189 
700,000 
200,000 
900,000 

225,000 
120,000 

70,000 
75,000 

205,000 
695,000 

7,03S:150 
336,312 

7,372,462 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Capital Assets\(Approved SO mllllon daf. main. allocation.xlllJSummary 

;'2.df-:-

(6) (7) 

Balance 07-09 

~i,i\ribu~on'an5o 
Deferred Mnt {per 
2006 Master Plan) 
adjusted for CPI :,-,_mmiol1..JnJJ9~1··1 ·.; 

(Col 4 + Col 5) /Btid 'Bf:'R~'' uest·-·· 
$1,865,837 

$2,092,409 

$39,321,193 

$29,336,494 

• • ·J :·i~~~J.,~:;~-~ 
... ~,77~,30D 

. '$1,4~1:-it; 

$7,147,707 :·$3,2&2;303 
'~~4~_;·s5f: 
$113 940 

s100,s50,011 ''<c "''sso,ooo;ooo 

-.,. 
(8) 

Distribution of $20 
milllon-lilcluded .In 
• ... tha2oo!i~l1 · · 
/\" .. exi;cutlve 
:RecOi=ninendatlon 

__ ,. ,',. 

$340,637 
. ----~-: . 

$93,807 
.. · ·_••$~82:002 

., ,-· 

.. F!17M74 
·. $5;~55,li17 
: $1;034;143 

. s,:662, 112 

: $.pi12,120 
•. ·:.-. 
• $5)1_5;j11 

.-J~;~-~4~~-~! 
. $97;021 

.""• --, ,. 
$45 576 

s20,ooo;ooii 
-
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

CAPITAL ASSETS (Extraordinary Repairs and Major Capital Projects) 

10 11 12 
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Extraordinary Major Capital Major Capltal Major Capital Extraordinary Major Capital 

Institution Ra aln; Pro acts TOTAL Re airs Projects TOTAL Projects TOTAL Re airs Projects TOTAL 

BSC $243,481 $3,409,500 $3,652,981 $243,481 $10,000,000 $10,243,481 $8,222,750 $6,466,231 $ ($2,813,250) ($2,813,250) 
LRSC 43,662 2,609,920 2,653,582 43,662 2,609,920 2,653,582 43,662 3,007,800 3,051,262 (397,680) (397,680) 
wsc 86,475 10,985,000 11,071,475 86,475 10,985,000 11,071,475 86,475 2,100,000 2,186,475 8,885,000 8,885,000 
UND 2,300,545 54,090,000 56,390,545 2,300,545 70,290,000 72,590,545 2,300,545 79,900,000 82,200,545 (25,810,000) (25,810,000) 
NDSU 1,692,226 71,100,000 72,792,226 1,692,226 71,100,000 72,792,226 1,692,226 51,000,000 52,692,226 20,100.000 20,100,000 
NDSCS 753,332 12,836,000 13,589,332 753,332 12,836,000 13,589,332 753,332 10,084,420 10,837,752 2,751,580 2,751,580 
DSU 383,690 2,000,000 2,383,690 383,690 8,820,000 9,203,690 383,690 8,000,000 8,383,690 (6,000,000) (6,000,000) 
MASU 208,994 8,626,828 8,835,822 208,994 8,626,825 8,835,819 208,994 900,000 1,108,994 7,726,828 7,726,828 
MISU 596,870 21,000,000 21,596,870 596,870 26,000,000 26,596,870 596,870 8,126,150 8,723,020 12,873,850 12,873,850 
vcsu 258,416 19,500,000 19,758,416 258,416 29,745,000 30,003,416 258,416 2,200,000 2,458,416 17,300,000 17,300,000 
MiSU-BC 109,725 2,800 000 2,909 725 109,725 2,800,000 2,909 725 109,725 252,000 361,725 2 548,000 2,548.000 
Subtotal ,,,n,◄ 1, 208,957,248 215,634,664 6,677,416 253,812,745 260,490,161 6,677,416 171,792,920 178,470,336 37,164,328 37,164,328 

Forest Service 36,638 300,000 336,638 36,638 300,000 336,638 36,638 120,000 156,638 180,000 180,000 
UGP Transp Institute 5,500,000 5,500,000 (5,500,000) (5,500,000) 
NDSU-Main Research 1,340,465 17,000,000 18,340,465 1,340,465 16,800,000 18,140,465 740,465 15,907,750 16,648.215 600,000 1,092,250 1,692,250 
Branch Research Ctrs 350,000 3501000 3501000 350,000 1,765,503 1,765,503 !1.415,503! {1,415,503} 
Subtotal 1,377,103 17,650,000 19,027,103 1,377,103 17,450,000 18,827,103 777,103 23,293,253 24,070,356 600,000 (5,643,253) (5,043,253) 

\-TotaJ$1~~~/,~~~~t~~?:t.W43!$8~054i5195(!$226)607{248:\1~~$23'4)66.1j767~oF~$8;05;4j5.'tg!t".i?i$27~1j262€4~Zi';$;3;1Tj264~$.li4§4;519Eg}$;f9S:1JB&,1.7.3~"§$203i540l~2%~:$600,000~J$3,1'152-1!07.5~•~$$32;121I075c.l 

General Fund 
Permanent Oll Trust Fund 
Revenue Bonding 
Olher/Federal Funds 

$ 8,054,519 $ 68,928,248 

159,679,000 

$74,982,767 

159,679,000 

$ 8,054,519 $ 106,583,745 

60,679,500 
103,999,500 

$114,638,264 

$60,679,500 
$103,999,500 

$ 7,454,519 $ 22,413,865 $ 
4,809,515 

22,714,000 
145, 148,7£13 

29,868,384 
4,809,515 

22,714,000 
145,148,793 

$ 600,000 $44,514,383 
(4,809,515} 

(22,714,000) 
14,530,207 

$45,114,383 
($4,809,515) 

($22,714,000) 
$14,530,207 

l:1ota1F.t""~~f.t~~"~;iSB;OS4;s19~~vs22s;soi;24a~~$2J:◄;as:11l&7.#.©tf.;ffl$BJ054)5,1·9~S27Ji2B~j7~◄5~~$21s}a17i2:64~$7?,454f519~$19,S{tlS:Sf17~~·s20~s40;ss2~~$6DOiOOO~"l.$J.1{s23 101s'.L~;$32;.12.1~01s.,j 

Oc\CATHY\EXCEUD..\8[(:NNIAl. BUOOE:tS\200'1-1 I Budg<I\E.uo.lltnit ,_ __ ""'•'l(&t !up.we!' ~)5=---i--ml Dd' Mm. 
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVER.STEM • 2009·11 MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 

[lj {◄ l 
1,o_11!Ei:tcutiie;RfiCO'mmQQc:liti_0n0 '' Rev■nue Otho, Federal Total 

Bondin Funds Funds Fund• I Fund I BSC: 
Bonding: I Funds I Funds I Funds 

Major Remodeling 
Technical Canter Renovation 3 000 000 409 500 3 409 500 9 590 500 409 500 10 000 000 

Subtotal (S82003) 3 000 000 409 500 3 409 500 9 590 500 409 500 10 000 000 

LRSC: 
New ConatnictlonlAddltlon 

Wind Energy Project 2.&091920 ;ao,112O ;so11s20 ;so,1120 
Subtotal (582003) ~6091920 ;so,1120 ;sos1s20 ;&01.,20 

WSC: 
Major Remodellng 

Science Lab Renovation 1,e10,ooo 
N•w Conab'uctlan/Addltlon 

1,1510,000 1,610,000 1,610,000 

New Dormitory 9 375 000 9 375 000 9 375 ODO 9 375 000 
Subtotal (582003) 1 610 000 9 375 000 10185 000 1 610 DOD 9 375 000 10 985 000 

UNO and SOMHS: 
Major Remodeling 

Education BuDdlng Renovation and Addition 11,200,000 11,200,000 11,200,000 11,200,000 
COBPA Renovation and Addition 20,500,000 20,500,000 20,500,000 20,500,000 
Oxford House Relout:lon and Renovation 750,000 750,000 750,000 750,000 

New ConstnlctlonlAddltlons 
NOUS & UNO Joint IT Faclllty 11,200,000 11,200,000 
SOMHS-Blsman:k Family Practice Clinic 5,000,000 5,000,000 
Indoor Track and Football Practlca Raid 19,500,000 19,500,000 19,500,000 19,500,000 
EERC Storaga and Support Building 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 
Starcher Hall Ruearch An.a Emergency 

Generator System 600 000 800 000 800 000 600 000 
Subtotal (SB2003) 11,200.000 .c21a901000 5410901000 2714001000 4~8901000 701290.000 

NDSU: 
Major Ramodellng 

Minard Hall Renovatlon-PhaH Ill 13,000,DOO 
Auxiliary Enta.rprlan Renovation/ 

13,000,000 13,000,000 13,000,000 

Wut Dining Sllmc•• Renovation 7,000,000 7,000,000 7,000,000 7,000,000 
Elllg Softball Ae!d {Canyover from 2007.(19) 4,500,000 4,500,000 4,500,000 4,500,000 

New Constructlon/Addltlona 
Bison Sports Arena (Carryover from 2007-09) 25,500,000 25,500,000 25,500,000 25,500,000 
Nlakanan Student Apartment Addition 20,000,000 20,000,00D 20,000,000 20,000,000 
Studant Ha■lth Servlca Expansion 1100 000 1100 000 1100 000 1100 000 

Subtotal (SB2003) u 10001000 21.000.000 31,100,000 11.100.000 1310001000 271000.000 311100.000 7111001000 

NDSCS: 
Major Remodellng 

Horton Hall Renovation 5,700,000 
Robertson Hall Ranovatlon 

5,700,000 5,700,000 5,700,000 

CCanvover from 2007-091 6,000,000 
New ConatructlonlAddltlona 

6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 

Parking Lot (lncludlng Carryover from 2007~9) 1136 000 1136 000 1136 000 1135 000 
Subtotal (5B2003) s-7001000 711361000 1~8381000 517001000 711361000 1;aJS1000 

DSU: 
Campus-wide master plan, achematlc daslgna & 
asbestos aurvev & ntmoval for Stoxen Ubrarv 2,000,000 2.000,000 

N•w Conabuctfon/Addltlona 
Stoxen Library Addition • Phase I B 820 000 8 820 000 

Subtotal {SB2003) 2 000 000 ~.000,000 8,820,000 B,820,000 

<r-
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVE.STE~ 

.. 
2009-11 MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 

3 4 ' 6 7 8 9 10 
~:~.'!:~-~.? .-__ ,..;;. -~-~••2ooa~1~!EU.eiit1""'.Rei:Orrimendadifil~~- ~,2009,.'f.1; -tr- 1"flUss.SBHEiRevliJ6os"i-~~~mi;.i.l~ 

General Revenue 0th" Federal Total General OU,o, Federal Total 
Fund Bondin Funds Funds Fund■ Fu~d _fu~ Funds Funds 

MaSU: 
Major Remodeling 

Science-Library Bullding Renovation & Addition 
(lncludlng Raising of East andWHt Hall) 4,958,328 4,958,328 4,958,325 4,958,325 

Agassiz Hall Housing Renovation 3 668 500 3 668 500 3 688 500 3 868 500 
Subto~ (S82003) 4 958 328 3 868 500 8 8281128 419581325 3,6~80(! _8,~B,825 

MiSU: 
Major Remodellng 

Parking Lot Maintenance 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
New Construction/Additions 

Physical Plant Building/Refurbish Boller 3,760,000 6,250,000 10,000,000 3,750,000 6,250,000 10,000,000 
Wellness Center 5 000 000 5 000 000 10 000 000 10 000 000 5 000 000 15 000 000 

Subtotal (S82003) 317501000 510001000 12,2501000 21 100010QQ_ ~7~QOo __ ...!QJl~0--~~o.oog_ __!6,Q00,000 

vcsu: 
Campus-wide muter plan, spec:, study, nipalrs 1,000,000 1,000,000 
Major Remodeling 

LO Rhoades Sc:lanc:e Addition end Renovation 11,245,000 11,245,000 
Snoeyenbol• Hall Renovation 3,500,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 

New Construc:tlon/Addlllons 
WE Osmon Athletic: and Wellness Center Addn • 

Phase I 15 000 000 15 000 000 15 000 000 15 000 000 
Subtotal (S82003) 1 000 000 3 500 000 15 000 000 19 500 000 11 12451000 315001000 1510001000 2917451000 

MISU·Bottinuu Campus: 
Major Remodeling 

Coal Boller R■placement 800,000 800,000 800,000 800,000 
New Construction/Additions 

Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture 2 000 000 2 000 000 ~0001000 2,0001000 
Subtotal (SB2003) 8001000 ~000,000 ~8001000 8001000 ~0001000 218001000 

Campus Subtota.l 49,628,248 55,679,500 101,649,500 2,000,000 208,957,248 81,483,745 60,679,500 101,649,500 2,000,000 253,812,745 

Fonist Service: 
New Constructlon/Addltlona 
Greenhouse 300 000 300 000 300 000 300 000 

Subtotal (S82003) JOO 000 300 000 300 000 300 000 

Main Station: 
New Construction/Additions 

Research Greenhouse Complex-Phase II 
(Request WU for final phase) 11,450,400 11,4!0,400 16,800,000 16,800,000 

Beef Research Facility 2,612,400 2,612,400 
REC Renovations 2 937 200 2 937 200 

Subtotal (S82020) 17 000 000 _11,0Q__D,OOQ_ - 1!.,aoq,ooo _ - 1~ao9,ooo 

Re51Hrch Centers: 
Major Remodeling 

Dickinson Parking Lot and Landscaping • 
(Canyovufrom 2007-09) 350 000 350 000 350 000 350 000 

Subtoti!I (S82020) 350 000 3li0 000 350 000 350 ODO 

Related Entities Subtotal 17,300,000 350,000 17,650,000 17,100,000 350,000 17,450,000 

ITOTAL·ALL 66,9281248 5516791500 101,999,500 210001000 22816071248 106158Ji745 6016791500 101,9991500 ~0001000 21112s2i745 
a.~Tlf'l'll~k~Jl~l~~-~t)ol'M,,o 
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2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List 
A roved b the State Board of Hi her Education 

Priority Campus/ 
Rank Entlt 

1 NOSCS 

2 NOUS/UN 

3 LRSC Pro ect 

MISU,BC Coal Boller Re lacement 

Physical Plant Bulldlng/Rafurblsh or Replace 
5 MISU Boller 

6 MASU 

7 NDSU 

8 UNO 

9 CSU 

10 wsc 

11 SSC 

12 vcsu 

UND 

UND 

UND 

UND 

UND 

NDSU 

NOSU 

NDSU 

NOSU 

NDSU 

NDSCS 

NDSCS 

MASU 

MISU 

MISU 

VCSU 

vcsu 

MISU-BC 

Addition 
lncludln Raisin of East and West Hall 

Minard Hall. Phase Ill 
Renovation and Addition to the Education 
Bulldln 

toxen L rary on• ase eques 
Exec Recom-Master plan, schematic designs & 
asbestos removal for Stoxen 

Science Leb Renovation 

Technical Center Renovation 

LO Rhoades Science Addn & Ranov (Request) 
Exec Recom-Master Ian s ace stud re airs 

EERC Stora 11 and Su ort Bulldln 

COBPA Renovation and Addition 

Refocatlon and Renovation of Oxford House 

Indoor Track and Football Practice Field 

Starcher Hall Research Area Emergency 
Generator S stem 
Auxlllary Enterprises Renovation/ 
West Dlnln Servkes RenovaUon 

Student Health Servic■s Ex anslon 
Elllg Sftball Flald (This Is carryover project from 
07-09 
Bison Sports Arena (This Is carryover project 
from 07-09 

Niskanen Student A I. Addition 

Parking Lot 4 
Includes 714 000 car over from 07-09 

Robertson Hall Ranov■Uon 

This Is car over from 07-09 

A asslz Hall Housln Renovation 

Parkin lot Maintenance 

Wellness Center endln 12118 SBHE 

Snoe enbos Hall Renovation 

WE Osmon Athlellc & Wellness Ctr Addn-Phase 1 

Enlre reneurlal Canter for Hortlcullure 

3 750 000 6 250 000 

-4 958 325 

13 000 ODO 

11200000 

a 120 ooo 

1 610 000 

9 590 500 409 500 

11 245 000 

1 540 000 

750 000 

19 500 000 

7 000 000 

1 100 000 

500 000 

25 500 ODO 

20 000 000 

1 13& 000 

6 000 000 

3 6611 500 

1 000 000 

15 ODO 000 

3 500 ODO 

15 ODO 000 

2 000 000 

Other Source 

Energy performance 
10 000 000 contract and/or local 

4 958 325 

13 000 000 

11 200 ODO 

8 820 000 

1 610 000 

10 ODO 000 Bismarck Publlc Schoots 

11245000 

1 540 000 Local/Grant 

Private 

750 000 rlvata 

19 500 000 Private/Local 

Grant 

7 000 000 Revenue bond/local 

1 100 000 Local fees 

4 500 000 Private 

25 500 000 Private 

20 000 000 Revenue bond 

1 136 000 Revenue bond 

6 000 000 Revenue bond 

3 668 500 Revenue bond 

1 ODO ODO Local 

15 000 000 Revenue Bond/Private 

3 500 000 Revenue bond 

15 000 000 Private 

2 ODO ODO FederaU Private 

·otal Non-State Funded Pro ects • Cam uses 0 $157669 500 $157 669 500 

f ¥ 

12/31/2001 

O!M 1 Exoc:utl11e 
Recommend•tlon 

800 000 GF 

$3,750,000 GF 
S 250 000 OF 

4 958 325 OF 

13 000 000 GF 

11200000 GF 

2 000 000 OF 

1 610 000 GF 

$3,000,DOOGF 
409 500 OF 

1 54tl 000 

20 500 000 

750 000 

19 500 000 

600 000 

7 000 000 

-1 100 000 

4 500 000 

25 500 000 

20 000 000 

1 136 000 

6 000 000 

3 668 500 

1 ODO 000 

10 000 ODO 

3 500 ODO 

15 000 000 

2 000 ooo 

$152 669 500 
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2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List 
A-- ... roved bv the State Board of Hinhor Education 

2009-11 Renuest I 

Prtortty Campus/ 09-11 ExiKutiv• 
Rank Entitv Pro1ei:I Dllsi:ri~tlon St11te Other Toi.ii Other Soure11 Recommend.itlon 

Main REC Research Greentlouse Comnlex-Fln•I Phase 

Main REC Beef Rttsearctl Facllltv 

Main REC Research Greentlouse Comnlex-Final Phase 

For, Svc. Greenhouse 

Dickinson REC Parking Lot and Landscaping 
Dkn REC Carrvover from 07-091 

Total Non-State Funded Projects - NOSU Research 
Extension Centers 

Total -All 

!i16 800 000 1:16800000 

so <o 

t16 800 000 t15 800 ooo 

tJ00,000 tJOO 000 

USO 000 SJSO 000 

$0 $350,000 $350-000 

$123,383.745 $164,679 000 $288 062 745 

G:\CATHY\EXCELfll.\BIENNIAl. BUOGETS\2009-11 Budgat\Capit.al Aants\{MCP llst•Report format.ldsx}Guidebook 

Oil Revenue 

S11 450 400 GF 

S2 612 400 GF 

$2 937 200 GF 

SJOO 000 GF 

tJSO 000 

$350 000 

$66,928,248 GF 
$159,679,000 OF 

...... 
C') 
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~; -~ • North Dakota University System 
Student Grant Programs By Funding Source 

Per 2009-11 Executive Recommendation 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
ND Indian Education 

State Grant Scholars Scholarship Incentive 
Pro9ram Pro9ram PSEP Pro9ram Programs Total 

General Fund: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation $ 6,187,797 $ 1,663,584 $ 2,253,130 $ 381,292 $ 2,013,344 $ 12,499,147 
Increase {Decrease) 33,112,203 450,000 93,000 · 2,160,000 35,815,203 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 39,300,000 2,113,584 2,346,130 381,292 4,173,344 $ 48,314,350 
% Increase (Decrease) 535.1% 27.1% 4.1% 0.0% 107.3% 286.5% 

Other Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation $ 523,380 $ 523,380 
Increase (Decrease) 467,590 467,590 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 990,970 $ 990,970 
% Increase (Decrease) 89.3% 89.3% 

Federal Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation $ 348,428 $ 348,428 
Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 348,428 $ 348,428 
% Increase (Decrease} 0.0% 0.0% 

Total Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation $ 6,536,225 $ 1,663,584 $ 2,776,510 $ 381,292 $ 2,013,344 $ 13,370,955 
Increase (Decrease) 33,112,203 450,000 560,590 2,160,000 36,282,793 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation $ 39,648,428 $ 2,113,584 $ 3,337,100 $ 381,292 $ 4,173,344 $ 49,653,748 
% Increase (Decrease) 506.6% 27.1% 20.2% 0.0% 107.3% 271.4% 

The executive recommendation provides sufficient funding for the following, by program: 
State Grant Program • A biennial appropriation of $39.6 million in state grant funding, will permit the NOUS to serve approximately 11,400 students per year with annual grants 

ranging from $500 to $2,000 based on the level of student unmet need. 
Scholars Program - Continues funding for existing scholar recipients and adds 50 new freshmen per year, as well as continuing to provide one-time stipends of $2,0000 

to incoming freshmen. 
Professional Student Exchange Program !PSEPI - Continues state funding for existing students and funds the same number of new student slots in 2009-10 and 2010-11 as in 

2008-09 (?-Veterinary medicine: 8-Denlistry; 4-0ptometry). In addition, $990,970 is provided from the student loan trust fund, to continue funding for the existing students in the 
veterinary medicine program at Kansas State University, and to add 5 additional freshmen in each year of the 2009-11 biennium. 

ND Indian Scholarship Program - Funds 238 grants per year, at $800 each, approximately the same number funded in 2007-09. 

Education Incentive Program - The Governor included an additional $2.0 million in the Technology Occupation program as part of a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) 

initiative, which would increase the loan forgiveness from $1,000 to $2,000 in this program, for up to 5 years. The remaining $160,000 increase will be needed to help address 
increased applicant demand in both the Teacher Shortage and Technology Occupation programs. Estimated new cohorts/slots will be added in 2009• 11, as follows: Teacher Shortage 
Loan Forgiveness - 160-170 per year,@ $1,000; Technology Occupation Loan Forgivenes - 250 in FY2010 and 275 in FY2011,@ $2,000. II also includes $260,000 for the Doctoral program. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Executive Reeommendation\{Studenl grant prgms by funding source.xlsxJA 
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NORTH DAKOTA .RSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2003) 

(NDQSJQffi.c"~:-~.~~•,;;~·-:z~ ~~:-· -:1 --:~] 
System Governance: 

Operations 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Student Grant Programs: 
Student Financial Assistance Grants 
Scholars Program 
NO Indian Scholarship Program 
Professional Student Exchange Program 
Education Incentive Programs 
Tribal Community College Grants 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

System Grant Programs: 
EPSCoR 
Title II Grant 
Professional Liability Insurance . 
System Information Technology Services 
Security & Emergency Preparedness 
ND Space Grant Consortium 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

System Projects: 
Capital Assets-Bond Payments 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

f"''. 2-00~_~1'4':EX~-~-.,u: 
~ -_R~niffl~JicOOLo.fi•_~ 

· > }i'200Ze09,WJ, -

\~1Jt1if~~ 

$7,185,612 $6,702,618 
7,185,612 6,702,618 

276,110 580 796 
6,909,502 6 121,822 

39,648,428 6,536,225 
2,113,584 1,663,584 

381,292 381,292 
3,337,100 2,776,510 
4,173,344 2,013,344 

700,000 700,000 
50,353,748 14,070,955 

1 339,398 1 571 808 
49,014,350 12,499,147 

6,450,000 5,650,000 
695,600 695,600 

1,100,000 1,100,000 
30,250,638 31,477,093 
4,000,000 0 

100,000 0 
42,596,238 38,922,693 

1,736,800 3,469,400 
40,859,438 35,453,293 

12 014,048 15,954,112 
12,014,048 15,954,112 

717 250 1 029,750 
11,296,798 14,924,362 

112,149,646 75,650,378 
4,069,558 6,651,754 

108,080,088 68,998,624 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFILIBIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Ex!!QJIMI Recommendalion~g Exec Recom.xluJBranchCIB-Tc:ital 

~-

[W"~Jncfil&~r:·o\:'~~~ 
- ..;,1 • -,;it;. i-'$J;:•-"'~'fr. ; i~:i.' ,·.r~ZW:..·. -~11.'l:f.Vq/ 
,· isc:;:;,-·•;-:_~~ -,c--:--:' :i:. 'tdF ';&;:"';· 
~-: ·- ~$.'fc_hlnQ~~J\: ~ :o/o¾t~fia11G~::°i 

482,994 
(304,686) 
787,680 •· 

cathy McDonald: 
GI' lncrmse Includes the followlnQ: 
$S2◄, ◄38 Parity 

7.2% 
-52.5% 

150,000 Disabled Student Services 
113,242 ~ace "othl:!' flJllds" for FINDEr 

36,282,793 
(232,410) 

36,515,203 

800,000 
0 
0 

(1,226,455) 
4,000,000 

100,00Q 
3,673,545 

(1,732,600) 
5,406,145 

(3,940,064) 
(3,940,064) 

(312,500) 
(3,627,564) 

36,499,268 
(2,582,196) 
39,081,464 

257.9% 
-14.8% 
292.1% 

9.4% 
-49.9% 
15.2% 

-24.7% 
-30.3% 
-24.3% 

48.2% 
-38.8% 
56.6% 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2003) 
(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

jBSC;il,ii'.'i,'l;!l~~~--~~~~~1 
Operations 23,381,011 19,733,680 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 243,481 243,481 
Deferred Maintenance 340,637 229,711 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 0 0 

Subtotal all funds 23,965,129 20,206,872 
Less estimated income 0 0 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 23,965,129 20,206,872 

Capital Assets • Major Capital Projects 3,409,500 6,222,750 
Subtotal all funds 3,409,500 6,222,750 
Less estimated income 409 500 5 734,050 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 3,000,000 488,700 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 27,374,629 26,429,622 945,007 
Less estimated income 409 500 5,734 050 {5,324,550) 
Total seneral fund a~eroeriation 26,965,129 20,695,572 -~269,557 

jtRS_c;:~~~~ 
Operations 7,590,445 6,511,348 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 43,662 43,662 
Deferred Maintenance 93,807 81,942 
2005--07 Capital Assets Canyover 0 0 

Subtotal all funds 7,727,914 6,636,952 
Less estimated income 0 0 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 7,727,914 6,636,952 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 2,609,920 3,007,600 
Subtotal all funds 2,609,920 3,007,600 
Less estimated income 0 3 007 600 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 2,609,920 0 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 10,337,834 9,644,552 693,282 
Less estimated income 0 3 007 600 {3,007,600) 
Total seneral fund aeeroeriation 10,337,834 6,636,952 1,700,882 
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3.6% 
-92.9% 
30.3% 

7.2% 
-100.0% 

55.8% 



• • NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2003) 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

IJN§ffi;11~~~ 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

(v.Ne;tw~½71f1'..,¥~~1 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

ffialll ~co 6ationa -~ 
7,4:i5,374 6,622,504 

86,475 86,475 
382,002 70,723 

0 8 495 
7,903,851 6,788,197 

0 200 000 
7,903,851 6,588,197 

10,985,000 2,100,000 
10,985,000 2,100,000 

9,375,000 2,100 000 
1,610,000 0 

18,888,851 8,888,197 
9,375,000 2,300 000 
9,513,851 6,588,197 

123,806,824 107,554,430 
2,300,545 2,300,545 
7,178,674 3,628,330 

0 0 
133,286,043 113,483,305 

0 0 
133,286,043 113,483,305 

54,090,000 79,900,000 
54,090,000 79,900,000 
42,890,000 77,920 000 
11,200,000 1,980,000 

187,376,043 193,383,305 
42,890,000 77,920,000 

144L486,Q4J 115,463,305 

-5,:;; 

10,000,654 
7,075,000 
2,925,654 

(6,007,262) 
(35,030,000) 
29,022,738 

112.5% 
307.6% 

44.4% 

-3.1% 
-45.0% 
25.1% 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM {SB 2003) 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

INDSU:!f~~~l~~j 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

ltlDSQS:~~~~~I 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

li/;tf!lm~i3j 
~i{~~atlo_n' 

107,497,432 
1,692,225 
5,355,817 

0 
114,545,474 

0 
114,545,474 

71,100,000 
71,100,000 
58,100,000 
13,000,000 

185,645,474 
58,100,000 

127,545,474 

30,550,593 
753,332 

1,034,143 
0 

32,336,066 
0 

32,338,066 

12,836,000 
12,636,000 

7,136,000 
5,700,000 

45,174,068 
7,136,000 

38,036,066 

37 

89,593,630 
1,692,226 
2,516,935 

47,300 
93,850,091 

0 
93,850,091 

51,00_Q.000 
51,000,000 
46,500,000 

4,500,000 

144,850,091 
46,500,000 
98,35(),091 

27,740,368 
753,332 
633,113 

0 
29,126,613 

0 
29,126,813 

10,064.420 
10,064,420 
19,064.420 

0 

39,211,233 
10,064,420 
29,126,813 

40,795,383 
11,600,000 
29,195,363 

5,962,835 
(2,946,420) 
8,91_1_,255 

26.2% 
24.9% 
29.7% 

15.2% 
-29.2% 
30.6% 
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-NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2003) 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

IP.ll!J!t;#g~~j 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Canyover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets a Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

IM'l&U)Wf~~it~~I 
Operations 
Capital Assets {Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Canyover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

- ~~· .: .r I!~ 

19,953,973 17,006,110 
383,690 383,690 

1,662,172 635,073 
0 155 010 

21,999,835 18,179,883 
0 0 

21,999,835 18,179,883 

2,000,000 8,000,000 
2,000,000 8,000,000 

0 8,000 000 
2,000,000 0 

23,999,835 26,179,883 
0 8,000 000 

23,999,835 18,179,883 

11,428,583 10,115,065 
208,991 208,994 

1,910,120 1,630,969 
0 0 

13,547,694 11,955,028 
0 0 

13,547,694 11,955,028 

8,626,828 900,000 
8,626,828 900,000 
3,668,500 900 000 
4,958,328 0 

22,174,522 12,855,028 
3,668,500 900 000 

18,506,022 _____ 11,955,028 

3j,. 

(2,180,048) 
(8,000,000) 
5,819,952 

9,319,494 
2,768,500 
6,550,994 

-6.3% 
-100.0% 

32.0% 

72.5% 
307.6% 

54.8% 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2003) 
(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

IM1$U,,;\'lill~-~~ 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total au funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

LVJ::$ll.:','.fl});~',:if~~~~~~ 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

-JIil .ru!t.9P.Jfo " 

33,825,003 30,095,122 
596,870 596,870 
595,111 855,874 

0 1 142 
35,016,984 31,549,008 

0 0 
35,016,984 31,549,008 

21,000,000 8,126,150 
21,000,000 8,126,150 
17,250,000 1406615 
3,750,000 6,719,535 

56,016,984 39,675,158 
17,250,000 1406615 
38,766,984 38,268,543 

15,009,248 13,350,137 
258,416 258,416 

1,304,921 532,621 
0 0 

16,572,585 14,141,174 
0 0 

16,572,585 14,141,174 

19,500,000 2,200,000 
19,500,000 2,200,000 
18,500,000 2,200,000 

1,000,000 0 

36,072,585 16,341,174 
18,500,000 2 200 000 
17,572,585 --- _ 14,141,174 

39 

16,341,826 
15,843,385 

498,441 

19,731,411 
16,30_0,QOO 
3,431,411 

41.2% 
1126.3% 

1.3% 

120.7% 
740.9% 

24.3% 
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• • NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2003) 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

!MJs l:/sB~~~~W:W¥':#¥~ 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

1t~1es~{i_El_tv,1¢a-1s-Jm 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

- - a --· 
5,617,645 4,858,048 

109,725 109,725 
97,021 48,977 

0 0 
5,824,391 5,016,750 

0 0 
5,824,391 5,016,750 

2,800,000 252,000 
2,800,000 252,000 
2,000,000 252 000 

800,000 0 

8,624,391 5,268,750 
2,000,000 252 000 
6,624,391 5,016,750 

4,471,040 3,352,828 
36,638 36,638 
45,576 23,566 

0 0 
4,553,254 3,413,032 

997 486 997,486 
3,555,768 2,415,546 

300,000 120,000 
300,000 120,000 

0 0 
300,000 120,000 

4,853,254 3,533,032 
997,486 997 486 

3,855,768 -- _2,535,546 

h· ·Cl· 

3,355,641 
1,748,000 
1,607,641 

1,320,222 
0 

1LJ20,222 

63.7% 
693.7% 

32.0% 

37.4% 
0.0% 

52.1% 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2003) 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

IUND;Scbiii:ilrofjM•dicl,tt1&;Hea11ti'1se1~n,;/~~ 
Operations 39 932 875 34 488 501 5,444,374 

Total all funds 39,932,875 34,488,501 5,444,374 
Less estimated income 0 0 0 
Total general fund appropriation 39,932,875 34,488,501 ___ 5,444,374 

IIOJAU!A~~~~.:;,.,;~~--!lll 
NOUS Operations: 
Total General Fund $ 526,285,850 $ 423,898,547 $ 102,387,303 
Total Estimated Income 4,349 794 6 819 490 (2,469,696) 
Total All Funds-Operations 530,635,644 430 718 037 99,917,607 

NOUS Capital Assets, 2005-07 Capital Asset Carryover and Bond Payments: 
General Fund: 

Extraordinary Repairs 6,714,054 6,714,054 0 
Deferred Maintenance 20,000,000 10,887,834 9,112,166 
Major Capital Projects 49,928,248 13,808,235 36,120,013 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 211,947 (211,947) 
Capital Bond Payments 11 296 798 14 924 362 (3,627,564) 

Total General Fund 87 939100 46,546 432 41 392,668 
Estimated Income: 

Major Capital Projects 159,329,000 158,104,685 1,224,315 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 0 
Capital Bond Payments 717 250 1,029 750 (312,500) 

Total Estimated Income 160,046,250 159134,435 911,815 
Total All Funds-Capital Assets & Bond Payments 247 985 350 205,680,867 42,304,483 

GRAND TOTAL: 
Total-General Fund 614,224,947 470,444,979 143,779,968 
Total Estimated Income 164,396,044 165,953,925 (1,557,881) 
Total All Funds $ 778,620,991_ . L _ 636,398,904 _j __ 142,222,087 

G·.ICA THY\EXCELFJL\BIENNIAL BUOGETS'2009-11 Bvdg1t&IJCUtive R~llion'(lna-e1111 S111m1&rplfJIJ.nllm,ExdAQ 
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15.8% 
0.0% 

15.6% 

24.2% 
-36.2% 
23.2% 

88.9% 

0.6% 
20.6% 

30.6% 
-(1.9% 
22.3% 
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NORTH DAK.NIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2020) 

(UPPER GREAT PLAINS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE, NORTHERN CROPS INSTITUTE 
EXTENSION SERVICE, RESEARCH STATIONS & AGRONOMY SEED FARM) 

bWRee/lGt~i!tlel~insiilitali'f[Qtta.ti!iml!.l$.ljlu~~ 
Operations $ 23,326,992 $ 22,071,521 $ 1,255,471 

Total all funds 23,326,992 22,071,521 1,255,471 
Less estimated income 21,737,199 20,861,681 875,518 
Total general fund appropriation 1,589,793 1,209,840 379,953 

Major Capital Projects: 0 5,500,000 (5,500,000) 
Subtotal all funds 0 5,500,000 (5,500,000) 
Less estimated income 0 5 500,000 (5,500,000) 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 0 0 0 

Total: 
Total all funds 23,326,992 27,571,521 (4,244,529) 
Less estimated income 21,737,199 26,361,681 (4,624,482) 
Total aeneral fund aeeroeriation ___ 1,589,793 1,209,84_0 379,953 

[N'<:tfi!lerm.gr§if._'sfilistit!:it~ 
Operations 3 037 486 2,635,146 402,340 

Total all funds 3,037,486 2,635,146 402,340 
Less estimated income 1 598,265 1,484,328 113,937 
Total aeneral fund aeeroeriation 1,439,221 1,150,818 288"403 

~1:xtens1o~is-r.v1c~~~-• .. ,!]f_!!.... .. . llil! 
Operations 46,666,157 41,798,931 4,867,226 
Soil Conservation Committee 737 800 737,800 0 
Total all funds 47,403,957 42,536,731 4,867,226 
Less estimated income 25 928,877 24 024,541 1,904,336 
Total aeneral fund aeeroeriation _l!,475,080 1_8,51b 190 2,962,890 

IC; 
·y-~ 

• 

5.7% 
5.7% 
4.2% 

31.4% 

-100.0% 
-100.0% 
-100.0% 

0.0% 

-15.4% 
-17.5% 
31.4% 

15.3% 
15.3% 

7.7% 
25.1% 

11.6% 
0.0% 

11.4% 
7.9% 

16.0% 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2020) 

(UPPER GREAT PLAINS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE, NORTHERN CROPS INSTITUTE 
EXTENSION SERVICE, RESEARCH STATIONS & AGRONOMY SEED FARM) 

[Mailil8~s_e~tcn~f;!!lr:iri~~ 
Operations 87,080,353 77,495,615 9,584,738 
Deferred Maintenance 500,000 100,000 400,000 
Capital Bond Payments 421.789 0 421,789 

Subtotal all funds BB,002, 142 77,595,615 10,406,527 
Less estimated income 44,813,267 41,452,167 3,361,100 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 43,188,875 36,143,448 7,045,427 

Major Capital Projects 17,000,000 8,907,750 8,092,250 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 0 7,000,000 (7,ooo,oooi 

Subtotal all funds 17,000,000 15,907,750 1,092,250 
Less estimated income 0 8,000,000 (8,000,000) 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 17,000,000 7,907,750 9,092,250 

Total: 
T eta! all funds 105,002,142 93,503,365 11,498,777 
Less estimated income 44,813,267 49,452,167 (4,638,9ooi 
Total ~eneral fund aeeroeriation 60,188,875 44,051,198 16,137,677 

[efiirich\B:e}l[ac~fi!Oent11f$~j 
Dickinson Research Center 5,012,580 5,949,944 (937,364) 
Central Grasslands Research Center 2,283,694 2,176,051 107,643 
Hettinger Research Center 2,995,155 2,452,299 542,856 
Langdon Research Center 2,091,572 1,606,303 485,269 
North Central Research Center 3,881,226 3,037,142 844,084 
Williston Research Center 2,857,183 3,243,080 (385,897) 
Carrington Research Center 6,547,962 5,697,696 850,266 
Capital Bond Payments 149,634 0 149,634 

Subtotal all funds 25,819,006 24,162,515 1,656,491 
Less estimated income 13 916,816 13,494,204 422,612 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 11,902,190 10,668,311 1,233,879 

Major Capital Projects 350,000 1,39B,BB0 (1,048,880) 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 0 366,623 (366,623l 

Subtotal all funds 350,000 1,765,503 (1,415,503) 
Less estimated income 350,000 1,067,623 (717,623) 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 0 697,BB0 (697,880) 

Total: 
Total all funds 26,169,006 25,928,018 240,988 
Less estimated income 14,266,816 14,561,827 (295,011i 

Total ~eneral fund aeeroeriation 11,902,190 
-

11,366_,191 535,999 
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12A% 
400.0% 
100.0% 

13.4% 
8.1% 

19.5% 

90.8% 
-100.0% 

6.9% 
-100.0% 
115.0% 

12.3% 
-9.4% 
36.6% 

-15.B% 
4.9% 

22.1% 
30.2% 
27.8% 

-11.9% 
14.9% 

100.0% 
6.9% 
3.1% 

11.6% 

-75.0% 
-100.0% 

-80.2% 
-67.2% 

-100.0% 

0.9% 
-2.0% 
4.7% 
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NORTH DAK.NIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION BY LINE ITEM (SB 2020) 

(UPPER GREAT PLAINS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE, NORTHERN CROPS INSTITUTE 
EXTENSION SERVICE, RESEARCH STATIONS & AGRONOMY SEED FARM) 

l~!:itoii11mY.'§liii!:!®~~--
operations 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

l:IQ!!i~h'~11~~yf'rjjJjjjj 

1,275,238 
1,275,238 
1,275,238 

0 

1,233,576 
1,233,576 
1,233,576 

0 

Operating, Extraordinary Repairs, Deferred Maintenance & Capital Bond Payments (1 ): 
General Fund: 

Operating $ 77,183,271 $ 66,844,142 
Extraordinary Repairs - Main Research Center 1,340,465 740,465 
Deferred Maintenance-Main Research Center 500,000 100,000 
Capital Bond Payments-Main, Central 

Grasslands and North Central REC (2) 571,423 
Total General Fund 79,595,159 67,684,607 
Total Special Funds 109,269,662 102,550,497 
Total All Funds 186,452,933 169,394,639 

Major Capital Projects & Carryover: 
Total General Fund 17,000,000 8,605,630 
Total Special Funds 350,000 14,567,623 
Total All Funds 17,350,000 23,173,253 

TOTAL-ALL: 
Total General Fund 96,595,159 76,290,237 
Total Special Funds 109,619,662 117,118,120 
Total All Funds $ 206,214,821 $ 193,408,357 

$ 

$ 

41,662 
41,662 
41,662 

0 

10,339,129 
600,000 
400,000 

571,423 
11,910,552 
6,719,165 

17,058,294 

8,394,370 
(14,217,623) 

(5,823,253) 

20,304,922 
(7,498,458) 
12,806,464 

• 

3.4% 
3.4% 
3.4% 
0.0% 

15.5% 
81.0% 

400.0% 

100.0% 
17.6% 

6.6% 
10.1% 

97.5% 
-97.6% 
-25.1% 

26.6% 
-6.4% 
6.6% 

1/ SB 2020 includes single line-item budgets for the NDS.U Main & Branch Research Stations and Agronomy Seed Fanm, although major capital 
projects, extraordinary repairs and capital bond payments are listed separately for this analysis. 

2/ Capital bond payments began in the 2007-09 biennium, but were not included in the 07-09 legislative appropriation. The 2007-09 payments, 
totaling $136,153, are included in the Govemo~s deficiency appropriation recommendation. 
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North Dakota University System (NDUS) 

Analysis of the 2009-11 Engrossed SB's 2003 and 2020 

• 
Engrossed SB2003 includes $585.2 million for the eleven campuses, UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences, Forest Service and 
North Dakota University System Office. The engrossed bill includes an increase of $73.6 million in base funding, which is an increase 
of 16.7% over the 2007-09 adjusted appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. In addition, $20.2 million is included 
for one-time increases other than major capital projects and the remaining $49. 9 million increase is for one-time major capital projects 
at the eleven campuses and the State Forest Service. When the one-time funds are taken into account, the total increase is $143.7 
million (32.6%) over the 2007-09 adjusted appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. 

In addition, Engrossed SB2062 includes the following funding for the NDUS - $20 million in new funding for the existing needs-based 
state grant program, $4 million for new opportunity grants, and $1 million for the existing technology loan forgiveness program, with 
revisions to awards and a change in focus to STEM and primary sector employment. In total, Engrossed SB's 2003 and 2062 include 
$4 million less than the total executive recommendation for the eleven campuses, UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences, 
Forest Service and North Dakota University System Office. 

Engrossed SB2020 includes $96.6 million for the Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute (UGPTI), Northern Crops Institute 
(NCI), Extension Service and Research Stations. This is the same level of total funding that was provided in the executive 
recommendation, however the Senate shifted $100,000 one-time funding to base funding. The engrossed bill includes an increase of 
$11.5 million in base funding, which is an increase of 17% over the 2007-09 adjusted appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding 
adjustments. In addition, $532,000 is for one-time increases other than major capital projects and the remaining $17 million increase is 
for one-time major capital projects. When the one-time funds are taken into account, the total increase is $29 million (43%) over the 
2007-09 adjusted appropriation, less 2007-09 one-time funding adjustments. 

This report includes summary and detail schedules of Engrossed SB' s 2003 and 2020, including the senate amendments to SB2003 on 
pages 9-10 and the amendments to SB2020 on pages 23-24. 
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Of the total base funding increase of $73.6 million for the campuses, NOUS Office, SMHS and Forest Service, $59.3 million is for 
parity and equity. 

Major items included in the budget are: 
• 100 % of the state share of parity costs based on a 5 % annual salary increase (SBHE requested 7 % per year) 
• $10 million of the $18.5 million requested for equity was funded. 

• $8.2 million to freeze tuition at the two-year campuses and limit tuition increases to no more than 4 % per year at all other 

campuses 

• One-time funding of $20 million for deferred maintenance (SBHE request $50 million) 

• $1.2 million for increasing network bandwidth 

• $1.4 million increased funding for EPSCoR 

• $1.5 million base funding for STEM teacher education, to establish a pool for enhancing the use of science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics in existing teacher education program curriculums. It may not be used for infrastructure projects .. 

• $750,000 base funding pool for security/emergency preparedness 

• 100% of funding requested to help stabilize Family Practice Center operations, totaling $1.275 million 

• $600,000 for creation of the new RuralMed Scholarship program 

• $500,000 to implement a Rural Health Initiative at the SMHS 
• Funding to replace lost Forest Service federal funds, totaling $826,284 

• 100 % of SBHE requested state-funded major capital projects except the NDUS/UND Joint IT Facility and the Bismarck Family 

Practice Center. Projects at BSC, DSU and VCSU were partially funded. 

Other Bills With a Funding Impact on the North Dakota University System 

HB1015 (0MB) - $8,741,543 ($3,996,111 general fund and $4,745,432 from the permanent oil trust fund) for 2007-09 Centers of 
Excellence projects that have been awarded, but have not yet received funding. 

2 
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HB1023 (Deficiency Appropriation) 

• UND - $2,858,771 for 1997 flood expenditures (amended request) 
• NDSU - $527,842 for 2000 flood expenditures 
• NDSU Main Research Center - $100,499 for 07-09 capital bond payments 
• Central Grasslands Research Center - $13,560 for 07-09 capital bond payments 
• North Central Research Center - $22,094 for 07-09 capital bond payments 

HB1230 - $6 million to WSC, including $3 million from federal funds that may become available from the federal stimulus package 
and $3 million from special funds and other income, to construct a virtual center for career and technical education to provide 
secondary career and technical education programs. Each dollar of federal funds must be matched by a dollar of nonstate funds. 

HB1394 - $700,000 from the permanent oil tax trust fund for tribal community college grants 

HB1434 - $500,000 general fund to the SBHE for creating an endowment fund at each institution, to be allocated based on each 
institution's proportionate share of total FTE at all NDUS institutions as of May 1, 2009. 

SB2019 (Career and Technical Education) - $3 million general fund for workforce training grants. This is the same funding level as 
the 2007-09 biennium and $305,000 less than the executive recommendation. 

SB2018 (Department of Commerce) 

• 

• 

• 

$2 million general fund to be transferred to the workforce enhancement fund for the purpose of assisting two-year colleges to 
respond to business and industry workforce training, the same level of funding as 2007-09; 
$200,000 general fund for student-based technology grants ofup to $25,000 each, to the extent matching funds are available 
from an angel fund on a dollar-for-dollar basis. The department may not award more than 4 grants to the same higher 
education institution during the 2009-11 biennium. 
$1 million general fund for regional technical assistance grants. The grants must be equally distributed among the four 
workforce training quadrants in the state. The department may award grants of up to $250,000 each to the extent matching 
funds are available from nonstate sources on a dollar-for-dollar basis. The Department of Commerce may not award more than 
one grant to each higher education institution during the 2009-11 biennium. 

3 
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• $400,000 general fund for youth entrpreneurship grants. The grants must be equally distributed among the four workforce 

training quadrants in the state. The department may award grants of up to $100,000 each to the extent matching funds are 
available from nonstate sources on a dollar-for-dollar basis. The Department of Commerce may not award more than one grant 
to each higher education institution during the 2009-11 biennium. 

• $200,000 general fund for providing grants to UND and NDSU patent offices. The department may award a grant of up to 
$100,000 to each university for support of the patent offices to the extent matching funds are available from nonstate sources on 
a dollar-for-dollar basis. 

• $5 million general fund grant for construction of the Great Plains Applied Energy Research Center at BSC. This requires 
nonstate matching funds of $3 for each $1 received from this grant. 

• $20 million general fund for Centers of Excellence 

SB2062 
• $20 million new general funds for existing needs-based state grant program 

• $4 million general fund for new opportunity grants of $2,400 per year to residents of North Dakota for the past 12 months, who 

attend an NDUS campus and meet the merit scholarship (academic or technical) requirements included in HB1400. 

• $1 million new general funds to the existing technology loan forgiveness program, with revisions to awards and a change in 
focus to STEM and primary sector employment. 

SB2155 - $200,000 general fund appropriation to the ND School for the Deaf, for grants to NDUS institutions for services to hard of 
hearing students. 

SB2266 - $2 million general fund and $2.6 million federal funds, to UND, to support a simulation laboratory initiative that includes 
basic simulation centers for use at each of the nursing education sites in the state, which are located at BSC, DSU, LRSC, MiSU, 
MiSU-BC, NDSCS, NDSU, UND, WSC, Fort Berthold Community College, Jamestown College, Medcenter One College of Nursing, 
Sitting Bull College, United Tribes Technical College and University of Mary. The initiative must include a basic simulation model, 
essential equipment, and staff to serve all locations in an integrated way. 

SB2412 - $369,900 to the Department of Health for providing a grant to the ND Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Center (at SMHS) 

g:\cathy\worddocs\biennial budgets\09-11 biennial budget\09-11 engr bill analysis.docx 
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(1) 

.~ 
North Dakota University System 

Summary of General Fund Increases 

Per 2009-11 Engrossed SB's 2003 and 2020 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Campuses, Med School, Forest Service & 
NDUS Office (SB 2003) 1/ 

UGPTI, NCI, Extension & Research 
(SB 2020) 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation 

Less 0MB Adjustments: 

2007-09 One-time Funding 

2005-07 Capital Asset Carryover 

$ 470,444,979 

(28,576,870) 

(411,947) 

Total Base Adjustments (28,988,817) 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation, Less Base Adjustments 441,456,162 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation 614,224,947 

Executive Recommendation Increase from 07-09 Adjusted Appropriation, Less 
07-09 One-Time & Carryover Adjustments 172,768,785 

2009-11 Engrossed $B's 2003 & 2020 (Senate Version) 585,208,335 

Engrossed $B's 2003 & 2020 Change To Executive Recommendation 11 $ (29,016,612) 

Engrossed SB's 2003 & 2020 Increase from 07-09 Adjusted Appropriation 

Engrossed SB's 2003 & 2020 Increase from 07-09 Adjusted Appropriation, 
Less 07-09 One-Time & Carryover Adjustments 

Summary of Increases from 07 -09 Adjusted 
Appropriation, Less 07-09 One-Time and 

Carryover Adjustments 

Permanent Base Increase 

One-time Increases 

Capital Projects - One-time 

Total Increase (Decrease) 

Requested 

Increase 

$ 119,660,573 

85,389,955 

89,783,745 

$ 294,834,273 

$ 114,763,356 

$ 143,752,173 

Increase 
Funded in 
S82003 1/ 

$ 73,597,928 

20,225,000 

49,928,245 

143,751,173 

Iner 
over 
Adj 

Approp 

16.7% 

4.6% 

11.3% 

32.6% 

$ 76,290,237 

(8,730,630) 

(8,730,630) 

67,559,607 

96,595,159 

29,035,552 

96,595,159 

$ 

$ 20,304,922 

$ 29,035,552 

Iner 
Increase over 

Requested Funded In Adj 
Increase SB2020 Approp 

$ 16,785,731 $ 11,503,552 17.0% 

2,346,850 532,000 0.8% 

16,800,000 17,000,000 25.2% 

$ 35,932,581 $ 29,035,552 43.0% 

(7) 

Requested 
Increase 

$ 136,446,304 

87,736,805 

106,583,745 

$ 330,766,854 

11 An additional $25 million is included In SB2062 for the following: $20 million new funding for the existing needs-based state grant program, $4 million for new opportunity grants, 
and $1 million new funding to the existing technology loan forgiveness program, with revisions to awards and a change In focus to STEM and primary sector employment. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed Bil!s'\lncrease Summary.xlsx]GF Increase-TOTAL 
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(8) (9) 

Total 
$ 546,735,216 

(37,307,500) 

(411,947) 

(37,719,447) 

509,015,769 

710,820,106 

201,804,337 

681,803,494 

$ (29,016,612) 

$ 135,068,278 

$ 172,787,725 

Increase 
Funded in Iner 

SB's 2003 & over Adj 
2020 Approp 

$ 85,101,480 16.7% 
20,757,000 4.1% 

66,928,245 13.1% 

$172,786,725 33.9% 



• NDUS Campuses, NDUS O.edical School and Forest Service • Comparison of SBHE General Fund Request to Executive Recommendation & Engrossed SB 2003 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

SBHE 2009·11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Request 

lf:A.~~B· ;? ,.,t: f:,':j'!;ffR .. ·~~t~~1ffl';;:;i!llfr~~§,;'.'~i.;'J11jf~ 
:i" • _•_ -~.!-Y.'\!i"::UD~,.J__ngll. _eqµ_e~Jj~_.::..,:-::l;ii. . ...:.'l... ~~::_ ,·t-&i.:,. 'A~.:~~--·~~.(:.es:";'f .. -: 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Senate Engrossed 
Adjustments S92003 

i1,1~•:1,,-i,,,:I}, ,.., .. -., · ·61 ,:;:;iii- rr·~,~~,.. , .. ~, _, .. : 
··: - ~-.,,.~,, ~. '. '·., -5'~~.~':'~ .:--·.·. - '• ,. '·'1 <'~ ·r-_-5•,- · ~:."l'"'-... •"J'::'fLV-- ··- .;.f'~_;, 

Comments 

2007-09 Adjusted Base Funding Appropriation $441,456,162 $441,456,162 $ 441,456,162 

:·cilffi'pas~s~NoUsro•ffi~HSi1iffiliictticflfn111ne~_,a::7i1F.0Teil!s1iivi~lllicTodt!1i~fn-ifu~@~~1~ ."~;;;4!~- ·;_~ ~ .. ~1'~?.'.,}~ ~:7"°•~;_ 
Decreased capital bond payments ($3,427,564), SITS pool transfer to ITD 

for IVN ($300,110), and vet loan forgiveness transfer to Health Dept. 
($100,000) 

100% of Parity or cost to continue-7%17% salary and FINAL health 
insurance increases, utility cost increases and operating inflation (Includes 

2 SMHS and Forest Servicel 
3 Emergency Preparedness/Security 

4 Needs-based financial aid (See footnote A) 
5 Equity adjustment to address funding dlfferentiats-15% (Includes SMHS) 

Technology Maintenance- Network Bandwidth ($1,220,000), N. Tier 
6 Network ($1,000,000), ODIN Web Developer ($150,000) 

7 Two and Four-Year college affordability (Includes SMHS) 
8 EPSCoR research matchin.9. funds 
9 New Academic and Technical Program Start-up Revolving Fund 

10 Disabled Student Services Fundin,2. 
11 Bismarck HE Center 

Student Financial Asst. Programs (Scholar's, PSEP, Indian, Education 
12 Loan Forgiveness) 
13 Comprehensive Career Planning Initiative 
14 Access.!_ Collabo~iQn _al'!<! ~nhancement Fund (ACE) 
15 Shared recruitment initiattves 

NOUS Services - Continuation of FINDET ($156,830), NOUS Office Legal 
16 Assistant ($128,930) 

Tribal Community College Grants 

(3,827,674) 

59,0861833 
1~3_3~865 

14,056,000 
18,~QQ.i_OOO 

2,370,000 

8~21~467 
2~8001000 
1,0001000 

1501000 
6301000 

8031000 
1,500,000 
1,750,000 

500!000 

285~760 

(3,827,674) 

49,367_.855 (138,011) 
1,334,865 (584,865) 

33.J11.,_203 (32,412,203) 
10,000,000 

1,220,000 

8,215,467 
800~000 600~000 

150,000 

2,803,000 (1,997,000) 

154!007 

700~000 (700,000) 

(3,827,674) 

Includes 5% annual salary increases, rather than 7% per the 
49,229,844 budget request (Totals include SMHS and Forest Service) 

750,000 $750,000 pool in NOUS Office 
Additional $20 Min $B2062 for needs-based fina-ncial aid (See 

700,000 Footnote A) 
10,000,000 Totals include SMHS 

Northern Tier ($1M) and ODIN Web Developer ($150,000) are 
1,220,000 not funded 

Freezes tuition at 2-ye"ar camPuses and limits annti81 tuition 
8,215,467 Increases to 4°[a_ ~t_a!! oth_e~~m_euses 
1,400,000 

1501000 

Additional $5 M in SB:2062 for new non needs-based aid (See 
B06,000 Footnote A) 

154~007 
Includes parity costs for FlNOET and provides full funding from 

the general fund. Legal assistant Is not funded 
HB13S4 includes $700,000 from the pennanent oil trust fund. 

The executive recommendation specified that $700,000 from 
the needs-based financial aid line was for these !!.rants. 
To be added to $300,000 in UND's base budget. This was not 

ND Space Grant Consortium 100,000 100,000 included in the SBHE request. 
STEM Initiative (SBHE requested $4M one-time funding) 1,500,000 1,500,000 Funded $1.5 M of #2 one-time request as base funding 

- .• ,.__~-... - ,;.,w ~ ~w:;r.1-! Z#';--Y'f<---,-~--r. .,.J -.:~,-.:~~. - ~~ ~·,"= . rt:'~-·--., ~~~--; :-,- --~·- rt,.·_",..,.,.~ ·•;:- 5. .-~ -':""~ T-. .-: ~• ~ --..j 
i..Ut,!D1gtiQOJfo_f iMeaiCirfe)&1HealttiiSCh;mce"sQI OJ ii"d;ditloJ11to1p3fity}\egi.dfyiahd:.affOrC.<ibflity1if\ClucFe'afa boVe-)¾•. · -~ ,$.,.4:"/ ,...;_.W.(:::•- • _ ~-- ,£_~ -::,,~_"t.;..,.,'.,jIT.? _;, -' ~~~~ 

Stabilize operations of the BISmarck and MinotCentefSfor Fainiiy MedlClne 
{CFM 
Implement Electronic Medical Records System for CFMs for training 

2 (combination of base and one-time funding) 
Create RuralMed program- Funded tuition scholarship 10 encourage 

3 students into family medicine rural practice 
Develop and implement comprehensive health care delivery plan for the 

4 State of ND 
5 Implement new master's in public health degree 
6 Enhanced prevention training and focus on geriatrics 

11._7.E.i_OOO 

225~000 

6001000 

707~650 
1,133,600 
1,074,450 

1,275,000 

6001000 

1,275_,_000 

6001000 

5001000 5001000 

:F.Of:~t.Se?Yit:e·•(IOiaddltiOfl,toSp-aiitfinCIUi::IE!:d.abO"ve)'.~ ·-T~-·; .·~~~ ~ ~.· ~~7f;.;.,_:'.-~Jfj}:-::-~ ~--., . Xir:i";!:~ ·-.~..:.z;::.-;, ... (1'i "'_;·~.;__- '1'-"~i;~? .-,- t_<';:~...- -. "i"rl"i:f,.::_; "'..-r 

This was requested as base funding, but is inciudedln 
Engrossed S82003 as one-time funding 

1 Replace lost federal forestry funding 826,284 826!284 
Includes language that up to $826,284 is available, based on 

828,284 actual federal authorizations & resulting reductions 
2 Program Enhancement-10% base funding incr~a_se _ _ _ 292_.565 

::~1T;Ota1raase~Eiih1ilflQflirq"feasel;R'egue,str~1Rt!cO;rirri8n;:l.~tion-4?.~cl@ili15;289{000~~~ -•ss;s:1.s~o~-~~1(2&;0l&;6;t2}),1!~~:7l!59!i,9281 
:=~rceqtageilnc[!!~setove92001_~_!!_'Atlj!Jst~P.{QQ~tlon~,;:.:.,;·.:"~2-:"~&"'~~-26"io,!ct"~ ~"'~22o/O?~i~ -~~~i'.'~'F!f<l:17.,%1 -. ,;:, 
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NOUS Campuses, NDUS 0.edical School and Forest Service 

~ 

• .-
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Request to Executive Recommendation & Engrossed SB 2003 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF Executive Senate Engrossed 

Revised Request Recommendation Adjustments 5B2003 Comments 

r;L;;!!;lf'ri~0ri, ."'f!"'~'"IL..1rm~:"'il..::j!F;i_J~i_n"_a::l,,t'liq~g~_~;-__ i;e_g;eu~.e;:~;:Jo'~".:.:'"· "•;!iiiai;•·"!C.il.i;:e, "l,,r:S:tt;;@k;'.ilc; .. ";;;:;cl,'"•"~"-~~;.; .. :::. k;,,. '"~...tt:~·':::~~"· .i'::~i#. ·~-1:-'lBTI;;\i:J:...il:. _;_ff~-:_;! 

1 Deferred Maintenance-facilltes and infrastructure $50~,0~0~0~,0~00~--====----------==~ 
2 Emergency Prepa"redness1secunty 20,642,000 4,000,000 (4,000,000) 

Technology Maintenance - IVN CODEC Replacement ($350,000), SITS 
3 Collaboration and Emergency Pool ($200,000) __ 5@.,_000 

4 STEM Initiative 
5 Pay-off Special assessments 
6 Bismarck HE Center 

4~00..Qi.000 
1,697,955 
4,500,000 

This was requested as One-time funding, but $1.5 M is induded 
in Engrossed S82003 as base funding 

SMHS~lectronic Medical Records System, requested as #2 base funding 
priority, but recommended as one-time 225~000 225,000 Funded SMHS #2 base tunding request as o_ne-time 

1 SMHS - Retire Minot CFM bond debt 
r' ,le; l'i,5 • 'mi=·• · r""· y · ~ u' ~-.- ~.""""""'"''-'S""' ~!i;PJ!fi~:iijip~~~@~rn~dm.fu.aA~1ft~q,_4g,~,r~~om.rn~nt!.~~l~,2;::±-:, ~i:.Y,l·'"~tli&1~i~~:l~6\ 

In addition, S82062 Includes the following funding for the NOUS - $20 million In new funding for the existing needs-based state grant program, 
$4 million for new opportunity grants, and $1 million new funding to the existing technology loan forgiveness program, with revisions to awards and a 

(A) change in focus to STEM and primary sector employment. 

G.\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Engro,sed Bills\(Compare Request, Exec Recom and Engr.xlsxJHigh level summary 
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• • North Dakota University System 
NDUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences (SMHS) 

Summary of Senate Amendments to S82003 

Amendments to General Fund 

NDUS Office 

General Fund Included In Executive Recommendation $ 1os,oso,oss 

Senate Amendments: 
Adjustments to Base Funding In Executive Recommendation: 

Reduces funding for needs-based financial aid (Note $20M added to S82062 for existing program) 1/ (33,112,203) 
Reduces funding for student financial assistance grants (~ote $Sm added to S82062 for new and 
existing programs) 21 (1,997,000) 

Removes funding for salary increases for NOUS Office employees earning> $100,000 per year 3/ (138,011) 
Removes base funding for emergency preparedness/security from campuses & adds pool in NOUS Office 750,000 
Increases funding for EPSCoR 4/ 600,000 
Provides funding for STEM Teacher Education Pool 5/ 1,500,000 
Provides funding for affordability initiative to freeze tuition at the 2-year campuses and limit tuition 

increases to 4% per year at the other campuses 
Provides funding to implement a Rural Health Initiative at the SMHS 

Net Changes to Base Funding (32,397,214) 

Adjustments to One-time Funding in Executive Recommendation: 
Removes one-time funding for emergency preparedness/security (4,000,000) 

Net Changes to One-time Funding (4,000,000) 

Net Adjustments to General Fund (36,397,214/ 

General Fund per Engrossed S82003 $ 71,682,874 

Amendments to Other Funds 

Other Funds Included in Executive Recommendation 

Senate Amendments: 
Adjustments to Base Funding in Executive Recommendation: 

Reduces funding for SITS pool lo reflect actual amount from the Student Loan Trust Fund 
Net Changes to Base Funding 

Reductions to Executive Recommendation: 
Provides funding authority for a forensic pathology facility at the SMHS 
Increases revenue bond funding authority for MiSU wellness center project 

Net Changes to One-time Funding 

Other Funds per Engrossed 582003 

~ 

NDUS Office 
$ 4,069,558 

(20,600) 
(20,600) 

$ 4,048,958 

7-

11 Campus-es & 
SMHS 

$ 502,289,091 

(1,334,865) 

8,215,467 
500.000 

7,360,602 

7,380 602 

$ 509,669,693 

11 CampuseS & 
SMHS 

$ 159,329,000 

129,000 
5,000,000 
5,129,000 

$ 164,458,000 

Forest Service 

$ 3 855,768 

$ 3,855,768 

Forest Service 
$ 997,466 

$ 997,486 

$ 

$ 

• 
Total 

614,224,947 

(33,112,203) 

(1,997,000) 
(138,011) 
(564,665) 
600,000 

1,500,000 

6,215,467 
500,000 

(25,016,612) 

(4,000,000) 
(4,000,000) 

(29,016,6122 

585,208,335 

Total 
Other Funds 

$ 164,396,044 

(20,600) 
(20,600) 

129,000 
5,000,000 
5,129,000 

$ 169,504,444 



.,--

• ~ .~ 
North Dakota University System 

NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences (SMHS) 
Summary of Senate Amendments to SB2003 

FOOTNOTES TO AMENDMENTS: 

1/ This amendment removes the increase that was provided in the executive recommendation for needs based financial aid. The executive recommendation had specified that $700,000 
of this increase was to be used for Tribal Community College Grants. HB1394 includes $700,000 from the permanent oil trust fund for these grants. [Note - $B2062 adds $20 million to 
existing state grant program} 

2/ The amendment removes $1,997,000 of the increase for student financial assistance grants that was provided in the executive recommendation for the STEM (technology) loan 
forgiveness program. [Note - S82062 adds $4 million for a new opportunity grant program and $1 million to the existing technology loan forgiveness program, with revisions to awards 
and a change in focus to STEM and primary sector employment.) 

3/ In addition to freezing the salaries of NOUS Office employees that currently earn over $100,000 per year, this amendment limits compensation adjustments of all other NOUS Office 
employees to no more than 5 percent per year for the 2009-11 biennium. 

4/ Of the $600,000 increase to EPSCoR, $400,000 is to be used for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research 
program 

5/ The STEM teacher education funding is provided to establish a pool for enhancing the use of science, technology, engineering and mathematics in existing teacher education 
program curriculums and may not be used for infrastructure projects. 

OTHER CHANGES TO EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION (SB2003): 

* Adds a section of legislative intent that all NOUS employees whose documented performance meets all standards are to receive minimum monthly salary increases of $100 
for the 2009-11 biennium, which is not funded in parity (estimated general fund cost of $114,500). 

Adds a section that legislative council consider studying the facility needs of the SMHS Bismarck Family Practice Center (BFPC), which if conducted must include a review 
of the feasibility of locating the BFPC on the campus of SSC. 

Adds a section that legislative council consider studying options for funding higher education institutions. If conducted, the study must include a review of the feasibility of 
implementing a higher education funding ,mechanism based on student completion rates. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed Bills\[Senate emendments-5B2003.xlsx]Summary 
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• 
BSC 
LRSC 
wsc 

UNO 
UNO SMHS 

Total-UND/SMHS 

NOSU 
NOSCS 
OSU 
MaSU 

MiSU 

VCSU 

MiSU-BC 
Subtotal 

BSC 

LRSC 

wsc 

UNO 

UNOSMHS 

Total-UND/SMHS 

NOSU 

NOSCS 

OSU 

MaSU 

MiSU 

VCSU 

MiSU-BC 

Subtotal 

North Dakota University System Camp.nd UNO School of Medicine and Health Sciences (SMHS) • 
Summary of 2009-11 Parity Increases, Assuming Salary Increases of 5% Per Year with Final Health Insurance Increases 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Cost to Continue 
Total Estimated 

Subtotal, Salary 
FY09 Health Insurance, 

Est Cost of and Health 

Legislatively Based on Funded Compensation Insurance 
Funded Salary Premium of Pkg at 5% Per Increases 

Increases $825.97 per Month Year (Col 1+2+3} 

541,888 869,426 1,735,397 3,146,711 

155,016 259,698 496,438 911,152 

148,637 274,093 476,007 898,737 

3,499,036 4,444,774 11,205,663 19,149,473 

974,927 825 691 3 122 205 4,922,823 

4,473,963 5,270,465 14,327 868 24,072,296 

3,149,849 3,841,363 10,087,391 17,078,603 

579,394 929,500 1,855,510 3,364,404 

472,855 771,758 1,514,319 2,758,932 

197,916 341,368 633,826 1,173,110 

810,913 1,200,829 2,596,947 4,608,689 

310,040 536,435 992,902 1,839,377 

96,406 193,021 308,741 598,168 
10,936,877 14,487,956 35,025,346 60,450,179 

. ,;:i~(rs.li}:.:~j~; .~~-
AE.:T.!:JJ.~jFA]g_:{llit~B!;:lOFJ 

406,416 652,070 1,301,548 2,360,033 

116,262 194,774 372,329 683,364 

111,478 205,570 357,005 674,053 

2,102,942 2,670,895 6,734,672 11,508,509 

584,956 495,415 1,873,323 2,953,694 

2,687,898 3,166,310 8 607,995 14 462,203 

1,889,909 2,304,818 6,052,435 10,247,162 

434,546 697,125 1,391,633 2,523,303 

330,999 540,231 1,060,023 1,931,252 

138,541 238,958 443,678 821,177 

527,093 780,539 1,688,016 2,995,648 

217,028 375,505 695,031 1,287,564 

72,305 144,766 231,556 448,626 

6,932,474 9,300,B§L ...... ""◄ "AO '>D A,,. "><>,C 

(5) (6) (7) 

Est Operating 
Inflation, Exd Estimated Utility 

Utilities at 2.0% for Costs of New 
FY10 & 2.2% for Estimated Actual Bldgs Coming 

FY11 Utility Increases Online 2009-11 

398,102 167,608 184,000 

89,660 41,475 

58,538 25,188 42,032 
.!,4~:>,4~b 

1,335,932 2,435,456 53,687 

434,302 0 

1 770,234 2 435,456 53,687 

964,561 3,016,658 187,879 

187,021 387,361 28,000 

234,847 476,065 240,000 

92,427 317,230 

158,357 422,313 

117,300 149,003 

24,787 66 369 
4,095,834 7,504,726 735,598 

-J~~!}:~J1tii~i()!) (?~~2;,i~--/~~~~-"-; 
.,!iEif._(;~MF{Q~EN.filll1i!J-E§!::E>ii~1~tG'.Q1 

298,577 125,706 

67,245 31,106 

43,904 18,891 

804,736 1,461,274 

260,581 

1,065,317 1,461 274 

578,737 1,809,995 

140,266 290,521 

164,393 333,246 

64,699 222,061 

102,932 274,503 

82,110 104,302 

18,590 49,777 

(8) 

Total Estimated 
Increases in 

Computation of 
Parity 

(Col 4+5+6+7) 

3,896,421 

1,042,287 

1,024,495 

22,974,548 

5,357,125 

28,331,673 

21,247,701 

3,966,786 

3,709,844 

1,582,767 

5,189,359 

2,105,680 

689,324 
72,786,337 

(9) (10) 

GF Portion of 
Parity, using 

Targeted State Targeted Funding 
Portion Per Percent 

Funding Model (Col 8x9) 

75% 2,922,316 

75% 781,715 

75% 768,371 

13,806,731 

3 214,275 

60% 17 021 006 

60% 12,748,621 

75% 2,975,090 

70% 2,596,891 

70% 1,107,937 

65% 3,373,083 

70% 1,473,976 

75% 516,993 
46,285,998 

Note - This schedule includes parity 

'or campuses and SMHS only, 

n page 7 (l!ne 2), which also Includes 

,arity of the Forest Service, NOUS 

2,62.§.i.769 4,721,381 
,--~''lift-~ .,.,_-e',..;..;;,,~ 

-+, 1 £ 1,.,0 1 503,464 ~fu_:'6f2s5~995; Office and SITS pool. 

G.IC~ T., "'IEXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Enl)rtlssed Bil!s'-{5% Parity.xlsx]Delail Campus 5% .~ 
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• 
(1) 

Current Percent of 
Peer Benchmark -

Before 09-11 Budget 
Allocations 

BSC 53% 

LRSC 47% 

wsc 63% 

UNO &SMHS 53% 

NOSU 41% 

NOSCS 88% 

OSU 49% 

MaSU 75% 

MiSU 67% 

vcsu 86% 

MISU-BC 89% 

TOTAL 53% 

.~ 
North Dakota University System Equity Allocation 

Comparison of Budget Request to Engrossed S82003 

(2) (3) . . (4) .. (5) . . 

Budget Request With $250,000 Minimum or 52% 
Peers 

2009-11 Budget 
L TF Plan Model Percentage distribution of Request - L TF Plan 

Allocation Based on those campuses not Model, with minimum 
Dollar and Percent participating in minimum of $250,000 or 52% of 

Distance From Peers allocation peers 

$15,250,000 

$818,924 $818,924 5.1% $770,669 

$385,754 $385,754 2.4% $363,023 

$150,486 $250,000 

$5,960,340 $5,960,340 36.8% $5,609,129 

$7,631,344 $7,631,344 47.1% $9,181,670 

$19,750 $2_50,000 

$872,227 $872,227 5.4% $820,831 

$101,667 $250,000 

$536,277 $536,277 3.3% $504,677 

$21,069 $250,000 

$2,162 $250,000 

$16,500,000 $16,204,866 100.0% $18,500,000 

1/ Allocated equity to UNO and the Med School SMHS , based on ro ortionate share of consistent with ast practice): 

UNO= 80.511% 4,515,966 Med = 19.489% 1,093,163 5,609,129 

Executive recommendation & En rossed S82003 include the same ro ortionate share of the bud --
UNO = 80.511 % 2,441,063 Med = 19.489% 590,899 3,031,962 

G·.\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed Bllls\[Equity Allocation.xlsx)Recomm 
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• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed 5B2003 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 
Two and Four-Year College AffordabtDty 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 

Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELF1L\8IENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed 
ams\[lncrease Summary.xlsxJlnltm,-wllh 2062 

J'1 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 20,695,572 

{7181411) 

19,977,161 

3,454,883 
308,437 
770,670 
974,105 
630 000 

6 138 095 

26,115,256 

851,591 
635,478 
249,000 
349,229 

4 500 000 
6 585 298 

9 590 500 

$ 42,291,054 

• 
(2) (3) 

Bismarck State College 

Executive Senate 
Recommendation Adjustments 
$ 20,695,572 

!7181411) 

19,977,161 

2,922,316 
308,437 (308,437) 
416,578 

974,105 

3 647 331 665 668 

23,624,492 665,668 

340,637 

340 637 

3 000 000 

$ 26,965,129 $ 665,668 

◊ 

• 
(4) (5) (6) !71 (8) 

Lake Region State College 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF Executive Senate 

Engrossed $B2003 Revised Reguest Recommendation Adjustments Engrossed S82003 

I 20,695,572 $ 6,636,952 $ 6,636,952 $ 6,636,952 
17181411) j81,942) {81 1942) j81 1942) 

19,977,161 6,555,010 6,555,010 6,555,010 

2,922,316 934,065 781,715 781,715 
101,153 101,153 (101,153) 

416,578 363,023 196,229 196,229 
974,105 260,572 260,572 260,572 

4 312 999 1 658,813 1 079 097 159,419 1,238516 

24,290,160 8,213,823 7,634,107 159,419 7,793,526 

340,637 234,518 93,807 93,807 
336,970 

340 637 571 488 93 807 93,807 

3 000 000 2 809 920 2 609,920 2,609,920 

$ 27,630,797 $ 11,395,231 $ 10,337,834 $ 159,419 $ 10,497,253 



• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed SB2003 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year Conege Affordability 
Bismarck. Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total Ona-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:'CA THY\EXCELFIL\B!ENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed 
Biffsl{lncrease Summary.xln)Lnllm,•with 2062 

_(1_l 

SBHE 2009·11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 6,579,702 

(70,723) 

6,508,979 

914,451 
109,364 
250,000 
256,124 

1 529 939 

8,038,918 

955,003 
329,134 

1,284137 

1,610 000 

$ 10,933,055 

.~ 
(2) !3! 

Williston State Co//efl_e 

Executive 
Reco"1!!1endatlon 

$ 6,579,702 
(70,723) 

6,508,979 

768,371 
109,364 
135,135 

1 012 870 

7,521,849 

382,002 

382 002 

1 610 000 

I 9,513,851 s 

Senate 
Adiustmenta 

(109,364) 

256,124 

146 760 

146,760 

146,760 

14 

(4) 

Engrossed S92003 
$ 6,579,702 

(70,723) 

6,508,979 

768,371 

135,135 
256,124 

1159,630 

7,668,609 

382,002 

382 002 

1 610 000 

s 9,660,611 

(5) 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re_quest 
$ 115,120,705 

(5,465,730) 

109,654,975 

16,562,425 
204,600 

4,515,966 
1,774,161 

23 057 152 

132,712,127 

17,946,685 
7,990,901 
1,115,800 

299,961 

27 353 347 

22 400 000 

s 182,465,474 

.-
(6) (7) f8) 

Universitx_ of North Dakota 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 115,120,705 

(5,465,730) 

109,654,975 

13,806,731 
204,600 

2,441,063 

16452 394 

126,107,369 

7,178,674 

7,178,674 

11.!.290,000 

s 144.!.486,043 $ 

Senate 
Adlustments 

(204,600) 

1,774,161 

1,569 561 

1,569,561 

En.9.rossed S82003 
$ 115,120,705 

(5,465,730) 

109,654,975 

13,806,731 

2,441,063 
1,774,161 

18,021 955 

127 ,676,930 

7,178,674 

7,178,674 

11,200.!.000 

1,569,561 $ 146,055,604 



• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed 582003 

2007-09 Orlglnal General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equ!ty 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Educallon Center 
Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009.11 State.funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request& Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Engrossed 
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ill 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 98,302,791 

(71016,936) 

91,285,855 

15,225,158 
192,118 

9,161,670 
1,916,408 

261515,352 

117,801,207 

13,389,543 
5,240,288 

500,000 
340,865 

19,470,696 

____ 13_,000,000 

$ 150,271,903 

• 
(2) (3) 

North Dakota State Universi!l_ 

Executlve 
Recommendation 

$ 98,302,791 
(7,016,936) 

91,285,855 

12,748,621 
192,116 

4,963,065 

17 903 802 

109,189,657 

5,355,817 

5,355,817 

13,000,000 

Senate 
Ad!ustments 

(192,116} 

1,916,408 

1 724 292 

1,724,292 

(41 

En.9.rossed SB2003 
$ 98,302,791 

(7,016,936) 

91,285,855 

12,748,621 

4,963,065 
1,916,408 

19 628 094 

110,913,949 

5,355,817 

5,355,817 

13,000,000 

• 
(5) (6) (7) (8) 

North Dakota State Collefl_e of Science 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 29,126,813 

(983,113) 

28,143,700 

3,544,519 
50,000 

250,000 
991,697 

4,836,216 

32,979,916 

2,585,358 
1,919,768 

386,300 
193,129 

5,084,553 

5,700 000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

$ 29,126,813 
(983,113) 

28,143,700 

2,975,090 
50,000 

135,135 

3 160 225 

31,303,925 

1,034,143 

1,034,143 

5,700,000 

Senate 
Ad!ustments 

(50,000) 

991,697 

941,697 

941,697 

Engrossed S82003 
$ 29,126,813 

(983,113) 

28,143,700 

2,975,090 

135,135 
991,697 

4 101 922 

32,245,622 

1,034,143 

1,034,143 

5,700,000 

$ 127,545,474 $ 1,724,292 $ 129,269,766 $ 43,764,469 $ 38,038,068 $ 941.!.697 $ 38,979,765 

/::}---.._ 



• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed S82003 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 

Two and Four-Year CoRege Affordablllty 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 
Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM JnltiaUve 
Pay-off &pedal assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engroued 
BiHs\[lncrease Summary.xls:x:}Lnllm,-with 2062 

(1) 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revlsed_Re.9.uest 
$ 18,024,873 

{785,073) 

17,239,800 

3,030,632 
57,280 

820,831 
75,749 

3,984,492 

21,224,292 

4,155,430 
933,999 
646,600 

5?36,029 

8 820 000 

s 3sr7ao,J21 

.-
121 (3) 

Dickinson State Unlvers~ 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 18,024,873 

{785,073) 

17,239,800 

2,596,891 
57,280 

443,692 

3 097 863 

20,337,663 

1,662,172 

1&§_2,172 

2,000,000 

Senate 
Adl!:!stments 

(57,280) 

75,749 

18,469 

18,469 

(4) 

En.9.ross_!d S62003_ 
$ 18,024,873 

{785,073) 

17,239,800 

2,596,891 

443,692 
75,749 

3 116,332 

20,356,132 

1,662,172 

1,662,172 

2,00Q,000 

·-
i5l (6) J7l l8l 

Mayville State University 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 11,205,028 

1880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,289,482 
70,446 

250,000 
156,614 

1i7sa,s42 

12,090,601 

4,775,300 
609,602 

481,825 

s1aeei721 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 11,205,028 

1880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,107,937 
70,446 

135,135 

1 313,518 

11,637,577 

1,910,120 

1,!!'19,120 

4,~~.325 _ 4,958!3Z5 

Senate 
Adlµstm~nts 

(70,446) 

156,614 

86 168 

86,168 

En_g_rossed S82003 
$ 11,205,028 

1880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,107,937 

135,135 
156,614 

1,399,686 

11,723,745 

1,910,120 

1,910,120 

4,958,325 

$ 23,999,8:JL. $ 18,469_ $ 24,018,304 _$ 22,915,653 $ 18,506,022 $ 86,168 $ 18,592,190 
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• NOUS Campuses 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendatlon & Engrossed 5B2003 

2007-09 Orlglnal General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request 
Parit¥ 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM lnltlallve 
Pay-off special assessments 

Bismarck HE Center 
Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-fundad Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engroued 
Bms\[lncrease Summary .xlsx}lnllm, -with 2062 

l1l 

SBHE 2009-11 
PrlorlUzed GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 38,267,401 

(7,575,409) 

30,691,992 

4,063,787 
B4,000 

504,BTT 
693,392 

51345,856 

36,037,848 

1,487,778 
1,545,618 

400,400 

3,433,796 

3 750 000 

$ 43,221,644 

• 
(2) (3) 

Minot State Universi!l_ 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 38,267,401 

(7,575,409) 

30,691,992 

3,373,083 
B4,000 

272,798 

3 729 881 

34,421,873 

595,111 

595,111 

3,750,000 

Senate 
Ad!ustments 

(84,000) 

693,392 

609 392 

609,392 

(4) 

En.9.rossed 582003 
$ 38,267,401 

(7,575,409) 

30,6!11,992 

3,373,083 

272,798 
693,392 

4 339 273 

35,031,265 

595,111 

595,111 

3,750,000 

(5) 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Re.9.uest 
$ 14,146,372 

(537,819) 

13,608,553 

1,758,368 
50,000 

250,000 
176,888 

212351256 

15,843,809 

3,262,303 
TTB,591 
490,200 

32,946 

4,562,040 

11,245,000 

$ 38_,_7~~.!.984 $ 609.!392 $ 39,376,376 $ 31,650,849 

--r > 

• 
(6) (7) (8) 

Valley City State University 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 14,146,372 

(537,819) 

13,608,553 

1,473,976 
50,000 

135,135 

1 659,111 

15,267,664 

1,304,921 

1,304,921 

1,000,000 

s 17,572,585 $ 

Senate 
Ad!ustments 

(50,000) 

176,888 

126 888 

126,888 

Engrossed 5B2003 
$ 14,146,372 

(537,819) 

13,608,553 

1,473,976 

135,135 
176,888 

1 785 999 

15,394,552 

1,304,921 

1,304,921 

1,000,000 

126!888 $ 17,699,473 



• NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed S82003 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year CoUege Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-Ume Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM lnlliatlve 
Pay-off special assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CA THY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engroased 
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.~ 
111 (2) (3) ~ 

Minot State University-Bottineau Campus 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF Executlve Senate 

Revised R!9U&St Recommendation Adjustments En9rossed S92003 
$ 4,918,250 $ 4,918,250 $ 4,918,250 

491523 491523 491523 

4,967,773 4,967,773 4,967,773 

611,742 516,993 516,993 
107,469 107,469 (107,469) 
250,000 135,135 135,135 
172,331 172,331 172,331 

1141,542 759 597 64,862 824 459 

6,109,315 5,727,370 64,862 5,792,232 

242,551 97,021 97,021 
323,653 

566 204 97 021 97 021 

800,000 800 000 800 000 

$ 7,475,519 $ 6,624,391 $ 64,862 $ 6,689,253 

18 

-~ 
151 (6) (7) (81 

Total Camp_uses 

SBHE 2009-11 
PrlorltJzed GF Executive Senate 

Revised Reguest Recommendation Adjustments Engrossed 5B2003 
$ 363,024,459 $ 363,024,459 $ $ 363,024,459 

!2410661602} i241Q66 16Q2} !241066 1602} 

338,957,857 338,957,857 338,957,857 

51,389,512 43,071,724 43,071,724 
1,334,865 1,334,865 (1,334,865) 

17,406,837 9,409,100 9,409,100 
7,448,041 7,448,041 7,448,041 

630,000 
78 209,255 53 815 689 6113,176 59,928,865 

417,167,112 392,773,546 6,113,176 398,886,722 

49,886,060 19,954,425 19,954,425 
20,642,000 

3,788,300 
1,697,955 
4,500,000 

80 514 315 19 954 425 19 954 425 

84 483,745 49,628 245 49 628 245 

$ 582, 165, 172 $ 462,356,216 $ 6,113,176 _!_ _468,469~392 



• 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Parity 

Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Stabilize operations of the Bismarck and Minot Centers for 

Family Medicine (CFM) 

Implement Electronic Medical Records System for CFMs for 
training (combination of base and one-time funding) 

Create RuralMed program- Funded tuition scholarshlp to 
encourage students into family medicine rural practice 

Develop and implement comprehensive health care delivery 
plan for the State of ND 

Implement new master's in public health degree 

Enhanced prevention training and focus on geriatrics 

Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Retire Minot CFM Bond Debt 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:ICATHY\EXCELFIL\BlENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed 
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• UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed 582003 

(1) (2) (3) 14) (5) 

UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences 

SBHE 2009-11 Executive 
Prioritized GF Recommendation 

Revised Re9uest Base Funding 
$ 34,488,501 $ 34,488,501 

(460,800) (460,800) 

34,027,701 34,027,701 

3,980,802 3,214,275 
1,093,163 590,899 

767,426 

1,275,000 1,275,000 

225,000 

600,000 600,000 

707,850 
1,133,600 
1,074 450 

10,857,291 5,680,174 

44,884,992 39,707,875 

4,000,000 
4,000,000 

s,0001000 

$ 53,884,992 $ 39,707,875 

Executive 
Recommendation Executive 
Change In Base Recommendation 

Funding One•Tlme Funding 

(225,000) 225,000 

(225,000) 225,000 

1225,000) 225,000 

$ {225,000) $ 225,000 

,....-,:~ 
? 

Total Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 34,488,501 

(460,800) 

34,027,701 

3,214,275 
590,899 

1,275,000 

225,000 

600,000 

5,905,174 

39,932,875 

$ ~932,875 

• 
(6) _fl 

Senate Engrossed 
Adjustments 5B2003 

$ 34,488,501 
(460,800) 

34,027,701 

3,214,275 
590,899 

767,426 767,426 

1,275,000 

225,000 

600,000 

500,000 500,000 

1,267,426 7,172,600 

1,267,426 41,200,301 

$ 1,267,426 $ 41,200,300 



• .-
ND Forest Service 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 
Executive Recommendation & Engrossed 5B2003 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Replace lost federal forestry funding 
Program Enhancement-10% base funding increase 
Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BJENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Engrossed 
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(1) _!_2) (3) 

ND Forest Service 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF Executive Senate 

Revised Reguest Recommendation Adjustments 
$ 2,535,546 $ 2,535,546 

(143,566) (143,566) 

2,391,980 2,391,980 

350,606 291,928 
826,284 826,284 
292,565 

1 469,455 1,118 212 

3,861,435 3,510,192 

113,940 45 576 
113 940 45 576 

300 000 300,000 

$ 4,275,375 _$ 3,855,768 $ 

20 

.-
(4) 

Engrossed 
5B2003 

$ 2,535,546 
(143,566) 

2,391,980 

291,928 
826,284 

1,118,212 

3,510,192 

45,576 
45,576 

300,000 

$ 3,855,767 



• 
-- .~ 

NOUS Office 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed 5B2003 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Decreased capital bond payments ($3,427,564), SITS pool transfer 
to ITD for IVN ($300,110), and vet loan forgiveness transfer to 
Health Dept. ($100,000) 

Parity 

(1) 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Reguest 
$ 68,601,118 

(2,522,494) 

66,078,624 

(3,827,674) 
3,365,912 

(2) 

Executive 
Recommendation 
$ 68,601,118 

(2,522,494) 

66,078,624 

(3,827,674) 
2,789,928 

(3) (4) 

Senate 
Adjustments Engrossed S82003 

$ 68,601,118 
(2,522,494) 

66,078,624 

(3,827,674) 
2,651,917 

750,000 Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Needs-based financial aid 14,056,000 

2,370,000 
2,800,000 
1,000,000 

33,112,203 

(138,011) 
750,000 

(32,412,203) 700,000 (A) 
Technology Maintenance- Network Bandwidth ($1,220,000), N. Tier 

Network ($1,000,000), ODIN Web Developer ($150,000) 

EPSCoR research matching funds 

New Academic and Technical Program Start-up Revolving Fund 

Disabled Student Services Funding 

Student Financial Asst. Programs (Scholar's, PSEP, Indian, 
150,000 

1,220,000 
800,000 600,000 

1,220,000 
1,400,000 

150,000 

Education Loan Forgiveness) 

Comprehensive Career Planning Initiative 
803,000 

1,500,000 
1,750,000 

500,000 

150,000 

2,803,000 (1,997,000) 806,000 (A) 

Access, Collaboration and Enhancement Fund (ACE) 

Shared recruitment initiatives 

NOUS Services - Continuation of FINOET ($156,830), NOUS Office 
Legal Assistant ($128,930) 

Tribal Community College Grants 

NO Space Grant Consortium 

STEM Initiative ($4 M requested in one-time funding) 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Technology Maintenance - IVN CODEC Replacement ($350,000), 

SITS Collaboration and Emergency Pool ($200,000) 

STEM Initiative 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation $ 

285,760 

24,752,998 

90,831,622 

550,000 
211,700 
761,700 

91,593,322 $ 

154,007 154,007 
700,000 (700,000) 
100,000 100,000 

1,500,000 1,500,000 
38,001,464 (32,397,214) 5,604,250 

104,080,088 (32,397,214) 71,682,874 

4,000,000 (4,000,000) 

4,000,000 (4,000,000) 

108,080,088 $ (36,397,214) $ 71,682,874 

(A} In addition, S82062 Includes the following funding for the NOUS• $20 million in new funding for the existing needs-based state grant 
program, $4 million for new opportunity grants, and $1 million to the existing technology loan forgiveness program, with revisions to awards 
and a change In focus to STEM and primary sector employment. 

(8) HB1394 includes $700,000 from the permanent oil trust fund for Tribal Community College Grants. The executive recommendation specified 
that $700,000 from the needs-based financial aid line was to be used for these grants. 
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• • North Dakota University System 
UGPTI, Extension Service, Main & Branch Research Centers and NCI 

Summary of Senate Amendments to SB2020 (General Fund) 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation, Less Base Adjustments 

Executive Recommendation Increases (Decreases): 

Cost to COlltinue FY2009 salary increases 

Cost of 2009-11 capital bond payments 
Compensation package (5% per year) and health 

insurance increases 

UGPTI, NCI and SBARE initiatives (1) 
One-time funding (2) 
2009-11 capital projects request 

Total Increases-Executive Recommendation 

General Fund per Executive Recommendation 

Senate Amendments: 

Adjustments to Base Funding: 

Adds funding for Soil Conservation Committee 

Subtotal Base Funding Adjustments 

Adjustments to One-time Funding: 

Reduces funding for IVN replacement (2) 

Reduces funding for deferred maintenance (2) 

Subtotal One-tlme Funding Adjustments 

Total Senate Amendments 

General Fund per Engrossed 582020 $ 

(1) 

UGPTI 

1,209,840 

17,737 

71,854 

290,362 

379,953 

1,589,793 

1,589,793 $ 

(2) 
Extension 

Service 

18,512,190 

291,554 

2,019,336 

520,000 

132,000 

2,962,890 

21,475,080 

100,000 

100,000 

(50,000) 

!50,000) 

50,000 

21,525,080 

(3) 
Main Research 

Center 

$ 

36,043,448 

646,480 

421,789 

3,397,178 

2,180,000 

500,000 

17,000,000 

24,145,427 

60,188,875 

(50,000) 

(50,000) 

(50,000 

60,138,875 

Footnotes regarding general fund adjustments included in the executive recommendation and House amendments: 

(1) The following UGPTI, NCI and SBARE initiatives were funded in the executive recommendation (all base funding increases): 

UGPTI - $290,362 Core administrative expenses [Total requested= $290,362] 

(4) 
Branch Research 

Centers 

$ 

10,668,311 

177,774 

149,634 

906,471 

1,233,879 

11,902,190 

11,902,190 

(5) 

NCI 

1,125,818 

21,290 

111,916 

180,197 

313,403 

1,439,221 

$ 1,439,221 $ 

Extension - $220,000 Crop disease management {.3 Fie Carrington, .7 Fie Langdon): $300,000 Extension operaUng support [Total requested for all Extension initiatives= $4,442,926] 

(6) 

Total 

67,559,607 

1,154,815 

571,423 

6,506,755 

3,170,559 

632,000 

17,000,000 

29,035,552 

96,595,159 

100,000 

100,000 

(50,000) 

(50,000) 

poo,oooi 

96,595,159 

Main Research - $480,000 Greenhouse utilities; $600,000 Extraordinary repairs base; $1.1 million Pulse, oilseed & v.ileal quality and product evaluation fT olal requested for all Research Centers = $8,243,9961 

NC1 - $160,000 Mil!ing specialist; $20,197 Operating expenses [Total requested= $270,197] 

(2) One-time funding indudes the following: 

Extension - $82,000 IVN equipment replacement induded in engrossed bill, $50,000 less than executive recommendation. [Total requested= $132,000] 

Main Research. $450,000 Deferred maintenance induded in engrossed bill, $50,000 less than executive recommendation [Total requested= $2,214,850] 
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• .~ •· 
North Dakota University System 

UGPTI, Extension Service, Main & Branch Research Centers, NCI and Agronomy Seed Farm 
Summary of Senate Amendments to SB2020 (Other Funds) 

(11 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Main Branch 

Extension Research Research Agronomy 
UGPTI Service Center Centers NCI Seed Farm Total 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 26,361,681 24,024,541 49,452,167 14,561,827 1,484,328 1,233,576 117,118,120 

Executive Recommendation Increases (Decreases): 

Cost to continue FY2009 salary increases 179,298 280,645 2,729,423 1,072,008 98,128 26,929 4,386,431 

Compensation package (5% per year) and health 
insurance increases 888,483 1,693,691 1,627,193 310,988 52,309 40,733 4,613,397 

Increase (decrease) capital projects & carryover (5,500,000) (8,000,000) (717,623) (14,217,623) 

Other changes in estimated income (192,263) (70,000) (995,516) (960,384) (36,500) (26,000) (2,280,663) 

Total Increases (Decreases) to Budget Request (4,624,482) 1,904,336 (4,638,900) (295,011) 113,937 41,662 (7,498,458) 

Other Funds per Executive Recommendation 21,737,199 25,928,877 44,813,267 14,266,816 1,598,265 1,275,238 109,619,662 

Senate Amendments: 

Adjustments to Base Funding: 

Adds special fund authority for industrial hemp study 200,000 200,000 

Subtotal Base Funding Adjustments 200,000 200,000 

Adjustments to One-time Funding: 

Adds authority for an additional $3 million federal funds 
for the Center for Transportation Study, authorized in 
07-09. Total authorization= $8.5 million 3,000,000 3,000,000 

Subtotal One-time Funding Adjustments 3,000,000 3,000,000 

Total Senate Amendments 3,000,000 200,000 3,200,000 

Other Fund per Engrossed S82020 $ 24,737,199 $ 25,928,877 $ 45,013,267 $ 14,266,816 $ 1,598,265 $ 1,275,238 $112,819,662 
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• .~ ·-
North Dakota University System 

Branch Research Centers 
Summary of Engrossed SB2020 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Central 

Dickinson Grasslands Hettinger Langdon North Central Williston Carrington Total 

(9~11_~taJF!Jhd:.~·<, :::;::;~ .'.'~./fi(!';-{[[:W ~~:~_:,~~t1:Ji,:)~~,J 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation, Less Base Adjustments $ 2,100,936 $ 1,094,851 $ 1,236,334 $ 1,111,001 $ 1,270,286 $ 1,701,646 $ 2,153,257 $ 10,668,311 

Executive Recomm~ndation Increases {Decreases}: 
Cost to continue FY2007 salary increases 45,334 20,952 20,208 14,651 7,473 34,467 34,689 177,774 

Cost of 2009-11 capital bond payments 56,908 92,726 149,634 

Compensation package (5% per year) and 
health insurance increases 207,501 93,717 93,107 91,527 115,626 121,070 183,923 906,471 

Total Increases-Executive Recommendation 252,835 171,577 113,315 106,178 215,825 155,537 218,612 1,233,879 

General Fund per Executive Recommendation and 
Engrossed S82020 $ 2,353,771 $ 1,266,428 $ 1,349,649 $ 1,217,179 $ 1,486,111 $ 1,857,183 $ 2,371,869 $ 11,902,190 

jQth_~-r~fiinQ~C' ·-,~,.- ·:•.~~!;· . ..,· .. -,.,.-,{,t"'.;}L~~,:-:-· ~~£tJ 
200/-09AdJustedAppropriation-OF $ 4,550,008 $ 1,081,200 $ 1,215,965 $ 495,302 $ 2,133,479 $ 1,541,434 $ 3,544,439 $14,561,827 

Executive Recommendation Increases (Decreases): 
Cost to continue FY2009 salary increases 

Compensation package (5% per year) and health 
insurance increases 

Increase (decrease) capital projects & carryover 

Other changes in estimated income 

455,050 

78,809 

(351,000) 

(1,724,058) 

(1,541,199) 

80,079 102,249 

7,943 45,506 

(95,048) 281,786 

(7,026) 429,541 

14,074 

28,842 

336,175 

379,091 

145,874 

60,671 

(366,623) 

514,440 

354,362 

87,366 

(628,800) 

(541,434) 

187,316 

89,217 

355,121 

631,654 

1,072,008 

310,988 

(717,623) 

(960,384) 

(295,011) Net Changes-Executive Recommendation 
Other Funds per Executive Recommendation and 

Engrossed 5B2020 $ 3,008,809 $ 1,074,174 $ 1,645,506 $ 874,393 $ 2,487,841 $ 1,000,000 $ 4,176,093 $ 14,266,816 

g \clllhy\exc1lfil\lf11nni1I Bud1111s\200T-09 Budgll\2007..09 f.xoc R1cam\Ex1cR1co,n.Agbudgth\Br1nchCtrs-Tct1I 
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• 
(1) 

• Comparison of One-time Deferred Maintenance Request to Engrossed 582003 
Based on Outstanding Deferred Maintenance From 2006 Master Plan, 

Adjusted for 2007-09 Funding, Plus CPI Adjustment 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Less deferred Est Increase of 

• 
(7) (8) 

maintenance 5% per year, Balance 07-09 Distribution of $20 

BSC 

LRSC 

WSC 

UNO 

NDSU 

NDSCS 

DSU 

MASU 1/ 

MISU 

VCSU 

MISU-B 

FOREST SERVICE 

TOTAL 

07-09 Outstanding 
Deferred 

Maintenance, per 
2006 Master Plans 

$2,040,000 

$548,000 

$1,968,600 

$40,454,000 

$30,026,000 

$5,771,000 

$8,893,166 

$10,922,900 

$11,185,000 

$7,021,000 

$531,000 

$250,000 

$119,610,666 

Less 2007-09 one-
time deferred 
maintenance 

fundln~ 

($229,711) 

($81,942) 

($70,723) 

($3,628,330) 

($2,516,935) 

($633,113) 

($635,073) 

($737,937) 

($855,874) 

($537,819) 

($48,977) 

($23,5661 

($10,000,000) 

addressed in 07-09 Outstanding based on BLS All 

funded 07.09 Def Mnt. less Urban Consumer 

capital projects funding In 2007-09 Index for Mpls/St 
(Enter negative amt) (CoI1-Cols2&3) Paul 

($117,920) $1,692,369 $173,468 

$0 $466,058 $47,771 

$0 $1,897,877 $194,532 

($1,160,189) $35,665,481 $3,655,712 

($900,000) $26,609,065 $2,727,429 

$0 $5,137,887 $526,633 

$0 $8,258,093 $846,455 

($695,000) $9,489,963 $972,721 

($7,372,462) $2,956,664 $303,058 

$0 $6,483,181 $664,526 

$0 $482,023 $49,407 

$0 $226,434 $23,209 

($10,245,571) $99,365,095 $10,184,922 

11 Column 3 also Includes the amount of deferred maintenance addressed with part of the $750,000 one-tlm• funding that MaSU received 

for capital master plan and deferred maintenance, 

Projects for which an amount Is Included In column 3. 
Campus and Project 

BSC - Schafer Hall Renovation - 1st Floor 
UNO - O'Kelly Hall - Ireland Lab 
NDSU - Minard Hall Renovation Phase 1 and II 
NDSU - Ceres Hall Renovation 

MaSU - Use of $750,000, net of $55,000 for master plan: 
Electrical Power Upgrades 
Site Improvements- sidewalks and signage 
Main Building Admin Office HVAC Upgrade 
Old Gym ADA, Entrance and Gym upgrades 
Others def mnt projects not yet identified 

MiSU-Swain Hall 
MiSU-Dome Floor 

Amount 
117,920 

1,160:1a9 
700,000 
200,000 
900,000 

225,000 
120,000 
70,000 
75,000 

205,000 
695,000 

7,036,150 
336,312 

7,372,462 
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Deferred Mnt (per million Included In 

2006 Master Plan) _D)stri~utlo_,i_of.$5.Q . the 2009-.11 

adjusted for CPI million -Jn·os-11 · . En9rossed 
(Col 4 + Col 5) . ·sudQet:Reciuest SB2003 

$1,865,837 · ·ss51:591 . $340,637 

$513,829. $234,518 $93,807 

$2,092,409 . ·$955;003 • $382,002 

$39,321,193 $17,946,685 $7,178,674 

$29,336,494 · $13,389;543 _ $5,355,817 

$5,664,520 . $2,5~5,358 I. $1,034,14~ 

$9,104,548 • $4,155,430 .$ 1,662, 172 

$10,462,684 • $,:nboo $1,910,120 
'· .;·.•v_; •.: 

$3,259,722 $1,487,778 $595,111 

$7,147,707 $3,262,303 $1,304,921 
. 

$531,430 $242,551 $97,021 

$249,643 $113,940 · $45,576 

$109,550,017 $50:000,000 $20,000,000 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

CAPITAL ASSETS (Extraordinary Repairs and Major Capital Projects) 

11 
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~.,,, · iafiOOiI~liAdus~~ 
Major Capital Extraordinary Major Capital Extraordinary Major Capita 

Institution -1 Repairs I Projects I TOTAL I Repairs Projects TOTAL Repairs Pro acts TOTAL Projects TOTAL 
SSC $243,481 $8,409,500 $8,652,981 $243,481 $10,000,000 $10,243,481 $243,481 $6,222,750 $6,466,231 $ $2,186,750 $2,186,750 
LRSC 43,662 2,609,920 2,653,582 43,662 2,609,920 2,653,582 43,662 3,007,600 3,051,262 (397,680) (397,680) 
WSC 86,475 16,985,000 17,071,475 86,475 10,985,000 11,071,475 86,475 2,100,000 2,186,475 14,885,000 14,885,000 
UNO 2,300,545 54,219,000 56,519,545 2,300,545 70,290,000 72,590,545 2,300,545 79,900,000 82,200,545 (25,681,000) (25,681,000) 
NDSU 1,692,226 71,100,000 72,792,226 1,692,226 71,100,000 72,792,226 1,692,226 51,000,000 52,692,226 20,100,000 20,100,000 
NOSCS 753,332 12,836,000 13,589,332 753,332 12,836,000 13,589,332 753,332 10,084,420 10,837,752 2,751,580 2,751,580 
osu 383,690 2,000,000 2,383,690 383,690 8,820,000 9,203,690 383,690 8,000,000 8,383,690 (6,000,000) (6,000,000) 
MASU 208,994 8,626,828 8,835,822 208,994 8,626,825 8,835,819 208,994 900,000 1,108,994 7,726,828 7,726,828 
MISU 596,870 26,000,000 26,596,870 596,870 26,000,000 26,596,870 596,870 8,126,150 8,723,020 17,873,850 17,873,850 
vcsu 258,416 19,500,000 19,758,416 258,416 29,745,000 30,003,416 258,416 2,200,000 2,458,416 17,300,000 17,300,000 
MiSU-BC 109,725 2,800,000 2,909,725 109,725 2,800,000 2,909,725 109,725 252,000 361,725 2,548,000 2,548,000 

Subtotal 6,677,416 225,086,248 231,763,664 6,677,416 253,812,745 260,490,161 6,677,416 171,792,920 178,470,336 53,293,328 53,293,328 

Forest Service 36,638 300,000 336,638 36,638 300,000 336,638 36,638 120,000 156,638 180,000 180,000 
UGP Transp Institute 3,000,000 3,000,000 5,500,000 5,500,000 (2,500,000) (2,500,000) 
NDSU-Main Research 1,340,465 17,000,000 18,340,465 1,340,465 16,800,000 18,140,465 740,465 15,907,750 16,648,215 600,000 1,092,250 1,692,250 
Branch Research Ctrs 350,000 350,000 350,000 350,000 1,765,503 1,765,503 {1.415,soai (1,415,503) 

Subtotal 1,377,103 20,650,000 22,027,103 1,377,103 17,450,000 18,827,103 777,103 23,293,253 24,070,356 600,000 (2,643,253) (2,043,253) 

j-rotal~\~t;§~)~~lr~Nf::~~$a;os,4;s1s~$245;'7,J6}24~t:mM$_253iZ90jW7~$Bf05!1-)5:19~$21171~2s2;ttiSmlES27,9}31<'7~64-~;;;~$Zf45415:19M$:l,95iOBS~-t7,JC:~,W2is:~o;s92~~~$60QlJ)_oo~=sso;sso;o1.s~~ss.1;2so;o1:s.tl 

General Fund 
Permanent Oil Trust Fund 
Revenue Bonding 
Other/Federal Funds 

$ 8,054,519 $ 71,928,248 

173,808,000 

$79,982,767 

173,808,000 

$ 8,054,519 $ 106,583,745 

60,679,500 
103,999,500 

$114,638,264 

$60,679,500 
$103,999,500 

$ 7,454,519 $ 22,413,865 $ 
4,809,515 

22,714,000 
145,148,793 

29,868,384 
4,809,515 

22,714,000 
145,148,793 

$ 600,000 $49,514,383 
(4,809,515) 

(22,714,000) 
28,659,207 

$50,114,383 
{$4,809,515) 

($22,714,000) 
$28,659,207 

jroea,~:1~~¥~~1~t•~~sa~Os4~1~~~s245;z3s;24~.S2sa'-,1eo·}1,G1~ua;os4;s;1s~s27tf\2s27t4s~s21.9;31:r,t2s4~~n,~:~s4~sis~$~ss~oa·st11J~$202~0~s92~ssooiooo1~sso;ssolo1s~~ss:112so;o1.s~\ 
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVE.STEM • 2009-11 MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 

1 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 10 
,1'bL'%'!'£'~1~?!Wif20P9fHLEh' r'JiS$~tl_f$'Sjf,2.bJJ':tri2o1$"' Oi0i.i:Odi8S12.3ot~"'.' S'f.WJ§'!tr{H!mtiiiffii'.(20]_9!,14.iBU'd"' iffe; lfif'tleJuS'[s 8~Vlsifll1SJJ~ 

General Revenue Other Federal Total General Revenue Other Federal Total 
Fund Bondin Funds Funds Funds Fund Bonding Funds Funds Funds 

BSC: 
Major Remodeling 
Technical Center Renovation (582003) 3,000,000 409,500 3,409,500 9,590,500 409,500 10,000,000 

New Construction/Addition 
Great Plains Applled Research Center (5B2018) 5,000,000 5 000 000 

Subtotal 8,000,000 409 500 8,409,500 9 590 500 409 500 10,000,000 

LRSC: 
New ConstructionfAddltlon 

Wind Energy Project 2,609 920 2,609 920 2,609,920 2 609,920 
Subtotal (S82003) 2,609,920 Z 609 920 2 609 920 2,609,920 

WSC: 
Major Remodeling 

Science lab Renovation (SB2003) 1,610,000 1,610,000 1,610,000 1,610,000 
New Construction/Addition 

New Dormitory (S82003) 9,375,000 9,375,000 9,375,000 9,375,000 
Virtual Ctr for Career & Technlcal Ed (HB1230) 3,000 000 3,000,000 6 000 000 

Subtotal 116101000 9,3751000 310001000 310001000 1619851000 1,610,000 9,375,000 10,985,000 

UNO and SMHS: 
Major Remodeling 

Education Building Renovation and Addition 11,200,000 11,200,000 11,200,000 11,200,000 
COBPA Renovation and Addition 20,500,000 20,500,000 20,500,000 20,500,000 
Oxford House Relocation and Renovation 750,000 750,000 750,000 750,000 

New Construction/Additions 
NOUS & UNO Joint IT Facillty 11,200,000 11,200,000 
SMHS-Blsmarck Family Practice Cllnlc 5,000,000 5,000,000 
Indoor Track and Football Practice Field 19,500,000 19,500,000 19,500,000 19,500,000 
EERC Storage and Support Building 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 
Starcher Hall Research Area Emergency 

Generator System 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 
SMHS-Forenslc Pathology Facility 129 000 129 000 

Subtotal (S82003) 1112001000 4~890,000 1291000 5412191000 27 400 000 42,899,00_0 __ __,:~_90,000 

NDSU: 
Major Remodeling 

Minard Hall Renovation-Phase Ill 13,000,000 13,000,000 13,000,000 13,000,000 
Auxiliary Enterprises Renovation/ 

West Dining Services Renovation 7,000,000 7,000,000 7,000,000 7,000,000 
Ellig Softball Field (Carryover from 2007-09) 4,500,000 4,500,000 4,500,000 4,500,000 

New Construction/Additions 
Bison Sports Arena (Canyoverfrom 2007-09) 25,500,000 25,500,000 25,500,000 25,500,000 
Niskanen Student Apartment Addition 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 
Student Health Service Expansion 1100 000 1100 000 1100000 1,100,000 

Subtotal (S82003) 13,000,000 27,000 000 31100,000 71 100,000 13,000 000 27 000 000 31 100 000 71,100,000 

NDSCS: 
Major Remodellng 
Horton Hall Renovation 5,700,000 5,700,000 5,700,000 5,700,000 

Robertson Hall Renovation 
fCarrvover from 2007-09) 6,000,000 8,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 

New Construction/Additions 
Parking lot {Including Carryover from 2007-09) 1136 000 1136 000 1136,000 1,136 000 

Subtotal (S82003) 5 700 000 7,136,000 12,83(i,01)0_ 5 700 000 7 136 000 12,836,000 

DSU: 
Campus-wide master plan, schematic designs & 
asbestos survev & removal for Stoxen llbrarv 2,000,000 2,000,000 

New Construction/Additions 
Stoxen library Addition • Phase I 8,820,000 8,820,000 

Subtotal (5B2003) ___ 2,000,99Q 2,000,000 8 820 000 8,820,000 

-
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIV.:M ·-
2009·11 MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 10 
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General Revenue Other Federal Total General Reve ederal Total 
Fund Bondin Funds Funds Funds Fund Bondin _funds 

MaSU: 
Major Remodeling 

Science-Ubrary Building Renovation & Addition 
(Including Raising of East and West Hall) 4,958,328 4,958,328 4,958,325 4,958,325 

Agassiz Hall Housing Renovation 3,668,500 3 668 500 3 668,500 3 668 500 
Subtotal (582003) 4,958 328 3,668,500 8,626,828_ ____!._958,32_5_ J_Ji68,500 8,626,825 

MiSU: 
Major Remodeling 

Parking Lot Maintenance 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
New Construction/Additions 

Physical Plant Building/Refurbish Boiler 3,750,000 6,250,000 10,000,000 3,750,000 6,250,000 10,000,000 
Wellness Center 10 000 000 5,000 000 15 000 000 10 000 000 5,000 000 15 000 000 

Subtotal (S62003) 3,7501000 10,000,000 1~2501000 2s10001000 311501000 10,000,000 12,2~QOO 1_6,000,0QO 

VCSU: 
Campus-wide master plan, space study, repairs 1,000,000 1,000,000 
Major Remodeling 

LD Rhoades Science Addition and Renovallon 11,245,000 11,245,000 
Snoeyenbols Hall Renovation 3,500,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 3,500,000 

New Construction/Additions 
WE Osmon Athletic and Wellness Center Addn. 

Phase I 15 000,000 15 000 000 15,000 000 15 000 000 
Subtotal (5B2003) 1 000,000 3 500 000 15 000 000 19 500 000 1112451000 315001000 1S,00_!!,000 29,745,000 

MiSU-Bottineau Campus: 
Major Remodeling 
Coal Boiler Replacement 800,000 800,000 800,000 800,000 

New Construction/Additions 
Entrepreneurial Center for Hortlculture 2 000 000 2 000 000 2,000 000 2 000 000 

Subtotal (SB2003) 800 000 2 000 000 2 800 000 800 000 2 000 000 2 800,000 

Campus Subtotal 54,628,248 60,679,500 104,649,500 5,129,000 225,088,248 89,483,745 60,679,500 101,649,500 2,000,000 253,812,745 

Forest Service: 
New Construction/Additions 
Greenhouse 300,000 300 000 300 000 JOO 000 

Subtotal (SB200J) 300 000 lQQ,!100 ____lQQ,000 __ _ _300,000 

Upper Great Plafns Transportation lnsutute: 

Center for Transportation Study • Add'f Authority 
for 07-09 Project {Total authority" $8.S M) 3,000,000 3,000,000 

Main Station: 
New Construction/Additions 

Research Greenhouse Complex-Phase II 
(Request was for final phase) 11,450,400 11,450,400 16,800,000 16,800,000 

Beef Research Facillty 2,612,400 2,612,400 
REC Renovations 2 937 200 2 937 200 

Subtotal (S82020) _17,000,000 -- _._ __ 17,000,000 1~,800,000_ 1!,_800,00Q_ 

Research Centers: 
Major Remodeling 
Dickinson Parking Lot and Landscaping • 

(Carryover from 2007-09) 350,000 350 000 350,000 350 000 
Subtotal (SB2020) 350 000 350 000 350 000 350 000 

Related Entitles Subtotal 17,300,000 350,000 3,000,000 20,650,000 17,100,000 350,000 17,450,000 

!TOTAL-ALL 71,928,246 60,6791500 104,999,500 8,1291000 24517361248 1061583,745 601679,500 1011999,500 2,0001000 27112621745 

Clc'CATHl",L'<CILFll.·B!E!-,'NHl Bl.'DCIT!•:rm,.1 I °'"'Jd•~• Bilb'IL" .t.,--~ICP Sdw,i_-,!,,,]~ICP 
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2123/2009 

2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List 

A roved b the State Board of Hi her Education 

2009-11 Re uest 

Priority Campus/ 
Rank Enti Pro·ect Oescri Ion State othe, Total Other Source 09-11 En rossed Bills 

New Construction/Renovation/Addition/Infrastructure 

,1" 

• NDSCS 5 700 000 

2 $11 200 000 $11 200 000 $0 

3 LRSC Pro·ect $2 609 920 2 609 920 2 609 920 GF 

• MiSU-BC Coal Boiler Re tacement 800 000 800 000 800 ooo GF 

Physical Plant Building/Refurbish or Replace Energy performance $3,750,000 GF 

5 MISU Boiler 3 750 000 $6 250 000 10 000 000 contract and/or local $6 250 000 OF 

Addition 

• MASU lncludln Raisin of East and West Hall 4 958 325 $4 958 325 4 958 325 GF 

1 NDSU Minard Hall - Phase Ill 13 000 000 13 000 000 13 000 000 GF 

Renovation and Addition to the Education 
8 UNO Buildin 11 200 000 11200000 11 200 ODO GF 

Stoxen L brary dltlon-Phase (Request 
Exec Recom-Master plan, schematic designs & 

9 OSU asbestos removal for Stoxen 8 820 000 8 820 000 $2 000 000 GF 

10 wsc Science Lab Renovation 1 610 000 1 610 000 1 610 ODO GF 

$3,000,000GF 

11 BSC Technical Center Renovation 9 590 500 09 500 10 000 000 Bismarck Public Schools 409 500 OF 

LD Rhoades Science Addn & Renov (Request) 
12 vcsu Exec Recom-Master Ian s ace stud n, airs 11 245 000 11245000 

wsc Dormlto 9 375 000 $9 375 000 Revenue bond $9 375 000 ~\ 

• UNO EERC Stora e and Su Ort Buildin 1 540 000 1 540 000 Local/Grant 1 540 000 

UNO COBPA Renovation and Addition 20 500 000 20 500 000 Private 20 500 000 

UNO Relocation and Renovation of Oxford House 750 000 750 000 Private 750 000 

UNO Indoor Track and Football Practice Field $19 500 000 19500000 Private/Local 19 500 000 

Starcher Hall Research Area Emergency 
UNO Generator S stem 600 000 600 000 Grant 600 000 

Auxiliary Enterprises Renovation/ 
NDSU West Oinin Services Renovation 7 000 000 7 000 000 Revenue bond/local 7 000 000 

NDSU Student Health Services Ex ansion 1 100 000 1 100 000 Local fees 1 100 000 

Eltlg Sftball Field (This Is carryover project from 
NDSU 07-09 4 500 000 4 500 000 Private 4 500 000 

Bison Sports Arena (This is carryover project 
NOSU from 07-09 25 500 000 25 500 000 Private 25 500 000 

NDSU Niskanen Student A t. Addition 20 000 000 20 000 000 Revenue bond 20 000 000 

Parking Lot 4 
NDSCS over from 07-09 1 136 000 1136 000 Revenue bond 1136 000 

NOSCS 6 000 000 6 000 000 Revenue bond 6 000 000 

MASU J 668 500 J 668 500 Revenue bond 3 668 500 

MISU Parkin Lot Maintenance Local 1 000 000 

MISU Wellness Center endin 12/18 SBHE 15 000 000 $15 000 000 Revenue Bond/Private 15 000 000 

vcsu Snoe enbos Hall Renovation J 500 000 3 500 000 Revenue bond $3 500 000 

vcsu WE Osmon Athletic & Wellness Ctr Addn•Phase 1 $15 000 000 15 000 000 Private $15 000 000 

MISU-BC Entre reneurfal Center for Horticulture $2 000 000 $2 000 000 Federal/ Private 2 000 000 

ifotal Non-State Funded Pro·ects - Cam uses $0 $157 669,500 $157 669 500 $157,669 500 
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212312009 

2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List 
Annroved bv the State Board of HiQher Education 

2009-11 Reciuest 

Prlori<y Comp"" ~ 
Rank Entitv Prolect Descriotion State Other Total Other Source 09-11 Ennrossed Bills 

~·:. ··· 1 ·t.··. ~ ··,\ · i,:Z" 't £' •~• t ,, '·'iJ ;. 'SW' '·'Jlli'' •::11,,., ,- • · ·, ~ • ·• , "-·w-1~ l't~21c'"'"a's1~.ll'F-"l!'~'iil\~l'/;%ltti fth . N~~:, "h E ,tefl?-'1~'c,11~!8iR';!,iaec\lJ,1Wfll':''W~"lls'' .~ ~ 'a • '~ :11\:ila!lti.!!:,4J;/i'l.~'.A!',£. n e . cl e, un e · r ec s or, e:. esearc 1 x n 1om ·en ers,. -- an , .ores' erv1ce .. _ g_ ,' ; , .• ::;., . .;.. .._ :!::,... ,, ~, 

1 Main REC Research Greenhouse Comnlex-Final Phase $16 800 000 t16 800 000 ~11450400 GF 

Main REC Beef Research Facllitv •o <o $2,612 400 GF 
Branch REC Renovations - North Central, 

Main REC Williston Lanndon & Dickinson to so t.2 937 200 GF 

1 For. Svc. Greenhouse SJOO 000 tJOO 000 t300 000 GF 

Total Ranked State-Funded Projects - NDSU Research 
Extension Centers and Forest Service $17100 000 $0 $17 100 000 

!.17~ 
,,~ ,. ·--:_ ... 1_ \;',''"·t·"' _ , • -\'1•~-- -~r-.;.··;;f'",t_,.....,..:_;,: Jt -~ .... ~- ,,... -r'It ·?' ·u. ····~~,,,,~ i",;p·· ·C•'\,..•,,._J_c· ~; __ _.. 
NDO~te':€uhde~'.'"1iro1et'tr:to·&uie,Nos1.'.f:ReS~rCtliexte~s·i~lCent&i-S,tREt ''-,ir~.:, w'Jli:i, """'""'' ,:, .,r;,.:· . 

Dickinson REC Parking Lot and Landscaping 
Dkn REC Car~over from 07-091 SJ5D ODO S.35D 000 Oil Revenue tJSD 000 

Total Non-State Funded Projects - NDSU Research 
Extension Centers $0 $350 000 $350 000 $350 000 

$66,928,248 GF 
Total• All $106 583.745 $164 679 ooo $271 262 745 $164,679,000 OF 

G:\CA THY\EXCELFIL\BJENNIAL BUDGETS\2009• 11 Budget\Engroned BiUsl(MCP llst-Report fonnat.xln]Guldebook 
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• 
General Fund: 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
Senate Adjustments 
2009-11 Engrossed S82003 
% Increase {Decrease) 

Other Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 

Senate Adjustments 
2009--11 Engrossed S82003 

% Increase (Decrease) 

Federal Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
Senate Adjustments 

2009-11 Engrossed S82003 

% Increase (Decrease) 

Total Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 

Senate Adjusbnents 
2009-11 Engrossed 5B2003 

% Increase (Decrease) 

(1) 

State Grant 
Program 

$ 6,187,797 
33,112,203 
39,300,000 

\12,412,203) 
26,887,797 

334.5% 

348,428 

348,428 

348,428 
0.0% 

6,536,225 
33,112,203 
39,648,428 

\12,412,203) 
L 27,236,225 

316.7% 

-• North Dakota University System 
Student Grant Programs By Funding Source 

Engrossed SB's 2003 and 2062 

(2) (3) (4) 
NO Indian 

Scholars Scholarship 
Program PSEP Program 

$ 1,663,584 $ 2,253,130 $ 381,292 
450,000 93,000 

2,113,584 2,346,130 381,292 

2,113,584 2,346,130 381,292 
27.1% 4.1% 0.0% 

523,380 
467,590 
990,970 

990,970 
89.3% 

1,663,584 2,776,510 381,292 
450,000 560,590 

2,113,584 3,337,100 381,292 

$ 2,113,584 $ 3,337,100 $ 381,292 
27.1% 20.2% 0.0% 

Engrossed SB's 2003 and 2062 provide sufficient funding for the following, by program: 

.-
(5) (6) (7) 

Education 
Incentive Opportunity 
Programs Grants Total 

$ 2,013,344 $ $ 12,499,147 
2,160,000 35,815,203 
4,173,344 48,314,350 

\997,000) 4,000,000 (9,409,203) 
3,176,344 4,000,000 38,905,147 

57.8% 100.0% 211.3% 

523,380 
467,590 
990,970 

990,970 
89.3% 

348,428 

348,428 

348,428 
0.0% 

2,013,344 13,370,955 
2,160,000 36,282,793 
4,173,344 49,653,748 
\997,000) 4,000,000 \9 ,409 ,203) 

$ 3,176;344 $ 4,000,000 $ 40,244,545 
57.6% 100.0% 201.0% 

State Grant Program - A biennial appropriation of $27.2 million in state grant funding, would allow the NOUS to serve approximately 7,750 students per year with annual grants ranging from $500 to $2,000 
based on the level of student unmet need. However, engrossed S82062 limits expenditures to $26 mltlion for the 2009-11 biennium, which would reduce the estimated number of students to 7,400 per year. 

Scholars Program • Continues funding for existing scholar recipients and adds 50 new freshmen per year, as well as continuing to provide one-time stipends of $2,0000 to incoming freshmen. 

Professional Student Exchange Program (PSEP/ . Continues state funding for existing students and funds the same number of new student slots in 2009-10 and 2008-09 (7 -Veterinary medicine; 
a-Dentistry; 4-0ptometry). Jn addition, $990,970 is provided from the student loan trust fund, to continue funding for the existing students In the 2010-11 as in veterinary medicine program at Kansas 
State University, and to add 5 additional freshmen in each year of the 2009-11 biennium. 

ND Indian Schglarship Program • Funds 238 grants per year, at $800 each, approximately the same number funded in 2007-09. 

Education Incentive Program . SB2062 includes an additional $1.0 million in the Technology Occupation program as part of a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) initiative, which would 
increase the loan forgiveness from $1,000 to $2,000 In this program, for up to 5 years and focus eflgibllity on STEM programs and related primary sector employment. The additional $163,000 increase 
in Engrossed S82003 will be needed to help address increased applicant demand in both the Teacher Shortage and Technology Occupation programs. Estimated new cohorts/slots will be added in 
2009-11, as follows: Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness - 160 per year, @ $1,000; Technology Occupation Loan Forgiveness- 100 per year, @ $2,000. II also Includes $260,000 for the Doctoral program. 

Opportunity Grants • This new program, added by the Senate in S82062, will provide grants of $2,400 per year to residents of ND during the past 12 months, who attend an NOUS campus and meet 
merit scholarship (technical or academic) requirements identified In HB1400. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BJENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed Sillsl{Studenl grant prgms by funding source.xlsx)A 
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2003 BY LINE ITEM 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

fNDJ:JSt.0"fffC~l: . . ,,.~~~t;"~':-~~1:~1-ilit ·l:S· ~:::C~ ,:5~il 
System Governance: 

Operations 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Student Grant Programs: 
Student Financial Assistance Grants 1/ 
Scholars Program 
ND Indian Scholarship Program 
Professional Student Exchange Program 
Education Incentive Programs 1/ 
Tribal Community College Grants 21 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

System Grant Programs: 
EPSCoR 
Title 11 Grant 
Professional Liability Insurance 
System Information Technology Services 
Security & Emergency Preparedness 
Stem Teacher Education Pool 
ND Space Grant Consortium 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

System Projects: 
Capital Assets-Bond Payments 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total 9!3'!._&ral fund ~___eropriation 

2. 00~.s.1,t-:engrossea 
1~;<:1 .,,1513Joci3/4~¾1 
/..,!t-: iW"~~-&~n 

$7 047,601 
7,047,601 

276 110 
6 771,491 

7,236,225 
2,113,584 

381,292 
3,337,100 
2,176,344 

0 
15,244,545 

1,339.398 
13,905,147 

7,050,000 
695,600 

1,100,000 
30,230,038 

750,000 
1,500,000 

100,000 
41,425,638 

1,716,200 
39,709,438 

12,014,048 
12,014,048 

717,250 
11,296,798 

75,731,832 
4,048,958 

71,682,874 

,ti7i~007\Q9~$~ . 
~liruo.llfi,m:o.n,l 

$6,702,618 
6,702,618 

580,796 
6,121,822 

6,536,225 
1,663,584 

381,292 
2,776,510 
2,013,344 

700,000 
14,070,955 
1,571,808 

12,499,147 

5,650,000 
695,600 

1,100,000 
31,477,093 

0 
0 
0 

38,922,693 
3 469,400 

35,453,293 

15,954,112 
15,954,112 

1 029,750 
14 924,362 

75,650,378 
6,651,754 

68,998,624 

344,983 
(304,686) 
649,669 

1,173,590 
(232,410) 

1,406,000 

1,400,000 
0 
0 

(1,247,055) 
750,000 

1,500,000 
100,000 

2,502,945 
(1,753,200) 
4,256,145 

(3,940,064) 
(3,940,064) 

(312,500) 
(3,627,564) 

81,454 
(2,602,796) 
2,684,250 

~~oo;~oi'.f ~> ~~1' 

5.1% 
-52.5% 
10.6% 

8.3% 
-14.8% 
11.2% 

6.4% 
-50.5% 
12.0% 

-24.7% 
-30.3% 
-24.3% 

0.1% 
-39.1% 

3.9% 
1/ In addition, S62062 includes the following funding for the NOUS - $20 million in new funding for the existing needs-based state grant program. $4 million for new opportunity grants, and 

$1 million new funding to the existing technology loan forgiveness program, wilh revisions to awards and a change in focus to STEM and primary sector employment. 

2/ HB1394 includes $700,000, from the permanent oil trust fund, for Tribal Community College Grants. 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2003 BY LINE ITEM 
(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

Jssc,~,~'!i/i>l$l.'f~~~"'!i"~~,w:) 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated Income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total 9eneral fund aeeroeriation 

jtiRSC:':il!l\_~~~~~#fil) 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005•07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets • Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total 2eneral fund aeeroeriation ----

l
;.""'.2.0,-09':J;RE ... "9, '.~.·. ~ 
~~2003~~~ 

24.046,679 
243.481 
340,637 

0 
24,630,797 

0 
24,630,797 

3,409,500 
3,409,500 

409 500 
3,000,000 

28,040,297 
409 500 

27,630,797 

7,749,864 
43,662 
93,807 

0 
7,887,333 

0 
7,887,333 

2,609,920 
2,609,920 

0 
2,609,920 

10.497,253 
0 

10.497,253 

36 

,\lili12007 ,D9•AdP,"-" 
,.SHfA~P~~tiO~ 

19.733,680 
243.481 
229,711 

0 
20,206,872 

0 
20,206,872 

6,222,750 
6,222,750 
5 734 050 

488,700 

26,429,622 
5,734 050 

20,695,572 

6,511,348 
43,662 
81,942 

0 
6,636,952 

0 
6,636,952 

3,007,600 
3,007,600 
3 007 600 

0 

9,644,552 
3 007 600 . 

__ .§.636,952 

CCi-t0Ver'2007~.09-~~'l1·1~tt1 

~~~-;!,~F~~ 

1,610,675 
(5,324,550) 
6,935,225 

852,701 
(3,007,600) 
3,860,301 

6.1% 
•92.9% 
33.5% 

8.8% 
-100.0% 

58.2% 

.-
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2003 BY LINE ITEM 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

~~:f~;Int· 

JJ.!).1;J ~~. E. ggr~o. •.·. s.ed, ~~' ~lSB2Q2_3f~"!tl 
~,~~?JfS#J.i~ 
!J·,rAppropiiat,onJ~. l~~~t~=V~I~~~ 

lwsc,~11,13&/ii,m,,;,,~~".s~"'l<~I 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total ~eneral fund aperoeriation 

lu ~D' ~~" ,ii,~;·,w~~,!oi!i· ll#ii2/iiiir~ fel ,'I_ -.,,. •. i;~:ri:, ,_, ''"~c. . t,,,.. J~ . ., l,J'\ .. -. I ( 

Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund aeeroeriation 

7,582,134 
86,475 

382,002 
0 

8,050,611 
0 

8,050,611 

10,985,000 
10,985,000 

9 375 000 
1,610,000 

19,035,611 
9 375 000 
9,660,611 

125,376,385 
2,300,545 
7,178,674 

0 
134,855,604 

0 
134,855,604 

54,219,000 
54,219,000 
43 019 000 
11,200,000 

189,074,604 
43 019,000 

146,055,604 

5 :_:::, 

6,622,504 
86,475 
70,723 

8,495 
6,788,197 

200 000 
6,588,197 

2,100,000 
2,100,000 
2 100 000 

0 

8,888,197 
2 300,000 
6,588,197 

107,554,430 
2,300,545 
3,628,330 

0 
113,483,305 

0 
113,483,305 

79,900,000 
79,900,000 
77 920 000 

1,980,000 

193,383,305 
77 920,000 

115,463,305 

10,147,414 
7,075,000 
3,072,414 

(4,308,701) 
(34,901,000) 
30,592,299 

114.2% 
307.6% 
46.6% 

-2.2% 
-44.8% 
26.5% 

• 



• .-
NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2003 BY LINE ITEM 
(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

I NDSUi~;J\%~~~-1 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005•07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
less estimated Income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total aenerat fund aeeroeriation 

jNoscs:~~~--~g---~~I 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets • Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation ____ 

,2~_M_l~~ros_~---~--~- __ :, 
~\"'1\j)SBZ.003~'!' 

109,221,724 
1,692,225 
5,355,817 

0 
116,269,766 

0 
116,269,766 

71,100,000 
71,100,000 
58 100,000 
13,000,000 

187,369,766 
58 100,000 

129,269,766 

31,492,290 
753,332 

1,034,143 
0 

33,279,765 
0 

33,279,765 

12,836,000 
12,836,000 

7 136 000 
5,700,000 

46,115,765 
7 136 000 

38,979,765 

38 

~~~w~~~.)ffl 
¥~A°pJ)r:OprJa~!9rr-:Jh 

• ·a~- • 

89,593,630 
1,692,226 
2,516,935 

47 300 
93,850,091 

0 
93,850,091 

51,000,000 
51,000,000 
46 500 000 

4,500,000 

144,850,091 
46 500 000 
98,350,091 

27,740,368 
753,332 
633,113 

0 
29,126,813 

0 
29,126,813 

10,084,420 
10,084,420 
10,084 420 

0 

39,211,233 
10 084 420 
29,126,813 

CCi-):OV"er':-2007~09,!i'.~~#1 

iJl~it~~~ 

42,519,675 
11,600,000 
30~)75 

6,904,532 
(2,948,420) 
9,852,952 

29.4% 
24.9% 
31.4% 

17.6% 
-29.2% 
33.8% 

.-
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2003 BY LINE ITEM 

(NDUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

I osu:Ji\'2".;§1\,"';li</l,¥~tt!!fa~r~liii~Jif¥;;ttl 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total seneral fund aeeroerlation 

jMasu:;:;, 
_, 

. "'~ ., 
"~~~ s '. -

Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal an funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total seneral fund aeeropriation 

.~~,l.9.i/1_.1·!· E.".~.9i:\l,. ·.="'I 1~-. -~~~~P3~~ 

19,972,442 
383,690 

1,662,172 
0 

22,018,304 
0 

22,018,304 

2,000,000 
2,000,000 

0 
2,000,000 

24,018,304 
0 

24,018,304 

11,514,751 
208,991 

1,910,120 
0 

13,633,862 
0 

13,633,862 

8,626,828 
8,626,828 
3 668 500 
4,958,328 

22,260,690 
3 668,500 

18,592,190 

!~-l,;l:200J:.09'Adj<Y\".: 
~}· i111't"..l.kiti-ar;.--l,,,,1, _ _,,41.~ 

1~frmAppr_opJlat_lon$1;i 

17,006,110 
383,690 
635,073 
155010 

18,179,883 
0 

18,179,883 

8,000,000 
8,000,000 
8 000,000 

0 

26,179,883 
8 000,000 

18,179,883 

10,115,065 
208,994 

1,630,969 
0 

11,955,028 
0 

11,955,028 

900,000 
900,000 
900 000 

0 

12,855,028 
900 000 

11,955,028 

s~ 

~~~i:1'"-diflnc:-ct;(D-eci- :oVCl"i2007.~09iP"':~~~ 
1m-/ii~l~~ti ~~~jfiif; 
,-:_f~\~$$',cti_an e·~.4 ~~~,%%tchange_.g.t 

(2,161,579) 
(8,000,000) 
5,838,421 

9,405,662 
2,768,500 
6,637,162 

-8.3% 
-100.0% 

32.1% 

73.2% 
307.6% 

55.5% 

• 



• .-
NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2003 BY LINE ITEM 
(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

I MISU;l!,z.,~;j;;'i;;J,~~~~,il.';ll'~I 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total ~eneral fund aeeroerlation 

Jvcsu'~'<l~~,,~,' -iill!!l~A¥,"'I '· ~~ .. •· -- -- ·- .,Q., w.;\, __ if':1?3!= ~ .. "~' 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets • Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total atl funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

'.~.wo~1,11Ehg.roS···s·.·e·d,., r _ .:· iszooi~I 

34,434,395 
596,870 
595,111 

0 
35,626,376 

0 
35,626,376 

28,000,000 
26,000,000 
22 250,000 

3,750,000 

61,626,376 
22 250 000 
39,376,376 

15,136,136 
258,416 

1,304,921 
0 

16,699,473 
0 

16,699,473 

19,500,000 
19,500,000 
18 500 000 
1,000,000 

36,199,473 
18 500 000 

__11,_69~473 

!ffl.i!,~~~.i/\:<1~~ 
~Ap_er~pi"latlon_,'M-

30,095,122 
596,870 
855,874 

1 142 
31,549,008 

0 
31,549,008 

8,126,150 
8,126,150 
1406615 
6,719,535 

39,675,158 
1,406 615 

38,268,543 

13,350,137 
258,416 
532,621 

0 
14,141,174 

0 
14,141,174 

2,200,000 
2,200,000 
2,200 000 

0 

16,341,174 
2 200 000 

14,141,174 

40 

~~~{l:~Ii:ict•: tC"f' 'oVif.2007.-:09,-.~f~ti.>:~ 

~'ill~ ffli:,lt~~}~ 
~'WiJS_~Ctiah ejs[*~' ~,%%:chan'g-ei~ --- ---

21,951,218 
20,843,385 

1,101,833 

19,858,299 
16,300,000 
3,558,299 

55.3% 
1481.8% 

2.9% 

121.5% 
740.9% 
25.2% 

·-
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED 582003 BY LINE ITEM 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

IMiSUCBC:~'m~lf,~~I 
Operations , 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total aeneral fund aeeroeriation 

I ~0Ies1,sei'/lce,m~~.Wllf'iii,:~~I 
Operations 
Capital Assets (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Capital Assets - Major Capital Projects 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

TOTAL 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropri~tiol}_ ___ . 

-

(2009::.111.::j_En. g.rOsSG. d .• ,.,.~ .. ··W~••l'i 
1 J~!l-~003iUfR_~-' 

5,682,507 
109,725 

97,021 
0 

5,889,253 
0 

5,889,253 

2,800,000 
2,800,000 
2 000 000 

800,000 

8,689,253 
2 000 000 
6,689,253 

4,471,040 
36,638 
45,576 

0 
.4,553,254 

997 486 
3,555,768 

300,000 
300,000 

0 
300,000 

4,853,254 
997 486 

3,855,768 

x 7 

•':'.t\2007:09'Adj~ i.ll~i·•,.•:""""~-,A}' '',,, ~f.'i-J;ii;-1 
;'tl)o/A.pp,top.r!~tlon~t 

4,858,048 
109,725 
48,977 

0 
5,016,750 

0 
5,016,750 

252,000 
252,000 
252,000 

0 

5,268,750 
252 000 

5,016,750 

3,352,828 
36,638 
23,566 

0 
3,413,032 

997 486 
2,415,546 

120,000 
120,000 

0 
120,000 

3,533,032 
997 486 

2,535,546 

®~~IriCN ecr OV:er:-2001:09~~4-~! 
.,.,,,_=1>1:;i,1"1/lll"' ;''""'~~"'"'""~~,,;s:;;s,,i 

I
L. ~.""".~~i.,_.~-,:,;:~l&~~ ..•. ..ttJ ~1t ·~1~~.,,,_..~;,1~~~.t: -~ffi$$(ctian e.";'-.;,.•~-,,_, l!J:~.ao%'change¾;,;-c 

3,420,503 
1,748,000 
1,67_2,503 

1,320,222 
0 

1,320,222 

64.9% 
693.7% 

33.3% 

37.4% 
0.0% 

52.1% 

• 
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• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2003 BY LINE ITEM 

(NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences) 

l~?.r~cr.-r ecr- ·rover~2001,;.09ffF'r~(•-~ 

I UND.'.SChODl(Of~MetiiClife";&·tHe"81th)ScieriC8St'\~~~.j 
Operations 

Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

ITO~Al:,AU~:,,,11,iil:il~i;'~~~~.WI 
NOUS Operations: 
Total General Fund 
Total Estimated Income 
Total All Funds-Operations 

~jt§ns.~0.k,.·••,~c. 
~,B2Q03~"--1 

$ 

41,200,301 
41,200,301 

0 
41,200,301 

497,269,238 
4,329,194 

501,598,432 

NOUS Capital Assets, 2005-07 Capital Asset Carryover and Bond Payments: 
General Fund: 

Extraordinary Repairs/Deferred Malntenance 6,714,054 
Deferred Maintenance 20,000,000 
Major Capital Projects 49,928,248 
2005•07 Capital Assets Carryover 
Capital Bond Payments 11 296,798 

Total General Fund 87 939 100 
Estimated Income: 

Major Capital Projects 164,458,000 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 
Capital Bond Payments 717 250 

Total Estimated Income 165 175 250 
Total All Funds•Capital Assets & Bond Payments 253114,350 

GRAND TOTAL: 
Total General Fund 585,208,335 
Total Estimated Income 169,504,444 
Total All Funds $ 754,712_,7]9_ 

G:\CATHY\EXCELF!L\BIENN1AL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budgef\Engrosaed Bfflsl{lncrea1e Sumrnarplu)l.nllm,•WUh 2002 

~. ' .. ·:&<!,ll.,.,,·7"··· 'O'' .9~~j:.s·-:.,~.~.· 1ffAp_prc,pii~~-ont,:~ 

$ 

34,488,501 
34,488,501 

0 
34.488,501 

423,898,547 
6,819,490 

43_Q,718,037 

6,714,054 
10,887,834 
13,808,235 

211,947 
14 924 362 
46 546 432 

158,104,685 

1 029 750 
159 134,435 
205 680 867 

470,444,979 
165,953,925 

_$ __ 636,398,9.o!_ 

42 

11ts?;?~~~?!I~~!I 

$ 

6,711,800 
6,711,800 

0 
6,711,800 

73,370,691 
(2,490,296) 
70,880,395 

0 
9,112,166 

36,120,013 
(211,947) 

(3,627,564) 
41,392,668 

6,353,315 
0 

(312,500) 
6040815 

47.433,483_ 

114,763,356 
3,550,519 

_$ _ ____11!,313,875 

19.5% 
0.0% 

19.5% 

17.3% 
-36.5% 
16.5% 

88.9% 

3.8% 
23.1% 

24.4% 
2.1% 

18.6% 

.-
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NORTH DAK.NIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2020 BY LINE ITEM 

(UPPER GREAT PLAINS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE, NORTHERN CROPS INSTITUTE 
EXTENSION SERVICE, RESEARCH STATIONS & AGRONOMY SEED FARM) 

l•i!!lll'!ei'i_Gfeat1e1aifis'ilirifii%P~~if!a,ti[nflnsJiti'if~I 
Jr,. 

Operations $ 23,326,992 $ 22,071,521 $ 1,255,471 
Total all funds 23,326,992 22,071,521 1,255,471 
Less estimated income 21,737,199 20,861,681 875,518 
Total general fund appropriation 1,589,793 1,209,840 379,953 

Major Capital Projects: 3,000,000 5,500,000 (2,500,000) 
Subtotal all funds 3,000,000 5,500,000 (2,500,000) 
Less estimated income 3,000,000 5,500,000 (2,500,000) 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 0 0 0 

Total: 
Total all funds 26,326,992 27,571,521 (1,244,529) 
Less estimated income 24,737,199 26,361,681 (1,624,482) 
Total ~eneral fund aeeropriation 1,589,793 1,209,840 379,953 

lt:i.or;t!iei'filS?tru>.~lniititJ:it~~l 
Operations 3,037,486 2,635,146 402,340 
Total all funds 3,037,486 2,635,146 402,340 
Less estimated income 1,598,265 1,484,328 113,937 
Total general fund aperoeriation 1,439,221 1,150,818 288,403 

l'E:i<t<fnsiat1ll?e:r.\11c~~ 
Operations 46,616,157 41,798,931 4,817,226 
Soil Conservation Committee 837,800 737,800 100,000 
Total all funds 47,453,957 42,536,731 4,917,226 
Less estimated income 25,928,877 24,024,541 1,904,336 
Total general fund appropriation 21,525,080 18,512,1_90_ 3,012,890 

~ 

• 

5.7% 
5.7% 
4.2% 

31.4% 

-45.5% 
-45.5% 
-45.5% 

0.0% 

-4.5% 
-6.2% 
31.4% 

15.3% 
15.3% 
7.7% 

25.1% 

11.5% 
13.6% 
11,6% 
7.9% 

16.3% 



• • • NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2020 BY LINE ITEM 

(UPPER GREAT PLAINS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE, NORTHERN CROPS INSTITUTE 
EXTENSION SERVICE, RESEARCH STATIONS & AGRONOMY SEED FARM) 

l:M;;1Jrn8eS~~f¢tj;_~taJi.Q];i~~~~~f.1.~~1;.lj 
Operations 
Deferred Maintenance 
Capital Bond Payments 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Major Capital Projects 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Total: 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

!BfJj'ic]llR11.sei@J\l!'J!!n(~f!;~~I 
Dickinson Research Center 
Central Grasslands Research Center 
Hettinger Research Center 
Langdon Research Center 
North Central Research Center 
Williston Research Center 
Carrington Research Center 
Capital Bond Payments 
Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Major Capital Projects 
2005-07 Capital Assets Carryover 

Subtotal all funds 
Less estimated income 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 

Total: 
Total all funds 
Less estimated income 
Total general fund appropriation 

~~i~~~,J11' ,;[, 
~,,~ng1:qss!-~r4' ~ 
~'i'.-~\s82020~;!:"~ ~• 
'. ~-· ._. --~--&,_, 

87,280,353 
450,000 
421,789 

88,152,142 
45,013,267 
43,138,875 

17,000,000 
0 

17,000,000 
0 

17,000,000 

105,152,142 
45,013,267 
60, 1313,87 5 

5,012,580 
2,283,694 
2,995,155 
2,091,572 
3,881,226 
2,857,183 
6,547,962 

149,634 
25,819,006 
13,916,816 
11,902,190 

350,000 
0 

350,000 
350,000 

0 

26,169,006 
14,266,816 
11,902,190 

44 

):i:'~:~IJ;i*i 
, .•• :,200-i,0_9 ,>;tf 1,"~ 

f~:ru;_i)~~hl1l#,t 

77,495,615 
100,000 

0 
77,595,615 
41,452,167 
36,143,448 

8,907,750 
7,000,000 

15,907,750 
8,000,000 
7,907,750 

93,503,365 
49,452,167 
44,051,198 

5,949,944 
2,176,051 
2,452,299 
1,606,303 
3,037,142 
3,243,080 
5,697,696 

0 
24,162,515 
13,494,204 
10,668,311 

1,398,880 
366,623 

1,765,503 
1,967,623 

697,880 

25,928,018 
14,561,827 
11,366,191 

~. :a:n~ti1(1)e~r11~~r:7Jl0.~~0911'~.i:.~ 
r.r:~:~i·~•;_~~~I~·~ ~j~~:~ .f~-~'.-, :-. 
di'~ .,.., • ..s,;'i{~ "";'- •·al'., : 
i!.;~·.;.:..--·.::P~-~~- ',ilf}i'L ..,2_fi_._ -

(~t(O$C __ c!,(19!,~- ·? J 

9,784,738 12.6% 
350,000 350.0% 
421,789 100.0% 

10,556,527 13.6% 
3,561,100 8.6% 
6,995,427 19.4% 

8,092,250 90.8% 
(7,000,000) -100.0% 
1,092,250 6.9% 

(8,000,000) -100.0% 
9,092,250 115.0% 

11,648,777 12.5% 
(4,438,900) -9.0% 
16,087,677 36.5% 

(937,364) -15.8% 
107,643 4.9% 
542,856 22.1% 
485,269 30.2% 
844,084 27.8% 

(385,897) -11.9% 
850,266 14.9% 
149,634 100.0% 

1,656,491 6.9% 
422,612 3.1% 

1,233,879 11.6% 

{1,048,880) -75.0% 
!366,623) -100,0% 

(1,415,503) -80.2% 
(717,623) -67.2% 
(697,880) -100.0% 

240,988 0.9% 
(295,011) -2.0% 
535,999 4.7% 



• NORTH DAK.NIVERSITY SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS OF 2009-11 ENGROSSED SB2020 BY LINE ITEM 

(UPPER GREAT PLAINS TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE, NORTHERN CROPS INSTITUTE 
EXTENSION SERVICE, RESEARCH STATIONS & AGRONOMY SEED FARM) 

I~ l2j)(f9,1;1[,;,~, ·-~ -~--: 1:· ,;.:;.~...,..;;;':yj '.~iiA~t~~-5: ~...,- ..... :-·::•~-, ..... ""!-~.!'.': 

~~:~907-!Q~t#tjj_~fi ,~;Engro.~~itd!2"; ~-"'"--= :, .. ,-:-:,.~ 
.. 'SEi202il•~,,- ;!iBrJP.ffiPriat1ofiGJ ;V~$_$i~J.i'@!i'e -_ --------- --~, 

l'!f,g rl!bP!iWl§~_e:at!; ii.ifn;~~I 
Operations 1,275,238 1,233,576 41,662 

Subtotal all funds 1,275,238 1,233,576 41,662 
Less estimated income 1,275,238 1,233,576 41,662 
Subtotal general fund appropriation 0 0 0 

liL<:l;Jt~l!!c4ll~ 

Operating, Extraordinary Repairs, Deferred Maintenance & Capital Bond Payments (1): 
General Fund: 

Operating $ 77,233,271 $ 66,844,142 $ 10,389,129 
Extraordinary Repairs - Main Research Center 1,340,465 740,465 600,000 
Deferred Maintenance-Main Research Center 450,000 100,000 350,000 
Capital Bond Payments-Main, Central 

Grasslands and North Central REC (2) 571,423 571,423 
Total General Fund 79,595,159 67,684,607 11,910,552 
Total Special Funds 109,469,662 102,550,497 6,919,165 
Total All Funds 186,702,933 169,394,639 17,308,294 

Major Capital Projects & Carryover: 
Total General Fund 17,000,000 8,605,630 8,394,370 
Total Special Funds 3,350,000 14,567,623 (11,217,623) 
Total All Funds 20,350,000 23,173,253 (2,823,253) 

TOTAL-ALL: 
Total General Fund 96,595,159 76,290,237 20,304,922 
Total Special Funds 112,819,662 117,118,120 (4,298,458) 
Total All Funds $ 209,414,821 $ 193,408,357 $ 16,006,464 

• 

3.4% 
3.4% 
3.4% 
0.0% 

15.5% 
81.0% 

350.0% 

100.0% 
17.6% 
6.7% 

10.2% 

97.5% 
-77.0% 
-12.2% 

26.6% 
-3.7% 
8.3% 

1/ SB 2020 includes single line-item budgets for the NDSU Main & Branch Research Stations and Agronomy Seed Farm, although major capital 
projects, extraordinary repairs and capital bond payments are listed separately for this analysis. 

2/ Capital bond payments began in the 2007-09 biennium, but were not included in the 07-09 legislative appropriation. The 2007-09 payments, 
totaling $136, 153, are included in the Governor's deficiency appropriation recommendation. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\E.ngro"ed Bills\[Senate amendmcnts-S82020.xlsx]OF 

S--:~-J ..._____ 
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APPENDIX 

NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OFFICE -
ANALYSIS OF GENERAL FUND SUPPORT IN SENATE BILL NOS. 2003 AND 2062 

2007-09 legislative appropriation 

Budget request and executive budget adjustments 
Decreased capital bond payments 
Cost-to-continue fiscal year 2009 salary increase 
Health insurance increase 
5% annual salary increases 
Operating inflation 
Increase in WICHE and MHEC dues 
Emergency preparedness and security pool 
Tribal community college grants 
Increase in needs-based financial aid 
Increase for technology maintenance 
Increase for competitive research 
Provide disabled student services funding 
Increase in student financial assistance programs 
Increase in funding for FINDET 
Increase in funding for space grant coalition 
System information technology services parity funding 

Total - Budget request and executive budget changes 

2007 -09 executive budget 

Senate amendments 
Increase funding for competitive research 
Decrease funding for NOUS office compensation adjustments 
Provide funding for a STEM teacher education pool 
Remove security and emergency pool (one-time funding) 
Provide security and emergency preparedness pool (ongoing funding) 
Decrease funding for needs-based financial aid 
Decrease funding for student financial assistance programs 
Increase funding for needs-based financial aid in SB 2062 
Provide funding for opportunity grants in SB 2062 
Provide funding for STEM loan forgiveness in SB 2062 

Total - Senate amendments 

Senate version 

House amendments 
Restore funding for NOUS office salaries 
Remove funding for tribal college grants 
Add funding for needs-based financial aid 
Add funding for merit scholarships 
Add funding for STEM loan forgiveness 
Add funding for two-year college marketing 
Remove funding for needs-based financial aid, opportunity grants, 

and merit scholarships from SB 2062 
Total - House amendments 

House version 

General 
Fund 

$66,078,624 

(3,827,674) 
82,570 
69,741 

269,955 
40,406 
21,000 

4,000,000 
700,000 

33,112,203 
1,220,000 

800,000 
150,000 

2,803,000 
154,007 
100,000 

2,306,256 
$42,001,464 

$108,080,088 

600,000 
(138,011) 

1,500,000 
(4,000,000) 

750,000 
(33, 112,203) 

(1,997,000) 
20,000,000 

4,000,000 
1,000,000 

($11,397,214) 

$96,682,874 

138,011 
(700,000) 

2,837,797 
3,000,000 
1,000,000 

800,000 

(25,000,000) 
($17,924,192) 

$78,758,682 

I 



• • • 
99867 Prepatad by the North Dakota, legislative Councll .... 

April 2009 

NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM - ANALYSIS OF GENERAL FUND SUPPORT INCLUDED IN SENATE BILL NOS. 2003 AND 2062 

·-· Uu WIii- """'"'"' -0..... ...... - - Minot Valley City -- l/ND 
NDUS .... Region State - ofNMh - ~"' - .... ...... - Unlw<slty- llodlcol , ..... 
"""" Coll,g, Cotloge Collogo Dakota Un- Sclonce u- ""- """'"'"' u ....... ., """""'" School .. ...,, Total --2007-09 legislative base appropria!lon $66,078,624 119,977,161 $8,555,010 $6,508,979 $109,65-4,975 $91,285,855 $28,143,700 $17,239,800 $10,324,059 $30,691,992 $13,608,553 54,967,773 $34,027,701 $2,391,980 $441,458,162 

Budget request and exeeuttve budget changes 
NOUS OffiCe changes (see attached appendix) 42,001,464 42,001,464 
Cost-to-continue fiscal year 2009 salary increase 406,416 116,262 111,478 2,102,942 1,889,909 434,546 330,999 138,541 527,093 217,028 72,305 564,956 44,780 8,977,255 
Health Insurance increase 852,070 194,774 205,570 2,670,895 2,304,818 897,125 540,231 238,1158 780,539 375,505 144,786 495,415 80,628 9,381,292 
5% annual sala,y Increases 1,301,547 372,328 357,004 6,734,872 6,052,435 1,391,632 1,060,021 ~.678 1,688,016 895,031 231,555 1,873,323 143,422 22,344,684 
0peating Inflation 298,577 67,245 43,904 804,736 578,737 1-40,266 164,393 64,699 102,932 82,110 16,590 260,561 23,100 2,6'19,870 
Utility increases 125,706 31,106 18,891 1,461,27-4 1,609,995 N0,521 333,246 222,061 27-4,503 104,302 -49,777 -4,721,362 
Utilities lbr new buildir1Q3 138,000 31,52-4 32,212 112,727 21,000 188,000 503,-463 
Campus equity~ -418,578 196,229 135,135 2,441,063 -4,963,065 135,135 443,693 135,135 27U98 135,135 135,135 590,699 10,000,000 
Emel'genc) p.EijA:iadi,W; ..fld w:urity ,.._..,., 101,153 109,36"4 20<,600 192,116 50.000 57,280 70,446 8'.000 50,000 107,-4611 1,33"4,665 
Deferred maintenance ""·"' "·""' 38Z002 7,178,87-4 5,355,817 1,03'4,1'3 1,662,172 1,910,120 595,111 1,30021 97,021 -45,578 20,000,001 
UNDSMHS eledr0nic 19CO!dssystnm 225,000 225.000 
Additional base funding 1,875,000 826,284 
Major capital prc;ects 3 000 000 2 609 920 1 610000 11 20CI 000 13000 000 5 700 000 2 000 000 -4 958 325 3 750 000 , 000000 800000 300000 -49 928 245 

TCJtal • Budget request and exearttve budget changes $42001464 $6 987,988 $3,782,824 $3 004 872 534831088 $36259619 $9 894 388 $6 760035 $8 181983 S8 01-4 992 SJ 984 032 $1656 618 $5 905174 $1,463 788 $172 768 785 

2007-09 executive budget • General luod $108,080,088 $26,965,129 $10,337,834 $9,513,851 $144,488,043 S127,545,-474 $38,038,088 $23,999,835 $18,508,022 $38,768,984 $17,572,585 $6,624,391 $39,932,875 $3,855,768 $81-4,224,947 

Senate aueidueuts 
NOUS office changes (see attached appendix) (11,397,214) (11,397,214) 

Remove 5eCUity and emergenty fundng (308."37) (101,153) (109,3&4) (20<.600) (192,116) (50,000) (57,280) (10,446) {84,000) (50,000) (107,-4611) 
Provide funding ID llmlt tuctltxl increases 974,105 280,572 256,124 1,77-4,161 1,916,-408 991,697 75,7-49 156,81-4 ..,,,., 178,888 172,331 767,-426 
Provide fl.l,ding for rural healll1 rlitiative 500 000 

Total· Senate amendments 1s11 397 ~1•1 $665868 $159-419 $1-46 760 $1589561 $172-4292 $941 e97 $18-469 $88188 $609 392 $126 888 $8'862 $1267-4:zG $0 ($4016612} 

Senate version · General fund $96,882,87-4 $27,830,797 $10,497,253 $9,680,811 $1-48,055,80-4 $129,269,766 $38,979,765 $24,018,304 $18,592,190 $39,376,376 S17,699,-473 $6,889,253 $41,200,301 $3,855,788 $610,208,335 

Senate version• Increase {deaeaseJ to executive ($11,397,21-4) ........ $159,-419 $1-46,780 $1,589,581 $1,72-4,292 $941,697 S18,-469 $88,168 $609,392 $128,888 $64,862 $1,287,-426 $0 {$4,018,612) -~ {10.5%) 2.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.1% 1.4% 2.5% 0.1% 0.5% 1.8% '·"' '·"' 3.2% 0.1)% (0.7%) 

House amendments 
NOUS office changes (- attDched appeodix) (17,92-4,192) (17,92-4,192) 

Remove campus flClulty adjuslments {-416,578} (196,229) (135,135) (2,441.083) (-4,963,065) (135,135) (443,893) (135,135) (272.798) (135,135) (135,135) (590,899) {10,000,000) 

Change funding source for UNO Eclucatiofl (11,200,000) -Add funding for MSlJ...Bottmeau 345,000 
Add bdng for Theodore R00l8'lelt Center 750,000 

Total· House amendments j$17 924,192) j$416 578) jS19e 229) [$135135) j$136-41 063) !$4 963 065) {!135135! $306 307 jS135135) (!272 798) jS135135} '209 885 !S590 899) so (EB 0291192) 

House veraion • General fund $78,758.682 $27,214,219 $10,301,02-4 S9,525,-476 $132,-414,541 $124,306,701 $38,844,830 $24,32-4,611 S18,-457,055 S39, 103,578 $17,56-4,338 $6,899,118 $40,609,402 $3.855,768 $572,179,1-43 

House verSion • Increase (deaease) to executive ($29,321,-406) S249.090 ($38,810) $11,825 ($12,071,502) ($3,238,773) ...,_,., $32-4,TTB ($48,967) $336,594 ($8,247) $27-4,727 $676,527 $0 {$-42,045,804) 
budget recommendation {27.1%) '"' (0-4%) 0.1% (8-4%) (2.5%) 2.1%. 1.4% (0.3%) .... (0.0%) -4.1% 1.7% 0.0% (6.8%) 

ATTACH:1 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

Representative Bob Skarphol, Chair, House Appropriations 
Education and Environment Division 

William GoeW~hancellor 

March 20, 2009 

FY09 Line Item Expenditures 

Co""'- _ clrc" t 

The distribution of expenditures, by line item (e.g. salaries, operating, equipment, etc.) for the 
North Dakota University System in total, is attached. It should be noted that this reflects annual 
expenditures, based on the FY09 budget. 

Also attached is the detailed information for each campus, as requested. If you have any 
questions please feel free to contact me at 328-2963. 

Attachments 

11:~1100\09ses\memo to skuphol re fy09 line Item expenditures 3-20-09.docx 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960 • Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University• 
Minot State University• Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota • Valley City State University• Williston State College. 
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North Dakota University System 

Distribution of Budget by Major Category 
FY 2009 Annual Budget - General Fund and Tuition Income Only 

1 Capital Assets 
V) 

$12.3 C 
0 
-

~ 
3.4% 

C 
Equipment 

\ Expenses $2.1 
$80.5 0.6% 
22% 

1 Note: assumes one-half of biennial amount spent in FY 09. 

-



3/18/2009 

BISMARCK STATE COLLEGE 
2008-09 Appropriation Budget Detail by Vice President 

FY09,Gerieral.furid &Tuition.Bud· et 

• 

· · 1P Academic Affairs 1 / 
..:xecutive VP 2/ 
PresidenVlnstitutional Support 3/ 
VP College Advancement 4/ 
VP Ener Technolo Pro rams 5 

20117,t0!l'~ppropriation · . . 
Deferred Maintenance 07-09 

. Personnel .· · · o 
9,021,918 1, , 
3,881,538 3,519,582 

506,370 158,950 
216,275 21,350 

2,293,156 977,235 

-~-~~~p_end~d Plf!n\f:~~d..b,P.l?L ~!,;:,.9~ ..• ,._ ... , .... ,,.·.,- ., __ ...• ·
.J9tal,C:ap!,al Asseui (Excl:ll/li!]Or,yap1tal proJe<:ts) · · ··· · · 

50,277 
10,582,368 
7,451,397 

665,320 
237,625 

3,270,391 
,1io,277. 22,2oz;1 or 

473,192 473,192 
488,700 488,700 
,9s~.s92,. ·. · '951;s!lt 

C:\DOCUME-1\ljglatt\LOCALS-1\Temp\Legislative budget detail by VP-FY09.xls 



- LAKE REGIO.TE COLLEGE 

FY2009 General Appropriation & Tuition Budget ~erson11el Operating £9.!!lpment 

f~~~~~~¥~2q$!1\'J,f&~l,~@'f[9@lil 
~i- - .... "'--~~ ··= ' ~-:.=c- ' . . . ; . ·' -. Q p ,;:. - -~~-

r---·•'=--·=~· ti£tl!tiffi,§fil'.!g~~W£J§~ 

To.09 

Budget 

Library 74,895 44,600 119,495 
Instruction Office 350,181 40,435 545 391,161 
Outreach Offices (CE, Online, Offcampus) 262,472 20,465 - 282,937 

~~r~e1:~~~~~~&~~~~?~~i"lliD1\i§l~Sli'f~~J1sff.aJ 
!st'ffa'liit~s'ifp'\ft~[@sffl •if~~ · ~ 92,3flil~~~~o0~ii~3!,9;zs! _,,,..,,.._"""""~-'co,C~Ja.}tl,•'t'--'-=">' ="~ _ - - . .. . u.r.---,..-"""':-.•. -~- . ~ .. -;-_,,-er- -,~;;.,(.•,-.d 

iiWiliffiti6'lfilrSW"n'ib~S~IBe5 _/~-::--~--~.· · .. , .· :-·~!? 
ir .. ~:,•Js.....-.,,.,-4.._"""""'""""""'•"BR.,.---.l~.ll ---. ~ · ~, 

President 
Advancement 

226,772 
118,030 

70,684 
2,700 

297,456 
120,730 

Public Information 54,510 31,500 86,010 
Administrative (finance and human resources) 329,596 51,300 1,000 381,896 
Information Technology 170,664 83,800 40,300 294,764 
Multi-media (copy center) - 61,500 - 61,500 

~~!2llfilm'Jitii~~~~~~~~mr~Jiiiiiis~~~~§l 

IF=!~lwT~~ 
Total General Appropriation & Tuition Budget for FY2009 

2007-09 Capital Assets Appropriation 

Capital Assets (no Major Capital Projects) 
Deferred Maintenance (one-time appropriation) 

Total Capital Assets for 2007-09 

··~~~~~~~&1~11 

5,322,064 1,570,001 76,665 6,968,730 

Total 07-09 
Budget 

43,662 
81,942 

125,604 

~,,-----·~~ 



-
FY09 General Appropriation & Tuition Budget 
Institutional Support 
Student Services 

Total President 

Academic Administration 
Academic Libraries 
Instruction 
Student Services 
Vocational Instruction 

Total Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs 

Informational Technology 
Institutional Support 
Instruction 
Physical Plant 
Student Services 

Total Vice President for Business Affairs 

Total Appropriation for FY09 

2007-09 Appropriation 
Capital Assests (Excluding Major Capital Projects) 

-
Salaries & Wages Operating 

182,593 15,029 
44,264 75,268 

226,857 90,297 

118,718 3,642 
111,089 54,265 

1,273,280 46,409 
306,527 66,758 
955,994 150,543 

2,765,608 321,617 

48,908 18,491 
416,988 83,147 

32,680 
272,239 400,575 
150,857 9,387 
888,992 544,280 

3,881,457 ----- -- 956,194_ 

•• 
Equipment Total 

197,622 
119,532 

- 317,154 

122,360 
165,354 

1,319,689 
373,285 

1,106,537 
- 3,087,225 

67,399 
500,135 

32,680 
672,814 
160,244 

1,433,272 

- 4,837,651 

86,475 



ol\e e of Education and Human Develo ment 5,896,470 223,836 6,120,306 
chool of Law 2,891,334 476,597 3,367,931 
ol\e e of Arts and Sciences 17,823,059 806,802 18,629,861 

7,240,745 4,309,403 767,785 12,317,933 
1,034,158 32 097 1 066 255 

~5 .. , ,., .• 

1ce President of Research 421,388 81,119 502,507 
6,405,472 1,183,474 7,588,946 
3,003,577 3,009,584 28,601 6,041,762 
6,171,270 13,073,071 29,373 19,273,714 

·nn e Benefits 20,433,528 20,433,528 
4,062,275 175,817 7,928,185 

3/10/2009 FY2009 General Appropriation and Tuitior 



- - • 
North Dakota State University 2008-09 Budget Detail by College/Vice President 

College of Agriculture 4,345,114 409,103 4,754,217 
College of Art, Humanities and Social Science 7,001,380 273,223 40,000 7,314,603 
College of Business 3,447,738 104,569 10,000 3,562,307 
College of Engineering and Architecture 7,103,055 319,283 67,500 7,489,838 
College of Human Development and Education 5,055,735 341,440 32,500 5,429,675 

College of Pharmacy, Nursing and Allied Sciences 3,290,070 lSG,623 42,500 3,489,193 
College of Science and Math 10,060,504 449,893 115,000 10,625,397 
College of University Studies 244,314 17,588 261,902 
Graduate School and Interdisciplinary Studies 573,413 31,404 604,817 
VPAA-Academic Support 3,152,141 2,651,576 199,681 6,003,398 
'f0it.~VP.~~Jl\,,"W>s~u~6~~,'i:"'.l';i'Q~£ @lf~;ig¥53~J i~-W-=: :~ ~-.~ _ _ . ~ -_ ~'~=--~-'-~•.!f =--,5~~-l'.-. ~r:1--,.L·""'-'c,'"" 

President/Institutional Support 1,383,970 1,465,892 - 2,849,862 
VP Research 719,807 65,762 785,569 
VP Student Affairs 3,516,396 576,123 4,092,519 
VPEDGO 729,421 136,158 865,579 
VPFA 10,136,092 12,701,965 91,937 22,929,994 
VPIT 3,328,471 3,381,107 6,709,578 

VPUR 984,875 496,255 1,481,130 

CIS Pool (Funding from System office, not part of NDSU 
appropriation) 1,286,113 941,176 2,227,289 
Fringe Benefits 18,862,512 18,862,512 
~ralaJt.A"pi:,'i'~atiomta~Jro:!i rs't~21frt~--~111-:r~11~9.9l'ii1s~<i;1'ifo,t'JY!ila~sw • ~ .. , ...... ~_..,_..1:_,...._..,,,. - ' . ,, -_;],~..,_;, - "' , -· ~.,.,.,~~,.&;,.>w ............ ~ 

[2007.!0~<>p'fi~#W'-~:;;,,._,l ..,,.,....~"""'-~~~- __ ..;,,~ 

Deferred Maintenance 07-09 4,209,161 4,209,161 
Unexpended Plant Fund Appr 07-09 4,500,000 4,500,000 

ffiOtaJlc.mf1a,r~~i!.!M~a"lfill~1~1m1L. , · · · . . . · . . _ _ - ~l«@i~i~~~z~K~ 

*Appropriated budget includes $1,000,000 commitment from Research for general appropriated expenses, Land Income of $535,000 as well as 
$1,000,000 of operating funding for the Northern Tier Network. This equates to $2,535,000 of revenue over Tuition and State appropriations. 
Tuition and State appropriations provide $107,804,378 of the $110,339,379 appropriated expenditures. 



• 
North Dakota State College of Science 

lffiil,j,$'@jj\jjfiltf.f.mi ~ ,,, j •'.ii :c 1rn@ftli.m, · . · ,., . 'J~rnnill'iWEM\:'~! ~ifffi@li@~ 

Adhiin.istrative Affairi. . . . • . . , . , . · . . . .... ·., .. ... $2;260;326 •. $991;4~5 · • $3,251,781 

~-t:~'.~;rrn}:~f}!l~i~li:!,{{J~!~jif!~,:~i:i~iti~!l~i1:t~~if.'li~~::1r;:i:~:i'./f:!!:iill~:::1r~ti:t!~~i~l!~i~l~ijf;t1:;i:l~iil,S:z1~;~r,q7:jf.i~ti: !l:hl)$'~Q~;[~~;~rti1:~:r.~l~J!;ii:~:i~lii!l~~:ili::!i\i: }::1:1~~it1:~!!i]ii1:1:1~::::'$:;i1,:Q:Q4;·$:~:~:1 

!l~~~inJ~'~Ijtii~j\11,,,~,,~ii~r~iJ:l~;,,]I!:it'tWl:~I~ff~!!!~1($;:;~~iii;J11rt:f~n1.~i.t;~~~iff~;~~:~11s.&~◊!'~~;i~{~:;;~~i1!:, 
12ilot)-09> 4'IDW®1$tiir,iSj$iJt~l!l1:~~' ~t"· ··Ullitt',1·· :M&~M•'IB·l,,iX!fl§f!iVii'\'1&:t~-ffi!i·~&i!.~;in;f 4,~ 'ii 
Deieried .. Maintenani:e,07'09 :$1,386,445 
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Dickinson State University 

~~~l~~ ~ ~IflftMJ: 0 !~ 1~t~a,,;i1~1t~~~~TT J~;J:,<~~.ef~f@Wi~}rrtf:1i%~~f~~~BOOJJI~~ 
General Academic Instruction 
VPAA & Academic Support 
College of Arts and Sciences 
College of Education, Business, Applied Sciences 

1,339,437 
1,527,449 
2,995,851 
3,597,067 

200,325 
592,258 
119,350 
206,749 

1,539,762 
2,119,707 

25,000 3,140,201 
25,000 3,828,816 

'~k""'t:~'if =" '\ff,V.½:t.(".,;)_;I ,..__. ..,.,"J•~~ 'Bf ~ "-~~rn!i_ ~-=~r"' = -
!f~ ~~<....tJZ..i-'&7JJ;.:i:_{£-<-.,;,,'.2-"z.::;';~~::~"?-.r~~"1.~i," .:~, M-Wi&W· ffl4!!rag ----$M~8 @;j)oJ:fo~n";62.Bf'd8§fl 

VP Student Affairs 
VP Business Affairs, Computer Services, Physical Plant (including utilities) 
President and Institutional Support 

t;totaMffl4(tfptiafionjto11$i#¥ii#iifi ~i~f~;_r~;;~Jtt~~5~~~· ·_ ]i~i~-,r.,,~~·-· '\ 

~.f,-i;~:.,?~?.~..t,_;a,.-1:YG;-';.,~~.;f,'{$.i'GY.Jit;J>.Jir.Y>r.t~~:;'~"k"::~::[t;_~t~,S'<;{;;'4,r-~~--.i .-...u.'(.,,..,,,~ ~·- ,..,,-;;,;,~- - -·~.,..·~~.:...;:i_u~:.l!U:;.!,!,l,!)41'-:e-~;,;;,:,_,.,_~ ....,4"-~ .,,.. __ ~ ~~-

Deferred Maintenance-one time funding 
Extraordinary _Reeair,; Base Funding 

iio\aMii¾&iiiiMiii#'§!fu,ffiaEi$1iatl'prbll!ffld 

1,013,697 344,981 
2,108,321 2,148,380 

767,225 1,182,762 
NM :m~ 

"''*™ 

1,358,678 
4,256,701 

47,268 1,997,255 
MMffr~.liJ@mo:m 

635,073 
383,690 

M:"\®1\Wl@ffi 

635,073 
383,690 

MWte,wM 



- -Mayville State University 

FY 2009 General Appropriation & Tuition budget by Area of Responsibility 

tt«w~~fmiJilllml-tti.fi )llfffrn@filil!MfW{¥@nffl\jjjEj@minf,u@iji/-fiil8)i:a0 

Total VP Academic Affairs 

Total VP Student Services 
President and Institutional Support 
VP Business Affairs and Operations 

3,610,983 
455,850 
424,739 
748,940 

649,175 
125,550 
120,575 
169,875 

4,260,158 
581,400 
545,314 
918,815 

itdoM®1i/J@Mi§i@@k#iiiiMiMifffftnfii\M/IB!&~d• """1/tJIW'il'.9'.MJ 

Deferred Maintenance 07-09 
Unexpended Pland Fund Approp 07-09 

iffdififfi1~te1WGf@llJ§@U9Jit<liii~:f;~~~~i~ti~?fk~~t~ii~1 

1,630,970 
208,994 --

1,630,970 
208,994 

nnmr.t 

• 
45.8% 

9.3% 
7.5% 

11.9% 

100.0% 
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FY2009 General Ae_pr_opriation & Tuition Budget Personnel I Operatin_g_ 
VP Academic Affairs - Academic Support s 2,osG,j4~ I _s _ . 130,992 
Colle_g_e of Arts and Sciences 6,423,746 I 319,884 
Colle_g_e of Business 2,305,387 I 69,130 
College of Education and Health Science 4,so2,ooo I 110,241 
Graduate School 140,235 I 10,000 

~s1~~J3•2•~.!tf:ta1,B$.':;\~!~~La:001~.~g~1 

E_guipment 

FY2009 Perm 
Budg_et 

• 
s 3s,3so I s 2,825,816 

36,342 

6,743,630 
2,374,517 
5,008,583 

150,236 

~$11;~r~\zJ40Jiz&21;1 

President and Athletics/Public Info s 1,19s,439 I s 93,224 I$ $ 1,291,663 
VP for Administration and Finance 3,003,714 3,468,538 6,472,252 
VP for Student Affairs 614,943 33,121 648,064 
VP for Advancement 132,901 51,500 184,401 

1if(iJ%iG~~i:\~QREJfiliq6:(fQF)~.()~1~~~i'il~1:11,1~lN!ful?~•;~•,ft~~!i~i~~*~~lf2b}~~;Z½~:to~/j~$i,1:,•:')J'4/~;,i~;~~Q~Y,;\$~~f!~;~~l~z4)0g2~f~'$ff~f751/~~~;~[cl;' 

i'.~JlQ~![~I~PPtQ[f.l_i~'rcfrfWif~fi~l:4lfl~illlQ~li!\\lJ;~1711i~~?i11 
Deferred Maintenance 07-09 855,874 855,874 
Unexpended Plant Fund Appr 07-09 596,870 596,870 

[Qt~J~ifal~,1{~t~(~~nrwi~q'ra@l\Rl!ITTfB.r:8]~~'il~"ffi~ll ~~ilfi.'I!~~~ sim111~t~iJZJi~ll[~i,t~~[•i~~$"2-f11tl~~ 

C:\OOCUMENl \ljglatt\LOCALSNl \ Temp\FY2009 General Appropriation and Tuition-1.xlsx 3/19/2009 



- • Valley City State University 
FY 2009 General Appropriation & Tuition budget by Area of Responsibility 

Academic Affairs 
Division of Education and Graduate Studies 
Division of Business and Information Technology 
Division of Communication Arts and Social Sciences 
Division of Science, Mathematics, Physical Education and Recreation 

Division of Fine Arts 
Information Technology 
Vice President for Academic Affairs/Academic Support 

Total Academic Affairs 
Business Affairs 
Student Affairs 
President and Institutional Support 

etO$$'$'ai1♦.¢iifi1:mM@@i#il\fii.i 

Deferred Maintenance 07-09 
Unexpended Pland Fund Approp 07-09 

dm,iJil~Ml\lifflif.Gi#tWNl1Mrtt 1 

972,558 70,135 

696,088 22,129 
816,587 16,402 

900,056 32,908 
470,425 29,979 
366,374 308,485 
944,452 275,605 

5,166,540 755,643 
1,428,748 1,052,066 

713,433 114,424 

1,071,802 272,122 -~~-

• 
1,042,693 

718,217 
832,989 
932,964 
500,404 
674,859 

1,220,057 
5,922,183 

15,200 2,496,014 
827,857 

1,343,924 

IIJ•~'Ei0li~ 

258,416 258,416 
537,819 537,819 

·,-~t.;"I"~~••:,,:-. @~'1<,'iF 
-~~:%t~~"'~~&tltf1{~~~~ 
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Extended Education 
Instructional Administration 
Natural Resources 
Communication 
Sciences 
Fine Arts & Social Science 
Mathematics 
Ph sical Education 
Business 

Business Office 
Plant Services 
IT Su ort Services 
Student Affairs 

,. ~i!.7i!f.~1Thwm:~ 
Deferred · 

304,851 
97,277 

296,181 
27,689 

120,118 
118,699 
276,666 
132,035 
127,656 
105,719 
248,766 

44,167 
121,308 
172,500 
423,659 
65,742 

316,682 

J!i.I~l'r?.i1~ 

23,010 
44,644 
22,000 
66,862 

7,900 
4,070 

11,614 
4,794 
2,722 
3,455 
8,444 
3,000 

13,998 
15,611 

396,407 
17,513 
82,358 

ri'.~~,.:~ 

327,861 
141,921 
318,181 

94,551 
128,018 
122,769 
288,280 
136,829 
130,378 
109,174 
257,210 

47,167 
135,306 
188,111 
820,066 
83,255 

399,040 

48,977 
109,725 
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North Dakota University System Office 
Status of 2005-07 Carryover 

Required Carryover Current 
Total General Total Other Allocation per Expended Unexpended 

Fund Carryover Fund Carryover Total Carryover HB1003-Sec 20 1/ through 12/31/08 Carryover 
System Governance Carryover: 

Operating carryover 2/ $ 48,723 $ 166,631 $ 215,354 $ $ (128,398) $ 86,956 
Carryover for specific projects funded 

from Board pools 3/ 193,835 41,165 235,000 (17,248) 217,752 

Total System Governance Carryover 242,558 207,796 450,354 \145,646) 3IJ1,708 

Other Carryover: 
Student Financial Assist Grants 364,300 - 364,300 (364,300) 
Scholars Program 185,018 185,018 (185,018) 
Native American Scholarships 666 666 (666) 
Education Incentive 273,030 273,030 (273,030) 
Professional Student Exchange 53,564 53,564 (53,564) 
Capital Assets 200,000 200,000 (200,000) 
Operations Pool 4/ 116,978 116,978 (9,685) 107,293 
Contingency & Capital Emergency 5/ 126,318 126,318 (126,318) 
Board Initiatives 26,174 26,174 - 26,174 

Other Carryover 1,346,048 - 1,346,048 (200,000) (1,012,581) 13_3,467 
-

Total 2005-07 Carryover Status $ 1,588,606 $ 207,796 $ 1,796,402 $ (200,000) $ (1, 1 sa,221) l 43_8,175 

1/ Section 20 (HB1003) required the SBHE to use $200,000 of NOUS unspent 2005-07 general fund appropriation for completing and furnishing the 
Thatcher Hall renovation and addition at MiSU-BC. 

2/ Operating carryover has been used for equipment purchases, carpeting of the office, moving expenses of Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning, 
diversity conference, Presidential search expenses, conferences, consulting, and other operating fees. Approximately $50,000 of the unexpended 
balance is set aside for ITO enhancements to the state grant program. · 

3/ Timing for expenditures of projects, such as accountability surveys, don't occur evenly over the biennium. The balance of the carryover is committed 
to surveys, in addition to a statewide needs assessment, an external consultant for a mission review, and facilttation of P-16 ETF discussion 

4/ The carryover from the Board operations pool has been used for NOUS site license for training materials from the Center for Personal Protection and 
Safety and for one-time meeting costs of the MaSU President, as NOUS representative on AASCU. 

5/ The carryover from the Board contingency and capital emergency fund was used for the following: $22,000 to NOSCS for disabled student services; 
$49,318 for VCSU safety issues identified by 0MB Risk Management and $55,000 for addttional costs of the WSC Petroleum Safety and Technology 
Center building. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budget\NOUS Office\(Canyover use.xlsx]Hearing mat'/ 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

2009-11 MAJOR CAPITAL & ONE TIME REQUESTS 

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUNDING 

• Campus. Description 

1 ND State School of Science Horton Hall Renovation 

2 NDUS/UND Joint IT Facility 

3 Lake Region State College Wind Energy Project 

4 Minot State-Bottineau Coal Boiler Replacement 

5 Minot State U~iversity Replace Boiler/Physical Plant Bldg. 

6 Mayville State University Razing of East & West Hall, Addition Classroom/Library 

7 North Dakota State Univ. Minard Hall Phase Ill 

8 University of ND Renovate & Addt. To Education Building 

9 Dickinson State University 
Stoxen Library Addition-Exec.Rec campus wide master 

plan, asbestos survey of library, asbestos removal. 

10 Williston State College Science Lab Renovation-Workforce Initiative 

11 Bismarck State College Technical Center Renovation (+Bis.Pub.Schools $409,SOO)' 

12 Valley City State University 
LD Rhoades Science Addn. & Renovat.-Exec. Recom. 

Campus wide master plan, space study, repairs 

• 
Total Campus 

UNO School of Medicine Bismarck Family Practice Center 

NDSU Forest Service Greenhouse Replacement 

Total Campus, Medical School and Forest Service Capital Projects 

1Bismarck State College submitted $3 million request for renovation of only the welding class area in Tech.enter. 

No. Description 

1 Deferred Maintenance 

2 Emergency Preparedness/Security 
1 

3 Technology Maint.-lVN CODEC 

ONE TIME REQUEST- GEN FUND 

4 Stem Initiative-Increase and Expand Existing Loan Forgiveness for STEM jobs 

5 Pay-Off Special Assessments 

6 Purchase Bldg. for Higher Ed. Center-Bismarck 

7 UNO School of Medicine-Pay off Minot Bond 

8 Electronic Medical Records for training. 

Total Campus and Med School One-Time Appropriations 

Gen.Fund 

Request 

5,700,000 

11,200,000 

2,609,920 

800,000 

3,750,000 

4,958,325 

13,000,000 

11,200,000 

8,820,000 

1,610,000 

9,590,500 

11,245,000 

84,483,745 

5,000,000 

300,000 

89,783,745 

Request 

50,000,000 

20,642,000 

SS0,000 

4,000,000 

1,697,955 

4,500,000 

4,000,000 

225,000 

85,614,955 

/ 
1 $1.3 million is included in the on-going budget for for emergency preparedness including security guards and regional coordinators. :. 

File:CapitalProject&l Time-Gov. Recomm. 

Exec. 

Recomm 

5,700,000 

2,609,920 

800,000 

3,750,000 

4,958,328 

13,000,000 

11,200,000 

2,000,000 

1,610,000 

3,000,000 

1,000,000 

49,628,248 

300,000 

49,928,248 

Recomm 

20,000,000 

4,000,000 

225,000 

24,225,000 
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TO: 

NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

Representative Bob Skarphol, Chair, House Appropriations 
Education and Environment Division 

FROM: William Goetz, Chancellor~~ 

DATE: March 17, 2009 

RE: Major Deferred Maintenance Projects 

Attached is a list of the top five state-funded projects at each campus that, if completed, would 
result in the largest reduction in deferred maintenance. Although you asked for a list of the top 
five for the entire NDUS, I thought it was appropriate to show you the list by campus since the 
needs vary significantly, by campus, based on campus age, size and other construction 
variables; however, each project is important to each campus. 

If you would like to discuss or review any of these projects in more detail, please feel free to 

contact me at 328-2963. 

Attachment 

g:\terry\1100\09HS\memo to skarphol re top five def mainenance projects memo 3-17-09.docx 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave .. Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960. Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University • 
Minot State University • Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota• Valley City State University• Williston State College. 



e, Five Major Capital State-Funded Projec.t Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc.e 
Per Campus {Other than those already included in S82003) 

. <, :-\t:•t .. ·.· •. ,· -.- . ,, .a cc ' 
. .. . -. ~"'-" ~ ., ·. .. Amount of Deferred ..... ,· ·,' •' ;;_. 

.. :-,-_·· Maintenance .. 

- Reriovatio·n, Addition . .. Estimated Cost of. Associated with · 

/. Nam~ of Proj~ct/Facilit.f , .·. Campus •· -or lllew Construction? . ,: .. , ._Short De.scription Project Project 

BSC Roof Replacements - Repair/Renovation Replace aging roofs. $600,000 $348,000 

Schafer Hall, Library, 

Armorv, Werner Hall 
Fire Alarms/Building Code Repair/Renovation Replace fire alarm systems, comply with code $36S,500 $129,700 

Improvements -Armary, requirements. 

Library, Werner Hall, Office 

Annex 

New/Replacement Boilers - Renovation/ Addition New boilers for Werner Hall and Library, $686,400 $219,500 

Werner Hall, Library, Replacement boiler for Schafer Hall. Replace 

Schafer Hall aging boilers (45 years) in Schafer Hall and 

add new boilers in two facilities where we 

currently use steam heat. This will allow us to 

discontinue our use of steamlines. Note: 

Project is infrastructure related and the total 

is not included in BSC's $1.8 mill of deferred 

building maintenance. 

Armory Improvements Renovation and Mechanical HVAC, flooring/ceiling, lobby and $674,000 $338,200 

Vestibule Addition concessions, asbestos removal. 

LRSC Dakota Center for Addition and Addition of approximately 7,000 square foot $1,510,300 $137,000 

Technology-Optimized Renovation of new space onto the Erlandson Technical 

Agri cu ltu re/Workforce Center. 

Student Services Addition Addition and Phase II of the remodling and addition $915,618 $47,300 

Renovation designed with the help of a state planning 

grant from OMG. 

G:\LAURA\excel\LEGIS\Top 5 major capital state-funded projects March 2009 Revised 3-17-09.xlsx 



• Five Major Capital State-Funded Projec.t Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc.e 
Per Campus (Other than those already included in S82003) 

.· Amount of Deferred 
.. Maintenance 

Renovatic,n,Addition. . Estimated Costof Associated with 
. campus ·. Nameo(P;oject/facility or.New Construction? Short Description Project . Project 

LRSC (cont.) Childcare Center Addition and The Childcare Center continues at capacity, $397,380 $58,287 

Renovation with a waiting list, and is too small for the 

dual purpose of providing an on-site facility 

to serve the children of students, staff, and 

faculty and providing a training site for 

students in the Early Childhood Associate 

program. 

LRSC has five projects identified in our Facilities Master Plan that are not currently being considered for legislative funding but only three of those 
projects have a deferred maintenance component. 

wsc Emergency generator Addition Add an emergency generator to run critica I $500,000 $500,000 

campus fuctions and community 

communication systems (that are on the 

state network) during power outages. 

Parking Expansion Addition Expand the parking area by Stevens Hall to $400,000 $400,000 

allow for better event parking and traffic 

flow. 

Street project New Add an access road to connect current $900,000 $900,000 

campus parking and street infrastructure with 

the East Dakota Parkway and the new career 

and technica I education center. 

UNO O'Kelly Hall Renovation Basic general, mechanical and electrical $6,400,000 $840,000 

renovation. 
Hughes Fine Arts Lecture Renovation General construction work. $5,000,000 $840,000 

G:\LAURA\excel\LEGIS\Top 5 major capital state-funded projects March 2009 Revised 3-17-09.xlsx 



• Five Major Capital State-Funded Projec.t Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc.e 
Per Campus (Other than those already included in S82003) 

. ·. " :~--y . .. ,-.- . <: •·:,<•-· 
. . • 

. ·. , . . . 
. . ,,, . . 

~·.~· 
,./ .. ·- . 

Amount of Deferred . "f . 

I ,_ l .. Maintenance ~-,,_· - ' : . -.·. ·' . . 
·.:> . • , ~ :.-,· · .. 

Renovation; Addition· .. Estimated Cost of Assodatedwith ·. 

.. •Campus: · Name of Project/Fa_cility or New Construction?. Sh.art Description ' . Project Project 

UND (cont.) School of Medicine Lab and Renovation Renovation of the circa 1952 hospital which $10,000,000 $920,000 

Administration Renovation comprises the core facility component of the 

UND SMHS campus. Estimated at 50/50 

genera I/ mech an i nca 1-electrica I. 

College of Nursing Renovation General construction and the restoration of $3,000,000 $420,000 

Renovation interior finishes. 

Restoration of Robertson- Renovation General, mechanical and electrical $4,000,000 $200,000 

Sayre Hall, Strinden Center remodeling. 

NDSU Ceres Hall Renovation/ Addition Asbestos abatement, painting of interior $10,000,000 $2,376,250 
walls, insulation of exterior walls, tuck 

pointing, completion of window replacement, 

installation of a new roof and gutter system, 

accessibility upgrades, carpet and ceiling 

replacement, lighting upgrades to more 

efficient T-8 lights, heating and air handling 

upgrades for portions of the building without 

fresh air intakes, installation of air 

conditioning to the same areas. 

G:\LAURA\excel\LEGIS\Top 5 major capital state-funded projects March 2009 Revised 3-17-09.xlsx 



~ Five Major Capital State-Funded Projec.t Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc.e 
Per Campus (Other than those already included in 5B2003} 

--
"f:-:. . >: .. j .. ···· .· 

I 
' " . . .. . ' . . Renovation; Addition : 

Campus .'·N~~e of Projec:t/Fa~illty . or New Con;truction?' 

NDSU {cont.) I Ladd Hall I Renovation/ Addition 

Dunbar Hall Renovation/ Addition 

,y 

. ' 

Short Description 

Asbestos abatement, painting of interior 

walls, insulation of exterior walls, tuck 

pointing, window replacement, installation of 

a new roof and gutter system to replace the 

original 1911 roof system, accessibility 

upgrades, flooring replacement, lighting 

upgrades to more efficient T-8 lights, 

heating/air conditioning and air handling 

upgrades, installation of DDC controls for the 

heating/air conditioning system, water and 

waste piping replacement, electrical 

upgrades including new panels. 

Asbestos abatement, painting of interior 

walls, insulation of exterior walls, tuck 

pointing, window replacement, accessibility 

upgrades, flooring replacement, lighting 

upgrades to more efficient T-8 lights, 

heating/air conditioning and air handling 

upgrades, installation of DDC controls for the 

heating/air conditioning system, water and 

waste piping replacement, electrical 

upgrades including new panels. 

G:\LAURA\excel\LEGIS\Top 5 major capital state-funded projects March 2009 Revised 3-17-09.xlsx 

.Estimated.Cost of 

Project 

$25,000,000 

$12,000,000 

Amount. ofDi!ferred, 

Maintenance 

Associated ·with 

Project 

$4,512,000 

$2,012,000 
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~ Five Major Capital State-Funded Projec.t Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc.e 
Per Campus (Other than those already included in 5B2003) 

,· 

-" :,'.R~~~vation;Additiori'. 

Camp,i's; •. Nani·e of l'roject/Faci]itv.. or-.New Construction?' 

NDSU (cont.) !Van Es Hall I Renovation/ Addition 

NDSCS 

Library 

Old Main Renovation 

Campus Water & Sewer 

Replacement 

Hektner Hall Renovation 

New construction 

Renovation/ Addition 

Renovation 

Renovation/ Addition 

; -: 

I, .. · . . 

·. /-

... 

· •· ShorfOescription., .. · 

Asbestos abatement, painting of interior 

walls, insulation of exterior walls, tuck 

pointing, roof replacement, window 

replacement, accessibility upgrades, flooring 

replacement, lighting upgrades to more 

efficient T-8 lights, major heating/air 

conditioning and air handling upgrades, 

installation of DOC controls for the 

heating/air conditioning system, water and 

waste piping replacement, electrical 

upgrades including new panels. 

Construct new bulding to replace existing 

undersized and antiquated facility. This could 

also be an addition to the existing with 

subseuent total renovation of the existing 

facility. 
Replace roof & windows, replace drain tile, 

sewer & water piping, and electrical system. 

Install air handling equipment and make 

building ADA compliant. 

Replace sewer and water lines throughout 

camputs. 

Replace windows, foundation, waterlines, 

heating system, electrical and mechanical 

sytem. Install air handling equipment. 

Tuckpointing, proper egress, and fire escape 

paths need to be added. 

·Estimated Cost of.. 

Project 

$10,000,000 

$68,000,000 

$4,192,000 

$2,259,000 

$3,200,000 

Amount of Deferred. 
· Maintenance · · 

· Associated .with·i · 

Project 

$1,809,500 

$2,712,000 

$625,000 

$2,259,000 

$350,000 
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-p Five Major Capital State-Funded ProjecAat Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc-lue 
Per Campus {Other than ~se already included in 5B2003} 

. • . 
. . . . - •:·>~ ·.;_ - -,_;·. ', . 

I . 
I•. ' 

-- . " - .. -: .,, ... ,_-.. , . 
Amount of Deferred . • . .::. I. .. -- . 

• ' -: . Maintenance ~--.. --
lcRenovation, Addition 

Na n,e o~-~r~ject/Facility. 

Estimated.Cost of Associated with 

- Campus ·or, New Construction? Short Description . Project Project 

NDSCS (cont.) Update Life Safety issues Addition Emergency generators for the south end of $1,050,000 $20,000 

for various buildings campus. 

Library Renovation Renovation Replace heat system pipes, replace carpet, $2,900,000 $325,000 

doors and hardware. HVAC issues still resist 

and the plumbing is starting to cause 

concerns. 

DSU Stoxen Library Renovation Renovation Second phase of project, which consists of $4,862,000 $1,664,290 

gutting the existing Stoxen Library which 

would encompass an extensive asbestos 

abatement initiative followed by a new 

mechanical system complimenting a 

strategically designed library/academic 

success center/learning commons 

environment. 
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-p Five Major Capital State-Funded Proje.at Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc-ue 
Per Campus (Other than those already included in SB2003) 

_., 

·campus - .: Na'm~,ofP~ciject/Facility .· 

DSU (cont.) May Hall Renovation 

Stickney Hall Renovation 

Fine Arts Building 

' 

Renova~i,o),; Add_iti_on 
or,:New Constructio.n? 

Renovation 

Renovation 

New construction 

·-

-Short Description 

The project would entail the renovation of 

space currently occupied by the Computer 

Center, general academic computer labs, and 

an office area supporting the Extended 

Campus operation. It is envisioned that each 

of these areas would be relocated into the 

Learning Commons environment established 

within space made available through the 

staged Stoxen Library Addition/Renovation 

Project. The vacated space in May Hall would 

be renovated in support of academic 

classroom needs. 

Project would entail gutting the 

interior/refurbishing the exterior of Stickney 

Hall and re-establishment of infrastructure 

supporting an academic office building 

environment inclusive of an accompanying 

elevator. 

Project would provide a facility 

complimenting the needs of the Department 

of Fine and Performing Arts and the 

Dep_artment of Music. 
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Estimated Cost of 

Project 

$4,417,200 

$5,000,000 

$10,000,000 

Amount of Deferred· 
Maintenance··· 

Associated with 

Project 

$1,291,000 

$1,828,585 

$2,199,087 



.p Five Major Capital State-Funded Proje.at Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenan.lue 
Per Campus (Other than those already included in S82003) 

·:,;cc-,.• -,Y,• ""• -- -~ r-: 

-.' ;.:' 

.· . . . . . . . Rencivatioh; Ad~itioh 
Campus· NameofPr~j~ct/F.acifaf · or:New·t~nstruction? 

MaSU Main Building Renovation 

Classroom Building Renovation/ Addition 

Old Gym Renovation 

Powerhouse I Renovation 

Campus Grounds Lighting I Renovation 

MiSU Football field Renovation 

:•:' 

!;ho,:t;Description 

Interior renovation of 1890/1905, 4 story, 

55,200 sq. ft. administrative, instruction, and 

theatre building with safety, mechanical, 

plumbing, classroom and office upgrades 

including window replacement. 

Interior renovation of 1968, 1 story, 28,500 

sq. ft. instruction and auditorium buliding 

with accessible, safety, mechanical, 

classroom and office upgrades including 

window replacement. The 4,000 sq. ft. 
addition will provide an accessible, enclosed 

entrance and aditional classroom space. 

Interior renovation of a 1929, 1 story, 14,000 

sq. ft. instruction, recreation and office 

building with safety, mechanical, plumbing, 

and interior space uprades. 

Exterior tuckpoint and rewindow, and 

accessibility improvements to 1905 building. 

Replace 1970's campus lighting fixtures with 

new, more efficient fixtures 

The football field bleachers are deteriorating 

and sliding down the hill. The deterioration is 

causing bleachers to crush and joints to open 

up increasing the failure and causing safety 

problems for our patrons. 
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.. ,, 

Estimated Cost of · 

Project 

$5,702,950 

$2,839,010 

$1,200,000 

$74,100 

$100,000 

1,900,000 

Am01.iht ot°Deferred· 

M<1inte_nance_ 

·· Associated with 

Project 

$3,102,800 

$848,800 

$926,300 

$74,100 

$100,000 

$1,900,000 



-p Five Major Capital State-Funded Proje.at Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenanc.ue 
Per Campus (Other than those already included in S82003) 

-.,, ; ~"ltt , : '" -'} < .. . . ". ) :: b, •· .. , , . . . ·.,._. . . . .. . . . . 
. '-~': ~~"/' .. • · ;t-,:} :, .. . ..·.. .. . ',) •. . · . . Amount ~f D!!ferred 

· .. ,:.-,_ ,;,, ·.. ·' _ . _-- . .. . . . Maintenance 
·_ . - :' .. I ' - .. ' ·. ::. . . . . •_Renovation, Additio'n : . Estimated Cost of. Associated with . 

Campti!;' ,:' ?Nahle of Plofect/F~tiHty-· or New Constihctlon? Short Description , · Project - . Pr9ject .· 

MiSU (cont.) Roofs - 1) Student Center, Renovation (all 3) The abnormally heavy snows of the winter of $400,000 $400,000 

2) Old Main, 3) Hartnett 2008-2009 have caused damage to roofs on 

Hall campus. The roofs shown are the older of 

the roofs and the ones showing the most 

leakage. 

Old Main Windows Renovation This building was upgraded in 2002. At that $500,000 $500,000 

time, due to a shortage of funding, the 

windows and HVAC were not upgraded. The 

windows are original and not energy efficient 

causing increased heating and cooling costs. 

The HVAC system is not efficient and 

increases the costs and wastes energy. 

Old Main HVAC Renovation This building was upgraded in 2002. At that $121,870 $121,870 

time, due to a shortage of funding, the 

windows and HVAC were not upgraded. The 

windows are original and not energy efficient 

causing increased heating and cooling costs. 

The HVAC system is not efficient and 

increases the costs and wastes energy. 

MiSU (cont.I Administration Building Renovation This system is quite old and not very $300,000 $300,000 
HVAC efficient. We see higher heat and lower 

cooling which result in increased energy costs 

that could be reduced. We also see 

increased repair costs due to the age of the 

equipment. 

VCSU Infrastructure Renovation Fire alarm upgrade/Improve $1,187,452 $1,187,452 

lighting/Resurface parking lots 
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ep Five Major Capital State-Funded ProjeAiat Carry the Largest Deferred Maintenan.lue 
Per Campus (Other thanTose already included in 5B2003) 

. :~.: . ':,})\: :.•··· i\}; :''. .. \ ._. \"~ _ _:,::: . . -'::- __ ; -- . . '; _·; '" •· 
. . . . ' ---- .. 

>~. -_"". - r •. .'":,; -• .-.·:· ."?: I.. • ,. • , ,. ·Amount of Deferred ~·t: '' : ,> . ·. . : '. /· - •· 
- . 

·-;; - Maintenance · ,. .. 
'Reri_ovation; Aadition I • .. . "; 

,.•~~jeof Pri>ject/F~~in~f 
Estiinated Cost of ·Associated with 

Campus· · ,or' N.e~ Construci:iori? ,_-. .· . Short. Description . Project . Project . 
VCSU (cont.) McFarland Hall Renovation Health & Safety/ADA/Major Repairs/Major $8,250,000 $807,660 

Remodeling 

Vangstad Auditorium Renovation Health & Safety/ADA/Major Repairs/Major $4,743,000 $785,030 
Remodeling 

Foss Hall Renovation Health & Safety/ADA/Major Repairs/Major $2,235,000 $722,792 
Remodeling 

McCarthy Hall Renovation Health & Safety/Major Repairs/Major $3,200,000 $714,100 
Remodeling 

MiSU-BC Greenhouse Repairs and Renovation $200,000 $103,827 
Updates Renovation of greenhouses including water 

treatment upgrage, heating system 

replacement, electrical repairs, ventilation 

and cooling repairs, siding replacement, entry 

replacement and new benches. 

Thatcher Hall Roofing Renovation $69,000 $69,000 
Replace/repair south roof of Thatcher Hall. 

Fire Alarm Systems Renovation Upgrade fire alarm systems in campus $49,928 $49,928 
Upgrade buildings. 

Window Replacement Renovation Replace windows in campus buildings. $80,000 $80,000 
Parking Lot & Campus Road Renovation Replace/repair campus roads. $250,000 $72,000 
Repairs 
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• NDUS Campuses -Schedule of Deferred Maintenance as Percent of Replacement Value 
State Owned Buildings Only 

(1) (4) (5) 

Deferred Mnt Percent 
2007-09 Deferred Mnt Replacement Value, of Replacement Value, 
(per 2006 Master Plan) Including Including 

adjusted for CPI Infrastructure · Infrastructure 

BSC $1,865,837 $54,890,572 3.4% 

LRSC $513,829 $21,200,369 2.4% 

wsc $2,092,409 $25,532,341 8.2% 

UND $39,321,193 $560,595,442 7.0% 

NDSU $29,336,494 $368,784,399 8.0% 

NDSCS $5,664,520 $137,408,985 4.1% 

DSU $9,104,548 $58,395,564 15.6% 

MASU $10,462,684 $47,327,896 22.1% 

MISU $3,259,722 $124,946,511 2.6% 

vcsu $7,147,707 $48,187,735 14.8% 

MISU-B $531,430 $15,954,781 3.3% 

TOTAL $109,300,374 $1,463,224,595 7.5% 

Note: Does not take into account the capital assets funding contained in SB2003. 
C:\Users\bskarphol\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\HQ8T21TMl(Def Mnt I 
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- ·-• • Prepared by the Legislative Coun
ter Senator Mathem 

February 16, 2009 

LISTING OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO ENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

North Dakota University System 

Proposed funding changes: 

Description 
1 Provide funding to the University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health 

Sciences to develop and implement a comprehensive health care delivery 
plan for the state of North Dakota 

2 Provide funding to the University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health 
Sciences io implement a new master's in public health degree program 

3 Provide funding to the University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health 
Sciences for enhanced training and focus on geriatrics 

4 Provide one-time funding to the University of North Dakota School of Medicine 
and Health Sciences to retire bond debt for the Minot Centerior Family Medicine 

Total proposed funding changes 

Other proposed changes: 
None 

FTE 
General 

Fund 

$707,850 

1,133,600 

1,074,450 

4,000,000 

$6,91~900 

{:?:r,_:::-~-·· -:-) 

Special 
Funds 

$0 

Total 

$707,850 

1,133,600 

1,074,450 

4,000,000 

$6,915,900 



- • • Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council staff 

for House Appropriations - Education and Environment 

March 24, 2009 

LISTING OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

North Dakota University System 

Proposed funding changes: 

Description 
Restore funding for North Dakota University System office salaries and remove Section 18 
relating to salary limits (adopted March 20, 2009) 

2 Provide $750,000 of funding for the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University; 
Reduce fundi.ng for tribal college assistance grants ($700,000) and student affordabiltty 
($50,000) (adopted March 20, 2009) 

3 Provide a $350,000 permanent oil tax trust fund appropriation to Dickinson State University to 
offset a reduction in oil revenue (adopted March 20, 2009) 

4 Remove the remaining funding for student affordability (tuition stabilization) and remove 
Section 16 relating to tuition increases (use funding for student financial assistance - see No. 
5) (adopted March 24, 2009) 

5 Add funding for student financial assistance programs - $8,165,467 of funding from tuition 
stabilization and an additional increase of $15 million (adopted March 24, 2009) 

6 Remove funding for campus equtty adjustments (adopted March 24, 2009) 

7 Add funding for merit scholarships (adopted March 24, 2009) 

8 Add funding for STEM student loan forgiveness (adopted March 24, 2009) 

9 Reduce funding for Minot State University boiler project to provide additional funding for the 
Swain Hall project (see No. 7) 

10 Add funding for the Swain Hall project at Minot State Universtty (includes a transfer of 
$1,225,000 from the boiler project) 

Total proposed funding changes 

Other proposed changes: 

FTE 

Add a Legislative Council study on the impact of higher education tuition waivers (adopted March 24, 2009) 

General 
Fund 

$138,011 

0 

0 

(8,165,467) 

23,165,467 

(10,000,000) 

3,000,000 

1,000,000 

(1,225,000) 

6,104,795 

$14,017,806 

Special 
Funds 

$0 

0 

350,000 

0 

0 

0 

899,795 

$1,2<19, 795 

2 Add a Legislative Council study to determine the feasibility of creating a department to oversee both K-12 and higher education (adopted March 24, 2009) 

Total 

$138,011 

0 

350,000 

(8,165,467) 

23,165,467 

(10,000,000) 

3,000,000 

1,000,000 

(1,225,000) 

7,004,590 

$15,267,601 



- -
3 Add policy sections from SB 2062 relating to the STEM student loan forgiveness program, merit scholarships, joint board meetings, and a study of the 

feasibility of establishing a higher education student trust fund; Revise language as necessary in Section 3 to match HB 1400 (adopted March 24, 2009) 

4 Add funding for two-year institution marketing 

5 Add a section to allow Minot State University to use funds designated for the boiler project for either the boiler project or to be applied 

toward the cost of a geothermal system 

6 Add a section allowing Minot State University to demolish Swain Hall and build a new facility instead of remodeling Swain Hall 

• 

~ 



- - Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative .I staff 

for House Appropriations - Education and E , ronment 

March 30, 2009 

LISTING OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

North Dakota University System 

Proposed funding changes: 

Description 
1 Restore funding for North Dakota University System office salaries and remove Section 18 

relating to salary limits (adopted March 20, 2009) 

2 Provide $750,000 of funding for the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University 
and reduce funding for tribal college assistance grants ($700,000) and student affordability 
($50,000) (adopted March 20, 2009) 

3 Provide a $350,000 permanent oil tax trust fund appropriation to Dickinson State University to 
offset a reduction in oil revenue (adopted March 20, 2009) 

4 Remove the remaining funding for student affordability (tuition stabilization) and remove 
Section 16 relating to tuition increases (use funding for student financial assistance-see No. 
5) (adopted March 24, 2009) 

5 Add funding for student financial assistance programs ($8,165,467 from tuition stabilization 
and an additional increase of $2,887,797) (adopted March 24, 2009) 

6 Remove funding for campus equity adjustments (adopted March 24, 2009) 

7 Add funding for merit scholarships (adopted March 24, 2009) 

8 Add funding for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics student loan forgiveness 
(adopted March 24, 2009) 

9 Change funding source for University of North Dakota Education Building renovation project 
from general fund to federal stimulus funds (adopted March 25, 2009) 

1 O Provide funding of $800,000 for two-year campus advertising. Also, designate $200,000 of 
NOUS office carryover for two-year campus advertising. (See No. 4 under other proposed 
changes.) (adopted March 25, 2009) ·. 

11 Add funding to Minot State University - Bottineau budget for greenhouse repairs ($280,000) 
and safety/security ($65,000) (adopted March 25, 2009) 

Total proposed funding changes 

Other proposed changes: 

FTE 
General 

Fund 

$138,011 

0 

0 

(8,165,467) 

11,053,264 

(10,000,000) 

3,000,000 

1,000,000 

(11,200,000) 

800,000 

345,000 

($13,029,192) 

Special 
Funds 

$0 

0 

350,000 

0 

0 

0 

11,200,000 

0 

0 

$11,550,000 

1 Add a Legislative Council study on the impact of higher education tuition waivers - see attached proposed section (adopted March 24, 2009) 

Total 

$138,011 

0 

350,000 

(8,165,467) 

11,053,264 

(10,000,000) 

3,000,000 

1,000,000 

0 

800,000 

345,000 

($1,479, 1921 

2 Add a Legislative Council study to determine the feasibility of creating a department to oversee both kindergarten through grade 12 and higher education - see 
attached proposed section (adopted March 24, 2009) 



A, policy sections from SB 2062 relating to the science, technology,.ering, and mathematics student loan forgiveness program, merit s · A s, joint W:rd meetings, and a study of the feasibility of establishing a higher e on student trust fund; revise language as necessary in Section 3 to":Zs 1400 
(adopted March 24, 2009) 

4 Designate $200,000 of NDUS office carryover to be used for two-year campus marketing (adopted March 25, 2009) 

5 Add a section to allow Minot State University to use funds designated for the boiler project for either the boiler project or to be applied toward the cost of a 
geothermal system 

6 Add a section allowing Minot State University to demolish Swain Hall and build a new facility instead of remodeling Swain Hall. 

7 Reduce funding for Minot State University boiler project to provide additional funding for the Swain Hall project ($1,225,000 from the general fund-see No. 8) 

8 Add funding for the Swain Hall project at Minot State University ($6,104,795 from the general fund and $899,795 of special funds) (includes a general fund transfer of 
$1,225,000 from the boiler project) 

9 Designate $1.1 million of NDUS office carryover for Northern Tier network 



.ON_. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - TUITION WAIVERS . • he 2009-10 interim. the legislative council shall consider studying the. of tuition 
waivers on institutions under the control of the state board of higher education. The study, if conducted, must review the types of tuition waivers available, the number of 
tuition waivers granted, and the value of tuition waivers. The legislative council shall report its finding and recommendations, together with any legislation required to 
implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly. 

SECTION _. LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STUDY - EDUCATION GOVERNANCE. During the 2009-10 interim, the legislative council shall study the feasibility and 
desirability of creating an agency to oversee elementary, secondary, and postsecondary education. The study, if conducted, must include a review of education 
governance in other states, the efficiency of combining governing agencies, and the potential governing structure of a combined education agency. The legislative 
council shall report its findings and recommendations, together with any legislation required to implement the recommendations, to the sixty-second legislative assembly." 
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NORTH DAKOTA 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

TO: Members, 582003 Senate and House Appropriation Conference Committee 

William Goetz, Chancellor .Jli.. FROM: 

DATE: April 15, 2009 

RE: Proposed Changes to House Appropriations Version of 582003 

Thank you for your efforts on behalf of the North Dakota University System. I know you have a 
challenge balancing the important competing needs of the State. As you complete your work, I am 
confident you will keep in mind the impact this budget not only will have on students and families, but 
the NOUS ability to respond to ND's economic needs. In that context, I would respectfully ask you to 
consider the following changes to the House Version of SBs 2003 and 2038: 

Proposed Changes to S82003 

• Restore $10 million in campus equity funding to be used to address campus strategic priorities 
consistent with the Legislative Interim Higher Education and SBHE goals, including new or 
expanded academic programs in response to workforce needs; added salary increases to 
address market pay differentials; offset tuition shortfalls; higher than estimated utility cost 
increases; accreditation costs; and, other needs. 

2009-11 Equity Funding, By Campus 
8SC $416,578 
LRSC $196,229 
wsc $135,135 
UNO and UND SOM HS $3,031,962 
NDSU $4,963,065 
NDSCS $135,135 
DSU $443,693 
MaSU $135,135 
MiSU $272,798 
vcsu $135,135 
MiSU-8C $135,135 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960. Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University • 
Minot State Unlverslty • Minot State Unlverslty~BotUneau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota • Valley City State University• Williston Slate College. 
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Memo to Members, SB2003 Senate and House Approp. Con!. Com 
April 15, 2009 
Page 2 

• Restore $10,625,978 in student financial assistance grant funding, a biennial total of $20 
million for needs-based grant aid for those student least able to afford a college education. 
Annually, the NDU5 has over 20,000 students eligible to receive funding. Total funding, 

including federal funds, is as follows: 

Estimated Number of Estimated Annual 
Total Funding Annual Awards Award Amount 1/ 

Current 07-09 
Adjusted Base $6,536,225 4,100-4,200 $800 

SBHE Request $20,592,225 11,950 $800 

Executive Budget $500-$2,000, 
depending on level of 

$39,648,428 11,400 unmet financial need 

Senate $27,236,225 7,750 $500-$2,000 

House 
Appropriations $9,374,022 5,850 $800 

1/ Actual award amounts, and therefore number of awards per year, may vary between $800-
1,500 per year, based on final legislative funding. 

• Add funding of $11,200,000 In state general funds for the joint NDUS/UND Information 
Technology Building, which were to be shifted from the UND Education Building ($11.2 million), 
which Is now funded from federal stimulus funds. The IT facility is number two on the SBHE 
priority list. Facilities are currently exposed to water, electrical and plumbing infrastructure 
risks. At this time, facilities are located in numerous locations placing limitations on efficiency 
and effectiveness. This project will address risks and space limitations associated with location 
of the current facility and provide for greater efficiency and effectiveness in IT operations. 

• Remove Section 21, which directs $1.1 million of estimated 07-09 carryover in the NDUS Office 
to be allocated to the Northern Tier Network (NTN). The current SBHE-endorsed plan, calls for 
potential use of competitive federal stimulus funding to complete the north/south (Canada and 
South Dakota) connections, freeing up 07-09 NTN funding, which could be carried over to the 
09-11 biennium, to help cover most of the anticipated network operating costs. See Attachment 

l_for more details. 

It should also be noted that nearly $1 million of projected carryover in the NDUS Office is in 
student aid programs-see Attachment 2. The projected carryover balances have been built 
into the 09-11 budget assumptions already presented to the House and Senate. Reallocating 
the carryover will reduce the estimated number of slots funded in the 2009-11 biennium as 

follows: 
✓ State Grant (needs-based aid program)-340@ $800 each or 225 @$1,200 each or 

fewer grants per year 
✓ Scholars Program (merit scholarship)-15 fewer new freshmen awards per year 
✓ PSEP (vets. optometrists, dentists)-estimated reduction of 1 veterinary medicine slot 

and 2 optometry slots per year; this could be further reduced based on potential 
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• 

Memo to Members, SB2003 Senate and House Approp. Cont. Com 
April 15, 2009 
Page 3 

changes to the ND/MN reciprocity dentistry agreement, which has not been addressed 
in the bill to date. 

Furthermore, reallocations of NDUS Office carryover to NTN would also potentially impact our 
ability to effectively manage new and expanded student aid programs, and to carryout SBHE and 
interim committee objectives. 

If the carryover funds are not restored, we would ask that you, at a minimum, consider 
permitting up to $150,000 of the state grant, merit scholarship and/or STEM funds to be used 
for program administration. 

• Add legislative intent to reallocate $1.25 million from the MiSU boiler/plant building project 
to the Swain Hall Renovation project. This reallocation, along with the 07-09 appropriation 
($7,036,150), and $5.0 million new federal stimulus/general fund appropriation will provide a 
total of $13,286,150, the amount needed to cover current cost estimates. It leaves $2.5 million 
for the boiler refurbishment or partial funding towards a gee-thermal system. 

• Add $1.5 million in UND capital asset funding and revenue bond authority (only to be used if 
necessary), along with the following additional legislative intent: 
"Section XX. University of North Dakota Hangar Addition and Renovation. The state board of 
higher education may enter into an agreement with a private entity to finance, and do all things 
necessary and proper, for the construction of a hangar addition and renovation of the UND 
Aerospace complex at the Grand Forks International Airport using current fees for flight 
operations. 11 

• It is critically important that NOUS institutions have the ability to continue to compete for 
federal funds on a timely basis, including competitive Federal Stimulus Funding opportunities. 
Therefore, it is requested that Section 9 of SB 2003 be amended to clarify authority to receive 
and spend federal stimulus competitive grant awards as follows: 

SECTION 9. FEDERAL, PRIVATE, AND OTHER FUNDS -APPROPRIATION. All funds, in 
addition to those appropriated in section 1 of this Act, from federal, private, and other sources, 
including federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of2009 competitive grant awards 
and other funds that the legislative assembly has not indicated an intent to reiect, received by 
the institutions and entities under the control of the state board of higher education are 
appropriated to those institutions and entities, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and 
ending June 30, 2011. All additional funds received under the North Dakota-Minnesota 
reciprocity agreement during the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011, are 
appropriated to the state board of higher education for reimbursement to institutions under the 
control of the board. 

• Based upon the current language in Section 31 of 582003, it is our understanding that the STEM 
Loan Forgiveness Program is essentially the same as the existing Technology Loan Forgiveness 
Program since science, technology, engineering and mathematics programs are currently 
considered eligible programs under the existing program. Thus, all eligible applicants, including 
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those who have previously received funding under the technology occupations loan program, 
would receive up to a maximum of $1,500 per year to a maximum of $6,000. 

• Ensure that an emergency clause is added to the following new sections so campuses can begin 
on these projects as soon as practical after legislative adjournment: 

✓ Section 2 and 3. Lake Region State College Wind Energy Project 
✓ Section 4. MiSU Swain Hall and UND Education Building 
✓ Section 19. MiSU boiler project 

• The following issues should be addressed in Sections 33 and 34, the regarding the new merit 
scholarship program: 

✓ Under Section 33, high school students graduating in the Spring of 2011 (2010-11 school 
year) and thus, enrolling in a college or university in the Fall of 2011 would be the first 
eligible class to receive a merit scholarship; however, Section 34 suggests that merit 
scholarship payments be made to the colleges and universities beginning in the Fall of 
2010 (the beginning of the 2010-11 school year). 

✓ Section 34, directs the payment of the merit scholarship. HB1400, section 17 includes 
similar, but not the same language. For example, section 33 of SB2003 requires a 
student to maintain a "2.75 cumulative GPA" to continue to receive funding, while 
section 17 of HB1400 requires a "grade point average of 2.75." These differences 
should be reconciled and included in one or the other bill, not both, to reduce the 
possibility of conflict between the two bills . 

✓ Section 34 indicates that a student may receive a merit scholarship of $750 per 
semester, up to a maximum of $6,000 or four years (although they do not need to be 
consecutive semesters). HB1400, Section 15 provides for a "career and technical 
education scholarship". Is it the intent that a student choosing and completing a 
"career and technical education scholarship", could later also avail themselves of the 
academic scholarship outlined in Section 16 of HB1400, as long as in total the student 
did not receive more than $6,000? 

Thank you. If you have any questions, please contact me at 328-2963. 

Attachments 

xc: Chancellor's Cabinet 
Administrative Affairs Officers 
Chancellor's Senior Staff 
Cathy McDonald 
Peggy Wipf 

1:\t1ny\U00\09ses\m•mo to m1mbers sb2003 s-h ilPProp conf committe. 4-1S-09 ll<KM 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

TO: 

FROM: 

Members, SB2003 Senate and House Appropriation Conference Committee 

William Goetz, Chancellor~ 

DATE: April 16, 2009 

RE: Proposed Changes to House Appropriations Version of SB2003 

Thank you for your efforts on behalf of the North Dakota University System. I know you have a 
challenge balancing the important competing needs of the State. As you complete your work, I am 
confident you will keep in mind the impact this budget not only will have on students and families, but 
the North Dakota University System's ability to respond to North Dakota's economic needs. In that 
context, I would respectfully ask you to consider the following changes to the House Version of SB 2003: 

Proposed Changes to S82003 

• Restore $10 million in campus equity funding to be used to address campus strategic priorities ~ L 
consistent with the Legislative Interim Higher Education and SBHE goals, including new or ~ l/ 
expanded academic programs in response to workforce needs; added salary increases to 
address market pay differentials; offset tuition shortfalls; higher than estimated utility cost 

increases; accreditation costs; and, other needs. 

2009-11 Equity Funding, By Campus 

BSC $416,578 

LRSC $196,229 

wsc $135,135 

UND and UND SOM HS $3,031,962 

NDSU $4,963,065 

NDSCS $135,135 

DSU $443,693 

MaSU $135,135 

MiSU $272,798 

vcsu $135,135 

MiSU-BC $135,135 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960, Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu , Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University• Lake Region State College• Mayville State University • 
Minot State University• Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota • Valley City State University• Williston State College. 
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• Restore $10,625,978 in student financial assistance grant funding, a biennial total of $20 
million for needs-based grant aid for those student least able to afford a college education. 
Annually, the NDUS has over 20,000 students eligible to receive funding. Total funding, 

including federal funds, is as follows: 

Estimated Number of Estimated Annual 

Total Funding Annual Awards Award Amount 1/ 

Current 07-09 
Adjusted Base $6,536,225 4,100-4,200 $800 

SBHE Request $20,592,225 11,950 $800 

Executive Budget $500-$2,000, 
depending on level of 

$39,648,428 11,400 unmet financial need 

Senate $27,236,225 7,750 $500-$2,000 

House 
Appropriations $9,374,022 5,850 $800 

1/ Actual award amounts, and therefore number of awards per year, may vary between $800-

1,500 per year, based on final legislative funding. 

• Add funding of $11,200,000 in state general funds for the joint NDUS/UND Information 
Technology Building, which were to be shifted from the LIND Education Building ($11.2 million), 
which is now funded from federal stimulus funds. The IT facility is number two on the SBHE 
priority list. Facilities are currently exposed to water, electrical and plumbing infrastructure 
risks. At this time, facilities are located in numerous locations placing limitations on efficiency 
and effectiveness. This project will address risks and space limitations associated with location 
of the current facility and provide for greater efficiency and effectiveness in IT operations. 

• Remove Section 21, which directs $1.1 million of estimated 07-09 carryover in the NOUS Office p>1.,, 
to be allocated to the Northern Tier Network (NTN). The current SBHE-endorsed plan, calls for 
potential use of competitive federal stimulus funding to complete the north/south (Canada and 
South Dakota) connections, freeing up 07-09 NTN funding, which could be carried over to the 
09-11 biennium, to help cover most of the anticipated network operating costs. See Attachment 

l_for more details. 

It should also be noted that nearly $1 million of projected carryover in the NDUS Office is in 
student aid programs-see Attachment 2. The projected carryover balances have been built 
into the 09-11 budget assumptions already presented to the House and Senate. Reallocating 
the carryover will reduce the estimated number of slots funded in the 2009-11 biennium as 

follows: 
✓ State Grant (needs-based aid program)-340@ $800 each or 225 @$1,200 each or 

fewer grants per year 
✓ Scholars Program (merit scholarship)-15 fewer new freshmen awards per year 
✓ PSEP (vets. optometrists, dentists)-estimated reduction of 1 veterinary medicine slot 

and 2 optometry slots per year; this could be further reduced based on potential 
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changes to the ND/MN reciprocity dentistry agreement, which has not been addressed 
in the bill to date. 

Furthermore, reallocations of NDUS Office carryover to NTN would also potentially impact our 
ability to effectively manage new and expanded student aid programs, and to carryout SBHE and 
interim committee objectives. 

If the carryover funds are not restored, we would ask that you, at a minimum, consider 
permitting up to $150,000 of the state grant, merit scholarship and/or STEM funds to be used 
for program administration. 

• Add legislative intent to reallocate $1.25 million from the MiSU boiler/plant building project 
to the Swain Hall Renovation project. This reallocation, along with the 07-09 appropriation 
{$7,036,150), and $5.0 million new federal stimulus/general fund appropriation will provide a 
total of $13,286,150, the amount needed to cover current cost estimates. It leaves $2.5 million 
for the boiler refurbishment or partial funding towards a geo-thermal system. 

• Add $1.5 million in UNO capital asset funding and revenue bond authority (only to be used if 
necessary), along with the following additional legislative intent: 
"Section XX. University of North Dakota Hangar Addition and Renovation. The state board of 
higher education may enter into an agreement with a private entity to finance, and do all things 
necessary and proper, for the construction of a hangar addition and renovation of the UND 
Aerospace complex at the Grand Forks International Airport using current fees for flight 
operations." 

• It is critically important that NDUS institutions have the ability to continue to compete for 
federal funds on a timely basis, including competitive Federal Stimulus Funding opportunities. 
Therefore, it is requested that Section 9 of SB 2003 be amended to clarify authority to receive 
and spend federal stimulus competitive grant awards as follows: 

SECTION 9. FEDERAL, PRIVATE, AND OTHER FUNDS -APPROPRIATION. All funds, in 
addition to those appropriated in section 1 of this Act, from federal, private, and other sources, 
including federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of2009 competitive grant awards 
and other funds that the legislative assembly has nat indicated an intent ta reiect, received by 
the institutions and entities under the control of the state board of higher education are 
appropriated ta those institutions and entities, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and 
ending June 30, 2011. All additional funds received under the North Dakota-Minnesota 
reciprocity agreement during the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011, are 
appropriated to the state board of higher education for reimbursement to institutions under the 
control of the board. 

• Based upon the current language in Section 31 of SB2003, it is our understanding that the STEM 
Loan Forgiveness Program is essentially the same as the existing Technology Loan Forgiveness 
Program since science, technology, engineering and mathematics programs are currently 
considered eligible programs under the existing program. Thus, all eligible applicants, including 
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those who have previously received funding under the technology occupations loan program, 
would receive up to a maximum of $1,500 per year to a maximum of $6,000. 

Ensure that an emergency clause is added to the following new sections so campuses can begin 
on these projects as soon as practical after legislative adjournment: 

✓ Section 2 and 3. Lake Region State College Wind Energy Project 
✓ Section 4. MiSU Swain Hall and LIND Education Building 

✓ Section 19. MiSU boiler project 

The following issues should be addressed in Sections 33 and 34, the regarding the new merit 
scholarship program: 

✓ Under Section 33, high school students graduating in the Spring of 2011 (2010-11 school 
year) and"thus, enrolling in a college or university in the Fall of 2011 would be the first 
eligible class to receive a merit scholarship; however, Section 34 suggests that merit 
scholarship payments be made to the colleges and universities beginning in the Fall of 
2010 (the beginning of the 2010-11 school year). 

✓ Section 34, directs the payment of the merit scholarship. HB1400, section 17 includes 
similar, but not the same language. For example, section 33 of SB2003 requires a 
student to maintain a "2.75 cumulative GPA" to continue to receive funding, while 
section 17 of HB1400 requires a "grade point average of 2.75." These differences 
should be reconciled and included in one or the other bill, not both, to reduce the 
possibility of conflict between the two bills. 

✓ Section 34 indicates that a student may receive a merit scholarship of $750 per 
semester, up to a maximum of $6,000 or four years (although they do not need to be 
consecutive semesters). HB1400, Section 15 provides for a "career and technical 
education scholarship". Is it the intent that a student choosing and completing a 
"career and technical education scholarship", could later also avail themselves of the 
academic scholarship outlined in Section 16 of HB1400, as long as in total the student 
did not receive more than $6,000? 

Thank you. If you have any questions, please contact me at 328-2963. 

Attachments 

xc: Chancellor's Cabinet 
Administrative Affairs Officers 
Chancellor's Senior Staff 
Cathy McDonald 
Peggy Wipf 

1:\t•rry\1100\09ses\memo to members sb2003 s-h approp conf committe■ 4•15-09.docx 
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REVISED 4-20-09 -~ 

TO: Members, SB2003 Senate and House Appropriation Conference Committee 

William Goetz, Chancellor .J11_ FROM: 

DATE: April 20, 2009 

RE: Proposed Changes to House Appropriations Version of SB2003 

Thank you for your efforts on behalf of the North Dakota University System. I know you have a challenge 
balancing the important competing needs of the State. As you complete your work, I am confident you will 
keep in mind the impact this budget not only will have on students and families, but the North Dakota 
University System's ability to respond to North Dakota's economic needs. In that context, I would 
respectfully ask you to consider the following changes to the House Version of SB 2003: 

Proposed Changes to 5B2003 

• Restore $10 million in campus equity funding to be used to address campus strategic priorities 
consistent with the Legislative Interim Higher Education and SBHE goals, including new or expanded 
academic programs in response to workforce needs; added salary increases to address market pay 
differentials; offset tuition shortfalls; higher than estimated utility cost increases; accreditation 
costs; and, other needs. 

2009-11 Equity Funding, By Campus 

BSC $416,578 
LRSC $196,229 
wsc $135,135 
UNO and UNO SOM HS $3,031,962 

NDSU $4,963,065 
NDSCS $135,135 
DSU $443,693 

MaSU $135,135 
MiSU $272,798 
vcsu $135,135 
MiSU-BC $135,135 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960. Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University• Lake Region State College • Mayville State Universlty • 
Minot State University• Minot State Universlty~Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota • Valley City State University• Williston State College. 
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• Restore $10,625,978 in student financial assistance grant funding, a biennial total of $20 million 
for needs-based grant aid for those student least able to afford a college education. Annually, the 
NOUS has over 20,000 students eligible to receive funding. Total funding, including federal funds, is 
as follows: 

Estimated Number of Estimated Annual 
Total Funding Annual Awards Award Amount 1/ 

Current 07-09 
Adjusted Base $6,536,225 4,100-4,200 $800 
SBHE Request $20,592,225 11,950 $800 
Executive Budget $500-$2,000, 

depending on level of 
$39,648,428 11,400 unmet financial need 

Senate $27,236,225 7,750 $500-$2,000 
House 
Appropriations $9,374,022 5,850 $800 
1/ Actual award amounts, and therefore number of awards per year, may vary between $800-
1,500 per year, based on final legislative funding. 

• Remove Section 25 which would limit tuition rate increases to no more than four percent per 
year in 09-10 and 10-11 without Budget Section approval. State statute currently authorizes the 
State Board of Higher Education to set tuition rates, and flexibility in setting rates for the 09-11 
biennium will be imperative, especially if tuition affordability of $8.2 million, and equity funding of 
$10 million is not included in the final legislative appropriation. Without these funding 
components, institutions will either have to rely more heavily on tuition rate increases to cover 
increasing costs for salaries, health, utilities, etc. and/or reduce other programs and services, 
directly impacting students . 

• 
• Add funding of $11,200,000 in state general funds for the joint NDUS/UND Information 

Technology Building, which were to be shifted from the UND Education Building ($11.2 million), 
which is now funded from federal stimulus funds. The IT facility is number two on the SBHE priority 
list. Facilities are currently exposed to water, electrical and plumbing infrastructure risks. At this 
time, facilities are located in numerous locations placing limitations on efficiency and effectiveness. 
This project will address risks and space limitations associated with location of the current facility 
and provide for greater efficiency and effectiveness in IT operations. 

• Remove Section 21, which directs $1.1 million of estimated 07-09 carryover in the NOUS Office to 
be allocated to the Northern Tier Network (NTN). The current SBHE-endorsed plan, calls for 
potential use of competitive federal stimulus funding to complete the north/south (Canada and 
South Dakota) connections, freeing up 07-09 NTN funding, which could be carried over to the 09-11 
biennium, to help cover most of the anticipated network operating costs. See Attachment 1 for 
more details. 

It should also be noted that nearly $1 million of projected carryover in the NOUS Office is in student 
aid programs-see Attachment 2. The projected carryover balances have been built into the 09-11 
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budget assumptions already presented to the House and Senate. Reallocating the carryover will 
reduce the estimated number of slots funded in the 2009-11 biennium as follows: 

✓ State Grant (needs-based aid program)-340@ $800 each or 225 @$1,200 each or fewer 
grants per year 

✓ Scholars Program (merit scholarship)-15 fewer new freshmen awards per year 
✓ PSEP (vets. optometrists, dentists)-estimated reduction of 1 veterinary medicine slot and 

2 optometry slots per year; this could be further reduced based on potential changes to the 

ND/MN reciprocity dentistry agreement, which has not been addressed in the bill to date. 

Furthermore, reallocations of NOUS Office carryover to NTN would also potentially impact our 
ability to effectively manage new and expanded student aid programs, and to carryout SBHE and 
interim committee objectives. 

If the carryover funds are not restored, we would ask that you, at a minimum, consider 
permitting up to $150,000 of the state grant, merit scholarship and/or STEM funds to be used for 
program administration. 

7. 63, / !,D 67 · 0 1 "f'f'A.8/> 
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: 0 f:,,JJ_,dfi,.,,.J.. Add legislative intent to reallocate $1.ZS million from the MiSU boiler/plant building project to 
: J.:, !'1"1 pla,r6l"f the Swain Hall Renovation project. This reallocation, along with the 07-09 appropriation 

t,.,,,-J .. • ($7,036,150), and $5.0 million new federal stimulus/general fund appropriation will provide a total 
of $13,286,150, the amount needed to cover current cost estimates. It leaves $2.5 million for the 
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"Section XX. University of North Dakota Hangar Addition and Renovation, The state board of 
higher education may enter into an agreement with a private entity to finance, and do all things 
necessary and proper, for the construction of a hangar addition and renovation of the UND 
Aerospace complex at the Grand Forks International Airport using current fees for flight 
operations. 11 

• It is critically important that NOUS institutions have the ability to continue to compete for federal 
funds on a timely basis, including competitive Federal Stimulus Funding opportunities. Therefore, 
it is requested that Section 9 of SB 2003 be amended to clarify authority to receive and spend 
federal stimulus competitive grant awards as follows: 

SECTION 9, FEDERAL, PRIVATE, AND OTHER FUNDS-APPROPRIATION. All funds, in addition 
ta those appropriated in section 1 of this Act, from federal, private, and other sources, including 
federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of2009 competitive grant awards and other funds 
that the legislative assembly has not indicated an intent to reiect, received by the institutions and 
entities under the control of the state board of higher education are appropriated to those 
institutions and entities, for the biennium beginning July 1, 2009, ond ending June 30, 2011. All 
additional funds received under the North Dakota-Minnesota reciprocity agreement during the 
biennium beginning July 1, 2009, and ending June 30, 2011, are appropriated ta the state board of 
higher education for reimbursement to institutions under the control of the board . 
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• Based upon the current language in Section 31 of SB2003, it is our understanding that the STEM 

Loan Forgiveness Program is essentially the same as the existing Technology Loan Forgiveness 
Program since science, technology, engineering and mathematics programs are currently 
considered eligible programs under the existing program. Thus, all eligible applicants, including 
those who have previously received funding under the technology occupations loan program, 

would receive up to a maximum of $1,500 per year to a maximum of $6,000. 

• 

• 

Ensure that an emergency clause is added to the following new sections so campuses can begin on 
these projects as soon as practical after legislative adjournment: 

✓ Section 2 and 3. Lake Region State College Wind Energy Project 
✓ Section 4. MiSU Swain Hall and UND Education Building 
✓ Section 19. MiSU boiler project 

The following issues should be addressed in Sections 33 and 34, the regarding the new merit 

scholarship program: 
✓ Under Section 33, high school students graduating in the Spring of 2011 (2010-11 school 

year) and thus, enrolling in a college or university in the Fall of 2011 would be the first 
eligible class to receive a merit scholarship; however, Section 34 suggests that merit 
scholarship payments be made to the colleges and universities beginning in the Fall of 2010 

(the beginning of the 2010-11 school year). 
✓ Section 34, directs the payment of the merit scholarship. HB1400, section 17 includes 

similar, but not the same language. For example, section 33 of SB2003 requires a student 
to maintain a "2.75 cumulative GPA" to continue to receive funding, while section 17 of 
HB1400 requires a "grade point average of 2.75." These differences should be reconciled 
and included in one or the other bill, not both, to reduce the possibility of conflict between 

the two bills. 
✓ Section 34 indicates that a student may receive a merit scholarship of $750 per semester, 

up to a maximum of $6,000 or four years (although they do not need to be consecutive 
semesters). HB1400, Section 15 provides for a "career and technical education 
scholarship". Is it the intent that a student choosing and completing a "career and 
technical education scholarship", could later also avail themselves of the academic 
scholarship outlined in Section 16 of HB1400, as long as in total the student did not receive 

more than $6,000? 

Thank you. If you have any questions, please contact me at 328-2963. 

Attachments 

xc: Chancellor's Cabinet 
Administrative Affairs Officers 
Chancellor's Senior Staff 
Cathy McDonald 
Peggy Wipf 
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Prepared by the Legislative Council staff 
for Conference Committee 

April 29, 2009 

LISTING OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO RENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO. 2003 

North Dakota University System 

Adopted funding changes: 

Description 
1 Designate $200,000 of NOUS office carryover to be used for Valley City State 

University marketing and student retention instead of two-year campus marketing. 

2 Transfer $1.25 million of general fund appropriation from the Minot State University 
boiler project to the Swain Hall project. 

3 Provide $317,000 of funding to Valley City State University for flood related costs. 
Provide emergency dause for appropriation. 

4 Provide $1.5 million of capital asset authority for the University of North Dakota 
hangar addition and renovation. Also provide bonding authority for the project. 

Total proposed funding changes 

Other adopted changes 

FTE 
General Special 

Fund Funds 

$0 

$0 

$317,000 

$1,500,000 

$317,000 $1,500,000 

Remove Section 21 of the House amendments relating to the designation of carryover authority for the Northern Tier Network. 

Total 

$0 

$0 

$317,000 

$1,500,000 

$1,817,000 

2 Remove Section 2 of the House amendments that provides contingent language for the general fund appropriation for the Lake Region State College Wind 
Project. 

--.c, 
I 
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• --North Dakota University System 
NOUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences (SMHS) 

Summary of Senate Amendments to SB2003 

Amendments to General Fund 

NDUS Office 

General Fund Included in Executive Recommendation $ 108,080,088 

Senate Amendments: 
Adjustments to Base Funding in Executive Recommendation: 

Reduces funding for needs-based .financial aid 1/ (33,112,203) 
Reduces funding for student financial assistance grants 2/ (1,997,000) 
Removes funding for salary increases for NOUS Office employees earning > $100,000 per year 3/ (138,011) 
Removes base funding for emergency preparedness/security from campuses & adds pool in NOUS Office 750,000 
Increases funding for EPSCoR 4/ 600,000 
Provides funding for STEM Teacher Education Pool 5/ 1,500,000 
Provides funding for affordability initiative to freeze tuition at the 2-year campuses and limit tuition 

increases to 4% per year at the other campuses 
Provides funding to implement a Rur.al Health Initiative at the SMHS 

Net Changes to Base Funding (32,397,214) 

Adjustments to One-time Funding in Executive Recommendation: 
Removes one-time funding for emergency preparedness/security (4,000,000) 

Net Changes to One-time Funding (4,000,000) 

Net Adjustments to General Fund (36,397,214/ 

General Fund per Engrossed S82003 $ 71,682,874 

Amendments to Other Funds 

Other Funds Included in Executive Recommendation 

Senate Amendments: 
Adjustments to Base Funding in Executive Recommendation: 

Reduces funding for SITS pool to reflect actual amount from the Student Loan Trust Fund 
Net Changes to Base Funding 

Reductions to Executive Recommendation: 
Provides funding authority for a forensic pathology facility at the SMHS 
Increases revenue bond funding authority for MiSU wellness center project 

Net Changes to One-time Funding 

Other Funds per Engrossed S82003 

NOUS Office 
$ 4,069,558 

(20,600) 
(20,600) 

$ 4,048,958 

11 Campuses & 
SMHS 

$ 502,289,091 

(1,334,865) 

8,215,467 
500,000 

7,380,602 

7,380,602 

$ 509,669,693 

11 Campuses & 
SMHS 

$ 159,329,000 

129,000 
5,000,000 
5,129,000 

$ 164,458,000 

Forest Service 

$ 3,855,768 

$ 3,855,768 

Forest Service 
$ _997,486 

$ 997,486 

$ 

$ 

--
Total 

614,224,947 

(33,112,203) 
(1,997,000) 

(138,011) 
(584,865) 
600,000 

1,500,000 

8,215,467 
500,000 

(25,016,612) 

(4,000,000) 
(4,000,000) 

(29,016,612/ 

585_,20~,335 

Total 
Other Funds 

$ 164,396,044 

(20,600) 
(20,600) 

129,000 
5,000,000 
5,129,000 

$ 169,504,444 
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North Dakota University System 

NDUS Office, Campuses, Forest Service and UND School of Medicine & Health Sciences (SMHS) 
Summary of Senate Amendments to SB2003 

FOOTNOTES TO AMENDMENTS: 

1/ This amendment removes the increase that was provided in the executive recommendation for needs based financial aid. 

2/ The amendment removes $1,998,000 of the increase for student financial assistance grants that was provided in the executive recommendation 

3/ In addition to freezing the salaries of NOUS Office employees that currently earn over $100,000 per year, this amendment limits compensation adjustments of all other 
NOUS Office employees to 5 percent per year for the 2009-11 biennium. 

4/ Of the $600,000 increase to EPSCoR, $400,000 is to be used for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive 
Research program 

.. 

5/ The STEM teacher education funding is provided to establish a pool for enhancing existing teacher education programs in science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
fields. These funds may not be used for infrastructure projects. 

OTHER CHANGES TO EXECUTIVE RECOMMENDATION (SB2003): 
* Adds a section of legislative intent that all NOUS employees whose documented performance meets all standards are to receive minimum monthly salary increases of $100 

for the 2009-11 biennium. This is an unfunded mandate with an estimated general fund cost to the NOUS of $114,500, and a total cost to all funding sources of 
approximately $334,000. 

* Adds a section that legislative council consider studying the facility needs of the SMHS Bismarck Family Practice Center (BFPC), which if conducted must include a review 
of the feasibility of locating the BFPC on the campus of BSC. 

* Adds a section that legislative council consider studying options for funding higher education institutions. If conducted, the study must include a review of the feasibility of 
implementing a higher education funding mechanism based on student completion rates. 

C:\OOCUME-1\.4.LVINB-1\LOCALS-1\TEMP\ISenate amendments-S82003.xlsx]Summary 
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HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING COMPARISON 

Prepared by the North Dakota .ve Council 
staff 'I 

April 2009 ~f /or 
This memorandum provides information regarding the 2007-09 legislative appropriation for higher education and the 2009-11 executive budget, Senate version, 

and House version of 2009 Senate Bill Nos. 2003 and 2062. 

2007--09 Executive Budael Senate Version House Version 
Legislative 2009-11 Change From 2009-11 Change From 2009-11 Change From 

Aooropriation Fundin11 2007--09 FundinA 2007--09 Funding 2007-09 
General fund ongoing funding $440,067,556 $540,071,689 $100,004,133 $540,055,087 $99,987,531 $512,945,895 $72,878,339 
General fund one-time funding 28,582,068 74,153,258 45,571,190 70,153,248 41,571,180 59,233,248 30,651,180 

Total general.fund $468,649,624 $614,224,947 $145,575,323 $610,208,335 $141,558,711 $572,179,143 $103,529,519 

Other funds ongoing funding $4,341,216 $5,067,044 $725,828 $5,046,444 $705,228 $5,396,444 $1,055,228 
Other funds one-time funding 161,078,485 159,329,000 11,749.485) 164,458,000 3,379,515 183,267,920 22,189.435 

Total other funds $165.419, 701 $164,396,044 ($1,023,657) $169,504,444 $4,084,743 $188,664,364 $23,244,663 

Total ongoing funding $444.408, 772 $545,138,743 $100,729,971 $545,101,531 $100,692,759 $518,342,339 $73,933,567 
Total one-time funding 189 660,553 233,482.248 43,821 695 234,611 248 44,950.695 242,501 168 52,840,615 

Total fundin11 $634,069,325 $778,620,991 $144,551,666 $779,712,779 $145,643.454 $760,843,507 $126,774,182 
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SENATE BILL NO. 2003 -
HOUSE CHANGES TO THE SENATE VERSION 

The following tables provide the House changes to the Senate version of Senate Bill No. 2003: 

General Fund Chanaes to Senate Version 
House Version 

Needs-based financial aid ($17,162,203) 
Merit scholarships 3,000,000 
Opportunity grants (4,000,000) 
Funding for tribal college grants (700,000) 
Funding for two-year college marketing 800,000 
Funding for North Dakota University System office salaries 138,011 
Additional funding for Minot State University - Bottineau 345,000 
Funding for the Theodore Roosevelt Center 750,000 
University of North Dakota Education Building (11,200,000) 
Campus equity 110.000.oooi 

Total aeneral fund chanaes 1$38.029.1921 

Other Funds Chanaes to Senate Version 
House Version 

Adds funding from the permanent oil tax trust fund for Dickinson State University $350,000 

Adds unallocated fiscal stabilization stimulus funding for the University of North Dakota 16,200,000 
Education Building and the Minot State University Swain Hall 

Adds state energy program stimulus funding for the Lake Region State College wind energy 2,609,920 
project 

Total other funds chanQes $19 159 920 

Other Chanaes to Senate Bill No. 2003 
House Version 

Limits on tuition increases Limtts annual tuition increases to 4 percent at all campuses unless a 
greater amount is approved by the Budget Section 

Minot State University boiler project Contains a section allowing Minot State University to use funding 
designated for the boiler for a geothermal system 

Northern Tier Network funding Designates $1.1 million of University System carryover to be used for 
the Northern Tier Network 

Two-year campus marketing Designates $200,000 of University System carryover to be used for two-
year campus marketing 

Tuition waiver study Contains a study of higher education tuition waiver 

Education governance study Contains a study of the governance of education 

Student trust fund study Contains a study of the feasibility of implementing a higher education 
student trust fund 

State education board meetings Amends North Dakota Century Code Section 15.1-01-02 relating to joint 
meetings of the state's education boards 

Science, technology, engineering, and Contains sections related to the administration of the STEM loan 
mathematics (STEM) loan forgiveness, merit forgiveness program, merit scholarship program, and opportunity grant 
scholarshios. and onnortunitv arants oroaram 

OTHER POTENTIAL CHANGES TO SENATE BILL NO. 2003 
The following items were suggested for possible review during conference committee discussions: 

• Add funding for joint University of North Dakota/North Dakota University System information technology 
building. 

• Reallocate the $1.25 million general fund appropriation from the Minot State University boiler project to the 
Swain Hall project. 

• Add $1.5 million of special fund and revenue bond authority for a University of North Dakota hangar 
addition and renovation. 

I 
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• Review the guidelines for the STEM loan forgiveness program, including the correlation with the existing 
technology occupations loan forgiveness program . 
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HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING -
MAJOR CHANGES TO EXECUTIVE BUDGET 

The table below summarizes major changes to the executive budget recommendation in funding for higher 
education from the general fund included in 2009 Senate Bill Nos. 2003 and 2062 (as of April 13, 2009). 

2009-11 2009-11 2009-11 
Executive Budaet Senate Version House Version 

Needs-based financial aid $39,300,000 $26,187,7971 $9,374,022 

Science, technology, engineering, and 2,000,000 1,000,0001 1,000,000 
mathematics loan forgiveness 

Merit scholarship program 0 4,000,0001 3,000,000 

Tuition stabilization 0 8,215,467 8,215,467 

Science, technology, engineering, and 0 1,500,000 1,500,000 
mathematics teacher education 

One-time security and emergency 4,000,000 0 0 
preparedness pool 

Campus equity 10,000,000 10,000,000 0 

UNO Education Building 11,200,000 11,200,000 0 

Campus security and emergency 1,334,865 750,000 750,000 
preparedness 

Base/other funding 546,390 082 547,355,071 548,339,654 

Total general fund appropriation $614,224,947 $610,208,335 $572,179,143 
1 Includes fundino in Senate Bill No. 2062 . 
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LISTING OF ADOPTED CHANGES TO REENGROSSED SENATE BILL NO, 200~ 

North Dakota University System 

Adopted funding changes: General Special 
FTE Fund Funds Total 

Description 
1 Designate $200,000 of NDUS office carryover to be used for Valley City State $0 $0 

University marketing and student retention instead of two-year campus marketing. 

2 Transfer $1.25 million of general fund appropriation from the Minot State University $0 $0 
boiler project to the Swain Hall project. 

3 Provide $317,000 of funding to Valley City State University for flood related oosts. $317,000 $317,000 
Provide emergency clause for appropriation. 

4 Provide $1.5 million of capital asset authority for the University of North Dakota $1,500,000 $1,500,000 
hangar addition and renovation. Also provide bonding authority for the project. 

5 Provide $10 million of equity funding for campuses with a minimum equity allocation $10,000,000 
of $250,000 to each campus. 

6 Provide $5.4 million from the permanent oil tax trust fund for a new Bismarck Family $5,400,000 $5,400,000 
Practice Center. 

7 Provide a $8.8 million general fund appropriation to Dickinson State University for $0 $0 
Stoxen Library contingent on general fund revenues. 

8 Provide $6 million of funding for a Williston State College Virtual Career and $6,000,000 $6,000,000 
Technical Center for secondary and postsecondary education. Of the total amount 
of funding, up to $4.5 million is from federal fiscal stabilization funds, the amount up 
to $4.5 million not provided from federal fiscal stabilization funds is from the 
permanent oil tax trust fund, and $1.5 million is from local funds. 

9 Provide $800,000 from the general fund to Valley City State University for support of $800,000 $800,000 
strategic goals and other needs. Also, include a section of intent regarding the use 
of funds. 

Total proposed funding changes ___!1.1, 117,000 $12,900,000 $14,0_17,000 

, ,,,_, 
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other adopted changes 

Remove Section 21 of the House amendments relating to the designation of carryover authority for the Northern Tier Network. 

2 Remove Sections 33 and 34 of the House amendments relating to North Dakota academic scholarships and Career and Technical Education 
scholarships. Also, revise language in Section 35 relating to reporting requirements of the scholarship program. 

3 Add a legislative intent section regarding the STEM loan forgiveness program. ·(will fund students for four years) 

4 Change language in Section 22 of the House amendments regarding\evenue bonding for NDSU dining services renovation. 

5 Change language in Section 13 of the House amendments regarding the ability of the NOUS to receive federal stimulus funding. 

6 Remove Section 26 of the House amendments regarding the study of the Bismarck Family Practice Center. 

7 Add language to require the tumback of the unspent general fund appropriation for the Lake Region State College wind energy project. 

• 
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Summary of Testimony Offered to 
Senate Appropriations Committee on SB 2003 

Page Locator 

by Patti Heisler 

Mayville State University 

January 12, 2009 

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Appropriations 
Committee. My name is Patti Heisler. I am an Assistant Professor in the 
division of Business and ClS at Mayville State University and a Fargo 
resident. I was a Council of College Faculty representative on the Committee 
on Employee Compensation. Thank you for the opportunity to be here today 
to present to you the Report of the State Board of Higher Education's 
Committee on Employee Compensation . 

I'd like to start by thanking you for your support during the last legislative 
session. Our goal was to strengthen our competitive position in the 
marketplace and the legislature's approval of the university system budget, 
including a 5/5% salary increase, helped us to do that. Recent data published 
after our report shows faculty salaries still rank 51 st in the nation; however our 
salaries combined with our benefits package has now pushed our ranking from 
51 st to 48thin the nation. (Washington D.C. is considered the 51 st state in this 

, analysis.) Both faculty and staff have personally asked me to extend their 
thanks and gratitude to you for this support. 

Even so, we still have some challenges ahead. The rest of my presentation will 
focus on the challenges in some key areas: turnover, cost of living, and 
benefits. As I walk you through this report I will be making reference to 
specific page numbers within the report. 

The report is divided into four data sections: the first section contains staff 
exhibits and data and the second section contains faculty exhibits and data. 
Staff and faculty compensation structures and the natures of the job 
classifications are different and warrant individual comparison. (For example, 
broad banding is used for classification of staff positions.) The last two 
sections of the report address benefits and standard of living/cost of living. 
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Page Locator 

8: Salary 

9: State Job 
Market 

10:Turnover 

11: Concerns 

12: Impact of 
retirements 

13-20: Faculty 

Data 

21: Turnover 

22: Reasons 

23: Concerns 

24: Benefits 

Ranking 

28: ND Rank 
25-27: 

STAFF 

Staff salary information compared to the regional averages can be found on p. 8 
of the report and average staff salaries compared to the state job market can be 
found on p. 9. Although staff salaries are consistently behind the regional and 
market averages, the main focus of concern relates to the impact of salaries on 
turnover. As indicated by the table on p. 10, staff turnover has increased 
significantly in the last three years and the bar graph on p. l 1 indicates that salary 
factors have the greatest influence on decisions to leave. The pie chart on the top 
ofp. 11 documents another concern. At least 55% of turnover is related to 
employees hired within the last 5 years. As indicated on p. 12, we can expect the 
43% of staff employees age 50 and older, the core of the staff workforce we have 
relied on, to retire within the next l 5 years. 

FACULTY 

Information on NDUS faculty salaries by institution type and in comparison to 
regional and national averages is presented on pages I 3 to 20 using the most 
recent data available at the time of our March, 2008 report. Based on the 
available data, North Dakota University System faculty salaries are consistently 
the lowest in the region and the nation and, through 2006-07; the gaps tend to be 
increasing. As mentioned earlier, data published after the study was completed 
indicated that the funding provided by the 2007 appropriation did have a positive 
impact. Faculty turnover, as illustrated on p. 21, has consistently increased over 
the last three years and, as the bar graph on p. 22 indicates, salary appears to be 
the largest contributing factor to faculty turnover. Similar to the staff situation, 
the pie chart on p. 22 indicates faculty hired in the last five years constitutes the 
majority of departures and, as shown on p. 23, almost half of faculty will reach 
retirement age in the next 15 years. 

BENEFITS 

North Dakota University System benefits compare more favorably to regional 
averages than salaries. As shown on p. 24, when the effect of salary levels is 
removed, NOUS benefits rank 8th in the 12 state region. However, overall, 
benefits given low salary levels drops the benefit rank to 9th

• Benefit levels tend 
to be an especially important factor in staff recruiting. 

COST OF LIVING 

Purchasing The information on p. 28 indicates that North Dakota cost of living is 95.4% of 
Power the national average. This gives North Dakota a national rank of 31 out of 50 and 

a regional rank of6 out of 12. Viewed another way, if system salaries were 
proportionate to the cost of living in the state, salaries would also rank of 31 out 
of 50. For your information data on standard of living (that is, the purchasing 

power of salaries based on cost of living) is provided on pages 25 to 27. 
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Page locator 

7: Recommen
dations 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The study conclusions and recommendations can be found on p. 7. The 
long-term recommendation of the report was to provide annual salary 
increases of at least 6.5 percent for the next two biennia, as well as a $15 
million salary equity pool in 2009-11 in order to close the regional gap by 
2013. This assumes regional average faculty salary increases continue at 
the previous 5-year average rate of 3 percent per year. In its budget request 
the State Board of Higher Education requested an annual 7% salary increase 
for the next five years in order to reach the regional market average. 

While the governor's budget recommendation includes a 5/5% increase for 
all state employees, including higher education, the recommendation for an 
additional $23 million in salary equity funding does not include higher 
education. 

Finally, it should also be noted that competitive salaries will be critical in 
the next few years as all states compete in the national market to replace the 
retiring baby-boomer faculty and staff workforce. 

CONCLUDING STATEMENTS 

Since 1986 faculty and staff salaries have taken a downward trend. It's no 
one's fault; low pay has been a consequence of budgetary constraints. 
Compensation is a strategic decision which impacts us for the years to 
come. We have an opportunity today to place the North Dakota University 
System in a more competitive position. Compensation plays a critical role 
in the ability of our institutions to attract and retain expertise. This expertise 
is what attracts both industry and students. The result is economic growth, a 
larger tax base, and a world-class workforce. There's no better return on an 
investment when all the citizens in our state stand to benefit. 

Thank you again Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. Please let 
me know if you have any questions. 

G:\MICHEL\Compensation Tcstimony.docx 
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Purpose 

The North Dakota University System (NOUS) Compensation Committee was created by the Chancellor to 
develop recommendations and a long-term strategic plan concerning salary and compensation for NOUS 
faculty and staff. 

Members 

Faculty Compensation Committee, Council of College Faculties: 
Patti Heisler, MaSU 
Shirley Wilson, BSC 
Thomas Barnhart, NDSU 
Jon Jackson, UNO School of Medicine and Health Sciences 

Human Resources Council: 
Joann Kitchens, LRSC 
Wes Matthews, MiSU 
Broe Lietz, NDSU 

Staff and technical support provided by the NOUS System Office 
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Reasons to Invest in Higher Education 

Progressive businesses know the value of offering a competitive salary. It's 

what keeps you in the marketplace. Competitive salaries attract a worthy 

resource: knowledgeable employees. Knowledgeable employees are the single 

greatest resource for institutions of higher education. 

• Compensation plays a critical role in the ability of our institutions to attract 

and retain expertise. In turn, this expertise attracts both industry and 

students, resulting in a world-class workforce. 

• Business and industry are the greatest contributors to the tax base of our 

state. Access to the intellectual resources provided by higher education is 

required for business and industry to create high-wage jobs. 

• Faculty and staff provide cutting-edge research opportunities which 

increase the prospects for growth in our state. 

• Competitive higher education plays a significant role in the education of our 

citizenry. Government statistics indicate citizens who achieve higher levels 

of education are healthier, achieve higher levels of income, contribute more 

tax dollars, and are least likely to be incarcerated.; 

• NOUS employees who are compensated competitively would improve 

North Dakota education at large, leading to a better-educated public and 

private sector and to a better-educated citizenry. 

This report examines measures associated with NOUS faculty and staff 

compensation and highlights some positive indicators and concerns, as well as 

suggestions for changes. The information in this report will enable the State 

Board of Higher Education to develop appropriate recommendations for 

compensation along with its strategic plan to fulfill the NOUS mission with North 

Dakota legislators and public. 
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Compensation Assessment and Recommendations 

• Acknowledgements 

• 

We would like to thank the State Board of Higher Education and campus leadership for recognizing 
faculty and staff needs and for efforts made in securing improved compensation and benefits. 

The 2007-09 legislative appropriation for the North Dakota University System included funding for parity 
to provide for inflationary costs, including the general fund share of a 5 percent per year salary increase 
and health insurance increases. Campuses went beyond this level, providing overall NDUS average 
salary increases of 5.6 percent for 2007-08, through reallocation of funds and the use of other funding 
sources. 

Higher education is becoming increasingly competitive where students, faculty, staff, and business 
partnerships are concerned. Despite the challenges we have faced in the past, we are in a better position 
today to continue this effort and be a strong competitive player within the marketplace of higher 
education. 

The Value of Equitable Compensation 

The state of North Dakota stands to gain more by compensating NOUS faculty and staff at market value 
pay. Low pay is a consequence of budgetary constraints. This presents a drain to the citizens of North 
Dakota in terms of a loss of students, business and industry, employment opportunities, and tax 
revenues. 

The exhibits included point out the noticeable effects of low pay as increased turnover, inability to recruit 
and retain employees, wage compression, and expressed discontent with pay as indicated in exit 
interviews and surveys . 

Exhibits A1-A2 indicate that, although progress has been made since 2001, staff salaries continue to lag 
behind the regional averages for all types of institutions and all broadband categories. Some institutions 
have more difficulty competing for staff positions in various areas of the state than others. For example, 
Dickinson State University and Williston State College are particularly challenged currently, due to the 
impact the oil industry is having on the employment demands in all sectors of the economy. This may 
account for the significant increase in staff turnover rate at these campuses, as reflected in Exhibit C. 
More recently, the State Board of Higher Education approved new pay ranges for all Presidents and the 
Chancellor, to be more competitive with the market. Salary increases will place the NOUS institutions in a 
better position to address the market issues. 

Exhibits E1-E4 indicate a downward trend in faculty salaries since 1986. Bringing faculty pay closer to 
market value will enable our institutions to overcome the challenges of attracting and retaining faculty, 
students, as well as the state's ability to attract business and industry. The NOUS institutions will be in a 
competitive position to recruit and retain students and provide the type of workforce employers are hiring. 

· Exhibits F1-F3 show that faculty pay ranks the lowest in the region and nation. NDUS institutions need to 
be concerned about the perception low faculty pay creates for our educational product in the minds of 
prospective students. It is a general expectation that individuals with expertise are paid higher. In the 
mind of an employer that same perception translates to inadequate intellectual resources and a limited 
workforce. 

The Cost of Staff and Faculty Turnover 

Exhibit B indicates that staff turnover has more than doubled from 5.3 percent in 2004, to 10.9 percent in 
2005, 10.6 percent in 2006 and 11.8 percent in 2007. Exhibit C shows that, of the staff who responded to 
the exit interviews, 18 percent were employed for 1 year or less, and 55 percent were employed less than 
5 years before leaving. These high turnover rates are accompanied by increased financial costs 
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associated with training new employees, as well as the physical and emotional costs on existing staff who 
must assume additional duties for either a short or long period of time. 

Between the years 2002-2005 the average rate of turnover for faculty within the NOUS institutions was 
5.85 percent (Exhibit G). During 2006-2007 that changed. The rate of turnover has nearly doubled to 9.3 
percent and 10.2 percent respectively. Exhibit H shows that, of the faculty who responded to the exit 
interviews, 13 percent of newly hired faculty leave in one year or less and 59 percent leave in less than 5 
years. The exhibit further indicates faculty are finding better salaries elsewhere along with advancement 
opportunities. 

Over time, low salaries produce salary inversion and pay compression, which occurs when less 
experienced people earn as much as or more than longer-term employees, due to rising starting salaries. 
Tight budgets deter hiring of more experienced faculty and staff. Exhibits D and I indicate that over 40 
percent of staff and almost half the faculty are over the age of 50 which suggests a high propensity for 
pay compression issues where more experienced faculty and staff salaries have not kept pace with 
market pay. Perceived or real pay inequities reduce employee morale. Faculty job satisfaction is 
measured through the HERi survey which is being administered as this report is being written. The HERi 
survey provides participating institutions with information about faculty job satisfaction with respect to 
workload and pay. Institutions receive detailed data along with national normative data for faculty in 
similar types of institutions. 

Long-term faculty and staff who feel valued by their institution instill a sense of pride and this carries over 
to the community, its perception and its support of that institution. NOUS schools are in a better position 
to attract and retain students when faculty and staff turnover is reduced. NOUS and the community can 
expect greater contributions by faculty and staff who feel valued. This is accomplished by paying faculty 
and staff competitively with their peers. 

Benefits Package 

The state of North Dakota offers a comprehensive benefit package to NOUS employees, as do other 
states. Exhibit J shows North Dakota's benefit package, based on regional average hourly salary, ranks 
8th among the 12 states in the region. North Dakota ranks 9th based on actual average hourly salary. 
While the latter represents an improvement in our ranking, the value of our benefit package is slightly 
below the average for our region, many of whom also have salaries well below other states, and does not 
offset the salary differential. It is crucial that the state continue to fund 100 percent of employee health 
insurance premiums with no changes to deductibles or co-payments. 

Cost of Living as a Benchmark 

Exhibits F1-F3 indicate that average salaries for North Dakota faculty members continue to be ranked last 
in the nation. The question is, "Where should North Dakota faculty salaries be ranked?" According to the 
ACCRA cost of living index, North Dakota has the 31st highest cost of living index in the nation and is 5th 
highest in the 12 states in the central states region (Exhibit N). 

• The 2005-06 average faculty salaries of Ohio, the state that is ranked 31st for doctoral schools, is 
$70,900 compared to $54,446 in North Dakota (Exhibit F1). 

• Indiana, which ranked 31st for four-year schools, had an average salary of $56,132, compared to 
$43,780 in North Dakota (Exhibit F2). 

• The average salaries of Kansas, the state that is ranked 31st for two-year schools, was $45,215 
compared to $38,853 in North Dakota (Exhibit F3). 

• North Dakota faculty salaries lag the states that are ranked 31'1 in average faculty salaries by as 
much as 23.2 percent for doctoral, 22 percent for four-year, and 14.1 percent for two-year 
schools. 

While the cost of living is not the only factor that influences average salaries around the nation, it 
seems reasonable that North Dakota faculty salaries should be ranked much closer to 31" instead 
of 50th in the nation. It's interesting to find that the comparison of NOUS salaries, using cost of living as 
a benchmark, yields similar results to comparing NOUS salaries to the regional averages. In fact, if North 
Dakota salaries were funded at the regional average in 2005-06, they would have ranked 261h to 34th in 
the nation. 
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Average salaries for NDUS staff employees also lag their respective market rates (by type of institution) 
by 6.9 percent to 20.3 percent (Exhibit A2). The market rates used in this comparison primarily include 
local data provided by Job Service of North Dakota as well regional data for certain positions in higher 
education from the College and University Professional Association. The real purchasing power of 
NOUS wages remains below the average real purchasing power for the region (Exhibit M). 

Conclusion 

The practice of paying below market value has now spanned more than 20 years in our state. As a result 
we are seeing increased turnover and a tighter labor market stimulated by competing entities paying 
higher salaries. 

North Dakota needs to acknowledge the impact higher education has on our state as stated earlier in the 
section entitled, "Reasons to Invest in Higher Education." 

As stated in the 2006 Accountability Measures Report, "Passage of SB 2003 in 2001 signaled that the 
university system can and should play a larger role in enhancing the economic and social vitality of North 
Dakota, as envisioned by the Roundtable_ on Higher Education."'' NOUS has one of the most efficient 
systems of higher education in the nation'". There is no better time than now to invest in higher education 
salaries. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings within this report, the following actions are recommended: 
1. Support 6.5 percent salary increases for each of the next two years (2009-10 and 2010-11) 

for both faculty and staff, at a projected cost to the state general fund of approximately 
$31 million. This percentage provides for inflation increases at 3.5 percent (average for fiscal 
years 2006 and 2007) and market value increases at 3 percent. 

2. Provide a pool of funds for individual campuses to primarily address faculty salary issues 
specific to that institution . 

a. A total of $15 million in funds will enable individual institutions to address and resolve 
salary issues associated with changes in the local economy, gaps in pay for positions 
which are highly specialized, wage compression, and other pay differentials. 

b. The pool of funds is to be used, primarily to address faculty salaries, but may also be 
used to address staff salary issues that are at least as critical as the faculty salaries at 
any of the campuses. 

c. This pool of funds must be specifically earmarked for faculty and staff salaries and cannot 
be applied to facilities, other infrastructure, or non-salary expenses. 

3. Continue funding 100 percent of employee health insurance premiums with no changes to 
deductibles or co-payments. 

4. The long-term recommendation of the committee is to provide annual increases of at least 
6.5 percent for the next two biennia, as well as a $15 million salary equity pool in 2009-11, 
in order to close the regional gap by 2013. This assumes regional average faculty salary 
increases continue at the previous 5-year average rate of 3 percent per year. 

The primary goals for these recommendations are: 
• Enable NOUS institutions to compete more effectively for faculty and staff positions. 
• Bring salaries to regional averages in four years, by 2013. Assuming the rankings of other states 

remain relatively unchanged from 2005-06 rankings, the average salaries of ND campuses would 
rank 26th-34th, nationally, or very close to our current ranking for cost of living, of 31st in the 
nation. 

• Stabilize employment by reducing turnover. 
• Improve retention efforts . 

Ultimately, the compensation package represents an investment for the future growth of our NOUS 
institutions, our state and its citizens. 
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Measures Used for This Report: Staff Exhibits 

1.1 Current Compensation - NDUS Staff Salaries 
Exhibit A 1: Weighted Broadband Staff Salaries 

Staff salaries continue to lag behind the regional averages for all types of institutions 
and all broadband categories, with the average institutional salary variances ranging 
from 2.1 percent to 18. 1 percent and average broadband salary variances ranging from 
1. 7 percent to 9. 6 percent. 
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2007 NDUS Weighted Broadband Staff Salaries 
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By Type of Institution 
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Doctoral t-10s!ers 4-Year 

$36.2 $29.3 $29.3 

$36.9 $31.1 $34.6 

-2.1% -6.1% -18.1% 

2007 NDUS Weighted Broadband Staff Salaries 
Compared to Regional Job Market 

By Broadband Category 

Adrrin A'ofess. Tech/Para. Office Supp. 
Crafts/ 

Trades 

$63.5 $44.4 $30.5 $26.7 $34.3 

$69.6 $46,3 $31.5 $27.1 $36.0 

-9.6% -4.3% -3.4% -1.7% -5.1% 
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Exhibit A2: Average Broadband Staff Salaries Compared to Job Market 

Overall improvement has been made at all types of institutions except the four-year 
campuses, which have lost ground, most significantly in the Administrative/Managerial job 
families. Average staff salaries at all institutions continue to be below the average market 
salary. 

Band# 

1000 
3000 
4000 

5000 
6000 
7000 

Average Broadband Staff Salaries 
Compared to Job Market 

Job Famil 

Administrative/Managerial 

Professional 

Technical & Paraprofessional 

Office Support 

Crafts/Trades 

Services 

Weighted Avg. Ma 
NDUS Sala s 

i~tlu'llfifo'act'3ta7fi'frosi:J 
$78,141 $79,188 -1.3% -10.7% 

45,782 $47,168 -3.0% -3.7% 

31,866 $32,305 -1.4% -2.4% 

27,643 $27,189 0.0% -2.4% 

36,941 $37,604 -1.8% -12.5% 

22,661 $22,964 -1.3% -3.2% 

$36,162 $36,933 -2.1% -6.9% 

Band# 
~~ .. ~'k..,...~,.,"';.."' _.:. .. ,.~~-... ~ r.i'!Masters. MiSt.fi le ~~.;y,a,;; i ~w.-r;·~~·r'' 1' .'I._ !,.,.•.'(., 

1000 Administrative/Managerial $50,872 $49,712 0.0% 

3000 Professional 37,302 $39,491 -5.9% 

4000 Technical & Paraprofessional 25,508 $27,047 -6.0% 

5000 Office Support 22,806 $25,453 -11.6% 

6000 Craftsffrades 27,403 $28,623 -4.5% 

7000 Services 20,825 $20,482 0.0% 

$31,073 -6.1% 

Band# ij.i::iTr! DS~MTsti[VPSJJ>~~~ 
1000 Administrative/Managerial $49,860 $65,203 -30.8% 

3000 Professional 35,966 $42,941 -19.4% 

4000 Technical & Paraprofessional 24,116 $26,858 -11.4% 

5000 Office Support 22,885 $27,135 -18.6% 

6000 Crafts/frades 28,707 $33,934 -18.2% 

7000 Services 20,491 $20,961 -2.3% 

$29,271 $34,565 -18.1% 

Band# a2r:sr.rrrTBSC;-YlfRSctM1S'6~B,:NOsCS?NVSC'·:·. 

1000 Administrative/Managerial $56,864 $60,335 -6.1% 

3000 Professional 40,072 $43,464 -8.5% 

4000 Technical & Paraprofessional 27,974 $31,262 -11.8% 

5000 Office Support 25,049 $27,716 -10.6% 

6000 Craftsffrades 30,260 $34,484 -14.0% 

7000 Services 22,020 $23,360 -6.1% 

$31,126 $34,047 -9.4¾ 

Data Sources: NOUS November 2007 payroll records; ND Job Service-2007; Fargo Moorhead Human Resource 
Administration-2005-2007; College & University Professional Association, Administrative Survey-2007, and Mid
Level Survey-2007; National Association of State Foresters Survey-2000; Bjorkland Survey-2005. A footnote in the 
ND Job Service 2007 edition indicates, 'Wage data from previous survey panels are adjusted using the 
Employment Cost Index (ECI), which brings wages current to the latest data collected in the survey, in this case 
May 2005. Using a similar method, North Dakota further aged the data to reflect December 2006." Data from all 
other surveys prior to 2005 were adjusted with the annual change(s) in the Consumer Price Index. 
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0.0% 
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-20.8% 

-10.0% 

-12.8% 

-28.1% 

-5.4% 

-16.6% 
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-16.1% 
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1.2 Employment Data 

Exhibit B: Staff Turnover Statistics 2002 through 2007 

North Dakota University System 

An average of 8.8 percent of 
benefited staff have left their 
NDUS jobs per year since 
2002. However, over the past 
three years, the turnover has 
exceeded 10.5 percent. 

14.0% 

12.0% 

10.0% 

8.0% 

6.0% 

4.0% 

2.0% 

0.0% 

-+-Staff 

2002 Turnover 2003 Turnover 

# I Ratio # I Ratio 
1,9~~':. ·~ . .,\ ';'.' 18 13.4' 0 13 9.7% 
~~u!. !~ .. ' • ~ .d 3 2.7°0 7 6.2% 
~"~"~ 1;'·~ . .., 7 13.7°0 3 5.9% 
1!•~~-U,~.i -"t>: 9 8.5 0 2 1.9% 
l~ll~_U" .. T:'{~:i 6 2.3' 0 12 4.6% 
~•~i:!Y'. 1!,i';; 

. ,;;,..,,;,,,;, 
.,. 21 11.0' 0 26 13.6% 

~ 86 o.4'. 78 5.8% 
!:yniq: --; . ·;: 165 8.9' 0 126 6.8% 

,. .. ' 5 5.3~. 4 4.3% 
1.•,!~V,. !.,. ·.: J 1 2.7~, 2 5.4% 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 6-yr Avg. 

7.7% 6.5% 5.3% 10.9% 10.6% 11.8% = 8.8% 

2004 Turnover 2005 Turnover 2006 Turnover 2007 Turnover 
# I Ratio # I Ratio # I Ratio # I Ratio 
14 8.5o/o 21 12.7% 18 11.8% 18 11.4o/o 
12 9.3% 17 13.2% 14 12.3% 32 25.4% 
4 8.9% 4 8.9% 5 9.3% 5 8.8% 

11 9.2% 15 12.6% 19 16.5% 21 20.2% 
15 5.4% 32 11.5% 38 14.0% 42 16.7% 

4 10.0% 7 17.5% 
8 4.0% 19 9.4% 22 10.5% 11 5.4% 

19 5.1u/o 154 9.9% 194 11.2% 205 11.6o/o 
79 4.3'J'o 219 11.9% 209 9.5% 238 1O.7'J'o 
10 11.2% 6 6.7% 8 8.5% 10 10.9% 
3 6.0% 0 0.0% 2 4.1% 9 18.1% 

TOJ~L-, 1 ' 321 7.7~. 273 6.5% 235 5.3% 487 10.9% 533 10.6% 598 11.8% 
• MISU ratios include M1SU-Bott1neau Campus through 2005. They are reported separately, beginning 2006 

Source: NOUS payroll records 
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Exhibit C: Staff Exit Survey Results 

NOUS EMPLOYEE EXIT SURVEY RESULTS 
Years of Service of Respondent 

Prior to Leaving - Staff 

2005-06 Data 

Source: NDUS Exit Interviews (26 percent response rate) 

greeter then 
20yrs 

1% 

Not disclosed 
28% 

• 55 percent of staff leaving 
the NDUS in 2005-06 were 
employed less than five 
years prior to leaving. 

• 18 percent were employed 
one year or less. 

Over the past five years, staff have identified low salary as the major factor influencing 
their decision to leave the NDUS. 

NOUS EMPLOYEE EXIT SURVEY RESULTS* - Staff 
Percent of Respondents Who Indicated 

Factors "Greatly Influenced" or 
"Influenced Somewhat" Their Decision to Leave 

62% 
Salary 

Opportunity for Adwnc::ement 

Change in Career 

Workload 

Tl'ilinlnglproflluional dev 

,. '"' 20% 40% 60% 

Source: NOUS exit interviews (26 percent response rate) 

'"' 

■ 2006 

■ 2005 

■ 2004 

02003 

■ 2002 

* Other reasons include fringe benefits, facilities, pursue education, funding, equipment, spouse, library resources, 
poor health/disability and other. 
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Exhibit D: Age Distribution Full-Time Staff 

Over 40 percent of staff are 50 years of age or over, and 8 percent are older than 60 years 
of age. The high percentage of younger staff leaving their institutions suggests fewer and 
fewer staff will be available to follow experienced employees into seniority. 

Higher Education Age Distribution 
Full-Time Staff 

I November 2007 [ 

61-65 yrs 66+ yrs 
6% 2% 

~~<i':,;':,;:tJ.._, .. 
ss-Go ri\""-J;;>~•- , .. ;:" " yrs '":fl;'-"~, .. ,.,-~. 

14% 

,,,,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ~,;:.J •. ,·. ,,., •• ,. ,~.,~-., less than 50 yrs 
":zzz:z:z;z.;z;::;;;zz;;;;;;z".,,;f;;· "';'.r,:~ '"~f~."-.e. ·., }, , 
,<NN,<NllhWllN,<H,W;NH;;llll /'¢• <;:;,•c.'• :1 r,~••j 'I' \ ~ •~ •., :,'l \1' 57% 
~";;;;;;zz;;zz;;z:;;;z;;z- _ ;t · ·«·· .. ~-,-~.'•,1-. ~. , _ :_. 

SO-SS yrs ,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,w,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ --~¥-t. tc--~1_.~,,r-.,. 

~~;;;;z;;~;;;;z~~:t >·, ri::,~:t~-'}:· ._}::;~4 

21% 
'"'~;;l . .(, 

Source: NDUS Payroll Records 
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Measures Used for This Report: Faculty Exhibits 

1.3 Current Compensation: NOUS Faculty Salaries 

Comparison to National and Regional Salaries by Rank 

2003-04 2006-07 

Faculty Rank National Regional National Regional 
Salarv Lao Salarv Lao Salarv Lao Salary Lag 

Professor -21 % -16 % -24 % -18 % 
Associate Professor -17 % -13 % -18 % -15 % 
Assistant Professor -8 % -5% -13 % -9% 
Instructor -2 % 0% -11% -10 % 

The above percentages represent the weighted average national and regional salary lag, by 
faculty rank, for all NDUS institutions for 2003-04 and 2006-07. This data suggests that campuses 
pay closer to market competitive rates at the time of hire; however, NDUS salaries do not keep 
pace over time. Greater loyalty, reduced turnover, and higher commitment to achieve institutional 
performance objectives are more likely if employees believe they are compensated fairly and will share in 
the growth of the institution. Compensation rates that fall below market value result in higher turnover 
and/or having to hire less-qualified faculty. Exhibit E4 shows the national and regional salary lag by type 
of institution for 2006-07. 

Percentage Salary Differential Between NDUS and Regional Average 

Reoional Salarv Lao Reoional Salarv Laq 
Type of Institution 1996-97 2001-02 2006-07 
Doctoral Institutions -41.3% - 32.2 % -27.5 % 
Master's Institutions - 14.7 % - 19.1 % - 26.2 % 
Baccalaureate Institutions -19.6 % - 22.4 % - 23.1 % 
Two-Year Institutions - 16.6 % - 28.2 % - 31.6 % 

While the regional average doctoral faculty salary gap has decreased in the last ten years, the masters, 
baccalaureate and two-year average salary gaps have increased. All remain significantly below their 
respective regional and national averages. To increase faculty salaries to regional average, a one-time 
increase of between 23 and 32 percent would be needed. (Exhibit E3). 

National and Regional Ranking 2005-2006 

Type of Institution National Rank Regional Rank 
(of 51) (of12) 

Public Doctoral Universities 50'" 12'" 
Public Four-Year Institution 50" 11"' 
Public Two-Year Institution 49··· 12'" . At least one state did not report data. 

(Exhibits F1-F3) 
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Exhibit E1: Average Faculty Salaries by Type of Institution - Doctoral and 
Masters Institutions 
(U.S., Regional and NDUS) 

Doctoral Institutions - NDSU, UNO 

$90 .,------------,------------------~ 
While gaining some ground in 

$80 the last five years, ND's average 
doctoral salary continues to lag 

$70 significantly behind the national 
and regional average. 

$60 -!==========="----------
"' ~ $50 t-------
ro 
"' 6 $40 
.c 
f-

l!llU.S. 

$20 

$10 

$0 

■ Re ional 
ON.D . 

1986-87 

$38.7 

$35.2 

$31.5 

1991-92 

$48.9 

$47.1 

$38.4 

Comprehensive (Masters) Institutions - MiSU 

1996-97 

$57.1 

$56.1 

$39.7 

2001-02 2006-07 

$68.7 $79.4 
$67.8 $76.6 
$51.3 $60.1 

$70 .,------------~-----------------~ 
NO's average comprehensive 
salary lags further behind the 

$60 national and regional average 
than five years ago. 

$50 .)::::========='----
"' ~ $40 +-------
"' "' ::, 
0 i= $30 

$20 

$10 

$0 

IID U.S. 

■ Re ional 
0N.D. 

1986-87 

$34.0 

$30.8 

$28.7 

1991-92 

$43.5 

$39.0 
$34.9 

Source: AAUP, Academe, Annual Reports 

1996-97 2001-02 

$48.9 $57.1 
$47.7 $53.1 
$41.6 $44.6 

Regional states include: CO, IA, KS, MN, MO, MT, ND, NE, OK, SD, WI and WY. 
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Exhibit E2: Average Faculty Salaries By Type of Institution - Baccalaureate 
and Two-Year Institutions 
(U.S., Regional and NOUS) 

Baccalaureate Institutions - DSU, MaSU, VCSU 

$70 .,------------,---------------------, 
In the last 5 years, ND's average 
baccalaureate salary has lost 

sso ground and continues to lag 
Ill behind the regional and national 
~ sso averages. 
"' <I) 
:, 

_g $40 +------------
1-

$30 

$20 

$10 

$0 
1986-87 1991-92 1996-97 2001-02 2006-07 

111 U.S. $29.7 $37.9 $43.8 $50.8 $59.6 
■ Re ional $29.4 $37.6 $42.1 $47.9 $54.4 
lfilN.D. $27.8 $33.4 $35.2 $39.1 $44.2 

Two-Year Institutions - BSC, LRSC, MiSU-BC, NDSCS, WSC 

$60 
In the last 5 years, ND's average 
two-year salary has lost ground 

$50 and continues to lag significantly 
behind the regional and national 

$40 
averages. 

<I) 

'O 
C: 

"' $30 <J) 
:, 
0 

..c: 
I- $20 

$10 

$0 
1986-87 1991-92 1996-97 2001-02 2006-07 

lll!U.S. $30.5 $38.2 $42.1 $48.5 $54.9 

■ Re ional $27.1 $33.6 $38.6 $47.3 $54.6 

GN.D. $27.6 $30.8 $33.1 $36.9 $41.5 

Source: AAUP, Academe, Annual Reports 
Regional states include: CO, IA, KS, MN, MO, MT, ND, NE, OK, SD, WI and WY. 
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Exhibit E3: NDUS Faculty Salary Lag Behind 

While the average doctoral faculty salary gap has decreased slightly in the last five years, the 
masters, baccalaureate and two-year average salary gaps have increased. All remain 
significantly below their respective regional and national averages. 

Regional Averages 

5% 

0% 

-5% 

·-10% 

-15% 

-20% 

-25% 

-30% 

-35% 

-40% 

-45% 
1986-87 1991-92 1996-97 2001-02 

El Doctoral -11.7% -22.7% -41.3% -32.2% 

■ Masters -7.3% -11.7% -14.7% -19.1% 

□ Bacca!. -5.8% -12.6% -19.6% -22.4% 

El Two-Yr. -1.8% -9.1% -16.6% -28.2% 

National Averages 

5% 

-5% 

-15% 

-25% 

-35% 

-45% 

-55% 
1986-87 1991-92 1996-97 2001-02 

G:.I Doctoral -22.9% -27.3% -43.8% -33.9% 

■ Masters -18.5% -24.6% -17.5% -28.0% 

□ Baccal. -6.8% -13.5% -24.4% -29.8% 

Ei!Two-Yr. -10.5% -24.0% -27.2% -31.4% 

Source: AAUP, Academe. Annual Reports and NOUS annual budget data . 
Regional states include: CO, IA, KS, MN, MO, MT, ND, NE, OK, SD, WI and WY. 
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Exhibit E4: NDUS Faculty Salary Lag Behind by Rank, 2006-07 

As faculty progress In rank at all types of institutions, their pay disparity with the national and 
regional averages grows wider. Pay compression results when labor market pay levels 
increase more rapidly than an employee's pay adjustment. There are cases where more 
experienced employees make less than salaries paid to attract and retain new employees from 
outside. 

Regional Averages 

0% 

-5% 

-10% 

-15% 

-20% 

!iii -25% +----="'----------------------, 

Associate Assistant Instructor 

a Doctoral -22% -12% -9% -2% 

■ Master's -13% -13% -12% -15% 

D Baccalaureate -25% -15% -12% -2% 

□ Two-Year -22% -14% -9% -9% 

National Averages 

-35% +------~-----~-------------1 
Professor Associate Assistant 

ll!I Doctoral -27% -15% -12% 

■ Master's -22% -21% -18% 

Q Baccalaureate -23% -17% 

III Two-Year -30% -19% -16% 

Source: AAUP, Academe, Annual Reports and NOUS annual budget data. 
Regional states include: CO, IA, KS, MN, MO, MT, ND, NE, OK, SD, WI and WY. 
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Exhibit F1: Listing of States by Rank of Average Salary for 911 0 Month 
Faculty of Public Higher Education Institutions in 50 States and DC 

Public Doctoral Universities, 2005-06 

Average Faculty Salary 
Public Doctoral Universities - 2005-06 

$100 

$90 

$80 

w 

" 
$70 

C $60 m 
w 

" $50 0 

i= $40 

$30 

$20 

$10 

$0 
MN W1 co NE IA. KS MO OK W{ MT SD NO 

Regional States 

05-06 Data (2007 Almanacl 03-04 
State Avg Sala'}' Rank Rank 
California $104,391 1 1 
Washington $90,807 2 24 

I Minnesota• $90,410 3 4 
New Jersey $89,741 4 2 

· Connecticut $89,268 5 5 
Michigan $86,674 6 6 
Mal}'land $86,055 7 7 

I Wisconsin* $85,082 8 3 
Massachusetts $83,657 9 13 
Delaware $82,710 10 8 
Pennsylvania $81,912 11 9 
New York $81,754 12 10 
North Carolina $80,784 13 11 
Virginia $80,432 14 14 
New Hampshire $79,727 15 20 
Arizona $78,879 16 15 
Nevada $77,908 17 18 
Georgia $76,942 18 19 
Florida $76,911 19 16 
Texas $76,550 20 23 

I Colorado* $75,782 21 21 
Rhode Island $75,570 22 12 

I Nebraska* $75,506 23 22 

In 2005-06, ND ranked 50th nationally 
and 12th regionally out of 12 states in 
salaries among 9/10 month faculty at 
public universities. 

05-06 Data (2007 Almanac) 
State Avg Sala'}' Rank 
Hawaii $72,846 27 
Indiana $72,000 28 
Kentucky $71,458 29 
Alabama $70,997 30 
Ohio $70,900 31 
Tennessee $70,359 32 
Kansas• $69,719 33 
Missouri* $69,339 34 
Arkansas $68,187 35 
Utah $67,372 36 
Louisiana $67,042 37 

I Oklahoma• $66,219 38 
Vermont $65,630 39 
New Mexico $65,618 40 

I W~oming• $64,563 41 
Oregon $64,158 42 
West Virginia $63,444 43 
Maine $63,119 44 
Alaska $62,188 45 
Idaho $59,151 46 
Mississinni $58,663 47 
Montana• $57,448 48 
South Dakota• $55,484 49 

03-04 
Rank 
28 
30 
26 
35 
25 
27 
36 
32 
37 
34 
33 
44 
43 
38 
39 
41 
42 
40 
47 
45 
46 
48 
50 

Illinois $73,710 24 29 
/ Iowa• 

;Noi:tll",Oal(ot~t!;i•'l!l;; ·,$!14\446, .' · . ";5q,:· \';'' ~Z:49:·;,,. 
$73,669 25 17 

South Carolina $72,900 26 31 

*Central States Region 
Source: Chronicle of Higher Education, Annual Almanacs 
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Dist Of Columbia 
U.S. 

n/a 
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Exhibit F2: Listing of States by Rank of Average Salary for 9/10 Month 
Faculty of Public Higher Education Institutions in 50 States and DC 

Public 4-Year Institutions, 2005-06 
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Average Faculty Salary 
Public 4-Year Institutions - 2005-06 

In 2005-06, ND ranked 50th nationally 
and 11th regionally in salaries among 
9110 month faculty at four-year 
institutions. 

MN VI NE WI MO CO KS SD OK MT ND W( 

Regional States 

05-06 Data (2007 Almanac) 03-04 05-06 Data (2007 Almanac) 03-04 
State Av9 Sala'}' Rank Rank State Av Sala Rank Rank 
New Jersey $78,219 1 1 Wisconsin• $56,977 27 18 
California $76,143 2 2 Missouri* $56,966 28 28 
Connecticut $69,711 3 7 Tennessee $56,701 29 24 
Nevada $68,439 4 3 Alabama $56,309 30 37 
New York $68,309 5 4 Indiana $56,132 31 29 
Dist. of Columbia $68,037 6 17 South Carolina $56,001 32 38 
Massachusetts $67,222 7 5 I Colorado* $55,839 33 33 
Virginia $66,658 · 8 8 Hawaii $55,501 34 31 
Pennsylvania $65,443 9 6 Kentucky $55,038 35 36 
Florida $64,186 10 12 Maine $55,032 36 32 
New Hampshire $63,645 11 19 Kansas• $53,920 37 34 
Michigan $62,598 12 10 South Dakota• $53,261 38 40 
Delaware $62,494 13 21 Oregon $53,038 39 35 I Minnesota• $61,958 14 13 Louisiana $51,834 40 39 
Maryland $61,511 15 11 Utah $51,416 41 43 
Illinois $61,397 16 15 Arkansas $51,343 42 45 

j Iowa• $61,382 17 16 Mississippi $50,631 43 41 
Ohio $61,272 18 9 Idaho $50,314 44 42 
North Carolina $60,833 19 22 West Virginia $50,253 45 46 
Georgia $60,363 20 14 I Oklahoma• $50,227 46 49 
Arizona $60,215 21 23 New Mexico $50,156 47 44 
Rhode Island $60,173 22 20 Vermont $47,920 48 48 
Washington $59,646 23 27 Montana• $47,538 49 47 
Texas $59,208 24 25 ,Noi'.th· Dakota.t>_::·c:,_·:lf:$43,7801; ·~50(;°;,ii: so·:· 
Alaska $58,439 25 30 Wvomina• n/a n/a n/a I Nebraska* $57,098 26 26 U.S. $62,511 

• Central States Region 
Source: Chronicle of Higher Education, Annual Almanacs 
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Exhibit F3: Listing of States by Rank of Average Salary for 9/10 Month 
Faculty of Public Higher Education Institutions in 50 States and DC 

Public 2-Year Colleges, 2005-06 

Average Faculty Salary 
Public 2-Year Institutions - 2005-06 

s,o~-------------~ 
$60 

,8 $50 

~ $40 
a 
i= $30 

$20 

In 2005-06, ND ranked 49th 
nationally and 12th regionally in 
salaries among 9110 month faculty 
at two-year institutions. 

$10 

so-flLJ¥-_...,_.,..,__.,,.u..,_,.,___.,.,___.,,L.ll,,,.u...,_...,..,, 
WI MN MO WY KS lA NE CO OK SD MT ND 

RegJonal States 

05-06 Data (2007 Almanac) 
State Avg Salary 
California $72,402 
Michigan $69,814 
Alaska $69,531 
New Jersey $65,320 

l Wisconsin* $64,609 
Arizona $62,495 
Connecticut $62,198 
New York $61,314 
Delaware $61,199 
Nevada $60,872 
Illinois $60,270 
Maryland $59,168 

l Minnesota* $57,718 
Pennsylvania $55,508 
Rhode Island $55,184 
Hawaii $55,138 
Oregon $53,636 
Ohio $53,139 
Massachusetts $52,737 
Florida $49,933 

J Missouri* $49,650 
Maine $49,412 

Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

03-04 
Rank 

1 
2 
4 
3 
5 
8 
6 
7 
14 
18 
9 

11 
13 
12 
15 
16 
17 
19 
10 
21 
22 

05-06 Data (2007 Almanac) 
State Avg Salary 

l Wyoming* $46,630 
Kentucky $46,462 
Idaho $46,269 
Tennessee $45 379 

' 
Kansas* $45,215 
Iowa* $44,943 
Nebraska* $44,472 
New Hampshire $44,249 

l Colorado* $44,013 
New Mexico $43,945 
Utah $43,899 
Mississippi $43,596 
South Carolina $43,594 

l Oklahoma* $43,243 
Georgia $42,991 
West Virginia $42,004 
Indiana $41,809 

l South Dakota* $41,164 
Louisiana $41,040 
North Carolina $40,989 
Arkansas $40,094 

$39,199 

Rank 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

Texas $49,278 
Washington $48,739 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

25 
23 
20 
24 
28 

LP~~;,w!J9' · 
Virginia $48,659 
Alabama $47,094 

IS. 0 oum ra nla n/a 
Vermont n/a n/a 
U.S. $55,405 

• Central States Region 
Source: Chronicle of Higher Education, Annual Almanacs 
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03-04 
Rank 
27 
26 
34 
37 
30 
31 
41 
35 
33 
40 
38 
32 
42 
44 
29 
43 
36 
45 
39 
46 
47 

na 
n/a 



1.4 Employment Data 

• Exhibit G: NDUS Faculty Turnover Statistics 2002 through 2007 

• 

12.0% -,------------------~ 
Turnover rates have increased 
significantly over the past two 
years, at 9.3 percent and 10. 2 
percent respectively. The 
average turnover rate in the 
years prior (2002-2005) was 
5.85% which indicates the 
more recent turnover rate has 
nearly doubled. 

10.0%1 

8.0% 

6.0% 

4.0% 

2.0% 

0.0% +---~-----------~---\.~~~ 
2006 2007 6-yr Avg. 2002 2003 2004 2005 

-t-Facult 6.0% 6.7% 4.3% 6.4% 9.3% 10.2% = 7.2% 

2002 Turnover 2003 Turnover 2004 Turnover 2005 Turnover 2006 Turnover 2007 Turnover 
# I Ratio # I Ratio # I Ratio # I Ratio # I Ratio # I Ratio 

El~_,.~if:~~ !:141 1 0.9% 10 9.4% 6 4.5% 12 10.8% 4 3.6% 8 r.4% 
R~u-:--::· --~: 0 0.0% 8 10.7% 1 1.2% 4 4.7% 8 9.0% 13 14.9% 
!£~.~~ :.?~·: 3 8.3% 0 0.0% 4 10.8% 2 5.4% 1 2.8% 2 5.6% 
~!1~~-~r~~t'.. ., 5 11.1% 1 2.2% 6 15.0% 5 12.5% 6 15.8% 2 4.9% 
~,,.1.~ '1 ~Ji:,;· ~.'' 17 8.0% 21 9.9% 7 3.7% 11 5.7% 9 5.4% 22 13.4% 
m•:~~tt.~~~- -~ 3 13.6% 1 4.5% 
•.. • ?~ __f1·,;~ 13 10.3% 10 7.9% 7 5.5% 9 7.0% 24 19.5% 23 18.5% 
"u~~, ·.",-:J 55 6.2% 54 6.1% 24 4.3% 33 5.9% 61 11.0% 65 11.7% 
~~u-~-, :'i:.i' 43 5.5% 48 6.1% 25 3.7% 48 6.6% 50 7.4% 47 7.0% 
:v~:,~1· f,.",-:.: 4 6.6% 2 3.3% 3 5.2% 2 3.4% 10 16.470 8 13.8% 
,!!~-~r:~'~::~ 1 2.9% 4 11.4% 2 4.4% 1 2.2% 3 7.4% 4 10.5% 
~T.QT:~l.'...~;j:_~; 142 6.0% 158 6.7% 85 4.3% 127 6.4% 179 9.3% 195 10.2% 
• M1SU ratios include M1SU-Bott1neau Campus through 2005. They are reported separately, beginning 2006 

Source: NOUS Payroll Records 
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Exhibit H: Faculty Exit Survey Results 

NOUS EMPLOYEE EXIT SURVEY RESULTS 
Years of Service of Respondent 

Prior to Leaving - Faculty 

2005-06 Data 

1 lo5yrs 
46% 

15 to 20 yrs 
1% 

greater than 20 

'" 8% 

Not disclosed 
8% 

• 59 percent of faculty leaving the 
NDUS in 2005-06 were employed 
less than five years prior to leaving. 
This represents a 4% increase from 
the previous report. 

• 13 percent of newly hired faculty left 
after 1 year. 

Over the past five years, faculty have 
identified low salary as the major factor 
influencing their decision to leave the 
NDUS. 

NOUS EMPLOYEE EXIT SURVEY RES UL TS*. Faculty 
Percent of Respondents Who Indicated 

Factors "Greatly Influenced" or 
"Influenced Somewhat" Their Decision to Leave 

Salary 67% 

Opportunity for Advancement 

■ 2006 
Change In Career 

■ 2005 

li!l 2004 

~2003 

Work Load ■ 2002 

Home/family responsibility 

Trainingfprofass!ona! dev 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 

Source: NOUS Exit Interviews (32 percent response rate) 
• Other reasons include fringe benefits, facilities, pursue education, funding, equipment, spouse, library resources, 
poor health/disability and other . 
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Exhibit I: Age Distribution Full-Time Faculty 

Higher Education Age Distribution 
Full-Time Faculty 

I November 2007 I 

14% 

61-65 yrs 
9% 

66+ yrs 
3% 

W<S :~l!llillllllliilil!li 
22% ~"""-=----

Source: NOUS Payroll Records 
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less than 50 yrs 
52% 

Nearly half of NOUS 
faculty members are 
50 years of age or 
over. Twelve percent 
of faculty are older 
than 60 years of age. 
The high percentage 
of younger faculty 
leaving their 
institutions suggests 
fewer and fewer 
faculty will be 
available to follow 
more experienced 
employees into 
seniority. 
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Benefits 

Exhibit J: Regional Benefits Analysis, January 2007 

The state of North Dakota offers a comprehensive benefit package to NDUS employees. 
According to the Central States Compensation Association (CSCA), the value of North 
Dakota's benefit package, based on a normalized average salary, ranks 8th among the 12 
states in our region. Based on actual benefits paid out per hour, ND ranks 9th. 

BASED ON REGIONAL AVERAGE SALARY (TO NORMALIZE BENEFITS) 

Average Hourfy ;;i~.;a~i(~·1~{t-:~~s:?~t')[.~}~?N~~~~~~~ri~~~r.~'t,;:i~ ~i~· -~(~~frf--~·'/: •_;_!.:~}%\~~~~:~ Faculty Faculty 
Salary Salary Sal11ry Health ur, Dental Social Total 

Stflt11 Rank• (9 months) (9 months) HoUdaV11 Insurance* tn11uranc111 Insurance• Retirement' Security Medicare Benefit. 

Wyoming 9 $64,563 $ 41.39 $ 1.55 $ 8.72 $ 0.112 $ 0.19 $ 5.03 $ 2.77 $ 0.65 $ 19.02 
Missouri 7 69,339 44.45 2.07 7.53 0.079 0.04 5.75 2.77 0.65 18.89 
Wisconsin 2 85,082 54.54 1.55 8.52 0.083 4.83 2.77 0.65 18.41 
Nebraska 4 75,506 48.40 2.07 9.01 0.021 - 3.35 2.77 0.65 17.87 
Iowa 5 73,669 47.22 1.89 8.39 0.017 0.25 2.71 2.77 0.65 16.68 
Minnesota 1 90,410 57.96 1.89 8.25 - 0.36 1.79 2.77 0.65 15.72 
Colorado 3 75,782 48.58 1.72 4.36 - 0.32 5.15 2.77 0.65 14.97 
North Dakota ® 54,446 34.90 1.81 5.07 0.001 - 4.25 2.77 0.65 14.55 
Oklahoma 8 66,219 42.45 1.72 3.65 0.031 - 5.59 2.77 0.65 14.42 
Montana 10 57,448 36.83 1.81 4.28 0.189 0.35 3.09 2.77 0.65 13.13 
South Dakota 11 55,484 35.57 1.96 3.47 0.040 - 2.68 2.77 0.65 11.59 
Kansas 6 69,719 44.69 1.72 2.04 - 0.37 2.58 2.77 0.65 10.14 

Regional Average 
,~ 

:":]69;806· $44.75 $1.81 $6.11 $0.048 $ 0.27 $3.90 $2.77 $0.65 $15.45 

BASED ON EACH STATES ACTUAL AVERAGE SALARY 

Average Hourly 
Faculty Faculty 

S11rary Salary Salary Dental Soclal Total 
State Rank4 (9 months) {9 months) Retirement2 Security Medicare Benaftls 

Wisconsin 2 $ 85,082 $ 54.54 $ 1.89 $ 8.52 $ 0.083 $ 5.89 $ 3.38 $ 0.79 $ 20.55 
Missouri 7 69,339 44.45 2.05 7.53 0.079 0.04 5.71 2.76 0.64 18.81 
Nebraska 4 75,506 48.40 2.23 9.01 0.021 3.63 3.00 0.70 18.60 
Wyoming 9 64,563 41.39 1.43 8.72 0.112 0.19 4.66 2.57 0.60 18.27 
Minnesota 1 90,410 57.96 2.45 8.25 0.36 2.32 3.59 0.84 17.82 
Iowa 5 73,669 47.22 2.00 8.39 0.017 0.25 2.86 2.93 0.68 17.12 
Colorado 3 75,782 48.58 1.87 4.36 0.32 5.59 3.01 0.70 15.85 
Oklahoma 8 66,219 42.45 1.63 3.65 0.031 5.31 2.63 0.62 13.87 
North Dakota ® 54,446 34.90 1.41 5.07 0.001 3.32 2.16 0.51 12.46 
Montana 10 57,448 36.83 1.49 4.28 0.189 0.35 2.54 2.28 0.53 11.66 
Kansas 6 69,719 44.69 1.72 2.04 0.37 2.58 2.77 0.65 10.13 
South Dakota 11 55,484 35.57 1.57 3.47 0.040 2.13 2.21 0.52 9.93 

Data Sources: 
2007 Central States Com12ensation Association • Benefit Surve:f 

1Based on regional average hourly salary (to normalize the data) and 1,560 hours. 
2EmpJoyer paid benefits for employee + family coverage. 
3Based on each state's average faculty salary and 1,560 hours. 

Chronicle of Higher Education 2007 Almanac: 
4Salary rank of 9 and 10 month faculty of public higher ed institutions. 2005•06. 
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Standard of Living 

Exhibit K: Faculty Standard of Living 
North Dakota's average standard of living, as measured by the Cost of Living Factor 
and Average Faculty Salary Factor, Is below the average standard of living for the 
region. Since the previous report, North Dakota's regional standard of living rank has 
slipped from 10th to the 11th place. This demonstrates that previous salary increases 
were not sufficient to improve our ranking. 

Regional Avg. 
Faculty Salaoy 

Factor 
(2005-06)1 

Minnesota 133.1 
Wisconsin 125.2 
Nebraska 111.1 
Iowa 108.4 
Missouri 102.1 
Kansas 102.6 
Colorado 111.6 
Oklahoma 97.5 
Wyoming 95.0 
South Dakota 81.7 
North Dakota 
Montana 

Average 

~ 
'C 
.s 

100.0 f;i 
80.0 ;:-1 

I',; 
60.0 i] 
40.0 

20.0 

0.0 

80.1 
84.6 

100.0 

National Regional 
Composite Cost Composite Cost 
of Living Factor of Living Factor 

(2nd Ctr 2007)2 (2nd Qtr 2007)3 

100.8 106.3 
95.0 100.2 
90.5 95.4 
92.8 97.9 
90.1 95.0 
91.5 96.5 
102.2 107.8 
94.1 99.2 
96.0 101.2 
93.7 98.8 
95.4 100.6 
101.9 107.4 

94.8 100.0 

Faculty Standard of Living Index 
2005-06 

Regional 
Standard of 

Living lndex4 

125.2 
125.0 
116.5 
110.8 
107.4 
106.4 
103.5 
98.2 
93.9 
82.7 
79.7 
78.7 

100.0 

MN WI NE IA MO KS CO OK WY SD ND MT 

Regional States 

1 Regional Avg. Faculty Salary Factor 

Std of 
Living 
Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Indicates how the state's average faculty salary compares to the region as a whole. The regional figure is represented by the number 100.0. A factor 
higher than 100 indicates the state's average faculty salary is higher than average, and vice versa. 
Data Source: 2005-06 regional average faculty salaries for public universities from Chronicle of Higher Education, 2007 Almanac. 

2 National Composite Cost of Living Factor 
Indicates how the state's living expenses (housing, food, etc.) compare to the nation as a whole. All states are combined to develop the national 
average, which Is represented by the number 100.0. A factor higher than 100 indicates the state's cost of living is higher than average, and vice versa. 
Data Source: 2nd quarter, 2007 MERIC Composite Cost of Living Index (www.missourleconomy.org/indicators/cost_of_living) 

3 Regional Composite Cost of Living Factor (composite cost of livlng Index+ avg regional composite cost of living Index) 

Compares each slate's composite cost of living index to the average composite cost of tlving index for the region. The regional average is then 
represented by an Index of 100.0. An index of less than 100.0 indicates the state's cost of living is lower than the average for the region. 

• Standard of Living Index (Reg. Avg. Fae. Salary Factor+ Reg. Composite Cost of living Factor) 
Compares regional cost of living to average faculty salary to derive a state's relative standard of living for the average faculty member. An index number 
less than 100.0 indicates real purchasing power is lower than the regional average purchasing power. Presumably, standard of living is relatively lower 
for faculty in these states. And vice, versa for an index number greater than 100.0. 
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Exhibit L: Average Faculty Salary Trends and the Cost of Living 

Average faculty salary increases in the NOUS have exceeded the changes in U.S. average 
faculty salaries and changes in the consumer price index, since 2001. However, due to the 
significant lag in increases in the 10 years preceding 2001, significantly larger increases are 
needed to catch up. 

250 -:<-U.S. A\erage Faculty Salaries 

230 --consumer Price Index 

-+-ND A\erage Faculty Salaries 
210 ~L----------..,,,.=----' 
190 

1ij 
i; 170 

150 

130 

110 

1983 1985 1990 1995 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Fiscal Year Ending June 30 

Data Sources: American Association of University Professors, Academe, Annual Reports 
U.S. Department of Labor Consumer Price Index: July 1983 = 100 
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Exhibit M: Regional Standard of Living - NDUS Staff 

The real purchasing power of NOUS staff wages has improved since 2005, but the real purchasing 
power of two broadband categories continues to be lower than the real purchasing power of 
comparable positions in the four-state region (ND, MN, MT, SD). 

REGIONAL STANDARD OF LIVING - STAFF 

Broadband Category 
Admin./Managerial 
Professional 
Tech/Paraprofessional 
Office Support 
Crafts/Trades 
Services 

Regional 
Avg. 

Salary 
Factor1 

Regional Composite Cost of 
Living Factor 

(2nd Qtr 2007)2 
Standard of Living 

lndex3 

Average All Bands 

Admin. 
Prof. 
Tech. 
Office 
Trade 
Svcs 
All 

120.0 

100.0 

80.0 
X 
Cl) 60.0 .., 
E 40.0 

20.0 

0.0 

91.3 
95.9 
96.7 
98.4 
95.1 
98.1 
96.1 

97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 
97.4 

Staff Standard of Living Index 
2007 

Admin. Prof. Tech. Office Trade Svcs All 

Broadband Categories 

93.7 
98.5 
99.3 

101.0 
97.7 

100.7 
98.6 

1 Regional Avg Salary Factor 
Indicates how the NOUS average staff salary compares to ND, MN, MT and SD as a whole for similar occupations. The regional 
figure is represented by the number 100.0. An index number less than 100.0 indicates the average salary for NOUS staff is lower 
than the regional average salary for similar occupations. 
Data Sources: NDUS November 2007 payroll records; ND Job Service-2007; Fargo Moorhead Human Resource Administration-
2005-2007; College & University Professional Association, Administrative Survey-2007, and Mid-Level Survey-2007; National 
Association of State Foresters Survey-2000; Bjorkland Survey-2005. A footnote in the ND Job Service 2007 edition indicates, 
'Wage data from previous survey panels are adjusted using the Employment Cost Index (ECI), which brings wages current to the 
latest data collected in the survey, in this case May 2005. Using a similar method, North Dakota further aged the data to reflect 
December 2006." Data from all other surveys prior to 2005 were adjusted with the annual change(s) in the Consumer Price Index 
2 Regional Composite Cost of Living Factor (ND composite cost of living index+ avg regional composite cost of living index) 
Compares North Dakota's composite cost-of-living index to the average composite cost-of-living index 
for ND, MN, SD and MT. The regional average is then represented by an index of 100.0. An index of 
less than 100.0 indicates North Dakota's cost of living is lower than the average for the regional area. 
3 Standard of Living Index (Regional Avg. Salary Factor+ Regional Composite Cost of Living Factor) 
Compares regional composite cost of living to average staff salary to derive relative standard of living for 
NOUS staff compared to the regional average. An index number less than 100.0 indicates real 
purchasing power is lower than the regional average purchasing power for similar occupations. 
Presumably, standard of living is relatively lower for NDUS staff . 
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Exhibit N: National Composite Cost of Living Per ACCRA Cost of Living 
Index, 2nd Quarter 2007 

North Dakota's cost of living ranks 31 st in the nation and 5th of the 12 states In the Central Region. 

State Index 
Hawaii 161.8 
California 137.7 
Dist. Of Columbia 137.0 
North Carolina 134.2 
New Mexico 127.9 
Connecticut 126.1 
Alaska 125.3 
Massachusetts 125.3 
Maryland 125.1 
South Carolina 120.6 
Virginia 116.5 
New Jersey 115.3 
Pennsylvania 109.8 
Nevada 109.6 
Maine 109.1 
Arizona 106.3 
West Virginia 105.2 
Florida 104.3 
Delaware 103.5 
Rhode Island 102.4 

I Colorado* 102.2 
101.9 Montana' 

New York 101.6 
I Minnesota* 100.8 

Washington 99.6 
Michigan 99.1 

'"Central States Region 

Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

!! I 
23 
24 I 
25 
26 

State 
Vermont 
Illinois 
Wvomin!I' 
Louisiana 

li'North;D·akota .. 

Wisconsin* 
Kentuck:,: 

I Oklahoma• 
Ohio 

I South Dakota* 
Idaho 

I Iowa• 
Mississippi 
Tennessee 
Alabama 
Indiana 
Georaia 
Kansas• 
Nebraska' 
Missouri* 
Oregon 
Arkansas 
Utah 
Texas 
New Hampshire 

(Website: http:/twww.mlssourieconomy.org/indicators/cost_of_livlng/lndex.stm) 
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Index 
99.1 
97 4 
96.0 
95.6 

Rank 
27 
28 
29 
30 

·~•-·w-':; ; ' \~:.''it :1:&'\'' 95i4<:~$~~~J :} t3~i-. ,, . ,,\~ -'.J • ,,,Yi• ,r~-. ,.,,- , 

95.0 32 
94.5 33 
94.1 34 I 
93.7 35 
93.7 36 I 
93.2 37 
92.8 38 I 
92.2 39 
92.2 40 
92.0 41 
91.8 42 
91.5 43 
91.5 44 
90.5 45 
90.1 46 
90.1 47 
89.7 48 
89.5 49 
89.3 50 

didn't report 51 
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Research Contributions 
According to the 2007 Accountability Measure Report published by the North Dakota State Board of 
Higher Education research has grown by 27 percent from $92 million in FY 2003 to $116.76 million in 
FY 2007. In FY 2007 research expenditures were 15.3 percent of total NOUS expenditures. 

Using the North Dakota Input-Output model developed by economists at NDSU, the FY2007 research 
expenditures have a direct economic impact of $327 million on the state, based on a 2.8 multiplier. 
Additional indirect revenues realized as a result of direct research investments, such as new business 
spin-offs, are not included in this estimate. 

Other appropriate methods of reporting research activities exist, such as the method used by the National 
Science Foundation for the science and engineering fields. Since 2002 faculty and staff have been able 
to generate a total of $160,095 million in research and grant activity." 

The real value of research dollars extends far beyond the actual dollar amount. Although institutions may 
be designated as research facilities, research dollars can and do flow through other NOUS institutions. 

Simply put, research money and its contributions to the state of North Dakota would not be possible 
without the knowledge, skills and abilities of our university faculty and staff. 

Research Expenditures within NOUS as of FY 2007 
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Appendix A: Articles 

1.5 At More Than $174 Million, UND's Research Enterprise 
Delivers Bigger Economic Kick to Region, State In 2007 

12/10/2007 

The University of North Dakota's research enterprise had a state and regional economic impact of 
just over $174 million in FY2007, an increase of $11 million over last year, according to a report 
commissioned by the UND Office of Vice President for Research. 

The UND Division of Research released the report last week as part of the Annual Report of 
Sponsored Program Activity. 

The $174.17 million economic impact figure includes close to $40 million in Grand Forks County 
and $10 million elsewhere in North Dakota, according to report author David Flynn, associate 
professor of economics and director of the UND-based Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research. The remainder of the economic impact is $86 million attributed directly to UND and $38 
million to the five-state North Central Region. 

The University's research activity in fiscal year 2007 also funded 1,649 jobs, including 728 at UND 
and an additional 530 jobs in Grand Forks County, 70 in North Dakota, and 321 elsewhere. All of 
this UND research-related activity also generated about $33 million in federal, state, and local tax 
revenue. 

Thus UND is well on its way to meeting the research goals set forth in the University's Strategic 
Plan for 2006-2011, notes Gary Johnson, interim vice president for research . 

"The latest economic impact report underscores the skill and expertise of the University's faculty 
and staff and reflects UN D's commitment to provide proper infrastructure and support for research, 
scholarship, and creative activity," Johnson says. 

Moreover, Johnson says, the ongoing success in attracting grants and contracts clearly indicates 
that UND is becoming a top-rank, fully engaged research institution. Johnson added that UND also 
hit $100.3 million in fiscal year 2007 in total awards received for sponsored research activities. This 
is the first lime it topped $100 million. Research expenditures totaled close to $86 million. 

This annual report is commissioned by the UND Division of Research as part of UND's effort to 
develop credible baseline data related to its commitment to expand research. Already the impact 
study has been helpful in assessing UN D's "seed money" initiative to jump start faculty who had 
research ideas that, with further development, were likely to attract outside funding.' 

Contacts: Gary Johnson, Interim Vice President for Research, UNO Division of Research, (701) 
777-6736, garyejohnson@mail.und.nodak.edu and David Flynn, assistant professor, economics 
UNO College of Business and Public Administration and director, Bureau of Business & Economic 
Research, (701) 777-3356, david.flynn@mail.business.und.edu 
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1.6 What Do Faculty Do? 

The American Association of University Professors 

Most people, when thinking about what faculty do, picture a professor in a classroom lecturing to 
students, or perhaps someone in a lab coat conducting an experiment. Teaching and research are 
widely recognized as the basic tasks of faculty members. Less well known are the many 
responsibilities that accompany these basic functions. According to the 1999 National Study of 
Postsecondary Faculty, published by the U.S. Department of Education's National Center for 
Education Statistics, full-time faculty members work about fifty-five hours a week, and part-time 
faculty work nearly forty. That figure includes paid and unpaid hours completed on and off campus. 
Here are some of the duties, aside from teaching and research, that you might find a professor 
doing if you followed him or her during the course of a day. ' 1 

Student-Centered Work 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Updating a course to incorporate new research findings, or creating a new course 

Helping students with subject matter in person, by e-mail, or by way of an electronic 
bulletin board 

Developing a class Web site to further student involvement in a course, or advising 
students about how to use technology in the field 

Working with colleagues to modify the curriculum to keep up with changes in the discipline 

Advising students about their choice of major or mentoring graduate students 

Coaching students who want to go beyond the required coursework in a class 

Counseling students about personal problems, learning difficulties, or life choices 

Writing letters of recommendation to help students enter graduate programs or secure jobs 
or internships 

Keeping in touch with alumni to assist with employment searches or career changes 

Reading student research papers, undergraduate honors theses, or doctoral dissertations 

Directing or serving on a student's master's or doctoral committee 

Establishing a foreign study program or supervising students overseas 

Sponsoring a student literary journal or overseeing a drama club 

Disciplinary-or Professional-Centered Work 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

Serving on a committee interviewing candidates for new faculty positions 

Evaluating a colleague's work for promotion or tenure 

Participating in a departmental self-study 

Reviewing potential library resources and advising on acquisitions 

Writing a recommendation for a colleague for a fellowship or award 

Serving on a university committee that writes policies for academic programs, student 
scholarships, or financial aid 

Applying for a grant for the department, or helping to raise money for the university 

Participating in the activities of a professional association to advance standards and 
research in the field 

Giving a scholarly presentation at a disciplinary society meeting 
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• Editing a professional journal to help disseminate new knowledge in the field 

• Reviewing articles and books submitted to journals and publishers and advising about 
whether to publish them 

Community-Centered Work 

• Giving a presentation to a business or school group, often at no expense to the group 

• Providing professional advice to local, state, or national government 

• Providing professional advice to associations, businesses, or community groups 

• Answering phone calls from citizens and offering professional expertise 

• Helping to keep the public informed about issues by talking to the media 

• Serving on the boards of local, state, or national group 
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1.7 UND's Economic Impact Approaching $1 Billion, 
According To University System Study 

3/10/2005 

The economic impact of the University of North Dakota on its local economy is approaching $1 
billion a year, according to a study commissioned by the State Board of Higher Education . 

. The impact of UN D's expenditures grew by 41.6 percent over the past five years, reaching $931.1 
million in the fiscal year ending June 30, 2004, nearly half of the $2.2 billion economic impact of the 
entire North Dakota University System, according to the study. 

The estimate comes from a recent report by F. Larry Leistritz and Randal C. Coon of the North 
Dakota State University Department of Agribusiness and Applied Economics, "Economic Impact of 
the North Dakota University System." 

The two applied an input-output model of interdependent coefficients, or multipliers, to the 
University's total expenditures. Not included was the spending by UND's students, the majority of 
whom, for example, live in private housing in the community. 

They estimated that business activity resulting from UND's budget created more than 9,350 jobs in 
the community, over and beyond the University's own workforce of 3,838 individuals. 

The University's economic impact, of course, extends beyond its community. A study 
commissioned by UND Vice President for Research Peter Alfonso, for example, showed that the 
institution's research expenditures alone -- some $82.6 million in 2003-2004 -- generated $166. 7 
million in economic output and 1,630 jobs in the five-state North Central Region . 

Total economic impacts of North Dakota University System colleges and universities in FY 2004 (in 
millions of dollars): 

* Bismarck State College -- $81.2 
* Dickinson State University -- $67.2 
* Lake Region State College -- $27.3 
* Mayville State University -- $45.1 
• Minot State University-- $119.8 
* Minot State University-Bottineau - $15.9 
* North Dakota State College of Science -- $100.7 
* North Dakota State University -- $730.6 
* University of North Dakota --$931.1 
• Valley City State University -- $50.1 
• Williston State College -- $29.1 
* North Dakota University System Office -- $53.5 

North Dakota University System total: $2.2 billion (FY04r 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

Richie Smith, President 
State Board of Higher Education 
2005-2009 

March 6, 2009 

Representative Bob Skarphol 
Chairman, House Appropriations Committee, 
Education and Environment Division 
State Capitol 
Bismarck, ND 58505 

Dear Representative Skarphol: 

I want to express my appreciation to members of the House Appropriations Committee, Education and 
Environment Division, for your support of the North Dakota University System. 

I appreciated the opportunity last week to address the full House Appropriations Committee. Dn behalf 
of all State Board of Higher Education members, I particularly want to thank Chairman Svedjan and the 
committee members for setting aside time to hear from student and employee representatives, as well 
as representatives of the private sector. Board members, the chancellor and his staff, and campus 
presidents and officers look forward to working with you during your detailed review of NOUS 
appropriations measures and other Senate bills containing funding for NOUS programs. Please don't 
hesitate to let us know if there is anything more we can do to assist you. 

With your support, the 2007 NOUS appropriation included substantial funding increases that enabled 
the 11 institutions to begin to address concerns regarding faculty and staff salaries, building 
maintenance and other priorities. Initiatives such as the Economic Development Centers of Excellence 
are resulting in the creation of jobs, and many other important initiatives on our campuses have been 
made possible with the increased state support. We hope to continue to build on these initiatives. 

Members of the 2009 Senate Appropriations Committee and the entire Senate deserve recognition for 
their support of SB 2003, SB 2020 and other appropriations measures introduced in the Senate that 
include generous NOUS funding levels for the 2009-11 biennium. Included are substantial increases for 
financial aid and funding to freeze tuition at the two-year colleges and limit tuition increases at the 
universities to 4 percent. 

One SB 2003 amendment, however, concerns State Board of Higher Education members and others. The 
Senate removed salary increase funds for NOUS Office employees who earn more than $100,000 and 

PO Box 38, Wahpeton, ND 58074-0038 
Phone: 701.642.2668 • Cell: 701 .640. 1700 • Fax: 701.642.4729 

E-mail: richardsmith@smithstrege.com • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University• 
Minot State University• Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota • Valley City State University • Williston State College. 
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froze their salaries at current levels, while also capping salary increases for other employees at 5 
percent. If this provision is in the final bill, several employees will not receive salary increases for three 
years, from their last adjustment on July 1, 2008 to July 1, 2011. 

I have heard different explanations for the amendment, including that it is tied to a $200,000 reduction 
in the 2007 NDUS Office budget and subsequent NDUS office salary increases. I have heard that 
legislators believe misleading information was provided to a legislative committee, that the targeted 
employees received 2007-09 salary increases exceeding those given other NDUS employees, that their 
salaries are out of line with others in the NDUS and that the board transferred money from campus 
programs to fund NDUS Office salary increases. These statements are not accurate. 

I've attached a statement of facts related to the $200,000 reduction and NDUS Office salary increases. 
Also attached is a document with salary information for the five positions and market comparisons. As 
you can see, salaries of the targeted employees are not out of line. In fact, they are less than salaries for 
most comparable positions. Salary increases for these employees the last two years were consistent 
with salary increases for other NDUS employees. Funds the board used to make up the $200,000 
reduction came from the board member professional development fund and unused funds originally 
allocated to data collection, accountability reports or unspecified initiatives. 

If legislators are unhappy with something the SBHE has done, those actions should be communicated to 
me and other SBHE members. Keep in mind that four of the five employees, including one not employed 
in 2007, do not have final decision-making authority over any of these matters. It would be unfair and 
unprecedented for the Legislative Assembly to single out employees for retribution because of 
unhappiness with actions of a governing board . 

Chancellor Goetz has submitted amendments to restore this funding and remove the language 
prohibiting salary increases for these employees and the salary cap for other employees. I respectfully 
ask you to review the enclosed information and support the proposed amendment to SB 2003. Thank 
you for consideration of this request. 

Sincerely, 

Richie Smith, President 
State Board of Higher Education 

Enclosures 
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SB 2003 NOUS OFFICE SALARY INCREASE AMENDMENT FACTS 

March 2009 

For 2007-09 Salary Increases in the North Dakota University System Office: 

• Salary adjustments in the NDUS Office were made according to a formal salary plan 
based on market comparisons and performance. 

• Employees making $100,000 or more received 5% salary increases on July 1, 2007, and, 
excluding the chancellor, 6.1 to 6.2% on July 1, 2008. 

• The highest percentage pay increases in both 2007 and 2008 were provided to low-to
m id range NDUS Office employees whose salaries lag market by between 13-35%. 

• Salary increases in the NDUS Office were equivalent to average salary increases at NDUS 
institutions for both years. In 2007-08, average salary increases at NDUS campuses 
ranged from 5 to 6.5%, and, in 2008-09, the increases ranged from 5.2-7.3%. 

• The chancellor and/or the SBHE - not the vice chancellors or other staff- make all 
budget, salary and salary increase decisions in the NDUS Office . 

• Chancellor, vice chancellor and legal counsel salaries are less than - in some cases, 
significantly less than - salaries for equivalent positions at NDSU, UND and systems and 
institutions in this region, which is the job market where the NDUS competes for many 
employees. 

• Decisions regarding 2007-09 salary increases for NDUS Office employees were 
consistent with the intent of legislators who proposed a $200,000 reduction in the 
NDUS Office budget, as explained by Senator Ray Holmberg. Senator Holmberg stated 
publicly at a conference committee meeting and also said privately that the reduction 
was not targeted at NDUS Office employees. Senator Holmberg also stated that other 
funds were available in the SBHE budget so it would not be necessary to reduce 
positions or withhold salary increases. Further, Senator Holmberg recently 
acknowledged that there is nothing in the 2007 SBHE appropriations bill indicating 
legislative intent that NDUS Office employees should not receive salary increases. 

• Funds used to make up the $200,000 reduction in the NDUS Office budget did not come 
from campus programs; the funds came from board member professional development 
funds and unused funds originally allocated to data collection, accountability reports or 
unspecified initiatives. 
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Comparison of 4% Annual Salary Increases, with $100/month minimum and 5'.<. Included In Reengrossed 582003 
Campuses, SMHS, NOUS Office and Forest Service 

BSC 
LRSC 
WSC 
UNO 
SMHS 
NOSU 
NOSCS 
OSU 
MaSU 
MiSU 
VCSU 
MiSU-BC 

Subtotal 
NOUS Office - Staff 
NOUS Office - SITS Pool 
Forest Service 

Total 

BSC 
LRSC 
wsc 
UNO 
SMHS 
NOSU 
NOSCS 
OSU 
MaSU 
MiSU 
vcsu 
MiSU-BC 

Subtotal 
NOUS Office - Staff 
NOUS Office - SITS Pool 
Forest Service 

Total 

BSC 
LRSC 
WSC 
UNO 
SMHS 
NOSU 
NOSCS 
OSU 
MaSU 
MiSU 
VCSU 
MiSU-BC 

Subtotal 
NOUS Office - Staff 
NOUS Office - SITS Pool 
Forest Service 

Total 

f:mR,z1lr~if1:'t"iiiw,C!i11ttatJ\u:iif •l!firi\ii.iirafflii/4ifil#!J#i 
4 nnual ncr w 6 Annua ncr 

$100 min 
1,065,194 

306,172 
295,336 

5,502,599 
1,500,521 
4,892,132 
1,135,820 

883,895 
371,137 

1,396,300 
573,226 
197,696 

18,120,027 
226,396 
912,233 
116 468 

19,376,124 

355,065 
102,057 

98,445 
3,653,418 
1,000,347 
3,261,421 

378,607 
378,812 
159,059 
751,854 
245,668 

65 899 
10,450,651 

10,460,651 

1,420,258 
408,230 
393,781 

9,156,017 
2,500,868 
8,153,553 
1,514,426 
1,262,707 

530,195 
2,148,154 

818,894 
263 595 

28,570,678 
226,396 
912,233 
116 468 

29,825,776 

Reengrossed 582003 
1,301,548 

372,329 
357,005 

6,734,672 
1,873,323 
6,052,435 
1,391,633 
1,060,023 

443,678 
1,688,016 

695,031 
231,556 

22,201,248 
283,699 

1,137,793 
143,422 

23,766,162 

433,849 
124,110 
119,002 

4,470,991 
1,248,882 
4,034,956 

463,878 
454,296 
190,148 
908,931 
297,871 
77,185 

12,824,098 

12,824,098 

1,735,397 
496,438 
476,007 

11,205,663 
3,122,205 

10,087,391 
1,855,510 
1,514,319 

633,826 
2,596,947 

992,902 
308,741 

35,025,346 
283,699 

1,137,793 
143,422 

36,690,260 

Difference 
236,354 

66,156 
61,670 

1,232,073 . 
372,802 

1,160,303 
255,813 
176,129 
72,541 

291,715 
121,805 
33,859 

4,081,221 
57,303 

225,560 
26,954 

4,391,038 

78,785 
22,052 
20,557 

817,573 
248,535 
773,535 

85,271 
75,484 
31,089 

157,077 
52,202 
11,286 

2,373,447 

2,373,447 

315,139 
88,208 
82,226 

2,049,646 
621,337 

1,933,838 
341,084 
251,612 
103,631 
448,793 
174,008 
45,146 

6,454,668 
57,303 

225,560 
26,954 

6,764,486 

C:\Users\bskarphol\AppOata\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Fites\Content.Outlook\HQ8T21TM\(4% and 5% salary revised 042109.xtsx]Oiff-4&5 



N.ota University System 
ND ffice, UNO, NDSU Actual Salaries and Market Comparators for NOUS Office • 

2009 
Chancellor/ 
Presidents/ Chief Fiscal Chief Academic Chief Student 
Exec Dean Officer Affairs Officer Affairs Officer 

NOUS Office: 
Willam Goetz, Chancellor 2/, 3/ $200,000 
Michel Hillman, VG for Academic and Student Affairs $159,888 
Laura Glatt, VG for Administrative Affairs $153,938 
Marsha Krotseng, VC for Stratecic Planninc and CTEC Director 
Pat Seaworth, General Counsel 

UNO: 
Robert Kellev, President 1/, 3/ $300,000 
Robert Gallager (term date 12/31/08) $177.921 
Alice Brekke, (Interim) VP for Finance and Ooerations $170,000 
Grea Weisensten VP/Provost for Academic Affairs tTerm date 3/2/09} $190,777 
Paul Lebel, VP/Provost for Academic Affairs IBeoin date 2/23/09~ $240,000 
Robert Bovd, VP for Student and Outreach Services $159,799 
Bami Milavetz. (Interim\ VP for Research 
H. David Wilson, DeanNice President for Health Affair 
Joshua Wynne, Senior Executive Vice President for Health Affairs and 

Executive Dean (Beain date 11/26/08) 6/ 
Julie Evans, General Counsel 

NDSU: 
Joseoh Chaoman, President 1/, 3/, 41 $325,000 
John Adams, VP for Finance and Administration 5/ $178,290 
Craig Schnell, ProvosWP for Academic Affairs 5/ $207,168 
Prakash Mathew, VP for Student Affairs 5/ $178,290 
Philip Boudjouk, VP for Research 5/ 
Keith Bierke,Vice President University Relations 5/ 
0. C. Coston, Vice President for An111niversitv Extension 5/ 
Bonnie Neas, Vice President for Information Technolonv 5/ 
Eveadean Myers, VP for Equitv, Diversitv and Global Outreach 5/ 
Rick Johnson, General Counsel 

1/ home provided, not renected in figures above 

21 $20,000 annual housing/hosting allowance provided, not reflected in figures above 

3/ Chancellor, presidents and executive dean receive the following: 1.) additional retirement contributions: tor years of service four through six an additional 4.0%, for 
years seven and after an additional 8%; and, 2.) vehide allowance of $11,000, mileage reimbursement, or a vehide provided by the foundation. Not reflected in figures 
above. 

4/ Receives an additional $75,000 in deferred compensation from the NDSU Foundation, not reflected in figures above 

51 $8,400 annual vehide allowance pald by the foundation, not reflected in figures above 

61 $240,764 state appropriated and $186,984 from Mertcare dnical practice 

7/ CUPA·HR data for legal counsel, average of SH EEO Governing Board Offices for V. Chancellors, and range as established by SBHE for the Chancellor 

C:\OOCUME-1\TERRY-1.MEY\LOCALS-1\Templ,{NDUS Office comparators for Smith--2.xJsx)FY09 

• 
Market Rate Used tor I 

Chief Research Compensation 
Officer Other Pumoses 7/ 

$213 ,200-$260 ,ODO 
$170,544 
$162,669 

$143,303 $153,490 
$116,962 $128,672 

$132,524 
$394,859 

$427,748 
$109,294 

$203,061 
$172,200 
$182,702 
$183.750 
$165,000 
$129,977 
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North Dakota University System 
Schedulo of Chief AdmlnsltratJve Salaries 

Chancellor/ 
Prusldentsl Chier Fiscal 

FY2008 
Chier 

Academic Chief Student 
Exec Dean Officer Affairs Officer Affairs Officer 

NOUS Office: 
Willam Goetz Chancellor 31 SI $170,000 
Michel Hillman VC for Academic and Student Affairs $150 625 

Laura Glatt VC for Administra~ve Affairs $145,019 

Marsha Krotseno, VC for Strateaic Plannina and CTEC Director 
BSC: 

Lan-v Skooen, President 41 SI $126,000 
Dave CJa11< Executive Vice President $107,433 
Wavne Boekes ProvosWP for Academic Affairs $107 433 
Mike Lenhardt, Associate VP for Student Affairs $86,320 
Gordon Binek VP for Colleoe Advancement and Foundation Exec. Director 
Kari Knudson VP Ene and Technol Pronrams Director NECE 

LRSC: 
Sharon Etemad President 21 51 $124 810 
Corrv Kenner VP for Administrative Services $88,085 
Douo Darline. VP for Instructional Services 6/ $84,202 
Laurel Gou!dino VP for Studenl Services $86104 

wsc: 
Joseoh McCann President 2/ 5/ I $117,2311 I ' 
Brenda Wioness VP for Business Affairs I $66 1341 I I 
Dawn Olson VP for Academic and Student Affairs I I I $67 3101 I 

UNO: 
Cha1es Ku eua President 1/ SI $211686 
Robert Gallaner VP fOf Finance and Ooem~ons $169 449 
Grea Weisenstein VP/Provost for Academic Affairs $181,692 
Robert Bovd VP for Student and Outreach Services S152 189 
Garv Johnson. llntenm) VP for Research 
H. David Wison Dean Vice President of Health Affairs 

NDSU: 
Joseoh Chaomen President 1/ SI 71 
John Adams VP for Finance and Administration 8/ 
Craio Sctmelf, ProvosWP for Academic Affairs 8/ 
Prakash Mathew VP for Student Affairs 8/ 
Philin Boud·ouk VP for Research 8/ 
Keith Bierke VIC8 President Universit11 Relations 8/ 
D. C. Coston, Vice President for AWUniversitv Extens·Ion Bl 
Bonnie Neas VIOO President for lnformati011 TechnolO"" 8/ 

NDSCS: 
John Richman President and VP for Academic & Student Affairs 5/ 
Mike RenK VP for Administrative Affa·rrs 
Harvev Link VP for lnst1lutiona/ Advancement & Gov't Relations 

DSU: 
Lee Vickers President 1/ 5/ 
AIv·In Binstock VP for Business Affa'Irs 
Rich Srauhn VP for Academic Affairs 
Hal Havnes VP for Student Develooment 

MaSU: 
Garv Hanen President 21 51 
Steve Bensen VP for Business Affairs 
Keith Stenehiem Interim VP of Academic Affairs 
Rav Gerszewski VP for Student Affairs 

MISU: 
David Fuller President 2/ SI 
Ron Dom VP lor Administrative and Finance 
Garv Rebe VP for Academic Affairs 
Richard Jankins. VP for Student Affairs 
Mafllln Semrau VP for Advancement 

VCSU: 
Ellen Chaffee President 2/ 5/ 
Trudv Collins, VP for Business Affairs 
Jose oh Bessie VP for Academic Affa·rrs 
Glen Schmalz VP for Student Affairs 

MISU.SC: 
Ken Grosz, Camnus Dean/President 2/, SJ 
Jim Borkowsk·I Director of Bus·1ness Affairs 
Lerrv Brooks Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 9/ 
Paula Baro. Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

11 homa provided, not reflected in f1guru above 

21 S20,000 annual housing al/owanca provided, not reflected in figures above 

JI S20,000 annual housing/hosting allowance provided, not reflected in figures above 

41 $10,000 housing allowanca provided, not renected in figure, above 

$211 686 
S169 BOO 

$197 303 
$169 600 

I $134 0001 I I 
I I $105,1881 I 
I I I I 

$157 915 
$100 604 

$110 303 
$75 000 

S138 000 
$64 391 

$90,000 
$75,330 

$156 260 
$99 000 

$109 750 
$107,335 

$152 845 
$85 500 

$105,000 
$75 146 

$97125 
$60 736 

$42,810 
$54 628 

S/ Chancellor, presidents and executive dean receive the followin;: 1,) addiHcnal retire men! eontribu~ons: for years of service four through suc an add1t1onal 
4.0%, for years seven and after an additional 8%: and, 2.) annual vehicie aUowance of $11,000, milaalje reimbursement, or a vehicle provided by Iha foundabOn. 
Not reflat!lld in figure• above. 

6/ Received an additional $6,000 for serving as interim president, in addition to his vice presidential level duties, not reflected in figures above 

7/ Receives an additional $XXXX in deferred compensation from the NDSU Foundat,on, not reflected in figures above 

I 
I 
I 

41 
$8,400 annual vehicle allowance pa'id by the foundation, not reflec1ed in figures above 

9 month position 

C. IOOCUME-1\TERRY • 1.MEYILOCALS-1 IT emp\[NOUS Office comparators for Smith-2 .xlsx]FY09 

Chief 
Research 

Officer Other 

$135 000 

$107 433 
$105 000 

I 
I 

$157 460 
$376 056 

$193 391 
$164 
$170 7 
S175 00 

I 
I 
I S103 357 

$85 000 
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TO: 

NORTHDAI(OTA 
lllil~~~ 

The Vital rl..onlk to a Elrnghte,r IFuto.ure 

Members of the House Appropriations Education and Environment Division 
Bob Skarphol, Chair 
Frank Wald, Vice Chair 
Kathy Hawken 
Matt Klein 
Bob Martinson 

Kenton Onstad ~ 
Joe Kroeber 

Clark Williams -~} 

FROM: William Goetz, Chancellor ~ 
DATE: March 10, 2009 

RE: March 6, 2009 letter- Incomplete Information 

On March 6 you received a letter from State Board of Higher Education President Richie Smith. 
The last page of that letter, which showed FY2008 salary information for all presidents and vice 
presidents was incomplete. I would ask that you discard that page and replace with the 
attached complete FY2008 schedule. Additionally, I have included FY2009 current salary 
information for the same positions. 

If you have questions, please call me at 328-2963. 

Attachments 

1:\1erry\U00\09su\memo to house approp regarding corr..ct11d information 3-10-09.doc~ 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215. Bismarck, NO 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960 • Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University• 
Minot State University• Minot Stale University-Bottineau Campus• North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Oako!a St,1te University• University or North Dakoln • Valley City State Univer!:ity • Williston State College. 
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North Dakota University System 
fchedule of Chhtf Admlnsitrative Salaries 

NOUS Office: 
Willam Goetz Chancellor 3/, 4/ 
Michel Hillman, VC for Academic and Student Affair.i 
laura Glatt, VC for Administrative Affairs 
Marsha Krotsena, VC for Strateoic P/anninc and CTEC Director 

SSC: 
Lo Skooen, Presldent 4/ 
Dave Clark, ExeOJtive Vice President 
Drake Carter PITNosWP for Academic Affairs 
Donna Fishbeck, Assoc VP for Student Affa'rs 
Gordon Binek, VP for CoUece Advancement and Foundation Exec. Director 
Karl Knudson VP Enerov and Technoloov Proorams, Director NECE 

LRSC: 
Mike Bower President 4/ 
Co""' Kenner VP for Administrative Services 
Doua Dar1ino.VP for lnstn.,ctional Services 
Laurel Gouldino, VP for Student Services 

WSC: 
Joseoh Mccann. President fferm date 4/151091 2/ 4/ 
Ravmond Nadol"'· President fBeoin dale 4/16/09\ 4/ 
Brenda Wlaness, VP for Business Affairs 
Dawn Olson VP For Academic and Student Affairs 

UNO: 
Robert Keltev. President 1/ 4/ 
Robert Gdlooerlterm date 12/31/081 
Alice Brekke, flntertml VP tot Finance and ions 
Greo Wei sens ten, VP/Provost for Academic Affairs rTerm date 3/2A)9\ 

Paul Lebel, VP/Provost for Academic Affairs (8eoin date 2/23/091 
Robert 8 VP for Student and Outreach Services 
Ba"" Milavetz 1lnterim1 VP for Research 
H. David WIison DeanNice President fot Health Affair 
Joshua Wynne, Senior Executive Vice President for Health Affairs end 

Executive Dean (B""''ndale 11/26/08) 8/ 
NOSU: 

Jo h Chanman, President 1/ 4/ 5/ 
John Adams VP for Finance and Administration 6/ 
Crnir:1 Sehnetl ProvosWP for Academic Affairs 61 
Prakash Mathew VP for Student Affairs 6/ 
Philin Boud'ouk VP for Research 6/ 

• ..., B;erl<o Vke p,e,;dent Univ•""" R~ation• 6/ 
C. Costoo Vlce President for A nlversih>- Extension 61 
nie Neas Vice President for Information Technol 61 

eadean Mllflfll VP for EouUv Diversltv and Global Outreaeh 6/ 
, OSCS: 
John Rfehman President 4/ 
Mike Renk VP for Administrative Affairs 
Ha Link VP For Academic and Sb.Jdent Affairs 

DSU: 
Richard Mccallum President 1/ 4/ 
AIVin Binstock VP fo,- Business Affairs 
Rleh Brauhn VP for Academic Affairs 
Hal Ha s VP for Student Develooment 

MaSU: 
Garv Hanen President 2/, 4/ 
Steve Bensen VP for Business Affalr.i 
Keith Steneh!em VP for Academic Affairs 
Rev Gerszewskl VP for Student Affairs 

MISU: 
David Fuller President 2/, 4/ 
Ron Dom VP for Administration and Finance 
Garv Rebe. VP for Academic Affairs 
Richard Jenkins VP for Student Affairs 
Marvin Semrau VP for Advancement 

VCSU: 
Steve Shir1ev. Presidenl 2/, 4/ 
Trudv Collins VP for Business Affairs 
Joseph Bessie VP for Academic Affairs 
Glen Schmalz VP forStudentAffalrs 

MISU-BC: 
Ken Grosz, Campus Dean 2/ 4/ 
J'1m Borkowski O'lrecto,- of Business Affairs 
Lanv Brooks Associate Deen for Academic Affairs 71 
Paula Bern Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

11 home provided, not renecied in figures above 

2J $20,000 annual housing allowance provided, not rellected in figures above 

3J $20,000 annual housinghlosling allowance provided, not reflected in figures above 

I 
I 
I 

2009 
Chancellor/ 

Presidents/ Chief Fiscal Chief Academic Chief Student 
Exec Dean Officer Affairs Officer Affairs Officer 

$200,000 
$159,888 

$153,938 

$165,000 
$114 416 

$111 825 
$80,000 

$150 000 
$92 488 

$88413 
$90,407 

$117,231 
$150,000 

$70,103 
$71 349 

$300,000 
$177,921 
$170,000 

$190,777 
$240 000 

$159799 

$325,000 
$178,290 

$207168 
$178_290 

$165,0001 I I I 
I $109,5011 I I 
I I $109,5011 I 

$165,000 
$105,634 

$116,921 
$78,750 

$155,000 
$88 611 

$94,500 
$79,097 

$180,000 
$103,059 

$114250 
$111,736 

$155,000 
$94,275 

$110,250 
$80,903 

$102,078 
$63 166 

$46,642 
$58 179 

•

/lor, presidents and executive dean receive the foUowing: 1.J additional retirement contributions; for years of service four thro1.1gh six an addil:'1ona/ 4.0%, 
evve~n and .after an additional 8%; and, 2.) vehicle allowance of $11,000, mileage relmbursem.ent, or a vehide provided by the foundation. Not renected in 

es an add1t1onal $75,000 m deterred compensabon from the NDSU Fo1.mdalkln, not reflected 1n figures above 

111 $8,400 annual vehicle aiowance paid by the foundation, not reflected in ligures above 

7/ 9 month posinon 

8/ $240,764 state appropriated and $186,984 from Mertcare c/nical prac~ce 

C:IOOCUME-1\TERRY-1.MEYII.OCALS-11T11mp~f>r11s and Vf> sal11rkts 08 and 09 Unal-1.ffl-]FYoa 

Chief 
Research 

Officer Other 

$143,303 

$114.416 
$111,825 

$132 524 
$394 859 

$427 748 

$203061 
$172,200 
$182,702 
$183,750 
$165000 

I 
I 

I 

$88,485 



North Dakota University System 
.'Jchedule of Chief Adminsltrative Salarfes 

lihancel or, 
FY2008 

Chief 

• Presidents/ Chief Fiscal Academic Chief Student 
Exec Dean Officer Affairs Officer Affairs Officer 

NDUS Office: 
Willam Goetz Chancellor 3/ 5/ ~170,000 
Michel Hinman, VC for Academic and Student Affairs $150,625 
Laura Glatt. VC tor AdmlnJstralive Affairs $145,019 
Marsha Krotsenn VC for Strateaic Planninn and CTEC Director 

BSC: 
Larrv Skonen President 4/, 5/ $126,000 
Dave Clal'X Exea..,tive Vice President $107 433 
wavne Boekes, ProvosWP for Academic Affairs $107 433 
Mike Lenhardt Associate VP for Student Affairs $86,320 
Gordon Binek VP forColleoe Advancement and Foundation Exec. Director 
Kari Knudson VP Ene and Technoto p rams, Director NECE 

LRSC: 
Sharon Etemad President 2/, 5/ $124 810 
Co Kenner, VP for Administrative Services $88 085 
Douq oartinn VP for Instructional Services 6/ $84.202 
Laurel Gouldino, VP for Student Services $86104 

wsc: 
Josenn McCann President 21 51 I $1172311 I I 
Brenda Wfoness VP for Business Affairs I $66 1341 I 
Dawn Olson, VP for Academic and Student Affairs I I I $67 3101 

UNO: 
Charles Ku eJla President 1/ 5J $211 686 
Robert Gallaoer VP for Finance and ODeraUons $169 449 
Greo Weisenstein VP/Provost for Academic Affairs $181 692 
Roberl B , VP for SIUdent and Outreach Services $152 189 
GaN Johnson /Interim) VP for Research 
H. David WIison, Dean, Vice President of Health Affairs 

NDSU: 
Joseph Chaoman President 1/ 5/ 7/ $211 686 
John Adams. VP for Finance and Administration 8/ $169,800 
Cralo Schnell, ProvosWP for Academic Affairs 8/ $197 303 
Prakash Mathew vP for Student Affairs 81 $169 800 
Philio Boudiouk VP for Research 8/ 
Keith Bierke,Vlce President Universitv Relallons 8/ 
D. c. Coston, Vice President forAnn1niversirv Extension 8/ 
Bonnie Neas Vice President for Information Technolo 81 

SCS: 
hn Richman President and VP for Academic & Student Affairs 5/ 
ke Renk, VP for Administrative Affairs 

arv..v link VP fOf Institutional Advancement & Gov't Retations 
DSU: 
Lee Vickers President 1/ 5J 
Alvin Binstock, VP for Business Affairs 
Rich Brauhn VP fOf Academic Affairs 
Hal Havnes VP for Student Development 

MaSU: 
Garv Hagen President 2/ 51 
Steve Bensen. VP for Business Affairs 
Keith Steneh!ern ln!erirn VP of Academic Affairs 
Rav Gerszewskl, VP for S!Udent Affairs 

MISU: 
David Fuller, President 2/ 5/ 
Ron Dom VP tor Administrative and Finance 
GaN Rabe VP for Academic Affairs 
Richard Jenkins, VP for Student Affairs 
Marvin Semrau, VP for Advancement 

vcsu: 
Ellen Chaffee President 2/, 5/ 
Trudv Col/ins VP ror Business Affairs 
Joseph Bessie VP '°' Academic Affairs 
Glen Schmalz, VP for Student Affairs 

MISU•BC: 
Ken Grosz Campus Dean/President 2/ 5/ 
Jim Borkowski, Director of Business Affairs 
La Brooks Associate Dean for Academic Affairs 9/ 
Paula Bern Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

1/ home provided, not relloctecl in figures above 

2/ $20,000 annual housing a!lowal"ICII provided. not reflected in figures above 

3/ $20,000 annual housing/hosting allowance provided, not reflected In figures above 

41 $10,000 housing allowance provided, not reflected ln figures above 

' S134 000! I I 
I I $105 1881 I 
I I I I 

$157 915 
$100 604 

$110303 
S75 000 

$138 DOO 
$84 391 

$90,000 
$75 330 

$156 280 
$99 000 

$109 750 
$107,335 

S152,845 
$85.500 

$105 000 
$75 146 

$97,125 
$60,736 

$42 810 
$54,628 

SJ Chancellor, presidents and executNe dean receive tt\O lollov.ing: 1.J additional reUrement contnbutions: for years or service four through six an additional 4.0%, 
for years seven and after an additional 8%; and, 2.) annual vehicle allowance ol $11,000, mileage reimbursement or a vehicle provided by the foundation. Not 

•

n figures above. 

ived an additional $6,000 f.or serving as inlerfm president, in. addition to his vice presidential level duties, no! reflected in figures above 

,es an additional $150,000 in deferred compensation from !he NDSU Foundation, not reflected 1n figures above 

annual vehicle allowance paid by l/1e foundation, not reflected in figures above 

., month position 

C:\OOCUME-1\TERRY-1.MEYILOCALS-1\Temp\lPres and VP salanes 08 and 09 final--1.Jdsx)FY08 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

Chief 
Research 

Officer Other 

$135 000 

$107 433 
$105 000 

I 

I 
I 

$157 460 
$376 056 

S193 391 
$164 000 
$170 750 
$175 000 

I 
I 
I $103 357 

$85,000 



• 

SSC 
LRSC 

wsc 

UNO 
UNO SMHS 

Total-UNOISMHS 

NDSU 

NOSCS 
osu 
MaSU 
MiSU 

vcsu 
MiSU~BC 
Subtotal 

SSC 

LRSC 

WSC 

UNO 

UNOSMHS 

Total-UND/SMHS 

NDSU 

NDSCS 

CSU 

MaSU 

MiSU 

vcsu 

MiSU-BC 

Subtotal 

~-

•, • ·><-I 
North Dakota University System Campuses and UNO School of Medicine and Health Sciences (SMHS) 

Summary of2009·11 Parity Increases, Assuming Salary Increases of5% Per Year with Final Health Insurance Increases 

(11 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Total Estimated Subtotal, Salary Est Operating Total Estimated GF Portion of Cost to Continue 
FY09 

Health Insurance, 
Est Cost of and Health Inflation, Exd Estimated Utility Increases tn Pclrity, using 

LegislativelY Based on Funded Compensation Insurance Utillties at 2.0% for Costs of New Computation of Targeted State Targeted Funding 
Funded Salary Premium of Pkg at 5% Per Increases FY10 & 2.2% for Estimated Actual Bldgs Coming Parity Portion Per Percent 

Increases $825.97 per Month Year (Col 1+2+3) FY11 Utility Increases Online 2009-11 (Col 4+5+6+7) Funding Model (Col 8x9) 

541,888 869,426 1,735,397 3,146.711 398,102 167,608 184,000 3,896,421 75% 2,922,316 

155,016 259,698 496,438 911,152 89,660 41,475 1,042,287 75% 781,715 

148,637 274,093 476,007 898,737 58,538 25,188 42,032 
£,4;;,:,,4:;,t) 

1,024,495 75% 768,371 

3,499,036 4,444,774 11,205,663 19,149,473 1,335,932 2,435,456 53,687 22,974,548 13,806,731 

974,927 825,691 3,122.205 4,922,823 434,302 0 5,357,125 3,214,275 
4,473,963 5,270,465 14,327,868 24,072,296 1,770,234 2,435,456 53,687 28,331,673 60% 17 021 006 
3,149,849 3,841,363 10,087,391 17,078,603 964,561 3,016,658 187,879 21,247,701 60% 12.748,621 

579,3!34 929,500 1,855,510 3,3S4.404 187,021 387,361 28,000 3,966,786 75% 2,975,090 

472,855 771,758 1,514,319 2,758,932 234,847 476,065 240,000 3,709,844 70% 2,596,891 
197,916 341,368 633,826 1,173,110 92,427 317,230 1,582,767 70% 1,107,937 
810,913 1,200,829 2,596,947 4,608,689 158,357 422,313 5,189,359 65% 3,373,083 
310,040 536,435 992,902 1,839,377 117,300 149,003 2,105,680 70% 1,473,976 

96.406 193,021 308,741 598,168 24,787 66369 689,324 75% 516,993 
10,936,877 14,487,956 35,025,346 60,450,179 4,095,834 7,504,726 735,598 72,766,337 46,285,998 

liiiii~i~ifif~\,i1iii~l1 -· .... :]~i11;1€;iI~ffilil~illt~ttlt~Jo/eJ~-~, .. ,-_":•·= 
ACH:Of'.AB0V1:J'ARIJ;yiCOMl/ONEl'{fiS;,BASED;%,IN•CO 

406,416 652,070 

116,262 194,774 

111,478 205,570 

2,102,942 2,670,895 

584,956 495,415 

2,687,898 3,166,310 

1,889,909 2,304,818 

434,546 697,125 

330,999 540,231 

138,541 238,958 

527,093 780,539 

217,028 375,505 

72,305 144,766 

1,301,548 2,360,033 298,STT 125,706 

372,329 683,364 67,245 31-,106 

357,005 674,053 43,904 18,891 

6,734,672 11,508,509 804,736 1.461,274 1~_;B_o~;_iaf)} 
1,873,323 2,s,c~ c,u .>o I .~.cr,•,s~~J7tit4:~~1W -==~-~==~--~=~----260,581 

8,607,995 14.462,203 1,065,317 

6,052,435 10,247,162 578,737 

1,391,633 2,523,303 140,266 

1,060,023 1,931,252 164,393 

443,678 821,177 64,699 

1,688,016 2,995,648 102,932 

695,031 1,287,564 82,110 

231 556 448,626 18,590 

1,461,274 

1,809,995 

290,521 

333,246 

222,061 

274,503 

104,302 

49,777 

32,212 ~~:~i~'.~!:.f1;0·2:r;oo·s:~ 
1 

:~:::: 1:~¼~!:}~t{~~ij ______________ -, 
168,000 Note - This schedule inciudes parity 

fer campuses and SMHS only, 

,j-~~:?~J compared to the $49,229,844 

:473;976~ on page 7 (line 2), which also Includes 
'°:7•'':"'"-'10 
516;993-: parity of the Forest Service, NDUS 

6,932,474 9,300,663 -- --· -·- -- ·-· -----..'o:"='""-'-'-----"'""""""----"""""""'---'""""""'""-----"""""'-'"'---~·~•.!.!'21,31:11 503,464 1Z0'.if#4S:Z85]Sr- Office and SITS DOOi. 2,626,769 4,721, -- . 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Bl.ldget\Engrossed ams\(5'¼ Paflty,)ds,cpetal Campus 5% 

11 

(':"'' 
\. ' 

'"':\ 
·) 



Potential 2009-11 Equity Allocations (Estimates Only) ~ 5/8 
•··Bsc 

Minimum Additional Total 1{r~[o~ 
250,000 323,904 573,904 

LRSC 250,000 152,575 402,575 

wsc 250,000 0 250,000 

UND& SMHS 250,000 2,357,460 2,607,460 

NDSU 250,000 3,858,963 4,108,963 

NDSCS 250,000 0 250,000 

DSU 250,000 344,987 594,987 

MaSU 250,000 0 250,000 

MiSU 250,000 212,110 462,110 

VCSU 250,000 0 250,000 

MISU-BC 250,000 0 250,000 

2,750,000 7,250,000 10,000,000 

• 



• North Dakota Unlvers...A., 
Vacant Positions as of February 28, 200~~z;i~ted Positions Only 

(Appropriated lnlcudes positions funded from general fund and tuition Income•) 
• 

NOTE: A significant portion of vacant position funding is used to hire adjunct faculty, hire temporary staff or provide overload payments to existing staff to cover 
the work responsibilities of the vacant position. 

Length of Vacancy 

length of wlth3Month 
Monthly Vacancy (in Allowance Potential Salary 

Name 11tle Department Annual Salary Salary months) (Max of 24 Months) Savings 

BSC New position Mathematics Instructor Academic Affairs $35,500 $2,958 6 3 $8,874 
Wade Vogel Asst Professor of ETP Energy Technology Programs $25,516 $2,126 7 4 $8,504 

Wayne Haidle ETST Instructor Energy Technology Programs $55,000 $4,583 20 17 $77,911 

Lonnie Bertsch Graphic Design & Comm Academic Affairs $41,467 $3,456 2 0 so 
Instr 

New position Instructional Distance Education Sl0,000 S2,500 2 0 So 
Technologist/Designer 

Mary Sennert Admin Asst - ETP Energy Technology Programs $26,503 $2,209 0.5 0 so 

New pos"1tion Security Guard (Currently Buildings & Grounds S32,000 S2,667 2.5 0 so 
utilizing adjuncts to meet 
the instructional needs) 

Total - BSC $245,986 $20,499 $95,289 

LRSC !None 

wsc Vacant Instructor Humanities S32,519 S2,710 . 7 4 Sl0,840 

Vacant Instructor Humanities S15,728 Sl,311 7 4 S5,244 

Total. WSC $48,247 $4,021 $16,084 

UNO Sarah Lundeby Helpdesk Specialist Academic Support Services SlB,953 Sl,579 12 9 Sl4,211 

Lee Ness Assistant Professor Accountancy $54,987 $4,582 34 24 $109,968 

Jacob Wambsganss Professor Accountancy S94,249 S7,854 25 22 \ S172,788 

Laurence Mukankusi Lecturer Accountancy $11,000 S917 34 24 \ S22,008 

Diane Fugleberg Administrative Secretary Air Force ROTC $21,200 $1,767 8 5 \ SB,835 

Paul Fundingsland Professor Art and Design S30,311 S2,526 9 6 $15,156 

Michael Moran Athletic Coach Athletic Total S24,000 S2,000 2 0 so 

Kim Higgs Administrative Secretary Aviation Sl0,656 S2,555 3 0 so 

Dale Raatz Lecturer Aviation $29,758 $2,480 3 0 so 

Michael Gilles Lecturer Aviation $48,000 S4,000 3 0 so 

Vacant Assistant Professor Aviation $24,500 S2,042 28 24 S49,008 

Kristen Paul Administrative Secretary Biology $24,565 S2,047 8 5 Sl0,235 

Richard Sweitzer Assoc. Professor Biology $52,724 $4,394 8 5 $21,970 

,_.,...,....----~li rc"f . . . ':.J 

s 



F9obert Myers Construction Coordinator Campus Capital Projecte $2,947 $246 9 6 $1,476 

Plan • Anamitro Banerjee Assistant Professor Chemistry $53,740 $4,478 7 4 $17,912 

Lynn Kubeck Chief Information Officer CIO $14,000 $1,167 12 9 $10,503 

Monika Pawlowska Assistant Professor CommunicationSci&Disorders $56,000 $4,667 7 4 $18,668 

Tatyana Dumova Assistant Professor CommunicationSci&Disorders $60,100 $5,008 7 4 $20,032 

Kevin Fire Assoc. Professor CommunicationSci&Disorders $43,706 $3,642 10 7 $25,494 

John Engel Lecturer Computer Science $25,000 $2,083 10 7 $14,581 

Patricia Young Administrative Clerk ContinuingEd/Outreach $26,203 $2,184 8 5 $10,920 

Support 

Cynthia Payne Administrative Secretary ContinuingEd/Outreach $19,000 $1,583 8 5 $7,915 

Support 

Vacant Account/Payroll Technician Dean's Office Eng $0 $0 51 24 $0 

Vacant Electrical Engineer Dean's Office Eng $0 $0 51 24 $0 

Rodney Hanley Assoc. Professor Earth Systems Science $7,845 $654 8 5 $3,270 

Sue Mialon Assistant Professor Economics $71,000 $5,917 10 7 $41,419 

Lynn Gonzalez Lecturer Economics $2,722 $227 22 19 $4,313 

Kent Hjelmstad Assistant Professor Educational leadership $65,000 $5,417 2 0 $0 

Bettina Heinz Assoc. Professor English $53,213 $4,434 45 24 $106,416 

Jacquelyn Lowman Assistant Professor English $4,444 $370 10 7 $2,590 

Patricia Traynor Assistant Professor English $41,200 $3,433 26 23 $78,959 

Ronald Vossler Senior lecturer English $22,233 $1,853 45 24 $44,472 

Sam Gruenberg Lecturer English $10,132 $844 45 24 $20,256 

Adam Vasquez Building Services Tech. Facilities Total $16,640 $1,387 2 0 $0 

Christopher Austin Records Mgmt Analyst General Counsel $51,090 $4,258 8 5 $21,290 

Paul Cichy Enrollment Representative Graduate School $41,200 $3,433 1 0 $0 

Anne Kelsch Assistant Professor History $51,295 $4,275 20 17 $72,675 

Dennis Cutshall DataBase Adm. (MF) ITS5 $7,593 $633 46 24 $15,192 

Dennis Cutshall OataBase Adm. (MF) ITSS $32,905 $2,742 46 24 $65,808 

Jana Marjamaa Production Control ITS5 $27,000 $2,250 14 11 $24,750 

Caryl Pederson Production Control ITSS $2,602 $217 10 7 $1,519 

Cyle Thompson Computer Equipment ITS5 $4,620 $385 2 0 $0 

Operator 

Cyle Thompson Computer Equipment ITSS $18,480 $1,540 2 0 $0 

Operator 

Todd Barren Web Content Developer ITS5 $35,800 $2,983 3 0 $0 



f°'Wcant Data Base Admin. (MF) rm $48,166 $4,014 4 l $4,014 
Richard Bro~n Assistant Professor Nursing $112,328 $9,361 45 24 $224,664 • 
Lonna Milburn Assoc. Professor Nursing $62,647 $5,221 34 24 $125,304 
Patty Vari Clinical Assoc. Professor Nursing $42,000 $3,500 10 7 $24,500 

Chandice Covington Dean College of Nursing Nursing $174,879 $14,573 3 0 $0 
Amy Johnson Assistant Professor Physical Edu&Exercise Science $45,000 $3,750 8 5 $18,750 

Tar-Pin Chen Professor Physics and Astrophysics $70,073 $5,839 10 7 $40,873 

Juana Moreno Assistant Professor Physics and Astrophysics $51,000 $4,250 7 4 $17,000 
Victoria Smith Assoc. Professor Psychology $51,361 $4,280 9 6 $25,680 
Amber Finley General Clerk Registrar $21,000 $1,750 2 0 $0 

Candace Zierdt Professor School of Law $129,375 $10,781 22 19 $204,839 

Ralph Woehle Professor Social Works $65,243 $5,437 2 0 $0 

Glinda Crawford Professor Sociology $58,423 $4,869 46 24 $116,856 

Jolene Marsh Administrative Clerk Summer Session $20,670 $1,723 18 15 $25,845 

Randall Bowden Assoc. Professor Teaching & learning $52,000 $4,333 20 17 $73,661 
David Yearwood Assoc. Professor Teaching & Learning $54,020 $4,502 31 24 $108,048 

Jim Williams Assistant Professor Theatre Arts $50,494 $4,208 8 5 $21,040 

Dorrene Devos Academic Librarian Thormodsgard law Library $55,807 $4,651 3 0 $0 

Jane Grega Library Associate Thormodsgard law Library $22,779 $1,898 3 0 $0 
Shacarah Gagnon-Kvale Web Designer University Relations $1,723 $144 7 4 $576 

Donald Kojich Director University University Relations $94,091 $7,841 12 9 $70,569 

Relations 

Robert Gallager VP Finance & Operations VP Finance & Operations $177,921 $14,827 3 0 $0 

Jennifer Haugen Dietician Wellness Center $8,568 $714 5 2 $1,428 

Amanda Eickhoff. Dietician Wellness Center $31,068 $2,589 9 6 $15,534 

Medical School 
Rick Vari Professor PharmPhysiologyTherapeutics $80,000 $6,667 12 9 $60,003 

Roger Melvold Professor Microbiology & Immunology $200,515 $16,710 15 12 $200,520 

Kevin Young Professor Microbiology & Immunology $90,622 $7,552 2 0 $0 

W. Bruce Professor ContinuingMedEduc $58,248 $4,854 18 15 $72,810 

Rugao Liu Assoc. Professor Anatomy & Cell Biology $41,806 $3,484 11 8 $27,871 

Gari Rieke Assoc. Professor Anatomy & Cell Biology $78,524 $6,544 9 6 $39,264 

Vacant Assistant Professor Microbiology & Immunology $99,855 $8,321 20 17 $141,457 

Masaru Miyagi Assistant Professor Biochemistry $63,660 $5,305 36 24 $127,320 

Hongwei Gao Assistant Professor Biochemistry $74,970 $6,248 4 1 $6,248 

Judy Bruce Assistant Professor Academic Affairs $70,017 $5,835 9 6 $35,010 

Judy Bruce Assistant Professor Academic Affairs $17,503 $1,459 9 6 $8,754 



Alana Knudson-Buresh \Assistant Professor I Rural Health - $27,186 $2,2661 1 1 0 

.)JSusan Offut Assistant Professor Rural Health $23,602 $1,967 14 11 $21,637 

Xuesong Chen Post Doc Research Fellow PharmPhysiologyTherapeutics $35,280 $2,940 3 0 $0' 

Juan Pedraza Communications Director Public Affairs $65,000 $5,417 6 3 $16,251 

!Judy Rieke 1Academic Librarian 1 library of Health Sciences $68,852 $5,738 2 0 $0 
[Maryann Hastings !Administrative Clerk I Microbiology & Immunology $20,733 $1,728 5 2 $3,456 

Total - UNO and UNOSMHS $3,949,622 $329,143 $2,934,392 

NDSU Tammy Sletten Feature Writer Publications Services $29,669 $2,472 14 11 $27,192 
Melissa Hintermeister Graphic Designer Publications Services $37,440 $3,120 1 0 $0 
Michael Garrison Professor Business $66,365 $5,530 43 24 $132,720 
Judy Graff Office Manager Architecture $31,461 $2,622 3 0 $0 
Beverly Greenwald Asst Professor Nursing $43,616 $3,635 7 4 $14,540 
Thomas Bremer Assoc Director Library $71,881 $5,990 8 5 $29,950 
Michele Azar Head ofTechinical Serkes library $63,487 $5,291 3 0 $0 

Beverfy Clouse Head of drculation Library $33,086 $2,757 10 7 $19,299 
Kathy Enger Social Science Library $40,255 $3,355 19 16 $53,680 

librarian/Advisor 

Eric Devuyst Assoc Professor Agribusiness and Applied Econ $30,201 $2,517 21 18 $45,306 

Bert Moore Assoc Professor Animal and Range Science $58,308 $4,859 3 0 $0 
Albert Schneiter Professor/Head Plant Science $51,746 $4,312 9 6 $25,872 
Ann Burnett Associate Professor Communication $17,814 $1,485 9 6 $8,910 

Marc Anderson Asst Professor Biological Sciences $37,581 $3,132 10 7 $21,924 

Dennis Tallman Professor Chemistry and Molecular $62,604 $5,217 26 23 $119,991 

Biology 

Terry Pilling Asst Professor Physics $54,093 $4,508 5 2 $9,016 

Jeffery Terostra Associate Professor Statistics $66,142 $5,512 3 0 $0 

Barry Miller Internal Audltor VP for Anance and $48,854 $4,071 4 1 $4,071 
Administration 

Mark Koepke Asst Dir/Planning and Facilities Management $55,250 $4,604 5 2 $9,208 

Construction 

Leroy Manke Custodian Facilities Management $21,434 $1,786 3 0 $0 

Cole Gustafson Professor Agribusiness and Applied Econ $93,653 $7,804 10 7 $54,628 

David Buchanen Chair/Professor Animal and Range Science $48,685 $4,057 1 0 $0 

Thomas Freeman Professor Plant Pathology $10,209 $851 6 3 $2,553 

Stephen Neate Professor Plant Pathology $9,881 $823 1 0 $0 

William Barker Professor School of Nat Resource Sci $24,363 $2,030 8 5 $10,150 

Paul Ode Assistant Professor School of Nat Resource Sci $7,269 $606 7 4 $2,424 

Robert Wood Associate Professor Criminal Justice $54,796 $4,566 3 0 $0 

Molly Dingel Assistant Professor Sociology $52,750 $4,396 3 0 $0 



E'9bert Nelson Professor Electrical and Computer $88,215 $7,351 7 4 $29,404 
(cont.) Engineering • BorJang Professor/Chair Mechanical Engineering $28,272 $2,356 44 24 $56,544 

Hyung-Chan Kim Assistant Professor Apparel, Design, Hosp and $49,500 $4,125 7 4 $16,500 
Tourism 

Michael Craw Assistant Professor Health, Nutrition and Exercise $17,029 $1,419 27 24 $34,056 
Sci 

Yong Jiu Chen Post Doc Research Fellow Biological Sciences $9,424 $785 5 2 $1,570 

Katie Reindl Post Doc Research Fellow Biological Sciences $17,298 $1,442 7 4 $5,768 

Susana Peluc Post Doc Research Fellow Biological Sciences $37,695 $3,141 3 0 $0 

Michael Page Associate Professor Chemistry and Molecular $63,843 $5,320 1 0 $0 
Biology 

Hongshan He Post Doc Research Fellow Chemistry and Molecular $20,850 $1,738 19 16 $27,808 
Biology 

Yan Gu Assistant Professor Computer Science $76,830 $6,403 2 0 $0 
Yechun Wang Post Doc Research Fellow Coatings and Polymeric $0 $0 2 0 $0 

Materials 

Total NDSU $1,631,849 $135,988 $763,084 

NDSCS Wolf, Corine Instructor Health Info Tech $43,549 $3,629 8 5 $18,145 

Susan Hagelstrom Lecturer Part-time Faculty $9,236 $770 34 24 $18,480 

Gyolia, Kevin Associate Professor Math and Science $44,427 $3,702 7 4 $14,808 

Kenneth Laternus Assistant Professor Electrical Technology $39,742 $3,312 10 7 $23,184 

Greg Olson Assistant Professor Electronics Technology $43,254 $3,604 7 4 $14,416 

Jobe, Mitch Associate Professor Rec Engins $50,609 $4,217 7 4 $16,868 

Beyer, Jan Account Technician Business Office $37,024 $3,085 1 0 $0 

Boomgaard, Carl Network Technician Information Systems $32,247 $2,687 7 4 $10,748 

Scully. Pam Computer Center Information Systems $42,979 $3,582 3 0 $0 

Supervisor 

Olthoff, Julie Building Services Tech Physical Plant $21,935 $1,828 2 0 $0 

Troy Gutzmer Heating Plant Operator Asst Physical Plant $26,776 $2,231 20 17 $37,927 

Robert Heiser Systems Mechanic Physical Plant $34,362 $2,863 14 11 $31,493 

Tina Grenier's Library Associate Library $27,656 $2,305 7 4 $9,220 

Linda Hauser Library Associate Library $28,780 $2,398 8 5 $11,990 

Mary Kroshus Librarian Library $43,208 $3,601 7 4 $14,404 

Total - NDSCS $525,783 $43,814 $221,683 



illiam Massey I Mathematics Faculty Math and Computer Sci $50,000 $4,167 9 6 $25,002. 

Steve Glasser I Director of Enrollment Enrollment Services $60,000 $5,000 1 0 $0 
Services 

Tammy Perry Accounting Faculty Business/Management $50,000 $4,167 9 6 $25,002 

Total - DSU $160,000 $13,334 $50,004 

MASU Brandt, Dustin Asst. Professor Business & CIS $34,625 $2,885 31 24 $69,240 

Iverson, H. Thomas Lecturer .Sfte Math & Science $10,584 $882 2 0 $0 

Kruger, Robert Professor Biology $45,087 $3,757 31 24 $90,168 

Brager, Kelly Admin. Asst. Library $20,800 $1,733 40 24 $41,592 

Pulskamp, Cynthia Administrator .Sfte Human Resources $18,720 $1,560 39 24 $37,440 

Edinger, Becky Coordinator Career Services $26,780 $2,232 31 24 $53,568 

Kantz, Doug Heating Plant Operator Physical Plant $20,758 $1,730 42 24 $41,520 

Total - MaSU $177,354 $14,779 $333,528 

MISU John Girard Assc Prof Business Admin Business Administration $56,361 $4,697 19 16 $75,152 

Hyesoon Chung Asst Prof Business Admin Business Administration $61,491 $5,124 8 5 $25,620 

Melissa Spelchen Instr Criminal Justice Criminal Justice $38,231 $3,186 7 4 $12,744 

Sheila Collins Director, Library Library $63,501 $5,292 6 3 $15,876 

Tracie Thompson Secretary -Advancement VP Advancement $9,765 $814 26 23 $18,722 

Donald Mosser Athletic Facilities Worker Physical Plant $22,290 $1,858 1 0 $0 

Lynnette Ofsthun Building Custodian Phvsical Plant $18,720 $1,560 2 0 $0 

John Schirado Building Custodian Physical Plant $18,720 $1,560 1 0 $0 

Total MiSU $289,079 $24,091 $148,114 



(No first name provided) 

jRuth Huovinen 

Total VCSU 

MISU-BC None 

NOUS Philip Parnell 

Elizabeth Johnson 

New Redefined Position 

New Position 

Pytlik, Mick 

Total - NDUS Office 

(Grand Total 

!Instructor JBusiness and Information ....,.-

Technology 

JAssistant Professor !Education I 

Director of Articulation and Academic Affairs 

Transfer 

FINDET Research Analyst 1 Academic Affairs 

Learning Technology Academic Research Learning 

Specialist Technologies• Advanced 

learning Technologies 

Applications Developer ConnectND 

Director, CND Financials ConnectND 

$3s,oool $2,9171 6 I 3 $8,751 • $40,000! $3,3331 6 I 3 $9,999 
$75,000 $6,250 $18,7S0 

$66,984 $5,582 2 0 $0 

$29,300 $2,442 4 1 $2,442 

$29,748 $2,479 N/A $0 

$50,000 $4,167 20 17 $70,839 

$95,000 $7,917 22 19 $150,423 

$271,032 $22,587 $223,704 

$7,3_13,952 $614,S06 $4,804,63~ 
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HIGHER EDUCATION APPROPRIATED VACANT ~ f\ ~ 
FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT POSITIONS ~~ 

~ The schedule below summarizes information regarding vacant full-time equivalent (FTE) positions at North 
Dakota University System institutions for 2008 or 2009. The information is based on vacant position and related 
cost information from the position budget reports provided by the State Auditor's office for 2008 or 2009. 
Because the actual number of months each position was vacant was not included, the amounts shown reflect 
total annual salaries relating to these vacant positions as reported in the institutions' annual budgets. 

Vacant FTE Total Annual Salaries of 
Institution Positions Vacant FTE Positions 

Bismarck State College 14 $392,220 
Lake Region State College 3 95,852 
Williston State College a 0 
University of North Dakota 175 5,500,048 
UND School of Medicine and Health Sciences 34 1,331,763 
North Dakota State University 414 6,178,273 
State College of Science 6 76,682 
Dickinson State University a 0 
Mayville State University 10 105,700 
Minot State University 23 657,027 
Valley City State University 0 0 
Minot State University • Bottineau a 0 

Total 679 $14,337 565 
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2008 
Acct Job Budget Dollar Percent 

Setld Dept Deparbnent Code Position Name ComboCode Amt Change Change 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 222001 00025035 Uzoinwe,Jacinta Chinwe S302312735G 0 0 
NDSU1 7810 AES Dickinson R/E Center 245031 00020958 VACANT S375507810FARG0034756257F 5923 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv P=rams 212501 00023726 Vacant S8472870301000F 2925 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Count-. Pr=rams 212501 00023726 Vacant S351007030FARG0039001000F 2925 0 0 
NDSU1 7820 AES Cir Grasslands RIE Ctr 431004 00020128 VACANT S376107820FARG0034946147R 922: 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv Proorams 254001 00022629 VACANT S351207030FARG0039021000F 4176 0 0 
NDSU1 7820 AES Ctr Grasslands R/E Ctr 431004 00020128 VACANT S376107620FARG0034946146R 9223 0 0 
NDSU1 7810 AES Dickinson R/E Center 522003 00021716 VACANT S375607810FARG0034936253R 19050 0 0 
NDSU1 7810 AES Dickinson R/E Center 245031 00020958 VACANT S375507810FARG0034756254F 3465 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Dickinson R/E Center 431006 00023707 VACANT S375607810FARG0034936257R 17160 0 0 
NDSU1 7120 Ext Ao & Biosvstem Eno 510501 00021337 VACANT S351007120FARG0039001000R 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv Proarams 254001 00022829 VACANT S6471670301000F 4175 0 0 
NDSU1 7830 AES Hettln~er R/E Ctr 221001 00020678 VACANT S376607830FARG0034956269G 0 0 
NDSU1 7170 Ext Plant Science 210001 00018692 VACANT S351207170FARG0039021000F 64505 0 0 
NDSU1 7830 AES Hettinaer R/E Cir 224031 00021205 VACANT S376507830FARG0034773742F 20073 0 0 
NDSU1 7170 Ext Plant Science 210001 00019107 Vacant S433007170FAR00051611000F 54206 0 0 
NDSU1 2760 Coatinas & Polvmeric 211002 00019796 VACANT S435002760FAR0011687F 9987 9987 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv Pro=ms 254001 00021128 Vacant S8472170304104F 7905 0 I 

NDSU1 7030 Ext Counlv Prnm-ams 254001 00021128 Vacant S8472070304104F 7906 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Counlv Proarams 254001 00021128 Vacant S351207030FARG0039024104F 11063 0 0 
NDSU1 7820 AES Cir Grasslands R/E Ctr 245031 00023645 Vacant S435007820FAR00086426146F 9672 0 -, 
NDSU1 7030 Ext County Pronrams 254001 00021128 Vacant S351007030FARG0039001000F 4748 0 0 
NDSU1 7830 AES Hettlnoer R/E Ctr 224031 00021205 VACANT S376507830FARG0034776269F 20072 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 ExtCoun v Proararns 254001 00024959 Vacant S351007030FARG0039001000F 30626 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 ExtCoun v Proarams 254001 00024574 Vacant S351007030FARG0039001000F 8700 0 0 
NDSU1 7120 Ext Aa & Biosvstem Ena 251001 00020353 VACANT S351007120FARG0039001 OOOF 0 0 
NDSU1 7130 Ext Animal & Ranae 210003 00020759 Vacant S351207130FARG0039021000F 3000 0 0 
NDSU1 7130 Ext Animal & Ranae 210003 00020759 Vacant S351007130FARG0039001000F 3500 0 0 
NDSU1 7170 Ext Plant Science 210001 00018692 VACANT S351007170FARG0039001000F 11428 0 0 
NDSU1 7170 Ext Plant Science 210001 00018692 VACAfff S435007170FAR00107334100F 8987 0 0 
NDSU1 7170 Ext Plant Science 521001 00018751 Vacant S351007170FARG0039001000R 19213 0 0 

NDSU1 7170 Ext Plant Science 210001 00019107 Vacant S351007170FARG0039001000F 14047 0 0 

NDSU1 7820 AES Ctr Grasslands R/E Ctr 245031 00023755 Vacant S435007820FAR00086426146F 22568 0 0 

NDSU1 7170 Ext Plant Science 210001 00019107 Vacant S351207170FARG0039021000F 35024 0 0 

NDSU1 7090 Ext HD General 221001 00023156 VACANT S351007090FARG0039411000F 0 0 

NDSU1 7610 AES Aartbusiness & Annld 242101 00023350 VACANT S435007610FAR00100563363F 36925 0 0 

NDSU1 7610 AES Aartbuslness & Annld 211101 00018537 VACANT S1824076101378F 49140 0 0 
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2008 
Ac,ct Job Budget Dollar Percent 

SeUd Dept ... Department. .Code PoslUon ,Name ComboCoda Amt Change Change 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221004 00021910 VACANT S7982776701507G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 224001 00019466 VACANT S460007670FAR00083621517F 33976.4 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aanbuslness & Aoold 211101 00020627 VACANT S460007610FAR00049151378F 49140 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aanbuslness & 4nnld 210502 00020698 VACANT S37000761 OFARG0034001381 F 45500 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221001 00019428 VACANT S370007670FARG0034452410G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 431004 00019413 VACANT S435007670FAR00121735054R 38181 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Anribuslness & Annld 221001 00020854 VACANT S435007610FAR00120571386G 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aoribusiness & Annld 210501 00021194 VACANT S37000761 OFARG0034003362F 42543 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 224031 00019409 VACANT S435007670FAR00102391522F 35452 0 ( 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 224071 00019872 Vacant S370007670FARG0034451160F 37191 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aoribuslness & Annld 221001 00021583 VACANT S460007610FAR00049151378G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221005 00019947 VACANT S435007670FAROOOB4545050G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221008 00019401 VACANT S370007670FARG0034451517G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 210001 00019338 VACANT S370007670FARG0034006386F 15700 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 210001 00019338 VACANT S370007670F ARG0034001523F 41900 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 210001 00019338 VACANT S 1877176701523F 13487 0 0 
NDSU1 2290 Veterinarv & Mlcrobloloav Sci 221008 00021684 VACANT S301132290G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 332503 00019226 VACANT S435007670FAR00086151519R 33085 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 332533 00019165 Vacant S435007670FAR00124511519R 29867 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 210001 00019107 Vacant S797087670F 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221001 00018943 VACANT S435007670FAR00053341526G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221004 00018892 VACANT S7970876701501G 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aaribusiness & Annld 221002 00021345 VACANT S435007610FAR00083705340G 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES AQribuslness & Annld 221001 00019923 VACANT S37000761 OFARG0034431382G 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aaribusiness & Annld 210101 00018657 VACANT S1824076101380F 80340 0 0 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221001 00021271 VACANT S460007670FAR00086413501G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221008 00021255 VACANT S370007670F ARG003445241 OG 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aaribusiness & Annld 221001 00019320 VACANT S435007610FAR00102311383G 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aaribusiness & Annld 221001 00019462 VACANT S37000761 OF ARG0034431313G 0 0 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221004 00020816 VACANT S410007670FAR00051171510G 0 0 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 331007 00020801 Vacant S370007670FARG003400241 OR 25403 0 0 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221008 00020781 VACANT S360007670FARG0900131516G 0 0 

NDSU1 7610 AES Aarlbuslness & Annld 221001 00019698 VACANT S370007610FARG0034431377G 0 0 

NDSU1 7610 AES Aaribuslness & Annld 221001 00019803 VACANT S435007610FAR00119454401G 0 0 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 242001 00019521 VACANT S460007670FAR00041491517F 39232 0 0 

NDSU1 7610 AES Aaribusiness & Annld 211101 00019875 VACANT S460007610FAR00045381378F 46800 0 0 

NDSU1 7620 AES Aa & Biosvstems Ena 221001 00023336 Vacant S435007620FAR00110775345G 0 0 
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2008 

Acct Job Budget Dollar Percent 
SeUd Dept Department Code· Position Name ComboCode Arnt Change Change 

NDSU1 7610 AES AQribuslness & Annld 211101 00019955 Vacant S435007610FAR00121945348F 50000 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 521001 00020674 Vacant S370007670FARG0034001517R 9070 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 210001 00020507 VACANT S373007670FARG0034171521F 12000 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 210001 00020507 VACANT S370007670FARG0034001521F 15163 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221004 00020500 VACANT S1877476701525G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221008 00020428 VACANT S1877476701525G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221001 00020426 VACANT S360007670FARG0080933501 G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 332534 00020214 Vacant S435007670FAR00111281508R 35683 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221002 00020166 VACANT S402007670FAR00055911524G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221002 00020166 VACANT S370007670FARG0034451160G 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Amibusiness & AMld 221001 00019868 VACANT S370007610FARG0034433362G 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant PathoJnnv 332503 00018671 VACANT S2211576602204R 27825 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholoov 242171 00021006 Vacant S435007660FAR00106605207F 33743 0 0 
NDSU1 7640 AES Cereal Science 331006 00019965 Vacant S435007640FAR00114041515R 18279 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholonv 224071 00020309 Vacant S460007660FAR00118191524F 38733 0 0 
NDSU1 7640 AES Cereal Science 221001 00021683 VACANT S460007640FAR00049051904G 0 0 
NDSU1 7640 AES Cereal Science 281071 00021803 VACANT S460007640FAR00042901904F 30160 0 0 
NDSU1 7640 AES Cereal Science 221008 00021817 VACANT S1824476401515G 0 0 
NDSU1 7640 AES Cereal Science 221008 00021817 VACANT S370007640FARG0034491515G 0 0 
NDSU1 7640 AES Cereal Science 221008 00021911 VACANT S435007640FAR00114571514G 0 0 
NDSU1 7640 AES Cereal Science 221008 00021931 VACANT S7971776401905G 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomolonv 221001 00018541 VACANT S360007650FARG0900712013G 0 0 
NDSU1 7850 AES North Central R/E Ctr 332503 00023023 VACANT S410007850FAR00054076347R 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholonv 332503 00018948 Vacant S435007660FAR00106605207R 27430 I 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Palholonv 210002 00021465 VACANT S370007660FARG0034006211 F 11700 0 0 
NDSU1 7870 AES Carrtnaton R/E Ctr 245041 00018536 VACANT S378507870FARG0034811716F 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomoloav 224001 00024342 Vacant S435007650FAR00103562011F 33966 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomolonv 221001 00022857 VACANT S435007650FAR00044743500G 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomolonv 221001 00020172 VACANT S435007650FAR00044743500G 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomolonv 221001 00020360 VACANT S435007650FAR00103562011G 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomoloav 221001 00020619 VACANT S435007650FAR00044743500G 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomolnnv 224071 00020930 Vacant S460007650FAR00110932205F 30000 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomoloqy 224071 00021004 VACANT S460007650FAR00049932008F 41356 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomoloav 210001 00021081 VACANT S370007650FARG0034002010F 3085 0 0 

NDSU1 7650 AES Entomoloqy 221001 00021636 VACANT S435007650FAR00107962010G 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholonv 331006 00019671 VACANT S460007660FAR00049912205R 32240 0 0 

NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholonv 432504 00024515 VACANT S7977176602205R 0 0 -
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2008 
Acct· . . ... Job Budget Dollar Percent '. Setld Dept . ~artn,ent•.• Code Position,. Name ComboCode. Amt Change Change 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221001 00019639 VAC/Wf S410007670FAR00055801510G 0 0 
NDSU1 7620 AES Aa & Biosvstems Ena 281071 00024710 VAC/Wf S1824376201141F 32000 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 221001 00018491 VAC/Wf S435007630FAR001215037 43G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 521001 00018752 Vacant S370007670FARG0034003500R 2475 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 521001 00018752 Vacant S370007670FARG0034001517R 469, 0 a 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 521001 00018751 Vacant S797087670R 1199 0 0 
NDSU1 7030 Ext County Proarams 254001 00024574 Vacant S351207030FARG0039021000F 20300 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 332503 00020001 Vacant S370007630FARG0034001723R 11263 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 332503 00020001 Vacant S373007630FARG0034171723R 19000 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 332542 00020189 VACANT S370007630FARG0034001716R 14476 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholonv 431004 00021308 VACANT S371007660FARG0034622205R 25723 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 332542 00020189 VACANT S435007630FAR00043565032R 107; 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Pathoioav 210002 00021465 VACANT S370007660FARG0034002344F 46800 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholoav 221001 00024136 VACANT S370007660FARG0034526211 G 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholoav 221008 00024135 VACANT S370007660FARG0034526211 G r 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Range Sci 221008 00020751 VACANT S435007630FAR00116471721G 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 210003 00020760 Vacant S370007630FARG0034006146F 1405( 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 210003 00020760 Vacant S370007630F ARG0034006147F 31950 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 210003 00020760 Vacant S373007630FARG0034171721 F 32000 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 245231 00021206 VACANT S435007630FAR00108593743F 14576 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholoav 221001 00021802 VACANT S7975076602205G 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 221005 00024133 VACANT S435007630FAR00121503743G 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Patholonv 332503 00021531 VACANT S435007660FAR00054581524R 37226 0 0 
NDSU1 7620 AES Ao & Bios=tems Ena 221001 00023203 VACANT S370007620FARG0034442344G 0 0 
NDSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranne Sci 332542 00020189 VACANT S373007630FARG0034171716R 4000 0 0 
NDSU1 7660 AES Plant Pathofoav 211001 00024382 Vacant S370007660FARG0034002203F 56565 0 0 

NDSU1 7510 AES Aa Budaet Office 710503 00021873 VACANT S435007510FAR00085791001R 0 0 

NDSU1 7280 Ext Ctr for 4-H Youth Dev 221002 00019554 VACANT S458007280FAR00107064104G 0 0 

NDSU1 7680 AES Soil Science 020602 00022889 VACANT S371007680FARG0034631170T 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 224071 00023893 Vacant S480007670FAR00048121516F 34680 0 0 

NDSU1 7260 ExtCDFS 221001 00018790 VACANT S433007260FAR00118564104G 0 0 

NDSU1 7280 Ext Ctr for 4-H Youth Dev 520506 00019318 VACANT S351007280FARG0039001 ODOR 28273 0 0 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221004 00021861 VACANT S435007670FAR00086161519G 0 0 

NDSU1 7500 AES Directors Office 020602 00022895 VACANT S370007500FARG0034001102R 0 0 

NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 332535 00023668 Vacant S435007670FAR00102946212R 29120 0 0 

NDSU1 7260 ExtCDFS 211001 00016623 VACANT S351207260FARG0039021 OOOF 0 0 

NOSU1 7630 AES Animal & Ranae Sci 332503 00023724 VACANT S435007630FAR00086735272R 28875 0 0 
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NDSU1 7850 AES North Central R/E Cir 332503 00018568 VACANT S435007850FAR00055736386R 28382 0 0 
NDSU1 7680 AES Soll Science 221004 00021592 VACANT S435007680FAR00118762358G 0 0 
NDSU1 7270 Ext Food & Nutrition 254001 00023221 VACANT S433007270FAR00119794102F 0 0 
NDSU1 7400 NCI 521001 00022928 VACANT S7972474001070R 11000 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 224071 00021955 Vacant S460007670FAR00044761519F 34320 0 0 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Enoineerino 221001 00020248 VACANT S301352490F 0 0 
NDSU1 7690 AES Vet & Micro Sci 221008 00021684 VACANT S460007690FAR00121574401G 0 0 
NDSU1 7270 Ext Food & Nutrition 440503 00018842 Vacant S433007270FAR00119794102R 15560 0 0 
NDSU1 7690 AES Vet & Micro Sci 221008 00020891 VACANT S460007690FAR00121574401G 0 0 
NDSU1 7270 Ext Food & Nutrition 254001 00021132 VACANT S433007270FAR00119794102F 31866 0 0 
NDSU1 7270 Ext Food & Nutrition 254001 00019997 VACANT S433007270FAR00119794102F 31187 0 0 
NDSU1 7500 AES Directors Office 520505 00021673 VACANT S370007500FARG00340D1102R 0 0 
NDSU1 7610 AES Aoribuslness & AooJd 520502 00018502 VACANT S1876676103361R 29279 0 0 
NDSU1 7280 Ext Ctr for 4-H Youth Dev 251001 00021479 Vacant S351007280FARG0039001 OOOF 16317 0 0 
NDSU1 7310 Ext Dickinson R/E Center 522003 00021717 VACANT S35120731 OF ARG0039021 OOOR 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221004 00021702 VACANT S460007670FAR00083591520G 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 224031 00021641 VACANT S460007670FAR00042211524F 36288 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221001 00021797 VACANT S1890376701514G 0 0 
NDSU1 7510 AES Ao Budaet Office 221007 00023275 Vacant S435007510FAR00123521001G 0 0 
NDSU1 2710 Blochemlstrv & Molecular 331006 00021974 VACANT S3023727100 0 0 
NDSU1 7510 AES Ao Budoet Office 331015 00022858 VACANT S435007510FAR00085791001R 0 0 
NDSU1 7310 Ext Dickinson R/E Center 522003 00021717 VACANT S35100731 OF ARG0039001 ODOR 0 0 
NDSU1 7260 ExtCDFS 211001 00018623 VACANT S351007260FARG0039001 OOOF 0 0 
NDSU1 7310 Ext Dickinson R/E Center 245098 00023032 VACANT S458007310FAR00126511000F 52166 0 0 
NDSU1 7690 AES Vet & Micro Sci 221008 00023081 VACANT S435007690FAR00083675340G 0 0 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 224002 00021740 VACANT S188682310F 0 -38250 -100 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 221004 00021353 VACANT S435007670FAR00101351519G 0 0 
NDSU1 7280 Ext Cir for 4-H Youth Dev 251001 00021479 Vacant S351207280FARG0039021 OOOF 29824 0 0 
NDSU1 7670 AES Plant Science 224031 00024840 VACANT S435007670FAR00053571524F 0 0 
NDSU1 7650 AES Entomol~v 210001 00021081 VACANT S373007650FARG003417201 OF 28000 0 0 
NDSU1 0100 Connec!ND 019501 00020986 VACANT S3080301000552R 95000 4000 4.4 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 222001 00020615 VACANT 5127131200G 2000 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 211002 00021925 VACANT S302702625F 23850 2700 12.8 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 222002 00020952 VACANT S127131200G 7000 0 0 
NDSU1 0100 ConnectND 320520 00020129 VACANT S308020100R 41500 5426 15 
NDSU1 0400 NDUSCIO 221001 00022112 VACANT S3080404000552R 2558 0 0 
NDSU1 0200 Colleoe Technical Ed Council 019501 00019164 VACANT S852300200R 0 -127740 -100 
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NOSU1 0100 Connec!NO 221001 00025059 VACANT S193800100F 0 0 
NDSU1 0200 Colleoe Technical Ed Council 019501 00025042 VACANT S852300200R 0 -205000 -100 
NOSU1 0400 NOUSCIO 019501 00019030 VACANT S3080404000552R 115061 0 0 
NOSU1 0100 ConnectNO 221001 00025058 VACANT S193800100F 0 0 
NOSU1 0400 NDUSCIO 321018 00019856 VACANT S3080404000552R 38598 0 0 
NOSU1 2070 Womens Studies Office 222001 00024160 VACANT S305392070F 0 0 
NDSU1 2090 lnfonnation Technolo~• 221002 00021460 VACANT S185562090F 0 0 
NDSU1 2050 Institutional Research & Anal• 222001 00024226 VACANT S305282050F 0 0 
NOSU1 1200 Athletics 222002 00018691 VACANT S127131200G 2000 0 0 
NOSU1 1200 Athletics 222001 00021715 VACANT S127131200G 7000 0 0 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 222001 00019136 VACANT S127221200G 7000 0 0 
NOSU1 2060 Summer School 222001 00019054 VACANT S187222060F I 0 
NDSU1 2050 Institutional Research & Analv 222001 00025218 VACANT S305282050F 0 0 
NDSU1 2050 Institutional Research & Anah 221001 00025045 VACANT S305282050G 0 I 

NDSU1 2050 Institutional Research & Anal• 221001 00024290 VACANT S305282050F 0 0 
NDSU1 0100 ConnectNO 411012 00024256 VACANT S193800100R 0 7 
NOSU1 2040 International Proorams 221001 00020889 VACANT S189352040F 0 t 

NOSU1 7810 AES Dickinson R/E Center 245031 00020958 VACANT S37560781 0FARG0034936254F 37999 0 0 
NDSU1 2345 Modem Lanouaoes 212102 00021443 VACANT S302042345F 2714 0 0 
NDSU1 3300 Univ Police & Safetv Office 411507 00025598 VACANT S307793300R 30500 30500 
NDSU1 3300 Univ Police & Safetv Office 411507 00025597 VACANT S307793300R 30500 30500 
NDSU1 2340 Historv & Relioion 222001 00025071 VACANT S302182340F 0 0 
NDSU1 0100 ConnectND 320507 00025470 VACANT S3080201 DOR 60000 60000 
NDSU1 3200 Facilnies Manaoement 710509 00025607 VACANT S196393200R 0 0 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Ennineerlno 222001 00024305 VACANT S435002470FAR0010213F 0 0 
NOSU1 2050 Institutional Research & Anarv 521001 00020179 VACANT S305282D50R 24074 0 0 
NOSU1 2820 Graduate School 221009 00023178 VACANT S 195572820G 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 221002 00023598 VACANT S3D2702625G 3820 0 0 
NOSU1 2340 Historv & Relicion 221001 00025091 VACANT S184062340G 0 I 

NDSU1 2000 VP Academic Affairs 020602 00022887 VACANT S3051020000 0 0 
NDSU1 7680 AES Soil Science 320542 00018968 VACANT S371007680FARG0034634350R 48205 I 0 
NDSU1 2000 VP Academic Affairs 221001 00023257 VACANT S185402000F 0 0 
NDSU1 0100 Connec!ND 221001 00025173 VACANT S193950100F 0 0 
NDSU1 2400 Deans Office Business 221001 00021452 VACANT S180052400F 0 0 
NDSU1 2010 Accreditation and 332530 00020455 VACANT S305332010R 0 -49594 -101 

NDSU1 2010 Accreditation and 521001 00018742 VACANT S305332010R 0 -5957 -100 

NDSU1 5140 Wellness Center 440507 00025427 Vacant S1250051400021R 18000 0 0 
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NDSU1 2625 School of Education 222001 00025218 VACANT S183412625F 0 0 NDSU1 2090 Information Technoloov 420503 00019967 VACANT S 185562090R 0 0 NDSU1 2625 SchoolofEducaUon 020502 00022902 VACANT S302702625F 0 0 NDSU1 2080 Llbrarv 221001 00024559 VACANT S3050020800632F 0 0 NDSU1 2340 Hlstorv & Religion 222002 00021518 VACANT S184062340F 0 0 NDSU1 2340 Historv & Rellaion 222002 00021725 VACANT S302182340F 0 0 NDSU1 2350 Socioloav/Anthronolonv 210002 00020279 VACANT S302212350F 8496 0 0 NDSU1 2080 Llbrarv 440502 00021563 VACANT S3050020800630R 19360 0 0 NDSU1 2350 Sociolonv/Anthrooolnnv 320520 00020177 VACANT S435002350FAR0004022R 19531.5 0 0 
NDSU1 2050 Institutional Research & Analv 332530 00018894 VACANT S305282050R 31600 0 0 NDSU1 2650 Deans Office, Pharma~• 221008 00019425 VACANT S301802650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2090 Information T echnoloov 221002 00021188 VACANT S185562090F 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 221001 00025045 VACANT S183412625G 0 0 NDSU1 2625 School of Education 222002 00024526 VACANT S435002625FAR0012668F 0 0 NDSU1 2090 Information T echnolonv 320514 00025469 Vacant S196472090R 46582 0 0 NDSU1 2340 Hlstorv & Reli11ion 222002 00023099 VACANT 5302182340F 0 0 NDSU1 2625 School of Education 222002 00024525 VACANT S302702625F 0 0 
NDSU1 2000 VP Academic Affairs 221001 00018941 VACANT 5305192000G 10000 0 0 NDSU1 2625 School of Education 221001 00024290 VACANT S302702625F 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 222001 00024226 VACANT S302702625F 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dining Services 722001 00025303 Vacant S121155320R 21840 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office. Pharma~ 222002 00021487 VACANT S 188232650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2620 Health Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00024182 VACANT S184962620F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biological Sciences 222002 00018511 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biological Sciences 222001 00018604 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bioloaical Sciences 221008 00018630 VACANT S435002715FAR0010077F 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office, Pharma~• 221002 00020028 VACANT S182182650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2710 Blochemisuv & Molecular 221008 00023999 VACANT S435002710FAR0010192F 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office Pharma~ 221001 00020892 VACANT S301802650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2710 Biochemisrrv & Molecular 221002 00023998 VACANT S302372710F ·o 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office, Pharma~ 221001 00021956 VACANT S301802650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office Pharmacv 222002 00023195 VACANT S 188232650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office, Pharma~ 222002 00023202 VACANT S 188232650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office Pharma~· 222002 00023222 VACANT S188232650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office, Pharma~• 222002 00023303 VACANT S188232650F 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 Deans Office, Pharma~· 341551 00025021 VACANT S 188232650R 0 0 
NDSU1 2650 DeansOffice Pharmal"'V 221001 00020716 VACANT S301802650F 0 0 
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NDSU1 2625 SchoolofEducation 211002 00018613 VACANT S302702625F 8000 -9306 -53,8 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturinc 222002 00019994 VACANT S188362485F O 0 
NDSU1 2620 Health. Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00024185 VACANT S184962620F O 0 
NDSU1 2620 Heallh. Nulrilion & Exercise 222001 00024262 VACANT S433002620FAR0011952F O 0 
NDSU1 2620 Heallh Nutriflon & Exercise 222001 00024294 VACANT S433002620FAR0010938F O 0 
NDSU1 2620 Heallh. Nutrition & Exercise 222002 00024527 VACANT S302122620F O 0 
NOSU1 2710 Biochemlsw & Molecular 222001 00024867 VACANT S435002710FAR0010192F O 0 
NDSU1 2620 Heallh Nutrition & Exexise 222002 00025357 VACANT S302122620F O 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolnnlcal Sciences 020602 00025315 VACANT S302462715F O 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 221001 00020208 VACANT S183412625F O 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 221001 00020532 VACANT S302702625F O 0 
NDSU1 2700 Deans Office Science & Malh 212001 00022253 VACANT S305182700F 19608 1090 5.9 
NDSU1 2710 Biochemfsnv & Molecular 222001 00018601 VACANT S435002710FAR0010192F O 0 
NDSU1 2710 Biochemisrrv & Molecular 221002 00020285 VACANT S302372710F O 0 
NOSU1 2710 Biochemis'"' & Molecular 222002 00023794 VACANT S302372710F O 0 
NOSU1 2620 Heallh. Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00024657 VACANT S302122620F O 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bloloolcal Sciences 221001 00019235 VACANT S435002715FAR0004843F O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemis"" & Molecular 242171 00019388 VACANT S435002735FAR0008507F 28700 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisrrv & Molecular 210502 00019396 VACANT S302312735F O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 224071 00019533 VACANT S435002735FAR0008507F 28080 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistru & Molecular 222001 00019541 VACANT S302312735F O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemlsw & Molecular 211002 00019582 VACANT S302312735F 62000 0 0 
NDSU1 2660 Pharma~ Practice 210502 00019617 VACANT S301812660F O 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bioloalcal Sciences 222002 00018992 VACANT S302462715F O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 222002 00018921 VACANT S302312735F O 0 
NDSU1 2715 BloJoatcal Sciences 210002 00019273 VACANT S302462715F < 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bloloalcal Sciences 222002 00019336 VACANT S3024B2715F O 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bloloolcal Sciences 210002 00019418 VACANT S3024B2715F O -40399 -100 
NOSU1 2715 Bioloaical Sciences 224071 00019465 VACANT S435002715FAR0010631F 33813 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Blolooical Sciences 210002 00019499 VACANT S182702715F O 0 
NDSU1 2715· Bioloalcal Sciences 210002 00019499 VACANT S302462715F 55000 8596 18.5 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisuv & Molecular 224071 00019660 VACANT S435002735FAR0008507F 28080 0 0 
NDSU1 2665 Pharmaceutical Sciences 211002 00019722 VACANT S301832665F 62958 0 0 
NDSU1 2620 Heallh Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00024181 VACANT S427002620FAR0005015F O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemi•illV & Molecular 222002 00018602 VACANT S302312735F O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemlstrv & Molecular 222001 00018672 VACANT S302312735F O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 221008 00018756 VACANT S435002735FAR0008676F O 0 
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NDSU1 2735 Chemis IN & Molecular 224071 00020359 
NDSU1 2735 Chemls IN & Molecular 210502 00020365 
NDSU1 2735 Chemis !IV & Molecular 222001 00019386 
NDSU1 2665 Pharmaceutical Sciences 221001 00019096 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisuv & Molecular 242001 00019057 
NDSU1 2665 Pharmaceutical Sciences 224071 00020317 
NDSU1 2665 Pharmaceutical Sciences 221001 00021548 
NDSU1 2665 Pharmaceutical Sciences 221001 00021903 
NDSU1 2670 Nursin<:1 211002 00018482 
NDSU1 2670 Nursino 210004 00020590 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 020602 00025315 
NDSU1 2735 ChemistN & Molecular 210502 00020365 
NDSU1 2600 Deans Office. Human Dev. & 222002 00024394 
NDSU1 2620 Health Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00024183 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Enc ineerino 221001 00020248 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Enc ineerino 211002 00020641 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Enoineerina 242102 00024564 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Enoineeri= 222001 00025364 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Ennlneerina 221001 00019238 
NOSU1 2600 Deans Office. Human Dev. & 222002 00023115 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Endneerinn 222002 00019097 
NDSU1 2600 Deans Office. Human Dev. & 222001 00024881 
NDSU1 2610 Ar>oarel, Desian, Facmtv & 211002 00018628 
NDSU1 2610 Annarel Desion. Facilitv & 211002 00021865 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develor>ment & F amilv 440508 00018736 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develooment & Familv 221002 00018740 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develonment & Familv 440507 00018809 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonu 221002 00021535 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturinn 222002 00024323 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturino 222002 00020062 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 221002 00020310 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturino 221002 00020630 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 222001 00020640 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturino 222002 00021295 
NDSU1 2490 Mechanical Enaineerina 210004 00019855 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturino 221001 00021912 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develooment & Familv 440507 00019625 

• 
Name ComboCode 

VACANT S460002735FAR0004035F 
VACANT S302312735F 
VACANT S302312735F 
VACANT S435002665FAR0004042F 
VACANT S302312735F 
VACANT S435002665FAR0011878F 
VACANT S193282665F 
VACANT S181852665F 
Vacant S301872670F 
Vacant S301872670F 
VACANT S302462715F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0010203F 
VACANT S305152600F 
VACANT S433002620FAR0010938F 
VACANT S435002490FAR0011440F 
VACANT S301352490F 
VACANT S435002490FAR0011986F 
VACANT S301352490F 
VACANT S435002490FAR0008626F 
VACANT S305152600F 
VACANT S301352490F 
VACANT S305152600F 
VACANT S301512610F 
VACANT S301512610F 
VACANT S184102615R 
VACANT S301532615G 
VACANT S458002615FAR0004657R 
VACANT S185562090F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S301352490F 
VACANT S301342485F 
VACANT S458002615FAR0004657R 
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28600 0 
60000 0 

0 0 
0 0 

29600 0 
0 ' 0 0 
0 0 

26745 0 
110000 16663 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
I 0 

59750 0 
22500 0 

0 0 
0 0 
·o 0 
0 0 
0 0 

47900 0 
45186 0 

0 -17522 
26500 0 
23181 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

67522 0 
0 0 

23507 0 
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Percent 
Change 

0 
0 

0 

0 
17.9 

0 
0 

0 
0 

-100 
0 
0 

0 
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NOSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 222001 00025038 VACANT 
NOSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturino 222001 00025055 VACANT 
NOSU1 2485 lnduslrial & Manufacturina 222001 00025056 VACANT 
NOSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturi~ 222002 00025152 VACANT 
NOSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturino 222001 00025153 VACANT 
NOSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 222001 00025156 VACANT 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 222002 00021314 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health. Nutrition & Exercise 222002 00021513 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develonment & Familv 222001 00025252 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health Nutrition & Exercise 211002 00018613 VACANT 
NOSU1 2620 Health. Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00019142 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health, Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00019288 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00019312 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Oevelocmenl & Famllv 221002 00018812 VACANT 
NOSU1 2620 Health, Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00021470 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Famnv 222001 00024881 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health, Nutrition & Exercise 221001 00021574 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health, Nutrition & Exercise 222002 00021961 VACANT 
NOSU1 2620 Health Nutrition & Exercise 221002 00023600 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health Nutrition & Exercise 521004 00024042 vacant 
NDSU1 2620 Health Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00024179 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health. Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00024180 VACANT 
NDSU1 2620 Health, Nutrition & Exercise 222001 00019836 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Familv 521004 00021473 VACANT 
NDSU1 2715 Bioloalcal Sciences 222002 00019651 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develoament & Familv 311025 00019688 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Familv 222001 00020275 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Oevelonment & Familv 221001 00020508 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develooment & Familv 221001 00020508 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Oevelocment & Familv 222001 00020912 VACANT 
NOSU1 2615 Child Develocmenl & Familv 222001 00025136 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Fam11v 221002 00021462 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Familv 222001 00025092 VACANT 
NOSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Familv 521001 00021n1 VACANT 
NDSU1 2615 Child Oevelocment & Famllv 222002 00023115 VACANT 
NDSUt :2615 Child Develoomenl & Fam/Iv 222002 00023801 VAC4NT wosu, rs 1ChUa ,&F.t:1. ,r 22,oor ,,,000241'86 JVAc:;.qNr 
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S188362485F 
S435002485FAR0010131F 
S188362485F 
S188362485F 
S188362485F 
S188362485F 
S301342485F 
S433002620FAR0011514F 
S183512615F 
S302122620F 
S433002620FAR0011113F 
S302122620F 
S427002620FAR0005015F 
S301532615F 
S184962620F 
S187552615F 
S302122620F 
S302122620F 
5302122620G 
S302122620R 
S433002620FAR0010937F 
S302122620F 
S302122620F 
S184102615R 
S302462715F 
S458002615FAR0004656R 
S301532615F 
S183512615F 
S301532615F 
S183512615F 
S301532615F 
S301532615F 
S301532615F 
S458002615FAR0004656R 
S187552615F 
S3015326150 
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Amt Change 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

32000 714 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
I 0 

31930 -6404 
20000 551 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

7470 0 
0 0 

41064 0 
.o 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

. 0 0 
10783 0 

I 0 
2367; 1594; 
~ -

''\ ,·· 
\ ,:· \.1 

Percent 
Change 

2.3 

-16.7 
2.8 

0 

0 

0 

251.7. 
7 

J 

----

= 

~ 



• 
Acct Job 

Setld Dept Department Code Position 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Familv 211002 00024225 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develocment & Familv 211002 00019237 
NDSU1 2615 Child Develooment & Familv 221001 00021065 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 211002 00020251 
NDSU1 2715 BioloQ ical Sciences 221009 00019562 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 222001 00025237 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 222002 00025379 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 210003 00019371 
NDSU1 2740 Computer Science 222002 00019463 
NDSU1 2740 Computer Science 222001 00025235 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 222002 00019961 
NDSU1 2760 Coatinas & Polvmeric 211002 00019796 
NDSU1 2740 Comnuter Science 222002 00020862 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 210502 00021163 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 242101 00021210 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 221001 00021307 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 221001 00021458 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 222002 00021878 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 242101 00019695 
NDSU1 2755 Phvslcs 224001 00021795 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 020602 00024537 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 020602 00024537 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 222002 00024545 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 411002 00024760 
NDSU1 2755 Physics 222002 00019251 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 222001 00025235 
NDSU1 2755 PhYsics 222002 00021326 
NDSU1 2740 Computer Science 221001 00021917 
NDSU1 2755 Phvsics 224001 00023196 
NDSU1 2755 Physics 222002 00023626 
NDSU1 2760 Coallnas & Polvmeric 221008 00018772 
NDSU1 2760 Coallnas & Pol"meric 221008 00018937 
NDSU1 2760 Coatinas & Po umeric 221008 00019049 
NDSU1 2760 Coatinas & Po vmerlc 221008 00019049 
NDSU1 2755 Phvslcs 224001 00020846 
NDSU1 2780 Center ror Science & Math 221002 00020363 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 222002 00023077 

• 
2008 

Budget 
Name ComboCode Amt 

VACAfH S301532615F 5435 
VACANT S301532615F 50000 
VACANT S301532615F 0 
VACANT S302412740F 72000 
VACANT S460002715FAR0012155G o 
VACANT S3024127 40F ·o 
VACANT S3024127 40F 0 
VACANT S302412740F 53686 
VACANT S302412740F 0 
VACANT S302412740F 0 
VACANT S302412740G o 
VACANT S302322760F 53013 
VACANT S3024127 40F 0 
VACANT S302412740F 72000 
VACANT S435002740FAR0005280F 19120 
VACANT S435002740FAR0010693F 0 
VACANT S435002740FAR0010693F 0 
VACANT S302412740F 0 
VACANT S182632740F 3376• 
VACANT S435002755FAR0004020F 30600 
VACANT S302342750F 0 
VACANT S302342750F 0 
VACANT S302342750F 0 
VACANT S452002750FAR0004823R 4200 
VACANT S302332755F 0 
VACANT S435002740FAR0012372F 0 
VACANT S302332755F 0 
VACANT S302412740F 0 
VACANT S460002755FAR0010522F 31200 
VACANT S302332755G 37988 
VACANT S460002760FAR0004027F 0 
VACANT S460002760FAR0008527F 0 
VACANT S435002760FAR0010813F 0 
VACANT S435002760FAR0012032F 0 
VACANT S435002755FAR0010311F 31620 
VACANT S435002780FAR0004738F 0 
VACANT S302422770F 0 

.. _) ,;•·· 

Page 16001184 

Dollar 
Change 

-28565 
29245 

0 
o 
0 
0 
0 

-10565 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 

599 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

·--~,- t) 

• 
Percent 
Change 

-84 
140.9 

0 

-16.4 

o 

0.8 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

J 
, I 
\J 
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·Acct Job 

Setlc:i: .oept Department .. •Code .Posltl!m 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 222002 00023628 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 221001 00018464 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 221001 00019016 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 221001 00019545 
NDSU1 2740 Comnuter Science 221001 00021899 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 221001 00020069 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 222002 00021038 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 520502 00020484 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 520502 00020484 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 520502 00020484 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 520502 00020484 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 221001 00020783 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 221001 00021265 
NDSU1 2780 Center fer Science & Math 420505 00019653 
NDSU1 2740 Compu1er Science 222002 00025396 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 221001 00024227 
NDSU1 2740 Comou1er Science 222002 00023091 
NDSU1 2740 Comou1er Science 221001 00023092 
NDSU1 2740 Comou1er Science 222002 00023624 
NDSU1 2740 Coll1Pu1er Science 221001 00024263 
NDSU1 2740 Comnuter Science 222001 00025157 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 222002 00023075 
NDSU1 2740 Comnuter Science 222002 00025392 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 222002 00021932 
NDSU1 2745 Geosciences 222001 00024152 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 223502 00018478 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 222001 00018922 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 221001 00019372 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 222001 00020873 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 221001 00021900 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 222001 00025158 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 221008 00021467 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 221008 00021130 
NDSU1 2735 Chemis "' & Molecular 222002 00021180 
NDSU1 2735 Chemls ~ & Molecular 222001 00021312 
NDSU1 2735 Chemis rv & Molecular 520501 00021318 
NDSU1 2735 Chemis"" & Molecular 224001 00021418 

--- ... .. - -
Name . ComboCode 

VACANT S302422770G 
VACANT S435002780FAR0010264F 
VACANT S427002780FAR0011882F 
VACANT S433002780FAR0004885F 
VACANT S302412740F 
VACANT S433002780FAR0004885G 
VACANT S302422770F 
VACANT S433002780FAR0004875R 
VACANT S433002780FAR0010593R 
VACANT S435002780FAR0010457R 
VACANT S813002780R 
VACANT S433002780FAR0004885F 
VACANT S433002780FAR0004885F 
VACANT S435002780FAR0004738R 
VACANT S3024127 40F 
VACANT S435002750FAR0010915F 
VACANT S302412740F 
VACANT S3024127 40F 
VACANT S302412740F 
VACANT S3024127 40F 
VACANT S302412740F 
VACANT S302422770F 
VACANT S302412740F 
VACANT S302422770F 
VACANT S302382745F 
VACANT S302342750F 
VACANT S302422770F 
VACANT S302422770F 
VACANT S302422770F 
VACANT S182832740F 
VACANT S302412740F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0005020F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0004876F 
VACANT S302312735F 
VACANT S302312735F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0010201R 
VACANT S435002735FAR0010202F 

·:;: \,) 
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2008 

Budget 
Amt 

31591 
0 
0 
0 
0 

30000 
0 

11000 
1925 

13750 
825 

0 
0 

20631 
0 
0 
0 
0 

178971 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

15515 
27020 

Dollar 
Chan11e 

• :;_; . 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
( 

0 
40000 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Percent 
Change 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

28.8 

0 
0 
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2008 

Acct Job Budget Dollar Percent 
SeUd Dept Department Code Position Name ComboCode Amt Change Change 

NDSU1 2735 Chemis"" & Molecular 222001 00021657 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 221008 00021467 VACANT S184992735F 0 0 NDSU1 2735 Chemislrv & Molecular 222002 00020546 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 NDSU1 2735 Chemls•~ & Molecular 212001 00021502 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 NDSU1 2735 Chemisrrv & Molecular 221001 00021529 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 210002 00021571 VACANT S302312735F 78387 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemis"" & Molecular 210002 00021571 VACANT S435002735FAR0010815F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisrrv & Molecular 210002 00021571 VACANT S435002735FAR0012033F 0 0 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 221001 00024328 VACANT S185912750F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 221008 00021463 VACANT S435002735FAR0005020F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 221009 00021005 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2600 Deans Office Human Dev. & 221001 00021350 VACANT S435002600FAR0010981F 0 0 NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 222002 00019903 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 NDSU1 2715 Biolnnical Sciences 222002 00020105 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bioloaical Sciences 222002 00020236 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 222002 00020290 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 222002 00020679 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisrrv & Molecular 222002 00021119 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 221009 00021000 VACANT S435002715FAR0012228F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisrrv & Molecular 242171 00020648 VACANT S435002735FAR0011455F 28600 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 221008 00021157 VACANT S435002715F AR0004765F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bioloaical Sciences 211002 00021493 VACANT S302462715F 55000 55000 
NDSU1 2715 Bioloaical Sciences 320504 00021737 VACANT S435002715FAR0004843R 54724 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 222002 00021755 VACANT S302462715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Biolooical Sciences 221009 00023785 VACANT S183302715F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisrrv & Molecular 221008 00021711 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2715 Bioloaical Sciences 984701 00020968 VACANT S435002715FAR0004843O 0 0 
NDSU1 2740 Comnuter Science 222002 00018472 VACANT S302412740F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemisrrv & Molecular 222001 00024056 VACANT S302312735F ·O 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemist~ & Molecular 020602 00024612 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 222001 00025037 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2.735 Chemistrv & Molecular 222001 00025094 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 222001 00025104 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemist~ & Molecular 210002 00021571 VACANT S460002735FAR0004035F 0 0 
NDSU1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 222001 00025177 VACANT S302312735F 0 0 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 222001 00020612 VACANT S302342750F 0 0 
NDSU1 2740 Comauter Science 221002 00018582 VACANT S435002740FAR0012372F 0 0 

i).! 

'd 
0 \ · 'J 
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Acct .. Job ; '. 

Setld .Dept . , > tielli!rtment ~de. · Position 
NDSU1 2740 Comouter Science 222002 00019204 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 221001 00021708 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 211002 00021925 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 222002 00023625 
ND5U1 2715 Blol-ical Sciences 221001 00019579 
NDSU1 2735 Chem!"'"' & Molecular 222001 00025105 
NDSU1 2750 Mathemalics 210502 00018816 
NDSU1 2735 Chemis IV & Molecular 242171 00021901 
ND5U1 2735 Chemls IV & Molecular 242101 00021908 
ND5U1 2735 Chem!• rv & Molecular 221008 00021960 
ND5U1 2735 Chemistry & Molecular 242171 00019829 
ND5U1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 211001 00019858 
ND5U1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 222002 00019876 
NDSU1 2735 Chemislrv & Molecular 222002 00023623 
NDSU1 2735 Chem!strv & Molecular 222002 00020074 
ND5U1 2735 Chemistrv & Molecular 242171 00023173 
ND5U1 2750 Mathematics 222002 00018952 
ND5U1 2750 Mathematics 222002 00019124 
ND5U1 2750 Mathematics 221001 00019167 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 221001 00019167 
NDSU1 2750 Mathematics 222001 00020170 
ND5U1 2750 Mathematics 221001 00024327 
NDSU1 2735 Chemlsrrv & Molecular 221008 00020012 
ND5U1 2330 Fine Arts 222001 00019112 
ND5U1 2400 Deans Office. Business 222002 00025362 
ND5U1 2400 Deans Office, Business 221002 00025361 
NDSU1 2400 Deans Office. Business 221001 00025143 
ND5U1 2400 Deans Office. Business 221001 00024576 
NDSU1 2340 Hlsto~ & Reliaion 222002 00019128 
ND5U1 2340 Historv & Reliaion 210502 00018516 
ND5U1 2334 Music 222001 00024203 
ND5U1 2334 Music 222002 00023085 
ND5U1 2334 Music 222002 00023085 
ND5U1 2334 Music 222001 00019112 
ND5U1 2332 Visual Arts 211002 00021541 
NDSU1 2330 Fine Arts 222001 00024205 
ND5U1 2670 Nursmt'I 222002 00025356 

... - - ... -
Name ComboCode· 

VACANT 53024127 40F 
VACANT S435002750FAR0010794F 
VACANT S302342750F 
VACANT S302342750G 
VACANT S435002715FAR0004843F 
VACANT 5302312735F 
VACANT S302342750F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0008676F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0010203F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0008507F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0004494F 
VACANT 5182622735F 
VACANT 5302312735F 
VACANT 8302312735G 
VACANT 5302312735F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0006507F 
VACAfff 5302342750F 
VACANT 5302342750F 
VACANT 5183942750F 
VACANT 5185912750F 
VACANT 5435002750FAR0010600F 
VACANT 5185912750F 
VACANT S435002735FAR0010953F 
VACANT 5184222330F 
VACANT 5180052400F 
VACANT 5180052400F 
VACANT 5185082400F 
VACANT 5160052400F 
VACANT S302182340F 
vacant 5302182340F 
VACANT 5302102334F 
VACANT 5302102334F 
VACANT 5184472334F 
VACANT 5302102334F 
VACANT 5302142332F 
VACANT S302112330F 
VACANT 5188222670F 

Page 163 ol 184 
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2008 

Budget 
Amt 

0 
0 

29150 
193623 

0 
I 

52000 
30440 
27060 

0 
30000 
27600 

0 
272197 

0 
28700 

·o 
0 
0 
r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

88000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

~ I\ ' / 
\,,;: , 

Donar Percent 
Change Change 

0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

34600 64.8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
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2008 

Acct Job Budget Dollar Percent 
Setld Dept Department Code Position Name ComboCode Ami Change Change 

NDSU1 2330 Fine Arts 222002 00022867 VACANT S184222330F 0 0 
NDSU1 2420 Manacemenl Mar1<elina, & 211002 00021356 VACANT S302232420F 78477 0 0 
NDSU1 2330 Fine Arts 222001 00018489 VACANT S184222330F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enc fish 221001 00025388 VACANT S180162320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enclish 020602 00022882 VACANT S302032320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 En!lfish 020602 00022882 VACANT S302032320F 0 { 

NDSU1 2320 Enclish 223502 00022015 VACANT S302032320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enollsh 222002 00021764 VACANT S302032320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enclish 210502 00021321 Vacant S302032320F 42000 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 English 211502 00020915 Vacant S302032320F 37902 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enclish 222001 00020634 VACANT S305322320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enclish 222001 00020634 VACANT S302032320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 English 222002 00019706 VACANT S302032320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enclish 222002 00019663 VACANT S302032320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 221001 00022873 VACANT S308012090F 0 0 
NDSU1 2330 Fine Arts 222001 00024205 VACANT S184222330F 0 0 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comcuter 222002 00019804 VACANT S301332480F 0 0 
NDSU1 2670 Nursina 221001 00025141 VACANT S435002670FAR0011207F 0 I 

NDSU1 2670 Nursing 222001 00025134 VACANT S301872670F 0 0 
NDSU1 2670 Nurslna 222001 00025133 VACANT S301872670F 0 0 
NDSU1 2670 Nursin!I 222001 00025132 VACANT S301872670F 0 0 
NDSU1 2670 Nursina 222001 00025131 VACANT S301872670F 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 211002 00021810 VACANT S302702625F 54080 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 210502 00021321 Vacant S302702625F 9000 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 210002 00021277 VACANT S302702625F 1W47 0 0 
NDSU1 2625 School of Education 210502 00021140 Vacant S302702625F 62196 -2700 -4.2 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 221001 00020149 VACANT S435002480FAR0011731F 0 0 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 222002 00019966 VACANT S301332480F 0 0 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 221001 00019956 VACANT S181872480F 0 0 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comnuter 211002 00019938 VACANT S301332480F 60087 0 0 
NDSU1 2410 Accountina & Info Svstems 210002 00019395 VACANT S302172410F 65778 22021 50.3 
NDSU1 2350 Sociotonv/Anthrooolonv 222002 00021550 VACANT S302212350F 0 0 
NDSU1 2320 Enalish 222002 00018877 VACANT S302032320F 0 0 
NDSU1 2600 Deans Office. Human Dev. & 221001 00023596 VACANT 5305152600G 6271 0 0 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 221001 00019950 VACANT S188702485F 0 0 
NDSU1 2420 Manaaement Mar1<etina. & 211002 00023551 VACANT S302232420F 78795 0 0 

NDSU1 2465 Archnecture & Landscane 211002 00019201 VACANT S301312465F 0 0 

-::, 0 
JU.;:) 
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Acct Job 

SeUd Dept Depertnient .· . Code PoslUon 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 211002 00019933 
NDSU1 2350 Sociofom•/Anthroeolo= 222002 00021072 
NDSU1 2480 Electrtcal & Comouter 222002 00019859 
NDSU1 2350 Socioloav/Anthronolnnv 211002 00021872 
NDSU1 2350 Sociolnnv/Anthrooofnnv 020602 00022883 
NDSU1 2400 Deans Office Business 221001 00018738 
NDSU1 2400 Deans Office Business 221001 00020985 
NDSU1 2400 Deans Office Business 221002 00021432 
NDSU1 2420 Manaoement Marketln• & 211002 00019945 
NDSU1 2350 Sociolonv/Anthrooolnov 211002 00020835 
NDSU1 2250 Entomolonv 211001 00020789 
NDSU1 2320 Em1iish 223502 00019628 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00018717 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 221001 00018652 
NDSU1 2290 VeterinaN & Mlcrobiolonv Sci 221008 00020891 
NDSU1 2290 Veterinarv & Mlcroblolo~ Sci 222001 00018674 
NDSU1 2280 Soll Science 210001 00019217 
NDSU1 2270 Plant Sciences 020602 00022884 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 221002 00023260 
NDSU1 2270 Plant Sciences 521001 00020675 
NDSU1 2270 Plant Sciences 210001 00020506 
NDSU1 2270 Plant Sciences 211001 00019999 
NDSU1 2270 Plant Sciences 210001 00019339 
NDSU1 2260 Plant Patholoov 211001 00024383 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00019106 
NDSU1 2230 Animal and Ranae Science 441502 00019713 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 320520 00023561 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolo~ 320501 00023562 
NDSU1 2090 Information T echnolonv 221001 00024271 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technotonv 221001 00024272 
NDSU1 2090 Information T echnolo~ 221001 00024274 
NDSU1 2260 Plant Patholonv 210002 00021466 
NDSU1 2220 Aoricu1tural & Blosvstems En• 510501 00021337 
NDSU1 2250 Enlomolonv 210001 00021082 
NDSU1 2280 Soll Science 441502 00019713 
NDSU1 2230 Animal and Ranae Science 212502 00019959 
NDSU1 2210 Aoribuslness and Annfled 210001 00020043 

.... - - ·-
Name ComboCode 

VACANT S301332480F 
VACANT S302212350F 
VACANT S301332480F 
VACANT S302212350F 
VACANT S3022123500 
VACANT S180052400F 
VACANT S 180052400F 
VACANT S 180052400F 
VACANT S302232420F 
VACANT S302212350F 
VACANT S301092250F 
VACANT S302032320F 
VACANT S302082310F 
VACANT S302082310F 
VACANT S301132290G 
VACANT S301132290G 
VACANT S301122280F 
VACANT S301042270F 
VACANT S185562090F 
Vacant S301042270R 
VACANT S301042270F 
VACANT S301042270F 
VACANT S301042270F 
VACANT S301112260F 
VACANT S30208231 OF 
Vacant S187112230R 
VACANT S3080020900516R 
VACANT S3080120900502R 
VACANT S 185562090F 
VACANT S185562090F 
VACANT S185562090F 
VACANT S301112260F 
VACANT S301032220R 
VACANT S301092250F 
Vacant S301122280R 
VACANT S301072230F 
VACANT S301012210F 
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2008 

Budget Dollar Percent 
Amt Change Change 

58770 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

55112 0 0 
.o 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

83645 0 0 
19081 0 0 
19433 0 0 

I 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

4800 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

1688: 0 0 
6338' 0 0 

5532 0 0 
12000 0 0 
6285 0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

·o 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

6500 0 0 
.o 0 

16599 0 0 
32000 4000 14.3 

5000 0 0 
32434 10457 47.6 

\
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2008 

Acct Job Budget Dollar Percent 
Selld Dept Department Code Position Name ComboCode Amt Change Change 

NDSU1 2230 Animal and Ranae Science 210003 00020758 Vacant S301052230F 45000 0 0 
NDSU1 2230 Animal and Ranae Science 431004 00021107 
NDSU1 2310 CommunicaUon 222002 00019778 
NDSU1 2210 Aoribuslness and aft• lied 210502 00020699 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolo"" 221002 00023110 
NDSU1 2350 Sociolo!lV/Anlhrooolonv 222001 00021580 
NDSU1 2320 Enofish 212002 00018654 
NDSU1 2320 Enclish 211002 00018569 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pofitical Sci 221001 00020625 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pofitical Sci 221001 00020625 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pofitical Sci 221001 00019744 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pofitical Sci 211002 00018788 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pofitical Sci 211002 00018787 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pofitical Sci 221001 00018700 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Political Sci 221001 00018700 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pofitical Sci 221001 00018689 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 224002 00025366 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 221001 00024510 
NDSU1 2310 CommunlcaUon 222002 00018951 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00021258 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00019820 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00019980 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00020452 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222001 00020731 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 221001 00020741 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00023247 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00021064 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00021681 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 210002 00021300 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonu 221002 00023164 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 221002 00023163 
NDSU1 2310 CommunicaUon 210002 00021301 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 210002 00021302 
NDSU1 2320 Enollsh 222002 00016860 
NDSU1 2310 Communication 222002 00020855 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enqlneerina 222001 00025199 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerina 222001 00024305 

:[Q. B - - - - - • 

VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
Vacant 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
vacant 
VACANT 
VACANT 
Vacant 
Vacant 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 

S301052230R 
S302082310F 
S301012210F 
S308012090F 
S302212350F 
S302032320F 
S302032320F 
S435002315FAR0011175F 
S435002315FAR0011052F 
S302202315F 
S302202315F 
S302202315F 
S433002315FAR0004498F 
S302202315F 
S302202315F 
S435002310FAR0010027F 
S433002310FAR0010861F 
S302082310F 
S302082310F 
S30208231 OF 
S302082310F 
S302082310F 
S302082310F 
S188682310G 
S302082310F 
S302082310F 
S302082310F 
S302082310F 
S185562090F 
S1950720900507F 
S302082310F 
S435002310FAR0010027F 
S302032320F 
S302082310F 
S435002470FAR0010734F 
S1BB332470F 

' .,·, \ 
d ,.)' 

0 0 
0 0 

30000 0 
u 0 

·o 0 
23514 0 
44221 0 

0 0 
0 0 
(I 0 

52500 0 
13322 0 

0 0 
·o 0 
o 0 

8000 0 
0 0 

·o 0 
l 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
o 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

56711 0 
o 0 
o 0 

60921 o 
44716 o 

o 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 o 

'.,...., -- ; ' \ ' ·-' 
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. :: 'Acct .. ,. Job 

-Se_tld>; ;~pt. Depa!fment; · . __ . Code ·Position 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaaement & 222001 00025249 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaaement & 222001 00025220 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaaement & 222001 00025211 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaoement & 222002 00024511 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaaement & 222001 00024216 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaaement & 221001 00022846 
NDSU1 2350 Sociolnnv/Anlhrooolonu 210002 00021393 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaaement & 210002 00021401 
NDSU1 2670 Nursina 222002 00025359 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerina 222001 00025251 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comnuter 221001 00018583 
NDSU1 2090 lnfonnation Technolonu 320529 00021790 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 222002 00018824 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineelina 222001 00025199 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineelina 222001 00025198 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerino 222001 00025167 
NOSU1 2470 Civil Enaineelina 222001 00025167 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerina 222001 00025166 
NOSU1 2470 Civil Ennmeerino 222001 00025166 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enalneerina 222001 00025130 
NDSU1 2470 Civil E1111ineerlna 222001 00025129 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerina 222001 00025057 
NOSU1 2470 Civil Enalneerina 221001 00024829 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineertna 221001 00024828 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerina 222001 00025200 
NDSU1 2480 Eleclrlcal & Comouter 222001 00021154 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 222002 00019526 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 221001 00019520 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturina 222001 00019054 
NOSU1 2485 lndusb'lal & Manufactulina 222002 00018984 
NDSU1 2485 Industrial & Manufacturlna 222001 00018909 
NDSU1 2485 lndusb'lal & Manufacturlna 222001 00018909 
NDSU1 2485 lndusb'lal & Manufacturina 221002 00018574 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Computer 222001 00025180 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 222001 00025179 
NOSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 222002 00023166 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 222002 00023164 

..... - - - --
Name . ComboCode 

VACANT S188342475F 
VACANT S188342475G 
VACANT S188342475F 
VACANT S188342475F 
VACANT S301362475F 
VACANT S188342475F 
vacant S302212350F 
VACANT S301362475F 
VACANT S193142670F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S435002480FAR0011731F 
VACANT S3080120900506R 
VACANT S301332480F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S460002470FAR0010736F 
VACANT S 188332470F 
VACANT S435002470FAR0010734F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S188332470F 
VACANT S301332480F 
VACANT S301342485F 
VACANT S181882485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S301342485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S188362485F 
VACANT S301332480F 
VACANT S301332480F 
VACANT S301332480F 
VACANT S301332480F 

,o 
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Amt Change 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

58000 0 
74997 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

16362 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

-o 0 
0 0 
0 ( 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0. 0 , j 

~ 

Percent 
Change 

0 
0 

0 
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• 
Acct Job 

Setld Dept Department Code Position 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 222002 00018455 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 222001 00021905 
NDSU1 2475 Construction Manaoement & 211002 00020700 
NOSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 
NOSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 
NOSU1 2480 Electrical & Comnuter 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comauter 
NOSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 
NOSU1 2480 Electrical & Comcuter 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comnuter 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comauter 
NOSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Computer 
NDSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 
NOSU1 2480 Electrical & Comouter 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enc ineerino 
NOSU1 2470 Civil En!lineerino 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enoineerina 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerina 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enoineerin!I 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enoineerino 
NDSU1 2465 Architecture & Landscane 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enalneerina 
NDSU1 2470 Civil EnQineerina 
NOSU1 2470 Civil Enaineerino 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enolneerina 
NOSU1 2470 Civil Enoineerino 
NDSU1 2465 Architecture & Landscaoe 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 
NDSU1 2465 Architecture & landscaae 
NOSU1 2465 Architecture & Landscaoe 
NOSU1 2470 Civil Enoineerinn 
Nosu1 2470 Civil Enoineerina 
NOSU1 2470 Civil Eno ineerino 
NDSU1 2670 NurslnQ 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Eno ineerino 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enoineerino 

~ -~ 
,r.-;;ra 
~ • • 

221001 00021133 
320529 00021790 
222002 00021032 
221002 00021013 
222001 00020370 
221001 00020293 
221001 00019786 
222002 00019381 
221002 00019297 
221001 00019281 
222002 00018927 
020602 00022886 
221001 00023101 
222001 00024174 
222001 00024173 
222001 00024174 
222001 00024172 
222001 00024175 
321022 00023822 
222001 00024172 
222001 00024177 
222001 00024171 
221002 00023078 
222001 00024215 
212002 00023876 
320563 00021835 
211002 00020945 
212002 00024988 
221002 00023078 
222002 00024223 
222001 00024219 
222002 00025360 
211002 00023034 
222002 00019424 

- - • 

• 
Name 

VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACAflT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACANT 
VACAflT 
VACANT 
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ComboCode 
S301332480F 
S301332480F 
S301362475F 
S435002480FAR0008482F 
S3080020900506R 
S301332480F 
S435002480FAR0011731F 
S301332480F 
S460002480FAR00122814401F 
S435002480FAR0011731F 
S301332480F 
S435002480FAR0011402F 
S435002480FAR0011731 F 
S301332480F 
S301332480O 
S188332470F 
S188332470F 
S188332470F 
S435002470FAR0011195F 
S460002470FAR0010736F 
S188332470F 
S301312465R 
S188332470F 
S188332470F 
S188332470F 
S188332470F 
S188332470F 
S188302465F 
S427002090FAR0010643R 
S301312465F 
S301312465F 
e435002470FAR0010734F 
S188332470F 
S188332470F 
S188222670F 
S301322470F 
S188332470F 

- - -
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• 
2008 

Budget Dollar Percent 
Amt Channa Change 

0 0 
0 0 

5355: 0 0 
0 0 

49081 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

'( ( 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 C 

0 0 
0 0 

29121 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

36000 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

60724 0 0 
0 0 
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Acct ;,;' i:.\, ~~partment 

Job 
:Setld Dep( Code . . •Position .Name. 
NDSU1 2470 Civil Enolneerino 222001 00024216 VACANT 
NDSU1 2465 Architecture & Landscace 211002 00020011 VACANT 
NDSU1 2470 CMI Enolneering 221001 00020408 VACANT 
NDSU1 2470 CivH Enalneerina 221002 00023254 VACANT 
NDSU1 2470 CMI Enalneerina 222001 00024216 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 222001 00024513 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 222001 00024550 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 221001 00023174 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 221001 00023088 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 221001 00022868 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Ma1h 221001 00022859 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Ma1h 320561 00023942 VACANT 
NOSU1 5130 TRIO Proarams 521001 00021825 VACANT 
NDSU1 5150 Student Health Services 330502 00019834 VACANT 
NDSU1 5280 Career Center 341527 00023152 VACANT 
NDSU1 5130 TRIOP=rams 341525 00019390 VACANT 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 222002 00025346 VACANT 
NDSU1 5210 Reaislration and Records 311011 00021373 Vacant 
NDSU1 5230 Admissions 341514 00018495 VACANT 
NDSU1 5230 Admissions 341514 00021500 Vacant 
NDSU1 7020 VP/Dean Ao Affairs 321009 00021288 VACANT 
NDSU1 7020 VP/Dean Ao.Affairs 020602 00019867 VACANT 
NDSU1 7020 VP/Dean An Affairs 020602 00019867 VACANT 
NDSU1 5140 Wellness Center 221003 00025064 Vacant 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024769 VACANT 
NOSU1 7030 Ext Countv Proarams 254001 00020704 Vacant 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024769 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024769 VACANT 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv Pmnrams 254001 00020704 Vacant 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 221001 00021665 VACANT 
NDSU1 2760 Coatinn• & Polvmeric 221008 00021536 VACANT 
NDSU1 5130 TRIO l'mnrams 221001 00020242 Vacant 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024769 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024803 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nancscale Sci & 332525 00024769 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nancscale Sci & 332525 00024769 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024769 VACANT 
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ComboCode 

S188332470F 
S301312465F 
S435002470FAR0004789F 
S188332470F 
S435002470FAR0010734F 
S427002780FAR0011882F 
S427002780FAR0011882F 
S433002780FAR0004885F 
S433002780FAR0004885F 
S433002780FAR0004885F 
S433002780FAR0004885F 
S435002780FAR0010264R 
S441005130FAR0004342R 
S1930151508025R 
S193655280R 
S441005130FAR0010633R 
S427002780FAR0011882F 
S305575210R 
S305585230R 
S305585230R 
S351007020F ARG0039001 ODOR 
S351007020FARG0039001000R 
S351007020F ARG0039001 ODOR 
S1250051400022G 
S435004310FAR0012241R 
S351207030F ARG0039021 OOOF 
S460004310FAR00122804401R 
S435004310FAR0012627R 
S8470870301000F 
S433002780FAR0004885G 
S435002760FAR0010616F 
S441005130FAR0004371G 
S435004310FAR0012579R 
S435004310FAR0012241R 
S435004310FAR0011851R 
S435004310FAR0011670R 
S435004310FAR0011352R 

1' 

- - •= 
2008 

Budget 
Amt 

0 
52284 

0 
0 
0 
0 
I 

0 
0 
0 
0 

16068 
23213 

0 
29020 
29816 

0 
31000 
29500 
30000 

.Q 

·O 
0 

14220 
50000 
16107 

0 
0 

24671 
30000 

0 
7110 

• l -.i,. ' •,,,f 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Dollar Percent 
Change Change 

0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 

-10990 -26.2 
0 0 

·250 -0.8 
0 
0 
0 

7110 100 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

/ 

J 

~ 
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,Acct Job 

SeUd pept Department Co(!e Position Name 

NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 321017 00021646 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024768 VACANT 
NDSU1 3200 Facilities Manaaement 722505 00020635 VACAl'ff 
NDSU1 2760 Coatinos & Polvmeric 221001 00021897 VACANT 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 011519 00020650 VACANT 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv Proa rams 254001 00018767 VACAl'ff 
NDSU1 5300 Student Life 221001 00024654 VACANT 
NDSU1 5130 TRIO Proarams 341515 00019970 VACANT 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv Proarams 254001 00020704 Vacant 
NDSU1 5120 Counselina and Disabilitv 011527 00019400 Vacant 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 020602 00024634 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024803 VACANT 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 020602 00024633 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024803 VACANT 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 221002 00018784 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 242071 00025223 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 242171 00025003 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024803 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024803 VACANT 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024803 VACANT 
NDSU1 7030 Ext Countv Proarams 254001 00018767 VACANT 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 020602 00024634 VACANT 
NDSU1 5340 Memorial Union 221001 00020742 Vacant 
NDSU1 5310 Residence Life 341517 00023343 VACANT 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00024196 VACANT 
NDSU1 5320 Dlnlna Services 341005 00023583 VACANT 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 711501 00023582 VACANT 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00023298 VACANT 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 341005 00023583 VACANT 
NDSU1 5320 Dinlna Services 711502 00023581 VACANT 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 341005 00023583 VACAl'ff 
NDSU1 5320 Oinina Services 722001 00023580 VACANT 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00023185 VACANT 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221009 00023178 VACANT 
NDSU1 5340 Memorial. Union 221001 00021632 Vacant 
NDSU1 5340 Memorial Union 341510 00021880 VACANT 
NDSU1 5340 Memorial Union 221002 00023557 VACANT 

L' 'r·e-~F'E:::m::::t 
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Combo Code 
S435002780FAR0004738R 
S435004310FAR0010421 R 
S3085032008411 R 
S435002760FAR0008485F 
5305505000R 
58472970301 OOOF 
S 1831653006512G 
S441005130FAR0004371R 
5351007030FARG0039001 OOOF 
S305535120R 
S305505000R 
S196464310R 
S305505000R 
S221404310R 
S305505000F 
S435004310FAR0011863F 
S435004310FAR0011863F 
S435004310FAR0011863R 
S435004310FAR0011851R 
S435004310FAR0011783R 
S351007030F ARG0039001 OOOF 
S305505000R 
S1241953406750G 
S123145310R 
S305202820F 
S121105320R 
S121215320R 
S435002820FAR0012198F 
S121135320R 
S121195320R 
S121145320R 
S121255320R 
S184802820F 
5435002820FAR0012198F 
51241953406750G 
S1241953406750R 
S1240053406750G 

('\ 

2008 
Budget Dollar 

Amt Change 
15759 0 

0 0 
37000 0 

0 -650 
30185 0 
10603 0 
7110 0 

51662 0 
8566 -( 

85065 5561 
n 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

10604 0 
- 0 0 

7110 0 
0 0 
0 0 

9013 0 
14102 0 

0 0 
901~ 0 

10211 0 
9012 0 

16599 0 
0 0 
0 0 

7110 0 
53178 0 
7110 0 

.,.-_. - ! j 
" '/ 

• 
Percent 
Change 

0 

0 
-100 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

I 
V 
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2008 
,Acct Job Budget Dollar Percent 

Satld Dept Departi:nent , , Code Position Name ComboCode Amt Change Change 
NDSU1 5340 Memorial Union 221001 00019841 VACAffT S1241953406750G 7110 0 0 
NDSU1 5330 Varsitv Mart 521501 00018810 Vacant S122115330R 23000 2151 10.3 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00023998 VACAffT S435002820FAR0012198F 0 0 
NOSU1 2820 Graduate School 221001 00024102 VACAffT S189532820G 0 0 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00024110 VACANT S305202820F 0 0 
NDSU1 5330 Varsitv Mart 221002 00021736 VACANT S122005330G 35001 35000 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00024122 VACANT S305202820F 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dlnlnq Services 341005 00023583 VACANT S121115320R 9013 0 0 
NDSU1 5330 Varsitv Mart 511002 00020823 VACANT S122005330R 17800 0 0 
NDSU1 5340 Memorial Union 521501 00023558 VACANT S1240053406750R 24600 0 0 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221008 00024164 VACANT S183632820F 0 0 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00024165 VACANT S435002820FAR0012198F 0 0 
NOSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00024166 VACANT S183632820F 0 0 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221001 00023994 VACANT S189532820F 0 0 
NDSU1 5330 Va=Mart 441001 00021845 VACANT S122125330R 3057' 600 2 
NDSU1 5340 Memorial Union 221001 00019525 Vacant S1241953406750G 7110 0 0 
NDSU1 5330 Varsitv Mart 420506 00021213 VACANT S122155330R 30492 900 3 
NDSU1 2850 Tri-Colleae 020503 00022912 VACANT S402002850FAR0004784R 28781 0 0 
NOSU1 6020 Publications Services 221001 00025095 VACANT S30TT06020G 8000 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 723006 00021141 VACANT S121005320R 2TT01 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dlnlnn Services 511002 00021045 VACANT S121255320R 13402 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dinln11 Services 711503 00020578 Vacant S121185320R 19614 894 4.8 
NDSU1 2850 Tr!-Colleoe 221001 00019729 VACANT S402002850FAR0004784F 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 711501 00023546 VACANT S121255320R 15720 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 711505 00019477 VACANT S121155320R 18720 0 0 
NOSU1 5320 Dinlna Services 341004 00021714 Vacant S121165320R 44TT5 0 0 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221001 00023994 VACANT S480002820FAR0011417F 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 711502 00018509 VACANT S121195320R 13204 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dlnina Services 711501 00023542 VACANT S121185320R 16273 0 0 
NDSU1 2880 Unn,,r Great Plains 221001 00018592 VACANT S435002880FAR0011537G 0 0 
NOSU1 2880 Un=r Great Plains 221001 00018592 VACANT S435002880FAR0012065G 18000 0 0 
NDSU1 5310 Residence Life 710503 00021174 VACANT S123005310R 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dinlna Services 711501 00019483 Vacant S121165320R 16640 0 0 
NDSU1 6020 Publications Services 320510 00019708 VACANT S307706020R 0 0 
NOSU1 5310 Residence Life 710503 00019403 Vacant S123135310R 17422 0 0 
NOSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024754 VACANT S435004310FAR0012241R 0 0 
NDSU1 5320 Dlnlna Services 722001 00023541 VACANT S121185320R 20301 0 0 
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NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221001 00024335 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00024338 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222002 00024356 
NDSU1 6020 Publications Services 321019 00019860 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 711503 00023533 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 710504 00021701 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222002 00024555 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221008 00025150 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 222001 00025151 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221001 00025175 
NDSU1 2820 Graduate School 221001 00025224 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024768 
NDSU1 5320 Dinin<I Services 711501 00023538 
NDSU1 2765 Psvchalonv 222002 00020344 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholnnv 210002 00020552 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 520503 00020350 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 320517 00020075 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholnnv 224001 00020493 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholonv 332522 00024109 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 311033 00019577 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 321001 00020992 
NDSU1 3000 VP Business & Finance 020602 00025367 
NDSU1 2765 Psvchaloav 210002 00020445 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 311029 00019029 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 221008 00019190 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholoav 320506 00023022 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 221008 00019578 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholonv 332522 00023349 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 221008 00021240 
NDSU1 2765 P.vcholonv 221001 00020245 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 311506 00021359 
NDSU1 2780 Center for Science & Math 321017 00021646 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholnnv 221001 00020006 
NDSU1 2880 Uooer Great Plains 221001 00021699 
NDSU1 2890 Water Resources I nstiMe 221001 00023474 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholonv 332516 00019719 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholoav 320506 00023316 

• 
Name ComboCode 

VACANT S305202820F 
VACANT S189532820F 
VACANT S305202820F 
VACANT S307706020R 
VACANT S121255320R 
Vacant S121165320R 
VACANT S183632820F 
VACANT S189532820F 
VACANT S189532820F 
VACANT S305202820F 
VACANT S189532820F 
VACANT S196464310R 
VACANT S121185320R 
VACANT S302392765F 
VACANT S302392765F 
VACANT S183454000R 
VACANT S183454000R 
VACANT S460002765FAR0004181F 
VACANT S435002765F AR0010824R 
VACANT S1834540000394R 
VACANT S433004000FAR0005274R 
VACANT S307303000R 
VACANT S302392765F 
VACANT S1834540000397R 
VACANT S435004310FAR0011863F 
VACANT S435002765FAR0011857R 
VACANT S435004310FAR0011783F 
VACANT S435002765FAR0011857R 
VACANT S460004310FAR00122804401F 
VACANT S435002765FAR0004809F 
VACANT S196464310R 
VACANT S427002780F AR0004 779R 
VACANT S435002765FAR0011137F 
VACANT S460002880FAR0010848G 
VACANT S460002890FAR0011378F 
VACANT S435002765FAR0011857R 
VACANT S435002765FAR0011857R 
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0 0 
0 0 
0 C 
0 0 

15876 0 0 
13864 0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

16012 0 C 
0 0 

60462 0 0 
16021 0 0 
41755 0 0 
42000 0 0 
12937 0 0 
43899 0 0 
50251 0 0 

0 0 
- 53500 0 0 

33360 C 0 
0 0 

46221 0 0 
0 0 

25875 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

15759 0 0 
0 0 

18000 0 0 
0 0 

39123 0 0 
40000 0 0 
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NDSU1 2765 Psvcholonv 281001 00021047 VACANT S460002765FAR0004181F 40950 0 0 
NDSU1 2890 Water Resources Institute 221001 00020632 VACANT S~60002890FAR0004289F 9690 0 0 
NDSU1 2880 Un=r Great Plains 221001 00025231 VACANT S435002880FAR0008584G 18000 0 0 
NDSU1 7150 Ext Entomolnnv 221001 00022862 VACANT S460007150FAR00041641000G 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 221001 00023788 VACANT S183454000G 70419 52419 291.2 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 221001 00024529 VACANT S435002880FAR0010820G 18000 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 221001 00023789 VACANT S183454000G 18000 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 221001 00023790 VACANT S183454000G 18000 0 0 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 320518 00021894 VACANT S435002880FAR0011001R 73500 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 221001 00024264 VACANT S183454000G 10664 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psycholoav 222002 00021617 VACANT S302392765F 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 520503 00020350 VACANT 8183724000R 16022 0 0 
NDSU1 4200 NDEPSCOR 311025 00019971 VACANT S435004200FAR0005533R 43466 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholow 223001 00023047 VACANT S435002765FAR0011857F 16000 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 521001 00023215 VACANT S183454000R 27460 0 0 
NDSU1 4300 Center for Advanced Tech 221001 00020969 VACANT S427004300FAR0004317G 2400 0 0 
NDSU1 2890 Water Resources lnsUtute 222001 00024175 VACANT S460002890FAR0011378F 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholonv 221001 00020877 VACANT S435002765FAR0004809F 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024754 VACANT S196464310R 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Povcholonv 224001 00020853 VACANT S435002765FAR0004393F 45644 0 r 
NDSU1 4300 Center for Advanced Tech 221001 00021279 VACANT S427004300FAR0004317F 2400 0 0 
NDSU1 3000 VP Business & Finance 011531 00021629 VACANT S307303000R 81000 5275 7 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 242071 00018963 VACANT S435004310FAR0011863F 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 311029 00019029 VACANT S183724000R 33357 0 0 
NDSU1 4000 VP for Research 221001 00024528 VACANT S435004000FAR0008489F 0 0 
NDSU1 3200 FacHities Manaaement 411512 00024642 VACANT S3089032008611R 0 0 
NDSU1 3100 Accountina 320505 00024099 VACANT S307343100R 41600 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024421 VACANT S 196464310R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024421 VACANT S435004310FAR0010421R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332524 00024553 VACANT S435004310FAR0012241R 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholonv 222001 00024191 VACANT S302392765F 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332525 00024641 VACANT S1964643100940R ( 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 612007 00024747 VACANT 843500431 OF AR0011352R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 612007 00024747 VACANT S435004310FAR0012241R 0 0 
NDSU1 3250 Central Stores 614001 00021675 VACANT S2213232507112R 0 0 
NDSU1 3250 Central Stores 610501 00019458 VACANT S2213232507112R 36656 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332524 00023821 VACANT S435004310FAR0012241R 0 0 
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NDSU1 3200 F aclllUes Mana11ement 710503 00020116 VACANT S3085032008411R 24000 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 332524 00023821 VACANT S 19646431 OR 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psycholoav 332522 00024109 VACANT S435002765FAR0010898R 12938 a 0 
NDSU1 3200 Facilities Mana11ement 311512 00020828 VACANT S3088532008121R 53000 0 0 
NDSU1 3200 FacilHles Manaaement 722505 00020635 VACANT S1963932008411V 0 0 
NDSU1 2760 Coatinn• & PolVmeric 242071 00025223 VACANT S435002760FAR0011567F 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 612007 00024747 VACANT S435004310FAR0012579R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 612007 00024747 VACANT S435004310FAR0012627R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscate Sci & 612007 00024748 VACANT S196464310R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 612007 00024748 VACANT S435004310FAR0011352R I I 

NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 612007. 00024748 VACANT S435004310FAR0012241R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscate Sci & 612007 00024748 VACANT S435004310FAR0012579R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscate Sci & 612007 00024748 VACANT S43500431 OFAR0012627R 0 ' NDSU1 2765 Psvcholonv 222001 00024190 VACANT S302392765F 0 0 
NDSU1 3110 Business Office 410501 00020568 VACANT S307 40311 OR 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscate Sci & 110512 00021843 VACANT S180434310R 0 0 
NOSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 110512 00021843 VACANT S196454310R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 110512 00021843 VACANT S196464310R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscate Sci & 110512 00021843 VACANT S435004310FAR0011352R 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psvchotoav 222002 00019131 VACANT S302392765F 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscale Sci & 110512 00021843 VACANT S435004310FAR0011640R 0 0 
NDSU1 4310 Center for Nanoscate Sci & 110512 00021843 VACANT S435004310FAR0011707R 0 0 
NDSU1 3300 Univ Poflce & Safetv Office 411519 00023016 VACANT S307783300R 31294 0 0 
NDSU1 3310 Parkino 521501 00023540 VACANT S126003310R 27040 0 0 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021555 VACANT S435002880FAR0004854F 22500 0 0 
NOSU1 2765 Psvcholnnv 320517 00024269 VACANT S435002765FAR0010824R 28108 0 0 
NDSU1 3300 Univ Police & Safetv Office 411510 00020624 VACANT S3077933008721R 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psvcholnffll 222001 00024192 VACANT S302392765F 0 0 
NOSU1 3310 Parkina 510502 00018546 VACANT S1261133108721R 17154 675 4.1 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021354 VACANT S182532880F 50000 0 0 
NDSU1 2765 Psvchot=u 210002 00019021 VACANT S302392765F . 70500 0 0 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021555 VACANT S435002880FAR0004850F 6750 0 0 
NDSU1 2880 Ut1t1er Great Plains 242201 00021555 VACANT S435002880FAR0004851F 6750 0 0 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021555 VACANT S435002880FAR0004853F 9000 0 0 
NDSU1 2090 Information TechnolO"" 320557 00024674 VACANT - AM Dev Mar S308012090R 64000 0 0 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 222001 00019704 Vacant - Eauio.GA S127001200G 0 -7000 -100 
NDSU1 2090 Information T echnoioav 521001 00020336 VACANT - Front office S3080120900511R 12834 0 0 
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NDSU1 2090 Information Technolnnv 521001 00020336 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 320510 00021357 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 222001 00021073 
NDSU1 1200 AthleUcs 215001 00020878 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolo~ 320559 00021756 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolonv 320559 00021756 
NDSU1 2315 Criminal Justice & Pontical Sci 212002 00021992 
NDSU1 2090 Information Technolnn• 320532 00023559 
NDSU1 7870 AES Carrlnmon R/E Ctr 245131 00019699 
NDSU1 7870 AES Carrlnalon R/E Ctr 245131 00019699 
NDSU1 7870 AES Carrinntnn R/E Ctr 245131 00019699 
NDSU1 7870 AES Carrlnmnn R/E Ctr 245131 00019699 
NDSU1 5230 Admissions 341514 00025028 
NDSU1 5260 Orientation & Student 221001 00023887 
NDSU1 5260 Orientation & Student 221001 00024080 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 221002 00020842 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 221001 00020577 
NDSU1 5000 VP for Student Affairs 221001 00018980 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 215001 00023704 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 521001 00023715 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 221002 00021884 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 321011 00019325 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 222002 00023204 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 321030 00023719 
NDSU1 1200 Athletics 221002 00021754 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021712 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021712 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021712 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021712 
NDSU1 2880 Unner Great Plains 242201 00021712 
NDSU1 7400 NCI 221008 00025093 
NDSU1 2770 Statistics 211002 00019787 
NDSU1 0100 ConnectfllD 311007 00021713 
NDSU1 5320 Dinina Services 341004 00018987 
NDSU1 3300 Univ Pofice & Safetv Office 311511 00025063 
NDSU1 7270 Ext Food & Nutrition 254001 00021719 
NDSU1 2020 Distance & Continulno Ed 420501 00021720 

.... - - - - - - ... 
2008 

Budget Dollar Percent 
i"; .. Name ComboCode Amt Change Change 
VACANT - Front office S3080020900511R 12834 0 0 
VACANT - Hein Desk S193852090R 33000 0 0 
Vacant • MBB GA S127321200G 7000 ' 0 
vacant-WBB S127411200R 42485 900 2.2 
VACANT ldeskton, S3080020900501R 9739 0 0 
VACANT ldesktonl S3080120900501R 29216 0 0 
Vacant rnoon S302202315F 40000 0 0 
VACANT •-nrammerl S3080020900509R . I I 

VACANT/RO S378507870FARG0034811522F 6607 0 0 
VACANT/RO S378607870FARG0034996428F 13664 0 0 
VACANT/RO S378507870FARG0034816428F 32580 0 0 
VACANT/RO S378507870FARG0034813500F 13214 0 0 
Vacant AO S305585230R Ii 0 
Vacant GS S435005260FAR0012244G 10665 0 0 
vacant GS S1873352606732G 10665 0 0 
Vacant GS 5305505000G 7110 0 0 
Vacant McSS GS S305505000G 7110 0 0 
Vacant McSS GS S305505000G 7110 0 0 
VACANT-BASEBALL S127331200R 26000 2000 8.3 
VACANT-BBF ADM S127101200R 24600 l 0 
VACANT-FB GA S127311200G 7000 0 0 
VACANT-MARKETING S127171200R 28853 0 0 
VACANT-SB GA S127431200G 0 0 
VACANT-SP.INFO S127221200R 22880 0 0 
VACANT-VB GA S127441200G 0 -7000 -101 
Vachal.Klmberlv J S435002880FAR0011553F 45346 2967 7 
Vachal Klmberlv J S435002880FAR0012054F 11336 742 7 
Vachal Klmbertv J S435002880FAR0010826F 9068 592 7 
Vachal Kimberlv J S435002880FAR0011547F 2267 148 7 
Vachal KirnberlV J S435002880FAR0011723F 22674 146' ~ 

Vadukaouram Naveen ~OFAR001162?1 ~22G 0 0 

V'""I 
. .., J ::>< , ... 2080 4 

Vait.r.ar1a S193800100R 57300 2900 5.3 

Valnes.Monte S 121005320R 47675 2900 6.5 
Vandal VVIIHam James S307793300R 49400 1900 4 

Vanderwal Jamie L •-n S433007270FAR00119794102F 34156 1314 4 

Vandermeer.Jane R S1870320209000R 16311 100' 6.5 
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DO 16442 Triske,Chris Aaron U302588010F 45,580.00 2580 6 8010 
Trlske,Chrls Aaron Total 45,580.00 

UND01 8160 211002 16730 Tsuchiya,Makoto U302058160F 53,347.00 2540 5 8160 
UND01 8160 211002 16730 Tsuchiya,Makoto U302098230F 16,282.00 0 0 8160 

Tsuchiya,Makoto Total 69,629.00 
UND01 8230 520501 16741 Tweton,Phyllis Joan U302098230R 37,650.00 1793 5 8230 

Tweton,Phyllls Joan Total 37,650.00 
UND01 8170 510542 16761 Unterseher.Jill Ann U212208170R 24,441.00 940 4 8170 

Unterseher,Jill Ann Total 24,441.00 
UND01 8010 210102 23014 Vacant U213738010F 30,000.00 0 0 8010 
UND01 8010 210102 23014 Vacant U43500801 OUND0013294F 60,000.00 0 0 8010 
UND01 8020 221045 13578 VACANT U208398020G 10,914.00 520 5 8020 
UND01 8020 221045 13578 VACANT U302551070G 10,913.00 519 5 8020 
UND01 8020 221045 14888 VACANT U302058020G 21,827.00 1039 5 8020 
UND01 8020 221045 14978 VACANT U208378020G 6,086.00 6086 8020 
UND01 8020 221045 14978 VACANT U302058020G 15,741.00 8243 109.9 8020 
UND01 8020 221045 15341 VACANT U2114080201928G 21,827.00 1039 5 8020 
UND01 8020 210002 16777 VACANT U302058020F 80,000.00 0 0 8020 
UND01 8020 221045 16976 VACANT U302551070G 20,747.00 1038 5.3 8020 
UND01 8030 211002 14599 VACANT U302678030F 99,855.00 4755 5 8030 
UND01 8030 210002 15583 VACANT U302058030F 200,515.00 0 0 8030 
UND01 8040 221045 14675 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01 8040 224002 15059 VACANT U435008040UND0010042F 16,250.00 0 0 8040 
UND01 8040 224002 15059 VACANT U435008040UND0010258F 16,250.00 0 0 8040 
UND01 8040 210502 15375 VACANT U302058040F 41,806.00 3097 8 8040 
UND01 8040 210502 16158 VACANT U302058040F 78,524.00 41131 110 8040 
UND01 8040 221045 23421 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01 8040 221045 23422 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01 8040 221045 23423 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01- 8040 221045 23424 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01 8040 221045 23425 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01 8040 221045 23489 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01 8040 221045 23490 VACANT U302058040G 5,081.00 242 5 8040 
UND01 8040 222001 23855 VACANT U302058040G 1,348.00 63 4.9 8040 
UND01 8040 222001 23855 VACANT U302551070G 14,409.00 306 2.2 8040 
UND01 8040 224003 24031 VACANT U435008040UND0010042F 36,000.00 0 0 8040 
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UND01 8055 222001 13569 VACANT U302058055G 16,370.00 779 5 8055 
UND01 8055 211002 15634 VACANT U302058055F 63,660.00 3031 5 8055 
UND01 8055 222001 16253 VACANT U213738010G 5,457.00 260 5 8055 
UND01 8055 221045 22783 VACANT U214368055G 5,457.00 260 5 8055 
UND01 8055 221045 23528 VACANT U435008055UND0010524G 5,457.00 260 5 8055 
UND01 8055 221045 23530 VACANT U214368055G 5,457.00 260 5 8055 
UND01 8055 221045 23531 VACANT U214368055G 5,457.00 260 5 8055 
UND01 8120 211001 26108 Vacant U302708120F 50,000.00 50000 8120 
UND01 8140 17846 VACANT U3020581400 746.00 0 0 8140 
UND01 8150 210002 24245 VACANT U302058150F 46,300.00 -135804 -74.6 8150 
UND01 8170 211002 17892 Vacant U212208170F 130,000.00 130000 8170 
UND01 8170 521543 24024 VACANT U212208170R 19,240.00 8580 80.5 8170 
UND01 8175 430501 14661 VACANT U212248175R 27,000.00 -1708 -5.9 8175 
UND01 8175 211002 15122 VACANT U212248175F 1,000.00 -120200 -99.2 8175 
UND01 8190 210002 14211 VACANT U310008190F 227,460.00 10831 5 8190 
UND01 8200 210002 13833 VACANT U302058200F 58,248.00 -4814 -7.6 8200 
UND01 8225 211002 13835 VACANT U310008225F 70,017.00 3334 5 8225 
UND01 8225 211002 13835 VACANT U311148355F 10,385.00 495 5 8225 
UND01 8225 211002 13835 VACANT U314001070F 17,503.00 834 5 8225 
UND01 8225 520501 14582 VACANT U310008225R 28,079.00 1337 5 8225 
UND01 8225 520501 14582 VACANT U314001070R 11,871.00 565 5 8225 
UND01 8240 311006 13448 Vacant U433008240UND0013187R 50,000.00 0 0 8240 
UND01 8240 221001 15071 VACANT U433008240UND0012878G 20,323.00 -464 -2.2 8240 
UND01 8240 211002 15833 VACANT U213728240F 48,440.00 2307 5 8240 
UND01 8240 211002 15833 VACANT U310008240F 23,602.00 1124 5 8240 
UND01 8240 331501 16742 VACANT U433008240UND0013030R 30,000.00 0 0 8240 
UND01 8240 221001 17011 VACANT U435008240UND0011076G 20,328.00 -459 -2.2 8240 
UND01 8240 211002 24742 Vacant U213728240F 75,000.00 0 0 8240 
UND01 8240 332562 24798 VACANT U435008240UND0012661 R 30,000.00 0 0 8240 
UND01 8260 210002 16457 Vacant U211858260F 150,000.00 0 0 8260 
UND01 8275 420502 15432 VACANT U211568275R 31,124.00 1482 5 8275 
UND01 8275 420502 15432 VACANT U211578275R 4,244.00 202 5 8275 
UND01 8290 341504 13473 VACANT U431008290UND0013757R 40,000.00 0 0 8290 
UND01 8355 311005 15119 VACANT U311148355R 41,148.00 1959 5 8355 
UND01 8360 340503 13583 VACANT U309008360R 40,041.00 0 0 8360 

Vacant Total 2,233,074.00 

,•:;_iJ 
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Uhrich, linJoTolal 21,760.00 

UND01 1040 215002 13807 Ulland,GregoryBrad U207201040UNDA000267F 31,364.00 1494 5 1040 
Ulland,Gregory Brad T olal 31,364.00 

UND01 2215 211001 25335 Ullrich,GaryMttchell U302052215F 52,048.00 2543 5.1 2215 
Uflrlch,Gary Mitchell Total 52,048.00 

UND01 3665 341001 16762 Urbanski.Mary Therese U103343665R 58,300.00 2779 5 3665 
Urbanskl,Mary Therese Total 58,300.00 

UND01 2540 211001 24989 Urtacher,Brian Randal U302052540F 51,914.00 1914 3.8 2540 
Urlacher,Brlan Randal Total 51,914.00 

UND01 3450 510501 16763 Urseth,Mlchelle K U220903450R 13,551.00 809 6.3 3450 
UND01 3450 510501 16763 Urseth,Michelle K U314003450R 13,210.00 465 3.6 3450 

Urseth,Mlchelle K Total 26,761.00 
UND01 2800 211401 16764 Uslanko,lois Jean U302052800F 20,748.00 988 5 2800 

Ustanko,Lols Jean Total 20,748.00 
UND01 3180 710502 16797 Utpadel,Cindy U318093180R 17,680.00 0 0 3180 

Utpadel,Clndy Total 17,680.00 
UND01 2215 212002 '&13415 Vacant G U302052215F 24,500.00 24500 2215 
UNDO) 2220 222001 @3425 VACANT U302052220G 11,804.00 O O 2220 
UND01 2630 222001 ®13442 VACANT U302052630G 5,902.00 ,,,, 0 0 2630 
UND01 4000 10505 <:vJ3447'VACANT fl_l~..__.- - _.....---u~---------4e6.-04lkG0.,;"· 7907 5 4000 
UND01 2245 221045 ~3464 VACANT U433002245UND0010507G 15,738.00 0 0 2245 
UND01 2380 211002 \2113475 VACANT U302052380F 45,000.00 -1000 -2.2 2380 
UND01 2220 221001 (ZA3482 VACANT U435002220UND0012651G 11,804.00 0 0 2220 
UND01 3180 411502 @3491 VACANT U224643180R 35,000.00 3394 10.7 3180 
UN.D01 5150 221501 ~3511 VACANT U219565150G 11,900.00 567 5 5150 
UND01 2340 521001 ®'13540 VACANT @J302052340R 18,735.00 886 5 2340 
UND01 5220 222001 @13550 VACANT U313045220G 4,013.00 191 5 5220 
Ul\!D01 2320 211001 l!Yl3572 VACANT U302052320F 58,000.00 8000 16 2320 
UND01 2220 222001 @asn VACANT U302052220G 11,804.00 0 0 2220 
UND01 1120 411054 @13584 VACANT U214981120R 11,453.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 411054 13584 VACANT U215181120R 11,453.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 411054 13584 VACANT U220641120R 2,182.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 411054 13584 VACANT U220681120R 2,182.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 5130 221501 @3591 VACANT U141055130UNDA000325G 3,903.00 -3989 -50.5 5130 
UND01 2800 521001 ~3613 VACANT U427002800UND0013028R 27,801.00 0 0 2800 
UND01 2615 222001 e\13620 VACANT U302052615G 7,019.00 0 0 2615 
UND01 2505 221501 · 13690 VACANT @u302052505G 6,196.00 295 5 2505 
UND01 5300 420502 · 13705 VACANT U302915305R 35,000.00 0 0 5300 
UND01 2635 222001 ~3728 VACANT U302052635G 11,803.00 0 0 2635 
UND01 2800 222001 · 13740 VACANT u,30205,2aoo,G 14,800.00 291 2 2800 

-0 •. ~~ ... 
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UND01 2800 
UND01 5010 
UN001 2500 
UND01 2525 
UN001 3610 
UND01 2800 
UN001 2640 
UND01 2210 
UND01 3120 
UND01 2520 
UND01 2390 
UND01 3610 
UND01 3610 
UND0.1 5000 
UND01 2230 
UND01 2635 
UND01 2400 
UND01 2550 
UND01 2065 
UND01 2620 
UN001 2630 
UN001 2635 
UND01 3197 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 2320 
UND01 2215 
UNDO! 3610 
UN001 5170 
UND01 2230 
UND01 2530 
UND01 2220 
UND01 5240 
UN001 5000 
UND01 3180 
UND01 2615 
UND01 2210 
UND01 2330 
UN001 2230 

5/2812008 l 
C 

222001 13742 VACAr.f 
341519 13763 VACANT 
311005 13TT3 VACANT 
221501 @3TT4 VACANT 
521001 13828 VACANT 
211002 13831 VACANT 
211001 13838 VACANT 
332502 @13871 VACANT 
510501 13882 VACANT 
221501 13923 VACANT 
210001 13947 VACANT 
521001 13985 VACANT 
521001 13985 VACANT 
420503 13995 VACANT 
332001 (@14002 VACANT 
211502 14008 VACANT 
210001 14037 VACANT 
222001 14044 VACANT 
212001 14047 VACANT 
222001 @14052 VACANT 
222001 14063 VACANT 
210501 14065 VACANT 
710502 14089 VACANT 

12301 14091 VACANT 
12301 14091 VACANT 
12301 14091 VACANT 

211001 @4099 VACANT 
212001 14129 VACANT 
341509 14139 VACANT 
221542 14170 VACANT 
332001 14190 Vacant 
222001 ®14242 VACANT 
212001 14245 VACANT 
222001 14248 VACANT 
222001 14249 VACANT 
611501 14281 VACANT 
222001 @4294 VACANT 
221001 14298 VACANT 
210501 14321 VACANT 
332001 14336 VACANT 

Unlv .. f North Dakota 
FY2009 Position Budget 

U302052800G 
U219615010R 

@U310002500R 
U302052525G 
U 103403620R 
U302052800F 
U302052640F 
U21424221 OR 
U221363120R 
U302052520G 

@u30205_2390F 
U102163620R 
U103403620R 
U218525000R 
U205582230R 
U302052635F 
U302052400F 
U302052550G 
U311002065F 

@J302052620G 
U302052630G 
U302052635F 
U103043610R 
U214981120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 
U302052320F 
U302452215F 
U103403620R 
U219145170G 

@U408002230UND0013157R 
U302052530G 
U302052220F 
U219005240G 
U313005000G 
U318103180R 
U302052615G 

@U437002210UND0013261G 
U302052330F 
U408002230UND0005191 R 
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• 
7,400.00 146 2 2800 

33,248.00 1248 3.9 5010 
12,581.00 0 0 2500 
12,393.00 590 5 2525 
22,608.00 0 0 3610 
48,491.00 2309 5 2800 
51,250.00 0 0 2640 
10,000.00 0 0 2210 
21,950.00 530 2.5 3120 

6,196.00 295 5 2520 
58,000.00 -10391 -15.2 2390 
11,073.00 0 0 3610 
11,072.00 0 0 3610 
7,786.00 1542 24.7 5000 

43,528.00 0 0 2230 
54,075.00 2575 5 2635 
53,000.00 1000 1.9 2400 
6,196.00 295 5 2550 
7,598.00 0 0 2065 
5,902.00 0 a 2620 
5,902.00 0 0 2630 

53,820.00 1820 3.5 2635 
17,680.00 0 0 3197 
44,641.00 0 0 1120 

4,252.00 0 0 1120 
4,252.00 0 0 1120 

56,000.00 5366 10.6 2320 
48,000.00 48000 2215 
44,432.00 0 0 3610 

6,197.00 295 5 5170 
28,160.00 0 0 2230 
6,196.00 295 5 2530 

22,570.00 866 4 2220 
12,394.00 590 5 5240 

364.00 --J. 17 4.9 5000 
50,943.00 .J 2426 5 3180 
7,019.00 0 0 2615 

12,500.00 0 0 2210 
52,000.00 · -13229 -2D.3 2330 
33,461.00 1593 5 2230 
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UND01 2500 221001 56 VACANT U3020 00 3,099.00 148 5 2500 
UND01 2500 221001 14356 VACANT U302052535G 3,097.00 147 5 2500 
UND01 1120 431052 ~14363 VACANT U214981120R 41,024.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 431052 14363 VACANT U220641120R 3,907.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 431052 14363 VACANT U220661120R 3,907.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 2210 222001 14365 VACANT U30205221 OG 11,804.00 0 o 2210 
UND01 2310 210001 14381 VACANT U302052310F 50,100.00 0 0 2310 
UND01 2615 222001 14393 VACANT @u302052615G 7.019.00 0 0 2615 
UN001 2380 211002 ~4395 VACANT U302052380F 49,000.00 3000 6.5 2380 
UND01 2635 222001 4422 VACANT U302052635G 11,803.00 0 o 2635 
UND01 2705 221045 14430 VACANT U410002705UND0012307G 4,049.00 0 0 2705 
UND01 2720 210501 14431 VACANT U302052720F 63,000.00 3672 6.2 2720 
UND01 1120 520551 14436 VACANT U215181120R 28,095.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 520551 14436 VACANT U220641120R 2,676.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 520551 14436 VACANT U220661120R 2,676.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 2525 212002 14490 VACANT U302052525F 45,594.00 2171 5 2525 
UND01 5300 521001 @14514 VACANT ~203905305R 35,000.00 0 0 5300 
UND01 2550 222001 14531 VACANT 302052550G 6,198.00 295 5 2550 
UND01 2800 201002 14542 VACANT U302052800F 111,105.00 5290 5 2800 
UND01 5220 222001 14543 VACANT U219205220F 8,027.00 382 5 5220 
UND01 2325 341504 14546 VACANT U302052325R 34,000.00 -5121 -13.1 2325 
UND01 3180 613001 @4550 VACANT U224623180R 27,027.00 ( 1001 3.8 3180 
UND01 5150 221501 14552 VACANT U313005150G 6,216.00 296 5 5150 
UND01 5300 521501 14615 VACANT ~302915305R 35,000.00 o o 5300 
UND01 2030 340503 14616 VACANT 309002030R 37,000.00 0 0 2030 
UND01 2505 221501 14656 VACANT U302052505G 6,196.00 295 5 2505 

UND01 2715 211001 @14681 VACANT U302052715F 63,000.00 3000 5 2715 

UND01 2325 210501 14686 VACANT U302052325F 56,000.00 4000 7.7 2325 
UND01 5240 222001 14694 VACANT U311005240G 6,199.00 1' 281 4.7 5240 

UND01 2705 221045 14714 VACANT U410002705UND0012639G 12,300.00 0 o 2705 

UND01 2325 211001 14729 VACANT @J302052325F . 44,806.00 1723 4 2325 

UND01 2540 222001 @4761 VACANT U302052540G 6,196.00 295 5 2540 

UND01 2510 311012 14762 VACANT U213382510R 10,815.00 0 0 2510 

UND01 2510 311012 14762 VACANT U213642510R 13,519.00 0 0 2510 

UND01 2510 311012 14762 VACANT U228102510R 1,082.00 0 0 2510 

UND01 3665 711551 14TT6 VACANT U 103343665R 18,033.00 0 0 3685 

UND01 2630 222001 14TT7 VACANT U302052630G 5,902.00 0 0 2630 

UN001 2635 221001 ~4783 VACANT U302052635G 11,803.00 0 0 2635 

UN001 2620 222001 o 4813 VACANT U302052620G 5,902.00 o 0 2620 

UND01 2325 211001 14817 VACANT @U302052325F 56,000.00 2000 3.7 2325 

,. I '; i .J - ,.. , 1 __ ,;.I. ' UNO Payroll Alpha 
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UND01 2340 
UND01 5150 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 3180 
UND01 5010 
UND01 3197 
UND01 5100 
UND01 5100 
UND01 2210 
UND01 2720 
UND01 2800 
UND01 2220 
UND01 2230 
UND01 2245 
UND01 2605 
UND01 5240 
UND01 2245 
UND01 5100 
UND01 2515 
UND01 2350 
UND01 2635 
UND01 4025 
UND01 2535 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 2625 
UND01 2370 
UND01 5110 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01_ 1120 
UND01 2210 
UND01 2375 
UND01 1000 
UND01 2635 
UND01 2635 -

I 5128/2008 L -
('J 

520501 14820 VACANT 
221501 14$27 VACANT 
320556 1'1857 VACANT 
320556 14857 VACANT 
320556 14857 VACANT 
320556 14857 VACANT 
411502 @4862 VACANT 
221590 14873 VACANT 
710502 14879 VACANT 
221501 14880 VACANT 
221501 14880 VACANT 
222001 ~4950 VACANT 
211001 CP 4972 VACANT 
222001 14974 VACANT 
222001 14979 VACANT 
332001 14980 Vacant 
221001 14992 VACANT 
221001 @14994 VACANT 
222001 14995 VACANT 
221001 15004 VACANT 
521001 15013 VACANT 
221001 15029 VACANT 
211001 @15034 VACANT 
222001 150TT VACANT 
884750 15080 VACANT 
2220_01 15134 VACANT 

12301 15135 VACANT 
12301 15135 VACANT 
12301 15135 VACANT 

211001(@5137 VACANT 
211001 15176 VACANT 
221501 15184 VACANT 

12301 15185 VACANT 
12301 15185 VACANT 
12301 15185 VACANT 

210501 15187 VACANT 
222001 @s198 VACJV,lT 

10501 15203 VACANT 
222001 15225 VACANT 
221001 15229 VACANT 

Univ. of North Dakota 
FY2009 Position Budget 

----

U302052340R 
U313005150G 
U214981120R 
U215181120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 
U318103180R 
U219715010G 
U103043610R 
U219325100G 
U313005100G 

@302052210G 
U302052720F 
U302052800G 
U302052220G 
U408002230UND0013157R 
U302052245G 
U20726260SG 
U219005240G 

@U410002245UND0011965G 
U313005100R 
U214442515G 
U302052350F 
U302052635G 
U202224025O 
U302052535G 
U214981120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 
U302052625F 

@J302052370F 
U219045110G 
U214981120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 
U302052210F 
U205042375G 
U314001 0OOR 
U302052635G 
U302052635G 

Page\.Jt187 

• 
32,000.00 -1944 -5.7 2340 

6,214.00 296 5 5150 
16,799.00 0 0 1120 
16,799.00 0 0 1120 
3,200.00 0 0 1120 
3,200.00 0 0 1i20 

43,823.00 2087 5 3180 
15,738.00 0 0 5010 
18,200,00 0 0 3197 

658.00 0 0 5100 
1,406.00 -485 -25.6 5100 

11,804.00 0 0 2210 
59,000.00 0 0 2720 
14,800.00 291 2 2800 
11,804.00 0 0 2220 
28,160.00 0 0 2230 
11,804.00 0 0 2245 
5,353.00 255 5 2605 
6,197.00 295 5 5240 

13,500.00 -J 0 0 2245 
25,668.00 - 987 4 5100 

6,196.00 295 5 2515 
47,000.00 -4295 -8.4 2350 
11,803.00 0 0 2635 
5,000.00 0 0 4025 
6,196.00 295 5 2535 

58,566.00 1433 2.5 1120 
5,578.00 137 2.5 1120 
5,578.00 137 2_5 1120 

57,750.00 2750 5 2625 
50,000.00 3000 6.4 2370 
12,429.00 0 0 5110 
90,854.00 0 a 1120 

8,653.00 0 0 1120 
8,653.00 0 0 1120 

68,000.00 13000 23.6 2210 
3,974.00 0 0 2375 

300,000.00 88314 41.7 1000 
11,803.00 0 0 2635 
11,803.00 0 0 2635 
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UND01 2625 211001 15240 VACANT U302052625F 57,750.00 So 2750 5 - ·-2625 
UND01 2235 432002@5245 Vacant U224222235R 22,000.00 0 0 2235 
UND01 2635 222001 15248 VACANT U302052635G 11,803.00 0 0 2635 
UND01 2530 222001 15252 VACANT U302052530G 6,196.00 295 5 2530 
UND01 2720 221001 15283 VACANT U410002720UND0010760G 3,955.00 0 0 2720 
UND01 2380 211002 15287 VACANT U302052380F 49,000.00 3000 6.5 2380 
UND01 2240 520501 @§f 5290 VACANT U435002240UND0011390R 20,466.00 1974 10.7 2240 
UND01 2370 211002 15297 VACANT U302052370F 50,000.00 0 0 2370 
UND01 2220 222001 15304 VACANT ~302052220G 11,804.00 '/.) 0 0 2220 
UND01 2505 221501 15323 VACANT U302052505G 12,393.00 590 5 2505 
UND01 2800 222001 15344 VACANT U302052800G 7,400.00 146 2 2800 
UND01 2630 222001 @5347 VACANT U302052630G 5,902.00 0 0 2630 
UN001 2210 221001 15378 VACANT U30205221 OG 11,804.00 0 0 2210 
UND01 2200 420510 15413 VACANT U205722215R 1,868.00 0 0 2200 
UND01 2200 420510 15413 VACANT U216442200R 17,179.00 -5797 •252 2200 
UND01 2200 420510 15413 VACANT ~310002200R 18,953.00 q 1:, 4430 30.5 2200 
UND01 2640 222001 15415 VACANT U302052640G 11,804.00 11804 2640 
UND01 1120 431052 15423 VACANT U214981120R 21,491.00 0 0 1120 
UNDOi 1120 431052 15423 VACANT U215181120R 21,491.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 431052 15423 VACANT U220641120R 4,093.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 431052 ~5423 VACANT U220661120R 4,093.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 I 5434 VACANT U214981120R 48,432.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 15434 VACANT U220641120R 4,613.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 15434 VACANT U220661120R 4,613.00 0 0 1120 

UND01 40 19501 15444 VACANT U826050040R 95,402.00 0 0 40 
UND01 2052 320518 15461 VACANT U315002052R 3,254.00 0 0 2052 
UND01 2052 320518 15461 VACANT U315022052R 30,915.00 1627 5.6 2052 

UND01 2340 210001 ~5469 VACANT U302052340F 51,000.00 -16687 -24.7 2340 

UND01 2220 222001 'f,; 5503 VACANT ®,302052220G 11,804.00 -T" 0 0 2220 

UND01 3180 311508 15544 VACANT U224643180R 47,862.00 2279 5 3180 

UND01 5150 221501 15547 VACANT U313005150G 6,216.00 296 5 5150 

UND01 2245 211001 15554 VACANT U302052245F 67,193.00 12424 22.7 2245 

UND01 3180 614001 15564 VACANT U224643180R 42,500.00 2330 5.8 3180 

UND01 5300 521501@5569 VACANT U203965340R 35,000.00 0 0 5300 

UND01 2235 432002 15586 Vacant U224222235R 22,000.00 0 0 2235 

UND01 2800 210501 15607 VACANT U302052800F 70,803.00 3371 5 2800 

UND01 5240 222001 15635 VACANT U219005240G 6,197.00 295 5 5240 

UND01 3665 722051@15667 VACANT U101883665R 25,198.00 1381 5.8 3665 

UND01 2245 221086 15683 VACANT U435002245UND0010450G 11,241.00 0 0 2245 

UND01 2705 221045 15690 VACANT U410002705UND0004349G 6,793.00 0 0 2705 
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uNoa, 5180 
UND01 2525 
UND01 2220 
UND01 2220 
UND01 5170 
UND01 2505 
UND01 5170 
UND01 2325 
UND01 2310 
UND01 2330 
UND01 2720 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 2700 
Ui\1D01 2535 
UND01 2635 
UND01 3665 
UND01 2635 
UND01 2530 
UND01 2310 
UND01 2240 
UND01 2635 
UND01 1040 
UND01 1040 
UND01 2220 
UND01 2210 
UND01 2345 
UND01 3410 
UND01 5310 
UND01 2520 
UND01 2210 
UND01 2615 
UND01 2515 
UND01 5250 
UND01 2615 
UND01 2210 
UND01 2535 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 

,J::.. 5/2812008 l_ 

221501 15698 VACANT 
221501 l5699 VACANT 
222001 15705 VACANT 
222001 (@is707 VACANT 
330505 15736 VACANT 
211001 15762 VACANT 
221542 15764 VACANT 
211001 15787 VACANT 
612503 ~5807 VACANT 
410502 15810 VACANT 
221001 15813 VACANT 

12311 15822 VACANT 
12311 15822 VACANT 
12311 15822 VACANT 

521001 15837 VACANT 
222001 @5843 VACANT 
222001 15844 VACANT 
711551 15906 VACANT 
222001 15910 VACANT 
211001 15922 VACANT 
210001 @s926 VACANT 
221001 1'5927 VACANT 
222001 15935 VACANT 
341518 15957 VACANT 
341518 15957 VACANT 
221001 ~5980 VACANT 
221001 ~ 6032 VACANT 
221501 16050 VACANT 
521001 16051 VACANT 
321001 16068 VACANT 
221501@16082 VACANT 
222001 €£ 16087 VACANT 
222001 16091 VACANT 
211001 16098 VACANT 
341506 161_13 VACANT 
222001 16122 VACANT 
221001~16131 VACANT 
222001 16137 VACANT 

12301 16190 VACANT 
12301 16190 VACANT 

Un.of North Dakota 
FY2009 Position Budget 

-~ ------U218805180G 
U302052525G 

@U302052220G 
U302052220G 
U219145170R 
U302052505F 
U219145170G 
U302052325F 
U302052310R 

@U302052330R 
U410002720UND0010760G 
U214981120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 
U310002700R 
U302052535G 
U302052635G 
U103343665R 

® U302052635G 
U302052530F 
U302052310F 
U410002240UND0011486G 
U302052635G 
U207201040R 
U302051040R 
U410002215UND0013191G 
U43700221 OUND0013261 G 
U302052345G 
U2132834109520R 
U224325310R 

~302052520G 
U435002210UND0011344G 
U302052615G 
U302052515F 
U313005250R 
U302052615G 
U214242210G 

@U302052535G 
U214981120R 
U220641120R 

Page6f187 

• 
12,430.00 592 

-

5 - 5180 
6,196.00 , 295 5 2525 

11,804.00 ,._-·-· 0 0 2220 
11,804.00 0 0 2220 
43,007.00 0 0 5170 
67,605.00 3219 5 2505 
6,197.00 295 5 5170 

56,000.00 3000 5.7 2325 
34,950.00 ~,~~~ 4 2310 
29,000.00 -12-4 2330 

3,955.00 0 0 2720 
87,028.00 0 0 1120 

8,288.00 0 0 1120 
8,288.00 0 0 1120 

32,251.00 1536 5 2700 
6,198.00 295 5 2535 

11,803.00 0 0 2635 
22,659.00 _ 1068 4.9 3665 
11,803.00 0 0 2635 

105,000.00 . yG 15874 17.8 2530 
50,000.00 -27683 -35.6 2310 
18,900.00 0 0 2240 
11,803.00 0 0 2635 
19,069.00 0 0 1040 
45,931.00 0 0 1040 
23,608.00 0 0 2220 
11,556.00 0 0 2210 
11,804.00 0 0 2345 
20,481.00 203 1 3410 
42,179.00 ,', 2009 5 5310 

'' 6,196.00 295 5 2520 
14,266.00 0 0 2210 
7,019.00 0 0 2615 

69.456.00 5176 8.1 2515 
34,000.00 2600 8.3 5250 
7,019.00 0 0 2615 

18,500.00 , -,;,, 0 0 2210 
6, 196_00 ·. V 295 5 2535 

49,883.00 0 0 1120 
4,751.00 0 0 1120 

G~ 
··: - ;. \I 
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UND01 1120 12301 VACANT 4,751. 0 1120 
UND01 5170 221542 16192 VACANT U219145170G 6,197.00 295 5 5170 
UND01 2630 222001 1-6208 VACANT U302052630G 5,902.00 0 0 2630 
UND01 3180 613001@6228 VACANT U224623180R 29,249.00 1583 5.7 3180 
UND01 3197 710502 16231 VACANT U1030B3610R 18,200.00 510 2.9 3197 
UND01 1120 310551 16237 VACANT U215181120R 48,922.00 11514 30.8 1120 
UND01 1120 310551 16237 VACANT U220641120R 4,659.00 1096 30.8 1120 
UND01 1120 310551 16237 VACANT U220661120R 4,659.00 1096 30.8 1120 
UND01 2220 221001 16252 VACANT U410002215UND0013191G 23,608.00 0 0 2220 
UND01 2630 222001 16289 VACANT U302052630G 5,902.00 0 0 2630 
UND01 1120 12347@6340 VACANT U214981120R 48,048.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12347 16340 VACANT U220641120R 4,576.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12347. 16340 VACANT U220661120R 4,576.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 2755 340503 16352 VACANT U309002755R 81,965.00 12687 18.3 2755 
UND01 5300 340501 16381 VACANT U203905305R 40,()00.00 0 0 5300 
UND01 1120 310559 16384 VACANT U215181120R 32,061.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 310559 16384 VACANT U220641120R 3,053.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 310559 16384 VACANT U220661120R 3.053.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 2700 222001 16387 VACANT U302022700F 71,750.00 3417 5 2700 
UND01 2700 222001@6387 VACANT (&U302022700G 21,592.00 1028 5 2700 
UND01 2525 222001 2£1', 6392 VACANT U302052525G 6,196.00 295 5 2525 
UND01 2005 11505 16397 VACANT U314002005R 14,000.00 0 0 2005 
UND01 3665 722051 18413 VACANT U 103343665R 23,135.00 1233 5.6 3665 
UND01 2750 212001 16437 VACANT U302052750F 75,000.00. 29000 63 2750 
UND01 2215 210501 16449 VACANT U302052215F 60,000.00 0 0 2215 
UND01 2325 211001@6512 VACANT ~302052325F 55,000.00 . 0 0 2325 
UND01 2505 221501 16515 VACANT U302052505G 6,196.00 295 5 2505 

UND01 5240 521001 16528 VACANT U219005240R 24,600.00 0 0 5240 
UND01 2615 222001 16574 VACANT U302052615G 7.019.00 0 0 2615 

UND01 5300 52100®6597 VACANT U203905305R 35,000.00 0 0 5300 
UND01 2220 22100 'ZJ, 6641 VACANT U435002220UND0012651 G 11,804.00 0 0 2220 

UND01 2230 521001 16643 VACANT U205542230R 11,550.00 -150 -1.3 2230 

UND01 2230 521001 16643 VACANT U408002230UND0013157R 6,300.00 0 0 2230 

UN001 2210 221001 16655 VACANT U435002210UND0013368G 13,000.00 0 0 2210 

UND01 2370 211501 16691 VACANT U302052370F 50,000.00 20760 71 2370 

UND01 2615 222001 16696 VACANT U302052615G 7,019.00 0 0 2615 

UND01 1120 12346§6697 VACANT U2~4981120R 52,559.00 0 0 1120 

UND01 1120 12346 16697 VACANT U215181120R 2,243.00 0 0 1120 

UND01 1120 12346 16697 VACANT U220641120R 6,326.00 0 0 1120 

UN001 1120 12346 16697 VACANT U220661120R 6,326.00 0 0 1120 
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• 
UN001 2025 
UND01 5150 
UN001 5130 
UN001 2800 
UN001 2220 
UNDO! 1180 
UND01 3665 
UND01 3450 
UN001 2505 
UND01 2550 
UND01 2700 
UND01 4025 
UND01 3180 
UND01 20 
UND01 2515 
UND01 1040 
UND01 3197 
UND01 2510 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UN001 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 2210 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 2635 
UND01 2705 
UND01 1040 
UN001 2750 
UND01 1180 
UND01 5110 
UND01 2235 
UND01 3180 
UND01 2705 
UND01 3680 

- 5128/2008 (_ 
If' 

331503 16724 VACANT 
221501 16737 VACANT 
221501 16747 VACANT 
210901 ~776 VACANT 
222001 783 VACANT 

11516 16808 VACANT 
711551 16812 VACANT 
411554 16830 VACANT 
210001 16834 VACANT 
222001@6851 VACANT 

11006 16856 VACANT 
980050 16871 VACANT 
613501 16881 VACAJoJT 
420503 16883 VACANT 
212002©6887 VACANT 
321007 16907 VACANT 
710502 16909 VACANT 
221501 16916 VACANT 

12301 16935 VACANT 
12301 16935 VACANT 
12301 16935 VACANT 
12301 16935 VACANT 

222001@.6952 VACANT 
311055 16967 VACANT 
311055 16967 VACANT 
311055 1_6967 VACANT 
311055 16967 VACANT 

12301 16986 VACANT 
12301 16986 VACANT 
12301 16986 VACANT 

210501 16993 VACANT 
221045 17025 VACANT 
215002@7034 VACANT 
210001 17036 VACANT 
221501 17164 VACANT 

12005 22780 VACANT 
411004 22811 VACANT 
71050@22842 VACANT 
211102 ✓• 23015 VACANT 
723053 23025 VACANT 

Uni.of North Dakota 
FY2009 Position Budget 

U221802025R -
@, U313005150G 

U141055130UNDA000325G 
U302052800F 
U302052220G 
U314001180R 
U103343665R 
U220903450R 
U302052505F 

@U302052550G 
U310002700F 
U202224025T 
U224643180R 
U312000020R 
U311202515F 
U100101040R 
U102493617R 
U213382510G 
U214981120R 
U215181120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 
U302052210G 
U214981120R 
U215181120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 
U214981120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 

@u302052635F 
U435002705UND0011404G 
U302051040UNDA000248F 
U302052750F 
U314001180G 
U218945110R 
U 103482235R 
U318093180R 
U437002705UND0011852F 
U103503680R 
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• 
18,975.00 904 5 2025 
6,216.00 1. 296 5 5150 

12,429.00 4767 62.2 5130 
53.424.00 2544 5 2800 
11,804.00 0 0 2220 
94,091.00 0 0 1180 
22,680.00 1023 4.7 3665 
24,582.00 o 0 3450 

114.513.00 5453 5 2505 
6,196.00 295 5 2550 

176,323.00 8396 5 2700 
18,000.00 0 0 4025 
51,065.00 2432 5 3180 
48,304.00 478 1 20 

0.00 0 2515 
45,000.00 0 0 1040 
19,458.00 1248 6.9 3197 
6,196.00 295 5 2510 

39,977.00 0 0 1120 
1,991.00 1538 339.5 1120 
3,997.00 146 3.8 1120 
3,997.00 146 3.8 1120 

14,266.00 0 0 2210 
17,900.00 0 0 1120 
17,900.00 0 0 1120 
3.410.00 0 0 1120 
3,410.00 0 0 1120 

38,928.00 0 0 1120 
3,707.00 0 0 1120 
3,707.00 0 0 1120 

55,062.00 \':': 1862 3.5 2635 
6,073.00 0 0 2705 

38,000.0_0 0 0 1040 
75,000.00 35719 90.9 2750 
12,769.00 608 5 1180 
9,924.00 -1411 -12.4 5110 

21,630.00 0 0 2235 
25,699.00 3412 15.3 3180 
57,750.00 0 0 2705 
28,856.00 2030 7.6 3680 

. /J l, © Payroll Alpha ' • _,,.....1-·:·• ) -:_,; 
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• r Un/ve. ,rtb Dakota • FY2009 P'("n Budget (' 

UND01 100 320523 l'/o U315030100R 40,885.00 ·h 5100 
UND01 2615 211001 23209 VACANT U207 442615F 9,000.00 0 
UND01 5010 341516@3278 VACANT U219705010R 33,248.00 1248 
UND01 2750 311002 23355 VACANT U302052750F 75,000.00 0 
UND01 20 420502 23381 VACANT U312000020R 29,748.00 786 
UND01 3610 110518 23494 VACANT U103403620R 75,500.00 500 
UND01 5100 221501 23570 VACANT U2193251 OOG 1,973.00 0 
UND01 2715 222001~3747 VACANT U302052715G 36,476.00 1062 3 2715 
UND01 2725 222001 '-=--' 231'48 VACANT U302052725G 45,V.9.00 1317 3 2725 
UNDO! 2710 222001 23749 VACANT ~U302052710G 21,076.00 614 3 2710 
UND01 2705 222001 23-750 VACANT U302052705G 27,427.00 0 0 2705 
UND01 2720 222001 23752 VACANT U302052720G 69,251.00 2017 3 2720 
UND01 2515 22100@3n9 VACANT U302052515G 6,196.00 295 5 2515 
UND01 2515 222001 - 23780 VACANT U302052515G 6,196.00 295 5 2515 
UND01 2515 221001 23781 VACANT @u302os251SG 6,196.00 295 5 2515 
UN001 2215 332002 23858 VACANT U302462215R 18,000.00 0 0 2215 
UND01 100 320507 23889 VACANT U315030100R 59,536.00 9923 20 100 
UND01 2320 221001@3890 VACANT U203302320G 8,596.00 0 0 2320 
UND01 1120 12311 23903 VACANT U214981120R 43,680.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12311 23903 VACANT U220641120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UNDO! 1120 12311 23903 VACANT U220661120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23908 VACANT U214981120R 43,680.00 o· 0 1120 
UJ\1D01 1120 12301 23908 VACANT U220641120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23908 VACANT U220661120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23910 VACANT U214981120R 43,680.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23910 VACANT U220641120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23910 VACANT U220661120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23912 VACANT U214981120R 43,680.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23912 VACANT U220641120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301 23912 VACANT U220661120R 4,160.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 2530 22200M4007 VACANT U302052530G 6,196.00 295 5 2530 
UND01 1040 215002 "---"24023 VACANT US02051040UNDA000263F 24,000.00 0 0 1040 

UND01 2235 432001 24091 Vacant U224182235R 34,000.00 0 0 2235 

UND01 2235 432001 24092 Vacant U224162235R 45,000.00 0 0 2235 

UND01 1120 12301 24232 VACANT U214981120R 1,608.00 0 0 1120 

UND01 1120 12301 24232 VACANT U220641120R 153.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 12301~232 VACANT U220661120R 153.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 2100 521501 o 340 VACANT @.302392100R 20,624.00 0 0 2100 

UND01 1120 311055 24580 VACANT U214981120R 17,035.00 0 0 1120 
UND01 1120 311055 24560 VACANT U215181120R 17,035.00 0 0 1120 

f 

' 
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• 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 3660 
UND01 3660 
UND01 2215 
UN001 2215 
UND01 2700 
UND01 5300 
UND01 2500 
UND01 2500 
UND01 3610 
UND01 3610 
UND01 1040 
UND01 2052 
UND01 1040 
UND01 1040 
UND01 1040 
UND01 5230 
UND01 5230 
UND01 1040 
UN001 1040 

UN001 2215 

UND01 3610 
UND01 3610 

UND01 3180 

UND01 2230 

UND01 2635 

UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 
UND01 1120 

UND01 2800 

UND01 3610 -
- 5128/2008 l 
oO -

311055 24560 VACANT 
311055 24560 VACANT 

25079 VACANT 
25079 VACANT 

221001 25184 VACANT 
211001 25261 Vacant 
521001@5268 VACANT 
521501 25314 VACANT 
211001 25417 VACANT 
211001 25417 VACANT 
320506 25483 VACANT 
320506 25483 VACANT 
21500~ 25501 VACANT 
32052 Z.'lo 26657 Vacant 
341514 25859 VACANT 
110518 26987 Vacant 
215002 26212 Vacant 
3415~26258 Vacant 
3415 2. 26259 vacant 
21500~06 Vacant 
21500 q7 07 Vacant 

Vacant Total 
211001 16784 Vacek,Joseph James 

Vacek,Joseph James Total 
341522 22830 Vai~Sarah Margaret 
341522 22830 Vall.Sarah Margaret 

Vait,Sarah Margaret Total 
710502 15949 Valkenburg,Van 

Valkanburg,Van Total 
332001 15866 Van Dell, Wesley 

Van Dell, Wesley Total 
210501 16766 Van Eck.Richard Neal 

Van Eck,Rlchanf Neal Total 
321057 15951 Van Eck.Sandra L 
321057 15951 Van Eck.Sandra L 
321057 15951 Van Eck.Sandra L 

Van Eck,Sandra L Total 
211901 24298 VanBuren,Kryslal Michelle 

Univ. of North Dakota 
FY2009 Position Budget 

----~U22064T120R 

U220661120R 
U3181610600 
U422005250UN000138090 
U302052215G 
U302052215F 
U410002700UN00012799R 
U203965340R 
U202122500F 
U302052500F 
U101803670R 
U103403620R 

@uao2cis104oF 
U315012052R 
U100101040R 
U100101040R 
U302051040F 
U313005230R 
U313005230R 

@ua02051040UNDA000261F 
U207201040UNOA000273F 

U302052215F 

U102493617R 
U103023610R 

U318093180R 

U205582230R 

U302052635F 

U215181120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 

U302052800F 
· VanBunm,Krystal Michelle Total 

410502 23896 Vance.Deborah Kay U103403620R 

Page\:.Jr1a1 

• 
3,245.00 0 0 

, 3,24s.oo· 0 0 1120 
' --· . ----- 3660 

3660 
0.00 -11804 -100 2215 

24,500.00 24500 2215 
13,133.00 661 5.3 2700 
35,000.00 0 0 5300 
15,740.00 0 0 2500 
51,372.00 0 0 2500 
17,000.00 0 0 3610 
17,000.00 • 0 0 3610 
24,000.00 ,-r ·- 0 0 1040 
48,166.00 3166 7 2052 
45,000.00 0 0 1040 
70,000.00 0 0 1040 
36,000.00 0 0 1040 
40,000.00 0 0 5230 
28,500.00 

\-is 
0 0 5230 

24,000.00 0 0 1040 
36,000.00 0 0 1040 

9,249,117.00 
50,760.00 2760 5.8 2215 
50,760.00 
20,876.00 1031 52 3610 
6,959.00 344 52 3610 

27,835.00 
17,680.00 0 0 3180 
17,680.00 
30,292.00 0 0 2230 
30,292.00 
64,803.00 3203 5.2 2635 
64,803.00 
34,402.00 1485 4.5 1120 

3,276.00 141 . 4.5 1120 
3,276.00 141 4.5 1120 

40,954.00 
29,127.00 1387 5 2800 
29,127.00 
26,814.00 1600 6.3 3610 ~. 

(; :..,_ 
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17046 Zygarlicke,Chrlstopher Joseph 
17046 Zygarllcke,Chrlstopher Joseph 
17046 Zygarlicke,Christopher Joseph 

Zygartlcke,Chrlstopher Joseph Total 
Grand Total 

U214981120R 
U220641120R 
U220661120R 

Page 187 of 187 

• 
115,018.00 6517 6 1120 

10,954.00 621 6 1120 
10,954.00 621 6 1120 

136,926.00 
136,826,646.00 

Y'tf,~'.,4'-13 +1-\~~~ ~f;1 $ ~ 
f ("¼,. 'L4'7a 1 
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1-Se!ID 
2-

DeptlD 

MISU1 2240 

MISU1 2450 

MISU1 2210 

MISU1 2200 

MISU1 2430 

MISU1 2240 

MISU1 2270 

MISU1 2330 

MISU1 3070 

MISU1 2700 

MISU1 2700 

MISU1 2700 

MISU1 1400 

MISU1 3070 

MISU1 2660 

MISU1 2710 

MISU1 2430 

MISU1 2430 

MISU1 2710 

MISU1 2420 

M!SU1 2240 

MISU1 1200 

MISU1 2605 

~ 4?-~~""J~ fgo &, ~~~,~,fit, 
~ /p5?, o;;J7 Minot State University~ ' 

3-Dept Name 6-JobCode 

Humanities 211510 

Teacher Education & Human Perf 211513 

Biology 210511 

College Of Arts & Sciences 210511 

Nursing 211033 

Humanities 210510 

Science 521005 

Business Info Technology 210504 

Physical Plant 710501 

ND Center For Persons w Oisab 242201 

ND Center For Persons w Disab 242201 

ND Center For Persons w Disab 242201 

Public Information 321004 

Physical Plant 710502 

DE Online 340508 

Rural Crime & Justice Center 340514 

Nursing 211033 

Nursing 211033 

Rural Crime & Justice Center 340514 

Communication Disorders 211532 

Humanities 210502 

Athletics 215003 

Center For Extended Leaming 441501 

Company BdgVJob Data Download FY'08 

?-Position 10-Name 15-Acct Code 

00013146 Stoskopf.Sherry 1302162240F 

00013149 Sundberg.Robert Duane 1302062450F 

00013151 Super.Heidi J 1302252210F 

00013151 Super.Heidi J 1460002200MISOO 10153F 

00013152 Swanson.Judith 1302222430F 

00013155 Tangney,Shaun Anne 1302162240F 

00013156 T arasenko,Kathleen A 130225227GR 

00012733 Tehrani.Mehdi 1302052330F 

00013115 Tennyson,Karta R l318003070R 

00013159 Thomas.Wendy Joyleen 1433002700M IS0010031 F 

00013159 Thomas, Wendy Joyleen 14 33002700MISOO 1004 7F 

00013159 Thomas.Wendy Joyleen 1433002700M1S0010103F 

00013161 Thompson.Kimberlee Sue 1314111400R 

00013164 Thorson.Tom H 1318003070R 

00013166 Timbrook.Mark Jay 1200542660R 

00013167 Todosichuk,Rachelle Oeleigh l433002710MIS0010050R 

00013168 Townsend.Deborah G l302222430F 

00013168 Townsend,Deborah G l302542430F 

00012648 VACANT 1433002710MIS0010050R 

00012663 VACANT r,; l302392420F 

00012695 VACANT (,' 1302 t 62240F 

00012774 VACANT 6 ~302141200F 

00012794 VACANT 1200432605R 
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32-2008 Budget 33-Dollar 
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Amount Change 

29.086.00 1.330.00 

39,940.00 1,536.00 

26,640.00 2,239.00 

26,640.00 2.239.00 

48,074,00 2.426.00 

50,744.00 2,384,00 

21,544.00 2,921.00 

69,000.00 5,566.00 

18, 115,61 955.41 

6,398.00 485,88 

25,898.00 995.46 

5,217.00 200,66 

38,155.00 931.00 

22,536.33 1,072.55 

43,441.00 4,001.00 

32,261.00 1,241.00 

50,091.00 47,030.91 

- (45, 103,91) 

31,020.00 . 

30,823.00 146.00 

bO, 173.00 . 

36,707.00 . 

23,607.00 

\

,/2 ,),-.; j 
I I ' : ,! ! 

,, : -~IA~~:::~2lA 

6126/2007 

34-Percent 
Change 

.d.79% 

4,00% 

9.18% 

9.18% 

5.31% 

4,93% 

15.68% 

8.77% 

5.57% 

8.22% 

4.00% 

4.00% 

2.50% 

5.00% 

10.14% 

4.00% 

1536.91% 

-100.00% 

0.00% 

0.48% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

0.00% 



• 
1-SeUD 

2-

DepUD 
3-DaptName 

MISU1 2270 Science 

MISU1 2260 Music 

MISU1 2300 College Of Business 

MISU1 2320 Business Administration 

MISU1 2270 Science 

MISU1 0100 NOUS Distance Education 

MISU1 0100 NOUS Distance Education 

MISU1 2170 Enrollment Servfces 

MISU1 2420 Communication Disorders 

MISU1 2420 Communication Disorders 

MISU1 2270 Science 

MISU1 3000 Business Office 

MISU1 1200 Athletics 

MISU1 2170 EnroRment Services 

MISU1 2430 Nursing 

MISU1 6000 VP Advancement 

MISU1 3070 Physical Plant 

MISU1 2240 Humanities 

MISU1 2300 College Of Business 

MISU1 2260 Music 

MISU1 2660 DE Online 

MISU1 2660 DE Online 

MISU1 2660 DE Online 

6-JobCode 

211016 

211531 

520503 

520503 

211018 

019501 

019501 

341501 

211532 

211532 

210014 

215002 

215002 

341501 

210533 

521006 

612502 

211009 

321001 

211531 

211036 

340508 

011502 

• 
Minot State University 

Company BdgVJob Data Download FY'08 

7-Position 10-Name 15-Acct Code 

00012840 VACAITT I302252270F 

00012855 VACANT I302202260F 

00012895 VACAITT I250162300R 

00012895 VACANT I302112320R 

00012901 VACANT I302252270F 

00012929 VACANT I340000100F 

00012929 VACANT I340010100F 

00012930 VACANT I313022170R 

00012954 VACANT l302392420F 

00012954 VACANT I305002420F 

00012970 VACANT l302252270F 

00013020 VACANT I240193000F 

00013020 VACANT l302141200F 

00013039 VACANT l313022170R 

00013064 VACANT I302222430F 

00013079 VACANT I314016000R 

00013111 VACANT l318003070R 

00013124 VACANT l302162240F 

00013128 VACAITT l205102300R 

00013133 VACANT l302202260F 

00013191 VACANT I200542660F 

00013192 VACANT l200542660R 

00013227 VACANT l200542660R 
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32-2008 Budget 

Amount 

42,094.00 

34,500.00 

5,604.00 

2,412.00 

42,999.00 

-
-

28,952.00 

38,000.00 

2,731.00 

67,770.00 

5. 137.00 

21,310.00 

27,362.00 

41.760.00 

18,376.00 

17.742.00 

41,816.00 

34,278.00 

38,000.00 

54,428.00 

46,962.00 

65,142.00 

'\ ' <,-: 1/ 1-\ J1 :j if/ . 

• 
612612007 

33-Dollar 34-Percent 

Change Change 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

(11,985.00) -83.25% 

- 0.00% 

(77,568.11) -100.00% 

(1,256.89) -100.00% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

2,731.00 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

(8,709.00) -29.01% 

- 0.00% 

(14,970.00) -26.39% 

571.00 3.21% 

582.00 3.39% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 

- 0.00% 
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1-SetlD 
2- . 

3-0ept Name 6-JobCode 
DeptlD 

MISU1 6000 VP Advancement 520501 

MISU1 2140 Records 521501 

MISU1 0100 NOUS Distance Education 521005 

MISU1 6000 VP Advancement 011510 

MISU1 5080 Student Health 430501 

MISU1 2110 lnstirutional Planning 311012 

MISU1 1200 Athletics 215004 

MISU1 2660 DE Online 211504 

MISU1 2250 Math & Computer Science 211012 

MISU1 3070 Physical Plant· 611501 

MISU1 2240 Humanities 340509 · 

MISU1 3100 Publication & Design Services 621001 

MISU1 2280 Social Science 210026 

MISU1 3000 Business Office 310501 

MISU1 2310 Accounting & Finance 211035 

MISU1 3100 Publication & Design Services 620501 

MISU1 3070 Physical Plant 612506 

MISU1 2320 Business Administration 211035 

MISU1 2172 International Program 341511 

MISU1 2310 Accounting & Finance 211035 

MISU1 2660 DEOnlina 011005 

MISU1 3000 Business Office 011504 

MISU1 2240 Humanities 211510 

Minot State University 
Company Bdgt/Job Dala Download FY'08 

7-Positlon 10-Name 15-Acct Code 

00023811 VACANT I240226000R 

00024868 VACANT I215142140R 

00024931 VACANT 13400001 DOR 

00024978 VACANT I240226000R 

00025462 VACANT I215135080R 

00025556 VACANT 130236211 OR 

00025586 VACANT I302141200F 

00013173 Vang.Betty J I200542660F 

00013174 Vang.Kevin M I302242250F 

00013175 Vannett,Lerry L I318003070R 

00013188 Veikley,Avis R I302162240R 

00013178 Volk.Rebecca J I314083100R 

00013181 Wagner.Jonathan F I302272280F 

00013183 Wagner.Robin Marla I314003000R 

00013184 Wahlund.Jay L 130202231 OF 

00013185 Wald.Doreen L I314083100R 

00013186 Wald.Terry J I318003070R 

00013187 Walizer,Ottis E I302112320F 

00013189 Walker.Rolaunda R I313122172R 

00013190 Walz.Karen S I302022310F 

00012946 Warmoth,Krlsten Marie I200542660R 

00012643 Watson.Jonelle G I314003000R 

00013199 Watson.Richard Henry I302162240F 
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6126/2007 

32-2008 Budget 33-Dollar 34-Percent 

Amount Change Change 

19,376.00 . 0.00% 

17,348.00 84.00 0.49% 

- (1.970.00) -100.00% 

40,000.00 - 0.00% 

19.863.00 19,863.00 0.00% 

56,000.00 - 0.00% 

17.500.00 8.709.00 99.07% 

23,142.00 7.139.00 44.61% 

47,015.00 2.068.00 4.60% 

32.431.27 2.213.66 7.33% 

24,036.00 2.416.00 11.17% 

20.273.00 2,022.00 11.08% 

71,717.00 3,160.00 4.61% 

50,000.00 3,514.00 7.56% 

56,692.00 4,177.00 7.95% 

26.344.00 1,157.00 4.59% 

36,836.62 2,597.77 7.59% 

49,835.00 4,290.00 9.42% 

31,309.00 4,000.00 14.65% 

59,830.00 3,427.00 6.08% 

65,300.00 4,300.00 7.05% 

67,281.00 5,241.00 8.45% 

33,215.00 1,758.00 5.59% 

·1 ··, ,; -,'i ( ' J· _J.'c,, 
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Nursing 210501 00011163 Trom,Marsha Kay 
2130 Occupatlonel Therapy 212001 00012300 Twfdwen,Merissa Ma~e C209212130F 
2211 Culinary Arts 210501 00011430 Uhren,Mary L C302002211F 46782.71 2227.71 0.05' 
3800 Divisional.Physical Plant 710501 00011332 Ulveslad,Robert C318003800R 28343.31 1897.31 0.08: 
2520 Distance Leaming-ASS 980001 00025245 VACANT C2131125200 0.00 0 #ON/0! 
2120 Nursing 980001 00025245 VACANT C341002120SCS0006010F 0.00 0 #DIV/0! 
5159 student Life 980001 00011294 VACANT C1055551590 4509.7 214.7! 0.05' 
5190 Athletics 441503 00011595 VACANT C2210351900 6815.0 31! 0.05' 
2000 DivialonaHnstrucllon 212001 00012527 VACANT C302002000F 
5159 Student Life 441002 00011432 VACANT C105555159R 
5159 Student Life 521001 00011351 VACANT C105555159R 
2190 Social & Behavorial .Sciences 211001 00011183 VACANT C302002190F 
2170 English & Humanities 210501 00011179 VACANT. 

. 
C302002170F 

2150 Health Information Technician 210502 00011313 VACANT C302002150F 
5150 EnmDment Services 521001 00011180 Vacant C313005150R 
3590 Auxiliary Enterprises 521504 00011433 Veland,Betty A C102003590R 
5180 Marketlng & Communications 421003 00011434 Vlgen,Csrole C C314005180R 
2230 Ag~culture 211001 00011551 Volla,sterllng Wayne C302002230F 

15184 Academic Service Center 211501 00011301 Vosberg.Georgia Lynn C405005184SCS0004133F 
13520 Purchasing 421002 00011435 Walen.Lyle T C314003520R 
3800 DMslonal-Physlcel Plant 611502 00011436 Walker.Douglas R C318003800R 

2520 Distance Leaming-ASS 011518 00011438 wan.Margaret A C311002520R 

3800 DMslonal-Physical Plant 710502 00011440 Walter .John F C318003800R 

2200 Computer Information Systems 210502 00011442 Walne,Jeffory Lee C302002200F 

2120 Nursing 211501 00011234 Welgel,Kethleen A C302002120F 

12130 Occupatlonal Therapy 520502 00011443 wens.Patti J C302002130R 

,1110 Human Resoun:es 411003 00011444 Wieser.Elaine K C314001110R 

2230 Agriculture 211001 00011384 Wilhelm.Anissa Diane C302002230F 

2150 Health Information Technician 211501 00011184 Wolf,Cortnne K C302002150F 

2312 Building Construction Tech 211001 00011445 Wolfgram.Bryan Vlrgll C303002312F 

5184 Academic Service Center 440503 00025308 Wolfgram.Mary Jean C302005184F 

3800 Olvlslonal.Physlcal Plant 710502 00011446 Wolfgram.Wayne E C318003BOOR 

[2390 Mechanical Systams 211501 00011447 Wood,Mark Laverne C303002390F 

Page 14 
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Valley City State University - {) • Vc:1 Cd,(l;f 
2007-08 Alphabetic Listing 

32-2008 
33-Dollar 34-Percent 

10-Name Budget 
Change Change 

Amount 

Storbeck.Drew A 25,843 1,231 5.00% 

Stricklin,Kari Ann 37,186 2,247 6.43% 

Svenningsen Hesch,Klmberly Jo 34,796 1,657 5.00% 

Thompson.Gary W 58,462 2,784 5.00% 

Thoreson.Ann Marie 34,517 1,644 5.00% 

Thoreson.Jennifer Jean 28,968 1,379 5.00% 

Thoreson,Lany A 31,510 1,500 5.00% 
Trader.Greta A 24,860 1,200 5.07% 
Trfebold,Dennls A 25,555 1,700 7.13% 
Tufle,Tyler M 30,098 1,433 5.00% 
Tykwinski ,Joe 75,952 3,617 5.00% 
Van Gijssel,Hilligje Egbertje 41,314 1,967 5.00% 

Vanhorn.Shannon Carole 39,827 1,897 5.00% 

Vogds.Brenda Jean 29,400 1,400 5.00% 

Walker.Everett R 19,236 1,200 6.65% 

Whitney.Linda Kay 52,115 6,291 13.73% 

Wieland,Louis Matthew 25,478 1,213 5.00% 

Zahn,Cindy L 34,843 1,659 5.00% 

Page 6 of6 
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MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 711501 00010562 Schultz,Lynn M M404002060MA Y0004218O 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 Headstart/COC 711501 00010562 Schultz,Lynn M M404102060MAY0004219O 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 3500 Food Service 110519 00012293 Schumann,Gail A M100003500R 39,367 1,675 5% 
MASU1 2540 Chemistry 211501 00009095 Sieg.Jeffrey R M302002540F 40,664 1,936 5% 
MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 711001 00010303 Sjokvlsl,Heather Lynne M250602060R 0 0 #DIV/QI 
MASU1 2060 HeadstartlCDC 711001 00010303 Sjokvlst,Heather Lynne M404002060MAY0004226R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 711001 00010303 Sjokvlst,Heather Lynne M404102060MAY0004229R 0 0 #DIV/01 
MASU1 2100 Div Business & CIS 210001 00009120 Skean,Mark Edgar M302002100F 50,739 2.416 5% 
MASU1 5300 Financial Aid 520501 00010169 Skovlund.Shannon L. M313005300R 20,192 962 5% 
MASU1 3900 FaciRties Services 710501 00009279 Slaughter.Robert Anthony M318003900R 8,505 405 5% 
MASU1 5700 Housing 710501 00009279 Slaughter,Robert Anthony M102015700R 6,505 405 5% 
MASU1 3600 Bookstore 110509 00009019 Soholt,Pamela B. M101003600R 30,662 1,460 5% 
MASU1 2202 Education 211001 00009401 Sorteberg,Ann M M302002202F 34,125 1,625 5% 
MASU1 3400 Info Tech Services 320503 000091n Steele,Palrick W. M252303400R 41,506 4.262 11% 
MASU1 2010 Academic Affairs 010502 00009025 Stenehjem.Keith Alan M310002010R 90.000 0 0% 
MASU1 3900 Facillties Services 710501 00009145 Stordahl,Gary M M316003900R 18,592 685 5% 
MASU1 1100 President 311001 00009027 Swenson.Beth I. M314001100R 21,705 1,034 5% 
MASU1 1200 Alumni/Foundation 311001 00009027 Swenson.Beth I. MB03001200R 21,705 1,034 5% 
MASU1 2340 Speech & Drama 211001 00009045 Sylskar,Robert A. M302002340F 42,519 2,025 5% 
MASU1 2020 Summer School 211001 00025313 Talukder,Md 2ahlrul Islam M302002020F 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2560 Physics 211001 00025313 T alukder,Md Zahlrul Islam M404302560MAY0004050F 29,400 1,400 5% 
MASU1 2010 Academic Affairs 520501 00009148 Trudeau.Mary L M310002010R 23,100 1.100 5% 
MASU1 2060 HeadstartlCDC 440501 00009119 Ulland,Bmndie Jae M404002060MAY000422BR 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 HeadstartlCDC 440501 00009119 unand,Brandie Jae M404102060MAY0004229R 0 0 #DIV/QI 
MASU1 2060 HeadstartlCDC 431502 00009143 Ulland,Yvonne A. M250802060R 1,365 56 4% 
MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 431502 00009143 Ulland,Yvonne A. M404002060MAY0004226R 9,567 401 4% 
MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 431502 00009143 Ulland.Yvonne A. M404102060MAY0004229R 16,399 667 4% 
MASU1 1300 Collegiate Sports VACAITT M107071300R 7,500 0 0% 
MASU1 1300 Collegiate Sports VACANT M302001300F 22.500 0 0% 
MASU1 2040 Library 520501 00009028 VACANT M309002040R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2050 Admissions & Records 441503 00009445 VACANT M313002050R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 711001 00009103 VACANT M250602060R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 HeadstartlCDC 711001 00009127 VACANT M404102060MAY0004219R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 HeadstartlCDC 521501 00009137 VACANT M250602060R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 521501 00009137 VACANT M404002060MAY0004218R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 Heads1art/CDC 521501 00009137 VACANT M404102060MAY0004219R 0 0 #DIV/0! 
MASU1 2060 Heads1artlCDC 440501 00009147 VACANT M250602060R ,:_O 0 #DIV/0! . 

/\ r~ r ._. •") ,;, 
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MASU1 2060 HeadslartlCOC 440501 00009147 VACAfl/T 

MASU1 2060 Headslart/CDC 431501 00009164 VACANT 

MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 431501 00009164 VACAfl/T 

MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 331501 00009278 VACAfl/T 

MASU1 2060 Heads tart/CDC 331501 00009276 VACAfl/T 

MASU1 2100 Div Business & CIS 211501 00009424 VACANT 

MASU1 2202 Education 520501 00009338 VACANT 

MASU1 3400 Info Tech Services VACAfl/T 

MASU1 3500 Food Service 711501 000123n VACAfl/T 

MASU1 3500 Food Service 711501 00012378 VACANT 

MASU1 3900 Facilities Services 710501 00009038 VACAfl/T 

MASU1 5100 Student Affairs 441504 00009150 VACAfl/T 

MASU1 5200 Enrollment Services 010506 00010574 VACAfl/T 
MASU1 5200 Enrollment Services VACANT 

MASU1 5200 Enrollment Services VACAfl/T 

MASU1 5400 Co-Op Leaming 331503 00009037 VACAfl/T 

MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 711001 00009175 Vadnle,Dawn Marte 

MASU1 2060 Heedstart/CDC 431502 00009451 Votava,Mary A 

MASU1 2350 English 211001 00009109 Wanat.Matthew S. 

MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 330502 00009195 Waters,Jennifer J 

MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 330502 00009195 Waters,Jennifer J 

MASU1 1200 Alumni/Foundation 520501 00009284 Winger.Julie Ann 

MASU1 2060 Headstart/CDC 440501 00009185 Wrtght, Theresa K 

MASU1 3400 Info Tech Services 340502 00012454 Wuort,Mlsli L 

MASU1 2100 Div Business & c1s 520501 00010188 Young,Brtttany Mary 
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M404102060MAY0004229R 

M404002060MA Y000421 BR 

M404102060MAY0004219R 

M404002060MAY0004218R 

M404102060MAY0004219R 

M302002100F 

M302002202R 

M200403400R 

M 100003500R 

M 100003500R 

M318003900R 

M4039051 OOMA Y0004045R 

M3 t 3005200R 

M313005200R 

M313005200R 

M313005400R 

M404002060MAY0004228R 

M403802060CON0004217R 

M302002350F 

M404002060MA Y000422BR 

M404102060MAY0004229R 

M803001200R 

M403802060CON0004217R 

M200403400R 

M302002100R 

-·~ ,(j -

D 

-
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

18,600 

9,577 

15,600 

18,720 

17,800 

8,183 

0 

21,000 

9,577 

16,223 

0 

0 

37,643 

18,198 

6,066 

34,000 

0 

32,970 

20,192 

, .) } :; .. ,,,. 

·- ~ 

0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 

0 #OIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 

0 #OIV/0! 

0 #OIV/0! 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 #DIV/0! 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 0% 

0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 

1,793 5% 

1,018 6% 

339 6% 

9,920 41% 

0 #DIV/0! 

1,570 5% 

962 5% 
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00012561 
00012042 
00012211 
00012389 
00012044 
00012374 

00012045 

00012017 
00012047 
00012395 
00012050 
00012051 
00012052 
00012053 
00012053 
00012054 
00012214 
00012056 
00012057 
00012058 
00012059 
00012049 
00012334 
00011975 
00012065 
00012066 
00012066 
00012067 
00012023 
00012071 
00012073 
00012074 
00011987 
00012225 
00012062 

- c9 -

0360043 
0255463 
0258624 
0306425 
0228522 
0228522 

0367800 
0438362 

05B0373 
0246021 
0451903 
05B0245 
0370156 
0314022 
0314022 
0601254 
7011891 
0304728 
0303833 
0601858 
0582864 
7012087 
0292397 
0320782 
0212292 
0601839 
0601839 
0363325 
0189180 
0349339 
0580458 
0601251 
7011487 
0243400 
0312046 

J Db f-' 
_ o- t.,s-ted as 11t1can-i-' 

2 Steffen.Sonja Marie 18890 1210 0.068438914 
0 Steffes.Kelly Lynn 20786 990 0.050010103 
0 Stevens.Nicole 20855 1355 0.069487179 
0 Stich a ,Selma A 44980 2546 0.059999057 
0 Stroh.Tobias 14476 820 0.060046866 
1 Stroh.Tobias 43429 2461 0.060071275 
0 Stull.Alison Jane 49399 2796 0.05999613B 
0 Suko.Stephanie A 21400 26B9 0.143712255 
0 Swensen.Graham Knude 46292 2204 0.049990927 
o Taylor.Cecilia Anne 23009 2309 0.111545894 
0 Taylor.Michael JC 47176 0 0 
0 Ternes.Roger W. 79500 5236 0.070505225 
0 Thiel.Kim Ray 43596 2468 0.060007781 
0 Thompson.Kevin J. 27388 1562 0,060481685 
0 Thompson.Kevin J. 36242 2068 0 .06051384 1 
0 Tormaschy, Donald Richard 28934 2330 0.087580815 
0 Treacy.Ronald C 66150 3150 0.05 
0 Vanderbusch,Kathleen R. 8820 -5024 -0.362900896 
0 Veit.Donna Kay 17640 4040 0.297058824 
0 Vickers.Lee A. 157915 7520 0,050001662 
0 Voutsas,Konstandinos 54846 3564 0.069498069 
0 Wagner.Lori Ann 23860 1136 0.049991199 
0 Wanner,Faith 0 24644 1613 0.070036038 
0 Wax.Valeria Noel 42741 2035 0.04999263 
0 Wegleitner.John 31190 1639 0.055463436 
0 Wetsch, Todd 0. 12676 604 0.050033135 
0 Welsch.Todd 0. 7945 378 0.04995374 7 
0 Wheeler ,L Ray 67788 4205 0.06613403 
0 Wilkinson.Stacy Lynn 23024 1096 0.049981758 
0 Willer.Anthony C 34249 1631 0.050003066 
0 Williams.Kenneth D 47959 2284 0.0500054 73 
0 Winistorfer,Shane K 32000 2000 0.066666667 

0 Yang.Thy 51040 3200 0.066889632 
0 Yourk,Laurie A 23100 3500 0.178571429 

0 Zalesky,Corina M 20617 1363 0.070790485 1
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JobCoda Change Change 
Amount 

WSC01 2300 Computer Systems Specialist 211503 00010657 Rehak,Jar,y Lea W303002300F 55,818 2,506 4.701% 
WSC01 2730 Academic Affairs 211503 00024886 Rlchlar,Davld W W310002730F 16,609 754 4.756% 
WSC01 2400 Humanities 211503 00010658 RJchter,OaVid W W302002400F 12,242 550 4.704% 
WSC01 1100 President's Orftce 211503 00024149 RJchter,Oavld W W801931100F 31,500 1,500 5.000% 
WSC01 3120 Housing 332501 00010659 Robblns,Heldl Beth W105153120R 4,371 198 4.745% 
WSC01 3120 Housing 332501 00010659 Robblns,Holdl Both W105203120R 1,165 53 4.766% 
WSC01 3120 Housing 332501 00010659 Robblns,HekfJ Beth W105313120R 875 40 4.790% 
WSC01 3120 Housing 332501 00010658 Robblno,Holdl Both W105333120R 875 40 4.790% 
WSC01 1140 lnsUluUonal Research 332501 00010659 Robblns,Holdl Both W313001140R 21,852 991 4.750% 
WSC01 2210 Nursing 211503 00024143 Schmltt,Doborah Mertz W303002210F 12,838 478 3.867% 
WSC01 2210 Nursing 211503 00024143 Schmitt.Deborah Mertz W410002210WSC0000808F 37,745 1,695 4.702% 
WSC01 2760 Distance Educallon 520502 00010661 Slgvoldson,Mlndy Kay W2512327602762R 27,079 1,228 4.750% 
WSC01 3200 Business Office 410502 00010663 Slaglo,Balbala Ann W314003200R 28,894 1,311 4.753% 
WSC01 2780 Enrollment&lnfonT1ation Serv 441502 00010655 Solseth,Penelope Robin W313002780R 28,229 1,281 4.754% 
WSC01 3120 Housing 710501 00024888 Solselh,Wade L W105153120R 4,714 214 4.756% 
WSC01 3700 Physical Plant 710501 00024888 Solseth,Wade L. W318003700R 14,141 641 4.748~ 
WSC01 2750 Admission & Records 341502 00010664 Solem,JanM W313002750R 50,592 2,976 6.250% 
wsco, 2400 HumanlUes 211503 00010666 Stonborg,Rlchanl Karl W302002400F 36,203 1,626 4.703% 
WSC01 2120 Business, Off & Tech Education 211503 00010667 Stenehjem,Jacquelin Juanita W303002120F 12,925 5B1 4.707% 
WSC01 2500 Science and Mathematics 211503 00010667 Stenehjem,Jacquelin Juanita W302002500F 12,925 581 4.707% 
WSC01 3700 Physical Plant 612501 00010666 SUIJweD,William Arlen W31 B003700R 24,093 1,093 4.752% 

WSC01 2400 HumanlUes 211001 00010669 Stout.James W302002400F 43,628 1,959 4.701% 

WSC01 3200 BusJness Office 310501 00010670 Strand.Nicole Nanette W314003200R 35,689 2,100 6.252% 

WSC01 3700 Physical Plant 710501 00010B71 Strlckland ,Edwin W318003700R 21,055 955 4.751% 

WSC01 1400 Workforce Training 341507 00010672 Swanson,KelD Kae W405001400WSCOOOS4903504R 31,266 1,418 4.751% 

WSC01 2210 Nursing 211001 00010673 Thorp,Llnda G W303002210F 58,684 2,520 4.487% 

wsco, 3300 Financlal Aid 441503 00023431 Vance,CrisUna Lynn W313003300R 15,420 700 4.755% 

WSC01 2720 General Instruction 211001 00012361 Westergaard,NeD Vernon W302002720F 16,371 735 4.701% 

WSC01 2235 Montel Health 211001 00012361 Westergaard,NeU Vernon W303002235F 16.371 735 4.701% 

WSC01 2500 Science and Mathematics 211001 00012361 Westergaard,NeD Vernon W302002500F 21,802 979 4.702% 

WSC01 3700 Physical Plant 612501 00010680 Whitecloud ,Dany1 W W318003700R 27,595 1,252 4.753% 

WSC01 3410 VP Administrative Affairs 011501 00010681 WJgness,Brenda Sue W314003410R 66,134 3,744 6.001% 

WSC01 2500 Science and Mathematics 211001 00010663 Zimmerman,Susan Dee W302002500F 31,325 1,967 6.700% 
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Fmanclal Aid 880001 00011860 POOL 47704 

Flnancial Aid 880001 00011860 POOL L455005010LRS00056200 aJt ~ 
Fmanclal Aid 884701 00011823 POOL L455005010LRS00056200 

5010 Finordal Aid 665001 00011616 POOL L455005010LRS00056200 #OIV/0! 

5010 Rnandal Aid 885501 00011858 POOL L455005010LRS00056200 #DIV/0I 
LRSC1 15010 IRnandal Aid - 7885601 100011838 !POOL ~455005010LRS000562002140 I DI oJ #OIV/0! 

LRSC1 15010 IRnancial Aid 1970001 100011798 IPOOL IL455005010LRS00056200 I OJ OI #OIV/0! 
LRSC1 15020 JR-enceHalls 1880001 100011845 IPOOL IL1030050200 I 95001 o: DI 
LRSC1 15020 !Residence Halls 1885601 100011838 IPOOL IL10300502002140 I 25001 OI DI 
LRSC1 15020 IResidenceHalls 1980001 100011804 IPOOL IL1030050200 I 7075; 

LRSC1 J2200 !Academic Instruction 1211501 J00012449 IPnnce,Shaun N IL340002200LRS0003005F I 36690: 
LRSC1 12000 !Instructional Services 1340505 I00011704 JRerick,Clndy Jo IL435002000LRS00040000 I 289781 
LRSC1 12240 JTechnlcal lnslrudlon 1340505 100011704 IRerick.Clndy Jo IL341002240LRS0003165F I 3220: 
LRSC1 J2000 !Instructional Services 1211501 100011732 IRliJ!lllnger,Connie Lou IL435002000LRS0004000F I 42411 
LRSC1 12220 ITradeslnstruction 1211501 100011733 IRoloff,LeyneO IL341002220LRS0003121F I 31200: 
LRSC1 15020 !Residence Hans 1441001 I 00011735 I Saele-Odandaal,Cathy EIieen IL 1030050200 I 89871 

LRSC1 13050 !Physical Plant 1710501 100011736 ISager,HamldB_ _ l~18003050R I 21015 
LRSC1 12000 ltnstructlonal Services 1340505 100011738 ISchml<l,AnneHe Louise IL230102000R I 35061 

LRSC1 12000 !Instructional Services 1340505 100011738 ISchmid,AnneHe Louise IL435002000LRS0005400R I 257!l5 
LRSC1 [2210 !Business Instruction [211501 100011739 ISchnelder,Heidl Marie jl341002210LRS0003102F I 35061 

LRSC1 l2200 !Academiclnstructlon 1211001 l00011740 !Schwab.Duane [L340002200LRS0003004F I 29139: 
LRSC1 l5000 !StudentServlces 1211001 100011740 ISchwab,Duane IL3130050000 I 194261 

LRSC1 12000 linslruclional Services 1211501 l00011741 [Senger,Rlchard M ___ IL12D002000LRS0001026F I 16441 
LRSC1 l2220 !Trades lns1ructlon l211501 [00011741 !SenJ!E!r,Richard M IL410002220LRS0004016F I 184481 
LRSC1 l5000 !Student Services l341501 [00011748 IShock,Stephanle Lynn IL313005000R I 345381 
LRSC1 [3000 !VP for Admlnls1ratlve Services l320501 [00011742 !Slmhal,Toofawn [L315003000R I 55031 

LRSC1 [3010 IBookstora 1341002 [00011660 lstotts,MelissaC IL101003010R I 327901 

LRSC1 [3050 !Physical Plant _j71050!_ 100011745 !Strong.John A. IL318003050R I 227061 

LRSC1 [2230 IHl!h,CC,SP Needs lnslruction 1211501 j00025084 !Traynor.Julie Marie IL341002230LRS0003151F I 2992! 
LRSC1 l3040 !Food Setvtce 1341001 100011747 IUnger,Myma Kay IL102003040R I 40474 
LRSC1 l2200 !Academic lns1ruction 1210501 100011734 !VACANT IL340002200LRS0003001F I 45852' 

LRSC1 l2210 !Business Instruction 1211501 ID0011716 !VACANT IL410002210LRS00040708094F I 40000, 

LRSC1 12230 ]Hllh,CC,SP Needs Instruction 1211501 100011746 JVACANT JL341002230LRS0003151F I 50000: 
LRSC1 l2230 IHilh,CC,SP Needs Instruction 1212501 100011737 !VACANT IL341002230LRS000315590140 I O 
LRSC1 [2000 !Instructional Services 1340508 IOD012592 iVallery_,Rene IL410002000LRS00040239000R I 171151 
LRSC1 l2000 ltnslructlonal Se!vices 1341505 100011664 IWakeford,An_drewT IL310502000R I 150281 
LRSC1 15000 IStudenlServlces 1341505 100011664 lwakeford,AndrewT IL435005000LRS0005420R I 183681 
LRSC1 [2000 llnslructional Services 1340501 100011730 IWalford,Nlcole Mae IL310002000R I 127971 
LRSC1 12000 !Instructional Services 1340501 100011730 jWalford,Nicote Mae IL435002000LRS00040000 I 31991 
LRSC1 15020 !Residence Halls 1340511 100025010 IWa!ford,Nlcole Mae IL103005020R I 159961 
LRSC1 l5DDO I Student Services ls2oso2 100011749 lwanace,Palrlcla Lynn IL435005DOOLRS0005420R I 207901 
LRSC1 15000 !Student Services 1341504 100012618 jW!ndlue,Kam Louise IL313005000R I 216161 
LRSC1 11100 !President 1321001 100011750 IWood,Erin M IL314201100R I 36963 
LRSC1 13010 [Bookstore 1410501 100011751 jWood,Valerie Jean IL101003010R I 260731 
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8281 0.132543621 

22471 0.065238221 
8981 0.0319800571 
1001 0.0320512821 

20201 0.050011141 

11111 o.0499872991 
2791 0.032039504 
6521 0.03201885 

1091 0.0320871361 

8001 0.032006401 

21701 0.06597549 
1388I o.o5001s216I 

9251 0.0499972971 

879I o .050031305: 
878I o.0499715421 

10711 0.0320016731 
71651 0.149688714 

1017I 0.03200830' 
70< 0.031997091 

142 0.0 
125 0.031999791 

45852 #DIV/0I 

246 0.06561526 

272' 0.0575967171 
0 #OIV/0! 

531[ 0.032018813 
4661 0.03200109' 
570I 0.032026011 
397' 0.0320161291 
99I 0.031935494 

4961 0.032 
64 0.032017871 
6701 0.0319870141 

3B13I 0.11502252 
808I 0.031951001 
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, 22502251F 38071 40032 1961 5.15% 

ISUB 2270 Business 210551 00012889 Johnson.Wayne Lee J3030022702273F 32653 34206 1553 4.76% 
ISUB 2210 Natural Resources 980051 00025299 Jordahl.Mary E J454022210BOT08040050 1-2'63 1263 O O.OO'l\ 
ISUB 2270 Business 210551 00012894 Keller.Diane R J3030022702272F 33386 34954 1568 4.70% 
IISUB 1000 Dean's Office 521051 00013102 Lee, Jami J314001000R 25331 25331 O 0.00% 

IISUB 1000 Dean's Office 521051 00013102 Lee, Jami J825141000R O 8669 8669 100.00% 
IISUB 2200 Instructional Adminislfl 211551 00012942 Livedalen,Gregory Wayne J250032200F 11892 12442 550 4.62% 

11SUB 2280 lnfoITnalion Tech no loo 211551 00012942 Livedalen,Gregory Wayne J31500311 OR 17730 18402 672 3. 79% 
AISUB 2230 Sciences 210051 00012956 Lura.Charles L J3020022302232F 44163 45946 1783 4.04% 

AISUB 2210 Natural Resources 211051 00012980 Mayer.Rueben P J250222210F 11715 12201 486 4.15% 

msUB 2210 Natural Resources 211051 00012980 Mayer.Rueben P J454022210BOT0804005F 20828 21693 865 4.15% 
msuB 2290 Medical 510551 00024706 Medrud,Celeste J J252152290R 9334 9830 496 5.31% 

IIIISUB 3110 Business Office 510551 00024706 Medrud,Celeste J J314013110R 8034 8503 469 5.84% 
IIIISUB 5110 Student Affairs 341553 00012909 Migler,Jessica I J313005110R 28000 30000 2000 7.14% 
IIIISUB 2100 Extended Education 341552 00013015 Nahinurk,Jan E J304012100R 18081 18731 650 3.59% 
MISUB 1000 Dean's Office 341552 00013015 Nahinurk,Jan E J314001000R 18613 19534 921 4.95% 
MISUB 3120 Plant Services 710555 00012812 Oien.Stuart Daniel J318003120R 18600 19891 1291 6.94% 
MISUB 5140 Student Housing 710554 00013032 Olson,Janet G J105315140R 9746 102b1 505 5.18% 
MISUB 5140 Student Housing 710554 00013032 Olson,Janet G J105335140R 9746 10250 504 5.17% 
MISUB 2100 Extended Education 441551 00013025 O'Toole,Kayla Marie J304012100R 18592 19832 1240 6.67% 
MISUB 3120 Plant Services 710553 00013197 O'Toole,Michael Joseph J318003120R 17600 18570 970 5.51% 
MISUB 3110 Business Office 510551 00013058 Pollman.Janeen K J314013110R 16825 18058 1233 7.33% 
MISUB 3110 Business Office 510551 00013058 Pollman.Janeen K J418003110BOT0004183R 4215 4424 209 4.96% 
MISUB 2210 Natural Resources 710552 00012845 Pomarleau, Mark J3030022102211R 19500 19500 O 0.00% 
MISUB 2220 Communications 211051 00013060 Porter.Michael E J3020022202222F 32802 34858 2056 6.27% 
MISUB 3120 Plant Services 611551 00013066 Prouty.Howard L J318003120R 29318 30834 1516 5.17% 
MISUB 2250 Mathematics 210051 00013070 Rehfuss,Betty J J3020022502252F 42627 44330 1703 4.00% 
MISUB 2270 Business 211551 00013207 Richter.Matthew S J3030022702271F 26780 28216 1436 5.36% 
MISUB 2270 Business 441551 00013073 Rieke,Patsy Jo J313012270R 22838 23918 1080 4.73% 
MISUB 2260 Physical Education 211551 00013092 Rybchinski,TravisWilliam J302002260F 33254 34919 1665 5.01% 
MISUB 2240 Rne Arts & Social Scie 211551 00012935 Sathre,Steven J J3020022402241F :UOOl 28440 144, 5.33% 
MISUB 2280 lnfoITnationTechnolog 211551 00022682 Schimetz,ColetteM J3030022802281F 2ZH43 25000 2157 9.44% 
MISUB 2200 Instructional Administn 420554 00013110 Schroeter,Denlse Mae J250212200R 6508 , 170 662 10.17% 
MISUB 3120 Plant Services 420554 00013110 Schroeter,Denise Mae J318003120R 6614 6978 364 5.50% 

MISUB 5140 Student Housing 441051 00013091 Shultz.Harvey T J105315140R 3976 4309 333 8.38% 
MISUB 5140 Student Housing 441051 00012937 VACANT J105335140R 3976 4309 333 8.38% 
MISUB 5110 Student Affairs 520552 00013135 Soland,Luann J313005110R 26633 29342 2709 10.17% 
MISUB 2290 Medical 210551 00022684 Sund,Sandra Kay J3030022902291F 13815 . 15287 1472 10.66% 
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BSC01 2705 Admissions 521501 00010878 Smilh,JaAnna J B311002705R 
BSC01 1050 Athletics 215002 00010963 Slanley,Leonard L B301001050R 
asco1 3200 Energy°"9Snmenl 320505 00010984 Stsn:k,Ron Lee B122003200BSC0001400R 
BSC01 2405 Eng6sh 210501 00010965 Sleln,Thomas E B302002405F 
BSC01 2800 Housing 710501 00010992 SleYellSon.Deborah D B111002BOOBSC0000221R 
BSC01 3010 Business & Financial Operauon 410501 00010814 Swanson.Kall, E B314003010R 
BSC01 2720 Sludent Success 341502 00010966 Swanson Seawcrth,Marn,ne Foye 8311002720R 
BSC01 2350 Malhematic:s/Engineering 211501 00012370 SWetlch,Ka Ann B302002350F 
BSC01 3100 Corporals & Continuing Ed 340501 00010967 Templeton,CheJylAnne B121053100BSC00013291001R 
BSC01 2515 Commercial M 211001 00010970 lhofenson.Sean L B303002515F 
BSC01 2350 Malhemalics/Engineering 210501 00010973 TonolB,Unda M B302002350F 
BSC01 2215 Ca,penlry 211001 00010974 B303002215F 

BSC01 3050 Food SeNioe 722001 00010975 rson.Laurie Jean B100203050R 
BSC01 2520 Hospilality Management 211501 00012371 ,Pamela J B303002520F 36301 
BSC01 2355 Physica!Science 211001 000108n -.ScottJ B302002355F 39811 1811 
BSC01 3020 Information Services 320501 00010920 Tschida.Wendy K 8315003020R 44348 1898 
BSC01 2500 Business AdminlslraUon 210501 00010976 Tschlder,lvan B302002500F 46150 2259 
BSC01 2020 Ubrary 340509 0001osn Twingley,Carolyn L B309002020R 36360 0.04575915 
BSC01 3010 Business & Financial Operation 410501 00010995 Two Crow,Slefania B314003010R 0.052015605 
BSC01 2010 Provost 011518 00024901 VACAm 8252112010R #DIV/DI 

BSC01 2010 ProVOSI 011518 00024901 VACANT 8252112010R 
B5C01 2315 AON Program 011518 00024901 VACAm B303002315R 

BSC01 2200 Air Condi!ioning 211501 00010983 VACANT 8303002200F 

BSC01 2215 Carpenlry 211001 00025573 VACANT B303002215R 

BSC01 2253 Mechanical Maintenance Technol 210501 00025446 VN:,AAT 8303002253F 

BSC01 2253 Meci1anical Mainlenance Technol 210501 00025374 VN:;/WT 8303002253F 
BSC01 2315 AON Program 211501 00024148 VN:,AAT 8303002315F 

B5C01 2405 English 211001 00010829 VN:,AAT B302002405F 
BSC01 2450 Human- 211501 00023731 VN:,AAT B302002450F 
BSC01 2515 CommercialM 211001 00010873 VN:;ANT B303002515F 
BSC01 2530 Bachelor of Applied Science 341513 00025488 VN:;Nff 8302002530R 
BSC01 2530 Bachelor of Applied Science 211501 000253n VAC>NT B302002530R 
BSC01 2705 Admissions 341514 00025578 VACANT B311002705R 
BSC01 21>00 Housing 441002 00010958 VACf,Mf B111002800BSC0000221R 
BSC01 3010 Bu,.,_,~"'"""""" Operation 320508 00023807 VACf,Mf B250503010R 
esco1 so10 Bu!: ess& Financial Operation 011513 00010911 VACAflf B314003010R 3010 ,,, ..... ~ 
SSCo1 •••=• 00010800 VAC/Wf B250103010R 
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BSC01 3030 Physical Plant 710501 00010820 VACANT B318003030R 18720 1 ... 0.109004739 
BSC01 3100 Corporate & Continulna Ed 521001 00010982 VACANT B121003100BSC00013251002R -10671 -1 
BSC01 3100 Co,porate & Continuing Ed 521001 00025567 VACANT B1210031DOBSC00013251002R 1150 11500 #OIV/0! 
BSC01 3100 Co,porate & Continuing Ed 521001 00025567 VACANT B122003200BSC0001400R 11500 11500 #ON/0I 
BSC01 3100 COrporate & Continuing Ed 340501 00025572 VN::.ANT B1210531008SC00013291001R 35001 35000 #OIV/0! 
BSC01 3100 Corporate & Continuing Ed 011515 00012331 VACANT B420003100BSC0004681 R C -5625C -1 
BSC01 3100 Corporate & Continuing Ed 340511 00022996 VACANT B420003100BSC0004681R 0 -3389, -1 
BSC01 3100 Corporate & Continuing Ed 341501 00010881 VACANT B420003100BSC0004681 R -29200 -1 
BSC01 3100 ColJ)Orate & Continuing Ed 520501 00010928 VACANT B121003100BSC00013001002R 23000 ·= -0.092988406 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 320505 00012351 VACANT B122003200BSC0001400R 1450 -251 -0.01694915 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 320505 00012351 VACANT B410003200BSC0004643R 14500 -250 -0.01694915' 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 211501 00023800 VACANT B122003200BSC0001400F 85000 17:<.S. 0.364227847 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 211501 00023031 VAC!Wr B122003200BSC0001400F 4500 ·2671 -0.056029871 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 010508 00025570 VA=T B122003200BSC0001400R 100000 100000 #Drvm, 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 520501 00025571 VA=T B122003200BSC0001400R 23000 23000 #ON/0I 
BSC01 3200 Ener11Y Department 011515 00012331 VAC/WT B122003200BSC0001400R 75IOIJ! 5625 3 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 211501 00010761 VACANT B122003200BSC0001400F -5651 -1 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 340511 00022996 VACANT B122003200BSC0001400R -1129 -1 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 011519 00025575 VACANT B410003200BSC0004661R 5011111 5000 #DIV/0I 
BSC01 1010 Presidents Office 311005 00010978 om,Debo,ah c-----/ HSl00ll10TIJR__ _ - -~- - "-426.5' 214 0.052955118 
BSC01 1030 Human Resources 521001 00010979 Vannett,Patricia Ann B310001030R 1860 96 0.054421769 
BSC01 2260 Power Plant Technology 211001 00010993 Vogel.Wade J B303002260F 4951 224 0.047535435 
BSC01 3100 Co,porate & Continuing Ed 340501 00010980 Vollmer.Sera Elizabeth B1210531OOBSC00013291001 R 29434: 153 0.055053763 
BSC01 2500 Business Administration 210501 00010981 Vuolo.Joseph A B3020025i00F 46303 2267 0.05148060 
BSC01 3200 Energy Department 211501 00023118 Waddell,WIW,am Thomas B410003200BSC0004643F 5394 2447 0.047514563 

BSC01 3200 Energy Department 211501 00010965 Walz.Wdllam J B122003200BSC0001400F 53943 254 0.049413458 
BSC01 2510 Agriculture 210501 00010986 Warner.Lyle B B303002510F 5311' 2741 0.054414071 

BSC01 3050 Food Service 341001 00010987 Wavrin,Michael B100203050R 4957! 2099 0.044208088 

BSC01 3020 Information Services 011507 00010989 Weigel,Elmer I B315003020R 70130 301 0.044"4blr.>< 

BSC01 3040 Bookstore 411001 00010948 Weisgesber,Jennifer Lynn B100103040R 22= 15;, 0.072819041 

BSC01 2720 Studenl Success 341506 00010822 Weisz.Bonnie Belinda B311002720R 29911 134< 0.04701228, 

BSC01 3010 Business & Fmancial Operation 310501 00012310 Welch,Taunia Jane B314003010R 33600 I 0 

BSC01 3050 Food SeNice 722001 00010840 Wentz.EvaE B100203050R 21900 1100 0.052884615 

BSC01 2260 Power Plant Technolooy 211501 00010883 WIike.Ricky L B303002260F 5462' 2478 0.047520423 

BSC01 2450 Humanities 210501 00010997 Wilson.Anita B302002450F 455.,. 2280 0.051465864 

BSC01 3100 Co,porate & Continuing Ed 310501 00010998 Wilson,Jurie May B121053100BSC00013291002R 33316 178 0.056644466 

BSC01 2500 Business Administration 211001 00012313 Wilson.Shirley Jean 8302002500F 378" 1781 0.04956666 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

TO: 

FROM: 

Senator Ray Holmberg, Chair ~ 
North Dakota State Senate Approp~· ti s Committee 

. ,~_j. 
William Goetz, ChancelloiJ;JA-'.,,. 

DATE: February 4, 2009 Memo #E-09-04 

RE: Requests for Information from the Senate Appropriations Committee 

In an e-mail to me dated January 29, 2009, you and/or committee members asked for 
additional information. Below you will find the question along with a response. 

1. Information on why students do not graduate in the normal program length (Bowman) 

Response: There could be several reasons why students do not graduate, including (see 
Attachment A): 

• Accountobility Measures EE7 - Levels of Satisfaction and Reasons for Non-Completion 
• Accountability Measures EEl - Student Graduation and Retention Rates 
• Lack of success related to the student financial need to work, especially work full time 
• The single best predictor of success in college is academic preparation for college as 

indicated by the research referenced below. 

http://www.ndus.nodak.edu/uploads/document-library/695/SA-COURSES-COUNT
PREPARING-STUDENTS-FOR-POSTSECONDARY-SUCCESS--ACT.PDF -

• Increase postsecondary readiness by requiring that all students take specific college 
preparatory course sequences in English, mathematics, science, and foreign language. 

• Improve the rigor of high school coursework with a greater focus on in-depth content 
coverage and considerably greater secondary-to postsecondary curriculum alignment. 

The national expert in this area is Clifford Adelman. His most recent study is: 

http://www.ed.gov/rschstat/research/pubs/toolboxrevisit/toolbox.pdf (The summary of 
that report - pages 108 and 109 - has been cut .and pasted into this document) 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960, Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu. Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System Is governed by the Stale Board of Higher Education and Includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University• Lake Region State College• Mayville State University• 
Minot State University• Minot State Unlversity-Bottin8au Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota• Valley City State University• WIiiiston State College. 
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First, there was a story about curriculum, the content of schooling, that was compelling in its 
secondary school dimensions in the original Tool Box, and is even more compelling now on 
both secondary and postsecondary stages. What you study, how much of it, how deeply, and 
how intensely has a great deal to do with degree completion. All of this is common sense, 
but requires equitable execution with emphasis on primary tools, which in this story means 
that: 

• Secondary schools must provide maximum opportunity-to-learn, by which we mean not 
merely course titles, but course substance. If we seek better preparation for any kind of 
postsecondary education-occupational, professional or traditional arts and sciences
we have to ratchet up the challenge of content. 

• Postsecondary institutions have got to be active players and reinforcers at the secondary 
school level-particularly in partnership with schools that are not providing or inspiring 
students-with opportunity to learn at those ratcheted-up levels of content. Pep talks, 
family visits, recruitment tours, and guidance in filling out application and financial aid 
forms are not enough. 

• Indeed, the first year of postsecondary education has to begin in high school, if not by AP 
then by the growing dual enrollment movement or other, more structured current efforts 
(for examples, see Hughes, Karp, Fermin and Bailey 2005}. If all traditional-age students 
entered college or community college with a minimum of 6 credits of "real stuff," not 
fluff, their adaptation in the critical first year will not be short-circuited by either poor 
placement or credit overload. 

Second, this curriculum story, joined by nuances of attendance patterns that turn out to 
have significant leverage, continues into higher education. These features of the saga of 
degree completion are rarely attended to, and all provide tools to enhance completion rates. 

• It's not merely getting beyond Algebra 2 in high school any more: The world demands 
advanced quantitative literacy, and no matter what a student's postsecondary field of 
study-from occupationally-oriented programs through traditional liberal arts- more 
than a ceremonial visit to college-level mathematics is called for. 

• Academic advisers and counselors have to target every first-time student for at least 20 
additive credits by the end of the first calendar year of enrollment. We saw the same 
consequences in the original Tool Box, though now we understand better that the 
chances of making up for anything less than 20 credits diminish rapidly in the second 
year. Community colleges have some special challenges here, given increasing rotes of 
transfer among traditional-age students. With 6 credits of dual-enrollment course work, 
even part-time students can reach 20 credits in the first calendar year, and community 
colleges enroll the bulk of traditional-age part-time students. 

• Excessive no-penalty withdrawals and no-credit repeats appear to do irreparable 
damage to the chances of completing degrees. This phenomenon was also obseNed in 
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the original Tool Box. Twice advised, institutions might think very seriously about 
tightening up, with bonuses of increased access and lower time to-degree. 

• More than incidental use of summer terms has proven to be a degree-completion lever 
with convincing fulcrum. It's part of the calendar-year frame in which students are 
increasingly participating. Four-year and community colleges can entice students into 
fuller use of summer terms with creative scheduling. 

Third, in contrast to their treatment in the mass of literature on academic progress, students 
are explicit, rather than implicit, in The Toolbox Revisited. They are respected adults playing 
large roles in their own destinies. What we call "variables" are nat bloodless abstractions: 
they are signs of what students do; and our messages are about where and when the green 
lights and caution lights will flash along the paths toward degrees. While we trust that 
school and college actions will not leave them behind, they have equal responsibilities 

2. Information on MHEC/Lumina Foundation report regarding why students do not attend 
certain institutions (Seymour) 

Response: Reports have been made available through Brady Larson, Legislative Council 

3. Cash flow information on UNO parking ramp, initial projections and current situation, f\,,'i',~ 

changes in parking fees v,1 · 

Response: Already provided to committee by Legislative Council 

4. List of STEM programs including information on Department of Defense SMART program 

Response: The Department of Defense SMART program has a requirement for post-degree 
service in OoD laboratories and agencies. All of the academic disciplines in the SMART 
program, when they exist in the state, are eligible for the state technology loan forgiveness 
program. The state technology loan forgiveness program has a broader "technology" focus 
than the federal "Science, Mathematics & Research for Transformation" program and 
includes several academic disciplines, such as manufacturing engineering, which are related 
to state new economy clusters which are not part of the SMART program. 

See Attachment B j 

S. Information on teacher shortage loan forgiveness program (Christmann) ✓ 

Response: For more information on the Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness program go to 
the following URL http:ljwww .ndus.nodak.edu/students/financial-aid/d etails.asp ?id-430 
or see Attachment C (includes a copy of a letter from Dr. Sanstead on teacher shortage 
areas) 
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6. Concern with STEM - should be focused more on producing teacher (Grindberg) 

Response: The 09-11 NDUS budget request included $4 million to be allocated on a 
competitive basis to address the following goals: 
1. Increase student participation and graduation in STEM programs, at both the 

undergraduate and graduate levels. 

2. Enhance student preparation. 
3. Deliver programs closely linked to ND's economic and workforce needs. 
4. Enhance current programs or services to meet changing needs or requirements. 

5. Create enhanced real world learning opportunities and employment opportunities. 

6. Stimulate added public/private partnerships to leverage resources and/or create 
business spin-off opportunities. 

7. Encourage and support collaboration among and between K-12 and post-secondary 
education. 

8. Enhance research and development in alignment with state needs. 

Several programs were considered, with the SBHE approving the following proposals for 
specific inclusion in the SBHE's budget request, none of which are funded in the executive 
recommendation: 

Primary Institution Requested Amount Brief Description 
BSC $249,000 Raise interest and awareness in STEM 

careers by targeting students in grades 4-6 
and sophomores and juniors in high school 

DSU $646,600 This partnership would align P-16 science 
and math for a comprehensive curriculum; 
and, strengthen teacher's content 
knowledge through STEM curriculum 
enhancements 

MiSU $400,400 Provide students with stronger technology-
based real-world STEM foundation, 
including outreach to K-12 

NDSCS $386,300 Create two fabrication labs, one on campus 
and one mobile to further incorporate STEM 
into programs and workforce training 

NDSU $500,000 Funds to update teaching and research 
laboratory infrastructure 

UND $1,115,800 Create a large classroom to support new 
pedagogical paradigm for better prepared 
STEM disciplines; and, renovation of STEM 
teaching labs 

vcsu $490,200 Create STEM certificates as part of the 
teacher education curriculum 

Attachment D provides more detailed information on each proposal. 
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7. Concern regarding how to direct financial aid to specific programs that the state needs 
(Christmann) 

Response: There are two current programs that attempt to encourage students to pursue 
degrees in certain programs. These are the Technology Occupations Loan Forgiveness 
Program and the Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness Program. Both of them are based on 
loan reductions after graduation, and once employed in the state. Other loan forgiveness 
programs could be considered for other particular job fields. Another option would be to 
create scholarship programs which provide the up-front incentive to encourage students to 
pursue degrees in certain programs or fields of study. However, with scholarship programs 
there is not generally a requirement they remain in the state after graduation, although the 
odds increase greatly they will stay in the state after graduation if they complete their 
degree work in ND. A combination of scholarships and loan forgiveness may also provide 
the needed one-two punch to attract students to certain fields. 

Lastly, the current needs-based financial aid program funding cannot be targeted at specific 
programs, without jeopardizing the program's federal funding. Thus, a new needs-based 
program would have to be initiated, but it would need to be carefully considered how all 
needs-based programs would be coordinated, and not put at risk other financial aid. 

Additional counseling to assist students with academic and career planning, at all levels of 
education, would also help greatly. However, in the end, students entering the pipeline this 
year are preparing themselves for jobs two, four, six or eight plus years from now. The high 
demand jobs and field areas change significantly over that time period. 

8. Concern with Bismarck Higher Ed Center proposal - would like to see business plan, 
feasibility study, etc. (Grindberg) 

Response: See Attachment E 
v 

9. Faculty Survey follow-up 

Response: Already provided to the committee 

10. Information regarding the number of NDUS students on-line vs. on-campus (Grindberg) 
Virtual university legislation in separate bill. 

Response: The information is in Tables 9 and 9A of the Fall 2008 enrollment report -See 
Attachment F 

The categories Online and On-campus do not encompass all NOUS degree credit 
enrollments. (Official institution enrollment reports to the U.S. Department of Education 
Integrated Postsecondary Data System (IPEDS) and official system enrollment reporting are 
based on degree credit enrollments.) As indicated in Tables 9 and 9A, other enrollment 
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categories include classifications such as correspondence and face to face off campus which 
are outside of the Online and On-campus categories. 

Regional accreditation requires distance education courses to be comparable in quality with 
courses delivered by face to face instruction. 

The NOUS uses delivery method classifications required by the U.S. Department of 
Education Distance Education Demonstration Project. The delivery method classification 
requires the majority of the course, but not the entire course, to be delivered by that 
classification. Under the Demonstration Project the NOUS system was one of 10 pilot 

· projects authorized to award full financial aid packages to students enrolled only in distance 
education courses. 

As shown in Table 9A, in the Fall of 2008 there were 8,952 headcount enrollments in 
primarily asynchronous (that is, not time specific) Internet courses and 410 headcount 
enrollments in primarily synchronous (time specific) Internet courses in the NOUS. Some of 
these headcount enrollments may be duplicated between synchronous and asynchronous 
delivery methods and between institutions. The final column in Table 9A provides campus 
unduplicated headcount enrollments across all elearning delivery methods. (Note that 
el earning includes not just Internet delivered courses but 2-way video (IVN/ETV) and 
courses offered by a combination of delivery methods ("COMBO" in Table 9A) on many 
institutions.) 

Table 9 provides information on headcount enrollment by all delivery methods with 
enrollments summarized by major distance education categories. Note that the duplicated 
total of distance education and on campus enrollments is 51,076 (15,983 + 35,093) and that 
the unduplicated total is 43,434, indicating that 7,642 students (51,983 - 43,434) are 
enrolled in both distance education and on-campus courses from the same campus. 

In conclusion, the NDUS classifies instructional delivery methods by categories defined by 
the U. S. Department of Education. Although the term "Online" is commonly used to 
describe a course delivery type, it is not part of the formal classification system and would 
require further definition. Formal NOUS enrollment reporting summarizes enrollment by 
delivery method and provides details on face to face on campus, face to face off campus 
and elearning enrollment categories which approximate the online and on-campus 
enrollment information requested. 7,642 of the 15,983 distance education students in the 
system are also enrolled in on-campus courses. Access to Internet based courses is 
probably very important in helping on-campus students to complete degree programs. 
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11. Would like information on where budgets would be cut for each agency in case of an 

economic downturn (Grindberg) 

Response: Determination of budget cuts would be determined by the content of the 
directive. Implications of a budget cut would likely focus upon each individual campus. 
Project spending prioritie~~aqemic programs and in turn personnel all would be subject, 
as it is in these areas, tha!(he dollars exist. 

12. Would like NOUS balance sheet (Krauter) 

Response: See Attachment G 

13. Comment regarding deferred maintenance and economic stimulus (Mathern) 

Response: The funding and provisions of the Federal Economic Stimulus Package have not 
been finalized, as it is working its way through Congress, although both the House and 
Senate versions appear to include funding for higher education capital improvements. Early 
drafts of this legislation suggest the Section 9302 funding could be used for deferred 
maintenance-like items including: 
• Repairing, replacing or installing roofs 

• Repairing, replacing or installing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, etc. 

• Compliance with fire, health and safety codes 

• Modifications to comply with ADA requirements 

• Asbestos abatement 

• Upgrading or installing educational technology 

• Modernization, renovation or repair of science and engineering labs 

• Renewable energy generation and heating systems 

14. Concern with the $4 million board pool for security (Sub-Committee) 

Response: The original SBHE request of $20.642 million in one-time funding for campus 
security and preparedness was allocated to each campus. The $4 million in the executive 
budget was pooled in the System Office budget, for allocation by the SBHE to the campuses. 
This funding would be used to assist with updating facilities with safety upgrades, including: 
keyless card entry, fire alarms, public announcement systems, cameras, building alarms, 
improved lighting, phone system upgrades to include a phone in each room, emergency 
power upgrades, etc. Each campus budget request shows in more detail the proposed use 

of the funds. 

The request and recommendation also includes $1.334,865 in base funding, which is 
allocated to the eleven campuses for: 
• Added campus-based security personnel 
• Annual fee for student cost of emergency notification system 
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• 6 new positions shared among (11) campuses to assist with emergency preparedness 

planning and response 

15. Concern with out of state students (Kilzer) 

Response: See Attachment H 

16. Information on a better model for measuring student debt (Sub-Committee) 

Response: Currently, the most readily available information on student loan debt of ND 
students is through our two largest student loan guarantors-the Bank of ND-SLND and 
EAC. These two lenders guarantee over 90% of all student loan volume for NDUS students. 
The attached chart shows the average loan indebtedness, by institutional type. In addition, 
NDUS institutions are reporting for 2007-08 that their students borrowed in excess of $49 
million in non-federally insured (alternative loans) student loans. These figures may not be 
complete since they are self-reported by the students, and also, do not include other debt 
incurred through other loan mechanisms and providers, credit card debt and other forms of 

debt. See Attachment I. 

A better model is needed for capturing total student debt, along with information on 
parental and student saving practices, student work, delayed time-to-degree reasons, and 
other factors influencing student debt loads. It would be important that the collection of 
information be mandatory in order to adequately monitor and interpret the data over time, 
and also to have comparable information from other states and institutions. We are not 
aware of a national effort to create such a model at the present time. 

17. Concern with debt load of institutions (Sub-Committee) \\ \ 

Response: The Chancellor and SBHE are concerned with campus debt loads as well. Each 
year the NDUS Office prepares and presents to the SBHE a report on each campus' financial 
condition. This report points to some areas of concern. Based on this information, the 
Chancellor made the following recommendation to the SBHE in June 2008 as it considered 
capital projects for inclusion in the 2009-11 budget request: "In section 2 of the attached 
document, I am recommending the inclusion in the budget request of several worthy non
state funded capital projects. If legislatively authorized, these projects would still require 
additional analysis and Board authorization before proceeding with the project. Those 
involving the issuance of debt will require careful review on a case-by-case basis." A review 
and determination following the legislative session, and closer to the actual debt period and 
construction period would offer the use of more current financial and enrollment 
information, better financing cost information, more current bond agency rating 
information and better construction cost estimates. All of these factors would need to be 

considered in the final analysis. 
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18. Incentives for improving completion rates rather than incentivizing high enrollment 
numbers (Sub-Committee) 

Response: The NOUS will be developing a new funding model consistent with the directive 
from the interim higher education committee. One of the components ofthat model is 
"incentive funding". This one-time funding would be used as an after-the-fact reward for 
"contributing to the accomplishment of state priorities". Completion rates could be 
rewarded through this mechanism. 

The legislature funds a doctoral degree completion incentive program with the funding 
going directly to the doctoral institutions. UNO and NDSU use the funds in very different 
ways. With the different missions and degree types at diverse system institutions, a 
legislatively funded undergraduate degree completion program could work the same way. 
A variation of this theme would be to provide counseling resources for each campus to 
serve students identified as both at risk and open to intervention by the Retention 
Management Survey. 

It is important to keep in mind that there are various valid reasons why students do not 
complete a degree, which are well beyond the control of the institution. However, 
campuses do incur a real cost for educating these students, just as they do for those who 
complete a degree. Some reasons why students may not complete a degree: 1.) they did 
not intend to complete a degree when they enrolled, but only wanted to take some 
courses; 2.) they must stop out or drop out due to their inability to cover the cost; 3.) they 
are unable to meet academic requirements, due to lack of adequate preparation or 
attempt. 

The 2008 annual fiscal accountability report on student satisfaction and reasons for non
completion lists the top ten reasons why student do not return. They are: 
• Decided to attend a different college 

• Wanted to move (or was transferred) to a new location 

• Health-related problem (family or self) 

• Desired major was not offered by this college 

• Experienced emotional problems 

• Family responsibilities were too great 

• Dissatisfied with my grades 

• Wanted to live near parents or loved ones 

• Conflict between demands of college and job 

• Wanted a break from my college studies 

The following initiatives would also support higher degree completion rates: 
Comprehensive Career Planning - eligibility to work in a desired occupation would 
encourage completion 
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P-20 Council - Academic preparation is the best predictor of college success. A P-20 
Council would better define academic preparation for college and work. 

19. NOUS Office Salary Increases Since 2007 (Sub-Committee) 

Response: Already provided to the Legislative Council 

20. Information regarding salaries paid to university presidents and spouses from foundations 

Response: SBHE Policy 705.1 requires that all contributions to an institution president's 
compensation by an affiliated foundation must be disclosed in an agreement between the 
institution and the foundation and in an employment contract approved by the SBHE. NDUS 
institution president contracts reveal that one president receives compensation from an 
affiliated foundation. NDSU President Chapman receives $75,000 annually in the form of 
deferred compensation from the NDSU foundation. All of the other NDUS institutions 
confirmed that their presidents are not paid any compensation by affiliated foundations. 

A survey of NDUS institutions revealed that the spouse of one president receives 
compensation paid by a foundation. The wife of NDSU President Chapman is paid an annual 
salary of $50,000 by the NDSU foundation. All of the other NDUS institutions confirmed that 
spouses of presidents at those institutions are not paid any compensation by affiliated 
foundations . 

21. Financial aid, grants. Interface with changes in Pell Grants proposed in federal stimulus 
package 

Response: There are too many unknowns in the level of funding and requirements 
associated with the federal stimulus package to anticipate its impact on student aid. In fact, 
it is unknown what impact the significant changes made recently in the FAFSA will have on 
student eligibility in 2009-10, even without changes in the federal stimulus package. 

22. NOUS IT building and implications of the federal stimulus package 

Response: The proposed Section 9302 funding outlined in response (13.) cannot be used for 
new construction, only for repair or renovation. Other components of the stimulus package 
include funding for science and technology research, state fiscal stabilization funding, 
student aid, teacher quality, etc. Whether or not any of these funds can be accessed and 
used for construction projects is unknown at this point in time. 

23. EPSCoR and NASA EPSCoR 

Response: The basis for requesting the additional $2.SM to the ND EPSCoR budget: 
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• In September of 2008, NSF announced that North Dakota and some other states will 
have the opportunity to apply for supplements of $1M/yr for four years beginning in 

2009. This requires a $SOOK/yr match. Thus, for the 09-10 biennium, ND EPSCoR needs 

$1M to compete for the supplement of $2M over that period. This would need to be 
continued for 2010 and 2012. This additional funding would enhance opportunities for 
emergent research groups and will better position ND to remain competitive for 
renewal proposals. 

• Also in September of 2008, NSF offered a new program that ND EPSCoR wishes to 
compete for: 'Cyberinfrastructure Programs in Research and Education' that would 
support interstate collaborative research and education team based projects. This NSF 
grant requires a $1M state match to obtain $4M over the 2009-2010 period. This 
program will extend through 2011 requiring $SOOK to obtain $2M from NSF for that 
year. The additional funding would increase access to critical equipment, including high 
performance computers, to researchers and students. 

• The $BOOK recommended by the Governor would be used to cover the increased 
opportunities for ND EPSCoR to compete for expanded EPSCoR programs at the 
Department of Energy, Department of Defense, Environmental Protection Agency and 
the National Institutes of Health. 

24. Review of the Medical School Advisory Committees suggestions for enhancements 
including the Bismarck Family Practice Center - future visit by sub-committee to current 
location 

Response: The following items were Included in the UND SOMHS budget request, but not 
all were funded in the Executive Budget. 

Program 09·11 Request 09-11 Exec. Rec. Brief Description 
Stabilize operations of the $1,275,000 base $1,275,000 base Eliminate debt; cover 
Bismarck and Minot Centers ongoing costs of 
for Family Medicine (CFM) providing indigent care; 

discontinue $1 million 
cash infusion from 
SOM HS budget 

Implement Electronic $225,000 base/one- $225,000 one-time Link CFM's and hospitals 
Medical Records System for time for training purposes-
CFM training two year capital lease 

and related staff and 
training costs 

Create RuralMed Program $600,000 base $600,000 base Encourage eight medical 
students per year into 
family medicine by 
deferring the entire cost 
of their education in 
exchange for practicing 
in designated rural area 
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Program 09-11 Request 09-11 Exec. Rec. Brief Description 

for five yea rs 

Develop and implement $707,850 base $0 Additional staffing and 

comprehensive health care related costs to develop 

delivery plan and implement a 
comprehensive health 
care workforce 
assessment 

Implement new master's in $1,133,600 base $0 Offered to medical, 

public health degree allied health and other 
public health 
professionals 

Enhanced prevention training $1,0, 74,450 base $0 Due to an aging ND 

and focus on geriatrics population expanded 
training in prevention 
and geriatric education 
is needed 

Retire Minot CFM bond debt $4,000,000 one time $0 Retire 2003 debt, free 
up $500,000 per 
biennium to assist with 
CFM cash flow 

If the subcommittee designates a specific date and time, representatives of the Medical 
Advisory Committee and the UNO SOMHS would be happy to be present to answer 

questions and also arrange a tour of the Bismarck Center. 

25. Long term plan for needs based grant funding and other incentives directed to students . 

Response: A combined strategy defined by the SBHE is as follows: 

• Increase needs-based financial aid (included in SBHE budget request) 

• Limit tuition rate increases (included in SBHE budget request) 

• Tuition and fee study underway to examine other opportunities to address student 

affordability and student recruitment 

• Long-term finance plan adopted in 2001 provides for targeted state/student funding 

shares as outlined below. The SBHE has been consistently been applying these targets 

in the development of its funding source, with the exception of the 09-11 budget 

request, where a greater portion of the cost would be shifted to the state. 

·. Target. Actual 

Campus State Share Student Share State Share · Student Share 

UND, NDSU 60% 40% 40-38% 60- 62% 

MiSU 65% 35% 53% 47% 

DSU, MaSU, VCSU 70% 30% 68-49% 32 • 51% 

Two-Year Campuses 75% 25% 69-49% 31- 51% 
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26. Concern with LRSC wind turbine capital project (Christmann) 

Response: If you wish to schedule a specific date and time, arrangements could be made so 
the appropriate individuals from Lake Region are in Bismarck to address your concerns. The 
NOUS Office can also provide greater insight into the financing of the project and the role it 

will play in technician training. 

Please feel free to contact me at 328-2963 if you have other questions or need additional 

information. 

c:\tarry\1100\09sas\questlons from the ,5enate sub-committee 2-2-09.docx 
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1 . Executive Summary 

A proposal to designate some parking spaces on campus as "Preferred Spaces" sold at a 
higher rate but with a guarantee of a spot resulted in considerable discussion about parking 
allocation at the University of North Dakota. In an effort to give all groups on campus an 
opportunity to voice their concerns about parking, Vice President for Finance and Operations 
Bob Gallager created a Parking Task Force in the spring of 2008. The Task Force was chaired 
by Dr. Douglas Munksi with administrative support provided by the UNO Parking Office. 

The Parking Task Force, after consideration of many alternative models, has concluded that the 
current zoning and permit system adequately meets the needs of the campus. Minor 
modifications were recommended with regard to visitor, guest, and temporary permits and for 
reduced price perimeter parking. The Task Force has also endorsed several recommendations 
for changes to Parking operational policies and procedures. 

While not a formal charge of the Task Force, the group found it necessary to review various 
financial models because fees are so closely tied to parking allocation. The Task Force 
concluded that parking fees at UNO are far below the level necessary to adequately fund the 
Parking System. To correct this, a plan to raise rates over three years is being recommended 
by the Task Force. 

Several meetings have been held with various user groups across campus to provide feedback 
to the Task Force. This feedback was utilized in refining the recommendations contained in this 
report . 

The following is a summary of the Task Force Recommendations outlined in Section 6. 

• Retain existing zoning model with a three year phase in fee increase. 

a FY 09 Rates - Valid December 2008 - August 2009 

• FIS $120, Stud. $70, Admin. $400, Ramp F/S $285, Ramp Stud. $175, 
Night $50, Perimeter $70 

a FY 1 O Rates - Valid August 2009 - August 2010 

• FIS $175, Stud. $115, Admin. $600, Ramp F/S $400, Ramp Stud. $300, 
Night $50, Perimeter $92 

a FY 11 Rates - Valid August 201 O -August 2011 

• F/S $225, Stud. $155, Admin. $600, Ramp F/S $400, Ramp Stud. $300, 
Night $50, Perimeter $124 

■ Review guest, visitor, and temporary parking such that guests are not charged. 

• Look into revenue options such as advertising in the parking and transit system. 

• The University allow for student parking permits to be placed on accounts receivable so 
payments can occur after financial aid has been received. 

• Faculty and Staff parking permits can be placed on payroll deduction so that the 
payments are extended over 24 pay periods and are pre-taxed. 
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• Ramp permit holders allowed to park in ramp 24{7 and in "S" or "A" lot depending on the 
type of permit. 

Introduction 

Parking and traffic management are challenges at colleges and uriiversities across the nation. 
Whether located in urban settings, or in small towns, the number of vehicles on a campus is 
generally much greater than the surrounding community. The University of North Dakota is no 
exception. Each day approximately 16,000 faculty, staff, students, and visitors visit the campus 
one or more times. The majority of these visits result in the need to park a vehicle on or near 
the UNO campus. 

In the Fall of 2007, UND's Vice President for Finance and Operations Robert Gallager created a 
task force charged with the task of reviewing the issue of parking on campus. Specifically, the 
task force was to review the issuance of permits, and the assignment of parking lots. This 
review process involved the study of many existing policies/procedures related to parking, as 
well as the financial business models under which UNO Parking is funded. The task force was 
asked to prepare recommendations regarding parking at UNO, which are summarized in this 
report. 

When the membership of the task force was determined, the objective was to have 
representation from all of the different areas of campus engaged in dialogue about parking. 
Due to the work of the task force spanning three different academic terms; there has been some 
turnover in members. The following list of individuals includes all persons that have participated 
on the task force in some capacity: 

Faculty/Staff: Douglas Munski, Chair, Diane Hadden, Janice Hoffarth, Jon Jackson, Loren 
Liepold, Eric Murphy, Dexter Perkins, Tom Petros, Harold Wilde, Sherry Zeman, and ex-officio 
members Ashley Hausmann, Tim Lee, and Jason Uhlir 

Students: Jordan Buhr, Seari Crawford, Michael Crenshaw, Samantha Curtis, Nathan Enderle, 
Adam Fincke, Tyrone Grandstrand, Dustin Kouba, Elizabeth Mauch, Michael Nowacki, and 
Nicole Wirth 

3. Background 

Likely since the first days of the University of North Dakota, there have been disagreements 
about where to park wagons and hitch horses. One of the known challenges with parking on a 
university campus is that what is good for one person is not necessarily good for another. 
Balancing these wants and needs in such a fashion as to meet the needs of the· majority has 
always been a guiding principle in parking management at UNO. Appendix A provides growth 
information regarding the University of North Dakota from 1883 .to present. 

When compared to other schools similar to UNO, UNO is in great shape with regard to the 
number of parking spaces available. Challenges typically are the result of competition for 
"close" or "choice" parking spaces. As the need for additional or "better" parking progressed at 
UNO, the solution over the years was typically to build an additional surface lot in the area of 
need as funding became available. 

In recent years, the University has grown to the point that parking solutions are not as simple as 
years past. The campus now spans from U.S. Highway 2 to Demers Avenue and from 
Interstate 29 to the residential areas near University Park. In 2004, a parking study was 
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• conducted for UNO by an outside consultant. It concluded that the campus should consider the 
construction of a parking structure (ramp) to address parking needs. 

The University administration decided to construct a parking ramp at the intersection of 
University Avenue and Columbia Road. Some of the reasons for the project included: The 
need for more parking near the academic core of campus, the need for more parking near the . 
Memorial Union, the desire to preserve green space, positive environmental characteristics of a 
ramp, and efficiency of operation. To fund the parking ramp project, UNO took out a bond 
because no other sources of funding were available to build the structure. The bond payments 
were to be made from parking revenues, with the parking ramp revenue being a significant 
portion. The bond requires that rates be established for each year that will cover the cost of 
operations and maintenance expenses and 110% of principal and interest on bonds given for 
that year. 

There were several problems associated with the construction of the parking ramp. Because of 
these problems, the facility opened later than expected. Several other dynamics such as 
increased fuel prices and decreased enrollment also created challenges for the parking ramp 
when it did open in the fall of 2007. 

Currently the parking ramp is functioning well with usage steadily increasing .. Revenues for the 
parking ramp are significantly below the revenues originally projected, however, which has a 
significant impact on the process of establishing parking rates at UNO. While a very effective 
parking solution for UNO, the parking ramp is also a major reason for the immediate financial 
problems with parking. 

4. Efforts in Problem Solving 

The parking task force has been working diligently since it was created in the Spring of 2008. 
Initially, Parking Office staff provided members with comprehensive information regarding the 
operation of parking at UNO. Once members had a good understanding of parking at UNO, the 
focus of the meetings turned to discussions about alternative parking· plans and various financial 
models. A sub-committee of the task force worked specifically on several different financial 
plans. Members ofthe task force met with several different campus groups including: Student 
Government, University Senate, Staff Senate, University Place, and the Association of 
Residence Halls. Additionally, several "Town Hall" style meetings were held to get campus 
feedback on preliminary task force findings. Appendix B provides information that was shared 
during the town hall meetings. · · 

5. Financials 

While financial recommendations were not the primary charge of the task force, funding is a 
significant factor that needed to be considered as the group conducted its business. There . 
were several parameters that the task force considered. These parameters included: Parking 
be self supporting, revenue needs to be at a level that assures UNO stay in good standing with 
regard to its bond requirements, funding needs to be available for major repairs and future 
projects. 

Several different parking/financial models were considered: 

• F acuity/Professional Model: This model shifted the higher parking permit rates to faculty 
and professional staff. The rationale for the model was that these employees could 
better afford higher parking permit costs, and generally had a greater need for proximate 
and flexible parking. In this model faculty and professional staff would pay the highest 
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rates, but would also have the best parking options. This model was not widely . 
supported by the task force because ii was felt that staff and students would be 
considered "second class citizens" with no choice for a "good" parking spot. 

• Percent of Income Model: This model considered parking permits rates that would be 
determined based on the salary of the employee. The model was not widely supported 
by the task force because the group felt that the cost of a parking space is not dynamic. 
For example, other things that employees are required to purchase are not based on 
their income. Further complicating the model is the fact that it would be impossible to 
apply to students. · 

• Retain Lot Zoning Model: This model kept parking as it currently operates with rates 
established to reach the financial needs of parking. Despite controversy about the need 
to increase parking rates significantly, this model has found the highest level of support 
from the task force. One option that may make this model more acceptable is the 
concept that reduced-cost "perimeter parking lots" be established.· This would provide · 
users of the parking system to pay a lower fee to park in a lot on the perimeter of the 
campus and use the transit system(s) to enter the interior of campus. 

• Multi-level (A, S, G) Model: This model established different zones that give parking 
system users a choice in the type of permit they choose to purchase. Faculty/Staff (A) 
and Student (S) permits wciuld be at a higher cost, but would have the greatest access 

· to close parking permits. Additionally "A"·and "S" permits would have the ability to 
access the parking ramp when spaces were available in their respective user group. 
Lower priced General (G) permits would be available. These permits would provide 
access to parking spaces further away from the core of campus and would not have . 
parking ramp functionality. This model has potential, but woul.d be more difficult to 
implement because of the re-zoning challenges that would exist. The model also makes 
it far more difficult to estimate revenues because there is no data to project permit sales. 

The current proforma being recommended by the Task Force is detailed in Appendix C. The 
model includes a three step fee increase from 2009 to 2011. For the purposes ofthis model, 
the rates are held constant from 2012 to 2014 and subsequent years have an inflationary 
increase. Actual parking rates for 2012 and beyond will need to be based on an annual review 
of system performance. 

6. Parking Task Force Recommendations 

• Retain existing zoning model with a three year phase in fee increase. 

o FY 09 Rates - Valid December 2008 - August 2009. 

• Faculty/Staff: $120 

• Students: $70 

• Administration: $400 

• Ramp Faculty/Staff: $285 

• Ramp Student: $175 

• Night Only: $50 
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• Perimeter Discount Lot: $70 

o FY 1 O Rates - Valid August 2009 - August 201 O 

• Faculty/Staff: $175 

• Students: $115 

• Administration: _$600 

• Ramp F acuity/Staff: $400 

• Ramp Student: $300 

• Night Only: $50 

• Perimeter Discount Lot: $92 

o FY 11 Rates - Valid August 2010.,. August 2011 

• Faculty/Staff: $225 

• Students: $155 

• Administration: $600 

• Ramp Faculty/Staff: $400 

• Ramp Student: $300 

• Night Only: $50 

• Perimeter Oiscount Lot: $124 

• Guest, visitor, and temporary parking be reviewed and redefined such that guests are 
not charged to park on campus. Further, the Parking Office will use discretion to find 
effective solutions on a case by case basis for those that only need to be on campus on 
a temporary basis. This could be through the issuance of temporary permits or 
designation of a special zone. 

• The Vice President of Finance and Operations look into revenue options such as 
advertising in the parking and transit system. 

• Half-time.Graduate Assistants continue to be eligible for "A". pem,its. 

• The University allow for student parking permits to be placed on accounts receivable so 
payments can occur after financial aid has been received. · 

• Faculty and Staff parking permits can be placed on payroll deduction so that the 
payments are extended over 24 pay periods and are pre-taxed. 

• Ramp permit holders allowed to park in ramp 24/7 and.in "S" or "A" lot depending on the 
type of permit. 
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• Better integration and cooperation between city area transit and UNO with perimeter lots. 
Perimeter lots would include one by EERC, REA, and Skalicky. The perimeter lot permit 
will also be valid in southern zone of the Airport lot. 

• UAPC in coordination with the Parking Office provide at least two updates p~r year to ·. 
University Senate, Staff Senate, and Student Government. · · 

• Increase members in UAPC to include different constituencies around campus and 
broaden the constitution to address issues that have been identified that the Task Force 
does not need to address. 

• Recommend administration to adopt practice of transparency and accountability in 
capital projects where user fees are mandated to cover the costs and ongoing 

. operations of the capital project. · 

7. Conclusion 

The recommendations outlined in this report will improve parking at the University of North 
Dakota. Support from administration and buy in from the campus community is essential for 
success in the UNO Parking System. The continuation of positive dialog about parking is a 
foundation for future success . 
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AppendixB 

Regional Institution Parking Rates 
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Campus Population Compared to Parking Spaces 
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• Appendix C 

Proiected 

,vaae._n.,u.,e:.,s._-..,B.,o"'n"d,....F.,u._n.,d,,s.,: _______ +------+------1-------+-------1-------1-~--- ---·· 
mlts and Decals: 

Residence Hall Students $127,190 $208,955 $281,635 $281,635 $281,635 $281,635 

Commuter Students $267,680 $439,760 $592,720 $592,720 .$592,720 $592,720 

Night Users $1,850 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 

~~-----------•-~LJ=•:cY'c:S:::laff=+----'$:::3::.81:,_,_::12::0+--'$"5=55:,,B:::OO::c1----'$"7-'-14::,,:::•o:::0+----'$"7-'-14:c,•:::oo::-. __ _:::$:_71::4::,,6::0::.0+-----'$"7-'-14:c,6:::-:00 
Adminlstratl-.e $12,000 $18,000 $18,000 $18,000 $18,000 $18,000 

II Collectlont • Pannlts and Decals $789,(WO $1,228,018 $1,809,455 $1,809,455 $1,809,455 $1,809,455 

tor Lot $41,200 $42,438 $43,709 $45,020 $46,371 · $47,762 

~ng MaterllLot Ranta ls $55,105 $58,758 $58,461 $80,215 . $62,021 $63,682 

clal Event Parking 
!heater Fritz and Athletic Ewnts $72,000 $74,160 $76,385 $78,876 $81,037: . $83,468 

anuae • Parking Ramp 

766 Space.Ramp $171,012 $205,140 $205,140 $205,140 $205,140 

• r AL Revenues • Bond Funds 

T«u(ut1«will1~11iffl@ilu, .. 

$1,129,157 $1,603,509 

fii . . Iii.- $1,993,149 

$205,140 

$1,998,608 $2,004,023 $2,009,706 

~ ' 
1erises - Bond Funds 

e1rlot 

Ing MetenrlLot Rentals 

:lal Event Parking 
:11oster Fritz and Athletic E..enta 

756 Space Ramp 

,total Ex-nses "Bond Funds 

lporatlng Income (NOi) 

Service 
102 (refd 93) Bond Payment 
188 Bond Pavment 
108 Bond Payment - Perking Garage 
Debt Ser.ice 

Flow Aft.er Debt Sf!Nce 

($41,200) 

($55,105) 

($72,000) 

($273,839) 

($442,144) 

$687,013 

($38,970) 
($39,590) 

($850,468) 
($929,028) 

($242,015) 

($42,438) · 

' 

($56,758) 

($74,160) 

($282,054) 

($455,408) 

$1,148,100 

($39,354 
($38,270 

($854,243) 
($931,867) 

$216,233 

($43,709) 

(S58.481) 

($76,385) 

($290,516) 

($469,071) 

$1,524,079 

·($40, 171) 
($41,890) 

($852,843) 
($934,904) 

$589,175 

($45,020) 

($60,215) 

($78,676) 

($299,2~1) ,. 

($483,143) 

$1,515,383 

($40,329) 
($40,245 

($851,443 
($932,017) 

$583,346 

($46,371) ($47.762) 

($62,021) 

($81,037) ($83,468) 

($308,208~,J---'("$3'-1"7,_454~), 

($497,637) 

$1,506,386 

($40,383) 
($38,582 

($855,003 
($933,968) 

($512,566) 

$1,497,140-

$0 
($41,92~) 

1$878,338) 
($920,258) 

$578,882 
-

e~:;;n1::;en:;;a:::nce=_,,and=R_,,epal=c:":._·..:E:::xc,laccUnc,oc:L:.:olc:•:.__ ___ -+---~IS..,6"9,cc52:c5")f-_~IS:._7~1.-'-61"1')l---~l$:._7c,3•cc75:c9")lf---"IS"75",:_97..,2,11 __ _,(:_$7..,B".2"'5-"1)01----1"$"-6D".5'-'9=9)I 

• 

Improvements 

instruction Projects.. $0 ($250,000) ($250,000) _($250,000) ($250,000) •· ($250,QOO) 

-=am=ent=-000pe=rat=l'-'ng,._C-'-os=ts'---------I-.. --·--- _________ fS~a_s._10_0-") --~1_s1~-·~~-?!J--~l$_1_02~._oo_o-") ($142,B_~?) ~ ($178,S00) 

Inn Fund Balance In Bond Fund $293,45B $152,381 $346,397 sso1.n1 $603,139 $670,922 

nuo end Expenses for Operating/Enforcement ere not included In Total Ro..enues/Exponses for Bond Funds and the Ending Fund Balance in Bond Fund 



• m•ltll,,,,,,." •• ¾"~~ii\lli.''ig'.lllllli "'~"'"~• "". -r - ..IL•_,,..,,,..,. , .••. , . ,.·, ; 

.l'<.Jmij1B~ .~nA~t11. '.."': ,;. :-.._,. ,_ • _·,_}}jft:i;.,,,,- i ,, ' I I i I 
1--··-· --~-~-

_____ L 

Penni! Fee FY 09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 1 

Residence Hall Students $70 $115 $155 $155 $155 $15! . 
Commuter Students $70 $115 $155 $155 $155 $15! 

Night User $37 $50 $50 $50 $50 $50 

Faculty/Staff $120 $175 $225 $225 $225 $22! 

Administratiw $400 $600 $600 $600 $600 $60( 

Number of Decals/ Pennits • Projected FY09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 1 

Residence Hall Students 1,817 ' 1,817 1,817 1,817 1,817 1,81: 

Commuter Students 3,824 3,824 3,824 3,824 3,824 3,82• 

Night User 50 50 50 50 50 50 

Faculty/Staff 3,176 3,176 3,176 3,176 3,176 3,171 

Administraliw 30 30 30 30 30 30 

Total Number of Decals/ Pennlts 8,897 8,897 8,897 8,897 8,897 8,891 

-

ctions for Pennits FY 09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13· FY 1• 

Residence Hall Students 127,190 208,955 281,635 281,635 281,635 281,6, 

Commuter Students 267,680 439,760 592,720 592,720. 592,720 592,7~ 

Night User 1,850 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 

Faculty/Staff 381,120 555,800 714,600 714,600 · 714,600 714,60 

Administratiw 12,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,00 

Total 789,840 1,225,015 1,609,455 1,609,455 1,609,455 1,609,4 

• 
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• ~ffip11?trrffiiffiii~"it:l'tf'~~~&rm~;;;;J;~ . " . . 

' I ! I I ' ' 
~~-P Permit Foo I 

FY 09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 I FY 14 

audent Rome $175 $300 . $300 $300 $300 I $300 

~~cu!!ylStaff Ramp $265 $400 $400 $400 $400 I $400 

I 
l'l ■ xlmum Sn■oes FY09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 

itudent Romp # 158 . 158 158 158 158 158 

·acuity/Staff Ramp # 158 158 158 158 158 158. 

bl&TNumber of Spaces Awlla~e - 316 316 318 316 316. 316 

_ .. ~~~~~s spaces In Lewis j.!.~ .. !':~~--~~~-ps 1,2 .. """""" 
I 

•~~o.•~·tauo Sold FY09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 

•~u~ent __ ~_~p ___ , ,, -1-------90% 90% 90% 90% 60% 90% . 
... ·-·· . 

!.~'::l.~~llStaff Rome 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 
I 

' 
lu!!'.lber of Docalo/ Pormlts ~ Pr~J•otod FY09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12. FY 13 FY.14 

-t~ent Ramp 142 142 142 142 142 142 ·-
_!)CUiiy/Staff Rome: 142 142 142 142 142 142 

otal Number of Doo■la/ Ponnlta 284 284 284 284 284 284 

olloctlona for Ramp Po rm Its (Add) FY09 FY 10 FY 11 FY .12 FY 13 FY 14 

tudentRamp 24,885 42,680 42.880 42,680 42,880 42,860 

acutty/Staff Ramp 40,527 58,880 ...... 158,880 56,880 58,880 ... , . ·85,412 89,840 88,840 99,540 99,540. 99,540 

ourfy Rate FY.09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 

ormal Academic Year - Dally $7 S7 $7 $7 $7 $7 

• onnal Academic Year - E\eOlng $7 $7 S7 $7 
. S7 $7 

prtng/Wlnter Break $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 

ummer $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 $7 

. 

l:!:~'!Y Spaoea FY 06 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 

D1Tnal Academic Year - Dally 163 183 163. 163 163 163 

onnal Academic Year - E\erltng 163 163 183 183 183 163 

~f'!g/Wlnter Break 163 163 163 183 163 183 -
~mmer 163 183 183 183 183 163 .. 

. 

-
~-~!Y • # of Day■ FY09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 -
:mnal Academic Year - Dally 187 167 187 187 187 167 

,nnal Academic Year - Ewnlng 187 187 187 187 187 187 

lrtng/Wlnter Break 24 24 24 24 24 24 

,mme, 89 89 89 89 89 89 

)Uri)'. I.Jaap• FY09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 

>rmal Academic Year - Dally .40 .. 40 .. 40% 40 .. 40% 40 .. 

,rmal Academic Year - Ewnlnn 5,. 5 .. 5,i. 5% 5% 5 .. 
. 

~ntorBreak 15,. 15,. 15,. 15,. 15% 15,. 

1mm•r 20,. 20% 20% 20 .. 20% 20% 

,urlv Total ' 
FY 09 FY 10 FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 

1m1al Academic Year - Oallv $76,219 $76,219 · $76,219 $76,219 $76,219 $76,219 

innal Academic Year - Ewonlng $9,527 $9,527 $9,527 $9,527 $9,527 $9,527 . 

~nterBreak ·1 $4,108 $4,108 $4,108 $4,108 . $4,108 . $4,108 

,mmo, 

I 
$15,746 $15,748 $15,746 $15,746 $15,746 $15,746 

,tal $101,600 $101,800 $1015,600 $101,800 $1015,600 $105,800 

,ta I Collootlona FY 06 FY 10 · FY 11 FY 12· FY 13 FY 14 

i!!!P )'ennlta .. $6~~12 $99,540 . $98,540 $99,540 $99,540 $99,540. 

~-Y- __ S.!Q~i.600 $105,600 S1-06,BOO $105,800 $105,600 $105,600 

Total Prol•ot.ed Coll_;~'i·;~-; $171 012 $208.140 $201140 $208 140 $208 140 $208.140 
. .. 
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University of North Dakota Parking System 

Response to questions from Legislative Council and Senate Approprations February 2009 

VENUES: 
rmits and Decals: 

Full Time Student - Resident 
Full Time Student - Commuter 

Part Time Student 
Night Users 

Faculty/Staff 
tal Permits and Decals 
·king Ramp 
·king Meters 
itorlot 
mts 
:al Annual Revenues 
Jr Period Revenue Pledged to Bonds 

:i/:;~.:tf{~i~i:;i4,ii;J:~iY~-: -~",;;;= _~·:in~ -
\. · i ·• Projections per thee r ' 

!:;~i~.t !t~;,tl~i~i;~~t~~:: 
'.'Profc,rma'Jl!nUary20()6 .<· 

FY 2009 I FY 2010 
. 

$ 215,381 $ 237,661 

$ 293,309 $ 323,652 
$ 90,257 $ 103,085 

$ 166,515 $ 181,208 
$ 765,462 $ 845,606 
$ 689,637 $ 710,326 

$ 34,967 $ 36,016 
$ 194,898 $ 200,745 
$ 1,684,964 $ 1,792,693 

$ 127,190 $ 208,955 
$ 267,680 $ 439,760 

$ 1,850 $ 2,500 
$ 393,120 $ 573,800 
$ 789,840 $ 1,225,015 
$ 171,012 $ 205,140 
$ 55,105 $ 56,758 
$ 41,200 $ 42,436 
$ 72,000 $ 74,160 
$ 1,129,157 · $ 1,603,509 
$ 311,540 

• 

:al Re.venues 

'ENSES: 
~rations/Maintenance 

$ 1,684,964 $ 1,792,693 $ 1,440,697 · $ 1,603,509 

: Operating Income 

it Service (all Parking Bon_d Issues) 

h Flow After Debt Service 

$ (774,900) $ (798,147) 
$ 910,064 $ 994,546 

$ (906,341) $ {929,347) 

$ 3,723 $ 65,199 

$ (511,669) $ (562,719) 
$ 929,028 $ 1,040,790 

$ (929,028) $ (931,867) 

$ - $ 108,923 

irmlt holders may park In the parking ramp and are not charged for event parking. 

Icing Ramp Fees: 

f/Faculty/Student Reserved 
,nson Hall Student Reserved. 
Hourly Spaces capped at $12/day 

! FY 2006 

$ 350 
$ 300 

Spaces free to surface lot permit holders 
Jlty/Staff Permit $ 42 

so lent Permit $ 

ual Debt Service on 2006 Bonds (Parking Romp): 
2009 $ 850,468 
2010 $ 854,243 
2011 $ 852,843 

! FY 2009 
$ 285 
$ 175 

Hourly rate $1.50 capped at $7 /day 
300 spaces for permit holders 
$ 120 
$ 70 

• 
• 

• 
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Student Graduation andl Retention Rates t 
Measure EE1 
(Legis. 1.f.) Are NDUS students completing their degrees? 

Student graduation 
and retention rates 

Based on NOUS adjusted graduation rates from all institutions, 36.4 percent of NOUS 
two-year college students completed degrees within three years, and 55.5 percent of 
four-year university students completed degrees within six years. 

About This Measure 
Each year, NDUS colleges and 
universities are required to repo'rt 
graduation rates to the National 
Center for Education Statistics 
using the Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) 
Graduation Rate Survey (GRS). 

Data for the 2008 GRS was 
generated by establishment of a 
cohort (group of all first-time, full
time students) at each institution. 
Two-year college cohorts entered 
college in Fall 2004 and were 
tracked for three years; four-year 
university cohorts entered college 
in Fall 2001 and were tracked for 
six years. 

Once a cohort has been established, 
only a few exceptions, such as 
military service, an official church 
mission, Peace Corps service or 
death, can result in removal of a 
student from the original cohort. 
The survey does not take into 
account students who transfer, then 
graduate from other institutions; 
these students are counted as non
completers in GRS. 

In 2008, NDUS two-year colleges 
reported to IPEDS a 35.1 percent 
completion rate, and four-year 
universities reported a 41.2 percent 
rate. This compares to a 2008 
national two-year college rate 

December 2008 

of 30.9 percent and a four-year 
university rate of 56 percent. Using 
the IPEDS cohort and including 
those in the cohort who graduated 
from other campuses, the cohort 
graduation rate increases to 
36.4 percent for two-year college 
students and 55.5 percent for 
four-year university students. 
In addition to the number of 
those who graduated, 78 are still 
enrolled at two-year colleges and 
172 are still enrolled at four-year 
nniversities. 

NOUS institutions also track the 
rate at which full-time freshmen 
return to college the following 

year. NDUS two-year colleges 
report a 67.3 percent average rate 
of freshmen who entered college 
in Fall 2006 and re-enrolled in Fall 
2007, and the four-year universities 
reported a 74.7 average percent 
rate. This compares to a 51.8 
percent national public two-year 
college retention rate and a 76.5 
percent four-year public institution 
retention rate for 2007. 

It should be noted, as reported in 
Measure EE8 on Page 21, not all 
students intend to earn degrees or 
earn degrees within the time frames 
established by IPEDS. 

Freshman Retention Rates 

NOUS National 
2005 2006 2007 2007 

Two-year colleges 64.0% 67.7% 67.3% 51.8% 
Four-year universities 68.0% 70.1% 74.7% 76.5% 

Graduation Rates 

NOUS IPEOS-reported campus graduation rate 
National 2008 IPEOS-reported gradualion rate' 
Graduates of other NOUS pos1secondary institutions 
Graduates of non-NOUS postsecondary institutions 
NOUS adjusted graduation rate 

1 Calculated rate, official rate not yet published 

2-year colleges 4-year universities 
35.1% 41.2% 
30.9% 56% 

6 169 
17 

36.4% 
441 

55.5% 

Note: This table does not include information on students still enrolled or students 
who have transferred, but not graduated from other institutions, and therefore is not 
comparable to adjusted graduation rates published in earlier years. 
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l®v®~s «:»ff Sa~osffacftuoirn anitdl 
Reasonis foir Non-Comp~et~on 
-------------------------------------------1:ic:• 
Measure EE7 
(SBHE-2) Why do students leave NOUS Institutions? 

Non-completers satisfaction - levels 
of satisfaction and reasons for non
completion as reflected in a survey of 
individuals who have not completed 
their program or degree 

Many non-completing students who left NOUS institutions did 

About This Measure 
Students who left NDUS 
institutions during the Fall 
2007, Spring 2008 and Fall 2008 
semesters were asked to complete 
the Withdrawing/Nonretuming 
Student Survey. Although not 
all students who leave NDUS 
institutions complete the survey, of 
the 492 respondents, 36.8 percent 
were freshmen. 

so because they wanted to attend other colleges or universities 
(27.6 percent). Some students left either because they moved (or 
were transferred) to new locations or because they believed the 
majors they wanted were not offered at the institutions they attended. 

Most Evaluation Survey Service 
(ESS) respondents said they entered 
college to pursue bachelor's 
degrees. 69.9 percent were full
time students, and 70.7 percent 
were North Dakota residents. 
38.8 percent said they would not 
re-enroll at the same institution. 

Students were asked to tell why 
they were leaving by selecting 

"major reason," "minor reason" or 
"not a reason" after each statement 
in the ESS survey. "Decided to 
attend a different college" was the 
number one reason students left 
NDUS institutions (27.6 percent). 
Some students said they wanted to 
move or were transferred to new 
locations (18.9 percent}" or said they 
or their families experienced health
related problems (14.6 percent). 

NOUS Non-Returning Survey Responses1• 2 

AV 2007--08 

2005 Nat'I Public 
2008 Postsecondary 

Major reasons for leaving an NOUS Institution by rank order Percentage Institutions Percentage 3 

Decided to attend a different college 27.6 
Wanted to move (or was transferred) to a new location 18.9 
Health-related problem (family or personal) 14.6 
De~red major was not offered by this college 12.4 
Expenenced emotional problems 12.0 
Family responsibililies were loo great 11.2 
Dissalisfied with my grades 10.4 
Wanted to live nearer to parents or loved ones 9.8 
Conflict between demands of job and college 9.6 
Wanted a break from my college studies 9.1 

Note: Only the 10 most common responses by former NDUS students are reported here. 
1 10 of the 11 institutions responded to this survey. 

20.8 
13.8 
17.6 
10.0 
8.8 

12.5 

11.0 
4.2 

14.7 
7.7 

2005 All Nat'I 
Postsecondary 

Institutions Percentage 3 

23.6 
14.7 
17.2 
10.5 

9.6 
11.4 

10.3 
5.2 

13.3 

8.0 

2 Percentages do not total 100 percent because students may have provided more than one major reason for leaving an institution. 
3 2005 is the most recent year for which national data are available. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Rigorous college preparatory course sequences-particularly in English, 
mathematics, and science-are critical to preparing students for postsecon<la1y 
education and work. Yet, large numbers of students still do not participate in 
the most beneficial courses, and there is little evidence that the high school 
curriculum is rigorous enough to ensure that most students are adequately 
prepared for postsecondary success. 

Roughly 75 percent of students who graduate from high school go on to some 
form of postsecondary education within two years of their high school 
graduation. Yet approximately 28 percent of freshmen entering postsecondary 
institutions enroll in one or more remedial courses in reading, writing, or 
mathematics. 

Projections indicate that the number of postsecondary school graduates will 
not be sufficient to fill the more than 14 million new jobs that will be added to 
the labor market by 2008. And, leaving high school without being prepared for 
postsecondary training or entry into the workforce will cost our nation over 
$16 billion each year in remediation, lost productivity, and increased demands 
on criminal justice and welfare systems. 

All of this leads to the key question, "Why aren't our students ready to succeed 
in postsecondary programs without remedial help when they leave high 
school?" This policy report examines three likely overlapping answers to this 
question: 

1. The broad array of courses offered in our high schools and the varying 
. course sequences that students can complete make very different 
contributions to postsecondary readiness. 

2. Students do not always take those courses and course sequences that 
contribute most to postsecondary readiness. 

3. The lack of rigor of the high school curriculum (expressed in terms of 
graduation requirements, curriculum depth, and alignment with tl1e 
knowledge and skills required for successful transition to postsecondary 
education) does not result in all students being adequately prepared for 
college success. 

Findings. A review of the high school curriculum-particularly in English, 
mathematics, and science-suggests three possible explanations for why 
students leave high school unprepared for postsecondary programs. First, 
some courses and course sequences prepare students better for postsecondary 
level work than others. Of the courses and sequences studied, English 9 
through 12; Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and at least one (or more) upper
level course such as Trigonometry; and Biology, Chemistry, and Physics had 
the biggest impact on achievement and the chances of success in college 
English Composition, Algebra, and Biology, respectively. These course 
sequences are consistent with those typically considered college preparatory 
and improve student achievement and chances for success better than taking 
fewer courses within each of tl1e college preparatory sequences . 
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We also discovered cross-disciplinary henefits of specific courses, Taking at 
least one foreign language increased both achievement and the chances of 
being successful in college English Composition heyond the English sequence 
alone, Upper-level coursework in mathematics increased achievement and the 
chances of being successful in college Biology beyond the science sequence; 
and upper-level science courses added to the achievement and chances of 
being successful in college Algebra beyond the mathematics sequence. 

Second, although most students pursue postsecondary education, they are 
not necessarily taking those courses that will best prepare them for success 
in postsecondary coursework. Less than half of all students take the courses 
they need to be prepared in mathematics and science. Participation rates are 
particularly low for students within underrepresented racial/ethnic groups. 

Third, readiness is related not only to courses, but also to the rigor of those 
courses, Delineating high school graduation requirements in terms of 
minimum numbers of course credits, rather than in terms of specific courses, 
allows students to satisfy requirements without taking the sequence of courses 
that would best prepare them for postsecondary success, Covering a breadth 
of topics, to the exclusion of in-depth focus on key content areas, does not 
facilitate optimal learning. Further, misalignment between high school and 
college curriculum sends conflicting messages to students, parents, and 
teachers regarding the content knowledge and academic skills students 
need to he successful in college. 

Recommendations. Ensuring that high school students take a college 
preparatory curriculum and increasing the rigor of the high school curriculum 
will significantly improve postsecondary readiness and success. The following 
are broad-based recommendations for educational leaders and policymakers, 

1. Increase postsecondary readiness by requiring that all students take 
specific college preparatory course sequences in English, mathematics, 
science, and foreign language. 

2. Improve the rigor of high school coursework with a greater focus 
on in-depth content coverage and considerably greater secondary-to
postsecondary curriculum alignment. 

The number of students who are not ready for college (or the workplace) 
has recently been described as "nothing short of a crisis," The actions 
recommended here and elsewhere by ACT, based on solid evidence, suggest 
ways to begin to address this problem. Ultimately, it is in the best interest of 
our students and nation to ensure that everyone graduates from high school 
ready to enter and succeed in postsecondary educational programs and the 
workforce. 
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I 
INTRODUCTION 

Rigorous college preparatory course sequences-particularly in English, 
mathematics, and science-are critical to preparing students for postsecondary 
education and work. Yet, a large number of Ame1ican students leave high 
school with a low level of achievement and less prepared for the world than 
students in many other countries with advanced economies (U.S. Dcpmtrnent 
of Education, 2003). And no state currently requires its graduates to take the 
courses that reflect the real-world demands of work and postsecondary 
education (Achieve, 2004h). 

Large numbers of students still do not participate in the most beneficial 
courses (ACT, 2004h). And there is little evidence that the high school 
curriculum is rigorous enough to ensure that most students are adequately 
prepared for postsecondary success (ACT, 2003a; ACT & The Education 
Trust, 2004; Campbell, Hombo, & Mazzeo, 2000; Mullis, Martin, Beaton, 
Gonzalez, Kelly, & Smith, 1998; National Research Council, 2002; Schmidt, 
McKnight, & Raizen, 1997). 

Roughly 75 percent of students who graduate from high school go on to 
some fonn of postsecondary education within two years of their high school 
graduation (National Center for Education Statistics, 1998). Yet approximately 
28 percent of freshmen entering postsecondary institutions enroll in one or 
more remedial courses in reading, writing, or mathematics (National Center 
for Education Statistics, 2003). In public two-year institutions, over 40 percent 
of entering freshmen enroll in at least one remedial course . 

The need for remediation is costly to all concerned. When gaining basic 
knowledge and skills is postponed until and beyond entry into postsecondary 
education, students and colleges wind up spending time and money that could 
be devoted elsewhere and can diminish a 
student's commitment to pursuing a college 
credential (U.S. Department of Education, 
2003). Students who require remedial 
assistance to participate in regular 
postsecondary-level courses are less likely to 
complete degree programs (Adelman, 2004). 
In fact, within eight years of postsecondary 
enrollment, 70 percent of students who took 
one or more remedial reading courses and 
58 percent of students who took two or 
fewer remedial math courses did not persist 
to obtain a college degree or certi!lcate. 
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Failing to earn a postsecondary credelltial severely limits job and income 
prospects (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2000; Venezia, Kirst, & Antonio, 2003). 
All things being equal, people with some courses beyond high school but 
no degree can earn 5 to 11 percent more than high school graduates. An 

associate's degree generally increases 
workers' wages about 20 to 30 percent over a 
high school diploma ( Carnevale & 
Desrochers, 2003). Workers with bachelor's 
degrees earn approximately twice that of 
high school graduates. 

Projections indicate that, at current rates, 
the number of postsecondary school 
graduates will not be sufficient to fill the 
more than 14 million new jobs that will be 
added to the labor market by 2008 
(Carnevale & Desrochers, 2001; Pathways to 

College Network, 2004). Greene (2000) estimates that leaving high school 
without being prepared for postsecondary training or entry into the workforce 
costs our nation more than $16 billion each year in remediation, lost 
productivity, and increased demands on criminal justice and welfare systems. 

All of this leads to the key question, 'Why aren't our students ready to succeed 
in postsecondary programs without remedial help when they leave high 
school?" This policy report examines three overlapping answers: 

1. The broad array of courses offered in our high schools and the varying 
course sequences that students can complete make very different 
contributions to postsecondary readiness. 

2. Students do not always take those courses and course sequences that 
contribute most to postsecondary readiness. 

3. The lack of rigor of the high school curriculum ( expressed in tenns of 
graduation requirements, curriculum depth, and alignment with the 
knowledge and skills required for successful transition to postsecondary 
education) does not result in all students being adequately prepared for 
college success. 

This report investigates each of these possible reasons to help identify ways 
to improve the postsecondary readiness of high school graduates. This report 
is intended to help educational leaders and policymakers improve the rates 
of students who leave high school prepared for postsecondary education, 
as well as the rates of students who successfully complete postsecondary 
programs. We offer two key recommendations and related specific actions 
educational leaders can take to increase the postsecondary readiness of 
high school students. 
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES AND 
POSTSECONDARY READINESS 

Many high school stu<lents an<l parents believe that simply meeting the 
number of credits required for graduation will provide adequate preparation 
for college (Venezia et al., 2003). Unfortunately, this assumption is incorrect. 
Students generally have multiple course options from which to choose to 
satisfy requirements and not all will suitably prepare them for postsecondary 
training. This is particularly true in mathematics and science (ACT, 20046; 
Schmidt et al., 1997). 

A recent ACT study identifie<l the contribution that specif\c courses and 
course sequences made to college readiness. It found that taking the full 
course sequences typically considered college preparatory best prepared 
students for freshman-level college courses (Noble & Schnelker, in press). 
Highlights of this study are presented here. 

Background 

ACT has identiBed college readiness benchmarks on the ACT Assessment"' 
(ACT, 2003c) at which students have at least a ,50 percent chance of earning 
a B or better and at least a 75-80 percent chance of earning a C or better in 
first-year, credit-bearing courses (Allen & Sconing, in press). An ACT English 
score of 18 is the college readiness benchmark for English Composition; an 
ACT Mathematics score of 22 is tbe benchmark for college Algebra; and an 
ACT Science score of 24 is the benchmark for college Biology. Using these 
benchmarks, we identified course sequences that increased the likelihood 
of students meeting the benchmarks. 

Data from a subset of ACT test-takers who graduated in 2003 were used to 
explore the contribution of courses and course sequences to postsecondary 
readiness. The subset consisted of those students who took PLAN"' 
(ACT, 2003b) during their sophomore year and the ACT Assessment during 
their junior or senior year. The total sample included 403,381 students from 
10,792 high schools. To be sure that we identified the impact of courses and 
course sequences alone, we statistically controlled for students' prior 
achievement and the grade they were in when they took the ACT Assessment. 

The Course Grade Information Section of the ACT Assessment provides 
information about students' coursework in 30 specific high school courses. 
Students are asked to indicate whether they have taken or are currently taking 
a particular course, or whether they plan to take it before graduating high 
school. Course sequences investigated in this study were based on previous 
research (Blank & Langesen, 2001; Campbell et al., 2000; National Research 
Council, 2002; Noble, Davenport, Schiel, & Pommerich, 1999; O'Sullivan, 
Reese, & Mazzeo, 1997). 

The ACT Assessment contains four cuniculum-based tests: English, Mathematics, Reading, 
and Science. These standardized multiple-choice tests are based on major areas of high 
school and postsecondary instructional programs. 

2 Like the ACT Assessment, PLAN contains four curriculum-based, multiple-choice tests that 
measure student progress in English, mathematics, reading, and science. It is administered 
in grade 10. 
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Fornign language was included in the investigation to determine whether it 
contributed to ACT English scores and to the likelihood of meeting the 
English Composition benchmark, over and above the regular English 
coursework. Unlike courses in other disciplines, the Course Grade 
Information Section does not list specific courses within each language 
(e.g., introduction, first-year, second-year). Students report the number of 
languages (e.g., Spanish, French, German) they have studied or plan to study. 
Therefore, the contribution of foreign language is based on the number of 
languages studied rather than the number of courses taken or years studied 
in any one language. 

Coursework, ACT English Scores, and the 
English Composition Benchmark 

Although taking English 9-11' was not associated with a meaningful increase 
in ACT English scores relative to taking fewer courses, taking one or more 
foreign languages over and above English 9-11 increased students' ACT 
English score by 1.1 points, compared to taking only English 9-11. Failure 
to find a significant ACT score increase associated with taking English 9-11 
is likely due to the fact that very few students reported taking less than 
English 9-11 (1 %). 

The contribution of English 9-11 (versus taking less than this sequence) to 
meeting the English Composition benchmark could not be evaluated due to 
the limited number of students who did not take this sequence while scoring 
below the readiness benclunark (less than 1 percent of all students). However, 
students who took English 9-11 had a 78 percent chance of meeting the 
benchmark. Compared to taking only English 9-11, also taking one or more 
foreign languages was typically associated with a 9 percent increase in 
students' chances of meeting or exceeding the benchmark (to 87 percent). 

Conrsework, ACT Mathematics Scores, and the 
College Algebra Benchmark 

Figure 1 contains the results for the ACT Mathematics test. Seven 
mathematics course sequences were examined in total: students taking six 
course sequences were compared to students who took less than Algebra 1, 
Geometry, and Algebra 2. The average ACT Mathematics score of students 
taking less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 was 16.7. Taking Algebra 
1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 was associated with an average ACT Mathematics 
score of 17.8, an increase of 1.1 points for students taking less than these 
three courses. Taking either Trigonometry or other advanced mathematics,' 
in addition to these three courses, resulted in average ACT Matl,ematics 
scores of 18.8 and 19.3, respectively. Taking other advanced mathematics and 
Trigonometry increased ACT Mathematics scores by 3.1 points (to 19.8). 

A relatively high average score (20.9 points) was associated with taking other 
advanced mathematics courses, Trigonometry, and Calculus, in addition to 
Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2. In a supplemental analysis, we found that 

3 English 12 was not included in the analysis because students who took the ACT Assessment 
as juniors would not have had the opportunity to pa1ticipate in this course. 

4 Includes courses beyond Algebra 2 other than Trigonometry and Calculus. 
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students who took Physics, in addition to the six mathematics courses, had an 
even higher average ACT Mathematics score (21.2), compared to 16.7 for 
those who had taken less than Algebra 1, Geomehy, and Algebra 2 (Figure 1) . 

Figure 2 illustrates students' chances of meeting the college Algebra 
benchmark associated with taking various mathematics course sequences, 
compared to taking less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2. Students 
taking less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 had a 10 percent chance 
of meeting the college Algebra benchmark. 

Taking Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 was typically associated with a 
22 percent chance of meeting the benchmark (an increase of 12 percent 
over that for students taking less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2). 
Taking upper-level mathematics courses beyond Algebra 2 was associated 
with substantial increases in students' chances of meeting or exceeding the 
college Algebra benchmark. Chances ranged from 34 percent ( other advanced 
mathematics) to 58 percent (other advanced mathematics, Trigonometry, 
and Calculus), compared to 10 percent for those taking less than Algebra 1, 
Geometry, and Algebra 2. Students taking these various course sequences 
were about 2 to 5 times as likely as those taking less than Algebra 1, Geometry, 
and Algebra 2 to meet the benchmark. 

Students taking Physics, in addition to Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, other 
advanced mathematics, Trigonometry, and Calculus, typically had a 64 percent 
chance of meeting the college benchmark (an increase of 54 percent over 
those taking less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2) (Figure 2). This 
increase was 6 percentage points higher than that associated with taking the 
six mathematics course sequence. 

Coursework, ACT Science Scores, and the 
College Biology Benchmark 

Figure 3 contains the results for the ACT Science test. Four science course 
sequences were studied: Biology'; Biology and Chemistry; and Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics were compared to taking General Science alone. 
Students who took General Science alone had an average ACT Science 
score of 17.9. 

Taking Biology alone was associated with an average ACT Science score 
of 18.4 (a 0.5 point increase over taking General Science alone). Taking 
Biology and Chemistry, compared to taking General Science alone, was 
associated with an average ACT Science score of 19. 7, nearly 4 times the 
increase associated with taking only Biology. The increase associated with 
taking Biology, Chemistry, and Physics (2.9) was over 1 score point greater 
than that associated with taking only Biology and Chemistry, resulting in an 
average ACT Science score of 20.8. 

We also examined the benefits of taking upper-level mathematics courses for 
increasing ACT Science scores. Taking Trigonometry, Calcnlus, Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics was associated with an average ACT Science score of 
21.9, an increase of 4.0 points over taking only General Science (Figure 3). 
This was a full point more than the increase associated with taking Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics alone (2.9). 

5 Biology included students who took Biology alone and those who took both General Science 
and Biology. 
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The contribution of Biology, com parcel to taking only General Science, to 
meeting the college Biology readiness benchmark could not be evaluated 
(due to the limited number of students who met the benchmark and took 
no more science beyond General Science-less than 1 percent of all students). 
Biology, rather than General Science aloi1e, was therefore used to show the 
impact of taking science courses beyond Biology on students' cl,ances of 
meeting the college Biology benchmark. Students who took Biology alone 
had a 10 percent chance of meeting the benchmark. 

Figure 4 shows that taking Biology, in combination with other science courses, 
does have a significant impact on the chances of meeting the benchmark 
for college Biology, compared to taking only Biology. Taking Biology and 
Chemistry was typically associated with a 19 percent chance of meeting or 
exceeding the C'Ollege Biology benchmark (a 9 percent increase over Biology 
alone). Students taking Biology, Chemistry, and Physics had a 29 percent 
chance of meeting the benchmark. Adding Trigonometry and Calculus to 
Biology, Chemistry, and Physics was typically associated with a 44 percent 
chance of meeting the college Biology readiness benchmark, an increase 
of 34 percent over taking only Biology (Figure 4). 

Our findings support those of Adelman (1999): some courses and course 
sequences better prepare students for postsecondary-level work than others. 
Students increased their chances of meeting· the readiness benchmark for 
college Algebra by taking Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and at least one 
other upper-level mathematics course such as Trigonometry. Students 
increased their chances of meeting the readiness benchmark for college 
Biology by taking Physics in addition to Biology and Chemistry. 

Preparation for each of the freshman college courses was enhanced by 
cross-disciplinary coursework. Taking a foreign language in addition to the 
complete English sequence increased students' chances of reaching the 
English Composition benchmark by at least 9 percent. 

Taking Physics in addition to Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, other advanced 
mathematics, Trigonometry, and Calculus increased students' chances of 
meeting the college Algebra benchmark by over 50 percent compared to 
taking less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2. Adding Trigonomehy 
and Calculus to Biology, Chemistry, and Physics increased students' chances 
of meeting the college Biology benchmark by over 30 percent compared 
to taking Biology. Relatedly, Adelman (1999) found that of all seC'Ondary 
curricula, the higher the level of mathematics students take in high school, 
the stronger the influence on completing a bachelor's degree. 

The results also clearly indicate that postsecondary readiness is not a function 
of the number of courses taken in a particular discipline. Each incremental 
college preparatory course taken, particularly in mathematics and science 
(e.g., Trigonometry beyond Algebra 2, Physics beyond Chemistry), added 
to readiness more so than the number of courses in a discipline alone. 
English 12, then, should further add to students' readiness for college 
English Composition. 
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3 
TAKING COURSES THAT COUNT 

We have identified the college preparatory course sequences that contributed 
most to college reacliness: English 9-12; Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and 
one (or more) upper-level mathematics course; and Biology, Chemistry, and 
Physics. Taking a foreign language enhances the benefits of the English 
sequence, and the upper-level mathematics and science courses have cross
disciplinary benefits. Yet a review of enrollment figures among ACT test-takers 
for 2000 and 2004 (ACT, 2000, 2004a) demonstrates that a significant 
percentage of students do not participate in these courses and there has been 
little or no change in course-taking patterns over the last five years.' 

Well over 90 percent of ACT test-takers 
in 2004 (93 percent) reported taking or 
planning to take English 9-12 (Table 1). 
Almost as many students also planned 
to take one or more foreign languages 
(89 percent). 

In 2004, 36 percent reported taking or 
planning to take Algebra 1, Geometry, 
Algebra 2, and two or more mathematics 
courses beyond Algebra 2, such as 
Trigonometry and Calculus. Another 
27 percent took or planned to take one 
upper-level mathematics course beyond 
Algebra 2. Still, 23 percent of students took, 
or planned to take, only Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2. 

Less than one-half of ACT test-takers (44 percent) completed, or planned 
to complete, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. Another 38 percent took or 
planned to take Biology and Chemistry only, while 13 percent planned to 
take Biology only. 

In total, only about 35 percent of ACT-tested students took, or planned to 
take, all four years of English; one or more upper-level mathematics 
courses beyond Algebra 2; and Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. Notably, 
this combination of academic course sequences, which is unfortunately 
only taken by roughly a third of our high school students, is the best 
preparation for postsecondary success. 

6 Enrollment figures presented here include courses students took, were taking at the time of 
the ACT Assessment, and planned to take before leaving high school. 9 ( 
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Gender Differences 

The 2000 and 2004 percentages of students taking particular courses by 
gender were very similar. Gender differences in course taking were also 
consistent for both years. As shown in Table 2, though the percentages of 
males and females taking all four English courses were similar, a somewhat 
higher percentage of females than males also took one or more foreign 
languages (91 percent vs. 87 percent in 2004). In contrast, slightly higher 
percentages of males (37 percent) than females (35 percent) took Algebra 1, 
Geometry, Algebra 2, and at least two upper-level mathematics courses. 
However, slightly higher percentages of females (28 percent) than males 
(2.5 percent) took either Trigonomehy or another advanced mathematics 
course heyond Algebra 2. 

Table I 

Percentages of Students Taking Course Patterns by Year 

Course Patterns 2000 2004 

English 

English 9-12 and one or more foreign languages 90 89 

English 9-12 95 93 

Less than English 9-12 5 7 

Mathematics 

Algebra 1, Geomeby, Algebra 2, and at least two upper-level courses 
(Trigonometry, Calculus, or other advanced math course)• 37 36 

Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and Trigonometry or other 
advanced math course a 26 27 

Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 24 23 

Less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 11 12 

Other non-sequential math course pattern 2 3 

Natural Science 

Biology, Chemistry, Physics 44 44 

Biology and Chemistry 38 38 

Biology 14 13 

Other non-sequential science course pattern 5 5 

English 9-12; one or more upper-level mathematics courses 
beyond Algebra 2; and Biology, Chemistry, and Physics 36 35 

Note: Column percentages in each discipline area may not a<ld to 100% due to rounding. 

a Other advanced math includes courses beyond Algebra 2 other than Trigonometry 
and Calculus. 



Higher percentages of males (48 percent) than females (41 percent) also 
participated in Biology, Chemistry, and Physics courses, while higher 

• percentages of females (42 percent) than males (32 percent) took Biology / 
and Chemistry. Overall, higher percentages of males than females (38 percent \' 
vs. 33 percent in 2004) took all four English courses; at least one upper-level 
mathematics course beyond Algebra 2; and Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. 
This is largely due to the higher percentages of males taking upper-level 
science courses. 

Table 2 
Percentages of Students Taking Course Patterns 

by Gender and Year 

Males Females 

Course Patterns 2000 2004 2000 2004 

English 

English 9-12 and one or more foreign languages 87 87 92 91 

English 9-12 94 92 95 94 

Less than English 9-12 6 8 5 6 

Mathematics 

Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and at least two 

• 
upper-level courses (Trigonometry, Calculus, or other 

~ advanced math course)a 38 37 36 35 

Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and Trigonometry 
or other advanced math course a 25 25 27 28 

Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 23 22 25 23 

Less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 11 12 10 11 

Other non-sequential math course pattern 2 3 2 3 

Natural Science 

Biology, Chemistry, Physics 48 48 41 41 

Biology and Chemistry 32 32 42 42 

Biology 14 14 13 13 

Other non-sequential science course pattern 5 6 4 4 

English 9-12; one or more upper-level 
mathematics courses beyond Algebra 2; 
and Biology, Chemistry, and Physics 40 38 34 33 

Note: Column percentages in each discipline area may not add to 100% due to rounding. 

• 
a Other advanced math includes courses beyond Algebrn 2 other than Trigonometry and 

Calculus. 11 ( 



Table 3 

) 
Percentages of Students Taking Course Patterns by Race/Ethnicity and Year 

• African American Asian 
American Indian Caucasian Hispanic Ame1ican 

Course Patterns 2000 2004 2000 2004 2000 2004 2000 2004 2000 2004 

English 

English 9-12 and one or 
more foreign languages 89 89 84 83 90 89 92 92 92 91 

English 9-12 95 94 95 93 95 93 95 93 95 94 

Less than English 9-12 5 6 5 7 5 7 5 7 5 6 

Mathematics 

Algebra 1, Geometry, 
Algebra 2, and at least two 
upper-level math courses 
(Trigonometry, Calculus, or 
other advanced math course)a 26 25 27 28 38 38 30 28 59 56 

Algebra 1, Geometiy, 
Algebra 2, and Trigonometry 
or other advanced 
math course 8 25 28 24 25 27 27 26 27 20 21 

Algebra 1, Geometry, 

1) 
and Algebra 2 32 30 29 29 23 22 29 29 12 12 

- Less than Algebra 1, 
Geometry, and Algebra 2 14 14 19 16 10 11 12 13 6 8 

Other non-sequential 
math course pattern 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 4 3 4 

Natural Science 

Biology, Chemistry, 
and Physics 37 37 31 32 44 44 43 43 69 66 

Biology and Chemistry 43 43 37 38 38 38 38 39 23 26 

Biology 15 15 26 24 14 13 14 12 5 5 

Otl1er non-sequential 
science course pattern 4 5 6 6 5 5 5 6 3 4 

English 9-12; one or more 
upper-level math courses 
beyond Algebra 2; and 
Biology, Chemistry, 
and Physics 28 27 25 25 37 36 32 30 60 55 

Note: Column percentages in each discipline area may not add to 100% due to rounding. 

a Other advanced math includes courses beyond Algebra 2 otl1er than Trigonometry and Calculus. 

-) 12 
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Race/Ethnicity Differences 

Differences across racial/ethnic groups in the percentages of stuclcnts taking 
particular course patterns remainecl roughly the same between 2000 aucl 2004. 
Over 90 percent of students in all racial/ethnic categories reported taking or 
planning to take English 9-12 (Table 3). However, in 2004 smaller percentages 
of American Indian students (83 percent) reported also taking one or more 
foreign languages, compared to students from other racial/ethnic groups. 
Percentages of students who took Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and one 
or more upper-level mathematics course beyond Algebra 2 were highest 
for Caucasian (65 percent) and Asian American (77 percent) students. 
Percentages of African American, Hispanic, and American Indian students 
who took this sequence were much lower (53 to 55 percent). 

The greatest concentrations of African 
American (30 percent), American Indian 
(29 percent), and Hispanic (29 percent) 
students took only Algebra 1, Geometry, 
and Algebra 2 in 2004. American Indian 
students were most likely not to complete 
even this course sequence (16 percent). 

Percentages of students who took Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics ranged from 
32 percent (American Indian) to 66 percent 
(Asian American) in 2004. African American 
(43 percent) and American Indian 
(38 percent) students were more likely to take Biology and Chemistry only. 
This was not the case among Caucasian, Hispanic, and Asian American 
students. The percentage of Asian American students who took only Biology 
(5 percent) was considerably smaller than corresponding percentages for all 
other racial/ethnic groups (12 to 24 percent) in 2004. In contrast, for example, 
24 percent of American Indian students took only Biology. 

In 2004, 55 percent of Asian American students took all four English courses, 
one or more upper-level mathematics courses, and Biology, Chemistry, and 
Physics (the optimum course sequence combination for college readiness); 
however, less than 40 percent of students from all other racial/ethnic groups 
took all of these courses. African American (27 percent) and American Indian 
(25 percent) students were least likely to take all of these courses. 

Thus, relative to the courses found to contribute the most to college readiness: 

■ Essentially all students take sufficient coursework to be adequately prepared 
in English. 

■ Less than 40 percent of all ACT test-takers take two or more upper-level 
mathematics courses beyond Algebra 2. An additional 27 percent take only 

• one upper-level mathematics course beyond Algebra 2. Another 35 percent 
take only Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 or fewer than these courses
clearly insufficient mathematics coursework to ensure readiness for college 
Algebra. 

13 ( 
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■ Just ovc,r 40 percent of all students take the coursework (i.e., Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics) to prepare them for college-level science. 

■ Nearly two-thirds of males and females take upper-level mathematics 
courses, hut males take slightly more of these courses. 

■ More males (48 percent) than females (41 percent) take upper-level 
science courses. 

■ American Indian students are least likely of all racial/ethnic groups to 
take a foreign language. 

■ While two-thirds of Asian American students take the courses to best 
prepare them for college-level science, only approximately one-third 
of African American and American Indian students do so. 

■ The greatest percentage of students who take a complete college 
preparatory course sequence in mathematics (Algebra 1 through one 
or more upper-level mathematics courses) occurred among Asian American 
students (77 percent). The greatest concentration of African American, 
American Indian, and Hispanic students take only Algebra 1, Geometry, 
and Algebra 2. 

■ American Indian students are most likely of all racial/ethnic groups to 
take less than Algebra 1, Geometry, and Algebra 2 (16 percent) and 
less than Biology, Chemistry, and Physics (68 percent). 

■ Only about one-third of ACT-tested students take all of the courses and 
course sequences needed to prepare them for college-level work. 
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4 
CURRICULUM RIGOR 

Though college preparatory courses clearly contribute to postsecondary 
readiness, courses per se may not be sufficient to ensure readiness (for either 
college or work). For example, just having the right course name does not 
guarantee that the course content will develop the skills students need to 
be ready for college (ACT & The Education Tmst, 2004). Readine.ss for 
postsecondary coursework also depends on the rigor of the high school 
courses taken. 

A growing body of evidence suggests that the U.S. curriculum lacks rigor
an ongoing concern, particularly in science and mathematics. Many have 
called for an education that is more focused (especially on central ideas and 
capacities), provides more depth in at least some areas, and provides rigorous, 
powerful, and meaningful content that is likely to produce learning that lasts 
(Schmidt et al., 1997). 

Rigor is defined and construed in a myriad of ways (e.g., breadth and depth 
of specific course content, amount of material covered, teacher preparation 
and expectations, teaching and learning methodologies, types and amount 
of assessments, alignment with next level preparation expectations). Related 
to the focus of this study (i.e., courses leading to postsecondary readiness), 
we examine rigor in tenns of: 

■ the number and nature of high school courses required for graduation, 

■ a function of curriculum depth, and 

■ the alignment of curriculum between secondary and postsecondary 
institutions. 

These three definitions of rigor relate directly to postsecondary readiness 
(ACT, 2003a; Campbell et al., 2000; Mullis et al., 1998; National Research 
Council, 2002; O'Sullivan et al., 1997; Schmidt et al., 1997) and allow us 
to tie these elements directly to tl1e issue of coursework as related to 
college preparation. 

High School Graduation Requirements 

A rigorous curriculum is evident in high school graduation requirements 
that include college preparatory courses. These courses should be offered 
in suflicient numbers and in sufficient vertical curriculum depth to encourage 
student interest, participation, and academic growth. A review of state 
education policies indicates, however, tl1at it may be easy for many students 
to meet graduation requirements but bypass the English, mathematics, and 
science courses and course sequences that contribute most to postsecondary 
readiness (Campbell et al., 2000; Mullis et al., 1998; National Research 
Council, 1999a, 2002; Potts, Blank, & Williams, 2002) . 

ct 
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For example, grad11ation requirements are often expressed in tenns of credits7 

(e.g., the amount of credits in various subject areas needed to graduate), 
rather than as specifk academic courses (Potts et al., 2002). To the extent 
that high schools offor courses other than those in the college preparatory 
sec111ences, students may satisfy graduation requirements (i.e., amount of 
credits) without taking the specific courses that would best prepare them 
for further education (and work). That students choose such alternative 
coursework is clearly demonstrated in the percentages of students who 
took course combinations that may or may not have included the courses 
previously described. 

Table 4 
Mathematics and Science Course Sequences and the Grades 

in Which Courses are Typically Taken• 

Grade Mathematics Science 

9 Algebra l General Science 

10 Geometry Biology• 

11 Algebra 2• Chemistry 

12 Trigonometry Physics 

Completes average graduation requirements 

a Blank & Lana~sen! 2001; Campbell et al., 2000; National Research Council, 2002; Noble 
et al., 1999; Sullivan et al., 1997. . 

Table 4 lists the college preparatory course sequences for mathematics arid 
science and the grade levels in which they are typically taken. In 2002, 25 of 
53 U.S. states and territories required 3 credits in mathematics (5 required 
more than 3), and 21 required 2 credits in science (24 required more than 2) 
(Potts et al., 2002). If students do not begin college preparatory sequences 
in mathematics and science until high school, they can complete minimum 
graduation requirements before taking Trigonometry, Calculus, Chemistry, 
and Physics. According to 2002 data, graduation requirements for very few 
states included sufficient numbers of courses to increase the chances of 
students taking the upper-level courses they need to prepare adequately 
for postsecondary coursework (Potts et al., 2002). 

According to Achieve (2004c), no state currently requires every high school 
student to take a college- and work-preparatory curriculum to earn a diploma. 
While some states offer students the option to pursue a truly rigorous course 
of study, a less rigorous set of course requirements remains the standard in 
almost every state. These inadequacies may explain why so many students 
fulfill the requirements and graduate from high school but are not prepared 
for pastsecondary-level work. 

7 A credit is often defined as a Carnegie unit, an academic year course. 
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Curriculum Depth 

State graduation requirements appear to lack the specificity, numbers, and 
vertical depth of courses necessary to ensure that most students take those 
courses needed to adequately prepare them for postsecomlary education. 
In addition, there is widespread concern that the U.S. high school curriculum 
in many academic areas has become "a mile wide and an inch <leep." 
Specifically, the U.S. curriculum st,;ves to cover a wide breadth of topics 
within a given discipline, is not often integrated, and fails to focus in an 
in-depth fashion on more than a few (if any) key content and skill areas. 

The Third International Mathematics and Science Study {TIMSS) was 
the largest and most rigorous international comparison of education ever 
undertaken (U.S. Department of Education, 1998). U.S. twelfth graders 
performed below the international average and among the lowest 21 TIMSS 
countries in both mathematics general knowledge and science general 
knowledge (e.g., the knowledge of mathematics and science needed to 
function effectively in society as an adult). Even the perfonnance of America's 
most advanced mathematics and science students was ranked among the 
lowest of the participating countries. 

In A Splintered Vision, Schmidt et al. (1997) reported on the TIMSS 
curriculum analyses. They found that states across the nation planned to 
cover so many topics (i.e., discipline sub-areas) that the state composite 
average included more topics until the ninth 
(mathematics) or tenth {science) grade than 
50-75% of the other countries included in 
TIMSS. They further reported that U.S. 
mathematics and science textbooks included 
far more topics than were typically covered 
internationally, at all grade levels. 

Also, U.S. textbooks tended to switch 
from topic to topic much more frequently 
than did textbooks used in other countries 
(National Research Council, 1999a). The 
National Research Council (2002) later 
reported that while academic preparation for advanced study begins in 
middle school, mathematics and science courses in these grades often lacked 
focus, covered too many topics, repeated material, and were implemented 
inconsistently. 

Schmidt et al. (1997) hypothesized that tl1ese unfocused curricula and 
textbooks likely influenced teachers to implement diffuse learning goals in 
tl1eir classrooms, emphasize familiarity with many topics rather than 
concentrate attention on a few, and lowered the academic performance of 
students who spent years in such learning environments. They concluded that 
this preoccupation with breadth rather than depth, with quantity rather than 
quality, probably affected how well U.S. students perfonned in relation to 
tl1eir counterparts in other countries . 

17 ( 
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As a practical follow-up to the landmark study How People Leam (1999b), the 
National Research Council (1999c) focused on the implications of key findings 
most directly relevant to classroom practice. In particular, the Council urged 
that teachers teach some subject matter in depth (including many examples in 
which the same concept is at work) and provide a firm foundation of factual 
knowledge. They contended that superficial coverage of all topics in a subject 
area must be replaced by in-depth coverage of fewer topics, which would 
allow key concepts in that discipline to be understood. Similarly, science 
standards developed by both the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science and the National Research Council call for increased emphasis on 
inquiry and in-depth study of fewer topics (National Research Council, 2002). 
One principle common to both sets of standards, for example, was to select the 
most important biology content rather than try to cover all concepts in biology 
(Leonard, 2004). Also, mathematics standards from the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics now emphasize learning of concepts and helping 
students understand mathematics more deeply (National Research Council, 
2002). 

Essentia1ly, effective mathematics and science curricula are coherent, focus on 
important ideas within the disciplines, and are sequenced to optimize learning. 
Such curricula provide ample opportunities for exploring mathematics and 
science ideas in depth and for developing familiarity with the discourse and 
modes of inquiry of the disciplines (National Research Council, 2002). 

Secondary-to-Postsecondary Curriculum Alignment 

A rigorous curriculum is also aligned across grades and education levels. Such 
alignment allows teachers to build on prior knowledge, reduces duplication 
and unnecessary reviews of material, and promotes steady, more direct 
progress through the curriculum (Achieve, 2004a; National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics, 2000). Yet, evidence suggests that current 
secondary-to-postsecondary curriculum alignment is characterized by the lack 
of agreement between educators at different levels regarding the number of 
courses students should complete, the topics that should be covered in those 
courses, and the skills students should have by the time they leave high school 
to be prepared for entry-level postsecondary coursework (ACT, 2003a; 
Sommerville & Yi, 2002). 

Number of Courses and Topics. Sommerville and Yi (2002) looked at the 
number of courses and topics required by K-12 systems relative to the 
admission requirements of postsecondary institutions in 20 states. In almost no 
state did they find consensus between K-12 and postsecondary systems on the 
courses and topics students should cover in high school. 

Although educators at both levels consistently agreed that students should take 
English every year throughout high school, higher education systems placed 
greater emphasis on writing than did K-12 system requirements. While higher 
education consistently wanted one or more science laboratory courses, few 
K-12 science requirements included laboratory courses. Almost one-half of 
the higher education systems required 1 to 2 years of a foreign language 
among their entrance requirements, yet few K-12 systems included foreign 
language in their graduation requirements. 
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Some convergence may he occurring between secondary and postsecondary 
systems regarding the courses and topics required in mathematics. A growing 
number of educational systems at both levels are requiring 3 (or more) years 
of mathematics, and almost all higher education systems required Algebra 1, 
Geometry, and Algebra 2 (Sommerville & Yi, 2002). However, Somme1ville 
and Yi found that most K-12 system requirements stopped at Geometry 
(thus not including Algebra 2), which is also consistent with the findings 
of Potts ct al. (2002). 

Skill Expectations. As part of our continuing efforts to support the content 
validity of our achievement tests, ACT conducts the ACT National Curriculum 
Survey• (ACT, 2003a) every three years. Results of the latest survey identified 
differences between the skills high school faculty 
thought were important to emphasize in high school 
and the skills college faculty believed were 
prerequisites to success in college. 

Writing. College and high school faculty agreed 
on the top purpose of writing: to develop logical 
arguments and support them with valid evidence. 
However, high school teachers ranked writing an 
argumentative or persuasive essay as the second 
top purpose of writing while college faculty ranked 
this as their fourth top purpose. 

The writing skill considered most important (i.e., ranked first) for entering 
students by college instructors-grammar and usage skills-ranked sixth 
in importance among high school teachers. High school faculty considered 
writing strategy the most important skill, yet college faculty ranked it third. 
In tenns of the top criteria for evaluating student writing, both high school 
and college faculty ranked developing ideas using relevant examples and 
details first. However, high school teachers ranked using a clear beginning, 
middle, and ending second while college faculty ranked this evaluation 
criterion fourth. 

Reading. Regarding students' developed ability to read and understand 
different broad reading content areas, high school teachers ranked prose 
fiction first (college faculty ranked this third). College faculty ranked reading 
social sciences-based texts first, whereas high school teachers ranked it third. 

In tenns of specific types of texts, high school teachers ranked poetry/drama 
as the most important to learn how to read in high school, while college 
faculty ranked this category only ninth. College faculty ranked reading 
editorials and opinion pieces first and news and feature articles second; 
these ranked fourth and fifth, respectively, on the list of text types considered 
important by high school faculty. 
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When determining the most important reading skills, both high school and 
college faculty agreed on the three most important: drawing conclusions 
from information given, making inferences from the text concerning the 
main idea(s), and making inferences from the text about details that support 
the main idea(s). However, the next three ranked skills in importance differed 
for each group. Specifically, high school teachers' rankings were recognizing 
and recalling main ideas by summaiizing (fourth), determining specific 
meanings of words and phrases from the context in which they appear (fifth), 

and making inferences from the text 
concerning cause-effect relationships (sixth). 
College faculty ranked as fourth, fifth, and 
sixth, respectively, distinguishing between 
fact, opinion, and reasoned judgement; 
recognizing and recalling cause-effect 
relationships; and recognizing and recalling 
main ideas by summarizing. 

Mathematics. College faculty considered 
a strong foundation most important for 
success in college-level mathematics courses, 
and their top three mathematics process 
skills were: performing basic operations with 
a calculator (first); quickly recalling basic 
facts, definitions, formulas, and algebraic 
procedures and then using them correctly 
to solve a problem (second-high school 
teachers ranked this fifth); and planning 
and carrying out a strategy for solving 

multi-step problems (third). The process skills considered most important by 
high school mathematics instructors were: planning and carrying out a strategy 
for solving multi-step problems (first); solving problems posed in real-world 
settings and interpreting the solution (second-college faculty ranked this 
fourth); and performing basic operations with a calculator (third). 

College and high school faculty also differed in their rankings of important 
mathematics content skills. College faculty ranked as the most important 
content skills: performing addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 
on signed rational numbers (first); evaluating algebraic expressions by 
substitution (second-high school teachers ranked this sixth); and simplifying 
algebraic expressions (third-high school teachers ranked this fifth). High 
school teachers' top three content rankings were: performing addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division on signed rational numbers (first); 
finding the slope of a line (second-college faculty ranked this sixth); and 
using the Pythagorean theorem (third-college faculty ranked this twelfth). 
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Science. Hesnlts from the ACT Curriwlum Survey suggest that both high 
school and college educators believe that, in general, science skills are more 
important for success in high school or as prerequisites for enhy-level college 
science classes than are content topics. However, there were some differences 
between high school and college faculty in rankings of science skills. 

The top four science skill rankings by college faculty were: understanding the 
basic features of, or data points in, tables or graphs (first); understanding basic 
scientific concepts or assumptions underlying given infonnation (tied for 
second); translating data/information into a graph or diagram (tied for second); 
and determining whether data/information supports or is consistent with given 
data/information (fourth). High school teachers' top four rankings were: 
translating data/information into a graph or diagram (first); understanding the 
basic features of, or data points in, tables or graphs (second); determining 
whether data/information supports or is consistent with a stated hypothesis 
or conclusion (third); and understanding basic scientific concepts or 
assumptions underlying given infonnation (fourth). 

In trying to detennine why so many U.S. students are not prepared to succeed 
in college without remedial help, this section has examined the notion of 
academic rigor in three contexts: high school gradnation requirements that 
prepare students to succeed in education and work, curriculum depth, and 
the alignment between high school and college curricula. 

We have seen that high school graduation requirements are clearly lacking 
across the country when they focus on credits and equivalent years of study 
rather than on requiring those courses that will best prepare students for the 
future. There is also concern that the U.S. curriculum covers a breadth of 
topics but fails to focus in depth on more than a few content areas at best. 
And, there is limited alignment between the importance placed on many 
content and skill areas of the high school and college curricula across the 
four areas traditionally measured by the ACT Assessment: writing, reading, 
mathematics, arid science . 
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5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A review of the high school curriculum-particularly in English, mathematics, 
and science-suggests three possible explanations for why students leave 
high school unprepared for postsecondary programs. First, some courses and 
course sequences prepare students better for postsecondary-level work than 
others. Of the courses and sequences studied, English 9 through 12; Algebra 
1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and at least one (or more) upper-level course such as 
Trigonometry; and Biology, Chemistry, and Physics had the greatest impact 
on achievement and chances of success in college English (composition), 
mllege Algebra, and Biology, respectively. These course sequences are 
consistent with those typically considered college preparatory and improve 
student achievement and chances of success better than taking fewer courses 
within each of the college preparatory sequences. 

We also discovered cross-disciplinary benefits of specific courses. Taking 
at least one foreign language increased both achievement and chances of 
success in mllege English Composition beyond the English sequence alone. 
In addition, upper-level coursework in mathematics contributed to 
achievement and the chances of success in mllege Biology beyond the science 
sequence; and upper-level science courses added to achievement and chances 
of success in mllege Algebra beyond the mathematics sequence. 

Second, although most students pursue 
postsecondary education, they are not 
necessarily taking the courses that will best 
prepare them for success in postsecondary 
mursework. Less than half of all students 
take the courses they need to be prepared 
in mathematics and science. Participation 
rates are particularly low for students in 
underrepresented racial/ethnic groups. 

Third, readiness is related not only to 
courses, but also to the rigor of those 
courses. Delineating high school graduation 
requirements in terms of minimum numbers 

of course credits instead of specific courses allows students to satisfy 
requirements without taking the sequence of murses that would best prepare 
them for postsecondary success. Covering a breadth of topics to the exclusion 
of in-depth focus on key content areas does not facilitate optimal learning. 
Further, misalignment between high school and college curriculum sends 
conflicting messages to students, parents, and teachers regarding the content 
knowledge and academic skills students need to succeed in college. 
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Recommendations 

Ensuring that high school students take a college preparatory curriculum and 
increasing the rigor of the high school curriculum will significantly improve 
postsecondary readiness and success. We believe tl1e following broad-based 
recommen<latiuns and action steps for educational leaders and policymakers 
will go a long way toward achieving these important outcomes. 

Recommendation # 1: Increase postsecondary readiness by requiring that 
all students take specific college preparatory course sequences in English, 
mathematics, science, and foreign language. 

Action Steps 

At the state and/or district level, graduation criteria should be defined by 
specific courses and course sequences (rather than number of credits) 
and should require that students take, at a minimum: 

■ English 9-12 

■ Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, and at least one other advanced 
mathematics course beyond Algebra 2 

■ Biology, Chemistry, and Physics 

■ One to two years of a foreign language 

Recommendation #2: Improve the rigor of high school coursework with 
a greater focus on in-depth content coverage and considerably greater 
secondary-to-postsecondary curriculum alignment. 

Action Steps 

■ Educators at the K-12 and higher education levels must reach consensus 
regarding the content and skill expectations students should know and be 
able to do to succeed in entry-level postsecondary courses. (ACT's College 
Readiness Standards might serve as a resource for this process.) 

■ Educators should align content and skill expectations from middle school 
through college. 

■ Educators should monitor student achievement of aligned curriculum 
content and skill expectations through systematic assessments to ensure 
continuous curriculum alignment as well as continued academic growth. 
(ACT's Educational Planning and Assessment System• and Collegiate 
Assessment of Academic Proficiency" provide useful resources to this end.) 

The number of students who are not ready for college (or the workplace) 
has recently been described as "nothing short of a crisis" (ACT, 20046). The 
actions recommended here and elsewhere by ACT (20046), based on solid 
evidence, suggest ways to begin to address tl1is problem. Ultimately, it is in 
the best interest of our students and nation to ensure that everyone graduates 
from high school ready to enter and succeed in postsecondary educational 
programs and the workforce . 
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• SMART Scholarship 
PAAT OF THE NATtONAiDEFENSE 

EDVCATJON PROGRAM 
Sc'ence, Mathematics a Resea,·ch for Transfcq·mation 

SMART Applicants 
SMART Scholarships are awarded to applicants who are pursuing a degree in, or closely related to, one of the following Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines: 

Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering 
Biosciences 

.• Chemical Engineering 
Chemistry 
Civil Engineering 
Cognitive, Neural, and Behavioral Sciences 
Computer and Computational Sciences 

Employment Placement 

Electrical Engineering 
Geosciences 
lndustria1 and Systems Engineering 
(fechnical tracks only) 
Information Sciences 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Mathematics 

MechanicaJ Engineering 
Naval Architecture 
and Ocean Engineering 
Nuclear Engineering 
Oceanography 
Operations Research 
(Technical tracks only) 
Physics 

Upon graduation, SMART award recipients are placed in civilian jobs in DoD laboratories and agencies. The post-degree service 

commitment is commensurate with the length of the scholarship award. Please see program website for additional details. 
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Award Benefits 

In addition to paying tuition and other educational expenses, 

SMART Participants receive a generous cash award and 

health benefits. Cash awards are paid at a rate of $25,000 -

$41,000 per year depending on prior educational experience. 

Internships 

SMART scholarships include placement in paid summer 

internships. Internships are located at DoD facilities and 

travel expenses are paid by the program. 

Eligibility 

The SMART Scholarship for Service Program is open only 

to citizens of the United States. Persons who hold permanent 

resident status are not eligible. Proof of citizenship will 

be required. Students must be at least 18 years of age to 

be eligible. Applicants for undergraduate awards must be 

already enrolled in a U.S. college or university. Awardees 

must be eligible to receive and hold a security clearance. 

Please see the program website for details about the security 

clearance process, 

Application Guidelines 

The application submission window is from mid-August 

to mid•December. Award notification occurs annually each 

spring. For more information and to apply visit http://www. 

asee.org/smart. 
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2006 SI\!. AR.,. I" s_ch.· ol"';'~P. re.ijpient, ~h_? .. /-
program in Electrical Engineering.with a, 

·focus on photoni.cs ·at the ·Uniye~ity" of_ ,, 
·Maryland'B~ltim_ore County,_· . 

"As a student from a 'smdier wiiversity, { a,i;reciat'e the access-to 

opportunities 'that" the sMAR.i Program hai]Jrovided. i a,;, able 
• -~? . • - • 

to work in a car~er trai~ po Sit ion w~ile pursui11g m'y.degree. It's 

the best of both worlds." 

SMART Overview 
The DOD recognizes the need to support the educatio~Of 
America's future scientists and engin_eers. The.SM_ART -
Scholarship-for-Service·Pr'ogram is part of a concentrated'. 
effort to improve the floW of new, highl)' ski,1ed technical-;--"' 
labor into DoD facilities and agencies and tO enhance the · 
technical skills-of the_ workforce al~eady in i,1ace.- -) 

SMART offers scholarships toundergraduate,'master's; 
and doctoral students who have demO~trated'ability.anl ;: · ,,., 
special aptitude for excelliµg_in STEM,;tields. Stud;nts"~ -. 
are also provided opportllnities to contitlue their rCsearC.h 

- ·- . -, 
in civil service roles following graduation. .- · 

/ 

Through SMART, we-are.pfoud to-of(er our_research , , ,.--~
lea~~~ 9f tomorrow ll(?~ only_ an educatio-n, ,but a C-31::~e~ ~ 

SMART _ScholarsR~ceive:·: _ . . (_ 
• Cash award paid·at ii-rate of$25,000 - $41,000.per 

year. dependin"g Ori J)ri~r~_educationai.experj~IlCe :. -_ 
• -o Full tuition -~d reia,ted edl!cation /xpeh,~es_/ " 
• Health Insurance-- · · . · .-· · ·, 

· Book allowance .> 
Summei IIlt~mShips (multi-yCiu: participants)· 

• Post-Graduation-Career pppOitUnities 
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Contact 

Contact the SMART Program below for 

more information and to apply. 

smart@asee.org 

http://www.asee.org/smart 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

PROCEDURES MANUAL 

Subject: STUDENT AFFAIRS Effective: January 7, 2008 

Procedure: 508.1.2 Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness Program 

The intent of this program is to reduce a student's loan indebtedness for individuals teaching in 
North Dakota at grade levels and/or in content areas identified by the Department of Public 
Instruction as having a teacher shortage. 

The number of annual loan reductions is limited and contingent upon legislative appropriations. 
Therefore, not all qualified applicants are assured funding. All qualified applicants for this 
Program will be considered in chronological order by date application is received in the North 
Dakota University System Office (NDUS) and as further defined in Section 3. 

The Superintendent of Public Instruction will identify teacher shortage areas annually. The Bank 
of North Dakota is responsible for processing the loan forgiveness payment to financial 
institutions holding student loans for funded recipients by July 30th of each year. The NDUS 
will notify all funded recipients by July 30th

; no notice will be sent to applicants not funded. 

Funding recipients are eligible to receive up to one thousand dollars per year in continued loan 
forgiveness, for each year they teach in a teacher shortage area, subject to a maximum of three 
thousand dollars. 

Section 1 - Qualifications 
To qualify for primary consideration for the Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness Program, an 
applicant must have: 

a. Taught in a defined teacher shortage area in North Dakota; 

b. A student loan and not be in default on that loan; 

c. Been licensed by the Education Standards and Practices Board in North Dakota to teach; 

d. Taught in a public or private school in North Dakota; and 

e. Held a full-time contract to teach a full academic year . 
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Section 2 - Terms and Definitions 
a. Default means failure to repay a loan according to the terms agreed to when you signed a 

promissory note. Default may also mean failure to submit requests for deferment or 
cancellation on time. 

b. Held a full-time contract to teach a full academic year means at least a 9-month 
teaching contract on a full-time basis in a school district or nonpublic (private) school in 
this state. 

c. First-year teacher means a teacher who has completed one full-year of teaching in 
North Dakota since being licensed by the North Dakota Education Practices and 
Standards Board. 

d. Student Loan means Federal Family Education Loan (FFEL) -- Stafford subsidized and 
unsubsidized loans as well as the Dakota Education Alternative Loan (DEAL) obtained 
through the Bank of North Dakota as a lender, William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan -
subsidized and unsubsidized loans, Federal Perkins Loan, FFEL or William D. Ford 
Federal Direct Consolidated Loans. 

e. Teacher shortage areas means those grade levels and content areas identified each 
January by the Department of Public Instruction. 

Section 3 - Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness Program Procedures 
a. Applications for this program may be obtained by: (1) calling the North Dakota 

University System office at 701.328.4114; (2) writing the North Dakota University 
System office at 600 East Boulevard Avenue-Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230; or 
(3) accessing the North Dakota University System's web site at www.ndus.nodak.edu and 
clicking on Student Info/Financial Aid .. 

Applications and letter of employment certification will not be accepted before 
April 1. A completed application must be received in the North Dakota University 
System office no later than June 30 for the teaching contract year just completed. 
Applications should be mailed, faxed or delivered to: Director of Financial Aid, North 
Dakota University System, 600 E Boulevard Avenue-Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-
0230, Fax (701) 328-2961. 

A completed application.must include a signed statement by the Superintendent and/or 
principal of the school(s) that the applicant has completed the contracted teaching 
obligation. Contents of the letter must also include the name and social security number 
of the applicant, and the grade level and/or content area and academic year taught. (See 
attached sample letter) 

b. Completed applications will be considered in chronological order by date received as 
follows: priority will be given first to those prior year funding recipients who 
successfully and consecutively taught in a designated teacher shortage area; remaining 
funds will be allocated to other teachers who completed a full year of teaching in a 
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designated teacher shortage area in North Dakota since being licensed by the North 
Dakota Education Standards and Practices Board, beginning first with first-year teachers, 
then second-year teachers and so on, to the extent funds are available. 

Summary offonns to be completed and returned to NDUS office; 
I. Application 
2. Letter from school district Superintendent and/or Principal 

Questions about the program and procedures for making application should be directed to; 
Peggy Wipf 
North Dakota University System 
State Capitol - Tenth floor 
600 East Boulevard Avenue-Dept. 215 
Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone; 701.328.4114 

REFERENCE: SBHE Policy 508.l 

IDSTORY: Chancellor's Cabinet Meeting, September 26, 2001 
Editorial changes made 3/13/02 
Chancellor's Cabinet reviewed suggested changes, see listserv message sent 
October 21, 1002. Amendments reviewed and approved by Chancellor, 

October 25, 2002. 
Chancellor's Cabinet Meeting, September 25, 2003 
Chancellor's Cabinet Meeting, November 3, 2004. 
Chancellor's Cabinet Meeting, August I 8, 2005. 
Chancellor's Cabinet Meeting, January I I, 2007. 
Chancellor's Cabinet Meeting, January 7, 2008. 
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SAMPLE LETTER 
Date: 

Attn: Director of Financial Aid 
North Dakota University System Office 
600 East Boulevard A venue - Dept. 215 
Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 

I hereby certify that (name and SS#) ________________ taught full-time at 
(school) _________ ~--- during contract year ___ in the following teacher 
shortage area (check only one): 

D Agriculture (2003-04) 
D Agriculture Education (2007-08) 
0 Art (2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Business and Office Technology/Business Education (2006-07, 2007-08) 
0 Career Education (2006-07) 
0 Career Clusters (2007-08) 
D Computer Education (2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2005-06) 
D Diversified Occupations (2006-07, 2007-08) 
0 Driver and Traffic Safety Education (2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
0 English as a Second Language (2007-08) 
0 English Language Arts/English as a Second Language (2001-02, 2003-04, 2003-04, 2004-05, 

2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Family and Consumer Sciences (2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
0 Health (2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06) 
D Health Careers (2001-02, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Information Technology (2006-07, 2007-08) 
0 Languages/Native American Languages (2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-

08) 
D Marketing Education (2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Mathematics (2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Music (2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
0 Science (2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Social Studies (2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
0 Special Education Programming (2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06, 

2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Technology Education - Industrial Arts (2002-03, 2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
D Trade and Industrial Education (2004-05, 2005-06, 2006-07, 2007-08) 
( as defined in program rules) 

Sincerely, 

Signature of Superintendent and/or Principal 
Title 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

A lication for Teacher Shorta e Loan For iveness Pro ram 
• Follow Instructions carefully • Print or type 

• Disclosure of your Social Security number is voluntary. Social Security numbers are used as an 
Individual ID number for record keeping and administrative purposes. If you do not disclose your Social 
Security number, an individual ID number will be assigned. 

• Questions about the program or procedures for making application should be directed to Peggy Wipf at 
701.328.4114. 

General Information 
Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) Social Security No. Daytime Phone No. 

Present Mailing Address City State/Zip Code 

Permanent Mailing Address (if different) City State/Zip Code 

License/Teachina Information (Academic Year 2007-081 
Check the desionated teacher shortaoe area in which vou have iust comoleted a full vear of teachino: 

D Agriculture Education D Information Technology 

□ Art D Languages/Native American Languages 
D Business and Office Technology/Business Education D Marketing Education 

D Mathematics D Career Clusters 
□ Diversified Occupations D Music 
D Driver and Traffic Safety Education D Science 
D English as a Second Language D Social Studies 
D English Language Arts/English as a Second Language D Special Education Programming 

D Technology Education - Industrial Arts D Family and Consumer Sciences 
n Health Careers ri Trade and Industrial Education 

Indicate ear in which ou first received ND ESPB licensure: 

Loan Information 
I wish to have the following loan reduced under this program (check one only) 

□ FFEL Stafford (subsidized) 

D FFEL Stafford (unsubsidized) 

D FFEL Consolidated Loan 

D Dakota Education Alternative Loan (DEAL) 

Amount owed on this loan: 

D William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan (subsidized) 

D William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan (unsubsidized) 

D William D. Ford Federal Direct Consolidated Loan 

D Federal Perkins Loan 

I as of: (Date) 

If approved, I wish to have my loan forgiveness payment sent to the following holder of my student loan: 

Name of Financial Institution Phone No. 

Address City State/Zip Code 

1/15/2008 
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Statement of Certification and Authorization to be completed by Applicant: 
I hereby certify that the information contained on this application is true and correct. I 
understand that I have the specific responsibility of applying for the Teacher Shortage 
Loan Forgiveness Program each year. I also give permission to the financial institution 
listed on this application to release to the North Dakota University System financial and 
loan information, and for the North Dakota University System to share with the financial 
institution and Bank of North Dakota financial and loan information necessary to verify 
eligibility and process payment. 

Signature of Applicant 

Return application to: 

Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness Program 
North Dakota University System 
600 E Boulevard Ave Dept 215 
Bismarck ND 58505-0230 

Date 

1/15/2008 
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rp.G.: ~~k(h/f!:;~ 
Department of Public Instruction Ci 

600 E Boulevard Ave., Dept. 201, Bismarck, ND 58505-0440 Dr. Wayne G. Sanstead 

December 8, 2008 

Mr. 'Nilliiun Goetz 
Chancellor 
ND University System 
600 E. Blvd. Ave. 
Bismarck, ND 58505 

Dear Mr. Goetz: 

(701) 328-2260 Fax -(701) 328-2461 State Superintendent 
http://www. dpl.sta te. nd. us 

I am providing you with the annual verification of grade levels and content areas in 
which a teacher shortage exists in North Dakota As you will note in the attached report, 
there are twenty critical areas cif shortage according to the reported data by established 
criteria Those areas are: Information Technology, Health Careers, English as a Second 
Language, Career Clusters, Art, Driver and Traffic Safety Education, Trade and 
Industrial Education, Music, Languages/Native American Languages, Computer 
Education, Technology Education (Industrial Arts), Marketing Education, Family and 
Consumer Science, Special• Education Programming, Mathematics, Science, Agriculture 
Education, Business and Office Technology/Business Education/ English Language 
Arts/English as a Second Language, Social Studies. The twenty shortage areas are 
designated by the shaded area on the report sheet as being above five percent shortage or 
three or more teachers. 

Please note that this data reflects the 2008-2009 school year. If! can be of further help in 
assisting the State Board of Higher Education wi_th determination reg~ding the 
legislative established student Joan forgiveness program, please feel free to contact me. 

~~~~ 
Dr. Wayne G. Sanstead 
State Superintendent 

School for the Deaf 
Devils Lake, ND 
(701) 662-9000 

School for the Blind 
Grand Forks, ND 

(701) 795-2700 

State Library 
Bismarck. ND 
(701) 328-2492 
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North Dakota Teacher Shortage Report: Teacher FTEs for 9th -12th Grade Courses by Subject Area (2008-2009 School Year) 
NDDPI 12/8/2008 

NOTE: The Regular and Irregular PoslUons remain unchanged from last year - this waa data we were unable to update this year due to technology changes. 
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27 Information Technolonv 27.00 12.64 1.00 40.64 13.64 33.56% 
7 Health Careers 11.02 2.59 1.00 14.61 3.59 24.57% 
24 En~lish as a Second Lanauaae 3.94 1.25 0.00 5.19 1.25 24.08% 
37 Career Clusters 1.84 0.57 0.00 2.41 0.57 23.65% 
2 Art 35.21 3.81 3.50 42.52 7.31 17.19% 
21 Driver and Traffic Safety Education 6.42 0.00 1.00 7.42 1.00 13.48% 
17 Trade and Industrial Education 46.69 4.95 1.00 52.64 5.95 11.30% 
12 Music 64.62 2.61 5.50 72.73 .8.11 11.15% 
6 Lana uaaes I Native American Languaaes 73.23 7.28 1.50 82.01 8.78 10.71% 
23 Computer Education 2.48 0.00 0.25 2.73 0.25 9.16% 
10 Technoloav Education (Industrial Arts) 39.39 1.17 2.50 43.06 3.67 8.52% 
4 Marketina Education 8.00 0.73 0.00 8.73 0.73 8.36% 
9 Family and Consumer Science 77.48 3.11 3.50 84.09 6.61 7.86% 
19 Special Education Proarammina 437.66 14.01 12.00 463.67 26.01 5.61% 
11 Mathematics 204.92 10.00 2.00 216.92 12.00 5.53% 
13 Science 185.67 7.82 3.00 196.49 10.82 5.51% 
1 Agriculture ~aucat1on 50.26 0.78 2.00 53.04 2.78 5.24% 
14 · Business and Office Technolonv / Business Education - 118.98 3.56 2.50 125.04 6.06 4.85% 
20 Career Education 6.31 0.31 0.00 6.62 0.31 4.68% 
5 English Language Arts /Enalish as a Second Lanauaae •• 244.19 10.34 1.64 256.17 11.98 4.68% 
15 Social Studies *.* 203.11 4.52 1.00 208.63 5.52 2.65% 
8 Physical Education 105.02 0.98 1.00 107.00 1.98 1.85% 

25 Diversified Occupations 2.24 0.00 0.00 2.24 0.00 0.00% 
18 Health 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.59 0.00 0.00% 
22 Economics and the Free Entemrise System 0.11 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00% 
26 Career and Technical Resource Educator (CTREl 5.80 0.00 0.00 5.80 0.00 0.00% 

111
• Business and Office Technology/ Business Educatlon,.Engllsh Language Arts/ English as a Second Language, and Social Studies have more than three (3) 

Footnote: vacancies. 
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Unfilled Positions as of the First Day of School (2008-2009) In FTE's 
Special Ed Only 
NDDPI 12/8/2008 

Director of Special Education 
Emotional Disturbance 
Hearing Impairment 
Mental Retardation 
Occupational Therapy 
Physical Therapy 
Preschool Handlca□ned 
Proaram Coordinator 
Psvcholoaical Services 
Social Work 
Specific Learnina Disabilities 
Speech/ Language Services 
Visually Impaired 
Vocational Special Needs 
Other Special Education 

0.00 
3.00 
0.00 
1.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.50 
3.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.00 

12.00 

• 
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TEACHER SHORTAGE LOAN FORGIVENESS PROGRAM 

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
The intent of the teacher shortage loan forgiveness 

program is to reduce a student's loan indebtedness for 
teaching in North Dakota in content areas identified as 
having a teacher shortage. The Bank of North Dakota 
is responsible for processing the loan forgiveness 
payments to financial institutions holding student 
loans for approved recipients. Recipients are eligible 
to receive loan forgiveness of up to $1,000 per year 
with a maximum of $3,000. 

Qualifications for the program include the following: 
1. Teaching in a defined teacher shortage area; 
2. Having a student loan not in default; 
3. Teaching in a North Dakota public or private 

school; and 
4. Holding a full-time contract to teach a full 

academic year. 
For the 2007-09 biennium, total program 

expenditures are anticipated to be $797,000 and the 
2009-11 executive recommendation provides 
$981,000 from the general fund to the North Dakota 
University System for the program. Of the 
390 program applications received for the 2007-08 
academic year, 379 were approved. 

DETERMINING AREAS OF 
TEACHER SHORTAGES 

The Education Standards and Practices Board is 
charged with the responsibility to determine teaching 
shortage areas. North Dakota Administrative Code 
Section 67.1-02-04-01 (Appendix A) provides that 
teaching shortage areas are to be determined by 
reviewing the ratio of regularly licensed teachers in 
the state who are qualified for the position to the 
number of schools with open positions requesting 
alternative access licensure. 

For the 2008-09 academic year, the Education 
Standards and Practices Board declared all teaching 
areas as having shortages, except for elementary 
education and physical education. 

TEACHING VACANCIES 
The table below provides information from the 

Department of Public Instruction regarding schools 
that had not filled a teaching position as of the first 
day of school during an academic year: 

Open Teaching Open Teaching 
Positions on the Positions on the 

First Day of First Day of 
School - 2007-08 School • 2008-09 

Teaching Area Academic Year Academic Year 
Elementary education 2.00 0.00 

Agriculture 2.50 2.00 

Art 2.00 3.50 

Business and office 0.00 2.00 
technology 

Business education 0.00 0.50 

Computer education 0,00 0.25 

Diversified occupations 1.00 0.00 

Driver and traffic safety 1.00 1.00 
education 

English arts 3.50 1.64 

Famlty and consumer 1.50 3.50 
sciences 

Health careers 0.00 1.00 

Languages 2.00 1.50 

Mathematics 2.00 2.00 

Music 2.00 5.50 

Physical education 1.75 1.00 

Science 4.50 3.00 

Social studies 0.00 1.00 

Industrial arts 5.10 2.50 

Trade and industrial 3.00 1.00 
education 
Vocational lnfonnation 1.50 1.00 
technolonv 

COLLEGE PROGRAM COMPLETIONS • 
EDUCATION DEGREES 

The table below provides information regarding 
college program completions for bachelor's and 
master's education degrees from 2000 through 2004 
for selected subject areas: 

Program 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
Elementary education 427 406 420 408 395 
Secondary music 19 7 10 14 4 
Secondary math 32 24 39 17 40 
Secondarv Enollsh 40 45 35 49 27 

Attached as Appendix B is a program completion 
report from the Education Standards and Practices 
Board detailing the completions in each subject area 
from 1994 through 2004. 

ATTACH:2 



Section 

CHAPTER 67.1-02-04 
ALTERNATIVE ACCESS LICENSES 

APPENDIX A 

67 .1-02-04-01 
67.1-02-04-02 
67 .1-02-04-03 
67 .1-02-04-04 
67 .1-02-04-05 
67 .1-02-04-06 

Alternative Access Licenses for Teacher Shortages 
Interim Licenses for Substitute Teachers 
Interim School Counselor 
Forty-Day Provisional Licenses 
Out-of-State Reciprocal Licensure 
Trade; Industry, Technical, and Health Occupations Interim 

License 
67.1-02-04-07 
67 .1-02-04-08 

Clinical Practice Option 
Out-of-State Highly Qualified License 

67 .1-02-04-01. Alternath(e access licenses for teacher shortages. Alternative 
access licenses will be issued under the following conditions: 

1. Consideration for alternative access licenses will not be granted until after 
August first in any year. 

2. Alternative access licenses may be issued only in areas where documented 
shortages of regularly licensed teachers exist as determined by the 
education standards and practices board. Shortage areas must be 
determined by the education standards and practices board based upon the 
ratio of regularly licensed teachers in the state who are qualified for the 
position to the number of schools with open positions requesting 
alternative access licensure. In cases where near shortages exist, the 
board must give additional consideration to whether the hiring school has 
made a diligent effort to attract and hire regularly licensed teachers. 

3. The request for an alternative access license must be initiated by a school. 
The school board or administration must make the request in writing to the 
education standards and practices board for consideration of an alternative 
access license, indicating intent to offer a contract if licensure can be 
arranged. The request must document that a diligent effort has been made 
to employ a regularly licensed teacher to fill the position. Documentation 
of a diligent effort to employ qualified personnel should include information on 
how and how long the position was advertised, whether schools of 
education have been contacted in search of applicants, how many qualified 
applicants applied, how many applicants were interviewed, whether increases 
in salary or other incentives were offered in an attempt to attract qualified 
applicants, and whether these incentives are comparable to those offered 
by other schools of similar size and means. 

4. The candidate must write a letter indicating willingness to accept the 
position if offered. 
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5 . Complete official transcripts of all college work must be sent to the education 
standards and practices board. 

6. The applicant must have proficiency and hold minimum qualifications of a 
content area bachelor's degree in the content area to be assigned. If an 
applicant already qualifies for teacher licensure in another content area, 
alternative access licensure may not be used to teach in a new content area 
while obtaining new content area requirements. 

7, Renewal of alternative access licenses will be reviewed each year and will 
depend upon the supply of and demand for teachers as evidenced by 
documented efforts to obtain a licensed person for the position. The alternate 
access license will be issued only once to complete ;;ill testing requirements for 
regular licensure. 

8. Renewal of the alternative access license, if permitted, is contingent upon 
presentation of at least one-third completion of the requirements for regular 
licensure as stated in section 67 .1-02-02-02 and the North Dakota standards 
for teacher education program. 

9. The fee for the alternative access license is one hundred fifty dollars for each 
year the license is issued. 

10 . Alternative access licensure is to address documented shortage areas only. 
Alternative access licensure may not be issued to applicants who have failed to 
meet the deadlines or conditions of their regular licensure renewal. 

11. Initial applicants for alternative access licensure must also submit to the 
fingerprint background check as stated in subsection 9 of section 67 .1-02-02-
02. 

12. Upon completion of all of the requirements for regular licensure stated in 
section 67.1-02-02-02, an individual holding an alternative access license may 
apply for a regular two-year initial license and begin accruing the eighteen 
months of successful teaching time required to move into the five-year cycle 
according to sections 67.1-02-02-02 and 67.1-02-02-04. 

History: Effective July 1, 1995; amended effective October 1, 1998; October 16, 1998-
April 14, 1999; June 1, 1999; March 1, 2000; July 1, 2004; April 1, 2006; July 1, 2008. 
General Authority: NDCC 15.1-13-09, 15.1-13-10 
Law Implemented: NDCC 15.1-13-10, 15.1-13-11, 15.1-13-14 

67.1•02-04-02. Interim licenses for substitute teachers. Interim licensure 
may be granted for substitute teachers who meet the initial requirements as outlined in 
subsections 1 through 6 and subsection 1 O of section 67 .1-02-04-01 when a shortage 
of regularly licensed substitutes exists. The interim license fee for substitute teachers 
is forty dollars for one year. Renewal is contingent upon continued request from the 
school employing the substitute. Individuals who hold an interim substitute licensure 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION 
2009-11 STEM INITIATIVE FUNDING PROPOSALS 

Summary 

Page 695 of 702 

The 2009-11 budget request approved by the State Board of Higher Education in April 
included the amount of $4 million to be used to support initiatives targeted to the 
enhancement of facilities and instruction in the fields of science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STEM). This initiative was structured as a competitive grant process, 
and each NOUS institution was invited to submit a detailed proposal for a STEM project 
that would advance the following goals: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

Increase student participation and graduation in STEM programs, at both the 
undergraduate and graduate levels; 
Enhance student preparation in STEM fields; 
Deliver programs closely linked to North Dakota's economic and workforce 
needs; 
Enhance current programs or services to meet changing needs or requirements; 
Create enhanced real world learning opportunities and employment opportunities; 
Stimulate added public/private partnerships to leverage resources and/or create 
business spin-off opportunities; 
Encourage and support collaboration among and between K-12 and postsecondary 
education; and 
Enhance research and development in alignment with state needs. 

After careful review and evaluation of all proposals received, the seven STEM initiatives 
summarized on the following pages are recommended for funding consideration in the 
2009-11 budget. 

Recommendation 

I recommend the following motion be adopted by the Board: 

"The SBHE approves the designated STEM initiatives to be submitted to 0MB for 
Governor's Executive Budget consideration." 

J;u..:_ ,,I, ,l..:::J:i 

Date of Meeting: September 18, 2008 
W:\SEPT08.summary.STEM.doc 

William Goetz, ChancelloiG} 



Bismarck State College 

Recommend: $249,000 

Summary 

STEM INITIATIVE PROPOSALS 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Page 696 of 702 

The proposed project will increase interest in STEM programs and awareness of STEM careers through 
targeting elementary students in grades 4 to 6 and entering sophomores and juniors in high school. 
Gaining the interest and attention of students in grades 4 to 6 through the STEM Challenge held in 
co11junction with Marketplace for Kids will pique student interest in science careers. The STEM 
Academy for high school students will help students explore basic science skills and gain insight into 
STEM careers in the area. Classroom activities wilJ focus on components designed to build insight into 
STEM skills and knowledge. This summer academy will be modeled after BSC's successful 
Telecommunications Academy. 

Outcomes 
• By the spring of 2010, a STEM component will be developed for Marketplace for Kids Region 7 

Education Day that includes a teaching guide, and a STEM Challenge track for schools that are 
part of the MREC and expanded to include all Marketplace fore Kids' Region Education Days by 
2011. Effectiveness will be measured by tracking participation in the STEM Classes at 
Marketplace and the number of STEM Challenges showcased. 

• 48 (24 students each year) entering sophomores and juniors will participate in summer STEM 
Academies for one week during June 20 IO and June 2011. Effectiveness will be measured by 
administering pre- and post-tests to participants that will answer the following questions: Is there 
an increase in students' interest in STEM careers? Is there an increase in students' confidence 
that they would succeed in a STEM career? 
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Dickinson State University 

Recommend: $646,600 

Summary 
This partnership, comprised of 16 pul)lic school districts, one private school system, the Early Childhood 
Center, and Dickinson State University, proposes to: I) Articulate, align, and enhance P-16 science and 
mathematics curriculum thereby developing a comprehensive curriculum which builds sequentially 
without gaps and redundancies so that students have a sound preparation for further study and/or careers 
in STEM; 2) Strengthen teachers' content knowledge through STEM curriculum enhancements and 
extensions for P-16 teachers, pre-servke teachers, classroom aides and university content leader students; 
and 3) excite and engage students in the study of STEM areas through curriculum enhancements and 
extensions for K-16 students. 

Outcomes 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

Mathematics and science curricular exit and entrance expectations will be closely articulated and 
aligned between high school exit and university entrance. 
Mathematics and science/critical thinking curriculums will be more closely aligned P-16 . 
DSU faculty and students will offer at least ten STEM learning activities for P-12 teachers and 
students during the year. 
Increase the number of students moving into STEM course of study from other disciplines . 
Increase the potential pool of science and math teachers in DSU Teacher Education programs . 
Increase students going into science and math-related fields of study . 
DSU will revise two basic introductory courses in math and science to align with the revised 
upgraded courses at the high school level. 
The number of P-12 teachers participating in STEM professional development will increase by at 
least 100. 
Participating educators will strengthen their content knowledge as measured by self-evaluation 
instrument. 
Increase the number of students from participating school districts who declare mathematics, 
science and/or engineering as major areas of study when they attend college in North Dakota. 
Decrease the number of students from participating school districts who enroll in remedial 
courses MATH 101 and I 02 at Dickinson State University. 
Increase the number of high school students taking upper level courses in mathematics and 
science within the participating school districts. 
Student participation in STEM classes will increase . 
Seventy-five sixth through ninth grade students will attend the energy camp . 
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Minot State University 

Recommend: $400,400 

Funding from this grant will enable Minot State University to provide students with a stronger 
technology-based, real-world STEM foundation, allowing MiSU's graduates to better meet ND employer 
needs. Further, this improved technology will enhance teaching activities as well as student and faculty 
research. MiSU will also be able to reach out to ND K-12 mathematics and science teachers and students 
using Web servers and virtual c1assrooms. 

MiSU plans to increase its computing technology capabilities to meet the needs and goals of the grant 
project. Various computational, data, and Web servers, plus supporting equipment, will be purchased and 
used to engage university students, faculty, and the ND K-12 community in STEM disciplines. 

This grant will allow MiSU to foster and improve student learning in STEM disciplines, increase and 
enhance student and faculty STEM research, and support and engage the ND K-12 mathematics and 
science community. In this way, Minot State University will meet the project's goals and objectives. 

Outcomes ' 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Provide additional student research experiences with faculty 
Increase student enrollment in STEM programs by I 0% 
Increase graduation rates in STEM programs by I 0% 
Provide greater opportunities for MiSU's undergraduate and graduate students to use current 
technology in classroom laboratories 
Provide greater opportunities for MiSU's undergraduate and graduate students to use current 
technology in research 
Increase ND K-12 math and science teacher resources through web sites of resources created for 
them 
Continue to increase the number of STEM graduates entering the workforce in ND 
Enhance training of STEM-field ND K-12 teachers 
Increase computing power for student and faculty researchers in the areas of mathematics, 
computer science, and science 
Increase ND K~ 12 student and teacher access and experiences with mathematical programs 
through virtual classrooms 
Provide greater community support for research needs 
Provide opportunities to apply for national STEM and other grants 
Provide access to materials that will enhance ND K-12 teaching and learning 

Surveys have been developed to assess the integration of coursework across discipline areas 
(both teacher and student surveys); outcome attainment for MiSU students and faculty and ND 
K-12 teachers and students; and the quality of technology training being provided to ND's 

workforce (employers). 
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North Dakota State College of Science 

Recommend: $386,300 

Summary 
North Dakota State College of Science proposes to create two fabrication laboratories (Fab Labs), one on
campus and one mobile, to further incorporate STEM related emerging technologies into our academic 
programs and workforce training efforts, This will enhance the educational experience for NDSCS 
students and serve the economic development needs of the state. The College also aims to create a 
culture of research and entrepreneurship by providing technical resources for regional businesses, 
entrepreneurs and inventors, and by designing a capstone project in which students from all academic 
disciplines will collaborate to design, create and market new inventions. The presence of the mobile Fab 
Lab will allow NDSCS to expand its STEM outreach program by transporting the Fab Lab to secondary 
schools and community events, and to cultivate relationships with regional businesses, entrepreneurs and 
inventors who require temporary fabrication facilities. 

Outcomes 
• Students 

o Increase participation and graduation of students in STEM programs. 
o Projected total of 115 NDSCS students will participate in the Fab Lab activities per year, 
o Track increase in retention of students in the programs. 

• Outreach activities 
o Projected outreach schedule of 1-2 school visits per month, starting in the Fall of Year 2 

(15-20 students/visit) 
o PrC>jected total of 15 students per year will participate in summer Nanoscience Academy 

which will contain a fabrication module. 
o Track college enrollment and projected majors of all outreach students to determine 

increased interest in STEM majors. 
• Programs linked to economic needs 

o Projected total of 115 NDSCS students will participate in Fab Lab activities per year. 
(These programs are identified as high-priority employment areas for ND.) 

o Projected total of 5 participants are expected to participate in workforce training. 

• Partnerships 
o Projected total of5-10 professional and business outreach visits are expected by end of 

year 2. 
o Projected total of2-4 new business partners will be recruited by the end of Year 2. 

• Enhanced research and development 
o Projected total of2-4 external users ofFab Lab facilities are expected by end of Year 2. 



North Dakota State University 

Recommend: $500,000 

Summary 
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National, regional, and local demands for college graduates in science, technology, math, and engineering 
(STEM) fields are outpacing the system's production of such individuals. NDSU requests infrastructure 
funding to help address this issue. Given the need for up-to-date facilities in STEM fields, NDSU has 
made a conscious effort to remodel teaching and research laboratories so that individual labs provide the 
resources necessary for superior instruction and scholarship. This process is ongoing, and many 
laboratories across the campus have not been remodeled. NDSU requests funds to renovate labs for 
student and faculty use in the biological sciences, chemistry, computer science, engineering, geosciences, 
and physics. 

Outcomes 
• Students in the courses in these fields will have the opportunity to apply knowledge learned in 

these areas in laboratories that provide the most up-to-date equipment. 
• Students will be better prepared for professional positions when they graduate. 
• The' new equipment will provide new incentives and interest in these STEM areas. 
• Faculty will have added capacity to pursue cutting-edge research and additional 

opportunities to involve students in this research. 
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University of North Dakota 

Recommend: $ 1, 1 15,800 

Summary 
UND requests facilities infrastructure improvements to support undergraduate training in STEM areas. 
These include the following: (1) A large interactive STEM classroom to serve a high volume of students, 
support a new pedagogical paradigm and yield better prepared students in STEM disciplines and (2) 
Renovation of STEM teaching labs to support integrated, problem-based learning and the creation of new 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs that directly address critical needs for workforce and 
economic development. These enhancements build on the interactive classroom project and also move 
students from NDUS 2- and 4-year colleges through the pipeline, resulting in professional graduate 
education in high need areas. 

Outcomes 
• Add to the campus' STEM instructional space 
• Students seek out other inquiry-based learning opportunities 
• Greater faculty use of inquiry-based learning 
• Greater participation of undergraduates in research experiences 
• Increased course capacities and efficiency 
• Enhanced student preparation for undertaking research experiences 
• Partner employers note better graduate preparation for independent and team problem-solving 

tasks 
• Greater overall student participation and research in externally-funded STEM training programs 

These outcomes will be assessed through annual reports on recruitment, retention, graduation, course 
enrollments, and classroom scheduling loads; student retention to second course in 2-course 
sequences; faculty satisfaction with student preparation and performance in student research 
experiences; the number of students pursuing research experiences; post-graduation surveys 
documenting student placement and employer satisfaction with student performance; and research 
productivity in STEM areas. 
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Valley City State University 

Recommend: $490,200 

Summary 
Materials and resources from the National Center for Technological Literacy (NCTL) at the Museum of 
Science in Boston will be compiled into four to five (12-15 credits) undergraduate STEM courses at each 
of three academic levels (elementary, middle school, high school). These courses will be developed in a 
hybrid format with both traditional classroom experiences and online preparation. The courses will be 
packaged into "STEM Ce1tificates" for undergraduate students. Education students from every discipline 
will be encouraged to complete the STEM Certificate as part of their teacher education curriculum. The 
grant will provide incentives for education students to acquire the STEM Certificate. 

Graduate courses based on· STEM materials and research practice will be developed for graduate students 
in VCSU's Master of Education program. The completion of four to five courses at elementary, middle 
school, or secondary levels will allow in-service teachers in the program to complete a "STEM 
Certificate" and/or include the courses as electives within the Master's degree. The grant will provide 
incentives for graduate students to acquire the STEM Certificate. 

VCSU will continue to create, host, and instruct in-service teacher workshops based on the NCTL 
materials. These STEM workshops will be scheduled on a regular basis throughout the school year. 
In addition, STEM modules will be presented to VCSU faculty through Brown Bag seminars. STEM 
seminars will be scheduled regularly throughout the academic year and offer faculty in Science, 
Technology, Mathematics, and other disciplines access to STEM materials that may be incorporated into 
existing VCSU courses. 

Outcomes 
• Number of graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in the new STEM coursework 
• Course evaluations completed by students/teachers enrolled in STEM courses and workshops 
• Number ofVCSU faculty attending workshops and seminars on STEM methodology 
• Pre- and post-surveys completed by teachers and graduate students. Surveys will record 

integration of STEM materials by the teachers and changes in teaching methodology based on the 
new learning from the workshops and courses. Surveys will be completed at the beginning of 
each graduate course and teacher workshop. Follow-up surveys will be sent out nine months after 
course/workshop completion 

• STEM curriculum materials will be provided to 700-1000 pre-service and in-service teachers over 
the two years 

• Resulting changes from the new STEM curriculum will impact as many as 35,000 ND students 
• Coursework will lead to State STEM endorsements for undergraduate and graduate students 
• Specific deliverables are outlined for each goal 
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BISMARCK HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER 

History 
Bismarck State College has been hosting collaborative programs on campus for more 
than thirty years. UNO has offered graduate programs since 1976, MiSU and DSU have 
offered undergraduate programs since 1984 and 1999, respectively. 

Due to the growth of the Bismarck-Mandan area, demand for these offerings has 
increased tremendously. Collaborative students have increased nearly 60 percent in the 
last 7 years. 

COLLABORATIVE ENROLLMENT TREND -FALL 
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Current Program/Degree Offerings 
Current collaborative programs/degree offerings in Bismarck that require physical space: 

Dickinson State University 
• Bachelor of Applied Science in Technology 
• Bachelor of Science in Accounting 
• Bachelor of Science In Finance 
• Bachelor of Science in International Business 
• Bachelor of Science in Human Resource Management 
• Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 
• Bachelor of Arts in English 
• Bachelor of Arts in Composite Social Science 
• Bachelor of Science in Computer Technology Management 
• Bachelor of Science in Education: Elementary Education 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: English 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: Math 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: History 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: Composite Social Science 
• Bachelor of University Studies 
• Certificate in Human Resource Management . 
• Certificate in Entrepreneurship 
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Minot State University 
• Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice. 
• Bachelor of Social Work 
• Bachelor of Arts in Psychology 
• Bachelor of Science in Management 
• Bachelor of Science in Addiction Studies 

University of North Dakota 
• Master of Science in Early Childhood Education 
• Master of Science in Elementary Education 
• Master of Science in Secondary Education 
• PhD in Teaching and Learning with emphasis in Higher Education 

Increasing Demand for Programs/Degrees 
Campuses continue to investigate the changing needs of students in the Bismarck/Mandan are~ 
and are working to increase graduate and undergraduate offerings to meet the demand. For 
example UNO is expanding to undergraduate degrees with a new communications degree 
offered through on-site faculty, and with four engineering programs currently awaiting on-site 
approval to be offered in the Bismarck/Mandan area. NDSU is also looking to add programs in 
the Bismarck/Mandan area. Other campuses have also expressed an interest in entering the 
Bismarck-Mandan market with four-year degrees, especially if the Higher Education Center 
would come to fruition. 

Horizon Building Analysis 
Attachment 1 is the budget proposal outline which provides additional support and information 
for purchasing the Horizon Building for use the Bismarck Higher Education Center . 

Attachment 2 is the financial analysis of purchasing the Horizon Building as the site for the 
Higher Education Center. The deficit amount in connection with the existing lease, less BSC's 
share of the lease, is about $111,000. This is the amount BSC is incurring, with no offsetting 
revenue generation, to offer 4-year degree programs in Bismarck. If SSC were to own the 
building and receive the $315,000/year GF appropriation, we could re-direct our resources to 
BSC program initiatives and Bismarck residents could obtain 4-year degrees without paying a 
surcharge. 
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BSC Higher Education Center 
Budget Proposal Outline 

3/13/2008 

Attachment 1 

Vision/Direction: The Roundtable report of May 2000 provided specific direction to the NOUS 
on serving state needs through collaborative delivery, including the establishment of higher 
education centers. Specific references include: 

"The NDUS must permit programmatic duplication where it is necessary to serve a different 
target group and necessary to sustain an economically viable program; however, collaborative 
delivery should be encouraged where the quality of the program can be maintained and the total 
cost of delivery can be reduced. " (page 42) 

"The SBHE should designate or establish, where necessary, learner centers throughout the State 
to provide educational access to under-served areas. The SBHE shouldfirstfully utilize the 
existing NDUS resources and partner with other statewide educational entities in creating the 
centers. These centers would act as a conduit for: identifying the educational needs in the 
region; delivering or brokering the delivery of academic programs from multiple providers; 
providing on-site student services not offered through technology; and, following up on user 
satisfaction. " (Page 42) 

"The NDUS must proactively develop and offer programs responsive to the needs of the state 
and are consistent with the market trends of the future. Programs should be offered in those 
areas where demand is sufficient (i.e. critical mass of students). The NDUS needs to also permit 
program duplication where it is necessary to serve a different target group and necessary to 
sustain an economically viable program; however, collaborative delivery should be encouraged 
where the quality of the program can be maintained and the total cost of delivery can be 
reduced." (Page 43) · 

"The SBHE, and the executive and legislative branches, should modify funding practices to: 
• Encourage multi-campus collaboration by rewarding both the sending and receiving 

campuses; 
• Recognize the multiple constituents served and the costs of delivery; 
• Encourage new and innovative delivery methods; and 
• Properly balance state and student funding so that student costs remain affordable to 

North Dakota citizens. "(Page 43) 

"Develop a delivery system capable of making .the capacities of the NDUS accessible to all of 
North Dakota. 

• Learning Centers. 
• Distance delivery. 
• Collaborative delivery. 
• Duplicated programs where appropriate." (Page 63) 
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This is an outline of the DSU budget priority #32 discussed at the January 7 Chancellor's 
Cabinet meeting: "Purchase and provide operating support for the Horizon Building in 
Bismarck, enabling the university system to establish an NDUS Higher Education Center." 

Concept: Provide one location in Bismarck, as part of the BSC campus, to host partner institutio1 
and multi-institution administrative offices and classroom/IVN space. Focusing these activities 
creates a "one stop shop" for students participating iri the multiple campus program offerings 
currently available in Bismarck at a variety of locations, and a basis for a collaborative 
partnership response to evolving program needs. This proposed student-centered and 
collaborative partnership approach helps to establish the critical mass of students that is needed 
for viable program offerings. This approach also serves to minimize duplication in course and 
program offerings and, addresses the concerns of many in the Bismarck/Mandan community for 
NDUS delivered baccalaureate/graduate programs in the state's second largest community. 

A third party (Bismarck Industries) constructed and controls the Horizon Building on the 
Bismarck State College campus. President Vickers has suggested, and President Skogen has 
supported the state purchase of the building for use as a higher education center. Estimated cost 
of purchasing the building and its partial conversion for IVN and traditional classroom use 
include: 

Building purchase 
IVNrooms 
Classroom renovation and equipment 
Total 

$3,800,000 
100,000 
600,000 

$4,500,000 

The building will remain a BSC facility with state purchase of the building permitting transition 
to NDUS collaborative use. Initially the first floor would be primarily dedicated to NDUS 
collaborative activities and the north half of the second and third floors would be remodeled to 
become collaborative classrooms/IVN rooms. As collaborative activities expand, the south half 
of the second and third floors would be dedicated to collaborative activities. Currently BSC 
classroom and faculty office space across the campus is being used at capacity. BSC has been a 
very gracious partner by permitting and encouraging NDUS sister institutions to use BSC 
facilities as they are available, largely in the evenings and on weekends. This limited availability 
currently serves more than 500 Bismarck students enrolled at BSC's sister institutions. Access to 
baccalaureate and graduate programs during the regular school day is currently limited by the 
lack of access to facilities. Thus, the second largest higher education market in the state is, 
arguably, the most underserved area in the state because students cannot regularly access NDUS 
baccalaureate and graduate programs. This proposal follows directly from the Roundtable 
direction to "establish, where necessary, learner centers throughout the State to provide 
educational access to under-served areas. " 

Several factors have converged to provide a unique opportunity to establish a higher education 
center in Bismarck. These factors include: 

• The state's largest underserved market 
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• The lack of available classroom facilities but the availability of an appropriate building 
on the BSC campus 

• BSC's willingness to host sister institutions 
• Other system institution interest in serving the Bismarck/Mandan area 
• A track record of student interest, currently more than 500 students 

There is a strong interest in the Bismarck/Mandan community to improve access to system 
baccalaureate and graduate programs. In recent years this interest has been commonly expressed 
in the form of converting BSC into a baccalaureate degree granting institution. Although such a 
conversion is possible, President Skogen opposes such a move. This solution would have 
unwanted effects including higher tuition and fees and the loss of important high quality 
certificate and associate degree programs at a time when state needs for career and technical 
programs are increasing dramatically. NOUS community college tuition and required fee rates 
are the only rates in the system that are significantly higher than the regional average 
($489/+ 18% ). The market for baccalaureate faculty is such that their average salary is higher 
than community college faculty salaries. The conversion ofBSC to a baccalaureate institution 
would require a significant infusion of additional state resources (including a change in the 
current funding model), a significant increase in tuition and requiredfees, or both. The proposed 
higher education center provides a better alternative to serving students, and is responsive to the 
Roundtable direction that "collaborative delivery should be encouraged where the quality of the 
program can be maintained and the total cost of delivery can be reduced. " 

Currently, under NOUS procedures, operating support for collaborative partnerships is generated 
through a revenue sharing mechanism. In summary, unless other arrangements are negotiated 
between system institutions, Procedure 805.3.1 distributes: 

• 60% of tuition and 100% of course fee revenues to the instructional provider 
• 20% to the home (degree providing) campus 
• 20% to the receiving site campus (for physical plant expenses only) 

(When a single institution serves more than one of the three roles it earns the revenue from both 
roles.) This revenue sharing typically results in the addition of significant fees to students 
involved in collaborative programs since basic tuition and fees are not based on revenue sharing. 
In addition, the revenue sharing arrangement is designed to reimburse the receiving site campus 
for physical plant costs only, not for costs related to direct instructional support (for example, fax 
machines and copying for IVN classes) or other costs such as faculty office space or special 
library services. 

One way to implement the Roundtable recommendation to "Encourage multi-campus 
collaboration by rewarding both the sending and receiving campuses" would be to provide for 
the operating costs which would permit students to attend classes at the higher education center 
for the same cost as attending classes at the providing institutions. BSC currently estimates the 
need for $315,000 annually to compensate for the plant and support expenses it currently incurs. 
In fy07 BSC received approximately $130,000 from OSU, MiSU and WSC as the 20% receiving 
site physical plant expense. In addition to the physical plant costs BSC provides significant IT 
support, student service and instructional support ( computer lab, library etc.) at an estimated 
annual value of $70,000. Also in addition to the physical plant expense BSC expects to expend 
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approximately $115,000 for utility, custodial, maintenance supplies and repairs for the Higher 
Education Center. Under the current system procedure BSC, as a partner in serving the 
Bismarck/Mandan community, has supported evening/weekend/space available collaborative 
course offerings on the basis of the 20% revenue sharing. BSC cannot, however, be expected to 
cover the additional costs described when the primary purpose (not just the "space available" 
use) is to serve students enrolled at sister institutions, including prime daytime classroom use 
when BSC is itself short of this space. BSC's total annual expense of$315,000 is a real expense 
that needs to be addressed through either state support or additional student fees. Providing state 
base funding support for the $315,000 in annual expenses ($630,000 for the '09-'l l biennium) 
would allow collaborative campuses to not have to contribute the 20% revenue sharing (if the 
facility is purchased by the state) or the additional costs related to a dedicated collaborative 
facility. From the Bismarck/Mandan student perspective this would mean that collaborative 
students would have access to system baccalaureate and graduate programs at essentially the 
same tuition and fee rates that are charged at those home institutions. If state support is not 
provided for the operating expenses, students would not only be required to pay an additional 
20% physical plant support fee, they would be expected to pay a higher "self-support" tuition 
rate to cover the needed computer lab, library, student services, faculty office space etc. This 
collaborative partnership, which already exhibits very high levels of the kind of activities 
envisioned by the Roundtable, provides an ideal opportunity for state policy to reward the 
desired partnerships through ongoing financial support. This action appears to be a particularly 
effective and efficient response to a clear state need when compared to the cost of converting a 
community college to a baccalaureate and eventually graduate degree-granting institution and tht 
potential loss of much needed community college programs . 

While a unique situation currently exists for the development of a truly collaborative higher 
education center in Bismarck, based on more than 500 student enrollments this model could be 
considered for use in other areas of the state with underserved populations, including those 
underserved by community college programs. 

G:\MICHEL\Bismarck Higher Education Center.doc 
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Attachment 2 

BISMARCK STATE COLLEGE 
HORIZON BUILDING ANALYSIS 

Continue to Lease 
1st & 2nd Floors 

Purchase & Lease
out 3rd Floor 1/ 

Purchase & Occupy 
3rd Floor 

Funding Sources 
New General Fund Base S's 
Sublease revenue 2/ 

DSU 
MiSU 
UNO 
NDUSO 
3rd Fir 

20% Revenue Sharing 3/ 
DSU 
MiSU 
WSC 

Total Funding sources 

Ongoing Expenses 
Direct: 

Lease 

Utilities 4/ 
Custodial 
Repairs 
Building supplies 
Grounds Maint./Repair 
Elevator contracts 
Insurance 
Special Assessments 

Total direct 
Indirect: 

Support Costs 5/ 
Physical Plant 3/ 

Total Indirect 
Total Costs 

Deficit (surplus) 6/ 

One-time Expenses 
Purchase of building 

Equip IVN studios 
Renovate and furnish 

Footnotes 

55,868 
48,332 
37,272 
39,528 

107,200 
48,600 
23,800 

181,000 

179,600 
360,600 

264,000 
20,200 
14,400 

1,000 
500 

5,000 

305,100 

70,000 
179,600 
249,600 
5S4,700 

(194,100) 

3,800,000 
100,000 
600,000 

4,500,000 

132,600 

1/ 3rd floor is currently leased to an engineering firm, with a term to 2014 

315,000 

132,600 

447,600 

66,000 
18,800 
12,000 

l,SOO 
10,000 

3,500 
2,000 
1,700 

· us,soo 

70,000 
179,600 
249,600 
365,100 

82,500 

2/ Entities pay lease for faculty/staff offices on the 1st floor and the three schools will utilize half 
the 2nd floor for classroom/offices and split the lease cost. BSC staff occupy half the 2nd floor. 

3/ Reimbursement to home campus for utilization of campus facilities, such as custodial, building and 
parking lot wear and tear, utilities, etc. 

(Note: The collaborative campuses pay both lease expense and the 20% revenue share to BSC because the lease 
is a direct expense that BSC pays to the lessor. If BSC had unoccupied space on campus for the collaborative 
partners, then they would not need to pay rent.) 

4/ BSC currently pays 1st fir gas/elec. All utilities would be assumed if bUilding was purchased. 
5/ Reimbursement to home campus for staff and student utilization of services such as IT support, 

student services, library, computer labs, etc. 
6/ Deficit is covered by BSC with tuition revenues. 

315,000 

315,000 

66,000 
18,800 
12,000 

1,500 
10,000 

3,500 
2,000 
1,700 

115,500 

70,000 
179,600 
249,600 
365,100 

(50,100) 
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Table 9A 

DEGREE CREDIT HEADCOUNT BY E-LEARNING DELIVERY METHOD 

Fall 2008 

VIDEO 1V BROADCAST PRERECDRDE AUDIO INTERNET co;;-r COMBO E-1...EARNING (E-LEARNINGUNDUPLICATED 
1•WAY 2-WAY LIVE PRE-RECORDED VIDEO AUDIO 1-WAY 2-WAY SYNCH A-SYNCH RQM < 50% DUPLICATED TOH,l CAMPUS TOTAL 

; c..·•g,..es:;,.~-.ul',•..:.,:-.=>,.,,"'-"-~;:.:;.,<.1-"-''-•:,-,:,;<-.... ~.,;•"'-'•- .,·.c:.;.•r. w • ..-.:;,.;,-::;,,;-,-,.;.<,~>"c.."-¢•,.-r,>,C .0:\". -'""-·"-·.._·- ,._...,_,,~ .... --~ .,.•fi~' "-~-'I•-•• • · ,•·,.: ,,._,c-_-.,•.O 

BSC 0 95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,615 0 1,742 3,452 3,010 

DSU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 777 0 

LRSC 0 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 362 0 460 891 792 

MASU 0 162 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 187 0 0 349 314 

MISU 0 37 0 0 .o 0 0 0 0 1,173 0 0 1,210 1,200 

MISU-B 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 178 0 0 278 265 

NDSCS 0 95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 596 0 0 691 680 

NDSU 35 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 2,175 0 520 2,867 2,753 

UNO 0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 330 1,872 0 13 2,311 2,223 

vcsu 0 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 462 0 379 883 762 

wsc 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 332 0 0 431 410 

NOUS Total 35 852 0 0 0 0 0 0 410 8,952 0 3,114 _ 14,140 12,409 • 

• Reflects unduplicated headcount enrollment for&-leamlng delivery methods. For example, if a is student taking a video course and an internet course the student is counted once in the unduplicated 
e-leaming total. 

,-

(-··,~ - - -) 
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BSC 

osu 

LRSC 

MASU 

MISU 

MISU-B 

NDSCS 

NDSU 

UNO 

vcsu 
wsc 

INous ro1,1 

FACE TO FACE 
OFF CAMPUS 

--- ~--~~- ... --- .. --
A 

~ 

Table 9 

DEGREE CREDIT HEADCOUNT BY ALL DELIVERY METHODS 

Fall 2008 

DISTANCE EDUCATION 

CORRE- DUPLICATED DE UNDUPLICATED FACE TO FACE DE & ON-CAMPUS UNDUPLICATED DE & 

SPONDENCE E-LEARNING1 TOTAL2 DE TOTAL3 ON CAMPUS DUPLICATED TOTALS ON CAMPUS TOTAL• 
··- ,, - --·. 
B C D E F G H 

=A+B+C =E+F 
c:.c .. ~~.("°'~' -~·'-<-'<- .,~•;:.,i:~J .• •' : ~-:- - . :cs~:-.-.- :' .,.,._~•7. ,- -·· 

121 0 3,452 3,573 3,088 2,471 5,559 3,788 

221 68 m 1,066 817 2. 111 2,928 2,730 

886 0 891 1,m 1,596 379 1,975 1,657 

42 0 349 391 336 492 828 789 

404 48 1,210 1,662 1,533 2,492 4,025 3,432 

144 0 278 422 398 325 723 652 

525 0 691 1,216 1,171 1,645 2,816 2,543 

11 125 2,867 3,003 2,858 12,847 15,705 13,229 

563 105 2,311 2,979 2,805 11,208 14,013 12,748 

82 0 8B3 965 832 721 1,553 1,019 

197 0 431 628 549 402 951 847 

31196 346 141140 17,682 151983 35,093 511076 431434 

1 E-leaming categories are listed in more detail on Table 9A. 

NON-DEGREE 
CREDIT 

ENROLLMENTS 5 

I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

3 

8 

2 Reflects enrollment in each distance education delivery method. If for example a student is taking both a correspondence course and an &-learning course, this same student would be reported twice in the 
duplicated enrollment total. 

• 

CAMPUS 
TOTALti 

J 
=H+I 

3,788 

2,730 

1,657 

789 

3,432 

655 

~545 

13,229 

12,748 

1,019 

850 

43,442 

3 Reflects unduplicated headcount enrollment for total distance education. If for example a student is taking both a correspondence and &-learning course, this student would be counted only once in the unduplicated 
distance education total. 

4 This is a conservative count of students known lo be counted only once by a campus or the system for the system total. The actual unduplicated counts are probably higher for campuses with students with 
· insufficient identification information. If for example, a student that is taking a correspondence course and a face to face on campus course, they would be counted only once when sufficient identification information is 
provided. 
5 Students that are onty taking non-degree credit courses. 
41 En~ments are unduplicated at campus level-but are duplicated at system level. Thus, a student who is taking courses simultaneously at two different campuses would be induded in the NOUS total twice but only 
once in the NOUS unduplicated total. 
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NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

► 
JUNE 30, 2008 

STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS 
Primary Component 

Institution Units 

ASSETS 
Current assets 

Cash and cash equivalents $ 70,737,581 $ 19,781,871 
Investments 100,459,315 
Accounts receivable, net 15,541,963 16,270,948 
Receivable from component units 2,492,330 
Receivable from primary institution 2,482,679 
Due from State General Fund 14,666,507 
Grants & contracts receivables, net 36,457,281 454,437 
Inventories 7,413,270 140,095 
Notes receivable, net 7,979,026 

Other assets 2 066,231 1 996 030 

Total current assets 257,813 504 41 126 060 

Noncurrent assets 
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 5,321,884 17,318,185 
Restricted investments 15,887,427 74,108,620 
Endowment investments 12,769,721 265,768,138 
Noncurrent receivable from primary institution 57,996,966 
Notes receivable, net 33,933,838 

Other long•tenn investments 20,968,021 26,582,808 
Unamortized bond discount & cost of issuance 4,102,605 1,873,307 
Other noncurrent assets 16,420 25,847,901 
Capita] assets, net 716 616,844 121 443 202 

Total noncurrent assets 809 616 760 590 939,127 
Total assets $ 1 067 430 264 $ 632 065 187 

LIABILITIES 

• 
Current liabilities 

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 25,128,266 $ 7,065,998 
Payable to component units 413,226 

Payable to primary instib.ltion 2,492,330 

Accrued payroll 23,318,789 52,583 

Deferred revenue 11,618,411 2,237,794 
Deposits 5,737,728 648,894 

Long•term liabilities-current portion 
Due to Component Units 2,075,726 (.-... 
Due to Others 13,794,243 5,089,689 

Total current liabilities 82,086,389 17,587,288 iii, 
Noncurrent liabilities ' 

Advances from Bank of ND 1,479,887 ::.: 
Liabilities under trust agreements 32,710,250 
Other noncurrent liabilities 1,371,034 8,827,455 

Long-term liabilities 
Due to Component Units 57,990,693 ' '-,_/ 
Due to Others 201,818,241 84 571,901 

Total noncurrent liabilities 262,659,855 126,109,606 

Total liabilities $ 344 746 244 $ 143 696 894 

NET ASSETS 
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt $ 473,571,577 $ 108,058,405 

Restricted for: 
Nonexpendable: 

Scholarships and fellowships 14,287,950 

Other (CU) 265,612,030 

Expendable: 
Scholarships and fellowships 4,702,979 
Research 12,489,914 
Institutional 9,706,674 
Loans 45,422,791 
Capital projects 665,584 

Debt service 12,444,896 

• Other 67,955 65,793,096 
Unrestricted 149 323 700 48 904 762 
Total net assets $ 722 684 020 $ 488 368 293 

Sl'13 Ni,tt~ to FinrnKial S!a!L'rnenb I(, 
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Benefits of Nonresident Students 
to the State of North Dakota and the North Dakota University System 

Nonresident student expenditures have a significant economic impact on our state's economy . 

► Nonresident students spend, on average, $8,700 per year in North Dakota, primarily on living 
expenses, in addition to tuition and fees paid to the institutions. 

► Systemwide, 17,552 nonresident students were enrolled in the Fall of 2008, which resulted in up to 
$152 million in nonresident student spending, in addition to tuition and fees. 

► Non-resident students pay sales and other taxes (including property taxes paid indirectly through 
rent). Many nonresident students are employed in North Dakota while attending college and pay 

state income taxes. 

Nonresident students bring diversity and a broader range of experiences. They contribute to a richer 
academic experience at NDUS institutions and expand the horizons of North Dakota students. 

Non-resident students, including Minnesota students, pay higher tuition rates than do North Dakota 
residents. (Note: In addition, the state of Minnesota pays North Dakota for the difference in the 
number of Minnesota students who attend North Dakota institutions compared to North Dakota 
students who attend Minnesota institutions. 2007-08 reciprocity payments to North Dakota from 
Minnesota totaled $3,114,302.) 

► Contractual student exchange programs, such as the North Dakota/Minnesota reciprocity program, 
facilitate the flow of students between states and provide additional opportunities for North 
Dakota residents to attend college out-of-state at a reduced cost. 

Many University System programs have available space, and recruiting nonresident students to fill 
these spaces makes sense because additional revenues are generated without significant added cost. 
The added enrollment helps spread fixed costs over a larger student base, thereby helping control cost 
increases for North Dakota students. If it wasn't for non-resident students, some current programs may 
not be available to North Dakota resident students. 

NDUS research efforts would be severely limited without the contributions of highly educated 
nonresident students, particularly graduate students, who contribute to our growing global economy. 

Recruitment of out-of-state students is supported by the private sector, as stated by private sector 
members of the Roundtable on Higher Education. 

• The number of nonresident students who stay in the state after graduation is increasing, thus growing 
our population and our workforce. According to the most recent statistics, 28.3 percent of nonresident. 
students remain in North Dakota after completion of their programs; some are re-enrolled, but most 
are employed. 

• These out-of-state students who graduate from NDUS institutions and remain in the state are an 
important part of our educated workforce. They enable employers to fill positions in high demand and 
highly skilled areas without spending considerable resources to recruit workers from other states. 

• Just as private sector businesses recruit out-of-state employees, the NDUS attracts talent by recruiting 

out-of-state faculty, staff and students. 

-~:"' '.I,, 
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TO: 

NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

Representative Bob Skarphol, Chair, House Appropriations 
Education and Environment Divisi~ 

FROM: William Goetz, ChancelloiJJ ~4 
DATE: March 10, 2009 

RE: Follow-up Information Requested During NOUS Office Hearing 

Thank you for providing each of our University System institutions and the NOUS Office time to 
present their respective budget requests to your committee last week. During the NOUS Office 
budget, we were asked to provide some additional information as follows: 

1. An allocation of the NOUS Office budget into four major budget categories: salaries and 
wages, operating, capital, and financial aid. There are some budgeted funds that do not 
appear to fit into one of these four categories, so we have noted those separately. See 
Attachment 1. 

2. Document outlining various financial aid programs available to students. See 
Attachment 2. 

3. There have been several questions about the benefits to ND of non-resident students. 
have attached a document that helps frame the issue and benefits. See Attachment 3. 

4. Information on the number of students supported through the Professional Student 
Exchange Program (vets, optometrists, and dentists) who return to the state to practice 
after graduation. We continue to work with our FINDET Office on this data, and have 
some preliminary information, but need to validate its completeness. It will be 
important to visit with the various professional associations in doing so. In fact, we may 
need their ongoing help to track graduates long-term. 

During the hearing for Mayville State University, you had inquired about the State Board of 
Higher Education's policy for the implementation of additional programs by campuses, 
specifically the requirements for a four-year institution to add an associate degree program or 
for a two-year institution to add a bachelor's degree. 

State Capitol-600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960. Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College• Dickinson State University• Lake Region State College• Mayville State University• 
Minot State University • Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota• Valley City State University• Williston State College. 



i Memo to Rep. Skarphol 
March 10, 2009 
Page 2 

I have attached the two applicable policies of the State Board of Higher Education relating to 
program approval (403.1) and degrees offered {409). See Attachment 4. Policy 403.1 sets forth 
the requirement of Board approval for all new programs of study. Policy 409 outlines the 
conditions under which an institution may request a new degree. These conditions include: 

• Documented student and employer demand; 
• Existing programs or degrees at other institutions are not meeting the demand and 

other institutions authorized to offer the degree are not positioned to meet the 
demand; 

• The proposed degree includes collaboration with other institutions, if feasible; and 

• The institution seeking the new degree is best positioned to offer a degree program to 
meet the demand, either collaboratively or separately. 

In addition, the institution must have approval of the regional accrediting association (the 
Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools) to 
deliver specified levels of instruction (associate degree, bachelor's degree, advanced degrees). 
Program offerings at a new degree level or addition of a new academic program that shifts the 
organization's mission require that the institution complete a process to obtain Higher Learning 
Commission approval. 

It is important that the State Board of Higher Education consider access and availability of our 
program offerings across the System as a whole. As a result, the Board is undertaking a mission 
review as one of its current objectives. 

We continue to work on several other information requests that your committee has identified 
throughout the week and will forward these to you when they are complete. 

I look forward to the opportunity to meet with the committee to discuss ongoing questions or 
issues related to the North Dakota University System. I am available to meet at anytime, please 
call 328-2693. 

Attachments 

g:\terry\1100\09ses\memo to rep. skarphol - followup from ndus office hearinit 3-10-09.doex 
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North Dakota University System Office 
Distribution of Budget by Major Category Total Funds 

2007-09 and 2009-11 Proposed 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 

$7.4 
9.8% 

14.1 $17.2 
18.6% 22.8% 

s Salaries and Benefits (NDUS Office & 
SITS Pool) 

11 Operating Expenses (NDUS Office & 
SITS Pool) 
Capital (NDUS state bond payments 

& SITS Pool) 
Financial Aid 

■ System Grants to Campuses 
(e.g. EPSCoR, Title 11, SOMHS Prof. 

2009-11 Engrossed SB 2003 

$11.2 
14.8% 

20.1% 

16.7% 

2009-11 Engr SB 2003 & 2062 
(SB 2062 includes significant 

financial aid funding) 

$11.2 
11.1% Liability Insurance, Security, STEM 

Teacher Ed, UND Space Grant 
Consortium) 

12.6% 

,$40.2 
;40.0.%. 

~ 
Explanation of major changes impacting funds distribution: 

Salaries: Added funding to continue ConnectND positions from Student Loan Trust Fund and 5/5% salary and health 
insurance increases; Operating: Removal of one-time ConnectND funding; Capital: Change in NDUS capital bond 
payments; Financial Aid: Increased needs-based and STEM loan forgiveness funding, and new opportunity grant program 
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State Grant Program--Needs Based Aid and Other Student Aid Programs 'v-;J/ 

• 

Prepared 3/5/09 by NDUS Office ~ v 

Students must complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) application. This is the 

application form that students also must complete to qualify for federal grants and loans including Pell 

grants, Stafford Loans, work-study, etc. Information from the FAFSA is also used to determine a student's 

unmet need for the State Grant program. 

• In addition, the student must be a resident of ND, a full-time first-time undergraduate student 

attending a public, private or tribal college in ND, among other requirements. 

• A·n applicant's unmet need for the state grant is determined as follows: 

Formula for Calculating Unmet Need for the State Grant Program 

Cost of Education (For 08-09: $20,000 private, 
$15,100 UND/NDSU, $13,500 at the 
four-year colleges, and $11,200 at 
the two-year colleges 

Less Parent/student expected family Amount determined by a standard 

contribution formula that uses such factors as 
taxable and non-taxable income, 
assets such as savings and the value 
of a business, and benefits including 
unemployment, social security and 
veteran's benefits 

Less Federal Pell Grant 08-09: $4,731 A federal grant award for low-

maximum; 07-08 ND per student income students-the student need 

average=$2,633 not receive a Pell grant in order to 

(NOTE: Estimated to increase be eligible for the state grant 

$500 under the federal stimulus program. Full and part-time 

funding package) undergraduate students are eligible 
with family income up to $55,000; 
however, most go to students with 
family income below $20,000 

Equal Unmet need 

• Student's are ordered from highest to lowest unmet need and funding is allocated to those with the 

greatest unmet need, until funding is depleted. For 2007-08, of the 20,000+ eligible state grant 

students, the NDUS was able to assist 4,150 students and ran out of funds at a student unmet need 

of $5,600. The grant is currently $800 per year, so all applicants, even including those who receive 

the grant, have a substantial remaining unmet need after the grant. Students could have remaining 

unmet need, after the state grant, of zero to over $12,000 per year. 

1 
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• Under the Executive Budget Recommendation the maximum state grant would increase to $2,000 

per year, with grants ranging from $500 to $2,000 depending on the level of unmet need. 

• Generally, the balance of unmet need is addressed through a combination employment income, 

scholarships, or other forms of loans and grants as noted on the attachment and immediately 

below: 

Scholarship Programs 

State Scholar's Program To provide scholarships to Tuition scholarship of up to 
(NDUS) North Dakota's best and the highest public tuition rate, 

brightest high school plus $2,000 one-time stipend 
graduates to encourage them for freshmen only. Can 
to remain in North Dakota for continue scholarship for up to 
postsecondary education. four years if maintain 3.5 GPA. 
Must score in the upper 5 Fund approximately 50 new 
percent of all North Dakota freshmen per year, plus 
ACT test takers. continuing students 

ND Indian Scholarship Assists American Indian Annual scholarship of up to 
Program (NDUS) students in obtaining a college $800 per year, assisting about 

education by providing grants 225 students per year 
based upon scholastic ability 
and financial need. 

Opportunity Grant Program Beginning with 2010-11, Annual scholarship of $2,400, 

(SB2062) resident of state for 12 estimated 1,300-1,500 new 
months and attend NDUS freshmen per year, plus 
campus and met merit continuation of 
scholarship-academic or upperclassmen who meet GPA 
technical-honors outlined in requirements 
HB1400 

Merit Scholarship (HB1400) Beginning with 2010-11, high Annual scholarship of $1,500, 
school graduates who meet estimated 2,000 new 
curriculum, ACT, or WorkKeys freshmen per year, plus 
requirements continuation of 

upperclassmen who meet GPA 
requirements 

Campus-Based Scholarship Each campus offers campus-
Programs based scholarship programs, 

which vary significantly by 
campus 

• After graduation there are also loan forgiveness programs in select areas that graduates can apply 

for to have part of their loan forgiven. They are: 

Loan Forgiveness Programs 

ND Technology Occupations For individuals who have: (1) Currently, $1,000 per year for 
Loan Forgiveness Program graduated in technology- up to three years; executive 
(NDUS) related fields and (2) been budget recommends $2,000 

employed in technology per year for up to five years 
occupations in the In 07-08 assisted 342 new and 

2 



state for one year. continuing applicants. 

ND Teacher Occupation Loan For teaching in North Dakota Currently $, 1000 per year for 
Forgiveness Program (NDUS) at grade levels and/or in up to three years. In 07-08 

content areas assisted 379 new and 
identified by the Department continuing applicants. 
of Public Instruction as having 
teacher shortages. 

ND Physician Designed to attract physicians Up to a total of $90,000 per 
State/Community Matching to North Dakota to practice in physician, with the state 
Loan Forgiveness Program areas of need, with picking up 50% 
(State Health Dept.) preference given to 

physicians who will practice in 
rural underserved areas. 

ND Dentist Loan Repayment To encourage Up to a total of $80,000 per 
Program (State Health Dept.) new dental school graduates dentist, with up to three 

to practice in North Dakota, selected per year. 
with preference to those 
serving in rural areas 

Each dentist selected must 
practice four years in a 
selected 
community or communities. 

ND Medical personnel Loan Encourage Nurse Up to a total of $10,000, with 
Repayment Program (State Practitioners, Physician up to five selected per year 

Health Depart.) Assistants and Certified Nurse 
Midwives to practice in North 
Dakota and to serve in areas 
of need. Must practice for 
two years in a selected 
community or communities. 
The community 
(usually a community hospital 
or clinic) pays half and the 
state half. 

ND Veterinary Loan to attract new food animal Each veterinarian selected 
Repayment Program (State veterinarians to North Dakota may receive up to $80,000, 
Health Dept.) to practice in areas of need. with up to three veterinarians 

selected per year. 

ND STEM Loan Forgiveness Encourages $2,000 per year for up to four 
(new program in SB2062) college students to pursue years 

technology-based studies in 

STEM fields, to participate 
in technology internship 
programs, and to remain in 
the state after graduation in 
primary sector employment 

• 3 



Federal Loan Forgiveness Under certain circumstances Various 

Programs the federal government will 
cancel all or part of an 
educational loan. To qualify 
you must perform volunteer 
work; perform military 
service; teach or practice 
medicine in certain types of 
communities; or meet other 
criteria 

G:\laura\wpdocs\financial aid\state grant and other aid programs 2 
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Grant: does not have 
to be repaid 

Grant: does not have 
to be repaid 

Grant: does not have 
to be repaid 

Grant: does not have 
to be repaid 

Grant: does not have to be 
repaid ooless you fa~ to car!)' 
out the seMce obligation, in 
which case you roost repay 
TEACH Grant as a Direct 
Unsubsidized Loan wilh inter
est accrued from the date the 
grant was disbursed 

Money earned while 
attending school; does 
not have to be 1epaid 

loan: must be repaid 

Loan: must be repaid 

Loan: must be repaid 

Loan: must be repaid 

For undergraduates with exceptional financial need; 
Federal Pell Grant recipients take priority; funds depend 
on avaffabllity at school 

For PeU-eligible students enrolled a! least hall-time in their first 
01 second year of study or in a certificate program ol al least 
one year at a degree-granting school 

2008-09: $400-$4,731 

:6s;i•~4·~f t>..~'.'L.= :' ~ltk 33 

j o 1-08 N/) c!.~f "" ,;/84-,J ... : 

First year: must have completed a rigorous secondary school : 1st year: Up to S 750 
prOCJram of stuctr, graduated from h~h school after Jan 1, 2006; [ 
not have been en,olled in an ACG-eliglble program while at 
or below age of compulsory school attendance 

Second year: must have completed a rigo10us secondary ' 2nd year: Up to S 1,300 
school program of studr, g1aduated from hlgli school after 
Jan. 1, 2005; have at least 3.0 cumulative GPA at the end 
of first year of pcstsewndary study 

for Pell-eligible students emolled at least half·time in third ! Up lo $4,000 a year 
or fourth year (or fif1h year of a five-year program) majoring 
in certain subject areas with at least a 3 0 cumulative GPA 

forundergiaduate, postbacca1aureate, and graduate students : Up to $4,000 a year 
who are taking or will be taking coorse work necessary to · Graduate sllldents; 
bEcome an elementary o, secondary teacher; recipient must . Total amount 
sigli an Agreemenl to SeNe saying that they will teach fu!Hime : may not exceed 
in a designated teacher shortage area for four complete yea1s · SS,000 
(wilhin eight years of completing academic program) at an 
elementa!)' er secondary school serving children from low-
income families in a high-need field 

For undergraduate and graduate students; jobs can be on 
campus or off campus; students are paid at [east federal 
minimum wage 

For undergraduate and graduate students; musl be repaid 
to school that made the lean: interest 5 percent 

Subsicf12ed: The US. Department of Educatioo pays interest 
while the borrower is in school and duriog grace and deferment 
periods; studmt lfll!it be attending at least half.time and have 

, financial need; fixed rate is set aMualty for new borrowers 

Unsubsidized: The borrower is responsible for all interest; 
must~ at least half-time; financial need not required: liied 
rate is set annually for new borrowers 

For parents of dependent undergraduate students and 
i for graduate and professional students; students must 
! be enrolled at least hall-time; financial need not required 

· Bonower must not have adverse credit history 

PLUS loans are unsubsidized, the borrower is responsible 
for all interest 

1 No annual minimum 
or maximum amounts 

'Q?·QB !ill '!.Y1" ~·/, l(,,j 
: Undergraduate students: up 10 

$5,500; graduate and professional 
students:yp1oi~,_ooo '; B+" 

•O?·O·'o·/lvo.V'f-: f', "I 
B,S00-SB,500, 
depending oo grade level 

$5,SOO.-S20,~{less¥rfsdlsklized 
amounts received for same period), 
depending on grade level and 
dependency ~anrs 

Maximum amount is cost of 
. attendance mfnus any other 
. linancial aid s1ude111 receives; 
: no minimum amount 



Benefits of Nonresident Students ~ 
to the State of North Dakota and the North Dakota University System 1· I 

Nonresident student expenditures have a significant economic impact on our state's economy. 

► Nonresident students spend, on average, $8,700 per year in North Dakota, primarily on living 
expenses, in addition to tuition and fees paid to the institutions. 

) 

► Systemwide, 17,552 nonresident students were enrolled in the Fall of 2008, which resulted in up to 
$152 million in nonresident student spending, in addition to tuition and fees. 

► Non-resident students pay sales and other taxes (including property taxes paid indirectly through 
rent). Many nonresident students are employed in North Dakota while attending college and pay 
state income taxes. 

• Nonresident students bring diversity and a broader range of experiences. They contribute to a richer 
academic experience at NDUS institutions and expand the horizons of North Dakota students. 

• Non-resident students, including Minnesota students, pay higher tuition rates than do North Dakota 
residents. (Note: In addition, the state of Minnesota pays North Dakota for the difference in the 
number of Minnesota students who attend North Dakota institutions compared to North Dakota 
students who attend Minnesota institutions. 2007-08 reciprocity payments to North Dakota from 
Minnesota totaled $3,114,302.) 

► Contractual student exchange programs, such as the North Dakota/Minnesota reciprocity program, 
facilitate the flow of students between states and provide additional opportunities for North 
Dakota residents to attend college out-of-state at a reduced cost. 

• Many University System programs have available space, and recruiting nonresident students to fill 
these spaces makes sense because additional revenues are generated without significant added cost. 
The added enrollment helps spread fixed costs over a larger student base, thereby helping control cost 
increases for North Dakota students. If it wasn't for non-resident students, some current programs may 
not be available to North Dakota resident students. 

• NDUS research efforts would be severely limited without the contributions of highly educated 
nonresident students, particularly graduate students, who contribute to our growing global economy. 

• Recruitment of out-of-state students is supported by the private sector, as stated by private sector 
members of the Roundtable on Higher Education. 

• The number of nonresident students who stay in the state after graduation is increasing, thus growing 
our population and our workforce. According to the most recent statistics, 28.3 percent of nonresident 
students remain in North Dakota after completion of their programs; some are re-enrolled, but most 
are employed. 

• These out-of-state students who graduate from NDUS institutions and remain in the state are an 
important part of our educated workforce. They enable employers to fill positions in high demand and 
highly skilled areas without spending considerable resources to recruit workers from other states. 

• Just as private sector businesses recruit out-of-state employees, the NOUS attracts talent by recruiting 
out-of-state faculty, staff and students. 
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SBHE Policies 

SUBJECT: ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

Section: 403.1 Program Approval 

EFFECTIVE: February 22, 2002 

1. Board approval is required for all new programs of study that designate a 
focused collection of instructional/learning activities the completion of which 
signifies a level of competence which the awarding institution so designates 
by a notation on the front of the student transcript Board approval is required 
for all requests for appropriations in support of new programs. 

2. The chancellor shall establish procedures for new program review and 
evaluation and approval of changes to existing programs resulting in new 
transcript entries. 

Reference: NOUS Procedure 403.0.2, NOUS Procedure 403.1, NOUS Procedure 
403.1.2, NOUS Procedure 403.1.3 

HISTORY: Replaces Article V, Section 3, pages V-2, 3. 
SBHE Minutes, May 10, 1984, page 5242. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, November 8, 1990, page 6059. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, September 16, 1999. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, February 21-22, 2002. 

back to regular site 
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SBHE Policies 

SUBJECT: ACADEMIC AFFAIRS EFFECTIVE: December 18, 2008 

Section: 409 Degrees Offered 

1. Board approval limits institutional degrees and programs. 

2. An institution may only request a new degree if all of the following conditions 
are met: 

a. There is a documented student and employer demand; 
b. Existing programs or degrees at other institutions are not meeting the 

demand and other institutions authorized to offer the degree are not 
positioned to meet the demand; 

c. The proposed degree includes collaboration with other institutions, if 
feasible; and 

d. The institution seeking the new degree is best positioned to offer a 
degree program to meet the demand, either collaboratively or 
separately. 

3. Institutions in the North Dakota University System offer the following 
certificates and degrees: 

Certificate of Completion. A certificate awarded for the completion of: 

1. a non-credit course of study, or 

2. an undergraduate course of study of less than 16 credit 
hours, or 

3. a graduate course of study of less than 8 credit hours. 

Program Certificate. A Program certificate is a specialized course of study 
requiring at least 16 credit hours at the undergraduate level or 8 credit hours 
at the graduate level. 

Program Diploma. A program diploma represents completion of a prescribed 
program of two years or less in a career-technical field with some general 
education course work. 

Associate in Arts (A.A.) and Associate in Science (A.S.). These associate 
degrees consist primarily of diverse, introductory-level courses in general 
education and professional areas and require at least 60 semester credit 
hours. Required courses for the AS. degree place greater emphasis on the 
sciences than is true of the A.A Both degrees prepare students for transfer to 
baccalaureate programs and meet General Education Transfer Agreement 
(403. 7) requirements. They do not designate a specific program or major. 

http:/ /www. nd us. nodak. edu/po Ii cies/ s bhe-po licies/policy .asp ?ref=2 3 81 &printable= 1 
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North Dakota University System 

Associate in Applied Science (A.A.S.). The Associate in Applied Science 
degree combines career-technical coursework with general education 
coursework. In the career-technical specialty field. the degree prepares 
students for jobs. The general education area provides broader education 
than would be available in a certificate or diploma program with at least 15 
credit hours of general education required, but typically does not meet the 36 
credit hour General Education Transfer Agreement (403. 7) requirements. The 
A.A.S. requires a minimum of 60 semester credit hours and it may designate 
a specific field of study. 

Associate in Science - Nursing (A.S.N.) This associate degree prepares 
individuals in the knowledge, techniques and procedures for promoting 
health, providing care for sick, disabled, infirm, or other individuals or groups, 
including instruction in the administration of medication and treatments, 
assisting a physician during treatments and examinations, referring patients 
to physicians and other health care specialists, and planning education for 
health maintenance. This degree requires at least 60 semester hours. The 
degree prepares students for transfer to a baccalaureate program and meets 
General Education Transfer Agreement requirements. 

Bachelor of Applied Science (B.A.S.). The bachelor of applied science 
degree combines career-technical coursework with general education. This 
degree requires a minimum of 120 semester hours of credit, the first 60 of 
which would typically be an Associate in Applied Science degree and at least 
30 upper division credit hours. The specific course of study would be 
developed through articulation agreements. This degree requires a total of 36 
general education credit hours usually through a combination of AAS and 
BAS level work and, as such, not all general education credits would 
necessarily meet the general education transfer agreements (403.7) 
requirements. 

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and Bachelor of Science (B.S.). The bachelor's 
degrees require a minimum of 120 semester credit hours, comprised of 
academic courses in general education which meet the general education 
transfer agreement (403.7) requirements, major, minor, concentration, and/or 
elective areas. The B.A. is designed to give academic breadth in the liberal 
arts, usually with a major in the humanities or social sciences. The B.S. 
prepares students in disciplines such as the sciences and mathematics, or in 
the professions. 

Bachelor of Accountancy (B.Acc.), Bachelor of Architecture (B.Arch.), 
Bachelor of Business Administration (B.B.A.), Bachelor of Fine Arts 
(B.F.A.), Bachelor of Landscape Architecture (B.L.A.), Bachelor of Music 
(B.M. or B.Mus.), Bachelor of Science in Aeronautics (B.S.A.), Bachelor 
of Science in Agriculture and Biosystems Engineering (B.S.A.B.En.), 
Bachelor of Science in Applied Physics (B.S.A.P), Bachelor of Science 
in Athletic Training (B.S.A.T.), Bachelor of Science in Atmospheric 
Sciences (B.S.At.Sc.), Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering 
(B.S.Ch.E.), Bachelor of Science in Chemistry (B.S.Chem.), Bachelor of 
Science in Civil Engineering, (B.S.C.E.), Bachelor of Science in Clinical 
Laboratory Science (B.S.CLS.), Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Science (B.S. C.Sci.), Bachelor of Science in Community Nutrition 
(B.S.CN.), Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering 
(B.S.Con.E.), Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice Studies (B.S.CJS), 
Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology (B.S.Cyto.), Bachelor of Science 
in Dietetics (B.S.D.), Bachelor of Science in Education (B.S.Ed.), 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering (B.S.E.E.), Bachelor of 
Science in Environmental Geoscience (B.S.E.G.), Bachelor of Science in 
Environmental Geology and Technology (B.S.EGT.), Bachelor of 
Science in Fisheries and Wildlife Biology (B.S.FWB), Bachelor of 
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North Dakota University System 

• 

Science in Geological Engineering (B.S.G.E.), Bachelor of Science in 
Geology (B.S.Geol.), Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and 
Management (B.S.I.E.Mgt.), Bachelor of Science in Industrial 
Technology (B.S.I.T.), Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing Engineering 
(B.S.Mfg.E.), Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering (B.S.M.E.), 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (B.S.N.), Bachelor of Science in 
Occupational Safety and Environmental Health (B.S.OSEH.), Bachelor of 
Science in Pharmacy (B.S. in Pharm.), Bachelor of Science in Physical 
Education (B.S.P.E.), Bachelor of Science in Physical Education and 
Exercise Science (B.S.PEXS), Bachelor of Science in Public 
Administration (B.S.P.A.), Bachelor of Science in Rehabilitiation and 
Human Services (B.S.R.H.S.), Bachelor of Science in Recreation and 
Leisure Services (B.S.RLS.), Bachelor of Science in Social Work 
(B.S.S.W.), Bachelor of Social Work (B.S.W.). These degrees require a 
minimum of 120 semester credit hours and prepare students for professional 
activity in the areas named in the degrees. 

Bachelor of General Studies (B.G.S.), Bachelor of Arts (B.A., no major), 
and Bachelor of University Studies (B.U.S.). These degrees require a 
minimum of 120 semester credit hours. Each degree signifies that the student 
has completed an individually designed course of study that does not 
correspond directly to a standard academic or professional major curriculum. 
These degrees must meet the general education transfer agreement (403. 7) 
requirements. 

Master of Arts (M.A.) and Master of Science (M.S.). The masters degrees 
require a minimum of 30 semester credit hours in courses that carry graduate 
credit. The M.A. is usually in the humanities or social sciences. The M.S. is 
usually in the sciences, mathematics, or the professions. 

Master of Architecture (M.Arch.), Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.), 
Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.), Master of Education 
(M.Ed.), Master of Engineering (M.Engr.), Master of Environmental 
Management (M.E.M.), Master of Music (M.M.), Master of Music 
Education (M.M.E), Master of Occupational Therapy (M.O.T), Master of 
Physician Assistant Studies (M.P.A.S.), Master of Public Administration 
(M.P .A.), Master of Science in Applied Economics (M.S.A.E.), Master of 
Science in Aviation (M.S.A.), Master of Science in Geological 
Engineering (M.S.GeoE), Master of Science in Space Studies (M.S.S.S.), 
Master of Science in Technology Education (M.S.T.E.), Master of Social 
Work (M.S.W), Master of Physical Therapy (M.P.T.). These master's 
degrees require a minimum of 30 semester credit hours in courses that carry 
graduate credit. Each degree signifies advanced education in the field named 
in the degree title. 

Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.). The master's degree in fine arts is the terminal 
degree in visual arts and requires a minimum of 60 semester credit hours 
beyond the baccalaureate degree. 

Masters of Managerial Logistics (M.M.L.). This masters degree in 
managerial logistics is a professional degree for logistic managers, both 
military and civilian, and requires 34 semester credits beyond the 
baccalaureate degree. 

Education Specialist (Ed.S.). The Education Specialist degree requires a 
minimum of 60 semester credit hours in courses that carry graduate credit. 
The degree is a professional degree for certification in an educational field . 

Specialist's Diploma (Spec.Dip.). The Specialist's diploma requires 64 
semester credits beyond the baccalaureate degree. It recognizes advanced 
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preparation for practice in a service field. 

Doctor of Physical Therapy (D.P.T.). The Doctor of Physical Therapy 
degree requires a minimum of 91 semester credits beyond the bachelor 
degree. 

Doctor of Education (Ed.D.). The Doctor of Education degree requires a 
minimum of 90 semester credit hours beyond the bachelor's degree in 
courses that carry graduate credit. It recognizes the completion of academic 
preparation for professional practice in education. 

Doctor of Musical Arts (D.M.A.). The Doctor of Musical Arts requires a 
minimum of 90 semester credit hours beyond the bachelor's degree. 

Doctor of Arts (D.A.), Doctor of Medicine (M.D.), Doctor of Pharmacy 
(Pharm.D.), Juris Doctor (J.D.). The D.A., M.D., and J.D. degrees, each with 
its own requirements, are terminal degree programs that prepare individuals 
to teach at the postsecondary level, to take residency training in medicine, to 
practice pharmacy, or to practice law, respectively. 

Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP). The Doctor of Nursing Practice degree 
requires 80 semester hours beyond the bachelMs degree. This degree 
prepares nurses to make contributions to evidence-based practice through 
professional leadership and scholarly practice and to function as clinical 
educators of future nurses. The DNP degree neither replaces nor competes 
with PhD programs in nursing. 

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.). The Doctor of Philosophy degree requires a 
minimum of 90 semester credit hours beyond the bachelor's degree in 
courses that carry graduate credit, with a substantial component of 
independent research . 

First-Professional Degree.-Law (J.D.), Medicine (M.D.), Pharmacy (Pharm. 
D.) An award that requires completion of a program that meets all of the 
following criteria: (1) completion of the academic requirements to begin 
practice in the profession; (2) at least 2 years of college work prior to entering 
the program; and (3) a total of at least 6 academic years of college work to 
complete the degree program, including prior required college work plus the 
length of the professional program itself. 

4. The Board authorizes each institution with teacher education programs to 
award, under Policy 403.8, major equivalencies in areas where they have 
Board approved majors and minor equivalencies in areas where they have 
Board approved minors. 

5. A subplan is a group of courses within an approved academic program which 
is identified in an institutional catalog. Subplans are either transcriptable or 
non-transcriptable. Transcriptable subplans include all options, 
specializations, emphases and concentrations. A minimum of 12 
undergraduate credit hours or 9 graduate credit hours is required for each 
transcriptable subplan. Completion of transcriptable subplan requirements 
may be indicated on a student transcript at the discretion of the institution. 
Non-transcriptable subplans include all other groups of courses used for 
student tracking and advisement purposes such as tracks and foci. Notations 
regarding non-transcriptable subplans never appear on a student transcript. 
Board approval is not required for a subplan. 

6. The Board authorizes each institution to award Certificates of Completion. 

http://www.ndus.nodak.edu/policies/sbhe-policies/policy .asp?ref=23 81 &printable= 1 
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North Dakota University System 

7. Institutions are authorized to transcript, list and award Certificates of 
Completion consistent with their Board approved missions without specific 
Board approval for each certificate. -Each institution shall keep a current list of 
credit based Certificates of Completion on file in the System office. The 
transition of a Certificate of Completion to a Certificate or Degree program 
requires Board approval. 

8. Board approval is required for all new Certificate programs (not Certificates of 
Completion), Diploma programs, and Degree programs as they are to appear 
on student records and catalog announcements. The Chancellor shall adopt 
procedures governing requests for approval and shall maintain a list of all 
Board-approved certificates and degrees for each institution. 

9. Campuses should use NGA Higher Learning Commission guidelines to define 
terminal degrees. 

Reference: NDUS Procedure 409 

HISTORY: New policy. SBHE Minutes, June 25, 1987, page 5614. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, June 27-28, 1988, page 5731. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, January 20, 2000. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, April 4, 2000. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, May 30, 2001. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, February 21-22, 2002. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, April 18, 2002. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, May 8-9, 2003. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, November 20, 2003. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, June 17, 2004. 

• 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, September 16, 2004. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, September 15, 2005 . 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, December 15, 2005. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, June 15, 2006. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, September 20, 2007. 
Amendment SBHE Minutes, December 18, 2008. 

back to regular site 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Education Excellence - Students 

December 2008 Admission Requirements 
The SBHE recognizes that success in college is strongly dependent upon appropriate academic 
preparation in high school. In 1990, the SBHE instituted a policy that all high school students who 
graduated in 1993 and thereafter should complete the following high school courses (or core 
curriculum) and take the ACT to be admitted to a four-year institution: 

• 4 units of English including written and oral communication skills 
• 3 units of mathematics, algebra I and above 
• 3 units of laboratory science, including at least 2 in biology, chemistry, physics, or physical 

science 
• 3 units of social studies, excluding consumer education, cooperative marketing, orientation 

to social sciences, and marriage/family 

In addition to the above core curriculum, the board also strongly encourages students to complete 
Algebra II and two units of one classical or modern language. 

ACT-tested graduates who take the recommended core college-preparatory curriculum in high 
school-four years of English and three years each of math, science and social studies-were 

~substantially more likely to be ready for college-level coursework than those who take less than 
~he core curriculum. 

Students who have not taken the required courses are encouraged to enroll in any of the state's 
two-year colleges. Upon successful completion of 24 transferable semester credits at a two-year 
college, students are eligible for transfer to four-year universities . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328.4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

ducation Excellence - Students 

December 2008 Education and Earnings 

Yearly Full -Time Earnings 
of 2006 NOUS Graduates One Year After Graduation 

Doctoral degree $49,999 

Professional degree1 
$42,062 

Master's degree 

Graduate Certificate 

Bachelor's Degree 

Associate Degree 

Diploma 

Certificate 

1 
Includes professional school graduates in required experiences such as medical residencies. 

Source: Follow-up Report: 2007 Placement of 2006 NOUS Graduates . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Ju/ie.Schepp@ndus edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 5 - Page 2 



Education and Earnings (cont.) 
The likelihood of obtaining and keeping a job greatly increases with the level of education 

chieved. 

2006 National Unemployment Rate by Level of Education 
Age 25 and Over 

Source: Postsecondary Education Opportunity, 2006. 

~OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus edu 

www.ndus.edu 

Doctoral Degree 

Professional Degree 

Master's Degree 

Bachelor's Degree 

Associate Degree 

Some College, No 
Degree 

High School Graduate 

Less than High School 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Education Excellence - Students 

December 2008 Program Completers 
Listed below are tables and figures from the 2007-08 NOUS Programs Offered and Programs 
Completed at North Dakota Institutions of Postsecondary Education publication. 

NDUS Program Completers by Level of Degree 
Academic Year 2007-08 

One & Two -Year 
Certificate 

Diploma 
Associate 

Sub-total 

Bachelor·s 

396 
54 

.!.ill 
2,241 

5,079 

Undergraduate 
& Gradudate 

Certificate 
2.5% 

Undergraduate & Graduate Certificate 

Undergrad certificate 142 
Graduate certificate M 

Sub-totaJ 227 

Graduate & Professional 

Masters 974 
Specialist ' Ed.O& Ph.D. 244 
Professional _m 

Sub-total l.ru 
Total 9.000 

NOUS One & Two Year Degrees by Discipline 
Academic Year 2007-08 

Agriculture 65 

Arts and Letters 12 

Business and 
87 Management 

Computer Science 51 

Health Professionals 457 

Liberal Arts 764 

Secreterial & Office 45 

Trades 760 

Total 2.241 

Agriculture 
2.9% 

Business and 
Management 

3.9% 
.,.,.,. 

~:' )' 
Computer 

---- Science 
2.3% 

'1 ' ·1\,'' ' ,', .. ';' ', .:· •• 
,'1!.-t,Aj ·1Llberal ~rts,, , 1·'\ t ·, tf 

I \j,( \,~\ ~\_l•r•\1'34•1%,1\!\•tl ,,J,\'\f I)\ 
. :/i.:(tt· \.1\).-\:t.·1

· ·:,J . .' 
Secretenat & ,,1 .,:.,1.1_, 1 . , . .," ,;,_,, 0 ·_,1,.;1 'il 

Office '· ·:'~,,. ·i'••·' \1~11•;!,:,, , . .\' 
2.0% ';\\,,~~ 

.OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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Program Completers (cont.) 

• 

• 

NOUS Bachelor's Degrees by Discipline 
Academic Year 2007-08 

Agric. & Home Ee. 

Airway Science 

Arts and letters 

Business 

Communication Technologies 

Computer Science 

Education 

Engineer & Arch. 

Health Professionals 

Life Sciences 

Math & Phys. Sciences 

Social Sciences 

Total 

280 

302 

647 

960 

10 

203 

591 

510 

580 

246 

102 

790 

5,221 

Computer 
Science 

3.9% 

Airway 
Science 

5.8% 

NOUS Graduate and Professional Degrees by Discipline 
Academic Year 2007-08 

Agric. & Home Ee. 

Arts and Letters 

Business 

Computer Science 

Education 

Engineer & Arch. 

Health Professionals 

Law 

Life Sciences 

Math & Phys. Sciences 

Medlclne(M.0.) 

Social Sciences 

Total 

114 

74 

117 

35 

301 

116 

403 

85 

32 

49 

60 

152 

1.538 

Medicine 
(M,D.) 
3.9% Arts and 

Letters 
4.8% 

gineer & 
Arch. 
7.5% 

rComputer 
Science 

2.3% 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328.4136 Ju/ie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Education Excellence - Students 
• December 2008 Program Matrix 

I 

The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). Mand AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
AS course of study for students planning on transferring to a 
another NOUS college or university should verify that the 
institutions have transfer agreements in place and have 
outlined a recommended course of study in the college 
catalog. An asterisk (*) indicates the program may also be 
offered through distance education. 

AGRICULTURE, FOOD ANO NATURAL RESOURCES 

Agribusiness and Applied Economics 

Agricultural Business & Management 

Agricultural Production/Farm & Ranch Management 

Agricultural Science, General 

Agriculture Sales & Service/Ag Industry & Technology 

Agricultural Systems Management 

Agronomy Technician 

Animal & Range Sciences 

Biology, Fisheries and Wildlife 

Cereal Science 

Communications, Health/Agriculture/Management 

Crop & Weed Sciences 

Culinary Arts 

Earth System & Policy 

Energy Management 

Engineering, Environmental 

Entomology 

Environmental & Conservation Science 

Environmental Geoscience 

Environmental Technology 

Environmental Technology/Lab & Field Tech 

Environmental Technology/Vvater Management 

Equine Studies 

Flowershop & Greenhouse Technology 

Food and Nutrition/Community Nutrition 

Food Safety 

Food Science 

Geographic Information System 

Geology 

bachelor's dearee oroaram in this 

(.) ::, (.) ::, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, 
Ill 0 "' .. 

.J ::E 

2,A 1-2 

2 1-2 1-2 

4 A 

2 2 

4• 

1-2 

snecific field. A student who clans to transfer to 

::, 'I' ,,, 
::, ::, (.) (.) 0 ,,, ::, ,,, ,,, z ,,, ,,, 

:iii 
,,, 

0 0 ::, (.) ;: :iii z z > 

4G 

4 

2 

A 4 2,A 

A 4G A 

C 

4G A 

A 4 4 A 

G 

4 

A 4 A 

1-2 

G 

G G• 

G 

G A 

4 

2 

2 

2 

C, 4 

1 

G 4 A 

4G, 
C 

4 A 

2 

4 4 4G 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328. 4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
AS course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's de ree ro ram in this s ecific field. A student who lans to transfer to 

another NOUS college or university should verify that the 

•

stitutions have transfer agreements in place and have 
utlined a recommended course of study in the college 

catalog. An asterisk (*) indicates the program may also be 
offered through distance education. 

Golf Course Grounds Technology 

Horticulture 

Floral Design 

Greenhouse Technology 

Landscape Design/Technology 

Turf Management 

International Agribusiness 

Natural Resources Management 

Plant Pathology 

Plant Science/Plant Protection 

Power Plant Technology 

Process Plant T echno1ogy 

Soil Science 

Urban Forestry Technology 

Veterinary Technology 

Water Quality Technology 

Wildlife & Fisheries Technology/Science 

Zoology 

Construction Engineering 

Construction Management 

Construction Management T echnotogy 

Environmental Design 

Landscape Architecture 

CONSl'RUCTION. 
I ·- • 

' '' ,1 _'1. 

Architectural Drafting & Estimating Technology 

Building Construction Technology 

Carpentry, Residential 

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 

Lineworker, Electrical 

Mechanical Systems 

Plumbing 

Art 

Art, Commercial 

AoR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

u 
"' Ill 

1-2 

1-2 

!'';'.t, 

" 

1-2 

1-2 

1-2 

1-2 

:::, 

"' C 

4 

u 

5 

' 
,, 

" 
,, 

A 

W Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328. 4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 

:::, 

"' i 

4 

.'t 

"I 
:::, 

"' i 

2 

1-2· 

1-2* 

2 

2 

2 

A 

"' u 
~ z 

2 

2 

2 

1-2 

2 

,, ., 

:::, 

"' C z 

4G 

4 

G 

4G 

4G 

G 

4G 

4 

4G 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

• 
, 

C 
z 
:::, 

' 

:::, 

"' !; 

4 

4 

A 

A 

A 

,, 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A~ in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended Mor 
\S course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's decree oroaram in this snecific field. A student who clans to transfer to 
nother NOUS college or university should verify that the 

institutions have transfer agreements in place and have 0 ::, ::, "i' ,,, 
::, ::, 0 0 ::, 0 C outlined a recommended course of study in the college ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ::, ,,, ,,, 

z ,,, ,,, 
II] C "' ~ iE 

,,, 
C C 0 ~ catalog. An asterisk (*) indicates the program may also be -' ::E iE z ::, > z 

offered through distance education. 

Art Entrepreneurship 4 

Arts, Visual 4G 

Interior Design 4 

Music 4 4 A 4G 4G 4 A 

Music Management 4 

Theater Arts 4 4 4G 4G 

I ,c¢MM,\JNIC/\Tl6t:i.i::· '" :,;:, , : i, '9 ... • 1.:::, ' " ., i~ ', 1•:: ii!" ' ', ,_,,' '' •, ,, •!1 1,.,: t!.111,; ,,,, :·•~·-·· i ''.I ;[_i' : ,.·";,,l"i: .~·\·'it.'.,• /,'.; i'\i :\.,,;f, '.,,." ,, ,,:,/jl -~, 
n°,1>ir..'.i 1

',, ,}'.· ,, li1 :;i(!· · 'ti:t~ ,:t.:11-;1,,,i;j:.,, l ,, 
I ' 'h I .~ ,,, .,~ w 'i1J,ll ,.· '1,,. ,I, .,, 

Broadcasting 4 4 

Communications, General/Mass 2 4 4 4G 4G 4 A 

Communications, Health/Agriculture/Management 4 

Journalism 4 

Public History 4 

Public Relations and Advertising 4 

Web Development C 

I AUDICJNiDE(J TECl;INO~OGY,, ' : " .. ·• . ;_,: W' ,1!,,r ' . ·1::: :,:!?• ~~µ, -~i.1i' • ::· :1~ !J\ ,,, ;·,,,:t ·''jl'.,.',., ,I 
.. , • ::: '1, ·ri)l'..·~t. ·;;•i,;,,., '· ,.~:.t•\!1,. :,1 \.:01\ "1,·,·i"'..<1 · 11 ._,1, · ,tu(;., ,, 

(' /~ . -· -•• _,, ., ,, -•- ,,, ._, , .. ' . 'l(.,,· tor, '·•" 
Desktop & Web Publishing C 

Graphic Design Technology/New Art Media 4 4 

Information Processing 1-2 1-2 2 1-2 

/ Library and Information Technologies G 

Public Relations and Advertising 4 

Webmaster/Web Designer 1-2 4 1-2 1-2 1-2 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Application Software Specialists C 

Computer lnfom,ation Systems 2 4 2, A 1-2 4 

Computer Science/Programming 4*, A 4 A C, 4 2,A 4G 4G 
1-2, 
A 

Computer Support Specialist 2' 2 2 

Computer Systems Tech 1-2 1 2 

Computer Technology Management 4 

Computerized Office Management 2 

Customer Relationship Management C 

Database Technology 2 

Engineering, Computer 4G 

Enterprise Applications c· 

Graphic Design Technology/New Art Media 4 4 

Information Assurance/Network Security 2 1 

Information Processing Technician 2 1-2 

Information Systems G 

Information Technology C 2 

•

RMORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Ju/ie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended Mor 

orooram in this soecific field. A student who clans to transfer to AS course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's dearee 
.other NOUS college or university should verify that the 

stitutions have transfer agreements in place and have (J ::, ::, Ill U) ::, ::, 
(J ::, :::, (J 0 t) 

tlined a recommended course of study in the college U) U) 
U) U) U) U) 

U) z U) U) 

Ill 0 "' ~ :e U) 0 0 ::, t) ;: 
talog. An asterisk (•) indicates the program may also be .J ::;; :e z z > 

offered through distance education. 

Knowledge Management C 

Management lnfonnation Systems/Information Tech 1-2 4 A 4 4 1-2 

Network Engineering 2 

Operating System Tech 1-2 
C, 

Software Engineering G 

Virtual Business 4 

Web Development C 

Webmaster!Web Designer/Development & Design 1-2· 4 1-2 1-2 1-2 

. 
i . ,. .,, ,! . . , ' . f • ,J. ,\ ' . t • "' 

American Sign Language & Interpretive Certification 1 -2 
Training Program 

Child Development & Family Science 4G 

College Teaching C 

Communication Sciences & Disorders 4G A 

Corp Training and Perfonnance ITD 
G, 
C 

Counseling and Guidance G G 

Digital Enterprise C 

Education A G A 4G 4G A 

Education, Ag 4G 

Education, Art 4 4 4 

Education, Biological Sciences 4 

Education, Business 4 A 4 A 4G 4 A 

Education, Career & Technical 4 

Education, Chemistry 4 

Education, Communication 4 4 

Education, Composite Chemistry 4 

Education, Composite Science 4 4 

Education, Earth Sciences 4 

Education, Elementary 4•, A 4 4 4 A A 4• 4G 4 A 

Education, English 4 4 4G 4 4 

Education, Family & Consumer Sciences 4G 

Education, Foreign Language 4 4 4 4 

Education, Geography 4 

Education, General Studies 4G A G G 

Education, Health 4 4 4 A 

Education, History 4 A 4 4 4 4 

Education, Industrial Artsffechnology 4 4 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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I 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328. 4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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• 
The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "An in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
~S course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's decree orooram in this s□ecific field. A student who clans to transfer to 
nether NOUS college or university should verify that the 

institutions have transfer agreements in place and have 
outlined a recommended course of study in the college 
catalog. An asterisk (•) indicates the program may also be 
offered through distance education. 

Education, Life & Physical Sciences 

Education, Mathematics 

Education, Middle/High Level 

Education, Music 

Education, Physical 

Education, Reading 

Education, Social Science/Social Studies 

Education, Speech and Theater 

Education, Technology 

Education, Vocational Marketing 

Education, Vocational-Technical 

English 

Food and Nutrition/Community Nutrition 

General Studies 

Health Ed/Community; School 

Humanities 

K-12 Technology Integration ITD 

Language, Foreign & Classical 

Library and Information Technologies 

Linguistics 

Paraeducation 

Physical Education, Exercise Science and Wellness 

School Psychology 

Social Science 

Speech, Debate & Forensics 

Speech-Language Pathology 

Speech-Language Pathology Assistant 

Studies, Gender/Women's 

Studies, Indian 

Studies, International 

Teaching & Leaming 

Teaching English Language Learners 

Transfer/Pre-Professional/University Parallel 

Autistic Spectrum Disorder 

Communication Disorders/Sciences and Disorders 

Developmental Disabilities 

Early Childhood/Special Education 

u 
gi 

4', A 

2,A 

::::, 
ti) 
C 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

u 
ti) 
0: _, 

A 

A 

1-2· 

A 

A 

2 

2 

1-2 

4 

4• 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2,4 

::::, 
ti) 

i 

4G 

4G 

4G 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

G 

4 

4G 

4 

4G 

2,4 

'I' 
::::, 
ti) 

i 

A 

A 

A 

A 

ti) 
u 
ti) 
C z 

A 

1-2· 1-2' 

A A 

A 

2 2 

A A 

::::, 
ti) 
C z 
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4 
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4G 

G 
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4G 
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4G 

4G 
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4 

C 
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::::, 
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4 
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G 
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4G 
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G, 
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G 

4 
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G 

4 
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G 

C 

4 

4G 

::::, 
ti) 

!; 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4G 
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A 

A 

A 

A 

1-2' 

2· 

2 

A 

A 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1 •2 (one • two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). Mand AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended Mor 
AS course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's denree nronram in this soecific field. A student who n1ans to transfer to / 

• 
another NOUS college or university should verify that the 
institutions have transfer agreements in place and have 0 ::, 

0 ::, 
utlined a recommended course of study in the college "' "' "' "' m Q "' .. 

catalog. An asterisk(*) indicates the program may also be .J :E 
offered through distance education. 

Education, Deaf 

Education, Mental Retardation 

Special Education/Early Childhood 

Special Education/Emotional 

Special Education/Leaming Disabilities 

Special Education/Visual 

t,EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION, 
"-' •.··· i~ Ti;); : -·:-: ~ :·:. t:,:,, t!' ,' ' . 

" ' ' -1 ,, " " .•• ,. ,. -- ",, ' ' -" ' ' -
I ",i,, 

Administration/Leadership, Educational 

FINANCE 

Accountancy 

Accounting 4 2 A 

Accounting & Computing 4*, A 2 

Banking & Finance 

Bookkeeping 

Business Economics/Economics/Applied Economics 

Economics/Applied Economic A 

Family Financial Planning 

Finance A 

Investments 

Managerial Finance and Accounting 

Addiction Studies 

Administrative AssistanUHealth Information Management 

Administrative AssistanUMedical 1-2 

Advanced Nursing Practice 

Athletic Training/Corporate Fitness/Human Performance & 
Fitness 

Behavioral Statistics 

Caregiver Services 

Child Development & Family Science 

Clinical Lab Science 2, A 4• 

Clinical Laboratory Science/Management 

Clinical Laboratory Technician 2,A 

Communication Sciences & Disorders 

Communications, Health/Agriculture/Management 

Couple and Family Therapy 

Cytolechnology 

Dental Assisting 

Dental Hygiene 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 

701.328.4136 Ju/ie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
www.ndus.edu 
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• 

The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
\S course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's decree oroaram in this soecific field. A student who olans to transfer to 
11other NOUS college or university should verify that the 

institutions have transfer agreements in place and have (.) ::, ::, 'I' "' ::, ::, (.) (.) ::, (.) C outlined a recommended course of study in the college "' "' "' "' "' ::, 

"' "' z "' "' ., C a: .. :ii "' C C ::, (.) ;: catalog. An asterisk c•) indicates the program may also be .J :;; :ii z z > 
offered through distance education. 

Dietetics 4G 4 A 

EMT - Paramedic Technology 1-2* 

Exercise Science/Leisure Studies/Sports Management 4 4 4 

Fitness & Wellness 4• 

Food and Nutrition/Community Nutrition G 4 A 

Gerontology C 

Health Administration 4 C 

Health lnfonnation/Techniclan 2· 1-2 

Health Science A A 4 

Histotechnician C 

Massage Therapy 2· 1-2· 

Medical Assistant 2· 1-2· 

Medical Coding 1· 1· 1· 

Medical Secretary 2· 2· 2 

Medical Transcription 1· 1· 1-2· 

Medicine (Physicians) A . G A 

Mental Health Care Associate 2 1-2· 

Mental Health/Addiction Technician 1-2· 

, Nurse Assistant 1 1 

Nurse Practitioner/Specialist C, 
G 

Nursing Administration G 

Nursing, Practical 1 2 2 1 2· 1· 

Nursing, Registered 2,A 4 A 4 2 2 4G 4G 2· 

Occupational Safety and Environmental Health 4 

Occupational Therapy G A 

Occupational Therapy Assistant 2 

Phannaceutical Sciences A 4G A 

Pharmacy Doctorate G A 

Phannacy Technician 1-2 

Phlebotomy Technician 1 

Physical Therapy 4G A 

Physical Therapy Assistant 2 

Physician Assistant Studies C,G 

Psychology, Clinical G A 

Psychology, Counseling G G A 

Psychology/Applied Psychology/Experimental 4 A 4 4 A 4G 4G 4 

Radiologic Technology/Sciences 4 4 

Recreation Management, Sports and Recreational Studies 1-2* 4 4 A 

~OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328.4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "N in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
AS course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's dearee nronram in this snecific field. A student who clans to transfer to 

• 
another NOUS college or university should verify that the 
·nstitutions have transfer agreements in place and have 0 ::, ::, 'I' ti) ::, ::, 

0 ::, 0 C 0 
utlined a recommended course of study in the college ti) 1/) 1/) ti) 1/) ::, 1/) 1/) z ti) 1/) 

~ .. :ii 1/) C 0 s: catalog. An asterisk (*) indicates the program may also be 
., C .J :E :ii C z ::, > z 

offered through distance education. 

Rehabilitation & Human Services 4 

Respiratory Care 4 

School Psychology G 

Speech-Language Pathology 4G G 

Speech-Language Pathology Assistant 2 2· 

Surgical Technology 2 

Veterinary Technology 4 A 

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM/ PARKS, RECREATION 
AND LEISURE 

Athletic Training/Corp Fitness/Human Performance & 4 A 4G 4 A 
Fitness 

Culinary Arts 1-2 

Exercise Science/Leisure Studies/Sports Management 4 

Hotel/Restaurant/Hospitalityffourism Management 1-2 2 4 

Recreation Management, Sports and Recreational Studies 1-2* 4 4 A 

HUMAN SERVICES 

Addiction Studies 4• A 

Behavioral Statistics 4 

Community ManagemenVDevelopment G 

Couple and Family Therapy 4G 

Eligibility Worker C 

Forensic Psychology G 

Gerontology C 

Human Services 2 

Mental Health Care Associate 2 1-2· 

Philosophy and Religion 4 4 A 

Policy Analysis C 

Psychology, Clinical G A 

Psychology, Counseling G G A 

Psychology/Applied Psych/Experimental 4 A 4 4 A 4G 4G 4 

Rehabilitation & Human Services 4 

School Psychology G 

Social Work 4*, A A 4 A 4G A 

Sociology A 4 A 4G 4G A 

LAW, PUBLIC SAFETY, CORRECTIONS, SECURITY 

,· 

I 

. -
& CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Criminal Justice/Studies 
2-4*, A 

A 

Emergency Management 

Fire Technology 1-2* 

Forensic Psychology 

a;OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

.., Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328.4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
\S course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's deQree proQram in this soecific field. A student who i:::lans to transfer to 

• 

.,other NOUS college or university should verify that the 
mstitutions have transfer agreements in place and have u ::, u :::, ::, "ii ~ ::, c ::, 
outlined a recommended course of study in the college ~ v, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z >~ 
catalog. An asterisk (*) indicates the program may also be C ...J :E ,a;; :i z z ::, 
offered through distance education. 

Forensic Science 4 

Law (J.D.) A A G A 

Law Enforcement 2 A 

Paralegal/Legal Assistant 2 A 

Peace Officer 1 

Police Management & Investigation C 

-Administrative Assistant 1-2 2 1-2 2 2* 1-2* 1-2* 

Legal 1-2 1-2 A 

Medical 1-2 2· 2· A 

Accountancy 2 4+ 4G 

Accounting & Computing 4*, A 2 2· 2,A 

Accounting 4 2 A 4 A 4 4G 2,A 

Administrative Assistant/Health Information Management 2 2, A 1-2· 

_ Advertising and Marketing 1-2 A 
( Application Software Specialists C 

Art Entrepreneurship 4 

Bookkeeping 1· 

Business Administration & Management 4*, A 4 2, A 4 G 2,A 2,A 4G G 4 

Business and Management, General/Applied 2 2 4G 1 1-2 4 A 

Computerized Office Management 2 

Construction Management 4 

Customer Relationship Management C 

Digital Enterprise C 

Energy Management 4• 

Entrepreneurship c· C A C, 4 1-2· 

Facility Management 4 

Hotel/Restaurant/Hospitality/Tourism Management 1-2 2 4 

Human Resources Development/Management C C 4 4 

Information Processing 1-2* 1-2 2· 1-2· 

International Business 4• 4 

Investments 4 

Knowledge Management C 

Management 4 

Managerial Finance & Accounting 4 4 

Management Information Systems/Information Tech 1-2 4 A 4 4 1-2 

.OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328. 4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "Nin the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
AS course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's dearee orooram in this soecific field. A student who nlans to transfer to 

•

nether NOUS college or university should verify that the 
stitutions have transfer agreements in place and have u ::::, u ::::, :::, C9 ~ ::::, c :, 
utlined a recommended course of study in the college ~ UJ ~ Cf6 "' ~ "' ~ z ~ 

catalog. An asterisk(*) indicates the program may also be c - ::::iE i i ~ z :, > 
offered through distance education. 

Marketing Management A 4 2,A 2 C 4 

Medical Secretary 2· 2· 2 

Merchandising 
C, 
G 

Nonprofit Leadership C 

Office Supervision & Management 2 2 4 4 

Policy Analysis C 

Reception Services 

Small Business Management 2· 

Statistics 
C, 
4G 

Virtual Business 4 

Caregiver Services 

Community Management/Development G 

Eligibility Worker C 

Human Services 2 

Nonprofit Leadership C 

1-2, 
A 

Public Administration A .fG A / 

Auto Body Repair 1-2 2 

Automotive Technology 

Building Construction Technology 

Carpentry, Residential 

Caterpillar Dealer Service 

Construction Management 

Diesel Technology 

Electrical Technology 

Electronlcsffelecommunications Technology 

Emergency Management 

Engineering & Surveying Technology, Civil 

Engineering Technician 

Fire Technology 

Forensic Science 

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
Technology 

Industrial Technology/Mechanical Maintenance 
Technology 

John Deere Ag Technology 

1-2 1-2 

1-2 

1-2 

1-2* 

1-2 

2 

1-2 

1-2 

1-2 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.3.28.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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• 
The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). Mand AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended Mor 
'S course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's deoree orooram ln this snecific field. A student who nlans to transfer to 
,1other NOUS college or university should verify that the 

institutions have transfer agreements in place and have u ::, ::, 'I' U) ::, ::, u u ::, u Q outlined a recommended course of study in the college U) U) U) U) U) ::, 
U) U) z U) U) a: ~ :ii U) Q u ;: catalog. An asterisk (•) indicates the program may also be a, Q .J :; :ii Q z ::, > z 

offered through distance education. 

Lineworker, Electrical 1-2 

Machinist & Tool Maker 1-2 

Materials and Nanotechnology G 

Mechanical Systems 2 

Mechanics, Automotive 1-2 1-2 1-2 2 

Nanoscience Technology 2 

Nuclear Power Technology 1-2* 

Occupational Safety & Environmental Health 4 

Plumbing 1 

Power Plant Technology 1-2· 

Process Plant Technology 1-2* 

Recreational Engines Technology 2 

Welding 1-2 1 1-2· 

MARKETING, SALES AND SERVICE 

Advertising and Marketing 1-2 

Apparel & Textiles/Merchandising 4G 

Facility Management 4 

Interior Design 4 

Marketing/Marketing Management 1-2 4 2 C 4 
1-2, 
A 

Merchandising 

Aeronautics 4 

Airport/Aviation Management 4 A 

Anatomy G 

Anthropology 4 4 

Atmospheric Sciences/Studies 4G 

Aviation A G 

Biochemistry 4G G 

Biology 4 A 4 4 A 4G 4G 4 A 

Biology, Cell & Molecular G 

Biology, Fisheries and Wildlife A 4 4 

Biotechnology A" 4 

Botany 4G 

Chemistry 4 A 4 4 4G 4G 4 A 

Coatings & Polymeric Sciences A G 

Earth/Environmental Science 4 A 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Jutie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended Mor 
AS course of.study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's denree nronram in this specific field. A student who nlans to transfer to 

• nother NOUS college or university should verify that the 
stitutions have transfer agreements in place and have CJ :::, :::, Ill Cl) :::, :::, 

CJ :::, CJ C CJ 
utlined a recommended course of study in the college Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) :::, Cl) 

Cl) z Cl) Cl) 

rn C 0: ~ i Cl) C C :::, CJ i:: 
catalog. An asterisk (*) indicates the program may also be .J :i: i z z > 
offered through distance education. 

Entomology G 

Forensic Science 4 

General & Technical Studies 2 1-2 1-2 

Genomics and Bioinformatics G 

Geographic lnfomiation Science 2 1-2 C 1-2 

Geography 4G 

Geology 4 4 4G 

Gerontology C 

History 4 A 4 A 4G 4G 4 A 

Microbiology 4G G 

Molecular Pathogenesis G G 

Pharmacology, Physiology & Therapeutics A G 

Physical Science 4 A 4 A 

Physics A 4 4G 4G A 

Plant Pathology 4G 

Political Science 4 A 4 4 A 

Science, General G 

Social Science 4 A 4 4 A 4G 4 4 

Space Studies G 

Transfer/Pre-Professional/University Parallel 2,A 2 2 2 2 2 

Zoology 4G 
,, o,;,, ,, : ,,, 

' I '" ' 

. 
' 

' \ 

' I TECHNOLOGY; ' '•,, i ,, ,, . : ·,!, I· J:. ',, '1· '· 
,, ·,~ 

'' •, ·'' ,. 
' 

,, ' ' ' (, ·,' ,, '. ' i_l' ,~ ' " 
,, ''l ',. .. 

" '. 

Automotive Technology 1-2 1-2 

Biotechnology 

Building Construction Technology 

Construction Engineering Management 

Diesel Technology 1-2 

Electrical Technology 1-2· 

Electronics/f elecommunications Technology 1-2 

Engineeringand Surveying Technology, Civil 

Environmental Technology 

Environmental Technology/Lab & Field Tech 

Environmental TechnologyNVater Management 

Fire Technology 1-2 

Greenhouse Technology 

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
Technology 

1-2 

Industrial Technology/Mechanical Maintenance 
Technology 

1-2 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Ju/ie.Schepp@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). Mand AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An "A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
\S course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's denree oroaram in this soecific field. A student who nlans to transfer to 

• .,other NDUS college or university should verify that the 
mstltutions have transfer agreements in place and have 0 :::, :::, ~ "' :::, :::, 0 0 :::, 0 C outlined a recommended course of study in the college "' "' "' "' "' :::, 

"' "' z "' "' Ill C 0:: ~ :iE "' C C :::, 0 ;;: catalog. An asterisk (•) indicates the program may also be .J ::;; :iE z > 
offered through distance education. 

Instrumentation & Control Technology 1-2· 

John Deere Ag Technology 

Landscape Design/Technology 

Materials and Nanotechnology 

Nanoscience Technology 

Nuclear Power Technology 1-2 

Petroleum Production Technology 

Power Plant Technology 1-2· 

Process Plant Technology 1-2· 

Recreational Engines Technology 

Simulator Maintenance Technology 2 

Urban Forestry Technology 

Veterinary Technology 

Water Quality Technology 

Wildlife & Fisheries Technology/Science 

I ENGINEERING 
,, 

'. ,,, ~-. : . ~~ " '"' ''\◄:;''· 
,, ... ,f,l.1,. l' ,1 •• ' ~',"; ' ':,. ,, ,:!· . .::·,l, ,1-, 'I I . .:,, ", ;.•1· ~ . I , ~ ' ·. ' ,., -, 

Engineering and Management, Industrial 

I Engineering, Agricultural & Biosystems 

Engineering, Chemical 

Engineering, Civil 

Engineering, Electrical 

Engineering, General A 

Engineering, Geological 

Engineering, Manufacturing 

Engineering, Mechanical 

!"MATHEMATICS ' 
. , ,,,1,. ' 1•~:·.- ,, ..... .,i ,;• ,,, ' 

" ' ,'•\•;, f: _: 1;. ' ,_. ,f " 
,, 

' ' ,, 
" 

Economics/Applied Economics A 

Materials and Nanotechnology 

Mathematics 4 A 4• 

Statistics 

TRANSPORTATION, DISTRIBUTION & LOGISTICS 

Aeronautics 

Airport/Aviation Management 

Auto Body Repair 1-2 

Automotive Technology 1-2 1-2 

Aviation A 

Caterpillar Dealer Service 

Diesel Technology 1-2 

A,;OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W' Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328. 4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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The North Dakota University System offers programs that range from certificates to doctoral and professional degrees. This table can help you best 
match a campus with your career goals. The typical program length is indicated by a 1 (less than one year), 1-2 (one - two years), 2 (two years), 4 
(four years), 4+ (more than 4 years), G (graduate school), 4G (four years or a graduate program), C (upper-level certificate programs). AA and AS 
programs are general transfer programs to BS and BA programs. An ~A" in the table below indicates that the institution has a recommended AA or 
AS course of study for students planning on transferring to a bachelor's deqree nronram in this snecific field. A student who clans to transfer to 

• 
nether NOUS college or university should verify that the 
stitutions have transfer agreements in place and have " :::, :::, 'I' VJ :::, :::, 

" :::, " Q " tlined a recommended course of study in the college VJ VJ VJ VJ VJ :::, VJ VJ z VJ VJ 
al Q "' ~ :ii VJ Q Q " ;: 

catalog. An asterisk(*) indicates the program may also be ..J :E :ii z :::, > z 
offered through distance education. 

Industrial Technology/Mechanical Maintenance 1-2 4G 
Technology 

John Deere Ag Technology 2 

Recreational Engines Technology 2 

Simulator Maintenance Technology 2 

Space Studies G 

Transportation & Logistics/Supply Chain Management 2 G 4 

Truck Driving C 

• 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

', 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328. 4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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• 
General Fund: 

2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
% Increase (Decrease) 

Other Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
% Increase (Decrease) 

Federal Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 

C.O 2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
% Increase (Decrease) 

Total Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
% Increase (Decrease) 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

(1) 

.~ 
North Dakota University System 

Student Grant Programs By Funding Source 
Per 2009-11 Executive Recommendation 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 
ND Indian Education 

State Grant Scholars Scholarship Incentive 
Program Program 

6,187,797 $ 1,663,584 $ 
33,112,203 450,000 
39,300,000 2,113,584 

535.1% 27.1% 

$ 

348,428 

348,428 
0.0% 

6,536,225 $ 1,663,584 $ 
33,112,203 450,000 
39,648,428 $ 2,113,584 $ 

506.6% 27.1% 

PSEP 

2,253,130 $ 
93,000 

2,346,130 
4.1% 

523,380 
467,590 
990,970 

89.3% 

2,776,510 $ 
560,590 

3,337,100 $ 

Program 

381,292 $ 

381,292 
0.0% 

381,292 $ 

Programs 

2,013,344 
2,160,000 
4,173,344 

107.3% 

2,013,344 
2j60,000 

381,292 $ 4,173,344 
20.2% 0.0% 107.3% ----== 

The executive recommendation provides sufficient funding for the following, by program: 

• 
(6) 

Total 

$ 12,499,147 
35,815,203 

$ 48,314,350 
286.5% 

$ 523,380 
467,590 

$ 990,970 
89.3% 

$ 348,428 

$ 348,428 
0.0% 

$ 13,370,955 
36,282,793 

$ 49,653,748 
271.4% 

State Grant Program -A biennial appropriation of $39.6 million in state grant funding, will permit the NOUS to serve approximately 11,400 students per year with annual grants 

ranging from $500 to $2,000 based on the level of student unmet need. 
Scholars Program - Continues funding for existing scholar recipients and adds 50 new freshmen per year, as well as continuing to provide one-time stipends of $2,0000 

to incoming freshmen. 

Professional Student Exchange Program (PSEPJ - Continues state funding for existing students and funds the same number of new student slots in 2009-1 O and 2010-11 as in 

2008-09 (?-Veterinary medicine; 8-Dentistry; 4-0ptometry). In addition, $990,970 is provided from the student loan trust fund, lo continue funding for the existing students in the 
veterinary medicine program at Kansas State University, and to add 5 additional freshmen in each year of the 2009-11 biennium. 

ND Indian Scholarship Program - Funds 238 grants per year, at $800 each, approximately the same number funded in 2007-09. 

Education Incentive Program - The Governor included an additional $2.0 million in the Technology Occupation program as part of a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) 

initiative, which would increase the loan forgiveness ·from $1,000 to $2,000 in this program, for up to 5 years. The remaining $160,000 increase will be needed to help address 

increased applicant demand in both the Teacher Shortage and Technology Occupation programs. Estimated new cohorts/slots will be added in 2009-11, as follows: Teacher Shortage 

Loan Forgiveness - 160-170 per year, @ $1,000; Technology Occupatiori Loan Forgivenes - 250 in FY2010 and 275 in FY2011, @ $2,000. It also includes $260,000 for the Doctoral program. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BlENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Executive Recommendation\[Student grant prgms by funding source.xlsxJA 
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CJ:) 

f-o 

General Fund: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 

Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
Senate Adjustments 

2009+11 Engrossed 5B2003 
% Increase (Decrease) 

Other Funds: 
2007 -09 Adjusted Appropriation 

Increase (Decrease) 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
Senate Adjustments 

2009-11 Engrossed 5B2003 
% Increase (Decrease) 

Federal Funds: 
2007-09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 
2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
Senate Adjustments 
2009-11 Engrossed 5B2003 
% Increase (Decrease) 

Total Funds: 
2007 -09 Adjusted Appropriation 
Increase (Decrease) 

2009+11 Executive Recommendation 
Senate Adjustments 

2009.11 Engrossed SB's 2003 & 2062 
Engr BIii Change to 07-09 Adj Approp 
¾ Increase (Decrease) 

$ 

$ 
$ 

(1) 

State Grant 
Program 

!P•a•s 4-5! 

6,187,797 $ 
33,112,203 
39,300,000 

(12,412,203) 
26,887,797 

334.5% 

348,428 

348,428 

348,428 
0.0% 

6,536,225 
33,112,203 
39,648,428 

(12,412,203) 
27,236,225 $ 
20,700,000 $ 

316.7% 

~ 

Nort • ..,niverslty System 
Student Gra ~ ograms By Funding Source 

Engrossed SB's 2003 and 2062 

(2) (3) (4) 
NO Indian 

Scholars Scholarship 
Program PSEP Program 

!Pa9es 6-7! !Pa9es 8-11! !P•a•• 12-131 

1,663,584 $ 2,253,130 $ 381,292 
450,000 93,000 

2,113,584 2,346,130 381,292 

2,113,584 2,346,130 381,292 
27.1% 4.1% 0.0% 

523,380 
467,590 
990,970 

990,970 
89.3% 

1,663,584 2,776,510 381,292 
450,000 560,590 

2,113,584 3,337,100 381,292 

2,113,584 $ 3,337,100 ..1 381,292 
450,000 $ 560,590 ..1 

27.1% 20.2% 0.0'/o 

• 
(5) (6) 

Education 
(7) 

lncontivo 
Programs Opportunity 

!Pa9es 14-18! Grants Total 

$ 2,013,344 $ $ 12,499,147 
2,160,000 35,815,203 
4,173,344 48,314,350 
!997,000) 4,000,000 (9,409,203) 

3,176,344 4,000,000 38,905,147 
57.8% 100.0% 211.3% 

523,380 
467,590 
990,970 

990,970 
89.3% 

348,428 

348,428 

348,428 
Q.0% 

2,013,344 13,370,955 
2,160,000 36,282,793 
4,173,344 49,653,748 
!997,000) 4,000,000 (9,409,203) 

$ 3,176,344 $ 4,000,000 $ 40,244,545 
$ 1,163,000 $ 4,000,000 $ 26,873,590 

57.8% 100.0% 201.0% 

Engrossed SB's 2003 and 2062 provide sufficient funding for the following, by program: 
State Grant Program - A biennial appropriation of $27.2 million in state grant funding ($7.2 Min $82003 & $20 M in $82062), would allow the NOUS to serve approximately 7,750 students per year 
with annual grants ranging from $500 to $2,000 based on the level of student unmet need. However, engrossed SB2062 limits expenditures to $26 million for the 2009-11 biennium, which would 
reduce the estimated number of students to 7,400 per year. 

Scholars Program - Continues funding for existing scholar recipients and adds 50 new freshmen per year, as well as continuing to provide one-time stipends of $2,0000 to incoming freshmen. (S82003) 

Professional Student Exchange Program (PSEPJ - Continues state funding for existing students and funds the same number of new student slots in 2009-1 o and 2008-09 (?-Veterinary medicine; 
8-Dentistry; 4-Optometry). In addition, $990,970 is provided from the student loan trust fund, to continue funding for the existing students in the 2010-11 as in veterinary medicine program at Kansas 
State University, and to add 5 additional freshmen in each year of the 2009-11 biennium. See Potential change in Mn support for dentistry on page 10-1. (S82003) 

ND Indian Scholarship Program - Funds 238 grants per year, at $800 each, approximately the same number funded In 2007-09. (S82003) 

Education Incentive Program • S82062 indudes $1.0 million in the Technology Occupation program ·as part of a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) initiative, which would 
increase the loan forgiveness from $1,000 to $2,000 in this program, for up to 5 years and focus eligibility on STEM programs and related primary sector employment The additional $163,000 increase 
in Engrossed S82003 will be needed to help address increased applfcant demand In both the Teacher Shortage and Technology Occupation programs. Estimated new cohorts/slots will be added in 
2009-11, as follows: Teacher Shortage loan Forgiveness - 160 per year, @ $1,000; Technology Occupation Loan Forgiveness- 100 per year,@ $2,000. It also includes $260,000 for the Doctoral program. 

Opportunity Grants - This new program, added by the Senate in 5B2062, wQI provide grants of $2,400 per year to residents of ND during the past 12 months, who attend an NOUS campus and meet 
merit scholarship (technical or academic) requirements identified In HB1400. 

G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budgel\Enqrossed Billsl{Studenl grant prg-ms by funding source.xlsxJA 



NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• 
Access - General 

December 2008 State Grant Program 
The North Dakota Student Financial Assistance Program (State Grant) provides $800 non
repayable grants each year to North Dakota residents pursuing_ undergraduate de,g_ree!i_ at Ng_rj.!J 
Dakota's public, private (not-for-profit) and tribal colleges . . The purpose of these need-based 
grants is to assist students with the cost of attending North Dakota postsecondary institutions. A 
State Grant also reduces the amount of money a student needs to borrow for his or her 
education. 

• More than 33,580 North Dakota students applieq..for a state grant in 4..Q0Z7.QJt_Th.?Jili®....G..rant 
Program was able to fund 4, 152 needy students or about 20 percent o_f iti_~_!?.ligible students" 
For 2007-08, the greatest unmet need of a State Grant Program recipient was $14,988. 
Unmet need for this program is calculated as follows: cost of education minus parenUstudent 
expected contribution, minus the Federal Pell Grant, minus other resources (such as veterans' 
benefits) equals unmet need. For academic year 2007-08, State Grant dollars were exhausted 
at an unmet need figure of $5,964. In other words, those students demonstrating an unmet 
need of $5,963 or less did not receive State Grant support. Historically, of the over 30,000 
students who apply for the State Grant program each year, over 20,000 students exhibit some 
type of unmet financial aid need. 

• 
State funding to support the State Grant Program is equivalent to 1.7 percent of annual tuition 
collections. 

Students Receiving State Grants 
Awarded bv Institution Tvoe 

Private Non-Profit Native 
4-Year Colleges American 

& Hospital School Community 
Public Institution of Nursin11 ColleQes Total 

2008-2009 School Year (est.) 
# Aoolvin11 30,325 
# of Students Receiving Awards 3,536 581 100 4,217 
$ Awarded $2,828.800 $464,800 $80,000 $3,373,600 
% of Total $ Awarded 84% 14% 2% 100% 
% of all ND Students Attendina Colleae 87% 9% 4% 100% 
2007-2008 School Year 
# Aoolying 33,580 
# of Students Receivina Awards 3,484 565 103 4,152 
$Awarded $2,596,400 $430,798 $75,200 $3.102,398 
% of Total $ Awarded 84% 14% 2% 100% 
% of all ND Students AttendinQ ColleQe 87% 9% 4% 100% 

•

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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• 

State Grant Program (cont.) 

The State Grant Program has a federal maintenance of effort (MOE) requirement. Under federal 
law, states are required to meet or exceed the maintenance of effort requirement to ensure 
continued federal financial aid funding. The MOE requirement is the average expenditure of non
federal dollars for the past three years. However, in the future, according to federal reporting 
procedures, not all non-federal sources will be included in the MOE requirement. To maintain the 
MOE requirement for the 2009-11 biennium, an estimated $3.45 million in non-federal dollars is 
needed. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Pegg.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 

December 2008 Tribal College Assistance Grant 

The 2007 North Dakota Legislative Assembly appropriated $700,000 (or $350,000 for each year 
of the 2007-09 biennium) from the Permanent Oil Trust Fund for supplemental grant assistance to 
the tribal community colleges to recognize their service to nonbeneficiary students. A 
nonbeneficiary student is defined as a resident of North Dakota enrolled in a tribally-controlled 
community college but not an enrolled member of a federally recognized Indian tribe. For 
program management purposes a full time equivalent (FTE) student has been defined as 24 
credit hours per year. 

In Academic Year 2007-08, 95.54 FTE students met the definition of nonbeneficiary students, 
resulting in a prorated per student allocation of $3,663. Reimbursement received under the tribal 
college assistance grant program may be used for such things as salaries and wages, operating 
expenses, equipment, capital expenditures, etc. 

The following table provides a breakout of payments by institution: 

) Tribal College Assistance Grant Payment for 2007-08 AY 

No. of FTE Students 
Credit at 24 Credit 

Institution Hours Hours Per Year 
Fort Berthold Community College 376 15.667 

Cankdeska Cikana Community College 114 4.750 

Turtle Mountain Community College 758 31.583 
Sitting Bull College 243 10.125 
United Tribes Technical College 802 33.417 

2,293 95.542 

Annual Allocation $350,000 

Per Student Allocation $3,663 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Michel Hillman, Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 
701. 328. 2965 Michel.Hil/man@ndus.edu 

Total Distribution 
bv Campus 

$57,392.06 

$17,400.78 

$115,699.96 

$37,091.15 

$122,416.05 

$350,000.00 

www.ndus.edu Section 8 - Page 14 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
U N,LV'f R-S'l',T V S Y'S T'£,M 

December 2008 North Dakota Scholars Program 
The North Dakota Scholars Program, a merit-based scholarship program. was first funded by the 
Legislature in 1987 to provide scholarships to North Dakota's best and brightest high school 
graduates to encourage them to remain in North Dakota for postsecondary education. 

A high school junior must take the ACT Assessment between October and June of his or her 
junior year and score in the upper 5 percent of all North Dakota ACT test takers. The numeric 
sum of the English, Math, reading and science reasoning scores will be used as a second 
selection criteria. The numeric sum of a student's English and mathematics scores will be used 
as additional selection criteria if a tie-beaker is needed. 

• The scholarship is renewable for up to three years if the recipient maintains a cumulative 
3.5 grade-point average. 

• The Scholars Program provides full-tuition scholarships for students who attend North 
Dakota's public and tribal colleges and tuition scholarships not to exceed the highest resident 
undergraduate tuition rate in the North Dakota University System for students who attend 
North Dakota's private institutions and a $2,000 stipend to freshmen scholars. 

2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 

# of candidates meeting 5% 484 394 
ACT reauirement 

377 326 319 321 

# of candidates also meeting 398 339 328 * * • 
hiah school rank reauirement* 

Offers made 
46 36 44 68 98 92 

Offers acceoted 
17 12 20 32 49 49 

% of those offered 
37% 33% 45% 47% 50% 53% 

and accepted 
"Number of candidates also meeting high school rank requirement, as a second seledion criteria, was changed ~ginning with Fall 2006 scholars 
to the numeric sum of the four ACT scores. 

• North Dakota students who qualify for this program are high academic achievers. These 
students are heavily recruited by out-of-state colleges and universities that also offer financial 
incentives to attract them to their campuses. This is demonstrated by the fact that, in 2008-09, 
in order to fund 49 new freshmen students, 92 offers were made, which is an acceptance rate 
of 53 percent. The other 43 students more than likely attended out-of-state institutions. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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• 
North Dakota Scholars Program (cont.) 

• The North Dakota University System had sufficient funding to support the following number of 
North Dakota scholars by class and year: 

North Dakota Scholars 
by class, by year 

2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 

Freshmen 17 12 20 32 

Soohomores 44 17 11 17 

Ju[liors 40 43 17 10 

Seniors 22 37 40 17 

Total 123 109 88 76 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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2007-08 2008-09 

49 49 

26 41 

18 25 

8 14 

101 129 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 

December 2008 Indian Scholarship Program 

• The Indian Scholarship Program assists American Indian students in obtaining a college 
education by providing grants based upon scholastic ability and financial need. By limiting 
scholarship awards to $800, the Indian Scholarship Board has been able to make scholarship 
awards to about 225 eligible applicants each year, 98 percent of whom show financial need in 
addition to scholastic ability. About 30 program participants graduate each year. 

• The qualifications for eligibility for the North Dakota Indian Scholarship Program are as 
follows: 
- An applicant must either be a resident of North Dakota who is one-quarter Native 

American or an enrolled member of any tribe that now resides in North Dakota. Residency 
for each student will be determined by the institution he or she plans to attend. 
An applicant must have been accepted for admission at an institution of higher learning or 
a state vocational education program within North Dakota. 
Scholarship recipients must be enrolled full-time and may not have a grade-point average 
below 2.0. 

- A student who participates in an internship, student teaching, teaching assistance or 
cooperative education program may be eligible for scholarship awards only if participation 
in that program is required for the degree and only if tuition must be paid for the credits 
earned. 

Indian Scholarship Application History 
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OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Rhonda Schauer, State Approving Agency Director/Coordinator of Multicultural Education 
701.224.2497 Rhonda.Schauer@ndus.edu 
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Indian Scholarship Program (cont.) 
( 

History of Native American 
Scholarship Program 

Native 
Full-time Native American State General % of Full-time 

American Students Scholarships Funds Students Receiving 
Biennium Attending College• Awarded Annropriated Fundina 

1973-75 1,366 50 $45,000 3.7% 

1975-77 1,935 82 $75,000 4.2% 

1977-79 2,258 89 $85,000 3.9% 

1979-81 2,278 101 $85,000 4.4% 

1981-83 1,964 173 $147,742 8.8% 

1983-85 2,051 272 $175,000 13.3% 

1985-87 2,729 276 $175,000 10.1% 

1987-89 2,812 293 $175,000 10.4% 

1989-91 2,699 246 $170,700 9.1% 

1991-93 3,260 237 $200,000 7.3% 

1993-95 2,669 300 $200,000 11.2% 

1995-97 3,207 289 $204,000 9.0% 

1997-99 4,367 292 $204,000 6.7% 

1999-01 4,733 295 $204,082 6.2% 

2001-03 4,899 294 $204,082 6.0% 

2003-05 6,260 375 $204,086 5.0% 

2005-07 6,327 362 $251,988 5.7% 

2007-09 15,304 502 $380,626 9.5% 

*Includes the following schools: Bismarck State College, Dickinson State University, Fort Berthold 
Community College, Jamestown College, Lake Region State College, Cankdeska Cikana Community 
College, University of Mary, Mayville State University, Minot State University, Minot State University-
Bottineau Campus, North Dakota State University, Standing Rock College, North Dakota State College 
of Science, Turtle Mountain Community College, University of North Dakota, Valley City State 
Univer'sitv and Williston State Colleoe. 

'Fall 08 enrollment data not available from Turtle Mountain Community College and Fort Berthold Community College 

---------------------l 
RMORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Rhonda Schauer, State Approving Agency Director/Coordinator of Multicultural Education 

701.224.2497 Rhonda.Schauer@ndus.edu 
www.ndus.edu Section 8 - Page 5.1 
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J) Written Testimony on North Dakota Indian Scholarship Program 
~ ,1\ By Cornelius Grant 

i(\' ,/ f North Dakota Indian Scholarship Board Member 
'J(JJ' l{ ?f~ February 25, 2009 - House Appropriation Committee 

Mr. Chairman and members of the House Appropriation Committee, my name is 
Cornelius Grant, enrolled Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Also, I am the Governor's appointee to the 
Indian Scholarship Board and this will be my 36th year serving on the Board. 

Over the past 36 years I've had the opportunity to give testimony on behalf of the Indian 
Scholarship Program on many occasions, it is always a distinct pleasure because the Indian 
Scholarship Program has proven to be one of the best investments that the State has ever made. 
An investment of far reaching and almost unlimited social and economic impact. 

This healthy impact has been most noteworthy the last IO years in terms of Indian college 
graduates and corresponding growth in leadership both on and off the Reservations in our State. 
I've been involved with community and economic development for well over forty years, the last 
focal role being service as the Executive Director for the State's Rural Development Council. I 
try to visit each Reservation four to five times a year, now more for personal rather than for 
professional purposes. 

During the course of these Reservation visits and informal meetings, I almost always run into 
Graduates of the Indian Scholarship Program, many in influential positions with their respective 
Tribe. Most will acknowledge that the financial assistance they received through the auspices of 
the Indian Scholarship Program was a decisive factor in their entering and completing post
secondary education. 

You will find information on the scholarship recipients in the North Dakota University System 
Resource Guide, Section 8, Pages 5 and 5.1. I would like to highlight that during the 2007-09 
biennium the Program provided 502 eight hundred dollar scholarships. Unfortunately over 180 
students were denied assistance during this same time frame due to lack of program funds. 

During my introductory remarks, I underscored the term investment and I hope that my 
comments in support of the program will help to assure Committee members that these funds 
have been very well spent. I would also take this opportunity to solicit your continued support for 
the North Dakota Indian Scholarship Program. 

Higher Education has become an important factor in the lives of many families, particularly 
among the Native American community. There is a definite need to continue the program, other 
possible primary funding avenues have either been cut, and/or have not had increases necessary 
to keep up with inflation or the ever-rising costs of attending college. As was earlier indicated, 
we can provide tangible evidence that the need for supplemental assistance continues to exist, and 
at the same time prove that the investment is paying off in impressive terms. 

g:\terry\l J00\09SCll\com grant 09 testimony 2-09.doc 
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Written Testimony on North Dakota Indian Scholarship Program 
Submitted by Cheryl Kulas 

Executive Director 
North Dakota Indian Affairs Commission 

February 25, 2009 - House Appropriation Committee 

Chairman and members of the House Appropriations Committee, I am here testifying 
before you as the Secretary of the State Board for Indian Scholarships. I appreciate the 
opportunity to speak to you today in support of the North Dakota Indian Scholarship 
Program. 

The Indian Scholarship Program has proven to be one of the best investments that the 
State has made, and it is an investment of far reaching and almost unlimited social 
economic impact. Since 1973, 4,153 Indian Scholarships have been awarded and each 
academic year an average of 30 students complete their degree requirements. Among 
these graduates are school teachers, administrators, lawyers, doctors, law enforcement 
officers, Tribal College Presidents, top administrative officers with the Bureau oflndian 
Affairs, Indian Health Service, Indian Education, Tribal government officials, just to 
name a few categories. 

You will find information on the scholarship recipients in Section 8, pages 5 and 5.1 of 
the North Dakota University System Resource Guide. The Indian Scholarship Program 
receives over 325 applications each year and is able to provide a scholarship to 60% of 
the applicants, of these, 55% are merit students with cumulative grade point averages of 
3.50 and above. I would like to ask your continued support of this program. The Indian 
Scholarship Program enables Indian students to be personally and professionally 
successful. 

Thank you for the opportunity to share my comments with you and I would be pleased to 
answer any questions you may have. 

g:\teny\l 100\09s·es\cheryl 09 isp test 2-09.doc 



• 
Testimony on North Dakota Indian Scholarship Program 

By Dr. Michel Hillman 
Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 

North Dakota University System 
House Appropriation Committee 

The North Dakota Indian Scholarship Program is authorized under NDCC 15-63-01 which places 
the budget for the program under the State Board of Higher Education. The program provides 
scholarships for resident members of federally recognized Indian tribes attending any post
secondary education programs in North Dakota. 

The program was funded at $380,626 for the 2007-09 biennium which, with carryover funds, 
supported 502 $800 scholarships. Although students would benefit from larger scholarships 
and state law and Scholarship Board policy permit larger scholarships, the Scholarship Board 
has attempted to maintain the $800 level of scholarships in order to make scholarship awards 
to the majority of qualified applicants. The $800 scholarship level has been viewed as the 
lowest meaningful award level that would positively impact a significant number of students. 
With approximately 350 scholarship applications each year, the Indian Scholarship Board 
receives more applications that it can fund. 

Even though state law permits the consideration of both financial need and academic merit in 
the award of scholarships, limited funding has required the Scholarship Board to focus on 
academic merit as the students most likely to succeed. This permits the Board to continue 
funding continuing merit scholarship recipients and to fund new students who earn a 3.5 GPA 
or above. For the 2007-09 biennium, the program received a $127,000 increase in funding 
which enabled the Board to provide scholarships to approximately 79 additional students each 
year. To maintain the level of funding for Indian Scholarship recipients the 2009-11 budget 
request remains the same. 

I hope that my brief comments in support of this important program will help to assure 
Committee members that these funds have been very well spent. I would also take this 
opportunity to thank you for your support for the North Dakota Indian Scholarship Program. 
Access to higher education is an increasingly important success factor for Native Americans. 
The North Dakota State Board for Indian Scholarships strongly supports the Indian Scholarship 
Program and urges your favorable consideration. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
Pleases let me know if I can answer any questions you may have. 



NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Flexible and Responsive 

( 

December 2008 Western Interstate Commission 
on Higher Education (WICHE) 

The Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education (WICHE) is a non-profit, regional 
organization established by an interstate compact. It helps 15 western states work together to 
provide high-quality, cost-effective programs to meet the educational and workforce needs of the 
western region. 

• The 15 western states that are part of the compact are: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, 
Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Oregon, Utah, 
Washington and Wyoming. 

• Each participating state pays dues to support WICHE. North Dakota's yearly dues for Fiscal 
Year 2009 and Fiscal Year 2010 will be $125,000 and $130,000 respectively. 

• North Dakota's involvement in various WICHE Interstate programs has helped North Dakota 
avoid the start-up of costly professional programs and has allowed North Dakota residents to 
participate in programs not offered in-state at reduced tuition rates . • North Dakota's involvement in WICHE includes participation in the Professional Student 
Exchange Program, the Western Undergraduate Exchange Program, the Western Regional 
Graduate Program and the Western Cooperative Telecommunications Cooperative. (See 
Flexible and Responsive section for details about specific programs.) 

• 

• A central mission of WICHE is to help policymakers develop innovative, effective responses to 
a range of issues affecting higher education. 

• WICHE's policy analysis and information focus on higher education in the western states, 
including: 
- student cost issues, such as annual tuition and fee data and state financial aid policies; 
- state support for higher education; and 

the number of high school students graduating in every state and projections to alert 
education planners to changing state needs. 

( 

•

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 
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COLLEGES WHICH NORTH DAKOTA STUDENTS 
MAY ATTEND UNDER RECIPROCAL AGREEMENTS 

VETERINARY MEDICINE 

WICHE Schools 
Colorado State University 
Oregon State University 
University of California - Davis 
Washington State University 

DENTISTRY 

WICHE Schools 
Arizona School of Dentistry and Oral Health 
Loma Linda University 
Oregon Health and Sciences University 
University of California - Los Angeles 
University of California - San Francisco 
University of Colorado Health Science Center 

•

niversity of Nevada - Las Vegas 
niversity of Southern California 
niversity of the Pacific 

University of Washington 

WICHE Schools 
Pacific University 
Southern California College of Optometry 

OPTOMETRY 

Non-WICHE Schools* 
Iowa State University 
Kansas Slate University 
University of Minnesota 

Non-WICHE Schools* 
Creighton University 
Marquette University 
University of Minnesota 
University of Nebraska 

Non-WICHE Schools* 
Illinois College of Optometry 
Ohio State University 

•Prior to Joining WICHE, North Dakota had separate contracts with the various non-WICHE institutions listed. When North Dakota Joined WICHE, 
WICHE agreed to handle all aspects relative to admission, bining, etc., In the same manner they do for those WICHE schools listed above except for 
Iowa State and University of Minnesota . 

• 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Flexible and Responsive 

December 2008 Professional Student 
Exchange Program (PSEP) 

The Professional Student Exchange Program offered through Western Interstate Commission on 
Higher Education provides North Dakota students access to veterinary medicine, optometry and 
dentistry programs not offered in the state. 

• In exchange for admitting qualified North Dakota students into their programs, out-of-state 
institutions receive a pre-determined support fee from the state. As a participant in a program, 
the student pays resident tuition rates to a public out-of-state institution or reduced tuition to a 
private institution. The support fee paid by North Dakota provides guaranteed access to these 
programs, assuming that students are academically prepared. 

History of WICHE PSEP Per Student Support Fee Paid by North Dakota 
2005-06....: 2010-11 

Field 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 
Veterinarv Medicine $24,900 $25,400 $26,300 $27,200 $28,100 $29,100 
Ontometrv $13,300 $13,600 $14,100 $14,600 $15,100 $15,600 
Denlistrv $19,500 $19,900 $20,600 $21,300 $22,000 $22,700 

Three additional contractual agreements provide programmatic access for North Dakota students 
interested in veterinary medicine and dentistry. A brief description of each agreement follows: 

• Since 1991-92, Iowa State has agreed to accept up to 10 North Dakota students per year into 
their veterinary medicine program at about $6,000 to $7,000 less per student per year than 
required through the WICHE program. Under the current agreement with Iowa State's College 
of Veterinary Medicine, North Dakota students who matriculate at Iowa State will be 
guaranteed enrollment for the duration of their program. 

• The second agreement, enacted by the 2005 Legislative Assembly, authorized the State 
Board of Higher Education and Kansas State University to enter into an agreement whereby 
KSU allows up to five North Dakota residents to enroll in the veterinary medicine program. 
The legislation (HB 1397) included a separate appropriation from that of the PSEP line item, 
i.e., the Student Loan Trust Fund. HB 1397 included a provision that gives North Dakota 
faculty and practitioners input into the selection process at KSU; however, final admission 
decisions rest with KSU. 

• An agreement with the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities extends reciprocity rates to North 
, Dakota students enrolled in the U of M-TC professional programs of veterinary medicine and 
I 

•
R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 
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• 
PSEP (cont.) 

dentistry under the Minnesota/North Dakota recJerocity ~greement. From 1996-97 throu.9.tL 
2005-06, North Dakota incurred no cost for students who attended t~ U of MN-TC veterinary 
medicine or dentistry programs. These students paid the Minnesota professional program 
resident rate while attending the U of M-TC at no additional cost to North Dakota. The past 
reciprocity agreement resulted in significant savings to the PSEP program. Students who were 
already attending the two progra.~s_prior to Fall 2006 were grandfathered in and continue to 
pay the Minnesota resident rate. 

Under the new North Dakota/Minnesota reciprocity agreement effective Fall 2006, Minnesota 
provides up to five guaranteed new freshman slots in veterinary medicine each year and 10 
guaranteed new freshman slots in dentistry with continuation of these students for the full four 
years of the program, subject to appropriate academic performance. In exchange, the state of 
North Dakota and/or the North Dakota student pay 75 percent of the non-resident tuition. If 
North Dakota is able to pay a support fee equal to the difference between 75 percent of the 
non-resident rate and the resident tuition rate, then the North Dakota student can attend at 
resident tuition rates. If the state is not able to provide state support, the student is required to 
pay the entire 75 percent of the non-resident rate. Minnesota may continue to accept North 
Dakota students above and beyond the five and 10 guaranteed slots; however, for admission 
and tuition purposes, they would be considered outside of the agreement and would be 
treated as non-residents. 

• During the 2007-09 biennium, a total of 121 students, freshmen through seniors, received 
support through PSEP with a state general fund appropriation of $2,153,130. The following 
table reflects the number of freshmen PSEP slots funded by year. 

Number of Freshmen PS5P Slots funge!:l ll~ )'.eac 
Veterinary Medicine 

1995-1996 9 
1996-1997 7 1 
1997-1998 90 

Dentistry 
3 

1 1 
1 9 

Optomeuv 
5 
5 
8 

fnh; I l.u..v'\l't,'I+~ {r_ dJ-d/) 
N.] "'LLteor -t:ed 1 ,·11 ud, 

1998-1999 53 27 8 I.LP -a.o!-'a.s.5 n,, 12. n : 
1999-2000 72 1 8 7 Ve.ts .21 t' 11./ K 
2000-2001 7 1 1 7 7 Jie..n+i~+r~ 1Ja-
2001-2002 60 45 6 Op-himtlf 1 15 2002-2003 44 48 6 
2003-2004 4(5 4 17 5 tofu) {,,J_ tl'f 
2004-2005 4(1) 4 15 4 
2005-2006 7(5) + 2 at KSU 4 11 4 
2006:-2007 5• + 2 at KSU 8· 4 
2007-2008 5• + 5 at KSU 8' 4 
2008-2009 r + 5 at KSU 5• 4 
2009-2010 (Esl.l r + 5 at KSU 8· 4 
2010-2011 (Est.) r + 5 at KSU 8. 4 

() Number of freshmen North Dakota students enrolled at U. of Minnesota veterinary medicine & dentistry at no cost to the state. 
Beginning in 1996-97, students attending vet med or dentistry at the University of Minnesota pay the resident rate. For example, In 2005-06, a total of 50 ND students 
attended the University of Minnesota-School of Dentistry and 15 ND students attended the University of Minnesota-School of Veterinary Medicine at no cost to the state 
of NO. Theses students are reflected in·( r in the figures in the table. 
• Includes WlCHE and MN supported slots. NOTE: The 2009-11 request assumes the carryover of unspent 2007-09 general fund appropriation of about $219,036. 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 
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PSEP (cont.) 
Applicant numbers for the PSEP totaled 80 for academic year 2008-09, including 19 in 
veterinary medicine, 38 in dentistry and 23 in optometry. 

• 2002 data suggests that about 65 percent of the total number of PSEP students (69 percent in 
dentistry, 45 percent in optometry and 70 percent in veterinary medicine) who receive state 
support through this program return to North Dakota to work in their professions after 
graduation. 

• North Dakota also participates in WICHE as a receiving state for physical and occupational 
therapy, medicine and pharmacy programs. 

Number of Students North Dakota Receives through PSEP 
Fall 2007 

Sending Physical Occup. 
WICHE State Theranv Theranv Medicine Pharmacy TOTAL 
Alaska 0 
Arizona 0 
Hawaii 0 
Idaho 0 
Montana 4 4 
Nevada 0 
New Mexico 0 
Oregon 0 
Wvomina 7 2 9 
TOTAL 7 0 6 0 13 

•
R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701. 328.4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

Representative Bob Skarphol, Chair, House Appropriations 

Education and Environment Division 

William Goetz, Chancellor~ 

March 17, 2009 

PSEP Student Return Rates 

The state legislature provides funding to purchase a limited number of slots at out-of-state 
institutions in veterinary medicine, optometry and dentistry, called the Professional Student 
Exchange Program (PSEP). The program was designed to gain access to these difficult- to-access 
programs for North Dakota residents, in anticipation of these students returning to North 

Dakota to practice after graduation: 

In working with the various professional associations, we have been able to determine that 
some of the funded PSEP students do return to North Dakota to practice after graduation. The 

table below shows the number of students funded since 1999-2000 (and assumed to have 
graduated in four years), and those that are currently licensed and practicing in North Dakota, 

in their chosen profession. 

PSEP Slots Funded Since 1999-2000 and Related North Dakota Return Rates 

Number funded since Number licensed and Percentage return 

1999-2000 practicing in 2009 rate 

Optometry 40 10 25% 

Dentistry 22 8 36% 

Veterinary Medicine 35 13 37% 

The remaining individuals would likely either be living in the state and not practicing or living 

out-of-state. 

I hope this answers your questions. If not, please feel free to contact me at 328-2963. 

g:\terrv\1100\09ses\memo to skarphol re psep return rilte memo 3-17-09.docx 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Sismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960 , Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University• 
Minot State University • Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University • University of North Dakota• Valley City State University • Williston State College. 
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SB 2003 

~EN ATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE 

Good Afternoon Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, 

My name is Nancy Kopp. 

I represent the North Dakota Optometric Association and the North Dakota Veterinary 

Medical Association and currently serve as Executive for both groups. 

Both groups strongly support the portion of SB 2003 that provides the funding for the 

· Professional Student Exchange Program and the Kansas State Provision.· 

North Dakota students pursuing a career in Optometry or Veterinary Medicine are finding it 

increasingly more difficult to make the choice to obtain professional training in these fields 

for a number of reasons: 

I. North Dakota does not provide access to these programs in state. I was told that the 

approximate annual cost to operate a vet school runs about $40 million. 

2. The high cost of out of state tuition. Optometry runs approximately $30,000 at Pacific 

per year (not including living expenses) and vet med about $37,000 at Iowa State . 

C!) 
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· Professional Student Exchange Program 

3. The potential annual income upon graduation and licensure in North Dakota, is much 

less than other states. The average starting salary is $50,000 - $70,000, all while 

trying to retire a professional education debt ofup to $150,000 plus and perhaps 

starting a family at the same time. 

4. Is there a shortage of optometrists or veterinarians in North Dakota? Yes, in the rural 

areas, not necessarily in the urban areas. 

Note: members of the North Dakota Optometric Association provide optometric 

services in 23 satellite clinics to serve, primarily the aging population of those rural 

communities. They travel and practice there 2-3 days per week. This is in addition to 

their urban practice. Some North Dakota Veterinary Medical Association me~bers 

provide veterinary services up to a 150 mile radius of their main clinic. 

5. Are our North Dakota students coming back to North Dakota to practice? For the 

most part, we think so, 45% optometry and 70% veterinary medicine. 

For these main reasons, I would ask for your favorable consideration to continue North 

Dakota's obligation and provide funding for the Professional Student Exchange Program at 

the current levels. 
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March 2, 2009 

Chairman Skarphol and members of the Appropriations Committee, I am Deputy State 

Veterinarian Beth Carlson. I am here today on behalf of the North Dakota Department of 

Agriculture and the State Board of Animal Health in support of the portion of SB 2003 

pertaining to funding for the Professional Student Exchange Program (PSEP) and the Kansas 

State Program. As you are aware, the PSEP program assists North Dakota students enrolled in 

professional programs not offered in the state of North Dakota, including optometry, dentistry, 

and of greatest importance to agriculture, veterinary medicine. The recent implementation of the 

Kansas State funding has provided an additional avenue to train food animal veterinarians, and 

we look forward to the graduation of the first group of students selected for this program in May 

of this year. 

The State Board of Animal Health is responsible for protecting the health of the domestic 

animals and non-traditional livestock of the state. We cannot do this without the assistance of a 

strong group of practicing veterinarians and regulatory veterinarians. Accredited veterinarians 

issue health certificates, perform regulatory testing, provide services to auction markets, and 

occasionally assist the Board with other matters. 
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Rising tuition costs (and, as a result, student loan debt) make it difficult for students who wish to 

return to North Dakota to do so. Some students who are accepted to veterinary school may 

choose not to attend and instead pursue another career, rather than incur huge debt loads. This 

· has contributed to the shortage of veterinarians in the state. In the recent past, two of the largest 

auction markets in the state have had great difficulty contracting a veterinarian to provide 

services. When the Board needs to contract with a practicing veterinarian, it is sometimes 

difficult to find one who is available. I personally was a recipient of Professional Student 

Exchange funds, and it kept my student loans to a manageable level, which allowed me to choose 

to return to serve North Dakota, first in private practice and now in the public sector. 

Chairman Skarphol and committee members, for these reasons, I support these portions of SB 

2003. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 
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• · The veterinarian must have graduated, or will graduate within six months of the 
application date, from an accredited college of veterinary medicine. 

• In order to receive payment through the Veterinarian Loan Repayment Program 
the veterinarian must be licensed and in good standing with the North Dakota 
Veterinary Examiners Board to practice in North Dakota 

• The veterinarian must agree to provide two, three or four years of full time 
service in one or more selected communities. 

• The date the veterinarian may begin full time service is considered by the State 
Health Council. 

• A letter from the applicant demonstrating a commitment to serve a selected 
community or communities is considered by the State Health Council. 

• At least three letters of support from community leaders ( other doctors of 
veterinary medicine, business leaders, users of veterinary services, economic 
development associations, etc.) demonstrating the need and acceptance of a 
new food animal veterinarian are considered by the State Health Council. 

• Preference is given to veterinarians who will provide food animal veterinary 
services. 

• Preference is given to food animal veterinarians who will serve a community or 
communities with less than 5,000 people per community. 

• Preference is given to food animal veterinarians who will serve areas with large 
numbers oflivestock and an inadequate number of veterinarians. 

• The number of food animal veterinarians practicing within a service area of the 
selected community or communities is considered by the State Health Council. 

• Preference is given to veterinarians who have not received financial student · 
support from any state. 

Community Selection Criteria: 

• The size of the community or communities is considered by the State Health 
Council. Preference is given to communities with less than 5,000 people per 
community, next, to communities with 5,000-10,000 people and the lowest 
preference to communities with more than I 0,000 people. 

• The number of clients and livestock in a community's veterinary service area, 
the number of food animal veterinarians in the area and the driving distance 
between clients are considered by the State Health Council. 

• Preference is given to communities that demonstrate a need for an additional 
veterinarian(s) and support for the loan repayment applicant. 

Loan Repayment and Service Obligation: 

Each veterinarian selected must enter into a two, three or four year contract with the 
North Dakota Department of Health. The first payment is made six months after the 
veterinarian begins providing full time service. Remaining payments are made on the 
anniversary date of employment. This means a period of eighteen months will elapse 

I 



between the first and second payments. If a veterinarian does not complete an entire year 
-0f service under this contract the amount to be paid for that year will be prorated. 

The State Health Council may release a veterinarian from the service obligation if: 

• The veterinarian completes the service requirement of the contract 
• The veterinarian is not able to complete the service requirement of the contract 

because of permanent physical disability · · 
• The veterinarian demonstrates extreme hardship or shows other good cause. 

justifying the release 
• The veterinarian dies 

Application Material: 

The North Dakota Veterinarian Loan Repayment application and related material are 
available on the North Dakota Department of Health website at• 
http://www.health.state.nd.us/oca/ or by contacting: 

Gary Garland 
Office of Community Assistance 
North Dakota Department of Health, Dept. 30 I 
600 E Boulevard Ave. 
Bismarck, ND 58505-0200 

Ph: 701-328-4839 
ggarland@nd.gov 

OR 

Susan Keller, DVM, State Veterinarian 
North Dakota Department of Agriculture, Dept 602 
Board of Animal Health 
600 E Boulevard Ave. 
Bismarck, ND 58505-

Ph: 701-328-2655 
1-800-242-7535 

skeller@nd.gov 
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Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. For the record, my name 

is Julie Ellingson of the North Dakota Stockmen's Association. 

As you know, cattle producers are an independent lot. However, they rely on their local 

food-animal veterinarians as critical partners in their efforts to raise healthy cattle and 

provide a safe and wholesome food supply to help feed a hungry world. 

The support role of food-animal veterinarians is becoming even more important to the 

state's cattle operations. Veterinarians offer guidance for herd management, disease 

control and food safety, and the increased complexity of pharmaceutical and biological 

product use also requires veterinarian supervision. 

But here's the problem: the cattle industry needs qualified food-animal veterinarians 

more now than ever, but there continues to be a shortage of them. The physical nature, 

the accrued indebtedness and the long hours the occupation can require may be diverting 

many capable people away from the food-animal practice, which is a major concern for 

North Dakota Stockmen's Association members. 

That's why the Professional Student Exchange Program and the Kansas State University 

cooperative agreement program, which are included in this bill, are vital to encourage 

North Dakota students to pursue vet degrees, to entice veterinary graduates to come to 

North Dakota to practice and to preserve the sustainability and health integrity of the 



state's domestic herd. North Dakota Stockmen's Association members have supported 

each of these programs since they were established, and have included them as priorities 

among their current policy resolutions. 

As a cattle producer myself, it has been gratifying to see some of the high-caliber vet 

students and vet graduates that have come to practice as a direct result of these programs. 

The North Dakota Stockmen's Association appreciates this committee's past support, and 

asks for continued funding as an investment in both North Dakota's young people and 

livestock industry. 
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The Veterinarian Loan Repayment Program 

NDCC 43-29.1 

The Joan repayment program for doctors of veterinary medicine is a state financed and 
administered loan repayment program designed to attract new food animal veterinarians 
to North Dakota to practice in areas of need. The focus of the program is to attract new 
graduates of veterinary schools although any veterinarian may apply ifhe or she has an 
outs\anding educational loan and is licensed to practice in North Dakota. Each 
veterinarian selected may receive up to $80,000 to repay educational loans. The amount 
of the loan repayment award may not exceed the amount of the educational Joan(s). 
Three veterinarians may be selected per year. Each veterinarian that receives an award 
must enter a contract with the North Dakota Department of Health. The contract states 
the amount of time the veterinarian must serve in a community or communities and the 
amount of the award. The length of the service obligation and the amount of the awards 
are: 

• A two year contract pays $15,000 for the first year and $15,000 for the second 
year; or 

• A three year contract pays $15,000 for the first year, $15,000 for the second year 
and $25,000 for the third year; or 

• A four year contract pays $15,000 for the first year, $15,000 for the second year, · 
$25,000 for the third year and $25,000 for the forth year . 

Application Deadline: 

Applications must be postmarked by January 31 each year. The State Health Council, in 
consultation with the State Board of Animal Health, considers each application at its next 
meeting. For dates of upcoming State Health Council meetings call the North Dakota 
Department of Health at 701-328-2372 or email lrodahl@nd.gov. Applicants are notified 
of the State Health Council's decision immediately after the Council's meeting. 

Who may receive loan repayment awards? 

Veterinarians who are licensed to practice and reside, or will reside, in North Dakota and 
have outstanding educational loans may receive loan repayment awards. Applicants do 
not have to be licensed at the time of the application. The first payment from the state is 
made after the veterinarian completes six months of full time service; however, the 
veterinarian remains responsible for making payments to the lending institution(s) in 
accordance with the policies and schedule of the lending institution(s). State payments 
are made directly to the lending institution(s). The veterinarian must begin providing full 
time services within six months of the State Health Council's approval. If the 
veterinarian cannot begin working within six months, he/she must reapply in the next 
calendar year. · 

Veterinarian selection criteria: 
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SB 2003 

HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE HEARING 3/2/09 

Good Morning Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, 

For the record, my name is Nancy Kopp. I represent the North Dakota Optometrice 
Association and the North Dakota Veterinary Medical Association and currently serve as 
the Executive Director for both groups. 

Both organizations strongly support the portion of SB 2003 that provides the funding for 
the Professional Student Exchange Program. 

North Dakota students pursuing a career in Optometry or Veterinary Medicine are finding 
it increasingly more difficult to make the choice to obtain professional traning in these 
fields for a number of reasons: 

I. North Dakota does not provide access to these programs in our state. 
2. The high cost of out of state tuition. Out of state tuition runs approximately 

$30,000-35,000 per year. 
3. The potential annual income upon graduation and licensure in North Dakota, is 

less than other states. The average starting salary is approximately $55,000-
$60,000, all while trying to retire a professional debt of up to $150,000 . 

4. Is there a shortage of optometrists or veterinarians in North Dakota? Yes, we 
could use more in rural areas. 

5. Optometrists provide eyecare services in 25 satellite clinics. They travel and 
practice there 2-3 days per week. This is in addition to their urban practice. 
Some veterinarians provide services up to a 150 mile radius of their main clinic. 

6. Are our North Dakota students coming back to North Dakota to practice? For the 
most part, they are. Data reveals that about 45% of optometrists and 70% of 
veterinary medicine, who receive support through PSEP are returning to North 
Dakota. 

For these main reasons, I would ask for your favorable consideration to continue North 
Dakota's obligation to provide funding for the Professional Student Exchange Program 
and the Kansas State Program at their current levels . 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Flexible and Res onsive 

December 2008 Western Undergraduate 
Exchange (WUE) 

Through the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education's Western Undergraduate 
Exchange (WUE) program, students in 15 participating states (Alaska, Arizona, California, 
Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, 
Utah, Washington and Wyoming) may enroll in designated two-year and four-year institutions and 
programs in other participating states at reduced tuition rates. 

• WUE students pay up to 150 percent of regular in-state tuition at designated two-year and 
four-year public institutions. 

• All North Dakota University System institutions participate in the WUE program on a space
available basis, with some exceptions. Some states limit access to certain programs as well. 

• In Fall 2007, 1,408 students from other states were enrolled at North Dakota institutions, while 
402 North Dakota students enrolled elsewhere in the region under this exchange program at 
150 percent of the North Dakota resident rate (see details by state on the following page). The 
majority of WUE students from other states major in such North Dakota University System 
programs as: (1) electric power technology (2) mechanical engineering (3) pre-architecture 
(4) pre-pharmacy (5) commercial aviation (6) airline/commercial/professional pilot and flight 
crew and (7) air traffic control. North Dakota students who participate in WUE and enroll 
elsewhere in the region major in programs such as: (1) nursing (2) engineering (chemical, 
civil, petroleum, computer, mechanical and electrical) (3) wildlife and fisheries sciences and 
(4) mining engineering and management. 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 
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WUE (cont.) 

State of 
Attendance 
(# of inst 
enrolling WUE 
studentsl 

Arizona (22) 

Colorado (24) 

AK AZ CA 

210 700 

90 173 182 

Western Undergraduate Exchange 
Fall 2007 Enrollment Summary 

co HI ID MT NV NM ND 

387 172 63 47 268 228 11 

119 53 58 63 188 26 

I 

Attend. 
OR SD UT WA WY Totals 

140 30 229 207 44 2,736 

77 75 116 97 169 1.486 

Idaho (6) 224 26 103 37 14 131 113 13 6 351 6 27 810 47 1,908 

Nevada (7) 288 191 622 199 552 96 42 66 25 182 39 77 302 45 2,726 

South Dakota (6) 42 43 145 156 3 18 107 22 8 218 25 13 55 431 1,28f 

shington(4) 111 13 65 29 81 135 95 15 11 0 138 0 8 16 717 

178 143 452 573 101 181 469 265 165 29 155 156 405 191 87 3,550 

Four-Year 1.432 750 3,355 2,059 1,302 926 693 609 506 373 1,351 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Flexible and Responsive 

December 2008 Western Regional 
Graduate Programs (WRGP) 

The Western Regional Graduate Program offered through Western Interstate Commission on 
Higher Education began in 1981. The primary purpose of WRGP is to permit students from 
WICHE states to enroll in the more than 205 graduate programs offered by member states. The 
14 WICHE states are Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 
North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington and Wyoming. 

Students who participate in WRGP pay resident tuition rates at public institutions rather than 
higher non-resident rates. No additional state payment is required to support this program. 

During academic year 2007-08, 1 0 North Dakota students took advantage of this program. During 
the same time period, North Dakota received no students under this program. 

• 

- MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Flexible and Responsive 

December 2008 Midwest Higher Education 
Compact (MHEC) 

The Midwestern Higher Education Compact (MHEC) is an interstate compact established in 
1991. The purpose of MHEC is to advance higher education through interstate cooperation and 
resource sharing. 

MHEC member states are Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin. North Dakota has been a member 
of MHEC since April 1999. 

• MHEC follows six major goals in carrying out its compact mission. They are to enhance 
productivity through reductions in administrative costs; to encourage student access, 
completion and affordability; to facilitate public policy analysis and information exchange; to 
foster regional academic cooperation and services; to promote quality educational programs; 
and to encourage innovation in the delivery of educational services. 

• 
Currently, North Dakota has representation on the following MHEC committees: 

(1) Technologies Committee 
(2) Midwest Student Exchange Program Council 
(3) Student Access Advisory Committee 
(4) Policy Research Advisory Committee 
(5) Risk Management Committee 
(6) Communications Taskforce 
(7) Purchasing Committee 

• The North Dakota University System Office has included $190,000 in its 2009-11 budget 
request to support its membership in MHEC. This membership would provide expanded 
educational opportunities for North Dakota students and administrative alignments with other 
Midwestern higher education institutions. 

• Cost savings realized by North Dakota in the 2007-09 biennium through participation in MHEC 
programs is estimated to be about $757,500. When the amount paid by North Dakota for dues 
in fiscal year 2007-09 is offset, the net savings is estimated to be $577,500. 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328. 4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Flexible and Responsive 

December 2008 Midwest Student 
Exchange Program (MSEP) 

Offered by the Midwest Higher Education Commission, the Midwest Student Exchange Program 
(MSEP) enables students to enroll in out-of-state colleges and universities at no more than 
150 percent of the institution's resident tuition rate. Each participating institution determines 
which degree programs it will make available to students, the number of students it will admit and 
its admission requirements. The program now includes seven participating states: Kansas, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota and Wisconsin. 

• All North Dakota University System institutions participate in the MSEP program and open the 
majority of their academic programs on a space-available basis. 

• The 2007-08 academic year was the seventh year North Dakota participated in MSEP. Under 
this exchange program, 217 students from other states were enrolled at North Dakota 
institutions while 42 North Dakota students were enrolled elsewhere in the region at no more 
than 150 percent of the institution's resident tuition rate. The majority of MSEP students from 

, other states major in the following areas: (1) engineering technologies/technicians, (2) health 

• 
professions and related clinical sciences, (3) business, management, marketing, (4) liberal 
arts and sciences, (5) transportation and materials moving and (6) security and protective 
services . 

• R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

~eggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701. 328. 4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 
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UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Flexible and Responsive 
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December 2008 North Dakota/Minnesota Reciprocity 
The North Dakota/Minnesota student exchange reciprocity program began in 1975. 

The purposes of the program are: (1) to continue to improve postsecondary education opportunities 
for North Dakota and Minnesota residents and (2) to achieve improved effectiveness and economy in 
meeting the postsecondary education needs of those residents through cooperative efforts by the two 
neighboring states. 

Benefits: 
• Provides greater availability and accessibility to programs; North Dakota students interested in 

programs not offered in the state are provided access at a reasonable cost and location, including 
access to the professional programs of dentistry and optometry. 

• Eliminates the need for North Dakota's public institutions to be all things to all people; access is 
provided to programs not offered in the state, thereby avoiding program start-up and on-going 
costs. 

• Provides the North Dakota University System an opportunity to spread fixed costs over a much 
larger student base through increased enrollments? 

• Adds diversity to the student body 

• Attracts permanent North Dakota residents; some reciprocity students stay to live and work in 
North Dakota after graduation. For example, 31.1 percent of Minnesota students who graduated 
from NDSU campuses in 2004 were still in North Dakota one year after graduation. 

How the Payment Works: 
Students generally pay the higher of the two states' tuition rates. Currently, North Dakota students 
who attend Minnesota campuses pay the Minnesota rate, while Minnesota students who attend 
NDUS institutions pay the Minnesota rate, which is higher than that of North Dakota. 

For Academic Year 2007-08, Minnesota students who attended North Dakota colleges and 
universities generally paid the following rates: 
■ 

■ 

■ 

Minnesota students who attended the University of North Dakota and North Dakota State University 
paid the average Minnesota State University System resident rates based on the program of 
instruction. · 
Minnesota students who attended Dickinson, Valley City, Minot and Mayville State Universities paid 
106 percent of the ND University's resident undergraduate tuition rate. 
Minnesota students who attended North Dakota's two-year colleges paid the average of the Minnesota 
Community College, Minnesota Technical Colleges and Consolidated Colleges resident tuition rate. 

-OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 
701.328.4116 Laura.Glatt@ndus.edu 
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ND/MN Reciprocity (cont.) 

•

During Academic Year 2007-08, for every 100 Minnesota students who attended North Dakota 
alleges and universities, 56 North Dakota students attended Minnesota institutions. 

Number of Students Using Reciprocity 
(full-time eauivalentl 

Year MN in ND ND in MN 
1990-91 5,346 4,570 
1991-92 5,217 4,413 
1992-93 5,416 4,119 
1993-94 5,563 4,043 
1994-95 5,619 3,796 
1995-96 5,681 3,715 
1996-97 5,666 3,821 
1997-98 5,586 3,714 
1998-99 5,710 4,298 
1999-00 5,769 4,736 
2000-01 6,064 5,066 
2001-02 6,280 5,298 
2002-03 6,565 5,523 
2003-04 6,933 5,531 
2004-05 7,338 5,512 
2005-06 8,066 5,435 
2006-07 8,030 5,296 

2007-08 est. 8,435 4,712 

• 

-R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
c Laura Glatt, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Affairs 

701.328.4116 Laura.Glatt@ndus.edu 
www.ndus.edu 

ND ta MN Ratio 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

Representative Bob Skarphol, Chair, House Appropriations 

Education and Environment Division 

William Goetz, Chancellor~ 

March 17, 2009 

Minnesota Reciprocity-Dentistry Program 

During our recent budget hearing we apprised the committee of a possible change to the 
ND/MN reciprocity agreement. Prior to crossover, we received a phone call from MN indicating 
their interest in changing the agreement for ND students attending the University of Minnesota 
Dentistry program. This is, in large part, a result of the difficult fiscal challenges that the 

campuses and programs in MN face in, at least the next two years, due to their state's 
economic challenges. It should be noted that we also shared this information with the Senate 
Appropriations Committee, but I believe we nor they had enough time and opportunity to 

digest the information and formulate a plan prior to crossover. 

Currently, under the reciprocity agreement MN sets aside a limited number of slots in dentistry 
(up to 10 per year) and veterinary medicine. Between the State of ND, through the state funded 
Professional Student Exchange Program (PSEP), and the student, MN recovers 75% of its non
resident rate. MN is suggesting that they need to recover the full non-resident rate. The 

differences are noted in the table below. 

2008-09 Current Year Rates 
Total Paid at 

Tuition paid by Support fee paid 75% of non- Full non-

student by State resident rate resident rate 

1st year student $22,228 $7,471 $29,699 $39,598 

2"°-41
" year 

student $30,168 $7,471 $37,639 $50,185 

Even though MN will accept up to 10 new students per year in dentistry, we have been placing 
about six new students per year due to limited funding available in the PSEP program. We also 

State Capitol - 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960. Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu • Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University , 
Minot State University• Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University• University of North Dakota • Valley City State University• Williston State College. 



• 

• 

• 

purchase a limited number of slots in dentistry through the WICHE program at other out-of
state institutions. We fund more slots in the MN program since the per slot rate in MN is 
substantially less than under the WICHE program. For example, the state support fee for a 
WICHE slot in dentistry in 08-09 was $21,300, compared to MN at $7,471. 

As good neighbors, we feel it is incumbent upon us to work with MN to help assist them with 
their funding challenges and to ensure that they continue to set aside a set number of slots for 
ND students interested in dentistry. Without the guaranteed slots, ND students would have to 
compete in the at-large pool of applicants, along with the hundreds from other states, making it 
more difficult to gain acceptance. 

As a result, I would like to suggest your committee consider adding $275,000 in additional state 
funding to the PSEP program in engrossed 5B2003 to cover the added cost of funding six new 
students per year, plus continuation of upperclassmen, at the higher non-resident rate, as 
proposed by MN. With the added funding, the state, through the support fee paid to MN, 
would pick up 100% ofthe added cost (25% margin) saving students a significant cost increase. 
Students would certainly continue to experience the impact of regular tuition rate increases, 
but not the increased cost moving from 75% to 100% of the non-resident rate. As you can see 
above, students already pay a significant tuition rate of between $22,000-30,000 per year. The 
chart below highlights the estimated impact of this proposed change in the 09-11 biennium: 

2nd -4th year 
1st year student student tuition State Support 

Current/Proposed tuition (est.) (est.) Fee (est.) 

Current plan at 75%: 2009-10 $23,895 $32,431 $8,031 
Current plan at 75%: 2010-11 $25,687 $34,683 $8,633 
Proposed Plan at 100%: 2009-10 $23,895 $32,431 $18,673 

Proposed Plan at 100%: 2010-11 $25,687 $34,683 $20,073 

We have considered other options, and would be happy to review this and other options in 
more detail with your committee at any time. Also, as was mentioned during our hearing, MN 
has preliminarily approached us about other fundamental changes to the overall reciprocity 
agreement. These discussions are in the very early stages. 

In closing while we support added funding for this program, our first priority continues to be 
those items originally submitted as part of the SBHE's original budget request. Please feel free 
to contact me at any time at 328-2963. 

xc: Representative Ken Svedjan 

c:\terry\1100\09ses\memo to skarphol re mn reciprocity-dentistry program 3-17-09.do.cx 
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ND/MN Reciprocity Agreement-Dentistry Program 

February 2009 for House Appropriations 

The State of Minnesota recently approached ND about the possibility of removing dentistry from the 
MN/ND reciprocity agreement. Due to the significant budget shortfall that MN is facing and increasing 
professional program costs, the School of Dentistry is looking for new revenue sources. 

Currently, under the reciprocity agreement, MN will take up to ten ND students at 75% of the non
resident rate in dentistry. Due to limited funding, ND has typically placed about six new freshmen in 
MN each year, plus funded the continuation of these students through their four year program. The 
cost share between the state and student in 2008-09 is as follows: 

MN Non-Resident rate 
@75% 

Less: Student Tuition at Resident Rate 
Equal: State Share 

$39,598 
$29,700 
$22,228 
$ 7,471 

The NOUS has developed several options, some of which would shift some, all or none of the added cost 
to the student (the added difference between the 75% rate and the non-resident rate $39,598-
29, 700=$9,898), each impacting the state cost differently. Depending on the options selected, 
additional state funding may be needed in 2009-lland beyond to sustain the same numbers of slots in 
the dentistry program. We would be happy to review these in more detail, whenever appropriate. 

It should also be noted that ND has a similar arrangement for the placement of veterinary medicine 
students in MN. They have not yet approached us about a change to that professional program. Due to 
Minnesota's budget shortfall, Minnesota may be seeking other changes to the agreement. 

g:\laura\wpdocs\legis\2009 leg session\dentistry change for house approp.docx 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• 
ducation Excellence- Faculty & Staff 

December 2008 North Dakota Experimental Program to 
Stimulate Competitive Research (ND EPSCoR) 

With state support, the North Dakota Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research 
(ND EPSCoR) enables NOUS researchers to compete for merit-based research grants in 
science, engineering and mathematics. The state's $29.6 million investment between 1986 and 
2007 has resulted in more than $243 mi/lion in external cash awards from federal, state and 
private sources. 

• 

The state's 
$29.7 million 
investment has 
resulted in more 
than $243.2 million 
in external awards 
to EPSCoR
supported 
researchers, 
representing a 
return on 
investment of 8.2 

Return on Investment, 1986-2007 
$243, 155, 169 

ND EPSCoR programs have increased the state's capacity for science, engineering and 
mathematics research, contributing to the education and training of students, as well as the 
transfer of technology from the NOUS to the private sector. 

The research universities have built the capacity to engage in the 21 st century world economy. 
For example, UNO has superb research infrastructure in aerospace, medical, biological and 
energy-related areas. As a result, UNO has made seminal advances in coal and renewable 
energy research. 

Similarly, NDSU has outstanding capabilities in microelectronics, robotics, and material and 
computational sciences, which has resulted in national leadership in material coatings and 
electronics miniaturization. 

Together, the two universities are major contributors to science and technology in the state, 
leading North Dakota to some of the highest national rankings in the rate of change in the 
following four key categories: 

•

MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT THE ND EPSCoR Co-PROJECT DIRECTORS: 

avid R. Givers, North Dakota State University Dr. Mark Hoffmann, University of North Dakota 
701.231. 8400 David.Givers@ndsu.edu 701. 777.2492 Mark.Hoffmann@mail.und.nodak.edu 

www.ndepscor.nodak.edu Section 6 - Page 2 
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ND-EPSCoR (cont.) 

Federal R&D Obligations per Capita to Universities & Colleges 
( http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsf07333D 
Academic Research Expenditures from 2001-05 
(http://www. nsf.qov/statistics/nsf07318/content.cfm?pub id=3767 &id=2) 
Science and Engineering Graduate Students by State 
{http://www.nsf.gov/statistlcs/gradpostdocD 
Industry-financed R&D Expenditures at Universities & Colleges 
{http:/ /www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsf073180 

Highlights include: 

$55 $115 107.2% 

$85M $150M 77.4% 

$1078 $1512 40.3% 

$6.2M $6.9M 10.6% 

4 

2 

18 

• North Dakota rose from 52nd in per capita NSF funding in 1986, our first year in EPSCoR, to 
29th in 2005. 

• From 1986 to 2005, North Dakota NSF research funds increased by 160 percent, ranking 
North Dakota second in the nation in percentage of increase. 

• Since 2005, North Dakota has placed in the top five states funded by USDA, DoE and EPA, 
on a per capita basis . 

• MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT THE ND EPSCoR Co-PROJECT DIRECTORS: 

9-lavid R. Givers, North Dakota State University Dr. Mark Hoffmann, University of North Dakota 
701. 231. 8400 David. Givers@ndsu.edu 701. 777. 2492 Mark.Hoffmann@mail.und. nodak. edu 

www.ndepscor.nodak.edu Section 6 - Page 2.1 
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North Dakota EPSCoR 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
www.ndepscor.nodak.edu 

Nortli 'Daiota's 'Best 
~turn on Investment 

The state's $29.7 million 
investment has resulted 
in more than $246.1 
million in external awards 
to EPSCoR- supported 
researchers from federal, 
state, and private 
sources, representing a 
8.2 ROI. 

North Dakota State University 
David R. Givers 

Co-Project Director 
1735 NDSU Research Pk Dr 
Dept 4200 - PO Box 6050 

Fargo, ND 58108-6050 
Tel: 701.231.8400 
Fax: 701.231.7947 

david.givers@ndsu.edu 

Return on Investment 
1986-2008 

$>if 
~ 

NDtash Total 
Investment Awards 

University of North Dakota 
Mark R. Hoffmann, Ph.D. 

Co-Project Director 
Twamley Hall 415 

264 Centennial Drive Stop 7093 
Grand Forks, ND 58202-7093 

Tel: 701. 777.2492 
Fax: 701. 777.4960 

markhoffmann@mail.und.nodak.edu 
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nvestment in ND EPSCoR has resulted in nationally competitive ;ese~rch and ihe ben~fits: .•.. 
that accrue to the State of North Dakota. Focused investments in sustainab. le infrastructure. 
frameworks (e.g. enhanced research administration staff and technology .transfer units, . · .. 

internally funded faculty start-up programs, .SEED grant competitions, appropriate traliel allowances, · 
· and matching grant guarantees for large equipment purchases) are playing a critical 'role in the?. ·" · 

st11te\s transformation and increased federal research agencies awards in the State.\•,..·,,' 1 .. ·· ,:,• '. -.· · 
. ,' 

Research piays a critical role in changing th_e economic lan_dscap¢ iii a~diiig r\iore.th~ri $2 blllion a 
year to the State's economy. The academic research and development (R&D) enterpris_e in Nof!h:,_, • · .. ··. 
Dakota (ND) has experienced strong growth in the last five years (Tables 1.and 2),. . ,;·c- :, . · • . \ .. i , :a. .,:; 

. ·. ' ·_;. ·· .. ·· .... __ i;:·-~~-.'.i.:_" . .<'._'.>=._·--;.: --:-/,,t-,<•''\··~-:- _.:.:: __ \-'·~\ .. ::_:. 
The State's two research intensive universities ha·ve built capabilities that facilitate.an'd impleinerit,•'· \ 
North Dakota's ability to engage in the 21" century world economy. For example', UNO has:superb ,. · .. 
research infrastructure in aerospace, medical, biological and eriergy-reiatecl areas: Asa result; UND. • ' 
has made important advances in coal research and medical technology: Similarly, ND,SU has .. ,,,;··· ~' 
outstariding capabilities in materials, microelectronics, computational sciences, and robotics, which,, · 
has led the institution to national stature in coatings and'electroriics miniaturization. Both, universities · 
conduct cutting edge renewable energy research. Together;they are•major i::oQtrib'utors'to Science,;••· f. 
and Technology growth in the State, leading North Dakota to SQrrie of the'highest riatignal rankings iri ,;, 
percentage change in four key categories: · · · · · ... · . I · '· · .·: ;,ti(,:::·,•· :,,:}.1,:, 

. . ·-== ' '· ,•• '. . ·: / ' .. <'' '·); i' ::.,.- ·-.t .. _·· . .-:':."..,,., .,· '-,_.-(:~ :·: ::._<;:.: 
H:al:i1e11;.llf!R,t<1'!fililli!1B~nlffii!l~:•Riif""~~!!!!i~;iffii?r . .ii:Y'iHrl~it!!<~9~~-~~Q.9§,l1~~~i;1~$i1~~~Br,11,i'l:'IM~~1,mSJ~lll!/!,il 
' · . .· ·• ·. 2001 ·2005 ·. ''Percent'.' National 

. . ' ·· ': • .... ,.·, , . ,/,{!pcrease· i,~ank 

Federal R&DObligationsperCapilatoUniversities&Colleges · ... ,. ·., $55 · ,., •'·$115 >· ''107.2% 
ht ·J/www.nsf. v/statistics/ns 73 / · · . • ._, , ';,•,.·. :.!..•,,:-:;;>·,,.,,.,,,.,:i,Cf.<-'•·" 

Academic Research Expenditures from 2001-05 . . · · , , . · ••', .;').J' $85M · ···/'· $150M '"<'•. 77:4%:.:,:,, : 4 ·, 
fh~P'llNww □sf 9?Wst~tistics/osf0731 Blcootent cfm ?oub i9=3i67&id_~2>,::·\:-~ t·: ~'.',:~'-~ ~ t~: -~- ::, <: ,~-_:_ ~':~:~'.:'~_.-/!,~ :•_;, -_-{,-~_,}~;:~i:~ {'·._~: ___ 
Soence and Eng,neenng Graduate Students by state . ·· .. : · · .. , , ; . · ;, 1078 '1.i· :J 512':•·::,::,:.~0, 3%··':<:2:fi ,;, ... 
(http·/ fwww. nsf. govtstatisticstgradpQstdocD ,:, :~ .. ; ). .. · : ... : , _ _ ' - -. __ ;{;~~;>·.e)~_;:.;·;;·-._:r, ~-,:'.}:~,:f,~Nl.:~/l~~-1/~~;;/~};~~\,'.1::;;i;-"r/~;\ 1'.,~,'.·;>,s~);\:1:i:\ 
Industry-financed R&D Expenditury,s at Universities&. Colleges ,.:;.:,, '$6.2M s' '_$6:eM:•?'"~0./Jo/o•, }18: ,_;--
(http:/t,yww.nsf gov/statistics/nsf07318/) ,., ;,;: ·'.' :: :'- ' 

,· 
Research and Development {R&D} expenditures a~e becoming increasingly important ~o diversifying, 
the State's economy. Table 2 shows R&D expenditures growing markedly as a component of the State's 
economy. 

Table 2: ND Ratio of Total R&D Expenditures.to Gross State Product FY 2000-2004 

!state I 2000 I 2001-I 20021 20'03 I 2004 20041 % change % change 
i I rank 2000-2004 rank 
I . I o.ao I 2.431 1.491 1.11 I 2.46 16 I 208.75 1 !North Dakota 

' Source: state Science and Tedmology Institute www.ssti.org/OigesVfab1es/021308t.htm 
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ing . . . .. : '.· . ; : ;·:,: {:/{ ••·:)\':, • .;,;'.:I{i;1)t;ti;i:;~l'if:i:iii~i~1;;;i;}s}lj~i::iI~:ii;:,i,:xiii;,:: 
North Dakota has also made advances with respect to NSF funding. In 2005;NSF0sponsored r.esea~ch-:,:: 
totaled $7.8M. Significantly, we rose from 52"" in per capita NSFJuriping in 1986;' our"firs.tYea~Jii'i;,, '.,.f:'.,'; 
EPSCoR, to 29~ in 2005. ND also consistently places in the top filie·states'funded by.USDA; DoE;:•·•·'''· 
and EPA On a Per Cap·1ta bas·1s s·1nce 2005' · · ' · · · · • ... ,:··\·/' ·., : ,,,., ..... ,, "· 1• ,_; ;;:.-:·· • 

I • ' -·< ,' , i ,, ' ''I'• ,_'\ ," · ,!' ',, , ' , ', '· ~, .. "1' , 

The Plus Experience Initiativ~ . . , . . . ·.·.,·. \ '. .... : :::j:it,,t;(";:J:::::~t::,; ;(}~i){}'f,;;::\';_§'\{:(:. 
The Plus Experience (TPE), a private sector-clriveo prpgramm thi;i pilot stagei;, .1s_qEl~1g~ed_t9fill \/1.;.f ,::, 
"training gaps" identified by ourregional industrial partners. While,satisfied witt,'the'education supplied :,' 
by our institutions, several partners have identified training gaps, ~hich if fiUecl, would add,yalue to our; : . 
graduates. These gaps are costly for companies, especially sinaU ones, to cblier.'Thep_rivate sector is : 
committed to supporting TPE with funding, curricula; and instructional staff.'Knowirig that this program:; 
improves North Dakota's ability to attract companies, the ND Legislature added $150K to the ND 

( 

EPSCoR budget to launch TPE. · ' ' ,,,, ' · ·" · 

The offerings executed during the 2007-2008 academic year i~6fu~~~ ~isiriegs Soft $~Hlii, Pmd~ci Life. ( 
Cycle Management and World Clas.s Customer Servi.ce. The pilqt included 24 students(12 _each ·• : :": . · · 
semester). The classes addressed specific '.hands-on" knowleQg_e, as we,11 as rile~torirg and coa~hing . 
pertaining to the knowledge base that private sector·companies find attractive in a· potential candidate.•· 



• 
· The basis for the additional ND EPSCoR budget request: . 

The $SOOK re1:ommended by the Governor would be used to cover the increased opportunities 
for ND EPSCoR to compete for expanded EPSCoR programs at the Department of Energy, 
Department of Defense, Environmental Protection Agency and t·he National Institute~ of Health. 

In September of 2008, NSF announced that North Dakot~ and som~ other st.ates will have the 
opportunity tci apply for supplements of $1M/yr for four years beginning in 20o'9. This requires 

' ' 

a $SOOK/yr match. Thus, for the 09-10 biennium, ND EPSCoR needs $1M to compete forthe 
supplement of $2M over that period. This would need to be continued for 2010 and 2012. This 
additional funding would enhance opportunities for emergent research·gr~ups and will better . 
position ND to remain competitive for renewal proposals .. 

Also in September of 2008, NSF offered a new program that _ND EPSCoR wishes to compete for: 
'Cyberinfrastructure Programs in Research and Education' that would support interstate 
collaborative research and education team based projects. This NSF grant reqyires a $1M state · 
match to obtain $4M over the 2009-2010 period. This program will extend through 2011 
requiring $SOOK to obtain $2M from NSF for that year. The ~dditional funding would increase 
access to critical equipment, including high performance computers, to researchers and 

, - , 1• '• •• •• , I , •, , 
students · · · · · · · , · . • 



New NSF Award · 
~ew Directions -

IIWW-
. - 'Development Directive Footprints -

: R_ehewable enrrgy SUNRISE and flexible 
electronics and materials FlexEM . 

Agriculture is our- top industry. SUNRISE 
. , _ evelops and capitalizes on advances iri 
J reri_ew_abl_e erjergy. - , · 
, -: North Dakota's. emerging· electronics sector -
•:·flexE.M·is discovering new technologies for 

-· -printed flexible.materials employing nanoscale 
: ... _re?.~~r_c~;:Ra.rtn_ering·with N_at.(onal labs .. -

• ' 0 Private Sector Partnerships - . 
· · Product Design Center (PDC). bridge gap · 
· b€tWee'n ·basic: "diScoveries and; commercialization 

~~The--;Pl&s~Expeiience. {TPE) fill "training ga·ps" 
iM~tifi,ed by our regional industrial partners 

Faculty .In Technology Transfer {FITT} and 
. Students in Technology Transfer And Research 

(ST.TAR) Using. university intellectual capital to 
advance ND:s companies 

Leveraging Human Reso_urces -
Tapping the. resources of major . _ 

'. uriderrepreserited· groups, specifically; women 
· and Native'Americans, tci fill our needs for a 

. ·. larger STEM-trained workforce 
• .'' Women.in.Science and Engineering (WISE), a 
, · new.ND EPSCoR initiative, will, provide supple·. 
· , mental..funding •to women faculty, both new 
• 'hires and current, for upgraded lab equipment, 
-'.. addit:ion·a1 graduate· students and post-doctoral 

re~earche"rs. · ' 
. . Nurturing American Tribal Undergraduate 
-: Research .and Education {NATURE) provides a 
· STEM: education pathway for American Indian 

high, school and tribal college students 

· Competitive Enhancements ~ . 
'New_ faculty Start-Up, Collaborative Seed 

Grants, · Graduate and Undergraduate 
Research Assistantships·_ , · 

.. Cyberinfrastructure - New connectivity to 
researcher desktops, training and development 
of collaborations -via_ cyberinfrastructure 

• 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 

www.ndepscor.nodak.edu 

North Dakota State University 

David R. Givers 
Co-Project Director 

1735 NDSU Research Park Drive 
Dept 4200. PO Box 6050 
Fargo, ND 58108-6050 

Tel: 701.231.8400 
Fax: 701.231.7947 

david.givers@ndsu.edu 

University of North Dakota 

Mark R. Hoffmann, Ph.D. 
Co-Project Director 
415 Twamley Hall 

264 Centennial Drive Stop 7093 
Grand Forks, ND 58202-7093 

Tel: 701. 777.2492 
Fax: 701 .777.4960 

markhoffmann@mail.und.nodak.edu 
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I:nvestment in ND EPSCoRhas resulted in nationally competitive research and the benefits 

that accrue to the State of North Dakota. Focused investments in sustainable infrastructure 
frameworks (e.g. enhanced research administration staff and technology transfer units, 

internally funded faculty start-up programs, SEED grant competitions, appropriate travel allowances, 
and matching grant guarantees for large equipment purchases) are playing a critical role in the state's 
transformation and increased federal research agencies awards in the State. 

Research plays a critical role in changing the economic landscape by adding more than $2 billion a 
year to the State's economy. The academic research and development (R&D) enterprise in North Dakota 
(ND) has experienced strong growth in the last five years (Tables 1 and 2). 

The State's two research intensive universities have built capabilities that facilitate and 
implement North Dakota's ability to engage in the 21" century world economy. For example, UND has 
superb research infrastructure in aerospace, medical, biological and energy-related areas. As a result, 
UND has made important advances in coal research and medical technology. Similarly, NDSU has 
outstanding capabilities in materials, microelectronics, computational sciences, and robotics, which has 
led the institution to national stature in coatings and electronics miniaturization. Both universities 
conduct cutting edge renewable energy research. Together, they are major contributors to Science and 
Technology growth in the State, leading North Dakota to some of the highest national rankings in 
percentage change in four key categories: 

Table 1: NI) Natlonal,Rankings,.Percentag!'ln1provel!lent(2001-20_05). ~ _ 
.l - . -~ , 

National 2001 2005 Percent 
Increase Rank 

Federa R&D Obligations per Capita to Universities & Colleges $55 $115 107.2% 1 
( httn://www. nsf .oov /statistics/nsf07333/\ 
Academic Research Expenditures from 2001-05 $85M $150M 77.4% 4 
(httg:/ /www.nsf.gov/statistics/ns/07318/content. elm ?gub id=37 67 &id=2) 
Science and Engineering Graduate Students by State 1078 1512 40.3% 2 
(httg:I /www. nsf. govlstatistics/gradgostdocD 
Industry-financed R&D Expenditures at Universities & Colleges $6.2M $6.9M 10.6% 18 
(h ttg:/ /www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsf07318/) 

Research and Development {R&D} expenditures are becoming increasingly important to diversify
ing the State's economy. Table 2 shows R&D expenditures growing markedly as a component of the 
State's economy. 

Table 2: ND Ratio of Total R&D Expenditures to Gross State Product FY 2000-2004 

State 2000 j 2001 1 · 2002 i 2003 ! 2004 i 2004 1 % change % change 
i I I l i rank t 2000.2004 rank 

----- -------- f --------,- ------.-·-----·-1-- ---·--r·-·-··,--· ----,---- --·- ---
!North Dakota : 0.80! 2.43! 1.491 1.77[ 2.46; 16 1 208.75 1 
50u·rce:-st8.te'-S"cier1Ce·ar,dticii"flology Institute www.sstf~Oi-glDigestrTables/(ff1jQ8J.htffi____ ---------·---

• 
NSFFunding 

North Dakota has also made advances with 
respect to NSF funding. In 2005, NSF
sponsored research totaled $7.8M. 
Significantly, we rose from 52"' in per capita 
NSF funding in 1986, our first year in EPSCoR, 
to 29th in 2005. ND also consistently places in 
the top five states funded by USDA, DoE, and 
EPA, on a per capita basis since 2005. 

The Plus Experience Initiative 

The Plus Experience (TPE), a private sector
driven program in the pilot stages, is 
designed to fill "training gaps" identified by 
our regional industrial partners. While 
satisfied with the education supplied by our 
institutions, several partners have identified 
training gaps, which if filled, would add value 
to our graduates. These gaps are costly for 
companies, especially small ones, to cover. 
The private sector is committed to supporting 
TPE with funding, curricula, and instructional 
staff. Knowin~ that this program improves 
North Dakota s ability to attract companies, 
the ND Legislature added $150K to the ND 
EPSCoR budget to launch TPE. 

The offerings executed during the 2007-2008 
academic year included Business Soft Skills, 
Product Life Cycle Management and World 
Class Customer Service. The pilot included 24 
students (12 each semester). The classes 
addressed specific "hands-on" knowle<;lge, as 
well as mentoring and coaching pertaining to 
the knowledge base that private sector 
companies find attractive in a potential 
candidate. 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 

December 2008 Student Cost of Education 
Student expenses include tuition and fees, room and board, books and supplies, and 
miscellaneous expenses. 

For academic year 2008-09, the breakdown of educational costs for a typical North Dakota 
resident student living on the UND/NDSU campuses includes 40 percent for tuition and fees, 
34 percent for room and board, and 26 percent for books, supplies and miscellaneous expenses. 

Typical Distribution of Student Expenses 

2008-09 Academic Year 

Full-Time Fees 
7% 

$1,099 

Resident 
Tuition 
33% 

$5,270 

Double Room 
15% 

$2,439 10-Day Meal 
Plan 
19% 

$2,924 

~;;;:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
·::::,1::::,1:::,1::,;z:;;;;""=~ >w,,w,,,.,,.,,,,,,,_,.,,,,w,,,,,,.,;n-,,.,,,, ,nw,-,,,,,,,,,,,_,,.,,.,, 
,NNH,W✓,,,,,,,,,,1,,1,N,N.INNHN-' 

,n,,-,,Nllll,-r,'11,IIHNN"-HN,'fi,I 

Books and 
Supplies 

6% 
$900 

-;~;~;;;;;:;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;" M ,· SC / 
INI.IN1'N,Wl,,'t',tll.lN,W,;-N,'. , 
.INNIWl"NIIIIINl/1/Nll_,# 

':!{fi~~~~{:f:,~~~~:~;~- Personal* 
.~;~;;-:,;~;::,;-:.,;~.,,, 20% 
,,,,,,, $3,100 

Average Academic 
Year Expenses 

UND/NDSU - $15,732 

'Clothes, transportation, laundry and personal incidentals 

( 
.R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 8 - Page 1 



NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Access - General 

December 2008 Types of Financial Aid 
The two primary categories of financial aid are merit-based and need-based aid. 

Merit-based aid is generally given to students in recognition of special skills or academic ability. 
Most financial aid available for postsecondary education is need-based aid. Within this category 
there are two types of financial aid: 

• Grant aid, which does not have to be repaid 
• Self-help aid, which includes loans and/or part-time employment through work-study programs 

More than 75 percent of North Dakota students apply for financial aid. While the majority receive 
some assistance, an increasingly larger portion comes in the form of loans, rather than grants. 
This contributes to a typical four-year university student federally insured debt of $15,000 to 
$22,000 and a two-year college student debt of $5,000 to $6,500. Students also take on 
substantial amounts of non-federally insured debt. As a result, the NOUS budget request 
includes increased funding for needs-based financial aid and to limit tuition rate increases. 

, Federal financial aid dollars (Pell Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, Perkins A Loans and Work Study) available to North Dakota students pursuing undergraduate degrees 
w,decreased 21 percent between AY 2003-04 and AY 2007-08. This includes Pell Grants, 

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, Perkins Loans and Work Study. A breakdown of 
AY 2007-08 federal financial aid dollars awarded per North Dakota recipient follows: 

• Pell Grants averaging $2,625 were provided to about 10,977 students. 

• Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants averaging $850 were provided to about 4,043 
students. 

• Perkins Loans averaging $1,849 were provided to about 3,908 students. 

• Work Study Grants averaging $1,177 were provided to about 2,501 students. 

( 
.OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

~eggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701. 328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 8 - Page 2 
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Appendix 3 
NOUS Two-Year Campus Average Student Loan Indebtedness by.Year 
SSC, LRSC, MiSU-BC, NDSCS and WSC) 

Number of 
Number of Borrowers/Total Average 

Year 
Loan Amount Borrowers by Headcount Annual 

Borrowed Year Enrollment Loan 
1989-90 $ 5. 3 million 2,821 42% $1,878 

1992-93 $ 8.4 mi/lion 3,598 55% $2,334 

1993-94 $ 8. 9 million 4,053 62% $2,195 

1997-98 $11.9 million 4,987 72% $2,386 

1998-99 $12. 8 million 5,386 , 77% $2,376 

1999-00 $12.9 million 5,505 77% $2,343 

2000-01 $13.9 million 5,924 82% $2,346 

2001-02 $15.6 million 6,626 84% $2 354 
2002-03 $17.2 million 7,190 86% $2,392 
2003-04 $19.8 million -· 7,744 87% $2,556 
2004-05 $20.0 million 6,475 72% $3,089 
2005-06 $19.3 million 6,213 71%. $3,106 
2006-07 $24. 7 million 6,822 $3,621 

28.0% (increase) 9.8% (increase) 77% 16.6% 
Increase from $19.4 million 4,001 $1,743 
1989-90 to 2006-07 366% 142% 92.8% 

NOUS Four-Year Campus Average Student Loan Indebtedness by Year 
(DSU, MaSU, MiSU and VCSU) 

Number of 
Loan Amount Number of Borrowers/Total Average 

Borrowed Borrowers by Headcount Annual 
Year Year Enrollment Loan 

1989-90 $ 7.6 million 3,897 56% $1,950 

1992-93 $12.2 million 4,572 64% $2.668 

1993-94 $12.3 million 4 716 63% $2,608 

1997-98 $13.9 million 5,100· 75% $2,725 

1998-99 $15.9 million 5,579 82% $2,849 

1999-00 $16.1 million 5,724 82% $2,812 

2000-01 $16.4 million 5,877 84% $2,790 

2001-02 $17.3 million 6,111 83% $2,830 
2002-03 $17.7 million 5,968 77% $2,966 
2003-04 $21.2 million 6,803 84% $3,116 
2004-05 $23.4 million 6,130 74% $3,817 
2005-06 $23.1 million 5,906 72% $3,911 
2006-07 $25.5 million 6,047 $4,217 

10.4% (increase) 2.4% (increase) 77% 7.8% 
Increase from .$17 .9 million 2,150 $2,267 
1989-90 to 2006-07 236% 55.2% 116% 

1 



• NOUS Doctoral Campus Average Student Loan Indebtedness by Year 
/NDSU and .UNO) 

Number of 
Number of Borrowers/Total Average 

Year 
Loan Amount Borrowers by Headcount Annual 

Borrowed Year Enrollment Loan 

1989-90 $19.3 million 8,392 39% $2 299 

1992-93 $33.0 million 11,398 53% $2,895 

1993-94 $37.4 million 11,495 54% $3.253 

1997-98 $46.0 million 13,603 69% $3,381 

1998-99 $52.1 million 14,850 75% $3,508 

1999-00 $56.4 million 15,707 78% $3 590 

2000-01 $63.1 million 18,060 86% $3,493 

2001-02 $69.4 million 19,080 86% $3 637 

2002-03 $77.1 million 20,275 86% $3,803 

2003-04 $86.2 million 20,839 86% $4,136 
2004-05 $89.9 million 19,727 78% $4,557 
2005-06 $86.5 million 18,753 75% $4,613 

$5,073 
$97.4 19,198 10.0% 

2006-07 12.6% (increase) 2.4% /increase\ 77% increase 
Increase from $78.1 million 10,806 $2,774 
1989-90 to 2006-07 405% 129% 121% 

The majority of information used in Appendices 2-3 was gathered from the following sources: (1) 
a federal campus reporting form entitled, 'Fiscal Operations Report and Application to 
Participate," (2) Student Loans of North Dakota (SLND), and (3) the Education Assistance 
Corporation (EAC) for academic years 1989-90, 1992-93, 1993-94, 1997-98, 1998-99, 1999-00, 
2000-01,. 2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05,. 2005-06, and 2006-07. SLND and EAC 
guarantee over 90 percent of all student loan volume for University System students. 

2 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 
December 2008 Tuition Waiver Summary 
The North Dakota Legislature has mandated tuition waivers for National Guard members, State 
Industrial School residents, dependents of POW/MIAs and veterans, and dependents of 
firefighters and peace officers. The State Board of Higher Education authorized tuition waivers for 
select other students, including some graduate assistants, employees, foreign and culturally 
diverse students, and senior citizens. 

Academic Year 2007-08 Tuition Waiver Summary 

(As of October 24, 2008) 
Statutory/ 

BGard Authority Board StatulO"' 
POW/MIA 

Grnd Foreign s, Other Cult. 
Mlsc(2J 

Natlonal Vets Dep 
Assistant StaffWalwr Student WICHE Citizen Diver. Guard Instil. Waiver Waiver Instil. Total 

BSC # of Students 0 43 2 0 0 44 0 45 0 22 156 
Dollars $0 $18.241 $9.124 $0 $0 $46,376 $0 $15,790 $0 $36,578 $126,109 

DSU # of Students 0 109111 436 0 0 171 0 36 25 10 767 
Dollars $0 $199.866 $2,114.295 $0 $0 $510 615 $0 $18 420 $24,263 $21 693 $2 889,152 

LRSC # of Students 0 Ji11 33 0 0 27 1 33 g{ll 13 153 
Dollars $0 $25.188 $127,045 $0 $0 $26,072 $365 $11 607 $14,596 $21,833 $226,706 

MaSU # of Students 0 48(1) 4 0 1 9 2 6 70(3) 2 150 
Dollars $0 $22,766 $19,008 $0 $158 $12,414 $553 $4,786 $84,459 $5,060 $149,204 

MISU # of Students 21 84 2 0 2 131 495 37 79!31 25 876 
Dollars $34,217 $90,864 $10,622 $0 $498 $202,034 $748 544 $19,881 $108,460 $59,931 $1.275,051 

. MISU-BC # of Students 0 3 2 0 0 15 0 3 18 1 42 
Dollars $0 $1 424 $4,458 $0 $0 $18,885 $0 $1,427 $19,981 $2,972 $49,147 

NDSCS # of Students 0 59t11 1 0 0 15 166 44 332 18 635 
Dollars $0 $49 191 $9,133 $0 $0 $7.600 $329,094 $19,883 $164,504 $28,413 $607,818 

NDSU # of Students 1,236 600(1) 389 0 4 260 309 201 267 60 3,326 
Dollars $6,240,257 $936,099 $2,102,534 $0 $1,880 $908,386 $230,936 $162,250 $439,851 $157,429 $11,179,622 

UNO# of Students 1,038 297 37 13 5 338 251 128 140 28 2,275 
Dollars $3,568,524 $386,836 $256,098 $134 703 $5,762 $1,214,108 $577,082 $84,938 $811,514 $93,635 $7,133,400 

VSCU # of Students 0 49(1) 29 0 0 47 0 12 51 2 190 
Dollars $0 $41,630 $72,111 $0 $0 $115,653 $0 $4,268 $173,951 $3,941 $411,554 

WSC # of Students 0 30111 11 0 0 17 0 2 26 5 91 
Dollars $0 $16.972 $24,213 $0 $0 $38 045 $0 $370 $13 322 $6,329 $99,251 

Total 
# of Students 2,295 1359 946 13 12 1,074 1,224 547 1,025 186 8,681 
Dollars $9,842,998 $1,789,077 $4,748,641 $134,703 $8,298 3,100,188 $1,886,574 $343,620 $1,854,901 $438,014 $24,147,014 

P't.RSC, of the 37 students and $25,188 reported, 19 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $15,579. 

WSC, of the 30 students and $16,972 reported, 12 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $10,356. 
NDSCS, of the 59 students and $49,191 reported, 37 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $32,811. 
DSU, of the 109 students and $199,866 reported, 69 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $168,163. 
NDSU, of the 600 students and $936,099 reported, 311 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $536,811. 
VCSU, of the 49 students and $41,630 reported, 21 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of.$26,469. 
MiSU, of the 84 students and $90,864 reported, 45 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $62,671. 

(
2
l Misc. includes waivers for Board of Higher Ed student member, dependents of firefighters and peace officers, MN reciprocity waiver, room and board waivers at 
NDSCS, and other institutional waivers. 

(
3lAthtetic waivers. 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 8 - Page 9 



NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 
• December 2008 NOUS Tuition, Fee, Room and Board Schedule 

' 

nslltulion 

lase· a 

2008-09 Academic Year 
/'\~ ,,~;• .'. ,,,·rr.,1" , :,di'.1\L ;\i,1\~l~iil"i,>;:!'t!!,TUITION",I ''1' li",;: ,::1Vi:l\l,I .'~llll,1) l'l1J!ll1L ])liil\:i 

Resident Nonresident 

!UII I ••rt *" ...,_ 11) 
Full I P,rt 

.. ,. -r,. (1> 

(6) 112.14 (6) 299.41 

SD,MT, 
Saskatchewan, 
and Manitoba 

Full l _Part 
.... (1) 

(6) 140.1 

Minnesota 

Full I Part 
.. ,___ .... 11) 

(6) 13S.8 568.84 22.40 

Double [ Slnala 

2,400 

5 DD" 7 Dall 

2,715-12 meals 
2,825-14 meals 
2,875-17 meals 
3,000-19 meals 

osu· a 4,019 167.46 10,731 447.11 5,024 209.3: 4,197 174.8 1,064.72 44.36 1,533 2,175 2,526-10 meals 2,747-19 meals 

RSC 

VJaSU 

MiSU* 

MiSU-BC 

NOSCS* 

NDSU* 

ND• 

vcsu 

lwsc 

a 3,065 127.71 
ln!Wnatlonal stu~➔ 

3,065 
7,662 

127.71 
319.21 

3,065 127.71 

a ll~J 3,985 166.o: 5,977 249.05 4,981 207.54 
5,977 249.o, 

a 
b 

a 

a 
g 
h 

a 
b 

I 

a 
b 
C 

d 

d 
e 
f 
a 
b 

a 

,.uc-"'""ltw:"•""""' 
aaoi.,,t--n&ll•-

lntematlonN Student•➔ 10,639 443.30 
4,179 174.13 11,158 464.91 
5,527 230.3( 14,758 614.90 

5,224 217.61 
8,291 345.4, 

3,120 

5,264 
5,645 

5,276 
5,675 
(9) 

22,515 

10,406 
9.497 

(11) 

113) 

130.00 

112.21 
112.2, 
112.2! 

4,680 195.0( 
i-,11 Cenadlan Provtncu ➔ 

(7) 
(7) 
171 

299.6 
112.25 
112.25 

SD&MT 
3,901 162.5( 
3,120 130.0 
(7) 140.31 
(7) 112.2, 
(7) 112.2 

219.33 14,053 
235.21 15,072 

585.54 7,895 328.9 
628.0( 8,467 352.7! 

219.84 
236.47 
212.42 
938.1: 

395.72 
137.93 
229.3 

100.68 

(B) NIIY<ly enrolled Mn pharmac 
Students - Fell 2006➔ 

14,088 586.98 
15,153 631.31 

(9) 567.1' 
41,675 1,736.44 

7,914 
8,513 
(9) 

329.7 
354.7( 
318.6. 

(1G)""-'l>onro11Hllnll ... _.f .. llOCII ..,_ 
14,397 14,397 
13,296 554.01 11,777 490.7 
(11) 368.27 (11) 172.41 

612.42 286.7: 

(13) 151.0: (13) 100.61 

4,075 169.7 842.72 28.03 

4,162 

4,365 
6,745 

173.4~ 1,669.22'"' 69.55 

181.81 864.60 36.03 
281 .Ot Sam11 es und11rgreduat11 l11es 

4,075 169.7! 681.72 28.41 

(7) 

m 
5,504 
6,745 

135.8, 
135.8: 
135.8 
229.3, 
281.0, 

507.24 21.14 
Samii as under,;ireduate fees 

Some es undefgreduate fees 

962.12 40.09 
Same es undergraduate fees 

5,504 229.31 Same as undergraduate fees 

5,504 229.3: 1,237.12 51.55 
6,745 281.m Sam&esunderyraduatefees 

(9) 3186~ Sameasundergraduetefees 

23,515 979 7! S11rnee:sundel'gradualllfees 

24,767 1,031.9: SarneHundergra<luet11fees 

10,406 S11me es undergraduate fees 

9,497 395.72 S11me as und--raduate fees 

(11) 144.0 1,642.56' .. , 68.44 
281.0 k~ma as undergraduate fees 

(13) 135.8 760.20 29.76 

1,774 2,300 

1,730 2,310 

1,604 ,., 2,807 

1,624 2,284 

1,652 2,301 

2,656 3,056 

2,222 2,818 

1,582 2,230 

1,324 2,084 

(inc. $200 flex cash) 
2,526-15 meals 

NIA 

2,548-1 O meals 
2,800-15 meals 

2,498-15 meals 

NIA 

NIA 

2, 195-1 O meals 
2,489-15 meals 
1,564 or 1,894 

meal ticket clan 

2,336-12 meals 
2,834-17 meals 
3,266 Prami..,., Plus 

1,196- 5 meals 
2,392-10 meals 
2,542-14 meals 
2,684-10 meals 
2,940-14 meals 
2,970-19 meals 

NIA 

2,264-10 meals 
2,354-14 meals 
2,946-19 meals 

2, 780-10 meals 
3, 120-15 meals 

3,564-20 meals 

3,068-10 meals 
3,182-14 meals 
3,250-19 meals 
3,513-21 meals 

NIA 

NIA 

Additional fees are charged rOf a number of specific programs at BSC, DSU, MiSU, NDSCS, NOSU and UNO. These program fees are not induded in the tuition and/or fee amounts this schedule. 
• Key: a=Undergraduate, b=Graduate, c=Law, d=Medicine, e=Physical Therapy (schedule reflects full-time nat rate. Summer students pay 50%), f=Occupational Therapy, g:Special rates given to 

NOSCS nonresident and contiguous state/province students who live on campus with a meal plan, h:NOSCS business & industry ptsp programs (with formal signed contracts) which serve multi
state areas, l=NOSU newly enrolled MN phannacy students, Falt 2006 and beyond 

In addition to the rates listed in this table, other special rates exist for other student categories such as WICHENVUE students and non-res~ent dependents and spouses of NOUS 
ca~us graduates. 

Note: This schedule does not Include tui~on rates for all programs, but covers the major programs offered.) 
(1) Per credit hour for less than 12 hours per semester, except at BSC, LRSC, NDSCS, VCSU and WSC (see footnotes 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 & 12). 
2) Other living arrangements such as married and family housing, hi-rises, suit as, mobile home parks, and 3-4 parson apartments are also available on the campuses. 
3) The rates /isled for BSC and MiSU represents the averaga sing/a and double room rates of the dormitories. These campuses charge dsfferant rates for different dormitories. 
4) The part-time rate for fees at LRSC is based on 16 credit hours per semester, except the "Connect ND· & "NDSA" fees, whir.h ara capped at 12 credit hours per sames/er. 

(5) Ma SU charges the per credit (part-time) rate for 1-11 credit hours and for additional credits over 18, and Iha full-time rate for 12-18 credit hours. MaSU's fees include Table/PC computer and 
technology fees ($950'year) for guaranteed continuous access to a Table/PC, backpack, up-to-date software, integrated technology in classrooms, network and printer access and enhanced, high
speed wireless lnlamet access throughout campus 

6) BSC charges the per credit (part-lime) tuition rate for all credit hours. Fees are capped al 13 credit hours par semester, except the "Connect ND" & "NDSA" leas which are capped at 12 credit hours 
per semester. 

(7) NDSCS charges the per credit (part-time) tuition rate for all credit hours. Faas are capped at 12 credit hours par semester. 
(8) Newly enrolled Mn pharmacy students, Fall 2006 
9) UNO charges the per credit (part-time) tuition rate for all credit hours for Law, Mandatory fees are capped at 12 credit hours per sames/er. 

(10) Newly enrolled Minnesota students in Law and Medicine (professional) are no longer eligible for ND/Mn reciprocity rates 
11) VCSU charges the per credit (part-time) tuition rat a for BIi credft hours. Fees are capped at 12 credit hours par semester. 

(12) Includes notebook computer ($901. 75) and tochnology ($96) fees for guaranteed continuous access to a notebook computer, case, software license fees, insurance for damage or loss, integrated 
technology in classrooms, network bond payments and enhenced, high-speed wireless networl< and Internal access throughout campus. 

(13) WSC charges the per credit (part-lime) tuition and fee rota for all credit hours except for tha 14th, 15th and 16th credits, which are at no charge. "Connect ND" & "NDSA" fees are capped at 12 
credit hours ner semester. 

~OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Cathy McDonald, Director of Finance 
701.328.4111 Cathy.McDonald@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 8 - Page 1 0 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 
December 2008 Enrollment 
The NOUS Fall 2008 headcount enrollment of 43,442 is an increase of 3.9 percent compared to 
Fall 2007. The total system FTE (full-time equivalent) enrollment of 36,096 is a 2.9 percent 
increase compared to Fall 2007. Both the two-year and four-year institutions had combined net 
enrollment gains. 22 percent of the students were enrolled at two-year colleges, and 78 percent 
were enrolled at four-year universities. Of the 43,442 enrollments, 59.5 percent are North Dakota 
residents. 

Number of Headcount and 
Full-time Equivalency Enrollments 

Fall 2008 

Institution Headcount<1l Full-Time Equivalency<21 

SSC 3,788 2,937 

DSU 2,730 2,294 

LRSC 1,657 784 

MaSU 789 563 

MiSU 3,432 2,720 

MiSU-BC 655 440 

NDSCS 2,545 2,041 

NDSU 13,229 11,794 

UND 12,748 11,137 

vcsu 1,019 823 

wsc 850 562 

TOTAL 43,442 36,096 

Pl Number of students enrolled, regardless of the number of credits taken. 
<
2l The equivalent to full-time status based upon a formula using total student credit 

hours enrolled . 

• 

RMORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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Enrollment (cont.) 

• Headcount Enrollment by Tuition Residency Status 
Fall 2008 

BSC DSU LRSC MaSU MISU MISU-BC NDSCS NDSU UND VCSU wsc TOTALS 

RESIDENT 

North Dakota 3,144 1,697 1,355 536 2,779 587 1,848 6,329 6,234 687 694 25,890 

NON-RESIDENT 

Manitoba 0 10 1 15 58 18 0 10 81 19 4 216 

Minnesota 89 17 91 97 41 5 460 5,129 4053 113 8 10,103 

Other MHEC 129 25 
States 

24 16 30 11 19 246 475 27 6 1,008 

Montana 37 221 1 3 107 8 62 75 136 8 81 739 

Saskatchewan 0 16 1 2 166 3 1 3 11 5 9 217 

South Dakota 43 76 12 8 12 2 91 278 210 15 5 750 

OtherWICHE 110 222 
States 

53 70 86 3 21 106 672 66 21 1,430 

Other 236 446 119 42 153 18 43 1,055 876 79 22 3,089 

Subtotal 644 1,033 302 253 653 68 697 6,900 6,514 332 156 17,552 

TOTALS 3.788 2,730 1,657 789 3,432 655 2,545 13,229 12,748 1,019 850 43,442 

Note: Information includes students in extended degree programs and students jointly enrolled through collaborative program 
arrangements . 

• Enrollment by Tuition Residency 
Fall 2008 

Minnesota 
23% 

Other States 
12% 

Note: Percentages are rounded 

South Dakota & 
Montana 

4% 

•

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 

701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 

Foreign 
1% 

North Dakota 
60% 

%of 
TOTAL 

60% 

0% 

23% 

2% 

2% 

0% 

2% 

3% 

7% 

40% 

100% 
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Enrollment (cont.) 

Enrollment by Race 
Fall 2008 

White 
84.2% 

---------
, _________ _ 

Minorities ', 
6.5% 

Hispanic 18.3% 

Asian 17.0% 

African 
American 27.9% 

Native 
American 36.7% 

Unknown 
9.3% 

IN-STATE ENROLLMENT BY COUNTY OF ORGIN 

Fall 2008 

C I . I Pembir,o 
Divide I I. ! • 13 I Rol•II• 1

1 
Towno,r ; ova •~• I 

74 ~ Bu, • ➔ R•n-.., lie i o11344ou I 335 I I 215 I 241 

----------1- 6() J.rl L-1 1121 ,------~ ~ 1 98 '1 ___ }_ _____ _ 
W,11,oms ----- --, I .._ ___ 1 McHenry L,--&-:-----1 t-------1 Walsh 

Mou<Hto,I I L--------1. 1 P,.,c• I Ramsey I 
823 ~ ., Ward 284 l, 187 ,----.L--r--' SSJ ", 424 

230 I : 1 • Ben son I \ 

• 2.852 : : : 221 l ,....,----r-------1 , : 1 " j Neb on • G,ond Fo,lcs 

"', ', '- '- ~-••·i •• r 158 ' 4,010 

• r----.. 
I Dunn 
I 

----,-----L 145 sos 
Golden: Billings ; r----
Valley I I I 1 01,y•r 

62 L 16 r-L ____ .,..----l ___ l ___ :~ __ 
: : St<>ck i Mo,ton 

I I 1,353 1 1,225 

.I. ' ~----, 
r- --_-...&--,--------', L----. 

--•'"' Slope I Hell'"ge• I Grant J 
9 I I I i 134 ! 83 L_, 

------------r"-----. . ", Bowman I Adams L _____ _. 

I • 
J 69 I 

I I t : ... -...; I 
---A _________ j ___ , ___ J_r-~-----,--Edd--1 

1 
t She,;dan I Wells • y I t 

) . • • 114 'r----,-'----r--"'.'-
445 1 54 ': 215 l---------41 Cri1111• 1 Steele I T,a,11 

f : 1 Foue, I 93 : 49 : 410 
: : : 150 : t I r------,.L-----T-..&-------'1,. \ _j ____ _ 

: Bu,leigh I Kidde, : S1u11mGn :--; .. ~n-•• --r Ca•s 

_ ... : 97f 795: I 
3,991 ~ ~ ~ 481 1 

: : : : 
I I : I ____ .1.,... - ___ ,l ___ --- - ___ ..,_ --,--;;_~:;: -1---

Emmans I Logan : LaMoure : ;R;chlond 

I 78 : 194 1
1 189 • 

177 t I I 

L,- - ---- - -- J..,. - - - -:- - - ----'-?-s;. -.-.:; . ._ 
I Mclntot.h : D,ckey I II : 

I 92 I 149 : 200 I 
I I I 'o • • 

172 

144 

5,273 

Total headcount= 29,441 
The county of residency is unknown for 16 North Dakota students. 
Total in-state enrollment includes students who attend Jamestown College and the University of Mary. 

•

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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• 
Enrollment (cont.) 

Headcount Enrollment by Age - Fall 2008 
Traditional and Non-Traditional 

Traditional Age Non-Traditional Age 
Institution 24 and under 25 and above 

BSC 65% 35% 
DSU 76% 24% 
LRSC 71% 29% 
MaSU 76% 24% 
MiSU 67% 33% 
MiSU-BC 64% 36% 
NDSCS 79% 21% 
NDSU 82% 18% 
UNO 75% 25% 
vcsu 69% 31% 
wsc 70% 30% 
Svstem Overall 75% 25% 
Note: Information includes students in extended degree programs and students jointly 
enrolled throuah collaborative nronram arranaements. 

Students 

North Dakota University System 
Headcount Enrollment -

1978 through 2008 

50,000 ,-------------------------------, 

45,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - _____ - - - _____ - - - ____ - - - - ____ 43,332. 

: -~~------,· ::::: •---------------------~ ---~--------~----=•~--: .... _., 
- -------------------- --- ------- ....... : 29,782 ,,.■ 36 096 

30 000 .r:. ,,,-- ·-■ ■-• ■-■-•-• t ' ~ / -■---..... '■-■-•-•-•-•-• ...... 

25,000 -■--■-·-· 
: 24,888 

20,000 

15,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10,000 !'--+-+-+-+-'-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-------------~ 
n 80 ~ M ~ ~ 90 92 ~ 00 ~ 00 ~ ~ 00 ~ 

Year 

1--Headcount -■- FfE I 
Beginning with the 1997 full-time equivalent (FTE) number, the formula for calculating the FTE's changed. Prior to the 
1997 data the total student credit hours were divided by 16 to get the FTE number. With 1997 FTE and later, the divisor 
was changed to 15 . 

a;R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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Enrollment (cont.) 
I 

• 
Degree Credit Headcount 

by All Distance Delivery Methods 
Fall 2008 

Institution Face-to-Face 
Correspondence E-Learning' Duplicated DE Unduplicated 

Off Camous Total' DE Total3 

BSC 121 0 3,452 3,573 3,088 

DSU 221 68 777 1,066 817 

LRSC 886 0 891 1,777 1,596 

MaSU 42 0 349 391 336 

MiSU 404 48 1,210 1,662 1,533 

MiSU-BC 144 0 278 422 398 

NDSCS 525 0 691 1,216 1,171 

NDSU 11 125 2,867 3,003 2,858 

UNO 563 105 2,311 2,979 2,805 

vcsu 82 0 883 965 832 

( 

• 
WSC 197 0 431 628 549 

Total 3,196 346 14,140 17,682 15,983 

' E-learning categories are listed in more detail on Table 9A in the Fall 2008 Enrollment Report. 
2 

Reflects enrollment in each distance education delivery method. If, for example, a student is taking 
both a correspondence course and an e-learning course, this student would be reported twice in the 
duplicated enrollment total. 

3
· Reflects unduplicated headcount enrollment for total distance education. If, for example, a student is 
taking both a correspondence and an e-learning course, this student would be counted only once in 
the unduplicated distance education total. 

( 
~R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328.4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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Enrollment (cont.) 

• 
Breakdown of Degree Credit Headcount i 

by E-Learning Delivery Method 
Fall 2008 

Video 
TV 

Broadcast 
Prerecorded Audio Internet 

CD Combo 
E-Learnlng E-Learnlng 

,::, .c ROM <50% 
Duplicated Unduplicated ., u Total Campus Total 

>, >, ,::, 
0 0 >, >, .c C 

" " 
~ 

" " u >, 

lr lr 
., ' 0 

., '6 lr lr C "l > e " "C :, >, 

Institution ~ "' ::; o. e > c( ~ "' U) c( 

BSC 0 95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,615 0 1,742 3,452 3,010 

DSU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 777 0 

LRSC 0 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 362 0 460 891 792 

MaSU 0 162 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 187 0 0 349 314 

MiSU 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,173 0 0 1,210 1,200 

MiSU-BC 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 178 0 0 278 265 

NDSCS 0 95 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 596 0 0 691 680 

NDSU 35 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 2,175 0 520 2,867 2,753 ( 
' 

0 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 330 1,872 0 13 2,311 2,223 

CSU 0 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 462 0 379 883 762 

WSC 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 332 0 0 431 410 

Total 35 852 0 0 0 0 0 0 410 8,952 0 3,114 14,140 12,409" 

* Reflects unduplicated headcount enrollment for e-leaming delivery methods. For example, if a student is taking a video course and an Internet course, 

the student is counted onc·e in the unduplicated e-learning total. 

--------------------------( 
R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

I 

• Access - General 

December 2008 Dual Credit 
Dual-credit college courses, through which students receive both high school and college credit, 
are authorized by the North Dakota Century Code. Any North Dakota student enrolled in grade 11 
or 12 who has received permission from his or her high school administration is eligible for 
enrollment in an NOUS dual-credit course. Dual-credit students pay the university or college 
application fees when they apply to take dual-credit courses. Students also pay the current tuition 
rate along with pro-rated fees similar to those charged to other part-time students. 

The college course section taught in the high school must meet the content and academic 
standards of the course sections taught on campus. In other words, from the NOUS perspective, 
the dual-credit course taught in the high school is a college course that also offers high school 
credit. 

Full-time college faculty or adjunct instructors may teach dual-credit courses. High school 
instructors who teach dual-credit courses in the high schools are considered adjunct instructors of 

. the sponsoring NOUS college or university and must meet the same criteria used to hire on-
( _campus instructors . 

• Dual-credit students registered for college credit are categorized according to the way they are 
enrolled. Most students enroll in college courses taught by adjunct college faculty face-to-face, 
off-campus. Dual-credit students are included in the official semester enrollment counts. 

DUAL-CREDIT HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENTS* 
FALL 2002 - FALL 2007 

Institutions Fall 2002 Fall 2003 Fall 2004 Fall 2005 Fall 2006 Fall 2007 
BSC 93 87 103 87 139 123 
DSU 287 319 314 276 335 330 
LRSC 475 416 416 437 548 543 
MaSU 34 85 93 77 145 127 
MiSU 23 42 43 82 112 91 
MiSU-BC 26 41 46 39 98 117 
NDSCS 52 154 143 185 283 328 
NDSU 2 0 2 4 11 4 
UNO 3 2 0 2 12 12 
VCSU 18 17 0 0 0 0 
WSC 76 67 91 74 64 0 
Totals 1,089 1,230 1,251 1,263 1,747 1,675 

* This number includes students enrolled at more than one college during the fall semester; as a result, one student 
may be counted more than once. 

( 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701. 328.4136 Julie. Schepp@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 

December 2008 Access - Other 
Correspondence study, in which course materials are exchanged through the mail, and the 
extended campus, which includes face-to-face and off-campus instruction, are identified as 
distance education initiatives, but they are not delivered via electronic technologies. These two 
delivery models continue to meet the needs of the life-long learner and the place-bound student. 

With 5,963 students in Spring 2008 and Fall 2008, the extended campus model continues to 
thrive as a mechanism for increasing student access. Correspondence study also continues to 
be a vital component of distance education with 820 enrollments during the same period. 

I 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

. ccess - General 
.ecember 2008 Technology Occupations 

Student Loan Forgiveness Program 
The 2001 North Dakota Legislature appropriated $400,000 for the North Dakota University 
System (NOUS) to administer a technology occupations student loan forgiveness_Qrogra@ The 
intent of this program is to reduce student Joan indebtedness for individuals who have: (1) 
graduated in technolqgy:_(?._fated fields an_c;{,(g), been employed in teqflnglqgy_qccupaflons in the 
state for one year. 

Recipients are eligible to receive $1,000 in loan forgiveness each year they are employed in 
approved technology occupations in North Dakota, up to a maximum of three years or $3,000. 
The Bank of North Dakota is responsible for applying and/or forwarding loan forgiveness 
payments. To be eligible. a recipient must have a student loan from the Bank of North D2.ls.ota or 
other participating lender. Individuals must apply annually for new or continued funding. 
:If rr/,,u.re_,u:"t._z5B~i)-"'oJ.,ooo/qr-,f,r .Strr,s_,Cocus en .5T&,rJ -e.pnrnar"/ se.clvr en,..p,loz1110,.,d_ 
• For academic year 2007-08, 342 new and continued-funding applications were received. Of 

the 342 applicants, 291 were funded. (tr5ra11+s 1.(,)01-t!d be. rR.d.«od wrii1re.i.11sed,i::ir"'~]l"aA1s) 

• The average student loan indebtedness of funded applicants, as reported on their 
applications, was $1 O ,391 . 

A breakdown of funded 2007-08 applicants by program area follows: 

# of Applicants 
Pronram Areas of Funded Annlications for 2007-08 Funded 
O.gricultural/Biological Engineering and Bioengineering 9 

O.nimal Sciences, General 1 

Architectural Engineering Technologyffechnician 4 

!Atmospheric Sciences and Meteorology, General 2 

Biology/Biological Sciences, General 2 

Chemical Engineering 1 

Civil Engineering Technologyrrechnician 4 

Civil Engineering, General 11 

Clinical Laboratory Science/Medical Technology/Technologist 8 

Computer and Information Sciences and Support Services, Other 1 

Computer and Information Sciences, General 57 

Computer Engineering, General 2 

Computer Programming/Programmer, General 1 

Computer Science 10 

Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst 5 

Computer Systems Networking and Telecommunications 10 

Construction Engineering 1 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Pe Wi f, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator ggy p 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 
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Technology Occupations (cont.) 
# of Applicants 

rogram Areas of Funded Annlications for 2007-08 Funded 
iagnostic Medical Sonography/Sonographer and Ultrasound Technician 3 

Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician 5 

Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technologies/Technicians 8 

Electrical, Electronic and Cornmunications_Engineering Technology/Technician 7 

Electrical, Electronics and Communications Engineering 13 

Emergency Medical Technology/ Technician (EMT Paramedic) 3 

Engineering, General 1 

Industrial Engineering 7 

Industrial Production Technologies/ Technicians, Other 1 

Industrial Technology/Technician 5 

Lineworker 1 

Machine Tool Technology/Machinist 1 

Management Information Systems and Services, Other (some qualify) 2 

Management Information Systems, General 28 

Manufacturing Engineering 1 

Mathematics Teacher Education 2 

Mathematics, General 2 

Mechanical Engineering 35 

Medical Radiologic Technology/Science - Radiation Therapist 15 

Radiologic Technology/Science-Radiographer 1 

Respiratory Care Therapy/Therapist 8 ( 
mall Engine Mechanics and Repair Technology/Technician 1 

urgical Technology/Technologist 2 

System, Networking, and LAN/WAN Management/Manger 4 

Technology Teacher Education/ Industrial Arts Teacher Education 4 

Web Page, Digital/Multimedia and Information Resources Design 1 

Welding Technology/Welder 1 

TOTAL 291 

• A breakdown of funded 2007-08 applicants by technology job occupations follows: 

# of Applicants 
Technoloav Job Occuoations of Funded Annlicants for 2007-08 Funded 

Ac:iricultural Enc:iineers 4 
Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Enqine Soecialists 2 

Civil Enqineerinq Technicians 4 

Civil Enqineers 11 

Coatina, Paintina, and Soravina Machine Setters, Ooerators, and Tenders 1 

Com outer and Information Svstems Manaaers 2 

Cam outer and Mathematical Science Occuoations 1 

Com outer Ooerators 2 
Comouter Proarammers/Comouter Science Teachers, Postsecondarv 24 
Comouter Software Enqineers, Annlications 17 

Computer Soecialists, All Other 10 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 
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Technology Occupations (cont.) 

' fechnolonv Job Occupations of Funded Annlicants for 2007-08 
Comouter Sunnort Soecialists 
Comouter Svstems Analvsts 
Conservation Scientists, Park Naturalists, Range Managers, Soil & Water 
Conservationists 
Cost Estimators 
Database Administrators 
Diannostic Medical Sonoaraohers 
Education, Trainina, and Librarv Workers, All Other 
Electrical and Electronics Enaineerina Technicians 
Electrical and Electronics Installers and Reoairers, Transoortation Eauinment 
Electrical and Electronics Reoairers, Commercial and Industrial Eauioment 
Electrical Enaineers 
Electrical Power-Line Installers and Reoairers 
Electro-Mechanical Technicians 
Electronics Enaineers, Exceot Comouter 
Emeraencv Medical Technicians and Paramedics 
Enaineerina Manaoers 
Enoineerina Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other 
Enaineers, All Other 
Farm Enuinment Mechanics 
Hvdrolonists 
Industrial Enaineers 
'ndustrial Machinerv Mechanics 
Aathematical Science Occuoations, All Other 
athematical Science Teachers, Postsecondarv 
echanical Enoineers 

Medical and Clinical Laboratorv Technoloaists 
Middle School Teachers, Exceot Soecial and Vocational Education 
Mixina and Blendina Machine Setters, Ooerators, and Tenders 
Network and Comouter Svstems Administrators/Computer Securitv Specialists 
Network Svstems and Data Communications Analvsts 
Outdoor Power Eouioment and Other Small Enaine Mechanics 
Radiolonic Technoloaists and Technicians 
Resniratorv Theranists 
Resoiratorv Theranu Technicians 
Secondarv School Teachers, Except Special and Vocational Education 
Suraical Technolooists 
Telecommunications Eouioment Installers and Reoairers, Except Line Installers 
Vocational Education Teachers, Middle School 
Vocational Education Teachers, Postsecondarv 
Vocational Education Teachers, Secondary School 
Welders, Cutters, and Welder Fitters/Solderers & Brazers 

TOTAL 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701.328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 

# of Applicants 
Funded 

28 
17 

1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
3 
1 
5 
7 
1 
1 
5 
3 
2 
2 

11 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 

38 
8 
1 
1 

20 
1 
1 

14 
6 
2 
1 
2 
8 
1 
2 
1 
1 

291 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Yitai Unk to a Brighter Future 

Application for Technology Occupations 
Student Loan Forgiveness Program 

Application year: May 1 - June 30, 2008 

General Information 
Name (Last, First, Middle lnijial) Social Security No. Daytime Phone No. 

Present Malling Address City State/Zip Code 

Permanent Mailing Address (if different) City State/Zip Code 

Education 
Did you graduate from a campus technology related major as defined in Table 1? D Yes D No 

. If yes, the Program CIP Code for that major Is: __ . ____ 

List Technology Job Occupation Code (Reference Table 2): __ - _...,.. __ 
A degree from Table 1 Is required for Table 2 occupations to qualify. 

Did you have a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.5 on a 4.0 scale in your college studies? 

□ Yes 0 No (Attach copy of final college transcript) 

Loan Information 
Do you have an outstanding student loan obtained through the Bank of North Dakota as a lender or other 
participating lender? □ Yes D No 

• If yes, indicate which loan you wish to have reduced under this program: (check only one) 

0 FFEL Stafford (subsidized) D William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan (subsidized) 

D FFEL Stafford (unsubsidized) D William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan (unsubsidized) 

D FFEL Consolidated Loan D William D. Ford Federal Direct Consolidated Loan 

D Dakota Educational Alternative Loan (DEAL) D Federal Perkins Loan 

Amount owed on this loan: / as of: (Date) 

ff approved, I wish to have my loan forgiveness payment sent to the following holder of my student loan: 

Name of Financial Institution Phone No. 

Address City State/Zip Code 

APPENDIX B 
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Statement of Certification an Authorization to be Completed by Applicant 

I hereby certify that the information contained on this application is true and correct. I understand that I 
have the specific responsibility for applying for the Technology Occupations Student Loan Program each 
year. I also give my employer permission to release to the North Dakota University System any 
information that may be needed to verify the contents of my application, and for the North Dakota 
University System to share this information with the Bank of North Dakota or other participating lender to 
process payment of my outstanding loan. 

Signature of Applicant Date 

Statement of Certification bv Personnel Director and/or CEO of Comoanv 

I hereby certify that ___________ (name of applicant) with social security number of 
_________ was employed full time with ________________ _ 

______________ (name and location of company in North Dakota) during the 

period of _______________ (list complete dates of employment, e.g. June 1, 

2006 - May 30, 2007) in an occupation which can be classified as a technology job occupation SOC code 

number __ - ____ as defined In Table 2 . 

Printed name and title of authorized official Daytime Phone Number 

Signature of authorized official 

Return application, certifications, and transcript to: 

Technology Occupations Loan Forgiveness 
North Dakota University System 
600 E Boulevard Ave Dept 215 
Bismarck ND 58505-0230 

Date 



• 
gf program A[eas 

01.0201 Agricuttural Mechanization, General 
• Agricultural Systems Management -

NDSU 

01.0401 Agricultural and Food Products 
Processing 
• Cereal Science - NDSU 

01.0901 Animal Sciences, General 
• Animal and Range Sciences - NDSU 

01.1001 Food Science 
• Food Protection-NDSU 

• FoOd Science - NDSU 

01.1102 Agronomy and Crop Science 
• Plant Sciences - NDSU 

01.1103 Horticuttural Science 
• HortJa.ilture - NDSU 

01.1105 Plant Protection and Integrated Pest 
Management 
• Plant Protection - NOSU 

01.1201 SOil Science and Agronomy, General 
• son Science - NDSU 

03.0101 Natural Resources/Conservation, 
General 
• Environmental Te<hnology-Natural 

Resource Management - MiSU-8 

03.0103 Environmental Studies 
• Earth System Science and Policy

UND 

03.0201 Natural Resources Management and 
Policy 
• Natural Resources Management

CCCC, NDSU 

03.0508 Urban Foresby 
• Urtlan Foresby Technology- MiSU-8 

03.0601 Wld[lfe and Wldlands Science and 
Management 
• Fisheries and Wildlife Sciences -vcsu . 

• (Derived from 2000 Draft CIP's, United States Department of Education) 

ge Prooram Areas 
03.0601 Wldlife and Wildlands Science and 

Management 
• Fishertes and \Mldlife Sciences -

vcsu 
• \Midlife and Fisheries Technology -

MiSU-B 

11.0101 Computer and lntonnation Sciences, 
General 
• Computer Information Systems -

MaSU, NDSCS, UM, VCSU 
• Computer Science -DSU, JC, MiSU, 

UND 

11.0103 lnfonnation Technology 
• Enterprise Application - VCSU 
• lntonnation Technology-SBC 

11.0199 Computer and lnfonnatlon Sciences, 
Other 
• Computer Systems Technology -

MISU-B 

11.0201 Computer Programming/Programmer, 
General 
• Computer Science Basic 

Programming - MISU 

11.0301 Data Processing and Data Processing 
Technology/Technician . 
• Computer Technology Management -

DSU 

• Information Processing Technician -
wsc 

• lnfomlation Technology-MaSU 

11.0401 Information Science/Studies 
• Information Science - UM 

• Virtual Business - MiSU 

11.0501 Computer Systems Analysis/Analyst 
• lnfonnation Systems - UND 

11.0701 Computer Science 
• Computer Science - NOSU 

!.le Program Areas 
11.0801 Web Page, Dlgital/Mullimedla and 

Information Resources Design 
• Desktop & Web publishing - MiSU 

• Web Page Development and Design 
-BSC 

11.0901 Computer Systems Networ1<ing and 
TeJecommunica.tlons 
• Computer Applications - CCCC 

• Computer support SpeciaHst - BSC 

• lnfonnation Technology- Netwolk 
Engineering - MiSU-8 

11.1002 System, Networking, and I.AN/WAN 
Management/Manger 
• Computer Systems Specialist - WSC 

11.1004 Web/Multimedia Management and 
Webmaster 
• Information Technology - Web Master 

-MiSU-B 

11.9999 Computer and Information Sciences 
and SUppori SeNices, Other 
• Computer Information System (BAS) 

-MaSU 
• lnfonnation Technology - Web Design 

-MiSU-8 

13.0501 Educational/lnslructlonal Media Design 
• Instructional Design & Technology -

UND 

13.1309 Technology Teacher Education/ 
Industrial Arts Teacher Educatioo 
• Education - VCSU 

• Technology Education- DSU, UND, 
vcsu 

13.1311 Mathematics Teacher Education 
• Elementa,y Education/Mathematics -

UND 

• Math Teacher Education-UM 

• Mathematics Education - DSU, JC, 
MaSU, MiSU, NDSU, VCSU 

• 
CIP Program A(eas 

13.1316 Science Teacher Education/General 
Science Teacher Education 
• Composite Science Education -

vcsu 
• Comprehensive Science Education -

NDSU 

• Earth Science Education - MiSU, 
NDSU 

• Physical Science Education - MiSU 

• Science Education - MiSU, UNO 

• Science Teacher Education - DSU 

13.1322 Biology Teacher Education 
• Biological Education - NDSU 

• Biology Education - DSU, MISU 

• Biology Teacher Education -JC, UM 

• Composite Biology Education -
MaSU, VCSU 

13.1323 Chemistry Teacher Education 
• Chemistry Education - DSU, JC, 

MiSU, NDSU 

• Composite Chemistry Education -
MaSU, VCSU 

13.1329 Physics Teacher Education 
· • Composite Physical Science- MaSU 

• Physical Science Education - MaSU 

• Physics Education-MiSU, NDSU 

14.0101 Engineering, General 
• Engineering - NDSU 

14.0301 Agricultural/Biological Engineering and 
Bioengineering 
• Agricultural & Biosystems 

Engineering - NDSU 

14.0701 Chemical Engineering 
• Chemical Engineering - UND 

14.0801 CMI Engineertng, General 
• CMI Engineering - NDSU, UND 

14.0899 CMI Engineering, Other 
• Materials & Nanotechnology- NDSU 

• Indicates programs known to exist In North Dakota. Sluden1s graduating from comparable programs in other states are eligible when studenlB meet North Dakota residency and other requiremenls. 

Acronyms: BSC = Bismarck State College, DSU = Oickinaon State Unhleraity, FBCC = Fort Berthold Community College, JC= Jamestown College, LRSC = Lake Region State CoUege, MaSU • Mayvillo Stzato University, MiSU = 
Minot State University, MiSU-BC = Minot State Uniwrsity-Sottlneau Campus, NDSCS = North Dakota St.ate College of Science, NDSU = North Dakota State University, TMCC = Turtlo Mountain Community CoOege, UM = University 
of Mary, UTTC = United Tribes Technical College, UNO= University of North Dak:o1a, VCSU = VaDoy City St.ate Uniwrsity, WSC .. VWliston State Collego 
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CIP. 
14.0901 Computer Engineering, General 

, Computer Engineering - NDSU 

14.0903 Computer Software Engineering 
• software Engr - NOSU 

14.1001 Electrical, Electronics and 
Communications Engineering 
, Electrical & Comp Engr ,- NDSU 

, Electrical Engineering - NDSU, UND 

14.1401 Environmental/Environmental Health 
Engineering 
• Environmental Engineering - NDSU 
• Environmental Geoscience - UNO 

14.1901 Mechanical Engineering 
• Mechanical Engineering - NDSU,UND 

14.3301 Construction Engineering 
, Construction Englneertng - NDSU 

14.3501 lndusbial Engineering 
• Industrial & Manufaduring Engr -

NDSU 
• Industrial Engineering & Management 

-NDSU 

14.3601 Manufacturing Engineering 
• Manufacturing Engineering - NDSU 

14.3801 Surveying Engineering 
• Environmental Techno!ogy

Geographlc Information Systems -
MiSlJ..B . 

14.3901 Geological/Geophysical Engineering 
• Geological Engineering - UNO 

14.9999 Engineering, Other 
, Engineering-UNO 

15.0000 Engineering Technology/General 
• Engineering Tectmidan - BSC 

15.0101 An:hitectural Engineering 
Tech:nologyfrechnician 
, Architectural Drafting & Estimating 

Technology- NDSCS 

15.0201 Civil Engineering 
TechnologyfTechnician 
, Civil Engineering & Surveying 

Technology- NDSCS 

.Q!f Program A[eas • CIP Program Areas 

15.1001 Construction Engineering 
TechnologyfTechnidan 

15.0303 Electrical, Electronic and 
Communications Engineering 
TechnologyfTechnidan 
, Electric Po..,, Technology-SSC 

• Electrical Transmission Systems 
Technology - BSC 

• Electronicslfelecommunications 
Technology - BSC 

15.0399 Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
TechnologlesfTechnidans 
• Electrical Technology-NDSCS 

, Electronic Technology- NDSCS 

15.0501 Heating, Air Conditioning and 
Refrigeration T echnologyfT echnldan 
(ACH/ACR/ACHR/HRAC/HVAC/AC 
Technology 
• Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning 

& Refrigeration Technology-NDSCS 

, Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
Technology- NDSCS 

15.0506 Water Quality and Wastewater 
Treatment Management and Recycling 
TechnologyfTechnidan 
, Envirorunental Technology- water 

Management- MiSlJ.-8 

• Water Quality Technology - MiSlJ..B 

15.0507 Environnier,tal Engineering 
Technology/Environmental Technology 
, Envirorvnental Technology-Laboratory 

& Field Technidan-MiSU-B 

15.0612 lndusbiat TechnologyfTechnidan 
, lndusbial Technology- UNO 

, Process Plant Technology- BSC 

15.0613 Manufacturing TechnologyfTechnidan 
• Automated Manufacturing Technician 

-NDSCS 

15.0699 lndusbial Production Technologies/ 
Technicians, Other 
• Power Plant Technology - BSC 

15.0701 QcQJpationat Safety and Health 
TechnologyfTechnldan 
• Ocalpatiooat Safety & Environmental 

Health-UNO 

, Construction Mgmt Tech- NDSCS 

15.1102 Swveying Technology/Surveying 
• Geographic lnfonnation System 

Technidan-BSC 

15.1401 Nuclear Engineering 
TechnologyfTechnlcian 
• Nuclear Power Technology- BSC 

15.9999 Engineering TechnologiesfTechnicians, 
Other 
, Energy Technology- FBCC 

• Nanosdence Technology- NDSCS 

26.0101 Biology/Biological Sciences, General 
• Biological Sciences - NDSU 

, Biology- DSU, JC, MaSU, MiSU, 
NDSU, UM, VCSU 

, Biology/Pre-Health- UNO 

26.0202 Biochemistry 
, Biochemistry- JC, NDSU, UND 

26.0210 Biochemistry/Biophysics and Molecular 
Biology 
• Biochemisby & Mofecular Biology -

NDSU 

26.0301 Botany/Plant Biology 
~ Botany - NDSU 

26.0305 Plant Pathology/Phylopathology 
, Plant Pathology- NDSU 

· 26.0403 Anatomy 
, Anatomy-UNO 

26.0406 Cell/Cellular and Molecular Biology 
, Cellular & Molecular Biology - NDSU 

26.0502 Microbiology, General 
, Microbiology- NDSU 

26.0503 Medical Microbiology and Bacteriology 
, Microbiology- UND 

26.0701 Zoology/Animal Biology 
, Zoology - NDSU 

26.0702 Entomology 
• Entomology - NDSU 

26.0709 Wildlife Biology 
, F"osheries & Wldlffe Biology- UND 

CIP Program Areas • 

26.0801 Genetics, General 
• Genomics and Bioinformatics - NDSU 

26.0910 Pathology/Experimental Pathology 
• Molecular Pathogenesis - NDSU 

26.1001 Phannacology 
• Pharmacology, Physiology and 

Therapeutics - UNO · 

26. 1201 Biotechnology 
• Biotedlnology - NDSU 

26.1305 Environmental Biology 
• Environmental & Conservation 

Sciences - NDSU 

26.9999 Biological and Biomedical Sciences, 
Other 
• Science - FBCC 
• Tribal Environmental Science - UTTC 

27.0101 Mathematics, General 
• Mathematics - DSU, FBCC, JC, 

MaSU, MiSU, NDSU, UM, UND, 
vcsu 

27.0301 Applied Mathematics 
, Applied Math, General - JC 

27.0501 Statistics, General 
• Applied Statistics - NDSU 

• Statistics - NDSU 

30.0101 Biological and Physical Sciences 
• Math/Science Composite - UM 

30.1101 Multi/Interdisciplinary Studies 
• Gerontology - NDSU 

40.0101 Physical Sciences 
• Physical Science- MiSU, UNO 

40.0401 Atmospheric Sciences and 
Meteorology, General 
• Atmospheric Sciences - UNO 

• Atmospheric Studies - UNO 

40.0501 Chemistry, General 
, Chemistry- DSU, JC, MaSU, MiSU, 

NDSU,UND,VCSU 

40.0507 Polymer Chen,jstry 
• Coatings & Potymeric Materials -

NDSU 

• Indicates programs knoYtfl to exist In North Dakota. Student& graduating ~ comparable programs In other states are eligible \\'hen students meet North Dakota residency and other requirements. 

Aaonyms: BSC = Bismarck State Callege, OSU "'Dickinson State University, FBCC = Fort Berthotd Community College, JC= Jamestown CoDege, LRSC = Lake Region State CoUege, MaSU = Mayville State University, MiSU = 
Minot State University, MISU-BC = Minot State Univeraity-Bottlneau Campus, NOSCS • North Dakota State CoUege of Science, NDSU = North Dakota State University, TMCC "' Turtle Mountain Community College, UM = University 
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40.0801 Physics, General 

, Physics - MISU, NDSU, UND 

41.9999 Science Technologies/Technicians, 
Other 
, Bio-fuels Technology- NDSCS 

• Nanoscience Technology - NDSCS 

46.0303 LinOY10r1ter 
, Unewor1<er, Electrtcal - BSC 

47.0104 Computer Installation and Repair 
Technology/Technician 
• Simulator Maintenance Tedmician

LRSC 

47 .0303 Industrial Mechanics and Maintenance 
Technology 
, Mechanical Maintenance Technology 

-BSC 

47.0604 Automobile/Automotive Mechanics 
Technotogy/Technician 
• AutomotlveSeMce Tech!lology

UTTC 
, Automotive Technology- BSC, 

CCCC, LRSC, NDSCS, WSC 

47.0605 Diesel Mechanics 
Technology/Technician 
• caterpillar Dealer service Technician 

-NDSCS 
, Diesel Technology- LRSC, NDSCS, 

wsc 
47.0606 Small Engine Mechanics and Repair 

Technology/Technician 
• Recreational Engines Technology

NDSCS 

47.0699 Vehide Maintenance and Repair 
Technologies, other (some qualify) 
• Automotive & Diesel Master 

Technician - NDSCS 

48.0501 Machine Tool Tectmology/Machinist 
, Machinist and Toolmaker- NDSCS 

48.0508 Welding Technology/Welder 
• Welding - BSC 
, Welding & Basic Machining - LRSC 

, WeldlngTechnology-NDSCS 

• --·-··-- -•- • ........... ""1:fl'• ...._., ... ,a, 
, Aeronautical Studies - UND 

• Aviation - UNO 

49.0102 Alrtine/Commercial/Professional Pilot 
and Flight Crew 
, Commercial Aviation - UND 

49.0104 Aviation/Aliway Management and 
Operations 
, Airport Management - UND 

• Aviation Management - UNO 

• Aviation Systems Management - UNO 

49.0105 Air Traffic COnlnlller 
• Air Traffic Control - UND 

49.0108 FDghllnstructor 
• Flight Education - UND 

49.0199 Air Transportation, other (some qualify) 
, Space Studies - UND 

51.0904 Emergency Medical Technology/ 
Technician (EMT Paramedic) 
, EMT Paramedic Technology- BSC 

51.0907 Medical Radiologic 
Technology/Science• Radiation 
Therapist . ' 

, Radiologic Technology-JC, MISU, 
UM 

51.0908 Respiratory Care Toerapy/Theraplsl 
, Respiratory Care-NDSU, UM 

51.0909 Surgical Technology/Technologist 
, SUrgical Technology- BSC 

51.0910 Diagnostic Medical 
Sonography/Sonographer and 
Ultrasound Technician . -

51.0Ql 1 Radiologic Technology/Science
Radiographer 
• Radiologic Sciences - NDSU 

51. 1002 Cytotechnology/Cytotechnologist 
, Cytotechnology- UND 

51.1004 Clinical/Medical Laboratory Technician 
, Clinical Laboratory Technician - BSC 

I tsenn0109YI I ecnno,ogist 
, CDnical Laboratory Science - JC, 

MiSU, NDSU, UM, UND 

• Clinical Laboratory Science 
Management- UNO 

, CLS Clinical Chemlsl!y/Urinalysis -
UND 

, CLS Hematology/Homeostasis -UND 

, CLS l,nmunohematology- UND 

• CLS Miaobiology- UND 

, Medical Technology-JC 

51.1 og9 Cllnlcal/Medical Laboratory Science 
and Allied Professions, other 
• Phlebotomy Technician - BSC 

52.0209 Transponation/Transportation 
Management 
, Transportation & Logistics - NDSU 

, Transportation and Supply Chain 
Mgmt-BSC 

52.1201 Management lnfonnation Systems, 
General 
• lnfonnation Syslems - MISU 

• Information Technologies - LRSC . 

• Management Information Science -
JC 

• Management Information Systems -
MISU, NDSU 

52.1299 Management lnfonnation Systems and 
Services, Other (some qualify) 
, Applied Business lnfonnation 

Technology- MiSU 

• Knowledge Management - MISU 

• 

• Indicates programs known to exist in North Dakota. Students graduating from comparable programs in other states are efigiblev.tien students meet North Dakota residency and other requirements. 

Acronyms: BSC: Bismarck State College, DSU ~ Dickinson State UniveRity, FBCC ""Fort Berthold Community College, JC z Jamestown College, LRSC ::c Lake RegiOfl State College, MaSU = MayiJjlle State University, MiSU = 
Minot State University, MiSU-BC = Minot State University-Bottineau Campus, NOSCS = North Dakota State College of Science, NDSU = North Dakota State University, TMCC = Turtfe Mountain Community College, UM= University 
of Mary, unc = United Tribes Technical CoUege, UND I: University of North Dakota, VCSU = Vallay City State University, wsc = \Wliston State CoDege 
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3120/2008. North Dakota University System • Table 2 .• nology Job Occupations and Codes • A degree from Table 1 is required for Table 2 occupations to qualify 

soc Occupation soc 
(Derived from http://onnne.onetcenter.org/aosswalk/) 

Occupation soc Occupation soc OmJDation 

11-3011 Administrative Sel"llices Managera 17-2041 Chemical Engineers 19-1023 Zoologists and Vlnldlife Biologists 25-1041 Agricultural Sciences Teachers, 

11-3021 Computer and Information Systems 17-2051 CMI Engineera 1&-1029 Biological Scientists, All Other 
Postsecondary 

25-1042 Biological Science Teachers, 
Managera 17-2061 Computer H-Engin..,. 19-1030 Conservation Scientists and Foresters Postsecondary 

11--3071 Transportation Managers 
17-2071 Electrical Engineers 1S.1031 Range Managera 25-1043 Forestry and Conservation Science 

11-3071 Storage and Obtribution MaMgers Electronics Engineers, Except 
Teachers, Postsecondary 

17-2072 19-1031 soa and Water Conservationists 

11-9011 Nursery and Greenhouse Managers Computer 19-1031 
25-1051 Atmospheric, Earth, Marine, and 

Conservation Scientists Space Sciences Teachers, 
1Hl011 Crop and Livestock Managers 17-2081 Environmental Engineers 

19-1031 pan; Naturalisb Postsecondary 

11-9012 Farmers and Ranchers 17-2111 Fire-Prwention and Protection 25-1052 Chemis'by Teachers, Postsecondary 

Engineer& 
19-1032 Foresters 

11-9021 Construction Managera Environmental Science Teachers, 
17-2111 Health and Safety Engineers, Except 19-1041 Ep;demiclogists 

25-1053 

11-9041 Engineering Managers Mining Safety Engineers and 
Postsecondary 

19-1042 Medical Scientists, Except 

11-9121 NabJral Sciences Managers In- Epidemiologists 
25-1054 Physics Teachers, Postsecondary 

11-9199 Managers, AD Other 
17-2111 Industrial Safety and Health Engineers 19-1099 L.lfe Scientists. AD Other 

25-1071 Health Specialties Teachers, 

13-1051 Coat Estimators 
17-2111 Produd Safety Engineers 

· Postsecondary 

19-2011 - 25-1081 Education Teachers, Postsecondary 

13--1081 Loglsticians 
17-2112 Industrial Engineers 19-2012 Physicists 25-1194 Vocational Education Teachers, 

15-0000 Computer and Mathematical Science 
17-2121 Marine Engineers and Naval Architects 19-2021 A.hnospheric: and Space Scientists Postsecondary 

Occupations 17-2131 Material$ Engineers 19-2031 Chemists 
25-2022 Middle School Teachers, Except 

15-1011 Computer and Information Scientists, 17-2141 Mec:hanlcal Engineers 
Special and Vocational Education 

Research 
19-2C32 Material Scientists 25-2023 Vocational Education Teachers, 

15-1021 Computer Programmers 
17-2151 Mining and Geological Engineers, 19-2041 Environmental Scientiats and Middle School 

lndudlng Mining Safety Engineers 

15-1021 Computer Science Teachers, 17-2161 Nuclear Engineers 
Specialists, lnduding Health 25-2031 Secondary School Teachers, Except 

Postsecondary 
19-2042 Geoscientists, Except Hydrologists Special and Vocational Education 

15-1031 Computer Software Engineers, 
17-2171 p- Englneenl and Geographer> 25-2032 Vocation.al Education Teachers, 

Applications 17-2199 EngineeJS, AD Other 10-2043 Hyd- Secondary School 

15-1032 Computer Software Engineers, 17-3021 Aerospace Engineering and 19-2099 Phyaical Scientists, AD Other 25-9011 Audio-Visual Collections Specialists 

Systems Scftware Operations T ec:hnk:ians 19-3099 Social Scientists and Related 25-9031 Instructional Coordinators 

15-1041 Computer Support Speclaliats 17-3022 Civil Engineering Technician& Wo!1<er>.ADOther 2S-9099 Education, Training, and Library 

15-1051 Computer Systems Analysts 17-3023 E!ed:rical and EJectronic Engineering 19-4011 Agrialtural Technicians \Nor'Kers, All Other 

15-1061 Database Administrators Technicians 19-4011 Food Sdenco Technicians 27-1014 Multi-Media Artists and Animators 

15-1071 Computer Securi!'f Specialists 
17-3023 Electrical Engineering Technicians 19,-4.011 AgriaAlb.md and Food Science 27-1024 Graphic Designers 

1S-1071 NetNork and Computer Systems 
17-3023 Electronics Englneering Technicians Technicians 29-1124 Radiation Therapists 

Administrattn 17-3024 EJectro..Mechan Technicians 1M031 Chemic.at Technk::ians 29-1126 Respiratory Therapists 

15-1081 Netwofk System&: and Data 17-3025 Enwoomental Engineering 19-4041" Geok>gical and Petroleum Technicians 

Communications Anafysts 
29-2011 Medical and Clinical Laboratory 

Technicians 19-4051 Nuclear Equipment Open.lion T echno!ogists 
15-1099 Computer Specialists, All Other 17-3026 lndusbial Engineering Techrucians Technicians 29-2012 Medical and Clinical Laboratory 

15-2011 =- 17-3027 Mechanical Engineering Technicians 19-4051 Nuclear Monitoring Technicians Technicians 

15-2021 Mathematicians 17--3029 Enginuring T ochnlcians, Except 19-4051 Nudear Technicians 2!1-2031 Cardiovascular Technologists and 

15-2031 Operations Research Analysts o.-.. AD Other 19-4091 Environmental Science and Protection 
Technicians 

15-2041 Statisticians 
17-3031 Mapping T echniciana Technicians, lnduding Health 

29-2032 Diagnostic Medical Sonographers 

15-2091 Mathematical T echnlcianl 
17-3031 Surveying Technicians 19-4093 Forest and Conservation Technicians 29-2033 Nuclear Medicine Technologists 

15-2099 Mathematical Science Ocalpations, 19-1011 Animal Sdentiatl 19-4099 Life, Physical, and Social Science 2!1-2034 Radiok>gic Technologists 

AD Other 19-1012 Food Scientists and Technologists 
T ec:hnicians, AD Other 29-2034 Radiologic Technologists and 

17-1021 Cartographers and Photogrammetrists 
25-1021 Computer Science Teachers, Technicians 

19-1013 SoD and Plant Scientists Postsecondmy 29-2034 Radiologic Technicians 

17-1022 Sun,eyo,> 19-1020 Biologists 25-1022 Mathematical Science Teachers, 

17-2011 Aerospace Engineers 
Posbacx>ndaly 

2!1-2041 Emergency Medical Technicians and 

19-1021 - and Biophysicists 
Paramedics 

17-2021 Agricultural Engineers 
25-1032 Engineering Teachers, Postsecondary 

19-1022 Ulcrobiologists 
29-2052 Pharmacy Technicians 

"-··-'-'-~- T __ .__,_, ___ 



• • • 29-2055 Surgical Technologiats 45-9045 Refradoly Materials Repairers, Except uperator,, and Tenders, Metal and 
Brickmasons Plullc 

29-9011 Occupational Huitt, and Safety 
Electrical Poer-line Installers and 51--4192 Lay-Out Workers, Metal and Plastic Specialists 49-9051 

29-9012 OcaJpational Health and Safety Repairers 51--4199 Metal Workers and PLastie Workers, 
Technicians 4S-9062 Medical Equipment Repairers AJJ 011,o, 

3~31 Fish and Game Wardens 49-9091 Coin, Vending, and Amusement 51-6062 Textile Cutting Machine Setters, 
Madllne Serv1cers and RepaiteB Operators, and Tenders 43-.9011 Computer Operators 

49-9098 Helpers-Installation, Maintenance, 51-8063 Textile Knitting and Weaving Machine 
43-9031 Desktop Publishers and Repair Workers Settars, Operatcra, and Tendera 

45-1011 Fin.t-Une Supe,visors/Managera of 51-2011 Aircraft struaure, Surfaces, _Rigging, 51-6064 Textikl 1/mding, Twisting, and 
Agricultural Crop and Horticultural and Systems ~erw. Drawing Out Machine Setters, -... 51-2022 Electrical and Electronic Equipment Operators, and Tenders 

45-1011 Fin,t-Une Supervisors/Managen, of -- 51-7041 Sawing Machine Setters, Operators, 
Animal Husbandry and Animal Care 51-2023 Clecba,1ec:hanical Equipment and Tenders, Wood -· .. Aosemblers 51-7042 'Noodworidng Machine Setters, 

45-2011 Agnrultural Inspectors 51-2031 Engine and Other Machine Assemblers Operators, and Tenders, Except 
Sawing 45-2021 Animal Breeders 51-3091 Food and T cbacco Roasting, Baking, 51-8011 Nuclear Pcwer Reactor Operabm 

45-4011 Forest and ConseN&tion Workers and Drying Machine Operators and 
51-8012 P.ov.oer Distributors and Dispatchers Tandel> ◄7-1011 First-Line SupefVisoNManageB of 

51-3092 Food Batchmakers 51-8013 Pa.wer Plant Operators Consbudion Trades and Extraction -.. 51-3093 Food Cooking Machine 0pe,-. and 51~1 Water and Liquid Waste Treatment 
◄7-4011 Consbuction and Building lnspectcns Tandel> Plant end System Operators 

◄7-4021 EJevator lnstaners and Repairet5 51-4011 Computer-Controlled Machine Toal 51-8093 Petroleum Pwnp System Operators, 
Operators, Metal and Plastic Refinery Operators, and Gaugers 4S-2011 Computer, Automated Teller, and 

51◄012 Numerical T col and Process Control 51-9011 Chemical Equipment Operators and Office Maclline Re~rers 
Programmers Tenders 49--2022 Telecommunications Equipment 

51-4021 Extruding and Drawing Machine 51-9012 Separating, FUtering, Clarifying, lnatallers and ~epairers, Except Line . 
Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Precipitating, and Still Machine lnstaners 
Metal and Plastic Settera, Operators, and Tenders 49-2091 Avionics Techriicians 

51-◄022 Fctging Machine Setters, Operators, 51-9021 Crushing, Grinding, and Polishing 
49-2093 Electrical and Electronics lnataaera and Tenders, Metal and Plastic Machine Setters, Operators, and 

and Repairers, Transportation 51-4023 Rolling Machine Settara, Operators, Tendens 
Equipment -

and Tenders, Metal and Plastic 51-9023 Mixing and 8'ending Machinl!I Setten, ... 2094 ElectricaJ and EJectronics ~epairers, 51◄031 Cutting, Punching, and Press Machlne Operators, and Tenden 
Commercial and Industrial Equipment Seltefs, Opetators, and TendeB, 51-9032 Cutting and Slicing Machine Setters, 

49-2095 EJectricat and Electronics Repairers, Metal and P&aatic Operators, and T endetS 
Powerhouse, Substation, and Relay 51-4032 Drilling and Boring Machine Tcol 51-9041 Extruding, Fanning, Pressing, and 

49-2096 Electrcnic Equipment lnatallera and Setters, Operators, and Tenders, Compacting Machine Setters, 
Repairers, Motor Vehicles Metal and Piastic Operators, and T anders 

49-3011 Aircraft Mechanics and Sl!IJ'Vice 51◄033 Grinding, Lapping, Polishing, and 51-9121 Coating, Painting, and Spraying 
Technicians Buffing Machine Tool Setters, Machine Setter5, Operators, and 

49-3023 Automotive Master Mechanics Operators, and Tenders, Metal and Tendera 
Plastic 51-8141 Semlmnductcr Processon. 49-3031 Bus and Truck Mechanica and Diesel 

51◄034 Lathe and Turning Machine Teel Engine Specialists 51-9196 Paper Gooda Machine Settera, 
49-3041 Farm Equipment Mechanics Setters, Operatorg, and Tendera, 

Operators, and Tenders Metal and Plutic 
49-3051 Motorboat Mechanics 51-4035 Milling and Planing Machine Setter., 

53-1011 AircraftCa~cHandlingSupervisors 

49-3053 Outdoor Power Equipment and Other Operators, and Tenders, Metal and 53-2011 Airline Plots, Copilots, and Right 
Small Engine Mechanics Plastic Engineer. 

49-3092 Reaeational Vehicle Service 51◄041 Machiniata 53-2012 Commercial Pilots 
Technicians 51◄111 T oc1 and Die Makers 53-2021 Air T raffle Controllers 

49--9011 Mechanica:I Door Repairers 51◄121 Solderers and Brazers 53-2022 Airfield Operations Specialists 
49-9021 Heating,AirConditioning,and 

51◄121 \Nelder., Cutter&, and Walder Fillets 53-3011 Ambr.tance Drivers and Attendanta, Refrigeration Mechanics and Installers 
51◄122 \Neldlng, Soldering, and Brazing Except Eme~ency Medicaf 49-9041 Industrial Machinefy Mechanics 

Machine Setters, Operators, and T echnlcians 
49-9043 Maintenance Workers, M_achinery Tandel> 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• ~ccess - General 
Teacher Shortage Loan 

Forgiveness Program 

( 

December 2008 

The 2001 North Dakota Legislature appropriated $250,000 for the North Dakota University System 
(NOUS) to administer a student loan forgiveness program. The intent of this program is to reduce 
student loan indebtedness for teaching in North Dakota at grade levels and/or in content areas 
identified by the Department of Public Instruction as having teacher shortages. 

Recipients are eligible to receive $1,000 in loan forgiveness each year up to a maximum of three 
years or $3,000 for teaching in teacher-shortage areas as defined by the Department of Public 
Instruction. The Bank of North Dakota is responsible for applying and/or forwarding loan 
forgiveness payments for funded recipients. 

• For academic year 2007-08, 390 new and continued-funding applications were received. Of the 
390 applicants, 379 were funded. 

• The average student loan indebtedness of funded applicants, as reported on their applications, 
was $14,619. 

• A breakdown of funded 2007-08 applicants by defined shortage areas follows: 

• 
Defined Shortage Areas of Funded Applicants for 2007-08 # of Applicants Funded 
Agriculture Education 14 
Art 5 
Business and Office Technology/Business Education 

Career Clusters 

Driver and Traffic Safety Education 

English as a Second Language 

English Language Arts/English as a Second Language 

Family and Consumer Sciences 
Health Careers 

Information Technology 

Languages/Native American Languages 

Marketing Education 

Mathematics 

Music 

Science 

Social Studies 

Special Education Programming 

Technology Education - Industrial Arts 

Trade and Industrial Education 

TOTAL 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701. 328.4114 Peggy. Wipf@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu 

23 
1 
1 
9 
52 
4 
1 
2 
10 
2 
51 
15 
47 
49 
82 
10 

1 
379 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - General 

December 2008 Doctoral Programs 
Since the 2001-03 biennia, the North Dakota Legislature has appropriated funding to the North 
Dakota University System to provide incentives for more students to obtain doctoral degrees. In 
June 2007, the State Board of Higher Education (SBHE) approved allocation of $130,000 each in 
funding to UNO and NDSU from the 2007-09 Education Incentive Program in support of doctoral 
students. The SBHE also allocated an additional $250,000 ($125,000 each) in one time funding in 
fiscal year 2008 to UNO and NDSU in support of doctoral programs. The intent of this program is 
to provide incentives to encourage additional doctoral graduates in North Dakota. 

At UNO, the funds have/will be used as follows: 

• To enhance doctoral dissertation grants: These awards are available on a competitive 
basis to students in the final stages of writing their dissertations. Students must have 
completed all coursework and research and be within one semester of graduating from the 
program 

• To provide more professional development for doctoral students: One of the biggest 
challenges facing doctoral students as they complete degree programs is the ability to 
function in a highly competitive environment 

• To market doctoral programs and recruit new students: Continued success of UNO 
doctoral programs is highly dependent on the ability to attract students from outside of 
North Dakota 

At NDSU, the funds have/will be used as follows: 

• To form stronger relationships with baccalaureate degree-granting institutions in North 
Dakota 

• To provide funding for doctoral student dissertation awards: The Graduate School has 
funded doctoral dissertation fellowships the past few years. These fellowships provide one 
year of support for doctoral students nearing the completion of their programs. The 
fellowships allow students to focus exclusively on dissertation work, thus enhancing 
completion rates. 

• To form stronger relationships with other baccalaureate degree-granting institutions in the 
region 

• To create new promotional materials to attract doctoral applicants, bringing prospective 
doctoral students to NDSU for campus visits 

~OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Peggy Wipf, Director of Financial Aid and Federal Relations Coordinator 
701. 328.4114 Peggy.Wipf@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Economic Development Connection 

December 2008 Centers of Excellence for 
Economic Development 

A Center of Excellence for Economic Development is a hub of research and development around 
which related businesses expand, and dynamic new businesses cluster. A center of excellence 
provides access to new technologies, specialized knowledge and an educated workforce. 

The first two Centers of Excellence for Economic Development were designated by the 2003 
Legislative Assembly. They are the North Dakota State University Center for Technology and the 
University of North Dakota Center for Innovation. 

In 2005, Gov. John Hoeven proposed and the Legislative Assembly approved the concept of 
Centers of Excellence for Economic Development linked to North Dakota University System 
colleges and universities and provided up to $20 million for the 2005 - 07 biennium. The 
Legislature directly appropriated $15 million in new centers of excellence funding for the 2007-09 
biennium, and in September of 2008, the Budget Section approved the request to borrow from 
the Bank of North Dakota an additional $5 million for Centers of Excellence grants. Every state 
jollar of support must be leveraged with two dollars in private and federal matching funds . 

• NOUS colleges and universities submit proposals to the Centers of Excellence Commission as 
provided in NDCC 15-69. The commission includes three members of the State Board of Higher 
Education and three members of the Economic Development Foundation Board. Upon approval 
by the commission, the EDFB, the SBHE and the Emergency Commission must approve each 
proposal before it is sent to the Budget Section for final approval. 

The legislatively determined criteria for funding a Center of Excellence for Economic 
Development are: 

1. Use university or college research to promote private sector job growth 

2. Create high-value private sector employment opportunities in the state 

3. 

4. 

Provide for public-private partnerships 

Leverage other funding (use funds to enhance capacity, enhance infrastructure and 
leverage slate, federal and private sources of funding) 

5. Increase research and development activities that may involve federal funding from the 
National Science Foundation Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research 
(EPSCoR) 

6. Foster and practice entrepreneurship 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

· Dr. Marsha V. Krotseng, Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning and Executive Director of CTEC 
701.328.2979 Marsha.Krotseng@ndus.edu 
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• 
Centers of Excellence for Economic Development 
(cont.) 

7. Promote the commercialization of new products and services in industry clusters 

8. Become financially self-sustaining 

9. Establish and meet a deadline for acquiring and expending all public and private funds 
specified in the application 

Expected outcomes of Centers of Excellence for Economic Development are: 

1. Create more jobs and higher-paying jobs in the private sector 

2. Assist existing businesses to innovate and expand through the creation of new products 
and services resulting from academic or applied research and development or the 
application of new technology 

3. Commercialize these new products and services by supporting entrepreneurship 

4. Promote additional new businesses resulting from the knowledge and expertise in the 
center 

5. Contribute to the growth of North Dakota's economy through innovation 

6. Leverage resources throu"gh collaboration among state, private and federal resources 

7. Bring the academic and/or service programs associated with the center to a level of 
performance and productivity consistent with recognized national standards for that 
specific type of institution 

Centers of Excellence for Economic Development approved during the 2005 - 07 biennium, 
including the general fund expenditures of $20 million and the projected leveraged funding of 
$92.8 million, are: 

1. The BSC National Energy Center of Excellence: $3 million, projected to leverage $7 .3 
million 

2. The LRSC Dakota Center of Optimized Agriculture: $450,000, projected to leverage 
$900,000 

3. The UNO National Center for Hydrogen Technology: $2.5 million, projected to leverage 
$36.5 million 

4. The NDSU Center for Advanced Electronics Design and Manufacturing: $3 million, 
projected to leverage $8 million 

5. The NDSU Center of Excellence for Agbiotechnology: $2 million, projected to leverage $11 
million 

6. The NDSU Center of Excellence for Surface Protection: $2 million, projected to leverage 
$4 million 

7. The UNO Research Foundation Center of Excellence in Life Science and Advanced 
Technologies: $3.5 million, projected to leverage $10.5 million 

• 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
· Dr. Marsha V. Krotseng, Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning and Executive Director of CTEC 

701.328. 2979 Marsha.Krotseng@ndus.edu 
www.ndus.edu Section 11 - Page 1.1 
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Centers of Excellence for Economic Development 
(cont.) 

8. The UNO Center of Excellence for UAV and Simulation Applications: $1 million, projected 
to leverage $4.2 million 

9. The VCSU Institute for Customized Business Solutions: $1 million, projected to leverage 
$5 million 

10. The WSC Petroleum Safety and Technology Center: $400,000, projected to leverage 
$918,000 

11. The DSU Institute for Technology and Business Center for Entrepreneurship and Rural 
Revitalization: $1.15 million, projected to leverage $4.5 million 

Centers of Excellence for Economic Development approved during the 2007-09 biennium, 
including the general fund expenditures of $19.45 million and the projected leveraged funding of 
nearly $53.4 million are: 

1. NDSU - Center of Excellence for Agbiotechnology: Oilseed Development II: $1.5 million, 
projected to leverage $5.58 million 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

NDSU - Center for Surface Protection: $2 million, projected to leverage $4 million 

UNO - Unmanned Aircraft System Center of Excellence: $1.5 million, projected to 
leverage $3 million 

LRSC - The Dakota Center for Technology - Optimized Agriculture (DCTOA): $400,000, 
projected to leverage $843,400 

NDSU - Center for Biopharmaceutical Research and Production: $2,000,000, projected to 
leverage $4,742,000 

MiSU-B - Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture: $400,000, projected to leverage 
$830,854 

NDSU - Center for Integrated Electronic Systems: $2,050,000, projected to leverage 
$4,100,000 

UNO Research Foundation - Center of Excellence for Passive Therapeutics: $2,650,000, 
projected to leverage $8,400,000 

UNO - Petroleum Research, Education, and Entrepreneurship Center of Excellence: 
$3,000,000, projected to leverage $7,958,373 

UNO - Center of Excellence in Space Technology and Operations: $1,000,000, projected 
to leverage $4,776,391 

UNO - SUNRISE BioProducts: A Center of Excellence for Chemicals, Polymers, and 
Composites from Crop Oils: $2,950,000, projected to leverage $9,165,132 

-OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Dr. Marsha V. Krotseng, Vice Chancellor for Strategic Planning and Executive Director of CTEC 
701.328.2979 Marsha.Krotseng@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Economic Development Connection 

' 

December 2008 Workforce Training System: trainND 
I. Mission: The mission of train ND is to provide training for business and industry designed to 

support North Dakota businesses in their efforts to capitalize on their potential and to compete 
on a global level. 

II. Results: The number of businesses that received training through the North Dakota's 
workforce training system has grown from 518 in FY 2000 to 1,345 in FY 2008, a 160 percent 
increase. The number of employees who received training rose from 7,463 in FY 2000 to 
11,990 in FY 2008, a 61 percent increase. 

Direct training revenue paid by businesses that contracted for training through the workforce 
training system totaled $3,260,004 in FY 2008. Fifty-three percent of the businesses that 
contracted for training in FY 2008 requested repeat or additional training. 

In 2008, the level of satisfaction with training events by businesses that contracted for training 
was 98.7 percent. Satisfaction by employees who received training was 98 percent. These 
and additional accomplishments are included in the performance measures outlined below. 

• Number of businesses in the reaion receiving training: 1,345 
Percent of businesses in the reaion receivinq traininq: 5.2% 
Number of emoloyees receivina trainina /unduolicated): 11.990 
Number of businesses reauestina reoeat or additional traininq: 743 
Percent of businesses reauestinq reoeat or additional trainina: 53% 
Level of satisfaction based on results orovided bv employers: 98.7% 
Level of satisfaction based on results orovided by employees receivina trainina: 98% 
Level of satisfaction of comoanies with resoonsiveness of trainina orovided: 99.5% 
Number of referrals for trainina made to another resource: 31 
Number of referrals received: 29 
Revenue aenerated from traininq fees: $3,260.004 

Source: Workforce Trainina Quadrants, Year-End Reports, Seo/ember 2008 

Ill. Background: In 1998, a task force of 31 state leaders representing business, education and 
government examined North Dakota's workforce training system. The group concluded that 
major changes were urgently needed for business and industry in all regions of the state, as 
well as individual communities, to remain viable and competitive. A workforce training plan 
was developed by the Workforce Training Task Force and enacted into law by the 1999 
Legislature . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Dr. Marsha V. Krotseng, Vice Chancellor Strategic Planning/Executive Director, CTEC 
701. 328. 2979 Marsha.Krotseng@ndus.edu 
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Workforce Training System: trainND (cont.) 
IV. 

• 
V. 

VI. 

Origin and Purpose: The purpose of the task force plan and the resulting legislation was to 
develop a responsive and effective system for the delivery of workforce training in North 
Dakota. At the core of the system is an infrastructure comprised of workforce training 
professionals (workforce training directors and managers) who contact business and industry, 
develop trusting and effective working relationships, conduct needs assessments and arrange 
training in the respective regions. The training directors and managers also work closely with 
other public and private higher education institutions, local development organizations, private 
sector trainers, vocational centers, high schools with training programs, tribal colleges, and 
other state and local agencies involved in workforce training in the community, region and 
state. 

Goal of Workforce Development and Training Task Force: 
To provide business and industry in North Dakota with the most competitive workforce in the 
nation. 

Key Components of Workforce Training System: 
1. Designated Service Regions - Four workforce training regions were established and are 

defined by the boundaries of the state planning regions. 

2. Primary Responsibility - The following two-year colleges were assigned primary 
responsibility for workforce training in each of the four regions: 
• NW Region (State Planning Regions 1 & 2) - Williston State College 
• SW Region (State Planning Regions 7 & 8) - Bismarck State College 
• NE Region (State Planning Regions 3 & 4) - Lake Region State College 
• SE Region (State Planning Regions 5 & 6) - North Dakota State College of Science 

3. Special Unit - A workforce training division within each of these four colleges has been 
created specifically to serve the needs of business and industry. The training divisions 
have primary responsibility for assuring employers in all areas of North Dakota have 
access to high-quality training that meets or exceeds their needs and expectations. 

4. Local Advisory Boards 
The workforce training divisions are locally driven through private-sector local advisory 
boards for each designated region. 

5. Financial Support 
The funding mechanism for the workforce training system consists of: (1) fees from 
training, (2) state funds and (3) institution in-kind support. 

6. Collaborative Relationships 
Partnerships with various local and state agencies involved in workforce training, with 
public and private education institution(s) and with private-sector training providers are an 
essential component of the workforce training system. 

AoR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: W Dr. Marsha V. Krotseng, Vice Chancellor Strategic Planning/Executive Director, CTEC 
701.328.2979 Marsha.Krotseng@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Economic Development Connection 

December 2008 Employment and Retention of Graduates 
Some of the questions most frequently asked of the North Dakota University System relate to the 
status of graduates and program completers of system institutions. A consortium of state 
agencies known as FINDET - or Follow-up Information on North Dakota Education and Training 
- was formed to provide answers to those questions. 

The 2007 NOUS (Follow-up) report describes the employment status of Academic Year 2006 
graduates one year after graduation. A total of 63.2 percent of all 2006 graduates who were 
located by FINDET were either employed in North Dakota or re-enrolled in North Dakota 
institutions. Based on weighted data, 1 however, the total number of graduates remaining in the 
state one year after graduation increases to 70.2 percent. A high proportion (79.9%) of one and 
two year program graduates are retained by the state one year after graduation. In addition, 
61.3 percent of bachelor's program graduates and 47.8 percent of graduates and professional 
program graduates remain in the state. This statistic dispels the myth that a majority of NOUS 
graduates leave the state after graduation . 

• 

1 
According to the North Dakota Department of Labor, at any time, between 6 and 15 percent of the state workforce is employed in jobs not 

reported in the state's employment databases. This group includes railroad employees and some people who are self-employed, including 
farmers. Job Service North Dakota estimates about 1 O percent of the workforce is not currently reported. This report assumes the 63.2 percent of 
graduates located by FINDET represent only 90 percent of the graduates who stay in the state with the remaining 10 percent employed in jobs not 
included in the state's employment database. 

-OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate and Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - Technology 

December 2008 Technology-Based Access 
Technology-based distance education is a formal learning activity in which the student and 
instructor are separated by space or time. The delivery of instruction is supported by software 
and hardware, such as learning management systems, computers and interactive 
videoconferencing networks. 

Access provided by technology (IVN, satellite, Internet, etc.) provides learning opportunities for 
students unable to take residential classes because of jobs, family or other duties, making on
campus education difficult, if not impossible. 

Traditional correspondence courses are a form of distance education, but, since they are not 
delivered electronically, they are not classified as technology-based distance education. Off
campus delivery of a course or program by a faculty member who travels to a classroom away 
from a specific campus also is not classified as technology-based distance education. Programs 
and courses delivered electronically off-site may use the following technologies: 

• Internet 
• Two-way video 
• Satellite 
• Video and audiotape 
• Telephone 

• Radio 
• Television 
• Desktop conferencing 

The choice of a delivery mode is based on instructional effectiveness; cost of transmission and 
reception; and the resources to support its development, maintenance and growth. Currently, the 
principal electronic delivery technologies used in the North Dakota University System are IVN and 
the Internet. Technologies often provide multi-delivery learning environments. For example, 
programs and courses offered mainly by IVN or satellite also may use the Internet for increased 
interactivity. 

NDUSO: The North Dakota University System Online is an Internet-based system-wide 
collaboration for the delivery of courses, certificates and programs. From the first associated 
degree delivered via NDUSO in 2001, there now are 41 undergraduate certificates, 55 two-year 
degrees, 33 four-year degrees, and 39 graduate certificates and programs. Enrollment has grown 
at the rate of more than 20 percent each year, up from 350 registrations in 1997 to more than 
31,000 in 2007-08. 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Robert Larson, Director, North Dakota University System Online 
701.224.2498 Robert.L.Larson@ndus.edu 
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Technology-Based Access (cont.) 
Through this collaboration of the 11 NOUS campuses, a student can take courses from 1 

•

ultiple campuses during the same semester, receive financial aid for all courses, have a 
ngle academic record and receive a single bill. NDUSO provides access to educational 

opportunities for North Dakota residents, as well as others around the world who have access 
to the Internet. The NDUSO Web site provides complete information for prospective students 
at http://www.nduso.org. 

ACCESS: An Internet search engine, ACCESS finds distance education opportunities throughout 
the NOUS and links to campus-specific sites for more information. In a one-year period, there 
were hits on ACCESS from 19 countries. ACCESS is available at http://www.access.ndus.edu. 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Robert Larson, Director, North Dakota University System Online 
701.224.2498 Robert.L.Larson@ndus.edu 
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Technology-Based Access (cont.) 

• Programs Delivered Using Distance Education Technologies 
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Administrative Assistant/Information Processinq Online Williston State Colle!le 
Administrative Assistant/Medical Codina/Billinq Online Williston State Colleqe 
Advertisinq and Marketinq Online Minot State University Bottineau 
IAnnlication Software Specialist Online Minot State University 
Basic Grounds Worker Skills Online Minot State University Bottineau 
Bookkeeper Online Minot State University Bottineau 
Business Administration and Manaoement-eBusiness Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 
Comouter Information Systems - Web Desian Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 
Develoomental Disabilities Online Minot State University 
Dioloma Advertisin!l & Marketina IVN Minot State University Bottineau 
Dioloma Medical Assistant IVN Minot State University Bottineau 
Dioloma Reception Services IVN Minot State University Bottineau 
Electric Power Technaloav Online Bismarck State Colleqe 
Electric Transmission Systems Technoloav Online Bismarck State Colleqe 
Entreoreneurship Online Williston State Colleae 
Front Office Online lwilliston State Colleae 
Greenhouse Technoloav Online Mina! State Universitv Bottineau 
Health Information Technician - Medical Godina Online North Dakota State College of Science 
Health Information Technician - Medical Transcription Online North Dakota State Colle!le of Science 
lnfarmation Processinq Specialist Online Bismarck State Colle!le 

andscape Technoloav Online Minot State University Bottineau 
Leaal Assistant Online Lake Reaion State Colleqe 
Marketin!l and Manaqement Online Williston State Colle!le 
Marketinq/Manaqement Online Lake Reaion State Colleqe 
Medical Assistant Online Minot State University Bottineau 
Medical Codinq Online Minot State University Bottineau 
Medical Transcription Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 
Medical Transcriotion Online Williston State Colleae 
Nuclear Power Technoloav Online Bismarck State Colleae 
Paraeducatian Online Bismarck State Colleae 
Paraeducation Online Lake Reaion State Colleae 
Paraeducation Online Minot State University Bottineau 
Paraeducation Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 
Paraeducation Online Williston State Colleae 
Pharmacy Technolaav Online North Dakata State Colleqe of Science 
Power Plant Technoloqy Online Bismarck State Colleqe 
Process Plant Technaloay Online Bismarck State Colleqe 
Receotion Services Online Minot State University Bottineau 
Recreation Management Online Minot State University Bottineau 
'Technical Studies Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Robert Larson, Director, North Dakota University System Online 
701. 224. 2498 Robert.L. Larson@ndus.edu 
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Technology-Based Access (cont.) 
Urban Forestrv Technolonv Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau .' 

eb and Desktoo Publication Online Minot State Universitv '· 
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11.ccountina Online Williston State Calleae 

O.ccountina Technician Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

0.ccountina/Business Administration Online Lake Reaion State Colleae 

11.dministrative Assistant Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

O.dministrative Assistant/Accountina Online Williston State Colleae 

\dministrative Assistant/Health Information Online Nilliston State Colleae 

\dministrative Assistant/Information Processina Online Nilliston State Colleae 

~dministrative Office Manaaement Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 

~dvertisina & Marketino IVN Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

/1..dvertisinq and Marketino Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Aoricultural Sales and Services, Enuine Mananement Online Dickinson State Universitv 

Architectural Draftina and Estimatina Technolonv Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 

l'.ssociate in Arts Online Bismarck State Colleae 

l'.ssociate in Arts Online Dickinson State Universitv 

l'.ssociate in Arts Online Lake Reoion State Colleoe 

11.ssociate in Arts Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

11.ssociate in Arts Online North Dakota State Collene of Science 

11.ssociate in Arts Online Williston State Colleoe 

11.ssociate in Earlv Childhood IVN Mavville State Universitv ' 

usiness Administration and Manaoement-eBusiness Online North Dakota State Colleoe of Science \ 

areoiver Services - Adult Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Careoiver Services - Child Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Civil Enoineerino and Survevino Technolonv Online North Dakota State Colleoe of Science 

Computer Information Svstems - Web Develooer Online North Dakota State Colleoe of Science 

Criminal Justice Online Bismarck State Colleae 

Develoomental Disabilities Online Minot State Universitv 

Electric Power Technolonv Online Bismarck State Colleae 

Electric Transmission Svstems Technolonv Online Bismarck State Collene 

Entreoreneurshio Online Williston State Collene 

Geoaraohic Information Svstems Technician Online Bismarck State Collene 

Health Information Technician Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 

Health Information Technician - Medical Administrative 
O.ssistant Online North Dakota State Colleae of Science 

Human Services Online Bismarck State Colleae 

Information Manaaement Adm in. Asst. IVN Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Information Manaaement Medical Secretarv IVN Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Information Manaaement-Accountinn Tech IVN Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Law Enforcement Online Lake Reoion State Colleoe 

Leaal Assistant IVN Lake Reaion State Colleoe 

Leaal Assistant Online Lake Reaion State Collene 

=--=-=-==::-;:-::=-==c:-=:-::-:-:-=-:::--:-:=-----------------------l 
R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Robert Larson, Director, North Dakota University System Online 
701.224.2498 Robert.L.Larson@ndus.edu 
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Technology-Based Access (cont.) 

•. ~anaciement Online Williston State Colleoe 

• MarketinQ Online iNilliston Slate Colleoe 

Marketino/Manaoement Online Lake Reciion State College 

Massaae Theraov IVN iNilliston State Colleoe 

Medical Assistant IVN Minot State University Bottineau 

Medical Assistant Online Minot State University Bottineau 

Medical Secretary Online Minot State University Bottineau 

Medical Transcription Dnline Williston State Colleqe 

Nuclear Power Technoloov Online Bismarck State Colleoe 

NursinQ BridQe Online North Dakota State Colleoe of Science 

Office Administration - Administrative Assistant Online North Dakota State Colleoe of Science 

Paraeducation Online Bismarck State Colleoe 

Paraeducation Online Lake Reoion State Colleoe 

Paraeducation Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Paraeducation Online North Dakota State Colleoe of Science 

Paraeducation Online Williston State Colleoe 

Pharmacv Technoloov Online North Dakota State College of Science 

Power Plant Technoloov Online Bismarck State Collerie 

Process Plant Technoloov Online Bismarck State Colleoe 

Recreation Manaoement Online Minot State Universitv Bottineau 

Soeech Lanouaoe Patholonv Assistant Online Lake Region State Colleoe 

Soeech Lanouaoe Patholonv Assistant Online iNilliston Slate Colleoe 

Technical Studies Online North Dakota State Colleoe of Science 
· ···. • ,- .,_,_,,_, , ·,1_" , ,i-·,r _._,.,.~,,~,,• 1.•1; "'~<f,1' · .. "· ··."''\11'•1' j\'-r11f'l."1W-, 
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IVN and 
Accountinq Other Dickinson State University 

Aaalied Business Information Technolonv Online Minot State Universitv 

Aonlied Manaqement Online Minot State University 

Aaalied Science in Technoloav Online Dickinson State University 
IVN and 

Aaolied Science in Technolanv Other Dickinson State University 

Business Administration IVN Mawille State University 
Business Administration IVN Williston State Collecie 

Business Administration Online Dickinson State Universitv 

Business Administration Online Mavville State Universitv 

Business Administration Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Chemical Enoineerino Blended Universitv of North Dakota 
Child Development and Family Science: Child Development 
Ootion Online North Dakota State University 

Civil Enoineerino Blended Universitv of North Dakota 
IVN and 

Comoosite Social Science Other Dickinson State University 

Early Childhood Blended Mavville State Universitv 

Education Online Valley City State Universitv 

R MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Robert Larson, Director, North Dakota University System Online 
701.224. 2498 Robert.L.Larson@ndus.edu 
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Technology-Based Access (cont.) 
Electrical Ennineerinn Blended Universitv of North Dakota ' IVN and ' lementa~ Education Other Dickinson State Universitv 

Elementarv Education IVN Mawille State Universitv 

Elementarv Education Online Mawille State Universitv 
Enerm, Mananement Online Bismarck State Colleae 

IVN and 
Enalish Other Dickinson State Universitv 

ESL /minor\ Online Vallev Citv State Universitv 

Finance Online Dickinson State Universitv 

General Studies Online Minot State Universitv 

General Studies Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Human Resource Mananement Online Dickinson State Universitv 

Information Svstems Onlirie Universitv of North Dakota 

International Business Online Dickinson State Universitv 

Librarv and Information Science I minor\ Online Vallev Citv State Universitv 

LPN/RN to BSN Blended North Dakota State Universitv 

Mananement Information Svstems Online Minot State Universitv 
Mechanical Ennineerinn Blended Universitv of North Dakota 

Professional Communication Online Vallev Citv State Universitv 

RN to BSN Online Minot State Universitv 
RN to BSN Online Universitv of North Dakota 
Social Science Online Universitv of North Dakota ( 

ociolon" Online North Dakota State Universitv 

echnolon" Education Online Vallev Citv State Universitv 
IVN and 

Universitv Studies Other Dickinson State Universitv 

Universitv Studies Online Dickinson State Universitv 

Universitv Studies Online North Dakota State Universitv 
Virtual Business Online Minot State Universitv 
GraduateJCertlflcates1t:r~;:'.;·, 1
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IAutistic Snectrum Disorders Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Ennlish Lannuane Learner Endorsement Coursework Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Environmental Enaineerina Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Familv Financial Planninn Online North Dakota State Universitv 
Food Protection Online North Dakota State Universitv 

Geonraohic Information Science Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Gerontolon~ Online North Dakota State Universitv 

Health Administration Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Instruction Desinn and Technolo0 " Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Merchandisinn Online North Dakota State Universitv 

Nurse Education Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Policv Analvsis Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Public Administration Online Universitv of North Dakota 
' 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Robert Larson Director North Dakota Universit S stem Online 
' ' y y 

701. 224. 2498 Robert. L.Larson@ndus.edu 
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Technology-Based Access (cont.) 
1oftware Enaineerina Online North Dakota State Universitv 

• 
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Child Development and Family Science: Family Financial 
Planninq Online North Dakota State University 

Child Development and Family Science: Gerontoloav Online North Dakota State University 

Communication Online North Dakota State University 

Communitv Develooment Online North Dakota State University 

Construction Manaaement Online North Dakota State Universitv 

Counselina Blended Universitv of North Dakota 

Counselor Education IVN North Dakota State University 

F amilv and Consumer Science Education Online North Dakota State University 

Forensic Psycholoav Blended University of North Dakota 

Gerontoloqv Nurse Specialization Online University of North Dakota 

Health, Nutrition and Exercise Science: Dietetics Ootion Online North Dakota State Universitv 

Information Svstems Online Minot State Universitv 

Instruction Desian and Technoloav Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Manaaement Online Minot State Universitv 

Merchandisinq Online North Dakota State University 

Nurse Education Soecialization Online University of North Dakota 

Public Administration Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Public/Community health Clinical Nurse Specialization Online University of North Dakota 

' RN to MS in Nursina Online Universitv of North Dakota 

Social Work (MSW for BSW) Blended University of North Dakota 

Social Work /MSW for non-BSW) Blended Universitv of North Dakota 

Space Studies Blended University of North Dakota 

Special Education Blended University of North Dakota 

Projections 
The NOUS action plan to increase access to technology-based educational opportunities 
includes: 
• Expanding collaborative course and program offerings through the NDUSO 
• Enhancing online-delivered workforce training opportunities 
• Developing partnerships with K-12 to expand online offerings in advanced placement and 

dual-credit courses 
• Continuing discussions with surrounding states and regions on collaborative efforts 
• Sponsoring faculty and staff development activities on the use of technology-enhanced 

instruction 
• Exploring cost-effective measures for the delivery of instruction through commercial learning 

management systems and open-source options 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Robert Larson, Director, North Dakota University System Online 
701.224.2498 Robert.L.Larson@ndus.edu 

www.ndus.edu Section 9 - Page 1.6 
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• 
NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - Technology 

December 2008 Advanced Learning Technologies (ALT) 

In 2008, the role of the North Dakota Interactive Video Network was expanded, and its name changed to 
Advanced Learning Technologies. The new name more clearly defines the broadened services now 
provide to the North Dakota University System and is part of a shift in focus that occurred in the past 18 
months. A unit within North Dakota University System Information Technology Services, ALT now is 
positioned to provide system-level technology services for the NOUS. While ALT is focused on academic 
technologies, these services also can be used for a variety of related purposes. 

Collectively, ALT provides the NOUS an assortment of rich, technological options: 

• IVN Services - ALT continues to provide the same, robust video and audio conferencing services 
provided for nearly 20 years. From July 2007 to June 2008, the network supported more than 
13,500 NDUS videoconferences totaling about 21,000 hours of connection time. Also during this 
time, 850 telephone conferences were supported, and numerous videoconferences were streamed 
over the Internet. 

Nearly 90 percent of events were for credit classes, and a third of those involved outreach to 
non-campus locations. In addition, the network supported an average of 125 video meetings per 
month involving more than 300 hours of activity, greatly reducing travel costs and time spent 
behind the wheel. 

There are more than 100 NDUS IVN rooms, 30 of which are owned and managed by ALT. 
Specific services include scheduling, bridging, technical support, consulting, training and 
communication. Future development will focus concurrently on high-definition room systems and 
desktop video. 

• Web Conferencing Services - In the spring of 2007, ALT began working with campuses to 
research collaborative Web conferencing platforms. The need for students and faculty to 
communicate in real lime from desktop computers was apparent throughout the NDUS. Ultimately, 
the Wimba Collaborative Suite was chosen for its collaboration capabilities. Since then, the use of 
this service has evolved steadily. In the fall of 2008, more than 200 live, virtual classrooms were in 
use across the University System and many other Wimba tools were being used on a regular 
basis. 

Components of the Wimba Collaborative Suite include Wimba Classroom, an interactive Web 
conferencing tool that provides a live, virtual classroom environment; Wimba Voice, a variety of 
Web-based voice tools that facilitate the use of audio in instruction; Wimba Pronto, an instant 
messaging and voice chat tool; and Wimba Create, a tool that converts MS Word documents 
into content for online courses. 

Wimba hosts all the technologies and provides 24x7 help desk services. ALT manages the 
relationship with Wimba and coordinates activities among the campuses. During the past 12 
months, ALT has provided extensive orientation and training to the campuses . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION SEE http://ndivn.nodak.edu OR CONTACT: 

Jerry Rostad, ALT Director 
701. 231. 7468 Jerry.Rostad@ivn.nodak.edu 
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Advanced Learning Technologies (cont.) 

• • Learning Management System - In May 2008, ALT and Williston State College cooperated in the ( 
initial rollout of a learning management system called Moodie. This arrangement solved a specific 
need at WSC while providing ALT the leverage to begin offering a system-level learning 
management system. As a result of this cooperation, WSC successfully offered more than 50 
courses with on-line content during the 2008 summer semester. Since then, six of the 11 
institutions have begun evaluating Moodie, while another three are closely monitoring the progress. 

Moodie is open-source software, which means it is free to use, modify and redistribute to other 
users in a public; collaborative manner. Open-source software continues to gain momentum as an 
alternative to the cost, control, and performance issues associated with commercially licensed 
products. Moodie is the most widely adopted open-source learning management system. As of 
October 2008, Moodie had more than 52,000 registered sites, 2.4 million courses, and nearly 25 
million users. Adoptions range from smaller colleges to large research-based institutions like 
Louisiana State University and Idaho State University. 

An RFP for Moodie hosting and help desk services currently is being reviewed. A complete 
solution that may be expanded as required to meet the needs of the NOUS is scheduled to 
be operational by the end of 2008. 

Success Stories 
While return on investment is often simplified to numbers, overall value isn't complete without examples 
that demonstrate how a technology truly makes a difference. Whether it is the ability to connect with a 
place-bound student for the first lime or the ability to communicate with a learner in a completely new way, 
the following examples are just a few of the extensive capabilities provided by ALT services: 

• • Dr. Kathy Enger, NDSU professor, used Wimba Classroom to bring the face of diversity to her 
classroom. She recorded five guest speakers from various countries around the world. 

• The Business Administration Department at Minot State University is using IVN to interview 
prospective graduate students from China. This is part of a cohort agreement with SIAS 
International University in Xinzheng, China. 

• A NDSCS department chair will telecommute from her home in Idaho, relying heavily on Wimba to 
communicate with other faculty and students on the Wahpeton campus. 

• On-Line Dakota Information Network (ODIN) is exploring how Moodie could be used as a central 
repository for training curriculum, library links and related materials. 

• A NDSU professor used Wimba Classroom to teach class when she was confined to bed rest 
during pregnancy. 

• The Dakota Nursing Program continues to add new video locations to deliver its program. This 
past year, Valley City and Minot were added to the list of sites that already includes Rugby, 
Bismarck, Williston, and Devils Lake. 

• Dr. Cheryl Wachenheim, NDSU professor, hopes Wimba Classroom will allow her to remain in 
contact with her online economics students while she is deployed to Iraq. 

• With Moodie, two instructors used the same assignments, tests and content to teach separate 
classes at WSC and LRSC. Moreover, this system provides the instructors the option of keeping 
WSC and LRSC students in separate classrooms or combining them into a single environment. 

a:oR MORE INFORMATION SEE http://ndivn.nodak.edu OR CONTACT: 

W Jerry Rostad, ALT Director 
701.231. 7468 Jerry.Rostad@ivn.nodak.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - Technology 

December 2008 On-line Dakota 
Information Network (ODIN) 

The On-line Dakota Information Network (ODIN) provides a computer-based library catalog 
system for North Dakota University System libraries and other libraries in the state, including K-12 
and public libraries. A unit within System Information Technology Services, ODIN has been on
line since 1989. ODIN supports more than 100 libraries and branch libraries. ODIN is part of a 
regional network linking North Dakota libraries with libraries in Minnesota and South Dakota. 

In the summer of 2008, the ODIN library management system software was upgraded. 
Significant improvements were made to interlibrary loan capabilities, inventory functionality, 
record loading processes, staff interfaces and other functionality. The upgrade has made 
possible enhancements such as links to Google Books and book jacket images, as the services 
become available. 

ODIN continues to evaluate ongoing enhancements to library systems and services to improve 
functionality that supports the evolving needs of students. This includes expanding the 
functionality of the ODIN Library System by updating the user interface for public access, 

• 

implementing web 2.0 social networking functionality, investigating open source library software 
and exploring enhanced search software to better tie together separate library catalogs and 
databases. 

Other major features and services provided by ODIN include: 

• Expanded Services: Access to more than five million items in the ODIN database 
provides an important service to students and others throughout the state. Using the ODIN 
system, library users can directly search the holdings of multiple regional library systems 
and the Library of Congress. In cooperation with the North Dakota State Library, all North 
Dakota libraries also have direct search access to the 110,291,437 records in World Cat, a 
global database that contains the holdings of 69,000 libraries worldwide. 

• Collection Sharing: ODIN's single database can be accessed in one efficient search, 
which greatly enhances loaning of books between NOUS libraries and other participating 
libraries. Books can be ordered electronically without re-typing any information. 

• Enhanced Library Hours: Library collections can be searched even when libraries are 
closed. On-line databases, often containing the complete text of magazine and journal 
articles, also can be used even when libraries are closed. This greatly extends library 
services and hours. 

AfoRMORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Tony Stukel, ODIN Director 
. 701. 777.4777 Tony.Stuke/@ndus.edu 
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ODIN (cont.) 

• 
• Ease of Searches: All ODIN library materials can be discovered in a single search. Library/ 

personnel can see what other libraries own, and, in many cases, what other libraries have ' 
ordered. Library users also can search multiple library systems in one search, making 
effective use of their research time. The Web browser interface makes searching easy for 
the novice library user. 

• Electronic Library Reserves: ODIN provides a single point of management for an 
electronic reserve system that serves multiple NOUS libraries. 

• EBooks: Since the summer of 2000, North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota have 
cooperatively purchased and made available electronic books (eBooks) to the three-stale 
region. 

• Single Site: ODIN provides the administration and operation of a single resource site to 
serve NOUS campuses, which is more cost effective than each campus purchasing and 
operating its own software and hardware. However, the system also allows each library to 
make its own rules regarding the loaning of library material, library hours and other library 
functions. 

• Shared Database Licensing: Since 1992, ODIN libraries have jointly licensed databases 
of magazine and journal articles. These databases include articles about the arts, 
business, education, general interest, humanities, psychology, social sciences and health. 
ODIN libraries continuously have updated and expanded these subscriptions. ( 

• Electric Library: ODIN has negotiated a license to provide all North Dakota libraries, 
including all K-12 school libraries, access to a collection called Electric Library. This 
collection has a large number of magazines, newspapers, maps, television and radio 
transcripts, photograph collections and other similar materials. The subscription for this 
service was provided by funding from the North Dakota Legislative Assembly. 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Tony Stukel, ODIN Director 
701. 777.4777 Tony.Stukel@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - Technolog 

December 2008 Higher Education 
Computer Network (HECN) 

A collaborative service consortium of System Information Technology Services {SITS), the 
Higher Education Computer Network provides information technology services to the 11 North 
Dakota University System institutions. North Dakota is one of very few states where all public 
higher education institutions share an IT service infrastructure. This has proven to be a very 
successful model because it holds down costs and it provides a level of computing and 
networking capabilities and support for NOUS students, faculty and staff. HECN also 
coordinates with the state Information Technology Department {/TD) on use of the state 
network. Among other joint initiatives, HECN continues working collaboratively with the NOUS 
and state government on ConnectND, an administrative system. 

HECN services and support are provided through service level agreements between SITS and 
the HECN host sites located at North Dakota State University and the University of North 
Dakota. Several committees involving NOUS staff and users meet regularly to guide HECN 
services and support . 

• Services and support areas include: 

• Directory and e-mail service for more than 25,000 user accounts 

• Infrastructure support for ConnectND applications 

• Domain name service for nodak.edu and other NOUS domains 

• Help desk services for ConnectND support and general questions, problem tracking and 
resolutions; this is a cooperative effort between NDSU and UNO to provide services to all 
NOUS campuses. 

• High-performance computing for research and instructional use 

• Hosting and maintenance of servers for research and instructional use 

• lnternet2 high-bandwidth network access for research and education network use on 
NOUS campuses and at K-12 schools. 

• lnternet2 collaboration with EduTech to identify K-20 projects, North Dakota content 
providers and potential grant opportunities 

• Legislative Bill Tracking System (LBTS) development and support 

• LISTSERV™ e-mail list management services 

• Site license software program coordination for all campuses 

• Staff resources for special academic and/or administrative projects 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Rosi Kloberdanz, Exec. Director, Academic, Research & Learning Technology 
701.231.6276 Rosi.Kloberdanz@ndus.edu 
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Higher Education Computer Network (cont.) 

• 

• 

• Training for faculty and staff on existing and new software applications 

• Hosting on-line training and documentation for ConnectND applications 

• Virus protection software for all NOUS faculty, staff and students 

• Wide-area network service coordination and planning in cooperation with ITD 

• Web server for www.nodak.edu. 

In addition to the services and support provided by HECN host sites, system-wide IT security 
services are provided centrally through SITS. These include: 

• Administration of information system security policy 

• Coordination of incident response with institutions 

• Registered agent for DMCA (copyright) violation complaints 

• Coordination of campus security assessments and planning 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Rosi Kloberdanz, Exec. Director, Academic, Research & Learning Technology 
701.231.6276 Rosi.Kloberdanz@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - Technolo y 

December 2008 System Information 
Technology Services (SITS) 

System Information Technology Services provides a portfolio of activities in support of the North 
Dakota University System. During the 2007-09 biennium efforts have been made to better align 
that portfolio with the goals of the State Board of Higher Education and the needs of the 
institutions and to prepare SITS to address future directions, opportunities and challenges. 

The SITS office is led by the NOUS chief information officer who is responsible for providing 
overall leadership, vision, strategy, management and accountability for systemwide information 
technology services. Working with the institutions, the CIO is responsible for carrying out the 
following NOUS information technology goals: 

• Improve information technology-enabled business processes and services while providing 
and managing resources to align with University System Goals; 

• Support system infrastructure needs; 
• Improve and enhance collaborative efforts; 
• Improve and enhance student learning and 
• Increase customer focus 

SITS departments include: 
• ConnectND: The NOUS implementation of Oracle's Peoplesoft administration software 

system including student administration, finance, human resources, the NOUS student 
portal and other ancillary systems; 

• Advanced Learning Technologies: Provides support for the Interactive Video Network, 
Wimba collaborative software, and Moodie Learning Management Software; 

• On-line Dakota Information Network, provides library automation services to the NOUS, 
the State Library, K-12 and the public libraries. 

• Higher Education Computer Network: Coordinates systemwide support and infrastructure 
services, including help-desk, wide-area networking in conjunction with the State ITD, and 
other academic and research support services. 

The responsibilities and activities of each SITS department are explained more fully on separate 
pages of the Resource Guide . 

• 

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Randall Thursby, Chief Information Officer 
701.231.6326 Randall. Thursby@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

Access - Technology 

December 2008 ConnectND 

ConnectND is a joint implementation of Oracle's PeopleSoft enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
software by the North Dakota University System and state government. It supports the 
administrative computer functions of student records on the campuses, as well as finance and 
human resources management throughout the NOUS and state government. Within the 
University System, ConnectND is a unit of System Information Technology Services and includes 
a number of other ancillary administrative systems, such as housing, parking and facilities 
management. 

Current Status: ConnectND has matured and stabilized, and in general, is providing acceptable 
levels of service. A number of initiatives to stabilize and enhance Connect ND were funded 
during the 2007 Legislative session. The status of those initiatives follows: 

• Upgrade the finance system and improve the grants and contracts module: 
This upgrade, in conjunction with the state Office of Management and Budget and 
Information Technology Division, was completed in May 2008. Planning for changes and 
improvements to grant and contract effort reporting has begun . 

• Upgrade the hardware, software, electrical, and backup generator systems at the University 
of North Dakota data center: 
The upgrade was completed prior to the start of Fall 2007. 

• Upgrade the student administration software from Version 8 to Version 9: 
This upgrade was completed in June 2008, about one month earlier than originally 
planned. 

• Perform a student administration system security risk assessment: 
The initial activity of identifying the general make-up of the assessment was completed 
during summer 2007. Now that the student administration system upgrade is complete, 
planning for and work on the first action steps for the full assessment is underway and is 
expected to be complete by June 2009. 

• Develop a comprehensive student administration data center disaster recovery plan: 
Work on this project began after completion of the student administration system upgrade. 
The plan will be complete in December 2008. 

• Implement a consistent too/set for manageability: 
Microsoft's Windows Server software was selected for the operating system, and Oracle's 
data base software and related tools were selected for data base use. This transition was 
completed in June 2008. 

( 

•

OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Mick Pytlik, Exec. Director, ConnectND 
701.231.8119 Mick.Pytlik@ndus.edu 
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ConnectND (cont.) 

• 

• 

• Implement a NOUS data warehouse solution: ( 
Large-scale planning was put on-hold during the financial and student administration 
system upgrades, because of staff commitment to those projects. Planning is once again 
underway. SITS is discussing possible solutions with vendors and participating in the state 
government evaluation process of a data warehouse. The NOUS is working with the 
Statewide Longitudinal Data System Committee to ensure a smooth flow of data between 
the NOUS data warehouse and the state longitudinal data system. It is anticipated that the 
NOUS will have a comprehensive plan in place by March 2009 at which time 
implementation will begin. 

• Implement a student administration admissions customer relationship management solution: 
Customer relationship management software has been purchased. The University System 
is in the early stages of implementation. The software will be implemented by two pilot 
campuses, then rolled out to the remaining campuses. Pilot campus roll-out began 
October in 2008. 

• Implement Oracle's user productivity kit solution to support the development of 
documentation during upgrades: 
The software has been installed and is available in conjunction with the implementation of 
upgrades to the finance and student administration systems. 

• Increase investment in human resources by 11.5 new full-time equivalent positions: 
As of October 2008, 8.5 of the 11.5 positions are filled. SITS continues to have difficulty 
filling and retaining staff for the remaining three programmer/analyst positions. Availability ( 
of qualified candidates and the established low salary level have been challenges, but 
searches continue. 

A number of other projects also have been completed, including implementation of TouchNet 
software for on-line credit card and ACH payments, upgrades to the parking and housing 
systems, and hardware upgrades for the housing and facilities management systems. 

Next Steps: 
1. ConnectND will complete the initiatives begun in the 2007-09 biennium. 
2. A number of smaller projects that are underway or will begin in the next few months 

include: 
a. Implementation of self-service human resource functionality for employees, 
b. Implementation of recruiting solutions, 
c. An upgrade of the facilities management system, and 
d. Providing additional TouchNet functionality. 

3. During the 2011-13 biennium major ConnectND upgrades will require some level of 
funding from the Legislature. During the 2009-11 biennium the NOUS will evaluate 
software offerings from Oracle and its competitors. An upgrade plan will be established 
prior to the 2011-13 Legislative Session. 

A;OR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

W Mick Pytlik, Exec. Director, ConnectND 
701.231.8119 Mick.Pytlik@ndus.edu 
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NORTH DAKOTA 
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

• Sustaining the Vision 

December 2008 FINDET 
Follow-up Information On North Dakota 

Education and Training 

Follow-up Information on North Dakota Education and Training is a consortium of state agencies 
established to conduct and report research regarding the outcomes of education and training 
programs in North Dakota. FINDET reduces duplication of research efforts by state agencies and 
produces reports used to support data-driven decision making for the improvement of program 
planning, job training, educational assessment and accountability. 

FINDET analyzes the percentage of North Dakota residents who graduate from college and 
remain in the state and the percentage of non-resident students who remain after graduating from 
a North Dakota college or university. FINDET also provides data for accountability reporting for 
the Department of Commerce, the Department of Public Instruction, Job Service North Dakota, 
North Dakota Vocational Rehabilitation, Career and Technical Education, the North Dakota 
Workforce Development Council and the North Dakota University System. 

·• FINDET uses a relational database to link data collected by cooperating agencies. Data linking 
uses existing State and federal data sources while maintaining the highest level of data security 
required by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the Confidential Information Protection and Statistical 
Efficiency Act (CIPSEA) and other applicable federal and state laws and regulations. To protect 
the confidentiality of individually identifiable information, FINDET and cooperating agencies 
operate under data sharing agreements and FINDET staff operate under a personnel agreement 
which specifies data privacy to security standards. 

' 

Administered by the NOUS, FINDET is staffed by two state employees and guided by a steering 
committee that includes representatives of each cooperating agency. Consortium members 
include the Department of Public Instruction, Job Service North Dakota, the Department of 
Commerce, North Dakota Career and Technical Education, North Dakota Vocational 
Rehabilitation, the North Dakota Workforce Development Council and the NOUS. 

Iii.-FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

... Julie Schepp, Academic Affairs Associate & Director of Research 
701.328.4136 Julie.Schepp@ndus.edu 
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North Dakota Legislative Council 
Senate Appropriations Committee 

Presentation Regarding Technology Related Items 

Reported By: Randall Thursby, Interim CIO 
North Dakota University System 

January 12, 2009 

Mr. Chairman: I have been asked to provide information regarding technology related items in 
the North Dakota University System funding request and report on one-time funding in the 
current biennium. Funding for these items is included in the Common Information Services line 
item in the NDUS Office budget, but is used to support systemwide services to all campuses. It 
should also be noted that in the current biennium, we have changed the name of our unit from 
Common Information Services to System Information Technology Services (SITS). SITS 
provides services for the Higher Education Computer Network (HECN); ConnectND; Online 
Dakota Information Network Library Services (ODIN), not only the NDUS but the State Library, 
K-12 and public libraries; Advanced Learning Technologies, including the Interactive Video 
Network (IVN); and, links to on-line courses through the NDUS Online. 

First, I will cover the one-time funding requests for the current biennium. Those requests were: 
$2,300,000 for ConnectND system support; 
$2,772,800 from the permanent oil trust fund for the Northern Tier Network; and 
$. 420,000 for the Common Information Services parity funding 

The $2.3 million in ConnectND funding was used to help address the 10 improvement 
recommendations we presented to the legislature last session. I am also pleased to report that we 
are on schedule to have all ten recommendations completed or in implementation as scheduled 
and within budget. As a result of your investment, we have seen a marked improvement in user 
satisfaction. Thank you! There will likely be a major upgrade to the system in the 2011-13 
biennium. It is anticipated additional support will be requested in that budget. 

The Northern Tier Network (NTN) is scheduled to become operational in the current quarter. 
The funding provided was used to cover the initial contract awards for access rights to the dark 
fiber and equipment. It is anticipated that about $1.0 million of the 2007-09 funding will be 
carried over to help cover part of the 2009-11 operational costs. The SBHE requested an 
additional $1.0 million in new state funding for subsequent operational costs starting in the 
second year of the next biennium; however, it was not included in the executive budget 
recommendation. The NTN supports economic development by enabling research and education 
that grows business and provides a high quality work force. It is being used in the recruitment of 
scientists to our research institutions and is essential in the competition of those institutions for 
research grants from agencies such as the National Science Foundation, Department of Defense, 
and Department of Energy. 

The $420,000 provided as part of the Common Information Services parity funding was used 
almost exclusively to pay the current growth of data network bandwidth in 2007-09. The 2009-



• 

• 

• 

11 executive recommendation includes $420,000 in base funding to replace the 07-09 one-time 
funding in order to sustainthe current level of bandwidth. It also includes $800,000 to address 
increasing bandwidth demand in 2009-11. 

Another item included in the executive budget for the first time is a little over $1.0 million in 
funding support from the student loan trust fund for existing ConnectND positions, previously 
funded by Student Loans of the Bank of North Dakota. Due to reductions in student loan 
revenues, the Bank is no longer able to fund these positions beyond the current biennium. 

My final item is the request by the State Board of Higher Education for a joint information 
technology facility to serve both the University of North Dakota and the University System's 
Information Technology Services in the amount of$! 1,200,000. This project was second on the 
SBHE's priority list, but was not included in the executive budget. 

In your materials are the business case for the facility, a map that highlights the current locations 
of staff scattered around the University of North Dakota campus, and a few pictures from the 
data center to help illustrate some of the issues with the existing site. 

There are two primary issues driving the need for the shared facility. We need to remedy the 
problems with the location and condition of the current data center and we need to co-locate 
staff. 

Currently, the North Dakota University System's Information Technology Services staff and the 
University of North Dakota's Information Technology Systems and Services staff are located in 
six different buildings. This creates problems in communications, management of staff, 
collaboration on projects and efficiency of operations. During the major upgrade to the 
ConnectND student system this past year, I experienced first-hand the difficulties the current 
disparity of locations had on the project. Issues that should have been resolved with a simple 
gathering of a few people in a conference room took hours or days to resolve. The separate 
physical locations feed into the retention of "silo" rather than a collaborative working 
environment due to the time and scheduling effort to connect with colleagues in other buildings. 
The Jost productivity was significant. In addition, there are few work or conference rooms, 
limited training space, and what is available has little capacity for ADA access. 

The space is inefficient for faculty, staff or students who may come to one location but then need 
to be directed to another for the service they need. The physical constraints in the buildings result 
in some spaces that are too large to be efficiently used while other spaces are too small and 
inadequate for service. 

While the co-locating of staff is important, the most critical issue is the data center itself. The 
current data center at UND, which supports the ConnectND and ODIN systems for all eleven 
institutions and libraries across the state, was not designed for its current role. It restricts the 
NDUS capabilities in providing services to campuses and is highly vulnerable to failure: 

• The electrical capacity is insufficient to power additional necessary equipment. Currently, 
some equipment must be removed before other equipment can be installed and $350,000 
will need to be spent on electrical work this biennium just to maintain current status. 
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• The physical space is limited to 3,000 square feet with no possibility of growth in the 
current location. The next major upgrade to the ConnectND student system is expected 
in 2011-12 and will necessitate running the existing and future systems in parallel. The 
current space is insufficient for that requirement. 

• The data center was designed around the old mainframe technology. Low underfloor 
space and low ceilings do not allow effective cooling for today's multi-server dense rack 
environment. This causes inefficient energy use and can overheat equipment reducing 
the life of the equipment and increasing costs to the state. 

• The room is below grade location (basement) which is no longer a data center building 
practice. The lowest spots in the building are in the subfloor of the data center equipment 
room where water will pool and where cables for equipment are located. The main sewer 

· pipe for the building is in the ceiling over equipment creating additional risk of water 
threats. The building is shared with chemical engineering labs in which there have been 
spills that required evacuation of the basement as gases went to lowest level. 

• Physical security is of concern. The walls to the equipment room are glass and sheet rock, 
both of which are easily vulnerable to breaking and entering. Access to the area just 
outside the equipment room cannot readily be limited for security. The data center is in 
an Engineering classroom and laboratory building and there are students and others in the 
building around-the-clock. 

• Machine room and operator personnel share the equipment room because of limited 
space. Chemical fire suppression is common in machine rooms but cannot be used 
because of the danger to humans. The use of water as a fire suppressant increases the 
amount of damage sustained even if the release was due to a malfunction and not a fire . 

• NDUS institutions are looking at ways to have a backup site for their institution's data 
center and have asked for assistance in procuring such a site. This functionality could be 
planned into the new building's machine room capacity and would benefit all the NDUS 
institutions needing this service capability. 

Sufficient space with built in physical security, abundant electrical power, energy efficiency and 
appropriately sized collaborative work spaces in an above-ground location would decrease risk 
and increase staff productivity. It is difficult to assess the cost to the NDUS and the state if we 
have a major failure of the data center. Administrative services to students, faculty and staff 
would stop, idling much of the work in the administrative offices that depends on the student, 
library, parking, housing, and facilities systems. Should this occur near a registration or end of a 
semester, the entire operation of the institutions and higher education services to the state would 
be affected. 

Those are the reasons we believe this facility is necessary. 

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony . 
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Presentation Regarding Technology Related Items 

Reported By: Randall Thursby, Interim CIO 
North Dakota University System 

Mr. Chairman: Members of the Committee: My name is Randall Thursby, CIO for the North 
Dakota University System. I have been asked to provide information regarding technology 
related items in the NDUS funding request and to report on the one-time funding items in the 
current biennium. The funding request for these items is included in .the Common Information 
Services line item in the NDUS Office budget, but this funding is used to support system-wide 
services to all campuses. It should also be noted that in the current biennium, the name of our 
unit has changed from Common Information Services to System Information Technology 
Services (SITS). We provide support to the institutions through the Higher Education Computer 
Network (HECN); ConnectND; Online Dakota Information Network Library Services (ODIN), 
this service is not only for the NDUS but the State Library, K-12 and public libraries as well; 
Advanced Leaming Technologies, including the Interactive Video Network (IVN); and, links to 
on-line courses through the NDUS Online. 

First, I will cover the one-time funding requests for the current biennium. Those requests were: 
$2,300,000 for ConnectND system support; 
$ 420,000 for the Common Information Services parity funding; and 
$2,773,800 from the permanent oil trust fund for the Northern Tier Network. 

The $2.3 million in ConnectND funding you supported, along with ongoing funding from 
ConnectND fees and the Common Information Services Pool funding, was used to help address 
the ten improvement recommendations presented to the legislature last session. Those 
recommendations were: 

1. Student Data Center Technical Upgrade (Hardware & Operating System) 
2. Consistent Toolset for Software Management (Database & Monitoring Software) 
3. Training & Documentation Software (UPK) 
4. 11.5 EFT Positions (Analysts, Developers, Database Administrators, Systems) 
5. Finance System Upgrade in conjunction with !TD 
6. Student Administration System Upgrade from Version 8.0 to Version 9.0 
7. Security Risk Assessment - Student Administration 
8. Acquire Customer Relationship Management Software - Admissions, others 
9. Develop a Student Data Center Disaster Recovery Plan 
10. Implement a NDUS Data Warehouse 

I am pleased to report that we are on schedule to have all ten recommendations completed or in 
implementation, as scheduled and within budget. As a result of your investment, we have seen a 
marked improvement in user satisfaction. Thank You! In the 2011-13 biennium there will likely 
be a major upgrade to the system. It is anticipated additional support will be requested in that 
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budget. I am also pleased to report that in the coming biennium it will not be necessary to 
increase the system-wide student fee for ConnectND. 

The ten recommendations were significant but we did not stop there. The NDUS contracted with 
TouchNet, a PCI (Processing Card Industry) compliant vendor, to handle credit card processing 
forwarded from ConnectND. Previously, credit card information was being stored within 
ConnectND and the information would have been vulnerable in the event of a security breach. 
This change allowed us to not only eliminate storing the credit card information but also to 
provide credit card payments outside the normal hours of operation. This means students and/or 
their parents can pay for tuition and fees without coming to campus or standing in lines. In 
addition, web capabilities are being implemented for the Housing and Parking systems and 
students were provided the capability through the portal to update emergency contact 
information for use in the N otifind emergency notification system. 

The $420,000 provided as part of the Common Information Services parity funding was used 
almost exclusively to pay for the growth of data network bandwidth in 2007-09. The 2009-11 
executive recommendation and the engrossed Senate bill includes $420,000 in base funding to 
replace the 07-09 one-time funding in order to sustain the current level of bandwidth. They also 
include $800,000 to address increasing network bandwidth to the institutions in 2009-11. The 
data network is critical because it is the foundation on which services, both academic and 
administrative, are built. 

The Northern Tier Network (NTN) is scheduled to become operational in the current quarter . 
The funding provided was used to cover the initial contract awards for access rights to the dark 
fiber and equipment. It is anticipated that about $1.0 million of the 2007-09 funding will be 
carried over to help cover part of the 2009-11 operational costs. The SBHE requested an 
additional $1.0 million in new state funding for subsequent operational costs starting in the 
second year of the next biennium; however, it was not included in the executive budget 
recommendation. The NTN supports economic development by enabling research and education 
that grows business and provides a high quality work force. It is being used in the recruitment of 
scientists to our research institutions and is essential to those institutions in the competition for 
research grants from agencies such as the National Science Foundation, Department of Defense, 
National Institutes of Health and Department of Energy. 

The funding for two positions in the amount of ($300,110) is being transferred to ITD for 
support of the video network for K-12 and state agencies. I should note the SBHE requested 
one-time funding in the amount of$350,000 to upgrade or replace the video equipment in its 
classrooms. That equipment will be seven years old by the end of the next biennium. But the 
funding was not in the executive recommendation. Funding was provided for upgrades or 
replacement for K-12. My understanding is that in the past both K-12 and higher education 
equipment was replaced or upgraded concurrently. 

An item included in the executive budget for the first time is a little over $1.0 million in funding 
support from the student loan trust fund for existing ConnectND positions. Student Loans of the 
Bank of North Dakota previously funded these positions. Due to reductions in student loan 
revenues, the Bank is no longer able to fund the positions beyond the current biennium. 
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The parity increase of $2,306,255 is to cover the increased costs associated with the 5 percent 
salary recommendation and ongoing operational expenses. 

My final item is the request by the State Board of Higher Education for a joint information 
technology facility to serve both the University of North Dakota and the University System's 
Information Technology Services in the amount of $11,200,000. This project was second on the 
SBHE' s priority list, but was not included in the executive budget. 

In your materials are the business case for the facility, a map that highlights the six current 
locations ·of staff scattered around the University of North Dakota campus, and a few pictures 
from the data center to help illustrate some of the issues with the existing site. 

There are two primary issues driving the need for the shared facility. We need to remedy the 
problems with the location and condition of the current data center and we need to co-locate 
staff. 

Currently, the North Dakota University System's Information Technology Services staff and the 
University of North Dakota's Information Technology Systems and Services staff are loca.ted in 
six different buildings. This creates problems in communications, management of staff, 
collaboration on projects and efficiency of operations. During the major upgrade to the 
ConnectND student system this past year, I experienced first-hand the difficulties the current 
disparity of locations had on the project. Issues that should have been resolved with a simple 
gathering of a few people in a conference room took days to resolve. The separate physical 
locations feed into a "silo" rather than a collaborative working environment due to the time and 
scheduling effort to connect with colleagues in other buildings. The lost productivity was 
significant. In addition, there are few work or conference rooms, limited training space, and 
what is available has little capacity for ADA access. 

The current space is inefficient for faculty, staff or students who may come to one location but 
then need to be directed to another for the service they need. The physical constraints in the 
buildings result in some spaces that are too large to be efficiently used while other spaces are too 
small and inadequate for service. 

While the co-locating of staff is important, the most critical issue is the data center itself. The 
current data center at UND, which supports the ConnectND and ODIN systems for all eleven 
institutions and libraries across the state, was not designed for its current role. It restricts the 
NDUS capabilities in providing services to campuses and is highly vulnerable to failure. 

Some examples of the issues include: 

• The electrical capacity is insufficient to power additional necessary equipment. Currently, 
some equipment must be removed before other equipment can be installed and $350,000 
will need to be spent on electrical work this biennium just to maintain current status. 

• The physical space is limited to 3,000 square feet with no possibility of growth in the 
current location. The next major upgrade to the ConnectND student system is expected 
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in 2011-12 and will necessitate running the existing and future systems in parallel. The 
current space is insufficient for that requirement. 

• The data center was designed around the old mainframe technology. Low underfloor 
space and low ceilings do not allow effective cooling for today's multi-server dense rack 
environment. (Think of stacking 20 laptops one on top of the other) This causes 
inefficient energy use and can overheat equipment reducing the life of the equipment and 
increasing costs to the state. 

• The room is below grade location (in a basement), which is no longer, a data center 
building practice. The lowest spots in the building are in the sub floor of the data center 
equipment room where water will pool and where cables for equipment are located. The 
main sewer pipe for the building is in the ceiling over equipment creating additional risk 
of water threats. The building is shared with chemical engineering labs, in which there 
have been spills that required evacuation of the basement as gases went to lowest level. 

• Physical security is of concem. The walls to the equipment room are glass and sheetrock, 
both of which are easily vulnerable to breaking and entering. Access to the area just 
outside the equipment room cannot readily be limited for security. The data center is in 
an Engineering classroom and laboratory building and there are students and others in the 
building around-the-clock. 

• Machine room and operator personnel share the equipment room because of limited 
space. Chemical fire suppression is common in machine rooms but cannot be used 
because of the danger to the personnel. The use of water as a fire suppressant increases 
the amount of damage sustained even if the release was due to a malfunction and not a 
fire. 

• In addition, our institutions are looking at ways to have a backup site for their 
institution's data center and have asked for assistance in procuring such a site. This 
functionality could be planned into the new building's machine room capacity and would 
benefit all the NDUS institutions needing this service capability. 

Sufficient space with built-in physical security, abundant electrical power, energy efficiency and 
appropriately sized collaborative work spaces in an above-ground location would decrease risk 
and increase staff productivity. It is difficult to assess the cost to the NDUS and the state ifwe 
have a major failure of the data center. Administrative services to students, faculty and staff 
would stop, idling much of the work in the administrative offices that depends on the student, 
library, parking, housing, and facilities systems. Should this occur near a registration or end of a 
semester, the entire operation of the institutions and higher education services to the state would 
be affected. 

Those are the reasons we believe this facility is necessary. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee that concludes my testimony . 
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Photos from UND Data 

Crowded, with no use of new airflow 
methods to dissipate heat 

Materials and equipment interspersed, as no 
separate work area apart from equipment 

Crowded conference room supporting 13 
employees 

Windows were state of the art when 
facility built, now a security risk 
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Crowded and small workspace without close 
work rooms for collaboration and 

troubleshooting 

Crowded space, with no work rooms for 
collaboration and troubleshooting 

Staff in machine room, limiting fire 
suppression options 

Sewer pipes running through ceiling of 
basement rooms 
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Electrical power is a limiting factor 
of current facility 
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Sewer drain in floor of machine room -

women's bat.hroom plug-ups cause problems 
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BUSINESS CASE 

Project Title: 

Relocation of NOUS System Information Technology Services (SITS) and UNO Information 
Technology Systems and Services (ITSS) into One Joint Facility 

Short Name: 

NDUS-SITS/UND-ITSS Joint Facility- Grand Forks Site 

Agency: 

North Dakota University System and the University of North Dakota 

Business Unit/Program Area: 

NOUS System Information Technology Services (SITS) and UNO Information Technology Systems 
and Services (ITSS) 

Type of Project: 

New Initiative 

- Date: 

May 15, 2008 

Version: 

1.0 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

There are two primary reasons driving the need for a shared North Dakota University System, System 
Information Technology Services (SITS) and the University of North Dakota, Information Technology 
Systems and Services (ITSS) facility. The first is collocation of staffs and the second is to remedy 
problems with the location of the current UNO Data Center. 

Staffs for the NOUS SITS and UNO ITSS are located in six different buildings spread across the UNO 
campus and off campus making it difficult to readily coordinate, cooperate, and share resources. 
Buildings are spread as much as a mile apart making it inefficient and ineffective for "spur of the 
moment" communications to take place. There is a need for ongoing discussion, planning 
troubleshooting, and interaction with each other on a daily basis. At present, staffs need to schedule 
times to meet for discussion of projects, do planning, and discuss resolutions to problems. By having 
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staffs collocated, a short walk to the other's cubical or office would be all that is required and the 
ability to bring others into the conversation can be quickly accomplished. 

The UND Data Center which hosts critical NDUS, SITS, and UND services is faced with a number of 
problems. Since it is located in the basement, it is vulnerable to water flooding/seeping events. All data 
servers, data storage systems, backup systems, and network management systems are located in this 
location. There have been recent water incidents during remodeling/construction projects in and 
around the building. Being located in the basement of an Engineering academic building with research 
laboratories, a recent event exposed a major risk. A chemical spill caused the fumes to migrate to the 
lower level and caused the facility to be evacuated. While this type of event is not a normal occurrence, 
it does point out the risk of having a data center located in this type of facility. Additionally, the data 
center is limited in size, electrical power, energy efficient HVAC features and enhanced security 
features for growth and other requirements of NDUS, SITS, and UND services. Currently, there is no 
capacity to add additional systems because of electrical power constraints so something must be 
removed from service before another is added. While electrical power could be added in the existing 
location, long term projected space constraints will limit usefulness. 

Constructing a building designed for use by NDUS SITS and UND ITSS would eliminate the issues 
impacting the data center and by bringing all NDUS SITS and UND ITSS staff under the same roof, 
eliminates the "silo" effect and enhances communications, collaboration, efficiency, and management 
of staff. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The purpose of this project is to bring North Dakota University System, System Information 
Technology Services (SITS) and the University of North Dakota, Information Technology System and 
Services (ITSS) staffs that are located at Grand Forks and in several buildings on and off the 
University of North Dakota (UND) campus under one roof and within one facility. Additionally, 
critical issues with the data center would be resolved. 

BUSINESS NEED/PROBLEM 

NDUS SITS Business Need/Problem 

Currently, the North Dakota University System, SITS staff are located in two different buildings on the 
University of North Dakota Campus and other members of the SITS are located within the North 
Dakota Vision Services/School for the Blind building at Grand Forks. 

ConnectND Administrative Systems Development staff in Grand Forks and their Director are located 
at Leonard Hall on the UND campus along with ConnectND security staff who report to the same 
Director. The Online Dakota Information Network (ODIN) Director and staff are in the same campus 
building. The Grand Forks Offices for the Director and staff of the North Dakota Interactive Video 
Network (IVN) are located in a UND building at 314 Cambridge. Office space in these two buildings 
are at or nearing capacity. 
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Grand Forks staffs for the ConnectND Finance system along with the Director and staff for the 
ConnectND Student Administration system (also known as Campus Solutions) and the Assistant to the 
CIO are located in the North Dakota Vision Services/School for the Blind building which is off the 
UND campus but has communication services through UND. Leased space within the North Dakota 
Vision Services/School for the Blind is nearing capacity. The use of information technology has grown 
in every industry over the past twenty years and there's no reason to believe it will stop now. As 
NDUS seeks to gain efficiencies and allow campuses to focus on their primary missions, it could 
reasonably be the case that additional services, and staff to support services, will be needed. 

These buildings are all many blocks from each other making it difficult to readily coordinate, 
cooperate and share resources. An additional concern is a potential building lock-down situation. At 
times the North Dakota Vision Services/School for the Blind has students on-site, plus there is the 
Community High School which occupies part of the building. At any time there is some type of 
dangerous situation (bomb threat, irate parent threat, weapons, illegal drugs, etc.) the building may go 
into a soft or hard lock-down. A soft lock-down had been experienced last year. In a soft lock-down, 
the building's outside doors are locked and no one is supposed to enter or exit the building although 
normal operations can continue inside the building. For a hard lock-down, the outside doors are locked 
so no one can enter or exit, individuals inside are required to move to the nearest classroom where the 
classroom door is locked, lights are turned off, and individuals are to take cover under desks or some 
protection away from windows or the door. Since students may be on-site over night or on weekends, 
we could be impacted at any time, day or night. There isn't a separate entrance to the space leased, thus 
the potential exists that at a future time, the lease might not be renewed due to security issues. 

Other shortfalls for the space leased by Campus Solutions are the training room lacks sufficient space 
to conduct training and is not ADA accessible. A properly designed training room would allow for 
sufficient space for the instructor conducting the training, sufficient space for the students to spread out 
their handbooks while still allowing room for their computer, sufficient space between rows of 
workstations, sufficient whiteboard space viewable by all the students, and a multimedia projector 
mounted at ceiling level to not block the pathways as currently happens. Heating and cooling is 
difficult to control depending on how the space is being utilized. Because space is limited in other 
areas of the leased facility, when campuses are asked to send their personnel over for system testing or 
for business process evaluations, personnel are often "packed" into rooms. Parking at the facility can 
also be impacted depending on how many individuals are brought on-site for different meetings or 
testing and this is compounded when either the Community High School or the North Dakota Vision 
Services/School for the Blind has activities that also bring additional traffic into the parking lot. 

There are 52 individuals in the Grand Forks staff of ConnectND, ODIN, and IVN with needed space 
for additional staff that work at the Grand Forks site weekly from Fargo. There is a real need to bring 
the individuals who are involved with ConnectND (Student Administration, Administrative System 
Developers, and Security staff) together in the same area to increase efficiency and communications 
between these individuals. For example, at a time when customers report a performance problem the 
business analysts, database administrators, server administrators and programmers can walk down the 
hall or two and quickly meet in a team room to gather data, analyze the problem, find and test 
solutions. Currently, each area often looks at its own area of responsibility to see where the problem 
may be, then if they do not find resolution, e-mail, then call others singly or through a conference call 
and if that doesn't work, schedule a meeting sometimes hours later. They have a need for ongoing 
discussion, planning, troubleshooting, and interaction with each other on a daily basis. Bringing the 
remaining SITS staff under the same "roof' enhances the communications, efficiency, and 
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management of System Information Technology Services staffs. By doing so, UND would gain space 
back on their campus for other uses. 

UND ITSS Business Need/Problem 

Currently ITSS staffs are spread over 3 campus buildings (Upson II, Carnegie, and Robertson-Sayre) 
and 4 floors (Upson II basement and third floor). Business needs and problems with current space 
include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The Upson II basement data center location hosts critical NDUS, SITS and UND services 
including ConnectND, ODIN, and UND servers, storage and related network, HV AC and UPS 
equipment. While basements of buildings designed for other purposes (Upson II is an 
Engineering academic building) were often used for computing centers decades ago, this is no 
longer the case. Basements are vulnerable to water flooding and seeping from rain events, 
flooding, or from activities in which liquids flow to the lowest point. There have been recent 
water incidents during remodeling/construction projects in and around the building. 
Since this building is an Engineering academic building with research laboratories, the 
potential exists that a toxic chemical spill could occur, fumes would either sink to the lowest 
level of the building or travel throughout the building and force evacuation of the building. This 
type event has happened and the potential exists for it to happen again. 
Data center is limited in size, electrical power, energy efficient HVAC features and enhanced 
security features for growth and other requirements for SITS and UND services. Currently, 
there is no capacity to add additional systems because of electrical power constraints so 
something must be removed before others added. While electrical power could be added in the 
existing location, long term projected space constraints will limit usefulness . 
Separate physical locations feed into the retention of "silo" rather than a "collaborative" 
working environment due to the time and scheduling effort to connect with colleagues in other 
buildings, in one case a mile separates the sites. 
Current office/working space doesn't provide staff with sufficient space and sound barriers to 
concentrate and minimize conflicts. In some cases there are 2 staff members in a IOXIO area, in 
other cases there are many small staff cubicles with no associated sound controlled meeting 
space so ad hoc meetings cause work interruptions for others in the area. 
Space is inefficient for customers who may come to one location but need to be directed to 
another for the service they need. 
Physical constraints in older Carnegie and Robertson Sayre buildings result in some spaces that 
are too large to be efficiently used while other spaces are too small and inadequate for the 
service. 

• The UND campus has alternate plans for Carnegie space and possible expansion of academic 
and research components in Robertson Sayre and Upson II. 

• Existing computer training space is not ADA compliant and, because of retrofitting of existing 
space, is not well-designed or effective as a learning space. 

• Discussions of providing a data center site to back up SITS services at other locations break 
down because of limited data center space. Due to the lack of power capacity, HV AC, and 
physical space, it would be difficult to add the necessary hardware and associated equipment to 
provide backup for other services that are hosted on other NDUS campuses. 

However, even with the new building, ITSS needs to retain a central location for some campus services 
that they may be readily available to prevent delays in instruction and effective use of technology and 
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staff time. Approximately 2,000 square feet of space for twelve UND ITSS staff and a learning lab 
would be needed for a central satellite space. 

The following table is a recap of the current building locations, number of assigned staff to the space, 
and the square footage of space assigned. Figures for space assigned were provided by UND Facilities. 

It should be noted that space is leased from the North Dakota Vision Services/School for the Blind at a 
rate of $42,089 for FY'08 and FY'09 whereas all other space is provided by UND at no additional cost 
totheNDUS. 

Organization Location FTE Count Sq Ft Assigned 
NDUS - Admin Sys Dev Leonard Hall 19.5 3,881 See Note I 
NDUS-ODIN Leonard Hall 7.5 olus 2 to be hired 2 667 See Nole 2 

NDUS-IVN 314 Cambridge 6 w/ 2 on site oart time 2.523 See Note 3 
NDUS - Campus Solutions ND Vision Services/School I 7 w/ I temp plus 3 on-site 4,43 I See Note 4 

for the Blind part time. Also space 
needed for Fargo located Lease for FY'08 
staff when on-site. and FY'09 

$42,089 per year 

UND - Data Center Uoson II 53.5 olus 3 student heloers I I ,579 
UND - Machine Room Upson II 2,916 included in 

above figure 
UND - Instructional Suooort Robertson/Savre Hall 7 olus 6 student helpers 6,315 See Note 5 

UND -Telecommunications Carnegie 11 4 527 See Note 6 

NOTES: 
1. lnc]udes a conference room but not other space such as bathroom or break room, etc. 
2. Includes a meeting room but not other space such as bathroom or break room, etc. 
3. Includes common space of conference room, break room, bathroom, and some storage space. 
4. Includes conference room and a small training room. 
5. Includes training room, lab/workshop, and AV equipment storage for campus distribution. 
6. Includes training room (1,085 sq ft) and break room. 

SOLUTION 

Locate all Grand Forks NDUS SITS and UND ITSS staffs under the same roof of one facility. With 
the assistance of Bob Gallager, Vice President for Finance and Operations at UND, and staff from 
UND Facilities, discussion had taken place with the City to see whether there would be an option for 
leasing space within the City of Grand Forks. Upon investigation, it was concluded that space available 
through the City would be more expensive then having a building suited to our needs constructed on 
the UND Bronson property. The Bronson property is the northern most part of the UND campus, 
retaining university-owned utilities that include steam and electric. ITSS could not relocate to a 
location far from the campus because of the need for close proximity to provide UND services and 
because of the cost of the extensive network capacity the data center requires. 

Having a building built on the Bronson property is the most cost effective solution. A preliminary 
sizing estimate for a 43,000 square foot building to accommodate sixty NDUS SITS and another sixty 
UND ITSS staff along with common areas (conference/collaboration rooms, lunch room, rest rooms, 
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media rooms, work/staging rooms, etc.) and minimal space for growth is being proposed. Space would 
be on two floors to allow secured areas separated from areas where the general public might have 
access (such as training rooms, receptionist, or Director level offices). 

There is a need to retain approximately 2,000 square feet of space for about twelve UND ITSS staff 
and a learning lab in the central core of the campus. These staff would be the instructional service, 
desktop support and other direct services staff who need close proximity to serve classrooms, provide 
faculty workshops and consultation, and provide desktop support to central campus; and to offer 
software purchases, a pickup and drop off location for exams, etc. 

One of the major cost factors with a possible building leased through the City was the on-going cost 
for a communications link between the City owned building and the UND campus. Estimated costs for 
a communications link between the building owned by the City and UND amounted to approximately 
$80,000 per year for just the NDUS staff. This cost would be reduced for a building on the Bronson 
property as the communications link could be provided by UND. While there would be an initial cost 
for a communication link between a new building on the Bronson property and UND, the on-going 
cost that would be incurred from a telecommunications vendor like Qwest would be eliminated. 
Updating network switches and other UND telecommunications costs would be included as an on
going operating cost; however, costs for services have not yet been negotiated, but typically 
maintenance and utility services provided by UND are much less than any commercial counterpart. 

In addition to the cost reduction for a communications link, UND may be able to provide other 
services. Examples might include steam heat from the UND Steam Plant, electrical service from the 
UND power grid, trash removal, and possibly custodial services to name a few . 

CONSISTENCY/FIT with ORGANIZATION'S MISSION 

The IT goals and strategy for the NDUS System Information Technology Services are: 

I. Improve NDUS information technology-enabled business processes and services while 
providing and managing resources to align with strategic goals. 

o This goal is the core that supports business processes of the institutions and the 
University System. We strive to deliver the most cost effective technology within 
available resources. 

2. Support NDUS infrastructure needs. 
o This goal is the foundation for information technology in support of NDUS business 

processes. Infrastructure holds information technology systems together and allows 
systems to communicate with each other over a network such as StageNet. It includes 
such things as security and access control which is called "middleware." 

3. Improve and enhance NDUS collaborative efforts. 
o Working with the state, K-12, and other constituents we are able to bring and support 

new and existing technologies to the state of North Dakota. Communications with 
stakeholders is an important factor and we must work together in making necessary 
information available to every administrator, faculty, staff and student across the NDUS 
campuses. 
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4. Improve and enhance North Dakota University System student learning . 
o Empower student learning and development through the use of technology. Provide a 

near seamless environment for learning through boundless access to information, 
educational, and research resources both inside and outside the classroom for all types 
of students from undergraduates to the life-long learners. 

5. Increase North Dakota University System customer focus. 
o The North Dakota University System encourages and supports an operational 

environment in which characteristics of its customers - student, faculty, staff, affiliates 
and the residents of North Dakota - are identified, their needs are understood, 
relationships and expectations are effectively managed, and quality assurance is 
fostered for high-quality services and support. 

By bringing NDUS SITS and UND ITSS staffs located in Grand Forks together in the same facility, 
communications between members will be greatly increased, efficiency in providing services to 
constituents will be enhanced, and economy of scale can be achieved through effective shared use of 
available resources. 

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS ANTICIPATED BENEFITS 

The following are benefits that will be realized by bringing the NDUS SITS and UND ITSS staffs into 
one facility on the Bronson property . 

► Benefits for NDUS SITS at Grand Forks 
o NDUS and UND Information Technology identity. 

• Proposed building site located on commercial portion of UND property but yet 
contiguous property allowing for certain services to be provided by UND. 

• Proposed building site is located near major highway and adjacent to the Ralph 
Engelstad Arena making it easy for guests to locate. 

• Proposed building site is located almost directly across the street from a 
proposed hotel making it easy for guests to come in for training or for instructors 
to stay when on-site to conduct training. 

• Reduced issues with parking as would not be located on the main campus where 
there is a need to contend with student or staff vying for limited parking. 

o Improved working conditions. 
• Having a new facility where all can work together and having a NDUS identity 

will increase the chances of success in hiring and retaining staff. 
• Directors will have capability to collaborate and/or bounce ideas off of each 

other more readily. 
• Elimination of the potential lock-down concern. 

o Data center capacity, efficiency and security improvements. 
• The new facility would provide sufficient space for future SITS and campus 

service growth. 
• Building design could prevent water seepage and leakage and could incorporate 

response to other potential threats. 
• Progressive security and energy efficiency design would be incorporated to 

improve both over the current data center. 
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► Efficiency for SITS Staff 
o Improved morale by having a new facility where all can work together. 
o Close proximity to each other allowing for daily dialog. 
o Spur-of-the-moment communications capability. 
o No need to travel between buildings for meetings with each other. 
o Reduction in lost time finding parking on campus when meeting with campus 

constituents or other staff on the UND campus. 
o Eliminate need for on-campus staff parking. 

► Shared Resources 
o Conference rooms. 
o IVN type video conference room( s ). 

• Fewer systems usable for all of SITS staff at Grand Forks. 
o Training Rooms. 

• Training room with laptop computers shared by all for training purposes. 
• Instructor presentation system per room vs one for each entity. 
• Ability to have two training rooms side-by-side with a movable wall so it can be 

opened into one large room when necessary. 
• Ability to have rooms configurable for different training functions. 

o Office equipment and supplies. 
• Two or three larger, multimedia printer systems could be used instead of a larger 

number of small printers. 
• Copier supplies could be reduced with fewer multimedia printers. 

► Benefits for UND 
o Regain on-campus space within buildings that could be used for academic departments 

or other departments experiencing limited space for staff. Up to 29,500 sq ft freed up. 
o Regain on-campus parking spaces used currently by staff. 
o Improve collaboration and creativity and minimize "silos" and conflicts. 
o Gain efficiencies in "right sizing" space. 
o Customers have one location to seek services rather than being directed from building 

to building. 
o Many of the benefits listed for NDUS above would apply to UND, especially 

• Data center capacity, efficiency and security improvements. 
• Shared resources. 
• Efficiency for staff and breaking down "silos." 

IMPACT of NOT IMPLEMENTING the PROJECT 

The impacts of not implementing this project are many and affect constituents differently. A major 
impact on ConnectND will be not having the functional Campus Solutions (student administration) 
system staff and the technical development staff located together where they can troubleshoot and 
diagnose trouble tickets sent by campuses quickly. Not only will delays continue with submitted 
trouble tickets, modifications/customizations/enhancements to existing functionality will continue to 
take longer since there wouldn't be the daily, on-going discussions . 
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As the administrative applications change, the ability to share state !TD resources to run systems may 
change and NDUS would have fewer options to handle its administrative needs without sufficient 
capacity. Security threats grow and change but there are limitations in what security changes can be 
incorporated in the existing location. Water events could disrupt services and interrupt business for an 
umeasonable length of time. 

Directors and staffs would not have the ability to collaborate with each other as readily as they would 
by being in the same facility. Overall efficiencies would not be gained from staff working together. 
The Fargo office location for NDUS SITS staff are located all under one roof and it quickly became 
apparent how effective this was in team building and how staff were able to work together. The "water 
cooler" communications effect resulted in problems being resolved without the lost time having to 
schedule meetings with other staff. The effectiveness of building a SITS and or SITS/ITSS team would 
not be realized without this facility as each area would remain separated from the other. This can have 
an impact on staff morale and impact efforts for recruitment of new staff or retention of existing staff. 

Office space currently is at or nearing capacity for all SITS staff at Grand Forks and the potential exists 
that we would be asked to leave, these problems will not go away without moving to a new or different 
facility. The same holds true for the UND ITSS staff. 

Additionally, UND would not gain back the use of up to 29,500 sq ft of space for academic or other 
departmental use in the core of the campus that would be vacated, nor would they gain back limited 
parking spaces in the heart of the campus. 

The UND Data Center would continue to experience problems with having sufficient power and 
HY AC capacities along with the limited space constraints of the machine room. Being susceptible to 
toxic chemical spills from the Engineering research labs would not be eliminated. Having separate 
locations would continue the "silo" effect instead of a "collaborative" environment. Training room 
ADA compliance would not be eliminated. And, staff would need to continue working in space that 
was not designed for the type of work that is being done today. 

When the UND Data Center was asked, what would you like to see in a new data center that you do 
not have today (in addition to those things already identified) the following items were mentioned. 

• The machine room should be two rooms. Most equipment would be in one room (lights out) 
and a few machines that actually need human intervention and the operators would be in 
another. 

• The room should be built so that the electricity is "modular." Conduits and circuits are 
positioned around the room from the power panels so that each time a new piece of gear is 
installed, only need to determine the plug type and won't have to wait for an electrician to 
string wire, etc. 

• Research/get advice on making the data center more energy efficient. 
• Research feasibility of a different fire suppression system as the current one is a water-based 

sprinkler system that adds to the risk should a leak occur. Having a separated "lights out" 
machine room would allow for different fire suppression method to be installed for it as 
personnel would not normally be in the room. 

• A loading dock so that equipment being delivered wouldn't require lift gate trucks . 
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COST ESTIMATE 

Based on the Revised Opinion of Probable Costs (Revised 04/08/08) prepared by UND Facilities, 
below are the estimated costs. 

Construction Costs 
42,831 SF la! $162 oer SF $6.938, 704.11 
Site work and parking $595,000.00 
Steam Line (1450 LF) $529,250.00 
Single Mode Fiber $132,000.00 
100% capacity generator $625,000.00 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION $8,819,954.11 

Furniture, Fixtures, Equioment 
NDUS Office Furniture $400,000.00 
ITSS Office Furniture $400,000.00 
Miscellaneous Network Eouioment $225,000.00 
Miscellaneous Common Eauioment $45,000 

TOTALFFE $1.070,000.00 

Moving and Relocation 
NDUS - Various locations $12,600.00 
ITSS $137,600.00 

TOT AL MOVING EXPENSES $150,200.00 

Cooling Un.,rade 145,000.00 

Subtotal $10,185,154.11 

I 0% Contingencv 1.018 515.41 

TOTAL PROJECT COST $11.203,669.52 

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

The cost/benefit for this project is difficult to identify as much is considered intangible benefits. The 
cost/benefits will be realized in increased performance and efficiency of staff, better management of 
resources, reduced personnel time in resolving issues, improved communications, improved morale, 
and an identity as NDUS. 

Tangible benefits would be gained by UND in regaining office space and parking spaces in the core of 
the UND campus. Increased capabilities and reduction of risks for the data center and its operations . 
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PROJECT RISKS 

I. Value of intangible benefits not being recognized by approval authorities. 
2. Insufficient funding to proceed. 

a. Need to be mindful of existing costs that are being absorbed by UND for existing space 
including common space used by staff. 

3. Timing of project construction. 
a. Need to be mindful of time necessary for developer to get into the ground for the 

building season. 
b. If not able to proceed soon, could end up losing the site proposed for a building for 

NDUS SITS and UND ITSS use to some other development. 
4. At any time NDUS SITS staff may be asked to vacate leased office space and no backup plan is 

in place . 
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• 
System Information Technology Services 

General Fund Other Funds Total 

2007-09 Original Appropriation $ 28,703,293 $ 2,773,800 $ 31,477,093 

2007-09 One-time funding: 

Connect ND System Support (2,300,000) (2,300,000) 

Parity funding (420,000) (420,000) 

Northern Tier Network (Permanent Oil 

Trust Fund) (2,773,800) (2,773,800) 

2007-09 Appropriation, Less One-time Funding 25,983,293 25,983,293 

2009-11 Changes: 
Transfer base funding of IVN positions to ITD (300,110) (300,110) 

Parity 2,306,255 2,306,255 

Network Bandwidth 1,220,000 1,220,000 

Funding for existing positions, previously funded 
by the Bank of ND (Student Loan Trust Fund) 1,020,600 1,020,600 

3,226,145 1,020,600 4,246,745 

2009-11 Engrossed SB2003 · $ 29,209,438 $ 1,020,600 $ 30,230,038 

- G:\CATHY\EXCELFIL\BIENNIAL BUDGETS\2009-11 Budget\Engrossed Bills\(SITS Pool reconclllation.xlsx]Sheetl 
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English Language Learner Funding and Numbers in North 
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English Language Learners in North Dakota have benefited from 

three distinct funding sources other than the education funds available to all 

students. These funds include: 

• State English Language Learner Funding 

• Federal Title Ill English Language Acquisition Funding 

• Refugee School Impact Grant Funding. 
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• En! lish Language Learner Funding in North Dakota 

Year State Funding Federal Title 111 
Federal Refugee School 

Impact Grant 
1997 - 1998 $ 119,352.00 $ -
1998 - 1999 $ 134,454.00 $ -
1999 - 2000 $ 216,284.00 $ - $170,000.00 

2000- 2001 $ 183,713.83 $ - $170,000.00 

2001 - 2002 $ 261,764.50 $ - $170,000.00 

2002 - 2003 $ 231,248.75 $ 350,000.00 $200,000.00 
2003- 2004 $ 318,500.64 $ 350,000.00 $200,000.00 
2004- 2005 $ 331,499.12 $ 350,000.00 $144,799.00 
2005- 2006 $ 318,488.65 $ 350,000.00 $110,000.00 
2006- 2007 $ 781,511.35 $ 350,000.00 $137,500.00 
2007 -2008 $ 258,245.00 $ 350,000.00 $137,500.00 
2008- 2009 $ 394,311.75 $ 366,551.00 $137,500.00 

State English Language Learner Funding 

The state legislature allocated funding for Ells in 1997. Whereas 

the funding was first available for only beginning levels of Ells, it was 

eventually expanded to all students. There is a spike in funding in 2007 

which reflects$450,000 of contingency funding that was distributed at the 

end of the biennium. 

Federal Title Ill English Language Acquisition Funding 

North Dakota has received Title Ill English Language Acquisition 

funding from the United States Department of Education since 2003. This 

funding is for all students who qualify as English Language Learners or as 

the federal legislation defines them - "Limited English Proficient". 

Federal Refugee School Impact Grant Funding 

North Dakota has received funding for students who qualify as 

refugee students since 1999. Most refugee students are English Language 

( 
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North Dakota Levels of English Language 

Level I - Entering 

Learner does not speak English and has little or no literacy skills in 
English. Success in the mainstream classroom curriculum would be 
impossible. 

Level II - Beginning 

Learner has some basic social language skills in English. He/she may 
have literacy and academic skills in a language other than English, but 
has negligible to very limited academic skills in reading, writing, speaking, 
and comprehending English. Succeeding in the mainstream classroom 
curriculum would be extremely difficult to impossible. 

Level 111 - Developing 

Learner has intermediate to basic social English language skills in English 
and is developing cognitive academic English, but is significantly below 
grade level in reading and writing English. Succeeding in the mainstream 
classroom curriculum would be extremely difficult. 

Level IV - Expanding 

Learner has nearly mastered basic social English language skills. He/she 
can interact fairly well in a variety of social situations. The learner is 
expanding skills cognitive academic language skills in reading, writing, 
speaking and listening and may exhibit success in some areas and 
frustration in others. He/she is able to manage some areas of the 
mainstream curriculum without support, but not all. 

Level V - Bridging 

Learner has mastered basic social English language skills and is nearly 
proficient in cognitive, academic language skills in all areas, including 
listening speaking, reading, and writing. Learner can function in most 
areas of the mainstream curriculum and needs support on limited 
occasions, such when the language demands are complex, extensive use 
of idioms or other areas that would demand accommodations or support. 
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I. 

Learners and the funding can be used for English language development. 

Only Fargo and West Fargo school districts qualify for grants since they 

have enough students. 

The definition of Limited English proficient follows: 

The term "limited English proficient", which is defined in section 9101 of 
Title IX when used with respect to an individual, means an individual -

(A) who is aged 3 through 21; 
(8) who is enrolled or preparing to enroll in an elementary school or 

secondary school; 
(C)(i) who was not born in the United States or whose native language is 

a language other than English; 
(ii)(I) who is a Native American or Alaska Native, or a native resident of 

the outlying areas; and 
(II) who comes from an environment where a language other than 

English has had a significant impact on the individual's level of 
English language proficiency; or 

(iii) who is migratory, whose native language is a language other than 
English, and who comes from an environment where a language 
other than English is dominant; and 

(D) whose difficulties in speaking, reading, writing, or understanding the 
English language may be sufficient to deny the individual -

(i) the ability to meet the State's proficient level of achievement on 
State assessments described in section 1111 (b )(3); 

(ii) the ability to successfully achieve in classrooms where the 
language of instruction is English; or 

(iii) the opportunity to participate fully in society. 
No Child Left Behind Act, 2001 
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STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) Funding 

2009-11 NOUS Budget Request 

The 09-11 NDUS budget request included $4 million to be allocated on a competitive basis to address 

the following goals: 

1.) Increase student participation and graduation in STEM programs, at both the undergraduate 

and graduate levels. 
2.) Enhance student preparation. 
3.) Deliver programs closely linked to ND's economic and workforce needs. 
4.) Enhance current programs or services to meet changing needs or requirements. 
5.) Create enhanced real world learning opportunities and employment opportunities. 
6.) Stimulate added public/private partnerships to leverage resources and/or create business spin

off opportunities. 
7.) Encourage and support collaboration among and between K-12 and post-secondary education. 
8.) Enhance research and development in alignment with state needs. 

Several programs were considered, with the SBHE approving the following proposals for specific 
inclusion in the SBHE's budget request, none of which are funded in the executive recommendation: 

Primary Institution Requested Amount Brief Description 

BSC $249,000 Raise interest and awareness in 

STEM careers by targeting 

students in grades 4-6 and 

sophomores and juniors in high 

school 

DSU $646,600 This partnership would align P-

16 science and math for a 

comprehensive curriculum; 

and, strengthen teacher's 

content knowledge through 

STEM curriculum 

enhancements 

MiSU $400,400 Provide students with stronger 

technology-based real-world 

STEM foundation, including 

outreach to K-12 

NDSCS $386,300 Create two fabrication labs, 

one on campus and one mobile 

to further incorporate STEM 

into programs and workforce 

training 

NDSU $500,000 Funds to update teaching and 

research laboratory 
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infrastructure 

UND $1,115,800 Create a large classroom to 

support new pedagogical 

paradigm for better prepared 

STEM disciplines; and, 

renovation of STEM teaching 

labs 

vcsu $490,200 Create STEM certificates as 

part of the teacher education 

curriculum 

Engrossed SB2003 includes a $1.5 million pool in the NOUS Office budget to "enhance teacher 

education programs in STEM. Additional legislative intent states:. "Funding a/locations are to be used 

ta enhance the use of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in existing teacher education 
program curricu/ums and may not be used for infrastructure projects." 

g:\laura\wpdocs\legis\2009 leg session\stem summary.docx 
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19650 Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for Senate Appropriations 

January 2009 

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS 
INITIATIVE AND VIRTUAL EDUCATION 

This memorandum provides information regarding 
he science, technology, engineering, and 
nathematics (STEM) initiative and legislation under 
:onsideration by the 2009 Legislative Assembly 
egarding virtual education in elementary, secondary, 
,nd higher education. 

STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, 

. AND MATHEMATICS INITIATIVE 
The State Board of Higher Education requested 

;4 million from the general fund for a STEM initiative 
J be implemented in the 2009-11 biennium. The 
1itiative would provide campuses with funding to 
,llow for the development of specific STEM 
•bjectives. The following initiative goals were 
,utlined: 

1. Increase student participation and graduation 
in STEM programs. 

2. Enhance student preparation in STEM fields .. 
3. Deliver programs closely linked to North 

Dakota's economic and workforce needs. 
4. Enhance current programs or services to meet 

changing needs or requirements . 
5. Create enhanced learning and employment 

opportunities. 
6. Stimulate added public/private partnerships to 

leverage resources and create business 
opportunities. 

7. Encourage and support collaboration among 
and between elementary, secondary, and 
postsecondary education. 

8. Enhance research and development in 
alignment with state needs. 

Funding for the initiative was not included in the 
xecutive budget recommendation. Attached as 
,ppendix A is a copy of the STEM proposal for each 
ampus involved in the initiative. 

TECHNOLOGY OCCUPATIONS STUDENT 
LOAN FORGIVENESS PROGRAM 

The North Dakota University System 
administers the technology occupations student 
loan forgiveness program that provides recipients 
with funding to repay students loans. The 2009-11 
executive budget recommendation provides a 
funding increase of $2,000,000 to provide total 
program funding of $2,890,000 from the general 
fund. The increase in program funding is to 
expand the program to include all STEM fields of 
study and occupations. Eligible students can 
receive up to $10,000 over five years to repay 
student loans if they graduate in a STEM field, 
remain in the state, and work in a STEM-related 
occupation. Attached as Appendix B is the 
program application form, which includes a list of 
:approved educational courses and related 
occupations. 

VIRTUAL EDUCATION LEGISLATION 
Legislation under consideration by the 2009 

Legislative Assembly relating to virtual education 
includes: 

• House Bill No. 1013 - This bill provides a 
one-lime general fund appropriation of $25,000 
to the School for the Deaf for the development 
of a virtual services business plan. 

• House Bill No. 1034 - This bill provides for a 
study of services to deaf and hearing-impaired · 
persons, including the use of virtual technology 
at the School for the Deaf to provide education 
to students. 

• House Bill No. 1230 - This bill provides an 
appropriation of $6 million from the permanent 
oil tax trust fund to Williston State College for 
the purpose of constructing a virtual center for 
career and technical education. 

• Senate Bill No. 2407 - This bill provides for the 
creation of a virtual university. 

ATTACH:2 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION 
2009-11 STEM INITIATIVE FUNDING PROPOSALS 

Summary 

The 2009-11 budget request approved by the State Board of Higher Education in April 
included the amount of $4 million to be used to support initiatives targeted to the 
enhancement of facilities and instruction in the fields of science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STEM). This initiative was structured as a competitive grant process, 
and each NOUS institution was invited to submit a detailed proposal for a STEM project 
that would advance the following goals: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

Increase student participation and graduation in STEM programs, at both the 
undergraduate and graduate levels; 
Enhance student preparation in STEM fields; 
Deliver programs closely linked to North Dakota's economic and workforce 
needs; 
Enhance current programs or services to meet changing needs or requirements; 
Create enhanced real world learning opportunities and employment opportunities; 
Stimulate added public/private partnerships to leverage resources and/or create 
business spin-off opportunities; 
Encourage and support collaboration among and between K-12 and postsecondafY 
education; and 
Enhance research and development in alignment with state needs. 

After careful review and evaluation of all proposals received, the seven STEM initiatives 
summarized on the following pages are recommended for funding consideration in the 
2009-11 budget. 

Recommendation 

I recommend the following motion be adopted by the Board: 

"The SBHE approves the designated STEM initiatives to be submitted to 0MB for 
Governor's Executive Budget consideration." 

Date of Meeting: September 18, 2008 
W:\SEPTOS.summary.STEM.doc 

J,;q,;_ .I: ..t.:,; 
William Goetz, Ch~ncello<,/ 
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Bismarck State College 

Recommend: $249,000 

Summary 

STEM INITIATIVE PROPOSALS 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Page 696 of 702 

The proposed project will increase interest in STEM programs and awareness of STEM careers through 
targeting elementary students in grades 4 to 6 and entering sophomores and juniors in high school. 
Gai.ning the interest and attention of students in grades 4 to 6 through the STEM Challenge held in 
conjunction with Marketplace for Kids will pique student interest in science careers. The STEM 
Academy for high school students will help students explore basic science skills and gain insight into 
STEM careers in the area. Classroom activities will focus on components designed to build insight into . 
STEM skills and knowledge. This summer academy will be modeled after BSC's successful 
Telecommunications Academy. 

Outcomes ' 

• By the spring of 2010, a STEM component will be developed for Marketplace for Kids Region 7 
· Education· Day that includes a teaching guide, and a STEM Challenge track for schools that are 

part of the MREC and expanded to include all Marketplace fore Kids' Region Education Days by 
201 I. Effectiveness will be measured by tracking participation in the STEM Classes at 
Marketplace and the number of STEM Challenges showcased. 

• 48 (24 students each year) entering sophomores and juniors will participate in summer STEM 
Academies for one week during June 2010 and June 2011. Effectiveness will be measured by 
administering pre- and post-tests to participants that will answer the following questions: Is there 
an increase in students' interest in STEM careers? Is there an increase in students' confidence 
that they would succeed in a STEM career? 
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Dickinson State University 

Recommend: $646,600 

Summary 
This partnership, comprised of 16 public school districts, one private school system, the Early Childhood 
Center, and Dickinson State University, proposes to: I) Articulate, align, and enhance P-16 science and 
mathematics curriculum thereby developing a comprehensive curriculum which builds sequentially 
without gaps and redundancies so that students have a sound preparation for further study and/or careers 
in STEM; 2) Strengthen teachers' content knowledge through STEM curriculum enhancements and 
extensions for P-16 teachers, pre-service teachers, classroom aides and university content leader students; 
and 3) excite and engage students in the study of STEM areas through curriculum enhancements and 
extensions for K-16 students. · 

Outcomes 
• Mathematics and science curricular exit and entrance expectations will be closely articulated and 

aligned between high school exit and university entrance. 
• Mathematics and science/critical thinking curriculums will be more closely aligned P-16. 
• DSU faculty and students will offer at least ten STEM learning activities for P-12 teachers and 

students during the year. 
• Increase the number of students moving into STEM course of study from other disciplines. 
• Increase the potential pool of science and math teachers in DSU Teacher Education programs. 
• Increase students going into science and math-related fields of study. 
• DSU will revise two basic introductory courses in math and science to align with the revised 

upgraded courses at the high school level. 
• The number ofP-12 teachers participating in STEM professional development will increase by at 

least 100. 
• Participating educators will strengthen their content knowledge as measured by self-evaluation 

instrument. 
• Increase the number of students from participating school districts who declare mathematics, 

science and/or engineering as major areas of study when they attend college in North Dakota. 
• Decrease the number of students from participating school districts who enroll in remedial 

courses MATH 101 and 102 at Dickinson State University. 
• Increase the number of high school students taking upper level courses in mathematics and 

science within the participating school districts. 
• Student participation in STEM classes will increase. 
• Seventy-five sixth through ninth grade students will attend the energy camp. 
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Minot State University 

Recommend: $400,400 

Funding from this grant will enable Minot State University to provide students with a stronger 
technology-based, real-world STEM foundation, allowing MiSU's graduates to better meet ND employer 
needs. Further, this improved technology will enhance teaching activities as well as student and faculty 
research. MiSU will also be able to reach out to ND K-12 mathematics and science teachers and students 
using Web servers and virtual classrooms. 

MiSU plans to increase its computing technology capabilities to meet the needs and goals of the grant · 
project. Various computational, data, and Web servers, plus supporting equipment, will be purchased and 
used to engage university students, faculty, and the ND K-12 community in STEM disciplines. 

This grant will allow Mi SU to foster and improve student learning in STEM disciplines, increase and 
enhance student and faculty STEM research, and support and engage the ND K-12 mathematics and 
science community. In this way, Minot State University will meet the project's goals and objectives. 

Outcomes 
• Provide additional student research experiences with faculty 
• Increase student enrollment in STEM programs by I 0% 
• Increase graduation rates in STEM programs by 10% 
• Provide greater opportunities for MiSU's undergraduate and graduate.students to use current 

technology in classroom laboratories 
• Provide greater opportunities for MiSU's undergraduate and graduate students to use current 

technology in research 
• Increase ND K~ 12 math and science teacher resources through web sites of resources created for 

them 
• Continue to increase the number of STEM graduates entering the workforce in ND 
• Enhance training of STEM-field ND K-12 teachers 
• Increase computing power for student and faculty researchers in the areas of mathematics, 

computer science, and science 
• Increase ND K-12 student and teacher access and experiences with mathematical programs 

through virtual classrooms · · 
• Provide greater community support for research needs 
• Provide opportunities to apply for national STEM and other grants 
• Provide access to materials that will enhance ND K-12 teaching and learning 

Surveys have been developed to assess the integration of coursework across discipline areas 
(both teacher and student surveys); outcome attainment for MiSU students and faculty and ND 
K-12 teachers and students; and the quality of technology training being provided to ND's 
workforce (employers). 
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North Dakota State College of Science 

Recommend: $386,300 

Summary 
North Dakota State College of Science proposes to create two fabrication laboratories (Fab Labs), one on
campus and one mobile, to further incorporate STEM related emerging technologies into our academic 
programs and workforce training efforts. This will enhance the educational experience for NDSCS 
students and serve the economic development needs of the state. The College also aims to create a 
culture of research and entrepreneurship by providing technical resources for regional businesses, 
entrepreneurs and inventors, and by designing a capstone project in which students from all academic 
disciplines will collaborate to design, create and market new inventions. The presence of the mobile Fab 
Lab will allow NDSCS to expand its STEM outreach program by transporting the Fab Lab to secondary 
schools and community events, and to cultivate relationships with regional businesses, entrepreneurs and 
inventors who require temporary fabrication facilities, 

Outcomes 
• Students 

o Increase participation and graduation of students in STEM programs. 
o Projected total of 115 NDSCS students will participate in the Fab Lab activities per year. 
o Track increase in retention of students in the programs. · 

• Outreach activities 
o Projected outreach schedule of 1-2 school visits per month, starting in the Fall of Year 2 

(15-20 students/visit) 
o Projected total of 15 students per year will participate in summer Nanoscience Academy 

which will contain a fabrication module. 
o Track college enrollment and projected majors of all outreach students to determine 

increased interest in STEM majors. 
• Programs linked to economic needs · 

o Projected total of 115 NDSCS students will participate in Fab Lab activities per year. 
(These programs are identified as high-priority employment areas for ND.) 

o . Projected total of 5 participants are expected to participate in workforce training. 
• Partnerships 

o Projected total of5-10 professional and business outreach visits are expected by end of 
year 2. 

o Projected total of2-4 new business partners will be recruited by the end of Year 2. 
• Enhanced research and development 

· o Projected total of2-4 external users of Fab. Lab facilities are expected by end of Year 2 . 
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North Dakota State University 

Recommend: $500,000 

Summary 
National, regional, and local demands for college graduates in science, technology, math, and engineering 
(STEM) fields are outpacing the system's production of such individuals. NDSU requests infrastructure 
funding to help address this issue. Given the need for up-to-date facilities in STEM fields, NDSU has 
made a conscious effort to remodel teaching and research laboratories so that individual labs provide the 
resources necessary for superior instruction and scholarship. This process is ongoing, and many 
laboratories across the campus have not been remodeled. NDSU requests funds to renovate labs for 
student and faculty use in the biological sciences, chemistry, computer science, engineering, geosciences, 
and physics. 

Outcomes 
• Students in the courses in these fields will have the opportunity to apply knowledge learned in 

these areas in laboratories that provide the most up-to-date equipment. 
• Students will be better prepared for professional positions when they graduate. 
• The new equipment will provide new incentives and interest in these STEM areas. 
• Faculty will have added capacity to pursue cutting-edge research and additional 

opportunities to involve students in this research . 
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University of North Dakota 

Recommend: $1,115,800 

Summary 
UND requests facilities infrastructure improvements to support undergraduate training in STEM areas. 
These include the following: (!) A large interactive STEM classroom to serve a high volume of students, 
support a new pedagogical paradigm and yield better prepared students in STEM disciplines and (2) 
Renovation of STEM teaching labs to support integrated, problem-based learning and the creation of new 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs that directly address critical needs for workforce and 
economic development. These enhancements build on the interactive classroom project and also move 
students from NDUS 2- and 4-year colleges through the pipeline, resulting in professional graduate 
education in high need areas. 

Outcomes 
• Add to the campus' STEM instructional space 
• Students seek out other inquiry-based learning opportunities 
• Greater faculty use of inquiry-based learning 
• Greater participation of undergraduates in research experiences 
• Increased course capacities and efficiency 
• Enhanced student preparation for undertaking research experiences 
• Partner employers note better graduate preparation for independent and team problem-solving 

tasks 
• Greater overall student participation and research in externally-funded STEM training programs 

These outcomes will be assessed through annual reports on recruitment, retention, graduation, course 
enrollments, and classroom scheduling loads; student retention to second course in 2-course 
sequences; faculty satisfaction with student preparation and performance in student research 
experiences; the number of students pursuing research experiences; post-graduation surveys 
documenting student placement and employer satisfaction with student performance; and research 
productivity in STEM areas . 
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Valley City State University 

Recommend: $490,200 

Summary 
Materials and resources from the National Center for Technological Literacy (NCTL) at the Museum of 
Science in Boston will be compiled into four to five (12-15 credits) undergraduate STEM courses at each 
of three academic levels (elementary, middle school, high school). These courses will be developed in a 
hybrid format with both traditional classroom experiences and online preparation. The courses will be 
packaged into "STEM Certificates" for undergraduate students. Education students from every discipline 
will be encouraged to complete the STEM Certificate as part of their teacher education curriculum. The 
grant will provide incentives for education students to acquire the STEM Certificate. 

Graduate courses based on STEM materials and research practice will be developed for graduate students 
in VCSU's Master of Education program. The completion of four to five courses at elementary, middle 
school, or secondary levels will allow in-service teachers in the program to complete a "STEM 
Certificate" and/or include the courses as electives within the Master's degree. The grant will provide 
incentives for graduate students to acquire the STEM Certificate. 

VCSU will continue to create, host, and instruct in-service teacher workshops based on the NCTL 
materials. These STEM workshops will be scheduled on a regular basis throughout the school year. 
In addition, STEM modules will be presented to VCSU faculty through Brown Bag seminars. STEM 
seminars will be scheduled regularly throughout the academic year and offer faculty in Science, 
Technology, Mathematics, and other disciplines access to STEM materials that may be incorporated into 
existing VCSU courses. 

Outcomes 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Number of graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in the new STEM coursework 
Course evaluations completed by students/teachers enrolled in STEM courses and workshops 
Number ofVCSU faculty attending workshops and seminars on STEM methodology 
Pre- and post-surveys completed by teachers and graduate students. Surveys will record 
integration of STEM materials by the teachers and changes in teaching methodology based on the 
new learning from the workshops and courses. Burveys will be completed at the beginning of 
each graduate course and teacher workshop. Follow-up surveys will be sent out nine months after 
course/workshop completion 
STEM curriculum materials will be provided to 700-1000 pre-service and in-service teachers over 
the two years 
Resulting changes from the new STEM curriculum will impact as many as 35,000 ND students 
Coursework will lead to State ST EM endorsements for undergraduate and graduate students 
Specific deliverables are outlined for each goal 
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Science, Math Focus of New STARBASE Academy 

Minot Air Force Base - Math, science and technology will be the focus of a new 
Defense Department-sponsored education program at Minot Air Force Base. At 
today's ribbon cutting ceremony for what is being called Starbase Academy, 
Senator Kent Conrad said the new initiative will help America train a new 
generation of scientists and engineers. 

"For our nation to compete in the 21st century and beyond, today's students must 
develop an aptitude for math and science, "Senator Conrad said. "Programs like 

the Starbase Academies provide valuable opportunities for the students here in Minot and all across the 
country. Hopefully this non-traditional learning experience will spark an interest in sciences and help 
prepare the next generation to compete and excel in the global economy." 

Students in the United States continue to lag behind their peers from many industrialized countries in math 
and sciences. According to the Department of Defense, students from the US ranked 18th in math and 14th 
in science in a survey of 15 year olds in 27 countries. 

"Starbase North Dakota is committed to finding new and innovative ways to help our students excel in math 
and science. It's a belief we know Senator Conrad shares," said Matthew Balas, Director ofStarbase North 
Dakota. "Senator Conrad has been a strong advocate for bringing Starbase to Minot from day one. 
Hundreds of our students will now benefit from this unique opportunity thanks in part to Senator Conrad's 
dedication." 

Senator Conrad first urged Air Force leaders to consider North Dakota as a 
future home to an academy more than a year ago. Senator Conrad and Senator 
Byron Dorgan were instrumental in securing funding in the FY08 Defense 
Appropriations bill to expand the program to Minot Air Force Base. 

The academy is a premier educational program in which students participate in 
challenging "hands-on, mind-on" activities in aviation, science, technology, engineering, math, and space 
exploration. In its first year of operation in North Dakota, the Starbase academy at the air bases's North 
Plains Elementary School will offer 31 one-week classes serving roughly 650 students from nine area school 
districts. 

Senator Conrad said the program will also teach life-long skills including goal setting, teamwork, 
cooperation and problem-solving. Students are also able to interact with military personnel to explore 
careers and make connections with the "real world." 

Senator Dorgan, Congressman Earl Pomeroy and Governor John Hoeven also helped open the first Starbase 
academy in North Dakota, which represents the 60th such academy across 34 states and Washington DC and 
Puerto Rico. 

II 
Close Window 

http://www.starbasedod.com/index2.php?option=com _ content&task=view&id=200&pop=. .. J /28/2009 



NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
Summary of Emergency Preparedness/Security 2009-11 Biennial Budget 

Request and Executive Recommendation 

Student safety. is one of the NDUS biggest concerns. Open campuses and increasing crime and mental 
health challenges in the general population make safety an increasing campus challenge also. Some 
think the increased need for security is a reaction to the recent national armed intruder incidents. It is 
in part as North Dakota is not isolated from this potential violence as was demonstrated by two recent 
events at the NDSU Downtown campus; however, there are other forms of crime including: theft, 
sexual assault, bullying, fights and more. Each of our NDUS campuses is like a small community with the 
same safety risks and issues. 

Current federal law, including the recent Higher Education Reauthorization Act, place strict 
requirements on campuses for reporting and responding to crimes, For ·example, federal law requires 
"immediately notify the campus community upon the confirmation of a significant emergency or 
dangerous situation involving an immediate threat to the health or safety of students or staff occurring 
on the campus, as defined in paragraph (6), unless issuing a notification will compromise efforts to 
contain the emergency;" A multi-faceted approach is required to ensure compliance with the federal 
regulations. 

In addition, Governor Hoeven issued a directive to all State entities to develop a business 
continuity/disaster recovery plan to ensure the continuity of State government in the event of a 
man made or natural disaster. A multi-faceted approach is required to ensure compliance with the state 
requirements and federal regulations, and to ensure the safety of our students. Therefore, the SBHE 
placed a high priority, as did the Governor in his budget, on providing additional resources for.increased 
security and emergency planning for the following items: 

Base Funding $1,334,865, built into individual campus budgets 

Emergency Preparedness /Security: Provides funding for additional campus security at a ratio of 1 FTE 
to 900 students for increased student and employee safety. Also, adds public safety officers to assist 
with campus planning and implementation of the emergency notification system, emergency response 
plans, continuum of government (COG) and other activities as follows: (1.0) FTE position shared by BSC, 
DSU and NOUS-Office; (1.0 FTE) position shared by MiSU, MiSU-BC, (2.0) FTE positions shared by UND, 
LRSC, and MaSU; and, (2.0) FTE shared by NDSU, NDSCS, and VCSU. Also includes funding to cover the 
annual fee for the NotiFind emergency notification system for students. 
Engrossed S82003: $750,000 pool in System Office budget, with SBHE to determine allocation 

One-Time Funding $4,000,000 

Emergency Preparedness/Security: Funding to assist with updating facilities with safety upgrades, 
including: keyless card entry, fire alarms, public announcement systems, cameras, building alarms, 
improved lighting, phone system upgrades to include a phone in each room, emergency power 
upgrades, etc. 
Engrossed S82003: $0 

g:\laura\wpdocs\09-11 budget\security and emergency preparedness summary.docx 
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Senate Appropriations Hearing 

• NOUS Budget Overview 

January 12, 2009 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee thank you for this opportunity to speak. My name 

is Frank Michael and I am the President of the North Dakota Student Association. Today you will be 

hearing from myself, and three other students, we have Tara Mertz from the University of North Dakota, 

Ken Story from Minot State University, and Brad Henke from Bismarck State College. We are vastly 

different students with one thing in common. We have all had the privilege to take part in the North 

Dakota University System. In the last legislative session, the legislature took the position that North 

Dakota would invest in Higher Education, and what a great investment that has been. We are setting 

record enrollment numbers. Students from not just North Dakota, but the entire region are flocking to 

North Dakota to enroll in our higher education system. Because it is they know it is affordable, and also 

because they know they will have access to a high quality education experience. As students attain their 

education they are able to immerse themselves in the unique career opportunities available in North 

Dakota, and after they graduate more young bright individuals are choosing to stay. 

This session you have the opportunity to continue to invest in Higher Education. For many 

Americans money is getting tight, and Higher Education is not on the forefront of most people's minds, 

and while many states are looking at tuition and fee hikes, we can keep tuition at a reasonable rate here 

in North Dakota. I find myself using my financial aid to by ramen noodles instead of my Industrial 

Organization 480 book (As a side note I have not been able to afford my books for the past 2 years.) The 

stereotypical image of a college student holding 3 part time jobs and taking 18 credits is not far from the 

truth, and when a student goes through college this way I think they miss a huge part of the experience. 

In my college career I have not just attended North Dakota State University; I have become an active 

member in the Fargo/Moorhead community. I lead a youth group at a local church, I've served at the 

community homeless shelter, retirement communities, I even skipped class to help sandbag one year. 

I know there are going to be tough decisions to make this session, but as you listen to us 

students today I hope we will be able to give some insight into what it like being a college student today. 

It was the support of this legislature that has allowed me the privilege of pursuing a degree. It may have 

taken me 2 years to choose what I wanted it to be in, but that is an opportunity that many don't get to 

fulfill. 

Frank Michael 

North Dakota Student Association President 

Franklin.Michael@ndsu.edu 
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Bismarck State College 
North Dakota Senate Bill No. 2003 

Testimony to the Senate Appropriations Committee 

Kirsten Baesler 
Mandan School Board President and BSC Graduate 

January 12, 2009 

Good afternoon, Chairman Holmberg and members of the Senate Appropriations Committee. 
Thank you for allowing me to speak to you today. I am Kirsten Baesler, a former student who 
benefited from the collaborative education programs offered through BSC. 

I am here today to simply say, "It would have been Impossible for me to get my higher ed degree 
without the collaborative programs offered through Bismarck State College. I returned to school 
as an older than average student to earn my degree in education after I was firmly rooted in the 
Bismarck/Mandan community. My husband arid I both had full-time employment in the 
community, but more importantly we were committed to raising our three sons in western North 
Dakota. 

My journey to obtain a bachelor's degree began because I needed an education degree and a 
library minor to obtain my school library media credential from the state. At the time I began 
pursuing this degree (Fall 1998); I was told that BSC had begun preliminary conversations with 
Dickinson to consider the possibility of offering an education degree from DSU on BSC's 
campus. I completed as many courses at BSC as were available and then began investigating my 
options. Unfortunately, the official collaborative efforts with DSU did not move along quickly 
enough for my needs. A fellow student was faced with this same dilemma and she and her family 
chose to move to St. Cloud to continue her education. They have not returned to North Dakota. 
But as I mentioned, moving was not an option for us. So I had two choices, find a way to make 
this happen in Bismarck or face the fact that I would not be able to earn a higher ed degree. 
Bismarck State College was my life preserver that kept my dream alive. The instructors helped 
me compare programs and determine which university would best meet my needs. In the end 
Minot provided the best option. BSC and Minot State faculty fourid ways to minimize my 
commute time and when all was said and done, I received my education degree from Minot in 
May 2001. 

I know that I have benefited from my higher education degree, but I believe my community has 
benefited also. Because of the leadership skills I learned and the credibility that a higher 
education degree provides, I have been able to participate in and help lead many positive 
initiatives in my community and state. I am serving my third term as President of the Mandan 
School Board and have been President of the Morton Mandan Public Library Board of Trustees 
since 2004. I was recently elected to the State Board of the North Dakota School Board's 
Association and have been a member of the Executive Board for the ND Library Association for 
6 years. None of this would have been possible ifBSC hadn't been able to provide the programs 
necessary for me to obtain my higher ed degree . 

{J) 
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Even though it was after my time, I was very pleased when the DSU programs were finally 
approved for delivery at BSC. I know 3 students who are/have already taken advantage of the 
programs. My sister is a benefactor of the collaborative program BSC has with Minot for the 
business degree. She received her bachelor's degree through Minot on BSC's campus in the 
· 1990's, went on to receive her Master's degree from UNO and consequently advanced within the 
US Federal District Court system. My nephew is patiently waiting to hear if BSC might soon be 
able to offer him the 4 year degree in engineering he is pursuing, so he can continue to live in the 
Bismarck area. My oldest son will be graduating from BSC in May, and will then explore his 
options for continuing his education. I predict his two younger brothers will follow his lead to 
BSC in a few years. 

The need for BSC to continue offering collaborative programs is strong. Bismarck/Mandan has 
the potential to become a major hub of educational offerings for a great variety of students. 
Students in this area of our state deserve an affordable option to earn their higher ed degree. For 
this reason, I ask this committee to support the State Board of Higher Education request for the 
Higher Education Center on the campus of Bismarck State College. 

In conclusion, I must say that I have the greatest respect for Bismarck State College. It is my 
opinion that BSC provided me the best learning experiences I have ever.had. It is my hope that 
BSC will continue to prosper and make a difference for many students in the future. Students of 
all ages would benefit from the same dedicated BSC staff that put my dream into motion. 

Thank you for your time. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kirsten Baesler 
Mandan School Board President and BSC Graduate 
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Ken Story 
Student Body President - Minot State University 

I am a first of a lot of things in my family. In the Story family there is a tradition on 

firefighters dating from my dad Jeffery Story to my Great Grandfather Herman Story 

and many more before my lifetime, in May 2004 I broke that tradition by being the first 

Story to enroll in college. I was born in Angeles City in the Philippines on the Air Force 

Base and raised at Minot Air Force base for 16 years until after I graduated from Minot 

High School, it was then that I followed my dad with his retirement to Tennessee where I 

attended East Tennessee State University. It was there that I learned that funding for my 

.ducation would be a lot harder than I had imagined it to be, with that being said I 

transferred back to the North Dakota University System to Minot State University. 

When I step foot onto my universities campus I see a lot of things. I see many students; 

some in military fatigues trying to further their education while serving their country, 

those same individuals who have the opportunity to access classes not only on our campus 

but on the base. I see single parents or family students who take minimum class loads in 

order to balance a family life, a job, and education in order to better and enrich their 

quality of life. And lastly, I sec students like me work on top of being engaged in our 

campus and community and our 12 plus hours of course work. 



fouring my time at Minot State University I've seen plenty of things that can be improved 

on our campus which relates to deferred maintenance. Our football field where throngs 

of students come out to show support for the Red and the Green is literally falling apart 

and our proposed methods of funding such improvement which would have been the 

community bowl efforts this summer were defeated. Additionally, from my 

understanding our boiler is also starting to shut down on us and estimates to fix it have 

increased drastically from the first estimate to what it is not. It's not only education 

methods that make a campus environment thrive it is the also the physical and small 

things that we often take for granted such as the instances I just mentioned . 

• know that in May when I walk across that stage, I will be breaking a lot of family 

traditions when I receive my degree, but I hope that it will be the beginning and prescient 

in which my family can grow from. It just won't be a degree, it will be a pathway for new 

opportunities and expectations for life, and I am extremely proud that it came from Minot 

State University . 

• 
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Tara R. Mertz 

ood morning! First of all, thank you very much for the opportunity to speak this morning. As a student, it is 

ncouraging.to.know.there.are.countless.faculty,.administrators,.members of-the-university-system,-and-especially----

legislators who are willing to listen and be concerned with students of higher education in this great state. Along with 

being grateful for this opportunity, I would also like to share some other reasons why I am quite grateful. 

Born and raised in the town of Ellendale, I am grateful to be able to call myself a lifelong North Dakotan. North Dakota 

may be known for its beautiful Badlands, for its agricultural industry, and for being the safest place in the country, but 

the reason I am so grateful to be able to call myself a North Dakotan is the people. Whether it was a local farmer who 

went out of his way to help me feed my family's horses when my parents were out of town or an elderly member of the 

community helping in my elementary school, I learned the importance of community from an early age. This has carried 

with me through my 21 years and will continue to shape my actions for the rest of my life. I not only credit my sense of 

community to growing up in North Dakota, but also my work ethic. As the daughter of small business owners, I learned 

the value of working to make a living and was exposed to commerce and industry through which I learned quite a bit 

about the state and rural communities in general. 

As I entered my high school years and continued to be actively involved in my community and school, I realized that I 

had to decide what I was going to do after high school. Some of my classmates knew where they were going to pursue 

post-secondary education or where they were going to work, but I wasn't sure. With countless dreams and aspirations, I 

quite honestly was a little overwhelmed. After narrowing my list of higher education possibilities down to three - one in 

North Dakota, one in Nebraska, and one in California - I finally made a decision. Looking back now, I could not be more 

rateful that I chose the University of North Dakota, a North Dakota University System institution, to further my 

ucation. 

My decision to attend a North Dakota University System institution was heavily influenced by the financial support that 

was provided. Especially in times of economic downturn and rising costs, higher education is becoming out of reach for 

too many people. Middle class families are being forced to finance higher education through debt and low-income 

students are becoming less able to afford higher education at all. To help curb the number of people leaving the state 

and to ensure a viable workforce, affordability of higher education is critical. Affordability for low-income students can 

be made possible through need based financial aid. Providing people with the means to further their education will 

ensure that the North Dakota workforce is ready to meet the future needs of the state. 

Now that I am in my last semester of undergraduate studies at the University of North Dakota, I look back on the last 

three-and-a-half years and am overwhelmingly grateful for the opportunities I have been provided by being a student of 

the North Dakota University System. Graduating with a communication degree in May, I am hopeful that I will be able to 

be a student in the system for another four years by entering medical school in the fall. By attending the University of 

North Dakota, I have affirmed my fondness of the state and I have been able to meet numerous students from across 

the world who have come to love the state as well. I am optimistic that many more will be able to attend a North 

Dakota University System institution and feel the same way. 

I am grateful to be a North Dakotan, grateful to have chosen the University of North Dakota for my education, and 

grateful for the opportunities I have been provided as a student of the North Dakota University System. My hope 

•

oving forward is that many more will have the opportunity to do the same in the future. By keeping higher education 

cessible and affordable, more students will be given the opportunity to give back to this great state. Let us work 

together to ensure that many more students can be afforded this opportunity. Thank you! 
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Good morning, and thank you for allowing me to speak here today, it is an honor 

and a privilege. My name is Brad Henke and I am a student in my second year at BSC. 

As you can probably tell, I am just slightly older than your average college student. As a 

matter of fact, I celebrated my 35 th birthday a week ago today; therefore I have had 

experiences in life unique to most college students. First, I will give you a little 

background on myself. I grew up here in ND in the little town of New Salem, just west of 

here. I graduated in 1992, and went into the army where I served 3 years. I got out, and 

after staying a few months in Washington state, I moved back home. I stayed here, 

worked in Mandan, and then helped my brother raise cattle. I then drove truck over the 

road, seeing much of the country. After 3 years of that, I got into the construction 

industry, where I did much traveling, living in about 7 different states. Most recently I 

lived in Mississippi where I spent about 4 years. I moved back home 2 and a half years 

ago and am here to stay. 

There were several factors which brought me back home, our low crime rate is 

something I took for granted until I lived in a couple big cities and experienced the 

massive problems they have. I also missed the peace and tranquility of our outdoors, 

being able to get out and fish, hunt and go camping is something not available in many 

places. Fu11hermore, there are many opportunities here; our economy is very strong 

which has brought many opportunities that weren't available a generation ago. We have 
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one of the best states in America, and I hope we can help our young people to realize that 

so we can keep our best and brightest in the state. 

I had grown weary of the construction field; the long days and bodily abuse take 

their toll. God blessed me with a brain, and last year I finally decided it was time to use it. 

I realized that my future in construction was limited, and in order to reach my potential, I 

needed an education. I had always been very interested in finance, especially in 

investments, and have read many books on the subject. Therefore, I decided to enroll at 

BSC to fulfill my general education requirements and give me time to decide on a 

university to transfer to where I can pursue my degree in finance/investments. College 

has been a tremendous experience and my only regret is that I didn't go sooner. It is not 

easy, as I have worked two jobs both as a fitness trainer at a gym, and also as an 

economics tutor al the college, but it is well worth the effort and will pay off in the long 

run. The faculty and staff at BSC have been very helpful, both in helping me get started 

and in helping me plan my educational future. The staff in the admissions department 

helped me to ensure all the proper paperwork was completed and that I had everything in 

order so that my entrance would go smoothly. The faculty have been excellent people to 

work with, especially my advisor Mr. Tschider, and all have been willing to talk with me 

in order to help me make my decision on both the right classes to take, as well as helping 

me decide on a university to transfer to once I have done all I can at BSC. 

The role of the community college is integral in the higher educational process, 

both in helping with lower costs of tuition and in helping some students to be able to live 

closer to home and defray added costs ofliving. I'm sure we've all heard of the problems 

of students getting out of college with astronomical student loans, which do add up quite 
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quickly. In some cases, a student may graduate with a student loan payment which is as 

high as a house payment would be. The community college helps keep these burdens at a 

tolerable level, and give students the tools and knowledge they need to make a decision 

on a career path. 

Strong leadership and responsible decision making at all levels of our state 

government have given North Dakota a budget surplus. I am glad that higher education is 

a priority, as education is necessary to ensure that our young people reach their full 

potential. Continued responsible decision making in our government will ensure the 

proper allotment of funds, and I hope that our testimonials will help with those decisions. 

Again, I thank you for allowing me to speak here today 
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1.14.09 
Joe Heilman 

NDSU Student Body President 

• Currently, 1,120 students from 81 countries 
• Last year, 183 students studied abroad 
• Currentlv, we have 20 exchange programs in 16 countries 
• 250+ student lead organizations 
• 1100+ student leadership positions 
• Student Government 

• Responsible for the allocation and distribution of the 
entire Student Activity Fee ($2.8 Million for 2008-2009) 
• 38 senators elected by residential or academic districts 
• 11 member executive team 
• 7 member Student Court 

• Center for Nanoscale Science and Engineering (last four years) 
• 70-75 Undergraduates per year 
• 20-25 Graduates per year 

• Technology Incubator (last two years) 
• 25-30 Undergraduates per year 
• 1-5 Graduates per year 
• Many with internship or scholarship support 

• Manv more onnortunities 
• Currently, 2,638 students employed (includes work study) 

• 1,891 Undergraduates 
• 747 Graduate 

• Data from the NDSU Career Center only (last five years) 
• 465 Internships/Co-ops per year 
• 194 companies (52 in ND) per year 
• Average wage of $13.61 per hour 
• HiPhest wa<'e of $35 ner hour 

• Over a dozen dozen leadership and development programs 
organized by the NDSU Memorial Union 

• These programs have impacted nearly 1,900 students 
since 2004 

• 4,500 hours of service from the Volunteer Network 
• 5,500 hours of service from the Greek Community 
• Students Today Leaders Forever (STLF) 

• Founder is from West Fargo 
• Pay it Forward Tours (spring break service trip) 

■ Since 2003, 99 tours with 3,800 students and 
46,000 hours of service 

■ 2008-2009, about 70 tours have been planned 
(20 from North Dakota) 

STUDENTS ARE PARAMOUNT 
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Mr. Chair, Committee Members, 
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For the record, my name is Ben Axtman, and I am a senior Biology major at the 
University of North Dakota. I am here today to show my support for the University's 
budget request. 

In my four years at UNO, I have come to appreciate the University as much more than a 
place to sit in a classroom. UNO has been a great place for me to learn both in and out of 
the classroom. My teachers constantly find ways to engage me in the course material and 
take learning out of the textbook and into practice. 

Outside of the classroom, 1 have taken advantage of many opportunities to get involved 
on campus. I am currently the President of our Mortar Board, the Governmental Affairs 
Commissioner for UNO Student Government, and a Student Ambassador Team Leader. 
These experiences have given me a chance to serve the less fortunate in the Grand Forks 
community, work with my fellow students and city officials in Grand Forks, and 
welcome visitors and a new generation of UNO students to our campus. One of them has 
even brought me to Bismarck to testify before a legislative committee. 

I have learned so much about service and leadership through my extracurricular 
involvement, but my involvement has been contingent upon my ability to afford to go to 
school. The average student in the past hasn't been able to take advantage of all the great 
involvement opportunities UNO has to offer because they're too busy working so they 
can pay their way through school without taking on crushing amounts of student debt. I 
want to thank you for funding higher education the way you did in 2007. I am here to tell 
you, it has made a difference. The students continue to need your help though. 

I have no doubt that when I graduate from UNO I will have had the best possible 
academic opportunities, due in large part to the funding the Legislature has provided to 
UNO. My concern has now become whether or not my younger sister will have the same 
opportunities. Will she be taught from the best faculty, study in the most up-to-date 
facilities, and learn besides the best and brightest students as I did. As I look to the future 
of higher education in North Dakota, I share the concerns of my fellow students in terms 
of adequate funding. Students are a vital part of this state, exclusive of their contributions 
in terms of tuition. One sign of this is the joint resolution that was passed by the Grand 
Forks City Council and UNO Student Senate. It asks the Legislature to fund higher 
education at an adequate level. 

Next, I'll ask you take a look at the economic impact report I have provided. Students in 
the Grand Forks area alone have a 183 million dollar economic impact. Students at UNO 
currently hold 5,212 jobs within the community and are working an average of 25 hrs 
week. For the benefit of the state and its students, I challenge you to continue to fund the 
University of North Dakota and all North Dakota Universities and Colleges. Thank You 
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RESOLUTION 
IN SUPPORT O.F AFFORDABLE HIGHER EDUCATION 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA STUDENT SENATE & 
GRAND FORKS CITY COUNCIL 

WHEREAS, lt has been discussed at City-Senate subcommittee meetings that both the 
Student Senate and City of Grand Forks support affordable higher education; and 

WHEREAS, keeping higher education .affordable allows more students to take 
advantage of a coliege education, and 

WHEREAS, increasing enrollment in our Co11eges and Universities aids in the economic 
growth of the City. 

NOW, TIJEREFORE, BE 1T RESOLVED that ~,e UND Student Senate and City of 
Grand Forks support all efforts made at keeping the cost of higher education affordable . 

UND Student Senate 

4=, Ae i;:: ---- ---
Tyrone Grandstrand, President 
UND Student Body 

Hal Gershman, President 
Grand Forks City Council 
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• Economic & Workforce Impact 
Of the UNO Student Body 

on the 
Greater Grand Forks Area 

Assumptions Used for the Economic Data 

1 All data is based on a 9 month academic year, versus a 12 month year. 

2 Only UND students attending classes on campus are considered part of the base enrollments. 

3 Economic impact is based on 1.8% of costs. 

4 Student expenses for tuition, fees, and on campus housing are not included in the study. 

Economic Findings of the Study 

The UND Student Body has an annual economic impact of $182,999,579 on the Greater Grand Forks area. 

Annual (9 Month) Student Body Expenditures 

A. Childcare 

• B. Auto Payments 

$839,689 

$2,559,604 

C. Electronic Communications $3,612,628 

D. Clothing $3,790, 183 

E. Entertainment $4,904,943 

F. Reslauf?!nts $5,241,646 

G. Gasoline $7,630,417 

H. Groceries $10,271,508 

I. Rent & Utilities $26,777,430 

J. Textbooks and Supplies $36,038,385 

Total (9 Month) Student Body Expenditures $101,666,433 

Workforce Findings of the Study 

•

~, ty eight-percent of the UND Stu.dent Body who attend classes on campus work while enrolled in school; 

.: average UND student holds 1.4 jobs during the typical academic year. 

Pa e 1, 
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.• he UNO Stu?e.nt Body annually holds 5,212 job in the community, and another 4,335 job on campus. 

4 The typical UNO student working in the community works 25 hours per week. 

5 The typical UNO student working on campus works 16 hours per week. 

6 Collectively the UNO Student Body working in the community, equate to the equivalent of 2,141 fulltime members of the 
local workforce. 

7 The UNO Student'Body working on campus equates to the equivalent of 1,247 fulltime members of the campus workforce. 

Cariveau June 2008 

• 
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Bismarck State College 
North Dakota Senate Bill No. 2003 

Testimony to the House Appropriations, Education and Environment Division 

Kirsten Baesler 
Mandan School Board President and DSC Graduate 

March 6, 2009 

Good afternoon, Committee Chairman Skarphol and members of the House Appropriations, 
Education and Environment Division. Thank you for allowing me to speak to you today. I am 
Kirsten Baesler, a former student who benefited from the collaborative education programs 
offered through BSC. 

I am here today to simply say, "It would have been impossible for me to get my higher ed degree 
without the collaborative programs offered through Bismarck State College. I returned to school 
as an older than average student to earn my degree in education after I was firmly rooted in the 
Bismarck/Mandan community. My husband and I both had full-time employment in the 
community, but more importantly we were committed to raising our three sons in western North 
Dakota. 

My journey to obtain a bachelor's degree began because I needed an education degree and a 
library minor to obtain my school library media credential from the state. At the time I began 
pursuing this degree (Fall 1998); I was told that BSC had begun preliminary conversations with 
Dickinson to consider the possibility of offering an education degree from DSU on BSC's 
campus. I completed as many I 00 and 200 level pre-requisite courses at BSC as were available 
and then began investigating my options. Unfortunately, the official collaborative efforts with 
DSU did not move along quickly enough for my needs and I needed to look elsewhere for my 
education degree. A fellow student was faced with this same dilemma and she and her family 
chose to move to St. Cloud to continue her education. They have not returned to North Dakota. 
But as I mentioned, moving was not an option for us. So I had two choices, find a way to make 
this happen in Bismarck or face the fact that I would not be able to earn a higher ed degree. 
Bismarck State College was my life preserver that kept my dream alive. The instructors in the 
math, science, and psych departments all helped me compare programs and determine which 
university would best meet my needs. In the end, it seemed Minot provided the best option. BSC 
worked tirelessly with Dr. Neil Nordstrom and his faculty at Minot to minimize my commute 
time to Minot as much as possible. They cross-approved courses, created correspondence 
classes, suggested CLEP tests, and arranged for supervision of practical experiences. It was a 
beautiful cooperative experience. When all was said and done, I received my education degree 
from Minot in May 2001. 

I know that I have benefited from my higher education degree, but I believe my community has 
benefited also. Because of the leadership skills I learned and the credibility that a higher 
education degree provides, I have been able to participate in and help lead many positive 
initiatives in my community and state. I am serving my third term as President of the Mandan 
School Board and have been President of the Morton Mandan Public Library Board of Trustees 
since 2004. I was recently elected to the State Board of the North Dakota School Board's 
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Association and have been a member of the Executive Board for the ND Library Association for 
6 years. None of this would have been possible ifBSC hadn't been able to provide the programs 
necessary for me to obtain my higher ed degree. 

Even though it was after my time, I was very pleased when the DSU programs were finally 
approved for delivery at BSC. I know 3 students who are/have already taken advantage of the 
programs. My sister is a benefactor of the collaborative program BSC has with Minot for the 
business degree. She received her bachelor's degree through Minot on BSC's campus in the 
1990's, went on to receive her Master's degree from UND and consequently advanced within the 
US Federal District Court system. My nephew is patiently waiting to hear ifBSC might soon be 
able to offer him the 4 year degree in engineering he is pursuing, so he can continue to live in the 
Bismarck area. My oldest son will be graduating from BSC in May, and will then explore his 
options for continuing his education. I predict his two younger brothers will follow his lead to 
BSC in a few years. 
The need for BSC to continue offering collaborative programs is there. Bismarck/Mandan has 
the potential to become a major hub of educational offerings for a great variety of students. 
Students in this area of our state deserve an affordable option to earn their higher ed degree. 

In conclusion, I must say that I have the greatest respect for Bismarck State College. It is my 
opinion that BSC provided me the best learning experiences I have ever had. It is my hope that 
BSC will continue to prosper and make a difference for many students in the future. Students of 
all ages would benefit from the same dedicated BSC staff that put my dream into motion . 

Thank you for your time. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kirsten Baesler 
Mandan School Board President and BSC Graduate 
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Testimony to the House Appropriations, Education and Environment 

Good morning, 

Kristine Welppert 
Board of Governors, President 

Bismarck State College 
March 6, 2009 

Chairman and members of the House Appropriations Committee. 

My name is Kristine Weippert. First, I would like to say I am delighted to be here and to be given the 

opportunity to speak with you today. As you are aware, I am originally from Tappen, ND, a sophomore 

at Bismarck State College majoring in Business, and the Board of Governors President. On campus, I am 

also a Resident Assistant at Lidstrom Hall and a tutor of accounting and math. When I began looking at 

colleges two years ago when I was about to graduate from high school, my major concern was the cost 

of tuition. I didn't have money saved for attending college and I certainly wasn't going to be able to 

make as much as I needed in a few short months. Luckily, my first year I received enough financial aid to 

cover the majority of my expenses of attending BSC. It wasn't easy though. I had to budget for books, 

class, and activities. I also lived on campus in order to save money. 

The year, however, has been quite different. I didn't receive the financial aid I had hoped for and now 

had to take out a loan. Even with strict budgeting, the loan amount was not enough to cover the 

expenses of attending college. Luckily, I received a scholarship for being the Board of Governors 

President and a dorm waiver for being a Resident Assistant. I was also lucky enough to find a job on 

campus tutoring which allowed me to have flexible hours which I wouldn't have seen at an off campus 

job. If it had not been for the scholarship, dorm waiver, and on campus job, I don't' know if I would be 

standing before you today. 

I cannot speak for every student wanting to attend college. Each student has their own story. However, 

for me, attending college would have been virtually impossible if the cost of tuition had been even 

higher. 

Please support the student affordability initiative requested by the State Board of Higher Education and 

added by the Senate, so students like me can attend college without increasing our debt . 
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UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 

The Vital Link to a Brighter Future 

March 6, 2009 

The Hono\able Bob Skarphol 
Chair, House Appropriations Education and Environment Division 
North Dakota House of Representatives 
PO Box 725 
Tioga, ND 58852 

Dear Representative Skarphol: 

Thank you for your question regarding the need to raise awareness of the excellent career opportunities 
available to students who complete a certificate or associate's degree in a technical field at one of North 
Dakota's five community colleges. Attached is a copy of the Request for Proposals for a Community 
College Awareness Initiative that I referenced during yesterday's hearing. The mission and purpose of 
this proposed campaign are outlined on page 3: To increase understanding of the value ofa community 
college education and respond to North Dakota's workforce needs . 

The State Board of Higher Education did address this initiative system wide as a budget request. This 
was not funded in the Executive Budget. 

Please let me know if you have further questions concerning this initiative. 

Sincerely, 

William G. Goetz 
Chancellor 

1:\terrv\r:oeu\l1tt1rs\.skarphol, bob 3-6-09.docx 

State Capitol• 600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215, Bismarck, ND 58505-0230 
Phone: 701.328.2960. Fax: 701.328.2961 

E-mail: NDUS.office@ndus.nodak.edu. Web: www.ndus.nodak.edu 

The North Dakota University System is governed by the State Board of Higher Education and includes: 
Bismarck State College • Dickinson State University • Lake Region State College • Mayville State University• 
Minot State University• Minot State University-Bottineau Campus • North Dakota State College of Science • 
North Dakota State University • University of North Dakota • Valley City State University• Williston State College. 
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North Dakota University System 

Community College Awareness Initiative 

Request for Proposal 

North Dakota University System 

State Capitol 
600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 215 
Bismarck, N.D. 58505-0230 

Date of Issue: 9.22.08 

Proposal Deadline: 5 p.m., 10.22.08 
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Background 

The North Dakota University System includes 11 public higher education institutions, 
including six four-year universities and five community colleges. This campaign will focus 

on the five community colleges: 

• Bismarck State College 

• Lake Region State College 

• Minot State University- Bottineau 

• North Dakota State College of Science 

• Williston State College 

Community colleges offer career and technical education programs that prepare 
students for direct entry into the workforce and associate degrees tailored to lead to 

specific bachelor's degrees. 

A student in a career or technical track studies one of the specific programs and earns a 
certificate, a diploma, or an associate in applied science (AAS) degree, any of which 
enables the student to directly enter the workforce in his or her particular field of study. 

A student can earn an associate in arts (AA) degree or an associate in science (AS) 
degree. For some, these degrees meet their educational goals; however, most students 
who earn AA and AS degrees transfer to four-year universities for bachelor's degrees . 

Two-year colleges have open-enrollment policies; they accept all high school graduates 

and/or GED recipients. 

The Challenge 

According to many sources, all areas of the state and nearly every industry are reporting 
workforce or skill shortages, thereby limiting business attraction and expansion. At the 
same time, NDUS community colleges have the capacity to educate the workers to fill 

many of these positions. 

One factor impacting community college enrollment is the decreasing number of high 
school students in the state, but a number of myths and misconceptions also stand in 

the way of connecting more students with educational opportunities that lead to 
careers in North Dakota. For example, many adults believe that, to get a college 
education, a student must attend a four-year university. Likewise, many believe the only 
way to get a high-paying job is to get a four-year degree. Also, there are some who 
believe a community college education is no more than "grade 13." Another commonly 

held belief is that graduates must leave the state to make a good living. 
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In reality, students who attend community colleges can choose from many careers, get 
• good jobs and earn high incomes - without leaving North Dakota. Community college 

students receive equal academic quality as four-year university students. Community 
colleges are accredited and must meet the rigorous academi.c standards required for 
transfer of courses and programs to four-year universities. Classes are smaller, and 

more one-on-one attention is possible. 

Taking all of this into consideration, the challenge is to improve the image of community 
college education and raise awareness of career opportunities that will lead to good 

lives and strong futures here in North Dakota. 

A Collaborative Response 

To address this challenge collaboratively, in May 2008, public affairs officers from the 
five community colleges and the NOUS Office formed a workgroup to discuss the 
development of a community college image and awareness campaign. Group members 
concurred that this campaign should be targeted at all North Dakotans, especially 
prospective students and their parents, employers and legislators. 

They agreed the best way to fund this campaign would be to develop a proposal to seek 
funding designated for collaborative initiatives in the 2009-11 NOUS budget request. 
Through a series of meetings, the group reached consensus on the mission, purpose and 
campaign expectations outlined in the document that follows. 

Mission 

The mission of the Community College Awareness Initiative is to increase understanding 
of the value of a community college education and respond to North Dakota's workforce 
needs. The Community College Awareness Initiative will enhance the perception of 
University System community colleges to better connect with stakeholders, including 
traditional-age students, their parents, teachers, counselors and high school 
administrators, adult learners, incumbent workers, legislators, employers, economic 
developers and all North Dakotans. 

Purpose 

The Community College Awareness Initiative will build awareness and enhance the 
image of North Dakota University System community colleges*; this will benefit 
residents of North Dakota, all North Dakota University System institutions and the state 

economy by: 

• Showcasing education, training and job opportunities in North Dakota so students choose to 
stay, study and work in the state 

• Highlighting unique programs to new audiences (east to west, west to east), opening career 
and educational doors to new student populations 
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• Improving responsiveness to workforce training needs of regional employers and lifelong 

learners 
• Creating an awareness of career opportunities that will address the shortage of workers in 

certain fields; creating an awareness of career and technical education programs that will 
prepare students to enter high-demand careers with certification, licensure, associate 
degrees or higher 

• Highlighting the community college role in serving as an entry point for students who desire 
four-year degrees; providing an environment in which students enhance academic skills 
before transferring to universities 

• Bismarck State College, Lake Region State College, Minot State University- Bottineau, North 
Dakota State College of Science and Williston State College 

Timeline 

RFP date of issue: 9.22.08 

RFP response deadline: 10.22.08 
RFP discussion and selection by the committee: 11.5.08 

Proposal recommendation to Chancellor Goetz: 11.19.08 

Begin implementation, jffunded: 7.1.09 

Campaign Proposals 

For planning purposes, agencies should assume a six to nine-month campaign timeline 

with an estimated budget of $200,000 to $300,000. Proposals should specify: 

• The approach for communicating the message(s) 
• The media mix to reach an audience of diverse age groups and income levels, 

including both traditional and non-traditional media 

• An approximate percentage of the budget to be dedicated to each type of media 

• A description of the target audience(s) 

• Other key campaign components as determined by the agency 

No spec creative is requested, and the NDUS is not responsible for costs incurred in the 

preparation of RFPs. The NDUS reserves the right to reject any and all proposals. A 

contract would not be awarded solely on cost. Other factors to be considered include: 

• Agency background 

• Related experience 

• Campaign strategy 

• Key personnel 

• Agency assessment 

• Use of subcontractors 
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The following agency questionnaire should be used to provide responses to both sets of 

bullet points on Page 5. In addition to responding to these questions as presented, 
please include additional information, if appropriate, at the end of the questionnaire 

responses. 

1. Agency Background 

• Provide a brief summary of your agency's history, structure and ownership 

• List some of your most recent image and/or awareness campaign clients and 

activities 
• Provide three client references, preferably clients for whom your agency has 

conducted image and/or awareness campaigns (include contact names and 

phone numbers) 

2. Related Experience 

• Provide examples of your agency's experience in: 

• Working with higher education clients 
• Simplifying complex messages, making them memorable and compelling to 

the general public 
• Influencing public and private sector decision makers 

3. Campaign Strategy 

• Outline the process your agency would use to execute this campaign, including 

internal actions and client meetings 
• Provide an overview of how your agency would allocate the budget, including 

research, creative development, media placement, etc. 
• Evaluate whether or not a six-to-nine month timeframe and a $200,000 to 

$300,000 budget are realistic for this campaign 

• Provide an overview of your agency's approach to this campaign; describe your 
vision for the campaign and how you would go about increasing awareness and 

enhancing the image of NOUS community colleges 

4. Key Personnel 

• Provide resumes of the key personnel who will be involved in execution of this 

campaign 

5. Agency Assessment 

• Describe how your agency measures/evaluates campaign success 

• List the media research services to which your agency subscribes 
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6. Use of Subcontractors 

• List the services included in your agency's campaign proposal for which external 
vendors will be used and provide the percentage of mark-up your agency applies 
to subcontractor work 

7. Cost 

• Describe how billing for this campaign will be determined, including whether 
your agency will charge a flat rate for the entire campaign and/or an hourly rate 

• Provide your agency's policy on media commissions and whether or not you 
forfeit them in some situations 

Key Contacts 

Questions about this campaign should be directed to: 

Name: Debra A. Anderson 

Phone:701.328.2962 

E-mail: debra.a.anderson@ndus.nodak.edu 
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Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

February 24, 2009 

Department 227 - Bismarck State College 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions 
1 2009-11 E)\ecutive Budget 111.93 

2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 105.38 

Increase (Decrease) 6.55 

General Fund 
$26,965,129 
20.695.572 

$6,269,557 

Other Funds Total 
$409,500 $27,374,629 

5 734050 26.429.622' 

($5,324,550) $945,007 

'The 2007-09 annrooriation amounts do not include an adjustment to soecial funds annronriation authoritv of $447,485. 

FTE Positions Agency Funding 

$30.00 
$26.97 

125.00 ,----1l!3.JllL_ __________ _, 

i 
Si 

$25.00 

$20.00 

$15.00 

$10.00 

$5.00 

$0.00 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 2003-05 2005-07 
Executive 

Budget 

■General Fund COtherfunds 

and One-Time General Fund A 
Ongoing General Fund 

A ro riation 
One-Time General Fund 

A ro riation 

2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$23,624,492 
19 977 161 

$3 647,331 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$3,340,637 
718 411 

$2,622,226 

General Fund Other Funds 
1. Provides parity funding of $2,922,316 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent ·per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 201 O and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year 2011 

Utilities for new facilities (National .Energy Center of 
Excellence) becoming operational in the 2009-11 biennium 

Total 

•. Provides equity funding of $416,578 (The executive 
recommendation includes a $10 million increase for equity 
distributed among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

$406,416 

1,301,548 

652,070 

298,576 

125,706 

138,000 

$2,922,316 

$416,578 

2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

Total General Fund 
A riatlon 

$26,965,129 
20 695 572 

$6 269 557 

Total 

$406,416 

1,301,548 

652,070 

298,576 

125,706 

138,000 

$2,922,316 

$416,578 



• 
3. Provides funding for emergency preparedness and security, 

including $84,000 for 1 FTE public safety officer position to be 
shared by Bismarck State College, Dickinson State University, 
and the North Dakota University System office; $216,752 for 

. security personnel costs; and $7,685 for NotiFind emergency 
notification system fees. The Senate removed this funding 
and related FTE position. 

4. Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $243,481, 
the same as the 2007-09 base funding 

5. Provides one-time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security 

6. Provides one-time funding for a major capital project--Technical 
Center renovation-for the 2009-11 biennium 

7. Removes one-time extraordinary repair funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium . 

8. Removes one-time major capital project funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium 

9. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by 5.55 FTE posrtions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$308,437 

$340,637 

$3,000,000 

($229,711) 

($488,700) 

Continuing Appropriations 

$409,500 

($5,734,050) 

$308,437 

$340,637 

$3,409,500 

($229,711) 

($6,222,750) 

Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authority fc 
higher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) woul 
continue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' spp· · 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the bier 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota Univ._ 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bi 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included i 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

ATTACH:1 
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j Bismarck State College 
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IIISll,\llCK snn: co1.1,1:rn: 

North Dakota 
Senate 

Appropriations 
Committee 

January 12, 2009 

Dr. Larry C. Skogen 

President 

Bismarck State College 
Larry.Skogen@bsc.nodak.edu 

224-5431 
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allenges 
rces 

• BSC's general fund appropriation per student 
in FY07 - $3,015 

• Other NOUS campuses in FY07 range from 
$3,631-$6,910 

• Current model does ncit address needs of a 
growing campus 

• Continue to develop external funding sources 

allenges 
ds 

• New program development 

• Limited resources/Competing campus needs 

• Future physical facilities 
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r 2009-11 Budget 
! Executive Recommendation 
I 

• Parity (state share of cost to continue) -
$2,922,316 
- Salary increases vital to sustaining BSC's mission 

- Inflation funding important to cover rising 
operating costs 

- Cost of utilities is volatile 

- Fuel cost increases across nation affect all areas 
of campus operations 

''-.ii··y·. J 
( 2009-11 Budget 
· 1 Executive Recommendation 

• Emergency Preparedness/Security -
$308,437 
- Safety and security measures needed to address 

rising risks to students and employees 

- Funding includes additional 24/7 security and 
Public Safety Officer 

• Share with DSU/NDUS 
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·. ·;( 2009-11 Budget 
•··· : 1 Executive Recommendation 

. i 

Equity Adjustment - $416,578 
- Equity funding vital to continue growing and to 

meet demands of students and industry 

- Potential uses of equity funding 
• Hire additional staff/faculty to reduce workloads/improve 

retention 

• Create academic advising center to improve student 
retention and success 

• Provide operational and instructional support for existing 
and new programs 

::··, :/:{~it6:::"';1:;~;:t,ii5l 
~- •/{ 2009-11 Budget 
· ,,),:j Executive Recommendation 
;f\;, J 

• Tuition revenue 
- 3% increase per year, based on Executive 

Recommendation 

- 0% increase per year if funding of Two-Year 
College Affordability plan is approved 
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· , ( 2009-11 Budget 
. .'~/7 Executive Recommendation 

I 

·'.-~f('/ 
" 

• Extraordinary Repairs - $243,481 base 
funding 

Deferred Maintenance - $340,637 one time 
- BSC has $3.4 million of outstanding plant 

improvement projects greater than $100,000 

- Roof replacement needed on several buildings 

- Steam lines at end of life expectancy and need 
replacement 

j 
! 

. ·( 2009-11 Budget 
· •· ... · .'. •I Executive Recommendation 

.·, : l 

'' . •· ! • Deferred Maintenance (continued) 
'j - Potential uses of funding 

·1 
I 
' 

• Building exterior - $100,000 

• Mechanical and Electrical upgrades - $100,000 

• Utilities/Infrastructure- $100,000 

• Miscellaneous projects of less than $50,000 - $40,637 

~ 
~f; 
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(200·9.11 Budget 
.. j Executive Recommendation 

i;-r.,.. . 
r::.J. ·J 

• Major Capital Projects 
- Technical Center Renovation • $3,409,500 

• Providing technical training and competency based skills 
is one of North Dakota's greatest needs 

• Funding for renovation of Technical Center after 
Bismarck Public Schools completes new Career and 
Technical Center 

• Renovation will allow expansion of program capacity to 
meet student and industry demand 

- Specifically in Welding 

,,, . .,_ ·-·-· .· . . . I 
• 12009-11 Budget 

Executive Recommendation 

i • Major Capital Projects (continued) 
- Bismarck Public Schools will provide $409,500 

toward renovation costs 
• Technical Center will continue as shared facility with 

Bismarck Public Schools 
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( 2009-11 Budget 
/ Executive Recommendation 

I· Other System Initiatives 
I 
: 
' 

j 
. l 

- SSC supports other system priorities 
• Needs-based aid/student financial assistance 

• Disabled student services 

• Technology funding 

• $4 million Emergency Preparedness pool in 
system office 
- One-time funding includes emergency notification 

system, alarms, lighting, security cameras, etc . 

-~.-· i > _ · ___ ·. · i ::l 
009-11 Budget 
xecutive Recommendation 

• Other Important Bills 
- SB 2018 - Department of Commerce 

• Workforce Enhancement Grants - $2,000,000 

- SB 2019- State Board for Career and Technical 
Education 

• Workforce Training - $3,305,000 
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(Requested Amendments to 
; Executive Recommendation 

I • Two-Year College Affordability - $974,105 
- Funding would cover student's share of parity 

• 100% would then be funded by state 

- Crucial that tuition be frozen only if affordability 
funding is provided 

( Other Budget Request Items Not Included I in Executive Recommendation 

i • Bismarck Higher Education Center - $4.5 
' I million one time; $630,000 base funding 

- BSC does not have space to accommodate 
growth of collaborative programs 

• $3.8 million to purchase Horizon Building directly north 
of campus 

• $100,000 to equip IVN studios 

• $600,000 to renovate and furnish the building 

~ 
lu(if'I ;Juµ 
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RIS~L\RCK STATE COLLWE 

BSC 

Sis .,zoo 3 
711eut d ~ / -? o o o/ 
r:a:r~ #- I 

North Dakota 
House Appropriations, 

Education and 
Environment 

Division 

March 6, 2009 

Dr. Larry C. Skogen 

President 

Bismarck State College 
Larry.Skogen@bsc.nodak.edu 

224-5431 
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• -J BSC Mission 
;I 

. ' 
·· . : • Bismarck State College, an innovative 

: community college, offers high quality 
. J education, workforce training, and 
. ' _ . j enrichment programs reaching local and 

1 global communities. 
I 

j 
' -{ .·· ....... ~ 

. '.1 . ··1 
·/, 

. ' "'";.l ' ·•·~" J 
'.it''J 

. j 

• 1, / 
·_·! · ;:J BSC Vision Statement 

.. d\ 

· '. '··) • BSC, a national model for innovative 
education and workforce training 

' .I 
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... i Programs 
' I 

! 
I 
I 

• 
- Courses of study for first and second year leading 

to bachelor's degree 

• Technical 

1. 
' J 

·: i 

- Career training in more than 35 programs 

Bachelor of Applied Science in Energy Mgmt. 

. ' 
I 
I 
' ., 

• Continuing Education, Training and 
Innovation 

Workforce training, enrichment, conference 
Gi ·· • , ,: planning, speakers bureau 

Headcount Enrollment 

HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT TREND• FALL - , - / ,~ ""~ / 
S:i.:n> 

// '-v· 

J ./ ... /~ - ,// 
,.~ 

= 1990 I 2000 12001 I 2002 I 2000 I 2004 I 2005 I 20015 I 2007 1 2008 

fs.r; .. 1 2,7'3I2,83lll 3,0M7 3,1'181 3,,4307 3,5481 3,370l 3,,4TTI 3,511113,788 

£-'!~, _:x_ ..... ,."''"""' 

lf('0 

38% increase in 
enrollments in the 
last ten years 

3rd largest 
enrollment in 
North Dakota 
University System 
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Online Enrollment 

ON-LINE ENROLLMENT TREND-FALL ,., 
,., 

/ , .. 
/ 

"' ---, .. 
/ .. 

/ 
C 

/ 
C 

~ 

• 2000 I 2001 I 2002 I 2003 I 2004 I 2005 l 2006 I 2001 I 2008 ., 332 I 487 I 748 l 944 I 1,072 I 1,173 I 1,188 I t,378 I 1,808 

'-~ i 

BSC leads NOUS in online 
enrollments 

Significant increases are 
expected with new 
partnerships 

Provide primary sector 
economic development 

·, 
I 

' Collaborative Programs Enrollment 
I 

I 
! .. Aa;aaa"'aa'.k,.Y,.----DSU=IM.,1SU_.. .... •"PS .... llNDIW_,_,;;-scaa...,•.a."" .... ~ 

2001-02 157 410 172 739 
2008.()9 477 435 46 958 "' 

COLLABORATIVE ENROLLMENT TREND. FALL , .. 
- / • - / l - / - / = . 
= 

"'"" I """' , .... , - I -

DSU and MiSU students 
on BSC campus have 
nearly tripled since 2001 

More than 20 bachelor's 
degree programs and 
several graduate 
programs 
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. Continuing Education, Training and Innovation 

•: • 14,000 people attended non-credit educational programs in 
2007-08 

! • Conducted training for 281 businesses in Southwest Workforce 
Training Region 

' • i 

i 

Soun:.: Tr•inNO.com 

..-~,· • I 
••• I I 

\ 

.J 

Enrollment Projections 

o Goal is 4,660 headcount by 2012 

• About 5% increase per year 

• Continued population growth in Burleigh and 
Morton counties 

• Anticipate growth in online learning 

- Military partnerships 

- International markets 

• Develop new programs based on industry 
need 
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; j Unique Opportunities 
'' j Industry and Government Partnerships 

' t" ' -~. . ' ' 

., . ~ ~" j 

· · '; ;_,1 • Basin Electric and MDU (Grow Your Own) 

':i..j • Air Force General Education Mobile (GEM) 
·, .• ·•- I 
>",;,:J • Navy Distance Learning Partnership 

•'i'•,it~·:·,;;"' .',1~lJ • Army Prime Power School 

f/!{j • EPCE (Energy Providers Coalition for 
,;it\,,j Education) 

\)~] 
·,{l t "l 

•• ,,,,_:,;;_,:°,,'l 

if tZ~ib~~\:!11 
'?'.•1 Unique Opportunities 

' , 11.': -~-'i ~~,:; 

National Recognition 
- BSC designated National Power Plant Operations 

Technology and Education Center 
• Designation by U.S. Secretary of Energy Samuel 

Bodman in 2007 
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Unique Opportunities 

• Area demand for bachelor's degree and 
. j graduate programs 

- More than 20 programs available through 
collaborative agreements 

• Dickinson State University 

• Minot State University 

• University of North Dakota 

• Williston State College 

- Other campuses interested 

: : ~-{ 
· i Former Collaborative Student ,,.- ! 

' )..j 

·i Kirsten Baesler 
. , i • Graduate of BSC and Minot State University 

• Received bachelor's degree from Minot State 
in May 2001 

• 1 • Employed by Bismarck Public Schools 

• Current president of Mandan School Board 
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·. i Accomplishments - Buildings 

, .. , 
·1 • New buildings occupied since January 2007 
i 
1 - BSC-Mandan Campus houses Mechanical 

Maintenance Technology program 

- Lidstrom Hall (residence hall) 

- National Energy Center of Excellence 

· ' • Joint powers agreements 
- BSC Aquatic and Wellness Center - Bismarck Park 

Board 
- Career and Technical Center - Bismarck Public 

Schools 

.,---- ~- ~ .. · .,_, 

· '. 1 Accomplishments 
New Programs 

' 1 • Technical programs 
' ,, 

- Mechanical Maintenance Technology 

- Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) in Energy 
Management 

- Instrumentation & Control Technology 

• Business operations 
- Textbook rental program 
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• ; i Accomplishments 
· : External Funding Successes 

; • $5.1 million - Federal Dept of Energy 
· appropriation for National Energy Center of 

Excellence (NECE) 

• · I • $8.2 million - Business, industry, cities of 
. _,. · Bismarck and Mandan, BSC Foundation, private 

gifts and employee donations for NECE 
; 

.! • $1 million - Federal Dept of Labor appropriation 
for Instrumentation & Control program 

• ·_1 Accomplishments 
··. ·- ; .i External Funding Successes 

' 

'. • $250,000 - Federal SBA appropriation for 
Great Plains Energy Corridor Office 

• • $400,000 - Federal Dept of Defense 
appropriation for military education initiative 

• $597,500 - Federal NSF grant for STEM 
scholarships 
- STEM - Science, Technology, Engineering, Math 
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Ongoing Challenges 
· Funding Sources 

• BSC's general fund appropriation per student 
in FY08 - $3,322 

• Other NOUS campuses in FY08 range from 
l $3,671-$8,031 
I 
I • Current model does not address needs of a 

growing campus 
. , • Continue to develop external funding sources 

, Ongoing Challenges 
, Collaborative 4-Year Programs 

· ' • Growth continues based on local demand 

s\, 
_::I;_ -~.,.~_,,.,i,,; 

111>'.''\•"'I tiJ;y,J, 

· • Nearly 1,000 collaborative students use BSC 
campus 

• Concerns are limited space and facilities 
usage 

• BSC's limited staff provides student services 
and information technology support with no 
revenue offset 
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., .... ,, - . 

Ongoing Challenges 
· ~· ... •J Maintain Enrollment Growth ·~·. ~ 

• In climate of decreasing ND high school 
graduates, BSC plans to: 
- Expand distance education delivery 

• Online Energy Technology programs 

• Other online programs and general education courses 

- Promote and expand military partnerships 
• Potential for dramatic increase in enrollment 

• Primary impact on support staff, faculty and curriculum 
development 

:•/iJ';~t:~r-JJ:.{~ ; 
''' ~ 

:'..}f}i:; BSC Tuition and Fees - Regional and National Comparison ,~:~_;.:::·.:::f 

"·"' $3,500 

$3,000 

$2,500 

$2,000 

$1,500 

$LOOO 

$500 ,. 
'OBSC 

:a-Re&1omil' 
[~Nafl;.....iJ 

2004-05 
$3,129 

$2,552 

$2,318 

Tuition and Required Fees 
Two-.Year Institutions 

200S-06 

$3,355 

$2,713 

$2,481 

2006~7 
$3,620 

$2,824 

$2,625 

J ., Source: 2008 Accountability Measures Rl!port 

2007-08 

$3,773 

$3,006 

$2,737 

1 SSC tuition 
and fees are 
well above the 
regional and 
national two
year college 
rates 
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' State/Student Share of Education 

L 

""' 
""' ,,. . 

1°" I -· ~: 
4°"; 

"" ' ' 2°" ! 
lo,li : , 

°" ;, 
2007-0I 

11 Tuition •nd fen • Gen.,.1 fu'nd Appropriation 
!Student Sh,,.) (Stat, Share) 

-:NOIJl,\nr>uMFINlldll~ 

NOUS Finance 
Plan target for 
two-year 
campuses is 
75% state, 
25% student 

J Ongoing Challenges 
; Maintain Competitive Tuition 

. • .• I 
-- -•~,. -~ -,,,. .. _,~ .. ,,,, 

'- 'I• 

. •. ,I • Student loan debt is rising 
- Average annual federal loan aid for NOUS 2-year 

campus students 
• Increased 51 % from 2002-03 to 2006-07 

- 76% of total aid was in form of loans in 2006-07 

- For BSC students, average federal loan debt over 
two-year period is $8,000 (2007-08 data) 
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" 
Student Perspective on Affordability 

Kristine Weippert 
- President, SSC Board of Governors 

- Sophomore from Tappen 

;}~'~};:(f;"r::~-··· 
:<;{ Ongoing Challenges 

'. :\;\~ Employee Recruitment and Retention 
'··.- .·'i\_'Y',·i 
,,, 
" ,,,-·>1>:?j 

~·;f·:~ • Average faculty salaries at 2-year institutions 
'·;/t~; rank last in the nation and region 

.+ 
,i' '~i .. ~ ,, ··~ 

,, ' ~ . 
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i Average Faculty Salaries - Regional and 
, : National Comparison 

\Q(\0 
.ciA~)r ,:: 

NOUS Two-Year Institutions 

Average NOUS 
faculty salaries 
rank last in the 
nation and region 

··• .. r Ongoing Challenges 
' : j Employee Recruitment and Retention 

:d 

• Average staff salaries are 9.4% below 
regional job market 

e BSC has market driven programs that 
require competitive salaries 
- Energy, Allied Health, Engineering/Sciences 

• Employees rated low salaries #1 reason they 
leave 
- BSC experiencing increasing turnover rates 

- In FY08 turnover rate was 13% 
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. .: Budget Overview 

Dave Clark 

Executive Vice President 
David.Clark@bsc.nodak.edu 

224-5434 

./"Estimated 07-09 Appropriation 
'i Expenditures 
' 

: • Operations - $19. 7 million 
: ' ! 

· :' • Extraordinary repairs - $243,481 
1 

• One-time funding for deferred maintenance -
$229,711 
- Interior finishes - $198,878 

- Mechanical/Electrical upgrades - $30,833 
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Estimated 07-09 Appropriation 
Expenditures 

• Major Capital Projects - $6,470,750 
- Lidstrom Hall - $4.4 million revenue bond, 

$1.2 million reserves 

- Schafer Hall remodel - $488,700 general funds, 
$311,300 excess tuition 

- Both completed fall 2008 

'{2009-11· Budget 
, Senate Bill 2003 

1 • Parity (state share of cost to continue) -
,, ,\ $2,922,316 

Vt 
\W}''I 
UJ.i 'ji . .JI 

,,f,, 
....:.'L.... ....,.,,..,.,,.,,~ 

irw::v: 2£:J:-," 

- Salary increases vital to sustaining BSC's mission 

- Inflation funding important to cover rising 
operating costs 

- Cost of utilities is volatile 

- Fuel cost increases across nation affect all areas 
of campus operations 

• Senate fully funded executive 
recommendation 
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2009-11 Budget 
Senate Bill 2003 

• Emergency Preparedness/Security 
- Safety and security measures needed to address 

rising risks to students and employees 

- Funding includes additional 24n security and 
Public Safety Officer 

• Share with DSU/NDUS 

- Senate removed the $308,437 executive 
recommendation 

- Funded approx. 56% ($173,300) in NOUS pool 

'.'." ··· '; 2009-11 Budget 
: ! Senate Bill 2003 

' ~! 

1• Equity Adjustment - $416,578 
- Equity funding vital to continue growing and to 

meet demands of students and industry 

- Potential uses of equity funding 
• Hire additional staff/faculty to reduce workloads/improve 

retention 

• Create academic advising center to improve student 
retention and success 

• Provide operational and instructional support for existing 
and new programs 

• Senate fully funded executive recommendation 
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1 2009-11 Budget 
·: Senate Bill 2003 
] 

.,1 l 
I 

• Tuition revenue 
- 3% increase per year, based on Executive 

Recommendation 

- 0% increase per year if funding of Two-Year 
College Affordability plan is approved 

- Senate fully funded college affordability initiative -
$974,105 

.,- .•.. :. ,''-., .:_ •, _:-.: 

• · ··f 2009-11 Budget 
· · •: Senate Bill 2003 
• I 

· j • Extraordinary Repairs - $243,481 base 
funding 

• Deferred Maintenance - $340,637 one time 
- BSC has $3.4 million of outstanding plant 

improvement projects greater than $100,000 

- Roof replacement needed on several buildings 

- Steam lines at end of life expectancy and need 
replacement 
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-
2009-11 Budget 
Senate Bill 2003 

• Deferred Maintenance (continued) 
- Potential uses of funding 

• Building exterior - $100,000 

• Mechanical and Electrical upgrades - $100,000 

• Utilities/Infrastructure - $100,000 

• Miscellaneous projects of less than $50,000 - $40,637 

• Senate fully funded executive 
recommendation 

·_. ·-1 

• .m' •_.,._ ,,,• -• :~.•• .:_,. (-J 

, · ( 2009-11 Budget 
"I Senate Bill 2003 
I 

Major Capital Projects 
- Technical Center Renovation - $3,409,500 

• Providing technical training and competency based skills 
is one of North Dakota's greatest needs 

• Funding for renovation of Technical Center after 
Bismarck Public Schools completes new Career and 
Technical Center 

• Renovation will allow expansion of program capacity to 
meet student and industry demand 

- Specifically in Welding 
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: ! 2009-11 Budget 
. i Senate Bill 2003 

• Major Capital Projects (continued) 
- Bismarck Public Schools will provide $409,500 

toward renovation costs 
• Technical Center will continue as shared facility with 

Bismarck Public Schools 

• Senate fully funded executive 
recommendation 

' "; 
' '. -· i 

- ,;· (2009-11 B~dget 
· •· 1 Senate Bill 2003 

I 

! • Executive recommendation included $4 
million Emergency Preparedness pool in 

.• , 1 system office 
- One-time funding includes emergency notification 

system, alarms, lighting, security cameras, etc. 

- Senate removed the $4 million executive 
recommendation 
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, · 2009-11 B~dget 
'. Other Important Bills 
I 

·1 • Other Important Bills 
i - SB 2018 - Department of Commerce 

,/ 

• Workforce Enhancement Grants - $2,000,000 

- SB 2019 - State Board for Career and Technical 
Education 

• Workforce Training - $3,000,000 

i Other Budget Request Items Not Included 
, : in Senate Bill 2003 

• Bismarck Higher Education Center - $4.5 
million one time; $630,000 base funding 
- BSC does not have space to accommodate 

growth of collaborative programs 
• $3.8 million to purchase Horizon Building directly north 

of campus 

• $100,000 to equip IVN studios 

• $600,000 to renovate and furnish the building 
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Other Budget Request Items Not Included 
in Senate Bill 2003 
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~ 
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ie Bismarck Higher Education Center (cont.) 
Base funding is vital to support the Center 
concept 

, 
I 

• I 

• Funding will replace the 20% of tuition BSC receives 
from provider partners 

• Costs to be covered include facility space. utilities. IT 
support and other staff support for collaborative partners 
and their students 

• 0 ' ·; Other Budget Request Items Not Included 
1 in Senate Bill 2003 

.1 

.I 

• Pay off special assessments - $349,229 one 
time 
- Over half of BSC's extraordinary repair 

appropriation in this biennium is paid for special 
assessments 

- Inadequate funds remain for facility repairs and 
maintenance 
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,. 'j Other Budget Issues 

4/i';, 
__J[:'._ ,..,,.,.,,.,ou,. 

.ij • Potential Deficiency Appropriation - $163,414 
:. - Water damage to Jack Science Center 

• l 

'i· . 
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SOUTHWEST WO!RKFOl~CE TRAdu\JING REGION 
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onnuol report 
a Direct training revenue generated was $917,311 based on a FY budget of 789,000. 

a Served 281 businesses representing 4% of the region's 7,099 businesses. 

a Additional training was requested by 98 of the businesses served, resulting in 35% repeat 
business for the '08 fiscal year. 

m Training events consisted of 5,551 attendees, with several attending multiple events. for a 
total of 3,569 individual people who received training, which is 3.9% of the region's 88,060 
employees, exceeding the goal of serving 2,000 employees. 

g Across the region, 701 training events were held. 

c Of the clients served, 99% were satisfied with training and the responsiveness of BSC in 
meeting their needs. 

a 99% of training participants were satisfied with the training provided, exceeding the goal of 
maintaining the satisfaction rate at or above 98%. 

c Contacted a total of 452 businesses in the region, with a goal of 400. 

fy ccltnpr::;i-1sons 

number of businesses 

people (undupllcoted) 

people ( duplicated) 

companies served with < 50 employees 

total revenue 

direct training revenue 

events 

contact hours 

Cl C n r 

iQQZ 

273 

3,434 

5,369 

48% 

$935,751 

$720,187 

648 

72,731 

Companies Served by North American Industry Classification System Code 

NA/CS Description #of Companies 
22 Utilities...... .. ................. 62 
23 
31 
44 
48 
51 
52 
54 
55 
56 
61 
62 
72 
81 
92 

Construction 
Manufacturing 
Retail Trade. 
Transportation .... 
Information ... 
Finance and Insurance ... 
Professional, Scientific & Technical 
Management 
Administration Support ..... . 
Educational Services .. 
Healthcare & Social Assistance 
Accommodation & Food Services. 
Other Services 
Government Public Administration 

..... 6 

······5 
. ... 7 

....... 2 
......... 2 

.............. ······2 
······································7 

............... 2 
. ....... 3 

.37 

.43 

·················· I 
.................. 4 

95 
TOTAL 281 

2l!l!S 
281 

3,569 

5,551 

49% 

$1,301,359 

$917,311 

701 

82,482 
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Misc. 70 Energy Tech 30 
Internet 33 Welding 9 

•

rd 17 Asbestos I 0 
werPoint 20 Heating/Refrigeration 8 
el 29 Truck Driving 4 

Desktop Publishing 20 Mechanics 2 
Access 8 
Computer Concepts 11 
Quickbooks 7 
Outlook 4 
Visual Basics 2 
SOL 5 

Organizational Development ' - , , 12 
Mentorship/Leadership 

Strategic Planning 

8 

4 

.Emp!oye!! Developr1'1ent . ' , . 222 
Attitude /Motivation 
Misc. 
Supervisory/Managerial 
Financial Education 
Workplace Communication 
Healthcare 
Online 
Customer Service 
Team Development 

41 
33 
26 
36 
16 
38 
8 

11 
13 

Apprenticeships . 178 

Total Events . , 701 

our custon1ers 
5000+] 

1000-4999 .., 
" 500-999 ,_.,,._"--~.J' 

250-499 

100-249 

~ 

" • 
~ 

" ·S 
" " >-
0 
a. 
E 
" 

50-99 1 · t .·-_17'A::~·,., 
I 

20-49 I ~c. ' ,--.. ,. ') 

>-
C 
0 

10-19 . .l- ,)·>··•," ,~.,-,,.~" i<':~•~· 

Cl. 
E 
0 

5-9 ~--1t-~.....:..:J 
u 

b LJ d g 8 -r 1uiy 20•!7 through june 2008 

direct training revenues B~,•m--i"";i;M-v~~ •. ,;;"a;<:.- ,ick\:·,,-,, 1-·-•. • L:.W/164'.t)ft ·1 
----·--· _ .... • .· ......... : ...... •. ______ $l89:000 . .J 

state general funds ~ 
.. _5Wi~ll ~ 

• 
□ actual fy '08 

NORTH DAKOTA WORKFORCE www.trainnd.com 

budgeted fy '08 

advisory 
board 

United Tribes Technical Colle1;r 

' 
Job Service, ND 

Boilermakers Lodge 647 

Aetna 

NISC 

St. Alexius Medical Center 

Baker Boy· 

-Basin Electric 

:1 -,' 
Bismarck/Mandan Dev. Assoc. 

MDU Resources, Inc. 

Great River Energy 

American Bancor LTD 

Continuing Education 
Training and Innovation 

1815 Schafer Street 
P.O. Box 5587 

Bismarck, ND 58506 
701.224.5600 

1.877.846.9387 
www.bismarckstate.edu/cce 

dickinson 
701.483.21i' 

l .877.669.50, _ 

I 
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Executive Summary 

Over the past decade there have been organized efforts within the Bismarck-Mandan area to 
redefine the educational mission of Bismarck State College (BSC) from a comprehensive 
community college to a four-year degree granting institution. In 2006 the Bismarck-Mandan 
Chamber of Commerce developed a task force and spearheaded a study to make that transition. 
The movement is not without logic. The Bismarck-Mandan metropolitan area is populated by 
over I 00,000 citizens. Many much smaller communities in North Dakota have four-year state 
institutions. And with business, industry, and government employees seeking educational 
advancement, there is little doubt that much of the demand for public higher education is not 
currently being met in this metro area. Most recently, in November 2008, the ND Legislative 
Council Higher Education Committee recommended the development of higher education 
centers in their final report. 

In an attempt to meet some of this demand, BSC invited some of the four-year institutions to 
offer their programs on the BSC campus. In a rather ad hoc manner, Dickinson State University 
(DSU) and Minot State University (MiSU) have been offering undergraduate programs, and the 
University of North Dakota (UNO) has been offering selected graduate programs. The 
administrative offices for these institutions have been housed in a converted residence hall. The 
demand for on-campus classes for these programs has stretched BSC's capability to schedule 
those classes in current classrooms, until the recent opening of the new National Energy Center 
of Excellence (NECE). And, IVN classrooms are consistently unavailable due to the demand . 

In order to accommodate the metropolitan area's need for public higher education, BSC has 
invited sister institutions to offer more programs at BSC. BSC has just finalized an agreement 
with North Dakota State University (NDSU) that will bring an NDSU faculty member to support 
research and academic programs in the NECE. DSU, MiSU, and UNO recently conducted a 
survey in the metropolitan area to determine the need for more program offerings in the 
community. UNO expects to expand its offering to include undergraduate programs. Valley City 
State University has expressed an interest in participating in this market, too. 

To upgrade the presence of these institutions on BSC's campus and to anticipate further growth, 
BSC is currently subleasing to DSU, MiSU, UNO, and North Dakota University System (NOUS) 
space in the Horizon Building. BSC is leasing that facility from private individuals. BSC's plan 
now is to work with the State Legislature to purchase the Horizon Building for $3.8M, make 
renovations in the building to accommodate classrooms and an IVN classroom at a cost of 
$700,000, and to offer these spaces to tenant institutions without charge in anticipation of 
receiving $630,000 per biennium to cover the expense of hosting the collaborative programs. 
Currently, the tenant institutions charge Bismarck-Mandan students a 20% distant learning fee, 
which is paid to BSC. If BSC receives the $630,000, the tenant institutions will have the ability 
to charge Bismarck-Mandan students the same rate as if they were attending programs on their 
home campuses. 

The purchase of the Horizon Building to convert it into the BSC Higher Education Center will 
meet the educational needs and demands of the growing Bismarck-Mandan metropolitan area. 
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Vision/Direction 

The Roundtable report of May 2000 provided specific direction to the NOUS on serving state 
needs through collaborative delivery, including the establishment of higher education centers. 
Specific references include: 

"The NDUS must permit programmatic duplication where it is necessary to serve a different 
target group and necessary to sustain an economically viable program; however, collaborative 
delivery should be encouraged where the quality of the program can be maintained and the total 
cost of delivery can be reduced. " (page 42) 

"The SBHE should designate or establish, where necessary, learner centers throughout the State 
to provide educational access to under-served areas. The SBHE should firs/ fully utilize the 
exisling NDUS resources and parlner with other stalewide educational enlilies in creating the 
centers. These cenlers would act as a conduil for: identifying !he educalional needs in the 
region; delivering or brokering !he delivery of academic programs from multiple providers; 
providing on-site s/udenl services not offered through technology; and, following up on user 
satisfaction. " (Page 42) 

"The NDUS must proaclively develop and offer programs re.1ponsive to the needs of the state 
and are consistent with the market trends of the future. Programs should be offered in those 
areas where demand is sufficient (i.e. critical mass o_fstudents). "(Page 43) 

"The SBHE, and the executive and legislative branches, should modify funding practices to: 
• Encourage multi-campus collaboration by rewarding both the sending and receiving 

campuses; 
• Recognize the multiple constituents served and the costs of delivery; 
• Encourage new and innovative delivery methods; and 
• Properly balance state and student funding so that student costs remain affordable to 

North Dakota citizens. " (Page 43) 

"Develop a delivery system capable of making the capacities of the NDUS accessible to all of 
North Dakota. 

• Learning Centers. 
• Distance delivery. 
• Collaborative delivery. 
• Duplicated programs where appropriate. " (Page 63) 
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Concept 

To provide a Higher Education Center at one location in Bismarck, as part of the BSC campus, 
to host partner institution and multi-institution administrative offices and classroom/IVN space. 
Focusing these activities creates a "one stop shop" for students participating in the multiple 
campus program offerings currently available in Bismarck at a variety oflocations, and a basis 
for a collaborative partnership response to evolving program needs. This proposed student
centered and collaborative partnership approach helps to establish the critical mass of students 
that is needed for viable program offerings. This approach also serves to minimize duplication in 
course and program offerings and, addresses the concerns of many in the Bismarck/Mandan 
community for NOUS delivered baccalaureate/graduate programs in the state's second largest 
community. 

Several factors have converged to provide a unique opportunity to establish a higher education 
center in Bismarck. These factors include: 

• The state's largest underserved market for public higher education opportunities 
• The lack of available classroom facilities but the availability of an appropriate building 

on the BSC campus 
• BSC's willingness to host sister institutions 
• Other system institution interest in serving the Bismarck/Mandan area 
• A track record of student interest, currently more than 500 students 

BSC has been a very gracious partner by permitting and encouraging NOUS sister institutions to 
use BSC facilities as they are available, largely in the evenings and on weekends. This limited 
availability currently serves more than 500 Bismarck students enrolled at BSC's sister 
institutions. Access to baccalaureate and graduate programs during the regular school day is 
currently limited by the lack of access to facilities. Currently BSC classroom and faculty office 
space across the campus is being used at capacity. Thus, the second largest higher education 
market in the state is, arguably, the most underserved area in the state because students cannot 
regularly access NOUS baccalaureate and graduate programs. This proposal follows directly 
from the Roundtable direction to "establish, where necessary, learner centers throughout the 
State to provide educational access to under-served areas . ., 
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Market Demand 

Bismarck State College has been hosting collaborative programs on campus for more than thirty 
years. UNO has offered graduate programs since 1976, MiSU and DSU have offered 
undergraduate programs since 1984 and 1999, respectively. 

Due to the growth of the Bismarck-Mandan area, demand for these offerings has increased 
tremendously. Collaborative students have increased nearly 60 percent in the last 7 years. 

COLLABORATIVE ENROLLMENT TREND-FALL 

"" 
/ .. 

/ " , 
8 ~ 

/ 1i • I .. 
/ .. 

/ 
m 

2001-02 I 2008-,-09 

ISeries1 329 I 523 

Current collaborative programs/degree offerings in Bismarck that require physical space include: 

Dickinson State University 
• Bachelor of Applied Science in Technology 
• Bachelor of Science in Accounting 
• Bachelor of Science In Finance 
• Bachelor of Science in International Business 
• Bachelor of Science in Human Resource Management 
• Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 
• Bachelor of Arts in English 
• Bachelor of Arts in Composite Social Science 
• Bachelor of Science in Computer Technology Management 
• Bachelor of Science in Education: Elementary Education 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: English 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: Math 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: History 
• Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education: Composite Social Science 
• Bachelor of University Studies 
• Certificate in Human Resource Management 
• Certificate in Entrepreneurship 
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Minot State University 
• Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice. 
• Bachelor of Social Work 
• Bachelor of Arts in Psychology 
• Bachelor of Science in Management 
• Bachelor of Science in Addiction Studies 

University of North Dakota 
• Master of Science in Early Childhood Education 
• Master of Science in Elementary Education 
• Master of Science in Secondary Education 
• PhD in Teaching and Leaming with emphasis in Higher Education 

There is a strong interest in the Bismarck/Mandan community to improve access to system 
baccalaureate and graduate programs. In recent years this interest has been commonly expressed 
in the form of converting BSC into a baccalaureate degree granting institution. Although such a 
conversion is possible, BSC opposes such a move. This solution would have unwanted effects 
including higher tuition and fees and the loss of important high quality certificate and associate 
degree programs at a time when state needs for career and technical programs are increasing 
dramatically. NOUS community college tuition and required fee rates are the only rates in the 
system that are significantly higher than the regional average. The market for baccalaureate 
faculty is such that their average salary is higher than community college faculty salaries. The 
conversion of BSC to a baccalaureate institution would require a significant infusion of 
additional state resources (including a change in the current funding model), a significant 
increase in tuition and required fees, or both. The proposed higher education center provides a 
better alternative to serving students, and is responsive to the Roundtable direction that 
"collaborative delivery should be encouraged where the quality of the program can be 
maintained and the total cost of delivery can be reduced. " 

To address the needs of the Bismarck/Mandan area for baccalaureate and graduate education, 
DSU, MiSU, UND and BSC collaborated on a community and student survey in summer 2008. 
As a result of the survey, NDUS campuses are expanding their offerings. For example UNO is 
expanding to undergraduate degrees with a new communications degree offered through on-site 
faculty, and with four engineering programs currently awaiting on-site approval to be offered in 
the Bismarck/Mandan area. NDSU is also looking to add programs in the Bismarck/Mandan 
area. Other campuses have also expressed an interest in entering the Bismarck-Mandan market 
with four-year degrees, especially if the Higher Education Center would come to fruition. 
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Financial Considerations 

BSC has supported the state purchase of the Horizon Building for use as a higher education 
center. A third party (Bismarck Industries) currently owns and manages the Horizon Building, 
which is contiguous to the Bismarck State College campus. Estimated cost of purchasing the 
building and its partial conversion for IVN and traditional classroom use include: 

Building purchase 
IVN rooms 
Classroom renovation and equipment 
Total 

$3,800,000 
100,000 
600,000 

$4,500.000 

With state purchase, the building would remain a BSC facility, but would be used for NOUS 
collaborative programs. Initially the first floor would be primarily dedicated to NOUS 
collaborative activities and the north half of the second floor would be remodeled to become 
collaborative classrooms/lVN rooms. Currently, the 3rd floor is leased to an engineering firm, 
with a term to 2014, and BSC employees occupy the south half of the 2nd floor. As collaborative 
activities expand, the south half of the second floor and the entire third floor would be dedicated 
to collaborative activities. 

The following is a projection of the costs of operating the Higher Education Center: 

Continue to Lease Purchase & lease- Purchase & Occupy 
1st & 2nd Floors out 3rd Floor 3rd Floor 

Funding Soyrces 
New General Fund Base S's 315,000 315,000 

Sublease revenue 
Campuses 141,472 

NDUSO 39,528 

3rd Fir 132,600 132,600 
181,000 

20% Revenue Sharing 

osu 107,200 
MiSU 48,600 

wsc 23,800 179,600 

Total Funding sources 360,600 447,600 315,000 

Ong;olne; ExRenses 
Direct: 

Lease 264,000 

Operating Expenses 41,100 113,800 113,800 

Special Assessments 1,700 1,700 

Total direct 305,100 115,500 115,500 

Indirect: 
Support Costs 70,000 70,000 70,000 

Physical Plant 179,600 179,600 179,600 

Total Indirect 249,600 249,600 249,600 

Total Costs 554,700 365,100 365,100 

Deficit {surplus) (194,100) 82,500 (50,100) 
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Currently, the deficit amount in connection with the existing lease of the Horizon Building, less 
BSC's share of the lease, is about $111,000 ($194,100 less 83,100). This is the amount BSC is 
incurring, with no offsetting revenue generation, to offer 4-year degree programs in Bismarck. 

Currently, under NOUS procedures, operating support for collaborative partnerships is generated 
through a revenue sharing mechanism. In summary, unless other arrangements are negotiated 
between system institutions, Procedure 805.3.1 distributes: 

• 60% of tuition and 100% of course fee revenues to the instructional provider 
• 20% to the home ( degree providing) campus 
• 20% to the receiving site campus (for physical plant expenses only) 

(When a single institution serves more than one of the three roles it earns the revenue from both 
roles.) This revenue sharing typically results in the addition of significant fees to students 
involved in collaborative programs since basic tuition and fees are not based on revenue sharing. 
In addition, the revenue sharing arrangement is designed to reimburse the receiving site campus 
for physical plant costs only, not for costs related to direct instructional support (for example, fax 
machines and copying for IVN classes) or other costs such as faculty office space or special 
library services. 

One way to implement the Roundtable recommendation to "Encourage multi-campus 
collaboration by rewarding both the sending and receiving campuses" would be to provide for 
the operating costs which would permit students to attend classes at the higher education center 
for the same cost as attending classes at the providing institutions. BSC currently estimates the 
need for $315,000 annually to compensate for the plant and support expenses it currently incurs. 
BSC expects to receive approximately $180,000 from collaborative partners as the 20% 
receiving site physical plant expense. 

In addition to the physical plant costs, BSC provides significant IT support, student service and 
instructional support (computer lab, library etc.) at an estimated annual value of$70,000. Also 
in addition to the physical plant expense, BSC expects to expend approximately $115,000 for 
utility, custodial, maintenance supplies and repairs for the Higher Education Center itself. Under 
the current system procedure, BSC, as a partner in serving the Bismarck/Mandan community, 
has supported evening/weekend/space available collaborative course offerings on the basis of the 
20% revenue sharing. BSC cannot, however, be expected to cover the additional costs described 
when the primary purpose (not just the "space available" use) is to serve students enrolled at 
sister institutions, including prime daytime classroom use when BSC is itself short of this space. 

BSC's total annual expense of $315,000 is a real expense that needs to be addressed through 
either state support or additional student fees. Providing state base funding support for the 
$3 I 5,000 in annual expenses ($630,000 for the '09-' 11 biennium) would allow collaborative 
campuses to not have to contribute the 20% revenue sharing (if the facility is purchased by the 
state) or the additional lease and other costs related to a dedicated collaborative facility. This 
would permit sister institutions access to faculty offices without an additional charge. From the 
Bismarck/Mandan student perspective this would mean that collaborative students would have 
access to system baccalaureate and graduate programs that could be at the same tuition and fee 
rates that are charged at those home institutions. 

- 7 -
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If state support is not provided for the operating expenses, students would not only be required to 
pay an additional 20% physical plant support fee, they would be expected to pay a higher "self
support" tuition rate to cover the needed computer lab, library, student services etc. 

If the state were to provide funds to purchase and operate the building, BSC could re-direct 
resources to mission-specific program initiatives and Bismarck residents could obtain 
baccalaureate and graduate degrees without paying a surcharge . 

- 8 -



• 
Conclusion 

The current collaborative partnership, which already exhibits very high levels of the kind of 
activities envisioned by the Roundtable, provides an ideal opportunity for state policy to reward 
the desired partnerships through ongoing financial support. This action appears to be a 
particularly effective and efficient response to a clear state need when compared to the cost of 
converting a community college to a baccalaureate and eventually graduate degree-granting 
institution and the potential loss of much needed community college programs. 

While a unique situation currently exists for the development of a truly collaborative higher 
education center in Bismarck, based on more than 500 student enrollments, this model could be 
considered for use in other areas of the state with underserved populations, including those 
underserved by community college programs. 

-9-
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Letter from 

the president 

~.,,-~-

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

Many high points and accomplishments filled 
. the school year2007-08. The following pages , 

will provide but a glimpse of those accomplish: ... 
ments. Bismarck State College w0rk~ with urgency to fulfill our mission 
as an innovative community college. At the same time, constructiOI'! crews 
labored on two new facilities for opening by the 2008 fall semester. Now, 
nearly 80 students are enjoying the wonderful living quarters in Lidstrom 
Hall, while students, empl0yees and the community benefit from state-of-the
art spaces within BSC's National Energy Center of Excellence, as well as the 
newly renovated space in Schafer Hall. 

Students enrolled in record numbers both semesters, again positioning 
BSC as the third largest institution in the N.D. University System. And 
students excelled in many areas, bringing credit to the college, their instruc-
tors, and themselves. · 

Employees devoted time to crafting BSC's Strategic Plan for 2007-09, 
setting goa1s and objectives and developing strategies under the overarching 
goals of Engage, Connect and Deliver. One of our goals is to foster a culture · 
of innovation and much of this groundwork began during th~ year. 

Thank you to everyone for your continued support of this· great college. . L -

I'm thrilled to be the president, and to be surrounded by people who are 
excited about teaching and learnin~. ' 

Sincerely, 

~cs!r-

I 
'I 

lArry C. Skogen, PhJJ. 
President, Bismarck Stale College 

c::.. --~ 

~~~-=-i ------
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II The Bachelor of Applied Science degree (BAS) in Energy Manage
ment began in January 2008. Nearly 40 students from 20 states enrolled 
in the online program designed for people seeking supervisory and 
management positions in the energy industry. 

■ In March 2008, BSC launched a new Campus Emergency Notifica
tion System. The system is used to contact students and employees 
about emergencies regarding,campus safety issues or severe weather 
emergencies. 

■ Construction began in June 2008 on the BSC Aquatic and Wellness 
Center northwest of the BSC Library. The facility will have a S0•mcter 
competition pool with bulkheads, diving and recreation pools, a fitness 
center, and floor space and pool seating for 1,000 spectators. Plans also 
provide future space for a gymnasium. The project is organized under 
a ioint powers agreement between the Bismarck Park Board and BSC 

,gh the State Board of Higher Education. 

■ President Larry C. Skogen signed a Five-Star Statement of Support 
of the Employer Support of the Guard & Reserve (ESGR) in Sep
tember. It is the highest level of commitment to reserve component 
employees, confirming that BSC has adopted pO!ide's more libe.fal thrin 
those required by the Uniformed Services Empto)'me~t and R·e:Em
ployment Rights Act. 

Selected Emplovee Awards 
■ Arlan Okerson, assistant professor of heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning, received the 2007 Imperial Award from the Refrigeration 
Service Engineers Society (RSES), an affiliate of the Heating, Ventila
tion, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Training Authority. Okerson 
achieved the highest score on the Domestic Specialist Examination 
and was honored at recognition ceremonies in San Antonio, Texas, in 
September at the RSES Conference. 

: • ' ,' ' .,, '_,., '" " j 

■ !he N.D. Library AssbciatiOi"(~_hoseJvlarlene An~~rson, dire.~tor o_f . ~r, 
H?rary services, as 2007 Libf~ti_~Jl()f theY¢ar d~ril)g its·jlnri'Ua_l Cl,)nfcr: · , ·: 

· enc~ in Jamestown in Septe~·ib"e!,:-:The:a.wa:rd fecognizeS a me!llbet \Vho -! 
has made notable con.tributio~s.t.~-t~e N. orth Dakota librai-y pfofession, 1· 

has furthered significant development of libraries in North Dakota-or 
has performed exemplary,state\Yide sefVicc. · 

1 

■ The American Composers FOriim ~Chose Dr. Thomas Porter, profes-
·- so_r of music, for its Faith Paftne~.prograrµ iri Jamlary 2008. Polte{will 
collaborate with Bethlehem Lutheran Church and the Church of St '. , ·, 

· ·: Patil°in St._ C!oud, _Minn,,-tOrC~_at~~:_ix pieces·,of s~cred.inu$i_C f0; ih~i; ,:-i··-
,t; :perfOrflli',tg,groups alld cOiig'i-egati~Tli .. 'ii , , . . ' , .::,;~ 'l \•:12:"!•~-·,~r,-

_,:;.. ~.,•~· ,.,_. ' . ,' ._~· ~-. .:·-'_:·;· .' .. " ,_•,,;: ·.,:'.·~·:-'\'' ;·c<:_:, . .·"■ 'I)'t .. Wa)'rle Boekcis, p•foVOst 3ri_d 'Vice pre~ictent for adct6mib·iffiliff ~\ 
'., ., .was named recipient of a North Dakofu Cha,;,ber of Coirime/cHiaa~r~' . 

, . ' . ,. ' , ' ',· ' . 
ship Award. One of the Chamber'.s highest honors, the a.ward credits his',; 

.-,:spirit of service and suppo!1 to thf£-Bisrtrnrck fot'.iimunitY,,:. , _ '··<_ ~: -,: ~-·· 

~ .. ~an i:ein~ang, a~s~i~te p·;ore;i.9~:of·m~t~'ema~i~~:· ;~:a~o~t:24· ... --· i 
' . ' ' ' ' ' ...... _. •-: • j., ,. ,• ),,.-, ·, . -.1,.; ,_; ,_ -:: , .. 

(Phi.Theta JSappa adv1ior~ selected na~omyide I? pa[licipate,in f\~ulty ,.: 
. ., , Seh9lars for 2008.The ~oncir,i~c,Iulled ~008,10'.Honor{S!~ay~Toplc!,,,,,;, 
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Grants 
■ BSC obtained a second major scholarship grant from the National 
Science Foundation to attract students into the science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics fields (STEM) and to address the critical 
national shortfall of workers in these disciplines. The $597,540 grant 
extends through 2013. Between 25 to 30 students a year will benefit 
with estimated annual awards of $4,330 over two semesters. BSC 
coordinates the "Engage, Connect, and Deliver STEM Scholars" 
project with a IO-member team of faculty and staff. 

■ For the second consecutive year, Otter Tail Power Co. donated 
$32,000 through annual giving for scholarships to BSC students in 
Mechanical Maintenance Technology, Power Plant Technology, and 
Electrical Transmission Systems Technology. Each scholarship is 
valued at $2,000. 

■ BSC received North Dakota's first Workforce Enhancement Grant 
during campus ceremonies with Gov. John Hoeven in May. The 
$496,826 grant will support BSC's efforts to bring new workers into 
the state's energy industry. Funds are a dollar for dollar match against 
money provided by 17 companies involved in energy generation and 
services. The $1 million of combined private and public funds will 
expand BSC's Power Plant Technology, Process Plant Technology, and 
Mechanical Maintenance programs and help establish the new Instru
mentation and Control Technology program. 

• 
■ Qwest Foundation contributed $10,000 to the Teaching and Technol
ogy Conference coordinated by BSC's Continuing Education, Training 
and Innovation Division. Held in June 2008, the conference provided 
North Dakota K-12 and college educators, technology coordinators and 
administrators with information and training on the latest technology 
advances for teaching and learning. 

■ BSC received $6.3 million 'in federal funds through efforts of U.S. 
Senator Byron Dorgan, who announced this funding in December 
2007. The funding included $5.12 million to enhance the college's 
ability to build and equip state-of-the-art laboratories in the college's 
National Energy Center of Excellence, build capacity for internet-based 
technology for online energy programs, and provide skilled W.Qrkers 
for the state's energy industry; $958,000 to develop the Instrufuen~
tion and Control Technology program; and $250,000 to establish the 
Great Plains Energy Corridor Office at Bsc. The Great Plains Energy 
Corridor Office provides education and outreach services 10· the energy 
industry, and serves as a focal point for information on current activity 
and status of the North Dakota energy ind.us try. -

■ The Tom and Frances Leach Foundation provided a $3,SOO·grant to 
fund music scholarships. · · 

Grants 

\_ 

Selected Maior College 
· Accomplishments 

• 
■ BSC announced that the new Instrumentation and Control 'fechnOl
ogy program would enroll students for fall of 2008. The only program 
of its kind in the North Dakota University System, it will prepare stu
dents for entry-level positions, in energy and manufacturing-industries. 

-Students will eam lli1. Associate in Appli_ed Science or Diplo_rna: I&C 
technicians install; rep.tir, upgrade, mai~trln" and troublesh°oot··auth- ' -. I 

.fuated systems. Repfese~tatives from North Dakota's energy industry 
· requeSted the· program to help meet tl_!e need for skilled 't~ ... hnicians. " 

JI BSC add~ a fourth vice president U.:, the college ·s o~tiO~!l,l . j 
structure. The position of vice president of energy ~chnOtogJ pro'gnµns· • ~ 

. .,;,,as created to enh~ce BSC's ability to provide a skill~d Wor};forte · ~ · · .. ,\ 1., 

·for Uie nation's enei-gY industry, w~ile_ajso developing partne~hipo·~{ 
for economic growth. Kari L ·Knudson:was hired for the1,:osition .' 
September 2007 . . :- . : -, :~ , ... "(} . :._;·. ,·_.<:-- , ; 
i The College experienced record.~~ i~ e~limein(~;-~~"es, •· '"'. 

,1 !e~. BSC's 2007 f.ill enrqllinent hifa:~rd 3,591 stud_~il!:Sf~pf!ng;-. 
2008 enrollment reached 3,531 students, the greatestritl'Jllbei:'bf 
sii.idents enrolled f~~ any Spring semestef. ' . • .~ ~~~(~ 
■ BSC's Continuing Education; Training !Uld Innovatioll Oiyis:ioil:,. -·, ~ . . "" . -~- , . " ., ~. 
secured another sUccess_fyl year with neW curriculum, £!ients;·.: .•. ' ·;;: :(1 

" trainers and marketing ideas. Visits by.the division With Presjdebf. , . f 
: Skogen and othets·to ·cof(UllunitiesJ1filit-·southweSt Regi~n~sulted_;it {~~ 

in new programs in_kas of enTic~ehtand \Yorkforce traiipng. '!~; . > '-/ 
. . "t ' ,- . . . . : . ~ lo ;· ~, -. • ''ta 
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Programs & 

Continuing Education, Training and 
Innovation lCDIJ 
CETI extends the resources of Bismarck State College by providing 
excellent service for lifelong learning and training opportunities 
through quality, needs-based educational programs for community and 
professional development, economic growth and personal enrichment. 
CETI also provides workforce training for the southwest region of 
North Dakota. 

\ 
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Selected Student Accomplishments ■ Seven BSC students returned from the National Postsecondary 
■ BSC theater students returned from the Kennedy Center American Agricultural Student Organization (PAS) convention in Dallas iff March 
College Theater Festival Region V competition in Omaha, Neb., with a with two first place awards won by Doug Oe, Belfield, and Adam 'Balk, 
third Award of Merit for ·ensemble acting from festival judges, who saw Velva. BSC also won four second place awards (Walker Sabin, MOrriS. 
the play "Picnic," in Bismarck. They selected Farren Gunderson, Man- town, S.D.; Molly Backhaus, New Salem; Oe and Balk); a third place 
dan, and Justin Welton, Washburn, to do a scene from the play, chosen team award (Hay lee Wax, Regent; Jessica Hauge, Elgin; andS~bin); 
as one of six performances in the ACTF Showcase of Invited Scenes. and participation in a first place teahi."ilward (pci~g Oe). ·' ·· .,· 

. i 

Judges also selected Klarissa Pudwill and Emily Eslinger of Bismarck ■ BSC's chapter of Phi Theta Kappa receivedseveial' awa;ds at.the 
for individual competition in the Irene Ryan National Audition Contest. regional conve.ntion in M~rch j~•_fy1:,in~~;!}t,a .. Phi'.'r~~ta)<~PP3 iS the :,,_" 
■ Students in Agriculture, Technology and Natural Resources and international hono'r sodety of t\yci_~yeclr'c~lleges/Rec~i\'ii1g''i~di\l_idtial.; , j 

Business Management programs earned awards at Marketplace for awards were ~ade ~~·aver;_ Bismar~k.,O~tStand!ni:C:haPt~i Qleffiber;'..:'., 'j 

Entrepreneurs in Grand Forks in January. Three teams placed in the Be ;~_lex_an~ra ~:m-~ig: -~a.n1a·~~<?~ts~d~,n?,G,9haJ5te·~-Of~~~Gj ;n4 K·i-~ '_:-' 
Your Own Boss business plan competition and its real-world process of ?ms,,B1s~!1-fC~;_ ho?or.~ble .. ~f~t~o~"~~·.q~!~.~~~?ing-,~h~pter P~sident; \ 
solic1tmg start-up funds from investors and venture capital firms. Ryan BSC ~c~1:ved ~;~!ar,~~v~l m41;a!~pg the h!gheJlteyfl of ac~y}ty,;aDd , 

,tt ol Bismarck and Doug Oe ofBelfield won second place and ~as n~med: Dtsp~g.~1s~e~~hapter,.~nishingfourt~ oui_of 6~:cli;1pters" 
$L,000 for presentat10n of Dakota Land & Livestock Service. m the regio~, 1 \ ', ".~: ... , ,., "' t: ~, 't""1 " ,~~ 1""' ,· <l-'!i: ~ ""' • 

· p•-:' '• ,.,~ ~• ,l~t, ~ ~ \I{,[. ,/. "i¼ t._ \~ ,/, ~ 
Sommer Hunke, LIiy, S.D., won thlfd place and $750 for Dakota , -, , ■ B,SC'.!'. ch.ap\e(of,)'lii B'eul'I:'.aijibct,i' wo~ tliJ Hollis and Kitt :\Gu"''.. . 
Healthy Wonders; and Hay lee Wax, Regent; Brady Carls~n, R~lla; and. •, Gold§Fa!'Cha'pter'Awal'd o(Merit 'ai the Nationai Leadershi '~~ ~r--' ;, 
Branden Hoheisel, Bowbells, won fourth place for CHW Delivery. ~ ·-, -- ,1em{e aiii.l C~rn-pet1ti~~ ~'l\tl-;nta in June.:·T· h" H·•11•. ~ l~ct' K' p •0 ,.

0
· :-;_ ;, 

' r h l • > ~ 0 ~ ' • '" -, " -., • ' e O IS an 1tty uy, ,, ~ • 
■ For the second consecutive year, the women'S volleyball 'tea'.fll earned.,', 1

·,;_. ~~1~~,~~~~~\z~s fu!~i~~.O~ng loc~ chapters th'at)ave ~.C\iYeI)'))af:1'7;)::1:1~ 
2007-08 Academic Team of the Year honors fr6m the National Junior.. '-J," ,"' ';! tI,~1R?,~ m,prpgr~s, 1~ep!tfied,w1tti gqals of PJJL, a business stuclent..► ·• 

College Athletic Association. The team's overall c~rhulative GPA.~;as 1, ; _ org?,Pizati~ll f0rC~ll~ge,.,Stu1~nts. LeAflne Gu'stafs(ln,'D;vils"Lake~: '1~~~ 
3.25. , 

1 
, -"i ~ ;~ ,, · • ~;_;__ :, <t: ,~-~ · "'" and,Math!as 'biiser; Mahdari; Woll fourth Place il1Web;bev:1o~iiient', f~'i! 

~ i . , it- , r,_ a . t , , ., • ... , i , J 'D • . , " - • t::,." ,, , ... Jli 

,, " , , ,,/u~ •'it,, L(. , :- ': , ,and D~sigJ!.•T:..C. Cermack of Bisrnafc~.woil eighth plaettin Hilman·<'~ .. 1 

■ TheMyst1c 'b ktballt ~d'NJCAAA_d_,,,.,\ '"·'"~;::,,• ,r 'ft ~ 1 ,'\! ,, • , ''"""1. ·•1t ,,. , • ~1'" women s as e earn eame ca em1c ,.,, , .. /"J.~, , ,,,_ Resource Management - , " ,, , ,, • • '. 1 "'~' "::i.~,~ "!I":' ;J, ~;r1'! r· ,.., 1~,,, -~. 
~ fh v ', • ,, -,..•.,e,i,,.;-' ~, ,. •~ ... "'';: ,~ ~, 1 '"". ":.,,, i~,,l!t'('rf,;:\?'<>;,._~; ....,_,~, \!-;,;,,,,, 
1eamo t e 1earHonorsbycarrymganoverallcumulativeGPAof-- , 1_;.,J .·.-{" . ·J; "1 

: •~\. ,,., 1~, ,;.,_~""tf'i:"' 1'.~'"·'"<t.ry~.'.$:i.,. >rPt)\ 
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■ The Mystic men's basketball te~nLWOn tlie Regi~n xni Cli~pion~ :~:: 'J ~ / ,;,-~ v ~-. ;_ ,' J ·~: r::· ""'"~ . ·:r~./'~t · ;_J; ; .. ,x;:~ lf ... ; }!ti~-f 
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ship for the third consecutive year. Coach Bllster~Gilliss Was1n8med'';. ., , ,., - ':,;i,.,. ·,, ~. , ,1 ., •. ·•,c,:;;i,;,o1•· -' ..,i,1t,: C' ~ .. ~ ~r-,,1:,;..: ~ 1t1 
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■ Michelle Lindblom, a Phi Theta Kappa chapter adviser. was 
presented with the Paragon Adviser Award at the PTK convention in 
Minnesota for being thcTciion 'stop adviser with less than five years 
service. Lindblom is associate professor of art and chair of the Arts ,rnd 
Communications Department. 

■ Professor of history Michael McCormack earned the 2008 Outstand
ing Teacher of the Year for Post-Secondary Education Award from the 
Bismarck-Mandan Arca Chamber of Commerce in May. Nominators 
noted his passion for the subject and called him a "master" teacher who 
always brings history to life. ~cCormack also devotes vast amounts of 
tilTle' as a speaker, event photogra{Jher,' and community volunteer. 

,, - ,, ' ' ' ' 

■ For the second year, ·the Phi Beta Lanibda Mountain-Plains Region 
re'cognized Lynette Bor~son Painter, associate professor of computer 
i~formation systems, as Outstanding J.,ocal Adviser - North Dakota dur
ing the national PBL coriference in June. 

Selecled Depar1men1aI 
Accomplishmenls " . . . . . 
■.~sc:s Web P~!ge DevelopRlt:n~}nd Design pro'gram re~eiyed a .. 

·. bifectoi-'s Awurd of Excellence·-in 'iiiformation techno!0g)' frolTl 'the 
State Bo3rd f0r'tareer and TectiniCal Edi.i.cation at its August c:onfer
encf:. Th_e award noted growth 'in ih'e·numbcr of industry cerdfications 
stud~nts.•could earn, internships offered and promoted, and instructors 

_with Master CIW Designer certification and proctor certification to 
admjnister national exams . 

..,4'-'. 
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Selected Awards & 
Accomplishments 

-,12.,:.-----==--

.. ,- ··-- --~- -----~ 

■ The Marketing and Communications Department won awards for its 
2006 Explore BSC awareness campaign to engage traditional students 
at a campus open house. HSC received a Bronze Medallion Award for 
its brochure series.in the National Council for Marketing and Public 
Relations District 5 communications contest. A radio advertisement 
won a "Teddy" Award from the N.D. Broadcasting Association. 

■ Career and Counseling Services sponsored its first Job Fair on cam
pus for BSC students in March 2008. More than 200 students attended 
and 49 companies were on hand to speak with students. Employers 
expressed satisfaction with the professional approach of the students. 

■ Innovation at the BSC, Bookstore resulted in $51,500 in textbook 
savings for students during the fall semester. The textbook rental pro
gram gave students in three general education classes and the Mechani
cal Maintenance Technology program the oplion 10 rent textbooks at 
less than half to one-third the purchase price. The BSC Boobtore i. 
only North Dakota college store with the rental program. 

■ BSC's 4th annual Campus Read involved the campus and com
munity in.reading and discussion of Jon Krakauer's "[nto the Wild," 
a true stofy about a young.man who renounces wealth and drops out 
of society t0 match wits with the Alaskan wilderness. Events included 
presentations ilbout others' expeditions, a panel discussion, showing of 
the film ba5ed.on the book, and an essay contest for students. 
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Operating Expense Operating Re~enues 

Non Operaunu Revenues/Expenses 
Gifts ................................................... , ............. , .... $786,557 
Investment Income ............................... :_ ....... :···: ... ,; ... 319,312 
Interest on Capital Asset Debt.. ....... : .... : ............ : ... , (568,202) 
Other .................................... , .......... : ........ , ............. (314,756) 
TOTAL .......................... : ................... ".:··:·; ....... , ... $ 222,911 
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Operating Expenses 
Instruction ............ $ 14,240,354 
Institutional Support .......................................... 4,919,406 
Auxiliary Enterprises ........................................ 3,201,996 
Physical Plant.. ...................................... , ........... 2,631,730 
Academic Support ............................................. 1,749,281 
Scholarships ...................................................... 1,505,730 
Student Services ........................... , ......... ,.: ........ 1,411,600 
Depreciation Expenses ................... , ...... , .... : ...... 1,136,324 
TOTAL ......... : ................... , .................. , .. ::, .. $.30,796,421. 

Operaiing Revenues , · 
Tuition and Fee§ .. ,.): .... :..: .. ,·:··~··;,;::, .. ,., .... ,.$ 10,5?7,0SQ 
State Appropriations .. :::., .. ::.:, ....... , .... : ..... , .. : ...... 9 ;795,400· 
Federal Gran.ts ......... :, .. / ..... , .. :;_•: ...... '.: ... : ..... : .. , ... 4,482,615 . 
Sales and Services ~Auxiliary ....... , .. , .. :::,.:, ...... 3,040,91.1 · 
Sales and Services .:.·other .. : .. : ....................... : .. 2,536,679 · 
State and P}ivate Gifts and Grants ... : .. ~ .. < ........ _.:676,t 19 . .. ;•.;1 

TOTAL ................ : .. : .... '. ....... : .. : ... : .... : ...... : .... $ 31,108,804 · 
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Lake Region State College 
January 13, 2009 

G ood afternoon, Chairman Holmberg, Vice-chairmen Bowman and Grindberg, and members 
of the Senate Appropriations Committee. I am Dr. Mike Bower, President of Lake Region 
State College. 

The College 

As the new college president for Lake Region State College, I would like to thank you for your 
support in the last biennium to our college. One of many considerations that attracted me to North 
Dakota and Lake Region State College is the strong support by Governor Hoeven and the North 
Dakota legislators for the North Dakota University System and higher education. 

The college has had a good year, and we are working to put some things in place that will benefit 
our students and community into the future. We have been able to build some positive relationships 
with our community leaders, businesses and economic development, the school systems in our 
service area, our local and regional legislators and have strengthened relationships with the North 
Dakota University System colleges and universities. Fostering these good relationships is important 
to the success of the college. 

Our mission for Lake Region State College is to provide quality academic education, 
vocational/technical training, workforce training, outreach opportunities, and lifelong learning. As 
we look ahead to the next biennium, we have many challenges to our mission. Similar to other 
colleges in the North Dakota University System, we have the continuing challenge of the state's 
demographic shifts and the potential impact on enrollment and lack of funding required for 
personnel to meet the increasing workload at our institution. 

I completely support and agree with my predecessor Dr. Sharon Etemad when she stated, "Lake 
Region State College provides academic education, workforce training, and support for economic 
development. Through cultural events and community education we create quality of place. With 
our focus on career and technical education, workforce training, and developing quality of place, we 
are uniquely positioned to meet one of the greatest challenges facing North Dakota-developing a 
competent, well trained, creative workforce. We hear of this labor shortage from business and 
industrial leaders at every economic development meeting. We are truly the best hope the region and 
state has for developing and sustaining human capital." 

Lake Region State College is the educational hub of the central region of the northeast comer of 
North Dakota and is vital to addressing the needs for workforce development, to collaborating with 
economic development for retention of employers, developing entrepreneurs, and strengthening the 
sharing of resources with our P 16 partners for student educational success . 

Lake Region State College 
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Workforce Training 
Prior to my educational career as an administrator and a teacher, I was afforded many opportunities 
to serve as a professional in business and industry that covered a period of over twenty years. Such 
opportunities required me to address training needs for employees within the organization to 
increase the skills and knowledge of the work occupation. The workforce training experiences I 
gained were valuable for my transition to a career in higher education to better serve business and 
industry. 

Since arriving at Lake Region State College, I have gained a strong appreciation for the amount of 
time and effort that our workforce training team, known as trainND-Northeast, (see Exhibit 1, 
Appendix, page 8), has put forth to address the training needs for business and industry customers in 
the northeast region of North Dakota. 

Exhibits 2, 3 and 4 (see Appendix, pages 9, 10 and 11) illustrate the workforce training offerings and 
efforts at Lake Region State College. In the fiscal year ending in 2008, we delivered more than 260 
courses of instruction to more than 2,400 participants for a total of 17,695 training hours through 
contacts with 231 businesses, industry groups, and other work-related organizations. We have the 
commitment to address training needs in the northeast region of North Dakota. 

At Lake Region State College we are training for the future through collaboration with our 
university system partners. These partnerships allow us to build strong, valuable, long-term 
relationships with our clients. Our involvement with the Division of Aging Services to provide In
Home Care Provider training reflected a successful relationship when the contract was increased to 
meet additional customer demands . 

Another example is the initial training materials developed for LM Glasfiber by our Grand Forks 
workforce team (based at UND) which have been translated into five languages to meet training 
needs in the global market. 

Along with traditional training methods, advancements in the areas of renewable energy will require 
customized and progressive training. Lake Region State College will be well-positioned to meet 
current and future demands of employers in our quadrant with on-going support from the State of 
North Dakota. 

Academics 
Over the last two years, Lake Region State College has focused its programming on the following 
areas: I) collaborating with other NDUS institutions to develop and deliver new programs without 
additional resources, 2) meeting the workforce needs of the northeast quadrant of the state of North 
Dakota, and 3) revising curriculum and delivery methods for existing programs to meet changing 
needs of employers and students. 

As previously stated, a segment of our college mission is to provide quality academic education. 
The Annual Enrollment Report Summary from the North Dakota University System for the 2007-
2008 Academic Year (see Exhibit 5, Appendix, page 12) illustrates instructional degree credit and 
non-credit enrollments for Lake Region State College. The document is a key indicator providing 
positive numbers considering the challenges our college faces with limited personnel performing 
services for our students at Lake Region State College. 

At Lake Region State College we currently have six degree programs available online, and our I!.•~ 
enrollments have grown to over 1,700 ('i(OO FTE students). 
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We are in the process of developing two or three more programs for online delivery. We continue to 
work with the United States Air Force to deliver educational services at the Grand Forks Air Force 
Base; Thule, Greenland; Baghdad, Iraq; and we are working on delivery to a site in Nevada. 

In his "2007 State of the State" address, North Dakota Governor John Hoeven stated that, "we must 
set our sight higher (than merely a goal) to derive 25 percent of our energy from renewables by 
2025 .... we can produce far more energy from all sources .... we can lead the way forward in both 
energy and agriculture." 

At Lake Region State College we have taken the challenge to address the need for a capable, highly 
specialized workforce to meet the demand for skilled technicians in the expanding growth of wind 
energy. Recognizing that each of the private sector energy firms designing, sitting, and erecting wind 
turbines within North Dakota requires technicians to maintain and repair this technology, Lake 
Region State College has requested and been approved by the North Dakota State Board of Higher 
Education to design a two-year Associate in Applied Science degree Wind Energy Technician 
program to address this workforce demand. 

In 2007, approximately 3,200 wind turbines were erected and placed in service within the United 
States, expanding the nation's wind energy capacity by 45 percent in one year alone. In 2008, the 
increase was again very significant with a repeat of 2007 High Plains Journal, March 17, 2008. 

In 2008, approximately 642 wind turbines were in service, under construction or had letters of intent 
for location in North Dakota (see Exhibit 6, Appendix, page 13). 

Wind Energy Project 
In 2007, Dr. Sharon Etemad addressed the Senate Appropriations Committee concerning escalating 
energy costs and utility expenses at our college. She stated that, by replacing our gas-powered boilers 
with electric boilers, both heat and lights at the college could be powered by the use of a wind 
turbine. 

Lake Region State College received expenditure authority for the 2007-09 biennium to erect a wind 
turbine to generate the majority of the electrical energy needed for the facility, including energy to be 
used by new electric boilers to replace the current gas boilers. The 2007 Legislature did not provide 
funding appropriation. 

The Wind Energy Project is important for Jong-term savings in utility costs. The wind turbine is 
expected to significantly contribute to the intent of Lake Region State College to enhance its "green" 
energy footprint by using wind power to energize the entire campus and replace its dependence on 
natural gas to heat the campus boilers. 

Connecting a wind turbine into the campus electrical grid will help save money on utilities and help 
the college become more environmentally friendly. It also will help stimulate the growth of North 
Dakota's wind industry as Lake Region State College will be able to provide the educational and 
training needs for these facilities. 

Total estimated cost of the turbine, switch gear, and facility is projected at more than $6.2 million. 
With this project, LRSC would be able to cash flow third party financing over a period of 15 years 
through expected utility savings . 
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The wind turbine would be an integral component of a new Wind Energy Technician Program to be 
offered to our students in the 2009 fall semester. The proposed wind energy technical program will 
be difficult to implement without access to a wind turbine, its tower, transmission components, 
switching technology, and associated peripherals that are necessary as training tools for our students 
(see Exhibit 7, Appendix, page 14). 

In his 2009-201 I Budget Address to the North Dakota Legislative Assembly on December 3, 2008, 
Governor Hoeven recommended in his Executive Budget $2.6 million from the general fund for 
Lake Region's wind energy project, which will provide a portion of the funding needed to replace 
the current natural gas boilers and provide a wind turbine to be used as a lab for students to train as 
wind energy technicians. 

Tuition 
A major concern for our college and all institutions of higher education in North Dakota is the cost 
to students and parents of attending college. The National Center for Public Policy and Higher 
Education published a Policy Alert (see Exhibit 8, Appendix, page 15) in August 2008 providing 
survey data concerning education access and affordability. The article states, "The number of 
Americans who believe that higher education is essential for a decent job and place in American 
society has jumped from 31 percent in 2000 to 50 percent in 2007." Another statement is that, 
"Seventy-eight percent of Americans believe that students have to borrow too much money to pay 
for college." 

Exhibit 9 (see Appendix, Page 16) clearly illustrates that tuition as a percent of income at Lake 
Region State College is much higher than our peer groups. Also, the average student loan 
indebtedness information provided shows a tremendous increase over the last two decades. 

College affordability is an issue for citizens at Lake Region State College. Our support for the budget 
funding would include covering 100 percent of the parity cost increases at the two-year campuses 
instead of the traditional allocation of 75 percent to the state and 25 percent to the student. This 
would allow two-year colleges to cap tuition rates in 2009-11 and, if done consistently over a period 
of years would ensure two-year college tuition rates remain affordable for those North Dakota 
students least able to afford a college education (see Exhibit 10, Appendix, page 17). At Lake 
Region State College, $260,572 of additional state funding would replace the need for an estimated 
tuition increase of 2.5 percent per year to fund the student share of parity. 

The inclusion of equity funding is significantly important for human capital at Lake Region State 
College. I have served at four different two-year colleges prior to starting my position as president in 
July of this year. In the last decade or so, I have seen the budgets for community colleges in many 
states stagnate or shrink. This has caused an increase in tuition rates for students, the effect of which 
has been exacerbated by a shift away from needs-based financial aid. But the shrinking revenue per 
student has also made it difficult for colleges to maintain the teaching and services necessary for 
growing and increasingly diverse student bodies. Simply put, for too long we have been trying to do 
too much with too little with our human resources (see Exhibit 11, Appendix, page 18) . 
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Biennial Budget Request 
The college revenue and expenditure analysis for the 2007-2009 biennium (see Exhibit 12, 
Appendix, page 19) clearly indicates that Lake Region State College has been a good steward with 
the funds we have received in the past biennium due to college personnel working long hours with 
increased workloads and responsibilities. 

As shown in Exhibit 12, our available budget carryover or deficit for fiscal year 2008 is less than 
!percent, and our estimated Fiscal Year Variance for 2009 is under -0.lpercent. Please note that our 
current indications are actual enrollments for FY09 and are close to projected enrollments with 
tuitions budgeted at $3,655,127 compared to our current estimate (as of 12/31/08) of$3,680,500. 

Mr. Chairman and committee members, when I was a finalist for the president position at Lake 
Region State college approximately one year ago, I was asked to present to the college faculty, staff 
and Devils Lake community, "what is your vision of a successful rural community college and your 
vision for the future of Lake Region State College?" 

Rural communities are the source of our natural resources and many of our values. Rural people 
deserve opportunities to participate in America's prosperity, but much of rural North Dakota is 
threatened by demographic changes including population decline. Job loss leads to population loss 
and young people leave home after high school or college for lack of job opportunities. Others fail to 
pursue an education because they do not see it leading to a job. Meanwhile, in other rural areas, 
rapid growth threatens to overwhelm traditional culture, while low-income residents fail to reap the 
benefits of the expanding economy. Rural North Dakota has few institutions other than community 
colleges that can help build a viable economy and educate people for a better life . 

Lake Region State College stresses economic development and access to education because both are 
needed to have an impact on the growth and retention of population in the northeast region ofNorth 
Dakota. 

Economic development can create jobs, income, wealth, but economic development often fails to 
benefit poor people. Even in a growing economy, people who lack education and skills required by 
an increasingly demanding workplace will not get good jobs. Education and training are essential to 
help individuals gain access to good jobs, wherever they choose to live. But without a strong 
economy, rural people must leave their communities to find work. 

The link between economic development and access to education is especially important, because in 
rural areas, low levels of educational attainment and high poverry are barriers to development that 
must be addressed simultaneously if the local economy is to thrive. 

Lake Region State College is uniquely positioned to enhance economic and educational 
opportunities in the northeast region. Trusted by the public, private and nonprofit sectors and valued 
by all social classes, we provide a safe, neutral place for mobilizing community engagement. In 
communities such as ours, community colleges are the only institutions with the stature and 
flexibility to provide leadership for regional development. Working collaboratively with our state 
colleges and universities with the support of the North Dakota University System, we will address 
the needs for the northeast region of North Dakota . 
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Lake Region State College requests your support for the governor's recommendation for higher 
education to include the recommendation of 5- percent annual salary increases, the $2.6 million 
wind turbine project, and consideration to limit tuition rates as we focus our efforts on controlling 
students costs for higher education. 

From the information and reports I have presented to you, it is clear that Lake Region State College 
is a good investment. Now, we request that Lake Region State College benefit from the current 
positive state budget. We appreciate your past support and look forward to our continued 
partnership so we may continue to grow the state's economy and develop the human capital it needs 
to create this growth. 

Thank you for your time and consideration and for the opportunity to share with you the 
importance of our needed funding at Lake Region State College as we strive to provide student 
access to educational opportunities and addressing the economic needs of our region . 

Lake Region State College 



Exhibit 7 

Our wind turbine initiative possesses three objectives: (1) direct energy conversion from wind energy to 

boiler heat, (2) integration of wind turbine technology into our campus power grid, and (3) provision of a 

real-life turbine laboratory for technician training and certification. The turbine selected for this 

initiative has an 80 m hub height, and an 82 m rotor diameter, necessitating a setback of 244 m (800 

feet) which is easily obtainable at the proposed site. The 1.65MW turbine will provide power to the 

campus'boilers, and additionally, power all campus functions when the wind speed equals 14 miles per 

hour at hub height ..• an almost daily phenomenon. Blade shadow flicker, blade icing, and blade noise 

have been assessed, and found within acceptable limits. The turbine site ·is parallel to and 

approximately 2,897 meters east of the primary Devils Lake Regional Airport runway, and 2,977 meters 

to the east south-east of the northeast end of the secondary cross-wind runway. The turbine location 

will be marked by red, simultaneously flashing lights positioned on four corners delineating the outer 

perimeter of the wind turbine site. The turbine will be painted bright white, with red strobe lighting (L-

864) of 2000 candela flashing at night, and white strobe lighting (L-865) of 20,000 candelas flashing 

during the daytime. Additionally, a top-mounted obstruction light shall be placed 7 meters above the 

nacelle of the turbine. 

The proposed wind turbine responds to the goals of North Dakota's Renewable Energy Council and 

Governor Hoeven's attempt to create a "Saudi Arabia of energy" on the high plains while also addressing 

the needs of an educational environment (Hoeven, 2007, Hoeven, 2008). It is a unique endeavor among 

the numerous wind energy developments within the continental U.S, In that wind energy wi!I be directly 

converted to heat within our campus boilers, thereby overcoming a significant shortcoming of wind 

energy -the inability to store resultant energy across time (RRI, 2008; WGA, 2006; Leighty, 2002). There 

are no standard methods for integrating a wind turbine into a higher education campus environment 

located within 1.6 miles (2,607 meters) of a commercial airport (Johnson, 2006). To date, the most 

successful integration has been experienced by Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, and the 

University of Minnesota-Morris. Both turbines are sited some distance from restricted airspace; 

however both are similar in power generation and height and setback characteristics to the turbine 

proposed by Lake Region State College. 

Since the LRSC shall own the turbine, its use can be integrated into an academic campus calendar for 

instructional purposes as well. This shall greatly benefit safety certification of private sector employees 

who must be certified annually, and our own turbine technology trainees who shall train on real-life 

equipment similar to that currently sited on North Dakota wind farms. 

During its 2007 legislative session, the North Dakota Legislature authorized our request to erect a wind 

turbine. The request for an appropriation was not addressed during the waning hours of the 2007 

session. We have now secured the first $500,000 toward construction of the wind turbine from the 

Industrial Commission of North Dakota's Renewable Energy Council. Additional activities are underway 

to fund the total effort, currently estimated to cost 4.25 million dollars. 

Lake Region State College 
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G ood afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the House Appropriations Committee. I am 
Dr. Mike Bower, President of Lake Region State College. 

The College 

As the new college president for Lake Region State College, I would like to thank you for your 
support in the last biennium to our college. One of many considerations that attracted me to North 
Dakota and Lake Region State College is the strong support by Governor Hoeven and the North 
Dakota legislators for the North Dakota University System and higher education. The establishment 
of the North Dakota Roundtable that provides collaboration with education and the private sector 
increased my attention to North Dakota as a state taking the lead and moving forward. 

Lake Region State College has had a good year, and we are working to put some things in place that 
will benefit our students and community into the future. We have been able to build positive 
relationships with our community leaders, businesses and economic development, school systems in 
our service area, our local and regional legislators, and have strengthened relationships with North 
Dakota University System colleges and universities. Fostering these relationships is important to the 
success of the college. 

Our mission at Lake Region State College is to provide quality academic education, 
vocational/technical training, workforce training, outreach opportunities, and lifelong learning. 
Looking ahead to the next biennium, we have many challenges to our mission. Similar to other 
colleges in the North Dakota University System, we have the continuing challenge of the state's 
demographic shifts and the potential impact on enrollment and lack of funding required for 
personnel to meet the increasing workload at our institution. 

I completely support and agree with my predecessor Dr. Sharon Etemad when she stated, "Lake 
Region State College provides academic education, workforce training, and support for economic 
development. Through cultural events and community education we create quality of place. With 
our focus on career and technical education, workforce training, and developing quality of place, we 
are uniquely positioned to meet one of the greatest challenges facing North Dakota-developing a 
competent, well trained, creative workforce. We hear of this labor shortage from business and 
industrial leaders at every economic development meeting. We are truly the best hope the region and 
state has for developing and sustaining human capital." 

Lake Region State College is the educational hub of the central region of the northeast comer of 
North Dakota. It is vital to addressing the needs for workforce development, to collaborating with 
economic development for retention of employers, developing entrepreneurs, providing student 
access, affordability, and strengthening the sharing ofresources with our Pl6 partners for student 
educational success. 
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Workforce Training 
Prior to my educational career as an administrator and a teacher, I was afforded many opportunities 
to serve as a professional in business and industry that covered a period of more than 20 years. Such 
opportunities required me to address training needs for employees within the organization to 
increase the skills and knowledge of the work occupation. The workforce training experiences I 
gained were valuable for my transition to a career in higher education to better serve business and 
industry. 

Since arriving at Lake Region State College, I have gained a strong appreciation for the amount of 
time and effort that our workforce training team, known as trainND-Northeast, (See Exhibit 1, 
Appendix, page 8), has put forth to address the training needs for business and industry customers in 
the northeast region of North Dakota. 

Exhibits 2, 3 and 4 (See Appendix, pages 9, 10 and 11) illustrate the workforce training offerings and 
efforts at Lake Region State College. In the fiscal year ending in 2008, we delivered more than 260 
courses of instruction to more than 2,400 participants for a total of 17,695 training hours through 
contacts with 231 businesses, industry groups, and other work-related organizations. We have the 
commitment to address training needs in the northeast region of North Dakota. 

At Lake Region State College we are training for the future through collaboration with our 
university system partners. These partnerships allow us to build strong, valuable, long-term 
relationships with our clients. One example is the initial training materials developed for LM 
Glasfiber by our Grand Forks workforce team (based at UND) which have been translated into five 
languages to meet training needs in the global market. 

Another example is our involvement with the Division of Aging Services to provide In-Home Care 
Provider training in 2008 reflected a successful relationship when the contract was increased to meet 
additional customer demands. 

Along with traditional training methods, advancements in the areas of renewable energy will require 
customized and progressive training. Lake Region State College will be well-positioned to meet 
current and future demands of employers in our quadrant with on-going support from the State of 
North Dakota. 

Academics 
Over the last two years, Lake Region State College has focused its programming on the following 
areas: I) collaborating with other NDUS institutions to develop and deliver new programs without 
additional resources, 2) meeting the workforce needs of the northeast quadrant of the state of North 
Dakota, and 3) revising curriculum and delivery methods for existing programs to meet changing 
needs of employers and students. We focus on our students' educational success to meet the 
demand for increased skill attainment for good paying jobs and working toward career goals. 

As previously stated, a segment of our college mission is to provide quality academic education. 
The Annual Enrollment Report Summary from the North Dakota University System for the 2007-
2008 Academic Year (See Exhibit 5, Appendix, page 12) illustrates instructional degree credit and 
non-credit enrollments for Lake Region State College. The document is a key indicator providing 
positive numbers considering the challenges our college faces with limited personnel performing 
services for our students at Lake Region State College . 
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At Lake Region State College we currently have six degree programs available online, and our 
college enrollments have grown to more than I, 700 (800 FTE) students . 

We are in the process of developing two or three more programs for online delivery. We continue to 
work with the United States Air Force to deliver educational services at the Grand Forks Air Force 
Base; Thule, Greenland; Baghdad, Iraq; and we are working on delivery to a site in Nevada. 

In his "2007 State of the State" address, North Dakota Governor John Hoeven stated that, "we must 
set our sight higher (than merely a goal) to derive 25 percent of our energy from renewables by 
2025 .... we can produce far more energy from all sources .... we can lead the way forward in both 
energy and agriculture." 

At Lake Region State College we have taken the challenge to address the need for a capable, highly 
specialized workforce to meet the demand for skilled technicians in the expanding growth of wind 
energy. Recognizing that each of the private sector energy firms designing, sitting, and erecting wind 
turbines within North Dakota requires technicians to maintain and repair this technology, Lake 
Region State College has requested and submitted to the North Dakota State Board of Higher 
Education for approval of a two-year Associate in Applied Science degree Wind Energy Technician 
program to address this workforce demand. The program is projected for a fall start in 2009. 

In 2007, approximately 3,200 wind turbines were erected and placed in service within the United 
States, expanding the nation's wind energy capacity by 45 percent in one year alone. In 2008, the 
increase was again very significant with a repeat of 2007 according to High Plains Journal, March I 7, 
2008. 

In 2008, approximately 642 wind turbines were in service, under construction or had letters of intent 
for location in North Dakota (See Exhibit 6, Appendix, page 13) . 

Wind Energy Project 
In 2007, Dr. Sharon Etemad addressed the House Appropriations Committee concerning escalating 
energy costs and utility expenses at our college. She stated that, by replacing our gas-powered boilers 
with electric boilers, both heat and lights at the college could be powered by the use of a wind 
turbine. 

Lake Region State College received expenditure authority for the 2007-09 Biennium to erect a wind 
turbine to generate the majority of the electrical energy needed for the facility, including energy to be 
used by new electric boilers to replace the current gas boilers. The 2007 Legislature did not provide 
funding appropriation. 

The Wind Energy Project is important for long-term savings in utility costs. The wind turbine is 
expected to significantly contribute to the intent of Lake Region State College to enhance its "green" 
energy footprint by using wind power to energize the entire campus and replace its dependence on 
natural gas to heat the campus boilers. 

Our wind turbine possesses three objectives: (I) direct energy conversion from wind to boiler heat, 
(2) integration of wind turbine technology into our campus power grid, and (3) provision ofa real
life turbine laboratory for technician training and certification . 
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The turbine selected for this initiative has an 80 meter hub height and an 82 meter rotor diameter 
requiring a setback location of 244 meters (approximately 800 feet) which is easily obtainable at the 
Lake Region State College campus. The proposed 1.65 Megawatt turbine will provide power to the 
campus replacement electric boilers and additionally power all campus functions when the wind 
speed equals 14 miles per hour at hub height .... an almost daily phenomenon at Devils Lake. 

In his 2009-201 I Budget Address to the North Dakota Legislative Assembly on December 3, 2008, 
Governor Hoeven recommended in his Executive Budget $2.6 million from the general fund for 
Lake Region's wind energy project, which will provide a portion of the funding needed to replace 
the current natural gas boilers and a wind turbine to be used as a lab for students to train as wind 
energy technicians. The North Dakota Senate supported the $2.6 million recommended in the 
governor's executive budget for the wind turbine with the approval of the higher education budget 
on February 20, 2009. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the House Appropriations Committee, with your support for funding 
the $2.6 million, Lake Region State College would be able to cash flow third party financing for the 
remaining funds over a period of 15 years through expected utility savings. The projections for our 
utility savings were provided by Energy Services Group, Minneapolis, MN. (See Exhibit 7, 
Appendix, page 14). 

Total estimated cost of the turbine, switch gear, and facility is projected at more than $6.I million. 
We have secured the first $500,000 toward construction of the wind turbine from the Industrial 
Commission of North Dakota's Renewable Energy Council that was awarded in 2008. The wind 
energy project cost estimated in November, 2008 is provided for your review (see Exhibit 8, 
Appendix, page 15). 

The wind turbine would be an integral component of a new Wind Energy Technician Program to be 
offered to our students in the 2009 fall semester. The proposed wind energy technical program will 
be difficult to implement without access to a wind turbine, its tower, transmission components, 
switching technology, and associated peripherals that are necessary as training tools for our students 
(See Exhibit 9, Appendix, page 16). 

Tuition 
A major concern for our college and all institutions of higher education in North Dakota is the cost 
to students and parents of attending college. The National Center for Public Policy and Higher 
Education published a Policy Alert (See Exhibit I 0, Appendix, page 17) in August 2008 providing 
survey data concerning education access and affordability. The article states, "The number of 
Americans who believe that higher education is essential for a decent job and place in American 
society has jumped from 3 I percent in 2000 to 50 percent in 2007." Another statement is that, 
"Seventy-eight percent of Americans believe that students have to borrow too much money to pay 
for college." 

Exhibit 11 (See Appendix, Page 18) clearly illustrates that tuition as a percent of income at Lake 
Region State College is much higher than our peer groups. Also, the average student loan 
indebtedness information provided shows a tremendous increase over the last two decades. 

College affordability is an issue for citizens at Lake Region State College. Our support for the budget 
funding includes covering 100 percent of the parity cost increases at the two-year campuses instead 
of the traditional allocation of75 percent to the state and 25 percent to the student. 

Lake Region State College 



This would allow two-year colleges to cap tuition rates in 2009-11 and, if done consistently over a 
period of years would ensure two-year college tuition rates remain affordable for those North 
Dakota students least able to afford a college education (See Exhibit 12, Appendix, page 19). At 
Lake Region State College, $260,572 of additional state funding would replace the need for an 
estimated tuition increase of 2.5 percent per year to fund the student share of parity. 

The inclusion of equity funding is significantly important for human capital at Lake Region State 
College. I have served at four different two-year colleges prior to starting my position as president in 
July of this year. In the last decade or so, I have seen the budgets for community colleges in many 
states stagnate or shrink. This has caused an increase in tuition rates for students, the effect of which 
has been exacerbated by a shift away from needs-based financial aid. But the shrinking revenue per 
student has also made it difficult for colleges to maintain the teaching and services necessary for 
growing and increasingly diverse student bodies. Simply put, for too long we have been trying to do 
too much with too little with our human resources (See Exhibit 13, Appendix, page 20). 

Biennial Budget Request 
The college revenue and expenditure analysis for the 2007-2009 biennium (See Exhibit 14, 
Appendix, page 2 I) clearly indicates that Lake Region State College has been a good steward with 
the funds we have received in the past biennium due to college personnel working long hours with 
increased workloads and responsibilities. 

As shown in Exhibit 14, our available budget carryover or deficit for fiscal year 2008 is less than 
I percent, and our estimated Fiscal Year Variance for 2009 is under-0.lpercent. Please note that our 
current indications are actual enrollments for FY09 and are close to projected enrollments with 
tuitions budgeted at $3,655,127 compared to our current estimate (as of 12/31/08) of$3,680,500. 

Mr. Chairman and committee members, when I was a finalist for the president position at Lake 
Region State College approximately one year ago, I was asked to present to the college faculty, staff 
and Devils Lake community, "what is your vision of a successful rural community college and your 
vision for the future of Lake Region State College?" 

Rural communities are the source of our natural resources and many of our values. Rural people 
deserve opportunities to participate in America's prosperity, but much of rural North Dakota is 
threatened by demographic changes including population decline. Job loss leads to population loss 
and young people leave home after high school or college for lack of job opportunities. Others fail to 
pursue an education because they do not see it leading to a job. Meanwhile, in other rural areas, 
rapid growth threatens to overwhelm traditional culture, while low-income residents fail to reap the 
benefits of the expanding economy. Rural North Dakota has few institutions other than community 
colleges that can help build a viable economy and educate people for a better life. 

Lake Region State College stresses economic development and access to education because both are 
needed to have an impact on the growth and retention of population in the northeast region of North 
Dakota. 

Economic development can create jobs, income, wealth, but economic development often fails to 
benefit poor people. Even in a growing economy, people who lack education and skills required by 
an increasingly demanding workplace will not get good jobs. Education and training are essential to 
help individuals gain access to good jobs, wherever they choose to live. But without a strong 
economy, rural people must leave their communities to find work. 

s I Lake Region State College 



The link between economic development and access to education is especially important, because in 
rural areas, low levels of educational attainment and high poverty are barriers to development that 
must be addressed simultaneously if the local economy is to thrive. 

Lake Region State College is uniquely positioned to enhance economic and educational 
opportunities in the northeast region. Trusted by the public, private and nonprofit sectors and valued 
by all social classes, we provide a safe, neutral place for mobilizing community engagement. In 
communities such as ours, community colleges are the only institutions with the stature and 
flexibility to provide leadership for regional development. Working collaboratively with our state 
colleges and universities with the support of the North Dakota University System, we will address 
the needs for the northeast region of North Dakota. 

Lake Region State College requests your support for the governor's recommendation for higher 
education to include the recommendation of 5- percent annual salary increases, the $2.6 million 
wind turbine project, and consideration to limit tuition rates as we focus our efforts on controlling 
students' costs for higher education. 

From the information and reports I have presented to you, it is clear that Lake Region State College 
is a good investment. Now, we request that Lake Region State College benefit from the current 
positive state budget. We appreciate your past support and look forward to our continued 
partnership so we may continue to grow the state's economy and develop the human capital it needs 
to create this growth. 

Thank you for your time and consideration and for the opportunity to share with you the 
importance of our needed funding at Lake Region State College as we strive to provide student 
access to educational opportunities and addressing the economic needs of our region. 

Lake Region State College 
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Exhibit 1 

trainNi) 
"A Proven Track Record in Workforce Training" 

Customized or tailored training to meet your specific needs. 
www.trainND.com 

TrainND Northeast with offices in Devils Lake, Langdon, and Grand 
Forks, is part of a statewide training network. Dedicated to meeting the 
workforce training needs of businesses in our region we deliver 
customized training-what you want ... when you want ... where you want. 

f "'TrainND NO~etJ~:~~~ .. , 
! provided coach/~~l1~'.::::J1,11 

j communlcaUons tra,n~~~/0: ,I, 
; our supervisors and tea"?. ,.,r~ i leads. The result of this·' •':,_:'.:,.;_~j 
~{. ~,:sining was Improved · ,:':] 
~ ·~inp,Joyee relations and · · · 
l:9r&ater consistency In the 
~~Bpplicatlon of rules and 

;!"(J'i,iatloris In our Grand 
. ' S. ND plant. n 

'# ,,•;~ ".~ '• 

all,Gordon, HR Director 
· _fiber; Gran·d Forks, ND 

$; ~•f~' ';,· C 

M:>:-'.~~✓.:..:x:· ~ ·z:::z:);::;:~.z,.-'{i:'::tf..~::z:;:;~r•!fit'-

Lake Region State:'tio .!l 
l 80 I College Drive N 
Devils Lake, ND 58301-1598~. 

;Telephone: 701-662-1638 
1-800-443-1313 ext. 1638 

=,I0l-662-1570 

lrsc. du 

trainN[> 
NORTHEAST 

Powered by Lake Region State College 
www .lrsc.edu/workforce 

ROLfllr C-A'IAl.lfR l'EUlntlA 

WNIU;R 

\'IN..S:11 

GRANO fORKS 

l:l)IH 

Serving businesses across IO counties in our region. 

University of Nri~li;D~kqta . 
PO Box 7131 : .. :-'.~'.)':,~,", ·'.'< .,., 
Grand Forks ND 58202-9021 

, T~lq,hone: 701-777-4260 
i'.800-342-8230 

(·FAX:'701-777-2140 
':f. _:·, '·~-

Bf" n:;i@rynhippen@mai}.µnd,edu 
• ,, ~-i; • . .. 

Langdon Office . · · ·b " 
located at NDSU Re~eareh'.~ 
9280 10711, Ave. NE · ~ , , 

. Langdon, ND 58249 · /. 
Telephone: 701-256-2582 ext. 112 

. ·fl,X; 101-256-2580 

· "tier a lrsc. du 

111•* a irompellitiv_., world. TH.ii.IX for it. 
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Computer Training 
♦ Basic Skills/Windows 
♦ Email 
♦ Internet 
• Keyboarding 
♦ MS Office 2003-2007 
⇒ Word 
=> Excel 
⇒ Outlook 
⇒ PowcrPoint 
⇒ Publisher 
⇒ Access 

♦ PhotoShop Basics 
♦ Quark Layout 
♦ QuickBooks 
♦ Website Design 

Technical Training 
♦ Air Brake Adjustment 
♦ Alcohol Server Responsibility 
♦ Automotive Mechanics 
♦ CDL 
♦ Diesel Mechanics 
♦ Law Enforcement 
♦ Medical Transcription 
♦ Nursing Skills 
⇒ Nurse Assistant 
⇒ In-Home Care Provider 
⇒ Certified Medication Assistant 
⇒ Continuing Education 

• Video Production 
♦ Welding 
♦ More ... 

Exhibit 2 

trainNE> 
NORTHEAST 

Topic Examples 

Essential Skills Training 
♦ Board of Director Training 
♦ Business and Technical Writing 
♦ Communications 
⇒ Workplace Communications 
=> Telephone Etiquette 
⇒ Email Communications 

♦ Customer Service 
=> FISH! & FISH! Sticks 
⇒ Welcome to Main Street 

♦ Dealing with Difficult, Diverse, and Different People 
⇒ Conflict Resolution 
=> Generational Diversity 
=> Personality Types 
=> Multicultural Teams 
=> Communicating with Professionalism 
=> Negotiating Tips 
=:> Dealing with Angry People 

♦ Ergonomics 
♦ Interview Methods 
♦ Leadership and Management 
• Managing Change 
♦ Marketing 
♦ Motivation 
• Professional Image 
• Strategic Planning 
♦ Team Building . 
♦ Workplace Harassment Awareness 
♦ Work Site Safety 
♦ More ... 

Development Dimensions International (DDI) 
Realize yow competitive advantage with Development Dimensions International. DOI delivers results 
in leadership and management training to help businesses succeed. Northeast Workforce Training has 
certified DDI trainers whose proven curriculum includes topics on developing leaders, executive 
coaching, maximizing performance, and executing business strategy. 

It'* a r.ompe.dtive world. TRAIN for it . 

Lake Region State College 
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Exhibit 3 

July-June of Each Fiscal Year: Comparative Data 

Number of Businesses 

199 

··-·-----------···-·-·-·-

FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05 

168 

r~ ···t:' 

FY06 

July-June of Each Fiscal Year: Comparative Data 
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FY07 FY08 

Number of Training Hours 
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Exhibit 4 

July-June of Each Fiscal Year: Comparative Data 

Number of Courses 
300 ·~--------------------,s=-----------
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July-June of Each Fiscal Year: Comparative Data 
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Exhibit 5 

North Dakota University System 

Annual Enrollment Report Summary 
Academic Year 2007-2008 

(End of terms-Summer 2007, Fall 2007 and Spring 2008) 

1 INSTRUCTIONAL TYPE I 

INSTITUTION I DEGREE CREDIT' I NON-DEGREE CREDIT 2 i NON-CREDIT' I TOTAL 

BSC 

DSU 

LRSC 

MASU 

MISU 

MISU-BC 

NDSCS 

NDSU 

UND 

vcsu 
WSC 

Duplicated NOUS Total 

NOUS Students taking classes at more than one campus 

Unduplicated NOUS Total 

!Annual Undupllcated NOUS Total 

4,122 

2,631 

2,499 

916 

3.808 

740 

2,599 

12,702 

13,294 

1,079 

941 

45,331 

1,744 

43,567 

557 

0 

38 

43 

2 

67 

489 

950 

129 

11 

42 

2,328 

0 

2,328 

9,035 13,714 

259 2,890 

1,712 4,249 

0 959 

311 4,121 

8 815 

993 4,081 

132 13,784 

2,763 16,186 

0 1,090 

2,816 · 3,799 

18,029 65,688 

57 1,801 

17,972 63,887 

61,191 ◄ 

1 A total of 45,331 degree.credit studonts provided social security numbers When enrolllng at NOUS Jnstitutloos. All additional 2,369 regl!ltlanls did nol provide 
social wcurity numbers and are not Included in these calculaUons. Of lhe 45,331 enrollments, 1,744 slUdents were simultaneously laking classes at moro than 
one Institution, resulllng in a total of 43,567 sytem undupllcated heoclcounl enrollments. 

z A total of 2,328 non.degree credit sludents provided social security numbers when emol~ng al NOUS Institutions. An addllional 117 rsglslrants did not provide 
&Oda/ security numbers and are not induded in lhaso calculations. Of lhe 2,328 enrollments. 0 students were &lmultanegusly taking cklssos al more than one 
lnstitutloo, rnSUWng in a tolal of 2,328 system undupllcated headcounl enrollments. 
3 A total of 18,029 non-credit students provided social security numbers when enrolling at NOUS Institutions. An additional 9,173 registrants did not provide social 
security nwnbers and are not Included In lhese calculations. Of lhe 18,029 enrollments, 57 students ware simultaneously taking claSses at ITIOf9 lhan one 
Institution, resulting in a lotal of 17,972 ayslem undupJlcated headcount enrollments. 
4 lndudes only students providing a social security number for dennite identification. The actual number ol unduplicated studMIS served ii. between 61.191 and 

72,850 (61,191 ♦ 2,369' + 1171 + 9, 1733). 

Data Source: ConnectND 
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' North Dakota Active Wind Projects Updated 12/16/2008 
Pro1eCt Name Owner Location Turbl!J!l! Capacity JMW) Manufacturer Notes 

Minot Wind Project BEPC - PrairieWinds S. of Minot 2 2.6 Nordex N60 ln Service 
Edgeley/Kulm Wind Project FPLE / BEPC Edgeley 27 40 GE 1.5MW In Service 
Edgeley/Kulm Wind Project FPLE / Otter Tall Edgeley 14 21 GE 1.5 MW In Service 
Valley City Wind Project Minnkota Power Cooperative Valley City 1 0.9 NEG Mlcon NM52/900 tn Service 
Petersperg Wind Project Mlnnkota Power Cooperative Petersberg 1 0.9 NEG Micon NM52/901 In Service 

Sacred Heart Monastary Richardton 2 0.13 Sitver Eagle In Service 
Fort Totten Wind Project Spirit Lake Sioux Nation Fort Totten 1 0.1 Mlcon 108 In Service 

i- Belcourt Wind Project Turtle Mountain Chippewa Tribe Belcourt 1 0.1 Mlcon 108 In Service 
tlJ 

Grafton Technical College Grafton 1 0.065 In Servke :,,;" 
II> 3 Afflllated Tribes New Town 1 0.065 In Service 
;,o Velva Wind Project EHN/ Xcel Energy Velva 18 12 VestasVSO In Service 
II> 

Oq Turtle Mountain Community College Belcourt 1 0.66 VestasV47 In Service -· FPL Burleigh County Wind LLC Wilton 0 33 49.5 GE 1.5 MW In Service 
;:l Ol!ver County Wind FPL· Olfver County Wind LLC Center 22 50.6 2.3 MW Turbines In Service t"l 
V, Olfver County Wind II FPL· Oliver County Wind LLC Center 32 48 GE 1.5 MW In Service .. 
M =-tlJ Langdon Project FPL- Langdon Wind, LLC Cavaller County 79 118.5 GE 1.5MW In Service s: M 
II> Langdon Project Otter Tail Corporation Cavalier County 27 40.5 GE 1.5 MW In Service -· ... n Langdon E,cpansion FPL- Langdon Wind, LLC Cavatfer County 26 40 GE 1.5MW In Service 0\ 
0 - Tatanka Wind Power, LLC Dickey/McIntosh County 60 90 Ac.ciona AW 1500 In Serviee - Dedication Ceremony 9-24-2008 -II> Ashtabula Wind Project FPL· Ashtabula Wind, LLC Barnes County 133 200 GE 1.5s Under Construction 

Oq 
II> Just Wind Logan County 160 368 Siemens 93/2.3 MW Hearing held October 21, 2008 

Lwerne Wind Farm M-Power LLC Griggs/Steele Counties 105 157 GE 1.5MW Phase I permit issued 10/30/08 
CROWNBUTTE WIND POWER UC Adams/Bowman Counties 133 200 GE 1.SMW Letter of Intent Filed February 2008 

Prairie Winds Project BEPC • PrairfeWinds ND 1, Inc. Ward County 77 115.S Letter of Intent Filed February 2008 
Rugby Wind Farm Iberdrola, Inc. f/k/a PPM Energy Rugby 71 149.1 Suzlon 2.1 MW S88 Under· Construction 

Dickey County Wind Farm f PL Energy, UC 15 mlfes NW of Ellendale 100 150 Letter of Intent Flied June 2008 
or1ver County Expansion FPL Energy, UC 6 miles NW of Center 667 1,000 Letter of Intent Flied June 2008 

Border Winds Sequoia Energy U.S. Inc. Rolette and Towner Ctys 66 150 Letter of Intent Filed September 25, 2008 
Heartland Wind Farm Heartland Wind farm, LLC Ward, Burke, Mountrail Ctys 2,000 Letter of Intent filed July 2008 

Allete, Inc. (MN Power) Bison 1 Wind Project Oliver County 125 Letter of Intent Flied October, 2008 

Merrtcourt Project enXco McIntosh/Dickey ctys 150MW Letter of Intent Filed Dee 2008 

Total 642 5,130.22 
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Exhibit 8 

Lake Region State College 
Wind Energy Project Cost Estimates 

as of November 16, 2008 

Item 
1.65 MW wind turbine 

Deferred Maintenance Items 
Pumps & Piping 
Electrical Switchgear 
Transformer & Service Panels 

New Powerhouse/Maintenance Facility 

Electrical service for boiler plant 
New Electric Boilers 
Pumps, chemical feed, valves, etc. 
Piping connections to extg boiler plants 

Total Project Cost 

Lake Region State College 

Costs 

$4,200,000 

$66,000 
$409,200 
$120,000 
$595,200 

$900,000 

$90,000 
$186,000 

$60,000 
$100,800 
$436,800 

$6,132,000 



Exhibit 9 

Technical specifications 

_j:·~ 
r;·':'·..;. .... 
' . I . 

0 Cooler • M,1chtne fo11n~Uon 

0 Cener.itor • M.aln ba..irlna; 

0 N,1c.li. comput•r • Hub computer 

• Anemometer wlnctv.11MS • Pitch system 

• Coupllna; • BIH• 

0 "'-ctlanlQI br.ike • Dyn.1mlc conv.mr 
joptlonj 

0 Ge.irt>ox • ~In ~n•I 

• M.1ln sh.ift • Ph- compons,lltlon 
(full lo:ad option I 

0 Yllw !1:Hl'S • CPU 

• Towar d.impor Gil Tr.insfonner ,ind 
swltchte.ir 

Example oftowerintemal configuration. 

Lake Region State College 
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THE llATIONAL (ENTER FOR 

PUBLIC POLICY AND 
HIGHER EDUCATION 

QUICK tOOK ... 

* Th(i numb<.~ t•f American~ wh1l ht'liPYf' 

th;1t higher t'l:iuC<ltion b i.->:-~nl1;1' 

ror a dl~t!nt joh ,ind pl.Kt:> in Americ,1n 
~xicty has jumped from 31 '-II in 2000 
1,1 sw,; in 2007 

* Tiu.• majority o( American.-. (59':f.) 
b~lil•\'t' collegt· price~• are risiu~ ,1:::. fo.:-t 
(1r f,1:,ter th,m pricl's fnr health Cilre. 

* 51:v1~1,ty-l·i~ht per1·ent t•I Anwri,-,w~ 

l~elil'\'l' th;It stt1dcnb h<H't:' to l'orrow 
too much mo1wy In pay lnr colleg•! 

* AlthoU!;h 86':~ ~)' th;it ;;,,.imeone 
willin~ lo makt> Pncu1gh -;,;crifin:-s can 
~o tu <(l!lege, ml",st \6'.!9,) al.;o h1:-liPY<' 
thilt 11Mny qu.-1lilit•d inJividu,1ls J.(,"'l 
lrnve ,1n.·t~~ kl hi),;:lll'r edu,.:.ilion. 

* Concl!rn ab(mt i\C.t:l'!''-' ;_5 m1u:h higher 
,Hnoi,i; minnrit~· p,1rcnb. \Vhil,• t:,2'.-; 
of th,_•n, bt~!iev~• that ,1 ni!le~t;, degr(>r
i~ llL"<:'.C'SSM}", 7.1,,:;; think !h..t n1,H1y 

qi1;ilifiL'd a11d motiv,ltt"<i :3t11denis 
don't hav(' thl' (>ppnrtunity 

!or ;1 ..:olic,t;L' L"Juc,1h011. 

* Higher t.•durnt"i(\n still get:, g(wd ni;ick~ 

frum llw p11blk: :i!'!( f;:iv,: it ;1 ~rndo? 
(lf ~~111d or i..'XCt.'llL•nt. compared lo 37•:~ 
tor ~L'COJ1dar~- ~chut>h. 

* Rt!g.trd!v~~ 1lf t\1(-5 g,~nt>:r:illy r,,sitiw 
\'!L'I\" r.•I high<::.•r t..•duc.itiun, mon.' 

than h,1!f of pc,\p!e ':ittn·c-_\'1-'d. (:'-~';f) 

thin!. colleges ..1rc lik::- ,1 bu:-iJ\l'.~:-, 
l<icu:-.ing n1nre 1m tlw bottnm linL' 
th,111 on l'd1Jca1tion. ,l!ld ,1lmn:-t lh\!f 

1-IS':l) -.ay thev want l,i ,lVt'rh,1ul 

!'1i!,l1<" ,,1ikg-:'~ 

Exhibit 10 

IS COLLEGE OPPORTUNITY 
SLIPPING AWAY? 

Parents and the Public Voice Concerns 
About Higher Education Access 

and Affordability 

T hert> is" growing: 
p(•rcc-ptil•n among 

tlw public thul tlwy iln! 

t.'.iH1ght in ,1 bind wlwn it o:oml'!!> 

tn hi~her eduration. Pollin~ 
ir,im .i rc,·L'l1t report called 

Sqrn:e:::c l-'/11.11: Ht''W P.in·•1/:.1 

f'l!ii Uti: P1d1!ir l.1)(lk at .1--fi:,;h(·,· 
F.,lurn!i,111 Tnd,1_u, fn.,m tht' 

Nc1tiunal CentL'f for Pubhc 
f-'nlicy and High.,,r Eciur.ation, 

,md Pu!.,!k Agenda, n•vc.:1\("d 

<.l consider,1b!e tH<en.se, 
lwcausl', while cn~r l.ir~t:'r 
nunibt-r,-; ~et:· ,1 coile-o•• 

e:.it1:-<1tion as an ,1bsol11te 

"]11 recent" years, 

there 1ras l,ee,r 
a dramatic xrcrp1tl1 

ill tltc perceptiott 
that college is 

not only important 
but is al,solutefy 

essential for success 
iu l'oday's economy.'' 

(1(.•~(!S..<;il~, for !-UCCeSS in \Clday's \'l:nrld, 

man~· belim·e !hat opportunily fnr hight>.r 
cdurntit'll is :-lipping nut nf n•ach 

(or<> grm\·ing: numbL·r ni indi\'idtti:is. 

!\°t.'\"~:rtht~l1•i-::;, tlws0 l'O!Kt'm'> ren1,1it\ in th'-' hark~rmrnd, 
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Exhibit 11 

• 2006-07 Tuition as a Percent of Income I 
Comparison of NOUS Campuses to Long-Term Finance Plan Peer Groups I 

HUD Very low Per Capit;i In-State Tuition as ¾ I Tuition as ¼ 
Family lncom1 . Personal Annu.11 Tuition HUD V•ry Low of per Capit:I 
Family of Four Income & Foes Income for a Personal 

Unllld lns1ilu!lon State 2008 2006 2006-07 FamUv of 4 Income 

200192 /Lake Region State College ND $28,5001 $33,034 $3,563 12.5'/4 10.8% 

198084IBrunswick Community College NC $26,900 $32,338 $948 3.5% 2.9% 
162104ICecil Communih• Collece MD $37,850 $43,774 $2,911 7.70A 6.7%1 
208415/Clatsoo Communitv Colleoe OR $29.450 $33,252 S2 376 8.1% 7.1% 
114433 Feather River Community Colleoe District CA $32,050 S39.358 5728 2.3% 1.8% 

133960 Florida Kevs Communil'! Collece FL $27.400 $36,665 $2,250 82% 6.1% 
224891 Frank Phillies Colleae TX $27 150 535,058 $2,2721 8.4% 6.5%1 
151078 j\N Tech Communilv CaUeae~Whitewater IN $29,400 S32.226 52,713 9.2% 8.4% 

170587 Kirtland Communitv Collece Ml $31,050 $33,784 S2,37! 7.7%1 7.0% 
154129 Northwest Iowa Community College IA I $28,900 $33,017 $3,810 13.2% 11.5% 

233037 Paul D Garno Communitv College VA $33,200 $39 564 $2,270 6.8% 5.7% 
174570 Pine Technical Co/1..:.ne MN S34,10< S38,751 53,257 9.6% 8.4% 
199625 Samoson Communitv Colleae NC $26 900 $32,338 $1,332 5.0% 4.1% 

107974 South Arkansas Communitv Colleoe AR 522,650 528,4441 S1 ,720 7.6% 6.0% 
141158 Southwest Geomia Technical Coll=e GA $29,200 S32,0251 $1,359 4.7% 4.2%1 
172671 West Shore Community ColleQe Ml $31,050 $33,784 $2,804 9.0%.: 8.3% 

Grouo Total $447,250 $524,37 $33.12 7.4% -6.3'¼ 
Grouc Average $29,817 $34,959 $2,208 7.4% · 6.3% 
Group Median $29,40( $33,784 $2,272 7.7%1 ·6.0%, 

IGrouc Trimmed Mean (20%) S29,750 534,78: $2,199 7.3%' 6.3% 

• NOUS Two-Year Campus Average Student Loan Indebtedness by Year 
SSC, LRSC, MiSU-BC, NDSCS and WSC) 

Number of 
Number of Borrowers/Total Average 

Loan Amount Borrowers by Headcount Annual 
Year Borrowed Year Enrollment Loan 

1989-90 $ 5.3 million 2,821 42% $1,878 

1992-93 $ 8.4 million 3,598 55% S2,334 

1993-94 $ 8.9 million 4,053 62% S2, 195 

1997-98 $11.9 million 4,987 72% S2,386 

1998-99 $12.8 million 5,386 77% S2,376 

1999-00 $12.9 million 5,505 77% S2.343 

2000-01 S13.9 million 5,924 82% S2,346 

2001-02 $15.6 million 6,626 84% $2,354 

2002-03 S 17 .2 million 7,190 86% S2,392 

2003-04 $19.8 million 7,744 
. 

87% $2,556 

2004-05 $20.0 million 6,475 72% $3,089 

2005-06 $19.3 million I 6,213 71% $3,106 

2006-07 $24.7 million 6,822 i $3,621 
28.0% <increase) 9.8% !increase) 77% 16.6% 

Increase from $19.4 million 4,001 i $1,743 

1989-90 to 2006-07 366% 142% j 92.8% ... 

• Lake Region State College 



Exhibit 12 

• LAKE REGION STATE COLLEGE 
Regional and National Tuition and Fees Comparison 

Regional National % Greater % Greater 
LRSC Average Average Than Region Than National 

2008-09 $3,908 Not Available Not Available Not Avatlable Not Available 

2007-08 3,762 3,006 2,737 25% 27% 

2006-07 3,563 2,824 2,625 26% 26% 

2005-06 3,333 2,668 2,481 25% 26% 

2004-05 3,065 2,552 2,318 20% 24% 

2003-04 2,723 2,320 2,146 17% 21% 

2002-03 2.476 2,134 1,972 16% 20% 

2001-02 2,160 1,977 1,811 9% 16% 

2000-01 2,078 1,872 1,726 11% 17% 

• 

• Lake Region State College 
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LAKE REGION STATE COLLEGE 

FACULTY and STAFF EMPLOYMENT TURNOVER 
BENEFITTED POSITIONS 

FY06, FY07 and FYOB 

Note: LRSC employs approxlmatety 100 benefltted positions. Therefore, each position terminated represents approximately 1% turnover. 

Faculty Staff 
Resignations Retiremenl~ Othgr R~as2ns TOTALS Re~ign~liQns R!::tlrement~ Other Reasons TOTALS 

FY06 0 0 1 1 FY06 4 0 1 5 

ii FY07 2 1 0 3 FY07 4 1 0 5 
FYOB 5 0 0 5 FYOB 4 2 1 7 

:,, 
rt> o;s, 

'~;.., 1 0 5 ·I 5 t'l el h >< C/l Ii =-~ ;/ 6' "' ~ ., -· ,., .... rt> I l .,--i 
ti 

4 ., 
4 

!l -n Faculty !. 
(;.I 0 I Resignations ! = Staff rt> 

:1 l)q i Resignations rt> 3 Faculty 3 l 

Retirements 

!I 
J IL n Staff 

' Retirements 
2 . il 

11 
Faculty Other 2 j 

;j Reasons 

) 111 Staff Other I 
~ 

Reasons 

,--~ 0 
' I 

. L I 
r 

~ 
l t t 

r1 u.., ' .r,.v-..- -d;,-·_.,, 
0 0 

FY06 FY07 FY08 FY06 FY07 FY08 
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REVENUE and EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS for 2007-2009 BIENNIUM 

FYOB ACTUAL vs. BUDGET and FY09 BUDGET vs. CURRENT ESTIMATE 
As of 12/31/08 

FYOB FY08 
Budgeted Actual 

lnstitytlonal Collections Fund: 
Tuition (net of Waivers and Collection Costs) 3,418,773 3,447,034 
Misc. Revenues 30 375 77 206 

Sub-Totals 3,449, 14B 3,524,240 

State A(;!(;!rog:rlations Og:eratlng Fund: 
0MB Drawdowns 3,280,000 3 280 000 

{Total operating appropriation from State for biennium is $6,511,348.} 
Total General Fund Operating Revenues 6 729 148 6,804.240 

General Fund Operating Expenditures (6,729, 14B) (6 703 ~44) 

less: Accounts Receivable net of Allowances 

Available Carryover or (Deficit) 

NOTE: Current indications are that actual enrollments for FY09 will be close to projected enrollments. 

State Appropriations for Extraordinary Repairs: 
0MB Drawdowns 

Extraordinary Repair Expenditures: 
Theater support and Workforce Training areas 
Windows and roof repairs 

NOTE Amount considered one-time funding is $81,942. 

68,500 63 663 

63,663 

FYOB 
Variance 

2B,261 
46 831 

75,092 

75,092 

25.B04 

/87.956) 

12,940 0.2% 

(4,837) 

•-

FY09 FY09 
FY09 Current Estimated 

Budgeted Estimate Variance 

3,655,127 3,680,500 25,373 
B2 255 B2 500 245 

3,737.382 3,763,000 25,618 

3J31,34B 3,231 34B 

6 968 730 6 994 348 25,618 

t"'l 
>,( 

=--· (6.~8 730) (6 952 348) 12,382 O" -· ... .... 
(48,000) 

.,.. 
(10.000) -0.1 % 

57104 61.941 4,8_37 

61,941 



ST ATE 

March 3, 2009 

COLLEGE 1801 College Drive, Devils Lake ND 58301 

(701) 662- 1600 • 1-800-443-1313 • fax (701) 662-1570 
www.lrsc.nodak.edu • TDD (701) 662-1572 

N.D. House Appropriations Committee - Education and Environment Division 
Attn: Vice-Chair Francis Wald 
600 East Boulevard 
Bismarck, ND 58505 

Vice-Chair Wald: 

During Lake Region State College's testimony to the House Appropriations Committee March 2"', you requested 
some additional information regarding LRSC full-time students . 

• 

The fall 2008 official census at Lake Region State College reported a grand total of 421 full-time students. Of 
those students, 389 (92 percent) were U.S. citizens and 360 (86 percent) were from North Dakota. We had eight 
students from Minnesota; three each from California, Colorado, and Texas; two from Florida, Michigan, and 

• 

Wisconsin; and one student each from the states of Iowa, Kansas, Montana, Ohio, South Dakota, and Virginia. 

Lake Region State College had 33 international students fall 2008 of which 11 were from Mongolia; seven from 
Oman; three from Nepal; two from Canada, Germany and Bahamas; and one student each from Belarus, China, 
Colombia, Hong Kong, Croatia, and Israel. 

Information also was requested on waivers used for students at Lake Region State College. 

Waivers are utilized in a variety of ways at our institution. The college's international student waiver, which in 
fall 2008 applied to 20 students at LRSC, waives a portion international tuition rate only. LRSC waivers for 
International students reduce the tuition charges from the International rate (set at 2.5 times the U.S. rate) to 

$766 more than the rate North Dakota students pay. 

To earn this tuition break, international students must live on campus, purchase our most expensive food plan 
and share their culture with the campus and community. By having our international students share their 

culture, we create a global climate at LRSC . 



• 

• 

A recent campus climate survey showed that Lake Region State College is second only to UND in cultural 
awareness and appreciation for other cultures. The cross cultural experiences our students receive will 
give them a leg up in a tight job market that values global understanding. 

The college has been working with the Royal Air Force of Oman to train their personnel in the field of 
simulator maintenance technology. In the fall of 2008, LRSC had seven students from Oman. These 
students are not on any waiver and pay the full International rate. 

The athletic waiver is used for student athletes from North Dakota, other states, and international 

students. The college used 14 athletic waivers in fall 2008. 

Other students may receive a partial or full waiver, such as cultural diversity waivers and veteran 

dependent waivers. These waivers were put in place by the state. In fall 2008, Lake Region State College 

had 15 students on cultural diversity waivers, and four students on veterans' dependent(s) tuition 

waiver. 

Out of state and Manitoba and Saskatchewan students pay the same rate as ND students. We were the 
first to adopt this tuition strategy but other campuses have followed. When LRSC adopted this 
procedure we had few out-of-state students and almost no international students with the exception of 

a few athletes. 

In addition LRSC provides waivers for other military situations, staff and faculty, dependents of 
employees, and students earning the highest academic achievements. The other 13 students on waiver 
fall 2008 included LRSC dependents waiver (seven), National Guard waiver (five), and a president's 
waiver for high academic achievement (one). 

I've enclosed a print out of our fall 2008 waivers for you and am available to answer any additional 

questions you may have regarding this issue. Please contact me at 701.662.1501 or 

Mike.Bower@lrsc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Mike Bower, President 

Lake Region State College 



Draft 

CULTURAL DIVERSITY TUITION WAIVER 
2007-2008 

• 10/1/2008 
Total Part-time Full-time 

Cultural Diversity Native American Native American 
Waivers Given Waiver Waiver 

BSC 
# Of Students 44 12 14 
Dollars $46,376 $5,160 $17,395 

DSU 
# Of Students 171 7 24 
Dollars $510,615 $5,982 $53,821 

LRSC 
# Of Students 27 5 11 
Dollars $26,072 $2,311 $12,467 

MaSU 
# Of Students 9 5 4 
Dollars $12,414 $4,271 $8,143 

MiSU 
# Of Students 131 11 34 
Dollars $202,034 $8,084 $54,559 

• MiSU-Bottineau 
# Of Students 15 0 10 
Dollars $18,885 $0 $11,455 

NDSU 
# Of Students 260 23 61 
Dollars $908,386 $53,680 $237,280 

NDSCS 
# Of Students 15 1 7 
Dollars $7,600 $400 $3,200 

UND 
# Of Students 406 40 124 
Dollars $1,678,849 $66,891 $502,172 

vcsu 
# Of Students 47 0 4 
Dollars $115,653 $0 $5,250 

wsc 
# Of Students 17 0 10 
Dollars $38,045 $0 $21,048 

• 
TOTAL 

# Of Students 1,142 104 303 
Dollars $3,564,929 $146,779 $926,790 

g:lsheila\exccl\1100\&0'l\07•08 diversity waiver .xis 



• • 
"Draft" 

2007-2008 TUITION WAIVER INFORMATION 

Grad Staff National Foreign Cultural 

Assistant I Waiver I Guard I Student 
I POW/MIANetsll 

OepWafver Diversity I Misc.121 I WICHE I Sr Citizen 

BSC 
# Of Students 0 " 45 2 22 

Dollars $0 $18,241 $15,790 $9,124 $36,578 

DSU 
# Of Students 0 109 (t) 36 436 10 
Dollars so $199,866 $18,420 $2,114,295 $21,693 

LRSC 
# Of Students 0 37 1

'
1 33 33 13 

Dollars $0 $25,188 $11,607 $127,045 $21,833 

MaSU 
# Of Students 0 48 (I) 6 4 2 

Dollars $0 $22,766 $4,786 $19,008 $5,060 

MiSU 

# Of Students 21 84 37 2 25 

Dollars $34,217 $90,864 $19,881 $10,622 $59,931 

MiSU-Bottmeau 

# Of Students 0 3 3 2 1 

OoRara $0 $1,424 $1,427 $4,458 $2,972 

NDSCS 
# Of Students 0 59 (l> 44 1 18 

Dollars $0 $49,191 $19,663 $9,133 $28,413 

NDSU 
# Of Students 1,236 600 (1) 201 389 60 

Dollars $6,240,257 $936,099 $162,250 $2,102,534 $157,429 

UNO 
# Of Students 1,038 297 128 37 28 

Dollars $3,568,524 $386,837 $84,938 $256,098 $93,835 

vcsu 
# Of Students 0 49 11) 12 29 2 

Dollars $0 $41,630 $4,268 $72,111 $3,941 

wsc 
# Of Students 0 30 (11 2 11 5 

Dollars $0 $16,972 $370 $24,213 $6,329 

TOTAL 
# Of Students 2,295 1,359 547 946 186 

Dollars $9 842,998 $1,789,078 $343,620 $4?48,641 $438,014 

<1\.Rsc, of the 37 students and $25,188 reported, 19 were for employee spouse/dependent warvers for a total of $15,579. 

wsc. of the 30 studenl$ and $16,972 reported. 12 wera !or employee spouse/dependent waivers !or a total of $10,356. 

NDSCS, of the 59 students and $49,191 reported, 37 were for employee spouseldependent waivers !or a total of $32,611. 

osu, of the 109 students and $199,1166 reported, 69 were for employee spouseldependent waivers for a total of S166, 163 

NDSU. of the 600 students and $936,099 reported, 311 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $536,811. 

VCSU, of the 49 students and $41,630 reported, 21 were for employM spouse/dependent waivers for a total of 526,469. 

MiSU, of the 84 students and $90,864 reported, 45 were for employee spouse/dependent waivers for a total of $62,671. 

44 0 0 

$46,376 so so 

171 0 0 
$510,615 $0 $0 

27 1 0 

S26,072 $365 $0 

9 2 0 
$12,414 $553 $0 

131 495 0 
$202,034 $748,544 $0 

15 0 0 
$16,885 $0 $0 

15 166 0 
$7,600 $329,094 $0 

260 309 0 
$908,386 $230,936 $0 

406 251 13 
$1,678,849 $577,083 $134,702 

47 0 0 
$115,653 $0 $0 

17 0 0 
$38,045 $0 $0 

1,142 1,224 13 
$3,564,929 $1,8861575 $134,702 

(')Misc. includes waivers for Board of Higher Ed student member, dependents of firefighters and paace otricers. MN reciprocitywarver, room and board waivers at NDSCS, and other institutional waivers. 

(3)Arhletic waivers. 

g:\sbeila'excd\80()\&09\07--0s twtioa ,.-.;,,,,-_w 

0 
$0 

0 
$0 

0 
so 

1 
$158 

2 
$498 

0 
$0 

0 
$0 

4 
$1,680 

5 
$5,762 

0 
$0 

0 
$0 

12 
$81298 

• ' 

10/1/2008 
I Institutional Institutional 

Waiver Total 

0 156 

$0 126,109 

25 787 
$24,263 $2,689,152 

9 m 153 
$14,596 $226,706 

78 m 150 
$84,459 $149,204 

79 (3) 876 
$108,460 $1,275,051 

18 42 
$19,981 $49,147 

332 635 
$164,504 $607,616 

267 3,326 
$439,851 $11,179,622 

72 2,275 
$346,772 $7,133,400 

51 190 
$173,951 $411,554 

26 91 
$13,322 $99,251 

957 8,681 
$1,390,159 $24,147,014 



Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

February 24, 2009 

Department 243 - Minot State University - Bottineau 
~enate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions General Fund Other Funds Total 
2009-11 Executive Budget 32. 75 $6,624,391 $2,000,000 $8,624,391 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 31.11 4 918 250 252 000 5 170 2501 

Increase (Decrease) 1.64 $1,706,141 $1,748,000 $3,454,141 

'The 2007-09 appropriation amount does not include a $98,500 general fund appropriation to the North Dakota University System office 
for a recruitin initiative for Minot State Universit - Bottineau. 

Agency Funding 

$7.00 .-----------

. $6.00 +------,--~----, 
$6.00 

$5.00 +----~~ 

FTE Positions 

37.00 

36.00 

35.00 

34.00 

33.00 

31!!8 

............. 

..... 34.32 

"' 32.75 j $4.00 

:ii $3.00 

$2.00 

$1.00 

$0.00 

32.00 
........ ~ 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

■ General Fund D Other Funds 

31.00 

30.00 

29.00 

28.00 
2003-05 2005-07 

and One-Time General Fund A 

2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

Ongoing General Fund 
A ro rlation 

$5,727,370 
4 869273 

$858 097 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary offirst house changes. 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

$897,021 
48977 

$848,044 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

'-'"' 
31.11 

2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

Total General Fund 
A ro rlatton 

$6,624,391 
4 918 250 

$1 706 141 

General Fund Other Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding of $516,994 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Heatth insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year2011 

Total 

?. Provides equity funding of $135,135 

• 

recommendation includes $10 million for 
among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

(The executive 
equity distributed 

$72,305 

231,556 

144,766 

18,590 

49,777 

$516,994 

$135,135 

$n,305 

231,556 

144,766 

18,590 

49,777 

$516,994 

$135,135 



3. Provides funding for emergency preparedness and security, 
including funding for 1 FTE security position. The Senate 
removed this funding and related FTE position. 

Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $109,725, 
the same amount of extraordinary repairs base funding for the 
2007-09 biennium 

5. Provides one-time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security 

6. Provides one-time funding for major capital projects, including a 
· coal boiler replacement ($800,000) and the Entrepreneurial 

Center for Horticulture 

7. Removes one-lime extraordinary repair funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium 

8. Removes one,-lime major capital project funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium (steamline replacement project) 

9. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by .64 FTE position 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$107,469 

$97,021 

$800,000 

($48,977) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$2,000,000 

($252,000) 

$107,469 

$97,021 

$2,800,000 

($48,977) 

($252,000) 

Transfer authority - Section 10 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's operations 
line item to the institution's capital assets line item if the board determines that additional funds are needed for capital projects or 
extraordinary repairs. Section 11 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's deferred 
maintenance line item to the institution's capital assets line item or may transfer funds from an institution's capital assets line item to the 
deferred maintenance line item. 

Security and emergency preparedness transfers - Section 12 provides that $750,000 of the North Dakota University System office 
security and emergency preparedness line item be used for the benefit of institutions under its control. 

~TE positions - Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed for institutionc 
~lilies under its control. 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authority for 
higher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) would 
continue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuantto NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

ATTACH:1 

• 
2 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
2009-11 Biennial Budget Request - SBHE Priorities 

Exec. 
Priority. Budget Initiative Request Recommend 

A. BASE FUNDING INCREASES '•' ' .. 
I 

Decreased capital bond payments ($3,427,564). SITS 
pool transfer to ITD for IVN ($300,110), and vet loan 

1 forarveness transfer to Health Dept. ($100,000) 

100% of Parity or cost to continue--7%/7% salary and 
health insurance increases. utility cost increases and 

2 operating inflation 611.742 516.993 
3 Emeroencv Preparedness/Securrtv 107.469 107.469 
4 Needs-based financial aid 

C 
~ Equitv adiustment to address fundina clifferent,als 250,000 135.135 

Technology Maintenance- Network Bandwidth 
($1,220,000), N. Tier Network ($1.000.000). ODIN 

6 Wei, Develouer 1$150,000) 
7 Two and Four-Year colleae affordability 194.882 -
8 EPSCoR researcI1 matchrna funds 

New Academic and Tecl1nical Program Start-up 
9 Revolvrno Fund 

10 Disabled Student Services Funding 

11 Bismarck HE Center 
Student Financial Asst. Programs (Scholar's. PSEP. 

12 Indian. Education Loan Foraiveness) 

13 Comorehensive Career Plannina lnitrat,ve 

14 Access. Collaboration and Enhancement Fund (ACE) 
15 Shared recruitment initiatives 

NOUS Services - Continuation of FINDET ($15E,.320). 
16 NOUS Office Leaal Assistant ($128,930) 

1,164,093 759,597 

B. I ONE-TIME FUNDING INCREASES I 
1 Deferred Maintenance-facilites and infrastructure 242,551 97,021 
2 Emeraencv Preparedness/Security 323,653 -

Technology Maintenance - IVN CODEC Replacement 
($35,000), SITS Collal,oration and Emergency Pool 

3 ($200,000) 
4 STEM Initiative 
E, Pav-off special assessments 

6 Bismarck HE Center 

TOTAL ONE-TIME FUNDING INCREASE 566,204 97,021 

Change 

(94,749) 

-

(114.865) 

(194882) 

(404,496' 

(145,530) 

/323 653) 

1469, 1831 

TOTAL FUNDING INCREASE (exclude capital assets)! 1,730,2971 856,618 I (873,679)1 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY- BOTTINEAU 

• Comparison of General Fund Request 
And Executive Recommendation 

Executive 
SBHE 2009-11 Recommendation 
Prioritized GF Executive Over {Under) 

Revised Request Recommendation Budget Request 
2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation $ 4,918,250 $ 4,918,250 $ 

Base Adjustments 49,523 49,523 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 4,967,773 4,967,773 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 611.742 ,,16.993 (94.749i 
Emergency Preparedness-Security 107.469 107.469 
Equity 250.000 135,135 (114.865) 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 194.882 (194,882) 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 1,164.093 759.597 (404496) 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 6,131,866 6,727,370 (404,496) 

• 
Deferred Maintenance 242,551 97,021 (145.530) 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 323.653 (323.653) 
STEM Initiative 
Pay-off spec 1al assessments 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 566,204 97,021 (469,183) 

2009-11 State-funded Capital Projects 800.000 800.000 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation $ 71498,070 $ 61624,391 $ (873,679) 

Summary - Funding Request Increase 
Funding Request Increase (e,cluding capital projects) 1.730,297 856.618 (873,679) 
2009-11 State-funded Capital Projects 800,000 800,000 

Total 2009~11 General Fund Request Increase $ 2,530,297 $ 1,656,618 $ (873,679) 

• 
13 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
2009-11 Budget Detail 

BASE BUDGET: 

2007-09 Base Budget 

Operations 

Capital Assets 

Total 2007-09 Base Budget 

Less One-Ttme Allocations: 

Deferred Maintenance 
Capital Projects 

Total Adjusted 2007-09 Budget Base 

Add: Parity Increases 

Continue 2008-09 Salary Increase 

Adjusted Health Insurance Increases 
Operating Inflation (2% for FY10 & 2.2% for FY11) 

Salary Increases (7% & 7%) 
Utilities Increase 

Total Parity Increases 

Add: Other Operating Increases 
Equity 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Emergency Preparedness/Security (One-Time) 

Add: Capital Assets 

Capital Project 2009-11 

Deferred Maintenance lnc rease 
Total 2009-11 Budget Request 

Executive Recommendation 
Salary Increases (5% & 5%) 
Equity 

Emergency PreparednessrSecurity (One-Time) 

Two and Four-Year College Affordabil1ty 

Deferred Maintenance Increase 

Total 2009-11 Budget Executive Recommendation 

ODeratlons 

7.355.839 

' 7:355,839 ' 

96.406 

193.021 

24.787 

435.072 

66.369 
815.65:, 

250.000 

107,469 
194,882 

323.653 

9,047,498 

(126,331) 
(114865) 

(323 653) 

(194,882) 

8,806,302 
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C1pital 
Assets & General 

Eaula > S5K Total Fund 

7,355.839 4,858,048 ' 
527.404 527,404 158,702 ' 

7,883,243° 5,016;?50 

(48 977) ' (48,977) (48,977) 
' (368.702) (368,702) 
' 109,725 7,465,564 4,967,773 

96,406 72,305 
193.021 144,766 

24.787 18,590 

435.072 326,304 
66,369 49 777 

815,655 611,742 

250,000 250,000 
107,469 107,469 
194.882 194,882 
323.653 323,653 

2.800.000 2.800.000 800,000 
242.551 242.551 242.551 

3,152,276 12,199,774 7,498,070 

(126,331) (94,749( 
(114,865) (114,865) 

(323.653) (323,653) 

(194,882) (194,882) 
(145,530)' f145.530l (145,530) 

3,006,746 11,813,048 6,624 391 

Other Total 
Funds Funds 

2,497,791 7.355.839 

368,702 527.404 

2,866,493 7,883.243 

(48,977) 
(368,702)' (368,702) 

' 2,497,791 7,465,564 

24,102 96.406 

48,255 193.021 

6,197 24. 787 

108,768 435.072 
16,592 66.369 

203,914 815,655 

250,000 

107.469 
194.882 

323.653 

2,000,000 2.800.000 
242,551 

4,701,704 12,199,774 

(31,,,82) (126,331) 

(114.865) 

(,323 653) 

(194,882) 

(145,530) 
4,670,122 11,813048 
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Costto 
Continue FY 

09 Legislatively 
Funded Salary 

MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY- BOTTINEAU 
2009-11 Parity Increases 

Est Operating 
. 

Inflation, Exel Total Estimated 
Utilities at Increases in 

Total Estimated . Est Cost of 2.0% for FY10 Estimated Computat_ii:m of 
Health ·Compensation & 2.2% for Actual Utility Parity· 

Targeted State 
Portion Per 

increases, lnsur.ancl3, . :··. Pkg FY11 Increases . " .,: i'' _, 
. Funding Model ' ' 

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST - 7% per year compensation package 
' 

96,406 193.021 435.072 24.787 66.369 8'15.655 75%:, 

STATE'S SHARE (75%) 

72,305 144.766 326.304 18,590 49.777 611.742 

STUDENTS SHARI;: (25%) 

24.102 48.255 108.768 6,197 16.592 203,914 

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST - 5% per year compensation package 
96,406 193.021 308.741 24.787 66.369 689.324 75% 

STATE'S SHARE (75%) 
72.305 144.7f,6 231.556 18,590 49.777 E,16 993 

STUDENTS SHARE (25%) 

24.102 48,255 77.185 6,197 16.592 172.331 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY- BOTTINEAU 
Estimated Tuition Increases 

Needed to Fund Student Share of Parity 

,, State Increase' 
Student share, Ne~ded to llmlt 
assuming 5% 09~,11 )ultl~,n IQCf 

Salarv Increase ,1010%,· 

172,331 ,, :), '172,331 

Assumes 5% annual salary increases 

Est Revenue 
2% 2vr 

, Stat~ lne;rease 
. Needed'to limit 

,, ''..'' ·'< . . 

09:11 tuition lncr. 
' ' td·2°/o' ' 

73,050 . ·< ,,/'..99,281: 

16 

Est Revenue 
4% 

146,100 

; it• ' .. /"_,~: ,.;;: : \ . ,, 

' '.{ ' . , Est 
1,, ','- ' ,' .. ; ,, . • 
, Stale'•lncrease. Tuition Iner 
N~~d~d to limit j Needed to 

09:11 tuition lricr Fund 
... ·,t'o.'l/f. , . Parity 

· '.26,231· 4.7% 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
2009-11 Equity Allocation 

Current Percent of Peer 
Benchmark -Before 09-11 

Budget Allocations 

89% 

Execut1ve Recommendation 

Over (Under) Buclget 
Request 

Targeted uses of equity funding: 

2009-11 Budget 
Request - L TF Plan 

Model, with minimum 
of $250,000 or 52% of 

peers 

$2c•O 000 

135.135 

($114,86:,) 

Percent of Peer 
Benchmark - After 

Allocation of 09-
11 Parity and 

Equity 

100% 

1. Additional operating funds (excluding utilities) for Plant Services, Support Services and Academic 
Support/Instruction. These funds are needed, in addition to the inflationary increase provided under parity, 
to cover the estimated cost of providing support services to students, faculty and staff. Cost for printing, 
transportation, travel, supplies have increase beyond the annual inflationary adjustments. 

2. Additional equipment funds (over/under $5,000): Currently, MSU-B budgets approximately $120,000 ($60, 
00 per fiscal year) for equipment. Request for equipment, received from campus departments, usually 
exceed available funding by 50%. This has caused replacement cycles for computers to increase from 3 to 
4 years and has delayed the purchase of classroom technology (e.g. student response systems, software 
updates, projection systems). 

3. Additional funding for faculty salary pools: Additional funding for adjunct faculty pools would provide 
necessary resources for meeting short term instruclional needs and for additional release time for faculty to 
attend professional development activities. Faculty salary pools have decreased radically in the past 5 
years in order to provide funding for higher market rates for new faculty. 

4. 1.0 FTE for Caregiver Program: This program will allow students the opportunity to receive the basic skills 
and training they need to gain employment as care giver aids in personal residences, day cares, group 
homes and nursing homes. The focus of this program will be on safety, patient care, and support services. 
Students pursing the AAS degree will be required to complete general education coursework to gain the 
necessary "soft skills" required to be successful with customers and colleagues. 

5. 1.0 FTE for Learning Center: Would provide additional resources to meet the growing need to assist 
students in developing the knowledge base, skills, and strategies that will help them to become confident, 
independent, and active learners. This position will also provide classroom assistance to students with 
physical challenges . 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY -- BOTTINEAU 
2007 - 09 Appropriation Status Report 

Expenditures 
Original Adjusted Through 

Aperopriation Aeproprlatlon 11/30/2008 
Line Item 

Operations 4.759.548 4.858.048 3204,038 

Capital Assets 1 410.702 410.702 346.341 

Capital Assets - Off System 2 0 116.702 95,558 

Total 5.170.250 5.385.452 3,64E,,937 

Funding Source 

General Funds 4.918,250 5.016.750 3.311,284 

Federal Funds 0 0 0 

Special Funds 252.000 368.702 334,653 

Total 5.170,250 5,385.452 3.645,937 

'Includes $252,000 for Steam Line Project ($239,095 from Oil Trust Funds) 

2 Special Fund Carryover - Thatcher Hall Addition Project 

18 

Percent 
Balance Remaining 

1,654010 34.05% 

64.361 15.67% 

21.144 18.12% 

1739,E,15 32.30% 

1.705.466 34.00% 

0 0.00% 

34.049 9.23% 

1.739.515 32.30% 



• 
Revised 2007-09 Budget 

Expendltu res to Date 

2007-09 Budget Balance 

Percent Remaining 

• 

• 

MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY·· BOTTINEAU 
2007 -09 Budget Status Report 

As of 11/30/2008 

Estimated Expenditures 
Capital 

Operations Assets Total 

7 355,839 727,404 8,083.243 

5. 102.292 6E,9.092 5,761,384 

2,253,547 68.312 2.321.859 

30.6% 9.4% 28.7% 
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Source of Funding 
General Special 

Fund Fund Total 

5,016,7':,0 3,066,493 8 083.243 

3,311.284 2450, 100 5.761,384 

1.705.466 616.393 2 321.SE,9 

34 0% 20.1% 28.7% 

SOURCES OF SPECIAL FUNDS 
Tuition 
State Land Income 

2.473.791 
24.000 

Transfer from NOUS 200.000 
011 Trust Fund 239.095 
Local Funds 129,607 

3,066,493 



MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 

• Status of 2007- 09 Capital Repairs & Projects 

Revised Expenses 
Budget As Of 
2007-09 11/30/08 Balance % Remaining 

Extraordinary Repairs 

Misc. Small Projects < $50,000 74.725 63,458 11,267 

Mechanical!Electncal Upgrades 25.000 12,029 12.971 

Structural Repairs 0 0 0 

Util ities/I nf rastructure 10,000 6,387 3,613 
Paving and Area Lighting• 48,977 31.352 17,625 

Total Extraordinary Repairs 158,702 113,226 45.476 28.65% 

Capital Projects 
Stearn Line Project 252.000 250.308 1.692 
Thatcher Addition 316,702 295.558 21,144 
Total Capital Projects 568,702 545,866 22,836 4.02% 

Total Capital Assets 727.404 659 092 68,312 9.39% 

• Sources of Capital Funding 

General Fund 158.702 113.226 45,476 28.65% 

Oil Trust Fund 239.095 239,09~ 0 0.00% 

Local Funds 129,607 106,771 22,836 17.62% 

NDUS Transfer 200,000 200,000 0 0.00% 

Total Funding Sources 727.404 659.092 68.312 9.39°,'o 

• Deferred maintenance project 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
2009-11 Extraordinary Repairs and Capital Projects 

2009-11 Budget Request 
Extraordina1y Repairs 

Deferred Maintenance 
Capital Project - Boiler Replacement 
Entrepreneurial Center for Ho1ticulture 

Total 2009-11 Capital Assets Request 

2009-11 Executive Recommendation 
Deferred Maintenance 

Total 2009-11 Executive Recommendation 

Funding Sources 
General Fund 
Other Funds 
Total 2009-11 Capital Assets Funding Sources 

E~traordlnary Repairs Projects 
Misc. Small Projects less t11an $50,000 
Mechanical and Electrical Upgrades 
Utilities and Infrastructure 
Paving and Area Ligl1ting 

Total Extraordinary Repairs Projects 

109.725 

242.551 
800.000 

2,000,000 
3.1 !52.276 

-145:530] 
3 006 746 

1.006.746 
2,000,000 
3 006.746 

49.000 
21.000 
10.000 
29.725 

109.725 

Exec 
'Deferred Maintenance Projects Requested Recommend 

Mechanical and Electrical Upgrades 113.857 
Structural Repairs 65.100 65,100 
Paving and Area Ligl1t1ng 34,028 0 
Misc. Small Projects less than $50,000 29,566 31,921 

Total Deferred Maintenance Projects 242.50,1 97.021 
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• Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture 

The proposed Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture will seek to play a dynamic role in 
revitalizing North Dakota's rural communities. The depletion of the population in these areas is 
well documented. According to the 2000 census, only six of North Dakota's 53 counties have 
gained population since 1990, and in the '90's, the state lost 2,200 farms. 

• 

• 

The Center would achieve its objective by creating and providing value-added and 
economically viable retail and educational opportunities for agriculture and small businesses in 
rural North Dakota. This activity would be accomplished through the establishment of a 
vegetable production demonstration site and learning center located on the MSU-Bottineau 
campus. The site would be an example of what will work for North Dakota farms and 

businesses. 

The consumption of vegetables by U.S. consumers is expected to continue to rise through the 
year 2020 and ready-to-eat, convenience products will be in high demand; and, an opportunity 
for market growth appears to exist in specialty vegetables. In addition, markets for organic 
vegetables have been developing for decades and fresh produce is the top selling category in 
retail sales. An opportunity exists here as well because organic greenhouse production is 
underdeveloped in the United States. 

In order to meet its goal, the Entrepreneurial Center will have a threefold mission: 

• Determine and develop specialty vegetable crops that are viable and add value to new 
or existing enterprises . 

• Determine and develop the organic market. 
• Provide educational services pertaining to product propagation and marketing as well 

as business planning. 

The overarching objective of the project is to provide the infrastructure needed to allow the 
vegetable production industry in North Dakota to flourish. An Entrepreneurial Center for 
Horticulture on the campus of MSU-Bottineau is an integral part of making this happen. 

Funding partners include Center of Excellence, federal grants and private sponsors . 
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Special Funds: 

$2,000,000 
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INTRODUCTION 

History 

A referendum in 1894 stated that a school of forestry should be located in Bottineau, North Dakota, to 
provide, in addition to forestry, comprehensive junior college curricula. The North Dakota Century Code 
identified the role of MSU-Bottineau as offering programs in agriculture, forestry, and horticulture. Since 
then, the college has expanded its natural resource programming, and has also added programs in other 
areas that serve the needs of its constituents. 

In the summer of 2006, the college celebrated a century (1906-2006) of excellence commemorating the 
determination, strength, and resourcefulness of our students, faculty, staff, and community. 

Accreditation: MSU-Bottineau is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools, 30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400, Chicago, IL, 60602-2504; 312-
263-0456. 

Campus Enrollment: The fall semester, headcount enrollment average (1998-2008) is 602. 

Management: MSU-Bottineau is one of the eleven campuses in the North Dakota University System 
which is governed by the seven members of the North Dakota State Board of Higher Education. 

Founded: 1906. 

Curricula: The College offers 42 career/technical programs as well as options leading to certificates of 
completion, diplomas, or AAS degrees. It also offers comprehensive transfer coursework leading to AA 
or AS degrees. 

Location: Bottineau is a city of 2,600 residents that is located in north central North Dakota near the 
Turtle Mountains. Although the mountains are rolling, wooded hills interspersed with lakes; they provide 
a setting for a variety of recreational activities within easy commuting distance of Bottineau and give 
substance to the area's reputation as a "Four Seasons Playground." Lake Metigoshe, The International 
Peace Garden, Bottineau Winter Park, J. Clark Salyer Refuge, Lake Metigoshe State Park, and the Turtle 
Mountain Forest are just some of the natural assets that surround Bottineau and provide recreational 
opportunities as well as acres and acres of outdoor learning laboratories. 

Campus: The 35-acre campus of MSU-Bottineau is located on the northern edge of the city of 
Bottineau. It consists of four classroom buildings, three residence halls, a student center, and an 
administration building. 

Admission Requirements: Open enrollment to high school and GED graduates. 

Parent Campus: Minot State University, Minot, ND . 
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ENROLLMENT 

MSU-Bottineau enrollment numbers have been fairly fixed over the last several years with little 
movement in the calculation categories. However, in the fall of 2008, the campus did realize 

significant growth. 

A. Fall 2008 Enrollment Recap 

1) 
Full-time Headcount 

345 = 14% increase 655 = 3% increase 

B, Fall 2008 Enrollment by Various Categories 

1) 213 Full-time Freshman Students = 18% increase 
2) 132 Full-time Sophomore Students = 8% increase 
3) 275 Distance Learning Students = 4% increase 
4) 310 Part-time Students= 7% decrease 
5) 42% of headcount enrollment is comprised of interactive video and online registrants. 

C. Online Registration 2004-2008 

1) 
Semester Reaistrations +/· Channa 
Fall 2004 238 
Fall 2005 318 +34% 
Fall 2006 369 + 16% 
Fall 2007 374 + 1% 
Fall 2008 469 +25% 

+76% 

D. Interactive Video Classes and Credits 

1) 
Semester Classes +/. Channe Credits +/-Chan11e 
Fall 2004 19 57 
Fall 2005 20 +5% 52 -9% 

Fall 2006 17 -18% 45 -16% 
Fall 2007 22 +29% 65 +44% 

Fall 2008 29 +32% 80 +23% 
+48% +42% 

E. Impact of Additional Admissions Counselor 

1) MSU-Bottineau was able to hire an additional admissions counselor because of a 
$98,500 appropriation awarded in 2007. Fall semester, 2008, enrollment statistics 
provide evidence that increasing resources in the admissions area was effective. 
Enrollment increases are generally attributable to a mix of factors. However, we are 
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confident that employing an additional admissions counselor was a prominent aspect in 
building enrollment this fall. 

2) Following are student recruitment activities and enhancements that would not have been 
possible without the funding: 

• Visitations at 100 more high schools and college fairs than during the 2006-
2007 academic year. 

• Production of better quality in-house promotional materials. 
• Upgrade of the MSU-Bottineau website to a first class student recruitment 

tool. 

• More campus preview days. 

• Expanded recruitment activities into Montana and South Dakota. 
• Increased prospective student contacts in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. 

II. PROGRAMS OF STUDY 

MSU-Bottineau fulfills the traditional community college role of preparing students for transfer as 
well as for employment. The college began as the North Dakota School of Forestry in 1906 and 
has retained the distinctiveness in programming that the former name implies. 

A. Transfer Curricula 

1) MSU-Bottineau offers the applicable freshman and sophomore course work for most 
Bachelor Degree programs. Following are examples: 

Accounting 
Agriculture 
Arboriculture & Urban Forestry 
Art 
Biology 
Business Administration 
Business Education 
Chemistry 
Computer Information Systems 

B. Career and Technical Curricula 

Economics 
Elementary Education 
English 
Health Professions 
History 
Liberal Arts 
Marketing & Management 
Mathematics 
Pharmacy 

Physical Education 
Psychology 
Secondary Education 
Social Science 
Sociology 
Special Education 
Veterinary Science 
Wildlife Management 

1) Instruction and practical experience in career/technical fields are available at MSU
Bottineau. The curriculum requirements integrate general education with career 
education competencies. Following are a list of offerings: 

BUSINESS 
• Advertising and Marketing 
• Information Management-Accounting Technician 
• Information Management-Administrative Assistant 
• Information Management-Medical Secretary 
• Reception Services 
• Bookkeeper 

CAREGIVER SERVICES 
• Adult and Child 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
• Information Technology-Computerized Office Management 
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• Information Technology 

• Information Technology-WebMaster 
• Information Technology-WebDesign 

EDUCATION 
• Paraeducator 

HEAL TH PROFESSIONS 
• Medical Transcription 
• Medical Coding 
• Medical Assistant 
• Practical Nurse (LPN) 
• Associate Degree Nurse (RN) 

C. Distinctive Curricula 

1) Before there was an accredited school of forestry in the United States, the constitution of 
the State of North Dakota specified that there would be a School of Forestry in the state. 

2) Original Mission Statement: Give instruction in such arts and sciences as determined by 
the Board of Directors, laying special stress on the encouragement of horticulture and 
forest culture. 

3) NATURAL RESOURCE CURRICULA 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Arboriculture and Urban Forestry 
Environmental Technology-Laboratory and Field Technician 
Environmental Technology-Natural Resource Management 
Flowershop and Greenhouse Technology 
Greenhouse Technology 
Golf Course Grounds Technician 
Horticulture-Floral Design 
Horticulture-Greenhouse Technology 
Horticulture-Landscape Design 
Horticulture-Turf Management 
Landscape Technology 
Recreation Management 
Wildlife and Fisheries Technology 

Ill. COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS 

In order to better serve constituents, the college has developed partnerships and collaborative 
agreements that enhance program offerings and delivery capabilities. 

A. Dakota Nursing Consortium 

1) Community partners 
• Minot 
• Bottineau 
• Rugby 
• Valley City 

2) Healthcare facility partners 
• Heart of America Medical Center 
• Burdick Job Corps 
• Mercy Hospital 
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• Sheyenne Care Center 
• St. Andrews Health Center 

3) College partners 
• Lake Region State College 
• Valley City State University 
• Williston State College 
• Bismarck State College 

B. Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture 

1) Private sector partners 
• North Star Organics 
• North Dakota Famers Market and Growers Association 

2) Financial partners 
• Economic Development Administration 
• Center of North America Coalition 
• Bottineau Economic Development Corporation 
• Three local banks 
• Otter Tail Power 
• Center of Excellence Commission 
• Minot Magic Fund 

3) Projected financial impact 
• 100+ new jobs 
• Gross sales in ten years= $7.9 million; total financial impact= $31.6 million 

C. Share Information Technology Instructional Resources 

1) Courses involved 
• CIS 180 - Creating Webpages (MSU-B) 
• CIS 265 - Networking Fundamentals (WSC) 
• CSCI 122 - Beginning Visual BASIC (LRSC) 
• CIS 211 -Website Plan and Design (MSU-B) 
• CIS 266 - Routing Protocols & Concepts (WSC) 
• CSCI 172 - Intermediate Visual BASIC (LRSC) 

2) Tribal college involvement 
• CIS 147 - Principles of Information Security 
• CIS 233 - Vector Graphics/Web Animation 
• CIS 162 - Operating Systems-Windows XP 

D. Instructional Program Partners 

1) Minot State University 
• Accounting Technician 
• Administrative Assistant 
• Medical Secretary 
• Medical Assistant 
• Advertising and Marketing 
• Reception Services 

2) Bismarck State College 
• Medical Assisting 
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3) Mayville State College/Lake Region State College 
• Caregiver Services 

4) Valley City State University 
• Wildlife Management 

E. North Central Education Consortium 

1) Virtual Tech Center 
2) Dual Credit Management 

IV. REVIEW: 2007-2009 

Through cooperative efforts, the MSU-Bottineau campus has been engaged in initiatives that 
meet community, state, and internal needs. The following examples demonstrate how MSU
Bottineau is participating in the work of making the University System a vital link to a brighter 
future. 

A. Expansion of Nursing Program 

1) Four communities/five healthcare facilities 
2) 24 PN students/26 AON students 

B. Building the Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture 

1) Financial capacity 
• University Center Grant, United States Department of Commerce= $310,000 
• Center of North America Coalition Grant = $220,000 
• Bottineau Economic Development Corporation Grant = $ 36,000 
• Magic Fund Grant = $ 50,000 
• Private sector donations = $ 35,000 

2) Three jobs added 

C. Medical Transcription Program 

Accredited by Association for Healthcare Documentation Integrity (AHDI). 

1) There are only 13 accredited programs in the country. 
2) The program experienced a 300% enrollment increase after accreditation. 

D. Growth of Online Delivery 

1) 
Fall 2004 Fall 2008 +/- Chanae 

Courses 34 88 +158% 
Proarams 8 24 +200% 
Registrations 238 469 +97% 

E. Fundraising 

1) Collaborate with the MSU-Bottineau Foundation to annually add $100,000 to the 
scholarship fund. 
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F. Implement Initiatives From the New Strategic Plan 

1) Develop a theme that represents the mission, values, and vision of the college and 
reflects the institution's historical underpinnings. 

After a comprehensive analysis and examination of how the campus could direct its 
traditional mission into a signature for the campus, the theme "Nature, Technology, and 
Beyond"was developed. It reflects the historic underpinnings of the campus as well as 
the requirements of today. Our Nature, Technology, and Beyond focus is defined as 
follows: 

Established as the School of Forestry in 1906, MSU
Bottineau has consistently utilized the biological diversity of the 
region: the Turtle Mountain Forest, the prairie pothole region, 
the J. Clark Salyer National Wildlife Refuge, the International 
Peace Garden, and Lake Metigoshe. Using these as natural 
laboratories to strengthen the educational experience and 
continuously expanding academic and career programming, 
MSU-Bottineau integrates technology to prepare students not 
only for the present but also to go beyond and improve the 
future. 

Our diverse, natural surroundings provide examples of 
how and why we must care for the environment. Technology 
aids us in determining appropriate methods to solve problems 
and create the change necessary to maximize positive 
consequences to all life. 

2) Revise the college's Institutional Mission and the Vision, Values, and 
Goals/Priorities it embodies. 

a. Institutional Mission 

MSU-Bottineau provides students with a quality education in a caring environment. 
The institution values diversity and personal enrichment by promoting engaged 
learning for employment and university transfer. With the help of a supportive 
community, MSU-Bottineau emphasizes nature and technology to accomplish its 
mission through an array of curricula, programs, and services. 

• Liberal arts education provides students the knowledge and tools to continue 
their education, to serve as good stewards of the environment, and to function as 
responsible citizens. 

• Career/technical education provides students with the knowledge and skills 
required to succeed by utilizing natural, human, and technological resources. 

• Distance delivery provides students increased access to education and career 
opportunities. 

• Community education provides diverse life-long learning experiences. 
• Support services provide opportunities for individual growth and success. 
• Campus activities provide for interpersonal development. 
• Campus outreach provides area schools and groups access to college 

resources. 
• Workforce training and development provides the human resources for economic 

development. 
• All programs provide a greater understanding of human diversity . 

MSU-Bottineau's curricula, programs, and services take students beyond nature and 
technology and leave them with an ethic of concern and care for the natural world. 
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b. Vision 

"MSU-Bottineau is rooted in the past and grows towards the future by combining the 
best from the Past, Present, and Future to provide students with innovative 
educational opportunities. The campus will emphasize a knowledge and 
appreciation of Nature, implement a rapidly changing Technology, and prepare 
students to go Beyond and improve the quality of life." 

c. Core Values 

(1) Student Centered: MSU-Bottineau values students, considers their needs and 
interests, and makes sincere efforts to respond positively to those needs and 
interests. 

(2) Excellence: MSU-Bottineau college community members take pride in their 
work and strive for academic and professional excellence. 

(3) Learning: MSU-Bottineau values innovation and quality as it serves the learning 
needs of its various constituencies. 

(4) Respect and Responsibility: MSU-Bottineau acknowledges, understands, and 
supports the rights of others to express their ideas. Individual responsibility is 
integral to civil discourse, which enables meaningful learning experiences and 
informed decisions. 

(5) Diversity: MSU-Bottineau supports and embraces diversity, which enriches the 
quality of the learning experience. 

d. MSU-Bottineau Goals and Priorities 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• .. 

Improve learning and services through ongoing assessment. 
Improve extra and co-curricular offerings . 
Provide curricular offerings to meet the needs of constituents . 
Develop the institution's Nature, Technology, and Beyond focus . 
Utilize all campus resources . 
Enhance residential life . 
Develop learning partnerships throughout the region and state . 
Promote global awareness . 
Promote an innovative culture in a technologically enhanced environment. 

3) Begin football and fast-pitch softball programs. 

After meetings with college and community groups proved there was remarkable support 
for beginning the program, a decision was made to embark on a fundraising campaign to 
gather the start up money required to initiate football and fast pitch softball. A budget 
analysis indicated that $200,000 was needed and $230,000 was raised. Football started 
fall 2008, and softball will begin spring 2009. 

4) Convert a portion of first week, fall semester classes to a field 
trip/activity/workshop/seminar/hands-on learning experience instead of a learning 
experience based on seat time and traditional lectures and labs. 

The college implemented a First Week Activity program fall semester, 2007, that focused 
on the new campus theme of "Nature, Technology, and Beyond." Specific topics were as 
follows: water quality, web of life, climate research, GPS, and biological scavenger hunts. 
These activities mirrored our campus culture and our general education goals. Our First 
Week Activity Program was successful and was repeated in 2008. 

5) Determine if there is a consensus for a name change by engaging the college and 
the community in a discussion. 
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Throughout the 2007-2008 academic year, public discourse was held regarding a name 
change for the college. Comments and opinions were solicited through public meetings, 
print media, alumni newsletters, and campus focus group discussions. Surveys were 
also conducted with current and prospective students, alumni, school officials, area 
residents, and faculty and staff. 

The outcome was that a name change ought to be pursued. The new name chosen was 
Dakota College at Bottineau . 
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Line Item 

Operations 

Capital Assets 1 

MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY -- BOTTINEAU 
2007- 09 Appropriation Status Report 

. . Eicpepdltures> 
.. ()ttgi,fa1 { ·. •· ·1dJµsted'( :Thriu~h:,t 

'Ai,p~6prl~tl6n .. Appropriation , · • ··1)31/2009 C ,i · 

4,759,548 4,858,048 3,786,598 

410,702 410,702 351,652 

Capital Assets - Off System 2 0 116.702 95,558 

Total 5,170,250 5,385,452 4,233,808 

Funding Source 

General Funds 4.918,250 ,,,016,750 3,899,155 

Federal Funds 0 0 0 

Special Funds 252,000 368.702 334.653 

Total 5,170,250 5,385,452 4,233,808 

1 Includes $252,000 for Steam Line Project ($239,095 from Oil Trust Funds) 

2 Special Fund Carryover - Thatcher Hall Addition Protect 

12 

'p~i-c;nt··· 

Balan~e ,, •··. Reniai~ing 

1,071.450 2206% 

59.050 14.38% 

21.144 18.12% 

1,151,644 21.38% 

1,117,595 22.28% 

0 0.00% 

34,049 9.23% 

1,151,644 21.38% 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
Status of 2007- 09 Capital Repairs & Projects 

i ." Balance- · '_ , o/o Reni~ining 

Extraordinary Repairs 

Misc. Small Projects < $50,000 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 

Structural Repairs 

Utilities/Infrastructure 

Paving and Area Lightmg·' 

Total Extraordinary Repairs 

Capital Projects 
Steam Line Project 
Thatcher Addition 

Total Capital Projects 

Total Capital Assets 

Sources of Capital Funding 

General Fund 

Oil Trust Fund 

Local Funds 

NOUS Transfer 

Total Funding Sources 

' Deferred maintenance project 

74,725 

25,000 

0 

10,000 

48,977 

158)02 

252,000 
316,702 

568,702 

727,404 

158,702 

239,095 

129,607 

200,000 

727,404 

13 

63,457 

19,758 

0 

6.387 

48,744 

138,346 

264,121 
295,558 

559,679 

698,025 

138,346 

239,095 

120,584 

200,000 

698,025 

11,268 

5,242 

0 

3,613 

233 

20,356 
48,744 

-12, 121 
21,144 

9,023 

29,379 

20,356 

0 

9,023 

0 

29,379 

12.83% 

1.59% 

4.04% 

12.83% 

0.00% 

6.96% 

0.00% 

4.04% 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY· BOTTINEAU 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation and Engrossed SB2003 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF Executive Senate 

Revised Re9ue1t ReCommendatlon Adjustments 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation $ 4,918,250 $ 4,918,250 $ 

Base Adjuatments 49,523 49,523 

2007.09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 

Net of Base Adjustments 4,967,773 4,967,773 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 611,742 516,993 

Emergency Preparedness/Secunty 107,469 107.469 (107,469) 

Equity 250,000 135.135 

Two and Four-Year College Affordabilrty 194,882 172,331 

Bismarck Higher Education Center 
Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 1,164,093 759.597 64,862 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 6,131,866 5,727,370 64,862 

Deferred Maintenance 242,551 97.021 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 323,653 

STEM Initiative 
Pay-off special assessments 

Bismarck HE Center 
Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 666 204 97,021 

2009-11 State-funded Capital Projects 800,000 800.000 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation . $ 7,498,070 $ 6,624,391 $ 64,862 

Summary - Funding Request Increase & Recommendation 
Funding Request Increase (excluding capital projects) 1,730,297 856,618 64,862 

2009-11 State-funded Caprtal Projects 800,000 800,000 

Tot~I 2009-11 Gen. FU:nd Request Iner & Recommendation $ 2,530,297 $ 1,656,618 $ 64,862 
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Engrossed 
S62003 

$ 4,918,250 
49,523 

4,967,773 

516,993 

135,135 

172,331 

824,459 

5,792,232 

97,021 

97 021 

800,000 

$ 6,689,253 

921,480 

800,000 

$ 1,721,480 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
PARITY INCREASES 

I . -- .... ,. ,. .. 
!Parity Comps,nent$ . · 

; • Execut!v~ , .. s~~ate . I 
i ~~c91jl1TleJid :Adjystme hts'; 

Cost to Continue FY09 Legislative Funded Salary Increases 

Total Estimated Health Insurance, Based on Premium of $825.97 per month 

Estimated Cost of Compensation Pkg at 5% per Year 

Subtotal Salary and Health Ins Increases 

Estimated Operating Inflation of 2% and 2.2% (excluding utilities) 

Utilities Increase 

Estimated Utiltiy Cost of New Bldgs 

Total Estimated Increases in Parity 

General Fund Portion of Parity Increases 

Student Share of Parity Increases 

Total Eslmated Increases In Parity Funding 
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$96,406 $0 

193,021 

308,741 

598,168 

24,787 

66,369 

NA 

S689,324 

S516.993 

172,331 

$689,324 

0 

a 
a 
a 
0 

NA 

$0 

$172,993 

-172,993 

$0 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
Estimated Tuition Increases 

Needed to Fund Student Share of Parity 

· State Increase• 
Student share, Nee'ded i~ limit. 
assuming 5% 09,11 'tultl~n Iner 

Sala Increase ·/ .. :.,_·toOo/0:7 .;: · 

Assumes 5% annual salary increases 

Est Revenue 
2% 2 r 

73,050 

_statti')ri£r~~~~;· 
· Needed'to-llmlt 
09~11'tultlon Iner 

: "' ,"• ,,.;, ~- . ' . 
:{ ~ ··. ~,:,t0:·2°/o.>.k.~·: 
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Est Revenue 
4% 

146 100 

.--,,. _
5 

__ ,.·· .· Est 
, S)l'_t!'Jncre~•!I · Tuition Iner 
."Needed-to limit · Needed to 

'•• •' ~\_'F"f: ," 

~9)f!~lfl~~.lncr Fund 
::..ti.,:'i:A~'\,; to:.4%).-·t0_. Parit 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY- BOTTINEAU 
2009-11 Equity Allocation 

~009>11 Budget . 
· Reques.t " L TF f>lan 
Model, with minimum 
of $250,000 or 52% of 

eers 

$250,000 

Targeted uses of equity funding: 

Executive' 
Recommendation 

$135,135 

' Senate 
Adjusm~nts 

0 

' . .•·,, 

Engrossed 
. S82003°' · 

,, . 

$135,135 

1. Additional operating funds (excluding utilities) for Plant Services, Support Services and Academic 
Support/Instruction. These funds are needed, in addition to the inflationary increase provided under parity, 
to cover the estimated cost of providing support services to students, faculty and staff. Cost for printing, 
transportation, travel, supplies have increase beyond the annual inflationary adjustments. 

2. Additional equipment funds (over/under $5,000): Currently, MSU-8 budgets approximately $120,000 ($60, 
DD per fiscal year) for equipment. Request for equipment, received from campus departments, usually 
exceed available funding by 50%. This has caused replacement cycles for computers to increase from 3 to 
4 years and has delayed the purchase of classroom technology (e.g. student response systems, software 
updates, projection systems). 

3. Additional funding for faculty salary pools: Additional funding for adjunct faculty pools would provide 
necessary resources for meeting short term instructional needs and for additional release time for faculty to 
attend professional development activities. Faculty salary pools have decreased radically in the past 5 
years in order to provide funding for higher market rates for new faculty. 

4. 1.0 FTE for Caregiver Program: This program will allow students the opportunity to receive the basic skills 
and training they need to gain employment as care giver aids in personal residences, day cares, group 
homes and nursing homes. The focus of this program will be on safety, patient care, and support services. 
Students pursing the AAS degree will be required to complete general education coursework to gain the 
necessary "soft skills" required to be successful with customers and colleagues. 
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Base Increase 

One-Time Request 

MINOT STA TE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
Emergency Prepardeness and Security 

. .. 
',,.-,'' 2009-.11 

Budget 
Executive Senate Engrossed 

Recommendation Acljusment~ . S82003 
Request . 

•. . ;·· . . .. 

$107,469 $107,469 -$107,469 $0 

$323,653 $0 $0 $0 

Base Increase of $107,469 would provide funding for campus security at a ratio of I FTE to 900 students, 
but not less than I FTE. Would also assist with campus planning and implementation of the emergency 
notification system, emergency response plans, continuum of government (COG) and includes funding to 
cover the annual fee for the NotiFind emergency notification system for students. 

One-time request would provide funding for updating facilities with safety upgrades, including: keyless 
card entry, fire alarms, public announcement systems, security cameras, building alarms, improved 
lighting, telephone system upgrades to include a phone in each room and emergency power upgrades. 

In light of tragic events on several campuses during the past year, it is imperative that the campus continue 
with the development of an emergency preparedness plan and invest in equipment/systems to improve 
emergency communications and campus security. This project would improve campus communications 
and security by installing a campus-wide PA system, message board monitors, electronic door locks and 
security cameras in accordance with the campus emergency preparedness plan. In addition, this project 
would address recommendations made by the North Dakota Department of Homeland Security during a 
site assistance visit made on January 22, 2008 (see pages 25-26) . 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
2009-11 Extraordinary Repairs and Capital Projects 

:2009-11 Budget Request 
Extraordinary Repairs 
Deferred Maintenance 
Capital Project - Boiler Replacement 
Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture 

Total 2009-11 Capital Assets Request 

:200~-_1 f R!c.<>111m~n~ation I.I,, S!l)-!t~ A~iu.s~111~nt', !-; ''l 
Deferred Maintenance 

Total 2009-11 Engrossed S82003 

l(l!~~fu~·_iQ-y~~i:;:·:~;-~.-~~-:~-~: :_ ~:./::J~':?~~-:~ . 
General Fund 
Other Funds 
Total 2009-11 Capital Assets Funding Sources 

r.~,)~'.~W,-,;•~~-,..~~-:i,..,~"'1"\;'"'f'~'7:T~t;=-~~~tr~;f•. ', 
tExtraordlnaniiRenafrs,Pro "CtS'F'.';'. :c1, . ,;;'1:!,C'¾1.•:;;:' ",f,:v;· ......... .....,_,_._.._~.,-...u:..,:,,,.r-.,..,~•-,·'"'· : .. ,--...~ i...,,.,.,..A~• 

Misc. Small Projects less than $50,000 
Mechanical and Electrical Upgrades 
Utilities and Infrastructure 
Paving and Area Lighting 

Total Extraordinary Repairs Projects 

@~"';7',-, -, -•~~1!':;'Ni;'"'.';"i"'f'•,.,.- '<, $ ,,;,,f:, .-< -~~"::r~~~ 
Deferretl,Melntenance.·P.rojects:1,c: :: ·, .. :,.:.(..~ i,,,_',::·>.;£:,~1 

Structural Repairs 
Misc. Small Projects less than $50,000 

Total Deferred Maintenance Projects 

~-~ital_ Projects ~ ~..-.~~'7~7s1~S?{13) 
Boiler Replacement 
Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture 

Total Capital Projects 
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109,725 
242,551 
800,000 

2,000,000 
3,152,276 

~~/11 
3,006,746 

1,006,746 
2,000,000 
3,006,746 

49,000 
21,000 
10,000 
29,725 

65,100 
31,921 

800,000 
2,000,000 

109,725 

97,021 

2,800,000 

3,006,746 
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Boiler Replacement 

MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
2009 - 2011 Capital Projects 

Funding Source 

The two existing coal boilers are 60 years old and, although these aging boilers receive regular General Fund: 
maintenance, they are deteriorating and should be replaced with modern, more efficient units 
supported with the appropriate environmental systems. An engineering firm, Prairie $800,000 
Engineering P.C., was engaged to review the configuration and condition of the coal fired 
boilers. Their recommendation is to replace the existing boilers and stokers with new ones and 
to integrate a fly ash collection system. The North Dakota Department of Health prohibits 
burning lignite with the current boiler system because the generated emissions would exceed 
allowable limits established by the EPA. Currently, sub-bituminous coal is trucked from 
Montana and is used in order to meet air emission standards. Additionally, as part of this 
project, asbestos insulation will be removed from all steam and water lines attached to the 
current boilers and replaced with fiberglass insulation, 
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• Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture 

This project includes the construction of high tunnel greenhouse and modification of current 
greenhouse to include classroom, office, and laboratory space. 

Project Cost: Total estimated project cost is $2,000,000. 

Source of Funding: Federal grants and private (corporate) sponsors. 

The proposed Entrepreneurial Center for Horticulture will seek to play a dynamic role in 
revitalizing North Dakota's rural communities. The depletion of the population in these areas is 
well documented. According to the 2000 census, only six of North Dakota's 53 counties have 
gained population since 1990, and in the '90's, the state lost 2,200 farms. 

The Center would achieve its objective by creating and providing value-added and 
economically viable retail and educational opportunities for agriculture and small businesses in 
rural North Dakota. This activity would be accomplished through the establishment of a 
vegetable production demonstration site and learning center located on the MSU-Bottineau 
campus. The site would be an example of what will work for North Dakota farms and 
businesses. 

The consumption of vegetables by U.S. consumers is expected to continue to rise through the 
year 2020 and ready-to-eat, convenience products will be in high demand; and, an opportunity 
for market growth appears to exist in specialty vegetables. In addition, markets for organic 
vegetables have been developing for decades and fresh produce is the top selling category in 
retail sales. An opportunity exists here as well because organic greenhouse production is 

• 

underdeveloped in the United States. 

In order to meet its goal, the Entrepreneurial Center will have a threefold mission: 

• 

• Determine and develop specialty vegetable crops that are viable and add value to new 
or existing enterprises. 

• Determine and develop the organic market. 
• Provide educational services pertaining to product propagation and marketing as well 

as business planning. 

The overarching objective of the project is to provide the infrastructure needed to allow the 
vegetable production industry in North Dakota to flourish. An Entrepreneurial Center for 
Horticulture on the campus of MSU-Bottineau is an integral part of making this happen. 

Funding partners include Center of Excellence, federal grants and private sponsors . 
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NOUS 2009-11 Major Capital Projects Requests 
Approved Priorities 

Plroity I Rank Project Description 

Ranked State Funded Projects for the 11 Campus 

Science-Library Building Renovation and 
Addition 

Campus 

6 (Including Raising of East and West Hall) MASU 
7 Minard Hall - Phase Ill NDSU 

Renovation and Addition to the 
8 Education Building 
9 Stoxen Library Addition-Phase I 

1 O Science Lab Renovation 
11 Technical Center Renovation 

UNO 
DSU 
wsc 
SSC 

12 LO Rhoades Science Addn & Renovation VCSU 

Total Ranked State-Funded Projects - 11 Campuses 
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State 

4,958,325 
13,000,000 

11,200,000 
8,820,000 
1,610,000 
9,590,500 

11,245,000 

Costs 

Other Total 

4,958,325 
13,000,000 

11,200,000 
8,820,000 
1,610,000 

409,500 10,000,000 

11,245,000 

I 84,483,745 6,659,500 91,143,245 



• 
07-09 

Outstanding 
Deferred 

Maintenance, 
per 2006 

Master Plans 

$531,000 

• 

• 

MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
Outstanding Deferred Maintenance From 2006 Master Plan, 

Adjusted for 2007-09 Funding, Plus CPI Adjustment 

Est Increase of 
6% per year, Balance 07-09 

Less 2007-09 Less deferred 07-09 based on BLS Deferred Mnt Distribution 
one.time maintenance Outstanding All Urban (per 2006 of $50 million 
deferred addressed in Def Mnt, less Consumer Master Plan) in 09-11 

maintenance funded 07-09 funding In Index for adjusted for · Budget 
fundlna caollal orojects 2007-09 Mais/SI Paul CPI Reauest 

($48,977) $0 $482,023 $49,407 $531,430 $242,551 
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Distribution 
of $20 million 

In 09-11 
Exec. 

Recommend 

$97.021 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY - BOTTINEAU 
Utilities Information 

A. Square Feet 

B. Coal: 
1. Quantity 
2. Ave Unit Cost 

. -------- .. -- ~ --
. Subtotal . 

C. Heating Oil: 
1. Quantity 
2. Ave Unit Cost 

. -- -- ·---,--- - --- -- -
§~b_t_otal ·•. 

0. Propane 
1. Quantity 
2. Ave Unit Cost 

~ubtot~J :• .. · . 

E. Electricity 
1. Quantity 
2. Ave Unit Cost .. -- ·-- ~--- -------•------.... ·· --· .,., -·-·. --••---- -

. Subt_q_tql_ . 

F. Water/Sewer/Solid Waste Removal-Cost 

G. Telephone-Total Cost 

H. SUBT9T~l,_(B thfO_llgh G) 

I. Net Increase (Decrease) Due to Performance 
Contracting (From Page 2-Line Q) 

Contract Start Date 08/13/2003 
Contract End Date 08/01/2013 

% Increase from preceding period 
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Total Actual 
2005-07 

244.538 

1,762 
. _$60.3,? 
$106,322 .. " . -

20,538 
$2.03 

. )4J,610. 

42,911 
_i1:2l 

· $53,450 . - . . . ' . 

Total Est. 
2007-09 

244,538 

1,745 
$77.86 

. $1~~-~?2 .. 

15,000 
$2.88 

$43,840 
' -- . 

Total Est. 
2009-11 

244,538 

1,800 
$87.24 --_--,---•-1 

$157,92~: 

20,000 
~~A§ 

$ey9,623 j 

40,494 44,000 
$~1 __ ... $2.31 

- - ---- ~ 1 

... $77,5.QQ ... $JQ1,5J~; 

2,697,239 2,731,166 2,740,000 
$0.05 

$135 1530 1 
$0.04 $0.04 

-$1_Q~:~a9_~ : ... $1.2fijilr: 
$42,163 

$32,273 

$93,167 

24.84% 

$48,483 

$33,245 

$93,167 

17.46% 

- -·--'-•- ---
$49,000 

$33,000 

$545 794; --- ---'· ,. ) 

$93,167 

15.33% 
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Department of Homeland Security 
Site Assistance Visit 

ACQUISITION/ MODIFICATIONS: 

1. Acquire and install back-up generator for the electric blowers for the Power Plant in order to provide 
heat to campus facilities during electric power outages. Even though a majority of the heat provided 
during colder temperatures is provided through coal burners, the air cannot be transferred to the other 
facilities if the blowers are not operable. 

2. Acquire and install anti-vehicle bollards around the main transformer near the Power Plant - See 
figure #3. The location of this transformer (at an intersection) could result in an accident, especially 
when road conditions are icy. 

3. Acquire and install anti-vehicle bollards in front of the propane tank near the Maintenance Office -
See figure #4. An alternative to this would be to re-locate the tank and feeder lines away from the 
facility. 

4. Acquire and install bollards in front of air intake in rear of dining facility or make it a no parking area. 
Damage can be seen in figure #2 from a vehicle that has pushed the trash receptacle into the intake 
vent. 

5. Cover up or secure sky light in chemical storage vault to prevent an individual from access the vault 
through the roof. The chemical storage facility contains dozens of potentially dangerous chemicals. 
See figure #5. 

6. Place security screen or security mesh screen over window leading into the chemistry lab. See figure 
#6. 

In light of the recent college and university shootings, a myriad of reports and studies have come out 
making recommendations to provide a safer and more secure environment to educational campuses. 
Most of the studies recommend installing cameras and keyless entry systems to all facilities or 
facilities designated as critical throughout the campus. MSU Bottineau should consider the purchase 
and implementation of these systems. 

• Closed Circuit TV (CCTV) should be implemented for MSU Bottineau. Cameras should be 
web based with digital memory capability. IP addresses should be provided to key staff 
officers as well as local law enforcement for monitoring or response as needed. Cameras 
should be placed at each exterior entry door. 

• All entry doors to each of the facilities should be replaced with keyless systems i.e. magnetic 
card swipe or key fob systems. A re-keying system can either be done through conventional 
hard/metal locks/keys, magnetic/digital swipe card systems or a combination of both. The 
following web site is only an example of a mixed digital/metal lock system. The ND Fusion 
Center does not recommend any one company or contractor/product over another. The MSU 
Bottineau management should conduct its own research and choose a company/provider as 
deemed fit for its campus. 

• Re-keying and camera utilization can be cost prohibitive or limiting. As a minimum, those 
facilities listed in the Significant Asset Table (page 9) should be considered as a "priority" for 
these systems. At Gross Hall (women's dormitory), cameras should be placed at each 
exterior door, within the foyer and at the top of the stairs: See figure #7. 

8. Another recommendation from the many reports and studies is to implement a campus wide 
notification system during emergencies. This should be pursued through both high tech 
(telecommunications or IT systems) and low tech systems such as public address systems and 
sirens. 
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• Pursuit and acquisition of the NotiFind call system should be considered. NotiFind enables 
users to quickly and effectively contact key personnel in a time of crisis, deliver critical 
messages and receive important data via the latest technological advances in crisis 
communications. Plans are being worked out through the North Dakota University System for 
the purchase of this wide area notification system. 

• Placement of a campus wide pubic address system should be considered. Key staff and 
administrators would need to create pre-designated messages that can be addressed to either 
all facilities, or key designated facilities. 

• The use of an outside wide area siren system should also be considered. This system can be 
used for "all hazards" and not just acts of violence. Audible tones ( coded for specific 
hazards) could be utilized, or voice messages could also be used. 

9. Mail room - block air return or close/evacuate adjacent offices when opening mail. This will prevent 
any potential hazardous materials from re-circulating back into the admin offices if opened up in the 
mail room. See figure #8. 

10. The consolidated dining room within the dining facility in Mead Hall has two doors leading into it. 
There is no other means of egress. In the event of an armed individual, students and staff would 
have to pass through the danger area in order to escape. A separate set of exit doors should be 
constructed within the consolidated dining room (either along the back West wall or North wall) for 
easier escape or emergency egress. There is an egress avenue through the back entrance used for 
bringing in supplies. This passage should be marked and kept open for another potential egress 
route. See figure #9. 

11. Replace the glass enclosed casing for the IT telecommunications equipment located in the IT 
Directors office with a more secure cabinet. Keys should not be kept in the cabinet at any time, but 
maintained in a secure location known only to trusted staff or key personnel. 

12. Acquire and install locking mechanisms (dead bolt locks or similar) for the interiors of each 
classroom or critical designated facility/ room. A master set of keys should be provided to and 
controlled by key staff/administrators and local law enforcement. 
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Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

February 24, 2009 

Department 238 - State College of Science 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions General Fund Other Funds Total 
09-11 Executive Budget 158.24 $38,038,068 $7,136,000 $45,174,068 

39 211 2331 

$5,962,835 

007-09 Legislative Appropriations 156.77 29 126,813 10 084 420 

Increase (Decrease) 1.47 $8,911,255 ($2,948,420) 

'The 2007-09 a ro riation amounts do not include an ad·ustment to s ecial funds a ro riation authorit 01$328,798. 
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Ongoing General Fund 
A ro riation 

$31,303,925 
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$3,160,225 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

$6,734,143 
983,113 

$5,751,030 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

\. 166.77 

" 

2007-09 

158.24 -

2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

Total General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

$38,038,068 

General Fund 01her Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding of $2,975,090 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year 2011 

Utilities for new facilities (construction technology building) 
coming online in the 2009-11 biennium 

Total 

• 

Provides equity funding of $135,135 (The executive 
recommendation includes a $1 O million increase for equity 
distributed among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

$434,546 

1,391,632 

697,125 

140,266 

290,521 

21,000 

$2,975,090 

$135,135 

$434,546 

1,391,632 

697,125 

140,266 

290,521 

21,000 

$2,975,090 

$135,135 



3. Provides funding of $50,000 for emergency preparedness and 
security, including 1 new FTE position. The Senate removed 
this funding and related FTE position. 

•

. 4. Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $753,332, 
the same level of base funding provided for the 2007-09 
biennium 

5. Provides . one-time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security 

6. Provides one-time funding for major capital projects, including 
$5,700,000 from the general fund for renovation of Horton Hall, 
$1,136,000 from other funds for parking lot construction, and 
$6,000,000 of other funds for renovation of Robertson Hall 

7. Removes one-time extraordinary repair funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium 

8. Removes one-time major capital project funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium 

9. Removes one-time funding provided in the 2007-09 biennium for 
a nanoscience technology training program 

10. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by 0.47 FTE position 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes· the State ·Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control . 

$50,000 

$1,034,143 

$5,700,000 

($633,113) 

($350,000) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$7,136,000 

($10,084,420) 

$50,000 

$1,034,143 

$12,836,000 

($633,113) 

($10,084,420) 

($350,000) 

Bond issuance authorization - Section 15 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to arrange for the issuance of $7,136,000 
in revenue bonds for renovation of Robertson Hall ($6,000,000) and parking lot construction ($1,136,000) at the State College of 
Science. 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authorif 

•

gher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No_. 2038 (2009) w, 
ntinue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 

. provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

ATTACH:1 
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Quality CTE Programming Requires a Greater Investment* 

■ Specialized equipment and higher operating costs are ten 
times higher 

■ High faculty to student ratios are eight times more costly 

■ Large and/or dedicated instructional facilities require eleven 
times more physical space 
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* When compared to NDSCS Liberal Arts and transfer programs 
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NDSCS has TrainND offices in four communities to serve the Southeast 
Region of North Dakota including: Wahpeton, Fargo, Jamestown and Oakes. 

: \)
1
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Number of Businesses Served 

Number of Participants Served 

Satisfaction with Training Provided 

Satisfaction with Responsiveness to Training Needs 

Unduplicated 

642 

2,787 

Participants 

98.8% 

NIA 

% Repeating 

62.6% 

NIA 

Employers 

99.8% 

100% 

NDSCS provides approximately 51,000 hours of training annually. Every 
dollar invested by the North Dakota Legislature in NDSCS TrainND 
generated an additional $4.44 in training activities to business and 
industries served by the Southeast Region . 
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*The Legislature provided a $350,000 special appropriation to be 
used in FY 08 and FY 09 for Nanoscience and Technology 
Training for costs associated with "the development of the 
nanoscience technician program and nanotechnology applied 
science laboratory and related emerging technology 
programming." The purchase and installation of specialized 
equipment was one of the approved uses identified in the 
language. Listed below is a partial list of the equipment that was 
purchased: 

SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) 

Fume Hoods 

Class 100 Cleanroom 
High Pressure Liquid Chomatography System 

MEMS Inspection Station (Model 9072) 

Salaries and benefits 

$120,000 

$39,500 

$20,000 

$45,000 

$80,000 

$45,500 



Campus SPECIALS $70,910.00 Special assessments allocated to the college. 

Heating Boiler Repairs- reducing 
$92,000.00 Various repairs to three gas boilers, one coal boiler 

Plant station, grate, angles and bag house required for environmental emissions. 

Heating Repair part of roof in 
$40,000.00 Replace 40 year roof that leaks. Plant Section E1 that is leaking. 

·BuK Fire alarm upgrade. $50,000.00 
Fire alarm system has replace. System was 
outdated, not up to code and had faults recently. 

TT2 Upgrade Exhaust system 
$145,000.00 First year welding lab with an inadequate exhaust 

for welding lab system that was upgraded. 

BLIK Upgrade pool filter system $132,000.00 Replace pool filter system, heating boiler and 
chemical feed system that did not operator properly. 

• 
Heating Centralized Building 

$17,814.00 Replace a centralized automated building control 
Plant Control Computer computer that failed. 

Ballweber Upgrade fire alarm $25,000.00 Fire alarm system was outdated and 50 years old. 
System updated to meet code. 

Academic 
Elevator Maintenance $13,000.00 Elevator repairs on various academic buildings. Buildings 

Bisek Design options for oil 
$3,606.43 Design and update oil collection system discharging 

issue & sanitary system into the sewer system to resolve concerns by the city. 

Cultural 
Replace Chiller $50,000.00 

Replace the chiller system that has been operating 
Center with half capacity due to a failed compressor. 

GAHC Re-configure nursing lab 
$9,234.90 Reconfigure and update nursing lab along with 

room 124 sprinkler system and electrical. 

TT2 
Clean/paint welding shop 

$13,750.00 Clean and re-paint welding lab area. rm 146 

Install Handicap lift - Install handicap lift in machine tooling area to 
TT2 

Unable to secure GRANT $21,140.74 accommodate student needing assistance to the 
second floor . 
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Relocate & install Replace machine tooling equipment to a different lab 

TT2 electrical distribution $35,000.00 and install appropriate electrical feed system needed 
system for Haas for the equipment. 

BLIK 
Replace tube bundle in $3,099.06 Tube bundle had failed. 
water heater 

Student Replace element in heat $2,915.00 
Replace failed heating water heater elements for 

Center bundles part of the student center and kitchen area. 

Tech Install santana partitions $1,639.71 Replace damaged bathroom partitions. 
Center in 162 

Tech Repair overhead door - $1.444.41 Repair overhead door in lab. 
Center parts falling off 

Remove 2 underground 
Remove two underground fuel oil tanks that we were 

Land fuel tanks W of PMC 
$17,993.66 required to be removed and dispose of any 

contaminated soil. 
Build Hazardous Material Build and relocate hazardous material holding area 

• Ballweber holding area for used $5,336.31 
thinners 

for thinners in autobody area. 

Ballweber 
Upgrade sprinkler system $2,054.04 

Upgrade sprinkler system in paint booth area to meet 

in paint booth codes. 

Ballweber 
Ventilation - shop air $126,000.00 Installed air handling system to improve air quality. 
handler in Lab 101 

Bisek Paint entire lab 162 $800.00 Patch walls and repaint lab. 

Replace ceiling tile in Abate and replace asbestos ceiling tile in locker room 
BLIK locker room shower areas $25,610.26 

& toilet partitions 
and shower areas with a water resistant tile. 

Academic Carpet replacement for $50,000.00 
Carpet replacement in areas of safety concern due to 

Buildings - two years tripping hazards. 

Land 
Concrete sidewalk $50,000.00 

Replace sidewalk areas creating safety hazards and 

replacement. ADA code issues. 

Remove old shelving Update lab shelving with chemical resistant stainless 
Haverty replace with stainless $2,058.91 

room 238 
steel material. 
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Bisek 
Replace exhaust fan in 

$4,000.00 Upgrade exhaust system in lab to improve air 
lab 138 quality. 

Bisek Install Handicap door 
$3,171.02 Install handicap door opener to meet ADA 

opener on North door concerns. 

Academic 
Keyless Entry - 11 doors Install keyless entry on 4 academic buildings for 

Buildings - $44,000.00 
security reasons. 

Replace Overhead 
PMC Doors, 12 big and 1 $26,258.03 Replace overhead doors that were original with the 

small. building with energy efficient insulated doors. 

Mechanical 
Complete re-roof Replace 34 year old roof that has been patched 

Systems $127,000.00 
numerous times. 

Tech Center Repair roof $4,000.00 
16 year old roof that has developed a few leaks 
needing repairs. 

Academic 
Replace yale panic bars 

Replace panic bars on entry doors that do not 

• Buildings - $4,136.00 operate properly and indirectly results on other 
door damage. 

Barnard Electrical distribution 
Hall upgrade in lab 126 $697.37 Rewire and upgrade electrical distribution on lab. 

2nd floor hallway 
Abate and replace asbestos floor tile with new floor Haverty asbestos abatement & $18,000.00 

tile replacement tile. 

Horton Hall Replace exterior door in 
$1,553.98 Replace exterior door. copy center Room 107 

Update Cost estimate to 
Horton Hall remodel building - Arch $1,500.00 Update the previous Horton Hall costs completed 

only in 2002. 

Repair sewer vault #6 
Addition costs for sewer back-up that was not Land from Water Backup $3,226.14 

June Flood 2007 covered by insurance. 

OM Repair "S" on Steeple $2,698.00 Repair the lights in "S" on the steeple of Old Main. 
This required a crane. 

122/123/123A Replace 
Haverty carpet/tile and remove 

cabinets 
$67,568.72 Replace tile/carpet. Patch walls and paint. 

$1,386,450.00 
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1 2 3 4 5 
SBHE 2009-1 I Total Executive Executive NDSCS 
Prioritized GF Recommendation Recommendation Request 

Revised For Over (Under) 

Request NDSCS Budget Request 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation $ 29,126,813 $ 29,126,813 -
Base Adjustments (983,113) (983,113) -

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation 
Net of Base Adjustments 28,143,700 28,143,700 -

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 3,544,519 2,975,090 (569,429) 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 50,000 50,000 -

Equity 250,000 135,135 (114,865) 

Two and Four-Year College Affordability 1,138,01 I (1,138,011) 991,697 

• Total Requested Increase in General Fund Base 
Funding 4,982,530 3,160,225 (1,822,305) 991,697 

Total Base General Fund Request & 
Recommendation 33,126,230 31,303,925 (I ,822,305) 991,697 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 2,585,358 1,034,143 (1,551,215) 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 1,919,766 (1,9 I 9,766) 

STEM Initiative 386,300 (386,300) 

Pay Off Special Assessments 193,129 (193,129) 

Total One-time Budget Request & 
Recommendation 5,084,553 1,034,143 (4,050,410) 

2009-11 State-Funded Projects 5,700,000 5,700,000 -

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & 
Recommendation $43,910,783 $ 38,038,068 $ (5,872,715) $991,697 
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Emergency Preparedness and Security Operating 

Base Funding Request $50,000 

Provides funding for additional campus security at a ratio of 1 
FTE to 900 students, but not less than 1 FTE. Also, adds 
public safety officers to assist with campus planning and 
implementation of the emergency notification system, 
emergency response plans, continuum of government (COG) 
and other activities as follows: (1.0) FTE position shared by 
BSC, OSU and NOUS-Office ($84,000 included in BSC 
request); (1.0 FTE) position shared by MiSU, MiSU-BC and 
WSC ($84,000 included in MiSU request); (2.0) FTE positions 
shared by UNO, LRSC, and MaSU ($168,000 included in UNO 
request); and, (2.0) FTE shared by NOSU, NOSCS, and VCSU 
($168,000 included in NOSU request). Also includes funding 
to cover the annual fee for the NotiFind emergency notification 
system for students. 

NOSCS currently has three full-time officers and a half-time 
clerical position. While the addition of another full-time officer 
would enhance emergency preparedness and security, 
NOSCS will be unable to provide 24/7 campus coverage . 
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NDSCS Requests: 

1. College Affordability $991,697 

Funding would cover 100% of the parity cost increases at 
NDSCS, instead of the traditional allocation of 75% to the state 
and 25% to the student. This would allow NDSCS to cap tuition 
rates in FY09-FY11 and, if funded consistently over a period of 
years would ensure NDSCS tuition rates remain affordable for 
those students least able to afford a college education. 

NOTE: The ability to cap tuition rate increases, as outlined 
above, is contingent upon the following budget assumptions: 
1 . Parity costs are fully funded, and 
2.NDSCS does not experience significant enrollment declines. 

2. NDSU and UND Joint IT Facilities $11,200,000 

NDSCS supports the restoration of the North Dakota University 
System information technology facility to the capital 
construction project list. This project is of critical importance to 
the housing and facilitation of NOUS technology operations. 
Emphasis must be placed on the physical conditions that exist 
and on protecting our sizable IT investment. The current 
facilities represent a significant infrastructure risk if an electrical 
failure or flooding would occur and/or as a result of continued 
building deterioration . 



As part of the strategic planning process, NDSCS leaders have 
identified five priority needs for the next biennium. To continue 
serving North Dakota, NDSCS intends to: 

1. Enhance student learning and success 

• Begin the three year phased in FYE course initiative 

■ Integrate intake advising (entry level) into current 
advising model 

2. Improve effectiveness and efficiency of college systems and 
processes 

• Develop and implement an NDSCS Quality Program 
Initiative 

• ■ Prepare and deliver an educational/training plan 

3. Provide state-of-the-art technology for students and staff 

• 50 

• Examine delivery methods for current programs and 
explore flexible delivery options 

• Implement social media tools such as biogs and/or virtual 
marketing campaign 

4. Enhance the image of NDSCS 

■ Define NDSCS market niche 
11 Develop a college-wide marketing and recruitment plan 

5. Sustain financial stability 
11 Develop strategies to increase on-campus enrollment 

• Seek out additional partnerships and shared-cost 
agreements 
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NDSCS Strategic Planning Process 

• Economic Development Connection 
• Education Excellence 
• Flexible and Responsive System 
• Accessible System 
• Funding and Rewards 
• Sustaining the Vision 

• Enhance the image of NDSCS 
• Enhance student learning and success 
• Improve effectiveness and efficiency of college systems and 

processes 
• Provide state-of-the-art technology for students and staff 
• Sustain financial stability 

• Develop and implement an NDSCS image campaign 
(2008-2010) 

• Implement FYE course and intake advising model (2007-2009) 
• Develop and implement the NDSCS Quality Improvement Plan 

(2007-Dec. 2008) 



Mission Statement 

The North Dakota State College of Science is a comprehensive, 
associate degree-granting college founded on a tradition of 
quality and integrity. We deliver learner-focused education 
through a unique and evolving collegiate experience. Using 
innovative delivery strategies, NDSCS anticipates and responds 
to statewide and regional needs by providing access to 
occupational/technical programs, transfer programs, and 
workforce training. 

• Vision Statement 

2 

To enrich people's lives through responsive lifelong learning in a 
dynamic educational and technological environment. 

Our Values 

Learning - We engage the campus community in a lifelong 
learning environment inside and outside the classroom. 
Integrity - We work with others and conduct ourselves in a 
respectful, ethical, honest and trusting manner. 

Flexibility - We consider ideas from all sources and adapt to 
the needs of our patrons. 

IExceilence - We deliver superior programs and services that 
distinguish the college from its peers. 



NDSCS Unique Programs 

The following programs offered at NDSCS are unique to the 
North Dakota University System (NOUS) at the associate, 
diploma, or certificate level according to the report: "Programs 
Offered and Programs Completed at North Dakota Institutions 
of Postsecondary Education, July 1, 2007-June 20, 2008." 

• Architectural Drafting and Estimating Technology 

• Automotive and Diesel Master Technician 

• Bio-fuels Technology 
• Building Construction Technology 

• Caterpillar Dealer Service Technician 
• Civil Engineering and Surveying Technology 

• Construction Management Technology 

• Culinary Arts 
m Dental Assisting 

• Dental Hygiene 

m Electrical Technology 

a Electronics 

• John Deere Tech 

• Machinist and Toolmaker 

• Nanoscience Technology 

m Occupational Therapy Assistant 

• Pharmacy Technician 

• Plumbing 

m Recreational Engines Technology• 
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Integrated Educational Continuum 

NDSCS is creating multiple entry points to allow a more 
diverse student to obtain a college degree. 

IVN , , Early 
, College 

Apprenticeship : , Credit for Prior 
Training Learning Off Site 

[
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STTC 

Dual 
Credit Online 

Pathway 
at NDSU F2F TrainND 

"' Establish an integrated educational continuum through an 
associate's degree which allows individuals to utilize their 
education, training and work experiences to obtain their 
desired educational goal 

"' Flexible and responsive when affordable, critical mass, short 
course, night, weekends 

., Create learning objectives/modules that when successfully 
completed can be put together to allow an individual to obtain 
a certificate, diploma or an associates degree 
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NDSCS Recent Academic Changes 
In recent years, due to our on-going comprehensive program review process, NDSCS has 
made 16 program modifications in to meet the needs of business and industry in the state. 

Program/Department Changes 

Agriculture New: Animal Science option (A.A.S.) 

Office Administration New: Administrative Office Management - third-year option (A.AS.) 
Discontinued options - Office Assistant (Certificate) 
-Legal Administrative Assistant (A.AS.) 

Construction Management Change: Reconfigured Construction Management Technology curriculum from a 
Technology third-year A.AS. program to a stand alone two-year A.AS. program 

New: Online delivery option developed 

Technical Studies New: Added a new Technical Studies - Joumeyworker Track 
-Awards 32 credits for completed apprenticeship training program 
-Developed in collaboration with key businesses and industries and the U.S. 
Department of Labor: ND Office of Apprenticeship 

Nanoscience Technology New Program: Diploma and Certificate options developed 

Bio-fuels Technology New Program: A.A.S, Diploma, and Certificate options developed 

Biotechnology New Program: A.A.S, Diploma, and Certificate options developed 

Microelectronics Technology New Program: A.A.S, Diploma, and Certificate options developed 

Electronics Change: Inactivated program due to enrollment. Incorporated relevant content 
into Microelectronics Technology program 

Applied Science and Technologies New: Created new department in which to locate emerging technology degrees 
Department 

Nursing New: Developed LPN Bridge program for certificate degree practical nurses to 
earn an A.AS. degree in Practical Nursing 

Civil Engineering and Surveying New: Online delivery option developed 
Technology 

Pathway Program New: Developed program to assist underprepared students not meeting entrance 
requirements at NDSU gain competencies to succeed in university courses 
-Developed and offered in collaboration with NDSU 

Early College Program New: Enhanced dual-credit offerings by creating a sequence of courses to allow 
qualified high school students to complete first year of selected associate degrees 
prior to high school graduation 
-Developed in collaboration with West Fargo and other high schools 

Credit for Prior Leaming New: Developed a process by which college credit may be awarded for skills and 
competencies gained through prior life and work experiences 

Apprenticeships New:. Developed JoumeyworkerTrack in collaboration with the ND Office of 
Apprenticeship - provides individuals the opportunity to earn an A.AS. degree by 
combining previous apprenticeship training with additional college course work 

5 
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Retention Rate 

NDSCS is focused on meeting the 
needs of its students and has 
initiated many changes, such as a 
FYE course and a new orientation 
program to improve student 
satisfaction. The retention results 
verify that NDSCS is meeting and 
exceeding student needs. 

First Time Pass Rates 
These results verify that NDSCS's learning processes meet or exceed 
national standards. 

Dental Hygience • Nat'I Brds 

Dental Assisting • Nat"! Brds 

Nursing• RN 

Nursing • NCLEX·PN 

Occupational Therapy 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

The NDSCS Practical Nursing Program recently received a number one 
ranking in the United States. 

70% 

National 

NDSCS 
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What NDSCS Students are Saying* 
Monitoring our student's satisfaction is important to NDSCS. 
These results indicate areas that our students are pleased as 
well as areas that students consider important. 

Strengths 
■ Ability to achieve educational goals 
■ Affordable, quality education 
11 Knowledgeable, academic advising 
., Faculty who are approachable and knowledgeable in their 

fields 
■ Excellent quality of instruction 
• Internships or practical experiences are provided in their 

program 
■ Quality of instruction 
■ Ability to register for classes with few conflicts 

Issues of Greatest Concern 
■ Retaining affordable, quality education 
■ Availability of adequate financial aid 
• Ability of college to provide up-to-date equipment in lab 

facilities 
11 Ability of college to provide a safe and secure campus 
• Satisfactory book and supply purchasing process 
• Ability of college to provide an enjoyable student experience 

*Based on 2008 Student Satisfaction Inventory 
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Business and Industry Partnerships 
Contribute $4 Million Annually 

Bu.ti.er B ELDT!LIE!fi 
A !Bluescope Steel Company 

Through these and other partnerships and relationships, NDSCS 
has effectively leveraged the College's resources. A conservative 
estimate of the financial impact of these relationships during the 
current year is $4,000,000. This industry support assists 
NDSCS in its efforts to remain current in technology and 
instruction. This industry support assists NDSCS in its 
efforts to maintain the costs to the students . 
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Alternative Funding Sources -
Grants and Congressional Directed Funds 

To date, over $2 million has been secured in grants and congressional 
directed funds in FY 09. 

$2,000.000 

$1,500,000 

$1,000,000 

$500,000 

$0 .J. 

FY03 

- j 

FY04 FY0S 

..) 
J 

FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09* 

NDSCS is actively developing relationships and partnerships with other 
organizations and entities to seek areas of potential collaboration and 
cooperation. The College is pursuing additional and/or alternative funding 
sources such as Congressional-directed funding, National Science 
Foundation funding, competitive grant funding and other funding sources. 

Significant federal grants that NDSCS has been awarded in the past few 
years include: 

a Center for Nanoscience Technology Training (FY 09) $957,967 

~ Nanotechnology Applied Science Laboratory (FY 09) $351,000 

m NSF Nanolink Consortium (FY 09) $113,165 annually 

m Department of Education Title Ill Grant $1,825,000 (over five years) to 
improve access to unique and high cost programs across a remote 
geographic area. 

!Between partnerships and alternative funding sources, NDSCS has 
secured over six million dollars to subsidize its operating budget, which 
is approximately 17% of the annual budget. 
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TrainND - Southeast Region 2007-08 

NDSCS has TrainND offices in four 
communities to serve the Southeast 
Region of North Dakota including: 
Wahpeton, Fargo, Jamestown and 

Oakes. 

Number of Businesses Served 

Number of Participants Served 

Satisfaction with Training Provided 

Satisfaction with Responsiveness to Training Needs 

Unduplicated 

642 

2,787 

Participants 

98.8% 

N/A 

. - ,.,._ - . . -. . · .. · .. 

% Repeating 

62.6% 

N/A 

Employers 

99.8% 

100% 

NDSCS provides approximately 51,000 hours of training annually. Every 
dollar invested by the North Dakota Legislature in NDSCS TrainND 
generated an additional $4.44 in training activities to business and industries 
served by the Southeast Region. 

Engrossed SB 2019 Career and Technical Education (CTE) 
Funding TrainND (Workforce Training) funds are passed through CTE to the 
four two-year colleges responsible for the delivery of workforce training. NDSCS 
respectfully requests the House of Representatives to reinstate $206,000 of the 
$305,000 that the Senate removed, which will provide for a 5% pay increase 
each year to the 26.5 FTE's that are funded with state funds. These funds, if 
included, will allow us to manage our affordability with our business and industry 
partners in North Dakota. 
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Enrollment Trends 

Credit FTE Credit Head Count Non-Credit Head Count 

7,000 ~--------------------------~ 

6,000 +------------

----1 ·I----·-------
' 
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•"• ••»•~'> " --""'•-•••• < ' .......... _ ½ • 

I. 

3,000 · -- . 

2,000 ~- ,, I ··-' t-' 

i 
. J/ 
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' 
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2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

. :·i ' ,·1'"' ,I_(;;:' ~; ', ,-;_ '. Y'i; \ ;:·: J</1'.1·.' 
" I . 

Credit FTE 2,276 2,106 2,112 2,177 2,129 2,084 2,171 2,097 1,917 

Credit Head 
2,425 2,292 2,439 2,468 2,481 2,457 2,490 2,417 2,545 Count 

Non-Credit Head 
3,400 5,752 5,061 6,169 6,437 6,453 5,563 4,587 4,371 

Count 

Enrollment patterns remain stable, while some categories vary slightly, 
overall numbers remain consistent. However, credit production indicates a 
manageable decline at this time. Later in our testimony we indicate that this 
issue is a high priority and one that NDSCS must continue to monitor. 
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Enrollment Pattern of N.D. Students 

Enrollment patterns of our North Dakota students demonstrate NDSCS's 
statewide mission by enrolling at least one student from 51 of the 53 
counties during the previous two years. This pattern of enrollment has 
historical trends. 

Black Fall 2007 Red Fall 2008 

I 
464 4 

I 
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4 8 
'----i I 

\ 
32 23 I 

I ' 
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22 20 
2 5 5 5 10 4 

82 62 J '___/"'-1 ~► 15 4 

25 \ 8 4 26 

7 5 
h_)-, J 4 4 

21 22 r 3 6 9 
11 10 7 5 7 6 24 8 

4 8 52 35 -\J I 
8 10 48 119 

9 6 \_49 
51 40 40 385 507 

I 31 32 37 32 

__J ~-1 7 4 3 3 27 30 40 41 
3 

' I 11 11 410 487 
1 9 3 1 12 14 22 28 78 69 .. 

400 miles 300 miles 200 miles 100 miles 

~; ~~•:.1:·~) _: ·: l': -·, . . ;..::~ _;, .,:}, 1..·. : ~ \ " " L~-. - ,,, .. 

Within 100 Miles 54.0% 52.3% 54.7% 60.3% 62.0% 60.7% 61.3% 62.4% 66.3% 

100-200 Miles 20.0% 21.6% 18.7% 17.4% 18.7% 21.6% 19.1% 16.9% 18.0% 

200-300 Miles 16.0% 20.7% 22.0% 19.1% 16.2% 14.4% 16.5% 17.3% 13.2% 

300-400 Miles 9.0% 5.4% 4.6% 3.2% 3.1% 3.6% 3.1% 3.4% 2.5% 
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Student Residency 

The vast majority of NDSCS students continue to be North 
Dakota residents. 

MN SD t!l MT □ Other 

80% 
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1· 
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ND 70.9% 70.7% 71.6% 67.8% 67.8% 67.1% 68% 68.9% 72.6% 

MN 18.9% 18.9% 15.4% 18.4% 21.2% 22.0% 20.6% 20.7% 18.0% 

SD 5.6% 5.3% 4.2% 5.1% 5.8% 5.3% 4.7% 4.4% 3.6% 

MT 2.6% 2.6% 2.4% 3.0% 2.9% 2.6% 2.7% 2.7% 2.4% 

Other 2.0% 2.4% 6.4% 5.7% 2.3% 3.0% 4.0% 3.3% 3.4% 
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NIDSCS Credit Production 

72,000 

. 70,278 
70,000 

68,000 
68,084 

66,000 .. , 65,939 

64,245 
63,655 64,000 ... , -. 

'·• .. , 

62,000 ,_ 62,155 

60,000 
FY-04 FY-05 FY-06 FY-07 FY-08 FY-09* 

V';. 
,"I .ii . 

''' ;~ ' ·:•, j'•:'.:,. 

Credit Hours 70,278 68,084 65,939 64,245 63,655 62,155 

Gain/Loss +1,351 -2, 194 -2, 145 -1,694 -590 -1,500 

Per Credit 
$85.50 $89.00 Hours Cost $94.25 $101.80 $106.90 $112.25 

Per Credit Hour 
15% 4% 6% 8% 5% 5% % Increase 

Tuition 
Gain/Loss Due 

$115,510 -$195,266 
to Enrollment 

-$202,166 -$172,449 -$63,071 -$168,375 

Change 

Total Tuition $6,008,769 $6,059,476 $6,214,750 $6,540,141 $6,804,719 $6,976,898 

Annual tuition increases offset a portion of our lost tuition 
revenue due to enrollment changes. 

*Estimate 
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Students living On Campus 

2008 

2007 

2006 

On Campus; 
32% 

On Campus; 
37% 

On Campus; 
40% 

Declining on campus enrollment also results in declining meal plan 
participants and declining residents in residential halls. Revenue 
from these auxiliary services support other campus functions and 
services. 
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Distance Education Enrollment Data 

NDSCS was one of the first colleges to deliver its programming 
at a distance with our Nursing Program being offered in various 
locations within the state. Student preference and increased 
delivery methods has resulted in increased distance education 
enrollments. 

Goals 
11 Expand program and 

course offerings 
■ Increase access to lifelong 

learning opportunities 
■ Increase the total number 

of students 

. . L ' 

Fall Unduplicated Head Count 147 

Fall Unduplicated Head Count 243 

Fall Online Credit Count 1501 

Strategies 
11 Online Delivery 
■ IVN/ITV Delivery 
• Off-site Delivery 
■ Blended Delivery 
• Dual Credit Enrollments 
■ Early College Partnerships 

190 267 

429 489 

2215 2769 

275 

590 

3336 

, . 
. ' 

454 

632 

3297 
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NDSCS Online Programs 

11 Architectural Drafting and Estimating Technology 
11 Business Management 

• eBusiness 

• Civil Engineering and Surveying Technology 

• Computer Information Systems 
• Web Design 
• Web Developer 

• Health Information 
• Health Information Technician 

• Medical Coding 

• Medical Administrative Assistant 

• Medical Transcriplionist 

11 Office Administration 
• Office Administrative Assistant 

• Administrative Office Management 

• Pharmacy Technician 

• Technical Studies 

17 
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2008 NDSCS Graduates 
NDSCS graduates remain in high demand, receiving high salaries, 
having several companies and locations to choose from upon 
graduating, with the vast majority staying in North Dakota! 

Employed in North Dakota 
Continuing education in North Dakota 
Total staying in North Dakota* 
Average jobs per graduate** 
Average monthly beginning salary** 
Placement rate** 
•some graduates are both employed and continued their education 
••Data based on students registered with the NDSCS Career Services office 

71% 
37% 
64% 

3.1 
$2,680 

95% 

• NDSCS's top wage earner from 2008 had a beginning salary of over 
$80,000. 

a NDSCS graduates, on average, have less than $7,500 in college debt. 
• A NDSCS graduate from western North Dakota is currently working in 

a technical field back in western North Dakota earning over $60,000. 

• NDSCS workforce development and TrainND Southeast Region efforts 
are creating human capital for North Dakota. 

a NDSCS is providing North Dakota with a highly skilled, well educated 
workforce. 

Of all NDSCS graduates ... 

• 84% are Career and Technical Education majors 

• 16% are Liberal Arts majors 

NDSCS captured 30% of the total graduates in the NOUS at the 
associate, diploma and certificate level in the 2007-08 academic year. 

According to the North Dakota Career Resource Network 80% of all 
occupations can be entered through Career and Technical education. 
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NDSCS Graduates Placed in N.D. 

Black Fall 2007 Red Fall 2008 
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An example of NDSCS's statewide mission is demonstrated by 
where our graduates take their first employment. NDSCS places 
graduates across the entire state on an annual basis. 

Eighty-six percent of NDSCS alumni live in North Dakota, 
Minnesota, Montana or South Dakota . 
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2007 - 2009 General Fund Appropriation BILildget Review 

NDSCS is projecting a 2007-2009 General Fund Appropriation 
Balanced Budget 

General Fund Appropriations 

*General Fund Appropriations (One-time Nanoscience) 

Capital Assets (extraordinary repairs) 

Capital Projects 

Total General Fund Appropriations 
,: ' ' ', .. :, '' -~ 4" 

·E:xpenditure·s { .· 

General Fund Expenditures 
(salaries/fringe, equipment, operating) 

•. Capital AssetS 
"" ,t - ' . 

Building Exterior 

. Mecranical/EfectricaLUpgr~c(~s > ... " 
Interior Finishes 

. . - ,_ .. 
, Structural Repairs, >· , 
Paving and Area lighting 

· Utilities/infrastructure · .· 
: \_ ' ":. ' ' . -. " ' ' 

Miscellaneous Small Projects <$50k 

Special Assessments 

Emergency Preparedness Infrastructure 

Capita,I Projects 

Steam Line Replacement/Sewer & Water 

$198,812 

$665,711 

$259,891 

$0 

$50,000 

$0 

$141,121 

$70,910 

$1,670,420 

$27,390,368 

$350,000 

$1,386,445 

$1,670,420 

$30,797,233 

($27,740,368) 

($1,386,445) 

($1,670,420) 

Total General Fund Expenditures ($30,797,233) 

Balance 

$30,797,233 

($30,797,233) 

- 0 -
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2007 - 2009 General Fund Appropriation Budget Review 

NDSCS 2007-2009 General Fund Appropriation - One Time 
Funding 

Nanoscience - One Time Funding 

*The Legislature provided a $350,000 special appropriation to be used in 
FY 08 and FY 09 for Nanoscience and Technology Training for costs 
associated with "the development of the nanoscience technician program 
and nanotechnology applied science laboratory and related emerging 
technology programming." The purchase and installation of specialized 
equipment was one of the approved uses identified in the language. Listed 
below is a partial list of the equipment that was purchased: 

SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) $120,000 

Fume Hoods $39,500 
Class 100 Clean room 
High Pressure Liquid Chomatography System 
MEMS Inspection Station (Model 9072) 
Salaries and benefits 

Capital Project 

$20,000 
$45,000 

$80,000 
$45,500 

NDSCS Steam Line Replacement Project - One Time Funding 
The Legislature provided $1,670,420 for capital improvements to be used in 
FY0B and FY09 for 1900 feet of steam line replacement. Economic times, 
engineering improvements, strategic planning and in house support were all 
factors that contributed to the costs of this project to be under budget. The 
request was made and given to use the remaining funds of $350,000 toward 
more infrastructure needs including sanitary sewer, water and storm sewer. 

Steam Line $1,320,420 

Sewer/Water $ 350,000 

Total $1,670,420 
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2007 - 2009 Extraordinary Repairs Review 

' 
/Building Envelope 
> . 

iMechanical/Electrical Upgrades , . 
' /Interior Finishes 
1··-•-· ·-• --·•·· . 

!Structural Repairs 
j""" -

f P~ving &_Are~ ~ighti~~ 

1Utilities/lnfrastructure 
-- -- ··-

' 
i~isc_ s_m~II Project < $~0,000 

jspecial Assessments 
1 ·- - - . 

' 

!~uilding Envelope. 

:Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 
I 
ilnterior Finishes 

I . 
Structural Repairs 

i 
I 

iPaving & Area Lighting 
I . - . 
)Utilities/Infrastructure 

!Misc Small Project< $50,000 

Special Assessments 

$167,000.00
1 

$344,584.00 
I 

$59,225.oo! 
i 

$0.00; 

_$0.00J 
I 

$0.00: 
' 

$62,304.oo; 

$0.00: 
. " 

Total $633,113.00 I 

$31,812.00 ! 

$321,127.00 

$200,666.00 

$0.00 

$50,00.00 

$0.00 

$78,817.00 

$70,910.00 

Total $753,332.00 
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NDSCS Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request, 
Executive Recommendation and Engrossed Senate Bill 2003 

1 2 3 4 5 

SBHE 2009-11 Executive Senate Engrossed 

Prioritized GF Recommendation Adjustments Senate Bill 
Revised Fo, 2003 
Request NDSCS 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation $ 29,126,813 $ 29,126,813 . $ 29,126,813 

Base Adjustments (983,113) (983, II 3) - (983,113) 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation 
Net of Base Adjustments 28,143,700 28,143,700 - 28,143,700 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Parity 3,544,519 2,975,090 (569,429) 2,975,090 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 50,000 50,000 (50,000) -
Equity 250,000 135,135 (114,865) 135,135 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 1,138,011 991,697 991,697 

Total Requested Increase in General Fund Base 

Funding 4,982,530 3, I 60,225 941,697 4,101,922 

Total Base General Fund Request & 
Recommendation 33,126,230 31,303,925 941,697 32,245,622 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 2,585,358 1,034,143 1,034,143 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 1,919,766 -
STEM Initiative 386,300 -

Pay Off Special Assessments 193,129 -

Total One-time Budget Request & 
Recommendation 5,084,553 1,034,143 - 1,034,143 

2009-11 State-Funded Projects 5,700,000 5,700,000 - 5,700,000 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & 
Recommendation $43,910,783 S 38,038,068 $ 941,697 $38,979,765 
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Overview of Budget Request 

Parity $2,975,090 

The requested parity increase for NDSCS totals $2,975,090 
which includes the state's share of the following increased costs: 

" $434,546 - Continuation of FY08-FY09 salary increase at 5% 

• $1,391,633 - FY09-FY11 salary increase of an average 5% 
per year. 

11 $697,125 - FY09-FY11 health insurance increase of 12% per 
year or $167.89 per month. Total projected premium of 
$825.97 per month per employee . 

"' $140,266 - Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2% for 
FY10 and 2.2% for FY11. 

• $290,521 - Projected utility cost increases, based on recent 
actual and projected cost increases. 

■ $21,000 - Utilities for a new facility (Construction Technology 
Building) coming online in FY09-FY11. The Construction 
Technology Building became fully operational on January 1, 
2007. This building was constructed entirely by NDSCS 
students studying in various academic programs and took 
several years to complete. 
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Overview of Budget Request 

Equity $135,135 

The requested equity funds would be used to help support the 
following curriculum and marketing initiatives with salaries, 
operating dollars and equipment needs: 

■ Curriculum initiatives Fall 2008: 
.. Construction Management Technology 
■ Bio-fuels Technology 
■ Animal Science 
■ Administrative Office Management 
■ Business Technology Management 
11 Restaurant Management 
■ Civil Engineering and Surveying Technology 
■ "Bridge" Nursing Program 
11 Pathway Program 
■ Credit for Prior Learning 

■ Curriculum initiatives Fall 2009: 
■ Biotechnology 
• Early College Program 

" Strategic Plan for Marketing 

25 
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Overview of Budget Request 

College Affordability $991,697 

Funding would cover 100% of the parity cost increases at 
NDSCS, instead of the traditional allocation of 75% to the state 
and 25% to the student. This would allow NDSCS to cap tuition 
rates in FY09-FY11 and, if funded consistently over a period of 
years would ensure NDSCS tuition rates remain affordable for 
those students least able to afford a college education. 

NOTE: The ability to cap tuition rate increases, as outlined 
above, is contingent upon the following budget assumptions: 
1. Parity costs are fully funded, and 

2. NDSCS does not experience significant enrollment declines: 
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NDSCS 2009-2011 Extraordinary Repairs Request 

Base Funding for Extraordinary Repairs $753,332 

This provides an amount equal to the FY07-FY09 (and FY05-FY07) 
base funding of $753,332 for extraordinary repairs, and is 
equivalent to the amount removed in the cost to continue change 
codeAF4. 

Prioritized listing of extraordinary repair projects are as follows: 

1 .. ·: 

I.,' . : .. B1.1il~ing . . --1~ E:stlmate,.· · ) 1,:,_._,. ,.L,;, ;!. ,';_ '. ,· ,/' < ",.~' -·: ',{ ·y·~'-- ••.. ,t ,, ' - . .. :.• ~•:.;: "" -- .i .. './ .;_ :t.:.~ .. 

Building Envelope 0 0 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades $400,000 $400,000 

Interior Finishes $75,000 $475,000 

Structural Repairs $0 $475,000 

Paving & Area Lighting $50,000 $525,000 

Utilities/Infrastructure $0 $525,000 

Misc. Small Project <$50,000 $162,264 $687,265 

Special Assessments $66,068 $753,332 
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NDSCS 2009-2011 Deferred Maintenance Request 

Deferred Maintenance One Time Funding $1,034,143 

NDSCS has prioritized a list of one-time funding for Deferred 
Maintenance with the following projects: 

- -,) ,-.... :- •,., ~ ., . --
F'•· /; ,, 

· Estimate ,. •. ,SubtotJI.J, .. "~! 
- ~ _.__.,, _,_ .~ - -

Building Envelope $500,000 $500,000 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades $300,000 $800,000 

Interior Finishes $70,000 $870,000 

Structural Repairs $0 $870,000 

Paving & Area Lighting $50,000 $920,000 

Utilities/Infrastructure $50,000 $970,000 

Misc. Small Project <$50,000 $64,143 $1,034,143 

Special Assessments $0 $1,034,143 
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Major Capital Request 

2009-2011 Biennium 

The North Dakota State College of Science has identified the 
following Capital Projects for the 2009-2001 biennium. If 
approved the funding would be received by July 1, 2009 for 
construction during the July 1, 2009 - June 30, 2011, time 
frame. 

Horton Hall - State Funded 
Parking Lot 4 - Bonding (Local) 
Robertson Hall - Bonding (Local) 

29 
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The State Board of Higher Education has ranked Horton 
Hall as the number one capital project within the North 
Dakota University System . 
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Project Description 

Horton Hall is located in the heart of the North Dakota State College of 
Science campus between historic Old Main and Mayme Green Allied Health 
Center. The building was constructed as three separate projects over a span 
of approximately 12 years between 1927 and 1939. 

The facility is home for three major programs - Architectural Drafting and 
Estimating, Civil Engineering Technology and Business Administration and 
Management - with approximately 300 students. Horton Hall has several 
multi-purpose classrooms, 15 faculty offices and three administrative support 
departments. These are highly visible areas where both on-campus and off
campus customers are served. 

The building has aged very well, but does have several significant problems 
that need to be addressed. The primary problems associated with the 
building center around indoor air quality, inadequate access for the 
handicapped, unsafe stairways, egress issues, water infiltration through the 
foundation walls and a lack of building insulation. 

Probable Cost 
NDSCS requested funding to create a schematic design and probable cost 
for Horton in July 2002. In January 2008, the same architect was retained to 
update those figures. 

Probable Cost $5,075,412 

- includes architect fees, millwork, etc. 

Inflation (5% per year to 2010) 
Extra Contingency (2%) 

Note: Extra contingency for infrastructure 

needs not accounted for in study 

Total Request 

$507,541 
$117,047 

$5,700,000 
The funding for this project is being requested entirely from State Capital funding (state appropriations) . 
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Deferred maintenance that will be addressed 

At this point, Horton Hall is the building that has the most documented 
deferred maintenance. Due to the magnitude of issues, NDSCS would need 
to spend most of its extra-ordinary repair budget to repair the deferred 
maintenance of Horton Hall. One item on the list is air conditioning. Air 
conditioning would be beneficial for air quality. The college has over 
$100,000 designated just to address some of the "key" rooms. However, this 
would not address the air issues in all rooms. 

Most of the flooring is beyond the normal life expectancy and the physical 
plant is only replacing areas posted as a safety concern. NDSCS has over 
$20,000 of flooring needs that require replacement in the immediate future. 

The basement is now only used for storage. Over the years, the foundation 
has been leaking more, which has limited the storage capabilities for the 
college. Fixing the foundation and installing drain tile is not on the deferred 
maintenance list because of the magnitude of the cost. 

Estimated change in operating cost (personnel, utilities, 
maintenance) and anticipated funding source for the costs 

It is estimated that there would be an additional financial burden of 
approximately $125,000 for non-fixed items such as new equipment and 
furnishings. It is the college's intentions to absorb these non-fixed costs 
through the operational budget versus the project funding . 
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Projects to meet life, health and safety requirements 

The most significant Life Safety/Code Issue facing the building is 
the lack of egress from the east end of the second floor. A 
staircase and exit directly to the exterior have been proposed as 
part of this project to safely exit occupants from the east end of 
second floor. Also, the existing staircase that connects the first 
and second floors on the east end of the building is a straight run 
of 27 treads. It is extremely steep and unsafe and will be 
removed as part of the proposed project. 

The existing building has no fire suppression system. A building 
sprinkler will be installed as part of the renovation project. The 
existing fire alarm system will be replaced with a new updated 
addressable system. The building has no ventilation in 
approximately 80% of the occupied spaces. The building 
renovation would include a complete new mechanical system to 
include air conditioning and ventilation. 

The foundation of the existing building does not include any 
moisture protection, waterproofing or drainage control. The 
basement of the building has severe moisture problems around 
the entire perimeter. This moisture problem results in a very 
damp basement with some presence of mold and mildew 
throughout both occupied and unoccupied spaces. The proposed 
project will include excavation around the entire building, 
installation of membrane foundation, waterproofing, drain tile, 
granular fill, and re-compacted backfill. 
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The installation of foundation drainage, along with the addition of 
basement ventilation, should dramatically improve the air quality 
and moisture problems in the basement. 

Project necessary to comply with local, state or federal law 
requirements 

*Air quality - does not meet today's standards 

*Electrical code issues on wiring - and the wiring is outdated 

*Lack of egress on east end of building is a life safety/code issue 

• Projects that preserve current assets 

34 

The building structural frame consists of concrete post and beam 
in the 1927 portion and structural steel frame with bar joists and 
concrete slab in the 1939 portion. The exterior walls are of 
masonry construction and the majority of the interior partitions are 
concrete block or clay tile construction. Some limited remodeling 
has occurred in the building, primarily in office and general 
classroom areas. However, many of the classroom and lab areas 
in the building appear today very much as they did 75 years ago. 
Sections of the building have been tuck-pointed and the majority 
of the roof has been replaced. 

New windows were installed in 1977. Existing steel sash and 
wood windows were replaced with aluminum thin sash windows. 
Orange insulated metal panels provide a very dated look for the 
building. 
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Projects that represent new strategic investments through 
the enhancement of current assets or the creation of new 
assets 

Not applicable to this project. 

Reasons the project can or cannot be completed in phases 

Research was completed on determining if this project could be 
completed in phases. At this point, the recommendation is NOT to try 
and renovate in phases because: 

*Mechanical would be very difficult to complete in phases. Plumbing 
will need to be tied together and phases would make this challenging. 
This would hold true for electrical needs as well. 

*A chiller system would be purchased for the complete building and is 
more cost effective to purchase one larger system versus multiple 
smaller systems. This would be oversized for a phased approach at 
the beginning and the cost would be needed at the beginning. 

*A phased approach would limit the use of this building for the 
duration of the phases. The campus needs the academic space of 
this building and can't afford to have it under construction for a long 
period of time. A phased approach would create that. 

*More than 1,800 students are enrolled in approximately 100 classes 
scheduled in Horton Hall on an annual basis. 

* A campus facility committee has analyzed all facilities and 
determined that the Horton Hall project is the "linchpin" to our campus 
renovating strategic plan . 
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Proposed Bonding Project - Parking lot #4 

Probable Cost $1, 136,000 

NDSCS did get Bond approval from the State Board of Higher Education 
and from the 2007-2009 Legislature. The revenue needed to fund this bond 
would be raised through parking fees. 

Base Bid 
(Alternatives) 

1 New Lighting 
2 Nordgaard Drive 
3 Curb and Gutter south and east 
4 Parking area by BSK loading dock 
5 Thickening of asphalt for BSK semis 
6 Engineering (10%) / Contingency (5%) 

Total 

$837,000 

$32,000 
$80,000 
$30,000 
$4,000 
$5,000 

$148,000 
$1,136,000 

NDSCS is seeking approval to extend the bonding for this project into FY09-
FY11. Bidding would take place in April/May 2010 with construction in 
summer of 2010. NDSCS used Interstate Engineering for the probable cost 
estimate. They did a quantitative take off so the dollar amounts are 
reasonably based on today's prices. 



Proposed Bonding Project - Robertson Hall Renovation 

Probable Cost - $6 million dollars 

Project would involve totally renovating the current facility and remodeling 
into a "suite" environment. 

Robertson Hall was constructed in 1968 and although it was built to house 
311 students, it is the residence hall of last request for our student body. The 
structure is of traditional double loaded hallway design with common toilet 
and shower facilities, which leads to privacy concerns. Robertson currently 
allows for very little flexibility. 

The proposed remodeling plan would convert the building into a suite 
arrangement with semi-private bathroom facilities each shared by four 
students. The 204 beds in the remodeled hall could easily be used for co
educational residency, combinations of short term assignments and summer 
conference business as well as conventional academic year student 
assignment. Of additional advantage would be replacement of highly 
inefficient windows and a general upgrade of the heating and plumbing 
systems. NDSCS received bond approval ($6,000,000) from the SBHE and 
the 2007-09 Legislature. NDSCS is seeking approval to extend the bonding 
for this project into FY09-FY11. 
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Quality CTIE Programming Requires a Greater Investment* 

Specialized Equipment and Higher Operating Costs 
11 Ten times more costly 

CTE Programming requires a significant investment in technical 
equipment and related operating supplies. 

Additional Implications: 

,. Researching, purchasing and installation of equipment 

• Facility modification to accommodate equipment 
■ 

• 
Instructor in-service and training 

Equipment updating and maintenance 

• Developing and maintaining industry relationships 

' 
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* When compared to NDSCS Liberal Arts and transfer programs 
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Quality CTE Programming Requires a Greater Investment* 

Large and/or Dedicated Facilities 
■ Eleven times more physical space needed 

CTE Programming requires a significant investment in dedicated 
laboratories, shops, storage areas and related facilities. 

Examples: 
■ Automotive Lab vs. General Lecture Classroom 
11 Manufacturing Lab vs. Computer Lab 

■ Building Construction Lab vs. Science Lab 

Additional Implications: 

■ Building repair and upkeep 

■ Custodial maintenance and services 

• Ventilation and acoustical needs 
■ Heating and electrical 

·* When compared to NDSCS Liberal Arts and transfer programs 
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Quality CTIE Programming Requires a Greater Investment* 

High Faculty to Student Ratio 
• Eight times more costly 

CTE Programming requires a significant investment in 
personnel to maintain appropriate class sizes. 

Driving Factors: 

• Unique and individualized instruction required on many 
projects 

" Numerous safety issues 

" Accreditation requirements 
11 Availability and size of equipment 

" Laboratory space 
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• When compared to NDSCS Liberal Arts and transfer programs 
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Quality CTE Programming Requires Attracting a Greater 
Investment* 

Retaining Highly Skilled and Technically Proficient Faculty 

Unique Challenges: 

.. Ability to compete with the salaries that business and 
industry can pay for the best talent 

■ Need to transition industry experts into instructional experts 
11 Ability to keep faculty and staff current in rapidly changing 

technology 
■ Requirement for faculty to earn degrees or specialized 

credentials 
11 Accreditation and/or industry standards 

■ Very limited or no financial assistance 
11 Limited or no release time 

., Ability to attract faculty and staff that can respond to the 
changing needs of today's students 

* When compared to NDSCS Liberal Arts and transfer programs 
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NDSCS is already one of the most expensive two year colleges in the region. 
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NDSCS $2,336 $2,434 $3,266 $3,492 $3,743 $3,943 $4,114 

ND Average $2,040 $2,263 $2,503 $2,969 $3,202 $3,442 $3,623 

+(-) prev yr - $ $86 $223 $240 $466 $233 $240 $181 

+(-) prev yr - % 4.4% 10.9% 10.6% 18.6% 7.8% 7.5% 5.3% 

Colorado 1,999 2,117 2,210 2,274 1,198 2,024 2,579 

Iowa 2,422 2,670 2,757 2,920 3,056 3,467 3,491 

• Kansas 1,446 1,554 1,765 1,819 1,939 1,988 2,011 

Minnesota 2,750 3,049 3,419 3,822 4,042 4,283 4,444 

Missouri 2,214 2,437 2,471 2,911 3,051 3,092 3,375 

Montana 1,818 1,891 2,209 2,318 2,503 2,744 3,079 

Nebraska 1,480 1,153 1,578 1,748 1,884 1,998 2,160 

Oklahoma 1,520 1,613 1,845 2,041 2,165 2,294 2,479 

Wisconsin 2,619 2,902 3,433 3,945 4,237 4,511 4,520 

Wyoming 1,501 1,575 1,633 1,724 1,818 1,836 1,923 

Regional 
$1,977 $2,134 $2,320 $2,552 $2,668 $2,824 $3,006 Average 

+(-) prev yr - $ $105 $158 $186 $232 $115 $156 $182 

• +(-) prev yr - % 5.6% 8.0% 8.7% 10.0% 4.5% 5.9% 6.5% 
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NDSCS Academic Program Mix 

Program Mix 
Fall 2008 Enrollment 

34% "66% ., . 

Career & Technical (A.AS.) ; Transfer {A.A & A.S.) Career & Technical (A.AS.) ··.Transfer (A.A & AS.) 

Traditional Two Year College Academic Program Mix 

Program Mix Enrollment 

Career & Technical (AAS.) . Transfer (AA & AS.) Career & Technical (A.AS.} ··1Transfer (A.A &AS.) 

• NDSCS offers a greater percentage of CTE degrees than traditional two year 
colleges. 

• NDSCS offers 38 CTE degrees; 19 of which are not available anywhere else in 
North Dakota. 

• NDSCS enrolls 34.01 % of all CTE students in certificate, diploma and 
associate degree programs in North Dakota. 

• NDSCS enrolls 27% of all students in certificate, diploma and associate degree 
programs in North Dakota two year colleges in 2008 . 
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NDSCS programming mix does not allow for a cost recovery as found in 
most traditional two year colleges. 

Dental Hygiene 

Electronics 

Plumbing 

Practical Nursing 

Diesel Tech 

Machinist/Toolmaker 

Registered Nurse 

Welding 

Mental Health Care 

HVAC/R 

Auto Body 

Building Construction 

.. 1,\~:.),j,?.i:'":~ 
·,. 

Civil Engineering & Surveying Technology 

Culinary Arts 

John Deere Tech 

Recreational Engines 

Other CTE 

Office Administration 

Agriculture 

Automotive Tech 

Occupational Therapy 

Architectural Drafting & Estimating Technology 

Caterpillar 

Pharmacy Tech 

Computer Information Systems 

Electrical 

Dental Assisting 

Business Management 

Health Information Tech 

Medical Transcriptionist 

Liberal Arts Transfer (adjusted for general education 
provided to CTE programs) 

'. 
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$8,047 $3,707 

$7,529 $3,865 

$7,276 $3,665 

$6,243 $3,507 

$6,085 $3,g65 

$5,983 $4,063 
$5,g27 $4,165 

$5,197 $3,861 

$4,375 $3,258 

$4,666 $3,665 

$4,979 $4,065 

$4,665 $3,765 

$4,605 · $3,863 

$4,681 $3,965 

$4,372 $3,665 

$4,442 $3,865 

$3,926 $3,35g 

$3,969 $3,461 

$4,029 $3,610 

$4,468 $4,065 

$4,133 $3,763 

$4,033 $3,665 

$3,83g $3,665 

$3,657 $3,558 

$3,347 $3,410 

$3,977 $4,065 

$3,566 $3,665 

$3,207 $3,461 

$3,137 $3,459 

$2,967 $3,359 

$725 $3,461 

~;,1f(,:;HD.: 
:;:,,_:-,\: i ;!.1C--2' 
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$4,340 

$3,664 

$3,611 

$2,736 

$2,120 

$1,920 

$1,762 

$1,336 

$1,117 

$1,001 

$914 

$900 

$742 

$716 

$707 

$577 

$567 

$508 

$419 

$403 

$370 

$368 

$174 

$99 

-$63 

-$88 

-$99 

-$254 

-$322 

-$392 

-$2,736 
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Managing Enrollment 

Declining enrollment may jeopardize programs needed within 
North Dakota that are offered exclusively at NDSCS. 

Examples include: 

., Civil Engineering and Surveying Technology 

" Machine Tooling 

,. Plumbing 

How much longer can we offer low enrollment programs that 
are needed in the state but are very expensive to operate? 
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Campus Size 

NDSCS has unique challenges regarding the maintenance and 
upkeep of its Physical Plant. From the 125-acre campus to the 
38 buildings, NDSCS is the third largest campus in the North 
Dakota University System. 

Examples: 
Full Time 
Employees Buildings/sq. ft. 

Minot State University - Bottineau 48 211,742 sq. ft . 

Williston State College 68 221,487 sq. ft. 

Lake Region State College 64 215,000 sq. ft. 

Bismarck State College 194 470,000 sq. ft. 

NDSCS 231 1,283,648 sq. ft. 



Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

February 24, 2009 

Department 229 - Williston State College 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions General Fund Other Funds 
009-11 Executive Budget 42.10 $9,513,851 $9,375,000 

2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 39.80 6,579 702 2 300 ooo 

Increase (Decrease) 2.30 $2,934,149 $7,075,000 
1The 2007-09 a ro riation amounts do not include $8,495 of eneral fund car over from the 2005-07 biennium. 

Agency Funding 

$10.00 
$9.00 
$8.00 
$7.00 .. 

g .$6.00 

~ $5.00 
$4.00 
$3.00 
$2.00 
$1.00 
$0.00 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

■General Fund □ Other Funds 

FTE Positions 

48.00 
46.17 

46.00 

44.00 

42.00 

40.00 

38.00 

36.00 
2003-05 

' 

and One-Time General Fund A 

2005-07 2007-09 

Total 
$18,888,851 

8 879 7021 

$10,009,149 

2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

Ongoing General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro rlation 

Total General Fund 
A ro riation 

2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislat_ive Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$7,521,849 
6 508 979 

$1,012,870 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$1,992,002 
70 723 

. $1,921,279 

$9,513,851 
6 579,702 

$2,934,149 

General Fund Other Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding _of $768,371 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year 2011 

Utilities for new facilities (Petroleum Safety and Technology 
Center) becoming operational in the 2009-11 biennium 

• 

Total 

L. Provides equity funding of $135,135 (The executive 
recommendation includes a $1 O million increase for equity 
distributed among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

$111,477 

357,005 

205,570 

43,903 

18,892 

31,524 

$768,371 

$135,135 

$111,477 

357,005 

205,570 

43,903 

18,892 

31,524 

$768,371 

$135,135 



3. Provides funding for emergency preparedness and security, 
including $107,800 for 1 FTE security position and $1,564 for 
NotiFind emergency notification fees. The Senate removed 
this funding and related FTE position. 

4. Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $86,475, 
the same amount. of extraordinary repairs base funding for the 
2007-09 tiiennium · 

5. Provides one-time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security 

6. Provides one-time funding for major capital projects, including 
renovation of the science laboratory ($1,610,000) and a new 
dormitory ($9,375,000) 

7. Removes one-time extraordinary repair funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium 

8. Removes one'.time major capital project funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium 

9. Removes funding provided in the 2007-09 biennium from the 
permanent oil tax trust fund for salaries and operating expenses 
associated with the service rig program· 

10. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by 1.3 FTE positions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 · (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$109,364 

$382,002 

$1,610,000 

($70,723) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$9,375,000 

($2,100,000) 

($200,000) 

$109,364 

$382,002 

$10,985,000 

($70,723) 

($2,100,000) 

($200,000) 

Bond issuance authorization - Section 15 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to arrange for the issuance of $9,375,000 
in revenue bonds for the construction of a new dormitory at Williston State College. 

Continuing Appropriations 

•

ecial revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authori 
her education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) w. 
ntinue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. · . 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

House Bill No. 1230 - This bill provides a $6 million special funds appropriation to Williston State College for the construction of a 
virtual center for career and technical education. 

ATTACH:1 
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SECTION II: PROGRESS JULY 2007 THOUGH OCTOBER 2008 

A. 

B. 

Facilities 

► Finished the roofing of Stevens Hall 

► Replace original HV AC exchange unit on Stevens Hall 

► Chip sealed all campus parking and paved roadways 

► Established the Petroleum Safety and Technology Center 11 acre training field -
The tract ofland has two 1,000 foot wells ( one for proprietary research and 
development, down hole testing, and proprietary training and one for new hire 
training open to employees from multiple companies), a workover rig, and fire 
training equipment. 

► The main areas of technical training to date are are: Industrial Safety, Service Rig, 
Drilling, Roustabout, Commercial Drivers License, and Specialty Technicians. 

► Almost completed the PS&TC training building - A Petroleum Safety and 
Technology Center (PS&TC) building is nearly completed on the PS&TC site for an 
estimated cost of $810,000. This facility will provide classroom, office, and lab 
space. 

► Booster Club renovated the WSC Phil Rabon Baseball Field - The WSC athletic 
department in conjunction with the community baseball committee and donors, has 
begun the process of upgrading the WSC baseball field located on the northwest 
corner of campus. 

► Lighting system repairs including the emergency lighting systems in the 
administrative and instructional buildings, all outside building lights, and all street 
lights 

► Improvements in the Thomas Witt Leach Complex concession stand area; 

Programs 

► Started a Petroleum Production credit course certificate program 

► Expanded PSTC training for employers to train nearly 4,000 employees last fiscal 
year 

► Secured $441,000 Workforce Enhancement Grant to add SMART training, lease 
operator program, introduction to gas and oil operations, derrick-hand training, and 
floor-hand training to the PSTC 
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► Partnered with Fort Berthold CC to offer the Dakota Nursing Program. Supported 
FBCC in joining BSC, LRSC, MiSU-B, and WSC as the fifth community college 
member of the Dakota Nursing Program. 

C. Access and enrollment 

► Expanded the number oflTV classrooms to eight 

► Upgraded technology in eight classrooms 

► Expanded institutional scholarship and grant support to regional students and dual 
credit high school students 

► Added an Enrollment Management Director position and expanded the Webmaster 
position to full-time as part of enrollment management 

► Gained acceptance by the Higher Learning Commission as an Academic Quality 
Improvement Program (AQIP) participant 

4 
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SECTION Ill: THE NOUS/ WSC BUDGET REQUEST 

Base Funding 

► Long term funding plan 
a. Parity funding- 100% of parity or $914,461 requested by SBHE. (Governor's 

Budget includes $768,371) 
b. Compensation Employee compensation 7%/7% requested by the SBHE 
(Governor's Budget includes 5%/5%) 
c. Equity funding - (Governor's Budget includes $135,135 of $250,000 requested by 
the SBHE) 

► Shared Recruitment initiatives (not in Governor's Budget) 

► Emergency preparedness/security $109,364 requested by SBHE (in Governor's 
budget) 

► Access, Collaboration, and Enhancement (ACE) fund (not in Governor's Budget) 
Possible funding for extension of access to Dakota Nursing Program and 
to career and technical programs in the Minot region and Dakota Nursing 
Program (also CTE programs access to Grand Forks, Fargo, Jamestown, 
and Dickinson by LRSC, NDSCS, and BSC) 

► Community College affordability (not in Governor's Budget, SBHE requested 
$291,990) 

One time funding 

► Deferred maintenance (Governor's budget includes $382,000 of$955,003 requested 
by the SBHE) 

I. Parking expansion southwest of Thomas Witt Leach Complex 
2. Replacement of roof on the multi-purpose building ( old gym) 

WSC has $5,498.000 in deferred maintenance (see page 17). 

► Emergency preparedness upgrades (Governor's budget includes $0 of$329,134 
requested by the SBHE) 

► STEM initiative ($0 requested by the SBHE for WSC) 

7 
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F. Academic facilities securing approval to build the Diesel Building 
(Approval for building with local funds is NOT in Governor's Budget) 

Description: 

New construction of Diesel Technology Lab and classrooms, instead of building an 
addition to the existing Diesel Technology Lab and classrooms. The reasons for the 
changes are cost effectiveness, building envirorunent, and future space requirements. 
After the new Diesel Technology Lab and classrooms are constructed, Building 
Construction, plumbing, and/or Welding can be implemented into the existing Diesel 
Technology Lab and classrooms. 

► 27,303 square foot pre-engineered metal building. 
► Diesel lab having 20' high walls and the east tool room, classrooms, restroom, 

lockers, and office space having lower wall heights. 
► The Williston State College Strategic Plan includes a goal of obtaining NA TEF 

certification for the Diesel Technology Program. NA TEF certification is a 
nationally recognized certification for auto and diesel technology education 
training programs. According to NA TEF certification criteria, the lab space needs 
to provide at least 400 square feet per student for the envirorunent to be safe and 
conducive for learning. These space requirements do not include classroom 
space. 

► NATEF certification will bring more industry equipment donations . 

Purpose/Support: 

► Williston State College is pursuing NATEF Certification for the Diesel 
Technology Program and one of the requirement is sufficient Lab space, the 
current space is not sufficient for certification. 

► The current Lab space does not provide for a safe and conducive learning 
envirorunent because of the size of equipment being brought into the Lab to be 
worked on. 

► The location of the Diesel Technology Lab space is such that the emissions from 
the equipment operating is being transferred into the other parts of the building 
where other classes are taught and the other students and faculty are being 
affected by it. 

► When the Williston State College Diesel Technology Lab and classrooms are 
built, the program will be certifiable by NATEF, and then national corporations 
would use the facility to provide factory training on Campus to local/area 
businesses and their Technicians. Currently the local businesses send their 
Technicians to Factory Training in large Metropolitan cities. When that takes 
place the businesses pay extra for travel. The factory training courses are usually 
from 4-6 hours a day, if the technicians were taking training locally the business 
could still have them work part time, not losing potential profits for the company. 
The national corporations would bring the training equipment to WSC, provide 
the training and then donate it to WSC and no expense. 

► Prospective students coming to look at the WSC Diesel Technology Program are 
not impressed by the current size and design of the building; in fact they are 
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discouraged and tend to go out of state to other educational facilities to get their 
education. The Diesel Technology Faculty and the President are confident that 
the new facility will attract students, and the enrollment would greatly increase 
given WSC's location in the state and the current energy boom. The new facility 
will allow the Diesel program to better serve the rural communities and to help 
supply the GREAT demand for Diesel Technology Technicians now and in the 
FUTURE. 

► Williston State College Diesel Technology Department will collaborate with local 
high schools to offer Diesel Technology courses to their students. At the present 
time there is NO OTHER course like that in the state of North Dakota. In order to 
pursue this, the WSC Diesel Technology Course needs more space. 

Project Costs: 
Building 
Asphalt Parking Area 
Perimeter Fence 

TOTAL 

Funding Source: 
General funds I grant funding 

Operating Costs: 

Utilities/Operating 
Utilities/Operating 
Utilities/Operating 

$2,900,000 
350,000 

35 000 
$3,285,000 

Amount 
45,000 
45,000 
45,000 

Biennium 
2009/11 
2011/13 
2013/15 

This project is designed to be able to add additional lab and storage space to the north 
end. The project as laid out will meet the current needs of the program . 
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Williston State College 2005-07 General Fund 
Carryover 

Salaries Operating Equipment 

$ $ $ 

Capital Improvements 
$8,495.14 Air Handling - Stevens Hall 

19 

Capital 
Improvements 

$ 8,495.14 

Total 

$ 8,495.14 
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SECTION I: CHALLENGES 

1. Improve access and increasing enrollment 

2. Make WSC a more comprehensive community college 

3. Find housing for full time students 

4. Find adequate funding for and add value to existing programs 

5. Enhance on campus student life 

6. Keep pace with demand for work force training by our Petroleum Safety and Technology 
Center 

7. Add academic programs that are: 
► In sync with the regional labor market 
► Increase the number of male students 

8. Become a cultural focus point for the MonDak region - Add a fine arts facilities and 
programs in the arts 

9. Expand use ofWSC facilities for cultural events 

l 0. Continue to improve WSC 

11. Attract and retain employees 
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SECTION II: PROGRESS JULY 2007 THOUGH OCTOBER 2008 

A. Facilities 

► Finished the roofing of Stevens Hall 

► Replaced original HVAC exchange unit on Student Center addition 

► Chip sealed all campus parking and paved roadways 

► Established the Petroleum Safety and Technology Center (PS&TC) 11 acre training 
field - The tract ofland has two 1,000 foot wells ( one for proprietary research and 
development, down hole testing, and proprietary training and one for new hire 
training open to employees from multiple companies), a workover rig, and fire 
training equipment. 

► The main areas of technical training to date are are: Industrial Safety, Service Rig, 
Drilling, Roustabout, Commercial Drivers License, and Specialty Technicians. 

► Almost completed the PS&TC training building - A Petroleum Safety and 
Technology Center building is nearly completed on the PS&TC site for an estimated 
cost of $810,000. This facility will provide classroom, office, and lab space. 

► Booster Club renovated the WSC Phil Rabon Baseball Field - The WSC athletic 
department in conjunction with the community baseball committee and donors, has 
begun the process of upgrading the WSC baseball field located on the northwest 
comer of campus. 

► Lighting system repairs including the emergency lighting systems in the 
administrative and instructional buildings, all outside building lights, and all street 
lights 

► Improvements in the Thomas Witt Leach Complex concession stand area; 

B. Programs 

► Started a Petroleum Production credit course certificate program 

► Expanded PSTC training for employers to train nearly 4,000 employees last fiscal 
year 

► Secured $441,000 Workforce Enhancement Grant to add SMART training, lease 
operator program, introduction to gas and oil operations, derrick-hand training, and 
floor-hand training to the PSTC. This was match one to one by participating industry 
partners. 
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► Partnered with Fort Berthold CC to offer the Dakota Nursing Program. Supported 
FBCC in joining BSC, LRSC, MiSU-B, and WSC as the fifth community college 
member of the Dakota Nursing Program. 

C. Access and enrollment 

► Expanded the number of ITV classrooms to eight 

► Upgraded technology in eight classrooms 

► Expanded institutional scholarship and grant support to regional students and dual 
credit high school students 

► Added an Enrollment Management Director position and expanded the Webmaster 
positions to full-time as part of enrollment management 

► Gained acceptance by the Higher Learning Commission as an Academic Quality 
Improvement Program (AQIP) participant 
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D. WSC 2008 Master Plan 
WSC Proposed Master Plan Map 
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SECTION III: THE NDUS / WSC BUDGET REQUEST 

Base Funding 

► Long term funding plan 
a. Parity funding- 100% of parity or $914,461 requested by SBHE. (Governor's 

Budget includes $768,371; Second engrossment includes $768,371 ) 
b. Compensation Employee compensation 7%/7% requested by the SBHE 
(Governor's Budget and Second engrossment includes 5%/5%, plus health coverage) 
c. Equity funding - (Governor's Budget and Second Engrossment includes $135,135 
of $250,000 requested by the SBHE) 

► Shared Recruitment initiatives (not in Governor's Budget) 

► Emergency preparedness/security $109,364 requested by SBHE (in Governor's 
budget and reduced to $0 in the Second Engrossment ) 

► Access, Collaboration, and Enhancement (ACE) fund (not in Governor's Budget or 
Second Engrossment) 

Possible funding for extension of access to Dakota Nursing Program and 
to career and technical programs in the Minot region and Dakota Nursing 
Program (also CTE programs access to Grand Forks, Fargo, Jamestown, 
and Dickinson by LRSC, NDSCS, and BSC) 

► Community College affordability (SBHE requested $256,124, not in Governor's 
Budget, is funded at $256,124 in the Second Engrossment) 

One time funding 

► Deferred maintenance ($955,003 requested by the SBHE, Governor's budget and the 
Second Engrossment includes $382,000) 

I. Parking expansion southwest of Thomas Witt Leach Complex 
2. Replacement of roof on the multi-purpose building ( old gym) 

WSC has $5,498.000 in deferred maintenance (see page 17). 

► Emergency preparedness upgrades ($329,134 requested by the SBHE, Governor's 
budget and the Second Engrossment includes $0) 

► STEM initiative ($0 requested by the SBHE for WSC) 
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B. Renovation of science laboratories - $1,600,000 capital appropriation (In 
Governor's Budget and the Second Engrossment) 

Description: 
The science laboratory renovation project would modernize the lab space and create 
secure storage areas. The ventilation and water handling systems will be upgraded. 

All three of the laboratories that are in the master plan for renovation were built in 1968. In 
the 40 years that have followed the labs have been maintained very well, but are at the end of 
their useable life. The ventilation is not as good as it should be and the water handling 
systems need extensive work. 

The renovation project would maintain the overall size of the laboratories but more storage 
would be added for each laboratory. This storage would be in separate storage rooms that are 
lockable for security reasons. Currently all three laboratories have many items that are in the 
laboratory that should be in lockable storage. To accommodate the added storage one 
classroom would be absorbed and used to add the extra square footage that is needed for the 
renovation. 

► Renovation of 4,900 square feet of current classroom and science lab space 
► Update ventilation and mechanical systems for proper ventilation and air quality 
► Update storage of chemicals for better security 
► Upgrade cabinetry and student furniture to accommodate today's students 
► Modernize the science lab space to attract and maintain student enrollment in the 

sctence area 
► This project is important to the health and safety of the students, faculty, and others 

that use this facility. The mechanical system dates back to 1967 when the facility was 
constructed. The ventilation and chemical storage are major concerns that need to be 
addressed soon. 

Project Costs: 
Construction 
Design Fees 
Asbestos allowance 
Furnishings 
Advertisement/legal 

TOTAL 

Funding Source: 
General funds 

$1,347,500 
110,000 
50,000 

100,000 
2 500 

$1,610,000 

$1,610,000 in deferred maintenance renovation costs would be eliminated with the funding 
of this project. 
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.. Science Lab Renovation Preliminary Sketch 
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C. Add a 208 bed dormitory to housing capacity (Bonding authority in 
Governor's Budget and the Second Engrossment) 

► 82,360 square foot, three-story building. 
► Proposed site has poor soils and will require some remedial work. 
► Includes a mixture of single and double rooms for a total of 232 student capacity. 
► Includes apartment space for head resident as well as single room accommodations 

for a resident assistant on each floor. 
► Modem facilities to replace existing dorm space. 
► Additional space to accommodate more on-campus student housing. 
► Regional housing shortage. 

Project Costs: 
Building 
Asphalt Parking Area 

TOTAL 

Funding Source: 
Revenue bonds 

$9,000,000 
375,000 

$9,375,000 
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Dormitory Layout, 1st Floor 
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· Dormitory Layout, 2nd Floor 
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Dormitory Layout, 3rd Floor 
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F. approval to build the Diesel Building 
,· · •fuiids,i siN 

w construction of Diesel Technology Lab and classrooms, instead ofbuildin 
ad ·on to the existing Diesel Technology Lab and classrooms. The reasons 
chan s are cost effectiveness, building envirorunent, and future space requ· ments. 
After t new Diesel Technology Lab and classrooms are constructed, Bui mg 
Construe n, plumbing, and/or Welding can be implemented into the ex· ing Diesel 
Technolog ab and classrooms. 

► 27,303 uare foot pre-engineered metal building. 
► Diesel la1i aving 20' high walls and the east tool room, c srooms, restroom, 

lockers, an ffice space having lower wall heights. 
► The Williston tale College Strategic Plan includes a al of obtaining NA TEF 

certification for e Diesel Technology Program. N EF certification is a 
nationally recogru d certification for auto and die technology education 
training programs. cording to NATEF certifi ion criteria, the lab space needs 
to provide at least 400 uare feet per student f, the environment to be safe and 
conducive for learning. nts do not include classroom 
space. 

► NA TEF certification will b ry equipment donations. 

Purpose/Support: 

► Williston State College is pursuing 
Technology Program and one oft uirement is sufficient Lab space, the 
current space is not sufficient fo 'erti 

► The current Lab space does n rovide a safe and conducive learning 
environment because of the e of equipm t being brought into the Lab to be 
worked on. 

► The location of the Dies is such that the emissions from 
the equipment operatin 1s being transferred into e other parts of the building 
where other classes a taught and the other studen nd faculty are being 
affected by it. 

► When the Willist 
built, the progr will be certifiable by NATEF, and the ational corporations 
would use the acility to provide factory training on Campu o local/area 
businesses their Technicians. Currently the local busines send their 
Technicia to Factory Training in large Metropolitan cities. n that takes 
place th usinesses pay extra for travel. The factory training co 
from 4 hours a day, if the technicians were taking training locall 
coul . till have them work part time, not losing potential profits fort company. 
Th ational corporations would bring the training equipment to WSC, 

training and then donate it to WSC and no expense. 
rospective students coming to look at the WSC Diesel Technology Progra 

not impressed by the current size and design of the building; in fact they are 
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,, iscouraged and tend to go out of state to other educational facilities to get th · 
e cation. The Diesel Technology Faculty and the President are confiden at 
the facility will attract students, and the enrollment would greatly · rease 
given C's location in the state and the current energy boom. The w facility 
will allo e Diesel program to better serve the rural communiti and to help 
supply the AT demand for Diesel Technology Technicia ow and in the 
FUTURE. 

► Williston State C 
high schools to offer ·esel Technology courses tot 
time there is NO 0TH 

I collaborate with local 
students. At the present 

of North Dakota. In order to 

Project Costs: 
Building 
Asphalt Parking Area 
Perimeter Fence 

TOTAL 

Funding Source: 
General funds / gr 

Operating Costs: 

perating 
Ut" · es/Operating 

,Ii ties/Operating 

Amount 
45,000 
45,000 
45,000 

Biennium 
2009/11 
2011/13 
2013/15 

project is designed to be able to add additional lab and storage space to then 
nd. The project as laid out will meet the current needs of the program. 
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HB 1230- Virtual Career and Technical Center Building 

A Bakken Career Development Center building has been proposed by the Great North West 
Education Cooperative (GNWEC). This virtual CTE center would be built on a southeast corner 
site of the WSC campus. Total cost of the building was estimated to be in excess of$8,000, by 
Hulsing and Associates. The center would be operated with funding from tuition and fees, NDUS 
funding based on increased enrollment via the SBHE long term funding plan, and fees to be 
charged school district members of the GNWEC. 
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WSC Deferred Maintenance 

Non-State 
State Fonded Funded Total 

Health and Safety 
Expand campus card system 400,000 $ 400,000 
Emergency Generator 500,000 $ 500,000 

Total Health and Safety $ 900,000 $ $ 900,000 

ADA 
Interior automatic door openers (2) $ 5,000 $ 5,000 

Existing elevator upgrades (2) 25,000 25,000 

Automatic entrances (2) 6,000 6,000 

Total ADA $ 36,000 $ $ 36,000 

Major Renovations - Networking 
Expand and update current networking devices $ 99,000 $ 99,000 

and cabling 
Expand campus card system 85,000 85,000 

Expand & repair current phone system 33,000 33,000 
Total Major Renovations - Networking $ 132,000 $ 85,000 $ 217,000 

Major Repairs 
Energy efficient entrances-Abramson, Manger, Nelson $ $ 5,500 5,500 

Exterior Painting - Crighton and Art Wood 34,560 34,560 

Repair exterior building caulking 36,000 36,000 

Replace residence hall boilers 15,120 15,120 

Replace residence hall windows 69,120 69,120 

Update to energy efficient lighting 138,960 55,440 194,400 

Artwood bui !ding roof 216,000 216,000 

Street project 900,000 900,000 
Dickson Hall airconditioning 21,600 21,600 

Electrical Loop 36,000 36,000 

Parking expansion 400,000 400,000 

Roof repair - multipurpose area of Stevens Hall 95,000 95,000 

Roof repair - Student Center 85,000 85,000 

Roof repair - Dickson Hall 50,000 50,000 

Floor - Dickson Hall 50,000 50,000 

Carpet/laminate - student housing 27,600 27,600 

Window replacement - Student Center 15,000 15,000 

Lighting replacement - Stevens Hall 200,000 200,000 

Pneumatic Thermostats - Stevens Hall 35,000 35,000 

Tennis Court Repair/Replacement 50,000 50,000 

Total Major Repairs $ 2,241,520 $ 294,380 $ 2,235,900 

Major Repairs - Remodeling 
Science Lab Renovation 1,610,000 1,610,000 

Dickson Hall Renovation 500,000 500,000 
Total Major Repairs - Remodeling $ 2,110,000 $ $ 2,110,000 
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Section V: OTHER 2009-2011 PROJECTS 

A. Provide access to WSC Diesel AAS program in the Bismarck - Mandan region 

B. Facilitate access to BSC Construction programs, Carpentry, HVAC, and Welding, at 
wsc 

C. Support an expanding workforce by offering additional CTE programs in partnership 
with the Great North West Education Cooperative School Districts 

D. Add an additional women's program and a men's athletic program 

E. Start theatre and art programs 

F. Expand music programs 

SECTION IV: FUTURE CAPITAL PROJECTS 

A. Build a stadium on the renovated WSC Phi Rabon Baseball Field 

B. Renovate the Crighton Building lab for welding or construction programs, and/or other 
workforce development of workforce training and other welding 

C. Renovate the WSC campus to make it more student friendly 

D. Build a Fine Arts Building 

I. Classroom, performance, and office space for humanities, art, theater, music, and 
gallery. 

2. 38,400 square foot, three-story building. 
3. Includes an auditorium with over 900 seating capacity. 

Project Costs: 
Building 
Asphalt Parking Area 

TOTAL 

Funding Source: 

$7,700,000 
400 000 

$8,100,000 

Local and general funds - currently unfunded 
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07-09 One-Time Funding 

Deferred Maintenance 
Paving and Area Lighting 

Permanent Oil Trust Fund Capital Project 
Petroleum Safety and Technology Center 

Permanent Oil Trust Fund Operating 
Salaries and Benefits 
Operating Expenses 
Total 

19 

70,723 

700,000 

167,460 
32,540 

200,000 
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Fall 2008 ~~-

• Fully accredited by the Higher Learning Commission--North Central Association 
• College currently participating in the AQIP method of accreditation (March 2007) 

• College designated as a community college and assigned Workforce Training for 
Northwest North Dakota (July 1, 1999) 

• College name changed to Williston State College (July 1, 1999) 

Present Programs: 
Associate of Arts (Liberal Arts) 
Associate of Science (Liberal Arts) 
Associate of Applied Science 

• Administrative Assistant* 
• Administrative Assistant/Accounting 
• Administrative Assistant/Health Information Management 

• Front Office* 
• Medical Billing/Coding* 

• Administrative Assistant/Information Processing* 
• Agriculture 

• Agribusiness Sales & Management 
• Farm & Ranch Management 
• Natural Resources Management & Conservation 

• Agronomy Technician* 
• Automotive Technology** 
• Computer Systems Specialist 

• Microsoft Certified System Engineer 
• Network Analyst 
• Programming/Web Design* 
• Systems Technician 

• Diesel Technology** 
• Entrepreneurship*** 

• Recreation & Tourism 
• Agribusiness 

• General & Technical Studies* 
• Career Enhancement 
• Self-Enrichment 
• Workplace Readiness 

• Marketing-Management* 
• Accounting 
• Management 
• Marketing 

• Massage Therapy* 
• Medical Transcription* 
• Mental Health/Addictions Technician* 
• Nursing 

• Practical Nursing Certificate (LPN) 
• Associate Degree Nursing (RN) 

■ Paraeducator* 
• Physical Therapist Assistant 
• Speech Language Pathology Assistant 

r 

*Certificate program available **Diploma available **'Certificate program & Certificate of Completion available 

9/30/08 Page 1 of 4 
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Distance Education: 
Numerous courses available online 
Programs available online 

• Associate in Arts (a collaboration with the North Dakota University System Online) 
• Administrative Assistant 
• Entrepreneurship 
• Marketing & Management 
• Medical Billing and Coding 
• Medical Transcription 
• Paraeducator 
• Speech Language Pathology Assistant 

Programs available via Interactive Video Network 
• Dakota Practical Nursing Program 

• · Collaboration with Williston State College, Bismarck State College, Lake Region State College 
& Minot State University-Bottineau 

• Practical Nursing Certificate (LPN) & Associate Degree Nursing (RN) 
• Williston State College nursing sites 

• Trinity Hospital in Minot 
Fort Berthold Community College 

• Massage Therapy 
• Program also available in Minot & Bismarck 

• Mental Health/Addictions Technician 
• Program also available in Minot 

• Associate Degree in Computer Information Specialist 
• Collaboration with Williston State College, Lake Region State College & Minot State University

Bottineau 
• Bachelor of University Studies 

• Collaboration between Dickinson State University & Williston State College 
• Bachelor of Applied Science in Technology 

• Collaboration between Dickinson State University & Williston State College 
• Bachelor of Science in Human Resource Management 

• Collaboration between Dickinson State University & Williston State College 
• Bachelor of Social Work 

• Collaboration between Minot State University & Williston State College 
• Bachelor of Science in Education-Elementary Education 

• Collaboration between Mayville State University & Williston State College 
• Master of Education in Educational Leadership 

• Williston State College serves as the host site for this program from UND 
• Master of Education or Science in Counselor Education 

• Williston State College serves as the host site for this program from NDSU 

Athletics: 
Women's 

• Volleyball 
• Basketball 

Men's 
• Baseball 
• Basketball 

9/30/08 Page 2 of 4 



Employees: 

• 
Full-time 75 
Part-time and adjunct 94 

Administrators 3 
Faculty 

Full-time Teaching 25 
Full-time (part-time teachinol 8 
Permanent part-time 3 
Adiunct 

On-campus 20 
Off-campus 36 

Staff 
Full-time 39 
Part-time 17 

Students / oart-time) 18 

Credit Student Enrollment Information: 
• 850 students 
• 47% full-time (399) 
• 53% part-time (451) 
• 71 % women (602) 
• 51 % E-Learning (431) 

• • 82% North Dakota (694) 
• 46% Williams County (395) 
• 58% Primary service area of Burke, Divide, Dunn, Golden Valley, Mountrail, McKenzie 

and Williams Counties (490) 

• 9.5% Montana (81) 
• 18% Out of State (156) 
• 2% Canada (14) 

• 51 % 18-24 years of age (430) 
• 30% 25 & above years of age (257) 
• 19% under 18 years of age (163) 
• Average age of student population: 24.2 

• 4% American Indian Students (35) 
• 2% Other Minority Students ( 17) 

9130/08 Page 3 of 4 
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Population Information: 
• Primary Service Area 

o North Dakota Counties: 
1990 2000 

Burke, Divide, Dunn, Golden Valley, McKenzie, Mountrail and Williams 
Change 

46,547 42,178 -9.4% 

• Secondary Service Area 
o Montana Counties: Daniels, McCone, Richland, Roosevelt, Sheridan and Valley 

1990 2000 Change 
39,228 36,061 -8.1 % 

• Workforce Training Counties 
o Bottineau, Burke, Divide, McHenry, McKenzie, Mountrail, Pierce, Renville, Ward and Williams 

1990 2000 Change 
135,214 131,242 -2.9% 

Workforce Training 2007-2008: 
• A total of 181 businesses were served (increase of 26) 
• 4,016 (unduplicated count) employees attended trainings (increase of 1315) 
• 458 training sessions held (increase of 86) 
• 60,584 hours of training were conducted (increase of 18,865) 

Economic Impact 2006-2007: 
• $27,878,000 

9/30/08 Page 4 of 4 



PERFORMANCE ON ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES 
FOR WORKFORCE TRAINING - FY 2008 

U ndnplicatcd Data 

Accountability Measure ~'SC LRSC NDSCS BSC Total 

Number and percent of businesses in # 191 231 642 281 1,345 
the region receiving training 

% 4.7% 5.2% 6.9% 4% 5.2% 

Number of employees receiving 4,016 l,680 2,725 3,569 11,990 
training 

Unduplicated # 

Number and percent of businesses # 103 140 402 98 743 
requesting repeat or additional training 

% 53.9% 47% 62.6% 35% 49.6% 

Levels of satisfaction with training Businesses 98% 97.8% 99.8% 99% 98.7% 
events based on results provided by 
employers and employees receiving Participants 96% 98.3% 98.8% 99% 98.0% 
training 

Level of satisfaction of companies Businesses 100% 99% JOO% 99% 99.5% 
with responsiveness of training 
provided 

Number of referrals for training and Referred 12 ' 12 4 31 a 

results of those referrals (both referrals 
made to other sources and referrals Received 8 5 9 7 29 
received) 

Revenue generated from training fees $ $855,529 I $196,065 $1,264,995 $9 I 7,31 l $3,233,900 

G:\DlANE\Marsha Krotseng\Workforce Training\2008 PERFORMANCE ON ACCOUNT ABILITY MEASURES.doc 
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I. 

2. 

Full Time Equivalents 

Williston State College 
Key Performance Indicators 

Fall 2008 

Headcount Full Time Part Time F.T.E. 
Fall 2005 947 557 390 691 
Fall 2006 912 505 407 648 
Fall 2007 731 428 303 541 

Summer 2006 237 1 l 226 79 
Summer 2007 252 16 236 91 
Summer 2008 247 16 231 90 

Market Penetration 
Fall 2007 

Primary Service Area 1.5% 
--Includes Burke, Divide, Dunn, Golden Vat1ey, McKenzie, 

Mountrail, & Williams counties in North Dakota 

Student Progress 
" ACT and CAAP Scores T 

Freshmen ACT Scores 
2006-2007 

Fall 2006 
1.8% 

CAAP Test Scores 
2007 

wsc 2-Y r College National WSC National 
Average Average Average Average Average 

Composite Score 20.2 (19.9) 19.0 (18.9) 22.0 (21.9) 
Reading Skills 20.1 (20.2) 19.2 (I 9.2) 22.4 (22.3) 59.5 (59.1) 60.5 (60.4) 
English/Writing Skills 19.4 (/8.5) I 8.2 (18.2) 21.7 (21. 6) 61.3 (61.3) 62.3 (62.3) 
Math Skills 20.2 (I 9. 6) 18.7 (18.6) 21.7 (21.6) 56.0 (56.4) 56.1 (56. J) 
Science Skills 203 (20.5) 19.3 (/9.3) 21.7 (21.7) 59.4 (59.5) 59.1 (59.0) 
Critical Thinking Skills 59.7 (58.5) 60.9 (60.5) 

► Job Placement Rate of 2007 WSC Graduates 
• 69% (70% in 2006) of Vocational/Technical Students are employed. 

• 22% (18% in 2006) of Vocational/Technical Students are continuing their education. 

3. College External Reputation 
► Not measured at this time. 

4. Internal Work Climate 
► See attachment. 

5. Personnel Full Time Equivalents 
► Dollars Budgeted for Personnel 

• 2008-2009: $5,303,381 ($3,902,457-Genera\ Fund & Tuition Collections; $1,400,924-AII other sources) 

• 2007-2008: $4,834,380 ($3,782,047-General Fund & Tuition Collections; $1,051,836-All other sources) 

• 2006-2007: $4,456,474 ($3,482,047-Genera\ Fund & Tuition Collections; $974,427-AI\ other sources) 

6. Financial Health 
► Expendable Net Assets Compared to Long Term Debt-FY 2007 

• WSC: 1:1 (/:/) 

• NOUS: .6: I (5: I) 

► Tuition & Fees Collection-FY 2006 

• WSC: $1,584,202 ($1.485,235) 

• NOUS: $218,773,000 ($198,904,000) 

► Percentage ofWSC FY 2007 Funding used for: 

• Instruction: 51 % (45%) 

• Institutional Support: 15% (18%) 

• Academic Support: 4% (3%) 

(Pre1:fous year's cloh1 included in parenthesis. (f"upp/icob/ei 
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Williston State College 
Key Performance Indicators 

Fall 2008 
7. Facilities-Planning and Maintenance 

► Master Plan updated Spring 2008 

► Deferred Maintenance (taken from 2007 Accountability Measures Report FR9, pg 49) 
• WSC: $1,542,938 

NOUS: $109,173,678 

8. Technology-Planning and Maintenance 
► Technology Plan updated Spring 2007 
► Computer Lab Updates for Fall 2008: 

Stevens Hall Rooms 104, 109, 208-New computers 
• Health Science & Sports Complex Room I 68 and Crighton Computer Lab--Updated computers 

9. Instructional Planning 
Programs: 

Nursing Program revised for Fa!I 2004 into Dakota Nursing Program 
• Associate Degree in Nursing (RN) added for Fall 2005 

Speech-Language Pathology Assistant program added Spring 2005 
Mental Health Addictions Technician Program added Fall 2006 
Petroleum Production Technology certificare program added Fall 2007 

► New courses for the 2008-2009 Academic Year 

Name 

Theraneutic Exercise II 
Percussion Ensemble 
Intro to Guitar 
Jazz Combo 
World Music 

► Additional Sites/Collaborations 
Dakota Nursing Program: 

Number 

PTA 141 
MUSC 145 
MUSC 150 
MUSC 167 
MUSC 201 

Credits 

" 0 

l 
3 
I 
3 

• Collaboration among Williston State College, Bismarck State College, Lake Region State College & Minot 
State University-Bottineau 

• Williston State College nursing sites: Minot & Fort Berthold Community College 

Massage Therapy: 
• WSC in affiliation with Bismarck State College & Trinity Hospital in Minot 

Speech-Language Pathology Assistant: 
• Collaboration among V/illiston State College, Lake Region State College, & Minot State University 

Mental Health Addictions Technician: 
• WSC in affiliation with Trinity Hospital in Minot 
• Received approval to deliver progr~m to Lake Region State College 

Distance Programs: 

• Associate in Aris, Administrative Assistant, Agronomy Technician, Entrepreneurship, 
Marketing/Management, Medical Billing & Coding, Medical Transcription, Pai-aeducator, Speech-Language 
Pathology Assistant, Mental Health Addictions Technician, Massage Therapy, Nursing 

Bachelor of University Studies: 
• Collaboration between Williston State College & Dickinson State University 

10. Quality of Student Life Experience 
► Alumni Outcomes Survey of2003 Graduates 

• 90.5% rated WSC above average (96%) 
• 90.5% would attend WSC if they had to start their college career over (64%) 
• 97.6% would recommend WSC to others (96%) 

► Graduate Opinion Poll-May 2007 
• 98% of the graduates rated the services, instruction, etc. offered at \VSC average or excellent (92%) 
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Williston State College 
Key Performance Indicators 

Fall 2008 

Accountability Measures Report 
FRS 2: Biennial report on employee satisfaction 

2006 Report 

Job Satisfaction 

iOverall Job Satisfaction at WSC: 2002 = 88% 2004 = 83% 2006 = 80% 

Somewhat Not Satisfied 

Very Satisfied Satisfied Neutral 

2002! 2004 2006 2.oozi 2004'.. 2006 2002 2004 

Dissatisfied At Alt 

2006j 2002 2004; 2006 2002; 2004 2006 

23%' 34% 4% 65%: 49%, 76% 6% 12'% 18% 6%; 5%: 0%, 0%: 0% 2% 

Impression of Quality 

:overall lmpr_essi()!1 o_f,_(?l;la_(!tx_at WSC: 2002 = 90% 2004 = 84% 2006 = 77% 

Exce_!!!~-~----J. Good ~~~-~a_~_e. ---~- Below A_vera_ge __ l_'.1_adequ~te 
' 2002, 2004i 2006; 2002. 2004 2006: 2002: 2004'. 2006: 2002· 2004 2006- 2002' 2004! 2006: 

,-·7%("23~;f""~"8o/~L 7:3%l._~_1 % 59%) . 10~~-l 13%; "1'0s) -~~-~---··3% 10%; O'o// ·q·{~j 2°".ol 

How lt ls Now Comparisons 
The table below reflects changes in the eight categories of the How // Is Now ratings. The 
amount of change from 2002 to 2006 is shown in the column on the nght A minus change 
shows that the gaps have been narrowed and reflect improvement. Although some 
inconsistencies cJre noted, overall, NOUS institutions are reducing gaps in each of the eight 
categories 2s demonstr.iied in the trend deta. 

'Qua-iity Category ____ 2002! 2004; 
i M·easureme-n·t-ar.d-AnalySis 3_431.: i486 j J.345 j 

·-Oualit1,'/Productivily 1,;;pro-,-,e-m_e_n_t -R-esults 3.370 ··-·-i,:i"19f ·3.2521 

,Employee Training and Kecognition -·-·---··"·---·_?· 129 .... :._~;3·?~·l __ '_' ... ' ... ' .. •·.·_.·.·.·.·· .. ·· .. ··_· ____ . 
:Quality Assurance 3 428' 3.461 i 3.349 1 
!TOP"ii~;:;-agem"enl. Leadership and Su_p_p_o_c-.--3-.3~25 J.4'jj; ·ii87 ! 
iErrii,iO)'e2··EmPowe;ment·and·-rearriV;or·k-·- -- -~i.3ao :·· 3.s11 1 . 3.29sj 
! • ····-·--·· ....... , ___ ,,, ............ ,. 

!Customer Focus 3.65~ 

3.s:rn 

2007 Report 

-0.055 

~0.079 ! 
-0.138 

-0.091: 

-0.034: 
•• I 

--~:.?~ .. ! I 

Progress Report on Employee Satisfaction 

Results of the Campus Quality Survey administered in the fall of 2007 were reviewed, 
and Wiliiston State College is ac'dressing gaps in the Following ways: 

All campus comm1ttee mini..:tes are being distributea 0:1 the campus iistst?rv. A 
current Academic Quality Improvement Program action project is examining 
organization and committee structures -.Nith the goal of improving campus 
communication. 

Improvement has occurreC:: with the recent addition of a full• time human resoL!rC~ 
position. 

Quality service has been partially addressed by a change in communication and 
leadership sty!es. The result has been a visible increase in personnel 
empowerment. !nter;:>ersonal respect anc professionaiism. as wel! as conscious 
administ~ative efforts to increase the num:Jer of face-to-face c2.mpus--.vide 
communic.stion sessions, also have l1elped c<ose this gap. 

VVSC hes seen consideraolc recent p1ogress in its ongoing attempt to examine 
moCels and methods of strategic planning at peer institL.:tions. Quarterly 
processes also ha-✓e been eslab!isheri for using collecteJ data for str8tegic 
planning. This has improYed the Cecision-making process. 

Communication is being addressed in a current AQIP eclion project designed to 
help departments and othe"r campws entit1Gs produce a values~based mission 
statement and to examine an(: staie mec1sura:)le roles ana goais. 

In conjunction with th~ 1NorKforce Training Division, 1NS'C is providing customer 
service sessions with team-building exercises. 
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2008 Year End Highlights 

• Total training revenue generated in Fiscal Year 2008 was 
$1,233,768; with $881,633 generated in direct training 
revenue. 

• A total of 191 businesses were served. 
• There were I 03 businesses that requested additional training. 
• Training sessions consisted of 5,541 participants, there were 

4,016 unduplicated participants. 
• There were 372 training sessions held. 
• Williston State College contributed $56,617 in salaries and 

benefits. 
• Provided 60,584 contact hours of training to the region . 
• Of the clients served, 98% were satisfied with the training, 

100% were satisfied with the responsiveness of the trainND, 
northwest region in meeting their needs. 

• Of the participants served, 96% were satisfied with the training 
provided by trainND, northwest region. 

' Northwest Region FY Comparisons 

2006 2007 2008 

Revenue $1,200,006 $769,441 $1,233,768 

Direct Training Revenue $365,264 $577,130 $881,633 

Number of Businesses 152 155 191 

People (Duplicated) 3,157 4,022 5,541 

Events 354 372 458 

Contact Hours 38,179 41,719 60,584 

Companies served with <50 employees I 05 110 147 

IT'S A COMPETITIVE WORLD. TRAIN FOR IT. 
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fl-.:,ustomers 
Company Employee Size Companies Served 

1-4 59 

5-9 23 

10-19 28 

20-49 37 

50-99 19 

100-249 17 

250-499 2 

500 + 6 

Wbat our customers say.~. 

40 Hour New Hire Training 
"I thought the instructor did a remarkable job in 

preparing me with the information I need to perform 
my job in a safe manner." 

- M. Chase, Halliburton Energy Services 

Introduction to Holistic Management 
"The instructor got everyone's attention, he was 

knowledgeable and likeable." 
- A. Slykerman 

Floorhand Training for Well Servicing 
"I couldn 1 even spell oil rig on Monday and now I 

feel very confident to do the jol:>-we had a great 
teacher." 

- L. Zabach, Nabors Well Services 

Certified Nursing Assistant Training 
"The hands-on skill training and experience at Be

thel Lutheran Home." 
- S. Bustad 

2007-2008 

Advisory Board Members 

Rita Wilhelmi, Chair 
Andy Anderson 
Sherry Kondos 
Terry Wilbur 
Diane Olson 

Wayne Biberdorf 
Kurt Erhrnantraut 

Clients Trained 
Companies served by North American Industry 

Classification System Code 

NAICS Description # of 
Code Com-

panies 

11 Ag., Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting I 

21 Mining 97 

22 Utilities 4 

23 Construction 4 

32 Wood, Printing, Paper, Chemical, 3 
Concrete, Manufacturing 

33 Metal, Tools, Building, Windows, I 
Metal Products, Manufacturing 

44 Vehicle, Home, Food, Retail Trade 2 

45 Luxury/Accessory, Retail Trade 4 

48 Transportation 3 

51 Information 2 

52 Finance and Insurance 6 

53 Real Estate and Rental 1 

56 Administrative Support 2 

61 Educational Services 25 

62 Health Care and Social Services 19 

81 Other Services 2 

92 Public Administration 15 

Total 191 

IT'S A COMPETITIVE WORLD. TRAIN FOR IT. 
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Williston State College 

Of.ice of the President 

Petroleum Safety and Technology Center 

Williston Slate College 0fvSC) has expanded its oil field safety training from less than 50 employees 

trained annually in 2005 to neany 4,000 during the past 

fiscal year. This is due to a partner ship that emerged out of a Ford Foundation funded Rural Community College 

Initiative yielded six project clusters though which WSC would fonm new partnerships to further rural development 

and increase access to education and training. One of those project clusters was "increased support to the MonDak 

regional economy by providing training for petroleum production employees" in North Dakota's oil "patch", the 

geologic Williston Basin. One of this petroleum bearing basin's geologic strata, the Middle Bakken fonmation, has 

been projected to have a probable yield potential of 4.3 billion barrels crude recoverable using today's technology. 

The Petroleum Safety and Technology Center (PSTC) that has emerged that now has three full time employees, a 

total investment of over $3,200.000, an eleven acre training site with an industrial training building, two wells, a 

drilling rig, oil fire training mock-ups, and truck driving training. 

WSC's Petroleum Safety and Technology Center is 

"Rockin the Bakken"!! TM 

Contacts Joe Mccann 701-774-4233 Deanette Piesik 701-774-4246 

joe.mccann@wsc.nodak.edu 

December 2008 
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Credit Enrollment 

Headcount 
Full-Time 
Part-Time 
Average Age 
FTE 
% Men 
Elearning 

Face-Face Off-Campus 
On-line** 

On-Campus'* 

Transfer & Undecided 
Career and Technical 
Williams County 
North Dakota 
Primary ND Service Area*** 
Canada 
Montana 

Fall Fall 
2000 % 2005 % 

687 947 
506 74% 557 59% 
181 26% 390 41% 
25 27 

550 658 
42% 27% 

70 10% 458 48% 
18 3% 85 9% 

none 365 39% 
620 90% 576 61% 

68% 58% 
32% 42% 

476 69% 390 41% 
598 87% 759 80% 
542 79% 491 52% 

4 1% 19 2% 
73 11% 111 12% 

Fall 

• WSC Enrollment 
During the Oil Boom 

of 2005-2008 

Fall 
2006 % 2007 % 

912 731 
505 55% 428 59% 
407 45% 303 41% 
27 25 

651 551 
28% 26% 

507 56% 411 56% 
140 15% 149 20% 
367 40% 324 44% 
503 55% 411 56% 

49% 51% 
51% 49% 

348 38% 306 42% 
725 79% 571 78% 
464 51% 382 52% 

21 2% 11 2% 
98 11% 88 12% 

Fall 
2008 % 

850 
399 
451 

24 
562 

431 
197 
332 
402 

502 
348 
395 
694 
490 

14 
81 

47% 
53% 

29% 
51% 
23% 
39% 
47% 

59% 
41% 
46% 
82% 
58% 

2% 

Change 
00 -'08 

19% 
-27% 
60% 
. -1 
2% 

-13% 
41% 
20% 

-34% 

-9% 
9% 

-23% 
-5% 

-21% 

10%. -1% 

Change 
07 to '08 

16% 
-12% 
12% 

-1 
2% 
3% 

-5% 
3% 

-3% 
-9% 

8% 
-8% 
4% 
4% 
6% 

-2% 

*FTE calculation changed to 15 credit hours per Full Time Equivalent student (FTE) in the fall of 2006. 
••2000 on-line enrollment unavailable. 2000 on-campus enrollment is estimated. There is overlap of 98 

between on-campus and online registrations in the fall 2006. 
***Billings, Burke, Divide, Dunn, McKenzie, Mountrail, and Williams counties 

• 

December 2008 
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WSC Additional Credit Enrollment Information 

2008 Summer enrollment 

Fall 2008 educational goal 
Academic Transfer 
Career and Technical 

Fall 2008 Distance Education 
Online 
Interactive TV 

247 

33% 
41% 

549 
431 
197 

Fall 2008 Dual Enrollments - 184 (21 % of WSC credit headcount) 

May 2008 Associate degrees awarded 171 
Certificates awarded 53 

49 % of2005-2006 credit students received institutional grants, with average grant 
amount of $1,406 (vs. average of comparator colleges of 16% receiving 
an average of $973) 



t 
Williston State College 

Status Report Summary 
2001-2008 

2001 2002 
Enrollment (Fall) 

Headcount 748 770 

Full-time 525 561 

Part-time 223 209 

Montana 79 93 

E-Learning 137 127 

%Women 65% 63% 

% Williams County 66% 63% 

Workforce Training 

Businesses Served 86 129 

.mployees (Duplicated Count) 1756 1994 

mployees (Unduplicated Count) 

Employees 

Full-time 67 67 

Part-time & Adjunct 65 82 

Administration 4 3 

Faculty 61 66 
Full-time 28 26 
Full-time, Part-time teaching 6 8 
Permanent, Part-time 2 4 
Adjunct, On-campus 9 20 
Adjunct, Off-campus 16 8 

Staff 37 39 
Full-time 29 30 
Part-time 8 9 

Students (Part-time) 30 41 

• 

2003 

871 

603 

268 

102 

266 

65% 

56% 

229 

1823 

70 

101 

4 

83 
26 
6 
3 

25 
23 

40 
34 
6 

44 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

936 947 912 731 850 

568 557 505 428 399 

369 390 407 303 451 

127 110 98 88 81 

388 496 507 420 431 

71% 73% 72% 74% 71% 

47% 41% 48% 42% 46% 

193 177 153 155 181 

1387 1530 2224 2701 4016 

72 74 71 75 75 

106 101 110 91 94 

4 4 3 3 3 

91 92 90 80 92 
27 26 26 27 25 
7 9 5 8 8 
4 5 4 5 3 

28 20 36 17 20 
25 32 19 23 36 

41 41 52 57 56 
35 35 34 37 39 
6 6 18 20 17 

42 38 33 26 18 

,c 



Department 230 - University of North Dakota 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

February 24, 2009 

FTE Positions General Fund Other Funds Total 
2009-11 Executive Budget 627.28 $144,486,043 $42,890,000 $187,376,043 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 637.24 115 120,705 77 920 000 193 040, 7051 

Increase (Decrease) (9.96) $29,365,338 ($35,030,000) ($5,664,662) 
1The 2007-09 appropriation amounts do not include $3,700,000 of additional special funds authorrty resulting from Budget Section 
action durin the 2007-09 biennium. 

Agency Funding 

$160.00 

$140.00 

$120.00 

:!!$100.00 
.2 
= $80.00 2 

$60.00 

$40.00 

$20.00 

$0.00 

$144.49 

FTE Positions 

720.00 

700.00 

680.00 

,,.,. 
\ 

660.00 

640.00 

620.00 

600.00 

580.00 

\ 
\ 837.24 

'\623.76- 627.28 - ---

' ' 
u 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 
Executive 

Budget 

■General Fund □Other Funds 

and One-Time General Fund A 
Ongoing General Fund 

A ro rlation 
One-Time General Fund 

A ro rlatlon 
2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$126,107,369 
109 312 375 

$16,794,994 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of flrst house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$18,378,674 
5 808 330 

$12,570 344 

Total General Fund 
A ro riatlon 

$144,486,043 
115 120,705 

$29,365,338 

General Fund Other Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding of $13,806,731 for the following: 

• 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year 2011 

Utilities for facilities becoming operational during the 2009-11 
biennium (Jodsaas Building addition and the Memorial Union 
norlh entrance addition) 

Total 

$2,102,942 

6,734,672 

2,670,895 

804,736 

1,461,274 

32,212 

$13,806,731 

$2,102,942 

6,734,672 

2,670,895 

804,736 

1,461,274 

32,212 

$13,806,731 



• Universitv of North Dakota 

::2i:~i~~~,~~~1~~~~it:,::~1:r!~:1:!::;~~~:;~ 
Colleae of Business and Public Administration 
School of Enaineerina and Mines 
Colleae of Education and Human Develooment 
School of Law 
Colleae of Arts and Sciences 
John D. Odeaard School of Aerosoace Sciences 
Colleae of Nursina 
VPAA -Academic Sunnort 
Graduate School 
TOTAL VPAA'· ·, · :r:-~1~nl~!\1:h~1~%Ql1~~~1~;~~,rf«~~~;:, 

Vice President of Research 
VP Student and Outreach Services 
President and Institutional Suooort 
VP Finance and Operations fincludina utilities) 
Frinae Benefits 
CIS Pool 
Consortiums 
Total' Stlon ._mr: r: .l 09'~f~~hi~:ij~l'P.-~~{;i\~,:,:- '~·\(t-~:i-'~i);::. i(sil~~-•:· 

• 
3/10/2009 

'''.~~~,i~t'i'.•;)i!(;1itl:;~~~ 
.(c& ,, ,1,~~~4' ... ·· ;.,.;;1,.;<~1...,, .. , 

.:a,,. ,Pe .. nnnel ,,. 1.,: ~~•11mu~~~~!f!•; ki:.- 'i ::;.,.;... ,~~ .. ., ent i):: 
6,680,514 280,399 -
4,407,911 108,155 -
5,896,470 223,836 -
2,891,334 476,597 -

17,823,059 806,802 -
5,896,022 397,039 -
3,669,799 110,929 -
7,240,745 4.309,403 767,785 
1,034,158 32,097 

,i~sr:,1ss.540,012, ,,.,.:,;;,, e,745,257, l','l'<:;;;:·•ir1e1.1ss 

421,388 81,119 -
6,405,472 1,183,474 -
3,003,577 3,009,584 28,601 
6,171,270 13,073,071 29,373 

20,433,528 - -
4,062,275 3,690,093 175,817 

104,132 79,049 -
:•:i.,·;:, :,,99;1.,U\654•'·'"'"•"' :•881:•fW.7,'il,;llfri¼~l'•!li-110n.ra·::579,: 

3,628,330 
4,280,545 

t,:;~.T2~~;"11. 
Bil '' ., 

6,960,913 
4,516,066 
6,120,306 
3,367,931 

18,629,861 
6,293,061 
3,780,728 

12,317,933 
1,066,255 

•:;""'" 63 053·054· 

502,507 
7,588,946 
6,041,762 

19,273,714 
20,433,528 
7,928,185 

183,181 
I1"/-~:i:125:004' 977,,: 

3,628,330 
4,280,545 

· ' · .'7 908 875 

FY2009 General Appropriation and Tuition 
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Presentation to 
The North Dakota Senate 
Appropriations Committee 

January 13, 2009 
Robert O. Kelley, President 

TI l ~ The University of 
Y '!J~ North Dakota 



University of North Dakota 
General Fund Budget Request to 2009 Legislature 

I. Approve Executive Budget Recommendations 

Recurring Base Executive Budget Increases 
Parity 
Equity 
Emergency Preparedness and Security Operating 

Total Executive Budget Base Increase 

One-Time Executive Budget Increase 
Deferred Maintenance 
Education Building-Renovation and Addition 

Total Executive Budget One-Time Funding 

II. Approve Remaining SBHE Budget Request 

College Affordability (Base Funding) 

NOUS/UNO Joint IT Facility (One-Time Funding) 

$13,806,731 
$ 2,441,063 
$ 204,600 

$16,452,394 

$ 7,178,674 
$11,200,000 

$18,378,674 

$ 1,774,161 

$11,200,000 

U l ~ The University of 
U ,~ North Dakota 
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1«a1d 31 2oor 
c:ur-~:tly 

The University of North 
Dakota 

Presentation to 
The North Dakota House 
Appropriations Committee 

Education and Environment 
Division 

March 3, 2009 

TI l ~ The University of 
Y ~~ North Dakota 
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University of North Dakota 
General Fund Budget Request to 2009 Legislature 

I. Approve Reengrossed 582003 

Recurring Base Budget Increases 
Parity 
Equity 
College Affordability 

Total Base Budget Increase 

One-Time Budget Increase 
Deferred Maintenance 
Education Building-Renovation and Addition 

Total One-Time Funding 

II. Approve Remaining SBHE Budget Request 

NOUS/UNO Joint IT Facility (One-Time Funding) 

Emergency Preparedness and Security (Base) 
(pool of funds approved at System level that does 
not fully fund campus level needs) 

$13,806,731 
$ 2,441,063 
$ 1,774,161 

$18,021,955 

$ 7,178,674 
$11,200,000 

$18,378,674 

$11,200,000 

$ 204,600 

I l t\ The University of 
U ,i North Dakota 
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University of North Dakota 
Deferred Maintenance 

2009-2011 

Building Exterior 

Mechanical/ Electrical Upgrades 

Interior Finishes 

Structural Repairs 

Paving and Area Lighting 

Utilities/ Infrastructure 

Misc. Small Projects< $50,000 

Grand Total 

$1,738,174 

$4,745,500 

$ 535,000 

$ 75,000 

$ 30,000 

$ 35,000 

$ 20,000 

$7,178,674 

I l t\ The Unlversl~ of 
U ,iNorth Dakota 
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Deferred Maintenance 
2007-2009 

Building Exterior 

Mechanical / Electrical Upgrades 

Interior Finishes 

Structural Repairs 

Paving and Area Lighting 

Misc. Small Projects < $50,000 

Grand Total 

$1,667,478 

$1,436,933 

$ 328,924 

$ 39,562 

$ 0 

$ 155,433 

$3,628,330 

I l ~ The Unlversl~ of 
U ,,North Dakota 
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University of North Dakota 
2005-2007 General Fund Carryforward 

IVN $ 6,691 
ODIN $ 2,079 
HECN/CND $ 1,213,759 
ND/HE Consortium for Substance 
Abuse Prevention $ 6,806 

$ 1,229,335 

March 3, 2009 
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University of North Dakota 
House Appropriations Committee 

March 3, 2009 

The following information is being provided to meet the one time funding reporting 
requirements of Section 19 of HB1003 for the 2007-09 biennium: 

O'Kelly Hall ($1.98 million general funds and $220,000 special funds) 
O'Kelly Hall mechanical renovations are currently in progress, with design consultants 
making final determinations as to size and location of equipment and duct systems. 
Equipment orders were issued in early February, 2009 with bids for construction due 
March 2, 2009. Work will commence no later than 3/15/09, with anticipated completion 
of all work by 6/30/09 . 
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(U~[D) ©1t a giance □ □ □ 

• Faculty, Staff, Students, Programs, Facilities 
• Ten schools and colleges ... the state's only medical 

and law schools 
• Enrollment ... undergraduate, graduate and 

professional 
• Information services ... libraries and learning centers 
• Athletics transitioning to NCAA Division I. .. Go UNO! 
• Collaborative and Partnering with NOUS, NDSU, city, 

state and region 
• North Dakota is UND's Campus 

TI ~ ra The University of 
~ ~W North Dakota 
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(UJND0 □□ M~ssion and Br©lu1JcdJ 

• As a member of the NOUS, UNO serves the 
state ... through teaching, research, creative 
activities and service. UNO retains its 
original mission in liberal arts, business, 
education, law, medicine, engineering and 
mines, and special missions in nursing, fine 
arts, aerospace, energy and environment, 
and international studies. 

• Creative; Innovative; Entrepreneurial; and 
Spirited 

TI ~~The University of 
y ~~ North Dakota 
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• AgCam 
• UAS/UAV 

• 
Creative 

• Online/Outreach Education 
• Integrated and Essential Studies 

• 

• Law ... human rights, social justice, natural 
resource law 

• Music and the performing arts 
• Energy, Environment and Alternative Fuels 
• lnMed and RAIN 

TI ~~The University of 
I_Wl ~@I North Dakota 
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• 

• COBPA ... Dakota Venture Group and the 
Center for Innovation (ranked 15th in the 
nation) 

• Economic Impact ... $1.1 billion through 
research, Centers of Excellence, Tech 
Park 

• Sponsored programs ... $100 million for the 
past two years 

• Red River Valley Research Corridor 
5 11 ~~The University of 

y ~q{t'.7 North Dakota 
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• 
Entrepreneurial 

• Research, Enterprise and 
Commercialization Building ... REAC 1 

• New start-ups ... SUNSHINE 

• 

• The Bakken ... and the EERC and the SEM 

• National Center for Hydrogen Technology 

• Northern Plains Center for Behavioral 
Research 

• Engagement with the city and state 
TI ~~The University of 
lLll ~W North Dakota 
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§[P) □ rr~t~dem □ and looking ah®©JdJ 

• Five initiatives 
- Global Economic Landscape ... resource 

allocation to compensation, programs, 
facilities 

- Enrollment ... 13,500 (affordability and 
retention are the keys ... also on line outreach 
education) 

- Leadership ... bringing the best to partner with 
community and state 

- Programs ... STEM and SMTI ... synergies 

-Athletic Transitions ... D1 and comgetitiveness 
TI ~ ~ The University of 
y ~et/ North Dakota 



);· THE UN'.IVERSITY OF 
t✓ ·N.ORTH _DA;l{OTA 

The University of North 
Dakota had approximately 
$91.;32 · million in total · 
sponsored research 
program expenditures in 
fiscal year 2008., Input- · 
butput ahalysis ' 'indicates . 
that the economic impact of 
these . awards on Grand 

! ·. · Forks County, the State bt 
North Dakota, and the·· 
North Central Census 
Region was a .st~ggaring 

·. $187 million in· _economic 
output, 1,578 jobs; and 
over $18.5 million in local, 

· state, and federal -_ tax 
revenue. 

Report Commissioned by 
Barry Milavetz, Ph.D., 

Interim Vice President for 
Research and Economic 

Development 

Report Prepared by 
David T. Flynn, Ph.D., 

Associate Professor of Economics 
Director, Bureau of Business and 

Economic Research 

This report provides 
estimates of the economic 
impact of the approximately 
$91.32 million in sponsored 
program expenditures 
occurring at the University of 
North Dakota (UNO) during 
fiscal year 2008 (FY08). 
Estimates are given for 
Grand Forks County, the 
State of North Dakota, and 
the North Central Census 
Region (North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Minnesota, 
Montana, and Wyoming), 
measured by the value of 
economic output, 
employment, and tax 
revenues. 

With the exception of tax 
revenues, measures of 
economic impact are 
frequently categorized as 
direct, indirect and induced 
impacts. 

The direct impact of the 
sponsored program 
expenditures on a region is 
the result of spending the 
available dollars on the 
purchase of goods and 
services such as 
laboratory supplies or the 
hiring of students or 
technicians. The purchase 
of goods and services from 
the sponsored program 
creates economic activity 
in supporting industries 
which is referred to as the 
indirect impact. The 
induced impact results 
from purchases made by 
those individuals whose 
income has been 
generated by employment 
related to either the direct 
or the indirect impact of 
the sponsored program. 

North Central Region 

. ,, .. 
',.,J 10 '•I~--.........,,__ .... 

ND 

Mt 
,.;r--,...-....:....:...,..;;•:..:-':Jt: :Ii.,~.,.'.'• I ',,•.:~1"•!1::•· , • 1 ,I 

IO . 

• Cily, of Grand Forks 
1_·_ Grand F arks County 
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The Economic Impact of Research at the University of North Dakota: Fiscal Year 2008 

Figure 1 shows the relative effects of the 
direct, indirect and induced impacts of UND 
sponsored programs on the economic output 
of Grand Forks County, North Dakota, and 
the North Central Region, respectively. For 
each dollar spent for sponsored programs at 
UND there was $1.51 in economic activity in 
Grand Forks County, $1.65 in North Dakota, 
and $2.05 in the North Central Region. Not 
surprisingly the economic impact was greater 
as the size of the study area increased. 
These results clearly indicate the importance 
of the sponsored programs conducted at UND 
on the local, state, and regional economies. 

-$2.50, 
$2.00 I 

Figure 1: Output per UND Research 

Dollar 

::::: ■· ■· 
$050 : 

$000 '- -

Grand Forks 

County 

North Dakota North Central 
Region 

· Induced 

■ Indirect 

II Direct 

Figure 2 shows $186.9 million of 
cumulative economic output impact of FY08 
UND sponsored programs across the region, 
beginning with the direct impact on UND. The 
impacts added by indirect and induced 
impacts on Grand Forks County, the 
remainder of North Dakota, and the North 
Central Region are shown in the 
accompanying pie chart. The cumulative 
impact of UND sponsored programs within 
the State of North Dakota is $150.6 million. 
See Table 1 on page 4 for additional details. 

Figure 2: Cumulative Output 

II UNO 

$l3,305,558 Iii Grand Forks County 

.,. North Dakota 

a North Central Region 

The estimated FY08 employment impact 
of UNO sponsored programs was 
approximately 1,578 jobs, 773 of which were 
at UNO, 486 additional jobs in Grand Forks 
County, 115 jobs elsewhere in North Dakota 
and 204 additional jobs outside of North 
Dakota within the North Central Region. 
These cumulative employment impacts are 
shown in Figure 3. The cumulative number 
of jobs within the state of North Dakota 
created by UNO sponsored programs is 
1,374. See Table 1 (p. 4) for additional 
details. 

Figure 3 : Cumulative Employment 

Cl UNO 

a Grand Forks County 

- North Dakota 

a North Central Region 
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The Economic Impact of Research at the University of North Dakota: Fiscal Year 2008 

__ he Economic lmpac:t of UND Re~~arch on Lo_cal, 
~tate and Federal Taxes ...... ,• ., • .. · ,', -:. -· ·· -. ,, . ' ,, .,;,,,. ' . ' ' ' ' ' . 

Table 1 (p. 4) shows that the indirect and 
induced impacts of FY08 UNO sponsored 
program expenditures generated $5.9 million 
in state and local taxes and $12.6 million in 
Federal taxes. Of these, $2.56 million in 
state and local tax revenues and $7.34 million 
in federal tax revenues were from Grand 
Forks County. An additional $516 thousand 
in state and local taxes and $1.22 million in 
federal taxes were generated outside of 
Grand Forks County within North Dakota. 
Interestingly, $2.78 million in state and local 
taxes and $4.1 million in federal taxes were 
estimated to have been generated outside of 
North Dakota within the North Central 

•
Region. The total state and federal taxes 
generated by UND's sponsored program 
expenditures was $18.5 million. Figure 4 
shows cumulative total tax revenues for 
Grand Forks County, North Dakota and the 
North Central Region. 

Figure 4: Cumulative Tax Revenues in 
Millions 

6,9 
Cl Grand Forks 

El North Dakota 

... North Central Region 

Summary 

The $91.32 million in sponsored 
program expenditures by UNO in FY08 is 
estimated to have had an additional 
impact of $45.95 million in Grand Forks 
County, $13.3 million in other counties 
within North Dakota and $36.42 million in 
the North Central Region for a total 
economic impact of $186,996,870. This 
sponsored research is also estimated to 
have led to the creation of 773 jobs within 
UNO, 486 additional jobs in Grand Forks 
County, 115 additional jobs in other 
counties of North Dakota and 204 jobs 
outside of North Dakota but within the 
North Central Region for a total of 1,578 
jobs. The state, local and federal tax 
impact of UNO sponsored research 
program spending was estimated at $9.9 
million from Grand Forks County, plus 
another $1. 73 million from North Dakota 
and another $6.86 million from the North 
Central Region, for a total of $18.5 million 
in state, local, and federal tax revenue 
attributable to FY08 UNO sponsored 
programs. 

"'O""ffi:.:.:1c..,e'""o""f""t""he;....:V..:.:ic..,e'""P""'r""e"'s""id"'e""nt.,_f"'o"-r.,_R,.,,e"'s""ea""r-"c"-'h-"a"-'n""d--"E""c"'o"-'n"'-om'-!.!.!.Sic'-'De::.e::,.v,.,e<!:lo~o~m"-'e::<,n~t'---_______ LN) 
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Table 1: Economic Impact Summary for Fiscal Year 2008 

$91,320,000 773 

$45,952,349 486 

$13,305,558 115 

$36,418,963 204 

$2,564,730 $7,338,158 

$516,096 $1,215,104 

$2,780,666 $4,082,652 

$5,861,492 $12,635,914 

Division of Research and Economic Development 
264 Centennial Drive Stop 8367 
Grand Forks, ND 58202-8367 

Telephone: 701-777-6736 
Fax: 701-777-2193 

http://www.und.edu/research/ 

Office of the Vice President for Research and Economic Development 
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Larson, Brady A. 

Subject: FW: [Fwd: Re: Hangar ownership] 

• -------- Original Message -------
Subject:Re: Hangar ownership 

Date:Mon, 27 Apr 2009 11 :27:33 -0500 
From:Peggy Lucke <pcggylucke@mail.und.nodak.edu> 

To:Alice Brekke <alicebrekke@mail.und.nodak.edu>, <laura.glatt@ndus.edu> 
References:<49F33BB7.9090808@ndus.edu> 

Laura: 

I 

The University is seeking financing which is the best value for UND, and may include a capital lease program 
where the construction costs are financed through a capital leasing vendor in such a way that the capital lease is 
structured more as a secured loan. The source of repayment is flight fees. 

Because we currently lease the land at the airport under the proposed hangar addition, UND is obligated to own 
the hangar. In addition, it is my understanding that the airport authority would prohibit a third party from 
leasing the land and subsequently leasing us the hangar. 

Bottom line is that the hangar would be owned by UND, although it would be secured by financing. 

-you need additional information or there are further questions, please let me know. 

~hanks, 
Peggy 

Peggy Lucke 
Associate Vice President for Finance and Operations 
University of North Dakota 
264 Centennial Drive Stop 8364 
Twamley Hall l 16E 
Grand Forks, ND 58202-8364 
Voice 701-777- 2182 
Fax 701-777-3086 
Email PeggyLucke@mail.und.nodak.edu 

• 1 
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UNIVERSITY 0 F DAKOTA 

PROVOST &. VICE l'RESID[NT FOR ACAD£M1C AfF AIRS 
TWAMLEY HALL ROOM 302 

264 CENTENNIAL DRJV[ STOP 8176 
GRAND FORKS ND 58202-8176 

(701) 777-2167 
FAX (701) 777-4139 

TO: 

FROM: 

Alice Brekke, Interim Vice President for Finance and Operations 

Paul LeBel, Provost and YPA~M 

DATE: March 6, 2009 

RE: Programs Added and Terminated 

In response lo your inquiry regarding the number of programs added and terminated at the 
University of North Dakota, the following are totals from the past five years: 

Doctorate Programs Added: 2 Doctorate Programs Terminated: 0 
Masters Programs Added: 6 Masters Programs Terminated: 0 
Bachelors Programs Added: 5 Bachelors Programs Terminated: 4 
Certificate Programs Added: 11 Certificate Programs Terminated: 0 
Minor Programs Added: Q Minor Programs Tenninated: l 
Total: 30 Total: 6 

For your information I am attaching a document that includes the names of the programs that 
have been added and terminated by category. 

I am also attaching the latest ten year summary provided by the North Dakota University System 
showing UNO as adding 74 new programs and terminating 22. For comparative purposes, you 
might note that for the entire system there were 318 programs added and 67 terminated over that 
ten year period. 

Feel free to contact me with additional questions . 

UNO ls 1.n equal opportunlty/afflrm<'lllvc ~(don lnstltutJon 
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UNO ACADEMIC REQUESTS APPROVED BY THE STATE BOARD OF 
HIGHER EDUCATION: 

The following is a listing of new programs and terminations that were approved by the Nonh 
Dakota University System over the past fiw years (FY 2004 through l'Y 2008). 

NEW PROGRAMS: 

Doctorates: 

I. 

2. 

PhD - Atmospheric Sciences 

PhD - Music Education 

l\lastcrs: 

I. Master of Accountancy (M.Acc.) 

2. M.S. - RN to MS 

3. MS/MA Forensic Psychology 

4. MS - Applied Economics 

5. MS - Technology Education (with YCSU) 

6. MS - Geological Engineering 

Bachelors: 

I. Bachelor of Business Administration with a Major in 

Apprornl Dall': 

January 2006 

April 2004 

January 2008 

June 2007 

April/June 2006 

June 2004 

November 2003 

November 2003 

Operations and Supply Chain Management June 2008 

2. Bachelor of Ans with a Major in Chinese Studies February 2008 

3. Bachelor of Business Administration with a Major in 
Human Resource Management February 2008 

4. Bachelor of Fine Ans with a Major in Graphic Design 
and New An Media November 2005 

5. Bachelor of Science with a Major in Graphic Design Technology November 2005 

Ccnificatcs: 

I. IDT Graduate Certificate in K-12 Technology Integration March 2007 

2. IDT Graduate Cenificate in Corporate Training and Performance March 2007 

3. Cc11ificatc Program: Histotechnician June 2005 

4. Certificate Program: Nursing Education (post-masters) May 2005 



5. Certificate Program: Entrepreneurial Studies January 2005 

• 6. Ce11ificatc Program: Clinical Laboratory Science (CLS) 
Categorical Training in Clinical Chemistry/Urinalysis November 2003 

7. Ce11ificatc Program: Clinical Laboratory Science (CLS) 
Categorical Training in Hematology/Hemostasis November 2003 

8. Ce11ificate Program: Clinical Laboratory Science (CLS) 
Categorical Training in lmmunohematology l\ovember 2003 

9. Certificate Program: Clinical Laborntory Science (CLS) 
Categorical Training in f'vlicrobiology l\ovember 2003 

IO. Certificate Program: Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing: 
Nurse Practitioner (post-masters degree) September 2003 

11. Certificate Program: Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing: 
Clinical Nurse Specialist (post-masters degree) September 2003 

Minors: 

I. Minor in Non-Profit Leadership June 2008 

2. Minor in Spo11 Business June 2008 

3. Minor in Chinese Studies: Language and Culture February 2008 

- 4. Minor in Literacy Education March2007 

5. Minor in Mathematics for Elementary Education April 2004 

6. Minor in American Sign Language and Deaf Studies November 2003 

TERMINATIONS: 

Bachelors: 

I. B.S.Ed. with a Combined Major in Elementary Education 
and Physical Education March 2007 

2. B.S.Ed. with a Combined Major in Elementary Education 
and Visual Arts March 2007 

3. BS with Major in Elementary Education and Music November 2003 

4. BS with Major in Applied Physics No\'cmbcr 2003 

Minors: 

I. Minor in Technology Education March 2007 

- 2. Minor in Social Welfare March 2005 

~urri,•l5yr~um 
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InlitltUflon 

BSC 
l!Sl" 
BSC 
DSC 
nsc 
!iS( 

USC 
use 
DSC 
BSC 
IISC 
BSC 
BSC 
HSC 
BSC 
DSC 

nsc 
RSC S11hfo111I 

RSC LRSC, ~hSU-B.\\"SC 
BS(, LRSC. M1Sll-B.WSC 

SSC', I.RSC. MISL'·JI, WSC Suhto111I 
HS('. l.RSC MiSll-H.NOSCS. \\'SC 

North Dakota University System 
1998-1999 through 2007-2008 

Added and Terminated Programs 

Acauemu: i,t\r ,. ro"rams. ll'roeram J t•rnunattons 
14•1~-19,19 Sur~iral r ~chnolo '\' l:\.t\.Sl 
~l~l/J.200\ l:krtn,· l',nsct Terh,ml""' 
2fKI0-2bOI Elc.:triCdl Tr.mi,111iS\10!l 5Hh.'lli~ 
211()0.20()1 EMT PJr.imrJfr Ted1n(>l»cv Ch,•uu,trv Tech11u!""' 
2U01-2UO:.' Comml'rcial c.,n~tni.:ti<Jn 
:.'ftfll-2/~l:.' Crimin.ii lu~tia 
2UOl-21Wl2 Human Sl·rvicci 
1f!02-21l0) Fuc Tcchu,,luc, 
200J-2tl0~ :-.'uclcM P,mcr T cchnolllev 
2fl0.t-2(~)~ Gro<>ra~hic lnfom1d!i,m Svsten1; tCilSJ 
2flfl4-2fl0~ Wch PJi!C Den·lonml.°n1 and De1i •n 
24Mil-200~ 1 rnns1>mt.ition and Sur,oh· Chain 
200~•200f, Weh r~i!<" lle\d1ir,nwnt 01t1-I lk,;i •n 
2005-2(,0(, lnllumiJI 1>.lairu~nJ!lt~ Tci:hnok, '\ 
]lllff:,.1007 Eliirihilll\' \\'r,rl.:tr cemtit·a1, Conm1crcial C11n~tructhln. '\ .'\.'>. 
.:?OOf,.2fl01 E11en,!v Man4eemcnt. B.A.S. 

lnstrumen1a1fon and ("onm,1 1 echn,,logy. 
2007-200~ ,\ .-\.S 111111 dir>lon1a 

11 2 
I 2n<1J.200-1 I 1'1,,ctical Sun.c I 
I 2003-.:?00..I l,\~iuicia1e De11n:e Nurse I 

2 0 

2002·2003 lf'aracdur11on 7 
RSC. I.RSC. :\11Sl:.1J :-;uscs,wsc S11b101al I " DSU 1991,.!(,](J<J Hieh\iJ\' Tnrn'>nrn1alim1 SoL·,·iahst 

DSU 1999-20011 Jl .S. wiih mai,Jr in Ps•·cholo"\ A.S. in Air Trame (\,mro\1~•1 
DSU Jll99-2000 Fanu & RJnch Mana~cmcn1 Cenilkatc {km1an 1.ancua.:?".: 
DSU I\N•)-200fl U.S. wiih maim in A£ricuhural Studk~ ,\.S. in rann & R;1neh M;11111cemc11: 
DSU 1()99-2000 Grnnhi,:- Desi •n 
DSU 2{1()].2002 Wri1i1w 
DSU 2002-2003 Bachelor of A1"'1'lied Sdcm·c iu Tci:hnolo '' 
usu 2002-2003 llu~inc~~ ,\dministration: cham.•,· il"ri· 
DSU 2(JIJ2•21K!J Hu"n~·~• Admini~lr.llion: ch,uuic 
DSU 2002-2003 l!u~incs, Admnnmation: rham•c b,111\..111" 
nsu 2002-200) Dusin,e$,; t\dmi11i,1r,11io11: chaniw 
DSU 2002-2003 Du,inc~s Admini,1rnti.,n: ch.Hh!C 
flSU 2(11)2-200.\ Hu5incss Adminimation: .:-haiwc 
DSU 2002•21Mt) llu,inc,• Athnini~tratlnn: chmwc 
DSLI 200.'.!-2003 Businc~~ AUmi11i~tration: clMn •e OO'icc 
DS!J 2002-2()0_\ Bu,incs., Adminimation: chanl!c 
DSL! 1002-2003 Minor l'ro"rnm In lnfonna1in11 lcch1mlo,.,· 
DSU 2002-2003 Mi1wr l'mer.im in lnttmct An ,IK,1t11rn~ 
DSU lOCJ.\-200-+ Dancl!' minM 
nsu 2(K13-2()(M l.cadcrshm Studies mim1r 
l>SU 2003-200-l l:n1'inm111cntal Health 
l>SU ::!(1(13-2fl0-l Sl'lanid1 E1luca1ion 1ninnr 
DSU 2003-200➔ Ma1hemalic1 Edul!'~liun mlnur 
DSU 200.'-2()0-1 Historv Education mioor 
J}Sll 2003-2004 Gcournohv F.du.:-ati,m mir1or 
DSU 200.1.2004 Emoncan Hi~hlrv minor 
osu 200)-2004 F.nl!lish F.ducalinn minor 
DSU JO(JJ.2()04 Cun1nu1cr Scicnc~ EJuca1ion minor 
nsu 2{)()J.20ll4 Co111f!()~i1c Sudal SCl,:ncc EducJti,111 min<>r 
osu 200J.2(}0.( Chcmistrv Etluca1ion minor 
DSLI ]003-2004 Biolo.,,· Educa1io11 mmur 
DSU 2003-200-1 A1m:-rican Hi,torv minor 
l}SU 200J-2fllH TccluwhJ"~· l'.du;-atiun ,n;iiur:mmu1 

DSU 200-l-2fl05 Human Rcsuur.:c~ M~11J1•rme1l! Theatre and Cuim11111:n:~11"n 

DSU 21llM-::'fi{J~ Entrei>n:ncur,hm 
r,su 2®-l-2(•05 .-\n fa11rcnrenrnrshir> 

l>SU 200-t-200~ Ci11nmu11ic111ion 

DSL1 WH-J.:?(l{l~ Theater 
DSU :?OO:i-2006 C!'mnuicr le,hrwl.wv \lanaecmcnt 

DSU 2h0~•:?ll{Jfi Human ResllllfC<.'S Manal'Cll1Cll1 
l)SI) 2(}()(,.2\)()1 finanrt. tt.S 
l>SL' 2011(,.;?007 Forensic ,\crnunl111l' minM 
IJSU 20117-2(Hlloi J':1t1.:cr,rcnurial 1.c.ula,;hin. c.:nifa,11c 
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• osu 
DSLJ 

nsu Sub111,~1 

I.RSC 
LRSC 
I.RSC 
LRSC 

LRSC 
I.KSC S11hlnlt1l 

LRSC,WSC 

I.RSC.IWSC S11b101al 
MaSU 
MaSU 
MaSU 
MaSU 
MaSLl 
M.iSU 
MaSU 
/rl!aSU 
t,,t.iSU 
MuSU 
MaStJ 
MaSU 
MaSU 
MaSU 
MaSU 
MaSlJ 
~laSU 
~faSU 
MaSU 

MaSIJ 
MJSU 
MJSU 

:\lnSU S11b1u111I 
i-.hSU 
MiSU 
MiSU 
l\liSU 

MiSU 
MiSU 
MiSU 
MiSU 
1\liSU 
MiSU 
MiSU 
MiSU 

MiSU 
MiSU 

Ji.HSU 
MiSL1 

/rlliSU 
:\IISl' Suhllllul 

MiSlJ•I! 
MiSLJ.IJ 
MiSLl•D 
MiSLl-ll 
MiSU-8 
~liSt:•11 
MiSU-B 
MiSU-11 
MiSlJ·B 
MiSU·O 
MiSU·B 
M1SU-lt 
M1SU·ll 
MiSU·B 

North Dakota University System 
1998-1999 through 2007-2008 

Added and Terminated Programs 

2007-20011 IE,en:i~e Scicna H.S 
I 2(H)7.]tMJI-, lln!l.'matil,n,11 IJu•illl.'I~. D.S 

" 2000.;!001 Dicsd T ahnL•loi:, 

20110.2001 lntl.'mr.:h:r Ccnilil'a1i,,n lrainin1> rrol'rlrn 
2003-200J t.ual Assi,13111 
10(1)-2:0IU Ameri..,an Si1w L:oll1t>U,tl'c :md ln1cmrctin" 

S11nulatvr Maifl!.:narn:,: 1 ci:hnil.'i,m, 
2()(17.2()0/i dtnlOlll:t 

' 2111~-2110~ IS1>c<"~h 1.~n •uacc Pa1hol<'l!V r\\,i~1an1 

I 
IV99-2000 E-Bu,inc,s 
191i<)-241(M) falucatiun Tcchm1l,>!!V ~linor 
211lM.l-:?lllll lnfomu1iun ·1·cchnolocv 
2:fl00-2001 MathcmJ!ici for the Elcmrlll.tr'I.' Tc;,tbf1 

WOl-2002 Bu~inc~• Admini~tr~ciun 
2001-2002 Comouh:r l11forma!ion Sntrm, 
2fH)) .21)0! Comr,utn 11111: •ration S"""'ialin1mn 
W0l•W0! '1,11htmalic,1I ,\nah•,j,; S('<"C1Jli1atinn 
2002.2003 f:a1k Chihtl111,,J l:<lucation 
2flfl)<!004 Anr>lkd l'svcholol!, 
lflfl.\.::mo-1 Hi~1on: 
2003-21104 (ico1•rnr,hv 
2003-200~ 
WOJ<?004 
200~.21)()6 Ear1v Childho,>J Educ.i.tion'Earlv 
2(IOS·200(, 1ii,l(1n.• l;dueatiM 
2005-2006 Gro1uaohv F.Jucn1Um 
2/J(\6-2fKr1 1•~vcholol!\' Ed11c.11ion minor 
2007.:?00R Filnl!'>S and \\'dine~,. minor 

2007-WOS Fi111eu and Wcllnc~~- D.S. 
2001-2008 Chnical l.ahor.1h•rv Seicn.:e. 8.S 
:!U0?-2008 SJl<'ci~I ;\"ec,1~ (knl•nli,1. minC1r 

10 
1999-2000 En\ironmciu~l G,.,olv '~ 
199Q-2000 Muhiml!'J1a Studic.> 
2000,2001 AnnHcatilln Soflwar,: Snrcialhl 
2000.2001 Cnmriu1n Sc1cnc.:: llasic Proi.:rJmrniui: 
2000.2,~11 [)c~k,on and \\'cb Puhli~him! 
20l)0-2001 rnlict Manali'Cm<:m and lnw~1i11~li(•n 
Ztlfl0-1001 Tcchnnl,11!V for Manaccn. 
2001.2002 Arts Admini~tr~•i..,o 
2001.2002 11.:\. S. w11h S()(ci,1111111111!;1,is iir 
20f)l.]00:? t.lancr or Educa1ion 
200,\-2004 Gmdm\\'omco•~ Studici minor 
100.)-!(M)-l Vmul1 Uu,i11c,s 
200)-20(1-l lnforma11on Sv>1cms 
200J-200-l Art 
2011.1.200-1 Theater Ans 
2(1()].2(1(1,1 Co1nmun1cation 
2007-:?()(JR llolth MJnaecmcnt Science, n.~ 

17 
19Q&. [9Q9 Information TcchnnluP\' - :,ic,"mk 
J',1',l~-199Q lnforn1J!ion Tc.::hn(1h11!v•Weh~!Jstrr 
l'l'Ji,t.[',11/'J lnfonnntion T cchn11loi.:-;-Wcblk~il!n 
20oz.2003 En•imnmi:m;il Tc-duHll""' 
?(i{J:!.:?4M)) Golf Course Gr,,urnt, Technid~n 
2003,lO(t-l f:r11 imnmrntal Techn,110.,,·. \\'a1rr 
200.l-:?OO-l [n, ironmcmal T c-choolol!V•:-.a1ur.il 

I 

I 

I 

:?OOJ.200-1 t:n1 im1m1t111al T c-d1nolol!•<•l.abor.1wn· and 
2003-20II-I En\'iromnr111~I T e.:hnoli•I!\' -GC('!L!r .i11hi•; 
200-1-2011~ Comnuter Svsitm\ r~~hn11l<1rn. 
200~-2(i{)~ M(dical l rnn~crin1io11 
21W)5,2(1(1(, ~frdi.BI C1,di111: 
2{)1'15•WO<> 1.andsc,mc Ttdm1>lo ., 
~oo~.21~1r, Grccnhuu~e 1 cchnnlr-e, 
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0 

0 

l'rokc1 Mana11r111r111 1ninur 
PhvJics min01 
l'hvsk~I Sricu•·c 
t:-Bu,,int~i mmor 
CC1m0Cos1IC' l'h1•,;i,•;il !-n.-nc~ 

IJu~iuc~s l!JuCJli,111, U.S. Ed. 
Ea11h Science, minor 
Ma1~ma1ic1 fordtc Ekr11cnl,lf) I cacher, 
mm<1r 

• 
!lJchc\or ofSi·icnt·r in Edu,~trnn ft,,bpn in 
lbchl!'lor ofSd~n,c in EJuc.iii,,u lki:r,:,: 

Mash:r ufScicocc Elc111e111 · Educa1l11:1 
Communil·t11icu1 ,\m 

' lnform:1ti1•n l'r,,,n,mi.: · Lel!,,t Scc1~1~rv 
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:-:uses 
SDSCS 

!'IDSCS 
'.'.l>S('S ----
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NDSCS 
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.\'OSCS 
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NDSU 
\'DSll 
Nl>SlJ 
Nt>SU 
NDSU 
Nl>SU 
:-:usu 

• NDSU 
NllSU 
NDSU 
NllSU 
NOSU 
:'\'DSU 
N[)SlJ 
!\DSLJ 
Nl>SU 
NDSU 
:-:1>su 
snsu 
:-..:1,su 
NDSU 
SUSLJ 
NllSLI 
NDSU 
N[)SU 
~msu 
NOSU 
:,,j[>SU 
~l)SL1 

NDSU 
N'DSU 
N[lSIJ 
SDSL,; 
:-IDSU 
:-msu 
NDSU 
NDSU 
~DSLl 
:-msu 
:,./l)Sl_l 

:,,/DSL' 
:-ll>SC 

North Dakota University System 
1998-1999 through 2007-2008 

Added and Terminated Programs 

,'!OO~•WOt> llt,>0Uunin1: 
I 1007-'.?HO)( ICare •i\(t St/'\'ICt~. •\.A.S. lnd dinlonu 
I 2007-2(\0S IS111.1l11!11~ine<.\ MJn.ic,:mc,11, /\.,\ S. 

17 
1'1'>8-]'N\I 

19~•)-2000 fohn l).;a,: ,\, Sain 
:?000-!00! C.1km11lar l.)rJkr StJ"\ ,c,: Te-t11u,·1an 
10i){l..:!C.O I (krwr.il Studici 
200!-2.00J 
JOO!-.WO) 

2002-!00J 
2003-:?004 1hso1:i•II.' Oel!n:c ~urn: 
200.\-2M~ 
200)-2004 
200~-!(.Hl6 :,.lano.cirncr Tethnolt1J!\ 
20()(,.}00? N~no~l·icncc Tcd11rn!o11,·, dirlumd anJ 
2006-2007 Hio-fod,; Tcchnol.-.ll\'. A.AS .. d1r,loma and 
;!O{lf,-~007 llmin,:~1 Mana>•tmc111. certificate 

Bio1cchnolo¥V, A.A.S .. diploma ,111J 
20111-llJUli'. n·mlka1,· 

9 

JlJ'IY-2001! Bachd11r ,1f Scien.:c with a ,\IJi.ir in 
l'llJ9-2hOU Minor in food Safi:1,· 
llJ'JlJ.2(10() lndu11ri,1I lin•inte1i11 • & Mana<>cmcnl 
19Y9-2001J 1)1-.;rnral ,;,fl'hilornnhv in Communfc~tion 
1999-2000 Doe1w-al of Phil<>sur,h\" in Ps,·ch11lo1n 
11N9-20110 Chcmhtn.: [d ,l Ilion~ 
llJY<J-~000 Philosonh,· 4 lnterdi\tinlinarv ~lmorJ 
2Ullil-100l Comnultr En!?in.:trinll 
lM0-2001 Crimin,1! Jumu·. Ph.L) 
?nrnl-1001 l)u,;ll)T of PhiloJur•h\· i11 Cum11111nica1i,111 
10/)(1.]0()I IJ-Octvr~I of Phil,1~011h,· 111 I'~, cholu.,, 
20(Hl-200I EmerYencv Manaa~·mcnt 
21\CJH.:YMII t-.1 S. wi1h a 111aior i11 Di,110 •v 
2000-2001 Ma·,,r in lkh,n ior~I S1ati\!its 
2000-2001 t-,IJ"or in Enuin,: StuJ,c.\ 
2()()0.2001 Masltr of Science in Nur51!w 
!tMH"l-2001 Minor in ManHecmcnt lnfonnJtion 
2()00-2001 Radiolo~ic St:-icncct 
2001-2002 ,\.,rlcuhur.il anJ Bi,,s,·Me1ns En •i,werin • 
'.!iMll-200~ Uinlo11'v 
21l411-11ll"l2 Ci1 ii Encinecrin,i 
1001-200? Crimm•I Ju,1kc. Ph.l) 
2001-2002 Ekttrical anJ Conmutcr Emm1eerini! 
;!001-2002 l',io,J Pmleclillll 
2001-2002 ffl<"'d s,few 
211()1.20()! r,,t'ld S•fe11 
WOl-2002 Genomic~ 
2001-2001 Human Dewlo11mcn1 
10111-20112 llum~n Ke~ource !\11111~ •emcnL 
~0111-2002 111.Ju~trial d!lll M1nufocturiul! l'.11~inn·rin • 
lOOl-2001 ~hnufMcturinc Enllinetrim1 
?001-2002 Mar\..ctinl.! 
2001-2002 t-.kchJnical En<>inccrin" 
2001-2002 Ml'.lltcul,1r 1'.a1hoerroc~i~ 
2001-2002 Mu;;ic 
2001-2om Na1ural Rcwurccs Manaccmcni 
2tJOl-200J l'rofr~~io11JI M<.111C\' M.ma 'C!llt'O[ 
21Hll-2(Ml1 s,,fh1arc r:n~inccrin • 
liMll-2IMI! [rJ01r>ort.11iun amt l.ue1s1ics 
~(f/)1-100! \\'ch D..-siirn 
2002-2003 lliochcmi,1r, antl :..luk~ul.ir Bllllu,n 
200:.2,m [)jeital Enicmrisc 
201.12-200., t:clucah,m 
1002-2003 l::mc12cnn· Manucmcnt 
2002-20113 Em 1rornncmJI anJ Cnnserv:11ior1 S,·il'nce~ 
W01-200.1 Health. Nutriti,1n. and Eu·rcisc Science 
2(~):.200) l.oc,mn Mal'acc,ncnl 
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I 
Markttin • and ~bn:t~ement 1cer1ifir,uc. 

;\((OUU(lllC 

Oranh1c Ans Tcd1nol,1 '\ 
Scicn.:,· T ..-chn,1h1 '\ 
IJuihliuc ~l•n.11muen1 
PM'tS Mcrch,1ndi1in<• & l\.t;uu •c111cn1 
Mcsh~11ica1 Or.iflinc Jnd D,-,i~n 

John [}ten,• ,\e Sales 

John Octr ,\g Pans M11rl,.t1in~ and 
~lana1?1·m.-n1. A A.S 

' 

~b.ior in Aenrnltur.il E\tcnsiun in the 
MS. with a mainr in (!encral Science 

M.S. wi1h a maior III Gener.ii S,ience 



• !'WSU 
NDSll 
!\:DSU 
!\:DSL1 

SDSU 
NUSU 
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SDSU 
NOSL1 
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wm 
USD 
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UND 
UN[) 

USI) 
u:,.m 
L'.SIJ 
ll;',lD 
u.-..:n 
lJ;'ll) 

U;',111 
u;,.;o 
LISLJ 
usn 
U~IJ 
ll~I) 

usu 
usn 
llND 
u:--;D 
USD 
usn 
u:-m 
ll:-,:1) 
U:-./ll 

u:--:n 
U'.\'D 
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North Dakota University System 
1998-1999 through 2007-2008 

Added and Terminated Programs 

2002-:?flO) \lll'lic 

2(Ml2-2(MJJ Srnf1~ anJ Urt,,m Turfi.?r~•s \bnJi.?ement 
?00)-20(1-I Dv,:l<>r of ~ur,iu,• P1ac1i~<:" 
2003•2Ql.l-l l'rJud l111es1i •ation min,,: 
2003.200-1 S.iciolu •v m,Hln 1.knc,: 
2(Ml.1-Wll-1 fit•ru11lnl,1,,,· 

21MlJ.2on-1 F.1,11111\" fma11~1;il PIJIHlnl' 
200.1-200-4 Crimm.i.l )11,1ice rninsir 
20lt)-2(l{J-I .-\nthr-,p,,lu}!\. m~1or rnin.ir 
200.,.200-1 lntcma1io:1al :\<•rit-11,inc,, m~,t,·r 
200.1-W0-1 lieahh Ect11cati<>n-.,. 1Lh 2 nr,li\'llll" 
200.\-200-1 l"11min~I Ju\tirc 
200.1-Wll-1 11,i,helor of Fine An, in ,\n 
2()(1-1-2005 \lerch,tndi~inl! 
~0(1-1-~0()5 Cnm1n:1I Ju,t,cc 
200-1-WOS ,\111hnmol,,.11\· 
200-1.200~ W0mcn•~ S111Jic, 
21Ml;'-2(~!t, \lataiab ~mt ~an,1tcchnolocv 
200~-2(Mlti l'ublic Rclalinns and Ad1·crfoi11.11 
20M,20IU, \fan.ll!<"mcn1 Cmmmmicmion 
'.!IM15-2UU(, Juum.tli,m. lluud.:.i~1111e, Jnd M,i~, 
2005-2(1/J(\ lk.ihh (ummunicaiinn 
20115-2{1(1(, ,\,•ri~•ulwrJl C"om111unicu1ion 
2{hl5•2006 l'uhli.: Hi~1(11 · 
2011~-WOt, S1a1is1ics 11raJua1c ccnilkatc 
1005-200(, C11llc••,· Tc.ichinl! 
200~-1006 Coatinus & r,,I ·meric Ma1eri.ils 
100~-200(, Tra11\non:11io11 & l.011i~1ici; - Ma,1cr 11f 
200(,-2007 l.ar.,c Animal \'el Tcchnolo<'v minor 
10117-20/JS ,\((01m1am·,·. ~I Acr 

WIJ""l-2flll!I Com11mni1,· Oc1·clonmcnL MS. ~11,I 1\1 ,\ 
2007-20(1); Con,1mc1iun Manaccmtnl, M.S. 
11)117-W/JK l'.11\'ironmcnc,11 Gc,11,w\". min,,r 
2007-200)! fin.me.-. 0.S 
2001.2110s \t.ina •cmrnt. R.S 
1007-200K M,1r!.c1in •, II S ,., 

I 2001-20!)2 IUiSlllf\ 
I 

19')~.['}<)9 lntcrd1scinli1urv Stu11ics l'rmmnn CD.,\ & 
191JK-19\/9 II.A."' 11h 1mi,,r in Cla~~irJI Stu1lic~ 
199!(. 1999 \1 inor in Cl.h~iral Studies 
19<JS-l91J9 ti S.Ed I\ ith combined Maior in 
199R- l99? \ 1inor in Middle l.c1 cl Educa,ion 
l')'N-2000 Harh.:lor ofHu\in~,1 Adminismui..111 with o 
2f)(I0.~001 lhchrlor of Sc1cn-' in J'nren,ie Sclencr 
W00.2(101 lhL·helur vf Sl·icn~c in Rehahili1atiPn an,t 
20(i(),200\ "-laster uf Sdcncc in ,\11ation 
~000-~001 Minor in Enl'fln" & l:lcnrnnks 
2C)(M1.1001 Mm.ir in (ir.inhic C ornumnicativn 
211/J0-2001 MinM m M~nufo,1uri11c 
2000-20(1) Minor in S!X"ial Wclf~rc 
2/Jfl0-2(101 ~lrnor in Tcchnulo<'1" 1-:,luca1ion 
WOU-2001 l'h. D. m Cummunkati,111 and l'uhlic 
20()(1.2001 rh. D. in Co1111nunicJC111n Scien('l'~ and 
200l-21Ml2 C°i,·il f.n<'intcm11.? 
20/Jl-20/J2 C1iminJI lt111icc "··' MiSU 
WOl-2002 :-lur~in' 
20111-20l12 Occur,at,onal ·1 hcra1w 
2001-2002 Ph.D. in (°(,mmunic.tli<•n and PuhtK 
2IIOl-2002 i'h•skal Th<:ran\ 
2/101-:?002 rhvsidun Assistallt Stu(hc• 
21102.2rm ,\uw,tK S1>1:ctrum Disorder f ,\SD• 
2002-200-' f3 B.·\ -.,.ith Maim m /ll~n~crna1 !'tn.m,:c 
2002-200] lhch~lor r,f~lmi, m ~\u,il- 1 hcr~r,\ 
:!002-WOJ Clmical l.al>orator. Science (Cl.SI 
2fN12.2rw1J Do,·:,1r (l( l'lnlo~urlw in F.anh SH\cm 
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Nutnlion Science minor 
Con~1rnc1io11 Manal!cmcnl. min,ir 

' I 
0 

llach..::1<:1r~ uf ,\rh in M~thcm~1i.:• 
R.S. \\"ith maior in Dh1h.1L..,. - Onion C 
U.S. "'ilh m.1ior in lliohH!I' - Or,tii.111 [) 
U.A. wi1h mJior in Latin 
Min1•r in l.a1i11 

Barhelor of Scicn,c in Aer11uau1kc ..,, 1th a 
,\1nni.:an Studil'~ 
Peace Studies 
llumani1il·s 
ltussi,m S1udk, 
Sc,rnJinJ1 i~n Stu1h~~ 
\hnnr m l11Ju~1rial Trchnnl,1~,-
~1innr in Ph,,nnar1'h!\!V k Tc>,i111l<1L'\ 
fl ,\. with mai(lr iu ~,11·,1t·•ian 

13..-\ "11h lllJIUT in l'\vp,,,·cun 



• UNO 
UNO 
UND 
UNI> 
UNO 
UND 
UNll 
UND 
UNO 
UND 
LIND 
LIND 
UNO 
UNO 
UNO 
UNI> 
UNO 
UNI> 
UNO 
UNO 
usn 
UND 
UNI> 
UND 
UNO 
UNO 
LIND 
UNO 
UNU 
UNO 
UNO 
UNO 
UNO 
u:,m 
UNO 
UNO 
u:-m 
UND 
UNO 

llN[l 

UND 
UNO 

UNO 
UNU 
UNO 

UNI> SubC0111( 
vcsu 
vcsu 
vcsu 
\'CSU 
\'CSU 
\'CSU 
vcsu 
vcsu 
vcsu 
\TSU 
vcsu 
VCSU 
vcsu 
\'CSU 
\'CSU 
\'CSU 
\'CSU 
\'CSU 
vcsu 

\'CSU S11b10111.I 

• Prog,am l09.rJ1 

North Dakota University System 
1998-1999 through 2007-2008 

Added and Terminated Programs 

2002-200) Earl· Childhood'Sl'ltcial Educa1ion 
2002-2003 Gml!ronhic lnfonmtion Science Cenirintc 
2002-lOOJ Jnfonnaiion Svstcmi 
2002-2003 lntenli!itinlin1n.· En1·ironmcn1al 
2002-200] lntcrdiscinlinir. Master of En.,inccrin'-' 
2002-200) lntcrdiscinlina,.., Mnlcr of Science in 
2002-2003 Mas1cr or En1·ironmen1al Manaueme-01 in 
2002-2003 Muter ofSi:icnr.-c in Eanh Svslcm Science 
2002-200) Minor in Chinese Studies: Cullurc and 
2002-200] Minor in En<>inccrin" Scimcc 
2U02-2fl0} Non,rrofil Ccnificarc 
2002-2003 S""dal Eduution Str;Uc<'isl 
2002-200} S .... ci;al 
2002-200] S~d~1 Eduea.tion"Emo1ional Oi.iurtiance 
2002-200} Soecial Educati,m'Lcaminl!' Oilllhilitic~ 
2002-200) Sriecial Eduntion1Visua1 lmriainncnt 
2003-2004 Andicd Economics master 
2003-1004 Clinical Labomlol'I.· Science: fCLS 1 

200).2()(),1 Cliniul t.1buralt11v Science ((LS I 
2003.200, Cliniul L■bor.tlo"" Sricnrc: ICLS' 
2003-1()04 Clinical Laburatorv Srienc:c: ICLS 1 
2003·2004 American Siim UUI e and Deaf Studies 
2003·2004 Ckol(lltical Enirine-erine muter 
200)-200-1 Psvchiatric ■ nd Mental Health ~uoinu; 
200)-2()(),1 rs~·chiQlrir and Mental Heahh Nunino: 
2001.200, Mum: f.ducation PhD 
2003·2004 Mathma1ic~ for ElcmentaN Education 
200.J . .?005 Histutcchnkian 
2004·2005 NuTTiimz f:duca1ion "'ISl•ma~1crs 
2004.200s f:ntf't'nrencurial Studic1 
2005·2006 Forensic Psvclwlo!!, 
2005-2006 Atmosnheric Sciences 
2oos.2006 Granhic lksian Ttthnoloo,· 
2()1)~-2006 Granhir lk~i•n anti New An Mcdi11. 
?006·2001 K·12 Techuol..-.11,· ln1c11:ration IDT Graduall 
2006-2007 Co Ce Trainina & Performance IDT Gr 
2006·2007 RNl(1MS 
2006-2007 Litc:rncv Ednca1ion inin,1r 
2007-2008 Non-rrofit Lcadcnhin, minor 

Opcratiull$ 111d Supply Ch;un M;ma(lclllent. 
2007-lOOS 8,8,,\ 
2{1()7.200!! Snon llu1incn. minor 
2007-2008 Chinc1e S1Ud1es. 0.,\. 

Chinese Studies: Languasc and Culture, 
2007-2008 minor 
2007-20011 tluman Re10urce M11n■ 0cmcn1 B.B.i\ 
2007•2008 Accuunlanc~·. M.Acc, ,,. ... ,,. ... f'<V'"IU/\,(,."ill:: l'1 

19'JQ.2000 -
2001.2002 E,erci,e S<:in,cc and Leisure Smdic, 
2001-2002 Mar\:c1ino l:dnc..iion 
?001-2002 P,vcholo11~ 
2002-2001 Profcuional Communica11on 
2003·2004 Tcchnolonv Educacii>n K-1? 
20113-2004 1 nchina En•li1h Un11ua11c Learners 
200)-2004 Hcahh Sciences 
2003-2004 Mu5ic M11naunncn1 
200)-2004 Music Bu,incss min(lr 
2004-2005 Fisheries & Wildlife Science 
2004-200:\ 1 hc1trc 
2004·200~ Master or Education in Et.h.1ntio11 with 
2005-2006 
2005•2006 
2005-2006 

B.B.A. wil11 f.bior in AccountinP 
Elcmcntan.• Education 11.mi Music 
Annlic-d Phvsic! 

. dJ! 

"" Ptw,io.. 

·.,a -. "(. f,1 '.v, I , · · 

l' 

Technolo 0 v l:duc1uion minor 
Elemcntan1 Education and Visual Ans. H.S. 
Elcment.i .... , and Ph.,,ical falu1:atiun, B.S. Ee" 

,Jot- .... "} 

lnduitrial i\ns 

S1."1:ond1"'' Rt1di11" 
lnstruction:al Techno)o~, 
Co r21c Tninin11 Min.:ir 
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North Dakota University System 
1998-1999 through 2007-2008 

Added and Terminated Programs 

I 2001-200-l ITn:lumlo.,~· Edui:,1111011 
I - ,.A 4,., i,.)r,,« J"dO.Ch /'.II 
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BSC 

BSC. LRSC, MiSU-8, WSC 
tl;;sl,;, LRSC. M1SO-B. 
NDSCS, WSC 

DSU 

LRSC 

LRSC/WSC 

MaSU 

MiSU 

MiSU-8 

NDSCS 

NDSU 

NDSU/IJND 

-
North Dakota University System 

10 Year Summary of Added and Terminated Programs 
(1998-1999 thru 2007-2008) 

':>L-"'' :::,Prof!riim1o'Adile1F 
1"98'-99".I 199:,oi,•'J\i,~f'':I 01::02:;j ic12-0:i(j ifa.& 'I · a.i:.os' I <oS-Os j os;orj- 07-48 · I Total 

0 3 3 3 2 2 8 

0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 4 0 12 15 5 2 2 3 44 

0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 2 4 3 0 3 4 20 

0 2 5 3 0 6 0 0 0 17 

3 0 0 0 2 4 2 4 0 2 17 

0 2 0 0 0 1 3 9 

0 7 11 22 9 11 4 11 7 83 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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I UNO I 5 I 1 I 10 I 7 I 21 I 11 I 3 I 4 I 4 I 7 I 73 () 'l 4 
UNDNCSU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

/ 

vcsu 0 0 0 3 5 3 0 3 0 15 

wsc 6 0 0 1 0 2 0 12 

GRAND TOTAL 10 18 41 44 48 63 21 29 16 28 318 
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North Dakota University System 

10 Year Summary of Added and Terminated Programs 
(1998-1999 thru 2007-2008) 
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BSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

osu 3 0 0 0 0 0 

LRSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MaSU 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 

MiSU 0 2 0 0 0 0 

MiSU-B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NDSCS 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 

NDSU 0 0 2 0 o I o 0 

UNO 5 0 9 ,s✓ 1..1 ,,e--1 0 

vcsu 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

wsc 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

GRAND TOTAL 8 6 16 3 4 14 1 4 
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Skarphol, Bob J . 

• 

rom: 
ent: 
o: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Alice Brekke [AliceBrekke@mail.und.nodak.edu] 
Saturday, March 07, 2009 1 :53 PM 
Martinson, Bob W.; Skarphol, Bob J.; Williams, Clark D.; Kroeber, Joe T.; Hawken, Kathy K.; 
Onstad, Kenton B.; Klein, Matthew M.; Francis Wald 
Paul LeBel; RO Kelley; Nate Martindale 
Requested Information From UNO 
Programs Added & Terminated.pd!; Alice Brekke.vet 

Representative Skarphol and Members of the Committee: 

The following information is in response to questions posed during our hearing on March 3rd: 

Estimated deferred maintenance amount that would be addressed with the Education Building 
renovation is $1,598,278 

Programs added and terminated (see attached pdf for totals and supporting detail) 

Estimated LIND Tuition Revenue for 2007-09 biennium $119,686,422 (this total does not include 
the Medical School) 

I have asked Cindy Fetsch to work with Sandy Dies to provide clarification on the capital 
projects question 

We are working on the requested budget detail and hope to have something to you on Monday. 

let me know if further information is needed. 

Alice Brekke 
Interim Vice President for Finance and Operations University of North Dakota Twamley Hall 
Room 314 
264 Centennial Drive Stop 8378 
Grand Forks, ND 58202-8378 
e-mail: alicebrekke@mail.und.edu 
Phone: (701)777-3511 or (701)777-2506 
Fax: (701)777-4082 
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Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

February 24, 2009 

Department 232 - University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions General Fund Other Funds Total 
vv9-11 Executive Budget 

07-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Agency Funding 

144.92 
157.74 

12.82 

$45.00 ,---------------~ 

$40.00 +-----------
$39.93 

$35.00 +--------,,-,-----
.,$30.00 
C 

~25.00 

is20.oo 

$15.00 

$10.00 

$5.00 

$0.00 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

■ General Fund COtherFunds 

$39,932,875 
34 488 501 

$5,444,374 

FTE Positions 

250.00 

198.91 

200.00 

150.00 

100.00 

50.00 

0.00 
2003-05 

and One-Time General Fund A 

·110 ..... 

' ' 
2005-07 

Ongoing General Fund 
A ro riation 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro riatlon 

9-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$39,707,875 
34 027,701 

$5,680,174 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$225,000 
460,800 

$235,800 

General Fund Other Funds 
1. Provides parity funding of $3,214,275 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Total 

2. Provides equity funding of $590,899 (The executive 
recommendation includes $10 million for equity distributed 
among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

3. Provides additional base funding of $1,875,000 to stabilize the 
operations of the Bismarck and Minot Centers for Family 
Medicine ($1,275,000) and to implement a rural medicine 

Aprogram to encourage students to practice family medicine in 
.rural areas ($600,000) 

$584,956 

1,873,323 

495,415 

260,581 

$3,214,275 

$590,899 

$1,875,000 

$0 
0 

$0 

$39,932,875 
34,488 501 

$5,444,374 

157.74 

2007-09 

144.92 -

2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

Total General Fund 
A ro riation 

$39,932,875 
34,488 501 

$5,444,374 

Total 

$584,956 

1,873,323 

495,415 

260,581 

$3,214,275 

$590,899 

$1,875,000 



4. Provides one-time funding for the development of an electronic 
medical records system 

5. Removes one-time funding provided in the 2007-09 biennium for 
the recruitment of two new faculty positions for the medical 
school · 

Decrease~ the number of FTE positions by 12.82 FTE positions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$225,000 

($460,800) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$225,000 

($460,800) 

FTE positions • Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed for institutions and 
entities under its control. 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds. North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 • Provides the continuing appropriation authority for 
higher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) would 
continue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 • This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

Senate Bill No. 2077 • This bill amends various Century Code sections relating to the University of North Dakota School of Medicine 
and Health Sciences revolving loan fund. 

Senate Bill No. 2081 • This bill amends NDCC Sections 15-52-03, 15-52--04, 15-52-30, and 15-52-31 relating to the University of North 
Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences Advisory Council. 
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Sc~~ool of Medicine & Health Sciences 
Presented to the Senate Appropriations Committee 

Senator Ray Holmberg, Chairman 
Tuesday, January, 13, 2009 

• Dave Molmen, CEO, Altru Health System and Chair, Medical 
Center Advisory Council 

0 Joshua Wynne, MD, Senior Executive Vice President for 
Health Affairs and Executive Dean 
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UNO SMHS and MCAC Health Care Plan 

Executive Summary 

·
0 PLAN for our state's future health· care 

workforce needs 

@ PRESERVE the SMHS' family medicine 
training programs 

• PROVIDE the needed health care 
workforce for the future 
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UNO SMHS and MCAC Health Care Plan 

Executive Summary 

:cz:!'.../~\g\'. lc1;rr rtJ>IJJJIT slate's liJJture health care workforce nere>1dls 
0 Provide funding for the Center for Rural Health: 

L,@ 

- to initiate regional and statewide health care workforce 
efforts designed to track and project supply and demand 
and implement approaches to strengthen the workforce 
pipeline 

- to work with communities and health care providers in the 
state to support the delivery of safe, efficient, accessible 
health care 
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UNO SMHS and MCAC Health Care Plan 

Executive Summary 

• 

. f":1~
1:ESEl~\l!E the SfifiHS' t!,ami!y medicine training progranus 

0 Provide additional support for existing family medicine 
programs to ensure their continued viability 

0 Provide funding to construct a new Center for Family Medicine 
(CFM) building in Bismarck, and retire the Minot CFM building 
bond 
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UNO SMHS and MCAC Health Care Plan 

Executive Summary 

• 

!f?.'ffO\li!DE ti1e needed health care workforce for the futwre 
0 Add residencies 
0 Expand the medical school class by 16 students and designate half of 

the new slots for the Rural Med Program. This program will provide full 
funding for qualified students entering medical school with a contractual 
agreement to practice in selected rural communities 

" Expand the allied health classes (including physical therapy, 
occupational therapy, and sports medicine) by 30 students/year 

" Develop a Master in Public Health degree program 
0 Expand the education of trainees in preventive medicine and geriatrics 
0 Provide additional loan repayment funds for doctors to practice in North 

Dakota 
0 Provide the funding for expansion of the medical school building 
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UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences 

General Budget Request to 2009 Legislature 
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~~~~filiij~~j 
Recurring Executive Budget Increases 
Parity 

Equity 

*Bismarck & Minot CFM Operations 

RuralMed Program 

$ 3,214,275 

$ 590,899 

$ 1,275,000 

$ 6001000 
Total Recurring Executive Budget Increase 

One-Time Executive Budget Increase 
✓- I 

Electronic Medical Records c.,,i'f;/ A( 
Total Executive Budget Increase 

$ 5,680,174 

$ 225,000 

$ 5,905,174 

*SBHE recommended an additional $500,000, if the requested Minot 
CFM bond retirement is not funded. 
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UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences 

General Budget Request to 2009 Legislature 
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l•ma.:~ .sAJ~-~· ~~rh.:i:~;~.~ '.~-J 
Request to Increase Recurring Funding 

College Affordability $ 767,427 

Comprehensive Health Delivery Plan $ 707,850 

Masters in Public Health $ 1,133,600 

Geriatrics Training $ 1,074,450 

Total Recurring Executive Budget Increase $ 3,683,327 

Request to Increase One-Time Funding 

Bismarck CFM Clinic $ 5,440,000 

Retire Minot CFM Bond $ 4,000,000 

Total Request to Increase One-Time Funding 

Total Request to Fund SBHE Budget Request 

$ 9,440,000 

$ 13,123,327 
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:r:::phol, Bob J. 

Sent: 
· To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Bob, 

Joshua Wynne uwynne@medicine.nodak.edu) 
Monday, March 09, 2009 10:58 AM 
Skarphol, Bob J. 
'Randy Eken' 
FW: Professional liability insurance 

A question was asked during the session last week about allocation of SMHS professional 
liability insurance premiums. The attached e-mail outlines the information we have. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 

Josh 

-----Original Message-----
From: Randy Eken [mailto:randye@medicine.nodak.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 9:S3 AM 
To: Josh Wynne, M.D.; Alice Brekke; Cathy McDonald; laura.glatt@ndus.edu 
Subject: Professional liability insurance 

To all, 

There was some questions regarding the Professional Liability policy from the legislature. 
-Here are some facts on the costs: 

'llllllllll'Total premium estimate in fy09 is $425,000. 

Faculty costs total around $166,000 and represent around 39% of the costs. The average cost 
per faculty member premium is around $4,400. 

Post-Graduate Resident costs total around $253,000 and represent around 59.5% of the costs. 
The average cost per resident premium is around $2,700. 

All other students costs (medical, PT, OT, CLS, PA, other programs in the NDUS) total around 
$6,000 and represent 1.5% of the costs. There is no cost per student available, but it is 
negligible. 

I hope this information is helpful. 

Randy 



• 

• 

• 

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE 
The 2007 legislature included an appropriation of $1.1 million in the North Dakota 
University System office budget for UND's medical malpractice coverage premiums for 
the 2007-09 biennium. This appropriation is intended to pay the premium for continued 
coverage for student intern programs as well as UND's medical malpractice coverage 
(the student intern programs account for a very small part of the total cost), in addition 
to required coverage for a couple of other state agencies (state hospital and workforce 
safety and insurance). 

The Medical School has established a local fund to receive the payment from the NOUS 
of $1,100,000 for the risk management funds appropriated by the 2007 North Dakota 
Legislature for the 2007-09 biennium. The fund is used to pay for the professional 
liability premiums required for Medical School faculty, post-graduate residents, and 
students as well as other NOUS programs requiring such coverage. 

In FY0B a total of $670,722 was deposited into the fund. The sources of the deposits 
were $550,000 from the NOUS and $120,722 in a profit sharing program from the 
insurance carrier. The premiums paid in FY0B were $467,445. The June 30, 2008 cash 
balance of $1,278,603 in the fund was carried forward to FY09 for use exclusively to 
fund liability insurance premiums and possible deductible payments resulting from 
liability incidents . 

The FY09 budget includes revenues of $575,000 and off-setting expenses of $474,000. 
The FY09 insurance carrier will remain the same as FY0B. Funds remaining at June 30, 
2009, estimated at $1,385,204, will be carried forward to fund ongoing liability insurance 
costs in 2009-11. As mentioned previously, in addition to the cost of the professional 
liability insurance premiums, this fund would also be used to fund $100,000 deductible 
per risk management loss, with a $300,000 annual limit. 

The insurance market, like all financial markets, are extremely unstable at this time, and 
the future costs for liability insurance are impossible to predict. The costs have been 
prone to skyrocket at times . 
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Holmberg, Ray E . 

• 

rom: 
ent: 
o: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Tom and Ray -

Lee, Judy E. 
Monday, March 02, 2009 8:21 AM 
Fischer, Tom L; Holmberg, Ray E. 
FW: UNO Medical School budget requests 
UNO SMHS.doc 

I'm forwarding this message from Dr. Brosseau about the budget. 

Senator Judy Lee 
1822 Brentwood Court 
West Fargo, ND 58078 
home phone: 701-282-6512 
e-mail: jlee@nd.gov 

-----Original Message-----
From: JAMES BROSSEAU [mailto:JBROSSEAU@altru.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2009 8:02 AM 
To: Skarphol, Bob J.; Lee, Judy E. 
Subject: UND Medical School budget requests 

Dear Bob and Judy, The new UND President, Robert Kelley, is a fine person, and he will be a 

-

strong leader for the University. He has inherited a number of difficult problems from his 
edecessor. It is not my intention to sabotage Dr. Kelley's requests for the medical 
hool. However I feel some of the requests are unsubstantiated, More than a month ago I 

sent him a letter stating my concerns about the budgetary requests. 

These are questions I have regarding the budget proposal (attached below) of the UND School 
of Medicine, as announced in the UND journal North Dakota Medicine in December 2008. 

The entire document can be seen at this website: 
http://www.ndmedicine.org/article.cfm?articleid-187 

1. Re: the Center for Rural Health - What is the justification for sustaining the CRH with 
State funds? We all know, and have known for years, that we have health manpower shortages 
in ND. Why must we continue to study this, when we already know what the outcomes will be? 

2. Re: retiring the Minot FM Center debt - The Minot debt would never have happened if the 
medical school had accepted the offer to move their programs into the Minot Medical Arts 
building at no cost to UND or the taxpayers. I don't know what all happened back then, but I 
think school officials at least need to be reminded of this. 

3. Re: workforce requests -

(a) the MPH program - Who says we need this? The existing Schools of Public Health in this 
country are all struggling, including the excellent U of MN program. Has anyone done a needs 
assessment to see if ND actually has a need for this, and if we do, that ND students would 

•

oll in the UNO program? If there is a need now, will there still be a need in 3 years? 
not support distance learning programs with the U of MN, which has offered to bend over 

kwards to accommodate North Dakota's needs for public health training? 



(b) .. a new building for $20 million? Come on! This will surely take a great deal of 
justification . 

• 

) three faculty in geriatrics and prevention for $6 million? Who says we need these 
ograms in the first place? Where is the justification? The prevention faculty might be 

- needed if we had a MPH program - but that is highly questionable. Incidentally, UND had 4 
fully qualified prevention faculty, all of whom resigned in 2006 because of lack of support 
from UND's medical school administration. 

(d) add 16 new spots for medical students? UND's clinical faculty, all of whom are 
community physicians who receive no pay from UNO, do all the clinical training. It takes a 
big commitment of time and effort for practicing physicians to do this. In the past 
physicians were happy to do this, but lately it has become increasingly difficult to find 
community faculty willing to teach these students. How does the medical school propose to 
provide adequate clinical training from volunteer faculty for 16 additional students each 
year, not to mention the students currently enrolled? 

The medical school may have modified their requests after the publication of the attached 
budget two months ago. However many of the items are still included in their request and 
each needs to be justified. 

CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential, may contain privileged or 
A>pyright information, and are intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you we not the intended recipient of this email, you are required to notify the sender 

immediately and delete this email from your system. You may not copy, distribute or use this 
email or the information contained in it for any purpose other than to notify the sender. 
We do not guarantee that this material is free from viruses or any other defects although due 
care has been taken to minimize the risk. 
Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the 
sender specifically states them to be the views of Altru Health System . 
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Testimony before the House Appropriations Committee 
Education and Environment Division 

March 3, 2009 

Chairman Skarphol, members and guests, 

Good morning. My name is Joshua Wynne. I am the newly installed senior executive at 
the University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences, and carry the titles of 
Senior Executive Vice President for Health Affairs at UNO and Executive Dean at the School. I 
was asked to assume these duties by President Kelley late last year, shortly after Dean Wilson 
announced his intention to step down from the dean's position as of June, 2009. I have been 
with the School since the fall of 2004, when I was recruited by Dr. Wilson to be his Vice Dean 
and "second in command". I am a cardiologist by training, and practice in East Grand Forks and 
Fargo for 30 percent of my time. While administrative responsibilities take up the majority of 
the remaining time, I am an active educator, and frequently teach medical students, residents, 
and fellow practicing physicians. I get constant feedback about what's important in health care 
in North Dakota from my wonderful wife Dr. Susan Farkas, who is a full-time cardiologist at 
MeritCare Hospital in Fargo, North Dakota. As the only female cardiologist for the entire state 
of North Dakota, she provides a unique perspective on health care delivery issues for our state. 
Because of our two-city life, we own a home in Fargo, and a townhouse in Grand Forks. Thus, 
we are members of both communities. Parenthetically, we also pay property taxes in both 
communities! 

It is my honor and pleasure to report to you today on behalf of the many dedicated and 
hardworking faculty members and staff of the School, and especially on behalf of our students. 
Joining me today in representing the School are the following individuals, whom I'd ask to stand 
as I introduce them: Mr. Randy Eken, our Associate Dean for Administration and Finance; Dr. 
Nicholas Neumann, Assistant Dean for the Bismarck campus of the School; Dr. Rob Beattie, 
Chair of our Department of Family and Community Medicine; Dr. Jeff Hostetter, Program 
Director for the Bismarck Center for Family Medicine; and Dr. Kim Krohn, Program Director for 
the Center for Family Medicine in Minot. We are very pleased that Mr. Dave Molmen is able to 
join us as well. Mr. Molmen is the Chief Executive Officer of Altru Health System and Chair of 
the Medical Center Advisory Council. I am also delighted to indicate the presence of Mr. Jim 
Cooper, President and CEO of Medcenter One in Bismarck, and Mr. Gary Miller, Senior Vice 
President and Chief Financial Officer of St. Alexius Medical Center in Bismarck as well. I would 
like to thank all of them for taking the time to join us today for this presentation. 

As stewards of North Dakota's only medical school, my colleagues and I take our 
responsibilities seriously, and want to begin by thanking the people of North Dakota and their 
legislative representatives for the consistent and strong support they have shown for their 
School of Medicine and Health Sciences. 

The School recently began its second century of educating health care professionals for 
the State of North Dakota. Many of you may recall the School's celebration of its centennial in 
2005. In many ways the School is experiencing a new beginning as it enters the new 
millennium. There is new leadership at the institution, with the assumption of UN D's 
presidency by Dr. Robert Kelley. As indicated, I have assumed the senior leadership role at the 
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School after having served for 4 years as Vice Dean. Dean Wilson will be stepping down at the 
end of this academic year, and we will wish him well for the numerous contributions he made 
to the School. This new leadership at UND has allowed us to reflect on how our institution 
functions, and how we might help to optimize its performance. Critical to the School of 
Medicine and Health Sciences' self-assessment has been the Performance Audit that was 
requested by the North Dakota Legislature. On October 20th of last year, we updated Chairman 
Skarphol and the Legislative Audit and Fiscal Review Committee as to the status of our 
responses to the audit. At that time, we reported compliance with all but 6 of the 35 audit 
recommendations. We are now pleased to report full compliance with all of the 
recommendations. In keeping with the theme of a new beginning, we believe that the 
Performance Audit has led to an improvement of our School's organizational effectiveness and 
efficiency, and for that we are appreciative of the efforts of the staff and leadership of the State 
Auditor's Office. Perhaps the most important result of the audit, in our opinion, was the call for 
a new health care plan that would consider the future health care delivery and workforce needs 
for the state. This was discussed in Chapter 4 of the Performance Audit Report that deals with 
issues for Public Policy Makers' Consideration, under the heading of "New Models for 
Healthcare Delivery''. In response to that charge, the School of Medicine and Health Sciences, in 
conjunction with the Medical Center Advisory Council, developed a Health Care Plan that 
assessed multiple aspects of future expected health care delivery issues, and formulated an 
initial approach for dealing with the anticipated needs. As you know, the Medical Center 
Advisory Council was established by the legislature to ensure the coordination of the School 
with other health activities within the state, and is comprised of 14 members who represent a 
wide variety of constituencies, including the State Board of Higher Education, the legislature, 
the executive branch, the veterans' administration hospital, and the private sector. The Plan 
was subsequently endorsed by the Medical Center Advisory Council, and forwarded to the State 
Board of Higher Education. The Plan incorporated a budget that formed the basis of the State 
Board of Higher Education's biennial budget request on behalf of the School. There are three 
fundamental components ofthe plan: 

1. The need to adequately plan for the health care needs of North Dakota 
2. The need to preserve UND's Family Medicine training programs in Bismarck and 

Minot 
3. The need to provide for the future workforce needs of North Dakota 

I would now like to introduce Mr. Dave Molmen to discuss the future of health care in 
North Dakota, and our plan to address those health care needs. Mr. Molmen is the Chief 
Executive Officer of Altru Health System, and is the current Chair ofthe Medical Center 
Advisory Council. 

Mr. Molmen. 

Comments by Mr. Mo/men 
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With your permission, I would now like to expand on the three central themes of the 
Health Care Plan that I mentioned earlier. The first theme is the need to engage in adequate 
health care workforce planning. As we will detail shortly, funding is requested so that the 
School's Center for Rural Health can initiate regional and statewide health care workforce 
efforts designed to track and project supply and demand, and to implement approaches to 
strengthen the workforce pipeline. The requested funding would also allow the Center for Rural 
Health to work with communities and health care providers in the state to support the delivery 
of safe, efficient, accessible health care. 

The second theme is to preserve the School's Family Medicine residency training 
programs in Minot and here in Bismarck by providing additional support to ensure their 
continued viability. Additionally, we are asking the legislature to provide funding to construct a 
new Center for Family Medicine (CFM) building in Bismarck, and retire the Minot CFM building 
bond. 

The third theme is to provide for the future health care workforce needs. This request is 
multi-faceted, reflecting the multiple workforce needs of the State. Since only specific aspects 
of this portion of the health care plan were recommended for funding during this biennium by 
the State Board of Higher Education, I will confine my comments to those issues. The Plan 
identified the need to consider the following: 

• Creation of a RuralMed Program. This program, modeled after our successful Indians 
into Medicine or INMED program, will provide full funding for 8 qualified students 
entering medical school who agree to practice in selected rural communities in North 
Dakota 

• Initiation of a Master in Public Health degree program 

• Enrichment of the education of trainees in preventive medicine and geriatrics, and 
expansion of the geriatrics program in the State 

The three themes of the Health Care Plan -planning for the future, preserving the School's 
Family Medicine residencies, and praviding the needed health care workforce-were all 
endorsed by the Medical Center Advisory Council, along with the requested budget. However, 
as indicated previously, a more truncated budget was subsequently adopted by the State Board 
of Higher Education. While the School and the Medical Center Advisory Council believe that all 
of the recommendations in the Health Care Plan deserve consideration now or at some time in 
the future, I plan to confine the remainder of my remarks today solely to those items and 
attendant budget considerations specifically approved and endorsed by the State Board of 
Higher Education. I would like to spend the rest of our time together reviewing the specifics of 
our budget requests. As shown on page 2 of your handout, we request that you approve all of 
the items recommended by Governor Hoeven in the Executive Budget as subsequently 
engrossed in Senate Bill 2003. All of these items were compiled from approved budget 
recommendations from the State Board of Higher Education, based on the Health Care Plan and 
associated budget developed jointly by the School of Medicine and Health Sciences and the 
Medical Center Advisory Council. Please allow me to review each component in more detail. 
We have separated the requests into recurring budget increases at the top of the handout, and 
one time increases at the bottom. The Senate's engrossed bill includes $3,214,275 for full 
funding for the state's share of parity, assuming an average of 5 percent per year salary 
increases, funding for the projected increase in health insurance premiums, and a 2 percent 
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increase for operating inflation. Funding in the amount of $590,899 for equity was also 
included, and is the only funding provided in the Executive Budget that would permit 
programmatic development opportunities for the School. More about this later. 

Senate bill 2003 includes a provision of $767,426 in college affordability funding, which is 
essential if we are expected to limit tuition increases for medical and allied health students. 
Medical students nationwide graduate with about $145,000 in cumulative debt; our UNO 
students are only slightly better off, with an average debt of about $138,000. To keep medical 
school relatively affordable is essential so that we can attract a diverse student body; providing 
these funds will help permit us to do so. 

The next item is a critical component of one of the three pillars of the Health Care Plan, and 
that is to provide sufficient funding to preserve UN D's Centers for Family Medicine (abbreviated 
CFM in your handout). The requested funding of $1,275,000 would stabilize the operations in 
these two essential programs by eliminating outstanding debt, providing sufficient funding to 
cover the on-going costs of providing indigent patient care, and discontinuing the infusion by 
the School of about 1 million dollars of cash annually that has been diverted from other 
instructional areas of the School's programs. It is important to emphasize that this extra cash 
infusion is in addition to the budgeted funds of about $1.5 million that the School contributes 
to the CFMs annually. Please note that the State Board of Higher Education concurred with the 
School's request for the incorporation of an additional $500,000 into this request if the one
time Minot CFM bond retirement is not funded. Thus, the equivalent amount for this item 
without the bond retirement would be $1,775,000. 

Next to be considered is the RuralMed program, with requested funding of $600,000. 
Modeled after our successful INMED or Indians into Medicine Program, it is intended to 
encourage eight medical students per year to go into family medicine and practice in rural areas 
of North Dakota. The program would absorb the entire cost of medical school tuition that 
currently is $24,077 for these eight students if they specialize in family medicine and then 
practice in a designated rural area of North Dakota for 5 years. There are two important 
financial points to keep in mind; Firstly, this funding is, in essence, a transfer of appropriated 
dollars to the RuralMed students; the School would not benefit directly from these additional 
dollars. Secondly, the cost of the program in subsequent biennia will be larger, eventually 
consisting of 32 individual tuition payments, or 1.6 million dollars in today's dollars. When 
taken together, the requested recurring Executive Budget increase is $5,680,174. Finally, we 
request your endorsement of the final item included in the Senate bill, and that is to support 
the development by the School and its Center for Rural Health of a comprehensive health care 
delivery plan, as recommended by the performance audit. The funding of $500,000 would 
permit the development and implementation of a comprehensive workforce needs assessment 
with associated workforce pipeline activity on an on-going basis. A most important 
consideration regarding the requested funding relates to the Center for Rural Health's 
successful grant application to the US Department of Health and Human Services to fund an 
Area Health Education Center (AHEC}. This grant requires a substantial match, most of which 
has been requested to be waived for the first two years of the program. The requested funding 
would provide the needed match. If no match is identified and the grant has to be terminated, 
North Dakota will become one of only 4 states that is not benefiting from an AHEC, a program 
designed to increase and sustain an adequate health care workforce. The match, similar to that 
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provided by most other states with AHEC programs, will provide a stable source of funds to 
support workforce development efforts across the state and build on partnerships between the 
UND health professions training programs and local communities and health care providers. It 
will also serve to strengthen assistance for provider recruitment and retention, as 
recommended by the Performance Audit. At local levels, the funding will support coordination 
of additional student rotations in rural and other areas in the State. This exposure to rural 
opportunities is essential to recruiting health care providers to rural areas. 

There is also a one-time allocation of $225,000 to establish an electronic medical record 
system that would link the Centers for Family Medicine with their hospitals. Such an EMR as it is 
called is a requirement of training programs in family medicine, and a highly desirable goal in 
health care. Thus, the total budget increase in Senate engrossed bill 2003 is $7,172,600. 

The next page in the handout (page 3) outlines a variety of items that were endorsed by 
the Medical Center Advisory Council and were incorporated into the State Board of Higher 
Education budget recommendations, but were not included in the Executive Budget or the 
Senate bill. We would request consideration of these items in the strongest possible terms. The 
first item relates to the planning activity proposed for the Center for Rural Health. We had 
originally requested $707,850 for these activities, and we are grateful for the $500,000 amount 
contained in the Senate bill. Nevertheless, we would like to respectfully petition the House to 
fully fund our request by allocating an additional $200,00 for this essential function. 

Funding of $1,133,600 would permit the development of a new master's degree 
program in public health. This new program would be offered to medical, allied health, and 
other public health professionals across North Dakota and the region. The North Dakota 
Department of Health is supportive of the development of a program in public health. Dr. 
Dwelle, the State Health officer, has secured a Bush fellowship to study this issue, and is 
supportive of these efforts to encourage further public health education and training in the 
State. Finally, $1,074,450 is requested to fund an enhanced geriatrics and preventive health 
training and care delivery program, to complement a generous donation that the School has 
received from the late Dr. Eva Gilbertson. It is essential to provide a workforce that is properly 
prepared to handle the health care needs of the present and especially the future. It is 
estimated that about 40% of deaths in this country are preventable, since they are due to 
behaviors that can be altered. It is imperative to train our various students in better methods of 
prevention; this will result in a healthier North Dakota population and reduced health care 
costs. A related issue is the graying of our population, and thus the need for enhanced geriatrics 
training and care delivery. As Mr. Molmen discussed, the population of North Dakota is going to 
age markedly in the next decade. To provide for this increasingly elderly population, it will 
essential to greatly expand our training in the field of geriatrics. An initiative to develop a 
geriatrics program has been spearheaded by the School of Medicine and Health Sciences. A 
generous bequest from the late Eva Gilbertson has provided initial funding to the School to 
initiate a Geriatrics Training and Care Center that will be centered at MeritCare Hospital in 
Fargo, but will be available to train health care workers throughout the State. The bequest will 
be used to recruit a nationally renowned expert to direct the program, but funding from the 
Legislature is requested to fund two additional faculty positions to augment our geriatrics 
training and care delivery program. 
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In addition to these recurring expenses, the State Board of Higher Education also 
endorsed two one-time funding priorities related to the Centers for Family Medicine in 
Bismarck and Minot. The Bismarck CFM currently is located in leased space that is deficient in 
many of the basic clinical needs. The Performance Audit identified the current facilities as 
inadequate, and recommended that the Center be relocated. The requested funding of 
$5,440,000 would provide for planning, land acquisition, and construction of a new and more 
appropriate facility for the Bismarck CFM. The final requested item is $4,000,000 to retire the 
bond on the existing Minot CFM building. Currently, the School is paying about $250,000 per 
year or $500,000 per biennium to the UND Foundation, which provided the original funding for 
the building by letting revenue bonds. Retiring the bond thus would free up $500,000 each 
biennium that could be used to further stabilize the operations of UND's family medicine 
programs. 

Finally, I would like to update the Legislature on a funding issue from the last biennium. 
At that time, the Legislature generously provided $460,800 in one time funding to assist in the 
recruitment of a new Chair for the School's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. We 
have not yet fully expended those funds, and plan to "roll over" any unexpended funds into the 
next biennial budget. We propose that any unexpended component of the one-time funding of 
$460,800 be used in FY09 and FYlO for the recruitment incentive package for a new 
chairperson for the School's Department of Microbiology and Immunology. On February 12, 
2009, we forwarded a letter of offer to a highly qualified applicant for the position, who has 
indicated his general intent to accept the position. Although we are not yet in receipt of a 
signed acceptance of our offer, we anticipate that our offer will be accepted within the next 
month, and the funds expended per legislative intent . 

In closing, I would like to return to the theme of a new beginning. The School of 
Medicine and Health Sciences is proud of the numerous contributions that it has made over the 
last 100 years to the quality of life in North Dakota, and the educational and employment 
opportunities it has afforded North Dakotans. With the help of the Medical Center Advisory 
Council and the guidance of the State Board of Higher Education, we have fashioned a viable 
plan for health care delivery and workforce development for the State. This effort has been 
spurred by the recent Performance Audit, which helped to focus our attention on the mission 
ahead. With the continued support and guidance of the legislature and the good people of this 
state, we believe that the future is bright. We ask for your continued financial support as the 
School begins its second century of service to North Dakota. We welcome and cherish the 
opportunity to serve the people of North Dakota, and take seriously our obligations and 
responsibilities to be good stewards of the trust vested in us by the legislature and the citizens 
of this great state. 

Mr. Chairman and members, this concludes my remarks. Thank you for your attention . 
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Working in health delivery, I can tell you one of the issues we are concerned with on a daily 
basis is the shortage of healthcare workers. However, if decisive action is not taken, we can 
be assured that shortages will quickly grow to crisis levels. Even today, we have many 
communities where the loss of even one nurse or other health professional could jeopardize 
the ability of the entire community to provide health services to its people, and those needs will 
be growing in the future. 

It has been interesting for those of us in health delivery to project future service (and 
manpower) requirements. While some of the recent economic prosperity we've enjoyed in the 
State could be a leading indicator of future growth, we can get perhaps the best idea of what is 
ahead by looking at the demographic bands within our population, particularly our seniors. 

Services to people age 65 and over account for half or more of healthcare services consumed 
in our state, and the next 15 years we will see a dramatic increase in the numbers and medical 
needs of that age cohort. Seniors 65 and over make up 15.3% of our population, about 98,000 
people. According to the ND State Data center, this number will increase to almost 150,000 by 
2020. That's a 53% increase and will mean that well more than 20% of our population will be 
over 65 very soon. North Dakota already has the highest proportion of elderly 85 years and 
older in the nation, and that group is projected to grow by two-thirds in the next twenty years. 
This means that on top of workforce shortages we currently experience, the number of health 
professionals in our state will increase by as much as 25% in just a few years. When one 
considers the length of time it takes to educate and train physicians and other health 
professionals, it becomes apparent that the time to build capacity is now if we intend to meet 
that need. 

We've got a good record of "growing our own." Forty percent of the physicians in the state 
trained at the School of Medicine and Health Sciences. But it goes much further than that: 

91 % of the physical therapists 
62% of occupational therapists 
88% of Cytotechnologists 
75% of Physician Assistants 
45% of Clinical Laboratory Scientists 

In our state received their education at the School of Medicine and Health Sciences. They 
serve in nearly every community in the state. As the handout shows, there are currently over 
1,000 students enrolled in SMHS programs, and many if not most will go on to serve North 
Dakotans. 

Not only can we meet the needs if we prepare now to produce them ourselves, it is probably 
the only way the needs can be met. It is very unlikely that we would be able to fulfill the 
number of professionals needed relying on the numbers being produced by other states. 
Shortages (while perhaps not as great as North Dakota) will persist and grow everywhere 

In order to provide for our future, we need to make sure the pipeline stays wide and flowing. 
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General Budget Request to 2009 Legislature 
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Recurring (base) Budget Increases 
Parity $ 3,214,275 
Equity $ 590,899 
College Affordability $ 767,426 
*Bismarck & Minot CFM Operations $ 1,275,000 
RuralMed Program $ 600,000 
Comprehensive Health Delivery Plan $ 500,000 
Total Recurring Executive Budget Increase $ 6,947,600 

One-Time Budget Increase 
Electronic Medical Records 
Total Budget Increase 

$ 225,000 
$7,172,600 

*SBHE recommended an additional $500,000, if the requested Minot CFM 
bond retirement is not funded. 
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· UNO School of Medicine & Health Sciences 

General Budget Request to 2009 Legislature 

II. Approve RemainingSBHE Budget Request 
. ·~~ 

Request to Increase Recurring Funding 
Comprehensive Health Delivery Plan $ 
Masters in Public Health $ 
Geriatrics Training i 
Total Recurring Budget Increase $ 

Request to Increase One-Time Funding 

200,000 
1,133,600 
1,074,450 
2,408,050 

Bismarck CFM Clinic $ 5,440,000 
Retire Minot CFM Bond $ 4,000,000 
Total One-Time Funding Increase $ 9,440,000 
Total to Fund SBHE Budget Request $ 11,848,050 
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• The State of Family Medicine in North Dakota 

Provided for the 61st North Dakota Legislative Assembly 
Robert Beattie, MD 

The last century witnessed many changes in medicine. Prior to 1910 and the publication of the Flexner 

Report, medicine had little in the way of structure or standards. Early in the 1900s the American Boards 

emerged in an effort by physicians to define a body of knowledge and to create specific requirements 

for membership. The first American Board was Ophthalmology (ABO) established in 1917. The American 

Board of Family Practice (ABFP, later changed to American Board of Family Medicine, ABFM) was 

recognized in 1969, following reports ofThe Millis Commission, Folsom and The Willard Committee. The 

ABFM administered its first exam in 1970.' 

North Dakota established its first Family Medicine residency in 1975 at Minot, followed by Grand Forks, 

Bismarck and Fargo. The programs in North Dakota were designed on a community based, school 

administered model, one of five administrative structures popular at the time: 

• Community based, unaffiliated 

• Community based, medical school affiliated 

• Community based, medical school administered 

• Medical school based 

• Military 

The UNO School of Medicine and Health Sciences (UNDSMHS) has been very successful, educating a 

workforce of primary care physicians for North Dakota. Nearly 40% of the 500+ graduates from our 

Family Medicine residencies practice in the state and 67% within the surrounding region.' 

Family Medicine enjoyed a rapid rise in popularity among graduating medical students, reaching a zenith 

in 1997.2 In order to accommodate this demand the infrastructure expanded by developing new 

residency programs and increasing the number of slots available at existing programs. This period of 

rapid growth created opportunity for the development of other models to administer these programs, 

including community based foundations and partnerships with other health providers, such as 

Community Health Centers. 

Concurrent with the height of student interest, the 105th Congress passed the Balanced Budget Act of 

1997 (BBA). This piece of legislation dramatically altered the Medicare payment environment, 

demanding, for the first time, a budget neutral expectation. Medicare Graduate Medical Education 

(GME) dollars, the principal funding source for residency education, was significantly impacted.34 

Prior to 1997 the average rate of family medicine residency closure was 3 programs per year. However, 

after BBA, the rate skyrocketed to a total of 27 programs closing between 2000 and 2004.3 The 

programs that closed tended to be community based and their loss will disproportionately impact 
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placement of physicians in rural and underserved communities.' The Fargo program was one of those 

27. Financial reasons are cited as the most common factor leading to closure. 

The financial stability of family medicine programs is changing rapidly. In 2001 a study concluded: 

The majority of departments af family medicine remain fiscally healthy, but these departments 

are dependent on funds from state and medical school sources. A substantial proportion of 

departments are in debt.' 

A recent update to this study, reported at the annual meeting of the Academic Departments of Family 

Medicine, Feb, 2009 suggests the financial stability of our family medicine departments continue to 

deteriorate.7 Much of this change is attributed to continued negative changes in both, Medicare 

physician reimbursement for direct patient care and in GME funding to hospitals. Contributing, as well, 

to the present fiscal reality is the continued decline of Title VII grant funding from the Health Resources 

and Services Administration {HRSA). These dollars were instrumental in providing assistance for 

infrastructure development during the early years of family medicine and programmatic growth as the 

departments and supported residencies matured. 

The impact of BBA continues to shape the landscape of medicine. A recent article in the Journal of the 

American Medical Association reports a selective increase by hospitals in subspecialty training while 

closing family medicine residencies. This study speculates hospitals are re-adjusting their availability of 

residency training to maximize financial return.8 The administration model used by the family medicine 

residency offered little in the way of protecting program from closure. 

As with the financial issues of family medicine training, a great deal of speculation is offered to explain 

the decline in student popularity since its peak in '97, including control of life style, prestige and 

significant income disparity compared to other specialties. We are, however, fortunate North Dakota's 

graduating medical students demonstrate career choices defying the national trend.' 

The Executive Budget, with support of the State Board of Higher Education, included requests to 

increase dollars for program operations and funding of a tuition waver program, called the Rural Med 

Program. This program, encouraging students from rural communities, pays for the tuition cost of 

medical school, but commits the recipient to contracted service in rural areas of our state. This approach 

is used successfully in other states, such as Ohio. The University of Ohio has a 62% in-state retention 

rate of graduates trained in the state. Their 5 year obligation keeps most graduates practicing in the 

state after the 5 years are up. The Executive Budget did not, however, include funds needed for a new 

residency facility in Bismarck. It will not matter, however many medical students we encourage to 

pursue family medicine if we do not have competitive facilities for them to use. The Bismarck Center for 

Family Medicine is vital to the continued supply of physicians to the region. 

The recent presidential elections focused a great deal of attention on the need for transformation of our 

health care system. It is unclear how long that debate with take in our nation's capital. We are, if not 

pioneers, certainly trend setters in the nation regarding the delivery of high quality and efficient family 
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medicine. We are now positioned in our state with the money and the opportunity, to influence the 

continued supply of physicians to the citizens of North Dakota and beyond. The commitment to provide 

a workforce of trained family physicians is expensive, but if we invest in "growing our own" we will 

assure the continued availability that workforce and will return greater value to our patients than trying 

to compete for and recruit physicians trained elsewhere. 
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Skarphol, Bob J . 

.. 
rom: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Bob, 

Joshua Wynne Liwynne@medicine.nodak.edu] 
Monday, March 09, 2009 10:53 AM 
Skarphol, Bob J. 
Randy Eken 
lnMED students 

You had asked about where lnMED students end up practicing. The lnMeED program has some descriptive information 
about this, but has not tracked it quantitatively over the years. Here is a list of the North Dakota destinations of some of 
the graduates: 

*Monica Mayer (Family Practice) - New Town - Trinity *Penny Wilkie (Family Practice) - Tribal 
Clinic, New Town *Biron Baker (Family Practice) - Bismarck (previously served on 2 
reservations) 
*Michelle Tincher (Family Practice) - Bismarck (previously employed w/ standing rock) *Vernon 
Azure (Family Practice) - Belcourt/ Fort Totten *Richard Larson (Family Practice) - Belcourt 
*Paula Bercier (Family Practice) - Belcourt *Joe Luger (Dermatologist) - Bismarck /Belcourt/ 
Cannon Ball Rory Trottier (Obstetrician/Gynecologist)- Grand Forks *Linda Gourneau (Family 
Practice) - Bismarck (previously served at Fort Berhold & Belcourt) Shantell Two Bears 
(Family Practice) - Fargo 
• Eric Swenson (Psychiatrist) - Fargo [briefly in Belcourt] Patrick Luger (Internal Medicine) 
- Fargo Marcel Young (Family Practice) - Minot Roxanne Jonas (Family Practice) - Larimore 
*Zane Rising Sun (Family Practice) - Fort Vates/ Bismarck *Lynelle Noisy Hawk (Family 

•

Practice) - Fort Vates *Cynthia Davila (Peds) - Fort Vates 
Genial Harrison - Fort Vates 

Brian Riddle (Family Practice) Fort Vates/ Bismarck *Loren Simpson (Family Practice) - was 
- in New Town, now in Nevada 

• Worked in a tribal health facility or I.H.5 

I hope that this helps to answer your question. Please let me know if we can provide any further information. 

Josh 

Joshua Wynne, M.D., M.B.A., M.P.H. 
Senior Executive Vice President for Health Affairs and Executive Dean 
University of North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences 
501 N. Columbia Road Stop 9037 
Grand Forks, ND 582D2-9037 
Office: (7D1) 777-2515 Cell: (701) 238-0996 FAX: (701) 777-4077 
jwynne@medicine.nodak.edu 
Assistant to the Executive Dean: Judy Solberg Office: (701) 777-2722 judysolberg@medicine.nodak.edu 
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HB1003 One-Time Funding Reporting Requirement 
Section 19 

For the 2007-09 Biennium 

Deferred Maintenance funding - $2,516,935 one-time funding 

The following comprise the Hst of repairs/maintenance completed or in progress from the period 
July 1, 2007- December 30, 2008 and the current budget/actual expenses estimated for each project. 

Campus Wide Roof Repair/Replacement 
Benson Bunker Fieldhouse - Windows & Miscellaneous Repairs 

Sudro Sanitary Sewer Repair 

Ladd - Room #309 Renovation 
Campus Steam Line Replacement 

Lord & Burnham Greenhouse Roofing & Siding 
HVAC Upgrade - Purchasing Office 

Sudro Rooms #24, #27 Classroom Seating 
Northern Crops Institute (Loading Dock) 

Heating Plant Boiler/Feed Water Repairs 
Festival Concert Hall/Music Bldg - Hand & Guard Rails 
Stevens Hall Emergency Power 
Bentson Bunker Fieldhouse - Bleacher removal; install new seating (awaiting SBHE approval) 

Estimated Total Expenditures at 12/30/2008: 
Balance at 12/30/2008 to be spent by 6/30/09 

$950,000 
490,000 

14,650 

194,209 

420,154 

31,929 
17,364 
26,226 

3,450 
100,274 
140,000 

25,000 
100,000 

2007-09 Biennial Allocation One-Time Funds for Deferred Maintenance: $2,516,935 

Capital Projects - $4,500,000 (plus $500,000 NDSU cost share) 
Minard Hall, Phases I and II 

Expenditures as of 12/31/2008 
Architecture fees 

Remaining funds available as of 12/31/2008 
Funding expected to carryover into the 2009-11 Biennium 

Funding for Phase III of the Minard Renovation is being requested during the 2009-11 Biennium. 

$4,953,151 

Information regarding the Minard renovation can be found in the "Major Capital Projects" section of this hearing 

material. 

Century Code -54-44.1-11 - North Dakota State University does not have any appropriation carryover from the 

2005-07 legislative period . 
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• Priority 2 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Emergency Preparedness-Funding for campus security at 1.0 FfE per 900 
students. This funding would also provide two public safety officers to 
provide campus planning and implementation of the emergency 
notification system, emergency response plans, etc for NDSU, NDSCS and 
vcsu. 

Breakdown of Emergency Preparedness/Security Funding Request-$192,116 
• Armed security on campus should be at a 1 to 900 ratio (This funding model is based on 

annual salaries of $35k per year). 
• $24,116 is the biennial funding needed for NotiFind; the system-wide emergency notification 

system. 
• $168,000 for two public safety officers (emergency managers) who would serve NDSU, 

NDSCS and VCSU. Assumes a salary of $25,000/year plus $8,000 fringe and an operating 
budget of roughly $9,000 per year. 

o The safety and security of NDSU's students, faculty and staff is of primary 
importance. With a record enrollment of more than 13,000 students in 
undergraduate and graduate programs, this is an energetic and vibrant campus 
where faculty, staff and students are moving to the next level. We must step up 
awareness of personal safety and property security issues. Even though NDSU and 
Fargo-Moorhead are wonderful places to work and study, we need to be prepared for 
a wide array of emergencies. NDSU must expand security as our campus grows and 
funding for NotiFind and additional emergency personnel will help NDSU be a safer 
place to live, work and study. 

o Additionally, as the campus physically expands, NDSU is committed to making all 
locations a safe and secure place to learn and to work. Therefore, we will also be 
providing full-time security at our downtown locations. 

o The current average salary for an NDSU police officer is more than $35,000 a year, 
so NDSU is funding and will continue to fund at the existing market rate to ensure 
our students, staff, and guests are in a safe and secure environment. 

o The requested budget for two public safety officers (emergency managers) provides 
an annual salary of $25,000 plus fringe benefits and operating expenditures. To hire 
qualified individuals in Fargo, NDSU is estimating an annual salary of $45,000 and 
operating expenses of $40,000 annually to allow for travel between the three 
institutions. This additional funding will need to be shared by the institutions. 
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Priority 4 
Two- and Four-Year College Affordability 

Four-Year College Affordability-SBHE proposed funding would cover the 
student's share of parity based on the Governor's executive budget 
recommendation. If this funding model is utilized over an extended period 
of time North Dakota can begin to re-balance the state/student shares. 

Four-year college affordability-$3,279,828 (SBHE Recommendation) 
• At NDSU, $3,279,828 of additional state funding would replace the need for an estimated 

tuition increase of 5.2 percent per year. 
• The North Dakota State Board of Higher Education (SBHE) is recommending funding of this 

initiative and NDSU is supportive of the initiative. 

o The college affordability plan funds the student's share of parity for the 2009-11 
biennium. With state funding of this share of the increased cost to continue, NDSU 
could hold tuition rate increases at a minimum. 

o Currently, NDSU students contribute approximately 56 percent of the appropriated 
budget through tuition. If the 2009-11 budget were funded and NDSU held tuition, 
the student percent could be decreased to 51 percent of the total appropriated 
budget. 
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Priority S 
EPSCoR Matching Funds 

EPSCoR research matching funds-Provides a pool of money for the state to 
use towards federally funded EPSCoR grants that require a state match. 

EPSCoR research matching funds - amounts vary 
• Funding would vary based on EPSCoR grants approved and state matching funds needed for 

the award. 
• The Governor's executive recommendation includes a funding increase of $800,000. NDSU 

would be eligible for a portion of these funds based on grant state-match needs. 

o The National Science Foundation (NSF) established the Experimental Program to 
Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) in 1979 in response to Congressional 
concerns about the geographic concentration of federal support for academic 
research and development. EPSCoR is designed to expand and enhance the research 
capability of scientists in states that traditionally have lacked strong university-based 
research efforts, to compete more successfully for a portion of the federal academic 
research and development budget. 

o These programs represent a federal-state partnership to enhance the science and 
engineering research, education, and technology capabilities of states that receive 
smaller amounts of federal research and development funds. Through EPSCoR, 
participating states are building a high-quality, university-based research effort that 
is serving as the backbone of their scientific and technological enterprise, capable of 
ensuring a strong and stable economic base into the next century. 

o This funding pool will allow NDSU to further take advantage of grant funding 
available through EPSCoR by providing the needed matching funds to secure these 
awards. 
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• SB 2003 Presentation of 
President Joseph A. Chapman 
North Dakota State University 

Before the 
House Appropriations Committee 

Education and Environment Division 
Representative Bob Skarphol, Chairman 

Wednesday, March 4, 2009 

Good morning, it is an honor to be with you today to present information on North 
Dakota State University, on how public investments in NDSU have performed, and to 
speak in support of the budget recommendation. 

Our intent is at all times to be responsive to the expectations of the North Dakota 
Higher Education Roundtable for the good of the state of North Dakota and to offer a 
very high caliber educational experience for our students. 

I believe no university has responded better to the challenge of the roundtable and 
aspirations of the system than North Dakota State University. In fact, our mission 
statement directly addresses these charges: With energy and momentum, North Dakota 
State University addresses the needs and aspirations of people in a changing world by 
building on our land-grantfoundation. 

Our impact on the state of North Dakota is documented in a number of ways, most 
notably by Moody's Economy.com, which has identified NDSU as an important driver 
of the North Dakota economy. According to a recent Moody's report, "an increase in 
North Dakota State University's budget provides evidence that state government is 
delivering on its commitment to transforming the university into a leading academic 
institution," and "In the longer term, the funding \Viii provide better resources for 
students and thereby enhance ND's human capital." This is a highly significant 
recognition of the transformation of North Dakota State University into a leading 
academic institution. 

A 10-member team of consultant-evaluators, led by Dr. John Campbell, president 
emeritus of Oklahoma State University, conducted a campus visit as part of NDSU's 
reaccreditation from the North Central Association's Higher Learning Commission. 
Members of the team said they were very impressed with the enthusiasm of NDSU 
students, faculty and staff for the direction NDSU is headed. One consultant-evaluator 
said he had never seen such broad campus unity in all his years doing similar campus 
visits. 

We have a great number of other examples to indicate that our work is responding to 
Roundtable and System expectations that we will: 

• promote expansion and diversification of the state's economy 
• enhance the quality oflife of our state's citizens 
• engage with the needs of the state 
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• • become academically competitive, nationally and internationally, and 
• be accessible and responsive to all citizens of the state, both individual and 

corporate. 

An economic analysis reveals NDSU's economic impact on North Dakota was $2.5 
billion over the last eight years, and for every new dollar appropriated to NDSU, we have 
generated $9.70. 

NDSU is North Dakota's original land-grant university. The land-grant mission is three
fold: 

• Education - Morrill Act 1862. 
• Research - Hatch Act 1887. 
• Service - Smith-Lever Act 1914. 

The original Land-Grant act was passed by Congress in 1862 as a means of preparing the 
country for participation in the industrial revolution. It is important for us to remember 
the Land-Grant system was created to prepare people for change. 

The enduring quality of the legislation lies in that thought. What we at NDSU are 
pursuing today - preparing students for and assisting business with the global 
marketplace - is the 21st century version of the land-grant ideal. It is our tradition to 
move forward and to change as our society changes, to evolve in response to public 
needs. 

One of the strongest indicators of success is whether people want to be a part of an 
institution, and we are finding that to be true at NDSU. This is significant for our state 
as we take seriously the need to bring and keep people in the state. 

A mix of students from outside North Dakota not only improve the quality of education 
by bringing more diversity to the institution, they also participate in the state and local 
economies. 

Systemwide, increased business activity generated by student spending was estimated to 
be $756 million, including $342 million in increased retail trade activity and an 
additional $184 million of personal income. Student spending would generate enough 
additional business activity to support more than 5,500 secondary jobs. In addition, 
student spending in the Fargo-Moorhead area was estimated to be $9,050 per student 
per academic year. 

Student Enrollment 
For the ninth year in a row, NDSU has set a record enrollment. This fall the total 
enrollment was 13,229. A full 97 percent of our students are face to face on campus, and 
we enroll students from every county in North Dakota. 
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We have the largest freshman class in the state with 2,661 students, which also 
represents an unprecedented 23 percent increase in freshman students from the 
previous year. 

Graduate enrollment has reached an all-time high with 1,818 students. Graduate 
students are vital to our growth as a research university and in our ability to retain our 
very best faculty. 

NDSU's international enrollment, the largest in North Dakota, is at an all-time high of 
1,120. This is crucial to the ongoing development of North Dakota's role in the growing 
global economy. 

We are working to keep NDSU affordable and maintain our commitment to the student 
partnership in all our efforts. 

The caliber of our students remains very high. For example, this year we are proud to 
have 23 National Merit Scholars, and nearly 600 Presidential Scholars in our student 
body. We have not and will not allow growth to overtake quality. We are committed to 
maintaining our student to faculty ratio and our core value of giving students the 
opportunities to interact directly with faculty. We are carefully planning to enhance the 
student experience v.'ith projects such as an Advising Center. We further encourage our 
students to participate in organizations, internships and other enhancements to 
complement a total learning experience . 

From our newest annual employment survey: 

94.9 percent oflast year's graduates are either employed in fields related to their 
majors (75.9 percent) or continuing their educations (19 percent). 

Of the NDSU graduates employed, 50.7 percent are working in North Dakota, 
with 66.1 percent of North Dakotans working in North Dakota. 

Of the NDSU graduates employed, 34 percent of students from Minnesota are 
working in North Dakota, up from 32 percent in 2007, and 27 percent in 2006. 

We will continue to facilitate inclusion through a President's Council on Global 
Outreach. NDSU must be a player in the global, knowledge-driven economy. By building 
true partnerships around the world, we can further expand our research, enhance our 
educational offerings, and help further expand the economy of North Dakota. 

To foster greater global interaction among our students and faculty, the North Dakota 
Trade Office will locate in our Richard H. Barry Hall. Barry Hall v.'ill be home to the 
College of Business and the Department of Agribusiness and Applied Economics, and 
also will be the site of our Center for Global Initiatives and Leadership, which mil 
provide a broad range of interdisciplinary programming to educate students on matters 
of global importance, and prepare them for global leadership. 
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Collaboration 
Within the University System, we are very pleased with a number of collaborations. 
Here are a few selected highlights: 

• NDSU is collaborating with the North Dakota State College of Science on the 
Pathways Program, which will allow students to be enrolled at both institutions, and 
begin their studies at NDSCS with the option to transfer for a baccalaureate degree 
program at NDSU. 

• We recently held highly-successful discussions with area education and business 
leaders in Dickinson to explore collaborations to assist North Dakota's economy. 
This led to our adding Extension Engineers in Dickinson, Minot and Bismarck. 

• NDSU also is collaborating with Dickinson State University on an initiative that will 
provide students in western North Dakota and parts of Montana, Wyoming and 
South Dakota access to engineering programs in electrical, manufacturing, industrial 
and computer engineering. DSU President Dick McCall um joins me in viev,,jng this 
initiative as having a significant and long-term impact on the economic prosperity of 
the area. 

• NDSU and DSU are working together to offer minors in soil science, geographic 
information systems and equine sciences to DSU students in Dickinson. 

• Valley City State University and NDSU, which collaborate in elementary education, 
are expanding their collaboration to include art instruction. Students finish their 
undergraduate degrees in art at NDSU and then finish up requirements for an art 
education degree with VCSU. 

• Discussions are underway with Bismarck State College to locate a research extension 
faculty member from the Department of Agriculture and Biosystems Engineering to 
do biomass research and extension at BSC's National Energy Center of Excellence. 

• In conjunction with the University of North Dakota, we offer a joint doctorate in 
history. NDSU and UNO will collaborate on a master's degree program in public 
health, and a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering. 

In addition, we have partnered with the state in efforts to bring private sector 
commercialization opportunities: 

• NDSU was approved for two additional awards from the North Dakota Economic 
Development Centers of Excellence Program totaling $3.5 million for the Center for 
Surface Protection and the Center for AgBiotechnology. These centers are designed 
to partner with the private sector to conduct market-driven research, thereby 
creating technology transfer and commercialization opportunities . 
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• NDSU's Center of Excellence in AgBiotechnology for Oilseed Development is a 
partnership with Monsanto and two processing collaborators, Archer Daniels 
Midland and Dakota Skies Biodiesel. The Center is designed to facilitate the 
sustainable long-term development of oilseed agriculture in the state and do ongoing 
research to encourage commercialization of ag technology. 

• NDSU continues to highlight specific areas of research excellence which lead to 
partnerships. For example, NDSU's expertise in microelectronics led to a partnership 
with Alien Technology on a Department of Defense project. As a result of the 
research expertise and the collaborations, Alien Technology chose to build a research 
and manufacturing facility in NDSU's Research & Technology Park. 

• The NDSU Research and Technology Park has approximately 100 public and private 
partnerships, with companies such as Bobcat, Tessera, Alien and Akzo Nobel. 

Research Success 
For FY 2008, we reported to the National Science Foundation research expenditures of 
$115.5 million. Our FY 2007 research expenditures were $107.3 million, a level of 
sustained activity. Our sponsored program expenditures are approximately $200 

million annually. 

NDSU Research Expenditures as reported to the National Science Foundation: 
FY $ 

1999 44.6 million 
2000 50 million 
2001 64.8 million 
2002 72 million 
2003 94.8 million 
2004 102.1 million 
2005 103 million 
2006 103.8 million 
2007 106.2 million 
2008 115.5 million 

For FY 2007, NSF ranks NDSU 128 out of 662 research universities in the United States, 
Guam, U.S. Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico. 

NDSU ranks 41, when ranked by research and development expenditures among 537 

research universities without a medical school. 

Other rankings based on total research expenditures among the universities and colleges 
in the NSF report for FY 2007= 

Agricultural Sciences, 28 
Social Sciences, 42 
Physical Sciences, 74 
Chemistry, 94 
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We have signed research agreements to conduct collaborative projects with two federal 
scientific laboratories. NDSU will conduct separate research projects involving solar 
cells, polymers, and radio frequency identification. 

Directors of five national laboratories toured NDSU in the fall of 2007, at the request of 
U.S. Senator Byron Dorgan and the Red River Valley Research Corridor. In early 2008, 
representatives from the NDSU Office of Research, Creative Activities and Technology 
Transfer visited two of the national laboratories to discuss NDSU research capabilities. 
Based on those meetings and further discussion, NDSU has been selected to conduct 
research projects for Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, N.M., and Livermore, 
Calif., and for Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Wash. 

We also recently signed two agreements with Pittsburgh Paint and Glass, one for 
electronics and one on coatings. 

Research Park 
The Research and Technology Park and the Technology Incubator are home to fast
paced, high-growth companies that promote economic development in North Dakota. 
Each of them either has the potential to compete globally or is already doing so 
effectively in: 

• Material Sciences 
• Biosciences and Life Science Technology 
• Information Technology 
• Nanotechnology 
• Advanced Manufacturing and Sensors/Micro-Electronics 

Companies currently operating in the Technology Incubator include the following: 

Appareo Systems 
Avenue Right 
Bobcat 
Feed Management Systems, Inc. 
FM Angel Investment Fund 
Intelligent InSites 
Pedigree Technologies 
The NDSU RFID Laboratory 

In August 2008, the annual payroll of the 96 employees operating in the Technology 
Incubator totaled more than $5.8 million. We anticipate that during the next decade our 
efforts will provide services to more than 100 new technology-based businesses in North 
Dakota. 

We just broke ground in the Research and Technology Park for a new Appareo Systems 
Facility. Today, Appareo employs 40 people in engineering, manufacturing and 
administration, and expects to double in size over the next three years. Appareo is a 
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"graduate" of the Technology Incubator facility, showing how effectively that effort can 
assist fledgling companies to prosper. The close proximity will be of great benefit to both 
Appareo and NDSU researchers. 

Capital Campaign 
We concluded a highly successful capital campaign in October 2007. "Momentum: The 
$75 Million Campaign for North Dakota State University" concluded with gifts and 
pledges totaling more than $108 million. Funds include $41 million for scholarship and 
scholarship endowment, $12 million for teaching endowments and enhancements and 
$25 million in support of new construction projects, including Richard H. Barry Hall, 
Klai Hall and the Bison Sports Arena. 

Centers of Excellence 
We have seven state Centers of Excellence: 

• Center for Advanced Electronics Design and Manufacturing 
• Center on Surface Protection 
• Center for AgBiotechnology: Oilseed Development 
• NDSU Beef Systems Center of Excellence 
• NDSU Center for Nanoscale Science and Engineering 
• NDSU Technology Incubator 
• Center for Biopharmaceutical Research and Production 
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HB1003 One-Time Funding Reporting Requirement 
Section 19 

For the 2007-09 Biennium 

Deferred Maintenance funding - $2,516,935 one-time funding 

The following comprise the list of repairs/maintenance completed or in progress from the period 
July 1, 2007- December 30, 2008 and the current budget/actual expenses estimated for each project. 

Building Exterior 
Utilities/Infrastructures 
Interior Finishes 
Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 

Estimated Total Expenditures at 12/30/2008: 
Balance at 12/30/2008 to be spent by 6/30/09 

2007-09 Biennial Allocation One-Time Funds for Deferred Maintenance: 

Capital Projects• $4,500,000 (plus $500,000 NDSU cost share) 
Minard Hall, Phases I and II 

Expenditures as of 12/31/2008 
Architecture fees 

Remaining funds available as of 12/31/2008 
Funding expected to carryover into the 2009-11 Biennium 

Funding for Phase III of the Minard Renovation is being requested during the 2009-11 Biennium. 

$1,475,379 
535,078 
460,435 
42,364 

$2,513,256 
3,679 

$2,516,935 

$4,953,151 

Information regarding the Minard renovation can be found in the "Major Capita] Projects" section of this hearing 
material. 

Century Code -54-44.1-11 - North Dakota State University does not have any appropriation carryover from the 
2005-07 legislative period. 
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Enrollment Analysis and Tuition Rate Con1parison 

Fall Headcount Enrollment Enrollment rates have steadily increased over the past 
Year Headcount FTE 

1999 9,638 8,775 decade. NDSU is proud to continue the traditions that 

2000 9,894 9,003 have made it a premier institution both regionally and 
2001 10,538 9,621 internationally. As we continue to grow, it is 
2002 11,146 9,950 

important that we maintain the quality through 
2003 11,623 10,294 

2004 12,026 10,692 continued funding from our State. NDSU is 

2005 12,099 10,752 committed to keeping tuition rates as low as possible 
2006 12,258 10,890 and through the funding of this budget request we 
2007 12,527 11,221 

2008 13,229 11,794 
may begin to ease tuition increases. 

Annual Tuition and Required Fees - Academic Year 2008-09 

Student Category Tuition Fees Total 

ND Resident Students 5,264 962 6,226 

MN Resident Students 5,504 962 6,466 

WUE, MSEP, AT!* 7,895 962 8,857 

Other Non-Resident 14,053 962 15,015 

* Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE), Midwest Student Exchange Program (MSEP), Alumni Tuition Incentive (ATI). 

Tuition and Fee Comparison to Regional Partners ** 
Resident Tuition and Required Fees 

National Average 

Regional Average 

NDSU 

Non-Resident Tuition and Required Fees 

National Average 

Regional Average 

$7,029 

$6,426 

$5.975 

$18,120 

$16,204 

NDSU $14.346 
** Source: "2007-08 Tuition and Fee Rates - A National Comparison" 
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• NDSU 2009-11 SB 2003 Recom111endation 

SB 2003 

A. Policy Objective BASE FUNDING INCREASES Recommendation 

2007-09 Base Funding 91,285,85: 

I Enhance Student Preparation 100% of Parity/cost to continue/5%/5% 12,748,621 

salary and health insurance increases/utilities 

2 Maintain Student Equity adjustment to address funding 4,963,065 

Affordability/Enhance Student differentials ( 15%) 

Affordability 

3 Maintain Student Affordability Two and Four-Year college affordability 1,916,408 

Total Base funding Increase 19,628,09• 

. 

% Increase over 07-09 Base Budget 21.S0o/, 
.. 

• B. Policy Objective ONE-TIME FUNDING INCREASES 

1 Enhance Student Preparation Deferred Maintenance 5,355,817 

Total - One Time funding Increase 5,355,817 

• 
10 
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Priority 1 

Funding of 100% of Parity 

Parity-Includes costs to continue for the state share of parity only as noted 
below. The student share of parity costs would be funded through tuition 
rate increases. 

Breakdown of parity costs-$12,748,621 (Executive Recommendation) 
• Cost to continue FY09 Legislatively funded salary increases-$1,889,909 
• Estimated Health Insurance based on a premium of $825.97 per month-$2,304,818 
• Salary increases of s percent per year-$6,052,435 
• Estimated operating inflation of 2%/2.2% (excluding utilities) - $578,737 
• Utilities increases-$1,809,995 
• Utilities increase for new buildings-$112,727 

o A 5 percent annual salary increase will help NDSU position itself as a premier 
institution in the region and nationally. By investing in people, NDSU and North 
Dakota can continue to recruit and retain the best and brightest. 

o Health insurance rates continue to increase drastically over inflation. The current 
budget request includes full funding of the health insurance increase of more than 13 
percent. 

o For 2009-11 incremental funding for utilities is being requested for the 45,000 sq. ft 
additions for Richard H. Barry and Klai Halls at our downtown campus. In addition, 
utilities are requested for the President's house which will be approximately 5,000 
square feet. Xcel Energy is also requesting a 14 percent increase effective in the 
current biennium. This rate increase, the additional square footage, and the demand 
for electricity due to increased research activities and evening classes will place a 
tremendous burden on the utilities budget. 

o The current budget request estimates operating inflation at 2 percent/2.2 percent for 
the biennium. However according to www.inflationdata.com, the current inflation 
rate is 5.37 percent and is rising. The proposed increase will help NDSU maintain 
adequate operating budgets to continue to serve our students and the people of 
North Dakota. 

o The minimum tuition increase needed to match the state funding of parity at 40 
percent based on the long-term finance funding model would be 5.20 percent for 
NDSU. 

11 
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Priority 2 

Equity Funding 

Equity-The Long-Term Finance plan requires a minimum of 15 percent of 
the total new funding be allocated to equity after parity has been funded. 
Equity funding is crucial in closing the gap between state and student 
funding differentials and in bringing NDSU closer to its peers. The current 
proposed funding is based on the Governor's recommendation, rather than 
the funding model. 

Breakdown of Equity funding for NDSU-$4,963,065 (Executive 
Recommendation) 
• Currently, NDSU is funded at 41 percent of its peers which makes NDSU the furthest from 

its peers for the NOUS system. 
• IfNDSU were to receive full funding of the Governor's executive 

recommendation for the 2009-11 biennial request, including the $4,963,065 of 
equity funding, NDSU's funding would increase to 50 percent of its peers . 

o With the enormous growth at NDSU it is critical that we continue to meet the needs 
of our students through adequate staffing of faculty and staff positions. NDSU would 
utilize the equity funding to hire additional faculty to keep our student/faculty ratios 
in line and staff to continue to maintain the high level of service we provide to our 
students. 

o A portion of the equity funding would also be used to contribute to lease 
expenditures for additional space needed as a result of the enormous growth of 
student enrollment on the main campus as well as funding for Richard H. Barry and 
Klai Halls at the downtown campus. 

o NDSU is committed to keeping tuition increases as low as possible. Tuition rates 
have continued to rise exponentially over the past decade and NDSU is dedicated to 
keeping education as affordable as possible in North Dakota. With the infusion of 
equity dollars into NDSU's base, tuition increases can be carefully controlled and 
kept as low as possible . 

12 
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Priority 3 
Two- and Four-Year College Affordability 

Four-Year College Affordability-SBHE proposed funding would cover the 
student's share of parity based on the Governor's executive budget 
recommendation. If this funding model is utilized over an extended period 
of time North Dakota can begin to re-balance the state/student shares. 

Four-year college affordability-$1,916,408 
• At NDSU, $1,916,408 of additional state funding would limit the tuition increase percentage 

to 4% per year of the biennium. 

o The college affordability plan funds the student's share of parity for the 2009-11 

biennium. With state funding of this share of the increased cost to continue, NDSU 
could hold tuition rate increases at a minimum. 

o Currently, NDSU students contribute approximately 56 percent of the appropriated 
budget through tuition. If the 2009-11 budget were funded and NDSU held tuition 
increases to 4% per year, the student percent could be decreased to 52.5 percent of 
the total appropriated budget . 

13 
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One-Time Funding Requests 

One-time funding requests will be used to fund facility and infrastructure 
needs primarily related to deferred maintenance. 

Breakdown of one-time funding requests and amounts 
• Deferred Maintenance-$5,355,818 Executive Recommendation 

o NDSU's share of the system's outstanding deferred maintenance is $29,336,494. Deferred 
maintenance funding of $5,355,818 will begin to provide funding needed to address the 
backlog of deferred maintenance needs on campus. 

Below is a summary of the projected expenditures for deferred maintenance for the 2009-
11 biennium. The expenditures are categorized based on the NDUS approved category 
listing. These figures are only a projection and will be reanalyzed on a regular basis to 
ensure funding is utilized for the most appropriate purpose. 

Projected Deferred Maintenance Expenditures for 2009-11 

• Building Exterior Repairs and Maintenance - $1,255,000 

• Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades - $2,680,818 

• Interior Finishes - $570,000 

• Paving and Area Lighting - $350,000 

• Utilities and Infrastructure - $300,000 

• Miscellaneous Small Projects - $200,000 
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Major Capital Project Requests 

2009-11 Biennium 

Major Capital Projects 
State Funded Projects 

Minard Hall Renovation-Phase III 

Cost of State funded capital projects 
• Minard Hall Renovation-Phase III-$13 million General Fund 

o Minard Hall is currently the main classroom building on the campus and is located 
in the University's historical district. It houses the College of Arts, Humanities and 
Social Sciences, along with the Psychology and Mathematics Departments of the 
College of Science and Mathematics. The existing four-floor building contains 
78,000 gross square feet of classrooms and faculty offices constructed in three 
phases beginning in 1903. It has been renovated a number of times over the past 
100+ years to meet the changing uses of the building. Its exterior is structurally 
sound, but the interior is in need of a complete renovation after 36 years of heavy 
use. The last renovation was in the late 196o's when windows were replaced, an 
elevator, ventilation and air conditioning systems were added, heating and electrical 
systems were upgraded and space was rearranged and decorated. 

o Building modifications for the renovation would include new mechanical and 
electrical systems, technology upgrades, correction and elimination of all building 
code deficiencies, asbestos removal and elimination of coal dust infiltration, modest 
area increases in faculty offices and supporting spaces, additional classrooms to meet 
the growing instructional need requirements for both students and faculty, new roof, 
windows and tuckpointing of the building's exterior. 

o Phase III will consist of renovation of the remaining portion of the building, 
including replacement of the HVAC system, general construction and electrical work. 
There is no additional operating expenses, as this is a remodel and will not increase 
square footage . 

15 
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Major Capital Projects 
Non-State Funded Projects 

Revenue Bond Funded 

Niskanen Apartment Complex Expansion 

Cost of Revenue Bond funded capital project 
• Niskanen Apartment Complex Expansion - $20,000,000 

o The F Court Apartments (renamed Niskanen Apartments) were constructed in 1982, 1983, 
and 1984 for a predicted increase in single student and family housing. The 31,056 square 
foot apartment complex consisted of three, two-story buildings, each containing two 
bedroom units. On October 21, 2000, a fire destroyed one of the three 16-plex apartments 
located in the northwest corner of the University Village Apartment area. In January 2001, 
NDSU requested and was granted authorization to proceed with the replacement of the 
building immediately upon passage of Senate Bill No. 2137. Governor Hoeven signed this 
bill into law on January 30, 200 I, to construct a new 30-unit apartment building to replace 
the 16-plex destroyed by fire. That project has been completed and is operational. 

o The project will consist of the addition of approximately four new apartment buildings, 
encompassing 200,000 square feet, adjacent to the current structure. These fully accessible 
buildings will feature two-bedroom apartments consisting of a kitchen, two bathrooms, data 
ports for high speed Internet access, cable television, and air conditioning. Laundry facilities 
will be located on each floor, as well as lounges for studying and social interaction. A large 
community room will also be included in this project. The expansion will provide an 
additional 800 beds to the campus. 

o Enrollment this fall reached an all time high of 13,229 students. NDSU's record enrollment 
includes 2,66 I new freshmen, 495 more than last year, an unprecedented 22.9 percent 
increase. Subsequently, NDSU had over 400 students in nine motel properties. The proposed 
expansion of the apartment complex would meet the demand and need for immediate 
housing on campus. In addition, expanding the campus options for apartment style living 
will serve both first-year and upper-class students and will meet the overall demand for on
campus housing . 

16 
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Major Capital Projects 
Renovations 

Non-State Funded Projects 

Auxiliary Enterprises/West Dining Services Renovation 

Student Health Services Expansion 

Cost of Locally funded capital projects 
• Auxiliary Enterprises/West Dining Services Renovation-$7 million 

Funded through revenue bonds and auxiliary funds 
• Student Health Services Expansion-$ I. I million 

Funded through student fees and auxiliary funds 

o The Auxiliary Enterprises building is a 29,116 square foot, one-story building that 
currently houses the Dining Services Production Bakery and Commissary Operations, as well 
as the NDSU University Police department. 

• As food services' methods of food preparation and delivery have evolved on campus, 
the functions in the building have changed. In addition, space allocation and 
equipment have not changed to keep pace with the revised functions and scope, so the 
existing food service layout for supply, production and delivery is outdated. 

o The West Dining Center opened in 1971 and had some minor renovations done in 1999. 
The renovation and expansion of the West Dining Center will be focused on upgrades to the 
dining room, relocation of a portion of the serving area into the cmTent dining room, and 
building an addition to the south that will expand seating capacity and greatly improve the 
look of the building. 

o When the Wallman Wellness Center opened in fall 2001, Student Health Services housed 
1.5 FTE health care providers. Now, with 3.0 FTE- one physician and two nurse 
practitioners - the current space has been maximized and is no longer sufficient. 

• The 4,000 square foot expansion would include provider offices, exam rooms, 
storage, mechanical and radiology/X-ray service areas . 
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Major Capital Projects 
Non-State Funded Projects (cont.) 

Projects carried-over from the 2007-09 Biennium 

Ellig Softball Complex 

Bison Sports Arena Renovation 

Cost of Privately funded capital projects 
• Ellig Softball Complex-$4.5 million 

Funded through private donations 
• Bison Sports Arena renovation-$25.5 million 

Funded through private donations 

o The existing softball complex is the site of four diamonds used primarily by university 
students, including intramural participants and intercollegiate athletes. Several youth and 
adult community teams also use the complex. The project includes the construction of a 
press box, dug outs, locker rooms, and restrooms for both the athletes and the general public. 
The project also includes the upgrade and partial replacement of the irrigation system as well 
as the complete retooling of each diamond. Finally, bleachers, lights, and a maintenance 
storage area are paramount to the success of the project. 

o The independent study done by a consulting firm in 2003 recommended that the emphasis of 
work done at the Bison Sports Arena focus on improvements to the facilities and the existing 
infrastructure: the HY AC system; ADA compliance; locker room expansion and upgrades; 
athletic training areas; classroom technology enhancements; relocation of offices, 
conference, and meeting rooms; and replacement of the unsafe playing surfaces and bleacher 
systems in the building. 

o The scope of the project has since been expanded to include: the replacement of the existing 
roof; new north and south entrances to the building; a new practice gym; improvements for 
the wrestling, track and baseball programs; and an addition to the east side of the building to 
accommodate suites and premium seating facilities . 
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Summary of Tuition Premiums Paid by MN and 
International Students for 2007-08 

Net 
Tuition Premium 

Per Year Tuition Avg# of 
Per FT MN per per Student 

Residency Credit Student Reciprocity student student s 
ND Residents 208.89 2,507 5,013 - 6,599 
MN Residents 218.43 2,621 368 

, 
5,611 597 4,222 

International* 278.83 3,346 6,692 1,679 957 

*International per credit rate accounts for the 50% tuition waiver granted to most international FT students. 

'"*For analysis purposes only, assumes all students are full•time 

NDSU Analysis of Actual Tuition Collections by 
Residency 

$8,000 ~----------------------

$7,000 -1------------------------
$6,000 -1-----------------

Tuition 
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Paid per 

Year 

-
2,521,810 

1,606,382 

$5,000 +--------------~--!~~ 
$4,000 -1----------------1 

□ ND Residents 
$3,000 -------
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$1,000 +-------1) • 
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Per Credit FT Students MN Reciprocity Net Tuition Per Premium 
Year per Tuition per 
student student 
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• Analysis of Student To Faculty Ratios for NDSU 

From 2004 to present 

Below is a table showing Student to Faculty ratios from 2004 to present. Through the funding 

that has been provided by the legislature and through tuition collections, NDSU has been able to 

make progress in this area over the past year despite significant increases in student enrollments. 
However, because the industry standard for research universities is near 17 to I, we need to 

continue to make progress in this area. Your continued support will assist NDSU in making this 
goal a reality. 

Student to Faculty Ratios 

a Faculty to Student Ratios 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

(Ratio calculated as Faculty FYE/Student FTE. Faculty FTE includes all permanent faculty) 
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2008 Annual Employment Report Highlights 

Data for this report were collected through mail surveys, follow-up 
telephone calls and academic departments/faculty. The Career Center 
surveyed graduates of Baccalaureate degrees from NDSU for terms ending 
in August 2007, December 2007, and May 2008. This report is based on 
responses from 1,182 graduates (68.5% of the reported 1,726 
undergraduates.) 

Of the 1,182 respondents: 

• 897 (75.9%) reported "Employed." 
• 225 (19.0%) reported "Post Baccalaureate & Professional" education. 
• 60 (5.1%) reported still "Active in Job Search." 

Of the 897 employed respondents: 

• 794 (88.5%) reported: "Employed related to their studies." 
• 51 (5.70%) reported: "Employed in part-time positions." 
• The average annual "related" reported salary of respondents was 

$40,000. The highest reported salary was $80.000. 
• Graduates reported accepting employment in 44 states and 9 foreign 

countries. 
• 455 respondents (50.7%) reported accepting employment in North 

Dakota. 
• 248 respondents (27.6%) reported accepting employment in 

Minnesota. 
• 449 respondents reported their "original home state" as North 

Dakota, of which 297 reported accepting employment in North 
Dakota (66.1% retention). 

• Of this year's employed graduates of College of Agriculture, Food 
Systems, and Natural Resources, 14.0% have chosen to farm or ranch . 
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23 
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARS 

(including I I freshmen - a record) 

590 
PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS 

(requires 29 or higher on ACT) 

$9. 5 MILLION 
IN SCHOLARSHIPS 

AWARDED IN 2007-08 

STUDENT TO TEACHER RATIO 
{More than 80 percent of our undergraduate classes 

have fewer than 40 students.) 
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DEGREE PROGRAMS 

Undergraduate majors 

Master's degrees 

Research doctoral degrees 

Specialist degrees 

Professional doctoral degrees 

DISTANCE AND 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Total online degrees 

Undergraduate 

Certificate 

Master's 

102 

59 

42 

l 

3 

21 

5 

5 
II 

Distance and Continuing Education offers about 200 degree 
eligible classes each semester. Two new degrees will be fully 
on line by fall 20 1 o . 

GRADUATE DOCTORAL DEGREES 

2000-01 24 

2001-02 24 

2002-03 33 

2003-04 32 

2004-05 27 

2005-06 42 

2006-07 69 
2007-08 91 
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[ employment rates ] 
95.2 percent of recent NDSU graduates are employed or furthering their educations. 

64.2 percent accepted jobs in ND, up more than IO percent from previous two years . 
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CHAPMAN BUILDS INTERNATIONAL TIES 

NDSU President Joseph Chapman and an NDSU delegation visited India and Sri 
Lanka in December. Chapman visited five colleges and universities, returning with 
two signed agreements and high hopes for future collaborations. 

The trip included a visit to the Ansal Institute of Technology, Gurgaon, India, 
which has a twinning agreement with NDSU. The agreement allows students to 
study two years at each school and earn degrees from both institutions. 

In South Korea Chapman met with a group of about 20 NDSU alumni. An active 
group ofNDSU alumni in South Korea meets once or twice each year, but this was 
the first time university administrators participated. 

A visit to Uganda provided another opportunity to deepen a partnership with 
Makerere University, Kampala. President Chapman and a delegation from NDSU 
met with administrators, faculty and students with a goal of establishing study 
abroad, twinning, and research partnerships. The Uganda connection makes NDSU 
one of the first major players in developing programs and expanding into eastern 
and southern Africa. Makerere University officials noted that NDSU is unique in 
working to establish true partnerships with their university. Planning is under way 
for a joint master's degree called Global Infectious Disease Management. 

Chapman said global education allows NDSU students to receive a broader, 
enhanced education. International collaborations also present opportunities 

for business and research partnerships . 
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a global 
university 

NDSU has Memoranda 

of Understanding 

with 28 countries and 

nearly 60 institutions with 

many others in process. 

The 1,120 international 

students attending NDSU 

are from 84 countries. 

More than 180 NDSU 

students studied abroad 

in 2007-08 . 

"Our students 

will not be fully 

prepared for a diverse, 

global work world if 

they are not part of an 

inclusive university 

environment. We must 
' 

diversify our faculty, 

staff and student body, 

as this is absolutely 

the right thing to do 

for all of us." 

- PRES{DENT JosEP11 A. C1-1Al'MAN 
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DIVISION OF EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND 
GLOBAL OUTREACH ESTABLISHED 

The new Division of Equity, Diversity and Global Outreach brings 
together NDSU's global outreach and diversity efforts including the Office 
of Equity and Diversity, Multicultural Student Services, !'nternational 
Programs, Diversity Center, tribal college partnerships, lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, cransgender and allies, as well as programs for other traditionally 

underrepresented groups. 

President Chapman narried Eveadean Myers as vice 
president of the new division. Myers, a member of the 
president's cabinet, previously was the executive director 
and chief diversity officer for NDSU's Office of Equity 
and Diversity which oversees university-wide efforts 
to create a campus community actively committed to 

inclusion and pluralism. The office handles matters 
related to equity, diversity, and equal opportunity/ 
affirmative action for the whole institution. 

Kara Gravley-Stack has been named the coordinator of NDSU's new 
Equity and Diversity Center. She previously served as assistant director 
for service learning and civic engagement in the Memorial Union. The 
center will provide programs and services to the campus community that 
will help educate people about diversity and inclusion. The center w:ill be 
housed in the historic Alba Bales House, and will serve the entire campus 
by providing a space for meetings and small events, and doing research 

into different areas of diversiry. 
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NSF GRANT SUPPORTS EFFORTS 
TO INCREASE FEMALE FACULTY 

The National Science Foundation recently awarded NDSU a grant to improve the status of 
women faculty in the science areas on campus. The Division of Equity, Diversity and Global 
Outreach will help with rhe $3.7 million ADVANCE FORWARD grant and will use money 
from the grant to hire a new staff position to assist search committees to recruit women 
faculty. The position will faJI under the equity, diversity and global outreach division. 

"We pledged ro our faculty women that we would move aggressively to address issues 
of equity," said President Chapman. "As we grow, ensuring chat NDSU is an inclusive 
institution is a priority. We are committed to women faculty in all disciplines." 
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VOLLEYBALL LEADS NDSU 
INTO D-I POST SEASON PLAY 

The NDSU volleyball team went undefeated in Summit League play and became 
NDSU's first to reach Division I post season play. 

In the tournament, NDSU lost to No. 10-ranked Minnesota to a 25-18, 25-14, 
25-14 on Dec. 5, before a crowd of 2,583 at Minnesota. The loss snapped North 
Dakota Stace's r 9-match winning streak. The Bison, making their first Division I 
playoff appearance, finished the year 24-4 overall. 

The Bison won the Summit League tournament Nov. 21-22 in Tulsa, Okla. North 
Dakota Seate swept IUPUI in the semifinals and beat Oral Roberts 3-1 on its own 
A.oar in the championship match. The Bison won 19 consecutive matches dating 
back to a 3-0 loss at Tulane on Sept. 13. 
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Dedicated during homecoming, Klai Hall houses 
studio, classroom and office space for students and 
faculty in architecture and landscape architecture. The 
building is named for NDSU alumnus John R. Klai II, 
a native of Osnabrock, N.D. and partner in Klai Juba 
Architects, a firm with offices in Las Vegas and Fort 
Lauderdale, Fla. 

EXCELLENCE IN ARCHITECTURE 
NDSU ranks I Sch in the nation for top architecture 
education programs (of 120 programs) and 4th in the 
nation among Midwestern schools, according to the 

architecture journal Design Intelligence, in its ranking of 
the architecture schools that best prepare students for 
professional practice. 
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new facilities [ now open ] 

MATERIAL HANDLING FACILITY 
The Material Handling Facility houses all waste chemicals generated by the 
university and is a receiving and storage area for selected new chemicals. 

LIVING LEARNING CENTER WEST 
NDSU's newest residence hall is home to 166 students. 

PROTEASE RESEARCH CENTER 
The new Core Synthesis Facility, Dunbar 156, and newly-remodeled 
Molecular Biology Lab are now open. Both are part of the Center for 
Protea.Se Research, funded by a grant from the National Institutes of Health. 
Mukund Sibi, NDSU Distinguished Professor of chemistry and molecular 

biology, is program director . 
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A~ COMI>LE'l'ION 
Richard H. Barry Hall is scheduled to open in 2009. 

Offering I 3 5 ,ooo square feet of space, it will house the 
College of Business and the Department of Agribusiness 
and Applied Economics. le also will house the North 
Dakota Trade Office and the Center for Global 
Initiatives and Leadership, providing a new level 
of global business connections for the region. 

1be facility will include I 2 state-of-the-an classrooms, 
a 250-sear auditorium, a coffee bar and branches of the 
NDSU Bookstore and Bison Connection. 
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new facilities [ under construction ] 

NDSU GREENHOUSE 
A new greenhouse facility will be home to innovative research that will lead to 

development of higher-yielding and higher-quality crops, benefitting producers and 
businesses through increased productivity and sales. 

BEEF CATTLE RESEARCH CENTER 
The center will allow NDSU to expand its research on nutrition, physiology, animal 
health, genetics, meat science, nutrition management, food safety and economics. It will 
be one of only four research centers in North America with equipment to measure cattle's 
individual feed intake, which will help identify ways to cut feed coses, and improve feed 
efficiency and profitability. 

APPAREO SYSTEMS 
Groundbreaking was held in September for the new Appareo Systems building at the 
NDSU Research and Technology Park. Appareo will incorporate a major research and 
instructional lab for NDSU's materials and nanotechnology interdisciplinary education 
program. The company got its stare at the Technology· Incubator, developing portable 

consumer electronics combined with 30 graphics. 
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tribal colleges 

Cankdeska Cikana 
Community College 
[ FORT TOTTEN l 

Turtle Mountain 

Community College 
[ BELCOURT l 

Sitting Bull College 
[ FORT YATES l 

United Tribes 
Technical College 
[ BISMARCK l 

Fort Berthold 
Community College 
[ NEW TOWN l 

"This state cannot 

afford to lose any 

students. We want to 

partner with other 

institutions of higher 

education to make sure 

every North Dakotan 

has an opportunity to 

attend college· if they 

want to do that." 

- P1tEs1nENT Jos1,:n1 A. C1 IAl'J\.11\N 
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NORTH DAKOTA TRIBAL COLLEGES 
DISCUSS OPPORTUNITIES WITH NDSU 

President Chapman and other NDSU 
representatives visited five North Dakota 
tribal colleges July 30 through Aug.· I 
to discuss opportunities for American Indian 
students and develop partnerships at each 
college. The group met with tribal college 
presidents and staff members about creating 

partnerships and programs not currently being filled by the other North 
Dakota universities. 

"This state cannot afford to lose any students. We wane to partner with other 
institutions of higher education to make sure every North Dakotan has an 
opportunity to attend college if they want to do that," Chapman said. 

Part of the relationship may include using interactive video networking to 

provide students on both ends the chance to take disses from one another. 
Potentially, this could mean that tribal college graduates from two-year 
programs could continue their education at NDSU without leaving home. 
At the same time, NDSU students could have the privilege of taking courses 
not offered here such as Native American political thought and Native 
American language. 

"The state's rr.ibal colleges and NDSU share the land-grant mission of serving 
the people of North Dakota. We do a better job of that by working together." 

\ 
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NDSU GIVES TO UNITED WAY 

United Way of Cass-Clay recognized NDSU for its record-setting 2007 campus campaign, 
in which faculty and staff raised $u6,68 I for the local United Way- a 12 percent increase 
from the previous year. The inscription on the award acknowledges NDSU's "Milestone 
Campaign of$ 100,000+." 

"One of our overarching themes at NDSU is 'It's About People,' ., said President Chapman 
following the presentation. "Anything we can do individually to serve people is a great thing." 
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NDSU TELEPHARMACY PROGRAM 
GAINS NATIONAL ATTENTION 

The North Dakota Telepharmacy Project received national media attention in 21 states in 
2008, and its success is making it a model of rural pharmacy service delivery, job creation, 
innovation and cooperation among medical establishments. 

Established in 2002 to restore, retain and establish access to pharmacist and pharmacy 
services in medically underserved rural communities in North Dakota, the project helps 
deliver telepharmacy services to remote rural retail pharmacies and hospitals. It is making 
North Dakota a national leader in delivery of pharmacy services co rural areas. The sites use 
computers, video-conferencing technology and high-resolution cameras so the pharmacist 
can verify the correct medication and dosage is being dispensed to a patient. The video
conferencing system is encrypted for privacy and standard pharmacy software allows the 
pharmacist to check for allergies and drug interactions so patient safety is greatly enhanced. 

The project received $8 I 3,535 in federal funding in 2008 to develop telepharmacy services in 
nine small hospitals across the state, most of which are critical access, having 2 5 or fewer beds . 

\ 
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NDSU IS LISTED IN THE TOP I 00 
RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES IN THE COUNTRY 

IN SEVERAL NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION CATEGORIES. 
All data is for FY2007, the latest year for which statistics are available . 
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IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
(among all universities and colleges) 

41sr 
IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

(among 537 research universities without a medical school) 

42ND 
IN SOCIAL SCIENCES 

(among research universities) 

74TH 
IN PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

(among all universities and colleges) 
Category includa astronomJ, chrmisrry, physics, maurials scit!nus 

and othrr scitnas not eliewhtrt classifitd. 

94TH 
IN CHEMISTRY 

(among all universities and colleges) 
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A major research university is crucial to the economy of North Dakota. 
Moody's Economy.com identified NDSU as one of three drivers for 
North Dakota, along with energy and agriculture. 

"The sustained research activity at NDSU and its continued overall 
national ranking illustrate che exceptional work by faculty, staff and 
students in a very competitive research environment," said Philip 
Boudjouk, vice president for research, creative activities and technology 
transfer at NDSU. "Ir also shows our strong capabilities in niche 
areas. Research continues to play a role in economic developmenc, as 
well as offering students unique undergraduate and graduate research 
opportunities to help prepare them for the job market," said Boudjouk. 

A majority ofNDSU research funding comes from multi-year federal 
research contracts and competitive grant awards. Additional research 
funding comes through awards, grants arid contracts from state and 

business funding sources. 

The National Science Foundation's annual listing of research expenditures 
is the standard for comparison of research universities . 
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ACTUAL REVENUES 

OPl:RAI ING R..rvi:NUES 

StudentTuiti6n and Fees 

Federal Granes and Contracts 

Stace Grants and Contracts 
..... ··------~--
P~ivate Gra!lts and Contracts 

Sales and Services of Educational _Departments 

$71,990,835 

5,357,838 
-~~ 

5,517,994 --------
18,287,424 ---------------

Auxiliary Enterprises 32;042,747 ---~---
Ocher Operating Revenue 

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 

Nt)N-OJ>LR,\J'IN(-; RLVFNUhS 

State Appropriations 

Federal Appropriations. 

Federal Grants and Contracts 

Gifrs 

Investment Income 

Gain on Capital Assets 

Insurance Proceeds 

T~--R~~-~~ ues 

Other Non-operating Revenues Over Expenses 

TOTAL NON-OPERATING REVENUES 

0 1111 R RLv1::-1U1:: Cw1 IAL ( ;RAN 1s, G11 1 s ANil 'foANSI I Rs 

State Appropriations - Capital Assets 

----

320,383 

143,154 

8,7~7.122 

3;264,524 

864,054 

259,II8 

$100,149,111 

-------------- $3,743,328 

2,077,994 Transfer from Building Authority 

Capital Grants and Gifts 

TOTAL OTHER REVENUE $5,821,322 

TOTAL OPERATING, NON-OPERATING AND OTHER REVENUES 

\ 
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ACTUAL FUNCTIONAL OPERATING EXPENSES 

On:RA'l ING ExPLNSl::S 'lb 01' [XPLN.SES 

, Instruction $63,909,334 21.6% 

Academic Support 20,127,549 6.8% 

Student Services 10,375,710 3.5% 

. ~nstic_urio_~al Support 17,192,108 5.8% 

Operation and Maintenance of Plant 16,114,114 5 .4% 

Scholarships and Fellowships I 2,349,08 J . 4;2%" 

.. ~uxiliary ~-er~i.~es 38,543,436 13.0% 

Public Service 25,699,377 8.7% 

Research 78,368,626 26. 5% 
T"" 

Depreciation 13,416,863 4-5% 

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES $296,096,200 100% 

NoN-0J>LllAI INC, Lx1•1 NSLS 

Interest on Capital Asset-Related Debt $5,753,860 

TOTAL OPERATING AND NON-OPERATING EXPENSES $301,850,060 
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w. ARE PART OF A TRADITION 
of high quality education, cutting edge research and 
meanibgful service to the people of North Dakota, 
the nation and the world. Every one of you is an 
important contributor to the past, present and future 
ofNDSU. You are making a difference. You are making 
North Dakota State University a place of impact. 

The Roundtable plan was developed in the year 
2000 by 61 North Dakotans, including legislators 
and private sector leaders. The clear mission for 
higher education from this group is chis: enhance the 
economic vitality of North Dakota through a high 
quality, entrepreneurial and accountable system. The 
Roundtable makes us uniquely well positioned to earn 
success at our institution. Our pursuits to better serve 
our students dovetail nicely with the needs of our 
state. To the visionary leaders who saw the potential 
for higher education co contribute, and who crafted 
chis effective model, I say thank you. We are energized 
by the great potential this model allows. 

\Ve are part of a long and proud heritage as a land
grant institution. The original land-grant act was 
passed by Congress in 1862 as a means of preparing 
the country for participation in the industrial 
revolution. It is important for us to remember the 
land-grant system was created to prepare people for 
change. The enduring quality of the legislation lies in 
that thought. Preparing people for change. 

Responding to the needs of society. What we at 
NDSU are pursuing today - preparing students for 
and assisting business with the global marketplace -
is the 21st century version of the land-grant ideal. It is 
our tradition to move forward and to change as our 
society changes, to evolve in response to public needs. 

In the past decade, we built the base for the next 
decade. Our first goal was to increase our enrollment. 
We did chat. We said we wanted to develop new 
doctoral programs, and now we have broadened the 
number of PhDs we offer, and grown to be among the 
largest doctoral degree granting institutions in the 
region. We said NDSU would become a major 
research university, to offer the substantial economic 
benefits that activity brings, and we have doni: chat. 

We quickly doubled our research effort, and now for 
five years, the National Science Foundation has 
reported our research expenditures at more than $ I oo 
million a year. We wanted to help ,launch businesses, 
to help create good jobs so more People could enjoy 
life in North Dakota. We are doing all of that. The 
value of this co our students and our state cannot be 
exaggerated . 

We needed to grow in enrollment, programs 3.nd in 
our research enterprise to position our state for the 
future. Magical things can happen at a certain 
threshold, and so we concentrated on numbers. 

Here's one example of how NDSU has been able co 
positively benefit the state: The economic impact to 
North Dakota of just our growth in the past 10 years 
is nearly a billion dollars. Our state needed an 
economic boost, and we delivered. NDSU is crucial 
to the state's future. 

We have been well served by five themes: It's About 
People, Students are Paramount, Programs, . 
Leveraging Support and Stature. 

Today, I propose adding three qualitative principles 
to guide us as we elevate our institution. We will 
measure all that we do against our commitment to be: 
Inclusive, Responsive and Excellent. 
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OuR STUDENTS will not be fully 
prepared for a diverse, global work world if they are 
not part of an inclusive university environment. We 
must diversify our faculty, staff and student body, as 
this is absolutely the right thing to do for all of us. 

UNESCO is correct in saying that cultural diversity 
is "as necessary for humankind as biodiversity is for 
nature." These are the aims of education and we must 

be leaders on chis important issue. 

To illustrate how real this need is, some companies 
only recruit ar universities that have made chis 

commitment to diversity. 

We have taken a number of steps to ingrain 
inclusiveness into our culture, but there are specific 
areas that need attention. 

I recently established a Division of Equity, Diversity 
and Global Outreach. Among numerous other 
initiatives, this office will lead the efforts to establish a 
Diversity Center. 

We will further facilitate inclusion through a President's 
Council on Global Outreach. NDSU must be a 
player in the global, knowledge-driven economy. By 
building true partnerships around the world, we can 
further expand our research, enhance our educational 
offerings, and help further expand che economy of 

North Dakota. 

North Dakota led the nation in growth of exports last 
year, with global sales of more than $ 2 billion. Further 

evidence of the globalization of business comes from 
our own Research and Technology Park. Each of 
the I 7 businesses in the park have global clients. We 
cannot afford to miss the opportunities the world 
provides for our students. 

To foster greater global interaction among our 
students and fucu!ty, the North Dakota Trade Office 
will locate in our Barry Hall. 

Barry Hall will be home to the College of Business 
and the Department of Agribusiness and Applied 
Economics, and also will be the site of our Center for 
Global lnitiarives and Leadership, which will provide 
a broad range of interdisciplinary programming to 
educate students on matters of global importance, and 
prepare them for global leadership. 

We are taking an innovative approach co partnerships 
with private sector companies. There are many 
examples at the Research and Technolog)' Park. On 
Monday, we broke ground for a new building for 
Appareo Systems, which will incorporate a major 
research and instructional lab for NDSU's materials 
and nanotechnology interdisciplinary program. 
Appareo got its start at our Technology Incubator, 
developing portable consumer electr~nics combined 
wirh 3D graphics. 

Our technology capabilities continue to expand. For 
example, we expect to have network connections 
that will be at least 10 times faster than current data 
transfer speeds to nearly I ,ooo faculty offices and 
laboratories. 

\ 
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w MUST BE PREPAREDforche 
students who will choose NDSU in the future. This 
ye~r our freshman class was 2 3 percent larger than the 
year before, and we are planning carefully for more 
students to choose NDSU. 

The caliber of our students remains very high. For 
example, this year we are proud to have 2 3 National 
Merit Scholars, and nearly 600 Presidential Scholars 
in our student body. 

We have not and will not allow growth to overtake 
quality. We are committed to maintaining our scudenr
to-faculty ratio and our core value of giving students 
the opportunities to interact directly with faculty. We 
are carefully planning to enhance the student 
experience, with projects such as an Advising Center. 
We further encourage our students co participate in 
organizations, internships and other enhancements to 
complement a total learning experience. 

It is our responsibility to further the excellence of this 
institution. The people ofNDSU are our greatest 
strength, the reason to be optimistic about continuing 
our transformational journey. 

fu part of this transformation, we will hire and 
promote more women on our faculty. The National 
Science Foundation recently awarded us a multi
million dollar grant, called Advance FORWARD, to 

address and study issues of recruitment and retention 
of women faculty, within the science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics fields. 

We intend to fund efforts to address similar issues in 
other academic areas as well, including women's studies. 

It is critically important to have women faculty 
in key roles. 

We also need to reward the good work of our faculty 
and staff. 1"hey give us the ability to respond to the 
needs of our state, our business partners and global 
community. We must continue to recruit and retain 
very high quality people. 

We have made some important changes to meet the 
needs of our faculty and staff and will continue to 

· pursue ways to improve the quality of life for all. 

With commitments to inclusiveness, responsiveness 
and excellence as our guide, we will meet with business 
lead_ers to learn what more they need from us. This is a 
natural progression of our efforts to bring businesses to 
our state and educate people to work in those businesses. 

I plan to again visit all of our departments to learn from 
faculty and staff about their aspirations for the future. 

I will continue to involve students in decisions that 
affect them, by continuing regular meetings with 
student government leaders, and inviting students to 
talk with me about their experiences. 

fu a top research university, we will further raise the 
caliber of our research enterprise. We will be among 
the top I 5 computer centers in the world with 
computing power approaching 100 teraflops. 

We will continue to be one of the leading agricultural 
research programs in the world. 

We have ambitious plans for advancement in_ the arts, 
humanities, and STEM educational programs. 

We will become one of the top 100 universities in the 
number of National Merit Scholars we enroll, a dear in

dicator chat we maintain a very high academic standard. 

.1 
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Economic Impact of NDSU Growth, FY 2000-2008 
F. Larry Leistritz, Dean A. Bangsund, and Nancy M. Hodur 1 

As the U. S. economy is increasingly driven by technological advances, research and 
education have become critical to economic growth. Public and private research and educational 
activities and related manufacturing and professional services now make an important 
contribution to economic growth in North Dakota. Foremost among these are the university
based research and education activities centered at North Dakota's research universities. 
Supported in large part from the federal government and/or from other out-of-state sources, these 
programs constitute an important component of the state's economic base. 

North Dakota State University (NDSU) has experienced substantial growth in both 
research and teaching programs over the past few years. The purpose of this report is to estimate 
the economic impacts associated with the growth that has occurred since FY 1999. 

Methods 

The initial task in any impact assessment is estimating the direct impacts ( or "first-round 
effects") of the activity being studied. In this study, NDSU operating budgets were analyzed to 
determine the growth in direct expenditures that had occurred since FY 1999. The capital 
improvements budget was also examined to identify expenditures during this period (that would 
also be included as direct impacts), and data on changes in enrollments were used to estimate 
growth in student spending (excluding tuition and fees) in the Fargo-Moorhead area. The North 
Dakota Input-Output Model was used to estimate the secondary economic impacts based on 
these data. 

The North Dakota Input-Output Model consists of interdependence coefficients or 
multipliers that measure the level of business activity generated in each economic sector from an 
additional dollar of expenditures in a given sector. (A sector is a group of similar economic 
units, e.g., the firms engaged in retail trade make up the retail trade sector.) For a complete 
description of the input-output model, see Coon and Leistritz (1989). The model estimates the 
changes in gross business volume (gross receipts) for all sectors of the area economy resulting 
from the direct expenditures associated with the growth of NDSU programs. The increased 
gross business volumes are used to estimate secondary employment and tax revenues based on 
historic relationships. The procedures used in the analysis are parallel to those used in 
estimating the impact of other facilities and activities (Leistritz and Coon 2008; Bangsund and 
Leistritz 2004, Hodur et al. 2006). Empirical testing has confirmed the model's accuracy in 
estimating changes in levels of economic activity in North Dakota; over the period 1958-2004, 
estimates of statewide personal income derived from the model averaged within 4 percent of 
comparable values reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce (Leistritz et al. 1990, Coon 
and Leistritz 2008). 

Results 

1Leistritz is a professor and Bangsund and Hodur are research scientists in the 
Department of Agribusiness & Applied Economics, North Dakota State University, Fargo. 
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The NDSU operating budget grew from $156 million in FYl999 to $353.4 million in 
FY2008, an increase of$197.4 million or 127 percent. General fund revenue increased $24.4 
million, and non-general fund revenue increased $173 million. After examination of the 
operating budget, it appeared that the Capital Equipment line item represented items that 
generally would be purchased from vendors located outside North Dakota ( e.g., computers, 
laboratory equipment) .. Therefore, Capital Equipment was excluded from the economic impact 
calculations ($7.3 million in FY2000; $11.6 million in FY2004; and $8.3 million in FY2008 -
general fund and non-general fund sources combined). After adjusting for Capital Equipment, 
increased NDSU operating expenditures based on non-general fund sources represented a direct 
economic impact of $10.6 million in FY2000 and $148.8 million in FY2008 (Table I). 
Including general fund revenues, the direct economic impacts ofNDSU growth were $12.4 
million in FY2000 and $160.1 million in FY2008 (Table 2). 

Capital improvements added substantially to the economic impact ofNDSU growth. 
Over the period FY2000-FY2008, · capital improvements totaled $177 .5 million, of which $159 .5 
million were non-general fund resources and $18.0 million were general fund revenues. Several 
major projects, including the Research I and Research II buildings in the NDSU Research and 
Technology Park, the Downtown Campus, the Equine Center, and the Criminal Justice building 
were completed during this time period. 

Student enrollments have also been increasing steadily over the past eight years. In 
2007-08, student FTE totaled 11,134, compared to 9,083 in FY 1998-99. In addition to tuition 
and fees paid to the University, student spending in the Fargo-Moorhead area was estimated to 
be $9,050 per student, per academic year. 

The direct economic impacts associated with NDSU growth (excluding general fund 
revenue) are summarized in Table I. Growth in NDSU operating expenditures (based on tuition 
revenues, research grants, and other non-general fund sources) was steady over the period 
FY2000 through FY2005, dipping slightly to $97.8 million in FY2006, but rising to $148.8 
million in FY 2008. Capital improvements added an average of $16.5 million per year over the 
nine-year period- $19.5 million in FY 2008. Student spending also increased over the period, to 
an estimated $28.1 million in FY2008. Thus, the total direct impact ofNDSU growth was 
$191.5 million in FY2008 and totaled $905.2 million over the nine-year period. 

The total impacts associated with NDSU growth were estimated by applying the input
output model coefficients to these expenditures (Table I). Total impacts were estimated to be 
$42 million in FY2000 and $538.4 million in FY2008, totaling $2.5 billion over the nine-year 
period. Sectors that received major contributions include households (i.e., personal income of 
area residents), retail trade, construction, and.finance, insurance, and real estate (FIRE). The 
increased economic activity from NDSU growth in FY2008 would support about 3,500 FTE jobs 
in the area economy, in addition to the additional personnel employed directly by the University. 
The increased economic activity also resulted in additional state tax revenues. The additional 
retail sales in FY2008 ($150.4 million) resulted in roughly $7.0 million in additional sales and 
use tax collections, while the additional personal income ($194.7 million) would result in about 
$2.9 million in additional personal income tax collections. Over the nine-year period, additional 
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sales and use tax collections were estimated to total $31.6 million while additional personal 
income tax collections totaled $13.6 million . 

Over the past eight years the State of North Dakota has invested roughly $99.7 million in 
additional general fund resources to support the growth of the University. The University has 
leveraged those state resources by securing almost $967 million from other sources ( e.g., 
research grants, donations). Thus, for every additional dollar of state support, roughly $9.70 of 
other funds have been obtained. In fact, if the added state tax revenues are considered, the net 
cost to the State of supporting NDSU growth could be considered to be only $54.5 million 
($99.7 million of added general fund support less $45.2 million of added tax collections, 
collected as a result ofNDSU growth). 

The direct and total impacts ofNDSU growth, including general fand resources, are 
summarized in Table 2. The interpretation of the values in Table 2 is the same as for Table I. 
The values in Table I represent the economic impact ofNDSU growth for the state, the values in 
Table 2 represent the economic impact ofNDSU growth since FYI 999 for the local area (i.e., 
Fargo-Moorhead). 
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Table I. Direct and Total Economic Impacts of ND SU Growth, Fiscal Year 2000 to Fiscal Year 2008 (Fiscal Year 1999 = base), excluding 

General Fund Growth 

Fiscal Year 

Item 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total 

000s nominal $ 

Direct Impacts: 

NDSU Operating 10,574 22,579 36,158 51,544 64,627 100,325 97,845 102,817 148,848 630,317 

NDSU Capital 3,450 7,846 15,612 29,464 18,913 9,367 15,116 28,791 19,555 148,114 
Improvements 

NDSU Student 992 2,944 8,288 11,208 14,360 17,672 18,224 24,981 28,106 126,775 
Spending 

Total Direct Impacts 15,016 33,370 60,059 92,215 97,900 127,363 131,185 156,589 191,509 905,206 

Direct Impacts by 1-0 
Sector: 

Construction 3,450 7,846 15,612 29,464 18,913 9,367 15,116 28,791 19,555 148,114 

Communications & 453 729 1,026 1,348 1,483 2,728 3,496 4,463 5,131 20,859 
Public Utilities 

Retail trade 2,302 5,100 10,561 14,332 17,952 32,012 31,826 31,965 45,714 191,764 

Finance, Insurance & 1,564 3,628 6,741 9,476 12,072 16,979 17,238 18,079 26,912 112,687 

Real Estate 

Business & Personal 1,601 3,686 6,163 9,117 11,225 17,561 10,747 15,705 21,925 97,730 

Services 

Households 5,645 12,381 19,956 28,479 36,256 48,716 52,761 57,586 72,272 334,052 

- continued -
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Table I. Continued 

Fiscal Year 

Item 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total 

000s nominal $ 

Total Impacts: 

Construction 4,445 10,050 19,463 35,293 25,357 17,735 23,827 39,024 32,164 207,358 

Communications & 1,808 3,738 6,307 9,284 10,383 14,583 15,474 18,539 22,847 102,963 
Public Utilities 

Retail trade 10,528 23,368 42,502 62,656 71,499 101,492 104,048 116,655 150,390 683,138 

Finance, Insurance, & 3,382 7,659 13,755 20,046 23,889 32,428 33,223 36,794 50,123 221,299 
Real Estate 

Business & Personal 2,303 5,250 8,889 13,200 15,857 23,687 16,979 22,974 31,101 140,240 
Services 

Professional & Social 988 2,190 3,789 5,674 6,437 8,446 8,792 10,185 12,701 59,202 
Services 

Households 15,179 33,634 58,076 86,921 98,766 129,392 135,140 156,343 194,664 908,115 

Other' 3,337 7,412 13,206 19,831 22,079 29,593 30,585 35,348 44,437 205,828 

Total 41,970 93,301 165,987 252,905 274,267 357,356 368,068 435,862 538,427 2,528,143 

'Includes agriculture, mining, manufacturing, transportation, and government. 
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Table 2. Direct and Total Economic hnpacts ofNDSU Growth, Fiscal Year 2000 to Fiscal Year 2008 (Fiscal Year 1999 = base), including 
General Fund Growth 

Fiscal Year 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total 

000s nominal $ 

Direct Impacts: 

NDSU Operating 12,445 26,438 42,137 59,801 75,854 105,549 110,735 119,643 160,058 712,661 

NDSU Capital 5,855 9,271 17,481 31,081 20,139 10,918 16,885 30,187 24,352 166,168 
hnprovements 

NDSU Student 992 2,944 8,288 11,208 14,360 17,672 18,224 24,981 28,106 126,775 
Spending 

Total Direct hnpacts 19,292 38,652 67,906 102,090 110,353 134,139 145,844 174,811 212,516 1,005,604 

Direct Impacts by 1-0 
Sector: 

Construction 5,855 9,271 17,481 31,081 20,139 10,918 16,885 30,187 24,352 166,168 

Communications & 582 992 1,438 1,894 2,256 3,117 3,748 4,545 5,625 24,188 
Public Utilities 

Retail trade 2,430 5,363 10,964 14,882 18,723 32,824 32,034 33,343 46,204 196,767 

Finance, Insurance & 1,981 4,506 8,127 11,422 14,573 18,464 22,333 21,365 32,429 135,200 
Real Estate 

Business & Personal 1,720 3,929 6,535 9,625 11,936 18,735 11,874 18,279 24,397 107,030 
Services 

Households 6,724 14,593 23,371 33,186 42,725 50,081 58,970 67,093 79,510 376,251 

- continued -
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Table 2. Continued 

Fiscal Year 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total 

000s nominal $ 

Total Impacts: 

Construction 7,118 11,851 21,897 37,642 27,529 19,714 26,707 41,784 38,446 232,688 

Communications & 2,284 4,504 7,468 10,822 12,440 15,617 17,322 20,508 25,472 116,437 
Public Utilities 

Retail trade 12,872 26,752 47,604 69,306 80,148 105,882 113,727 129,484 163,435 749,210 

Finance, Insurance, & 4,276 9,224 16,178 23,344 28,145 34,702 40,398 42,630 58,396 257,293 
Real Estate 

Business & Personal 2,601 5,762 9,668 14,244 17,264 25,191 18,993 26,576 34,724 155,023 
Services 

Professional & Social 1,240 2,569 4,363 6,429 7,423 8,865 9,963 11,613 14,217 66,682 
Services 

Households 19,059 39,480 66,930 98,571 113,996 135,718 153,070 178,365 217,812 1,023,001 

Other' 4,199 8,621 15,025 22,191 25,124 31,083 32,258 39,750 49,324 229,575 

Total 53,649 108,763 189,133 282,549 312,069 . 376,772 414,438 490,710 601,826 2,829,909 
1 Includes agriculture, mining, manufacturing, transportation, and government. 
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NDSU North Dakota State University 

Research Universities spark the North Dakota economy 

North Dakota's research universities provide opportunities to 
students, and help diversify the state's economy by creating industry 
partnerships and good paying jobs. We work to discover, create 
ahd help build the region's future. 

North D.akota University System Chancellor William Goetz: 
"I am very pleased to support the ongoing spirit of cooperation between our two research 
universities. In this economic climate, we must be proactive and positive in taking 
advantage of our opportunities. Higher education is a powerful tool to bring new people to 
the state and creating good jobs for them to make their homes here for the long term." 

North Dakota State University President Joseph A. Chapman: 
"The research universities in North Dakota are a powerful asset for the state, both in terms of the 
caliber of education we can provide to students who choose to study at a research 
institution and also as economic engines. We are committed to a collaborative future for 
the benefit of our state." 

University of North Dakota President Robert 0. Kelley: 
"Separately, NDSU and UND have an enormous economic impact on North Dakota, due in large 
part to our respective research enterprises. Together, the economic impact is astounding: more 
than $2 billion a year. We're committed to working together as we move forward, and this will 
continue to pay dividends for North Dakota." 

Research Impact: 

Economic 
Each $100,000 of a research grant has direct and indirect economic impacts of $230,000. 

SOURCE: Economic Impact Report of the EPSCoR Grant Program, April 2000, F. Larry Leistritz, PhD, Department 
of Agribusiness and Applied Economics, North Dakota State University 

Educational 
Undergraduate students have access to research experiences that help them get into graduate 
schools or make them more competitive in the job market. 

Research opportunities also help keep some students here or bring back North Dakotans who 
have worked in other states and want to return for research or other high quality jobs . 



• 
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EPSCoR - North Dakota University System program co-directed by UND and NDSU provides 
funding for research infrastructure such as high-performance computing, equipment for 
research programs, funding for new researchers, financial support for undergraduate and 
graduate student research, funding to provide technology expertise to businesses in the 
state, and funding for research in conjunction with tribal colleges in North Dakota. 
A positive economic impact of $558 million has occurred in North Dakota due to the $242 
million awarded to EPSCoR supported researchers since 1986. 

SOURCE: bttp· //www ndsu nodak edu /epsco r/success /index btm 
We greatly appreciate the Legislature's support of the EPSCoR program. 

Program collaborations 
The University of North Dakota and North Dakota State University offer a joint doctorate in 
history. NDSU and UND will collaborate on a master's degree program in public health, and 
a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering . 
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RTP Tenants 
Alien Technology~ provides UHF radio fre

quency identification (RFID) products and 
services to customers In retail, consumer goods, 

manufacturing, defense, transportation and 

logistics, pharmaceuticals and other industries 

Organizations use its products and services to 

improve the effectiveness, efficiency and security 

of their supply chains, logistics and asset 

tracking operations. Alien's products include 

RFID tags, RFID readers and related training 

and professional services. 

Appareo Systems. LLC, is a growing company 

with more than 100 years of combined experience 

in electronics design and engineering. As a leader 

in the burgeoning field of augmented reality, 

the company is focused on creating advances 

in flight data recording and analysis. Appareo 

employs 33 full-time employees and several 

student interns. (see story on page 4) 

NDSU Candlewood Suites, operated by Sonmar 

Management Corp., is a $4 million extended

stay hotel with 72 guest rooms intended primarily 

for visitors conducting business at the RTP or on 

the NDSU campus. The hotel employs students 

and includes a classroom for courses in Hospitality 

& Tourism Management. 

The NDSU Center for Nanoscale Science & 

Engineering (CNSE) is the only facility in the 

nation with all the technologies and equipment 

necessary for electronic miniaturization under 

one roof. CNSE scientists and engineers conduct 

interdisciplinary research and design at the 

atomic-molecular scale that is focused on 

practical materials, processes and devices. 

The NDSU Department of Coatings & Polymeric 

Materials is a national leader in developing new 

materials for NASA the U.S. Department of 

The NDSU Office of Research, Creative Activit 

& Technology Transfer facilitates research c 

creative activities across campus. It assi 

faculty in seeking and submitting proposals 

research funding and fosters partnerships v... 
government and private business. It includes 1 

Office of Sponsored Programs Administrati 

the Office of Technology Transfer, the Office 

Federal Government Relations and the Center 

High Performance Computing. 

The NDSU RFID and Wireless Sensor Laboratc 

housed in the Technology Incubator, is part of 1 

Center for Nanoscale Science and Engineeri 

The lab provides testing capabilities and supp 

for research and development partnersh 

between NDSU, industry and government 

RFID technology areas. (see story on page 9 

Phoenix International, a John Deere® compa 

Defense and private industry. It includes the designs and manufactures highly rugged, c1 

Bobcat~. an anchor tenant of the Technology only Corrosion and Coatings Research Center tomized and integrated electronic compone 

Incubator, is a leader in the desigf: and construe- in North America. and systems. (see story on page 6) 

tion of compact equipment for the industrial, 

construction and agribusiness industries. The 

company employs 20 people in its research 

and development facility. 



Technology Incubator Clients 
Avenue Right provides leading-edge advertising 

services utilizing robust Internet and database 

technologies to boost productivity and stream

line the current manual processes for planning, 

evaluating, and buying advertising media. 

The Fargo-Moorhead Angel Investment Fund 

is a Regional Angel Investor Network (RAIN) 

Fund for start-up ventures in Fargo-Moorhead 

established by a group of local investors 

•

king with RA!N Source Capital. RAIN 

rce Capital is a multi-state network of RAIN 

u ds that works with angel investors interested 

Feed Management SystemsrH, Inc. is an award

winning software company that provides integrated 

business management technology for the global 

animal feed manufacturing industry. The company's 

software solutions help ensure the safety, 

quality and affordability of the global feed supply 

by helping manufacturers manage and report 

their nutrition, formulation and production data 

and processes. 

Intelligent lnSites, Inc. is a leading provider of 

enterprise visibility solutions for the health-care 

market. The In Sites Enterprise Visibility Platform'"' 

in supporting growing companies. It provides improves operational performance by providing 

investment capital, a process for due diligence, health-care organizations with a single system 

legal templates, management support, access capable of locating patients, staff, equipment 

to deal flow and other resources. The F-M RAIN and inventory via information derived through 

Fund focuses on growth companies. Students a variety of wireless locating technologies. The 

working in the Technology Incubator through information is then leveraged to streamline and 

Entrepreneurial Scholarships (see story on page automate patient flow, asset management and 

12) earn real-world experience and provide value inventory management activities. 

to companies by completing due diligence for 

fund investment requests. 

Pedigree Technologies is a leader in the rnachine

to-machine industry that designs and develops 

intelligent asset management systems. The 

company's "Oneview Platform," an advanced 

software and hardware system, unites sensor 

networking technologies with the World Wide 

Web. It enables organizations to deliver remote, 

real-time inventory, product and performance 

information, as well as post-sale support and 

response for replenishable assets, vehicles, 

machinery and equipment. and to do it from 

anywhere in the world. 

/i
t: 
" 



.Appareo Becomes First Incubator 
Company to Invest in its Own Facility in the RTP __ 
Appareo Systems launched itself into 
the high-tech field of augmented reality 
in 2001. Now, with its high-flying success 
in the field, the company is an industry 
leader and one of the first graduates 
of the Technology Incubator. 

"We intend to concentrate our growth in project Appareo takes on will advance 
the Fargo-Moorhead area, focusing on our capabilities in augmented reality." 
both engineering and manufacturing," 
Batcheller said. "As we continue to AmongAppareo'sspecificareasoffocus 
introduce paradigm-shifting products are flight data recording and analysis. 
to the marketplace, we expect to see The company has created new technolo-
additional international recognition for 

Appareo founder Barry Batcheller Appareo, the Research & Technology 
moved the company into the RTP in Park and NDSU." 

gies that enable any aircraft operator 
to increase the safety of day-to-day 
operations easily and inexpensively. 

2003 and into the Incubator in May 

2007. In September 2008, Appareo Building New Reality 
became the Incubator program's first 

Aviation Week & Space Technology 
magazine named Appareo's ALERTS 

graduate when it broke ground on a The new facility is only the most recent system, which is a comprehensive tool 
new, 40,000-square-foot office and big step for a company that has made for recording and analyzing flight data, 
manufacturing facility within the RTP. a name for itself by taking giant leaps. the 2007 Product Breakthrough of the 
The new building is slated for completion 
in July 2009. 

•

ppareo is a perfect example of how 
public-private partnership can prove 
ghly successful," said NDSU President 

Year. Other honors include the 2008 

Appareo applies augmented reality to Harry T. Jensen Award for outstanding 
designing, manufacturing and support- contributions to helicopter safety and 
ing electronic, mechanical and software reliability from the American Helicopter 
products for aerospace, defense and Association and the 2008 M. P. Koch 
transportation industries. The technology award for significant advancements 
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Joseph Chapman. "Appareo is a combines real-world and computer
'graduate' of the incubator facility here generated data in testing hypotheses, 
in the park, showing how effective that processes and equipment. 
effort can be in assisting fledgling 

of hardware for safety and survival 
from the Space and Flight Equipment 
(SAFE) Association. 

companies to prosper. The company's "Moving forward, most of our projects As the honors roll in, Appareo's growth 
success highlights and reinforces the will involve differential global positioning continues on a steep trajectory of more 
Research & Technology Park's mission systems and electronics design for than 200 percent per year. Between 
to stimulate entrepreneurial growth." spatial awareness products, which the spring of 2005 and the fall of 2008, 

often utilize inertial measurement." Appareo grew from five employees to 
Batcheller says Fargo-Moorhead, the said David Batcheller, director of quality, 36. The company expects to employ 
state, the region and the world can process and program management. 40-50 by the time it moves into the 
expect big things from the rapidly "Regardless of the specific focus, every new building next spring, and around 
growing company. 80 by the end of 2011. 

..... ;. - .. . .... ; ' .. 



The Partnership Continues 

NDSU's interdisciplinary doctoral 

•

am in materials and nanotech
Y (MNT) will occupy about half 

of the new Appareo building. The 
proximity of Appareo and the MNT 
program will be a boon for both groups, 
according to David Wittrock, dean of 
the NDSU College of Graduate and 
Interdisciplinary Studies. 

"This is a tremendous opportunity for 
graduate students to work in a setting 
where they are exposed to the business 
world," Wittrock said. "Appareo will 
also benefit from having access to our 
very bright students." 

(Top) In 2007, Barry Batcheller, president of Phoenix International, left, and Joseph A. Chapman, 
president of North Dakota State University, surveyed progress of construction on the first building 
in the new NDSU Research & Technology Park. Phoenix was a cornerstone tenant in the new 
building. (Bottom) In 2008, 10 years after the idea for the Park was put into motion, Batcheller, 
now president of Appareo Systems, and Chapman stand in front of the Technology Incubator, 
one of six completed buildings in the Park. Appareo's new building, When completed in the 
spring of 2009, will be the seventh. 
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Phoenix lnternationa 

Phoenix International has come a long way since 

its inception in 1987 As the company has grown, 

its electronic solutions have helped customers 

around the world. 

From agricultural equipment in the Red River 

Valley, to transmission controls in Frankfurt. 

Germany, to construction equipment in Sydney, 

Australia, and many places in between, Phoenix 

electronic components are helping to get the 

job done. 



• Phoenix engineers work with the latest 
tools and software to design electronics 

that can withstand harsh environments. 

Phoenix, which became wholly owned "Phoenix lnternational's decision to Phoenix executives serve on several 
by Deere & Company in 1999, is part locate its NPI Center in the Park was NDSU advisory boards, providing 
of John Deere's Intelligent Mobile truly instrumental to the formation of input into areas such as curriculum and 
Equipment Technology Division and a the RTP as a whole," said RTP Executive programs. and several of the company's 
recognized leader in the design and DirectorTonyGrindberg. "The company's engineers teach at the university. Phoenix 
manufacture of custom, integrated elec- commitment captured the vision of a also recruits interns and graduates to 
tronic solutions for John Deere and other true public-private partnership that work in various engineering disciplines. 
original equipment manufacturers. conlinues to position Phoenix and 

NDSU in a global market." "We have access not only to the RTP's 

A Remarkable Advantage 
leading-edge technology equipment, 
but also to promising students who want 

Phoenix specializes in the design and 
manufacture of highly ruggedized 
electronic components and systems 
for industries in which equipment 
operates under the most adverse 
conditions, including applications in on
highway, agriculture, heavy construction, 

to gain real-world job experience," said 

"We're proud to be the RT P's corner- Kaufman. "These are all real advantages 

stone tenant and to have a positive for us." 
impact on technology-based economic 

strial control. and material handling. 
development in our region," said Phoenix Looking Ahead 
President Chuck Kaufman. "Locating 

nix's products include electronic the NPI Center here has been beneficial 
trols, displays and user interfaces, to the company and will continue to be 

sensors, and complete electronic as we look into the future." 
systems such as vehicle integration 

"Phoenix is a successful part of John 
Deere with significant growth in our 
20-plus years," said Kaufman. 

and communications networks. Because Phoenix is an RTP tenant, its As electronics and related technologies 
design team has access to the research, continue to progress. demand for 

Phoenix's New Product Introduction development and problem-solving Phoenix products and expertise continues 
Center (NPI) was built in the spring of resourcesoftheNDSUOfficeofResearch, to grow. Growth is driven by a number 
2001 as a cornerstone of the RTP. Creative Activities& Technology Transfer. of factors, including "green" initiatives. 
With approximately 300 technical and and its advanced technology group emission regulations, the need for more 
engineering personnel. the NPI Center's works with the Coating and Polymeric productive and efficient equipment, 
activities revolve around new product materials lab to do testing that Phoenix hybrid technology and ongoing requests 
design and development, applying chooses not to perform. In addition, the for more feature-based vehicles. 
advanced technologies in creating and company has access to equipment such 
evolving processes, and the testing as NDSU's scanning electron microscope. 
needed to make sure products can 

withstand the harsh environments "Access to this equipment and expertise 
they operate in as well as to meet helps us gain a greater understanding 
customer needs. of new technologies and processes as 

they relate to our products before they 
are implemented at our manufacturing 
facility," Kaufman said. 

Kaufman said the company is well 
positioned to meet the demands and 
to continue to deliver on its vision "to 
improve the lifestyle and productivity 
of its customers through innovative 
electronic solutions." 

7 



"TALENT AC(?UISITION IS A PRIMARY. 



new piece of testing equipment in the Technology Incubator has ft:Jrther 
elevated the ~TP in the elite tier of high-tech research facilities in the nation: 

NDSU's anechoic testing chamber, located in the radio freq·uency · 
identific~tion (RFID) wireless sensor laboratory (RWSL), provid .. es. a, 
controlled en.yir,t:nment for testing antennas, RFID tags and :sit.her 
types of communication links. 

The chamber is a room-size metal box measuring 11 feet wide, 20, feet.,: 
long and nior~ than 11 feet tall. It is designed with specialized foam·o~ the .. ' 
walls, floor a.nd ceiling to absorb signals' frcim' c{utside electronic devices : ' 
that could skew testing results. This allows researchers to measure the•, .. ,, 

- - ' 'tt' . ' ' ' 

effectiveness ~.,y,ith highly accurate and dependable results - ohnany .. 
different types of antennas in equipment like cell phones and v,;'ireless 
computer product's. .' ·. · ,,.:' , .. 

.,, ~i < . ., . 
That exponentially ,increases the value of the RWSL, which is part of 
NDSU's Center for, Nanoscale Science and Engineering (CNSE), tis 
Incubator clients and other high-tech companies that rely on precise testing, 
to improve manufacturing processes and cut costs. 

,. ' '" ' . .. . . 

"CNSE already had capabilities in electronics design and miniaturiiatibh.; '"· 
not th.e. in-hous,e capability to verify whether our designs mats;hed, ... 

ulations,''. said Mike Reich, CNSE research engineering and RWSl · 
manager. "The effect of the surrounding environment was always ·aii · · 
unknown·factor th·at we couldn't measure or correct for. Now W!!,'.ca.n. :i 
perform tests that our clients and partners can rely on." 

. ~--. . 

Intelligent lnSite~ and Pedigree Technologies· are great .. exam'ples bf,• 
Incubator clients who can benefit from:the . .testing .chamber, Reich said.'··· 
Intelligent In.Sites products use RFID te~hnologles to't~ack equipme~t'in 
the health-care 'industry. P~digree' develop~ 0ireless devices th.~ttra~k . 
inventories; monitor .and manage machines· and m1;JCh • more.•: Alien 
Technologies, an RTP tenant, i·s· already u~ing the cha.mber for t·esting 

. . . . . . . '·'.. . 

RFID tags. 

Reich says relatively few universities or research parks have similar anechoic 
chambers. That fact is making the RWSL a model for other academic and 
government testing facilities. 

For example, researchers and administrators at Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, a U.S. Department of Energy research facility in Richland, 
Wash., are partnering with Reich and his CNSE colleagues to guide them 
through the process of establishing a larger version of the RWSL. 

rather unusual for a place like Fargo, or an institution like NDSU, to 
e a facility like this," Reich said. "Previous installations by the same 

vendor are at places like Drexel University in Philadelphia, so we're in 
good company." 

"; ', ,,-~ ... 
~½):: 
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New Building, Leadership • 

• Jump Start Technology Incubator · 

10 

. .· .·,·. _ .. · 1 The Technology Incubator has been 
__ •. assisting companies for nearly all of • 
• · ·" ·,' .·· i the RT P's 10-year existence, but in .. 
~ K " ":, , 

many ways, 2008 was the first year 
of full-speed-ahead operation. 

It was the first full year of existence 
for the new Incubator facility, which 
opened in March 2007. And the addi
tion of Brenda Wyland as Incubator 
manager in January 2008 provided 
a real boost for its programming. 
Wyland brought years of experience 
in economic development. strategic 
planning, project planning and business 
assistance to the task of overseeing 
a facility with seven client compa

nies, approximately 96 employees and nearly $6 million in 
annual payroll. 

Wyland is responsible for serving Incubator clients, acting as a 
field agent for the F-M RAIN Fund and, overall. evangelizing 
the mission of entrepreneurship across the community, region 
and state. She went right to work, developing programs 
and offerings on three fronts: client coaching, mentoring 
and education, student engagement and outreach. 

"It's an honor to be leading such an important endeavor," 
said Wyland. "We are very fortunate to have the tenant base 
that we do and to have clients that are growing significantly. 
Now we need to focus on doing more of what has made 
that possible." 

• 
• 

• 
" 

• 
• 

• 
" 

• 
• 

• 
" 

• 
• 

• • 
" 

• 
• 

tl[!l:: 
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CLIENT SERVICE! 
Entrepreneurial Board 

"One of the best ways to build on 
the RTP's successes is to make sure 
companies have access to guidance 
and counsel from seasoned entre
preneurs," says Incubator Manager 
Brenda Wyland. 

Wyland is developing a team of seven 
to nine successful entrepreneurs 
and professionals from a variety of 
disciplines to constitute a Coaching 
and Mentoring Board. The board will 
meet with every Incubator client at 
least once each quarter to discuss 
the company's direction, progress 
and challenges. 

"These companies will be getting 
quality, high-level advice," she said. 
"It's the kind of expertise that start-up 
entrepreneurs generally can't afford, and 
it's from people they don't know or have 
access to. It's one of the best practices 
in the industry, and I think it's critical to 
delivering a successful program." 

('. 

,:.~~~~-:if,., ' 



"OUR GOAL IS TRULY TO PROVIDE VALUE FOR THE ENTREPRENEURS 

THAT ARE HERE AND TO ASSIST THEM AS THEY START THEIR BUSINESS 

SO THAT THEY HAVE A MUCH BETTER CHANCE OF SURVIVAL WHEN THEY 

GRADUATE OUT." 
- INCUBATOR MANAGER BRENDA WYLAND 

:)roviding What They Need to Succeed 
CEO Roundtables Bonnie Lund from Xcel Energy opened David Batcheller of Appareo Systems 

NoDemo, and RTP Executive Director was a NoDemo co-chair. In addition to 
Over the next year, client companies Tony Grindberg delivered a keynote 
will be able to participate in four "CEO address on technology-based economic 
Roundtable" discussions. They will feature development. They were followed by 
high-level CEOs and very successful 25-minute presentations from five 
serial entrepreneurs who are willing to companies, including three Incubator 
share their experiences. clients - Appareo Systems, Avenue Right 

and Pedigree Technologies. FM-based 
"It's invaluable for these kinds of people tech companies Aldevron and Space 
to say, 'Hey I've been there, I know what Age Synthetics also made presentations. 
you're going through, and here's how I 

dealt with it,' or to share what they The event was free and open to the 
learned from particular challenges," public. Although it was technology 

•

Wyland. focused, presentations were accessible 
to a non-technical audience, including the 

Demo general public, K-12 students and teach
ers, undergraduate and graduate college 

The Technology Incubator was one of students, academics and professionals. 
three sponsors of the first North 
Dakota Demonstration (NoDemo) at "Our goal was to get everyone in the 
the Fargo Theatre on November 6. The community excited about the amazing 
technology showcase was organized technical strides made by some of 
to raise awareness regarding some the community's smaller, lesser known 
of the technical advancements and companies,'' said Wyland, event co-chair. 
achievements made in the Fargo- "It was a great success." 
Moorhead area. 

the Incubator, primary sponsors were 
the Chamber of Commerce of Fargo 
Moorhead and Xcel Energy. 

;, 

,• 

.:::itt 
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Student Engagernerit: 
Building an Entrepreneu/iaJ'Future 

. {. ' .. '!'·' _ .. ,_ .. , ,. ' ' ' ,•,· .,,_, ,,, .,· ,,,_.,, .,. . -... : ..• · 

"THIS IS AN INCREDIBLE OPPORTU 

NITY FOR STUDENTS TO BE EXPOSE[ 

TO THIS ENVIRONMENT, TO WORf 

WITH FAST-PACED, HIGH-GROWTH 

START-UP COMPANIES AND TO GEl 

A REAL-WORLD LOOK AT WHAT IT'~ 

Entrepreneurial Scholarships 
' ' ' 

A makeover of an existing;scholarship 
is giving stud~nis mone; and a leg up 
while'pr~vidihg much-needed helping 

In addition to the 20 hours of volunteer LIKE TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR 

time they put in, the Incubator pays ON THE FLIP SIDE ARE OUR CLIENTS 
them $10 an hour for an additional 

· ·h~nds for lncubaior cl'ie~ti. 
' . . ' ' ~ 

. An .. anonymous donot·started the 

20 hours per semester. The North 
Dakota Experimental Program to Stimu
late Competitive Research (EPSCoR -
www.ndepscor.nodak.edu) provides the 
additional funds. Whenever possible, 

' • J' •• ',. ,, .. •. -- •• _. _,. 

· Entrepreneurial,Schcilarship four years students are assigned to the same 
•. , ., ,-,·' • - _, .. ,. , ,.,•,, I • 

. ago, but the,requirements ,were, in the Incubator company for their entire 
opinion of lric~b'ator MaQager Brenda undergraduate careers. 

,' ., .! • " ' ' " - • :", "' ' ' l 

.Wyland,.: les~ ·t~a.n, s(cingent. She 
. /ev~rripe'd the'prograrri~to make it The program can accommodate up to 

m·~r; c~mpetitive a'rici'. ~aluable, to:,,2() students ata,tir:ne;,five,in eac/YYEla!, 
.·. both·st~dents,and Incubator cliehts. 'or stud)· Af ahy:giJen:Ctime> ea'ch:of, 

eiected student~ are guarante~d a' ·.th~ ~~v~i'i. lr,c~batoi cot:npa'n/es>h~s I 
Ch!=Jlarship df,$2:ooci ::r)eryear,;f~;·.}wo.6r:'1hre~ sfu'd~~ts ''This.:ifcru)y ai 

fci'ur years,, as long as they me'et the vai'ue-added,·service .for'our •clients, 
' "' , • ' • •' • '. '• ' .,. ,,. • • ' ,,•. ,•,> - ' ' 1 > '• .,, • ,, • ' ·,. ' ,, .: .• , • ' 

· program's requir.ements. . ·too;:",,said· ,Wyland. "They're :getting: 
,· . . ' ' ,:. ,· ' ' \40. hourt of work Per: ~tudenf. per'. 

. ,sd1olarship applican'ts need a high semest,k .'.:.-hich ·' co~1i/ b~ up' to 
school grade·poirit av:e;a,ge·of ~ $ or. 160 free hburs:peryea,C'.'/ . ', 
higher and ~n ACT score ofai least 23. 
They also are re~~ired tb submit ~~ 
es~ay expl~ini~g why they're interested 

. in ent~eprerieurism;and hoWthis ·e)(ped 
rience would positio~ them to conduct 
their own ent;epreneurial veriture in 
the future. At NDSU, they must remain 
at a. 2.5 GPA and volunte~r for an. 
Incubator client for·at least .20 hours 

· per semester. 

As for the st~d§nts, they're getting 
· entrepreneuriai' :;s~per trafr1ing:· 'that 
· a.I so pro~ides i:rbridg~ to th~ rie_;,,; North 
Dakota-based businesses 'of tomorrdw. •, 

. •:, ,, . 

"They :are forming relationships·that 
provide. a . strong incentive . to stay 
engaged and start their ow~ corhpa-. 
nies ·here later," said Wylan·d. "That's 

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT IS Af\ 

ONGOING NEED. AND THIS PROGRAfv 

WILL PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNIT'Y 

TO ASSIST WITH ADDRESSINC: 

THIS CHALLENGE" 

- INCUBATOR MANAGER BRENDA WYLANC 

a big part of what makes this pro
gram a logical extension for the 
Technology Incubator." 

The Plus Experience 

To maintain a competitive edge in 
today's market. businesses •need 
employees who possess technical 
and business skills that enable them 
to adapt to industries· changing 
needs. Through an innovative training 
offering called The Plus Experience, 
the RTP is helping meet the challenge. 

The Plus Experience, a supplemental 
business and technology offering of 



the Technology Incubator, is now in its 
second year. A program of the North 
Dakota Experimental Program to 
Stimulate Competitive Research, the 
business and technology course 
enriches the lives and career potential 
of students and graduates. For busi
nesses, it helps provide team members 
who can produce industry-specific 
results quickly. 

Research indicates that start-ups and 
small companies, those with the fewest 
·assetsravailable, for new employee 

ng, be'n'efit 'greatly from hiring The 
xpeiiehce g'raduates. The pro
is available to growing biotech, 

engineering and software industries in 
North Dakota. 

"The Plus Experience provides 
students an important 'jumpstart' 
into the real world," said RTP Talent 
Specialist Sharon Miller. "Program 

. graduates. po_ssess a heightened 
sense· of self-a0areness, communi
cate better with co-workers and are 
equipped to ·provide value faster in 
the workplace, all.of which make for 

. a .'win'. for employers." . ' ' 

,, ,'. _ _;._,,•.";\>:: J_'• ;:_ ,·,_;,·_~.'/ :.· ,J--.: .. ,:.·,· ... · __ ) _·t, ·-·< 
The 

0

eight-,,;_,eek:'' two-credit course "Apart from:being.a major, asset,or1my.,:,:,. 
addr~s·ses; three areas:-' business· soft res~m·e: the •.class\·challenged ,.· rrie, to a\:. 
skills, product lifecycle management<"·pfurticipate iri'nunjercius activiti,:is t_hat- , 
and world-class customer service. The. helped i:iear ~lliny,,c~ficerrisregardfr,g ·'•1 

., .'.' M::!·, .• .,-•/", .•.,,~.•c'• .. ·f,:;,,·.••+c 

curriculum is designed and taught by ., the ·transition from acade'rriic' career 
independent consultants who have vast':, tb. a p;ofe;s,[on'.a1'.c~;e§,r? s~id l~a~i§ .,· 
knowledge in their areas of expertise>'·· Kaale/.a ,Plus.,partic:ipar:,t .iri· the s·pring ,.' 
Miller targets seniors and graduate · of 2007,and ·r:io~ a prpgrarrim~r· at.·· · 
students, selects participants and limits··· Multiband!'F.argo:-'N·.'D,,/ ··•· ,,_:. , · ·,- ; ·· !.: , 

class size to eight to 12 students.' ·•·' ,,- ,,; ' ' · .I. : ··. ;- 'i -·i 

Twenty,fqur. stud en.ts particiRatep. in . Miller 'spearhead eel th~ 'br~gra~ with•,, 
the prograr:ri's'inauguralyear. Sorrie of the' vi~ibn: 'dire~tion' and ~\Jpport of' .. 
the eight students enrolled in the' foll NDSU Vice Presid~nt

0

Phillp 8°6udj~uk •. 
of 2008 graduated in•December,.Ths>' arid Gary:Smith: dean o(th~ NDSU · 
remainder are scheduled to do sci 'in· College of Engineering and Architecture. 

-' ' . '.. . ,, .. 
May 2009. 
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In December 2008, the RTP launched 
an innovative training program with 
Valley City State University (VCSU) 
and Development Horizon LLC that 
includes state-of-the-art instruction 
and deployment of the Virtual Incubator 
application developed on the Microsoft 
Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 
platform. MOSS provides a single, 
integrated location where people 
communicate more effectively, where 
they can store and locate information, 
manage workflows and do just about 
anything else that enables distance 
collaboration and enhances productivity. 

Students enrolled in The Plus Program 
(see story on page 72) will have the 
opportunity to simultaneously learn 
MOSS and develop the Virtual Incubator 
for rural outreach. It is expected to 
launch in late 2008 or early 2009. The 
program will be taken a step further 
to offer classes for NDSU and VCSU 
students on the advanced side of 
Microsoft SharePoint. 

Unless a new company is physically 
located in the Technology Incubator, it's 
difficult to benefit from the programs 
and services that enable an entrepreneur 
to build an idea into a successful, 
profitable business. 

Through the Virtual Incubator, entre
preneurs across North Dakota will be 
able to participate in the Incubator's 
programs and services. A targeted 
assessment tool will provide them 
access to additional resources, coaching/ 
mentoring programs and a virtual 
entrepreneurial community. 

"They'll do everything that our clients 
do now, but they'll do it in a virtual 
environment," says Incubator Manager 
Brenda Wyland. "They'll set goals 
and benchmarks, receive business 
assistance, interact with other Incubator 
clients through message boards and 
access recorded educational events." 

A $99,000 grant from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Rural 
Development and match funds from 
VCSU made the MOSS and Virtual 
Incubator projects possible. 

"I was recently meeting with people 
from Slovakia, and they asked if we 
could take these services one step 
further and provide them globally," said 
Wyland. "As long as it would provide 
benefit to North Dakotans, I'm sure we 
could expand the program. However, 
right now our efforts are focused in 

North Dakota." 



The Technology Incubator has partnered 
with the North Dakota State College 
of Science and the Center for Business 
Development, both of Wahpeton, N.D., 
to develop a needs assessment. The 
assessment is a first step in determining 
the foundation for a Center of Excel
lence grant application focused in 
advanced manufacturing. 

"The partnership between North 
Dakota State College of Science and 
the NDSU Research & Technology Park 
is a perfect example of two entities 
working together to advance the eco
nomic conditions of this region," said 
NDSCS President John Richman. 

ision for the partnership is to 
the creation and enhancement 
hnology-based entrepreneurial 

activities and develop a culture of 
entrepreneurship and economic devel
opment in the Wahpeton area. 

"ONE OF OUR GOALS IS TO PROVIDE OUTREACH TO RURAL COMMUNITIES 

AND ENTREPRENEURS. CERTAINLY WE WANT TO DO THAT PHYSICALLY, BY 

PRESENTING SEMINARS IN RURAL COMMUNITIES, FOR EXAMPLE. BUT WE ALSO 

WANT TO DO IT VIRTUALLY. RIGHT NOW, WE'RE CREATING THE INFRASTRUCTURE 

THAT WILL ALLOW AN ENTREPRENEUR LOCATED OUTSIDE OF FARGO TO 

FULLY ENGAGE WITH THE TECHNOLOGY INCUBATOR." 

- INCUBAIOR MANAGER BRENDA WYLAND 





Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

Department 244 - Forest Service 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

09-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

FTE Positions 
27.00 
19.47 

7.53 

General Fund 
$3,855,768 
2 535 546 

$1,320,222 

FTE Positions 

February 24, 2009 

Other Funds 
$997,486 
997 486 

$0 

Total 
$4,853,254 
3 533,032 

$1,320,222 

Agency Funding 

$4.50 30.00 ,-------------~=~ 

$4.00 

$3.50 

:!! $3.00 

~ $2.50 

:ii $2.00 

$1.50 

$1.00 

$0.50 

$0.00 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 2003-05 2005-07 2007 -09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 
Executive 

Budget 

■General Fund □Other Funds 

2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

and One-Time General Fund A 
Ongoing General Fund 

A ro rlatlon 
$3,510,192 
2 391 980 

$1118 212 

First House Action 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro rtatlon 

$345,576 
143 566 

$202,010 

Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

Total General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

$3,855,768 
2 535 546 

$1 320,222 

General Fund Other Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding of $291,928 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases . 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Total 

2. Provides additional base funding from the general fund to 
replace a reduction in federal funds, including funding for 
8.60 FTE positions. Funds can only be used to the extent that 
federal funds become unavailable. See Other Sections In Bill. 

• 

. Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $36,638, 
the same amount of extraordinary repairs base funding for the 
2007-09 biennium 

4. Provides one-time funding for maintenance and repairs 

$44,780 

143,422 

80,626 

23,100 

$291,928 

$826,284 

$45,576 

$44,780 

143,422 

80,626 

23,100 

$291,928 

$826,284 

$45,576 



5. Provides one-time funding for the construction of a greenhouse 
at the Towner State Nursery 

6. Removes one-time funding for major capital projects provided in 
the 2007-09 biennium (storage building and outdoor restroom 

• 

facilities) 

7. Removes. one-time funding for extraordinary repairs provided in 
the 2007-09 biennium 

8. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by 1.07 FTE positions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$300,000 

($120,000) 

($23,566) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$300,000 

($120,000) 

($23,566) 

Federal funding · Section 7 provides that funding of $826,284 provided to the Forest Service to replace a reduction of federal funding 
can only be used on a dollar-for-dollar basis to offset the federal funding reduction. 

Transfer authority - Section 10 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's operations 
line item to the institution's capital assets line item if the board determines that additional funds are needed for capital projects or 
extraordinary repairs. Section 11 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's deferred 
maintenance line item to the institution's capital assets line item or may transfer funds from an institution's capital assets line item to the 
deferred maintenance line item. 

FTE positions • Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed for institutions and 
entities under its control. 

Continuing Appropriations 
There are no continuing appropriations for this agency. 

Major Related Legislation 
At this time, no major legislation has been introduced affecting this agency . 

• TTACH:1 
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North Dakota Forest Service 

2009-2011 Biennial Budget Request 

Sustainable Forestry Programs 

.. Summary of Agency Services 

.. 2007-2009 Funding 

.. 2009-2011 Funding Request 

o Priority # 1 - Parity 

o Priority #2 - Replace Lost Federal 
Funding 

o Priority #3 - Program Enhancement 

o 2009-2011 Capital Assets 

ll Executive Budget Recommendations 

~ 2009-2011 Budget Detail 
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North Dakota Forest Service Page 5 

2007-2009 Funding Appropriation 

The 2007-2009 appropriated budget for the North Dakota Forest Service is $3,533,032 including 
$997,486 generated by income from tree seedling sales and the Trees for North Dakota Trust 
Fund. The General Fund appropriation is $2,535,546. 

Grants to Trees to 
ND $247.486. 7.0% 

Operating 
$484.048. 13.7% 

Capital Assets 
$180.204. 5.1% 

11 

Salaries & Wages 
$2.621.294 

74.2% 

The 2007-2009 Operations budget includes salaries and wages and operating expenses for 
19.19 FTE and 45 seasonal positions that provide public forestry services. 

Ii Operations ............................................................................................................ $3,352,828 

The 2007-2009 Capital Assets budget provides necessary repairs for 24 office, shop, storage and 
recreational buildings at Bottineau, Lisbon, Towner and Walhalla. The budget includes one 
cap ital project. 

{I Capital Project - Two storage buildings and one outdoor ADA restroom ............. $120,000 

{I Extraordinary Repairs - Includes $23,566 in one-time funding for capital assets base 
increase and deferred maintenance. 

o State forest recreation area repairs ................................................................ $26,4 72 
o Field office repairs ....................................................................................... $2 I ,000 
o Towner Nursery residence improvements ...................................................... $7,732 
o State forest recreation area improvements ...................................................... $5,000 
o Totals ............................................................................................................. $60,204 

Total ....................... $180,204 



• 

• 

• 

North Dakota Forest Service 

By Line Item 

Operations 

Capital Assets 

Total 

By Source 

General Fund 

Special Fund 

Total 

NORTH DAKOTA FOREST SERVICE 
2007-09 Appropriation Status Report 

• . Expenditures 
Original· ··.'·Adjuste~ Through 

Aeeroeriation Aeeroeriation 11/30/2008 . Ba.lance 

3,352,828 3,352,808 2,007,873 1,344,955 

180,204 180,204 153,551 26,653 

3,533,032 3,533,032 2,161,424 1,371,608 

2,535,546 2,535,546 1,321,069 1,214,477 

997,486 997,486 840,355 157,131 

3,533,032 3,533,032 2,161,424 1,371,608 

Page 6 

.. Perceflt: . 

Remaining 

40% 

15% 

39% 

48% 

16% 

39% 

As of November 30, 2008, approximately 40% of the operations budget and 85% of the capital 
assets budget have been expended. 

Biennium Carryover 

The 2005-2007 biennium carryover is $210,965. The carryover originated from greater than 
anticipated revenues generated by tree sales at Towner State Nursery. $40,000 was used for 
plant improvements at field offices, $30,000 for equipment purchases and $73,988 for operating 
expenditures for Towner State Nursery. The balance of $66,977 will be held in reserve . 
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North Dakota Forest Service 

2009-2011 Funding Request 

Total 2009-11 Base Funding Increase 

Budget Categories 

$1,469,455 

Parity (priority #1) $350,606 

Replace Lost Federal Funding (priority #2) $826,284 

Program Enhancements (priority #3) $292,565 

The total requested base budget increase for 
Operations is $ I ,469,455. Operations fund 
public forestry services provided by the North 
Dakota Forest Service through field offices at 
Bismarck, Bottineau, Carrington, Fargo, 
Grafton, Lisbon, Towner and Walhalla. 

Page 7 
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North Dakota Forest Service 

Priorlty#1 
Funding of 100% of Parity 

$350,606 

Page 8 

Priority # 1 requests a $350,606 parity increase for the Forest Service, including $44,780 for 
costs-to-continue the 2008-09 salary increase of 5%; $202,100 for a 2009-11 salary increase of 
an average 7% per year; $65,530 for 2009-11 health insurance premium increases of 10% per 
year; and $23,100 for operating inflation of2% for FY 2010 and 2.2% for FY 2011, and $15,096 
for a utilities increase . 
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Priority'#2 
Replace lost Federal Funding 

$826,284 

Page 9 

Priority #2 requests $826,284 to replace lost federal formula funding in State and Private 
Forestry provided by the USDA Forest Service. The loss of this federal funding jeopardizes the 
support of 7.6 FTE responsible for providing forestry assistance. A "Redesigning the North 
Dakota Forest Service Initiative" addresses the shortfall in federal funding for forestry programs 
benefiting communities, fire districts and private forest landowners. Declining federal support 
for key State and Private Forestry programs is reducing formula funding to state forestry 
agencies. North Dakota's annual formula funding is projected to decrease from $855,100 in FY 
2004 to $208,803 in FY 2009. This 75% reduction is seriously threatening Community Forestry, 
Fire Protection, Forest Health and Forest Stewardship program services. 
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FY 04-FY 08 are actual funding allocations. FY 09 is the projected funding allocation based 
on the president's budget. 
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North Dakota Forest Service 

Prlority#3 
Program Enhancements 

$292,565 

Page JO 

Priority #3 requests $292,565 to restore 1.0 FTE eliminated because of lost federal funds in 
2007-09; to cover rising tree production program costs at Towner State Nursery; replace 
specialized forestry equipment at Towner State Nursery; and program costs at field offices in 
Bottineau, Lisbon and Walhalla . 
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2009-2011 Capital Assets 

Extraordinary Repairs and a one-time Deferred Maintenance Request 

The North Dakota Forest Service is responsible for maintaining buildings and facilities at five 
locations. Buildings at Bottineau, Lisbon and Walhalla deliver forestry services while the 
Towner State Nursery provides tree seedlings to the citizens of North Dakota. Recreational 
improvements are also located on the State Forests. Capital assets consist of 41 office, shop and 
storage buildings. The buildings are valued at $2,166,044. Building ages vary from 1 year to 78 
years. In addition, the infrastructure associated with these facilities is valued at $1,321,738. 

The North Dakota University 
System office identified 
$249,643 in outstanding 
deferred maintenance from the 
Forest Service 2006 Master 
Plan, adjusted for 2007-09 
funding plus Consumer Price 
Index ( CPI). 

Extraordinary repairs include 

Total 2009-2011 Extraordinary Repairs 
and Deferred Maintenance Request 

Budget Categories 

Extraordinary Repairs 

Deferred Maintenance (one-time) 

$150,578 

$ 36,638 

$] 13,940 

improvements and repairs to field offices and state forest recreational areas. The 2009-11 
funding request for extraordinary repairs is $36,638. Improvements include energy efficient 
heating and repairs to sidewalks, parking areas, roads and trails at state forest recreation areas 
and the Bottineau and Lisbon field offices. The budget also includes $113,940 in one-time 
funding for facility deferred maintenance. Deferred maintenance projects are needed to replace 
doors/windows/siding/flooring coverings at the Walhalla field office, upgrade 
electrical/heating/plumbing at the Towner State Nursery residence, replace 
siding/shingles/windows at Towner State Nursery irrigation building, and additional building 
repairs at Bottineau and Lisbon . 
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Executive Budget Recommendations 

Provides an increase of $291,928 for parity, which includes an annual 5 percent salary increase, 
actual health insurance of$825.97 per month, operating inflation at 2 percent for fiscal year 2010 
and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 201 I and utility increases equivalent to 14.8 percent. 

Authorizes a funding source change of $826,284 from the general fund to replace federal funds 
that will likely not be reauthorized to support 7.6 existing FTE. One position has already been 
eliminated due to federal budget reductions. The general fund monies will only be available to 
the Forest Service at the same rate federal funds are not received. 

Approves $300,000 for the construction of a new greenhouse in Towner, North Dakota. 

Provides $45,576 for maintenance and repairs of buildings. 

ND Forest Service 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

(1) (2) (3) 

ND Forest Service 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Baaed Request: 

Parity 

Replace lost federal forestry funding 

Program Enhancement-10% base funding increase 

Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 

Deferred Maintenance 
Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Request 
$ 2,535,546 

(143,566) 

2,391,980 

350,606 
826,284 
292,565 

1,469,455 

3,861,435 

113,940 
113,940 

300,000 

$ 4,275,375 

Executive 
Recommendation 
S 2,535,546 

(143,566) 

2,391,980 

291.928 
826,284 

1,118,212 

3,510,192 

45,576 
45,576 

300,000 

$ 3,855,768 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 
s 

(58,678) 

(292.565) 
(351,243) 

(351,243) 

(68,364) 
(68,364) 

s (419,608) 
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NORTH DAKOTA FOREST SERVICE 
Status of 2007- 09 Extraordnary Repairs & Capital Projects 

Extraordinary Repairs 

Misc. Small Projects< $50,000 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 

Building Exterior 

Utilities/Infrastructure 

Paving and Area Lighting 

Total Extraordinary Repairs 

Capital Projects 
Vault Toilet at Twisted Oak 
Stoarge Bldg at Han's Bay 
Storage Bldg at Botno Field Ofc 

Total Capital Projects 

Total Capital Assets 

Sources of Capital Funding 

General Fund 

Local Funds 

Total Funding Sources 

: Revise<! E~p~nse!I .' . : • ':;· , ',i 
· Budget, ·:·· As.Of · , ·. %. 

2007~9 ° 1~9i20p8 Bal~~ce ije'in~ining! 

20,684 

21,732 

6,000 

8,000 

3,788 

60,204 

10,000 
15,000 
95,000 

120,000 

180,204 

180,204 

0 

180,204 

18,918 

9,943 

4,643 

3,561 

3,788 

40,853 

10,000 
14,580 
95,000 

119,580 

160,433 

160,433 

0 

160,433 

1,766 

11,789 

1,357 

4,439 

0 

19,351 

0 
420 

0 

420 

19,771 

19,771 

0 

19,771 

NDSU 
NDSU is an equal opportunity university 

32.14% 

0.35% 

10.97% 

10.97% 

0.00% 

10.97% 
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10:30 a.m. Wednesday. March 4, 2009 
LARRY A. KOTCHMAN, STATE FORESTER 

NORTH DAKOTA FOREST SERVICE 
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North Dakota Forest Service 

2009-2011 Biennial Budget Request 

Sustainable Forestry Programs 

lJ1i Summary of Agency Services 

~ 2007-2009 Funding 

~ 2009-2011 Funding Request 

o Priority # I - Parity 

o Priority #2 - Replace Lost Federal 
Funding 

o 2009-2011 Capital Assets 

~ Executive Budget Recommendations 

~ Senate Budget Recommendations 

~ 2009-2011 Budget Detail 
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A Message from ttoe State forester 

NDSU The NDSU-North Dakota Forest Service 

1s organized under the North Dakota Board of Higher 

Education. The agency is administered by a State Forester 

who reports to the President of North Dakota State 

University at Fargo, and supports the land grant mission 

in public service. The mission of the North Dakota Forest Service is to "care for, 

protect and improve forest resources to enhance the quality of life for future 

generations." 

This 2009-2011 Biennial Budget Request summary is intended to provide the 

information you need to determine funding levels for forestry programs benefiting 

communities, fire districts and private forest landowners. Please feel free to 

contact us at any time if you need additional information. 

Larry A. Kotchman, State Forester 

CONTACT 

Larry A. Kotchman, State Forester 
NORTH DAKOTA FOREST SERVICE 
Melberg Forestry Center 
307 First Street East 
Bottineau ND 58318-1100 
larry.kotchman@ndsu.edu 
Telephone: (701) 228-5422 

CONTACT 

Dr. Joseph A. Chapman, President 
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Department I 000 
PO Box 6050 
Fargo ND 58108-6050 
joseph.chapman@ndsu.edu 
Telephone: (70 I) 231-7211 

= 
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Summary of AgeD11cy Services 

A wide variety of customers depend on the North Dakota Forest Service for technical, financial 
and educational forestry assistance. The State Forester administers forestry programs serving 
communities, rural landowners and soil conservation districts, rural fire districts, schools and 
citizens of North Dakota. All the programs utilize a voluntary, educational and incentives-based 
approach to address natural resource needs and customer demands. 

The agency also operates a nursery at Towner specializing in the production of 1.2-million 
conifer (evergreen) tree stock in over thirty species and stock types. The nursery is the sole 
supplier of evergreen seedlings in North Dakota. The agency also owns and manages 
approximately 13,278 acres of state forest lands. 

Community Forestry means conservation activities in city 
,. parks, tree-lined streets or other green spaces within the 

community. Most of North Dakota's residents live in 372 
cities and towns. The Community Forestry Program 
administers financial assistance programs that provide funds 
for tree planting and other forestry development projects each 
year. The agency also provides leadership and technical 
assistance for tree planting plans, management plans, shade 

tree ordinances, pest surveys and tree workshops. 

··· ~. :<J Fire Protection ensures the protection of lives, property and 
·'.\'.Jr:t,::'\ natural resources by training, organizing and equipping North 
!~.--1 ·"" Dakota's 376 rural volunteer and 12 career fire departments. A 
1:F..I( Cooperative Fire Protection Assistance Program provides 
i,f .. , ., departments assistance in organizing, training, planning, 

. :~,< purchasing or repairing equipment. A companion program, the 
Federal Excess Personal Property (FEPP) program, loans 
surplus federal equipment to departments for enhancing 

firefighting capabilities. Community protection is improved through grants for wildfire hazard 
mitigation and "Fire Wise" landscape projects. Fire prevention is stressed through the distribution 
of Smokey Bear materials . 
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Forest Health ensures the productivity and growth of North 
Dakota's private, community and state forests. Each year the 
North Dakota Forest Service conducts surveys to assess forest 
health conditions and trains public and private land managers on 
insect and disease management. North Dakota participates in 
the Great Plains Tree and Forest Invasives Initiative to identify 

.: iimliml contingency measures for minimizing the threat of invasive 
species such as emerald ash borer. 

Forest Stewardship focuses on improving the management of 
our forest resources by educating and assisting non-industrial 
private landowners on how to better manage, protect and utilize 
their native and planted forest resources. This is accomplished 
through the development of a Forest Stewardship Plan and 
direct financial assistance for forest improvement practices . 

Information and Education offers youth and adults the 
knowledge and skills they need to make wise decisions about 
the conservation and wise use of North Dakota's forest 
resources. The ND Forest Service, in conjunction with the 
NDSU Extension Forester, sponsors "Project Leaming Tree" 
workshops for teachers and youth leaders working with students 
in grades K-12. The program also handles the daily requests for 
forestry information and the publication of educational 
materials. 

Towner State Nursery produces 1.2-million conifer 
(evergreen) seedlings in over thirty different species and stock 
types annually for distribution to landowners. The trees are used 
for farmstead, living snow fence, field windbreaks, wildlife, 
forestry and other conservation plantings. The nursery is a self
supporting operation, and since 1927 has sold over 78 million 
trees. The nursery also provides tree improvement services, 
such as testing, evaluation, selection and development of 
improved nursery stock for forestry and conservation plantings. 
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State Forests provide wildlife habitat, clean air and water, 
recreational opportunities, forest products, scenic beauty and 
other conservation benefits. The North Dakota Forest Service 
owns five state forests comprising approximately 13,278 acres. 
State Forests play an important role in the economic well-being 
of several rural communities by attracting hunters, hikers, 
campers, skiers, snowmobilers, tourists and other outdoor 
enthusiasts. 

The North Dakota Forest Service provided technical, financial and educational assistance to 17 
counties, 102 fire departments, 172 communities, 3,890 landowners, 1,875 K-12 teachers and 
42,270 K-12 students during 2005-2007. Program highlights include: 

Forestry and Fire Management awarded $279,519 in community forestry grant funds for tree 
planting and other forestry development projects; funded $1,241,518 in cooperative forestry 
landowner assistance; provided $835,526 in incentives for living snow fence projects protecting 
interstate, state, county, township and BIA roads; enrolled 655 landowners with 41,370 acres in 
the Forest Stewardship Tax Law; and provided 8,800 training hours to enhance rural fire 
department capacity. The Forest Service reached 1,875 teachers and 42,270 students through 
educational workshops, poster contests, eco-education camps, conservation days, school 
presentations and the high school Envirothon program. 

Nursery and State Forests produced and marketed 1,395,228 high quality tree seedlings from 
Towner State Nursery to North Dakota customers for conservation plantings. The trees included 
31 species and stock types. Tree orders are shipped to over 700 soil conservation districts, 
natural resource agencies and private landowners each year. State Forests leased 1,385 acres for 
haying and grazing to 11 landowners . 
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2007-2009 f1U1nding Appropriation 

The 2007-2009 appropriated budget for the North Dakota Forest Service is $3,533,032 including 
$997,486 generated by income from tree seedling sales and the Trees for North Dakota Trust 
Fund. The General Fund appropriation is $2,535,546. 

Grants to Trees to 
ND $247,486, 7.0% 

Capital Assets 
$180,204, 5.1% 

1 

Salaries & Wages 
$2,621,294 

74.2% 

The 2007-2009 Operations budget includes salaries and wages and operating expenses for 
19.19 FfE and 45 seasonal positions that provide public forestry services. 

-1J!I Operations ............................................................................................................ $3,352,828 

The 2007-2009 Capital Assets budget provides necessary repairs for 24 office, shop, storage and 
recreational buildings at Bottineau, Lisbon, Towner and Walhalla. The budget includes one 
capital project. 

-II Capital Project - Two storage buildings and one outdoor ADA restroom ............. $120,000 

~ Extraordinary Repairs - Includes $23,566 in one-time funding for deferred maintenance 
to be spent on field office repairs ............................................................................. $60,204 

Total ............................................... $180,204 
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NORTH DAKOTA FOREST SERVICE 
2007-09 Appropriation Status Report 

Expenditures 
Original Adjusted Through 

Appropriation Appropriation 1/31/2009 
Expenditures by Line Item 

Operations 3,352,828 3,352,808 2,250,134 

Capital Assets 180,204 180,204 180,020 

Total 3,533,032 3,533,012 2,430,154 

Expenditures by Source 

General Fund 2,535,546 2,535,546 1,589,034 

Special Fund 997,486 997,486 841,120 

Total 3,533,032 3,533,032 2,430,154 

Page 6 

Percent 
Balance Remaining 

1,102,674 33% 

184 0% 

1,102,858 31% 

946,512 37% 

156,366 16% 

1,102,878 31% 

As of January 31, 2009, approximately 67% of the operations budget and 100% of the capital 
assets budget have been expended. 

Biennium Carryover 

The 2005-2007 biennium carryover is $210,965. The carryover originated from greater than 
anticipated revenues generated by tree sales at Towner State Nursery. $40,000 was used for plant 
improvements at field offices, $30,000 for equipment purchases and $73,988 for operating expenditures 
for Towner State Nursery. The balance of $66,977 will be held in reserve . 
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2009-2011 Funding Request 

Total 2009-11 Base Funding Increase 

Budget Categories 

$1,118,212 

Parity (priority # 1) $291,928 

Replace Lost Federal Funding (priority #2) $826,284 

The total requested base budget increase 
included in the Executive Recommendations 
(SB 2003) for Operations is $1,118,212. 
Operations fund public forestry services 
provided by the North Dakota Forest Service 
through field offices at Bismarck, Bottineau, 
Carrington, Fargo, Grafton, Lisbon, Towner 
and Walhalla . 

Page7 
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Priority #1 
f'urnding of Parity 

$291,928 

Page 8 

The Executive Recommendations (SB 2003) requests a $291,928 parity increase for the Forest 
Service's Priority #1 budget need, including $44,780 for costs-to-continue the 2008-09 salary 
increase; $143,422 for a 2009-11 salary increase of an average 5% per year; $65,530 for 2009-11 
health insurance premium increases of 10% per year; $23,100 for operating inflation of 2% for 
FY 2010 and 2.2% for FY 2011; and $15,096 for a utilities increase . 
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Priority #2 
Replace lost f edleirai f u01ding 

$826,284 

Page 9 

SB 2003 requests $826,284 for the Forest Service's Priority #2 budget need to replace lost 
federal formula funding in State and Private Forestry provided by the USDA Forest Service. The 
loss of this federal funding jeopardizes the support of 7.6 FTE responsible for providing forestry 
assistance. A "Redesigning the North Dakota Forest Service Initiative" addresses the shortfall in 
federal funding for forestry programs benefiting communities, fire districts and private forest 
landowners. Declining federal support for key State and Private Forestry programs is reducing 
formula funding to state forestry agencies. North Dakota's annual formula funding is projected to 
decrease from $855,100 in FY 2004 to $208,803 in FY 2009. This 75% reduction is seriously 
threatening Community Forestry, Fire Protection, Forest Health and Forest Stewardship program 
services. 
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FY 04 - FY 08 are actual funding allocations. FY 09 is the projected funding allocation based 
on the president's budget . 
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2009-201111 Capital Assets 

Extraordinary Repairs and a one-time Deferred Maintenance Request 

The North Dakota Forest Service is responsible for maintaining buildings and facilities at five 
locations. Buildings at Bottineau, Lisbon and Walhalla deliver forestry services while the 
Towner State Nursery provides tree seedlings to the citizens of North Dakota. Recreational 
improvements are also located on the State Forests. Capital assets consist of 41 office, shop and 
storage buildings. The buildings are valued at $2,166,044. Building ages vary from 1 year to 78 
years. In addition, the infrastructure associated with these facilities is valued at $1,321,738. 

The North Dakota University 
System office identified 
$249,643 in outstanding 

Total 2009-2011 Extraordinary Repairs 
and Deferred .Maintenance Request 

Budget Categories 

Extraordinary Repairs 

deferred maintenance from the 
Forest Service 2006 Master 
Plan, adjusted for 2007-09 
funding plus Consumer Price 
Index (CPI). I Deferred Maintenance (one-time) 

Extraordinary repairs include L 

$82,214 

$ 36,638 

$ 45,576 

improvements and repairs to field offices and state forest recreational areas. The 2009-2011 base 
funding request for extraordinary repairs is $36,638. Improvements include energy efficient 
heating and repairs to sidewalks, parking areas, roads and trails at state forest recreation areas 
and the Bottineau and Lisbon field offices. The Executive Recommendations (SB 2003) also 
includes $45,576 in one-time funding for facility deferred maintenance. Deferred maintenance 
funding is needed for building upgrades at the Walhalla field office . 
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2009-2011 Capital Assets 

Capital Projects Request 

SB 2003 includes 
$300,000 in general funds 
for a greenhouse at 
Towner State Nursery. 
The NDSU-North Dakota 
Forest Service owns and 
operates the 160-acre 
Towner State Nursery. 
The nursery specializes in 
the production of bare
root and container 
seedlings to meet the 
conservation tree planting 

Greenhouse - Towner State Nursery $300,000 

SBHE Policy 902.1 Criteria 
Total Proiect Costs $300,000 
Funding Source General Fund 
Estimated Change in New greenhouse construction 

Operating Costs technology and materials will reduce 
maintenance and heating costs. 
They would also meet life, health 
and safety requirements to comply 
with local, state and federal law 
reauirements. 

needs of the state. Approximately one million bare-root seedlings are grown in fields whereas 
container seedlings are produced within a greenhouse. Towner Nursery produces 60,000 
container seedlings annually. Although this number is small in comparison to bare-root 
seedlings, the demand for container seedlings is increasing. 

Container seedling production at the nursery is limited by the size of the existing greenhouse. 
The current greenhouse was constructed in 1976 and is antiquated for the current tree production 
and safety needs. Specifically, the heating system is inefficient and expensive to operate, and the 
greenhouse lacks forklift accessibility, and lacks a cement floor that has led to nitrite 

contamination of ground water. The construction of a new 
greenhouse facility would address compliance issues with the 
Safe Water Drinking Act resulting from high nitrate levels in 
the ground water at Towner State Nursery. Nitrate levels are 
measured monthly and the State Health Department monitors 
the nursery's nitrate management program. Samples have 
exceeded the maximum contaminant level, which is a 
violation of the Act. Nitrates from fertilizers used in the 
irrigation system infiltrate the soils creating groundwater 
contamination . 
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This contamination poses a safety hazard, conflicts with the conservation goals of the Forest 
Service, and could lead to cessation of greenhouse tree production at the nursery if corrective 
actions are not taken. This capital project would replace the existing greenhouse with a new 
facility including containment and recycling systems to eliminate nitrate contamination. 

Concurrent with these existing conditions, the greenhouse 
lacks sufficient space to test additional species. Assessing and 
evaluating new species and seed sources is critical to continue 
tree production and tree planting efforts in North Dakota in 
light of the emerald ash borer, Dutch elm disease, gypsy moth, 
and other invasive pests that threaten the state's tree resources. 

The new greenhouse would correct significant deferred 
maintenance by replacing the existing structure constructed in 

1976. The present greenhouse is a hoop design with polycarbonate lexan roof glazing and 
wooden side walls. The greenhouse is in average condition. The high moisture environment for 
tree production requires the replacement of the wood sidewalls and the roof glazing every ten 
years. The new greenhouse will be a single gable design with straight sidewalls and a peaked 
roof. The proposed greenhouse measuring 42 feet wide and 120 feet long would replace the 
existing structure (tree production space within the current greenhouse is 30' x 90'). The new 
greenhouse would include containment and recycling systems to eliminate fertilizer in the 
irrigation water from passing through the floor into the groundwater. 

Tree production would be expanded by 30,000 trees annually while providing adequate space to 
test and produce new species and seed sources. New construction would also include 
construction of a new shade house facility that would share the fertilizer containment system. 
The current greenhouse would be used as a solar cone drying facility to aid seed handling at the 
nursery. 

A new greenhouse would 1) expand container tree production, 2) allow for testing of new species 
and seed sources so new tree species can be introduced, 3) eliminate nitrate contamination of 
groundwater, and 4) reduce labor and heating costs . 
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!Executive Budget Recommendlations 

The Executive Recommendations (SB 2003) provide an increase of $291,928 for parity, which 
includes an annual 5 percent salary increase, actual health insurance of $825.97 per month, 
operating inflation at 2 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 and 
utility increases equivalent to 14.8 percent. 

The recommendations authorize a funding source change of $826,284 from the general fund to 
replace federal funds that will likely not be reauthorized to support 7.6 existing FTE. One 
position has already been eliminated due to federal budget reductions. The general fund monies 
will only be available to the Forest Service at the same rate federal funds are not received. 

It approves $300,000 for the construction of a new greenhouse in Towner, North Dakota. 

The budget provides $45,576 in one-time funding for deferred maintenance projects. 

Senate Budget Recommendations 

The Senate Budget Recommendations provide for the funding levels included in the Executive 
Recommendations (SB 2003) . 
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ND Forest Service 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed S62003 

(1) (2) (3) 

ND Forest Service 

2007•09 Original General Fund Appropriation 
Base Adjustments 

2007.()9 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Replace lost federal forestry funding 
Program Enhancement-10% base funding increase 
Total Requested Increase In GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 
Deferred Maintenance 
Total One-lime Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded ProJects 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Request 
$ 2,535,546 

(143,566) 

2,391,980 

350,606 
826,284 
292,565 

1,469,455 

3,861,435 

113,94-0 
113,940 

300,000 

Executive 
Recommendation 

$ 2,535,546 
(143,566) 

2,391,980 

291,928 
826,284 

1,118,212 

3,510,192 

45,576 
45 576 

300,000 

Senate 
Adjustments 

Page 14 

(4) 

Engrossed S92003 
$ 2,535,546 

(143,566) 

2,391,980 

291,928 
826,284 

1,118,212 

3,510,192 

45,576 
45,576 

300,000 

4,275,375 $ 3,855,768 $ $ 3,855,768 Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation _$c_ __ ==='--''----'===.....;;_ _____ ..;, __ ..;.=;.:;.;;a... 
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NORTH DAKOTA FOREST SERVICE 
2009-2011 Budget Request 

Including Executive Recommendations and Senate Adjustments 

l;apltiif 
Assets & 
Equip> 

BASE BUDGET: Operations $SK Total Gen Fund Other Funds Total Funds 

2007-09 Appropriation Budget 
Operations 3,352,828 3,352,828 2,355,342 997,486 3,352,828 

Capital Assets 180,204 180,204 180,204 180,204 

Total 2007-09 Appropriation 3,533,032 2,535,546 997,486 3,533,032 

Less One-Time Allocations: 
Deferred Maintenance (23,566) (23,566) (23,566) (23,566) 

Capital Projects (120,000) !120,000~ (120,000) (120,000~ 

Total Adjusted 2007-09 Budget Base 3,352,828 36,638 3,389,466 2,391,980 997,486 3,389,466 

Add: Operating 
Continue 2008-09 Salary Increase 44,780 44,780 44,780 44,780 

Adjusted Health Insurance Increases 65,530 65,530 65,530 65,530 

Operating Inflation (2% for FY10 & 2.2% for FY11) 23,100 23,100 23,100 23,100 

Salary Increases (7% & 7%) 202,100 202,100 202,100 202,100 

Utilities Increase 15,096 15,096 15,096 15,096 

Replace Lost Federal Forestry Funding 826,284 826,284 828,284 826,284 

Program Enhancement• 10% base funding Increase 292,565 292,565 292,565 292,565 

• Total Operating Increases 1,469,455 1,469,455 1,469,455 1,469,455 

Add: Capital Assets 

Capital Project 2009-11 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 

Capita! Assets Base Increase {Improvements) 

Optional Deferred Maintenance Increase 113,940 113,940 113,940 113,940 

Total 2009-11 Budget Request 4,822,283 450,578 5,272,861 4,275,375 997,486 5,272,861 

Executive Recommendation 

Salary Increases (5% & 5%) (58,678) (58,678) (58,676) (56,676) 

Program Enhancement - 10% base funding Increase (292,565) (292,565) (292,565) (292,565) 

Optional Deferred Maintenance Increase (68,364) (68,364) (68,364l (68,364) 

Total 2009-11 Budget Executive Recommendation 4,471,040 382,214 4,853,254 3,855,768 997,486 4,853,254 

Senate Adjustments 

Total 2009-11 Exec Recommend & Senate Adjustments 4,471,040 382,214 4,853,254 3,855,768 997,486 4,853,254 
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• NORTH DAKOTA FOREST SERVICE 
Status of 2007- 09 Extraordinary Repairs & Capital Projects 

Rev1sea Expenses 
Budget As Of % 
2007-09 01/31/2009 Balance Remaining 

Extraordinary Repairs 

Misc. Small Projects< $50,000 20,684 17,566 3,118 
Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 21,732 9,943 11,789 
Building Exterior 6,000 4,643 1,357 
Utilities/Infrastructure 8,000 3,561 4,439 
Paving and Area Lighting 3,788 3,788 0 

Total Extraordinary Repairs 60,204 39,501 20,703 34.39% 

Capital Projects 
Vault Toilet at Twisted Oak 10,000 10,000 0 
Building Improvements - Field Otes 40,000 20,939 19,061 
Stoarge Bldg at Han's Bay 15,000 14,580 420 
Storage Bldg at Botno Field Ofc 95,000 95,000 0 
Total Capital Projects 160,000 140,519 19,481 12.18% 

• 
Total Capital Assets 220,204 180,020 40,184 18.25% 

Sources of Capital Funding 

General Fund 180,204 180,020 184 0.10% 
Local Funds 40,000 0 40,000 0.00% 

Total Funding Sources 220,204 180,020 40,184 18.25% 

NDSU 
NDSU is an equal opportunity university 

• 
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The Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute educates people, conducts research, and provides 
outreach in small urban and rural transportation and logistics to enhance the mobility of people, goods, 
and agricultural commodities. It accomplishes this mission by: 

• Developing and applying knowledge, information and innovation in the public and private sector to 
improve competitiveness, efficiency, safety, and personal mobility. 

• Educating, training and mentoring transportation practitioners and leaders in a rapidly advancing 
and increasingly complex field with sophisticated technology applications. 

• Excelling as one of the premier university transportation centers in the U.S. so that it can continue to 
attract talent and funding to enhance North Dakota's economy and quality of life. 

PROGRAM AREAS 

• Advanced Traffic Analysis Center (ATAC) 
• Agricultural and Industrial Freight Center 
• Biennial Strategic Freight Analysis Center 
• Department of Transportation Support Center (DOTSC) 
• Mountain-Plains Consortium (MPC) 
• North Dakota Local Technical Assistance Program (NDLTAP) 
• Rural Transportation Safety and Security Center (RTSSC) 
• Small Urban & Rural Transit Center (SURTC) 
• Transportation Learning Network (TLN) 
• Transportation Safety Systems Center (TSSC) 

• Ph.D. in Transportation and Logistics 
• Master of Managerial Logistics 
• Transportation Option, masters in Civil Engineering and Agribusiness and Applied Economics 
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9 established program areas. 

19 classes offered in the past year attended by 262 students. 

27 research publications published in 2007 and 2008 in addition to several refereed journal papers 
and dissertations. 

41 number of government, industry and stakeholder workshops. 

49 total number of graduate students enrolled in transportation-related programs, including 22 
Ph.D. students (up from six when the program was launched in 2002); 14 masters students in 
the transportation option programs in agribusiness and applied economics and civil engineering; 
and 13 in the Masters of Managerial Logistics program. 

108 total current UGPTI employees including 43 full-time staff members, 22 part-time employees, 22 
undergraduate student employees and 21 graduate student employees. 

571 Number of people who attended and provided input during regional workshops on 
transportation needs and funding decisions hosted by the UGPTI across the state in early 2008. 

737 Participants in SURTC training sessions on transit management, risk management and other 
topics in 2008. 

1678 Total number of participants in 29 North Dakota Local Technical Assistance Program training 
sessions for a total of 15,666 participant hours of training. 

4,127 practicing professionals who attended seminars, workshops and short courses offered by the 
Mountain-Plains Consortium including those offered via the Transportation Learning Network . 
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North Dakota grain movement. Researchers summarize grain movement reports from each elevator in 
North Dakota. Annual reports and monthly updates are used to encourage competition within the grain 
industry and to identify research needs and market trends. 

Rail updates. The UGPTI provides the USDA with updated market and service information for the rail 
section of the weekly Grain Transportation Report. 

Quality assurance for ND grain. Researchers developed an overview of the quality assurance programs 
commonly utilized by the grain and food industry. It is a resource for N.D. grain facilities to use as they 
seek new opportunities to market North Dakota producers' grain. 

Ethanol's road impact. Staff members assessed the demands that a proposed ethanol processing plant 
would impose on state and county highways. Their computer models predict corn flows from farms to 
the plant and estimate the improvement needs for individual routes. 

Study examines biofuel development and use. State and federal legislative action is necessary if 
alternative fuels are to become a steadier, viable fuel option, according to a new report on biofuels. The 
study provides an overview of alternative fuel use and potential in the region along with a cost-benefit 
analysis of switching from traditional to alternative fuels such as ethanol and biodiesel. 

Regional ITS architecture updates. A regional intelligent transportation system {ITS) architecture 
provides a framework for supporting ITS deployment by defining services, developing system 
requirements, identifying information flows, defining and coordinating agency roles, and integrating 
functions across jurisdictional lines. ATAC has been a resource for the NDDOT and ND MPOs for 
developing and maintaining their regional ITS architectures. 

North/West passage pooled fund study, phase Ill. The North/West Passage Corridor encompasses the 
states along 1-90/1-94 from Wisconsin to Washington and is an FHWA Transportation Pooled Fund {TPF) 
Study. ATAC recently developed the North/West Passage Corridor Advanced Traveler Information 
System (ATIS) website. The purpose of the website is to provide one location to view corridor-wide 
traveler information and link to additional detailed information for each of the member states. 
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Tri-level ramp operational study. To address congestion in Fargo, ATAC assisted the NDDOT in assessing 
the operational performance of the existing conditions and various geometric designs between the 1-94 
& 1-29 interchange and the 1-94 & 25th St. interchange. The analysis included determining the vehicle 
paths through the area and simulating various designs for both existing and projected 2030 conditions. 

GF school safety study. ATAC conducted pedestrian safety and traffic circulation evaluations at three 
schools in Grand Forks to provide short- and long-term improvement strategies. Recommendations 
ranged from updating pavement markings and signage around the schools to making geometrical 
changes to sidewalks, parking lots, and curbs. 

Work zone study. The research examined the application of two classes of traffic analysis models to 
evaluate the traffic impacts of work zone activities so that safety can be improved. 

More ATACid's are used by researchers across the U.S. ATAC's controller interface device (ATACid), 
developed over several years, has seen a surge in interest and sales. Units have been sold to research 
centers at the University of Tennessee, University of Minnesota - Duluth, and the City of Edmonton, ON. 
Other ATACid users include the University of Nevada Las Vegas, University of Virginia, Texas Tech 
University, and Siemens ITS. The ATACid enables researchers/agencies to model complex traffic control 
problems using an actual traffic signal control system within a traffic simulation model. 

Bus priority. ATAC helped Fargo-Moorhead's Metropolitan Area Transit in assessing the use of traffic 
signal priority devices on buses. Traffic signal priority (not traffic signal pre-emption used by emergency 
vehicles) allows buses to emit a signal that allows a green light for the bus in certain situations. The pilot 
program showed the devices can reduce travel time and improve efficiency. The research also identified 
routes that could benefit most from the devices. 

ATAC houses the regional travel demand models of the three metropolitan planning organizations in 
North Dakota. As such, ATAC provides, maintains, runs and updates these models to support 
transportation planning activities. Researchers analyzed several corridors and interchanges in the Fargo 
metropolitan area to assist in designing improvements that will reduce congestion and improve safety. 
The analysis is also used in long-term transportation planning. 

Coordination in southwest North Dakota. UGPTI and the NDDOT are working together to explore 

possibilities for region-wide coordinated transportation in southwestern North Dakota. The vision is for 
all transit providers in the region, including schools, private operators, human services, and transit 
agencies to coordinate services. 
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Tribal transit needs assessment. UGPTI researchers conducted a needs assessment to help identify the 
Indian reservations across the nation most in need of transit services. The assessment identified tribal 
transit needs for the distribution of funding under the 2005 SAFETEA-LU federal highway bill which 
created a new program (5311c) to provide funding for tribal transit services in non-metropolitan areas. 

Biodiesel use in Fargo-Moorhead MAT buses. UGPTI teamed with the Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan 
Area Transit (MAT) to determine how beneficial biodiesels really are. The study found that the switch to 
biodiesel has been a success. Minimal maintenance problems have occurred, and marketing of their 
biodiesel use has resulted in positive exposure throughout the community. 

What's the best transit fit? Agencies that provide transit in small urban and rural areas are being 
encouraged to coordinate their services. Researchers are trying to determine ways in which transit 
services can be organized to work best in certain communities or circumstances. 

Student attitudes and use of transit. SURTC continued to survey NDSU students on their attitudes 
toward transit and their use of campus and municipal transit services. The information will be useful as 
NDSU and other campuses look at enhancing and marketing transit services. 

Building a better bus. SURTC has been working with the Federal Transit Administration to bring together 
bus manufacturers, bus equipment manufacturers, transit agencies, paratransit agencies and others to 
design a better small bus. The effort grew out of a study of the bus manufacturing industry conducted 
by SURTC and supported by the FTA. 

Mobility of elderly women. Research showed levels of mental acuity and self-efficacy have a significant 
impact on mobility of elderly women living in rural areas. The research focused on women because their 
need for mobility is often particularly acute in rural areas. 

GIS technology assessment. UGPTI researchers collected information from state departments of 
transportation and metropolitan planning organizations in the mountain-plains region to learn how they 
were using geographic information systems (GIS) technology in transportation planning. The information 
will help agencies explore improved uses for this powerful technology and will be a resource for DOTs 
and MPOs as they look for potential areas of collaboration and cooperation. 

Modeling pavement deterioration. UGPTI and University of Wyoming researchers are studying data 
from highways across the region to develop a computer model that predicts how long various 
pavements will last, how fast they deteriorate and when they need repair or replacement. The model, 
designed for cold-weather regions, will help highway planners manage their highway repair and 
replacement programs. 

Estimating road investment needs. The UGPTI and the NDDOT analyzed highway investment needs in 
North Dakota and estimated the benefits of making the investments. Total investment needs across the 
state were estimated to be about $539.5 million annually. 
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Study shows highways inadequate. A study of North Dakota's freight system and freight growth 
quantifies growth of freight movement in the state over the past 50 years and finds that the state's 
highway system has not kept pace. The study concludes that ag production, manufacturing and energy 
production in the state will be hampered if infrastructure concerns are not addressed. 

Predicting pavement performance. The UGPTI is updating the NDDOT forecast of pavement 
performance with a recently developed performance modeling tool. Performance criteria for all the 
preservation, rehabilitation and reconstruction strategies the NDDOT employs are important to develop 
and understand in managing the current highway network and planning for the future. 

Supply chain support. Researchers from UGPTI and the NDSU Department of Industrial and 
Manufacturing Engineering helped Border States Electric develop a network optimization model to find 
ways to reduce costs for the Fargo-based electrical supplier while improving response time, reliability 
and other factors. Several doctoral students were involved in the project. 

Targeting safety concerns. Because North Dakota ranks worst in the nation for increased fatalities per 
drivers' miles traveled per year, the NDDOT's Office of Traffic Safety asked UGPTI to study the issue. The 
study focused on men age 18 to 34 because they are involved in more fatal crashes than females and 
other age groups. The researchers focused on two key issues: Driving while impaired by alcohol and 
seatbelt use. The findings will help the DOT customize media campaigns and education programs for the 
at-risk drivers' group . 

OUTREACH 

UGPTI hosts statewide discussion on mobility and transportation. In March and April, the Institute 
hosted regional workshops in Williston, Dickinson, Minot, Bismarck, Devils Lake, Jamestown, Grand 
Forks, Mandan and Fargo to discuss mobility needs and the state of North Dakota's transportation 
infrastructure. Nearly 600 people attended the sessions. A summary of the discussions was presented to 
the North Dakota Legislature's Interim Transportation Committee in Fargo June 19. 

Integrating security into small MPO planning. UGPTI is working with the Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan 
Area Planning Organization to develop transportation security plans because planning for disruptions is 
essential for managing security issues and for promoting safe recovery. The study will help the area 
meet the U.S. DOT mandate to incorporate security into its planning. 

Flagger training. NDLTAP developed flagger-training materials that will be used by all flaggers in North 
Dakota. The materials include a handbook and a computer-based training presentation. Prior to the first 
day on the job, all flaggers must view the presentation and pass a short test to be certified. 

Training for transportation technicians. The NDDOT, with the support of NDLTAP, provided training for 
the new transportation technician series within the department. Twenty-eight NDDOT maintenance 
transportation technicians participated in a 32-hour course, "Introduction to Highway Construction." 
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Coordination summit held. A Transit Coordination Summit April 9 in Bismarck was sponsored by SURTC 
and AARP North Dakota. Nearly 100 transit managers, county commissioners, state legislators, human 
service providers, and department of transportation professionals shared ideas and concerns and heard 
details about NDDOT's regionalization plan. 

Vision Safe Drive Conference held. The first Vision Safe Drive Conference was held in November 2007 in 
Bismarck. More than 100 leaders and experts in traffic safety from eight states and the District of 
Columbia exchanged ideas on emerging issues, successes, and challenges. Another conference is 
scheduled for May 2009 in Rapid City. 

Issue briefs published. The Rural Transportation Safety and Security Center has published "Issue Briefs" 
on rural traffic safety issues. The on-going series highlights key issues and provides background for 
public policy debate. Briefs have highlighted deer-vehicle collisions, driver drinking, speeding, risky 
driving behavior by young males, and graduated driver's license programs. 

National Summit on Ag and Food Truck Transport. More than 350 transportation and policy experts 
participated in the National Summits on Agricultural and Food Truck Transport in December 2007 and 
December 2008 in Washington, DC. The conferences examined the impact of farm and energy policy 
changes on domestic agricultural production and processing and the ability of commercial agricultural 
trucking to meet demands of agricultural shippers while facing increasing energy costs, and 
environmental concerns. 

Software for motor carrier safety. UGPTl's TSSC continues to develop and maintain high-quality 
software for use by federal and state commercial vehicle safety specialists nationwide. The software 
applications are used by specialists to help in conducting inspections, checking on driver's license status, 
reviewing information from past inspections, reviewing carriers' safety and violation history, and 
developing case files for enforcement activities. 

Border help. TSSC is working with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration and U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection to improve truck and bus safety and security at U.S. borders. The center is helping to 
bridge FMCSA and CBP computer systems and databases to facilitate the clearance of commercial 
carriers, vehicles and drivers. The goal is to identify and contain unsafe vehicles while speeding the flow 
of safe vehicles and goods crossing the border. 

Setting research agenda for human service transport. At the national Human Service Transportation 
Research Summit in January 2008, SURTC staff facilitated activities aimed at identifying and prioritizing 
research opportunities. The staff then used the information to author a national research agenda. 

NDinfo.org is an online transportation service directory. Through a contract with the NDDOT, the 
UGPTI developed a statewide online transportation service directory allowing individuals to access 
information about transit services across the state. 

Dakota Transit Association partnership. SURTC has partnered with the DTA during the past year and has 
provided enhanced training opportunities, identified strategies to increase funding for member 
operations, promoted rural transportation nationally, and increased education and advocacy efforts. 

Risk management for transit. SURTC has developed a comprehensive training course that addresses 
four major issues- people, property, reputation, and money-as geared specifically to transit. 
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Transit coordination. As federal and state mandates push transit agencies and human service agencies 
to coordinate their services, UGPTI specialists have become the go-to experts for rural agencies. They 
have developed training on how to develop coordination plans. 

Transit safety and security. SURTC staff have been certified by the Community Transportation 
Association of America to conduct transit safety and security assessments. Reviewers visit transit 
systems and determine if they meet industry benchmarks for safety and security. In those areas where 
they fall short of the benchmarks, they offer suggestions on how to improve. 

Planning to succeed in the transit business. An intensive business plan training course offered by SURTC 
provides small urban and rural transit agencies with a jump start on developing a business plan. The 
course gives transit managers hands-on experience with information that is specific to their own agency. 

Introduction to transit management. SURTC developed an "Introduction to Transit Management" 
course. The course is designed for new transit managers. 

TLN doubles technical courses. The TLN reached more than 1,250 people in nine weeks through six 
work zone safety courses. Attendance has doubled from last year. 

TLN introduces Web conferences. The TLN added another aspect to its training offerings by making Web 
conferences available. This technology allows people to receive training at their own desks, an 
advancement that will extend TLN' s reach. 

TLN works with new partners. TLN developed new partnerships with the American Traffic Safety 
Services Association and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and expanded its 
relationships with the Federal Highway Administration and the National Highway Institute. 

Concrete information. The UGPTI, through its TLN, launched a series of technical seminars on concrete 
to improve the skills of workers with the NDDOT, contractors, counties and cities across North Dakota. 
Topics were selected to address common problems encountered when using concrete in transportation 
infrastructure projects. 

JTRF special transit issue. UGPTI published a special transit issue of the Journal of the Transportation 
Research Forum. Two articles were authored by UGPTI staff. The issue was sponsored by the American 
Public Transportation Association. 

Traffic Operations Roundtable. ATAC continues to support traffic engineers across North Dakota and 
the region by hosting semi-annual roundtable meetings. Established in 2004, the roundtable allows 
peers to share experiences and ideas and identify critical transportation issues. Meetings include general 
discussions, technicaltours, and presentations/training opportunities. These elements provide 
professional development hours that are applied to licensing certificates. 

LTAP Clearinghouse. The UGPTI works with the American Road and Transportation Builders Association 
in Washington, DC, to manage the National Local Technical Assistance Program/Tribal Technical 
Assistance Program Clearinghouse. The UGPTI provides technical assistance in upgrading the national 
LTAP website and is exploring new technology applications and other methods of technology transfer . 
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Growth of doctoral program continues. When NDSU launched its doctoral program in Transportation 
and Logistics in 2002, six students were enrolled. During the 2007-2008 academic year, enrollment was 
23 students. 

Scholarships awarded. Four $1,500 scholarships are funded each year at NDSU by the Mountain-Plains 
Consortium. Twenty-six scholarships have been awarded since they were established in 2002. 

Managerial logistics. The UGPTI coordinates the NDSU Masters of Managerial Logistics program. This 
intensive 12-month program is intended primarily for military officers and Department of Defense 
civilians. In October, the name of the program was renamed from Masters of Military Logistics to reflect 
the broader nature of the program. 

Student activities. 
Ph.D. student Xianzhe Chen was nominated for the IBM Fellowship Program. 
Ph.D. Students Yolanda Carson and Chris Enyinda and NDSU faculty member Won Koo received 
a best paper award at the Global Academy of Business and Economic Research International 
Conference in September 2008. 
Ph.D. student Subhro Mitra won a geographic information systems student paper contest 

sponsored by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. 
Ph.D. student Junwook Chi was awarded the Transportation Research Forum's Graduate Paper 
Award. 
Master's degree student Natalie (Beck) Easterday was named SURTC's Outstanding Student of 
the Year by the U.S. Department of Transportation University Transportation Center program. 
Ph.D. student Marc Scott gained hands-on experience as an intern at the Transit Authority of 
River City in Louisville, KY, during the summer of 2008. 

MPC and TLN offer more graduate courses. The courses address transportation career tracks that 
demand more advanced knowledge. The courses were: 

Airport Planning and Design - South Dakota State University 
Public Transportation - North Dakota State University 
Transportation Modeling- University of Utah 
Pavement Materials - University of Wyoming 

New graduate program under development. The UGPTI is working with the NDSU College of Graduate 
and Interdisciplinary Studies to develop a Transportation and Urban Systems degree program. The 
program, if approved, will include a master of science in transportation and urban systems as well as a 
certificate in transportation and urban systems. 

Seminar series continues. The UGPTI continues to sponsor a series of transportation related seminars 
during the academic year. The seminars provide helpful updates on transportation research and issues 
at the local, regional and national level. 
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Real-world design. DOTSC utilizes civil and construction engineering student interns to develop highway 
improvement projects. 

• Nine design projects completed in the last year by DOTSC students were built during the 2008 
construction season. 

• Of the 18 engineering students that worked at the DOTSC in the past year 10 graduated and are 
active in the engineering field: seven work for the NDDOT, one is pursuing a graduate degree 
from NDSU, one is employed at the Missouri DOT, and one went to work for BNSF Railroad. 

Activity sheet project. In May 2007, the DOTSC information technology students started work on a 
Web-based project creation and ranking system for NDDOT. Each biennium, activity sheets for projects 
are to be created outlining purpose and costs. Finalized activity sheets will be brought to the ND state 
legislature for budgeting. 

UGIP'T! Future Directions 2009m2011 

Secure additional funding and construct Center for Transportation Studies building: Institute staff are 
housed in three separate buildings on the NDSU campus, limiting their ability to collaborate and share 
resources. Currently we do not have space to resolve this issue. Finding the remaining funds for a 
transportation center that will allow the UGPTI to add greater value to North Dakota will be of the 
highest importance . 

Successfully re-compete for regional university transportation center: The Mountain-Plains 
Consortium (MPC), the Region 8 university transportation center sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation, is critical to the long run success of the UGPTI. Positioning the Institute and the MPC for 
winning the competition will be a first-order priority. 

Reauthorize SURTC and RTSSC: The Small Urban and Rural Transit Center and the Rural Transportation 
Safety and Security Center, programs which make important contributions to mobility, both were 
authorized and funded as part of SAFETEA-LU. This law expires September 2009 and every effort will be 
made to assure these programs are included in the new surface transportation bill. 

Implement new master's degree in transportation and urban systems: This third degree will round out 
the graduate education program in transportation at NDSU, complementing the doctorate in 
transportation and logistics and the master's of managerial logistics. Implementation of this degree will 
put the transportation education program at NDSU among the elite academic transportation programs 
at major universities in the United States. 

Work with the NDSU administration to create a School of Transportation within the academy: A 
school will provide a focal point for administering, managing, and marketing the transportation 
education program within NDSU. What's more, it will symbolize the importance of mobility to our 
socioeconomic system, and promote interdisciplinary research projects and programs. 
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Create a new center for transportation applications in sensing and RFID: A modern well-managed 
transportation system will be dependent on sensing the environment and condition of infrastructure 
and other factors to enhance operations. The same is true of a cutting edge supply chain. The Institute is 
uniquely positioned to take advantage of the intellectual capital and facilities at NDSU to make advances 
in this field with a particular emphasis on RFID. 

Develop a transportation security and terrorism program: The U.S. transportation system is vulnerable 
to terrorism in both rural and urban settings. The Institute has a unique opportunity to establish a 
nationally recognized program. The UGPTI will work with local and state officials to develop a center 
that will conduct research to identify strategies and educate and train people to recognize weak points 
and take corrective actions. 

Fully develop the Center for Waterway Freight Analysis: The Corps of Engineers has selected four 
universities to conduct economic analysis and manage waterborne commerce data - Texas A&M, 
University of Tennessee, Marshall University, and NDSU. The Institute has been assigned the upper 
Mississippi, Illinois and Columbia waterways, all of which are important to agriculture. 

Develop a three-year multi-modal planning research project: Multi-modal planning, development, and 
operation of the nation's transportation system are essential to optimize the use of that system and to 
achieve the national goals of energy independence, reduction of greenhouse gases, and economic 
efficiency. The institute will partner with On Track America and Penn State to develop a planning process 
and conduct demonstration projects on a state level. 

Expand the Advanced Traffic Analysis Center: There is a growing need to apply advanced traffic analysis 
and management techniques in small- and medium-sized cities so that they can avoid the longer-term 
problems of congestion and inefficiency. ATAC will adopt a strategy of adding value to these population 
centers by partnering with other universities and strengthening their program on a national basis. 

Improve marketing and partnerships of the transportation education program: Many potential 
students are not aware of the opportunities to study transportation at the graduate level at NDSU. 
Additionally, there seems to be a number of potential opportunities to partner with U.S. and foreign 
universities in transportation education. This effort addresses both of these issues. 

Continue to search for funding for agricultural transportation research and outreach: Although 
individual issues have changed, agricultural transportation issues are as important today as they were 30 
years ago. Securing funding to address these issues has been the institute's greatest challenge. A 
continued effort will be made to fund USDA's university agricultural transportation research and 
education program. 
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Although the executive recommendation for General Funds indicated in the budget summary below will 
not cover all of the administrative costs of the UGPTI, it will enhance its base budget and improve its 

ability to compete for contracts and grants. 

The Institute would like to respectfully request concurrence of the House with the additional spending 
authority in the amount of $3.0 million for the Center for Transportation Studies building as amended by 
the Senate. The UGPTI Center for Transportation Studies has been a requested project in the NDSU 
Campus Master Plan since 2000. It was listed as an approved Non-State Funded Project Recommended 
for Inclusion in the 2007-09 Budget Request for UGPTI and was included in section 3 of HB1020 
authorized during the 2007-09 Legislative Assembly in the amount of $5,500,000. UGPTI has since 
retained an architect to develop plans for the facility in order to obtain a more accurate cost estimate 
for the project. Because of an increase in size, and due to the increased cost of materials and services 
since the initial estimation for the facility, UGPTI is requesting that the project now be authorized at 
$8,S00,000. The project is ready to go, the final plans and engineering have been completed, a site has 
been selected, it is on the STIP, and it is ready to bid. We are hopeful that we can raise the remaining 
funds through the stimulus package, but we do need additional authority. 

; ~otal All F~n~ . 

Less Estimated Income 
Total General Funds 

One Time Funding Item_ 
Cap_ltal Assets 

'<
1>'.. 200s:.1i ExecutiVe.,'-... 

21J07-99,:B,udget . ··• ,·•· Rec~mniend~tlon: . 
$27,57l,521.00 $23,326,992.00 
$26,361,Gs1.oo s21,n7,l99.oo 

$1,209,840.00 $1,589,793.00 

$5,500,000.00 

NDSU Biennial Budget 2009-2011 • UGPTI 

' Senate 
. 11.m~ri~ment > 

$3,000,000.00 
$3,000,000.00 

$3,000,000.00 

· ·SB 2020 as· 
• . Ani~~lfed . : 
$26,326,992.00 ! 

$24,737,199.00 : 

$1,589,793.00 ' 

$3,000,000.00 • 
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The Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute is an independent research and education center at NDSU. Administratively, 
it is directly responsible to the university provost. The Institute conducts research related to the immediate and long-term 
transportation needs of the region and disseminates information through conferences, workshops and seminars. 

The research program is guided, in part, by an advisory council composed of representatives of various organizations, industries 
and agencies affecting or affected by transportation. The program areas focus on specific transportation issues, but, united within 
the UGPTI, they share expertise, staff and other resources to form an overall program with the flexibility to address emerging 
challenges and opportunities. 

This report produced by: 
Writer & Editor: Tom Jirik 
Contributing Writer: Oaneen Gilmour 
Photography: Mitch Hoffart, Tom Jirik, Gary Hegland, Brenda Lantz 
Graphic Design: Bev Trittin 

Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute 
North Dakota State University 

NDSU Dept. 2880 
PO Box 6050 

Fargo, ND 58108-6050 

P: (701) 231-7767 
F: (701) 231-1945 

www.ugpti.org 

North Dakota St~te U~iversity does not discriminate ~n the basis of ra_ce, c~lor, _n~tional origin, re~igion_, sex, disabilit~, ag~, Vie_tnam Era Veterans -
status, sexual onentation, marital status or public assistance status. Direct inquiries to the Executive Director and Chief D1vers1ty Officer, 202 Old 

Main, (701) 231-7708. 
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The roads draped across the prairie landscape like ribbons and 
the sturdy bridges reflected in our region's rivers and lakes are 
picture-postcard pretty. As long as we can get to where we're 
going, most of us don't give a thought to the maintenance 
and upgrade needs of our transportation infrastructure, 

We forget that mobility of persons and freight underpins 
all of the critical elements of a civilized society - education, 
health care, governance, justice, education, commerce, 
and communications. Mobility is a necessary condition for 
socioeconomic success. We are fortunate that previous 
generations designed a system that was flexible and durable 
enough that we've been able to take it for granted. We have 
reached a critical time when that may no longer be true. A 
review of history indicates that each time our country has 
undergone an economic transformation, the demand for 
mobility has increased. That trend continues today. 

The number of passenger miles traveled has more than 
tripled since 1960. Air passenger miles have increased by 
more than 18 times. Paratransit trips have increased from 
68 million annually in 1990 to more than 114 million. Truck 
tons have increased by more than a factor of 10 since 1950. 
Rail tons have more than doubled. Small parcel shippers, a 
relatively new segment in freight mobility that includes UPS 
and Fed Ex, have grown from a $22.5 million business in 
1990 to more than $55.5 million today. The volume of freight 
shipped by container has more than tripled since 1990. 

Corresponding transportation growth has occurred in 
North Dakota. An increase in alternative and traditional 
energy development has placed a tremendous strain on 
the rural road network in some areas of the state. Today's 
agriculture production and processing requires an integrated 
transportation system with a global reach. Manufacturers 
in the region require complex supply chain management 
solutions to remain competitive. 

That demand for mobility translates to congestion in our 
largest cities and greater wear and tear on the transportation 
infrastructure, especially in rural areas like those found on the 

Upper Great Plains. In workshops across the state, we heard 
from local decision makers, business owners and citizens 
concerned about the state of North Dakota's infrastructure. 
They described increasing demands on roads, bridges and 
transit systems. The region's population is aging and many 
essential services are concentrated in a few population 
centers. At the same time costs to maintain transportation 
infrastructure are escalating rapidly and there are declining 
resources at both the state and federal levels. North Dakota is 
not alone in facing these concerns. 

The Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute has grown 
into a broad program with multiple areas of expertise including 
agricultural transportation, freight planning, economic 
analysis, traffic analysis, transit, rural road safety and others. 
The dedicated and talented staff are well-versed in the 
challenges facing transportation in our region and globally. 
We are already engaged in research and outreach to help the 
region address the increasing demands on our transportation 
infrastructure. This report highlights our work to improve the 
competitiveness of the region's businesses, to assure that 
transportation investments are as effective as possible, and 
to improve the quality of life for those that live here. 

One benefit of the UGPTI and its programs is the visibility 
that it brings to transportation issues. Our state, region and 
nation face critical decisions related to mobility. Our work 
helps bring those issues into focus for the public and for policy 
makers. Now, more than ever, society must recognize that 
mobility is vital to our future. 

The work described in this report is made possible by a 
significant investment by the state of North Dakota and our 
other partners. These partnerships bring not only dollars, but 
ideas a·nd innovations to the UGPTI and this region. At the 
same time, our partners' continued confidence in us is an 
acknowledgement of our abilities and accomplishments. 

Thank you for your interest in our work and in the nation's 
transportation system. 
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Academic programs offered include an interdisciplinary Ph.D. 
program in transportation and logistics and a transportation 
option in the master's degree programs in civil engineering and 
agribusine~s and applied economics. Graduates are prepared 
for careers in wholesale and retail business, construction, 
consulting, and government. A master's in military logistics 
(name changed to managerial logistics in October 2008) is also 
offered. UGPTI academic programs are largely funded by the 
Mountain-Plains Consortium and the Department of Defense. 
Go to page 27 for more information. 

The Advanced Traffic Analysis Center (ATAC) enhances 
transportation systems in small to medium-size cities by using 
advanced traffic analysis and intelligent transportation systems 
to improve safety and mobility. The center's primary role is to 
support decision makers responsible for planning, operating 
and funding transportation systems at the local, regional and 
state level. Primary efforts focus on intelligent transportation 
systems, traffic operations and travel demand modeling. 
Go to page 29 for more information. 

The Agricultural and Industrial Freight Center promotes the 
efficient use of resources and enhances the competitiveness 
of agricultural products in the region. Staff members evaluate 
transportation industry trends, policy, and rates - all factors 
that are critical to maintaining product quality and helping 
businesses and producers reach key markets. They also 
examine supply chain management and transportation
related economic development initiatives to enhance the 
competitiveness of agribusinesses in the region. 
Go to page 30 for more information. 

The Department of Transportation Support Center (DOTSC) 
provides intellectual capital to the NDDOT to solve complex 
problems. The center also addresses regional issues within 
North Dakota and the surrounding states. The center includes 
a student roadway design section supervised by on-site DOT 
design staff to employ, train and utilize undergraduate students 
in DOT design projects. The center's information technology 
center integrates NDSU computer science and management 
information systems students with real-world information 
technology issues and projects related to the DOT. 
Go to page 32 for more information. 

The Mountain-Plains Consortium (MPC) conducts research, 
education and training on transportation infrastructure and 
the movement of passengers and freight. It is a competitively 
selected university program sponsored by the U.S. Department 
of Transportation, attracting the nation's best talent to study 
transportation and develop new transportation strategies 
and concepts. The consortium includes North Dakota State 
University, Colorado State University, South Dakota State 
University, the University of Utah, and the University of 
Wyoming. Go to page 33 for more information. 

The North Dakota local Technical Assistance Program 
(NDLTAP) fosters safe, efficient, environmentally sound, and 
cost-effective highway, road, and street systems by exchanging 
transportation technology with North Dakota's local units 
of government and the transportation community. NDLTAP 
accomplishes this effort through training, technical assistance, 
and information services as part of the Federal Highway 
Administration's nationwide LTAP network. 
Go to page 35 for more information. 

The Small Urban & Rural Transit Center (SURTC) provides 
transit stakeholders, users, suppliers and agencies information 
and training on technology and improved management and 
operations to increase the mobility of small urban and rural 
residents through improved public transportation. Research 
focuses on transit coordination, ITS applications and mobility 
planning. Go to page 37 for more information. 

The Biennial Strategic Freight Analysis Center addresses key 
issues in North Dakota transportation. Each biennium, the 
program focuses on an economic sector important to the 
state with the goal of improving the competitiveness of firms 
through transportation enhancement in North Dakota. The 
current effort focuses on freight planning. 
Go to page 31 for more information. 

The Transportation Learning Network (nN) is an interactive 
conferencing network linking the transportation departments 
in Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming and the Mountain
Plains Consortium universities. TLN supports quality 
transportation through a network of people and technology that 
serves TLN members by enhancing communication, education, 
professional development, technology transfer and research. 
Go to page 38 for more information. 

The Transportation Safety Systems Center (TSSC) develops 
and maintains software used by state and federal safety 
specialists nationwide at weigh stations and ports-of-entry for 
inspecting commercial vehicles. Additional sohware is used 
by safety specialists during on-site reviews of commercial 
carriers. In addition, the center is also extensively involved in 
safety-related research and analysis to improve targeting of 
enforcement efforts and enhance sohware programs. 
Go to page 39 for more information. 

The Rural Transportation Safety and Security Center (RTSSC) 
proniotes and enhances the region's transportation safety 
and security through research, education, and outreach in 
partnership with stakeholders. It is a collaborative effort 
between the Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute 
and the NDDOT, with funding from the Federal Highway 
Administration. Go to page 36 for more information. 
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UGPTI education programs are designed to prepare tomorrow's 
transportation professionals. Students learn from staff involved in 
research and outreach programs so they are able to apply theory 
and case studies to real-world situations. Students apply classroom 
lessons through their intimate involvement in the Institute's research 
and outreach programs. The Institute's programs benefit from the 
students' enthusiasm, skills and creativity. 

0 
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Ph.D. program continues to grow. When NDSU launched 
its doctoral program in Transportation and Logistics in 
2002, there were six students enrolled. During the 2007-
2008 academic year, enrollment had grown to 23 students. 
The growth in' the program indicates continued interest by 
students in transportation and logistics as an academic field 
and recognition that NDSU provides an excellent program. 
"National studies indicate that demand for graduates trained 
in transportation will continue to grow," notes Denver Tolliver, 
associate director of the UGPTI and director of its education 
programs. 

Military logistics. The UGPTI coordi-nates the Masters of 
Military Logistics program offered by NDSU. This intensive 
12-month program is offered to officers and military civilians. 
It provides them with the latest transportation and logistics 
research, technology and applications needed to improve the 
efficiency, effectiveness and responsiveness of logistical and 
transportation systems within the military. The first class 
graduated in 2007. There are five students enrolled in the 
program for the 2008-2009 academic year. In October, the 
name of the program was changed to Masters of Managerial 
logistics to reflect the broader nature of the program. 

New graduate program under development. The UGPTI 
is working with the NDSU College of Graduate and 
Interdisciplinary Studies to develop a Transportation and Urban 
Systems degree program. The degree program, if approved, 
will include two new degrees, a master of transportation 
and urban systems degree and a master of science in 
transportation and urban systems as well as a certificate in 
transportation and urban systems. The first degree is targeted 
at mid-career professionals and other candidates who do not 
wish to conduct advanced research. The second is aimed at 
individuals with strong research interests and capabilities. The 
certificate will be targeted at practicing professionals. The new 
degrees will be interdisciplinary in nature and will be part of 
the existing Transportation and logistics program coordinated 
by the Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute. In addition 
to the UGPTI, the departments of Architecture and landscape 
Architecture; Civil Engineering; Geosciences; Sociology and 
Anthropology; and Criminal Justice and Political Science will 
participate. 

TLN and MPC offer more graduate courses. The TLN and the 
MPC offered four graduate courses during the past year. "Our 
accessibility through the internet and our relationships with 
universities and departments of transportation are expanding 
our audience," notes TLN director Julie Rodriguez. "Many career 
tracks within transportation are requiring more advanced 
knowledge. The reduced travel time and costs associated with 
taking graduate classes, short courses or seminars through the 
TLN are huge advantages." The courses were: 

• Airport Planning and Design was taught by Hesham Mahgoub 
at South Dakota State University. The course was geared to 
engineering students who would like to understand how 
airports are designed and planned. The course covered 
aircraft vehicle performance and airport interaction, airport 
planning, and analysis methods in airport engineering. 

• Public Transportation was taught by Jill Hough at North 
Dakota State University. The course included concepts 
and models used in the transit industry for both rural 
and urban settings. The course also covered policy issues, 
government's role in transit, transit planning, demand 
forecasting, performance evaluation and system costing . 

• Transportation Modeling was taught by Aleksandar 
Stevanovic at the University of Utah. The course· addressed 
important transportation modeling techniques from 
theoretical and practical perspectives. The course taught 
modeling through the application of various commercial 
transportation modeling packages. The packages are 
used to support the most important aspects of traffic and 
transportation analyses. 

• Pavement Materials was taught by Khaled Ksaibati at the 
University of Wyoming. The course focused on the most 
important aspects of asphalt pavements, giving students 
a working knowledge in selecting materials for pavement 
construction, testing aggregates and bituminous materials, 
designing and testing asphalt mixtures, evaluating the 
performance of flexible pavements, and rehabilitation 
strategies for deteriorated pavements. 
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Seminar series continues. The UGPTI continues to sponsor a 
series of transportation-related seminars during the academic 
year. The seminars provide helpful updates on transportation 
research and issues at the local, regional and national level. The 
series is focused on UGPTI staff, but is open to the public. The 23 

topics offered during the 2007-2008 academic year ranged from 
updates on UGPTI research to presentations on topics such as 
transportation planning, electric vehicles, and alternative fuels. 
The seminar series was resumed in the tall of 2008. 

Student Activitt~ 
Chen nominated. NDSU Ph.D. student Xianzhe Chen has been nominated by 
Jun Zhang, Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, for the 
IBM Fellowship Program which is a worldwide competitive program. Xianzhe 
has been working with Zhang on his thesis topic of Supply Chain Management. 
Zhang noted "Xianzhe has been doing a phenomenal job researching and 
applying supply chain data." 

Scholarships awarded. The UGPTI awarded four scholarships at its annual Awards 
Banquet. The $1,500 scholarships are awarded each year through the Mountain
Plains Consortium with funding from the US DOT University Transportation 
Centers program. Since 2002, 26 scholarships have been awarded. Daniel 
Leek Geu received the Paul E.R. Abrahamson Scholarship. Geu is majoring in 
agricultural economics. Geu came to the United States from southern Sudan 
in east Africa 14 years ago and hopes to specialize in areas such as agricultural 
transportation, logistics, or marketing. David Bruins, Michael Grundman 
and Joshua Loegering received Transportation Engineering Scholarships. The 
scholarships recognize academic achievement and promote the education of 
transportation students at NDSU. Bruins is a senior in civil engineering and a 
native of Watford, ND. Bruins has been employed by the Fargo District of the 
North Dakota Department of Transportation and at the DOT Support Center at 
NDSU. Grundman is a senior in civil engineering from Osakis, MN. He works at 
the Advanced Traffic Analysis Center. Loegering is a senior in civil engineering 
and originally from Milaca, MN. 

Student honored. Natalie (Beck) Easterday was named SURTC's Outstanding 
Student of the Year by the U.S. Department of Transportation University 
Transportation Center program. Easterday received the award in January during 
the Transportation Research Board's Annual Meeting in Washington, O.C. The 
award recognized Easterday's excellent communications skills and her academic 
contributions. Easterday is a master's student studying emergency management 
at NOSU. She also holds a bachelor's degree in business administration. The 
honor included a trip to the TRB meeting and a $1,000 award. Each year, the 
U.S. DOT recognizes an outstanding student from each participating University 
Transportation Center. Easterday was a graduate research assistant with SURTC. 
She has done research examining the planning differences between rural and 
urban communities with.regard to the use of public transportation in emergency 
operations. 

Student gains transit expertise as intern. Transportation and Logistics Ph.D. 
student Marc Scott gained a wealth of hands-on experience as an intern at the 
Transit Authority of River City in Louisville, KY, during the summer of 2008. The 
internship was an outgrowth of outreach activities conducted by SURTC with 
the Transit Authority of River City. In Louisville, Scott worked on finance issues 
for the agency, developing spreadsheet models, investment analysis of various 
fleet purchase options, and developing reports and white papers for staff and 
administration. He also assisted with public meetings focused on proposed 
fee increases and service charges. The meetings ranged from a session with 
Louisville's mayor and a presentation to the Louisville Metropolitan Council to 
one-on-one visits with transit riders. "With Marc's internship in Louisville, we 
were also able to help bridge the gap between research and issues challenging 
the industry. Marc now has a perspective that he would never have gained only 
at the university and that perspective enriches our work," says SURTC director 
Jill Hough. 

Easterday 



Department of Transportation Support Center Activities 

Real-world design. The Engineering Center at DOTSC has been utilizing civil and 
construction engineering interns to develop multiple highway improvement 
projects over the past year. These projects include concrete pavement repair, 
asphalt pav;ement overlciy, small urban reconstruction, multi-use trail, interstate 
reconstruction, and safety (turning lanes) projects. Nine projects were 
completed in the last year. All nine projects are being built during the 2008 
construction season across the state of North Dakota. 

In addition to the completed projects, preliminary engineering work has begun 
on five new projects and the final design is active on four project~. One of 
these improvements is a widening, full depth reclamation, and hot bituminous 
pavement project. This project will blend the existing surfacing and base 
together, in-place, on the roadway. Portland cement and water will be added to 
the blended material to form a stabilized base for the roadway. Hot bituminous 
pavement will then be laid over the top of the new base layer. This is a fairly 
new technique for North Dakota, and will be the third project built in the state 
using this method. Additional projects follow. 

• Putting experience to work. Eighteen different civil and construction 
engineering students have worked at the DOTSC in the past year. Of those, 
ten have graduated from their respective program and are active in the 
engineering field. Seven have gone to work for the NDDOT, one is pursuing a 
graduate degree from NDSU, one is employed at the Missouri DOT, and one 
went to work for BNSF Railroad. 

• Activity Sheet project. In May 2007, the DOTSC information technology 
students started work on a Web-based project creation and ranking system 
for NDDOT. Each biennium, activity sheets for projects are to be created 
outlining purpose and costs. The hierarchical user role structure would 
approve and rank activity sheets. When the final ranking is complete, the 
finalized activity sheets will be printed and brought forth to the ND state 
legislature for budgeting. As of June 2008, a final revision was in progress 
before project completion. 

• Pavement performance project. In June 2008, this project was starting its 
first stage. Its purpose is to offer an interface for graphing pavement data. 
These graphs would illustrate the reliability of different pavement 
preservation techniques depending on different factors. 

• ITS device management system project. In May 2008, the DOTSC information 
technology students were introduced to a project for ND DOT to create a Web
based system to catalog ITS devices and track trouble tickets for the devices. 
The FHWA requires such an application so that they can get reports easily 
from the NDDOT about different ITS devices. This project must be completed 
by October 2009 as specified by the FHWA. 

• Software updates. The DOTSC information technology department also 
worked to convert and/or update existing programs to run with updated 
software programs. These programs can help store data in a way that is easily 
accessible and maintainable. 

' 
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UGPTI staff members have close working relationships with 
professionals in government agencies and industry. Many UGPTI 
staff members have work experience as consultants and transportation 
professionals. Those relationships and that experience are channeled 
into training programs and applied research. In addition, staff 
members are resources for colleagues to consult on emerging issues 
and technology. Results from the Institute's research programs are 
key components of outreach efforts. 

I 
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UGPTJ hosts statewide discussion on mobility and 
transportation. The Upper Great Plains Transportation 
Institute hosted a statewide discussion on the mobility 
needs of North Dakota and the state of its transportation 
infrastructure. 

In March and April, the Institute hosted regional workshops in 
Williston, Dickinson, Minot, Bismarck, Devils Lake, Jamestown, 
Grand Forks, and Fargo. A statewide conference to summarize 
input and tap input from state leaders was held in Mandan May 
1. Nearly 600 people attended the sessions. A summary of the 
discussions was presented to the North Dakota Legislature's 
Interim Transportation Committee in Fargo June 19. 

"People expect a lot out of North Dakota's transportation 
system," says Jon Mielke, a UGPTI researcher and one of the 
organizers of the sessions. "Demands on that system, both for 
personal mobility and for economic activity, are growing. At 
the same time, costs to maintain and improve the system are 
escalating and revenues are not keeping pace." 

At the statewide meeting May 1, UGPTI researcher Alan Dy bing 
presented results of a study that showed the annual roadway 
and bridge funding needs for North Dakota at nearly $540 
million. At the same time, the Federal Highway Trust Fund is 
expected to be depleted next year with the projected loss of 
$70 million in federal highway funding as a consequence. 

Complicating the problem has been inflation in the cost of 
building materials and fuel. Representatives from the city, 
township, county, and state levels outlined how budgets are 
being squeezed. Mielke notes that the producer price index 
increased by 32 percent from 2001 to 2005. Revenue for the 

state highway system increased by only 
18 percent during that time. From 2001 
to 2008, the North Dakota Department of 
Transportation experienced construction 
cost increases of approximately 60 
percent. 

"The result of that reduced buying power 
is deferred maintenance," Mielke says. But 
deferring maintenance on the state's road 
network is expensive because pavement 
deterioration is an accelerating process. 
Ride quality on new pavement declines by 
about 40 percent over the first 20 years of 
its life. After that, pavement deteriorates 
much more rapidly. That means a road 
rehabilitation project that occurs when 
pavement is 20 years old will cost 400 
percent to 500 percent more if the project 
is delayed 7-8 years. 

Francis Ziegler, director of the North 
Dakota Department of Transportation, said 

the state's highway system is in a preservation mode and that 
39 percent of the asphalt roadways are considered mediocre. 
He noted that demands on the road system are increasing. 
Manufacturing, energy production, and crop production have 
all increased substantially in the state with a corresponding 
need for freight mobility. 

Mark Johnson, executive director of the North Dakota 
Association of Counties, says with about half of all county roads 
in the state in fair condition and about one-third considered 
poor, delay is not an option. "We need to invest in our road 
network and now is the time to do it. We no longer have the 
comfort of expecting or waiting for federal funds," he says. 

Expenses that are escalating faster than revenues are also a 
problem for the state's transit agencies. "We need to look at 
the human factors involved with these issues," Pat Hansen said. 
Hansen is program director at South Central Adult Services, 
which provides transit services for the Valley City area. 

"Roads and bridges are important, but we're transporting 
people, sometimes up to 300 miles round trip, for very 
important medical services," Hansen says. "Mobility is not just 
about cost, it's about quality of life. I appreciated that I was 
able to make that point." 

Hansen says the meetings performed the important task 
of providing the same information to transit operators, 
transportation officials, and state and local decision makers 
across the state. "I have a much better idea of what 
transportation issues are facing the state and I can see the 
legislative issues and challenges that we're facing." 
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UGPTI director Gene Griffin told the group that several 
strategies could be employed to address the situation . 

"We will need to continue to work smarter and make better 
use of our scarce resources," he said. That ability is currently 
limited by technology, institutional barriers and collective 
and individual pride. We can make great strides if we can 
overcome those barriers or at least push them back." 

Griffin also noted that decision makers will need to set clear 
priorities that take into account transportation needs. "This 
rationalization requires political will," he said. "But the 
result will be a transportation system that meets the state's 
fundamental needs and a set of minimal demands." 

With innovation and a rationalized approach to demands 
within the state will come a need for additional funds, Griffin 
said. "There is a growing recognition among federal, state, 
and local agencies, as well as within the private sector, that 
maintaining and enhancing our transportation system needs 
to be a priority." 

The Mountain-Plains Consortium, NDLTAP, and SURTC provided 
support for the effort. 

Integrating security into small MPO planning. When 
disaster strikes, being prepared can make all the difference. 
That's why UGPTI researcher Mark Lofgren is working with the 
Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan Area Planning Organization 
to develop transportation security plans. Because so much 
of what occurs in a community depends on transportation, 
planning for disruptions is essential for managing security 
issues and for promoting safe recovery. The goal of the study 
is to help the Fargo-Moorhead area meet the U.S. Department 
of Transportation mandate to incorporate security into its 
planning documents and processes. In addition, the plan will 
serve as a model for smaller MPOs looking for ways to integrate 
and sustain security initiatives in their own transportation 
planning activities. In many instances security activities may be 
related to other planning factors such as safety, accessibility, 
and efficiency. Federal instructions recognize the relationships 
and encourage MPOs to address security in ways that are 
efficient and effective. The work will provide insight for 
interagency coordination in transportation aspects of disaster 
and security events. 

Developing a vision for mobility. Eight national 
organizations joined in an effort to create a new national 
"vision" for transportation to maintain America's place in the 
world economy and way of life. UGPTI director Gene Griffin 
and associate research fellow Kathryn Harrington-Hughes 
helped organize the effort and develop recommendations. On 
May 21-23, more than 150 representatives of both public and 
private sector transportation and industry organizations were 
invited to convene at a national conference to help develop 
this vision. To lay the groundwork for the deliberations, 
nine working groups produced recommendations on subject 
areas. Topic areas included: freight; highways, travel, and 
tourism; freight and passenger rail; transit and intercity 
bus; metropolitan mobility; sustainable transportation; 
advanced technology and innovation; highway safety; and 
funding. Participating organizations included the American 
Association of St.:ite Highway and Transportation Officials, 
AAA, American Council of Engineering Companies, American 
Public Transportation Association, American Road and 

Transportation Builders Association, American Trucking 
Associations, Associated General Contractors and the 
Association of American Railroads. 

Flagger training. NDLTAP developed a flagger-training 
module that will be viewed by all flaggers in North Dakota, 
The module includes a handbook and a presentation. Prior to 
the first day on the job, all flaggers must view the presentation 
and take a short quiz to ensure they know and follow the 
guidelines. 

Training for transportation technicians. The North 
Dakota Department of Transportation, with the support 
of NDLTAP provided training for the new transportation 
technician series within the department. Twenty-eight NDDOT 
maintenance transportation technicians participated in a 32-
hour course entitled "Introduction to Highway Construction." 
The course provided the new transportation technicians with 
an introduction to basic skills such as math, plan reading, 
materials, construction inspection, and traffic control. The 
various course topics were instructed by DOT and UGPTI 
staff members. This instruction has been initiated by· the 
department to give transportation technicians an opportunity 
to better understand the skills required to inspect DOT 
construction projects, 

Vision Safe Drive Conference held. The first Vision Safe 
Drive Conference was held in November 2007 in Bismarck. 
Representatives from eight states and the District of Columbia 
were present with more than 100 attending and almost e 
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30 speakers. The conference provided a venue for leaders 
and experts in traffic safety to exchange ideas on emerging 
issues, success, and challenges. The discussions were used to 
prioritize research and outreach needs for the region as well as 
create a unified vision for traffic safety. Conference sponsors 
included the Rural Transportation Safety and Security Center, 
the Mountain-Plains Consortium, NDDOT and the North 
Dakota Division Office of the FHWA. Another conference is 
scheduled for May 2009 in Rapid City. 

Issue briefs published. The Rural Transportation Safety 
and Security Center has published a series of "Issue Briefs" on 
rural traffic safety issues. The on-going series highlights key 
issues and research and are designed to provide background 
for public policy debate and prioritizing by local agencies. 
The briefs have highlighted deer-vehicle collisions, driver 
drinking, speeding, risky driving behavior by young males, and 
graduated driver's license programs. 

National Summit on Ag and Food Truck Transport. 
More than 200 attendees and 40 speakers participated in the 
first-ever National Summit on Agricultural and Food Truck 
Transport for the Future held in Washington, D.C. in December 
2007. The event was organized by the Agricultural and Food 
Transporters Conference of the American Trucking Associations 
and the UGPTI with support from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, the U.S. Department of Transportation and 
the Mountain-Plains Consortium. The summit examined 
the impact of farm and energy policy changes on domestic 
agricultural production and processing and the ability of 
commercial agricultural trucking to meet demands from the 
environment on trucking and agriculture. A second summit is 
scheduled for December 2008. 

Software for motor carrier safety. Staff at UGPTl's TSSC 
continue to develop and maintain high-quality software for 
use by federal and state commercial vehicle safety specialists 
nationwide. The work is funded by the Federal Motor Carrier 
Safety Administration. The software applications are used by 
specialists in many functions, including helping to conduct 
inspections, checking on driver's license status, reviewing 
information from past inspections, reviewing carriers' safety 
and violation history, and developing case files for enforcement 

activities. This FMCSA work is the primary activity of the 
Transportation Safety Systems Center. 

Border help. TSSC is working with the Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration and U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection to improve truck and bus safety and security at 
U.S. borders. The center is helping to bridge FMCSA and CBP 
computer systems and databases to facilitate the clearance 
of commercial carriers, vehicles and drivers. The goal is to 
identify and contain unsafe vehicles while speeding the flow 
of safe vehicles and goods crossing the border. 

Setting research agenda for human service transport. 
The Community Transportation Association of America's 
National Resource Center for Human Service Transportation 
relied on SURTC expertise in January 2008 when it convened 
its national Human Service Transportation Research Summit in 
Washington, D.C. The summit drew together representatives 
from industry, government, and academia to participate in a 
series of activities aimed at identifying and prioritizing research 
opportunities in the field. The activities were facilitated by 
SURTC staff members including Jill Hough, Jim Miller, Jeremy 
Mattson, and David Ripplinger. SURTC used the results from 
the activities to author a national research agenda. The center 
anticipates that organizations such as the Federal Transit 
Administration, the Transit Cooperative Research Program, 
University Research Centers and others will use the agenda to 
guide their research investments. 

NDinfo.org is an online transportation service 
directory. Through a contract with the NDDOT, the UGPTI 
developed a statewide online transportation service directory. 
The NDinfo.org website enables individuals to access 
information about available transit services across the state. 
Currently, researchers with the UGPTl's Small Urban & Rural 
Transit Center are updating database information on transit 
providers, adding route maps to the site and developing a trip 
planner. 

SURTC-Dakota Transit Association partnership. 
The Dakota Transit Association has contracted with SURTC 
to provide an executive director. SURTC outreach and 
training coordinator Gary Hegland currently fills that role. 
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During the past year, the association has enhanced training 
opportunities, identified strategies to increase funding for 
member operations, promoted rural transportation nationally, 
and increased education and advocacy efforts. 

Risk management for transit. Risk management for transit 
operators is often focused on minimizing vehicle accidents, 
but SURTC's training coordinator Gary Hegland has developed 
a comprehensive training course that addresses four major 
issues- people, property, reputation, and money- as geared 
specifically to transit. He has presented the course in Texas 
and Minnesota and has spoken on risk management for 
transit at a number of other locations across the country. He 
has been spicing up his training sessions with "Turning Point" 
technology. The technology is an audience response system 
integrated into his PowerPoint presentation that allows the 
audience to submit answers to questions using a hand-held 
keypad. 

Transit coordination. As federal and state mandates push 
transit agencies and human service agencies to coordinate 
their services, UGPTI specialists have become the go-to 
experts for rural agencies. Gary Hegland, SURTC's training 
coordinator, and Carol Wright, SURTC's associate director 
for training and outreach have developed training on how to 
develop coordination plans. Hegland spoke at the Montana 
Transit Association Spring Conference in April. About 30 
operators were in attendance to learn about implementing a 
coordination plan in their own communities. Hegland used the 
River Cities coordination plan that he wrote for Pierre, South 
Dakota as a primary example. Wright spoke at the Colorado 
Association of Transit Agencies Conference and Expo in 
September 2008. She discussed finding coordination partners 
and breaking down barriers. 

Transit safety and security. Gary Hegland was certified 
by the Community Transportation Association of America as 
a transit safety reviewer who can conduct transit safety and 
security assessments. Reviewers visit transit systems and 
determine if they meet industry benchmarks for safety and 
security. In those areas where they fall short of the benchmarks, 
they offer suggestions on how to improve. Carol Wright offers 

training on developing safety and security plans. In November 
2007, Hegland performed an assessment for Anchorage Public 
Transit and was able to offer strategies for improving driver 
and vehicle safety. In September 2008, Carol Wright conducted 
a half day workshop for the Colorado Association of Transit 
Agencies on safety, security and emergency management. 
Wright also serves on the FTA's Bus Safety and Security Work 
Group. 

Planning to succeed in the transit business. An intensive 
business plan training course provides small urban or rural 
transit agencies with a jump start on developing a business 
plan. The course gives participating transit managers hands
on experience with information that is specific to their own 
agency. "This is intensive training on a very complex topic," 
says Carol Wright, SURTC's associate director for training and 
outreach. "Participants provide information to SURTC ahead 
of time, so that we can plug it into the business plan outline 
they'll be using during the training." Affiliated faculty member 
Jim Miller is the lead instructor for the training. Participants 
learn to implement performance measures and assemble 
a business plan using financial data and demographic 
information that is specific to their own agency. "They leave 
with a business plan for their agency that is ready to put into 
action," Wright says. 

Introduction to transit management. Learning by doing 
may work, but it may not be the most effective and efficient 
way to manage a small transit agency. That's why SURTC 
developed an "Introduction to Transit Management" course. 
"The course is designed for new transit managers to allow 
them to learn the ropes and hit the ground running," notes 
Carol Wright, SURTC's associate director for training. "It's also 
for transit people in the industry who are ready to expand 
their knowledge base." So far, the course has been taught 
in North Dakota and Alaska. There has been interest in the 
course from Colorado, Iowa, South Dakota, Texas, Wyoming, 
Utah and other states. The course is augmented with state
specific examples provided by department of transportation 
officials at each location. This course is designed to provide 
a broad-based knowledge of basic concepts related to transit 
operations, funding, record keeping, compliance issues, etc. 
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SURTC's goal is to develop a certificate program as part of the 
completion of course requirements. As part of the course, 
each student will receive a 600-page training and resource 
manual. 

Revising ND's state transit management plan. 
Researchers helped the NDOOT refine its statewide transit 
management plan to better reflect state-specific regulations 
and requirements for transit operations. The focus was on 
requirements for federal funding. The new version of the plan 
reflects NDOOT and other state regulations as well as updates 
to federal regulations. Every state is required by the Federal 
Transit Administration to have a statewide plan. The plan 
should be a valuable tool for state officials as well as for transit 
managers to assure they are complying with requirements of 
their major funding providers. 

Improved transportation coordination endorsed. 
Mobility for residents of North Dakota took a significant move 
forward in April with a pledge from Lieutenant Governor Jack 
Dalrymple to work to improve coordination among transit 
providers in the state. "The endorsement of this concept 
puts it on the front burner, politically, and will help make it 
a priority across the state," notes UGPTl's Carol Wright. The 
endorsement came during a Transit Coordination Summit 
April 9 in Bismarck. Also at the event, Dave Leftwich of the 
North Dakota Department of Transportation outlined the 
state's regionalization plan which will promote the NDDOT's 
coordination efforts. The event was sponsored by SURTC 
and AARP North Dakota. Within transportation, the terms 
coordination, cooperation, and collaboration all refer to 
groups of people, programs, and/or funding sources working 
together to improve services to clients through a more unified 
approach. Nearly lO0transit managers, county commissioners, 
state legislators, human service providers, department 
of transportation professionals, and others attended the 
conference. 

TLN doubles technical courses. The TLN reached more 
than 1,250 people in nine weeks through six work zone safety 
courses. The number is more than doubled from last year. "For 
comparison," said TLN director, Julie Rodriguez, "last year we 
only had four events with attendance in the triple digits, this 
year we had 12." 

TLN starts Web conferences. The TLN added another 
aspect to its training modules by making Web conferences 
available. The new technology will allow people to receive 
training at their own desks. This advancement ·will extend 
TLN's reach. 

TLN sees increase in sites and partners. WYDDT added 
TLN sites in Riverton and Gillette. The addition of these 
two sites puts the total of regular TLN sites to 35. TLN also 
developed new relationships with the American Traffic Safety 
Services Association and the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration and expanded its relationships with the Federal 
Highway Administration and the National Highway Institute. 

JTRF special transit issue. Last year, public transportation 
in the United States had the highest ridership in the past SO 
years. This year, ridership has increased even more. That 
makes a special issue of the Journal of the Transportation 
Research Forum especially timely. UGPTl's Jill Hough served 
as guest editor. Articles cover topics as diverse as the effects 
of gasoline prices on bus ridership to measures for transit 
network performance. Other topics include bus emissions and 
bus transit route design. Two of the articles were authored by 
UGPTI staff. "The Effects of Gasoline Prices on Bus Ridership 
for Different Types of Transit Systems" was written by Jeremy 
Mattson and "Hedonic Value of Transit Accessibility: An 
Empirical Analysis ina Small Urban Area" was written by former 
associate research fellow Xinyu Cao and Jill Hough. The special 
issue was sponsored by the American Public Transportation 
Association and was made available at APTA's annual Expo and 
meeting early in October 2008. 
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Transit business planning. When one of the region's most 
successful transit agencies decided to develop an updated 
business plan, it asked the UGPTI for help. River Cities Public 
Transit (RCPT) provides public transportation to Pierre, SD, 
and surrounding areas and has experienced phenomenal 
growth and success over the past six years. As of 2007, RCPT 
offered more than 250,000 one-way trips per month in an 
eight-county region serving a population of about 32,000 
people. Despite its success, the RCPT's board and lts manager, 
Ron Baumgart, asked SURTC to review its operations and to 
formulate a detailed business plan. The process helped RCPT 
to identify additional public transit markets, forecast future 
capital and fund needs, and communicate a clear vision to its 
stakeholders. 

LTAP Clearinghouse. The UGPTI works with the American 
Road and Transportation Builders Association in Washington, 
DC, to manage the National local Technical Assistance 
Program/Tribal Technical Assistance Program Clearinghouse. 
The program serves as an exchange for highway transportation
related technology and information for local units of 
government and state LTAP centers. The UGPTI provides 
technical assistance in upgrading the LTAP website and is 
exploring new technology applications and other methods of 
technology transfer that could be applied by centers across 
the country. The TLN and the ND LTAP are integral parts of 
this effort. 
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Smadi earns Fulbright appointment. A prestigious Fulbright Scholar grant 
allowed advanced research fellow Ayman Smadi to spend 10 months teaching and 
helping develop research programs at the University of Jordan in Amman. 

In January, Smadi began teaching a graduate course in urban transportation planning. 
He has also been helping develop the university's transporiation research program. 
He says the effort will help Jordan address critical transportation needs through 
education and research. "Jordan has made great strides toward modernizing its 
economy and implementing sweeping reforms. Transportation is a key ingredient for 
supporting continued growth and development," Ayman says. 

Smadi is a native of Jordan and is now a U.S. citizen. "I spent the first half of my 
life in Jordan and the second half in the United States, so in a sense I feel like I am 
bi-cultural," Smadi says. "This is not only an excellent professional opportunity, it is 
also an opportunity to help NDSU link to quality students from Jordan who want to 
eventually study in the United States." 

Smadi earned a master's degree in civil engineering from the University of Oklahoma 
and a doctorate in civil engineering from Iowa State University. He has been at the 
UGPTI since 1993 and has been director of the UGPTl's Advanced Traffic Analysis 
Center since 1998. Smadi will continue to serve in that capacity during the Fulbright 
award term. Smadi says the success of the project will lead to a long lasting program 
of collaborative transportation education and research between NDSU and Jordanian 
universities in the areas of transportation and logistics. "We have had several positive 
experiences with graduate students recruited from the University of Jordan and this 
project could solidify a formal link to recruit highly qualified students to NDSU's 
Transportation and logistics graduate program." 

He also will explore research opportunities for the UGPTI in areas related to 
transportation planning and logistics and supply chain management. Smadi noted that 
rapid growth in the Middle East region has attracted private and public transportation 
expertise from around the globe. "This project will allow UGPTI to gain international 
experience and exposure in the region. As a researcher and educator, the experience 
will provide me with additional insights and allow me to develop international case 
studies that can enhance the UGPTI program." 

Smadi is one of about 800 U.S. faculty and professionals who will travel abroad 
through the Fulbright Scholar Program. Recipients of Fulbright awards are selected 
on the basis of academic or professional achievement, as well as demonstrated 
leadership potential ln their fields. The Fulbright program's purpose is to build mutual 
understanding between the people of the United States and the rest of the world . 
The program is sponsored by the U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational 
and Cultural Affairs. 
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UGPTI research programs have roots that are more than 40 years 
deep. Originally focused on North Dakota commodity transportation, 
the Institute's research portfolio is now national in scope. The focus 
of that portfolio is on the mobility of people and freight in rural areas 
and communities and small cities. 
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Intelligent Transportation Systems 
Regional ITS architecture updates. A regional ITS architecture provides a framework for supporting ITS deployment 
by defining services, developing system requirements, identifying information flows, coordinating agency roles, and 
integrating functions across jurisdictional lines. Having a current regional ITS architecture is a requirement for receiving 
federal funds for ITS projects. ATAC has been a resource for the NDDOT and ND MPOs for developing and maintaining 
their regional ITS architectures. The update process is needed to reflect new ITS priorities and strategies, account for 
expansion in ITS scope, and allow for evolution and incorporation of new ideas. ATAC researchers have completed the 
required updates for the MPOs of Fargo-Moorhead and Bismarck-Mandan. Currently, updates of the NDDOT statewide 
architecture and the Grand Forks-East Grand Forks MPO are underway. 

ITS architecture training. Regional ITS architectures are meant to be actively used as tools for the deployment of 
ITS projects. Information in the ITS architecture, such as operational concepts and functional requirements, serve as 
starting points for key steps in the systems engineering process that is required for ITS projects. ATAC researchers are 
working with the NDDOT on developing training to familiarize DOT central office and district s~affwith the architecture 
and its use. A portion of the training will focus on using Turbo Architecture, a software application that supports 
the development of regional and project architectures. Turbo provides a graphical user interface to a database that 
contains all information pertaining to a region's ITS architecture. Through Turbo, trainees will have a means to access the 
architecture to retrieve information, make required changes, and generate various reports. Once the training·course ls 
developed, NDDOT plans to make it available to MPOs in the state that are maintaining their own ITS architectures. 

North/West passage pooled fund study, phase Ill. The North/West Passage Corridor encompasses the states 
along 1-90/1-94 from Wisconsin to Washington and is an FHWA Transportation Pooled Fund (TPF) Study. The vision for 
the corridor is to influence ongoing standards development and utilize effective methods for sharing, coordinating, 
and integrating traveler information across state borders. ATAC researchers have been involved in the study since its 
initial phase. ATAC recently developed the North/West Passage Corridor Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS) 
website. The purpose of the website is to provide one location to view corridor wide traveler information, and to link 
to additional detailed information for each of the member states. Having the information available from one source will 
help travelers make route decisions based on road conditions, and to alert travelers to potential problem areas on the 
corridor. The website provides a core system that, in the future, can be expanded to support additional ATIS functions 
and provides a test-bed for corridor-wide consistent event description. 

Traffic Operations 
Tri-level ramp operational study. Operational deficiencies along 1-94 have been developing in recent years within 
the Fargo-Moorhead metropolitan area. One such area is the section of 1-94 between 1-29 and 25th St., which experiences 
congestion during the afternoon peak period. ATAC assisted the NDDOT in assessing the operational performance of 
the existing conditions and various geometric designs between the 1-94 & 1-29 Interchange and the 1-94 & 25 th St. 
Interchange. The major components of the analysis included determining the vehicle paths through the study area and 
simulating various design alternatives for both existing and projected 2030 conditions. Key measures of effectiveness 
(MOE) from the simulation analysis were compared among the simulation scenarios, which provided insight for selecting 
the most appropriate design alternative. 

GF school safety study. ATAC continued its effort of improving school zone safety by conducting pedestrian safety 
and traffic circulation evaluations at three schools in Grand Forks: Phoenix Elementary School, Lake Agassiz Elementary 
School, and South Middle School. The main objectives were to evaluate pedestrian safety and traffic circulation 
at each of the schools and provide short and long-term improvement strategies. Areas of analysis included traffic 
control (pavement markings, signage), pedestrian activity, parking issues, and pick-up/drop~off areas. Each school's 
existing conditions were documented based on site visits, so recommendations could be made regarding any potential 
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improvements. The study provided several short- and long-term solutions for ~ach school: The recomm~ndations 
ranged from updating pavement markings and signage around the schools, to makmg geometrical changes to sidewalks, 
parking lots, and curbs. In addition to making recommendations on engineering enhancements at each of the schools, 
other aspects such as education and enforcement were discussed. 

Work zone study. The focus of this research was to meet the growing need for accurate and practical methods to 
support traffic analysis in work zones. Road construction and maintenance activities have become a common feature 
for many U.S. roads over the last few years due to aging infrastructure. This research examined the application of two 
classes of traffic analysis models, macroscopic sketch analysis {QuickZone) and microscopic traffic simulation {Dynasim 
and VISSIM), to evaluate the traffic impacts caused by work zone activities. The research evaluated the application of 
these tools to an urban interstate work zone. Specifically, this research examined the following: 1) how the use of traffic 
analysis models relates to federal requirements about considering traffic impacts of major construction projects, 2) 
the accuracy of model results in comparison to real-world conditions, and 3) modeling effort and data requirements of 
these models. 

More ATACid's are used by researchers across the U.S. ATAC's controller interface device {ATACid), developed over 
several years, has seen a surge in interest and sales. Several new units have been sold recently to research centers 
at the University of Tennessee, University of Minnesota - Duluth, and the City of Edmonton, ON. Other ATACid users 
include the Univers·1ty of Nevada las Vegas, University of Virginia, Texas Tech University, and Siemens ITS. The ATACid 
enables researchers/agencies to model complex traffic control problems using hardware-in-the-loop-simulation, which 
allows an actual traffic signal control system to be used within a traffic slmulation model, such as VISSIM, Dynasim, and 
CORSIM. 

Metropolitan Transportation Planning 
ATAC houses the regional travel demand models of the three metropolitan planning organizations in North Dakota. As 
such, ATAC provides, maintains, runs and updates these models to support transportation planning activities. The multi
year partnership is supported by the NDDOT, the Grand Forks-East Grand Forks Metropolitan Planning Organization, the 
Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan Council of Governments, and the Bismarck-Mandan Metropolitan Planning Organization. 
During the 2007-2008 fiscal year, ATAC performed the following projects: 

• Completed a major update of the F-M Metro COG Regional Travel Demand Model to reflect the transportation and 
socio-economic changes since the previous model update. Performed network and traffic data revisions to the model's 
structure to account for residential and commercial growth and changes in the road network and travel patterns. The 
updated model was calibrated to the 2005 conditions and will be used to support long-range transportation plans for 
the Fargo-Moorhead region. 

• Completed an analysis to assist in designing the new 1-94 and 9 th/57 th St. Interchange between Fargo and West Fargo. 
ATAC provided various options for expanding 9th/57 th St. and Co Rd. 17 (Sheyenne St.) to accommodate the projected 
growth to the southwest portion of the metro area. 

• Completed an analysis to assist the 25th St. Corridor study in Fargo {from 13th Avenue South to 32nd Avenue South). 
ATAC provided analysis which focuses primarily on the congestion that occurs ln the peak hour at the 25th Street/1-94 
interchange. 

• Completed an analysis to assist the 64th Ave. S. {57th Street to University Drive) & 25th Street (52nd Ave S to 100th Ave 
S) Corridor studies in Fargo. The analysis provided future traffic projections studies where the focus is on identifying 
2030 traffic conditions for the study area. 

• Completed an analysis to assist the 76th Ave. S. Bridge study which included analyzing a 2030 scenario with/without 
the 70th/76th Ave. S. bridge in place under different area development options in the Fargo-Moorhead area. The 
main focus of the study was to quantify the impact of the bridge {or lack thereof) on the transportation system under 
the year 2030 traffic and development conditions. 

• Completed a major update of Bismarck-Mandan MPO's Regional Travel Demand Model to account for transportation 
and socio-economic changes that occurred since the previous model update. The update included improvements 
in the model's ability to correctly estimate roadway capacities through the addition of intersection geometries and 
intersection controls as part of the modeled network. The updated model was calibrated to current conditions and is 
being used to support long-range transportation plans in the Bismarck•Mandan metropolitan area. 

• Used the Bismarck•Mandan MPO's Regional Travel Demand Model to generate travel projections to the year 2035. 
These projections are used for road and traffic management planning . 
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• Transit and Personal Mobility 
Brookirlgs transit study. South Dakota State University may be an NDSU rival on the football field, but SDSU and 
its home city of Brookings, SD, looked to NDSU and the UGPTI to make its transit system a winner. The Brookings Area 
Transit Authority (BATA) asked SURTC to explore possible opportunities to provide better transit service to students. 
In 2006, BATA identified the possibility that transportation needs of SDSU community members were going unmet. 
Researcher David Ripplinger developed a survey to gather information from SOSU students, faculty, and staff; attended 
public meetings; and sought the guidance of an advisory board. BATA is considering several recommendations. Based 
on the results of the campus transit research, the City of Brookings also asked UGPTI to help identify gaps between 
transportation needs and services in Brookings. The study was motivated by a desire among members of the Brookings 
City Council to revisit the city's role in providing community transportation, including the process of allocating local 
funds to suppprt transportation service providers. 

Coordination in southwest North Dakota. UGPTI and the NDOOT are working together to explore possibilities 
for region-wide coordinated transportation in southwestern North Dakota. The vision is for all transit providers in the 
region including schools, private operators, human services, and transit agencies, to coordinate services. Researcher 
David Ripplinger is identifying transportation needs and resources to determine how they match up. A project working 
group from the region is guiding the work. One component of the study is to determine what transit service providers 
need to do to facilitate the process of co-mingling riders. The study will also identify technology that will be required to 
make such a coordinated transportation operation work. 

Tribal transit needs assessment. UGPTI researchers Jon Mielke and David Ripplinger conducted a needs assessment 
to help identify the Indian reservations across the nation most in need of transit services. The assessment identified 
tribal transit needs for the distribution of funding under the 2005 SAFETEA-LU federal highway bill. This bill created a 
new program (5311c) to provide funding for tribal transit services in non-metropolitan areas. There are approximately 
332 federally recognized Indian tribes in the lower 48 states. The needs assessment is a good starting P,Oint to identify 
areas of high need using census based demographic data related to mobility dependent populations such as seniors 
and the disabled. 

Biodiesel use in Fargo•Moorhead MAT buses. UGPTI teamed with the Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan Area Transit 
(MAT) to determine how beneficial biodiesels really are. MAT has been using biodiesel mixed fuels in its buses for 
more than a year and is examining the effects biodiesel has had on its bus fleet and the Fargo-Moorhead community. 
SURTC researcher Del Peterson examined the direct effects of the F-M MAT using biodiesel mixed fuels. He interviewed 
MAT and city officials to identify changes they have seen since the switch to biodiesel from both a bus fleet and 
public relations perspective. The study found that the switch to biodiesel has been a success. Minimal maintenance 
problems have occurred, and marketing of their biodiesel use has resulted in considerable positive exposure 
throughout the community. There was little or no decrease in fuel efficiency. The study also revealed the high costs 
of maintaining "cutaway" buses and indicated that MAT maintenance staff has done an excellent job of controlling 
costs. 

What's the best transit fit? Agencies that provide transit in small urban and rural areas are being encouraged to 
coordinate their services. In some areas, all transit has been consolidated with one agency. Some agencies serve one 
community or county while others serve an entire region. Researcher David Ripplinger is trying to determine ways in 
which transit services can be organized to work best in certain communities or circumstances. "Properly organizing 
services is a way to most efficiently meet widely varied mobility needs of rural areas," he says. He will look at the costs 
of various organizational structures and study the economies of scale, scope, density and capacity of transit agencies. 
He will use the information to develop a planning framework for policy makers and regional administrators. 

What do 'small urban' and 'rural' really mean? When it comes to using the terms "rural" and "urban" in 
discussions about public policy and research related to transit, perceptions are important. "What 'rural' means to most 
people in Washington, DC, means something significantly different to people on the Great Plains or the Mountain West," 
notes researcher David Ripplinger. He worked with graduate research assistant Natalie Easterday and SURTC director Jill 
Hough to examine USDA, U.S. Census Bureau and FTA data to find definitions. They used those definitions to develop a 
transit-specific set of classifications. The two-part classification will help distinguish rural areas within counties that may 
otherwise be classified as urban because they contain an urban center. Ripplinger is now looking at what transit services 
exist within the different classifications across the country. 

Student attitudes and use of transit. Researcher David Ripplinger continued to survey NDSU students on their 
attitudes toward transit and their use of campus and municipal transit services. The same group of students has been 
surveyed each of the past three years to monitor any changes in attitudes or behavior regarding transit. "The survey will 
allow us to be much more confident in determining why students do or don't use transit," Ripplinger says. In addition, 
the information will be useful as NDSU and other campuses look at enhancing and marketing transit services. 
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Agricultural Research 
North Dakota grain movement. The Ag_ricul:u~l an_d Industrial Freight _Center summariz:s_g~in moyement _rep?rts 
from each elevator in North Dakota to describe d1stnbut1on patterns and shipment charactenstics mcludmg destination, 
mode (rail or truck), origin, time, and commodity. Annual reports and monthly updates are used to encourage 
competition within the grain industry and to identify research needs and market trends. 

Rail updates. The UGPT/ provides the USDA with updated market and service information for the rail section of the 
weekly Grain Transportation Report. 

Quality assurance for ND grain. The competitive position of grain producers is continually influenced by the 
environment, agronomics, markets, and policy. Researchers developed an overview of the quality assurance programs 
commonly utilized by the grain and food industry as a resource for N.D. grain facilities to use as they seek new 
opportunities to market North Dakota producers' grain. The QA programs may be used by firms to exhibit that they are 
compliant with quality standards monitored through a third-party auditing system. The researchers described several 
alternatives that may be adopted based on individual business competencies, products, and goals. The research was 
supported by the USDA and the North Dakota Department of Agriculture. 

Ethanol's road impact. Staff members assessed the demands that a proposed ethanol processing plant would impose 
on state and county highways. Researchers developed computer models to predict corn flows from farms to the plant, 
assign the flows to the highway network, estimate the annual truck trips and equivalent single axle loads, and estimate 
the highway improvement needs for individual routes and segments. 

Transportation Planning 
GIS technology assessment. UGPTI researchers collected information from state departments of transportation and 
metropolitan planning organizations in the mountain-plains reg·1on to learn how they were using geographic information 
systems (GIS) technology in transportation planning. Their effort identified GIS applications, hardware platforms, and 
communication technologies and how they are used by the agencies. They also identified data standards and sources. 
The information will help agencies explore improved uses for this powerful technology and will be a resource for DOTs 
and MPOs as they look for potential areas of collaboration and cooperation. 

Modeling pavement deterioration. UGPTI and University of Wyoming researchers are studying data from highways 
across the region to develop a computer model that predicts how long various pavements will last, how fast they 
deteriorate and when they need repair or replacement. The model, designed for cold-weather regions, will use traffic 
counts and environmental measurements such as solar radiation, temperature extremes and precipitation. It will help 
highway planners manage their highway repair and replacement programs. 

! Estimating road investment needs. The UGPTI and the NDDOT analyzed highway investment needs in North Dakota 

• 

and estimated the benefits of making the investments. The study provided information to citizens, transportation 
planners and policy makers about the state's highway system, future investment needs and the economic benefits of 
making necessary investments. The study found that the state will need to invest more than $242 million annually over 
the next 20 years to maintain state roads and bridges. County roads and bridges will require an investment of more 
than $259 million annually during that time. Roads and bridges in townships, small cities and urban centers will require 
an investment of more than $136 million annually. Total investment needs across the state were estimated to be about 
$539.5 mlllion annually. 

Other Research 
Supply chain support. UGPTI associate director DenverTolllver along with Canan Bilen-Green and Om Yadav, faculty 
members in the NDSU Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering, helped Border States Electric improve 
its ability to serve one of its biggest customers. The researchers developed a network optimization model to find ways 
to reduce costs for the Fargo-based electrical supplier while improving response time, reliability and other factors as 
Border States Electric works with Alliant Energy, an energy holding company with electric and gas utility operations in 
Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin. Several doctoral students were involved in the project . 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS: 
Students and Grads Reflect Program Excellence 

When NDSU launched its doctoral program in Transportation 
and Logistics in 2002, there were six students enrolled. Faculty 
and students recognized the growing need for doctoral-level 
graduates who could apply their intellect to transportation 
challenges and opportunities that were growing in 
complexity. 

Today that foresight is reflected in a program that is continuing 
to grow, students who are achieving national recognition and 
graduates who are proving their mettle in faculty and research 
positions. 

"National studies indicate that demand for graduates trained 
in transportation will continue to grow," notes Denver Tolliver, 
associate director of the UGPTI and director of its education 
programs. "Our goal was to establish an academically rigorous 
program that was engaged with the unique challenges 
faced by transportation and logistics. Recruitment and the 
achievements of our students and graduates indicate that 
we've been successful." 

During the 2007~2008 academic year, enrollment had 
grown to 23 students. The growth in the program indicates 

continued interest by students in transportation and logistics 
as an academic field and recognition that NDSU provides an 
excellent program. 

Students Yolanda Carson and Chris Enyinda are earning their 
second Ph.D.s. Carson's first was in industrial engineering and 
systems science in 1998 from the State University of New York 
at Binghamton, NY. Enyinda's first was in applied economics 
from the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. Their willingness 
to pursue an additional Ph.D. in transportation and logistics is 
evidence that transportation and logistics is a growing field 
and there is a greater recognition of that field in academia. 

Enyinda and Charles Briggs are on leave from staff positions 
at Alabama A&M University in Normal, AL, while attending 
NDSU. Enyinda is a professor and coordinator of the Logistics/ 
Supply Chain Management Program at Alabama A&M. 

Enyinda, Briggs and Won Koo recently received a best paper 
award at the Global Academy of Business and Economic 
Research International Conference in September 2008 for 
their paper, "The role of competitive intelligence leverage in 
supply chain risk management strategy." Koo is a professor 
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of agricultural and applied economics at NDSU and Enyinda's 
advisor. The paper has been published in the Global Academy 
of Business and Economic Research Proceedings. It is also 
being considered for publication in the Journal of Global 
Business and Research. 

Previous students have accomplished similar achievements. 

Subhro Mitra graduated at the end of the fall 2007 semester. 
Mitra's dissertation was titled "Development of a Statewide 
Freight Transportation Model to Assess the Impact of Highway 
Spring Load Restrictions," 

In March, Mitra won a student paper contest sponsored by 
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials. Mitra presented the paper, "Analyzing satellite imagery 
to develop freight generation data," at the American Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Officials' Geographic 
Information SystemsforTransportation Symposium in Nashville, 
TN. Mitra has also presented papers at the Transportation 
Research Board annual meeting and was an invited speaker at 
a transportation and highway engineering conference in India. 
Mitra has been employed by the UGPTI as a GIS-specialist/ 
transportation engineer since November 2006 and prior to 
that as a graduate research assistant with UGPT/. 

Junwook Chi graduated at the end of the spring 2008 
semester. He, too, had served as a graduate research assistant 

at the UGPTI. While earning his Ph.D., Chi conducted research 
including a study on airfare differences between small and 
metropolitan areas and a study on the evaluation of the 
viability of intermodal facilities. At the annual meeting of the 
Transportation Research Forum in Fort Worth in March, Chi was 
awarded the organization's Graduate Paper Award. His paper 
was titled "Pricing Behaviors in the U.S. Airline Industry." 

Chi is now on the staff of Marshall University in Huntington, 
WV, as a full-time researcher. He manages research conducted 
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on U.S. inland waterways. 
The projects include transportation rate analysis, commodity 
valuation analysis, and Ohio River basin regional input 
analysis. NDSU, Texas A&M, the University of Tennessee and 
the University of Toledo are involved in the projects and Chi 
serves as an independent technical reviewer. 

The first graduate of the program, Sang Young Moon is on the 
staff of the Korea Institute for Industrial Economics and Trade 
in Seoul, South Korea. He graduated in 2006. 

"The quality of our students and their accomplishments speaks 
for themselves. Recruiting students and building support for 
our program becomes much easier when you can point to 
those kinds of achievements," Tolliver says. In a relatively 
short amount of time, NDSU's transportation and logistics 
program has established itself as a program with students and 
graduates that are among the best anywhere." 



ADVANCED TRAFFIC ANALYSIS CENTER: 
Buses Get the Green Light and Gain Efficiency 

A pilot program to more efficiently move buses along their 
routes in Fargo is off to a good start, thanks to laboratory 
simulations by UGPTl's Advanced Traffic Analysis Center. 

The Advanced Traffic Analysis Center provided technical 
assistance to Fargo-Moorhead's Metropolitan Area Transit 
(MAT) bus administrators the past year after MAT administrators 
expressed an interest in installing traffic signal priority devices 
on buses. Traffic signal priority allows buses to emit a signal 
that allows a green light for the bus in certain situations, 
thereby helping bus drivers complete routes efficiently and on 
time. 

Transit signal priority has been used in large metropolitan 
areas for many years. However, traffic signal priority should 
not be confused with traffic signal pre-emption, which is the 
traffic signal changing emissions that emergency vehicles use 
to turn lights green and reach the emergency faster. Traffic 
signal priority doesn't mean buses get a green light at every 
traffic signal, said Shawn Birst, who led ATAC's technical 
assistance effort. Rather, Birst said, traffic signal priority works 
on certain bus routes at certain intersections and in the right 
circumstances to grant a bus priority at a traffic signal. 

The end result of traffic signal priority is supposed to be time 
savings. 

A real-life on-the-street pilot program by MAT, with statistics 
compiled by ATAC, showed that traffic signal priority devices 
are doing what they're supposed to do: Reduce overall travel 
times on the transit route. 

Metro Area Transit spent less than $10,000 on signal emitters 
for buses and invested transit staff and traffic engineers' time 
to implement the program. In exchange for the time and 
financial investment, Metro Area Transit gained efficiency on 
the pilot program bus route. 

Birst said bus efficiency is especially meaningful in times 
of $3.50 to $4 per gallon gas prices. He pointed out several 
examples of improved efficiency: 

• The bus itself is more fuel efficient because it stops and 
starts less frequently. 

• Higher gas prices usually translate to more people parking 
their cars and opting for mass transit. As more people use 
the bus, routes can become longer because more stops 
are needed to pick up more people. With transit signal 
priority, some time lost with frequent passenger pickups 
can be made up if the bus stops at fewer red lights during 
the course of its 30- or GO-minute route. 

• ATAC researchers calculated an average time savings 
of two minutes, 10 seconds on the pilot program route 
(with a 95 percent confidence rate). 

• Besides identifying equipment that would be 
useful on the buses, ATAC also helped identify 
and avert a situation that would have caused a 
monumental traffic snarl. 

Originally, Metro Area Transit hoped to test transit signal 
priority on 13th Avenue South, a major south Fargo arterial 
route that goes past West Acres Shopping Center and traverses 
the city's busiest commercial corridors. By conducting mock 
bus routes in ATAC's traffic-control laboratory at NDSU, 
researchers discovered traffic signal priority would benefit 
buses to the detriment of other vehicles. In the lab, ATAC 
researchers realized that going ahead with the plan to use 
traffic signal priority on 13th Avenue South would have caused 
major frustrating delays for motorists in their own cars and 
unsafe situations at left-turn lights on 13th Avenue. 

As a result of the traffic lab findings, Birst and other researchers 
recommended that traffic-signal priority be used on non
arterial streets in Fargo. Consequently, the 13th Avenue South 
signal-priority plan was scrapped and the pilot program was 
put into practice on a Broadway bus route in north Fargo. 
Broadway is a minor arterial street that's busy but carries 
much less traffic than multi-lane 13th Avenue South. 

Birst gives kudos to the transit and engineering departments 
of Fargo and Moorhead for working together so well. "The 
public was served and that was the No. 1 priority." 
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AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL FREIGHT CENTER: 
Biofuels Development, Use is More Complex Than it Sounds 

State and federal legislative action is necessary if alternative 
fuels are to become a steadier, viable fuel option, according to 
a study on biofuels in the Mountain Plains Region. 

The conclusion is part of a major study, "Implications of 
Alternative Fuel Use and Regulations in the Mountain Plains 
Region," prepared by the Agricultural and Industrial Freight 
Center in mid 2008 with support from the MPC. The study 
sought to provide an overview of alternative fuel use and 
potential in the region along with a cost-benefit analysis of 
switching from traditional to alternative fuels, such as ethanol 
and biodiesel. The report indicates that legislation will be 
necessary to encourage the purchase of alternative fuels when 
prices don't spur motorists to make that choice at the pump. 

Both biodiesel and ethanol derive from crops. The states of 
the Mountain Plains Region include Colorado, Montana, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming - rural states with 
long driving distances and established agricultural industries. 
While agricultural producers continue to produce crops to 
meet food market needs, some producers are leaning more 
toward ethanol and biodiesel production, which can give rise 
to a "food vs. fuel" debate. 

Develop·1ng biofuels and using them in personal and mass
transit vehicles is a hot topic for environmental and financial 
reasons, namely all-time high prices for fossil fuels. The 
study examines the direct and indirect costs associated with 
switching to alternative fuels, particularly the two most 
popular biofuels- ethanol and biodiesel. 

Data indicate factories are gearing up to provide more 
alternative fuel products. Consider these numbers: 

• Today the United States has l0S biodiesel production 
facilities. Another 77 are being built. 

• Today the United States has 114 ethanol refineries. 
Another 78 are under construction. 

"There's such a complexity to the topic of biofuels," said Mark 
Lofgren, associate research fellow at UGPTI and lead author 
of the study. "People are confused about alternative fuels but 
they're also concerned about the environment as well. Some 
people think they'll have better gas mileage but that's not the 
case." Nor are biofuels necessarily better for vehicles or easy 
to use in the North Country. 

"While biofuels provide alternative energy sources, they need 
to be looked at carefully for cost-benefit analysis," Lofgren 
said. 

Although ethanol and biodiesel fuels provide an alternative 
source for fueling U.S. transportation, biofuels cannot be 
solely relied on in any scenario, the study concludes. Even if 
all the corn, soybeans and canola produced in a year were put 
into making biofuels, the crop products would only put a dent 
in the fuel needs of the United States. Other alternatives are 
needed to completely displace traditional fuels, Lofgren said. 

However, using biofuels also has advantages that should not 
be overlooked. First, the agricultural economy of the region 
could benefit from the potential for ethanol and biodiesel 
markets. Second, room exists for growth in the alternative fuel 
market if customers have an easier time finding stations that 
sell biofuels. Finally, the study notes that alternative fuel use is 
promising for the environment and for decreasing the United 
States' dependence on foreign oil. 
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BIENNIAL STRATEGIC FREIGHT ANALYSIS CENTER: 
Study Shows Highways Inadequate for Manufacturing, Energy and Ag Sectors 

A long, hard look at North Dakota's freight system and freight 
growth during the past biennium has revealed pressing needs 
with the state highway system. 

During the first half of the 2007-2009 biennium, the UGPTl's 
Strategic Freight Analysis Center conducted a study to provide 
information pertaining to freight and freight growth the past 
50-60 years. 

Mark Berwick, program director of the Biennial Strategic Freight 
Analysis Center, said, "The highway system that exists in North 
Dakota was developed long ago for lower freight volumes 
moving in smaller vehicles over short distances." Berwick sites 
a pressing need for a system of freight transportation and 
logistics that provides for efficient movement of goods as the 
key to economic health in the state and region. 

Key points of the study include: 

• Gross state product: North Dakota's gross state product 
(adjusted for inflation) more than tripled from 1963 to 
2005. 

• Ag production: Tonnage of agriculture production more 
than tripled from the 1940s to today on a decade average 
annual basis. Better crop inputs, enhanced crop genetics 
and changes in planting choices contributed to the 
tonnage increases. Another finding is that changes from 
small grains to sugarbeets, potatoes or even corn have 
bumped up the tonnage of crop commodities coming 
off the land. For example, SO-bushel-per-acre wheat 
nets about 3,000 pounds per acre, but sugar beets can 
produce 20 tons per acre or more, equating to 40,000 
pounds per acre. Consequently, higher production 
necessitates larger and heavier trucks on all roads. Plus, 
crop commodity trucks often now travel longer distances. 
However, Berwick points out that larger, heavier trucks 
may cause less damage to roads than smaller trucks 
hauling the same amount of product. 

• Manufacturing sector: Employment in manufacturing 
grew 144 percent from the 1960s to today, according 
to the study. While it is easy to quantify agricultural 
tonnage, it is more difficult to equate manufacturing 
in terms of tonnage increases on the roadways. Best 
estimates are that the tonnage of manufacturing-related 
freight moving over the transportation system has more 
than tripled since 1960. 

• Coal, oil and gas: Coal mining and related coal-fired 
electricity plants are a relatively stable industry in the 

state because the demand for electricity is constant or 
increasing. On the other hand, oil and gas exploration is 
a volatile industry. Oil was discovered in Williams County 
in western North Dakota in the early 1950s, igniting the 
first oil boom in the state. The' second oil boom was a 
result of the Arab oil embargo of the 1970s. Today a new 
boom is occurring because of technological innovation in 
extraction that have accompanied the new assessments 
of the Bakken Formation. 

Coal mining, concentrated in the central part of the state, 
has minimal impact on the highway system because coal
fired plants are near the mines and coal exports move via 
rail. The oil industry, though, creates a major impact on the 
highway system. Often, oil wells are drilled in places where 
infrastructure - rural state highways and township roads 
- is inadequate to support the weight and volume of trucks, 
Berwick notes. The study reveals that roads and bridges in 
areas of heavy oil exploration require much more frequent 
maintenance. 

In all, the study provides a picture of a road and highway system 
that is 50-80 years old and has not kept up with advances in 
the state's main economic engines: Agriculture, manufacturing 
and energy production. "As freight traffic increases so does 
the need for infrastructure," Berwick said. "Transportation 
is the core of many businesses in the state and without the 
infrastructure future growth may be hampered.''. 
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Nondestructive testing for pavements 
Characterization of common materials for M/E design 
Mechanistic empirical pavement design implementation 
Materials conservation 
Quantification of in-place properties of pavement 
sections for rehab 
Use of marginal materials to develop high-quality 
pavements 

• low-volume road design in Mechanistic-Empirical 
Pavement Design Guide 

• Use of Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide to 
evaluate load limits during weak periods 

• Benefit and cost-effectiveness of quality assurance 
specifications 

Bridge Panel. The collapse of the 1-35 bridge in Minneapolis 
has focused a spotlight on bridge maintenance and 
construction. Participants identified topics related to bridge 
maintenance and management as well as inspection strategies. 
Topics identified in the session included: 

• Concrete cracking/bridge deck cracking 
• Construction practices and design 
• Asset management: strategic failure risk 
• Inspection vs. NBIS inspection and sufficiency rating 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Alternatives to current deicing techniques/neutralize 
deicer 

Scour of soft rocks 
Effectiveness, monitoring, durability of thin overlays 
Cost benefits of self consolidating concrete 
Cumulative damage due to overweight trucks 
Signal mast arms performance testing of state-specific 
connections 

• Culvert durability/plastic/concrete pipe group 
• Deck treatments 
• Inspection timing and reliability 

• Bridge health monitoring 
• Rehabilitation using advanced composites 

• Performance of thin bond overlays 
• LRFD calibration and strut & tie model 

"There is a two-fold benefit to this approach," remarked Tolliver. 
"The first is the synergy of bringing these people together 
to brainstorm on common concerns and opportunities. The 
second will be to raise awareness among DOT staff and others 
of the research capabilities within the MPC." 

The input from the workshops is already reflected in the list of 
projects undertaken by the MPC for the coming year. 
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NORTH DAKOTA LOCAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
PR.OGRAM: 
Combining Creativity and Collaboration 

Now in its second year as part of the UGPTI, the North 
Dakota Technical Assistance Program is using creativity and 
collaboration to leverage the combined resources of the now 
fully merged organizations. 

Bringing LTAP into the family has resulted in a greater array of 
training opportunities for more transportation professionals 
and related professionals at a lower price, according to NDLTAP 
director Gary Berreth. 

For decades the boundaries of transportation training 
programs were limited by the size of the conference room 
at a given state department of transportation office - and 
the number was usually 30 people. Berreth and program 
manager Dave Levi blew the lid off that numerical cap during 
the past year, hosting training sessions for 200 and 300 people 
at a time. They did so by teaming with UGPTl's interactive 
videoconference capabilities and by tapping any business 
or organization that had the technical equipment to host a 
videoconference. 

Berreth and Levi's willingness to move outside DOT offices for 
training had several effects - some humorous -but most 
just plain useful and efficient: 

• Under the heading of somewhat unusual, Levi and 
Berreth hatched the idea of hosting a training session 
in Jamestown at the State Hospital, which specializes 
in treating people with mental health and addiction 

problems. Initially, some work zone traffic control 
conference attendees were surprised by the location, 
but after the training session attendees remarked they 
had no idea the State Hospital was so well equipped for 
video conferences. "We've taken the philosophy that our 
clients will get the training they need," Berreth said. "It 
doesn't matter where they are, we'll get the training to 
them." 

• Work zone traffic control training was the chief focus of 
NDLTAP the past year, part of the federal government's 
push to reduce the number of accidents and deaths in 
work zones. However, the work zone training was a tall 
order since the federal government required anybody who 
works in a road construction zone to have the training but 
did not have money to provide the training in sparsely 
populated rural states. NDLTAP, based in Bismarck, 
partnered with UGPTl's Transportation Learning Network, 
based in Fargo, to deliver training to federal, state and 
local government construction zone workers who needed 
the training to comply with the federal regulation. 

• In the process of searching for good videoconference 
sites, Berreth and Levi also played diplomats, bringing 
together long-standing competitive engineering firms. 
For example, Levi identified a certain engineering firm 
with good videoconference facilities. Once the firm 
learned that its employees could obtain needed training 
at a bargain price the firm was willing to meet NDLTAP's 
request to open its facilities to competitors who needed 
the same training. "The biggest advantage is saving on 
travel time and travel expenses," Levi said. "Plus, the 
cost of hiring the instructor ls spread over 300 students 
instead of 30." 

"There's been a tremendous increase in the number of people 
receiving training," Berreth noted, nearly a tenfold increase in 
participant numbers for some types of training. Berreth said 
training clientele has grown to include local governments such 
as city, county and township staff, contractors, consultants, 
utility workers and the Federal Highway Administration. 
Additionally, NDLTAP responded affirmatively to requests 
for specialized training from the North Dakota Association 
of Counties, National Association of County Engineers-North 
Dakota Chapter, American Public Works Association-ND 
Chapter, North Dakota Traffic Engineers, Associated General 
Contractors of North Dakota and the Tribal Technical Assistance 
Program. 
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RURAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY AND SECURITY 
CENTER: 
Young Male Drivers Call for Stricter DUI and Seat Belt Enforcement 

Neighboring states North Dakota and Minnesota claim unique 
distinctions in traffic crash fatality statistics. Minnesota ranks 
best in the nation for decreased traffic fatality rates the past 
few years. 

North Dakota, on the other hand, ranks worst in the nation for 
increased fatalities per drivers' miles traveled per year. 

Concerned about the unacceptably high crash death rate, the 
North Dakota Department of Transportation commissioned a 
study to pinpoint causes of the problem, specifically focusing 
on young males. Men 18 to 34 are involved in more fatal 
crashes than females and other age groups. 

Staff at the DOT want to understand the behaviors and 
mindsets of the young male high•risk group. 

The NDDOT's Office of Traffic Safety asked UGPTl's Rural 
Transportation Safety and Security Center in Fargo to tackle a 
study on the topic. Tamara Vanwechel, a research associate at 
UGPTI in Fargo, conducted 14 focus groups throughout North 
Dakota. The focus groups- basically guided group interviews 
- gathered input and opinions from 92 young men. 

Seat belts 

The research report, co• 
authored by Vanwechel, her 
assistant Laurel Benson and 
center director Kim Vachal, 
focused on two themes: 
Driving while impaired by 
alcohol and seatbelt use. 

Here is what the researchers 
found: 

• Only half the men in the focus groups reported using seat 
belts. 

• Young men in larger cities (vs. small cities or rural areas) 
were more likely to use seat belts. 

• Young males are more likely to use seat belts when on 
highways or long trips: 

• Young men are more likely to buckle up if their wives, 
children or family members are in the car. 

• Becoming a father was the event that most often 
prompted a man to begin buckling up. 

• Although young men tend to ignore North Dakota's 
secondary seat belt enforcement law, the group still 
identified seat belt use as an important public safety issue 
and they said penalties should be stiffer to encourage 
compliance. 

Drinking and driving 
• The young men identified drinking and driving as a 

serious problem . 

• Participants said drinking and driving is a problem 
because people think they are "OK" to drive, but after a 
few drinks their perception of "OK" is off. 

• Police officers either "look the other way" in smaller 
communities or enforcement is inadequate in rural 
areas. 

• The drinking culture in North Dakota makes drinking and 
driving seem acceptable. 

• DU ls are socially accepted in the state and not viewed as 
a "big deal." 

• Participants said when they go out for an evening of 
drinking they try to have a designated driver, a friend on 
hand to call for a ride, walk home or call a cab. 

• However, roughly eight of the groups brought up 
problems with taxis. Many people said they would use a 
taxi to get home from the bar if they were more readily 
available and ran later. 

• Approximately 10 of the groups believed that DUI 
penalties need to be stiffer to be effective in decreasing 
drunk driving. 

• Job•retention was important for participants; the men 
said keeping their jobs was a motivator to avoid drinking 
and driving. 

• Another common theme involved drinking.establishment 
responsibility. The groups thought bars should carry some 
responsibility for their patrons. 

Ready for action 
"Driving under the influence and failing to use seat belts are 
large contributors to crashes and fatalities in North Dakota," 
Vanwechel said. "We anticipate that our findings from these 
focus groups will help the DOT make the most effective 
investment it can in an effort to reduce those crash numbers 
and improve safety." 

Vanwechel also advised considering short•term and long•term 
solutions for the drinking•and•driving problem. "Something 
needs to be done in the short term to decrease accidents 
resulting from drinking and driving," she said, "but a cultural 
shift seems necessary in order to delve into the root of the 
problem, as it was perceived by the focus group deliberations. 
Parenting and family values were noted as being at the heart 
of making real changes." 

The results will allow the state Office for Traffic Safety to 
customize media campaigns and education programs for the 
at•risk drivers' group. The knowledge gained will hopefully be 
used to reduce fatalities and injuries in the target group and 
for all people on the road who potentially could be affected by 
poor driver behavior, Vanwechel said. 

The project was financed by the NDDOT, the Mountain-Plains 
Consortium and UGPTl's Rural Transportation Safety and 
Security Center. 
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SMALL URBAN & RURAL TRANSIT CENTER: 
Rising Gas Prices and the Effect on Bus Ridership 

As gas and diesel prices climbed to $4 per gallon and higher in 
late 2007 and early 2008, a researcher at the Small Urban & 
Rural Transit Center was on the topic, analyzing how rising gas 
prices affect bus ridership. 

Jeremy Mattson, an associate research fellow at SURTC, spent 
December 2007 to June 2008 exploring the effect rising gas 
prices have on 11 small- to medium-size transit agencies in the 
Midwest and Mountain-Plains region. 

It's a fact that bus ridership has been increasing across the 
country and some observers have linked rising gas prices to 
increased transit ridership. However, few studies have been 
conducted to confirm the relationship of rising gas prices to 
higher bus ridership, or measure the extent of the increase -
until now. 

UGPTl's study findings include some expected and not-so
expected scenarios: 

• A potential positive aspect of the rising cost of fuel is an 
increase in transit ridership because some drivers park 
their vehicles and opt for the bus to save money on gas. 

• Mattson says study results indicate a 10 percent increase 
in gas prices generally leads to an increase in ridership of 
about 1 to 2 percent, though in some cases the increase 
was as high as 5 percent. 

• People do not necessarily respond immediately to a 
spike in gas prices. If someone decides to start riding the 
bus, he or she may not begin riding until a few weeks or 
months after the initial gas price spike. 

• Residents of smaller cities are slower to move toward 
mass transit in response to higher gas prices compared 
to people in large urban areas. Mattson surmises the 
difference is due to small town residents being less 
familiar with their transit options. In the long run, 
however, Mattson predicts that ridership in small urban 
and rural areas can increase as much or more as in large 
cities. 

• Ridership on long-distance commuter routes may be 
more sensitive to gas prices since those who travel longer 
distances are more affected by rising petroleum prices. 

• Over the past several years, fuel expenses increased more 
than 20 percent per year for most transit agencies. For 
most transit agencies, the increase in fuel expenses has 
been much greater than the increase in fare revenues. 

The hidden hurt of rising fuel prices is felt by transit agencies. 
While headlines and press releases herald rising bus ridership 
rates because people are parking their cars, what doesn't 
get much attention is the fact that the buses need the same 
amount - or more - of that expensive fuel, particularly if 
ridership increases enough to warrant more or longer routes. 
The question then becomes a conundrum: Do transit agencies 
absorb fuel prices by requesting more money from government 
funding sources? Or do transit agencies reduce s·ervices, such 
as curtailing hours or operation or the number of routes? 

The results of the study indicate that higher gas prices have 
led to increases in bus ridership, but other factors often have 
greater impacts, such as service changes or changes within the 
community that create increased demand for transit. 

While the study answered the initial question "What effect do 
rising gas prices have on bus ridership?" the study's author 
already knows what needs to be examined next: How can 
transit agencies best resolve the financial and client service 
conundrum caused by higher fuel prices? 

• Mattson believes additional research would be useful to 
help transit systems manage increasing fuel costs and the 
associated financial uncertainties. 
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TRANSPORTATION LEARNING NETWORK: 
Blending High-Tech and Hands-on Learning 

More training for more people at more places. That was the 
chief accomplishment of the Transportation Learning Network 
the past year. Expect even more next year. 

Next year the network's director hopes to touch more people 
in the name of preventing work zone crashes. 

Julie Rodriguez, director of the Transportation Learning 
Network (TLN), knows that something as simple as how and 
where orange cones are placed in a work zone can save lives. 

Plenty of motorists, whizzing past orange cones and workers 
on the roadway, recognize highway work zones as danger 
zones. However, motorists wrongly assume that work zones 
are primarily dangerous for construction workers. The fact 
is, motorists - not road workers - more frequently suffer 
injuries and even death in work zone crashes, says Rodriguez, 
citing work•zone crash statistics. 

In spring 2008 TLN scheduled multiple training sessions via 
video conferencing, which allowed workers ranging from 
transportation planners, heavy•equipment operators, utility 
workers, temporary traffic signers and emergency first 
responders to take training sessions that would otherwise 
have been prohibitive because of travel costs. 

The workshops included: 

• A traffic control technician course; 
• Work zone traffic control for maintenance operations; 
• Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 

work zone safety; 

• Advanced work·zone management; 
• Traffic safety workshops; 

• A traffic control supervisor's training course 

The traffic•control technician workshop proved wildly popular 
with 339 participants at sites in North Dakota, Montana 
and Wyoming. "It was the largest training event we had this 
year," Rodriguez said, largely because the federal government 
required the course for almost anybody involved with 
roadwork. 

The instructor, a professional engineer from Washington, D.C., 
flew into Fargo and presented the traffic.control technician 
workshop March 3 in Fargo. The workshop also was filmed and 
transmitted live to 27 interactive video conference sites. 

Rodriguez and colleague Dave Levi innovated to reach 
past broadcasting workshops only to state Departments of 
Transportation in TLN'sfour.state region of North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Montana and Wyoming. Besides broadcasting to DOT 
offices, the workshop was beamed to the 27 pre•determined 
gathering places chosen for attendees' convenience. 

"We used some unconventional sites we hadn't used before 
- Ulteig Engineering's conference room in Fargo, the State 
Hospital in Jamestown, a rural electric cooperative conference 
room in Hettinger and several others," Rodriguez said. "We've 
also reached beyond our network for training, and that's 
something we're proud of this year. Traditionally, training 
has been limited to 30 people gathered in a classroom. We 
expanded that reach tenfold and brought safety training to 
people who wouldn't have been able to attend." 
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TRANSPORTATION SAFETY SYSTIEMS CENTER: 
Improving Safety Through Software 

COMPASS Provides Direction for Safety Software 

With technology advancing daily, the 10-year-old collection of 
software that the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration 
(FMCSA) uses to collect and analyze commercial vehicle 
company census and safety data is due for a makeover. 

To date, the TSSC's expertise has been primarily in developing 
the mission critical software for laptop computers used 
by federal and state commercial vehicle inspectors and 
investigators. So it makes sense that the center would play a 
pivotal role in transforming and updating that software, Having 
functional systems is critical to tracking the more than 3.5 
million commercial vehicle inspections every year. Currently 
commercial transport companies and enforcement personnel 
use up to 20 different programs to query, check, and enter 
data, file required reports and schedule compliance reviews 
and safety audits. 

The effort, called COMPASS, is more faHeaching than updating 
software. "FMCSA's initiative will transform the way FMCSA 
does business and implement an information technology 
solution that improves the agency's ability to save lives," notes 
TSSC director Brenda Lantz. "The initiative will create a single 
source for safety data while improving data quality." 

The FMCSA is in the third year of a long-term process of 
consolidating and updating its computer operations into 
a system that closely aligns with the agency's objectives. 
"Combining those systems will make them much more 
efficient and user friendly," Lantz says. While the existing 
applications have functioned well, compatibility with new 
security requirements and computer operating systems is 
adding urgency to the effort. 

The COMPASS system is being designed so that it will be 
flexible enough so that its data and capabilities can be used in 
new applications designed by other state and federal agencies. 
A prototype of the software should be ready in 2009. In the 
early stages of the process, TSSC and FMCSA staff along with 
clients defined strengths and weaknesses of the existing suite 
of software so those could be considered in the COMPASS 
initiative. FMCSA and other clients will test the prototype to 
help refine the system, making it more functional and user
friendly. 

Each member of the TSSC staff has expertise in specific software 
related to enforcement and compliance. Because COMPASS 
consolidates those applications, TSSC staff members are 
working together to assure their components are compatible 
and work together efficiently. "This is really a team effort for 
us," Lantz notes. 
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Staff Papers 

SP-166 Campus Transit Development Planning: A Case Study 
SP-167 City of Brookings: Transportation Gap Analysis & Recommendations 
SP-168 North Dakota Grain Facility Supply Chain Quality Assurance Project 

Department Publications 

DP-183 North Dakota Strategic Freight Analysis: Summary Report 
DP-184 North Dakota Strategic Freight Analysis 
DP-185 North Dakota Strategic Freight Analysis: Truck Size and Weight Issues in North Dakota 
DP-189 Neighborhood Design and Aging: An Empirical Analysis in Northern California 
DP-190 Gender-Role Based Differences in Time Allocation: A Case Study of Shenzhen, China 
DP-191 Hedonic Value of Transit Accessibility: An Empirical Analysis in a Small Urban Area 
DP-192 Realized Travel Demand and Relative Desired Mobility of Elderly Women ln Rural and Small Urban North Dakota 
DP-193 Feasibility of a logistics Center Including Container/Trailer lntermodal Transportation in the Fargo/Moorhead Area 
DP-194 Business Plan for River Cities Public Transit 
DP-195 Advanced Small Transit Vehicle Technology Study 
DP-196 Underride Safety Protection: Benefit-Cost Assessment of Rear-Impact Guards for the North Dakota Farm Truck Fleet 
DP-197 Tribal Transit Demographic Need Indicators 
DP-198 North Dakota Grain and Oilseed Transportation Statistics, 2006-07 
DP-199 Annual North Dakota Elevator Marketing Report, 2006-07 
DP-200 Biodiesel Use in Fargo-Moorhead MAT Buses 

DP-201 Effects of Rising Gas Prices on Bus Ridership for Small Urban and Rural Transit Systems 

MPC Publications 

MPC 07-188 Dynamic Impact load Tests of a Bridge Guardrail System 
MPC 07-189 Relating Wildlife Crashes to Road Reconstruction 
MPC 07-190 DurabHity and Ultimate Flexural Loading of Shear Spike Repaired, Large-Scale Timber Railroad Bridge Members 
MPC 07-191 legal Establishment of County Roads in Wyoming 
MPC 07-192 Recycled Glass Utilization in Highway Construction 
MPC 08-193 Trucking Churn Industry 
MPC 08-197 Load Testing-of Wood-Concrete Beams Incorporating Recycled Utility Poles 
MPC 08-198 Flexible Highway Barriers 
MPC 08-199 Integrating Security into Small MPO Planning Activities 
MPC 08-200 Adaptive Signal Control V: SCATS Evaluation in Park City, Utah 
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Administration Colorado Staff Graduate Part Time Staff 

Gene Griffin Carl Alyea Natalie Beck and Students 
Kathy McCarthy Tim Brown Mohamed Diab Anne Coleman 
Denver Tolliver Daniel Carroll Steve Hammer Michael Crawford 

Peggy Kaiser-Mahardy Kiran Kattakindi Luann Dart 

Research Staff Brenda Lantz Mohammad Nasser Deneen Gilmour 
Joan Lobato Nilesh Paliwal Kirsten Galt 

Jason Baker Paul Miller Erika Schuler Eric Gunderson Doug Benson 
Susan Roberts Danielle Troske Ben Hanson 

Mark Berwick Kathy Short Yan Wang Lynn Kalnbach 8 Shawn Birst Gary Talpers Marie Lucero 
~ 

6 Megan Bouret ~ 

Ruth Von Fleckenstein Undergraduate Emily Lawson ► a Xinyu Cao Dorothy West Donald Malchose a 

~ Alan Dybing Aaron Axvig Heidi Reichert ~ • Kathryn Harrington-Hughes 
Bismarck Staff Stephanie Bartels Patricia Ryberg 

~ 
0 

Gary Hegland , 
Jessica Bartus Amber Spiekermeier 

Jill Hough Gary Berreth Aaron Siffert Michael Stein 
Kurt Johnson Denise Brown Korey Boe 41 
Brian Kalk Jerry Horner Andrew Bratlien 
Kevin Ketcher Russ McDaniel David Bruins C 

• Daniel Farnsworth 
~ Mark Lofgren Jon Mielke ~ 

~ John MacGowan Vern Monger Amelia Felz ~ 

Jeremy Mattson Allan Rogneby Paul Fiechtner fil 
Subhro Mitra Lyle Schuchard Kyle Fitterer ~ a· Peter O'Dour Ron Tessier Nicole Flint 

~ Del Peterson Michael Grundman a 
~ David Ripplinger Amy Hardy 0 

STUDENTS " Julie Rodriguez Garrett Hartl 0. 
0 

Mohammad Smadi Anthony Hafner a 

[ Ayman Smadi PH.D. Adam Helsene 0. 
e Esther Tumuhairwe (Barigye) Amie Karjala " Kimberly Vachal Khalid Bachkar 

Leah Kent 
Tamara Vanwechel Charles Briggs 

Adam Konieska 
Carol Wright Hua Chen 

Brian Kujala 
Xianzhe Chen 

Nicholas Laney 
Support Staff leelong Chen 

Joel Longanecker 
Junwook Chi 

Kevin Novacek laurel Benson Chris Enyinda 
Lelan Olsen Jody Bohn lei Fan 
Tyler Peterson Tracey Dahl Tom Flanagan 
Kelsey Sand Susan Hendrickson Weijun Huang 
Justin Schoenberg Mitch Hoffart Poyraz Kayabas 
Ryan Schumacher Tom Jirik EunSu Lee 
Nakul Sehgal Mary Marquart Pan Lu 
Craig Wald Patrick Nichols Diomo Motuba 

Susan Peterson Marc Scott 
Greg Wolter 

Beverly Trittin Meera Singh 
Anne Zmyslinski 

Dustin Ulmer Hai Zeng 
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The Transportation RFID Working Group has been assembled to share ideas and explore research 
opportunities related to the implementation of RFID technology in transportation operations and 
infrastructure. The Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute has assumed a leadership role 
in the working group. Partners in the effort include Alien Technology, Axcess International, 
Bentley Systems Inc., Killdeer Mountain Manufacturing, NDSU Center for Nanoscale Science 
and Engineering (CNSE), Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), North Dakota 
Department of Transportation. 

The following projects are under consideration or in the initial phases of implementation. 

Energy harvesting to charge active tag batteries. UGPTI is working with Axcess Inc. 

to field test an energy harvesting power generator for sensing applications. Energy harvesting 
technology promises to deliver self-sufficient power for wireless sensing and mobile computing 
applications. Numerous energy harvesting techniques such as parasitic radio frequencies, solar, 

air-flow, pressure variation, vibration, thermoelectric, and triboelectricity have been proposed 

for wireless sensor devices. It is likely that some combination of energy harvesting approaches 
will be needed for any given application. The i-VIBES device could be used for applications 
where adequate vibrations are available to power wireless sensors for in-transit asset visibility, 
remote intelligence gathering, mobile surveillance, and reconnaissance applications. Commercial 

applications can include remote machine health and environmental safety monitoring, asset 
tracking, and condition-based monitoring of sensitive asset throughout the retail supply chain. 
UGPTI in conjunction with the North Dakota Department of Transportation is providing various 
types of maintenance equipment to be outfitted with the vibration energy harvesters and tested to 

determine the amount of power that can be generated. In the truck field test circuits will be run 

on different roadways of a known International Roughness Index. A test of the energy harvester 

will also be conducted on a bridge structure to determine how the vibration from passing traffic 
can supply power. 

---------■ 
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Container Location and Autonomous 
Search System (CLASS). This innovation 

will provide the Department of Defense with 

an automated and secure means to remotely 

search, locate, and manage containers and their 

contents in remote depots that supply nearby 

battlefields and zones of conflict. Military 

personnel will be able to efficiently pinpoint 

and retrieve containers based on their content 
in a fully automated and paperless fashion. 
The system will combine several different 

technologies including, RFlD, geo-spatial location, secure wireless communications, remote 
database synchronization and management, computer search engines, and computer generated 
three-dimensional representation. Researchers will explore the feasibility of this concept. 

RFID Cookbook for FIATECH. The capital projects industry is beginning to use radio 

frequency identification (RFlD) technology in the supply chain to achieve financial benefits, 
but there is not a comprehensive reference book available to guide users through the process. 
FlATECH, a consortium of companies in the capital projects industry, has recently selected 

a team led by UGPTl to produce an RFID Cookbook, complete with details on the utensils 
and ingredients needed, as well as the recipe for implementation. The Cookbook content will 
be a collaborative effort, compiled from information on products from manufacturers, data 
from capital projects industry companies, standards from global organizations, and input from 
academic institutions. The objective of this collaborative effort is to provide FIATECH members 
with valuable information on the use of RFID technology in the Capital Projects Industry. 

Utilizing RFID in Transit. UGPTI is 

working with local shareholders in southwest 
North Dakota to improve the efficiency of 
personal transportation providers through lower 

costs or increased levels or quality of service. 

One challenge facing the industry is the accurate 
and timely collection of boarding and departure 

data which can be used for fare determination, 

billing, reporting, operations management, and 
__.-' / planning. The solution: providing riders with ~~~--~----------~~ 

a plastic fare card with an embedded RFID 

chip which is automatically read when riders board or alight from the vehicle. This passenger 

identification information will then be used to determine fares, bill passengers, report to 

- oversight and funding agencies, improve daily operations, and be used for system planning. 
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Bridge Sensing from the Inside Out. 
There is a pressing need to create a new ad

vanced, responsive, network-capable, nonde

structive evaluation and test sensing system to 

cost effectively and quantitatively inspect and 

evaluate the structural integrity of the nation's 

bridges. 

According to the Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics, there are 600,022 bridges in the 
United States and Puerto Rico of which 72,274 

are structurally deficient and another 81,269 are 
functionally deficient. These rankings are based on visual inspections only. Corrosion is a world
wide problem. The United States alone spends over $300 billion annually on corrosion-related 
expenses in multiple modes from transportation to the defense industry. The indirect costs, such 
as loss of human productivity and product delivery, are estimated at an additional $250 Billion 
annually. This research will to develop a systems approach to determine the probability of 
corrosion developing within the bridge structure by monitoring the environmental elements that 
lead to the development of corrosion as well as the progression of corrosion as it grows. 

Highway Sign Inventory, Inspection, 
and Reflectivity Management System 
(H-SIIRMS). This system will give state 
DOTs tools to vastly improve highway sign 
management and reduce costs simultaneously 
utilizing a number of advanced sensing and 

computer technologies. The system will 
remotely identify a sign by type and location, 
enter a date/time stamp, evaluate the physical 
condition of the sign and test its reflectivity from 
a vehicle at highway speeds. The inventory 

aspect of the system will utilize RFID, GIS and GPS technology. The physical inspection will 
use high-resolution cameras, a highway sign database system, and recognition software. The 
reflectivity test will incorporate a sophisticated optical system that measures the amount of 

light beam reflected from the sign. These technologies and system components will all be 
incorporated into a single handheld RFID reader, camera and light beam emitter/receiver in 
a piece of hardware that can be operated by technicians. Information from the system will 

be fed into an on-board computer that can be uploaded to a central server through remote 
communications on a periodic basis as necessary. 

---------11 



... Commercial Vehicle RFID Initiative. 
In 2006, 146,700 large trucks were involved 

in traffic crashes across the United States; 

4,732 of those were fatal crashes resulting in 

4,995 deaths. An additional 90,087 people 

were injured. This level of accidents is a result 

of more registered trucks on the road with 

increasingly more miles traveled each year. 

This research will design and create a prototype 

that uses RFID technology to help identify 

commercial vehicles for enforcement screening. 

The objective is to put more focus on non-compliant or high risk carriers and trucks. Electronic 

identification will enhance and streamline this process. 

Transportation RFID Working Group members: 

Raj Bridgelall 
Vice President/CTO 
Axcess International, Inc. 

Gene Griffin 
Director 
Upper Great Plains Transportation Inst., NDSU 

Abhiman Hande 
Principal Engineer 
Texas MicroPower 

Kristin Hedger 
Vice President of Business Development 
Killdeer Mountain Manufacturing 

Tim Homer 
Director, Office ofTransp. Program Services 
North Dakota Department of Transportation 

Brenda Lantz 
Program Director, Transportation Safety 
Systems Center 
Upper Great Plains Transportation Inst., NDSU 

Mark McDonald 
Pre/Post Sales Engineering & Advanced R&D 
Alien Technology Corporation 

Francis Rabuck 
Director, Real-Time Asset Laboratory 
Bentley 

Aaron Reinholz 
Assistant Director for Electronic Technology 
Center for Nanoscale Science and Engineering 

Charissa Rubey 
Chief Financial Officer 
Dakota Micro, Inc. 

Taso Zografos 
Program Mgr., Logistics & Engineering Solutions 
Science Applications International Corporation 

For further information contact: 

Gene Griffin• North Dakota State University• Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute 

NDSU Dept. 2880 • P.O. Box 6050 • Fargo, ND 58 !08-6050 

701.231.7767 (office)• 701.793.1081 (cell)• 701.231.1945 (fax) 

North Dakota State University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, disability, age, Vietnam Era Veterans 
status, sexual orientation, marital status, or public assistance status. Direct inquiries to the Chief Diversity Officer, 205 Old Main, (701) 231-7708. 
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Department 241 - Minot State University 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions 
2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase (Decrease) 

190.82 
184.83 

5.99 

General Fund 
$38,766,984 
38 267 401 

$499,583 

February 24, 2009 

Other Funds 
$17,250,000 

1,406615 

$15,843,385 

Total 
$56,016,984 
39 674 0161 

$16,342,968 

'The 2007-09 a ro riafion does not include eneral fund ca of $1,142. 

Agency Funding FTE Positions 

$45.00 220.00 

$40.00 +-------....,.1..U-----'=-'-----1 

$35.00 -1-~------
1!! $30.00 +.......----'="'-----
~ $25.00 

i $20.00 

$15.00 

$10.00 

$5.00 

$0.00 

190.00 -1--------"'~----=:;;------l 

180.00 -l-----------""' .... ------1 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

■General Fund Cother Funds 

2003-05 

and One-Time General Fund A 

2005-07 

Ongoing General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$34,421,873 
30 691 992 

$3 729 881 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$4,345,11.1 
7 575409 

$3230 298 

2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

Total General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

$38,766,984 
38 267 401 

$499 583 

General Fund Other Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding of $3,373,083 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year 2011 

Total 

~- Provides equity funding of $272,798 (The executive 
recommendation includes $10 million for equity distributed A among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

.• 3. Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $596,870, 
, the same amount of extraordinary repairs base funding for the 

2007-09 biennium 

$527,093 

1,688,016 

780,539 

102,932 

274,503 

$3,373,083 

$272,798 

$527,093 

1,688,016 

780,539 

102,932 

274,503 

$3,373,083 

$272,798 



4. Provides funding for emergency preparedness and security, 
including funding for 1 FTE security position. The Senate 
removed this funding and related FTE position. 

5. Provides one-time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security 

6. Provides .one-time funding for major capital projects, including 
boiler replacement ($10,000,000), a student wellness center 
($10,000,000), and parking lot repair ($1,000,000). The Senate 
increased special funds authority for the student wellness 

. center by $5,000,000. 

7. Removes one-time funding for extraordinary repairs provided in 
the 2007-09 biennium 

8. Removes one-time funding for major capital projects provided in 
the 2007-09 biennium 

9. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by 4.99 FTE posttions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$84,000 

$595,111 

$3,750,000 

($855,874) 

($6,719,535) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$17,250,000 

($1,406,615) 

$84,000 

$595,111 

$21,000,000 

($855,874) 

($8,126,150) 

Transfer authority • Section 10 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's operations 
line item to the institution's capital assets line item if the board determines that additional funds are needed for capital projects or 
extraordinary repairs. Section 11 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's deferred 
maintenance line item to the institution's capital assets line item or may transfer funds from an institution's capital assets line item to the 
deferred maintenance line item. 

Security and emergency preparedness transfers - Section 12 provides that $750,000 of the North Dakota University System office 
security and emergency preparedness line item be used for the benefit of institutions under its control. 

FTE positions • Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed for institutions and 
entities under its control. 

•

onding authorization - Section 15 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to issue revenue bonds for the student wel,. 
enter project ($10,000,000). 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authority for 
higher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) would 
continue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Leglslatlon for more information. 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate BIii No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 
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MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY 

Mission/Vision 

Minor State University achieves notable successes in the classroom, in faculty research and scholarships, in the work of its Centers of Excellence-the Rural Crime and 

Justice Center, the North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities and rhe Center for Extended Learning and in many efforts to plan for the future. Ir is through these 

efforts that the university focuses on its mission: 

Minot State University is first and foremost dedicated to the success of all students: their growth and development as educated citizens, their 

confidence, and their life-long devotion to the common good and the welfare of others. 

1. Enrollment: Current and Projected 

Enrollment fell slightly from 2004 to 2007, but in the last year Minot State University enrollment showed noticeable increases in various categories, particularly in 

online, Canadian, Ward County and Native American students. Since 1997, the headcount and Full Time Equivalent numbers have increased, revealing notable changes 

in enrollment patterns. 

• Official 2008 fall semester headcount enrollmenr was 3,432, a slight increase from those registered in fall 2007. 

• Small decreases were shown in 3% fewer transfer students, a 17% decrease in full-time graduate students and a 2% decrease in new first-year students. 

• [ncreases were realized in a number of encouraging areas, including Ward County students (9%), part-time undergraduate students (2%), Native American students 

(5%), Canadian students (15%), non-Canadian International students (42%), face-to-face off-campus students at the Minot Air Force Base or Bismarck (4%) and 

e-leaming/online students (5%). 

• The fall 2008 enrollment of 3,432 compares to the fall enrollment of six years ago in 2002 at 3,625. Full-time equivalent enrollment of 2,721 in fall 2008 compares 

to 2,999 FTE in 2002. 

• In 10 years, Minot State University's enrollmenr has remained stable but with slight declines in the last few years (see the following tables). Enrollment changes have 

occurred in the type of student enrolled, particularly in the shift from face-to-face to online courses and programs. The mixture of courses at Minot State University 

provides students with more choices and additional options for classes and programs. At the same time, these trends compel the university to reallocate and consolidate 

resources, reassign loads and accommodate different student demands and expectations for new programs and for virtual courses and support. This dynamic puts 

immense pressure on the existing infrastructure, faculty loads, professional development, technology support and assignments. The past enrollments and the 

projections to 2013 reveal an expectation for growth, but one chat must be supported with effective enrollment management decisions and strategies. 
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•• • 2. Differentiation: Characteristics of the university that make Minot State unique 

The core of Minot State University's Vision 2013 is embracing the philosophy of place and engagement. The vision rests on the assumption the university will provide an 

extraordinary connection between academic subjects and the reality of life on the Great Plains, between theory and practice and between the local and the global. Strategy 

two of Vision 2013 states the university will "foster engaged learning and place for the benefit of students." Accompanying that strategy is an expectation for achieving 

exceptionally high-quality teaching and engaged learning. The university values the linkage of theory with practice, of reinforcing learning by doing. Critical thinking, 

problem solving, analytical/scientific reasoning, quantitative and qualitative judgments and written and oral communication are all aspects of the research enterprise and 

are skills that are ultimately enhanced when students conduct research with faculry. These experiences will build life skills that students will draw from regardless of what 

career path they chose, or opportunities or mallenges they will face in life. A few notable examples of initiatives and programs are: 

• The CASCLS (Collaboration for rhe Applied Study of Cognition and Learning Sciences) brings together multiple disciplines from across campus to support rhis 

project. This program will blend neuroscience with instructional pedagogy to cutting-edge instruction in the classroom as we prepare future generations of North 

Dakota teachers. 

• A new program in Sports Physiology and Athletic Training is in the final stages of North Dakota University System approval. 

• The Nursing Department is responding to the needs of the region by operating a foot/wellness clinic at Henry Towers in Minot. It provides the opportunity to 

dedicate learning spaces to simulation training. It is increasingly difficult to find clinical space for nursing students. Having a clinical space at a unique setting off 

campus will mitigate the difficulty of placing nursing students in existing clinical settings. 

• To address the growing demand for entrepreneurship, technology and the energy sector, the College of Business is developing new academic programs focused on 

energy, economics and finance. 

• Faculty are currently in the final stages of completing the paperwork and review necessary to establish a new program called Community Studies and the Environment. 

• The university is also responding to educational and workforce needs by partnering with tribal schools, colleges and other four-year schools in offering programs and 

courses needed in these communities. 

• The Department of Communication Disorders continues to have a national and international reputation as one of the best programs in the country. Admission into 

the program is very selective and students are being recruited by potential employers before they graduate. 
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• • Minor Stare University was selected, along with 13 other four-year schools from across the country, to participate in the Foundations of Excellence in the First 

College Year, directed by the Policy Center on the First Year of College. This is a highly selective process and provided the university with the resources to complete a 

comprehensive campus review on how we address the needs of first-year students. Currently plans are underway to implement rhe major recommendations in rhe first

year self study, such as a new first-year seminar, learning communities, and advising center. 

• The university has signed partnership agreements with universities in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Turkey, China and South Korea, providing the foundation for 

program articulation, student and faculty exchanges and summer study tours. As a result of these agreements, there have been student exchanges, visiting professors, 

international study tours and classes and ocher cultural exchanges and discussions. 

• The Job Corps Executive Management Program is che only program of its kind in the country. Ir represents a partnership among Minot Stare University, rhe Un ired 

Scares Department of Labor and Job Corps programs from across the country, and is designed to provide graduate-level education co rising Job Corps executives. 

The program is delivered using a hybrid of the latest information and online instructional technology and face-to-face instructional pedagogy. 

• The North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities on the campus continues to be a national leader in developing policy and addressing the needs of disabled 

populations. NDCPD recently started a new pilot project addressing the special needs of families with autistic children in rural areas. 

• The Rural Crime and Justice Center continues to lead public awareness activities regarding methamphetamine usage to more than 60,000 people from across North 

Dakota. RCJC has developed a protocol for testing the residual effects of methamphetamine labs in collaboration with the Department of Chemistty at Minot State. 

These efforts have resulted in their invitation to collaborate with rhe Environmental Protection Agency in the development of remediation protocol for merhamphet

amine labs and dump sites. RCJC just completed a grant providing for the planning of a North Dakota Victims Assistance Academy and are preparing a follow-up 

grant to establish the first North Dakota Victims Academy at Minot State University in the summer of 2009. 
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•• • • 
3. Collaboration: How we are working with others to strengthen our services and university 

• Minot State University welcomed the first group of Chinese exchange students from SIAS International University in the fall of 2007. The 15 Chinese students and 

their American counterparts are part of the lnrerculrural Graduate Management Cohort. The on-campus version of the College of Business's Master of Science degree 

in management lasts 12 months.The objectives of the MSM program are to develop leadership, management and communication skills in an applied context. Chinese 

and American students also teamed up on work related projects. 

• Minot State joined ranks with three Native American tribes. Minot State University signed three-year partnership agreements with Turtle Mountain Community 

College, United Tribes Technical College and Fort Berthold Community College. The university and the tribal colleges agreed to a "two-plus-two" collaboration 

model, which means the courses students complete at the tribal colleges will apply toward four-year degrees at Minor Srare University. 

• Minot State also signed an agreement with PaiChai University in Daejon, South Korea. PaiChai boasts a new business program that is taughr in English. Minor Stare 

University faculty will have the opportunity to teach at PaiChai, and PaiChai faculty would teach at Minot State. 

• The university has also signed partnership agreements with Kadir Has University in Istanbul, Turkey; Telemark University College near Skien, Norway (the sister city 

of Minot); Krisriansrad University in Kristianstad, Sweden; and Aalborg University in Aalborg, Denmark. 

• Minot State University, in connection with The Language Company, will start an English as a Second Language institute in the summer of 2009. The institute will 

provide superior English language instruction and cultural activities to students worldwide. A six-month renovation of two floors in Dakota Hall will house the ESL 

institute. The university expects as many as 50 students per four-week session. The ESL institute will provide strong English language support to international students 

to ensure their success. The institute will also boost overall enrollment, as a high percentage of ESL graduates are college bound and a high number of chose students 

choose to extend their learning at the host university. It is well known that international students boost the economy of the local community, contribute in many ways 

to campus activities and establish strong ties to the host institution. Experience shows chat nearly 25% of the international students decide to reside in their local 

communities after graduation. 

• The Western North Dakota Energy Impact Symposia is proposed to study the multi-faceted impact of the development of energy resources in and on North Dakota 

and the surrounding region. Representing collaboration between Dickinson State University and Minot State University, this symposia series will examine broadly 

the impact of energy development in the region and the trends and strategies for coping with that impact. Williston State College and Bismarck State College are also 

members of this collaboration and will be focusing on workforce development. 
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•• • • Minor State University and Dickinson State University are uniquely positioned to bring together members of the target audience: individuals at governmental, 

industrial and educational institutions char have potential to influence energy management in the state. The symposia, funded with federal appropriations, would be 

formatted as a two-year series, initiated at Minot State University in spring 2010, followed by a symposium at DSU in fall 2010. As the four symposia are offered, 

relationships among the stake-holding agencies will be developed to sustain implemented solutions. The symposia will address the immediate issues during the two-year 

grant period and look for solutions. The continuing needs will be addressed by the universities, working closely with state and industry support after the initial 

4 symposia. 

• Minot Stare University continues to maintain a strong relationship with the campus in Bottineau. Minot State University-Bottineau maintains an office and offers 

classes on the Minot State campus. Articulation arrangements, shared services and mutual support are rhe hallmarks of chis unique cooperation. 

4. Accomplishments: Selected achievements revealing institutional growth and effectiveness 

• Great Plains Scholar Awards: Fall 2008 numbers are positive and indicate the scholarship award program has had a favorable impact on ACT scores. The objective 

to increase the number of students with an identified ACT of 26-29 and ACT of 30 or higher by I 0% was reached. Another positive indicator is that the number of 

students with ACT scores of 30 from 2007 to 2008 showed an 80% increase. 

• Completed formal long-range master plan and identified prioritized initiatives and schedule for campus growth and improvement. The two-year process and completed 

plan, led by master planning architects and including the campus community and constituents from off campus, has led to a design replicating North Dakota geological 

features and a sense of place. Ocher major renovations to the campus provide for improvements in access and aesthetics. 

• Landscaping plan completed and selected projects undertaken. Detailed landscaping and design plans provide derail for improvements and a long-term schedule for 

completion. 

• Contracted with an architect to begin the initial phase of planning and designing a proposed wellness center. Initial vision has expanded to a Health & Wellness Center. 

• Installed new building signage. 

• Emergency Operations Planning Committee was appointed in September 2007 and a plan was completed in 2008. 

• Minot State University's economic impact on the state and region has risen in just seven years from $89 million in FYI 999, to $119 million in FY2004, to $135.1 

million in FY2008. 
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·• • In September 2008, Minor Scare University received formal notification from the Higher Learning Commission that the university passed its ten-year accreditation 

review in good standing, meeting all criteria for accreditation and garnering high praise from the team of peer evaluators. The Higher Learning Commission's Board of 

Trustees validated the recommendation of rhe Institutional Actions Council of the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association. 

• To address a serious need for improved faculty and staff salaries, the university formed a compensation task force in October 2006, comprised of faculty, staff and 

administrators, to study existing salaries, identify comparable national benchmarks for each classification and to develop a five-year plan and goal for reaching agreed

upon objectives for salary levels. The first year has cesulced in a detailed analysis and recommendations for salary enhancements. The university has identified individual 

salary disparities and used a pool of funds to increase all salaries and ro address individual classification inequities. The university is on track at chis point to reach its 

goals by FY2012. To continue our effort, we project the need for minimum salary increases of 5% for each of the next three years. A list of ten aspiration peers in the 

Great Plains has been developed as well and their salaries studied and identified as objectives for improving salaries and institutional competitiveness. 

• Minot State University invested $350,000 of upgrades into the Student Center Atrium, starting at the end of2007 and finishing in August of 2008. The changes 

include a new location for an upgraded Post Office, floocing replaced, fresh paint, new furniture, a remodeled pool entrance, coffee shop (Java Lodge) open, computec 

hoc zone added, informational TV screen and wall murals added to the lower and second floors. The changes bring the Student Center and associated services well into 

the 21st century. 

• A $387,000 project, funded by the state legislature, to replace an outdated floor system in the Dome is complete. The improvements allow Minot Scace University to, 

once again, host local and regional indoor track meets and, most important, ensure the visiting public a safe experience while attending community and university 

events at the Dome. 

• Minot State University's long-term strategic plan has Swain Hall becoming an academic building, housing the full College of Education and an expanded Human 

Performance program and adding new classrooms and laboratory space for the sciences. As a part of the strategic plan, seven million dollars were set aside in the 07-09 

biennium for abating asbestos, replacing electrical and HVAC and remodeling the entire building to best reflect Minot State University's current and future needs in 

Swain Hall. As of the beginning of 2009, 100% of the abatement process and 65% of che demolition and structural work on new floors have been completed. 

The largest portion of the project is set to begin in che spring of 2009 and will include a complete remodel of the 55-year-old facility. 
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·• 5. Financial planning: Monitoring the budget, anticipating needs and handling deferred maintenance 

NOUS Campuses 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request! Minot State University I 
And Executive Recommendation 

2007.fl9 Original General Fund Appropriation 

Base Adjustments 
2007.fl9 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Parity 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 

Two and Four-Year College Affordability 

Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 

Deferred Maintenance 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

STEM Initiative 

Pay-off special assessments 

Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

SBHE 2009-11 Prioritized 
GF Revised Request 

$38,267,401 

(1,575,409) 

30,691,992 

4,063,787 

84,000 

504,677 

986,640 

5,639,104 

36,331,096 

1,487,778 

1,545,618 

400,400 

3,433,796 

3,750,000 

$43,514,892 

Executive 
Recommendation 

$38,267,401 

(7,575,409) 

30,691,992 

3,373,083 

84,000 

272,798 

3,729,881 

34,421,873 

595,111 

595,111 

3,750,000 

$38,766,984 

Executive 
Recommendation Over 

(Under) Budget 
Request 

$0 

(690,704) 

(231,879) 

(986,640) 

(1 ,909 ,223) 

(1,909,223) 

(892,667) 

{1,545,618) 

(400,400) 

(2,838,685) 

($4,747,908) 
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. - --- ··-- -- -- ... - - .. .. - ' --··-··--r Assumes 5% annual salary increases I , 

(2) 
, 

(3) 
, 

(4) 
, 

( 5) 
, 

(6) 
, 

(7) 
, 

(8) , (9) ' . , 

d T ded d Stud Sh f 

State 
Increase State State Note 

Needed to Increase Increase Est 
Est Add'I Est limit 09-11 Needed to Needed to Tuition 
Revenue Student Revenue tuition incr Est Revenue limit 09-11 limit 09-11 Iner 

Generated share, 0% 2yr to 0%@ 2yr 2% 2yr tuition incr to Est tuition incr Using 
by 1%/Y r assuming campuses campuses & campuses & 2%@ 2yr Revenue 4% to 4% for all Stdnt 

Tuition Iner 5% Salary & 4% for 4%for 4%for campuses & for all campuses Shares 
1/ Increase others others others 4% for others campuses (not < $0) in LTFP 

BSC 341.334 974.105 974.105 682.668 291.437 1.365.336 - 2.9 
LRSC 104.809 260.572 260.572 209,618 50,954 419,236 - 2.5 
wsc 50.994 256.124 256.124 101.988 154.136 203.976 52.148 5.0 
UND 1,848.414 9,167,817 7,393,656 1,774,161 7,393,656 1,774.161 7,393.656 1.774.161 5.0 
Med 343.856 2.142.850 1375.424 767426 1.375.424 767.426 1375.424 767.426 6.2 
NDSU 1.645.668 8.499.080 6 582.672 1.916.408 6.582 672 1916.408 6 582.672 1.916.408 5.2 
NDSCS 162.307 991.697 991.697 324 614 667,083 649,228 342.469 6.1 
DSU 259.301 1.112.953 1037.204 75.749 1.037.204 75.749 1.037204 75.749 4.3 
MaSU 79,554 474,830 318,216 156,614 318,216 156,614 318,216 156.614 6.0 
MiSU 280.721 1.816.276 1122.884 693.392 1.122.884 693.392 1122.884 693.392 6.5 
vcsu 113,704 631,704 454,816 176,888 454,816 176,888 454.816 176.888 5.6 
M iSU-Br 36.525 172.331 172.331 73.050 99.281 146.100 26.231 4.7 
TOTAL 5,267.187 26,500,339 18 284,872 8,215.467 19 676 810 6,823.529 21068.748 5,981.486 
2-Y r Camous Total 2.654.828 - 2 654.828 1.391.938 1.262.890 2 783.876 420,847 
Other Camp us Totals 23,845.511 18 284,872 5.560.639 18,284 872 5.560.639 . 18 284.872 5.560.639 
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• Deferred Maintenance 

SBHE 2009-11 Request for MiSU 

Herb Parker Stadium Seating (A) 

Dome Fire Alarm Upgrade (A) 

Administration HVAC !st & 3rd Floor 

Administration Fire Alarm System (A) 

Administration Door Signage/ ADA (A) 

Old Main Windows 

Library Door Hardware/ ADA (A) 

(Estimated Costs) 

Executive Recommendation 

Difference unfunded 

• 

(A) Health and Safety issues would be priority at the level of the executive 
recommendation 

$422,778 

75,000 

300,000 

75,000 

75,000 

500,000 

40,000 

1,487,778 

595,111 

(892,667) 

• 
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·• 6. Capital needs and priorities: Capital projects 

Coal Boiler/Physical Plant 

Health & Wellness Center 

Approved Budget 

10,000,000 

15,000,000 

2007 - 2009 Continuing Capital Projects 

swain Hall 

Boiler project: 

Current Approved 

Budget 

7,036,150 

SBHE recommended State 

funded portion from SBHE 

Capital Project Priority list 

3,750,000 

0 

State Appropriated 

6,332,535 

Mi SU-Local 

funding 

6,250,000 

15,000,000 

Lo cal Re qui red 

Share 

703,615 

Amounted needed to 

complete as o rgi nally 

designed 

3,000,000 

• 

Minot State University is requesting funds to replace the existing coal-fired boiler with a new high-pressure steam boiler, with traveling grate stoker capable of 

producing 30,000 pounds of steam per hour. Additional work required by this project would include the replacement of the coal receiving system and replacement of 

the ash handling system. New emissions control Ry ash collectors and bag house upgrades will make exhaust from the hearing operations more environmentally friendly. 

Modifications will be made to the existing heating plant to accommodate the new equipment, and the maintenance facilities will be relocated to the north 

part of rhe campus. 

Currently Minot State University's coal boiler is broken and not in use. Minot State University has to run the backup natural gas/fuel oil boilers. It is critical that Minot 

State University move forward to use coal as a primary fuel source rather than natural gas or diesel fuel, which are very expensive and not cost effective over the long term. 

It is anticipated rhar natural gas will go to $13.25 a decarherm or higher, thereby raising fuel costs to an unmanagable level. 

The current coal boiler stoker combination is rared to produce 20,000 lbs stm/hr continuously with short-term capacity to produce 22,000 lbs srm/hr. On a cold 

winter day the actual load required to maintain heat on the Minot Stare University campus is approximately 24,000 lbs srm/hr. The result being that Minot State 

University has to run a second natural gas/fuel oil boiler to supplement the current coal boiler, to meet increasing demands. 

Total cost is $10 million ($8.75 million for the new boiler and $1.25 million for plant renovation). These estimates include the cost of the new boiler and sire renovation, 

involving site development, grading, surfacing, utilities, storm sewer, management, building components, engineering and architecture. 
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Swain Hall additional funding 
The remodeling of Swain Hall inro an academic building was approved by the legislature in 2007. At that time the appropriation was for $6,332,535 in state funds and 

$703,615 in local funds. Since 2006 the cost of oil, labor and materials has gone up considerably, which has resulted in a revised architect's estimate of project costs in a 

range of $9.2 ro $10.6 million. Minot State University is requesting an additional $3 million in new funds ro help cover the cost of the project due ro market increases 

beyond our control. 

Health and Wellness Center: 
The Health and Wellness Center is a concept designed ro incorporate all aspects of a campus devoted ro fostering education on health-related majors and healthy life

styles in modern state-of-the-art facilities. It will do this by bringing rogether related programs inro a new facility that will promote a synergistic sharing of ideas. 

Part of the need for the new center arose from the remodeling of Swain Hall into an academic building. The Swain remodeling, projected to be complete in two years, 

will provide a home for the College of Education and Health Sciences in addition ro expanded classroom, office and lab space for education and the sciences. Displaced 

from the building by the remodeling were rhe existing student fitness center, football offices and locker rooms. The gymnasium in Swain that previously served as a multi

purpose facility handling athletic practices, incramurals and other student activities will now serve as the primary pedagogical laboratory for the Department of Teacher 

Education and Human Performance. 

This idea of an expanded wellness center was first suggested by campus master planners as a way to better utilize the swimming pool and locker rooms in the Student 

Center. Concerns with space limitations at that site resulted in consideration being given to ocher possible locations. The one that made the most sense to project 

architects is adjacent to the Dome. This site will take advantage of some features already in place in that fine facility. Racquetball courts, locker rooms, workout areas and 

a walking/running track already exist in the Dome. By adding ro it there will be the opportunity ro create an even more useful building. 

At the same time and as part of a desire to improve services to students, there is an opportunity to house student health, disability, testing and counseling services in a 

more accessible location for students. Couple this with the potential to address a long needed location for child care services and it creates a powerful argun1ent for a new 

building. At the same time it provides a logical home for the fitness center component as well as potentially addressing some needs for the athletic department. Faculty 

and staff could also benefit from the facility. The need ro keep employee health insurance cost increases down has resulted in an attempt ro emphasize healthier lifestyles 

through the implementation of a faculty and staff wellness program. 

The final piece of this dynamic puzzle is the need for more space for one of the most in-demand majors on campus: nursing. A plan to expand facilities for a growing 

nursing program adds to the list of critical needs and has resulted in the new working concept of a Health and Wellness Center. An expanded nursing program would 

include state-of-the-art simulation laboratories and potential new related programs in geriatrics/gerontology, sports medicine and athletic training. This expanded 

program has potential to support and provide new services for retired populations while also providing academic training for healthcare professionals and collaboration 

with community and regional health providers. 
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• • • 
The nursing program would be relocated to the new center as a result of a significant increase in demand and because of its quality reputation. Minot State University is 

currencly only able to admit about one third of those qualified who apply (18 out of 54 are admitted annually). There is also demand for increasing nursing outreach and 

support activities within our region. 

The estimated cost for the project is $15 million. Funding could come from a combination of student fees and private fundraising. The State of North Dakota would be 

asked to fund the academic portion of the building estimated at approximately one third of the overall project cost. 

A Minot State University Health and Wellness Center would allow for combining all facets of wellness into a common facility. Physical and mental health would be 

joined with health-related curricula to address all aspects of a comprehensive campus wellness program responding to these demands. Minot State University believes this 

project supports our Vision 2013 strategic plan by helping to ensure future insrirurional viability, vitality and growth. 
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Community Bowl/Stadium repairs and improvements: 
Currently, Minot State University football/crack stadium bleachers are deteriorating at an accelerated rate. The bleacher concrete foundations are failing, causing the 

lower areas to buckle and the upper areas to pull away from the sidewalk, allowing water and ice to get behind the structure. The infilcracion of water and ice is 

compounding the deterioration process and an opening of 4 to 6 inches on average is showing up on top, allowing more water to get in. This opening on top coupled 

with the crumbling lower bleachers is creating a safety and health problem. It is realistic to expect that the deterioration will reach a point where the stadium will have to 

be closed if the problem is not corrected. The correction is a full replacement of the stadium structure at an estimated cost of $10 to $1 S million. Minot State University 

therefore has been working with local schools and the City of Minot to develop a Community Bowl/all-purpose area-wide sports facility. The result is chat Minot State 

University, along with local partners, want to develop a Community Bowl on the Minot Stace University campus. The planning for chis facility would complement the 

developing plans for the Health and Wellness Center approved earlier by the North Dakota University System. Minot State University's intent is to develop a design 

concept to be presented to the campus and the Minot area with an estimated cost, to assess public interest in proceeding with the project. If there is an appropriate level 

of interest in proceeding with the project then che university and their project partners would use the design concept to solicit funding from multiple sources. Possible 

funding sources would come from a vote of the Minot people, a capital campaign, private funding and capitol maintenance funds from the system. If sufficient funds can 

be identified, rhen Minot State University and their partners would proceed with the project. 
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··• 
Statutory Authority 

• MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Statutory Authority and Description 

North Dakota Constitution, Article VIII, Section 6; North Dakota Century Code Chapters 15-10 and 15-13. 

Agency Description 

Minot State University is a comprehensive public university whose purpose is to foster the intellectual, personal and social development of its students, and to promote 

the public good through excellence in teaching, research, scholarly activity and public service. The university offers a wide array of undergraduate programs in the liberal 

arts and the professions. Graduate education includes masters programs in communication disorders, criminal justice, education, management, mathematics, music, 

science and special education. One education specialist degree is offered in school psychology. 
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,. • • 
MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY 

Mission 

Minot State University achieves notable successes in the classroom, in faculty research and scholarships, in the work of its Centers of Excellence - the Rural Crime 

and Justice Center, the North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities and the Center for Extended Learning and in many efforts to plan for the future. It is through 

these efforts that the university focuses on its mission: 

Minot State University is first and foremost dedicated to the success of all students: their growth and development as educated citizens, their 

confidence, and their life-long devotion to the common good and the welfare of others. 

Vision 2013 

Minot State University will achieve national distinction as one of the premier public, regional universities in the "great" Great Plains. 

• Create and promote a distinctive mission, vision and premier institutional character based on curricula and services known for high quality, engagement, relationship 

to place, and the integration of knowledge, theory and practice. [Distinctive Mission] 

• Raise academic standards and expectations exceptionally high for quality teaching and engaged learning; create and sustain a dynamic place and 

engaged campus atmosphere and design conducive to high-qualiry learning and student support. [High Quality Learning and Achievement] 

• Recruit, retain, and support well-qualified faculty and staff as valued members of an inclusive community, dedicated and devoted to the institutional mission, 

to engaged learning, and to student support and success. [Educational Excellence and Attainment] 

• Develop and support a diverse, multicultural, and inclusive campus community [Accessibiliry] 

• Provide students with a strong and engaging academic experience for intellectual and personal growth, formation of sound character, and development of abilities 

and skills required for success in future careers and endeavors. [Attainment] 

• Enhance and strengthen the university's mission and purview to include civic engagement, experiential learning, and activities focused on collaboration, partnerships, 

community relations and involvement; complementing the institution's educational function through a concerted and deliberate effort to connect higher education 

and the common good. [ Contributions to North Dakota and the Greater Good] 

• Ensure the university's future viability, the vitality of its campus proper, and its success and competitiveness [Competitiveness and Affordability] 
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··• • North Dakota Roundtable Goal 

Minot State University will participate as a member of the North Dakota University System and support actively the North Dakota Roundtable Goal through the 

annual fulfillment of the Cornerstone Goals. 

• To enhance the economic vitality of North Dakota and the quality oflife ofirs citizens through a high quality, more responsive, equitable, flexible, accessible, 

entrepreneurial, and accountable University System. [Contribution to Economic Development] 

Minot State University 2008-2009 Cornerstone Goals 

Cornerstone Goal #1 - Economic Development Connection: Increase the direct connections and contributions of the University System 

to the economic growth and social vitality of North Dakota. 

• Enhance rhe economic development of the region through targeted projects led by Minot State University 
Support the State Energy and Water appropriations bill through workshops and symposia 

• Offer a minimum of two energy workshops in conjunction with the Petroleum Technology Transfer Council and plan and prepare for sustainability symposia 

• Work wirh local partners to identify collaborative efforts to enhance economic development 
Increase MSU's capacity to provide specialized workshops, conferences, and training events through the Rural Crime & Justice Center, the Prairie Community 
Development Center, Center for Extended Learning and the ND Center for Persons with Disabilities, develop and offer specialized training for professionals from around the state 
Continue to seek partners for a Centers of Excellence Project 
Work with community leaders and area school boards ro obtain a Community Bowl on the campus of MSU 

Cornerstone Goal #2 - Education Excellence: Provide high quality education and skill development opportunities which prepare students to be 

personally and professionally successful, readily able to advance and change careers, be life-long learners, and knowledgeable contributing members 

of an increasing global, multicultural society. 

• Promote our distinctive mission, vision, and premier institutional character based on curricula and services known for high qualiry, engagemem, relationship to place, 

and the integration of knowledge, theory and practice 
Develop action plans to implement recommendations from the FOE srudy including campus based student advising for first year students, a first year seminar which would include 
engagement/activities in the community 
Continue development of specialized programs that engage students and focus on our place in the Great Plains 
Identify one rime start up funds to hire a director and associate director for the Center of the Applied Study of Cognition & Learning Sciences. 
Develop and seek NOUS approval, for implementation of new academic programs supporting, MSU's mission ro the Great Plains, i.e., seek stage two approval for new degree programs in 
Energy Economics and Finance, Athletic Training, Community Studies and the Environment, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, Environmental Geochemistry, and Forensic Chemistry 
Establish and hire a Director for the Center for Engaged Teaching and Learning. The mission of the center is to assist faculty in developing engaged teaching and experiential learning opportunities 
for students designed to link theory and practice. Progress will be measured by looking for improvement in NSSE and FSSE scores 

Establish an ESL program to support international smdem preparation for success in college. 
Sign partnership agreement with The Language Company bringing ESL training to MSU 
Renovate portion of first floor of Dakota Hall into small classrooms and office space for the ESL program 
Refine admissions language proficiency requirement to allow admission of students who have completed level 9 of ESL program and minimum TOEFL score 
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··• • Cornerstone #3 - Flexible and Responsive Systems: Create a University System environment responsive to the prioritized needs of its clients 

and serves as a model of a Aexible, empowering, competitive, entrepreneurial, and rewarding organization for a new economy in a rural state. 

• Develop programs that will provide flexible and efficient use of resources 
Develop information sheet on energy conservation measures for campus community 
Replace aging coal boiler with newer more efficient coal boiler or alternative fuel boiler 
Implement recycling program on campus 
In conjunction with campus master landscaping plan begin ro replace non-native plants with plants native to North Dakota 
Study the possibility of offering a tuition incentive to students involved in the dual credit program 
Review dual credit processes and increase the numbers of dual-credit students by 20% 
Using data obtained from Bismarck area surveys, develop program offerings based on findings 

Cornerstone Goal #4-Accessible System: Create a University System which is proactively accessible to all areas of ND 

and seeks students and customers from outside the state. 

• Pursue strategic partnerships and initiatives for the recruitment and retention of students 
Continue recruiting effons in western Canada, Washington, and at tribal colleges 
Increase recruitment activities in Washington and Minnesota, and enroll 10% more students from those respective states 
Actively recruit and support Native American students as a part of the partnership agreemenrs with tribal colleges. Increase the number of students by I 0% 
Increase number of international students by 10% 
Establish the on-campus infrastructure to support international programs and initiatives 
Create and staff a Canadian Student Advisor position within the Office of International Programs 
Create promotional materials that address International Student concerns and interests 
Submit a Flat Rate Tuition proposal to the SBHE for implementation in the 2009-10 school year as an incentive for out-of-state students to attend MiSU 

Write a proposal and secure funding through Title N 

Cornerstone Goal #5 - Funding and Rewards: Develop a system of funding, resource allocation, and rewards that assures quality 

and is linked to the expressed high priority needs and expectations of the University System. 
Review waiver program and develop recommendations for changes chat will help the institution control costs, support Vision 2013 

as it relates to serving diverse populations, and serve as a recruitment tool 
Assess current waiver program and restructure to meet needs of diverse students 

• Review the Great Plains Scholarship program as well as reward system for Graduate students and revise to attract more students 

Support faculty and staff as valued members of an inclusive community, dedicated to engaged learning, student success, and institutional mission 
Continue efforts with the Compensation Task Force and develop standards for merit pay increases 
Review aspiration peers and formulate recommendation based on data 
Implement program for faculty sabbaticals as well as mini sabbaticals for staff 

• Increase the number of activities and subsequem fund raising through a strong and responsible advancement and foundation program 
New alumni events in North Dakota and throughout the region 
Hire a Major Gifts officer to help with identification, qualification and stewardship of major gift prospects with a 20% increase in giving 

Identify campus priorities and determine volunteer leadership in preparation of a capital campaign 
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as described by these cornerstones, remains connected., understood, relevant, and accountable to the present and future research, education, 

and public service needs of the state and its citizens - sustaining the vision. 

Encourage campus-wide engagement in understanding and realizing the vision and the Roundtable 
Two open forums will be held to encourage campus-wide engagement in meeting the objectives of the vision and the Round cable 
University Cabinet members will review the results of the cornerstone goals and disseminate the results to their constiruents 
The Office of Public Information will engage small groups of campus constituents in an effort to build better communications in sharing successes. 
These will be published in regular campus publications 
A President's report listing accomplishments in meeting strategic initiatives defined in Vision 2013, will be published and distributed throughout the region 
The Office of Public Information will work with campus constituents ro assure that Minot State University is well represented during the NOUS Legislative Showcase 
Marketing and public information will organize a Business After Hours event in March focusing on the cornerstone goals and how MSU helps meet the needs of the region 
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·• • Selected achievements 

Attainment 

• Great Plains Scholar Awards: Fall 2008 numbers are positive and indicate that the scholarship award program has had a favorable impact on ACT scores. The objective 

to increase the number of students with an identified ACT of 26-29 and ACT of 30 or higher by I 0% was reached. Another positive indicator is that the number of 

students with ACT scores of 30 from 2007 to 2008 showed an 80% increase. 

• In September 2008, Minot State University received formal notification from the Higher Learning Commission that the university passed its ten-year accreditation 

review in good standing, meeting all criteria for accreditation and garnering high praise from the team of peer evaluators. The Higher Learning Commission's Board of 

Trustees validated the recommendation of the Institutional Actions Council of the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association. 

• To address a serious need for improved faculty and staff salaries, the university formed a compensation task force in October 2006, comprised of faculty, staff and 

administrators, to study existing salaries, identify comparable national benchmarks for each classification and to develop a five-year plan and goal for reaching agreed

upon objectives for salary levels. The first year has resulted in a detailed analysis and recommendations for salary enhancements. The university has identified individual 

salary disparities and used a pool of funds to increase all salaries and to address individual classification inequities. The university is on track at this point to reach its 

goals by FY2012. To continue our effort, we project the need for minimum salary increases of 5% for each of the next three years. A list of ten aspiration peers in the 

Great Plains has been developed as well and their salaries studied and identified as objectives for improving salaries and institutional competitiveness. 

Accessibility 

• Completed formal long-range master plan and landscape plan and identified prioritized initiatives and schedule for campus growth, improvement, and accessibility. 

The two-year process and completed plan, led by master planning architects and including the campus community and constituents from off campus, has led to a 

design replicating North Dakota and sense of place. Other major renovations to the campus provide for improvements in access and aesthetics. 

• Contracted with an architect to begin the initial phase of planning and designing a proposed wellness center. Initial vision has expanded to a Health & Wellness Center. 

• Emergency Operations Planning Committee was appointed in September 2007 and a plan completed in 2008 to provide a template for safety, security, and responsiveness. 

• Minot State University had $350,000 of upgrades for the Student Center Atrium, starting at the end of 2007 and finishing in August of 2008. The changes include a 

new location for an upgraded Post Office, flooring replaced, fresh paint, new furniture, a remodeled pool entrance, coffee shop Qava Lodge) open, computer hot zone 

added, informational TV screen and wall murals added to the lower and second floors. The changes bring the Student Center and associated services well into the 21st 

century. [Student Accessibility] 

• A $387,000 project, funded by the state legislature, to replace an outdated floor system in the Dome is complete. The improvements allow Minot State University to, 

once again, host local and regional indoor track meets and, most important, ensure the visiting public a safe experience while attending community and university 

events at the Dome. 
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··• • • 
Contributions to Economic Development 

• Minot State University's economic impact on the state and region has risen in just seven years from $89 million in FY 1999, to $119 million in FY 2004, to $136.5 

million in 2006, to $135.1 million in FY2008. 

• The Western Norrh Dakota Energy Impact Symposia is proposed to study the multifaceted impact of the development of energy resources in and on Norrh Dakota 

and the surrounding region. Representing a collaboration between Dickinson State University and Minot Stare University, this symposia series will examine broadly 

the impact of energy development in the region and the trends and strategies for coping with rhat impact. Williston State College and Bismarck State College are also 

members of this collaboration and will be focusing on workforce development. Minot State University and Dickinson State University are uniquely positioned to bring 

together members of the target audience: individuals at governmental, industrial and educational institutions that have potential co inRuence energy management in 

the state. The symposia, funded with federal apptopriations, would be formatted as a two-year series, initiated at MSU in spring 2010, followed by a symposium at 

DSU in fall 2010. As the four symposia are offered, relationships among the stake holding agencies will be developed to sustain implemented solutions. The symposia 

will address the immediate issues during the two-year grant period and look for solutions. The continuing needs will be addressed by the universities, working closely 

with state and industry support after the initial 4 symposia. 

• Minot State University continues to maintain a strong relationship with the campus in Bottineau. MSU-Borrineau maintains an office and offers classes on the Minot 

State campus. Articulation arrangements, shared services, and mutual support are the hallmarks of this unique cooperation. 

• Minot State joined ranks with three Native American tribes. MSU signed three-year partnership agreements with Turtle Mountain Community College, United Tribes 

Technical College and Forr Berthold Community College. The university and the tribal colleges agreed to a "two-plus-two" collaboration model, which means the 

courses students complete at the tribal colleges will apply toward four-year degrees at Minot State University. 

Globalization 

• Minot State signed an agreement with PaiChai University in Daejon, South Korea. PaiChai boasts a new business program that is taught in English. MSU faculty 

will have the opporrunity to teach at Pai Chai, and Pai Chai faculty would teach at Minot State. The university has also signed partnership agreements with Kadir Has 

University in lstanbul,Turkey; Telemark University College near Skien, Norway (the sister city of Minot); Kristianstad University in Kristianstad, Sweden; and Aalborg 

University in Aalborg, Denmark. 

• Minot State University welcomed the first group of Chinese exchange students from SIAS International University in the fall of 2007. The 15 Chinese students and 

their American counterparts are part of the lntercultural Graduate Management Cohort. The on campus version of the College of Business's Master of Science degree 

in management lasted 12 months. The objectives of the MSM program are to develop leadership, management and communication skills in an applied context. 

Chinese and American students also teamed up on work related projects. 

• Minot State University, in collaboration with The Language Company, has opened an English as a Second Language institute. The institute will provide superior 

English language instruction and cultural activities to students worldwide. A six-month renovation of two floors in Dakota Hall has been completed to house the ESL 

institute. The university expects as many as 50 students per four-week session. The ESL institute will provide strong English language support to international students 

to ensure their success. The institute will also boost overall enrollment, as a high percentage of ESL graduates are college bound and a high number of those students 

choose to extend their learning at the host university. It is well known that international students boost the economy of the local community, contribute in many ways 

to campus activities, and establish strong ties to the host institution. Experience shows that nearly 25% of the international students decide to reside in their local 

communities after graduation. 
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·• • Enrollment: Current and Projected 

Enrollment fell slightly from 2004 to 2007, bur in the last year MSU enrollment showed noticeable increases in various categories, particularly in online, Canadian, Ward 

County and Native American students. Since 1997, the headcount and full-time equivalent numbers have increased, revealing notable changes in enrollment patterns. 

• Official 2009 spring semester headcount enrollment was 3,322, a zero percent change from those registered in Spring 2008. 

• Small decreases were shown in 9% fewer transfer students, and a 14% decrease in full-time graduate students. 

• Increases were realized in a number of encouraging areas, including Ward County students (6%), part-time undergraduate students (6%), Native American students 

(5%), Canadian students (I 5%), non-Canadian International students (80%) and face-to-face off-campus students at the Minot Air Force Base or Bismarck (3%). 

• The Spring 2009 enrollment of3,322 compares to the spring enrollment of six years ago in 2003 at 3,469. Full-rime equivalenr enrollment of2,589 in Spring 2009 

compares to 2,61 I FTE in 2003. 

• In IO years, MSU's enrollment has remained stable but with slight declines in the last few years (see the following rabies). Enrollment changes have occurred in the 

type of student enrolled, particularly in the shift from face-to-face to online courses and programs. The mixture of courses at MSU provides students with more 

choices and additional options for classes and programs. At the same time, these trends compel the university to reallocate and consolidate resources, reassign loads and 

accommodate different student demands and expectations for new programs and for virtual courses and support. This dynamic puts immense pressure on the existing 

infrastructure, faculty loads, professional development, technology support and assignments. The past enrollments and the projections to 2013 reveal an expectation for 

growth, but one that must be supported with effective enrollment management decisions and strategies. 
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Year 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

-
Minot State University Headcount (HC) and Full-time Equivalent (FTE) 

1997-2008 

Year Headcount % Change FTE* % Change 

1997 3294 ---- 2727 ----

1998 3156 -4.0 2597 -4.8 
1999 3155 0.0 2588 -0.3 
2000 3081 -2.3 2491 -3.7 
2001 3515 14.1 2739 10 

2002 3625 3.1 2999 9.5 

2003 3825 5.5 2839 -5.4 
2004 3851 0.7 2844 0.2 
2005 3798 -0.8 2884 1.4 

New FIE formula initiated in 2006 

2006 3712 .. -2.3 2928 . n/a 

2007 3424 -7.8 2730 -6.8 
2008 3432 ... · .. · . . ·iQ:2 . . : · · ·..2120 . -0.3 

MSU Headcount by Enrollment Type* 

On Campus Online Off Campus (MAFB, Non-Canadian Canadian 
2860 75% 853 22% 548 14% 41 1% 184 5% 
2699 70% 1059 27% 466 12% 36 1% 209 5% 
2755 73% 1118 29% 511 13% 25 1% 234 6% 
2647 71% 1304 35% 490 13% 29 1% 253 7% 
2512 73% 1152 34% 387 11% 33 1% 238 7% 

*The percentage of headcount by enrollment type is based on the headcount in the top table. 

• 

Total International 
225 6% 
245 6% 
259 7% 
282 8% 
271 8% 
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·• 
Financial 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriations 
Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 
Parity 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 
Bismarck Higher Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 
One-time Budget Request: 

Deferred Maintenance 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 
STEM Initiative 
Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-Time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-Funded Projects 
General Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & 
Recommendation 

• 
NDUS Campuses 

Comparison ofSBHE General Fund Revised Request 
to Executive Recommendations & Engrossed S82003 

Minot State University 
SBHE 2009-11 Prioritized Executive Senate 

GF Revised Reguest Recommendation Adjustment 
$38,267,40 I $38,267,401 
(7,575,409) (7,575,409) 

$30,691,992 $30,691,992 

4,063,787 3,373,083 
84,000 84,000 ($84,000) 

504,677 272,798 
693,392 693,392 

$5,345,856 $3,729,881 $609.392 

$36,037,848 $34,421,873 $609,392 

1,487,778 595,111 
1,545,618 

400,400 

$3,433,796 $595,111 so 

$3,750,000 $3,750,000 $0 

$43,221,644 $38,766,984 $609,392 

Engrossed 
SB2003 
$38,267,401 
(7,575,409) 

$30,691,992 

3,373,083 

272,798 
693,392 

$4.339,273 

$35,031,265 

595,111 

S595, 111 

$3.750,000 

$39,376,376 
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• 
Minot State University 

Appropriated Summary 
For Fiscal Years 2006-2009 

'05-'07 Biennium '07-'09 Biennium 

2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 

fil!!!!l Actual Actual '_Actual 
REVENUES: 

General Fund $13,602,624 $13,998,346 $15,062,362 $8,376,603 
Tuition 9,198,660 9,843,314 10,372,906 10,026,854 

Total Revenue $22,801,284 $23,841,660 . $25,'4_35, 268 $18,403,457 

EXPENSES: 
Salary & Benefits $17,956,203 $18,330,497 $19,422,533 $12,660,170 

Operating & Equipment 
Other Operating 3,836,184 4,228,617 4,077,803 2,834,189 
Utilities 1,085,213 1,135,552 1,194,615 748,934 
Equipment 125,293 107,080 68,660 27,591 

Total Operating $5,046,690 $5,471,249 $5,341,078 $3,610,714 

--
Total Expenses $23,002,893 $23,801,746 $24,763,611 $16,270,884 

• As of 2.25.09 

Note: '05-'07 Biennium '07-'09 Biennium '09-'11 Biennium 

Parity $1,176,190 $2,541,169 $3,373,083 

Equity $149,314 $338,104 $272,798 
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• • -Minot State University 
Status of 2007-2009 One-time Deferred Maintenance and 2005-2007 Appropriation Carryover 

. . . 
,, 

' 
-~ . 

Balance to be - . -- ·-
2007-09 One-time Deferred Maintenance --• - -. - ;-. ·, ... ~ used by. 

- '. ·, _' • '_ -· ·,' , •.,at?'"_, . ,-.·. 

'- Totoi Received: -·. ~ Eipended to Date -(Reporting Required per HB1003~Section 19,:(2007} _ 6/30/09 

Building Exterior (Examples• roof repairs & exterior 
door replacements) $107,826.26 0.00 $107,826.26 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades (Examples. chiller & 
furnace/boiler repairs & replacements) 672,866.00 $499,848.25 173,017.75 

Interior Finishes (Example - floor covering) 39,213.00 0.00 39,213.00 

Emergency Preparedness Infrastructure 35,968.74 13,678.63 22,290.11 

Status of 07-09 One-time Deferred Maintenance 
,-

-- - $855,874.00 $513,526:88 $342,347.12 -~- . 

2005-07 Carryover -- ;,:,:, - ,- . ·-

- ' 
. 

. -
. Roof Replacements Carryover· - $36,135.74 ' o.oo $36,135.74 

Extraordinary Repairs 2007-2009 

Project ' " 
. · Budgeted -Expended to date" - Available-

Projects under $50,000 $109,870.00 $109,870.00 0.00 

Switch/Modular Messaging 115,000.00 81,006.65 $33,993.35 

Campus Signage 75,000.00 75,000.00 0.00 

Administration Reroof 72,000.00 0.00 72,000.00 

University Lighting Improvement 75,000.00 75,000.00 0.00 

Campus Announcement System 150,000.00 0.00 150,000.00 

[ Status of_07-09 Extraordinary Re()airs [ $596,870.00 [ $340,11_76.65] $2ss,993.3s l 
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• • 2009-2011 One-time Deferred Maintenance 

2009-11 One-time De[_erredMaintenance. 

Building Exterior (Examples - roof repairs & exterior 
door replacements) 

<· 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades (Examples - chiller & 
furnace/boiler repairs & replacements) 

Interior Finishes (Example - floor covering) 

Paving and Area Lighting 

2009-11 One-time Deferred Maintenance 
-

.Reguested 

$500,000.00 

450,000.00 

115,000.00 

422,778.00 

. $1,487,778.00 . 

Other Major Capital Projects as approved by the 2007-2009 Legislature 

General Fund 
Project Authorization Other Funds Expenditures to Date 

Dome-Athletic Floor 

Replacement $387,000 $44,500 $385,440.24 

Dakota Hall Elevator* 
0 340,000 0 

Pioneer Hall Elevator* 
0 $363,000 0 

*On hold at this time 

-

-

Available 
Funding 

$46,059.76 
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·• 
FY'06 FY'07 

$7,825,087 $4,201,778 

*FY '09 is year to date (2/26/09) 

• Minot State University 
Grants Summary 

Fiscal Years 2006-2009 

FY'08 

$6,565,070 

Major Awards in FY '09 

• 
*FY'09 TOTAL 

$4,062,134 $22,654,069 

CORE - $520,000 for FY '09 - North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities (NDCPD) is a Minot State University Center of Excellence dedicated to those 

with Developmental Disabilities. NDCPD serves the disability community in North Dakota through a wide range of activities as described in the Developmental 

Disabilities Act of 2000. The CORE grant is one of the major funding sources for NDCPD to keep achieving goals in the area of disabled persons. 

Comprehensive Employment System - $750,000 for FY '09 - Medicaid Infrastructure Grant is intended to enhance state Medicaid programs and services to 

promote linkages between Medicaid and other employment-related service agencies. This grant also aids in developing a comprehensive system of employment supports 

for persons with disabilities. 

JCEMP - $718,226 for FY '09 - The Job Corps Executive Management Program delivers a customized masters degree program for Job Corps management personnel. 

JCEMP combines both online instruction and eight weeks of on campus instruction. 

RMEP - $666,40 I for FY '09 - The Rural Methamphetamine Education Project (RMEP) is used to educate people in the state of North Dakota about 

methamphetamine. The project focuses on prevention, as well as child endangerment, public awareness and treatment topics. 

No Child Left Behind Math Grant - $448,643 for FY '09 - The program offers graduate courses and degrees for teachers at all grade levels K-12. The grant pays 

I 00% of participating teachers' tuition and fees, on-campus housing, books, mileage, and stipends. 
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·• • • 
Salary 

The Compensation Task Force was commissioned by the President of MSU in October 2005. The President further charged the CTF with examining our current 

salaries, comparing those to peer institutions, studying the compensation packages and the current processes for making decisions on salary increases and communicating 

those decisions. Further, the task force was asked to come forward with a five-year plan and salary goals. 

Five Year Plan Detail 

100% Market Projected Actual Salary 65% State 35% MSU Salary Campa-
Year Rate Total Salary Increase Amt Share Share Increase% Ratio 

FY2007 $14,693,008 $13,286,680 N/A N/A 90.40% 

FY200B 15,061,161 13,908,770 $622,090 $404,359 $217,731 4.68% 92.30% 

FY2009 15,512,995 14,623,882 715,112 464,823 250,289 5.14% 94.30% 

FY2010 15,978,385 15,369,383 745,502 484,576 260,926 5.10% 96.20% 

FY2011 16.457,737 16,146.454 777,070 505,096 271,974 5.06% 98.10% 

FY2012 $16,951.469 $16,951,469 $805,015 $523,260 $281,755 4.99% 100.00% 

Benefits are not included in this chart 

The five-year plan projects increases in the market rate of 3% each year. The com pa-ratio column (salary divided by market rate) contains the true goals of the plan. 

We have enjoyed success with our plan as marker rates have not increased as much as expected. Currently, the overall com pa-ratio for Minot State University is 96%. 

The source of the market rates for most classified staff is Job Service of North Dakota. Other classified staff and administrators use market rates provided by the 

College and University Professional Association for Masters institutions with similar annual budgets. CUPA data is also used as the basis when determining market rates 

for faculty positions. This national data is factored by the cost ofliving in North Dakota. 

Historical general fund appropriations per FTE student: State Share MSU Share 

FY2004 45% 55% 

FY2005 40% 60% 

FY2006 38% 62% 

FY2007 37% 63% 

FY2008 38% 62% 

Projected general fund appropriations per FTE student for FY2009 to FY2012- 65% state and 35% MSU. 
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Ca! needs and priorities: capital projects • 
Swain Hall 

Currently Approved State Appropriated Additional State Appropriations Needed to 
Budget Funds Local Funds Complete Project as Currently Designed 

$7,036,150 $6,332,535 $703,615 $6,129,975 

The remodeling of Swain Hall, from a building used as an athletic facility for the past 55 years, into an academic building, 

was approved by the North Dakota Legislature in 2007. Once complete, the facility will house the full Department of Teacher 

Education and an expanded Human Performance program. The Center for the Applied Study of Cognition and Learning 

Sciences will find its home on the second floor of Swain Hall, along with clinics and labs. As well, the remodel will include 

new classrooms and laboratory space, on the third floor, for the sciences. 

• In 2006, Minot State University developed a budget of $7 million to renovate 

Swain Hall. 

• In 2007, the Legislature approved $6,332,535 in state funds for the project, with 

Minot State providing $703,615 in local funds. 
0 In 2008, after two years of near record-high increases in construction costs, 

architects estimated the 4-lloor renovation of Swain Hall would require 

between $9.2 and $10.6 million. 

·, 
\',· 

• In 2009, Minot State bid our the final phase of the Swain Hall renovation project 

and received low bids from local contractors that would put the total cost for the 

project at close to $13.2 million. 

• Minot State University has currently spent $1,441,758 state funding and $63,345 

local funding on the Swain Hall renovation project to gut the building. 
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The renovation of Swain Hall and its transformation to an academic building is a critical part of Minot State University's 

long-term strategic plan. Having sufficient, quality space for teacher education, human performance training and multiuse 

classrooms for a broad range of topics truly provides for the needs of the student population. Minot State University is 

requesting an additional $6, I million in new state funds to cover the cost of the project due to market increases 

beyond our control, 
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• • Main Coal Boiler and Physical Plant Building 

SBHE Recommended State Funding 
$3,7_:iO,OOO 

Currently, Minot State University's coal boiler is inoperable and has not been in use since December of 2007. 

Minot State has to run the backup natural gas/fuel oil boilers to heat the campus' 22 buildings. Using natural 

gas or diesel fuel as a primary fuel source is very expensive and not cost effective over the long term. Experts 

predict a rise in natural gas prices, approaching $10 to $12 per decatherm, which would raise fuel costs to an 

unmanageable level. 

A£ of late 2008, Minot State University made plans to either refurbish the current 27 year old coal-fired boiler 

or replace it with a new high-pressure boiler. Either of these two options would require significant changes to 

the existing heating plant, and the maintenance facility will be relocated to the north part of campus, at a cost 

of $1.25 million. 

Potential solutions to campus heating and cooling 

• Option 1: Refurbish the existing coal boiler with $2.5 million in state funds and have it last for 4-8 years. 

Then, MSU will need to install a new boiler in 4-8 years, which is estimated to cost $15 million. 

• Option 2: Install a new coal boiler, with $9-10 million in state funds, which is estimated to last 30-40 years. 

• Option 3: Explore a new opporrunity in alternative energy. In the past 2 months, Minot State University has 

contracted with an engineering design company for a Geothermal Feasibility Study. Using existing tunnels 

and much of the same HVAC systems in Minot State buildings, a geothermal option of heating and cooling 

the entire campus is estimated to cost $10-15 million. A geothermal infrastructure could last 150-200 years. 

Once started,. switching Minot State University to geothermal would take between 2 and 3 years to complete 

in designated phases. 

• Option 4: No changes to the existing plant or coal boiler. Heat the entire campus using natural gas or diesel 

fuel. The current cost to heat Minot State University on natural gas alone is more than double what it would 

cost to heat it with coal. 

With the recommendation from the State Board of Higher Education and the Governor's office, Minot State 

University is projected to receive $3.75 million in state funds designated towards this heating project. ($1.25 

million to relocate and renovate the physical facilities plant, $2.5 million to refurbish the existing coal boiler.) 
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·• • • 
Health and Wellness Center 

A Minot State University Health and Wellness Center would allow for combining all facets of wellness into a common facility. Physical and mental health services 

would be joined with health-related curricula to address all aspects of a comprehensive campus wellness program. Part of the rationale for this building is the need 

to replace the student fitness center displaced in the remodeling of Swain Hall. Phase I will house the student fitness and activities center. The Student Government 

Association Senate and Minot State University President, Dr. David Fuller, have already approved a student university fee increase to support a$ IO million bond for 

financing Phase 1. 

The need for Phase II of the building is to provide more space for one of the most in-demand majors on campus - nursing. This second phase would provide for an 

expanded nursing program that would include state-of-the-art simulation laboratories and potential new related programs in geriatrics/gerontology, sports medicine, and 

athletic training. This expanded program has the potential to support and provide new services for retired populations while also providing academic training for health 

care professionals and collaboration with community and regional health care providers. At the same time and as part of a desire to improve services to students there is 

an opportunity to house student health, disability services, testing and counseling services in a more accessible location for students. Couple this with the potential to ad

dress a long needed location for child care services and it creates a powerful argument for this new building. The estimated cost for the total projecr is $15 million. 

The State of North Dakota is being asked to fund the Phase II portion of the building estimated at approximately one third of the overall project cost. 
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• • 
Summary and future considerations 

As Minot State University approaches its centennial celebration in 2013 and the fulfillment of the many strategic initiatives and plans, the university and the community 

remain optimistic about the future and the promise of the institution. The recent Higher Learning Commission accreditation review and the institution's self study show 

that Minot State University operates with integrity, is guided by a responsible mission and set of core values, and is well prepared to meet future challenges and opportu

nities. This optimism is reflected in a number of initiatives and commitments to address challenges and to respond to exciting new directions: 

• Vision 2013 and its devotion to place and public engagement. 

• Strategic plans for competing directly with premier universities of the Great Plains. 

• A primary focus on academic quality and improved student learning and success. 

• Enrollment management improvements to strengthen recruitment and retention. 

• A promising "Grow North Dakota'' initiative for attracting students and workforce to North Dakota from other states and countries. 

• A new international program to strengthen global education and recruitment, and diversity. 

• New commitments to the environment. 

• Significant state-of-the-art upgrades to student facilities and classrooms. 

• Significant increase in student engagement on campus. 

• A responsible and focused effort to raise salaries to competitive levels. 

• Professional campus infrastructure and landscape designs 

• Improved marketing and visibility. 

• New curricula programs responsive to state-wide and national needs. 

• New efforts support faculty and professional training. 

• A strong commitment to shared governance and active participation by Faculty Senate, Staff Senate, and the Student Government Association in the operation and 

direction of the university. 

• Significant progress in improving support and success of first-year students through the Foundations of Excellence for First-Year Students Program (a cohort of 13 

schools in which we are selected to participate). 

• A soon-to-be announced Comprehensive Capital Campaign. 

• A strong Board of Regents focused on strategic improvements and support of the university. 

• And a faculty, staff, student body, and general community who contribute daily to the success of the university and its vision for outstanding education and support 

of the common good. 

Thank you for your attention and your support of Minot State University. 
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• Appendix A • 
MINOT STA TE UNIVERSITY (MSU) ROUNDTABLE CORNERSTONE GOALS 

2007 - 2008 Academic Year 

• 
Cornerstone Goal #1 - Economic l)eyelo.e_ment Connection: Increase the direct connections and contributions of the University System to the economic growth and social vitality of North Dakota 

COR~ERSTO~F, OBJECflVES/STRHEG !ES STARTDATE COMP.DAn: KE\' RESULTSlllAJOR OUTCOMES STATUS 

I. Enhance the economic developmenl of the Sep-07 May-08 De,·elop, propose, and secure funding for a North Partiall)· Accomplished 
region through targeted projects led by Minot Dakota Center of Excellence project focused on regional 
State University's Prairie Community economic denlopment Partnered with Info Tech, SRT, and MADC to propose to develop 
Development Center and the office of research Great Plains Knowledge and Data Center (GPKDC), a Centers of 
and sponsored programs. Excellence Project. Proposed a $3.5 million project for a five-year 

program to the Center of Excellence Commission. The Great Plains 
Knowledge and Data Center was approved by COE, SBHE, and 
Legislature at $2.1. Application 11ithdra11n by MSU in August2008 
due to inability to provide private partner expected and exclusive 
ownership and use of the data equipment. ND Century Code and 
0MB policies prohibited the transfer of the equipment to a private 
sector oartner. 

ProYide consulting, contractual sen·ices, and grants Accomplished 
management for gonrnment agencies. Increase MSU's 
capacit)· to prn.-ide specialized workshop~ conferences, MSU is a partner in Western ND Consortium funded through federal 

and training e\:ents. appropriation. Proposed contract with FBCC/First Nations 
Innovationsrrhree Affiliated Tribes for consulting on business 
management. personal finance, and potential business incubator. 
Additional engagement by campus leaders in energy initiatives: 
Prairie Climate Ste11>rdship Conference in Bismarck on July 10 and 
11: attended by Ors. Cresap and Linrud; '·Hydraulic Fracturing" 
wolkshop by Petroleum Technology and Transfer Council conducted 
on August 11 on campus, through arrangement with CEL's .Prairie 
Community Development Center completed several housing studies 
for Williston. McHenry County, Tioga, and Northwood by Dr. 
Ondracek and Mr. Witwer, under auspices of MSU's College of 
Business 
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• -Cornerstone Goal #2- Education Excellence: Provide high quality education and skill development opportunities which prepare students to be personally and professionally successful, readily able to advance 
and change careers, be life-long learners, and knowledgeable contributing members of an increasing global, multicultural societv 

COR.'i'ERSTO~E OBJECTI\'ES/STR.\TEGIES START DATE co,1P, DATE h'.EY RESIJLTS~l-\JOR OI!TCmlES STATUS 

I. Create and promote a distinctive mission. .-\ug-Oi ~la~·-08 Achieve the first strategy of the unin~rsi~·•s strategic Accomplished 

vision and premier institutional character based on plan, Vision 2013: Creating a distincti,·e mission 

curricula and services kno"'n for high quality. focused on engagement and place 
Distinctive mission is published as part of Vision 2013. To help create 

engagement relationship to place. and the 
integration of knowledge. theory and practice. 

and reinforce a distinctive vision and mission. all buildings contain 
framed versions of the mission. vision. values and purpose. Scheduled 
and held campus-\\ide forums in fall and spring to engage faculty. 
staff. and students and help them understand and realize this new 
vision. Hosted three nationally recognized scholars to campus to lead 
workshops and to provide direction to campus about engagement and 
place. Conduct institutional audits and assessments to determine the 
baseline of engagement and activities related to place. Studied 
institutional models of engagement and place. Set goals and 
perfonnance standards for achieving this vision of engagement and 
place. Identify perfonnance objectives to raise the university's 
academic program reputation and achieve the distinction as an 
institution that holds exceptionally high expectations for student 
learning. through a rigorous course of study. the merger of theory and 
practice, and objectives related to place . 

2. Pursue and secure membership in the .-\ug-Oi May-08 Plan and develop a first-rate comprehensive MSU was part of a 2007-08 national cohort of thirteen select 4-year 

Foundations of Excellence for First-Year program to support first-year students, their schools dedicated to improving the first year of college through 

Programs consortium) retention, and their success. participation in the Foundations of Excellence program conducted by 
the Policy Center on the First Year of College. An MSU team 
attended the workshop in North Carolina in summer 2007. Conducted 
a year-long self-study in consultation with the Policy Center on the 
First Year of College. Established nine dimensions of excellence 
committees to conduct study and to engage all members of the campus 
(faculty. staff. and students) in the work on this goal and objective. 
Produced a self-study document to guide the development and 
implementation of the program. A year-long self-study of first-year 
related activities was completed. This culminated in the development 
of a final narrative report featuring a ··report card·· based on 
institutional perfonnance on nine program dimensions. and an 
implementation plan. Financial resources will be identified to guide 
the implementation of the plan over the next three years. 
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• • • 
Cornerstone #3 - Flexible and Responsi,·e Systems: Create a University System environment responsive to the prioritized needs of its clients and serves as a model of a flexible. empowcring. competitive, 
entreE!_eneurial, and rewarding organization for a new economy in a rural state 

CORl\'ERSTOl'iE ORJECTl\'ES/STRATEG JES START DATE C0!\11'. DATE KE\' RESULTS/MAJOR OUTCOMES STATUS 

I. Complete master plan and begin the first phase Jul-07 May--07 Identify prioritized initiath·es in the lon~-ran~e master Accomplished 
of planning with selected building projects and a plan and implement key initiatins to accomplish the 

review of campus safety and security. goal to make the MSU campus engaging, attraclin\ Completed fonnal long-range master plan and identified prioritized 
and ,·isually appealing initiatives and schedule. Landscaping plan completed and selected 

projects undertaken. Contracted with an architect to begin the initial 
phase of planning and designing a proposed wellness center. MSU 
contracted with collaborative partners EAPC/OLC to begin initial 
phase of planning and designing a wellness center. Initial vision has 
expanded to a Health & Wellness Center. Design concept is due fall 
2008. Completed the planning being conducted by the task force 
assigned to recommend plans and designs for the renovated Swain 
Hall. Task force planning for remodel of Swain Hall completed. 
Building vacated and asbestos abatement undernay. Landscape 
development plan completed by landscape architects; plans were 
shared and feedback solicited from the campus, alumni, and 
community. Installed new building signage; directional signage will 
appear in completed landscape plan. Monument sign will be re-bid 
next ~ear with MSU serving as its own general contractor in an effort 
to lower the cost. 

Sep-07 Dec-07 Assess campus infrastructure and procedures to ensure Accomplished 
that the campus is safe and secure and prepared for 
emergencies. 

Appoint an Emergency Operations Committee to Emergency Operations Committee (EOP) was appointed in September 
examine procedures., to colled and re,·iew best practices 2007. A draft of the plan was submitted to University Cabinet in 
a,·ailable in published resources, and to prepare an December 2007. Feedback was obtained from campus constituents 
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP). Align the master and a final copy will be presented to President's staff rail 2008. 
plan with best practices for campus safet~· and security. Additionally. a schedule and plan to conduct mock exercises has been 

completed and slated to begin in the fall. 
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• Cornerstone Goal #4-Accessible System: Create a University System which is E_roactively accessible to all areas of ND and seeks students and customers from outside the state 

CORNERSTOSE OBJECTIVES/STR,\TEGIES ST ART DATE I COMP. DA TE 

Pursue strategic partnerships and initiatives for the I Aug-07 
recruitment and retention of students 

Aug--08 

STRATEGIC PLAN KEY RF.SUL TS/~L\JOR OUTCOMES STATUS 

Set objedives and measurable outcomes, to include; I Partially Aceomplished and ongoing 

• Establish a Great Plains Scholarship award focused • Great Plains Scholar Awards: Preliminary indications for Fall 2008 
on high academic achievement; increase by 10% 
enrollment of students with identified ACT scores (26-
29, and 30). 

• Review dual credit processes and increase the 
numbers of dual-credit students by 20% 

• Increase recruitment acfo:ities in Washington and 
l\linnesota, and enroll JO% more students from those 
respecti\!e states. 

• Acti\'ely recruit and support ~atin American 
students as a part of the partnership agreements with 
tribal colleges. Increase the number ofNafo·e 
American students from 130-150. 

are JXJSitive and indicate that the scholarship award program has had a 
favorable impact on these categories of ACT scores. Although the 
Fall 2008 figures are preliminary at the time of submitting this report, 
the objective to increase the number of students with an identified 
ACT of 26-29 and ACT of 30 or higher by 10% appears to have been 
reached. A positive indicator is that the number of students with 
ACT scores of 30 and higher increased from 5 in 2007 to 9 in 2008. 
representing an 80% increase. The objective to increase the averages 
by I 0% in those levels appears to have been exceeded. 

• Dual Credit: enrollment not met due to administrative changes in 
some local schools as well as an increase in seniors taking CLEP 
exams. Process review includes: offering a mixed classroom 
environment in the 2009 school year; promotional materials were 
developed and distributed: additional school visits to area schools not 
using dual credit option; and examination of tuition incentive 
programs encouraging students to attend MSU. 

• Washington and Minnesota: transfer articulation agreement was 
signed with Bellingham Technical College. 

• Native American Enrollment: Three recruitment visits to each 
ND tribal colleges were held in fall and two visits to each college 
were held during spring. Total enrollment of Native American 
students resulted in 126 of which 22 graduated in spring 2008. Fall 
enrollments shov.ed an 8% increase. 

• Increase number of international students by 10%. I• International students: Although there was a slight increase in 
students it did not meet the 10% goal. However. many new initiatives 
were implemented to enhance the university experience for 
International Students. 
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• Cornerstone Goal #4 -Accessible S~·stem: Create a University System which is r_roactivcly accessible to all areas of ND and seeks students and customers from outside the state. (Cont) 

CORNERSTOSE OIUECTl\'ESISTRATEGIES START DATE CO\IP. DATE STRATEGIC PLA/li lfEY RES UL TS/MAJOR OUTCOMES STATUS 

• Write a proposal and secure- funding through Title • No new Title IV programs were funded this past year . 
I\' to support for new recruitment and retention 
initiati\'es on campus. 

• DeYelop Alumni chapters to assist in ongoing • Alumni program: Events held with alumni groups amounted to 8 

adnncemtnt and enrollment efforts in ten specified in the follm,ing areas: Minot. Bismarck. Rochester. Minneapolis. 

communities. Boise, Portland, Denver, and Sconsdalc. Additionally, golf events 
were held in 8 local communities during summer 2008. 

• Establish the on-campus infrastructure to support • International infrastructure: MSU was granted J-1 designated 

international programs and initiatins. sponsorship in fall 2007. An international student manual was 
developed; mandatory orientation was implemented; developed study 
abroad application requirements and process: worked v.1ith faculty to 
develop 2 short-tenn faculty led study tours. Pursued collaboration 
\\-ith University of the West Indies in Trinidad & Tobago; partnership 
building trip to Norway. Denmark. S\'.eden. S. Korea, Turkey. and 
China. Developed an International Friendship program which 
matches international students with Minot area families for the 
purpose of building cross-cultural friendships. Conducted activities 
for International Education Week: Passport Drive, Chinese Cultural 
Pavilion, and Trinidad & Tobago presentation 
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• Cornerstone Goa I #5 - Funding and Rewards: Develop a system of funding, resource allocation, and re,,ards that assures quality and is linked to the expressed high priority needs and expectations of the 
University System 

COR:'iERSTO:'<iE OBJECTl\'ES/STRA TE GIES START DATE CO.\IP. DA TE KEY RESULTS/.\IAJOR OITTCO.\IE.5 STATUS 

I. Pursue and secure federal, state, and private Sep-07 Jun-08 Through the Office of Sponsored Programs and other Accomplished 
grants in suppon of major initiative aligned with areas on campus, enhance the opportunities and 

the Roundtable and Vision 2013. achienmenls for securing grants; for e,ample: 

De,1elop a proposal to submit for a Tille 111 grant Grant WdS ,~rittcn and submitted 

award. 

Write and secure funding in support of a Center of Center of Excellence grant submitted and approved 
Euellence. 

Through :\'DCPD and RCJC. secure private and federal NDCPD and RCJC continue to be self sufficient through external 

grant awards. funding sources. NDCPD has acquired a new funding initiative in 
autism. In conjunction with RSP, NDCPD is investigating federal 
contracting as a new funding source. Members ofNDCPD, RC.JC. and 
RSP are attending a series ofNCURA sponsored Federal Research 
Administration three-day seminars 

2. Increase the number of activities and Increased ad,·ancemenl actMties will lead to growth in Accomplished 

subsequent fund raising through a strong and the institulional endowment, increased le,'els of faculty 

responsive advancement and foundation program. and staff gMng, increases in annual gh· ing, and 
specialized projects. The result will come from the 
establishment and culth·ation of partnerships with local 
businesses, industries, and with indMduals, to increase 
participation in MSU de,·elopment acth·ities; specific 
oulcomes to include: 

• Increase fund raising acti,·itics in college!rl bJ 10% Increase in colleges v.as 10.4%. Board of Regents institutional giving 
increased by $31,000. Preparations include identification and 
qualification of major donors. Case preparation and prioritizing 
Vision 2013 action plans continues. Possible feasibility consultants 
have been identified. 

. lncrea!rled funds that are raised through the Board 
of Regents to establish scholarships and support specific 
projects on campus ( e.g., sign age, marching band, and 
ad,·ancement personnel). 

• Begin initial steps for a Capital Campaign; to include 
contracring lo conduct a feasibility study, idenlifying 
the case, and selling preliminal')' goals focused on 2013. 
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• - • Cornerstone Goal #6-Sustaining Vision: Develop a structure and process which assures the University System for the 21$1 century, as described by these cornerstones, remains connected, understood, relevant, 
and accountable to the present and future research. education, and public service needs of the s_tatc and its citizens - sustaining the vision 

COR.i",ERSTO~E OBJECTl\'£SISTR.\T£G IES 

I Conduct campus-wide forums to engage 
faculty, staff. and student in understanding and 
realization of the vision and the Roundtablc. 

START DAn:1 CO\IP. DAn: IKH RESULTS/MAJOROUTCmlES 

Sep--07 May-08 !Complete a number of acth-'ities lo communicate the 
,·ision and Roundtable. 

• Contract with a marketing firm to de\'elop 
campaign for communicating and emphasizing the 
meaning and outcomes of Vision 2013. 

• Conduct indi,·idual meetings with departments and 
units to discuss the ,·ision and the Roundtable goals. 

• Engage the Unh'ersi~· Cabinet (JS-member 
ad\'isor) group of all supen·isors and senate presidents) 
in setting the Roundtable goals and disseminating the 
goals and the results to their constituencies. 

STATLIS 

Accomplished 

Contracted with Odney Advertising to conduct audit of marketing 
materials and to submit plans for marketing Vision 2013. Audit V.il.S 

completed and specific meetings were conducted to discuss plans. A 
prima1y plan was submitted for review in summer of 2008. 
Individual departmental meetings were not completed. but there were 
three open forums devoted to the vision and respective Roundtable 
goals. The University Cabinet conducted three two-hour meetings to 

review institutional initiatives and plans for meeting Cornerstone 
Goals. A mid-year review \\ith Cabinet was conducted and the end
of-the year meeting was completed to review and document progress 
by teams. The goals and results have been published in the 
President's Reports. MSU-Inside. and other Public lnfonnation 
announcement. 

• The Office of Public lnfonnation will publicize the !Two annual reports of achievements were compiled and published. 
goals and the results. 

• Regular on-campus open forums will highlight the 

goals and results. 

• An annual report of achie\'ements for Vision 2013 
will be prepared and distributed to all faculty, staff, and 
student leaders. 

The reports were distributed to all faculty and stafTand student 
leadership at the Fall Convocation. 

MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY -Al 



··• -Cornerstone Goal #6 - Sustaining V~ion: Develop a structure and process which assures the University· System for the 21" century, as described by these cornerstones, remains connected, understood, relevant, 
and accountable to the jlfesent and future research, education, and public service needs of the state and its citizens- sustaining the vision. (Cont) 

CORNERSTO~E OBJECTIVES/STRATEGIES START DATE CO\IP. DATE KE\ RESULTS/!L\JOR OUTCOMES STATUS 

2. Complete institutional self-study process and (Cont) Apr-08 Conduct a thorough self-study and institutional analysis Accomplished 
repcrt resulting in a successful Higher Leaming to demonstrate that Minot State University deserves re-
Commission evaluation and re-accreditation accreditation for ten years, 

• Establish an effective and inclusive self-study steering The university and a large and representative Steering Committee 

committee and process to oversee the study, the report, conducted a thorough analysis and self-study. A Self-Study Repcrt 

and the team visit was completed with regular and on-going input from faculty·, staff, 
students, and community members, The Report was published and 

• Produce a self-study report that ~ honest, critical and 
provided to the visiting HLC team. The team reviewed the repcrt and 
the campus during its three-day visit in April, The team concluded 

responsive to HLC guidelines and criteria. that Minot State University met all criteria for accreditation, 
commended 1he university for its outstanding self-study and process, 
and recommended reaccreditation. The team recommended that the 

• Identify areas of strength and specific challenges for next visit occur in IO years~the longest amount of time allowed 
which the institution can address and improve its under HLC guidelines. 
processes. 

MINOT STATE UNIVERSITY -AB 
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MINOT ST A TE UNIVERSITY 
FACILITIES, SECTION 900 

February 4, 2009 

REQUESTED ACTION 

Amend the 2007 - 2009 SBl-lt: Capital project through the use of deficiency funding in the 
amount of$6,129,975 to increase the current funding from $7,036,150 to $13,165,945 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Based upon a speci fie study related to the development of our 2000 campus master plan Hunter
Grobe Architects recommended that Swain be remodeled. Based on the Hunter-Grobe 
recommendation to remodel Swain a construction estimate of$5.8 million was prepared by our 
Physical Plant Director. The initial estimate of$5.8 million was revised by the Physical Plant 
Director in April 2006. The revised estimate was $7.036 million. The April 2006 estimated costs 
included: 

Asbestos Abatement 
Remodel/ Addition 
Electrical/Mechanical Upgrades 

Total 

$ 181,500 
4,307,600 
2,547,050 

$7,036,150 

The legislature in April 2007 approved a budget for the project at $7.036 million based upon the 
April 2006 estimate ($6,332,535 appropriated funds/ $703,615 local funds). An architect was 
hired in late 2007 and formal project planning began. 

Throughout 2008, the architect (Davison Larson Associates) worked on the planning for a 
remodeled Swain Hall to house Teacher Education, Human Performance, and Science labs. In 
September 2008, the architect (Davison Larson Associates) prepared an updated estimate of 
construction costs, which included: 

Asbestos Abatement 
Remodel/ Addition/Mechanical/ 
Electrical 

· Site-Development/Utilities 
Fixtures/Furnishings/Equipment 
Architect/Engineer Fees 
Asbestos Report 
Site Survey 
Soil Testing 
Other 

$ 86,800 

9,315,440 
--- 200,000-

250,000 
650,000 

3,400 
8,170 
3,230 

141 
$10,517,181 
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UPDATE: 

As a result of the bid opening on February 3, 2009 remodeling costs showed a further escalation 
in price. The total cost reflected in the lowest bid represents a $6,129,975 increase over the 
estimated construction costs approved by the legislature in 2007. lbe most recent construction 
costs include: 

Cost through 2/2/09 appropriated 
Cost through 2/2/09 local 
Asbestos Abatement 

(Change order estimate) 
IT Wireless 
IT Classroom Technology 
IT Data/Voice Switching 
HPER-Gamas List/CASCLS 
Science Lab 
Mackley Construction Demolition 
CBORD Card Key Access 
Remodeling Bid 
Unpaid architect/engineering 

Total Budget 

$1,147,838 
63,345 

2,500 

24,195 
163,080 
96,000 

540,000 
90,000 

585,526 
60,000 

9,893,461 
500 000 

$13,165,945 



• • • 
Swain Hall Remodel Estimated Cost Projections 

Actual Costs through· 3-25-09 

Request Passed 2007 Revised Cost Non-State 

Session* Request 2009 Session Projections State Funded Funded 

Asbestos Abatefl)~t -:' •,- _ · - : . , __ ·_ rs: . " .. f $ 166,500 $ (73,800) $ 92,700 •S---• __ ·--117440 - - - ' , -. •, ___._. ·;• ,•· C •• .. 
Remodel/Addition ** 3,772,600 3,396,695 7,169,295 

Electrical/Mechanical Upgrades •• 2,347,050 377,116 2,724,166 

-~~~ 250,000 634,500 884,500 .• ,,.. 
•. 

''". 5l;,; _. ~ F"P:. -·~•p 

~. . . ·- . -- .. ~J'lt' 
Archii:ec1:/E1Jg;;;ee"ri~~s . - · , '-- .• •. '.,;:-{;: 

¼:, .• -,.•> ,,_..,. ,,,,, -"' 

500,000 242,000 742,000 ' • • ,, 328'518' .·,.:-·,;,, ..• ·,299· ',• ><,.<, , '. 

Permanent Athletics move to Dome 512,317 512,317 384,006 41,652 

Site Survey 8,170 8,170 

Soil Testing 3,230 3,230 

Miscellaneous Costs through 2-2-09 local 56,292 56,292 

IT Wireless - Estimate 24,195 24,195 

IT Classroom Technology- Estimate 163,080 163,080 

IT Date/Voice Switching - Estimate 96,000 96,000 

HPER/CASCLS Program Equipment - Estimate 540,000 540,000 

Science Lab Equipment - Estimate 90,000 90,000 

CBORD Card Key Access - Estimate 60,000 60,000 

!Total I s 1,036,150 I s 6,129,795 j $ 13,165,9451 $ 1,441,758 ! $ 63,345 J 

• Request Based on 2005 Estimates 
•• Adjusted from 2007 presentation for A/E fees and orginial demolotion estimate 

(:\Documents and Settings\barb.johnson\My Documents\Legislative info\Legislative book for House App 2009\Swain progression 



Mackley Construction 5% 25589A 

Mattson Construction 5% 68A 

Mackley Construction 5% 25589A 

5% 3459A 

5% 4010A 

5% 20018A 

• 
Swain Hall - Phase I - Demolition - Minot State University 

$884,500.00 

$894,000.00 $894,000.00 

$762,000.00 

$99,450.00 

$140,083.00 $140,083.00 

-· BasiFE3icf 

$82,595.00 

Davison Larson Architects 
2705 41h Ave NW - Minot, ND 58703 



•~it!t?n&~tii,~?f!gn t•&li?$~l!tit:1 
BID DATE 

Qiihe(~I q§iisirµl;til>iiF .. .· .·~.·.~ 
Hight Construction 
Mattson Construction 
R & K Contractors 
Rolac Contractin_g_ 

C & C Plumbing & Htg 
Mowbray & Son 

Main Electric 
Mayer Electric 
Wheeler Construction 

1;tet/iPwar¥tlii@\'.iw,1fli~•#•i 

5% 
5% 
5% 
5% 

5% 
5% 

5% 
5% 

1660 
1292 

1141 
20018 
4124 

). IYHh'£t'$t~t~1tihi1t~r$it9c·.•·•·•••·••· ?:•••••••••••··•·• WilnPti@f:,i•.·••·r·}•···•···•·• 

kh§JU,tll;J.!l!Q!D 
7,246,200.00 I s 
7,620,060.00 I s 
6,a3a,ooo.oo I s 

848,488.00 
952,260.00 
937,200.00 

i/}26)4@\Po 

Alt G-1 

146,807.00 
138,545.00 
224,700.00 

90,000.00 

54,545.00 
59,590.00 
62,100.00 
43,123.00 

Alt G-2 

224,393.00 
218,908.00 
230,000.00 
218,000.00 

Alt G-3 

40,357.00 
51,145.00 
48,000.00 
39,BOO.OO 

llfa@$1Ufill'Ji~lf.\Wifi 
$7,654,798.00 
$8,122,760.00 
$7,185,900.00 

1 ~l?'l?'iria~1wgiilf2~11~}11;rn •••· w •: ';;$~!~§Q}Q~i1/Q@1'> ii:ii~g!~ij~;fi-~~;Pif 

Swain Hall - Phase II - Renovation - Minot State University Davison Larson Associates 
2705 4th Ave NW - Minot, ND 58703 
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Swain Hall Remodel Estimated Cost Projections 

Request Passed 2007 

Session* Request 2009 Session 

Asbestos Abatement $ 166,500 $ (73,800) 

Remodel/ Addition 3,772,600 3,396,695 

Electrical/Mechanical Upgrades 2,347,050 377,116 

Construction Demolition 250,000 634,500 

Architect/Engineer Fees 500,000 242,000 

Permanent Athletics move to Dome 512,317 

Site Survey 8,170 

Soi I Testing 3,230 

Miscellaneous Costs through 2-2-09 local 56,292 

IT Wireless - Estimate 24,195 

IT Classroom Technology- Estimate 163,080 

IT Date/Voice Switching - Estimate 96,000 

HPER/CASCLS Program Equipment - Estimate 540,000 

Science Lab Equipment - Estimate 90,000 

CBORD Card Key Access - Estimate 60,000 

$ 

!Total I s 1,036,150 I s 6,129,795 j $ 

• Request Based on 2005 Estimates 

-- Js'?, Q~\J.s.'f~l,l<:.:r'i<:.>i./ C:csr ,i,Jt~('1J£ 

2(\~4 - 261:l<J 

Revised Cost 

Projections 

92,700 

7,169,295 

2,724,166 

884,500 

742,000 

512,317 ' 
8,170 

3,230 

56,292 

24,195 

163,080 

96,000 

540,000 

90,000 

60,000 
~ 

13,165,9451 

C:\Users\mklein\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\9CY3UQX8\Swain progression (2)Sheetl 
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Swain Hall 
Date I Vendor State Funded Non-State Funded 

I 38500/3070/MISC010014 28100/3000/MISC010014 

Approved Spending Authority $ 6,332,535.00 $ 703,615.00 

10/10/2008 ACME Electric Tool Crib of the North - Relocation 64.50 

7/29/2008 Acorn Wire & Iron Works - Relocation 17,330.00 

7/14/2008 Brown & Saenger - Relocation 1,570.00 

10/1/2008 Brown & Saenger - Relocation 5,637.35 

1/5/2009 Copy Center - Demolition 29.52 

10/10/2008 Creative Cabinetry - Relocation 222.00 

11/14/2008 Enviromental Plant Services - Asbestos 86,800.00 

12/8/2008 Enviromental Plant Services - Asbestos 23,757.09 

1/28/2009 Enviromental Plant Services - Asbestos 1,942.65 

8/20/2008 Exercise Equipment Center - Relocation 7,218.00 

10/6/2008 Fastenal - Relocation 17.27 

4/4/2008 GE Credit card - Relocation 79.15 

6/9/2008 GE Credit card - Relocation 124.86 

7/18/2008 GE Credit card - Relocation 492.78 

7/18/2008 GE Credit card - Relocation 283.45 

8/28/2008 GE Credit card - Relocation 1,602.40 

8/28/2008 Huwe House Movers Inc - Relocation 1,700.00 

3/10/2008 I Keating Furniture World - Relocation 1,978.00 

11/13/2007 Kadrmas, Lee Jackson - Design 8,170.00 

4/1/2008 Larson Electric - Relocation 787.58 

• 
6/17/2008 Larson Electric - Relocation 396.00 

7/11/2008 Larson Electric - Relocation 1,562.00 

8/29/2008 Larson Electric - Relocation 7,274.38 

8/29/2008 Larson Electric - Relocation 300.00 

10/16/2008 Larson Electric - Relocation 50.00 

10/16/2008 Larson Electric - Interior Demolition 21,394.38 

10/16/2008 Larson Electric - Interior Demolition 50.00 

11/28/2008 Larson Electric - Interior Demolition 9,924.00 

12/10/2008 Larson Electric - Interior Demolition 200.00 

1/21/2009 Larson Electric - Interior Demolition 300.00 

2/18/2009 Larson Electric - - Relocation 75.00 

12/8/2008 Mackley Construction - Interior Demolition 89,032.50 

1/7/2009 Mackley Construction - Interior Demolition 209,941.20 -
2/17/2009 Mackley Construction - Interior Demolition 293,844.30 

6/24/2008 Material Tes ting Services - Design 2,845.00 

5/30/2008 Minot Daily News - Design 115.54 

10/31/2008 Minot Daily News - Design 213.06 

1/28/2009 Minot Daily News - Design 248.04 

6/24/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 866.11 

6/27/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 239.60 

7/15/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 159.36 

9/16/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 496.38 

10/6/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 471.42 

12/8/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 252.98 

• 3/20/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 46,513.00 

5/22/2008 Minot Lumber & Hardware - Relocation 966.00 



1011012008 Mowbray & Sons Plumbing & Heating - Relocation 237.80 
12/3/2008 Mowbray & Sons Plumbing & Heating - Relocation 221.00 
8/14/2007 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 6,750.00 

• 9/18/2007 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 12,150.00 
10/23/2007 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 14,850.00 

11/7/2007 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 13,500.00 
1/10/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 15,717.50 
2/8/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 2,585.00 
2/8/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 10,157.50 
4/1/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 6,952.50 
4/1/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 12,375.00 

6/18/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 2,240.00 
6/18/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 4,500.00 

7/11/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 9,304.25 

7/11/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 4,500.00 
9/16/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 6,891.63 
9/16/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 4,500.00 

10/16/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 2,992.49 
10/16/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 23,850.00 

12/2/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 549.25 
12/2/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 28,495.08 

12/22/2008 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 66,312.76 
1/16/2009 Nester Davison Larson Architects - Design 68,302.88 

8/6/2008 Reimbursement for Plans - Design (250.00) 

9/25/2008 Rolac Contracting - Relocation 244,316.77 

10/31/2008 Rolac Contracting - Relocation 51,790.00 
-· 

• 
12/23/2008 Rolac Contracting - Relocation 18,060.00 

12/8/2008 Schock's Lock Service - Relocation 1,144.80 

6/24/2008 Throsrud Supply Company - Relocation 2,076.25 
7/21/2008 Throsrud Supply Company - Relocation 830.50 -

10/10/2008 Tollefson's Retail Group - Relocation 871.63 
10110/2008 Tollefson's Retail Group - Relocation 3,939.43 
10110/2008 Tollefson's Retail Group - Relocation 3,440.00 
11114/2008 Weathermen Inc - Asbestos 3,400.00 

12/8/2008 Weathermen Inc - Asbestos 1,540.00 

9119/2008 Xcel Energy - Interior Demolition 8,472.00 
. ... :· ~ ~- ,- "/'..i ;,'.·I_, .... \'.,•:_-.,••. Expenditure Grand Total . . '.: ·-•-1 '$ 1,441 ;757:66 . $ 63;3~5.21 

~,ilillle _,,J!!l.9.1.QQ-YP,,!'i!tffior.t!M1'~~5/~-Z~3~•··'l,$ , -~CID@,'~ 

• 
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Swain Hall Renovations 
Pina{ Scliematic So{ution 
NOVEMBER 24. 2008 

1, T A 
DAVISON LARSON ASSOCIATES 

.L/ J.Jn 

DAVISON LARSON ASSOCIATES 
2705 4"' Avenue North West 

Minot, ND 58703 
Phone: 701-852-4178 

Fax: 701-852-4179 
Email: DLAarch@srt.com 
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February 12, 2009 

Mr. Roger Kluck, PE 
Minot State University 
500 University Avenue West 
Minot, ND 58707 

Re: Swain Hall - Phase II - Reconstruction 
Bids - Potential Bid Adjustments 

Dear Roger: 

As requested, we have had discussions with our engineers and apparent low bidders to try to come up 
with potential areas that can be looked at to reduce the overall costs associated with Swain Hall. Potential 
areas for savings: 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION: 

o OMIT ACOUSTICAL PANELS AND CEILING CLOUDS IN PEDAGOGY LAB 204 
DEDUCT ($39,123.00) 

o OMIT SKYLITES IN PEDAGOGY LAB 204 WHICH INCLUDES ALL STEEL WORK, 
DEMOLITION, ROOF PATCHING AND SKYLITES 

DEDUCT ($50,048,00) 

o CHANGE PAINT FINISH ON STAIRWAYS TO STANDARD FINISH IN LIEU OF POWDER 
COAT. 

DEDUCT ($13,750.00) 

o ELIMINATE 1 ELEVATOR CAR IN ITS ENTIRETY 
DEDUCT ($71,667.00) 

o OMIT SMOKE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM AT ELEVATORS AND INSTALL STEEL 
DOORS & FRAMES WITH A 1 HOUR RATING WITH MAGNETIC HOLD OPENINGS 

DEDUCT ($43,275.00) 

o OMIT MASONRY AT GYM WALLS AND BURNISHED BLOCK CHANGE AT OTHER AREAS 

DEDUCT ($127,000.00) 

o OMIT ALL WORK ASSOCIATED WITH LOCKER ROOMS, INCLUDING FLOORS, 
CONCRETE AND FINISHED FLOOR, WALLS, CEILINGS, & METAL LOCKERS & 
BENCHES. 

DEDUCT ($149,500.00) 

o OMIT GYPSUM PROFILE WALL PANELS 
DEDUCT ($39,000.00) 

o OMIT 8 VOS FIRE RATED FRAMES AND 16 LITES OF FIRE RATED SIDELITE GLASS AT 
FRAMES 123A. 124A, 125B, 127A, 225,227,325, 327 CHANGE TO HOLLOW METAL 
FRAME AND NO SIDELITES 

DEDUCT ($53,371.00) 

ARCHITECTURE ■ INTERIORS • SPACE PLANNING • MASTER PLANNING • FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
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o OMIT LARGE PROJECTION SCREEN IN PEDAGOGY LAB 204 
DEDUCT ($5,047.00) 

o OMIT PEDAGOGY LAB 204 DIVIDER 
DEDUCT ($9,263.00) 

o OMIT SUNSCREEN SHADES AT (6) B (6) C (4) D AND (3) E WINDOWS 
DEDUCT ($15,043.00) 

o CHANGE WALL INSULATION TO FIBERGLASS BLANKET SYSTEM IN LIEU OF 
SPRAYED CELLULOSE. 

DEDUCT (39,500.00) 

o OMIT MASONRY VENEER ON EAST AND WEST ELEVATIONS FROM GRID E1 TO E7. 
OMITS BRICK AND PRECAST AND STEEL ANGLE WALL INSULATION TO BE 
INSTALLED ON INTERIOR FURRED WALLS. 

DEDUCT (165,060.00) 

TOTAL GENERA'.[: €©NS\J1Rlilt:l/ii0NiIDElDl!J0'US1Nflij\lNCttJfilNG ,MASONRY WORK: · .· 
' .. • . . . ....• ··• . ' . . ($,820;Er47'.00) 

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION: 

o OMIT ALL WORK ASSOCIATED WITH LOCKER ROOMS, INCLUDING PLUMBING, 
FIXTURES AND DUCTWORK. ROUGH-IN FOR PLUMBING TO REMAIN. 

DEDUCT($ PENDING) 

($0100) 

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION: 

o ELIMINATING THE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
DEDUCT ($18,000.00) 

o ELIMINATING THE FLOORBOXES IN ROOMS 106, 107, 110, 112, AND 118. 
DEDUCT ($25,000.00) 

o ELIMINATING THE FLOORBOXES IN ROOMS 213, 214. 
DEDUCT ($7,600.00) 

o ELIMINATING ONE HALF OF THE DATA DROPS IN EACH OFFICE OF OFFICE SUIT 108 
AND 218. THE ROUGH-IN SHALL REMAIN FOR THE SECOND "DOUBLE DROP". 

If you need additional information, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 
DAVISON LARSON ASSOCIATES 

Donald L Davison, Architect 

DEDUCT ($2,800.00) 

($874i04'1;,00) 

ARCHITECTURE ■ INTERIORS ■ SPACE PLANNING 11 MASTER PLANNING II FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
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Comparison of One-time Deferred Maintenance Request to Engrossed S82003 

Based on Outstanding Deferred Maintenance From 2006 Master Plan, 
Adjusted for 2007-09 Funding, Plus CPI Adjustment 

BSC 

LRSC 

WSC 

UNO 
NDSU 

NDSCS 

DSU 

MASU 1/ 

MISU 

VCSU 

MISU-8 

FOREST SERVICE 

TOTAL 

(1) 

07-09 Outstanding 
Deferred 

Maintenance, per 
2006 Master Plans 

$2,040,000 

$548,000 

$1,968,600 

$40,454,000 

$30,026,000 

$5,771,000 

$8,893,166 

$10,922,900 

$11,185,000 

$7,021,000 

$531,000 

$250,000 

$119,610,666 

(2) 

Less 2007-09 one-
time deferred 
maintenance 

funding 

($229.711 I 

($81,942) 

($70,723) 

($3,628,330) 

($2,516,935) 

($633,113) 

($635,073) 

($737,937) 

($855,874) 

($537,819) 

($48,977) 

($23,566) 

($10,000,000) 

(3) 

Less deferred 
maintenance 
addressed in 
funded 07-09 

capital projects 
(Enter negative amt! 

($117,920) 

$0 

$0 

($1,160,189) 

($900,000) 

$0 

$0 

($695,000) 

($7,372,462) 

$0 

$0 

$0 

($10,245,571) 

(41 (5) 

Est increase of 
5% per year, 

07-09 Outstanding based on BLS All 
Def Mnt. less Urban Consumer 

funding in 2007-09 Index for Mpls/St 
(Col 1 ·• Cols 2 & 3) Paul 

S1 .692,369 $173,468 

$466,058 $47,771 

$1,897,877 $194,532 

$35,665,481 $3,655,712 

$26,609,065 $2,727.429 

ss. 137,887 $526,633 

$8,258,093 $846,455 

$9,489,963 $972,721 

$2,956,664 $303,058 

$6,483,181 $664,526 

$482,023 $49,407 

$226,434 $23,209 

$99,365,095 $10,184,922 

1/ Column 3 also Includes the amount of tiefeITEd maintenance addressed with put of the $750,000 on•-time funding that MaSU received 

fgr capit.il mHter plan and deferred maintenance, 

Projects for which an amount ls Included in column 3. 
Campus and Project 

BSC - Schafer Hall Renovation - 1st Floor 
UNO - O'Kelly Hall - Ireland Lab 
NDSU - Minard Hall Renovation Phase 1 and II 
NDSU - Ceres Hall Renovation 

MaSU ~ Use of $750,000, net of $55,000 for master plan: 
Electrical Power Upgrades 

Amount 
117,920 

1,160.189 
"700,000 
200.!000 
900,000 

225,000 
120,000 

70,000 
75,000 

205,000 

(6) (7) 

Balance 07-09 
Deferred Mnt (per 
2006 Master Plan I Distribution of $50 
adjusted for CPI million in 09-11 

{Col 4 + Col SJ Budaet Reauest 

$1,865,837 $851,591 

$513,829 $234,518 

$2,092,409 $955,003 

$39,321,193 $17,946,685 

$29,336,494 $13,389,543 

$5,664,520 $2,585,358 

$9,104,548 $4,155,430 

$10,462,684 $4,TTS,300 

$3,259,722 $1,487,778 

$7,147.707 $3,262,303 

$531,430 $242,551 

$249,643 $113,940 

$109,550,Q17 S50,000,000 

Site Improvements- sidewalks and sfgnage 
Main Building Admin Office HVAC Upgrade 
Old Gym ADA, Entrance and Gym upgrades 
Others def mnt projects not yet Identified 

~ 
695.!000 

7,036,150 
336.!312 

7,372,462 

G:ICATHY\EXCELFIL\BlENNIAL BUOGETS\2009-11 Budge1\Engroned Bllls\(Daferred ma10tenance.)(ls)()Summary 

27 

• 
(8) 

Distribution of $20 
million included in 

the 2009-11 
Engrossed 

5B2003 

$340,637 

$93,807 

$382,002 

$7,178,674 

$5,355,817 

$1,034,143 

$1,662,172 

$1,910,120 

$595,111 

$1,304,921 

$97,021 

$45,576 

$20,000,000 
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Stage II: Formal Request 

Program Objectives 
The Athletic Training Program is a proposed undergraduate Major for Minot State 

University. The athletic training program will require 128 credits within the major 
including the student's general education courses. The courses are aligned with the 
Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education standards and the Athletic 
Training Educational Competencies set forth by the National Athletic Trainers 
Association. The courses offered include those from the Teacher Education and Human 
Performance Department, the Nursing Department, Biology, and Chemistry. The 
National Athletic Trainers Association Board of Certification (NATABOC) requires a 
self-study with two years of data collection. The data will be collected and analyzed at 
the onset of the program to provide a comprehensive self-study. The Athletic Training 
Education Program allows for articulation relationships with local hospitals, clinics, and 
high schools. 

The iviinui Stale Univi;:;rsiiy Alhklic Trainiug Education PrograIT1's mission is to 
provide students with an educational experience that will allow them to successfully 
complete the National Athletic Trainers Associations Board of Certification Exam. The 
Mission of the Athletic Training Education Program at Minot State University 
incorporates the University mission to advance knowledge, as well as the critical and 
creative thinking skills of the Athletic Training Education Majors. 

Minot State University Athletic Training Education Program Goals 

l. To provide a comprehensive Athletic Training Education Program that will allow 
students to successfully complete the National Athletic Trainers Associations 
Board of Certification Exam. 

2. To prepare competent Athletic Trainers who arc involved in acting and reflecting 
on the athletic training educational competencies and content knowledge that they 
have acquired. 

3. To educate students on the National Athletic Trainers Associations Code of 
Ethics. 

4. To provide students with the clinical and sideline skills required to successfully 
performing the duties of an Athletic Trainer. 

Cost and Resources 
The cost of the program is expected to be self-supported with student tuition and 

program fee funds. The facility is currently under construction and has been developed to 
provide a state of the art facility for athletic training education. The funds to remodel 
Swain Hall were approved by the Legislature in the last legislative session. The 
partnership with Trinity Health provides access to modalities and equipment students arc 
required to work with during their education experience until the time that the facility is 
completed. Students will be required to pay a $250 semester fee for each semester of 
enrollment of the program to pay for professional clothing for the program, name tags for 
identification, their sports medicine kits, and equipment to be included in the kits. 
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Accreditation Requirements 
The athletic training program will require 128 credits including the student's 

general education courses. The courses are aligned with the Commission on 
Accreditation of Athletic Training Education standards and the Athletic Training 
Educational Competencies set forth by the National Athletic Trainers Association. The 
NATABOC requires a self-study with two years of data collection. The data will be 
collected and analyzed at the onset of the program to provide a comprehensive self-study. 
The proposed program has been designed to meet the accreditation requirements. 

Relationship of the Program 
The Athletic Training program will require 128 credits including the stmknt's 

general education courses. The mission of the Athletic Training Education Program at 
Minot State University incorporates the University mission to advance knowledge, as 
well as the critical and creative thinking skills of the Athletic Training Education Majors. 

iv1inot Staie UIJivcrsiiy Aihieiic Training Educaiion Program Goais 

I. To provide a comprehensive Athletic Training Education Program that will allow 
students to successfully complete the National Athletic Trainers Associations 
Board of Certification Exam. 

2. To prepare competent Athletic Trainers who arc involved in acting and reflecting 
on the athletic training educational competencies and content knowledge that they 
have acquired. 

3. To educate students on the National Athletic Trainers Associations Code of 
Ethics. 

4. To provide students with the clinical and sideline skills required to successfully 
performing the duties of an Athletic Trainer. 

The Athletic Training major is directly related to the Corporate Fitness major and the 
Physical Education major at Minot State University. The relationships exist with sharing 
a common faculty from Instructors to the Dean, sharing a facility with the programs, 
sharing students within the program, shared equipment, and a shared vision and mission 
with the Depa11ment and University. 

The Minot State University Athletic Training Education Program's mission to 
provide students with an educational experience through the completion of a curriculum 
geared towards the NA TA BOC Exam is directly linked to the mission of the North 
Dakota University Systems Roundtable by sharing and application of knowledge to foster 
a vital future for students and the community. The practical application nature of the 
athletic training program is directly linked to the mission of the NOUS Roundtable's 
mission of"enhancing the quality of life for all those we serve and the economic and 
social vitality of North Dakota through the discovery, sharing and application of 
knowledge"(Strategic Plan, P. 5, 
http://www.11clus.edu/Uploacl/all!llc.asp·Jid=463&tbl-MultiUsc, April 3, 2008). Faculty 
and Clinical Faculty teaching and guiding students in a learning environment in which 
students are socially engaged with community members is a prime example of the 
Roundtablcs Mission at work in the Minot State University's Athletic Training Program. 

2 
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The central location of Minot State University provides opportunities for students 
from around the region access to an Athletic Training Curriculum. The offering of an 
Athletic Training Curriculum at a centrally located state funded university will provide 
North Dakota students with an affordable opportunity to become certified and employed 
as an Athletic Trainer. Currently the University of North Dakota and the University of 
Mary offer a bachelor's degree in Athletic Training. This would make Minot State 
University the only public university between Grand Forks and Billings, Montana to offer 
a bachelor's degree in Athletic Training. The Minot State University Athletic Training 
Education program would offer the same rigor as the other programs with the additional 
experience of exposure to rural schools in North Dakota that are included in the clinical 
instructors areas of coverage for sports medicine. 

Relationship to the Roundtable recommendations 
Economic Development Connections 

The employment outlook for Certified Athletic Trainers is bright. 
AccorJing iu lht U.S. Depart111tnt of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, the projected job 
growth from 2006 to 2017 is 24% (h11p: ''-'"" hh.12u1· i;c,1-,>Lus2'!-!h1m, April 3, 2008). 
This projected growth in the employment outlook reveals an increased need for educating 
future Athletic Trainers. With the affordable price of education at Minot State University 
to North Dakota residents, military personnel or military dependents, and non-residents 
from numerous states and countries the Athletic Training program could favorably 
impact the economy of North Dakota. 

Educational Excellence 
The Athletic Training Curriculum is developed to promote lifelong 

learners. Students in the Athletic Training major will be required to dual major to ensure 
that students have a source of economic vitality in the case that they do not pass the 
National Athletic Trainers Board of Certification Exam. The Corporate Fitness Major at 
Minot State University shares multiple classes with the Athletic Training major and 
would be a viable option for students to ensure success and career opportunities. 

Stakeholders are a very important contributor to degree programs at Minot 
State University. The stakeholders for the Athletic Training program will be invited to the 
annual assessment day activities at Minot State University to collaborate on the Athletic 
Training program. Stakeholders include physicians, clinics, schools, and students. The 
program allows students to have practical education experiences in the clinical settings in 
schools, physician offices, sports medicine and physical therapy clinics. 

Flexible and Responsive System 
The flexibility and responsiveness of Minot State University and the 

Department of Teacher Education and Human Performance is seen through the move to 
adopt an Athletic Training program in response to the increased demand in the work 
force. The involvement of stakeholders in the annual assessment shows the desire of 
Minot State University to be responsive to the needs of the community and society to 
which it serves. 

Accessible System 
The accessibility to the systems is the same as that for any student wishing to 

attend Minot State University. Students interested in the Athletic Training Major should 
meet with the Athletic Training Education Program Director and enroll in HPER 128 

3 
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lntroduction to Athletic Training Course, !·!PER 208, BJOL 220, and BIOL 221 during 
their first year of course work. Prospective students enrolled in the J-IPERl28 
Introduction to Athletic Training Course will be required to keep a journal that will be 
utilized for selection materials for the program. The journal is a rellection documentation 
of the observation hours spent in contact with a Certified Athletic Training Clinical 
Instructor. The journal will contain information regarding the type of observation, the 
elates of observation, the times of the observation, signatures of the CATCI for the 
observed elates, and a reflection on what occurred during the observations. 

Application to the Athletic Training Major should be made on or before 
December 1st each year. The application packet should include: 

1. The Application Checklist 
2. The typed journal from the !-!PER 128 lntroduction to Athletic Training 

Course 
3. S letters of recommendation (2 letters of recommendation from Certified 

Athletic Trainers, I personal recommendation, and 2 letters of 
recvrmnendations from people ofkno'.vlcdgc of the applicant's educational 
potential in the program) 

4. Medical Examination 
S. lmmunization Documentation (1-!BV documentation or sign waiver declining 

1-!BV vaccination) 
6. Official University Transcript: Must have a minimum GPA of3.0. Applicants 

must have completed !·!PER 128 Introduction to Athletic Training Course, 
!-!PER 208, BIOL 220, and BIOL 221. Students need to have a GPA of3.0 or 
greater in the major and no grade below a C in the Athletic Training Major 
Core coursework. 

7. Written statement explaining professional goals 

Program Admission lnformation 
The applicants will be ranked according to the information that was submitted in 

the Application Packet in the following manner. 
I. HPER l 28Course Journal - IO pts 
2. Transcript, Proof of First Aid/CPR Certification, Medical Examination Form, 

and Immunization Documentation - 10 pts 
3. Recommendations - IO pts 
4. Written Goal Statement - IO pts 

Applicants who meet the application requirements will be granted an interview with the 
Athletic Training Education Selection Committee. Students will be expected to act and 
dress for a professional interview. Students will receive a letter regarding the admittance 
decision within 4 weeks after the interview process. 

Prior to admission students must complete and meet course admission and 
prerequisites. Students are required to submit proof of immunization with the course 
admission packet to the Director of the Athletic Training Education Program (A TEP). 
Student who choose not to take 1-!BV immunizations need to complete a HBV 
Immunization Declined form. At the current time there are no immunizations for hepatitis 
C and HIV. The medical examination form must be completed prior to student's 
admission to the program and turned in to the Director of Athletic Training Education 
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Program. Passing of the medical examination docs not ensure acceptance into the 
program. 

The medical examination fonn must be completed prior to student's admission to 
the program and turned in to the Director of Athletic Training Education Program. 
Passing of the medical examination docs not ensure acceptance into the program. The 
medical exam meets the requirements set forth by the CAA!-IEP for accreditation 
purposes and ensures that students can fulfill the technical standards to complete the 
Athletic Training Education Program. If deemed necessary by the physician or program 
director the student may be referred to special services for further evaluation to determine 
if the student has special needs that can be met to educate the student. 

The first semester of the student's freshman year will offer training and 
certification in professional rescuer CPR/ AED Training. Students may elect lo take the 
Professional Rescuer CPR/AED Training outside of the university setting if the Red 
Cross or American Heart Association provides it. Students are required to have this 
training prior to clinical experiences and must maintain currency throughout the entire 
program. Proof of CPR/ AED professional rescuer training wi1i be housed with the 
Director of the Athletic Training Education Program; the director of clinical education, 
and must be shown to the clinical site at the beginning of each clinical rotation. 

OSHNB!ood borne pathogen training will be completed on a yearly basis in 
conjunction with Trinity Health. Proof or OSHA/Blood borne pathogen training will be 
kept on file with the Director of Athletic Training Education Program. The proof will 
contain, date, time, names of those attended, location of training, the organization 
offering the training, and the credentials of the individual/s providing the training. 

Funding and Rewards 
The program will have agreements hctwccn Minot State University and 

Trinity Health for outreach clinical education sites. Minot State University and Trinity 
Health have had and continue to have a very collaborative relationship in regards to 
student education and community involvement. The expected increased student 
population should have a positive impact on Minot State University, the North Dakota 
University System, and the surrounding community. 

Sustaining the Vision 
The proposed program would offer students in the surrounding area and global 

community access to an affordable education at Minot State University. This program has 
potential to draw Canadian students as well, which can have positive economic impact. 
The projected 24% job growth from 2006 to 2015 in Athletic Training would ensure 
North Dakota residence access to a growing job market 
(http://www.bls.~n,·/ncoiocos"J4 h1111, April 3, 2008). The assessment system set up for 
the proposed Athletic Training program would ensure accountability to the NDUS and 
CAAHEP requirements. 

Program Requirements 
The Athletic Training Program is a proposed undergraduate Major for Minot State 

University. The athletic ·training program will require 128 credits within the major 
including the student's general education courses. The courses are aligned with the 
Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education standards and the Athletic 
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the legislature. He said the faculty feel fortunate to have received the Governor's 
endorsement of a five percent annual salary increase in 2009-11, especially given 
what is happening in other states. 
On proposed changes to the CCF bylaws relating to election of officers. 

BOARD BUSINESS 

Board Policy Manual Revisions 
It was moved by Backes and seconded by Haugen to approve NDSU's request to change the 
degree and program title of Master of Military Log,:,tics to Master of Managerial Logistics and 
to approve introduction and first reading, waive the second reading requirement, and approve 
adoption of amended SBHE Policy 409, as shown on the attached drafl, effective immediately. 

Haugen, Andrews, Backes, Kostelecky, Cripe, Shaft, Smith, and Espcgard voted aye. The 
motion carried. Exhibit B. 

It was moved by Backes and seconded by Cripe that /-lR Policy 31.1 as shown on the attached 
drafl is approved on second reading and final passage, effective immediately, and that amended 
SBHE Policy 403. 7 as shown on the attached drafl is approved on second reading and final 
adoption, effective immediately. 

Espcgard, Haugen, Andrews, Backes, Kostelecky, Cripe, Shan, and Smith voted aye. The 
motion carried. Exhibits C and D. 

Budget and Finance Committee Recommendations 

It was moved by Espegard and seconded by Backes to approve the CND Financial System audit 
responses; to authorize MiSU to charge tuition and mandatory fees, on a per credit hour basis, to 
students taking 1-12 and over 18 credits, and a flat rate to students taking 13-18 hours, per 
semester, beginning the Fall 2009; and to approve the 2009-10 Room and Board Guidelines, 
which include an average five percent salary increase, unless an exception is provided. 

Shaft, Smith, Espegard, Cripe, Haugen, Andrews, Backes, and Kostelecky voted aye. The 
motion carried. 

Consent Agendas 
Academic Consent Agenda 
It was moved by Backes and seconded by Andrews to approve the fo!!o,v!ng academic request: 

Approve Minot State University's request to offer a major in athletic training 

Andrews, Backes, Kostelecky, Shaft, Smith, Espegard, Cripe, and Haugen voted aye. The 
motion carried. 

Financial and Facility Consent Agenda 
It was moved by Espegard and seconded by Haugen to approve MiSU's request to pursue 
alternate sources of external funding, including City of Minot funds, for the re-opening of 11 th 

Avenue NW through campus. Projected estimated cost is $2.0 million. 

ND Boord of Higher Education-December 18, 2008 Page] 



Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

Department 242 - Valley City State University 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

• FTE Positions 
09-11 Executive Budget 86.86 

// 2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 78.15 
Increase /Decrease) 8.71 

Agency Funding 

$20.00 ,-------------==
$18.00 
$16.00 

$14.00 +-----~---., 
.§ $12.00 fc:===---
i $10.00 

$8.00 
$6.00 
$4.00 
$2.00 
$0.00 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

■General Fund COthar Funds 

General Fund 
$17,572,585 

14 146,372 

$3,426,213 

FTE Positions 

95.00 
92.12 

90.00 

85.00 

80.00 

75.00 

70.00 

2003-05 

and One-Time General Fund A 

February 24, 2009 

Other Funds Total 
$18,500,000 $36,072,585 

2,200 000 16 346 372 

$16,300,000 $19,726.213 

90.57 

2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 

• Ongoing General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

One-Time General Fund 
A ro riation 

Total General Fund 
A ro rlatlon 

.!009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$15,267,664 
13 608 553 

$1 659111 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$2,304,921 
537,819 

$1,767102 

$17,572,585 
14146 372 

$3 426 213 

General Fund Other. Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding of $1,473,976 for the following: 

Costs.to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year 2011 

Total 

2. Provides equity funding of $135,135 (The executive 
recommendation includes $1 O million for equity distributed 

•

1mong the 11 higher education institutions.) 

rovides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $258,416, 
he same amount of extraordinary repairs base funding for the 

2007-09 biennium 

$217,028 

695,031 

375,505 

82,110 

104,302 

$1,473,976 

$135,135 

$217,028 

695,031 

375,505 

82,110 

104,302 

$1,473,976 

$135,135 



4. Provides funding of $50,000 for emergency preparedness and 
security. The Senate removed this funding. 

5. Provides one-time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security .,.G. Provides one-time funding for the development of a campus 

· · master plf!n and campus maintenance 

7. Provides one-time funding for major capital projects, including 
the renovation of Snoeyenbos Residence Hall ($3,500,000) and 
an addition to the W. E. Osmon Fieldhouse ($15,000,000) 

8. Removes one-time funding for extraordinary repairs provided in 
the 2007-09 biennium 

9. Removes one-time funding for major capital projects provided in 
the 2007-09 biennium (steamline replacement) 

10. Adjusts the number of FTE positions by 8. 71 FTE positions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$50,000 

$1,304,921 

$1,000,000 

($537,819) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$50,000 

$1,304,921 

$1,000,000 

$18,500,000 $18,500,000 

($537,819) 

($2,200,000) ($2,200,000) 

Transfer authority•- Section 10 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's operations 
line item to the institution's capital assets line item if the board determines that additional funds are needed for capital projects or 
extraordinary repairs. Section 11 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's deferred 
maintenance line item to the institution's capital assets line item or may transfer funds from an institution's capital assets line item to the 
deferred maintenance line item. 

Security and emergency preparedness transfers - Section 12 provides that $750,000 of the North, Dakota University System office 
security and emergency preparedness line item be used for the benefit of institutions under its control. 

FTE positions - Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed for institutions and 
entities under its control. 

•

ding authorization - Section 15 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to issue revenue bonds for the Snoeye, 
idence Hall housing renovations ($3,500,000). 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authority for 
higher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) would 

, continue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. 

. Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

ATTACH:1 
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Largest Majors 
.Fall 2008 

Valley City State University 

Enrollment Trends 
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STEM Education: Future Opportunities 
• Establish STEM certificates for undergraduate K-12 

teacher education 

• Continue partnering with the Boston Museum of Science 
to deliver curriculum workshops for teachers 

Develop graduate courses based on STEM materials and 
research for VCSU's Master of Education program 

• Continue training teachers in STEM methods similar to 
Devils Lake HS outreach in Summer '08 

Partners: NDSU College of Engineering, ND ESPB, and 

Boston MDS 

vcsu·s Center of Excellence: 

Enterprise University 
Collaboration with NDSU Research Technology Park in 
building their Virtual Incubator on SharePoint technology 

• Build and offer Microsoft SharePoint training 

• SAP training: Extensive training for Alliance Pipeline in 
Summer '08; new conversations now with MeritCare 

• Project Management and Sure Step training for Microsoft 

• Microsoft CRM training materials project for Atictan 

• VCSU students and graduates assisting with training 

Valley City State University 

______ ,,__ 

?."El~:! ·.::::'0,~:-,1,:;··.:c>. 

"'--· ,,,._ --·- ....... .., .. ~¥•.-,~ 

Summer Workshop et 
Devils Lako High School 

"Will, th,• ,-,,,1··,·h<1ugiug 1n:>rld u .. <1re i11, it 
i~o~.'<>111ld_11 j"'l"""'liw to P"'J•U-<" '-'"' kid> 
for the ft,l11re. Tire l\":1/ !Illy to do //ml is to 
n1~kes11re '-'"' lro<Mr> aT'f u .. 11 prepaml. • 

Ry.-. l-lonoM, Pnnapol 
Dov,lsl&l<oHigt,School 

VCSU Foundation Net Assets 
Record $2.6 million in major gifts in '05-'07 (7X 9revious record) 

1.000,000 ~-------------~ 

S,000.000 !---------------1 

,000.000 1--------------n-l 
~ ! i 

' '·"""·""" !---------------1:H 
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Report on use of 5-07 
Unexpended Appropriations 

An unexpended appropriation amount of $51,092 was 
carried over from the 2005-2007 biennium to the 2007-
2009 biennium. The entire amount was spent in FY 2007-
2009 for brick tuck pointing projects. 

Valley City State University 

Report on use of one-time unding in 
the 2007-09 Biennium 

Extraordinary Repairs/Deferred Maintenance 

- Building Exterior 

- Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 

- Paving and Area Lighting 

- Misc Small Projects <$50 K 

Total 

$135,000 
287,600 
60,000 
55 219 

$537,819 

In addition, extraordinary repairs expenditures from the base 
budget included $258,416 for interior finishes and special 
assessments 

Overview of 2009-11 Budget Request 
Comp,,rlmn ot SBHE Gen•111l FUnd RftlHd Requeatand Eacuttve R9commendatl0n 

-----
, ....... .,"" .. '"'"•"""'"' 
,.., ... -., ..... 1.a~ -·-

0-1 .. •-·--[,~ .. ,...,, ........ ................. ...,_, ...... 
r .... ....,.,,_,_ 
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Oferview of 200J 11 Budget Re~uest 
Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request and Executive Recommendation 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Parity 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 

2 and 4 Year College Affordability 

Total Requested Increase in GF 
Base Funding 

One-time Budget Requests: 

Extraordinary Repairs 

Campus Master Plan/Deferred Mtn 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

STEM Initiative 

Pay-off special assessments 

Total One-time Budget Request & 
Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

SBHE 2009-11 
General Fund 

Reguest 

1,758,368 

50,000 

250,000 
268,648 

2,327,016 

3,262,303 

776,591 

490,200 

32,946 

4,562,040 

Executive 
Recommendation 

1,473,976 
50,000 

135,135 

1,659,111 

1,304,921 

1,000,000 

2,304,921 

Rhoades Science Center --------=1:..::1:i.:2:..4.:..:5=0-=-00~--------------,,1 

· .. ~ivJ§i~r~~t~!'!f!~~{~J!~!~t!!~\iY~'.~up~~~~~9iif~{ij£8~f~ij~:· .. · .····•· 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

-284,392 

-114,865 
-268,648 

-667,905 

-1,957,382 

1,000,000 

-776,591 
-490,200 

-32,946 

-2,257,119 

-11,245,000 



e'Jverview of 200.11 Budget Requei 
Extraordinary Repairs/Deferred Maintenance 

Extraordinary Repairs/Deferred Maintenance 
Budget by Category 

Building exterior 

Mechanical/electrical upgrades 

Interior finishes 

Structural repairs 

Paving and area lighting 

Utilities/infrastructure 

Misc small projects <$50 K 

Campus Master Plan 

Special Assessments 

Total 

SBHE 2009-11 General 
Fund Reguest 

800,000 

1,000,000 

800,000 

100,000 

350,000 

160,000 

52,303 

-

-

3,262,303 

Executive 
Recommendation 

250,000 

300,000 

300,000 

100,000 

150,000 · 

100,000 

44,921 

-

60,000 

1,304,921 

Additional 
Executive 

Recommendation 

200,000 

240,000 

200,000 

200,000 

60,000 

100,000 

1,000,000 
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• 

Capital Project Request 
SBHE requested $11.2 M for renovation and addition to 
Rhoades Science Center 
- Upgrade science lab and classroom facilities and 

equipment 
- Relocate labs to the science center from education 

classroom building 
- Accommodate student demand in Health Sciences 
- Facilitate interest in STEM fields 
- Address deferred maintenance issues 
Executive recommended $1 M for Campus Master Planning 
and to address deferred maintenance issues associated with 
older buildings 

Future Capital Projects 

• Life Safety/Accessibility 
- Fire Alarm Updates 

- Foss Music Bldg Elevator 

- Vangstad Fire Escape 

• Vangstad Renovation 

• Rhoades Science Center 
Addition and Renovation 

$ .95 million 

$2.25 million 

$10.0 million 

Valley City State University 10 
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Largest Majors 
~•~-------'-F,rul20Q6.,__ ______ _ 

• Retention of First-Year Students 

100% 

90% 

80% 

70% 

60% 

50% 

40% 

30% 

20% 

10% 

0% 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Freshmen Class 

• 
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Enrollment: Online M.Ed. 
Available Concentrations: Teaching & Technology 

Technology Education 
Library & Information Technologies 

140 ~-----------------

120 +------------------:,, 
Headcount 

100 +------------~,,-"''-------
80 +------,.,_--,=e!'.'.:_ ____ _ 
60 -i-------F------------

FTE 

40 ,-7'------:::::;::::::==::;::;;,.....,=----
20 +----L----::;;__.=------------

0 +----~----~---~---~ 

Enrollment: 
Undergraduate STEM Fields 
" 
" 
" c 

(1) ,0 

.E Tech Ed 

e " C: 
w 

,0 

" 
" 
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• What Makes VCSU Unique? 

• Technology Enhanced 
Learning 

~ I 

VALLEY CITY 
"1"1,UNi.>.RSITT 

What Makes VCSU Unique? 

• Technology Enhanced 
Learning 

• 96% in-field placement 
for graduates and high 
employer satisfaction 

eagle cree 
SOFTWARE SERVIC 

Valley City State University 4 
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• 

What Makes VCSU Unique? 
• Technology Enhanced 

Learning 

• 96% in-field placement 
for graduates and high 
employer satisfaction 

• Collaboration & 
Partnerships 

VCSU Elementary Education program 
delivered at NDSU 

' <i~~ 
VALLEY CITY 
~AlE-u,.,vtRsITT 

What Makes VCSU Unique? 
• Technology Enhanced 

Learning 

• 96% in-field placement 
for graduates and high 
employer satisfaction 

• Collaboration & 
Partnerships 

• World-class excellence 
in Teacher Education 

Continuous National Accreditation 
since Founding in 1954 

NCi.TE 
The Standard o! Excellence 
in Teacher Preparation 

Valley City State University 5 



• VCSU Teacher Education 

" .. . the level of care and high expectations that were set by my 
instructors has carried through to my position as elementary 
administrator. I've also worked with many teachers who 
graduated from VCSU, and consistently find them to be 
excellent and dedicated instructors. I can count on VCSU 
graduates to be great teachers." 

David Hanson '83 
Principal, Wyndmere Public School 

National Distinguished Principal (2008) 
NDAESP Golden Apple Award (1996) 
NDAESP Bell Ringer Award /1989 & 2005) 

/k'\: 

, YALLErs:LTr 1 

SUH UliO~lRSH'r 

• 

• 
Valley City State University 

Accomplishments 

Recognized by 

U.S.News as a 

"Best College" 

11 years in a row! 

6 
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• 

Accomplishments 
• Two Highly Successful Re-Accreditation Visits 
in 2008 

NCm"E 
The Standard of Excellence 
in Teacher Preparation 

NASM 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF MUSIC 

1/k:--; 

VALLEY CITY 
¼\1{u-NlVIHS11Y 

Collaboration & Partnerships 
• Boston Museum of 

Science National 
Center for 
Technological Literacy 

National Center for 
Technological Literacy 

Museum of Science, Boston 

~~ 
t • ,., ''i ... ;., • •' • ,I., • .....,,,,. ,., •~ 

• ' • • , r. • VALLEYCITY . 
<;JA,fUN,-_;r"w;i!Y , ' 

- ' - " .~ •• .,~ ... ' .. > • •• • • • -'. -·- i - • ~ • - • 
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• 

Collaboration & Partnerships 
. r 

• Dakota Nursing Program 
with MiSU-Bottineau and 
Valley City Healthcare 
Providers 

~ 
VALLEY CITY 
51,,_Jcu;;7Vl1~ 

Collaboration & Partnerships 
• Articulation with 

Wyoming Colleges; now 
have students from: 
- Northwest College 

- Casper College 

- Central Wyoming College 

- . ·--- ...... ,. -~--. ' 
• I ' ~ • 

' · · ·~ ; · • ' ' • · · · , ' · 'vALLEYCITY · ' 
·' ' ' ' ' • • SrATtUNl\fRSliV • 
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• 

Collaboration & Partnerships 
• Delivery of Elementary Education 

degree to NDSU NDSU 
• Collaboration with NDSU RT.P,_,,to"------c----,,.---------1 

build a Virtual Incubator r~?earTEChNOLOGY ... ".'"c 

• Delivering Computer Sci. courses 
at Turtle Mountain Comm. Coll. 

• Partnering with UND to deliver 
MBA in Valley City 

• New Articulations with MN State 

iiild3 
LNi 

Technical & Community Colleges Minnesota State 
Community and Technical College 

~ 
VALLEY CITY I 
SIAH v1s,vl1>slfi' 

Collaboration & Partnerships 
• Computer Information 

Systems Curriculum 
and Internships 

• VCSU Center of 
Excellence: 
Enterprise University 

University Alliance 

Microsoft· 

ORACLE' 

~

~:,.:; 
' ' ' - .· . . ' . ' -- - ' . ~ . '• ' 

t ' •· , • - 1 ' • • , ' '. ' ' VALLEY CITY j 
1 , SlAnUNivrn"'rY J 

[ . ·-···-· ., '.' . .',~;,., ... , _, . . . - --~ 
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• STEM Education: Current Initiatives 
• $400K Federal appropriation supported through Sen. 

Dorgan's office 

• $490K request supported by NDUS through competitive 
STEM proposal process 

• Create Center for Technology & Engineering Education; 
and offer STEM certificates 

• Summer conference focused on Boston MOS curriculum 

• Collaborate with NDSU Engineering Dean; increase 
pipeline of engineers, scientists, etc. through K-12 Ed. 

~-
VA!-.h~Y_CITY : 

STEM Education 

National Center for 
Technological Literacy 

Museum of Science, Boston 

July, 2008 Workshop: 

"Closing the Technology & 
Engineering Teaching Gap" 

S!ATt UNIVi ~SITV 

• • ,. •• ·-•• ,. • • ~ I 
I 

•• ·~· , , , \''1 ·- ., , , ,, , , •. ·, , , , VALLEYCITY · j 
• 1> " STAT£ UNIVfflS1n' 

- • • - - ,.., _,1;. .... ..,. ....... - = ... • L • - - - - • - • • • 
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• 

STEM Education: Future Opportunities 
• Establish STEM certificates for undergraduate K-12 

teacher education 

• Continue partnering with the Boston Museum of Science 
to deliver curriculum workshops for teachers 

• Develop graduate courses based on STEM materials and 
research for VCSU's Master of Education program 

• Continue training teachers in STEM methods similar to 
Devils Lake HS outreach in Summer '08 

• Partners: NDSU College of Engineering, ND ESPB, and 
Boston MOS 

,_,,...,_s.><Co1, ..... rn, 

.......... _.,_,_ -....... -.... ~~---.~--...,,._.,, .. _ ... ,,.-~ .,_.,_,,,._ .. .,., ..... ,-, .. ,. __ .., .. __ "'·"' 
~~, ... ,~ .............. _........,. .... ,_.,..,.bol 

::: .. ~=--=-- cc-="""',-,!'-•11 
=~·;;,";,..-::: , H 
:.::.:-:.::::::- I! 
:=,.;.:~.::.,, ' ' ' -" 
:::.::::..::.-::::" ' ; ' , ....... ,2--•··- . I , - .... __.. .. _ ' 
===~"':'..::. :=2,:;=::·..:-~-::=-":.-
""""" ............. -.. ---~-.. .,.---~·"'·---· -.. ·~--» ,._.,.. .......... , ... ,. .• _,_ .... ""•-••»""''"'"'"'""'-... ,,,_.,~ ---.......... , .. ,.,_..,,...,c,, ..... ,, .......... _,.,.,_.,. .. ,,,., ... ~~ 
.,._,.. 0,, »oSIO o,, ~, • ''"""'"' O<•e,.lt< ~"• ~ n """"~ • ., 0,,, ,_, -"'"" .., . ...,,. ...................... __ ,_,,..,,,. .. ~ .. -. .. , .. _,~ .., __ , __ 
...... ,_,._.,.,,~~-···-"'•'"'"""' ................. _.,., __ ,..,,., . .........,_,_, ........ .,,,,.,,.,,,... __ ,,_.,. . 

~ 
VALLEY CITY 
SlA1luNIVt,1s11Y ' 

Summer Workshop at 
Devils Lake High School 

"With the ever-changing world we are in, it 
is absolutely imperative to prepare our kids 
for the future. The best way to do that is to 
make sure our teachers are well prepared." 

Ryan Hanson, Principal 
Devils Lake High School 

Valley City State University 11 
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VCSU's Center of Excellence: 

Enterprise University 
• Collaboration with NDSU Research Technology Park in 

building their Virtual Incubator on SharePoint technology 

• Build and offer Microsoft SharePoint training 

• SAP training: Extensive training for Alliance Pipeline in 
Summer '08; new conversations now with MeritCare 

• Project Management and Sure Step training for Microsoft 

• Microsoft CRM training materials project for Atidan 

• VCSU students and graduates assisting with training 

VCSU Foundation Scholarships Awarded 
700,000 

600,000 +------------------! 

500,000 +---------------------1 

400,000 t-----------------;=c;---jff-
f 

I •' 
100,000 ,- i.- ,_ ·1- .1- --~ e•~•il--l8H"--1<LI ~ ·Hll-tfH,if1 

1993 1119( 1995 1996 1991 1!1Qe 11,1,9 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 200s 200s 2001 ooe 

1993-2008 
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• 

Budget Overview 

Trudy Collins 

Vice President for Business Affairs 

Budget Overview 

• Use of FY 07-09 One-time Funding 

~ 
VALLEY CITY 
'i:i1>1lUN1v"i:Rs11Y 

• Use of Unexpended FY 05-07 Appropriations 

• Review of FY 09-11 Budget Request 

• Overview of Future Capital Projects 

~~ 
., ,,~ "' ,~-"r-v.~.1-'. •, 1,,, •'V'-•• 

· · · ' ' ' VALLEY CITY I 

• - ~'=-- .._ ~ ~ • 
SJ,>,T[ UNIVl RSITY 
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• 

Report on use of one-time funding in 
the 2007-09 Biennium 

Thank You! 

~ 
VALLEY CITY 
s1AUUNJVlrisi!Y 

Report on use of one-time funding in 
the 2007-09 Biennium 

• $2.2 million appropriation from permanent 
oil tax trust fund 
- Replacement of steam distribution system 

- Thank you© Efficiencies in heating were gained 
just in time for a cold snowy winter 

• $.5 M appropriation from general fund 

- Extraordinary Repairs 

- Deferred Maintenance 

Valley City State University 14 
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• 

• 

Report on use of one-time funding in 
the 2007-09 Biennium 

• Extraordinary Repairs/Deferred Maintenance 
- Building Exterior 

- Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 
- Paving and Area Lighting 

- Misc Small Projects <$50 K 
Total 

$135,000 
287,600 

60,000 

55.219 
$537,819 

In addition, extraordinary repairs expenditures from the base 
budget included $258,416 for interior finishes and special 
assessments 

~ 
' . ' . " '' .,,,,,. ,, .. ,,, - --~ '. 

i ', \ • ' • • ' ' - VALLEY CITY 
, , ,, , , , , I • •I: _ • .t _:_ _ •• • , • • _ , • SlATfUNIV!/VilTY • , 
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• 

Report on use of 2005-07 
Unexpended Appropriations 

• An unexpended appropriation of $51,092 was carried over 
from the 2005-2007 biennium to the 2007-2009 
biennium. The entire amount was spent in FY 2007-2009 
on brick tuck pointing projects. 

Base Budget Requests:, 

P~i~. 

. . Emergency Preparedness/Security 

.!:QUity _ 

Coilege Affordability ~. ,, 

One-time Budget Requests: 

Deferred Maintenance. 

Emerg~ncy Preparedn_~S?/Security 

STEM Initiative_ 

Pay-off Special Ass~ssments 

20()9..11 State-funded Capital Projects 

Rhoades Science Center Renovation/Addition 

SBHE200911 
Pr1ont1zcd GF Revised E~ecut1ve 
• Re uest Recommendation 

;~758.368 

~ 
VALLEY CITY 
STAiEUNivl~s1rv 

__ so,ooci .. , __ . ;,. ,,:_so,ood~--~.,. (5_o,oooL .. 
250,000 

", .. ~- ~ -, 
. 11:s.asS 

3,262,303 

!7'?,~9~ 
,490,200 

32,946 _ 

11,245,000 

176,888 

1;304,921 

1,000,000 

135,13~ 

. 176,888 

··t,304,921 

1,000,000 
: C • • • ; 

- ' I• • ~ , ~ •1 • ' ' • , • • " • '1• ' ' 
, VALLEY CITY 

' ' ' ' '~' - ' ' ·' STAnUN!VfRSITT · ' 
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• 

NOUS Systemwide Budget 
Request Highlights 

• $1,500,000 

• $750,000 

STEM Teacher Ed Enhancement 

Campus Emergency Preparedness 
& Safety/Security Measures 

~ 
VALLEY CITY 
SIA nU,:Wi,ISITY 

Overview of 2009-11 Budget Request 
Extraordinary Repairs/Deferred Maintenance 

Extraardmarv Reoam1/0efeffetl Malnlemmce 
- Bud e!h ate o 

Building exteriors. 

Mechanical/ele~!cal upgrades 

Interior fihisheS: 

Stru~tural repairs 

Paving and area lighting 

Uti litie~/i~frastructu re 

Misc small projects <$50 K 

Campus Master Plan/Space Utilization 
Study/ Planning and Design 

Special Assessments 

Total 

... ElletutNe 1mt>Sem:1te 
• Re rnmenda I 

' 250,000 800,000. 

1,000,000 280,000 

aoo.ood · 2ao,Ooo 
100,000 100,000 

350,000 150,000 

160,000 100,000 

' 
52,303 44,921 

100,000 

3,262,303 1,304,921 

. -• 200,000 

240,000 

200,000 

60,000 

300,000 

1,000,000 

l., . . " . . ' . ' ., I '. ' • ' , '' ' ' • , ~. 

' .. ' . ., ,- : I - , I• ' ~~-~r_CITY ' . • 
' ' ' • ' sr.>H UNIHRSITV • . --- ~- ..... ' - - ~-~~--- -~ ' 
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• 

Unique Challenges 

~ 
VALLEY CITY 
S~ulffil Rs'iiv 

Unique Challenges 
Aging Buildings: 

McFarland Hall 

Vangstad Hall/Auditorium 

Powerhouse 

Graichen Gym 

McCarthy Hall 

Facilities Services 

Allen Memorial Library 

Fieldhouse 

Foss Music Hall 

Rhoades Science Center 

103 years 

101 years 

98 years 

85 years 

78 years 

97 years, 68 years 

56 years 

48 years, 28 years 

45 years 

35 years 

~ . ~~. -
- ·- . . -. ,.,.. .· . ~ ., 

,' , • • VALLEY CITY 
I , • ' ' ' •$1,\TfU~ ' . . 
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• 

Deferred Maintenance 

Capital Project Rr~&~~;~•e· _. 
• SBHE requested $11.2 M 1 ~~ .·· ··::-

- Renovation and addition to the VCSU ~,. ,"' A -'· ··, 

',, Rhoades Science Center 

• The Governor recommended $1 M 
Create campus master plan 
Complete space utilization study 

Overcrowded Science labs 
- Space for undergraduate 

research 
Craft architectural design 
documents 
Address deferred maintenance 
backlog ft 

' ' 

}t 

' 
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• 

Future Capital Projects 
• Life Safety/Accessibility 

- Fire Alarm Updates 

- Foss Music Bldg Elevator 

- Vangstad Fire Escape 

• Vangstad Renovation 

• Rhoades Science Center 
Addition and Renovation 

$ .95 million 

$2.25 million 

$10.0 million 

Valley City State University 20 
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• 

Office of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Doug Anderson 

Director of Communications 

701-845-7227; doug.anderson@vcsu.edu 

VALLEY CITY 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

VCSU, Maryland DOE Sign Tech Ed Partnership Agreement 

VALLEY CITY, ND -August 30, 2007. The Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) and Valley 
City State University (VCSU) have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding to offer VCSU's online 
programs in Technology Education (Tech Ed) to Maryland teachers. 

Dr. Nancy Grasmick, Maryland State Superintendent of Schools, said, "We see this partnership between 
VSCU and the Maryland State Department of Education as a wonderful opportunity to expand access to 
pre-service teacher preparation programs in Technology Education. With Maryland's teacher shortage in 
Technology Education, VCSU is ready to assist in building capacity to fill positions with qualified 
teachers. 11 

The agreement was announced Friday, August 24, in a memo from Katharine M. Oliver, Assistant State 
Superintendent of Career Technology and Adult Learning, and John Smeallie, Assistant State 
Superintendent of Certification and Accreditation. The memo, which was addressed to local directors of 
Career and Technology Education and Directors of Human Resources, stated: 

"According to the 2006-2008 Maryland Teacher Staffing Report, there remains a critical shortage of 
Technology Education teachers in the state. Meanwhile, the Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) 
requires every high school student to earn at least one credit in Technology Education before 
graduation. Although teachers need to be properly educated in technology education, the options for 
technology education teacher education are limited." 

The purpose of the agreement is to promote and provide for the ongoing development of teacher 
education programs in Tech Ed. With the support of MSDE as a partner, VCSU is offering its online tech 
ed program for addressing the critical shortage of teched teachers in Maryland. The intent is to serve 
individuals who prefer an online program and those who do not have access to the on-campus 
alternative available within the state. The partnership expands pre-service and in-service options for 
Maryland teachers at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. 

According to the terms of the agreement, MSDE's responsibilities include informing local school systems 
of the VCSU Tech Ed program as a means of addressing the teacher shortage in Maryland. VCSU's 
responsibilities including maintaining NCATE accreditation, ND state approval, an alignment to national 
standards, and informing prospective and current students of Maryland's critical shortage. Shared 
responsibilities include providing information about Tech Ed teacher education to local school systems, 
counselors, teachers, and other interested parties. 

The agreement begins in the fall of 2007 and will be reviewed annually. 

### 
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• 
Office of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Doug Anderson 

Director of Communications 

701-845-7227; doug.anderson@vcsu.edu 

NCTL and VCSU Partner in National Education Initiative 

VALLEY CITY 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

VALLEY CITY, ND- February 27, 2008. The Museum of Science's National Center for Technological 

Literacy• (NCTL •) and Valley City State University (VCSU), have completed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) leveraging their strengths to bring quality standards-based engineering and 

technology education to K-12 schools throughout the United States. The goal is to improve the 

technological literacy of K-12 teachers nationwide and prepare qualified teachers to address the 

national shortage of technology educators. 

Dr. Yvonne Spicer, NCTL vice president for advocacy and educational partnerships, at the Museum of 

Science, Boston, said, "Engineering builds the thinking and design skills that our students need for 

today's competitive global economy by asking them to apply their math and science knowledge to solve 

real-world problems. But to prepare our children for the 21st century, we must give our educators the 

engineering and technical knowledge they need to teach." 

Dr. Ellen Chaffee, president of VCSU, Valley City, North Dakota, said, "Increasing the number of students 

entering technology and engineering fields is recognized as a critical need in the United States. Our 

technology/engineering education curriculum can play a strategic role by graduating teachers qualified 

to improve the technological literacy of their students." 

According to the MOU, Valley City State University will become the lead partner in a new K-12 initiative, 

"Closing the Technology & Engineering Teaching Gap." The initiative will use VCSU's innovative, fully 

accredited online teacher certification program to increase the number of K-12 educators in technology 

and engineering who can effectively use NCTL materials . The NCTL will make its curriculum materials 

and training available to VCSU at favorable rates and inform appropriate audiences and candidates of 

the opportunity to earn undergraduate and graduate degrees in technology education through distance 

delivery from VCSU. 

The agreement also provides for the institutions to work collaboratively to transform the K-12 system 

and the postsecondary teacher education system to support and ensure technology literacy in and 

through all schools. One of the first outcomes of the agreement is planning two or three day workshops 

for K-12 teachers jointly led by NCTL staff and VCSU faculty. The first of these is planned for the summer 

2008 on the VCSU campus. 

(more) 
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The Museum of Science founded the NCTL in 2004 to enhance knowledge of engineering and technology 

for people of all ages and inspire the next generation of engineers and scientists. The Museum is the 

only science museum in the country with a comprehensive strategy and infrastructure to foster 

technological literacy in both science museums and schools nationwide. Through the NCTL, the Museum 

is 1) developing technology exhibits and programs and 2) integrating engineering as a new discipline in 

schools via standards-based K-12 curricular reform. Recognizing that a 21st century curriculum must 

include today's human-made world, the NCTL strives to introduce engineering as early as elementary 

school and continue it through high school, college, and beyond. The NCTL is helping schools develop 

standards- and research- based engineering curricula and offering educators professional development, 

while also advancing public understanding of engineering and technology through museum exhibits, 

programs, and professional development. 

As a national leader in graduating pre-service and in-service K-12 technology educators, VCSU "stands 

ready to provide a missing piece of the puzzle -teachers who can educate a nation of technologically 

literate citizens," said Chaffee. The university offers both bachelor's and master's level degrees in 

Technology Education. Both VCSU and NCTL programs are based on the latest national standards for K-

12 engineering and technology literacy standards. Online delivery makes VCSU's programs accessible 

anywhere an Internet connection is available. "The missions of our organizations are complementary," 

said Chaffee. "The NCTL creates engaging K-12 engineering curricula and resources, and VCSU produces 

teachers qualified to use those and related materials most effectively in the classroom. It is a natural 

fit. II 

As of December 2007, the NCTL's Engineering is Elementary elementary curriculum had reached over 

4,470 teachers and 163,200 students in 42 states (and Washington, DC). In 2007, the Museum of Science 

launched its first school textbook publishing partnership, introducing its high school course, Engineering 

the Future®, which has been successfully field-tested in 102 schools. A Building Math middle school 

curriculum, developed with Tufts University, is also now available. 

Valley City State University (VCSU) prepares people for life through visionary leadership and exemplary 

practices in teaching, learning and service. VCSU is nationally acclaimed for attracting and retaining 

talented individuals who advance quality learning opportunities and economic growth through 

technology and innovation. 

### 
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Office of Public Relations 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Doug Anderson VALLEY CITY 
Director of Communications STATE UNIVERSITY 
701-845-7227; doug.anderson@vcsu.edu 

Nurse Education Comes to Valley City 

VALLEY CITY, ND- May 28, 2008. The North Dakota Board of Nursing recently approved a collaborative 

nurse education satellite program to be delivered in Valley City by Valley City State University and Minot 

State University- Bottineau through the Dakota Nursing Program (DNP). 

"North Dakota, particularly in rural areas, is facing a critical shortage of qualified nurses in part because 

the location of education opportunities is a barrier to prospective students who are placebound," said 

Julie Traynor, Director of the DNP. "Through the North Dakota Nurse Program, we are providing quality 

nurse education opportunities in locations throughout the state so prospective nurses can study and 

find employment in towns where they live. Valley City is a great addition to that program." 

Under the program, students will use VCSU as their home campus while they complete a nursing 

certificate program that will be awarded by MSU-Bottineau. VCSU provides the coursework for these 

students to meet their general education requirements, but they will receive their classroom instruction 

in nursing via Interactive Video Network (IVN) from MSU-Bottineau. Clinical practice opportunities for; 

these students will be available through healthcare providers located in Valley City including the 

Sheyenne Care Center and Mercy Hospital. Students admitted into the program will be required to 

complete three semesters of coursework. Upon successful completion of the 11 month program, 

students graduate with a certificate in Practical Nursing and are eligible to apply for their Licensed 

Practical Nurse (LPN) certificate through the National Council Licensure Examination for Practical Nurses. 

Craig Christianson, CEO of the Sheyenne Care Center, said, "Having this program in Valley City will be a 

great help in recruiting nurses, and we are looking forward to working with both VCSU and MSU

Bottineau to wrap this up as quickly as possible." 

The program is staffed to accommodate up to 8 students fall semester 2008 and is expected to grow 

from there. 

The Dakota Nursing Program is a nursing education consortium made possible through the collaborative 

efforts of Bismarck State College, Lake Region State College, Minot State University - Bottineau, and 

Williston State College. More than 175 future practical nurses and associate degree nurses (two-year 

registered nurses) are being educated at the four colleges who work together within the Dakota Nursing 

Program. 

### 
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VCSU Science Faculty Earn Praise for STEM Workshop 

VALLEY CITY 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

VALLEY CITY, ND -September 04, 2008. Science faculty members from VCSU took time out of their 

summer schedules to respond to a request from VCSU alum Ryan Hanson '92. Hanson is now the 

principal at Devils Lake High School and was looking for a way to beef-up the curriculum in Science, 

Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics -- the so-called STEM fields. These subjects, and the ability of 

the nation's teachers to teach them to K-12 students today, has drawn a considerable amount of 

attention lately, and with it, focus from forward-thinking educators. 

"With the ever-changing world we are in, it is absolutely imperative to prepare our kids for the future," 

said Hanson. "The best way to do that is to make sure our teachers are well prepared." 

So Hanson went right to the experts: he contacted Dr. Joe Stickler, the Chair of VCSU's Division of 

Mathematics, Science and Health & Physical Education to ask about the possibility of arranging for a 

workshop for his faculty. Stickler put Hanson in touch with Don Hoff, associate professor of science. 

Hoff, who taught high school science for more than 20 years, said, "I had a good idea of what they were 
looking for." 

Hoff and other members of the science faculty put together a set of presentations aimed at improving 

the capabilities of all teachers in Devils Lake to include STEM topics as they teach. "All of these 

presentations took a 'hands-on, minds-on' approach. Our hope was that the teachers could apply this 

material to any grade level they taught," said Hoff. 

Two of Hoff's presentations were on Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation. To give it the 'hands

on, minds-on' approach, he put the material into the context of a geocaching format that has become 

very popular in recent years. He also gave presentations on the geologic history of the earth and on 

space science history using support materials from NASA. Dr. Andre Delorme presented on pond 

ecology, watersheds and drainage, and identification of water insects. Dr. Hilde Van Gijssel borrowed an 

idea from the 'Myth-Busters' television program to encourage students to use the scientific method to 

test ideas to determine whether or not they are scientifically sound. Bob Anderson presented on fish 

identification and ecology (limnology) and on bird identification and ecology (ornithology). 

Hanson said the workshop was very well received by the 26 teachers who attended. "It was very 

successful, and got our teachers excited about extending the curriculum in STEM subjects." 

(more) 
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In addition to the workshop hosted at Devils Lake High School, VCSU's Technology Education 

department hosted a separate STEM workshop over the summer entitled "Closing the Technology and 

Engineering Teaching Gap." That workshop introduced K-12 teachers to the STEM based curriculum 

developed by the Boston Museum of Science and the National Center for Technological Literacy (NCTL). 

Thirty-five teachers attended from schools across the region. 

Valley City State University (VCSU) prepares people for life through visionary leadership and exemplary 

practices in teaching, learning and service. VCSU is nationally acclaimed for attracting and retaining 

talented individuals who advance quality learning opportunities and economic growth through 

technology and innovation. 
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VALLEY CITY 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

New Programs, Collaborations Drive VCSU Enrollment Growth 

VALLEY CITY, ND- September 23, 2008. Final fall enrollment figures at Valley City State University 

(VCSU) showed small increases in headcount and full-time equivalent enrollment amid continued rapid 

changes in the nature of the student population. Total headcount increased 3.8% from 982 in 2007 to 

1,019. Full-time Equivalent (FTE) enrollment increased 2% from 807 in 2007 to 823. Undergraduate 

headcount of 900 was a slight increase from 2007, while graduate headcount of 119 and FTE of 51 were 

substantial increases over 2007. 

VCSU President Dr. Steve Shirley said this year's growth came from new academic programs and 

collaborative agreements with other institutions. "The faculty and staff have been working hard to 

identify unmet needs in higher education and find innovative ways to fill them. We are pleased that 

these efforts have resulted in increased enrollment in a competitive environment." 

VCSU's online Master of Education program continued its growth, with headcount increasing 43% over 

last year. According to Shirley, growing in-state enrollment stems from the significant need for this type 

of program while growth in out-state enrollment shows its reputation is growing. The program was first 

offered in 2005 and is designed to meet the needs of working teachers. 

VCSU's recent collaborative efforts have resulted in two agreements that directly affected 2008 

enrollment. Under one agreement, VCSU is using distance delivery to offer courses in its Elementary 

Education major to students who have completed an Associate's degree from Northwest College in 

Powell, WY. The agreement allows these students to complete VCSU's Bachelor of Science in Elementary 

Education and become licensed to teach without leaving Wyoming or traveling to the VCSU campus. 

Under another agreement, VCSU, Minot State University- Bottineau and healthcare providers in Valley 

City are working together under the Dakota Nursing Program so that students in Valley City can earn a 

practical nurse certificate or a registered nurse (RN) degree. Shirley said both programs provide new 

options for students who had been facing unmet educational needs. 

Undergraduate programs in Health Science and Fisheries & Wildlife Science have also shown substantial 

growth, but are beginning to test the capacity ofVCSU's science facilities. "Demand for workers in 

several areas of science is very high and is sure to continue increasing over the long term," said Shirley. 

"VCSU has exceptional programs that can help meet these needs, but updated and expanded facilities 

are vital for us to continue our growth." An $11.2 million capital project to renovate and expand VCSU's 

(more) 
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Rhoades Science Center has been included in the State Board of Higher Education's biennial budget 

request that has been forwarded to the Office of Management and Budget . 

Partially offsetting growth was a decrease in the number of incoming freshmen for the first time in 

seven years. Shirley said, "The number of incoming freshmen is important because it has a direct impact 

on both current and future enrollment. We are committed to turning this around in coming years." 

Shirley was pleased with VCSU's retention of first year students which increased to 68%, the highest 

figure since 2002. 

Valley City State University (VCSU) prepares people for life through visionary leadership and exemplary 

practices in teaching, learning and service. VCSU is nationally acclaimed for attracting and retaining 

talented individuals who advance quality learning opportunities and economic growth through 

technology and innovation. 
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VALLEY CITY 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

VCSU Partners with Business to Prepare Students for Careers 

VALLEY CITY, ND - January 26, 2009. Valley City State University (VCSU) has joined the Americas' 

SAP® Users' Group (ASUG®) as a University Alliance Program (UAP) member. In advancing its strategic 

efforts to partner with North Dakota businesses, this new alliance will help prepare VCSU graduates 

with real-world job skills. This move allows VCSU to incorporate SAP software into its curriculum and 
interact with dozens of organizations nationwide that use SAP software to drive business operations. 

Dr. Steve Shirley, president of VCSU, said, "One of the ways that our Business and Information 

Technology curriculum is unique is the emphasis on hands-on experience. Partnerships with leading 

software companies like SAP let us provide our students with an edge over the competition in the job 
market." 

SAP is the world's largest business software company and the world's third-largest independent 

software provider overall. Its products are collaborative business solutions for all types of industries and 

for every major market that are used by more than 41,200 customers worldwide . 

ASUG's University Alliance Program allows schools of business, information technology, and engineering 

to use SAP software in the academic environment. This practice enhances the educational experience by 
giving students opportunities to put theory into practice through hands-on experience with the 
software. 

VCSU is using SAP software in several courses in Business Administration and Computer Information 
Systems (CIS), and the curriculum is a big hit with students. Richard Gruman, a senior from Fingal, ND 
majoring in Business Administration, said, "Using SAP in business classes made it more meaningful and 

easier to understand. I learned a lot about the software and was able to apply it in an actual business 

sense. " Laura Jorissen, a senior from Valley City, ND majoring in Business Administration with 

concentrations in Marketing and Management, said, "Many companies are using SAP to help their 

business, so having experience with SAP listed on your resume is valuable. Every student going into 
business should take this kind of course." 

In addition to its traditional Bachelor's degrees in Business Administration and CIS, VCSU also offers a 
certificate program in Enterprise Applications that may be completed fully online. This makes the 

program well-suited for working professionals who want to add qualifications in enterprise systems to 
their background. The courses also meet requirements for VCSU's Bachelor's degree in CIS. 

As part of its membership in ASUG, VCSU also became a member of the nearest regional chapter: the 

ASUG Minnesota Chapter. Faculty member Sue Pfeifer is already active in the group on the committee 
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that plans chapter meetings held three times per year in the Twin Cities area. MNSUG and VCSU plan 
to work together to offer North Dakota and rural Minnesota SAP users opportunities to participate in 

chapter meetings and regional collaborations. 

AboutASUG 

The Americas' SAP Users' Group (ASUG®) is an independent, volunteer-run organization that facilitates 

connections among members of the SAP ecosystem. As the most valued voice for SAP customer 
influence, ASUG maintains its unique position by connecting SAP experts who share their knowledge 

back with the community--creating an ongoing cycle of shared experience that enables strong business 

results and real competitive advantage for the entire SAP ecosystem. (www.asug.com). 

About Valley City State University 

Valley City State University (VCSU) prepares people for life through visionary leadership and exemplary 
practices in teaching, learning and service. VCSU is nationally acclaimed for attracting and retaining 
talented individuals who advance quality learning opportunities and economic growth through 

technology and innovation. 
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VCSU Named a 'Best College' 11th Year in a Row 

Vli.ll.,ll..lEY {Cfi1llf 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

VALLEY CITY, ND -August 22, 2008. Valley City State University (VCSU) has been recognized in the 

"America's Best Colleges 2009" edition of U.S. News & World Report as one of the top 4 Public 

Baccalaureate Colleges in the Midwest. This marks the 11th year in a row that VCSU has received this 

recognition from U.S. News. 

Dr. Steven Shirley, president of VCSU, said, "The faculty, staff and students should be very proud of this 

accomplishment as it is a direct result of their hard work and dedication. Our ranking in the U.S. News 

survey is an important acknowledgement of the exceptional educational environment at VCSU, and we 

are pleased to be recognized for providing such a high-quality academic experience." 

In the U.S. News rankings, institutions categorized as "Baccalaureate Colleges" focus on undergraduate 

education, and offer a range of degree programs in the liberal arts and in professional fields such as 

business, nursing, and education, but grant fewer than 50 percent of their degrees in liberal arts 

disciplines. VCSU offers over 80 degree programs in Business, Information Technology, Communication 

Arts, Social Sciences, Education, Fine Arts, Mathematics, Science, Health, and Physical Education. U.S. 

News surveyed 319 baccalaureate colleges nationwide, and VCSU was the only public university in North 

Dakota to rank in this category. 

VCSU is a leader in the use of technology to enhance learning. In addition to students being issued 

laptop computers, the learning environment includes high-performance wireless network access 

throughout campus, high-speed Internet access, "smart" classrooms, and Enterprise software 

applications that give students access to educational resources anytime and anywhere. With a student

faculty ratio of about 12:1, VCSU offers students personalized attention by highly qualified faculty. 

The U.S. News ranking system is based on quantitative measures that education experts have proposed 

as reliable indicators of academic quality and their nonpartisan view of what matters in education. 

These measures fall into seven broad categories; VCSU appears to have strengths in average graduation 

rate (47%), % of classes under 20 students (76%), student/faculty ratio (12/1), % of faculty who are full

time (85%), and alumni giving rate (20%). 

Valley City State University (VCSU) prepares people for life through visionary leadership and exemplary 

practices in teaching, learning and service. VCSU is nationally acclaimed for attracting and retaining 

(more) 
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talented individuals who advance quality learning opportunities and economic growth through 

technology and innovation.### 
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Valley City State University 

Each of the state's college campuses is an important component of that area's local economy. This brief 
analysis will provide highlights of an economic impact analysis of Valley City State University in the Valley City 
area. Key economic indicators estimated in the analysis include direct impacts, total level of economic activity, 
personal income, retail trade, tax revenues, and employment. Impact for higher education in North Dakota, 
which was presented in the main body of this report. All dollar values for FY1999, FY2004, FY2006, and 
FY2008 are presented in terms of current year dollars, i.e., the effects of inflation have not been removed. The 
Consumer Price Index indicates that inflation during the 9-year period 1999-2008 was 30 percent. 

Expenditures by Valley City State University comprise the direct impacts, or "first round effects". Expenditures 
by Valley City State University were $13.4 million in FY1999, $17.0 million in FY2004, 16.4 million in FY2006, 
and $18.7 million in FY2008. The increase during the 9-year period was $5.3 million, a 39.7 percent increase. 
These expenditures were allocated to corresponding sectors of the North Dakota Input-Output Model. The 
North Dakota Input-Output Model consists of interdependence coefficients, or multipliers, that measure the 
level of business activity generated in each economic sector for an additional dollar of expenditures in a given 
sector. 

Total impacts associated with Valley City State University were estimated by applying the Input-Output Model 
coefficients to total expenditures. Total economic impacts were estimated to be $39.3 million in FY1999, 
$50.1 million in FY2004, $48.8 million in 2006, and $55. 7 million in FY2008., The economic impact has 
increased by 41. 7 percent during the 9-year period. The sector that had the largest impact was households 
(i.e., personal income of area residents) for each year presented. Personal income increased from $15.5 
million in FY1999 to $22.1 million in FY2008, a 42.6 percent ($6.6 million) increase. Other sectors receiving 
major contributions included retail trade, construction, finance, insurance, and real estate, and business and 
personal services. Increased retail trade activity was estimated to be $9.5 million in FY1999, $11.5 million in 
FY2004, $11.8 million in FY2006, and $13.0 million in FY2008. This represents a $3.6 million (37.5 percent) 
increase for the 9-year period. Increased levels of retail trade activity would generate $603,000 in sales and 
use tax collections for FY2008, compared to $439,000 in FY1999, $533,000 in FY2004, and $603,000 in 
FY2008. Personal income tax collections were estimated to be $232,000 in FY1999, $289,000 in FY2004, 
$291,000 in FY2006, and $331,000 in FY2008 as the result of increased economic activity in the household 
sector, 

Levels of business activity resulting from Valley City State University expenditures would support almost 400 
secondary (indirect and induced) jobs in 1999, nearly 500 in 2004, and over 500 in 2006 and 2008. These 
jobs are in addition to the 163 persons employed by Valley City State University in 2008. In 2007, 807 full-time 
equivalent students were_ enrolled at Valley City State University, 

In addition to the economic impact resulting from the institution's expenditures, spending by students also 
contributes to the local economy, Direct impacts of student spending in the Valley City area was $6,5 million in 
the 2008 academic year, Total economic impact was $16.1 million, highlighted by increased retail trade 
activity of $7 .2 million and .personal income increase of $3.9 million. These levels of business activity would 
generate an additional $336,000 sales and use tax revenue, and $58,000 more personal income tax 
collections. This level of student spending would create enough business activity to support 113 secondary 
(indirect and induced) jobs, 
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Direct and Total Economic Impacts for Valley City State University, Fiscal Years 1999 
2004, 2006, and 2008 (Current Year Dollars) 

Change 

Item FY1999 FY2004 FY2006 FY2008 
FY1999- FY2006-

2008 2008 

$00 
-%-

Direct Impacts: 

General Fund 5,152 5,943 5,850 6,754 31.1 15.5 

Nongeneral Fund 7,364 8,657 10,229 10,614 44.1 3.8 
Capital Improvements 841 2,423 295 1,291 53.5 337.6 

TOTAL 13,357 17,023 16,374 18,659 39.7 14.0 

Direct Impacts by 1-0 Sector: 

Construction 841 2,423 295 1,291 53.5 337.6 

Communication and Public Util 794 672 699 618 -22.02 -11.6 

Retail Trade 1,413 1,330 1,702 1,525 7.9 -10.4 

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 1,744 2,636 2,532 2,971 70.4 17.3 

Business and Personal Services 1,938 2,253 2,849 2,880 48.6 1.1 

Households 6,627 7,709 8,297 9,374 41.5 13.0 

TOTAL 13,357 17,023 16,374 18,659 39.7 14.0 

Total Impacts: 

Construction 1,817 3,648 1,506 2,672 47.1 77.4 

Communications and Public Util 2,143 2,367 2,402 2,538 18.4 5.7 

Retail Trade 9,479 11,521 11,771 13,032 37.5 10.7 

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 3,558 4,907 4,798 5,548 55.9 15.6 

Business and Personal Services 2,650 3,155 3,756 3,909 47.5 4.1 

Professional Social Services 1,004 1,254 1,259 1,433 42.7 13.8 

Households 15,485 19,295 19,385 22,077 42.6 13.9 

Other 1 3,153 3,960 3,927 4,447 41.0 13.2 

TOTAL 39,289 50,107 48,804 55,656 41.7 14.0 

1 Includes agriculture, mining; rianufacturing, transportation, and government. . 

This information is taken from: -Economic Impact of the North Dakota University System produced by the North Dakota 
University System Office 
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Are we ready for · 

· •the next Space· Race? 
In response to the launch of Sputnik, 

President Kennedy promised that America 

would sen0 .men to the moon in less than 

10 years. To achieve this seemingly 

impossibi'e goal,,Congress passed the 

National Defense Education Act, 

an unprecedented $1 billion investment 

in education to develop the intellectual capital 

needed to win the Space Race. 

Today's "Sputnik" is the rate at which other 

nations are outpacing us in preparing students 

to compete in the new global economy. 

Once again, education is urgently needed to 

inspire a new generation of innovators, scientists 

and engineers. 

Strong science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) ' 

programs at all levels are vital to America's continued 

prosperity, competitiveness and security 



America's fading leadership in engineering 

In one urgent report after another, business leaders warn 
about America's dangerous loss of competitive advantage in 

•

·ence, technology, engineering and mathematics - the 
EM fields·. 1 A consequence of this trend is that America 

· becoming incr.easingly dependent on foreign countries for 
engineering skills. This is having a dramatic impact on our 
economy and will eventually even pose a threat to our 
national security. 

Engaging and inspiring a new generation of 
innovators, scientists and engineers 

A central cause of this strategic problem is that America's 
youth are not responding to today's K-12 math and science 
curriculum. A 2005 survey of American middle school 
students, sponsored by the Raytheon Company, found 84% 
would "rather clean their room, eat their vegetables, go to the 
dentist or take out the garbage than learn math or science."' 

Changing this attitude is essential to increasing the number 
of skilled engineers our education system produces. This is 
the idea behind Technology and Engineering Education. 

Closing the Technology and Engineering 
Teaching Gap 

The NCTL has named VCSU as the lead partner in a new 
initiative to bring quality, standards-based engineering and 
technology education to K-12 schools throughout the country. 
Their common goals include improving the technological 
and engineering literacy of K-12 teachers, encouraging 
enrollment in STEM courses and programs, and addressing 
the national shortage of technology educators by graduating 
qualified teachers. 

To win today's Space Race 

NCTL and VCSU are developing and deploying curriculum in 
support of technological and engineering literacy - using the 
analogy of the Space Race, they are ''.building the rocket." 
Additional critical components are necesSary for ."a successful 
launch, including: 

• Federal and state scholarships and financial support for 
teachers to improve their technological literacy, 

• True STEM curriculum adopted in all K-12 classrooms 
nationwide, and 

• An awareness of this critical need and a commitment 
by parents, teachers and administrators to encourage 
students to engage in the study of technology. "Science and math were my son's least favorite subjects, 

but Technology Education projects made them his favorite 
subjects in 5th grade! As an added bonus, his school 
attitude changed completely- now, he is pumped up about c.J'·-<· 
school and ctan_'t wait_tt_o get there

I
. tHe hhas had ddramattic bl ---:.-;;:::,·_,--. 

1mproveme{J s m pos, Ive peer re a ,ons Ips an a no 1cea e 
decrease in classroom discipline issues." 

• 

Connie Schlittenhardt - Parent of Talon, Grade 5 ( ';= _ -· _. = -' :;" 
·- ) 

bout the National Center for /,/· 
Technological Literacy ,,:,, ,,,-... 

The Boston Museum of Science, through the NCTL, is a 
leader in promoting technological and engineering literacy. 
To meet the urgent need for engineering talent, NCTL has 
'developed cutting-edge curriculum and highly engaging 
classroom materials. 

/"" ·</ 
\~ 

() 
;>-•' 

About Valley City State University jl 

A national leader in teacher education, VCSU off~_!!!!ly'·f 
accredited programs in Technology Education'.°thai-incoijiorate 
NCTL curriculum, providing a way to1get,NC}L's_ curricula 
into K-12 classrooms. Because these prograrrisa·re:available 
online at both the graduate and undergraduate levels1 VCSIJ 
can produce Technology Education teachers nationwidec-·' 

Together, these entities are working to prepare tomorrow's leaders. 

To learn more about the technology education program at VCSU, contact: 

VALLEYCITY 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Valley City State• University 
101 College Street SW 
Valley City, ND 58072 
Toll Free: 800-532:8641 

http://teched,vcsu.edu 

Technology Education 
Dr. Don Mugan, Department Chair 
701-845-7128 
don.mugan@vcsu.edu 

I. College Learning for the New Global Century, A Report from the National Leaders~ip Council for Liberal Education & America's Promise, 
2. Verirnno. Dan. (2006. Februarv 28). U.S. could fall behind in Rlobal 'brain race.' USA TODAY. Retrieved from http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/2006-02-08-usa-science_x,htm 



VALLEY CITY STATE UNIVERSITY 
QUICK FACTS 

FRESHMEN APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS: 
Must have completed the following requirements in high-school: 

• ~ units of English 

• 3 units of Mathematics (Algebra I or higher) 

• 3 units of Lab Sciences 

• 3 units of Social Sciences 

To Apply: 

• A completed application form 

• A non-refundable $35 fee 

• An official copy of your high school transcript or proof of successful 

completion of General Education Development (GED) test 

• Verification of measles (MMR) immunization 

• Results of the ACT or SAT tests 

TRANSFER APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS: 
A cumulative grade point average of 2.00 or greater. Students 
with fewer than 24 transferable credits must provide a 

high-school transcript or proof of successful completion of 
the GEO test. 
To Apply: 

• A completed application form 

• A non-refundable $35 fee 

• An offici.al copy of all transcripts from previously 

attended institutions 

• 

• VenficatIon of measles (MMR) immunization 

CSU TEST CODES: 

ACT:3216 

SAT: 6480 

2007 ENROLLMENT 
Undergraduate 899 

Graduate 82 

CENTERED ON YOU - CLASS SIZES 
More than 92% of our classes have fewer than 30 students. 

No class has more than 75 students. 

LET THE DIFFERENCE BEGIN AT 
VALLEY CITY STATE UNIVERSITY. 

• 96% of our 2006 and 2007 alumni began working In their chosen 

2008 - 2009 INVESTMENT 
Your Valley City State University experience is an investment that will 

make a difference in your future. Here are estimated costs for the 

2008 - 2009 academic year, based on 15 credits per semester/30 

credits per year. 

TUITION 
ND resident 

MN resident 

Resident of MT, SO, MB, SK, MSEP-KS, 

Ml, MO, NE, WI 

Resident of WUE-AK, Al., CA, CO, HI, ID, 
NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY 

Out-of-state/International resident 

ROOM AND BOARD* 

UNIVERSITY & TECHNOLOGY FEE** 

OTHER EXPENSES 
Books, supplies 

PERSONAL 

$4,138 

$4,404 

$5,172 

$6,209 

$11,048 

$4,071 

$1,643 

$800 

$3,000 

• Based on a double room and third meal plan opt)on. Higher rates for students who live 
in Kolstoe Hall Of slngle rooms. 

• • Includes one personal Dell laptop computer, regular software updates, laser printing across 
campus, access to d!gltal equipment such as video and still cameras, keyboards, etc; 
Admission and ai:cess to ITC Help Desk, campus nurse, Viking athletics events, concerts, 
theatre, Camplls Activities Board sponsored events and other activities. 

As we add more students, our carhpus conirTlunlty continues to grow : 

in diversity, as well. Our Fall 2067 student b0dy lnCluded: Afric'an ·, · • • 
. . . \• ._. 

American -3.6%; American lndian/AIBska Native·- 1:1%; Asl8n/~aciflo .. ,._ 

lslander-0.3%; Hispanic• 1._4%; lntet~c~~iol1a(~,4:e%; Wh!te_;~f}'%{f-, · 
FRESHMAN CLASS - FALL 2007, '.t- ,. , 
Average high school GPA • - "•·_.3.14 
Average ACT ' ,.., 21 

Women 

Men 

Applicants adinitted 

fields or continued their educations within six months of graduation 1 ., 

• Our 2007 graduates are working in 13 U.S. states, Washington, OUTSTANDING. IN OUR FIELDS-AND YOURS• , , , ·,;,,•is, ,• ... --· 
D.C., and four Canadian provinces Th·e winning' traditio'n and spirited enthusiasm of Viking spO~s includes\ '. 

• VCSU graduates go on to law school, medical School >.· .-: :.our Volleyball, Football, Men's and Women's;s8Sketbail, BaS~baii ~nd~, ~ 
and respected graduate progra~s across uie Midwest and, ~.- ·- Softball te81Tls, and G?lf slartlng:l~ 2009. AridM m~-~6~'.-~ent 
throughout the nation • ,.,_ · \,~- -.,._\.:... ( of students also·experience the teamwork, camaraderie and pure fun 

•

• 45% of students are men; 57:5~;~:~-~-:f ~: >,, - ,• 'of intram:~~~~ • 

·I,) ' :, ' _, • • --~-:-;.;;";:---- ~j ~-~ ,;:--...;:;;,;~..-r ' ' , , 
'~tt'-~., \' ,, 



SMOOTH, SEAMLESS STUOIES 
Each full-time student receives a Dell Latitude D630 laptop 

computer. VCSU is designed for your laptop with more than 2,000 

internet ports, endless wireless in every corner of campus, ample 

•

cess to sca_nners, cameras, unlimited printing and other features 

make your studies .smoot~, seamless and successful. 

A VALUE WITHIN REACH - FINANCIAL AID 
More than 80% of VCSU students qualify for financial aid 

each year. Begin the process by completing the Free Application 

for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). It's at www.fafsa.ed.gov or 

available from VCSU's Office of Financial Aid. If you're an 

incoming freshman, get a copy from your high school guidance 

office. Transfer students can get a copy from their current 

college's financial aid office. For more guidance on financial aid, 

contact our financial aid,experts at www.vcsu.edu/financialaid or 

800-532-8641, ext. 7541. 

VCSU'S CODE FOR THE FAFSA IS 003008. 

YOU'VE EARNED IT - SCHOLARSHIPS 
More than 63% of VCSU's freshmen class receive scholarships, 

with values from $250 - $54,000. 

Apply online at www.vcsu.edu/scholarship 

,SEE YOURSELF HERE - CAMPUS VISITS 
Arrange your personalized campus visit, where you'll participate 

in activities that most interest you. You may visit with a professor 

in your academic area of interest, tour our campus with a current 

student, sit in on class, enjoy lunch in one of our dining areas, see 

our residence halls, athletic facilities and other areas. 

CAMPUS VISITS AVAILABLE 

Monday - Friday, 8:00 am - 3:00 pm 

Call 800-532-8641, ext. 7101 or go to vlslt.vcsu.edu 

VIKING VISIT DAYS 
We also invite you to join us for a campus visit that includes 

meeting with selected faculty and staff members, campus tours 

and other activities. Viking Visit Days are set for: 

• 
2008: 
Saturday, October 18 

Saturday, November 1 

2009: 
Saturd8y, Jariuary 31 

Sa~urday~:March:2a · 

(int'erlOed prlinari!y for 

.. , · 'high schooi Juniors) 

., 

SEE THE DIFFERENCE 
Our campus community is enriched by more than 50 performances 
each year, including concerts, plays, art exhibits, theatre and fine· 

arts events, musical and other productions. 

OVER 80 PROGRAMS OF STUDY 
Undergraduates earn Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor 
of Science in Education and/or Bachelor of University Studies 

degrees. Our graduate degree is the Master of Education. 

M Human Services 

M= major 

m= minor 

m Library Media & Information Science 

c Management 

me Marketing 
cert= certificate 

Mm Mathematics 

C 

Mm 
M 
M 
me 
Mm 
M 
M 
M 
m 
m 
M 
Mm 
M 
M 
m 
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cert 
m 
m 
M 
M 
M 
m 
m 
mo 
cert 
M 
C 

M 

Mm 
M 
Mm 
M 
m 

•= concentration 

•= endorsement 

Accounting 

Art 
Art K-12 certification 

Art Secondary certification 

Athletic Coaching 

Biology 

Biology Education 

Business Administration 

Business Education 

Business 
Business Software Applications 

Career and Technical Education 

Chemistry 

Chemistry Education 

Computer Information Systems 

Computer Science 

Customer Relationship 

Management 

Dig!tal Design 

Early Childhood Education 

Earth & Environmental Studies 

Elementary Education 

M Mathematics Education 

m Mathematics - Elementary 

m Mathematics - Secondary 

e Middle Level Endorsement 

Mm Music 

Mm Music Business 

Mc Music K-12 certification 

Mm Office Management 

m Physics 

M Physical E~ucation - K-12 

m Physical Education 

m Plano Pedagogy 

M Professional Communication 

Mm Psychology 

c Reading Credential 

M 
M 

M 
m 

Mm 
M 
m 
Mm' 

M 
m 

Science 

Social Science 

Soc/al Science Education 

Sociology,,·_ 

SJ?:anlsh .• 

; ~;---.... 

Spanls~ Educailon-, 

Speech/CommUn1C~tlon/2heatre-Artii ·• . . . ,· ~ . ·., ,•'•· . ·• 
Techn?logy Sd~~-rtl~n •. , .. f.•.:i ·.-: ·1, ~·· 
Technology Education·~ K-12 , • , 
Theatre ~(::: · ... , -,.", -

,' ~ . ' 
English Pro-ProfeHlonal Programs ··-~ 

English Education Pre-EnglneElrin•g · , -~,. \ ,;.- · 

English - Elementary Pre-Medicine 

English - Secondary Pre-Dentistry_,,..._ t 

English Language Learners Pre-Nurslni' 
Enterprise Applications Pre-Physlc_al TheraPY ·'.' ~ 
Exercise Science & Leisure Stud!es· 'Pre-Veterln_ary Medicine 

' ' 

Finance Pre-Pharmacy ~ , ""', t. _., \, .~ 
.-"f>re-Chlropr8ctl~.,. ~. ,, \ . \ .. ~ _. 1' • , , • ;.,..-_, Fisheries & WIidiife 

Health Education 

Health Scle'nce 

History 

H!story EducatiOn 

Human Resources ----~-

rre-Law ... I j \ '•.·-,;,.,,,-_.;.;:::::.- .' 

Pre-MOrtuary Science , 1-~;-; ' . ' 
~ , . ~-~r . , 
Pre-Optometry ••• _,,,..,- ·-, ~-=--

. ,..P~2,.cla!•Work ., , 
~Pre-Occupational Therapy 

.,.,_;;--.--~ ,. . 



Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

Department 239 - Dickinson State University 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

February 24, 2009 

FTE Positions General Fund Other Funds Total 
2009-11 Executive Budget 91.10 $23,999,835 $0 $23,999,835 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 121.60 18 024,873 8 000,000 26,024 873

1 

Increase (Decrease) (30.50) $5,974,962 ($8,000,000) ($2,025,038) 

'The 2007-09 appropriation amounts do not include $155,010 of general fund carryover or $8,000,000 of additional special funds 
authorit resultin from Bud et Section action durin the 2007-09 biennium. 

Agency Funding 

$30.00 ~-------------~ 

$25.00 

., $20.00 
.§ 
i $15.00 

$10.00 

$5.00 

$0.00 

FTE Positions 

140.00 

120.00 

100.00 

80.00 

60.00 

40.00 

20.00 

0.00 

121.60 
114.81 -·•• - "- .... 

'-

. 
2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 

Executive 
Budget 

Executive 
Budget 

■General Fund □Other Funds 

and One-Time General Fund A 
Ongoing General Fund 

A ro riation 
One-Time General Fund 

A ro rlatlon 
2009-11 Executive Budget 
2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$20,337,663 
17 239 800 

$3 097,863 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$3,662,172 
785,073 

$2,877,099 

Total General Fund 
A ro riation 

$23,999,835 
18 024 873 

$5,974,962 

General Fund 01her Funds Total 
1. Provides parity funding of $2,596,892 for the following: 

Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 2010 and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflalion of 6 percent for fiscal year 2010 and 8.5 percent 
for fiscal year 2011 

Utilities for new facilities becoming operational in the 2009-11 
biennium (Badlands Activities Center) 

• 

Total 

. Provides equity funding of $443,692 (The executive budgel 
recommendation includes $10 million for equity distributed 
among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

$330,999 

1,060,023 

540,231 

164,393 

333,246 

168,000 

$2,596,892 

$443,692 

$330,999 

1,060,023 

540,231 

164,393 

333,246 

168,000 

$2,596,892 

$443,692 



• 
3. Provides funding for emergency preparedness and security. 

The Senate removed this funding. 

4. Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $383,690, 
the same amount of extraordinary repairs base funding for the 
2007-09 biennium 

5. Provides one~time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security 

6. Provides one-time funding for the development of a master 
campus plan, asbestos removal, schematic designs for the 
Stoxen Library renovation and addition, and campus repairs 

7. Removes one-time funding provided in the 2007-09 biennium for 
extraordinary repairs ($653,073) and for startup funds for a 
Theodore Roosevelt Center ($150,000) 

8. Removes pne-time major capital project funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium (Whitney Stadium renovation) 

9. Decreases the number of FTE positions by 30.50 FTE positions 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$57,280 

$1,662,172 

$2,000,000 

($785,073) 

Other Sections in Bill 

($8,000,000) 

$57,280 

$1,662,172 

$2,000,000 

($785,073) 

($8,000,000) 

Transfer authority - Section 10 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's operations 
line item to the institution's capital assets line item if the board determines that additional funds are needed for capital projects or 
extraordinary repairs. Section 11 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's deferred 
maintenance line item to the institution's capttal assets line item or may transfer funds from an institution's capital assets line item to the 
deferred maintenance line item. 

Security and emergency preparedness transfers - Section 12 provides that $750,000 of the North Dakota University System office 
security and emergency preparedness line item be used for the benefit of institutions under its control. 

FTE positions - Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed for institutionr 
entities under its control. 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authority for 
higher education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition, through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) would 
continue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more information. 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

ATTACH:1 

2 



, 2009-2011 BIENNIAL BUDGET INCREASE REQUEST 
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

BASE FUNDING INCREASE REQUEST: 
PARITY /COST TO CONTINUE REQUEST 

Cost to Continue FY09 Salary Increases 
Health Insurance Increase 
Compensation Package - 7%/7% 
Operating Inflation Net Utilities - 2%/2.2% 
Est. Utility Cost Increase* 
Est. Utility Cost - New Bldg. (BAC) 
TOTAL PARITY/COST TO CONTINUE REQUEST 

$ 330,999 
540,231 

1,493,763 
164,393 
333,246 
168 000 

* Under budgeted based upon current market prices: Natural Gas - 33% 

$3,030,632 

: $8.75/MM BTU vs. $6Si' est. 

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 
Security Personnel 

EQUITY 
Long Term Financing Plan: 49% to 60% 

Peer Benchmark 

STUDENT AFFORDABILITY 
Student Share of Parity: Max Tuition Increase 

4%/year 

TOTAL BASE FUNDING INCREASE REQUEST 

ONE-TIME FUNDING INCREASE REQUEST 
Deferred Maintenance - Facilities/Infrastructure 

Emergency Preparedness - Security Upgrades/Enhancements 

STEM Initiative 

TOTAL ONE-TIME FUNDING INCREASE REQUEST 

TOTAL INCREASE REQUEST: 
BASE FUNDING 
ONE-TIME FUNDING 
TOTAL INCREASE REQUEST 

$57,280 

$820,831 

$218,301 

$4,127.044 

$4,155,430 

933,999 

646,600 

$5,736.029 

$4,127,044 
5,736,029 

$9.863.073 

7 



' 

2009-2011 BUDGET REQUEST SUMMARY 
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

2007-2009 Biennium Operating Appropriation 
Less: One-Time Funding (TR Initiative) 

Adjusted 2007-09 Operating Base 

Plus: 2009-11 Operating Base Budget Change 

Plus: 2009-11 Base Funding Extraordinary Repairs 

Plus: 2009-11 STEM Initiative Funding 

Plus: 2009-11 Optional Funding Extraordinary Repairs Change 

Plus: 2009-11 Base Funding Capital Project 

TOTAL 2009-2011 BIENNIUM BUDGET REQUEST 

$17,006,110 
(150,000) 

$16,856,110 

4,127,044 

383,690 

646,600 

5,089,429 

8,820,000 

$35.922.873 

SA 



.. 
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request 

And Executive Recommendation 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropration, 

Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Parity 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 

Two and Four-Year College Affordability 

Bismarck Higher-Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request and Recommendation 

One-time Budqet Requests: 

Deferred Maintenance 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

STEM Initiative 

Pay-Off special assessments 

Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

00 
co 

$ 

•• 
(1) 

SBHE 2009-11 

Proioritized GF 

Revised Re_g_uest 

17,239,800 

3,030,632 

57,280 

820,831 

218,301 

4,127,044 

21,366,844 

4,155,430 

933,999 

646,600 

5,736,029 

8,820,000 

35,922,873 

(2) 

Executive 

Recommendation 

$ 

17,239,800 

2,596,891 

57,280 

443,692 

3,097,863 

20,337,663 

1,662,172 

1,662,172 

2,000,000 

23,999,835 

(3) 

Executive 

Recommendation 

Over (Under) 

Budget Request 

$ 

(433,741) 

(377,139) 

(218,301) 

(1,029,181) 

(1,029,181) 

(2,493,258) 

{933,999) 

{646,600) 

(4,073,857) 

{6,820,000) 

(11,923,038) 

.. 



.. 
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

Comparison of SBHE General Fund Revised Request to 

Executive Recommendation & Engrossed SB2003 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropration, 

Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Parity 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 

Two and Four-Year College Affordability 

Bismarck Higher-Education Center 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request'and Recommendation 

One-time Budqet Requests: 

Deferred Maintenance 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

STEM Initiative 

Pay-Off special assessments 

Bismarck HE Center 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

co ..., 

.. 
(1) 

SBHE 2009-11 

Proioritized GF 

Revised Request 

17,239,800 

3,030,632 

57,280 

820,831 

75,749 

3,984,492 

21,224,292 

4,155,430 

933,999 

646,600 

5,736,029 

8,820,000 

$ 35,780,321 

.. 
(2) (3) (4) 

Executive Senate 

Recommendation Adjustments Engrossed SB2003 

17,239,800 17,239,800 

2,596,891 2,596,891 
57,280 (57,280) 

443,692 443,692 

75,749 75,749 

3,097,863 18,469 3,116,332 

20,337,663 18,469 20,356,132 

1,662,172 1,662,172 

1,662,172 0 1,662,172 

2,000,000 2,000,000 

$ 23,999,835 $ 18,469 $ 24,018,304 
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• 
House Appropriations 
Committee Hearings 

March 4, 2009 
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0 13 consecutive years of 
enrollment growth 

° Comprehensive enrollment 
approach 
- Online 
-· Bismarck 
- International 
-- Dual Credit 
- Native American 
-· Part-time Students 

0 Record occupancy in campus 
housing 

--· Normal capacity = 637 
·- Current residents = 688 
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-DSU Enrollment 
Headcount by Place of Origin 
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Strom Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation 
· - Advisory Committee 

· ND Center of Excellence, Bush 
Foundation, EDA, Stark 
Development Corporation 

, Active Member of Manufacturers' 
Roundtable 

, New Collaborative Engineering 
Program with NDSU 

) . New Bridge Program with UNO 
Memorandum of Understanding 
with Bismarck State Coliege 

1-- -----! 

- -- -- - .. - - -- -~ 
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Collaborations in Action serving Southwestern North Dakota 

Dickinson State University 
Department of Agriculture and Technical Studies 

Meeting the regional educational and research needs of the 21st century in southwestern North 

Dakota requires the establishment of unique collaborative relationships between distinct entities 

working in similar areas of interest. Agriculture and natural resources are major economic, social 

and environmental entities in the Northern Great Plains region. Improving the sustainability of 

agricultural practices and natural resource management across the landscape is essential for long 

term viability in the region. 

Dickinson State through the Department of Agriculture and Technical Studies has a long history 

of working collaboratively in the region. In 1993, a memorandum of understanding, 

"Development and Implementations of an Agricultural Education and Research Consortium in 

Southwestern North Dakota," was approved between North Dakota State University and 

Dickinson State University. This consortium has been used in a multitude of ways. DSU accesses 

specific expertise at NDSU to supplement its existing teaching faculty. This involves direct use 

of adjunct professors, interactive-video network (IVN) delivery of curriculum from NDSU main 

campus in Fargo and the development of workshops and short courses accessible by both 

students and agricultural producers. DSU students also work closely with NDSU scientists in 

Dickinson, Hettinger and Fargo in the development and implementation of undergraduate 

research projects. In response to the 9/11 tragedy, DSU, DREC and the Department of 

Veterinary and Microbiological Sciences at NDSU joined to develop a longstanding program in 

Agrosecurity serving the livestock industries of North Dakota. More recently, DSU has begun to 

develop relationships with a variety of private, state and national agencies in the area of 

1 



• 

• 

• 

enhancing soil health and productivity. Healthy and productive soils should be the underpinning 

of sustainable ( economically, socially and environmentally) ecosystems. 

Agrosecurity collaborations and recent faculty hires have provided DSU the opportunity to 

expand its expertise in the areas of GPS, GIS and remote sensing. This has benefitted both the 

educational experience at DSU and the community at large. Our students are well versed in using 

these technologies expanding their ultimate employability in both public and private sectors. 

Agricultural producers are turning to us for guidance in how to utilize these tools in the 

management of agricultural enterprises. Additionally, outside entities (local and non-profit) have 

learned of our expertise and partner with us to expand the use of these technologies in various 

endeavors ( e.g. map development for promotional materials, Dunn County centennial trail map, 

Medora Chamber of Commerce georeferencing project) . 

2 
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Collaboration/Cooperative/Articulation Agreements 
with NOUS Institutions and Other Entities 

Dickinson State University has a long history of establishing collaborative agreements with other 
NDUS institutions to help provide program access to the state's students. DSU has articulation 
agreements for specific programs in which course work is used from each partner institution to 
satisfy degree requirements with every school in the System. These programs range from an 
online associate degree in liberal arts in cooperation with the community colleges to a recently 
signed agreement between the University of North Dakota and DSU that provides for a bridge 
program that leads to a Master's Degree in Business Administration. 

Most notable of these partnerships is our relationship with Bismarck State College in which 
DSU delivers 15 baccalaureate programs to BSC utilizing the first two years of course work 
from BSC in transfer. This has been a very successful program, enrolling 377 students this fall, 
and is considered to be a model for collaborative partnerships within the University System. 

Conversely, collaborative efforts with North Dakota State University provided for the delivery 
of key courses in agriculture that help complete DSU's Agricultural Studies degree on the DSU 
campus. Just recently, a collaborative program combining DSU courses with NDSU courses that 
will lead to an engineering degree from NDSU in four areas was created. This program will 
provide local internships for engineering students and a potential for future employment. DSU 
also works very closely with Minot State University to provide graduate continuing education 
credit for area teachers through in-service workshops and seminars provided through DSU's 
West River Teacher Center. 

Dickinson State has also partnered with tribal colleges and currently has articulation agreements 
for transfer of two year degrees with Candeska Cikana Community College, Fort Berthold 
Community College, Turtle Mountain Community College, Sitting Bull College, and United 
Tribes Technical College. Indeed, a specialized cooperative partnership with Turtle Mountain 
Community College provides for the degree completion of Turtle Mountain students in DSU's 
Environmental Health program, the only such program in the state. 

So, DSU has fully embraced the concept of partnering with System schools and tribal colleges to 
provide educational services and access to these services that DSU could not provide alone . 

3 
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. Cooperafive 11Jreement 

6efween 

1!.ismarc~ .State Coff i!Je anti 1Jickjnson .State Universif_J 

'This "!Jreemenf fus 6een enferedinfo 0J '8ismarck_ Slate Coffe3e ('8SC) an/ Viehman Slate Universi!J ('fJSU) for the 6ene(;t ofsfudenfs, 

6usinesses an/ cfienfs served 0J 60th insfifufions in credit an/ non-cretfff /rq1rams. 'The 'Parfnershif is infenfed to increase accessi6ifi!J in fhe 

r'!}ion fo 60th insfifufions' /ro_rJrams an/services. 

'The 'Parfnershif is an ouf_rjrowfh of a decale-fo"!} coffa6orafion 6efween the two insfifufions that successfuf(,j tfefivers si;deen (rG) 'fJ.S''U 

6accafaureafe /ro!rams in the '8ismarck_an/Manlan area. '8u;(di"!} on that success, sefecfed '8SC associate J'!}ree fechnicaf/ro3rams ,,;((6e 

lefivered coffa6orafive(,j, as need is letermined, lo students in the '1Jichnson area fo hef meet the 3rowi"3 need for a hiJh!iJ shffeJ workforce in 

southwestern North 'fJakf)fa. 'The mole( used w;(( 6e similar fo the 6accafaureafe lefivery molefin '8ismarck_ with a1111ro/riafe course work_ 

/rovifed 0J the host insfifufion. '8SC wif( work_ coffa6orafive(,j with 'fJSU's Office of 'F;denled learniry fo troviae the workforce levefopmenf 

credit /rOJrams. 

'BSC's Soufhwesf Gualranf Workforce 'Trainin3 Office has /rimary res/onsi6ifi!J for workforce frainin3 in the southwest iualranf of North 

'fJakf)fa, an/ wd( work_ coffa6orafive(,j with 'fJSU's Strom Center of qce/lence for 'Enfre/reneurshif an/ ?nnovalion, fo 11rovile fa'!Jefi,a, 

S/eci{;c, indusfry-friven, non-credit workforce frainin3 /r0Jrams in a fime(,j, efficient anlcosf-ef{ecfive manner. 

· .;th this "!}reemenf, '8SC an/ 'fJSU a3ree fo fevefo/ a 'Terms of 'Rt/erence tfut w;(( tfefa;(/oficies anl/rocedures af{ecfi"!} the foffowi"!} areas: 

f. Jl.dmissions 

2,. 'Rf3isfrafion 

3, 'Pro_rJram arficufafion 

4. Schedu/;"!} 

5. 'Facififies 

G. 'FacuffJ anllor instructor as,i_Jnmenfs 

7 'Financiafconsilerafions 

8. Markflfi"!J/Oufreach 

'8SC an/ 'fJSU further "!Jree !fut the 'Terms of 'Rt{erence shaff ataff limes be fesi3nedanlinferprefedfo the 6ene(if of stulenfs an/pros/ecfive 

sfulenfs of each insfifufion an/ fo the fa;</"!Jers of North 'fJakf)fa. 

'Fina/(,J, fhis Coo11erafive :l1.3reemenf an/ifs 'Terms of 'Rt/erence shaff 6e the a3enla for a 6iannua( meefin3 of the 'Presilenfs of '8.SC an/ 'fJ,SU 

an/ their a1111ro/riafe staff. 

BISMARCK STATE COLLEGE DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 
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COLLABORATIVE 
ENGINEERING PROGRAM 



Whether you're interested in a career in computer, electrical, industrial or manufacturing engineering, 
the Collaborative Engineering Program from Dickinson State University (DSU) and North Dakota 
State University (NDSU) can provide you with the learning and experience you'll need to be successful. 

CAREERS IN ENGINEERING 
Engineering is the field of applying science and mathematics to develop 
solutions char have a practical end. Engineers design and manufacture 
machines, processes, systems and structures, including buildings, roads 
and bridges. In a sense, engineers are inventors. They dream up ideas 
and make them a reality for the rest of us. By utilizing science and 
math, they improve the quaJiry of life for society. Engineering is a high
ly rewarding career for creative and innovative individuals around the 
world. And as you can imagine, there is a great deal of prestige involved 
with being an engineer. Since engineers are often responsible for direct
ly creating a new product or service, they are in high demand in the 
corporate world and command fairly high salaries. Collectively, engi
neering graduates enjoyed a 5.7 percent boost in 2008, with average 

•

ng salary offers of $56,336. Source: National Association of 
and Employers 

ENGINEERING DEGREE PROGRAMS 
DSU offers the opportunity for students to begin studying for one of 
the following four engineering programs offered through NDSU: 
Electrical Engineering Electrical engineering is one of the biggest engi
neering fields and includes all power systems, circuitry, microproces
sors, computer chips, digital broadcasting and telephone switching sys
tems. Electrical engineers traditionally focus on the generation and sup
ply of electrical power. 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Industrial engineers create assembly line systems to help with manufac
turing processes. They utilize energy, people, machines and information 
to help organize the manufacturing of a specific product. Industrial 
engineers must solve organizational problems and create an efficient 
production process. 

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
Manufacturing engineers apply scientific principles to the production 
of goods. They are key team members in production of a wide range of 
products - automobiles, airplanes, tractors, electronics, surgical instru
ments, toys, building products, foodstuffs, sports and recreational 
equipment. Manufacturing engineers design the processes and systems 

•

products with the required functionality, to high quality stan
ailable when and where customers prefer, at the best possible 

pr d in ways that are environmentally-friendly. 

COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
Computer engineers, also called Web, IT, or software engineers, create 
programs for use on computer platforms or on the internet. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Through the collaborative Engineering Program, you will take courses 
at DSU that will prepare you for transfer to NDSU so you can com
plete the NDSU Bachelor of Science degree requirements in either 
computer, electrical, industrial or manufacturing engineering. 

After successful completion of four semesters of undergraduate work at 
DSU, you will be accepted for transfer to NDSU if you: 
• have earned a transfer cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) of: 

• 2.3 for Electrical Engineering, or 

• 2.0 for Computer Engineering, Industrial Engineering, or 

Manufacturing Engineering 

• have earned the equivalent grade of C or better for each course to .., ... 
awarded for transfer credit 

NOTE: 
In most cases, the students transfe"ing in the foll semester should be able to 

complete NDSUS baccalaureate program within four semesters after arriv
ing at NDSU. If NDSU believes that it is in the studmtS best academic 
interest to drliver the course work over a longer period of time, the course 
work may be extentkd far an appropriate length of time. 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
You will need to declare your intent to participate in the Collaborative 
Engineering Program when you enroll at DSU. At the same time, you 
will be required co apply for full admission to NDSU and meet all the 
admission requirements before transferring, including the payment of 
an additional admission fee co NDSU. Therefore, you should apply to 
both DSU and NDSU at the same time. Admission to the NDSU 
engineering program is separate from admission to either the University 
and will be determined by the NDSU engineering department. 

TUITION 
Once you have been admitted to DSU and declared one of the four 
engineering majors, you will need to pay the NDSU engineering pro
gram fee each semester. While you are taking DSU courses, you will 
pay DSU tuition; when taking NDSU courses, you will pay NDSU 
tuition. 



INTERNSHIPS 
In addition. to classroom learning, the Collaborative Engineering 
Program provides hands-on learning through summer internships with 
loca_l companies. Internship opportunities will be arranged through the 

. • J College of Engineering and the departments of the engineering 

Dickinson State UniversiQ:: .er Fall ~ 
ENGL 110, College Comp I 3 X 

Engl 120, College Comp II 3 X 

ASC 100, Freshman Seminar 1 X 

CHEM 121, General Chemistry I 3 X 

MATH 165, Calculus 1 4 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X 

CompSci 170A 4 X 

Mach 327 4 X 

Math 166, Calculus I 4 X 

Ph···'cs 251 (Fall even years) 4 X 

• 21 15 
36 

MAJOR CORE COURSES: 
Dickinson State UniversiQ:: .er Fall ~ 
MATH 265, Calculus III 4 X 

MATH 266, Intro. to Diff. Equ. 3 X 

PHYS 252, University Physics II 4 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local/summer) 4 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local/summer) 4 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local/summer) 3 X 

Comm 110 3 X 

Gen Ed Elective 3 X 

Mach 208/Mach235 3 X 

Csci 161, programming 3 X 

14 20 
34 

GRAND TOTAL B.S. MAJOR CREDIT HOURS: 70 

COURSE FLEXIBILITY . 
For your convenience, many of the DSU courses are offered in multiple 
formats. You can take courses online, via the Interactive Video Network 
(IVN) or in the traditional classroom setting . 

North Dakota State UniversiQ:: .er Fall Spring 
ENGL 110, College Comp I 3 X 

ENGL 120, College Comp II 3 X 

UNIV 189, Skills for Academic Success 1 X 

CHEM 121, General Chemistry I 3 X 

MATH 165, Calculus I 4 X 

ECE 11 1, Intro to ECE 3 X 

ECE 275, Digital Systems I 3 X 

ECE 173, Intro to Computing 3 X 

Mach 129, Linear Algebra 2 X 

Math 166, Calculus II 4 X 

Phys 251, Physics I 4 X 

17 16 
33 

North Dakota State UniversiQ:: .er Fall Spring 
MATH 265, Calculus III 4 X 

MATH 266, Intro. to Diff. Equations 3 X 

PHYS 252, University Physics II 4 X 

EE206, Circuits I 4 X 

ECE 31 I, Circuits II 4 X 

ME 221, Statics 3 X 

Comm 110 3 X 

Gen Ed Elective 3 X 

CS! 222, Discrete Math 3 X 

CSCI 16 I, Programming 4 X 

18 17 
35 

GRAND TOTAL B.S. MAJOR CREDIT HOURS: 68 

*These are typical schedules and subject to change. Please consult with an academic advisor when planning your class schedule. A cumulative GPA of 2.5 
-.her is required for graduation. 
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lSTYEAR 

Dickinson State Universicy: Cr Fall Spring North Dakota State Universicy: Cr Fall .5Jmng 
ENGL 110, College Comp I 3 X 

ASC I 00, Freshman Seminar I X 

ENGL I I 0, College Comp I 3 X 

UNIV 189, Skills for Academic Success I X 

CHEM 12 I, General Chemistry I 5 X CHEM I 2 I, General Chemistry I, 121 L 4 X 

CSCI 160 4 X Comp Science Elective 3 X 

MATH I 65, Calculus I 4 X MATH 165, Calculus I 4 X 

Engl 120, College Comp II 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X 

ENGL 120, College Comp II 3 X 

!ME 11 I, Introduction to !ME 3 X 

TBD (online/lVN/local) 3 X ME 212, Fundamentals of Visual Comm. 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X ME 221, Engineering Mech I 3 X 

MATH I 66, Calculus II 4 X MATH I 66, Calculus II 4 X 

17 16 15 16 

33 31 

2NDYEAR 
Dickinson State Universicy: Cr Fall Spring North Dakota State Universicy: .er Fall Swing 
COMM 110 3 X COMM 110 3 X 

MATH 327, Linear Algebra 4 X 

MATH 265, Calculus III 4 X 

MATH 128, Intro to Linear Algebra I X 

MATH 259, Multivariate Calculus 3 X 

.online/IVN/local) 3 X 

online/lVN/local) 3 X 

100, Fitness & Wellness* 2 X 

ME 222, Engineering Mechanics 11 3 X 

ME 223, Mechanics of Materials 3 X 

Wellness Elective 2 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X !ME 311, Work Station Design 3 X 

MATH 266, Intro. to Diff. Equ. 3 X MATH 266, Intro. to Diff. Equ. 3 X 

CHEM 122, General Chemistry II 5 X Chemistry Elective 5 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X Engineering Science requirement EE 206 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X !ME 440, Engineering Economy 3 X 

19 17 15 17 

36 32 

GRAND TOTAL OF 1WO YEARS: 69 GRAND TOTAL OF 1WO YEARS: 63 
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Dickinson State UniversiQ:: Cr Fall Spring North Dakota State Univ~rsiQ:: Cr Fall 
ENGL l 10, College Comp I 3 X ENGL l l 0, College Comp I 3 X 

ASC l 00, Freshman Seminar 1 X UNIV 189, Skills for Academic Success 1 X 

CHEM 121, General Chemistry I 5 X CHEM 121, General Chemistry I 3 X 

MATH 165, Calculus 1 4 X MATH l 65, Calculus I 4 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X ECE l l l, lntro to ECE 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) · 3 X ECE 275, Digital Systems I 3 X 

Engl 120, College Comp II 3 X ENGL 120, College Comp II 3 
CompSCi 170A 4 X ECE l 73, lntro to Computing 3 
Math 327 4 X Math 129, Linear Algebra 2 

Math l 66, Calculus II 4 X Math l 66, Calculus II 4 
TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X ME 22 l Engr Mechanics I 3 

19 18 17 

37 32 

MAJOR CORE COURSES: 
Dickinson Stat~ UniversiQ:: Cr Fall Spring North Dakota State UniversiQ:: Cr Fall 
MATH 265, Calculus Ill 4 X MATH 265, Calculus Ill 4 X 

TBD {online/IVN/Local/summer] 4 X EE206, Circuits I 4 X 

P' -- '~ 252, University Physics II 5 X PHYS 252, University Physics II 4 X 

.nline/IVN/local/summer) 3 X ME 222 Dynamics 3 X 

online/IVN/local/summer) 4 X ECE 311, Circuits II 4 
266, Intro to Diff. Equ. 3 X MATH 266, Intro. to Diff. Equ. 3 

Comm 110 3 X Comm l 10 3 

Wellness 2 X Wellness 2 

Social Science Elective 3 X Social Science Elective 3 

16 15 15 
31 30 

GRAND TOTAL B.S. MAJOR CREDIT HOURS: 68 GRAND IDTAL B.S. MAJOR CREDIT HOURS: 62 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 

DR. PAUL JOHANSON, CHAIR 
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science 

Paul.Johanson@dickinsonstate.edu 
1-800-279-4295, ext. 27 44 

DR. JOEL HANSON 
Professor of Engineering 

North Dakota State University 
Joel. Hanson@ndsu.edu 

701-483-9676 

Spring 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

15 

Spring 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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lSTYEAR 
Dickinson State Universi!:),'. Cr Fall .$Jlling North Dakota State Universi!:),'. Cr Fall S12ring 
ENGL 110, College Comp I 3 X ENGL 110, College Comp I 3 X 

ASC 100, Freshman Seminar 1 X UNIV 189, Skills for Academic Success l X 

CHEM 121 4 X CHEM 121 3 X 

CHEM 121L 1 X CHEM 121L 1 X 

CSCI 160 4 X Comp Science Elective 3 X 

MATH 165, Calculus 1 4 X MATH 165, Calculus I 4 X 

Engl 120, College Comp II 3 X ENGL 120, College Comp II 3 X 

TBD (online/lVN/local) 3 X !ME 111, Introduction to !ME 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X ME 212, Fundamentals of Visual Comm 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X ME 221, Engineering Mechanics 3 X 

MATH 166, Calculus 11 4 X MATH 166, Calculus II 4 X 

17 16 15 16 
33 31 

2NDYEAR 
Dickinson State Universi!:),'. Cr Fall Swing North Dakota State Universi!:),'. Cr Fall Swing 
COMM 110 3 X COMM 110 3 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X Engineering Science requirement ME 223 3 X 

• 265, Calculus III 4 X MATH 259, Multivariate Calculus 3 X 

online/IVN/local) 3 X ME 222, Engineering Mechanics II 3 X 

online/IVN/local) 3 X Engineering Science requirement EE 206 4 X 

HPER 100, Fitness & Wellness* 2 X Wellness Elective 2 X 

TBD (online/IVN/local) 3 X !ME 311, Work Station Design 3 X 

TBO (online/IVN/local) 3 X IME 440, Engineering Economy 3 X 

MATH 266, Intro. to Oiff. Equ. 3 X MATH 266, Intro. to Oiff. Equ. 3 X 

Humanities & Fine Arts Electives 3 X Humanities & Fine Arts Electives 3 X 

MATH 327, Linear Algebra 4 X MATH 129, Basic Linear Algebra 2 X 

18 16 18 14 
34 32 

GRAND TOTAL OF TWO YEARS: 67 GRAND TOTAL OF TWO YEARS: 63 



Recent 
Accomplishments 

) The Dickinson State University 2007-08 Placement 
Report indicates that 99.2 percent of last year's 
graduates are either employed, in the military or 
pursuing additional education, compared to 99.1 
percent in 2006-2007. 

The number of North Dakota graduates who stayed 
in the state following graduation is 94 percent. The 
number of non-resident graduates who remained in 
North Dakota is at 51 percent, the highest in the 
North Dakota University System. 

, The percentage of DSU graduates enrolled in a 
graduate program increased one percent over last 
year, from 17 percent to 18 percent. 

, 80 percent of the graduates who are employed 
have found work in their major field. 

-l-----1 ----11 
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In 2007-2008, Dickinson State 

University continued to extend 

its value as a public institution of 

higher education well beyond its 

classrooms and laboratories. North 
Dakota's economic vitality, edu

cated workforce, cultural capital, 

and quality of place all benefited 

from the driving force of the vigor

ous and entrepreneurial university 

DSU has become. In addition, the 

university's Global Awareness Ini

tiative continued to expand D~ 
influence beyond the borderXf 

North Dakota to China, Ukraine 

and many other countries. 

AMONG ITS MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS, 
IN THE PAST YEAR DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY ... 

ACHIEVED RECORD-BREAKING ENROLLMENT for the ! 2th consecutive year with 
2,670 students enrolled for fall semester 2007 (a 3.8 percent increase over the prroious year). 

WELCOMED DR. RICHARD MCCALLUM as the university's I 0th president in April 
2008. McCallum previously served as vice president for academic affairs at 
Missouri Southern State University, Joplin, Mo. 

GRADUATED A COMBINED TOTAL OF 909 STUDENTS in the past rwo years. The 
graduating class of 2008 was the largest in the university's history with 462 
students from 17 states, 13 foreign countries and 30 North Dakota counties. 
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CELEBRATED THE 90TH ANNIVERSARY of its first day,of classes in June 2008. 
In 1918, 104 students attended the first classes during a summer session held at 
Dickinson High School. 

REPORTED IN THE DSU 2006-07 PLACEMENT REPORT that 99.1 percent of 2007 
graduates are either employed or pursuing additional education, compared to 98.7 
p,~t in 2005-06. Of the graduates who are employed, 76 percent have found 
wotil in their major field. The percent ofDSU non-resident graduates employed 
in North Dakota is the highest in the North Dakota University System. 

REPORTED THAT THE PERCENTAGE OF DSU GRADUATES ENROLLED in a 
graduate program increased one percent over last year, from 16 percent to 17 
percent. In addition, 68 percent of those who received associates degrees are 
working toward bachelor's degrees at DSU (a s,vro pmrot increase over last year). 

CONTINUED TO EXPAND OFFERINGS to meet the needs of nontraditional learners 
in the region through its Extended Learning Office. Currently, 15 baccalaureate 
programs and two certificate programs are available through Extended Learning in 
Dickinson, on the Bismarck State College and Williston State University cam
puses, and online. Students enrolled through Extended Learning account for 33.5 
percent of the student body headcount and 22 percent of total credits taken. 

ADDED A FINANCE MAJOR AND A FORENSIC ACCOUNTING MAJOR in fall 2007, 
becoming one of only three institutions in the North Dakota University System to 
offer a finance major. The university also entered into partnership with the College 
for Financial Planning of Greenwood Village, CO, to create a program that 
allows students to complete the College of Financial Planning Certified Financial 
Pla11ner" Certification Professional Education Program. 
1apa 

RECEIVED THE MAXIMUM EIGHT-YEAR CONTINUING ACCREDITATION 
for its Associate in Applied Science in Practical Nursing 

(AASPN) program by the National League for Nursing 
Accrediting Commission, Inc., in April 2008. 
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RECEIVED A $500,000 BUSH FOUNDATION GRANT to be used to help commu-. 
nities in western North Dakota revitalize their economies and improve their 
quality of place. The grant will be implemented through the Strom Center for · 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation . 

RECEIVED THROUGH THE STROM CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND 
INNOVATION a $50,000 planning grant from the Economic Development 
Administration, a division of the U.S. Department of Commerce. The grant 
will allow the Strom Center to promote entrepreneurship and opportunities in 
heritage and ecotourism in western North Dakota. 

ENTERED INTO A TWO-YEAR PILOT PROGRAM with the Strom Center for 
Entrepreneu;ship and Inn.ovation and Stark Development Corporation to create 
the "Talent Initiative Project." A Web site has been created co raise awareness 

about southwestern North Dakota and attract talented workers to the region. 

HELD AN "ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP SERIES" at the Strom Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation during spring 2008. Seminars in the series 
were designed to help businesses and individuals develop skills to enhance 
creativity and innovation. 

CLAIMED SIX DAKOTA ATHLETIC CONFERENCE (DAC) titles in 2007-08. Titles 
include volleyball, men's indoor and outdoor track, softball, baseball, and women's 
golf. The wrestling team also captured the NAIA Region III championship. Two 
DSU coaches also won DAC coach of the year for their respective sports. 

ENTERED INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH ATHLETIC REPUBLIC in January 2007 to 
provide more than 2,000 hours of applied research work. Athletic Republic is 
a company that develops testing tools and training programs to enhance the 
physical performance of athletes. DSU is conducting three research studies us-

I ing specialized equipment and computer software supplied by Athletic Repub
lic. In return for this $68,000 in-kind donation, DSU is supplying the student 
athletes and the man hours to conduct the studies. 

DEVELOPED IN COOPERATION WITH ATHLETIC REPUBLIC an exercise science 
major. The major was approved by the State Board of Higher Education. 

A $16 MILLION CAPITAL CAMPAIGN to fund a new athletic and multipurpose 
facility called the Badlands Activities Center. By July 2008, pledges and gifts to 

the project totaled more than $8 million. 

AWARDED NEARLY $800,000 IN STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS for the 2007-08 aca-
' demic year through the DSU Foundation (up from $620,000 five years ago). 

SIGNED A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING with International Medical 
Universities {IMU) in January 2008 allowing for Japanese exchange students to 

attend DSU to study pre-medicine. As a result of the agreement, a number of 
Japanese students will spend the 2008-09 academic year at DSU. 

DEDICATED THE MURPHY HALL SCIENCE BUILDING in September 2007 and 
opened for classes fall semester. The $9.9 million addition and tenovation 
project provides students with an additional 34,308 sq. fr. of learning space, 
state-of-the-art chemistry and biology labs, a greenhouse and teaching 
auditoriums equipped with the latest technology. 

I 
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TOOK THE LEAD AMONG NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITY SYSTEM INSTITUTIONS 
by conducting mandatory assessment exams of its graduates. The scores of the 
university's psychology majors placed the DSU psychology department among the 
top 1 O_ percent nationally and the accounting program among the top 15 percent. 
In addition, 95.8 percent of the DSU Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) 
students passed the national licensure exam on their first attempt. 

CONTINUED ITS THEODORE ROOSEVELT tNmATIVE, hosting a major national 
symposium on September 13-15, 2007, that drew hundreds of Roosevelt scholars 
and enthusiasts from across the nation to take part in discussions and field trips 
centered on Roosevelt's legacy. 

ESTABLISHED THE THEODORE ROOSEVELT CENTER (TR Center) with the 
opening of its first kiosk in DSU's Stoxen Library in September 2007. The kiosk is 
a portal to the TR Center Web site which is intended to make Roosevelt's writings 
available to the public . 

ENTERED INTO A PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT Willi THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
and obtained funding from the North Dakota legislature to embark on a project 
to digitize Theodore Roosevelt's documents and to organize and interpret them on 
the TR Center Web site in a user-friendly, aesthetically pleasing manner. 

OPENED THE FIRST TR CENTER SATELLITE KIOSK at Theodore Roosevelt 
National Park, Medora, N.D., in April 2008. The park and DSU entered into a 
memorandum of understanding in late March allowing for the kiosk, which is a 
portal to the TR Center Web site being developed by DSU as part of its Theodore 
Roosevelt Initiative. A second satellite kiosk will be installed at the Bowman 
Regional Public Library, Bowman, N.D., in October 2008. 

' 
UNVEILED THE AUCK AND GRAYCE DVIRNAK NATIVE AMERICAN COLLECTION 
at the TR Center i_n Stoxen Library in June 2008. The eollection was loaned to the 
university for display in the Center as a result of an agreement made between DSU 
and the Dvirnak family in fall 2007. The collection consists of approximately 
1,500 artifacts recovered from the Dvirnak ranch which encompasses the site of 
the 1864 Battle of Killdeer Mountain near Killdeer, N.D. 

GAINED APPROVAL for the Theodore Roosevelt Honors Leadership program by 

the National Collegiate Honors Council. 

OFFICIALLY OPENED THE STROM CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND 
INNOVATION at a ceremony in August 2007. The Center was created to help 
revitalize the region's economy by providing a support network for entrepreneurial 
endeavors and helping western North Dakota communities develop quality of 
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SIGNED A PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT with Dalian Jiaotong University (DJTU) 
in Dalian, China, allowing students from DJTU to study co~puter science at 
DSU starting fall semester 2007. · 

EXPANDED INTERNATIONAL TRADE OPPORTUNmES between North Dakota. 
businesses and Ukraine as a result of DSU's partnership with the National Ag
ricultural University of Ukraine and work with the North Dakota Trade Office. 

LAUNCHED A NEW INITIATIVE in cooperation with Walt Disney World• Resort 
in Orlando, Fla. Students spend five months studying at DSU and the following 
seven months working at the Resort and taking courses through the Disney Col
lege Program. Students who complete the program successfully earn a certificate 
in human resource management from DSU. More than 35 Chinese students 
participated in fall 2007, and another 27 entered the program in spring 2008. 

ENTERED INTO AN AGREEMENT with North Dakota State University (NDSU) 
for an engineering program that will allow students to begin their studies at DSU 
and complete them at NDSU in four areas of engineering. The program will 
provide students in western North Dakota and parts of Montana, Wyoming and 
South Dakota access to engineering programs and is expected to have a signifi- · 
cant and long-term impact on the economic prosperity of the area. 

HELD ITS THIRD ANNUAL EVERETT C. ALBERS HUMANmES FESTIVAL in April 
2008. The festival features a series of performances and lectures on campus to 

celebrate the humanities and pay tribute to the festival's namesake, the late Everett 
Albers, founder and longtime director of the North Dakota Humanities Counc'·· ~ 

' / 

OPENED HAWKS POINT, a senior living facility located on the DSU campus, in 
spring 2007. The facility, which contains 89 units, is more 
than 50 percent occupied. 

I 
I 
I 
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• , .. , _ Overview of 
~\,~• ~~,~5 _ Budget Request 

• 

STAT~ 

o ,Support for the NDUS 2009-11 
biennial budget request. 

o Breakdown of DSU's funding 
increase request 
- Base funding 

- One-time funding 

o Summary of DSU's 2009-11 total 
budget request 
- Inclusive of extraordinary repairs 

and capital projects 

G STEM Initiative 
- One-time funding: $646,600 

o Unique Challenges 
o HB 1003 Reporting Requirement 



• 

0 Base Funding: $383,690 
0 One-Time Funding: $4,155,430 

o One-Time Funding - Emergency 
Preparedness: $933,999 

° Categorization of Projects . 
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Extraordinary Repairs 
00239 DICKINSON <i_TATE UNIVERSITY 
Version: 2009-A-01-00239 

Description 

Remo-.:e Current Biennium Capital Asseits 

Emergency Preparedne~s and Security 

Mecha~ical/Electrical Upgrades-Base Funding 

Misc. Small ProJecls<$50K - Base Funding 

· Building Exterior - OpUonal Funding 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades - OpUonal Fun 

Interior Finishes - Optional Funding 

Structural Repairs - Optional Funding 

Paving and Area Lighting - Optional Funding 

UUUUes/Jnfrastructure - Optional Funding 

Misc. Small Projects<$50K - Oj::ltlonal Funding 

Remove Current Blennlum Capital Assets 

Base 

,-.. 
0 

-· CR03 - Schedule Information 

Priority Line 

1 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

2 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

3 so DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

4 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

5 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

6 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

7 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

B 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

g 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

10 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

11 50 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

1 51 DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

Total for Reporting Level 

Total for DICKINSON STATE UN/VERSllY 

Schedule Information 

• Page 1 o~ 1 

Cost to 2009-11 Budget 2009-11 
Continue Request Optlonal 

Funding 
Adjustments Request 

General Fund -1,018,763 0 0 

-1,018.763 0 0 

General Fund 0 0 933,999 

0 0 9~3,999 

General Fund 0 250,000 0 

0 250,000 0 

General Fund 0 · 133,690 0 

0 133,690 0 

General Fund 0 0 960,000 

0 0 960,000 

General Fund 0 0 1,215,000 

0 0 1,215,000 

General Fund 0 0 575,000 

0 0 575,000 

General Fund 0 0 93,000 

0 0 93,000 

General Fund 0 0 900,000 

0 0 900,000 

General Fund 0 0 130,000 

0 0 130,000 

General Fund 0 0 282,430 

0 0 282,430 

General Fund -155,010 0 0 

-155,010 0 0 

-1,173,773 383,690 5,089,429 

-t. 173,773 383,690 · 5,089,429 

---
mark_lowe / 2009-A-01-00239 
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Extraordinary Repair Categories for 2009-11 Biennial Budget Request 

Building Envelope 
I. Roofing repairs 
2. Tuck pointing or other exterior wall repairs 
3. Window replacement 
4. Exterior door replacement 
5. Insulation 
6. Foundation water proofmg 

Mechanical/ Electrical Upgrades 
1. Chiller repairs and replacement 
2. Furnace - boiler repairs and replacement 
3. AHU repairs and replacement 
4. Plumbing repairs and replacement (includes plumbing fixtures) 
5. Interior hydronic / steam piping repairs and replacement. 
6. HY AC control repair and replacement 
7. Interior lighting repairs and replacement 
8. Building electrical panel replacement 
9. Wiring upgrades and replacement. 

Interior Finishes 
1. Painting/ staining / wall covering replacement 
2. Floor covering replacement 
3. Interior door replacement 
4. Ceiling replacement 

Structural repairs 
1. Roof structure (truss and joist) repairs or replacement ( damaged from roof leaks or snow load). 
2. Mud jacking (pump concrete under a footing to make it level again). 
3. Foundation repairs or replacement 
4. Framing and structural repairs or replacement. 

Paving and Area Lighting 
I. Parking Jot repairs / replacement 
2. Street repairs / replacement 
3. Bridge repair/ replacement 
4. Sidewalk repair/ replacement 
5. Step repair/ replacement 
6. Street light repairs / replacement 

Utilities/ Infrastructure 
I. Steam line repair/ replacement 
2. Sanitary Sewer repairs/ replacement 
3. Storm water system repair/ replacement 
4. Water main repair/ replacement 
5. Electrical distribution repair/ replacement 
6. Telecommunication distribution system repair/ replacement 

Misc. Small Projects< $SOK 
Any project less than $SOK which is limited in scope to one or more of the above categories exclusively. 

Special Assessments 

g:\cathy\worddocs\Bicnnial Budgct\2009-11\Extraordinary repair categories 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION 
2009-11 STEM INITIATIVE FUNDING PROPOSALS 

Summary 

Page 695 of 702 

The 2009-11 budget request approved by the State Board of Higher Education in April · 
included the amount of $4 million to be used to support initiatives targeted tci the 
enhancement of facilities and instruction in the fields of science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STEM). This initiative was structured as a competitive grant process, 
and each NDUS institution was invited to submit a deiailed proposal for a STEM project 
that would advance the following goals: 

I. Increase student participation and graduation in STEM programs, at both the 
undergraduate and graduate levels; 

2. Enhance student preparation in STEM fields; 
3. Deliver programs closely linked to North Dakota's economic and workforce 
n~~ . . 

4. Enhance current programs or services to meet changing need.s or requirements; 
5. Create enhanced real world learning opportunities and employment opportunities; 

·6. Stimulate added public/private partnerships to leverage resources and/or create 
business spin-off opportunities; 

7. Encourage and support collaboration among and between K-12 and postsecondary 
education; and 

8. Enhance research and development in alignment with state needs . 

After careful review and evaluation of all proposals received, the seven STEM initiatives 
. summarized on.the following pages are recommended for funding consideration in the 
2009-11 budget. 

Reco.mmendation 

I recommend the following niotion be adopted by the Board: 

· . "The SBHE approves the designated STEM initiatives to be submitted to 0MB for 
Governor's Executive Budget consideration." 

Date ofMeetiilg:September 18, 2008 
W:\SEPT08.sumnuuy.STEM.doc . 
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Dickinson State University 

Recommend: $646,600 

Summary · ·. · · · ·. · . · . : . : :. · .. · . . · 
This partnership, comprised of!6 public school districts, one private school system, the Eariy Childhood 
Center, and Dickinson State University, proposes to: !) Articulate, align, and enhance P-16 science and 
mathematics curriculum thereby developing a comprehensive curriculum which builds sequentially 
without gaps and redundancies so that students have a sound preparation for further study and/or careers 
in STEM; 2) Strengthen teachers' content knowledge through STEM curriculum enhancements and 
extensions far P-16 teachers1 pre-service teachers. classroom aides and university content leader students; 
and 3) excite and engage students in the study of STEM areas through curriculum enhancements and 
extensions for K-16 students. 

Outcomes 
• Mathematics and science curricular exit and entrance expectations will be closely articulated and 

aligned between high school exit and university entrance. 
• Mathematics and science/critical thinking curriculums will be more closely aligned P-16. 
• DSU faculty and students will offer at least ten STEM learning activities for P-12 teachers and 

students during the year. 
• Increase the number of students moving into STEM course of study from other disciplines. 
• Increase the porential pool of science and math teachers in DSU Teacher Education programs. 
• Increase students going into science and math-related fields of study. 
• DSU wiU revise two basic introductory courses in math and science to align with the revised 

upgraded courses at the high school level. 
• The number of P-12 teachers participating in STEM professional development will increase by at 

least JOO. 
• Participating- educators wilJ strengthen their content knowled&e as ineasured by self-evaluation 

-instrument 
• Increase the number of students from participating school districts who declare mathematics, 

science and/or engineering as major areas of study when they attend college in North Dakota. 
• Decrease the number of students from participating school districts who enroll in remedial 

· courses MA TH IO I and 102 at Dickinson State University . 
. • Increase the number of high school students taking uPper level courses in mathematics and 

science within the participating school districts. · · 
• Student participation in STEM classes will increase. 
• · Seventy-five sixth through ninth grade students will attend the energy camp. 

12 
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Unique Challenges 

0 Workforce recruitment and 
retention 
- National market 
- Loca I energy development 

0 Esca la ting costs 
- Utilities 
- Fuel - transportation and freight 

o Facilities to support quality 
improvement 
- Library, computer labs 
- Extended learning offerings - IVN 

classrooms, Bismarck enrollment 
growth 

- Deferred maintenance 

o Emergency preparedness 
o Student affordability 

13 
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HB1003 - SECTION 19 REPORTING REQUIREMENT: 
"The North Dakota University System shall report to the appropriations committee of the 
sixty-first legislative assembly on the use of this one-time funding for the biennium beginning 
July 1, 2007 and ending June 31, 2009." 

• Start-up funding in support of the Theodore Roosevelt Center 
• One-time funding in support of "deferred maintenance" 

Theodore Roosevelt Center - $150,000 

$150,000 
$635,073 

Funds totaling $103,482 have been expended to date towards initiatives furthering the 
development of the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University. The institution 
has negotiated an agreement with the Library of Congress which will result in a digital 
archive of the Library of Congress' Theodore Roosevelt Papers at Dickinson State University. 
Fees totaling $60,000 were paid to the Library of Congress in support of digitizing their 
documents held on microfilm. Kiosks dedicated for accessing the Theodore Roosevelt Web 
site and documents have been established at Dickinson State University, the Bowman 
Regional Public Library, and the Theodore Roosevelt National Park. The vast majority of the 
remaining funds will be utilized to offset fees associated with services being provided by the 
North Dakota Information Technology Department which is hosting the disk system for 
storing the vast quantity of documents . 

Deferred Maintenance - $635,073 
Funds have been expended to date in support of the following projects: 

Tuckpointing (May Hall, Scott-Weinbergen, South Campus) 
HV AC Upgrades (Ag Building - May Hall) 
North Campus Renovations 
Electrical Feeder/Lighting Upgrade (Stickney Aud.-May Hall) 
Steam Line/Fiber Upgrades 
Special Assessment 

Total 

$157,193 
$ 17,986 
$100,840 
$ 31,386 
$ 10,266 
$ 3.161 
$320,832 

The remaining balance of $314,241 is encumbered in support of upgrading the HVAC 
systems within Stickney Hall. It is anticipated that this project will be initiated during 
Summer, 2009. 

14 
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HB1003- SECTION 19 REPORTING REQUIREMENT: 

"The North Dakota University System shall report to the appropriations committee of the 

sixty-first legislative assembly on the use of this one-time funding for the biennium 

beginning July 1, 2007 and ending June 31, 2009.'' 

• Start-up funding in support of the Theodore Roosevelt Center 

• One-time funding in support of "deferred maintenance" 

Theodore Roosevelt Center - $150,000 

SlS0,000 

$635,073 

Funds totaling $103,482 have been expended to date towards initiatives furthering the 

development of the Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University. The 

institution has negotiated an agreement with the Library of Congress which will result in a 

digital archive of the Library of Congress' Theodore Roosevelt Papers at Dickinson State 

University. Fees totaling $60,000 were paid to the Library of Congress in support of digitizing 

their documents held on microfilm. Kiosks dedicated for accessing the Theodore Roosevelt 

Web site and documents have been established at Dickinson State University, the Bowman 

Regional Public Library, and the Theodore Roosevelt National Park. The vast majority of the 

remaining funds will be utilized to offset fees associated with services being provided by the 

North Dakota Information Technology Department which is hosting the disk system for 

storing the vast quantity of documents. 

Deferred Maintenance - $635,073 

Funds have been expended to date on projects within the following categories: 

Building Exterior 

Mechanical/Electrical Upgrades 

Interior Finishes 

Paving and Area Lighting 

Util ities/1 nfrastructu re 

Total 

$157,193 

$ 49,372 

$100,840 

$ 3,161 

$ 10,266 

$320.832 

The remaining balance of $314,241 is encumbered in support of a Mechanical/Electrical 

Upgrade Project which will be initiated during Summer, 2009. 

14 
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o Stoxen Library 
- Renovation and Addition 

- Staged Project 

0 Horizon Building - Bismarck 
- One-Time Funding: $4,500,000 
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Priority 
Rank 

Campus/ 
Entltv 

2009-11 Major Capital Projact Priority List 

Annroved by the State Board of HIAher Education 
Source of Funding 

Prolect Descrfntlon State Ofher Total 

New Constructlon/Renovatlon/Addltlonnnfrastructure 

91231:!008 

Olher Source 

~hW~:~'.1~ttf~~~J=t}l~'.~J:l~i~~~t~fitH:hl,i]1~l8.~~J.f~ti;~ir)~r?1;:i:f;~;r;:;-:;~nliilf)(:i = , . ??(/(~ :n;~::.?:l!';'.:/.;' I/?:·'::•:;;-;·,:·_\';:,, 
NDSCS Horton Hall Renovation $5.700.000 Sifi 700 ODO 

2 

3 

4 

6 

6 

7 

8 

NDUS/UND NDUS and UND Joint IT Facllllv 

LRSC Wind Enernu Pro[ect 

MISU-BC Coal Boller Reolacement 

MISU Phvslcal Plant Bulldlnn/Renlace Boller 
Addition 

MASU lncludlna Ralslna of East and West Helll 

ND~U Minard Hall - Phase Ill 
Renovation and Addition to the Education 
Bulldlnn 

9 / DSU / Stoxen Ubreru Addition-Phase I 

Science Lab Renovation 

11 BSC Technical Center Renovation 

12 vcsu LD Rhoades Science Addn & Renovation 

Total Ranked Slate-Funded Prolec!s - 11 Camouses 

13 UND UNO Law School 

$11 200.000 $11 200 000 

$2 609,920 $2 609 920 

$800 000 $800.000 

$3 760 000 <3 760 ODD 

$4.958 325 $4 958325 

$13 000 000 $13.000.000 

$11 200 ODD $11.200 DOD 

$8.820 DOD $8.820.000 

$1.810.000 $1 610.000 

$9.590.500 $409.500 $1 O .ooo .ooo 
$11.245.000 ~11 245 000 

$84,483,745 $409,500 $84,893,245 

$8,160.000 $8160 000 

14 NDSU NDSU Ceres Hall $10,000.000 $10 000 DOD 

SDMHS Bismarck Family Practice Clinic $5,000 000 $5.000,000 

wsc Dormltorv $9 375.000 $9.376.000 

UND EERC Storaae and Sunnort Bulldlna $1.540,0DD $1.540.000 

UNO CDBPA Renovation and AddlUon s20.5oo.ooo $20 600 000 

UND Relocation and Renovation of Oxford House $750 000 $750.DDD 

UND Indoor Track and Football Practice Field $19.500 000 $19.600.000 

Starcher Hall Research Area Emergency 
UND Generator Svstom $600.000 $600 000 

Auxiliary Enterprises Renovation/ 
NDSU West Dinlna Services RenovaUon $7 000,000 $7000000 

NDSU Student Health Services 'Exoanslon $1100 000 $1.100.000 

Elllg Sftball Field (This Is carryover project 
NDSU from 07-091 $4 500.000 $4.500.000 

Bison Sports Arena (This Is carryover project 
NDSU from 07-091 $25 600.000 S26.60D.ODO 

Parking Lot 4 
NDSCS Includes $714.000 carrvoverfrom 07~09\ $1-136 ODO $1136 ODO 

Robertson Hall Renovation 
NDSCS IThls is carrvover from 07-09) $6.000 000 is.000.000 

MASU Aqassl.z: Hall Houslna Renovation $3.668 500 $3.668,500 

MiSU Parklna Lot Maintenance $1 000 000 $1 000 DOD 

BlGm11rck Puunc 
Schools 

Revenue bond 

Local/Grant 

Private 

Private 

Private/Local 

Grant 
ReVenue 

bond/lo·cal 

Local tfees 1 

Private 

Private 

Revenue bond 

Revenue bond 

Revenue bond 

i.ocal 

' 

1 
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2009-11 Major Capital Project Priority List 
Ann roved bv the State Board of Hlqher Education 

Source of Funding 

Priority Campus/ 
Rank Entity Prolect DescrloUon State Other Total 

MISU Wellness Center $10 000 000 $10 000 000 

vcsu Snoevenbos Hall Renovation $3 500 000 S3.500 000 
WE Osmon Athletlc & Wellness ctr Addn-

vcsu Phase 1 $15.000 000 $15.000.000 

MISU-BC Entrenreneurfal Center for Hortlculture $2.000 ODO <2 000 DOD 

Total Non-State Funded Prolects - Camnuses $0 $132.669,500 $132.669,500 

1 Main REC Research Greenhouse Comolex-Flnal Phase $16.800.000 $16.800.000 

1 For. Svc. Greenhouse $300.000 $300 ODD 

Total Ranked State-Funded Projects - NDSU Research 
Extension Centers and Forest Service $17,100 000 $0 $17,100,000 

Dltklnson REC Parking Lot and Landscaping 
D n REC ltr arrvover from 07-09! 

Total Non-\;tate Fuplled Projects • NDSU Research 
Extension\centefs $0 

$350 000 $350.000 

$350,000 $350,000 

Total -All $106 583,746 $133,429,000 $240,012,745 

g:\calhy\cxcolfll\Blnnnlal Budgel\2009-11\Capltal\0911 MCP SBHE approved final 061908\Guldobook 

9/23J2008 

Othor Source 

Revenue 
Bond/Private 

Revenue bond 

Private 

Federal/ Private 

OJI Revenue 

2 



• NORTH DAKOTA UNIVERS •• • 2009-11 MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 
'~2009-11.En l'Ossed SB'S 2003 ai'ld-2020 ·"S' 2009-ffBud et Re ues PILis SBHE Reiilslons ._..,. 

General Revenue ou,., Federal General Revenue ou,., Federal Total 
Fund Bondin Funds Funds Fund Bondin Funds Funds Funds 

BSC: 
Major Remodeling 

Technical Center Renovation 3 000 000 409 500 3 409 500 9 590,500 409,500 10,000 000 
Subtotal (S92003) 3 000 000 409 500 3 409 500 9 590 500 409 500 10 000 000 

LRSC: 
New Constn.ictionfAddition 

Wind Energy Projeci 2 609 920 2,609 920 2 609 920 2 609 920 
Subtotal {S82003) 2,609,920 b6091s20 2 609 920 2 609.,920 

WSC: 
Major Remodeling 
Science Lab Renovation 1,610,000 1,610,000 1,610,000 1,610,000 

New Construction/Addition 
New Dormitory 9 375 000 9,375 000 9 375,000 9 375 000 

Subtotal (5B2003) 1 610 000 9 375 000 10 985 000 1 610,000 9 375 000 10 985,000 

UND and SMHS: 
Major Remodeling 
Education Building Renovation and Addition 11,200,000 11,200,000 11,200,000 11,200,000 
COBPA Renovation and Addition 20,5-00,000 20,soo,000 20,500,000 20,500,000 
Oldord House Relocation and Renovation 750,000 750,000 750,000 750,000 

New Construction/Additions 
NOUS & UNO Joint IT Facility 11,200,000 11,200,000 
SMHS-Bismarck Famlly Practice Clinlc 5,000,000 5,000,000 
Indoor Track and Football Practice Fleld 19,500,000 19,500,000 19,500,000 19,500,000 
EERC Storage and Support Building 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 1,540,000 
Starcher Hall Research Area Emergency 

Generator System 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 
SMHS-Forenslc Pathology Facility 129 000 129 000 

Subtotal (S82003) 111200!000 42,8901000 129,000 54,2191000 27 400 000 42 890,000 70,290,000 

NDSU: 
Major Remodeling 

Minard Hall Renovation-Phue Ill 13,000,000 13,000,000 13,000,000 13,000,000 
Auxiliary Enterprises Renovation/ 

West Dining Services Renovation 7,000,000 7,000,000 7,000,000 7,000,000 
Ellig Softball Field (Carryover from 2007-09) 4,500,000 4,500,000 4,500,000 4,500,000 

New Construction/Additions 
Bison Sports Arena (Carryover from 2007-09) 25,500,000 25,500,000 25,500,000 25,500,000 
Niskanen Student Apartment Addition 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 
Student Health Service Expansion 1100 000 1,100000 1100,000 1,100000 

Subtotal (SB2003} 13!0001000 271000,000 31,1001000 71!1001000 13 000,000 27,000 000 31100 000 71 100 000 

NDSCS: 
Major Remodeling 

Horton Hall Renovation 5,700,000 5,700,000 5,700,000 5,700,000 
Robertson Hall Renovation 

(Carrv~r from 2007-091 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 
,dditiona 
Ing Carryover from 2007-09) 1136,000 1 136 000 1136,000 1136 000 

5 700 000 7 136 000 12,836 000 5 700,000 7136 000 12,836,000 

)SU: 
Campus- i:le master plan, schematic designs & ... os survey & removal for Stoxen Library 2,000,000 2,000,000 

w Construction/Additions 
Stoxen Library Addition - Phase I 8 820,000 8 820 000 

Subtotal (SB2003) 2 000 000 2,000,000 8 820,000 8,820.!.000 

N ,. 
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• · Addition 
- 2009-2011 Biennium - $8,820,000 (Stage I) 
- 40,000 square feet@ $220/square foot 
- Attached to the east side of the current 

library facilities 

• Renovation 
- 2011-2013 Biennium - $4,862,000 (Stage II) 
- 27,429 square feet@ $177/square foot 

3 
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• Adequate space for library holdings and 
. 

services 
- Consolidate current holdings in one location 

- Computer stations and labs - access to 
online holdings 

- Room for growth in library collection 

• Academic Success Center 
- Tutoring, ESL, Writing Center, and other 

services 

• Office of Extended Learning 
- Major area of enrollment growth 

- Highly dependent on technology services 

• Computer Services 

4 
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• Components 
- Rare books and print materials collection 

- Virtual Library kiosk, reading rooms, offices 

- Exhibit space for TR and western North 
Dakota artifact collections 

- This Center represents an economic 
opportunity for western North Dakota 

• Partnerships 
- Library of Congress 

- Theodore Roosevelt National Park 
• National Park Service Centennial Grant 

- Harvard Houghton Library 

5 
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PRIORITY #1: STOXEN LIBRARY RENOVATION/ ADDITION 
CATEGORY: Major Renovation/Addition 
PROJECTED COST ESTIMATE: $13,682,000 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE OF FUNDING: State General Fund 
BIENNIUM: 2009-2011 - $8,820,000 BIENNIUM: 2011-2013 - $4,862,000 

PROJECT NARRATIVE 

Built in 1960 when the headcount enrollment of the institution was 647 students, Stoxen 
Library can no longer accommodate the needs and expectations of a diverse student body 
numbering 2,670 students (as of fall semester 2007). Demands on the Library are further 
exacerbated by the increasing expectations of the general citizenry within the vast area served 
by this facility. Consequently, Dickinson State University is proposing a staged 
renovation/addition project consisting of the construction ofan $8,820,000 addition to Stoxen 
Library during the 2009-2011 biennium followed by a $4,862,000 renovation of the existing 
facility during the 2011-2013 biennium. 

Dickinson State University considers it essential that the 1960 facility be transformed into a 
twenty-first century learning commons providing for a facility where learning is the primary 
activity and where the focus is on facilitating the social exchanges through which information 
is transformed into the knowledge of an individual. 

The institution is restricted in its efforts to enhance services and the learning environment in 
Stoxen Library due to inadequate and inflexible space. Asbestos is prevalent throughout the 
facility making even minor modifications expensive thus usually compromising the projects. 
The facility does not adequately address ADA issues limiting the freedom of handicapped 
individuals to access resources. 

In creating a learning commons, the institution would relocate Computer Services and related 
laboratories to Stoxen Library which already accommodates the Academic Success Center, 
providing an expanded environment conducive to quality learning. The presence of on-site 
technical support will further complement efforts to link print and electronic resources. 
Computerized workstations equipped with a variety of information management software in 
the midst of the print collection will provide access to broad-ranging information resources. 
The learning commons environment will also foster the improvement of services provided to 
extended learning patrons as information delivery processes are customized through the 
collaborative efforts of professional staff functioning in close proximity to one another. 

As Dickinson State University continuously strives to increase academic rigor and infuse the 
most current and relevant research into the curriculum, information literacy is essential. The 
proposed learning commons will provide appropriate space and infrastructure to support 
personnel committed to serving the students and the general public by providing enhanced 
learning opportunities. The flexibility provided by the proposed facility will enrich the 
campus environment, equip students with a quality education, provide readily accessible 
resources in support of service area demands, and promote information literacy activities 
fostering quality life-long learning. 
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Perhaps the most unique component in the proposed Stoxen Library addition and renovation 
is the new Theodore Roosevelt Center. The Center will house the Theodore Roosevelt Virtual 
Library, a digitized presentation of Roosevelt's papers housed at the Library of Congress, 
organized for easy access and with appropriate interpretive materials. It also will include a 
rare books and print materials collection and exhibit space for artifact collections related to 
both Theodore Roosevelt and western North Dakota. 

The Theodore Roosevelt Center will serve as a substantial resource for Dickinson State 
University students and faculty in the areas of history, political science, leadership, business 
and literature, and in a particular way, the Theodore Roosevelt Honors Leadership Program. 
The Center will also function as a national resource, preserving Roosevelt's legacy and the 
history of the northern Great Plains, thereby becoming a major destination for tourists and 
scholars alike. The Theodore Roosevelt Center will have a dramatic impact on the future of 
the University, the region, and the state of North Dakota. 

STATE BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION POLICY 902.1 CRITERIA: 

Project Description: 40,000 square foot addition onto the east side of existing Stoxen 
Library 

Cost of Construction Inclusive of Furnishings: $8,820,000, General Fund 
$220/sq ft; Architect/RS Means Index 

Associated Operating Costs: Biennial 
Personnel: I - Distance Education Library Coordinator 

I - Library Associate - Theodore Roosevelt 
I - Library Associate - Database Services 
I - Computer Lab/Help Desk Coordinator 
I - Computer Technician/Technical Support 
2 - Custodial Positions@ $35,300 annually 
Total Personnel Cost Request; General Fund 

Operating Cost: 40,000 sq. ft x $3.50/sq. ft annually representing cost 
associated currently with Type I and Type II general fund 

$100,350 
100,350 
74,000 
84,600 

118,000 
141.200 

$618,500 

supported facilities: $140,000 annually. $280,000 

TOTAL ASSOCIATED BIENNIAL OPERATING COSTS: $898,500 
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Stoxen Library Renovation/Addition Project 
Information/Concerns 

Historical Information: 

• Stoxen Library was constructed in 1960, so the facility is 48 years old. 

• The seating capacity in 1960 was 200 students with the institution having 
a headcount enrollment of 647. The library currently has a seating capacity 
of 176 with the fall 2007 headcount enrollment being 2,670 students. 
September 2007 gate counts documented 1,002 patrons daily. 

• Enrollment is projected to continue to grow at 2% per year, with total 
enrollment reaching more than 2,800 by 2010, exacerbating the seating 
capacity and space issues. 

• At the time of construction, the institution had library holdings totaling 
28,000 volumes. Library holdings currently exceed 160,000 volumes. 

Space Concerns: 

• There is inadequate space to properly display library holdings. Of the 
library's 160,000 volumes, 17,000 volumes are held in a remote area in the 
basement of a residence hall. Access to these holdings is very restricted, 
with volumes being retrieved by library staff only upon demand. 

• Special collections cannot be properly displayed and secured; therefore, 
access to these valuable holdings is limited. 

• There is an extreme shortage of "quiet" study areas. The few spaces that 
do exist double as viewing rooms which creates concerns since the small 
rooms are adjacent to one another and are not soundproof. 

• In an effort to provide patron access to as many volumes as possible, the 
distance between the stacks has been reduced allowing for more volumes 
to be displayed but limiting access to any patron confined to a wheelchair. 

• Lack of appropriate space is severely limiting the development of a 
"learning commons," which brings together campus entities that support 
student learning in a complementary fashion. 

• The development of the Theodore Roosevelt Center and the Theodore 
Roosevelt Virtual Library will require space for a rare books and print 
materials collection; exhibit space for artifact collections related to both 
Theodore Roosevelt and western North Dakota; a seminar room; a reading 
room; and office space for Center staff. 

• There is inadequate space for receiving, storage, and general workspace 
needs. 
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Mechanical/Electrical Concerns: 

• The modified, aged HV AC systems are inadequate to address current 
needs. It is difficult to maintain an environment conducive to learning 
when the HV AC controls and systems are not able to provide 
heating/cooling temperatures in a consistent manner. 

Air quality is a concern due to a lack of appropriate ventilation. 

• The electrical service within the facility is limited making it difficult to 
infuse technology into the learning environment. 

• Inadequate lighting exists in several areas as modifications are made to 
enable additional services. 

• Restroom facilities are very inadequate. There is one small restroom on 
the main floor restricted to staff due to its location. The small, public 
restroom on the lower level was renovated recently to provide handicapped 
accessibility. As a result, the restroom is now a single unisex restroom 
attempting to serve the needs of our patrons. 

General Concerns: 

• Built in 1960, the facility is laden with asbestos making it difficult and 
expensive to make even minor modifications. 

• The facility is not handicapped accessible. The existing elevator serving 
three levels (lower level, main level, balcony) was designed as a freight 
elevator and as such is not ADA compliant. The location of the freight 
elevator is not conducive to patron access. 
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FUTURE MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL 
STATE FUNDS (General Fund or State Bonding) 

Institution Dickinson State University 

New construction, addition and maior remodeling proiects for which the campus is requesting state funds. 

Funding Source Deferred 
Cost Main!. 

Priority 1/ Project Title Estimate State Other 2/ Amount 3/ 

2009-11 Biennium 
1 Stoxen Library Addition 8,820.000 8,820,000 NA 
2 
3 

2011-13 Biennium 
1 Stoxen Library Renovation 4,862,000 4,862,000 1,664,290 
2 
3 

20013-15 Biennium 
1 May Hall Renovation 4,417,200 4,417,200 1,291,000 
2 
3 

1 / All institutions, except NOSU and UNO can request 2 projects for the first biennium, NDSU and UNO may 
request 3 projects. 
2/ If there is to be other than state funds used for the project, provide source and dollar amount. Be specific 
about the funding source {I.e. private, local, auxiliary, grant. etc.) 
3/ Identify the dollar amount of deferred maintenance that will be alleviated if this project is completed. 
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DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECT 

Stoxen Library Addition 

SBHE 

Requested Amount 

$8,820,000 

Executive 

Recommendation 

$2,000,000 

Engrossed 

SB2003 

$2,000,000 

Executive Branch Recommendation Relative to Utilization of $2 Million: 

A. Complete a campus-wide masterplan for Dickinson State University 

B. Complete an asbestos survey of Stoxen Library 

C. Complete schematic designs for the Stoxen Library addition and renovation 

D. Any funds remaining after the completion of the above items should first be directed toward 

any asbestos removal that can be accomplished prior to any project construction and then any 

other necessary repairs on campus or payoff of energy conservation/construction loans. 

-· 

Difference 

($6,820,00) 
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Stoxen Library Renovation/ Addition Project 
"Serving the Learning Needs of Today's Students" 

The Learning Commons Concept 

Dickinson State University proposes through the Stoxen Library addition and 

renovation project to convert the existing library into a "learning commons." Leaming 

commons is a descriptive term for a full-service center which includes all the support for 

learning provided outside the classroom. It is collaborative, capitalizing on natural 

partnerships between various units to support student learning. It is a user-centric service 

model that focuses on providing the services students and faculty need to facilitate learning. 

The proposed Stoxen Library addition and renovation project will combine the 

learning resources of the Library; the Academic Success Center that provides tutorial and 

other academic services; the Office of Extended Leaming, which provides service for distance 

and online students and faculty, as well as those taking or teaching hybrid courses on campus 

(traditional courses which incorporate online components); the West River Teacher Center 

which provides resource materials to K-12 instructors; the Theodore Roosevelt Center, which 

includes the Theodore Roosevelt Virtual Library, a specialized collection and research 

component, and artifacts and exhibits; and University Computer Services which provides the 

necessary technology for a modem learning environment to function and which is the 

common bond for all the units in this "common" space. The units incorporated into 

Dickinson State University's learning commons will support student learning and engagement 

far more effectively and efficiently through collaboration in a common locality than each unit 

can in a separated and disjointed fashion. The University will provide an environment where 

technology, information collections (both print and electronic) and support services are 

available, providing the "one-stop shop" and the 24/7 learning environment that today's 

students and community patrons demand and expect. 

In addition to serving the needs of the student body, Dickinson State University's 

Stoxen Library is the largest general use public library in southwestern North Dakota 

including the Bismarck/Mandan metro area (excluding the State library and archives). As 

such, Stoxen Library serves a host of public patrons including students from local high 

schools. Built in 1960 without any consideration for modem technology including computer 
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use and digital resources, Stoxen Library is woefully underprepared to meet not only the 

learning needs of college students, but the region as a whole. Thus, the new model for the 

proposed renovation transforms Stoxen Library into a "learning commons" which serves not 

only as the information and learning hub of the campus, but all of southwestern North Dakota. 

Library Space Needs 

Seating and Computer Capacity 

Stoxen Library served a student population of647 when it was constructed, and 

Dickinson State University's enrollment has grown to 2,670 (Fall 2007). As indicated in the 

table below, Stoxen Library has seating capacity for less than I 0% of enrolled students today. 

Library Association Standards, which are often referenced by accrediting agencies (the 

Higher Leaming Commission, National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education 

and others) to measure whether library resources are adequate to meet the learning goals of 

the University, recommend a seating capacity of 20-30% of student enrollment. 

Moreover, the number of student computers available on all levels of the Library is 

inadequate at best. The Standards recommend a computer station capacity that is 10-15% 

of enrollment. 

Stoxen Library 
Seating Capacity and Number of Available Computers 

Fall 2007 

Number of seats on main and balcony level 
Fall 2007 student headcount 

Fall 2007 on-campus student headcount 
Actual Seating Capacity 

Seat count including lower level and classroom 
Number of seats 
Fall 2007 student headcount 

Fall 2007 on-campus student headcount 

Actual Seating Capacity 

Number of student computers on all levels, including student laptops 
Fall 2007 student head count 
Fall 2007 on-campus student headcount 

Actual Computer Capacity 

125 
2,670 

1,855 

6.7% 

176 
2,670 

1,855 

9.4% 

45 
2,670 
1,855 

2.4% 
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Another way to measure a library's ability to serve patrons is to compare the seating 

capacity to the gate count. As the enrollment of the University has increased, so has the use 

of Stoxen Library. The following chart illustrates the increased usage. 

250,000 

200,000 

150,000 
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115,367 --

100,000 ·- --
I·'•,;, 

50,000 ·- --

' 

0 

Stoxen Library Gate Counts 
2001-2008 
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180,035 -

1 
164,019 

45,863 __ 
' -- ~ 

128,325 
.· 

"'j"'_f"'""' \. L ('. 

-- -- -- -- -
. 

' .'.' ··' . 

' -- -- -- .•-
' : , .. 

. " 
., 

2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008' 

• Projected based on gate counts as of 3/20/08 (154,478) 

The average weekday evening gate count at Stoxen Library for Fall 2007 was 236, 

with a high of 481 on December I 0. The average Sunday evening count was even higher -

337-with a high of526 reached on December 9. These record numbers of library patrons 

are seeking to use 176 seats. Indeed, on any given evening, the Library provides inadequate 

seating capacity; students are often forced to sit on floors or in other spaces not conducive to 

study. 

Collection Capacity 

When Stoxen Library was built it held 28,000 print volumes. Current holdings exceed 

160,000 volumes. In spite of heavy discarding in recent years, shelving is near capacity both 

in the Library facility and in off-site storage. Indeed, over 17,000 volumes are stored in off-
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site locations not easily accessible to patrons. Contrary to popular belief, the age of the 

"knowledge explosion" has not rendered all information into a digitized mode accessible 

through a computer. Stoxen Library will continue to be the largest repository of hard copy 

publications in southwest North Dakota. And as the knowledge explosion continues, the 

Library needs to expand to house the hard copy collection and learning space for students and 

other patrons to utilize the collection. Currently, additions to the Library collection are 

severely limited because of inadequate space and other storage issues such as climate control. 

Technology Capacity 

As pointed out above, a pressing need exists to increase the number of computer 

stations available in the Lihrary. More information is being stored and transmitted digitally 

and accessed through computers. Providing students and other library patrons with computer 

access opens doors to worlds of information housed in other libraries and in digital formats. 

Stoxen Library provides a bank of student-use computers (I 7 stationery computers and I 0 

laptops for checkout). But the number and space for usage is not nearly adequate. Because 

modern research is so reliant on technology, the proposed renovation adds space for computer 

work stations . 

The proposed renovation also affords space to house the entire University Computer 

Services unit in the Library, to facilitate the technical aspects of information gathering and 

learning. Again, the perception that using computers and digitized information sources will 

result in a reduction of the space needed in a modern library is inaccurate. To the contrary, 

the use of technology requires additional space to house the computers, scanners, printers, 

and technology infrastructure necessary to operate a modern learning commons. 

Research and Reference Capacity 

The American Library Association reports that academic librarians nationwide answer 

72.8 million reference questions each year - almost twice the attendance at college football 

games. In spite of increased offerings of electronic materials, all trends show that students 

continue to need assistance with research and to make use of traditional resources to 

complement online information. Stoxen Library staff members continue to report a steady 

increase in traffic, not only in the number of visitors but also in materials circulating and the 

number of sessions for research instruction. 
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Accessibility/ADA Compliance 

The current library facility is not handicapped accessible. The elevator, which serves 

three levels, was designed as a freight elevator and is not ADA compliant. Its location makes 

wheelchair access extremely difficult. Moreover, the only handicapped accessible restroom in 

the facility is a unisex restroom on the lower level, so a handicapped individual must use the 

freight elevator to access the restroom. In addition, because the building is so crowded, there 

are many places where access to materials and study spaces are also out of compliance with 

ADA standards. 

Extended Learning and West River Teacher Center Space Needs 

The Office of Extended Leaming at Dickinson State University is responsible for 

online, interactive television (NN), and other modes of distance delivery of courses and 

programs, serving between 500 and 600 students every semester. This office is very reliant 

on technology for the delivery of educational services. DSU offers more than 100 courses 

online through a WebCT shell. These courses are established and managed through Extended 

Leaming. Also, Extended Leaming aids in the delivery of technology-enhanced courses 

which accounts for almost 40% of the entire course array. The entire IVN classroom course 

scheduling is coordinated through Extended Leaming, as well. Finally, this office serves as 

the hub of the SPICE network, which delivers college courses to select high schools in 

southwestern North Dakota through Polycom H323 codex and computer technology. 

Distance education students in all these modes rely heavily on Stoxen Library to gain access 

to information necessary for their course assignments and learning projects. 

An ancillary operation of Extended Leaming is the West River Teacher Center. The 

Teacher Center serves over 620 PK-12 educators in public and private schools in 

southwestern North Dakota and is one of the few in the state located on a higher education 

campus. This Center serves as an important resource for curriculum materials and other 

educational services to area teachers. Because of space restrictions, Center resources are 

spread across three locations in the University. The curriculum libra!y is located in Stoxen 

Library, but the larger pieces of equipment (a laminator, a planetarium, Vernier lab probes) 

are scattered in storage places in the University's May Hall and not easily accessed by 
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patrons. The West River Teacher Center and its materials are used frequently by area 

teachers and by the University's teacher education students. 

Currently, the Extended Learning offices, which include the West River Teacher 

Center components, are located on two floors of May Hall, adjacent to Stoxen Library. The 

office space was created at the expense of computer and traditional classroom space in May 

Hall. Moving Extended Learning and the West River Teacher Center to the new Learning 

Commons would centralize these services. It also would provide the close proximity to 

technology support (Computer Services) which is necessary for these offices to provide the 

best services to students, faculty, and K-12 educators. 

Academic Success Center Space Needs: 

The Academic Success Center (ASC) provides academic support services to students. 

The ASC is currently located in the lower level of Stoxen Library, to provide students who 

need academic support with ready access to the learning resources of the Library. Locating 

the ASC in the Library was the first step toward the learning commons concept to better serve 

students. However, it has further exacerbated the space needs within the Library, particularly 

because of the unique space needs of the Academic Success Center. 

One of the ASC's primary services is peer tutoring. The ASC needs flexible space to 

accommodate private one-to-one tutoring, tutoring small groups, and working with students 

(both individually and in groups) on computers. The current space does not prevent the noise 

of group work from interfering with the silence needed for individual work; nor does it allow 

storage space to house instructional materials that tutors use frequently throughout their shifts 

but that need to be secured when the ASC is closed but the Library itself is open. 

Another service provided by the ASC is First-Year Experience programming, 

including large-scale orientation sessions and semester-long seminars for incoming students. 

Those programs require classroom space as well as space for storage and layout of bulk (and 

bulky) supplies, materials, and files-space that is inadequate in our current setting. 

The ASC frequently deals with confidential student information (grades, contact 

information, etc.) that must be kept secure to ensure students' right to privacy. Inadequate 

office space in the current setting requires that two staff members' offices (including their 

desktop computers) are situated in the open and left unattended when the ASC is closed but 
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the Library is open. The ASC personnel need work spaces that are accessible to incoming 

clients but can be secured so that files and records need not be removed to other locations 

each night and brought out again each morning. 

Having the ASC's space(s) in proximity to the services provided by the Library, 

computer services, and distance education staff in Extended Leaming will enable all units to 

collaborate on shared student programs and to share resources, such as physical space, 

technology, and information resources. This proposal, as part of the Stoxen Library addition 

and renovation project, is fully in keeping with the learning commons paradigm, and will 

better situate the University to meet current and future learning needs of students to ensure 

they have a successful university experience. 

Theodore Roosevelt Center Space Needs: 

The last academic component and perhaps the most unique addition in the proposed 

Stoxen Library renovation is the new Theodore Roosevelt Center. 

Dickinson State University has been actively engaged in a broad initiative to promote 

the legacy of Theodore Roosevelt since 2000. In that year, the Theodore Roosevelt Honors 

Leadership Program was established to attract outstanding students from throughout the 

United States and abroad. Today the honors program boasts over 100 students from nine 

states and eleven countries. 

In 2001, DSU joined Theodore Roosevelt National Park in planning and hosting a 

Roosevelt Speakers Symposium in conjunction with C-SPAN's filming of a program in 

Medora, Roosevelt's North Dakota home. H.W. Brands provided the narrative on Roosevelt 

as a writer for C-SPAN's program. 

During the ensuing years, the University has engaged in a number of collaborative 

ventures with other non-profit organizations in Medora. The complementary goals of cultural 

enrichment and economic development were shared by representatives of Theodore Roosevelt 

National Park, the State Historical Society of North Dakota, the Theodore Roosevelt Medora 

Foundation, the North Dakota Cowboy Hall of Fame, and Dickinson State University. 

Chaired by Mrs. Deanna Vickers, member of the Theodore Roosevelt Medora Foundation 

Board of Directors, the Medora "stakeholders" met to explore ways to cooperate in using the 

region's history to build heritage tourism. Their collective efforts have centered on public 
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humanities programming to enhance knowledge and appreciation of Roosevelt's time in 

North Dakota. 

The mission of the Theodore Roosevelt Initiative is to raise the profile of Theodore 

Roosevelt in North Dakota, to deepen understanding of the life and achievements of the 261h 

president of the United States, to explore and conserve the history of the Little Missouri River 

Valley, and to engage in activities that enrich the traditional academic work of Dickinson 

State University and at the same time promote the cultural and economic welfare of western 

North Dakota. 

Initiative activities thus far include: 

• Publication of Theodore Roosevelt in the Dakota Badlands: An Historical Guide, a 
brief but comprehensive survey of Roosevelt's time in North Dakota, authored by 
Clay S. Jenkinson; 

• Hosting of a national Roosevelt symposium in October 2006 entitled "Theodore 
Roosevelt: The Adventurer in the Arena," featuring Candice Millard, author of The 
River of Doubt: Theodore Roosevelt's Darkest Journey; Douglas Brinkley, 
distinguished American historian and best selling author; Patricia O'Toole, 
Roosevelt scholar at the University of Columbia; and Tweed Roosevelt, great
grandson of Theodore Roosevelt; 

• Hosting of a national Roosevelt symposium in September 2007 entitled "Roosevelt 
and America's Place in the World Arena," featuring renowned historian H. W. 
Brands and Roosevelt scholars Kristin Hoganson of the University of Illinois, Lori 
Lyn Bogle of the United States Naval Academy, and John Milton Cooper, 
historian and nationally recognized author at the University of Wisconsin; 

• Planning of a national Roosevelt symposium in October 2008 entitled "Roosevelt: 
The Conservationist in the Arena," featuring Douglas Brinkley, Professor of 
History at Rice University; Robert Morgan, Kappa Alpha Professor of English at 
Cornell University; Donald Worster, Hall Distinguished Professor in American 
History at the University of Kansas; and Dan Flores, A. B. Hammond Professor of 
Western History at the University of Montana-Missoula; 

• Design and launch of a Web site (www.theodorerooseveltcenter.com) providing 
access to Roosevelt documents, essays, and other materials; 

• Securing seed money of $150,000 from the North Dakota legislature for the 
digitization of the Theodore Roosevelt papers and the establishment of the 
Theodore Roosevelt Center; 

• Creation of the Theodore Roosevelt Center in Stoxen Library; 

• Signing of an agreement with the Library of Congress for the digitization of the 
Roosevelt papers to create the Theodore Roosevelt Virtual Library; 
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• Securing a federal appropriation of $50,000, through the support and efforts of 
Senator Byron Dorgan, for the digitization project in cooperation with the Library 
of Congress; 

• Signing of an agreement with Theodore Roosevelt National Park to establish a 
kiosk in the Visitors' Center which provides access to the Virtual Library; 

• Discussion with elementary and senior high school history teachers from the 
Roughrider Education Services Program (RESP - an educational collaborative 
involving 19 K-12 school districts in the region) to determine how this historic 
information could best be presented to serve K-12 educators and students; 

• Beginning of discussions to place a kiosk at Mount Rushmore National Park; 

• Cooperating with Bowman Public Library in Bowman, North Dakota, in the 
establishment of a Roosevelt Room with a Theodore Roosevelt Virtual Library 
kiosk. 

Theodore Roosevelt Virtual Library 

In cooperation with the Library of Congress, Dickinson State University is 

establishing a Theodore Roosevelt Virtual Library. Theodore Roosevelt was one of the most 

prodigious writers of all presidents, and his documents are especially important for U.S. 

history and the history of North Dakota. The digitization of Roosevelt's papers and their 

presentation through a dynamic, interactive Web portal will offer a world class research base 

that will attract scholars and students alike. The Virtual Library is intended to make 

Roosevelt's writings available to scholars, bibliographers, students, teachers, tourists and the 

world at large. Students in the Theodore Roosevelt Honors Leadership Program and other 

university and K-12 students and teachers in the region will have a wealth of information 

literally at their fingertips. This project, thanks to the technological innovations of our time, 

will overcome space, time and expense. Theodore Roosevelt will be studied more and 

understood better by scholars, students and interested citizens throughout the world. Clay 

Jenkinson, nationally recognized humanities scholar, is serving as the University's project 

director, working with the Library of Congress to implement the digitization project. 

In addition to the Theodore Roosevelt Virtual Library, the new Center will include 

space for a rare books and print materials collection; exhibit space for artifact collections 

related to both Theodore Roosevelt and western North Dakota, including Native American 

artifacts from the Plains tribes; a seminar room; a reading room; and office space for Center 

staff. Existing museums, foundations, and individual families have already pledged to loan or 
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gift Roosevelt related artifacts for exhibit. These include the Alick Dvirnak and· Alice Terrell 

collections of Native American artifacts. Negotiations are underway to include another world 

class collection with particular significance to Medora. 

The significance of the Theodore Roosevelt Center is exemplified by the nationally 

recognized Roosevelt scholars and virtual library experts who have agreed to serve on the 

Center's Advisory Board. They include: 

Dr. H. W. Brands, Dickson Allen Anderson Centennial Professor of History and 
Professor of Government, University of Texas at Austin, and author of TR: The 
Last Romantic 

Dr. Douglas Brinkley, Professor of History and Fellow at the James A. Baker III 
Institute for Public Policy, Rice University, and author of the upcoming The Great 
Crusade on Theodore Roosevelt and Conservation 

Mr. Craig Buthod, Director of the Louisville Free Public Library System 

Ms. Kathleen Dalton, Visiting Associate Professor of History at Boston University 
and author of Theodore Roosevelt: A Strenuous Life (2002) 

Dr. James Hutson, Chief of the Manuscript Division, Library of Congress 

Ms. Patricia O'Toole, Associate Professor and Vice-Chair, Columbia University 
School of the Arts, and author of When Trumpets Call: Theodore Roosevelt After 
the White House 

Dr. Jack Robertson, Foundation Librarian, Thomas Jefferson Foundation 

Mr. Simon Roosevelt, great-great-grandson of Theodore Roosevelt and member of the 
Theodore Roosevelt Medora Foundation Board 

The Center not only will support learning activities for DSU students and faculty but 

will also function as a national resource, preserving Roosevelt's legacy and the history of the 

northern Great Plains, thereby becoming a major destination for tourists and scholars alike. 

With its proximity to Theodore Roosevelt National Park, Roosevelt's Elkhorn Ranch, and 

Medora, the gateway to the National Park, the Center will become a national destination point 

for Roosevelt scholars and buffs. The Theodore Roosevelt Center, when fully operational, 

will have a dramatic impact on the future of the University, the region, and the state of North 

Dakota. 

Computer Services and Technology Space Needs: 

Faculty, students and community patrons increasingly use the technology related 

resource base of Stoxen Library. Instructional technologies are used in many courses and in 
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the classroom on a regular basis. Over 360 courses in the past school year used instructional 

technology as part of the course work. Spring 2008 statistics indicate that 38% of all 

academic courses (including both distance delivery and traditional courses) had an 

instructional technology component. Much of the technology use relates to assignments and 

research that is reliant on the library for information access. Indeed, according to the Office 

of Extended Leaming, students using the WebCT learning platform averaged one "hit" per 

minute 24/7 which amounts to 40,000 hits in one month alone. These hits averaged at least 8 

minutes per session, indicating that students rely heavily on technology to assist them in 

course work which involves accessing information in the library or from other sources. The 

establishment of a web shell for online courses or those courses with an online component 

involves a combination of skills from not only the instructor, but the reference librarian and 

the technician. Indeed, courses taught in both a traditional mode and in a distance education 

mode, such as those delivered to Bismarck and many other locations, depend greatly on the 

information resources provided by Stoxen Library and the technology needed to access those 

resources. In the near future, it is very likely that I 00% of DSU's courses will use 

instructional technology directly linked to Stoxen Library as an integral part of classroom 

instruction. 

The Computer Services operation housed in the lower level of May Hall (adjacent to 

Stoxen Library) serves as the technology hub for the entire campus. The technicians and the 

machines located there are too far removed from the library to provide the ready access 

necessary for a modem learning commons. The challenges of installation and maintenance 

for the library computer system and for student use computers in both the library and the 

Academic Success Center would be more easily handled if Computer Services were located in 

the Leaming Commons itself. Also, the current location of Computer Services does not 

provide adequate space for computer server and networking hub additions. The present 

location is not climate controlled, and the heat generated by the servers and hubs often is 

problematic in the summer for the efficient operation of the campus computer network. 

Relocating the entire Computer Services operation within the renovated Stoxen Library would 

provide a better environment for this crucial operation and also provide the technology 

support necessary for the Library and other components within the Leaming Commons. 
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Summary: 

In summary, Stoxen Library is not only inadequate to serve present needs of students 

and faculty, but will most certainly be increasingly inadequate to meet future needs for 

information access and the enhancement of learning. Students and library patrons prefer to 

work where they can receive service. The "one-stop shop" model of the Leaming Commons 

is efficient and effective, providing help and learning support when and where needed in a 

variety of areas. 

It provides unique and flexible learning spaces supporting individual and collaborative work 

in close proximity to expert support. The Leaming Commons proposed in the renovation 

project is a technology rich environment that can accommodate different learning styles and 

needs while supporting both traditional and emerging methods ofresearch and learning. The 

centralization of the learning resources of Stoxen Library along with Extended Leaming (and 

the West River Teacher Center), the Academic Success Center, and Computer Services 

provides the most efficient use of space and alleviates the painfully inadequate space situation 

(including ADA non-compliance) which currently exists. The addition of the Theodore 

Roosevelt Center to the Leaming Commons provides a unique opportunity for Dickinson 

State University and southwestern North Dakota to become a national point of destination for 

scholars and tourists that will enhance not only the academic environment, but the economic 

growth of the community. 
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NPS No. Gl54008MU02 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
between 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

offlCl:oR 

Received 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, THEODORE ROOSEVELT NATIONAL PAR 
and UAR 2 4 2008 : 

DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

~~ ~..t) 
for cooperation in PfJES\Q 

PROVIDING THE PUBLIC WITH INFORMATION AND EDUCATION ABOUT THEODORE 
ROOSEVELT 

This General Agreement is made and entered into by and between DICKINSON STA TE UNIVERSITY 
(DSU) and UNITED STA TES OF AMERICA, acting through the National Park Service (NPS), Theodore 
Roosevelt National Park (TRNP). 

ARTICLE 1 - Background and Objectives 

For several years, Dickinson State University and Theodore Roosevelt National Park have enjoyed a good 
working relationship involving working together to educate the public about Theodore Roosevelt and his 
contributions to the nation. DSU and TRNP have worked together on annual symposia to highlight 
Roosevelt's accomplishments, on an intern program at TRNP, and on other projects that focus on 
Theodore Roosevelt . 

With the development ofa Theodore Roosevelt Center at Dickinson State University, it is beneficial to 
both DSU and TRNP to work more closely on issues related to Theodore Roosevelt, his time in the Dakota 
badlands, and his contributions to conservation. 

This agreement allows a more fonnal relationship that permits utilization of resources (staff and 
equipment) of both entities in pursuit of the common purpose of interpretation of the life of Theodore 
Roosevelt. 

ARTICLE 11 -Authority 

Pursuant to 16 U.S.C. §§ 1 a3, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to enter into agreements to further 
the purposes of the national park. 

Pursuant to No,th Dakota Century Code 55-40-0 I Dickinson State University may cooperate with other 
governmental units, including the NPS, to fu1ther its mission. 

ARTICLE 111 - Statement of Work 

The NPS agrees to and will to the extent resources allow: 

I. Provide adequate space in one or more visitor centers for one or more informational computer 
kiosks, se1ving as an extension of the Theodore Roosevelt Center at DSU. 

2. Provide a high speed internet connection, separate from the park's infonnation technology 
network, to allow for operation of the kiosk(s). 
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3. Provide oversight and direction of staff and visitors using the kiosk. 

4. Work with DSU to determine significant documents in the TRNP collections and library that could 
contribute to the greater collection of digitized works related to Theodore Roosevelt. 

5. Coordinate with other Theodore Roosevelt sites in the National Park System to detem1ine whether 
there are original documents that could be digitized to add value to the DSU project. 

6. Allow DSU to digitize original documents in the TRNP library and collections to be used as part 
of a larger project of digitizing Theodore Roosevelt documents from the Library of Congress and 
elsewhere. 

7. Provide assistance to DSU in planning and coordinating an annual symposium on Theodore 
Roosevelt. 

8. Conduct orientation to and tours of Theodore Roosevelt National Park for employees and guests of 
DSU related to the Theodore Roosevelt Center project. 

DSU agrees to and will as the extent resources allow: 

I. Provide one or more information kiosks for park visitor centers, including the wooden base, 
computer equipment, and appropriate signage to be retained as the property of DSU. 

2. Provide relevant and expanding content on the internet site to be available through the information 
portal at the kiosk(s) at www.theodorerooseveltcenter.org . 

3. Digitize documents in the Theodore Roosevelt National Park collections, as funding allows, to be 
made available through the Theodore Roosevelt Center website. 

4. Provide specialized training for park staff relating to Theodore Roosevelt and the Theodore 
Roosevelt Center as appropriate. 

ARTICLE IV - Term of Agreement 

This Agreement shall terminate three years from the effective date hereof, unless prior thereto it is · 
terminated pursuant to the provision of this Agreement or of any applicable Federal or State law or 
regulation. The effective date of this Agreement shall be the date when the final signature is obtained. 

ARTICLE V - Key Officials (NPS and DSU) 

For the National Park Service: 

Valerie J. Naylor 
Superintendent 
Theodore Roosevelt National Park 
P.O. Box 7 
Medora, ND 58645 
Tel: (70 I) 623-4466 
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For Dickinson State University: 

Dr. Lee Vickers 
President 
Dickinson State University 
291 Campus Drive 
Dickinson, ND 58601 
Tel: (701) 483-2326 

ARTICLE VI - PRIOR APPROVALS 

Not applicable 

ARTICLE VII - Repor'ts and/or Other Deliverables 

Not applicable 

ARTICLE VIII - Property Utilization 

Any tools, equipment, material or other property supplied by an entity shall remain its own. Each entity 
agrees to properly maintain and safeguard each other's property. Loss or damage to the other entity's 
equipment shall be handled in accordance with the property owner's policy. 

ARTICLE IX - Modification and Termination 

I. 

2. 

This Agreement may be renewed or otherwise modified by the mutual written agreement of the 
parties . 

Either party may tem1inate this Agreement by providing ninety (90) days written notice to the 
other. 

ARTICLE X-Standard Clauses 

I. Civil Rights 
During the performance of this Agreement, the paiiicipants agree to abide by the tenus ofUSDI
Civil Rights Assurance Certification, non-discrimination and will not discriminate against any 
person because of race, color, religion, sex or national origin. The participants will take 
affirmative action to ensure that applicants ai·e employed without regard to their race, color, 
religion, Sex, or national origin, sexual orientation, disabilities or age. 

2. Official Not to Benefit 

3. 

No member or delegate to Congress, or resident Commissioner, shall be admitted lo any share or 
part of this Agreement, or to any benefit that may arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be 
construed to extend to this Agreement if made wid1 a corporation for its general benefit. 

Promotions 
One agency shall not publicize, or otherwise circulate, promotional material (such as 
advertisements, sales brochures, press releases, speeches, still and motion pictures, articles, 
manuscripts or other publications), which states or implies the other agency's endorsement ofa 
product, service, OJ' position. Each agency will provide a minimum often (I 0) working days for 
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the approval process of the other agency for a promotion that may state or imply the agency's 
endorsement of a product, service, or position. 

Public Information Release 
Each agency will obtain the other's approval for any public information releases which refer to the 
other agency or this Agreement. Each agency will provide a minimum of ten (I 0) working days 
for the approval process of the other agency regarding the specific text, layout, photographs, etc., 
of the proposed release. 

ARTICLE XI -Authorizing Signatures 

IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have signed their names and executed this Memorandum of 
Understanding 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

I I I · 
Signature: r,.f?.UUe (} 11/t;tq/(, ,,,-
Name: Valerie J. Nayi6r ,j 

Title: Superintendent, Theodore Roosevelt National Park 

/ 

:i~~l:~~~O~;f: 
Name: Dr. Lee Vickers 
Title: President, Dickinson State University 

Date: 3 ),2ic, /oJ" -~"-+, =-=-c71-''--"'------------
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FOUNDATION 230 Eighth A venue West 
Dickinson, Nonh Dakota 58601 

Telephone (701)483~2004 
Fax (701) 483-2584 

dsu.alumni@dickinsons1a1c.edu 

• -

President 
Linda Steve 

Dickinson, ND 
Vice-President 
Tim Zastoupil '71 

Maple Gro1,1e, MN 
Directors 
Ken Bischof 

Bismarck, ND 
Jackie Bosch 

Dickinson, ND 
Mike Chilson 

Dickinson, ND 
Paul Bbeltoft 

Dickinson, ND 
Sandi Frenzel 

Dickinson, ND 
Pat Mann Grantier 

Bismarck, ND 
Jackie Heidt '72 

Dickinson, ND 
Dan Hertz '60 

Bo1.eman, MI' 
Terry Hildestad '71 

Bismarck, ND 
Glen Hochhalter '74 

Dickinson, ND 

Bill Jerome 
Dickinson, ND 

Leonard Landa '62 
Missoula, MT 

Alan Lerberg 
Parshatr,ND 

Scott Lindemann 
Perham.MN 

Dennis Meschke '75 
Dickinson, ND 

AmyOksa 
Dickinson, ND 

Rosella Perdaems '74 
South Hearl, ND 

Brenda Rambur '72 
Garrison, ND 

Larry Rid! 
Belfield, ND 

Pamula Rustan '70 
Dickiruon, ND 

Stan Sayler '81 
Hebron,ND 

Ruth Stang 
Dickinson, ND 

Larry Trainor '64 
Great Falls, Mr 

John Abrahamson 
Dickinwm, NO 

B"'1 Fong 
Dickinson, ND 

Pam Wili '91 
Killdeer, ND 

James Gustafson '89 

' 

Mandan.ND 
Ex-officio 
Dr. Lee A. Vickers 

Dick/11son, ND 
Kevin J. Thompson '87 

Dlckin.fOII, ND 

MUSEUM EXHIBITION AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT, Made and entered into this 4.i day of October, 2007, 
by and between ALICK DVIRNAK, hereinafter called the "Exhibitor", and 
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, hereinafter called the 
11 Foundation 11

~ 

WITNESSETI!, That the Exhibitor agrees to loan the Foundation the entirety 
of Exhibitor's art collection including art pieces and Native American and other 
western artifacts ("the collection") and the Foundation agrees to exhibit and display the 
art collection, upon the tenns and conditions hereinafter set forth. 

l. The Foundation hereby agrees to work in conjunction with Dickinson 
State University to retain a western artifact curator to review and access the 
collection for historical importance and value. This review process is to begin 
immediately upon receipt of the artifacts by the Foundation. 

2. The Foundation shall have the right to display the collection or parts 
thereof for a period of twenty-four months ("the Initial Tenn") commencing on the 
date of execution of this agreement. At the end of the Initial Term, either party shall 
have the ability to terminate the agreement by giving written notice no less than 
ninety days before the Initial Tenn is set to expire. If neither party terminates the 
agreement at the end of the initial term, the agreement shall automatically continue 
for an additional ninety-six months ("the Additional Term"). During the Additional 
Term, the Parties will conduct good faith negotiations to attempt to reach an 
agreement as to the permanent home of the collection concerned herein. When the 
Additional Term terminates, if the Parties have not reached an agreement as to the 
permanent home of the collection, om1ership and possession of the collection will 
revert to the Exhibitor, or the Exhibitor's. heirs, assigns, successors or personal 
representatives. 

3. In displaying the collection or parts thereof, the Foundation agrees to 
prominently note the Exhibitor's lifelong work as a historian and collector. 

4. The Foundation agrees to interpret the collection and have the 
collection inventoried before it is transported to Dickinson. 

5. Before the end of the current Dickinson State University President's 
tenure, the Foundation will' host an event in order to honor and thank the Dvirnak 
family. 

!Bulfdtn.9 rupon ducc£H 

-1-
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6. If for any reason the Foundation decides to divest itself of the 
collection, all items will be returned to the Dvirnak family. 

7. Upon receipt of the appraisal of the collection, the Foundation shall 
obtain insurance coverage for the collection, insuring against theft, fire, damage or 
other haim to the collection. 

8. This written agreement shall constitute the entire agreement between 
the parties, and shall extend to and be binding upon the heirs, personal 
representatives, successors, and assigns .of the respective parties hereto. 

9. No terms or conditions of this Agreement shall be changed, modified, 
or altered, except in writing signed by the parties hereto or their duly authorized 
representatives or their heirs, successors and assigns. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The parties hereto have set their hands the day and 
year first above written. 

EXHIBITOR: 

Alick Dvirliak 

FOUNDATION: 

~~p4~~ 
~ hompson 

., 

Its: Executive Director 
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COOPERA'llVE AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
AND 

DICKJNSON STATE UNIVERSITY 

This agreement is by and between the Library ofCongrc5s (the "Library''). a United 
Slates Govcn1111cnt agency, and Dickinson State University (the ''University"), a public 
university located in No1th Dakota. 

WHEREAS, the Libraty is the nation's oldest federal cultural institution and the largest 
library in the world, ,vith millions of items in its collections; and 

WHEREAS, the Library is the home of the Theodore Roosevelt Papers spanning the 
years 1760• I 993 and con~isting tlf family papers, general correspondence, speeches and 
writings, and subject liks, ("the .!:iJncrs"), all of which have been microfilmed; and 

WHEREAS, ihe Univet'.'liiy is a regional four-year institution within the North Dakota 
University System whose primary role is to contribute to intellectual, social, economic 
and clllturnl developmem; nnd 

WHEREAS, the University has .achieved t1 national reputation as a convening center for 
RoQscvclt discourse 1111d in 2001 lat111ched a Theodore Roosevelt Initiative including an 
honors leadership program, publication ofa book about Theodore Roosevelt, and 
symposia.; and 

WHEREAS, as a part of the Theodore Roosevelt Initiative, the Univcn;ity is in the 
process of crenting a ·n,eodore Roosevelt Center to include a mu.scum, traditional and 
virtual libraries, a reading room, n seminar room, and exhibit space; and 

WHEREAS, tl1e patties wish to work together to create digital scans of the mic.rotilms of 
the Papers in order to make the papers more readily accessible for scholarship and 
resenrch; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties enter into n no11--0xdusivc agrt..'Cmenl as follows: 

I) l'rojccl Description, 

a) The parties will cooperate to prncluce digital versions of the Papers from the 
existing microfilms, along with a delineated text version ("keyed" version) of the 
finding aid for the Papers that can be used in a database. To this end, the 
University shall transfer a $50,000 grant to the Library within two weeks 
following the effective date of this agreement, and the Library will contribute an 
additional $50,000 for a tolal proj.:.-cl budget of $100,000. 111c Librnry will 
expend these fonds to create duplic;ite master negativc microfilms of the 485 reels 
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on which the Papers are reproduced; create scans frotn the muslcr ncgutivc 
micwfilms; and key in the cxisling finding aid for the !'aper,;, The Libraty will 
detennine the appropriate technical specifications for digitizing the Papers. The 
work may be handled either in-house by the Library ancL'or by procuring services 
via contract. 'I11e Library anticipates thnt the project budget will support digitizing 
some, but not all, of the Papers. All work by the LibrarY is subject to the 
availability of funds and other resources. 

b) The University shall designate a liaison for the projcd who is nn cxpci1 on 
ThclldClrc Roosevelt to provide research, curatorial, administrative. and/or other 
support under this agreement. 

c) In the event that the Unil·ersity wishes to rnise additional funds to suppo,t this 
project:, lhe University shnll consult with the Lihrnry to ensure that its solicitations 
do not conflict with other Library fundrnising efforL~. The University shall obtain 
the Library's prior written apprnval of all solicitation material and of all 
sponsors/co-sponsors and any other individuals or cntitiM 10 receive credit in 
conn,>ction with the activities under this agreement. 

2) Publicity. The University shall obtain prior written approval from the Library's 
Public Affairs Office prior to using the Library's logo(s) or the name "Library of 
Congress" or C}lher Librnry trademarks or trade names. This applies to all uses 
regardless of whether on the web, in print, or in any other media. Once approved, 
similar uses in tbt same context and fonrnll will not requil'c additional approval. 
Requests for approval arc to be sent by fox to the Director of C()]nOJunications, 
Library ofCrmgrcs~, JOI lndq1cndcnce Avenue, S.E. (LM-105), Washington, D.C. 
20540-1610, telephone 202-707-2905, fax 202-707-9199. 

3) Copvright and Ownership. 

a) 1110 Libmry will own the physical property consisting of'the duplicate master 
negative microfilms produced in the course of this project. Both parties will 
receive copies of the scans of the Papers um.I of the finding aid for use on their 
rcspc.ctivc web sites and successor technologies and as they may otherwise see fit. 

b) The University is ~okly and exclusively responsible for obtaining any ncccss.a11• 
clearances, permissions, and/or releases nccoss111)' for the Library to n..'J)roducc the 
Papers under this agreement Additionally, the University shall us,, its best efforts 
also to obtain for the Library, and for itselfifit so desires, the right to further 
reproduce and to disiributc, display, pcrfom1, and prepare derivative works from 
the Papers, including, without limitation, use on the Library's web site, in 
publications, exhibitions, sales product~, and the like. Such clearances, 
pennissions, and/or releases may pcrt.ain to but arc not limited to copyright, right 
of publicity, trndcmarks, trade names, C()ntracts, patents, literary, artistic, 
dramatic, personal, private, civil or property right or right of privacy or "moral 
rights of authors," defamation, or any other right whatsoever. The Library shall, 
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as necc~i:a.ry, assist tl1e University in pmparing appropriate rights deamncc 
requests. TI1e University agrees to provide the Library with the results of each 
clearnncc Rearch and each clearance request. 

c.) The Uni,·ersity acknowledges that any material contributed by Library employees 
is in the public domain in the United States. 

d) Digital copies will not be considered to have a C(ljlyright separnte and apart from 
:my copyright subsisting in the underlying materials or in the selection ond 
arrangement of the materials. 

e) The pa,tics shall use the following credit line when displayin,g images of the 
Papers: ''111esc ima1,'Cs arc presented via a cooperative effort between the Library 
of Congress and Dickinson Stale University." 

4) \VaJTanties and Jndemnilicalions. 

a) TI·IELlBRARY MAKES NO WARRANTIBSORREPRESENTATJONS 
REGARDING THE COPYRIGHT STATUS OF TI·IE MATERIALS TN TTS 
COLLECTIONS. 

b) The University warranl~ lJiat it has obtained or will obtain all necessary 
clearances, pcrrnis.~inns, andlor releases as required by this agreement, and, 
subject to Section 12 of Article IO of the North Dakota C(lnstitution and to the 
extent of available approprintions, unencumbered funds, and liability insumnce, 
the University shall indemnify the Library (and the Librnry's licerrnees and 
assigns) against any and all claims, damages, liabilities, losses, costs, and 
expenses (including rensonitblc counsel fees) arising out ofor caused by its breach 
of any warranty or tenn contained in this agreement. The Library shall provide 
the Univer-sity with prompt notice ofnny such claims of which the Librmy is 
awure, and the parties shull cooperate in the defonse and resolution of such 
claims. In the event that tl1e University has insufficient fimds to satisfy its 
indemnification obligation under this Paragraph 4(b), the University shall seek an 
additional appropriation for such purpose from the No11h Dakota legislature. 

c) The liability of the Library and its obligations to the University resulting from any 
breach by the Library of any of the provisions hereof, or any claim or suit made or 
brought against any of the said parties, based directly or indlrtctl)' upon any act, 
failure to act, or negligence on the part of any agent or employee of the Library 
occurring in connection with any activity which is the subject of this agreement, 
shall be detennined under the federal Tort Claims Act, the Tucker Act or any 
other applicable Act of C-0ngrcss. 
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5) Notice. All notices re.quired to be given hereunder arc to be in writing and sent both 
by facsimile and cilher (a) personal delivery, or (b) certified mail, return receipt 
requested, to the parties at their respective addl'esscs set forth below or to such other 
addru~s as either party may specify by notice in writing. 

a) For the Library: Chief, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, 101 
lrnk1Jendcnce Avenue, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20540-4680. Fax: 202-707-6336. 

b) For the University: President, Dickinson State Universiiy, 291 Campus Drive, 
Dickinson, North D11kota, 58601, fax: 701-483-3712. 

6) Term, The term of this agreement is the earlier C1flwoycars from the agreement's 
effec.tivc dale or the date on which the $100,000 in funding is fully expended. 
Paragraphs 2-7 survive krminution CJr expiration of this a1,'TCcmcnt. 

7) General. 

a) Nature of Relationship, Nothing in this agrncmenr i~ intended to or is to be 
deemed lo create a par1nership or joint venture bL,twecn the Librat)' and the 
Univcr,ily. 

h) No waiver. No waiver or modification of any of the ten11s of this agre<.,-n1ent will 
be valid unless in writing signed by the party to be charged therewith. No waiver 
by either party of a breach hereof Cir default hereunder will be deemed a waiver by 
such party of any subsequent breach or default. 

c) Severnbility. lf any partic.ular tenn, covenant, or provision of this agreement is 
determined lo be invalid or unenforceable, the invalidity or unenforccability 
rhe.reofwill not alTccl the remaining prol'isions of this agreement, which will 
nevertheless remain in full force and effect. 

d) Force l\'1lljeure. Pcrfonnance by either pa1ty under this agreement is excused 
during the period such ))<)rfommncc is prevented or dcluyed by government 
restrictions (whether with or without valid jurisdiction), war or warlike activity, 
insurrection or L'ivil disorder, or any other causes similar or dissimilar to the 
foregoing that are beyond the control of either party and are not foreseeable at the 
time the agreement is executed. 

e) Entire A.greement. 'l11is agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the 
parties with respect lo the subject nuHter hereof, aud supersedes all pre-existing 
agreements and undersinndings betw<--cn them with respect thereto. 
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I) Choice ofU1w and Venue. 'l11is agreement will be govcrned for all pmposcs by, 
and construed in accordance with, federal law, and venue is to lie exclusively in 
the federal courts of the United States. 

The effective date of this agreement is the last date of signature below, 

FOR Tiffi LIBRARY OF CONGHRSS: 

!'.Jr. James H. Billing1<:>n < 
The Librarian of Congress 

Date: 3/J,D/oS 

FOR l)JCKINSON STA TE UNIVERSITY: 

President 

Date: 3/4 /4 L 
I J 
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DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY 
Stoxen Library Renovation and Addition 
Preliminary Space Program 
June 16, 2008 

Existing Building 
Lower Level 
Main Level 

11,157 sf 
9,470 sf 

656 sf 
2,885 sf 
3,261 sf 

27,429 sf 

Mail Room 
Balcony 
Common Areas 
Total 

Addition 

Total Building 

40.000 sf 

67,429 sf 

Space Allocations 

Library 45,761 sf 
Learning Commons 
Theodore Roosevelt Virtual Library 
Stacks (164,000 volumes) 
Circulation and service desks 
Processing space 
6 staff offices 
Quiet study spaces 
Special collections 
Computer lab classroom 
Coffee bar 
Collaborative spaces 
3 conference rooms 
Viewing rooms 
Microfilm room 
Grossing factor= 3,261 sf 

Computer Services 7,000 sf 
4 staff offices = 520 sf 
4 classrooms = 3,600 sf 
Reception/workroom = 200 sf 
Storage/receiving = 600 sf 
Service hub = 600 sf 
Grossing factor= 1,480 sf 
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Extended Campus 4,500 sf 

• 1 0 staff offices = 1 ,300 sf 
Classroom = 2,000 sf 
Storage = 500 sf 
Lobby = 500 sf 
Grossing factor = 900 sf 

Academic Success Center 5,500 sf 
12 staff offices = 1,560 sf 
Computer classroom = 900 sf 
Tutoring = 800 sf 
Reception/workroom = 340 sf 
Grossing factor= 1,200 sf 

Mail Room 668 sf 

Restrooms 2,000 sf 

Mechanical 2,000 sf 

• 

• 40 
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Rita Ennen 
December 11, 2008 

Stoxen Library Gate Counts 

2001-2002 110,645 
2002-2003 115,367 
2003-2004 128,325 
2004-2005 145,863 
2005-2006 164,019 
2006-2007 180,035 
2007-2008 209,884 

Stoxen Library Gate 
250,000 · counts2oor-2ooa -

200,000 

150,000 

50,000 

o L_ -. 
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 

Average weekday evening counts 
fall 2007 - 236 
fall 2008 - 311 
High of 481 Dec. I 0, 2007 
High of 441 so far 2008 

Average Sunday evening counts 
fall 2007 - 337 
fall 2008 - 444 
High of 526 Dec. 9, 2007 
High of 529 so far 2008 

(Our normal highs are the Sunday & Monday of finals week, so we probably haven't seen 
them yet for this year.) 
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Rita Ennen 
December 10, 2008 

Stoxen Library Seating Capacity and Number of Available 
Computers Fall 2008 

Number of seats on main and balcony level 
Fall 2008 student head count 
Seating capacity: 

Seat count including lower level and classroom 
Number of seats: 
Fall 2008 student head count 
Seating Capacity 

Number of student computers on all levels, including student 
laptops: 
Fall 2008 student head count 
Computer capacity: 

Standard is 20-30% 

124 
2730 

4.54% 

223 
2730 

8.17% 

47 
2730 

1.72% 
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FaU 2000 

2001 

DSU Enrollment in Bismarck 

360 

293_/ 

/ 
184 ~ 

134 ~ 

80 85 ~ 
-

Fall 2001 Fall 2002 Fan 2003 Faa 2004 Falt 2005 Fall 2006 Fall 2007 

DSU Graduates in Bismarck 

2002 2003 2005 2006 2007 2008 

o Face to Face ■ Online• 

*Online graduates are Bismarck residents who have received part or all of their instruction online 

--

Fan 200a 
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2001 
Face to Face 15 

Online* 0 
Total 15 

• 
Dickinson State University 
Office of Extended Learning 

Bismarck Graduates 2001-2008 
2002 2003 2004 2005 

22 17 20 47 
0 0 3 3 

22· 17 23 50 

2006 
36 
7 

43 

*Note: Online graduates are Bismarck residents who have received part or all of their instruction online 

- Bismarck Enrollments 2006~2008 
Fall 2006: Fall 2ooi Fall 2008 

Headcount (including 
online and collaborative) 293 360 377 
Total # of Credits 3,047 4,140 4,561 
Average# of Credits 10.4 11.5 12.1 
Degree Plan* 266 344 342 

2007 
35 
15 
50 

* Note: This figure includes all students who are working on their bachelo~s degree from Dickinson State University. 

Report prepared by Marty Odermann-Gardner, Director of the Office of Extended Learning 
October 1 , 2008 

• 

2008 Total 
51 243 
36 64 
87 307 



Prepared by the North Dakota Legislative Council 
staff for House Appropriations 

Department 240 - Mayville State University 
Senate Bill No. 2003 

FTE Positions 
09-11 Executive Budget 

. 07-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Agency Funding 

55.39 
55.89 

0.50 

$20.00 ~--------------~ 

$18.00 +------------
$16.00 

$14.00 .. l5$12.00 +--------__Jill.ll_ __ 

~$10.00 
$8.00 
$6.00 
$4.00 
$2.00 
$0.00 

General Fund 
$18,506,022 

11,205,028 

$7,300,994 

FTE Positions 

80.00 
69.97 

70.00 
-

60.00 

50.00 

40.00 

30.00 

20.00 

10.00 

0.00 

February 24, 2009 

Other Funds 

66.80 

$3,668,500 
900,000 

$2,768,500 

--........ 55.89 

Total 
$22,174,522 

12,105 028 

$10,069,494 

55.39 

2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 2009-11 
Executive 

Budget 
Executive 

Budget 

■General Fund □Other Funds 

and One-Time General Fund A 
Ongoing General Fund 

A ro riatlon 
One-Time General Fund 

A ro rlation 
9-11 Executive Budget 

2007-09 Legislative Appropriations 

Increase Decrease 

$11,637,577 
10,324,058 

$1,313,519 

First House Action 
Attached is a summary of first house changes. 

Executive Budget Highlights 
(With First House Changes in Bold) 

$6,868,445 
880 970 

$5,987,475 

Total General Fund 
A ro rlation 

$18,506,022 
11 205,028 

$7,300,994 

General Fund Other Funds Total 

1. Provides parity funding of $1. 107,937 for the following: 
Costs to continue fiscal year 2009 salary increases 

5 percent per year salary increases 

Health insurance increases 

Operating inflation (excluding utilities) of 2 percent for fiscal 
year 201 O and 2.2 percent for fiscal year 2011 

Utility inflation of 6 percent for fiscal year 201 O and 
8.5 percent for fiscal year 2011 
Total 

2. Provides equity funding of $135,135 (The executive 
recommendation includes $10 million for equity distributed 
among the 11 higher education institutions.) 

~rovides funding for emergency preparedness and security. 

• 

The Senate removed this funding. 

Provides ongoing funding for extraordinary repairs of $208,994, 
the same amount of extraordinary repairs base funding for the 
2007-09 biennium 

$138,541 

443,678 

238,958 

64,699 

222,061 

$1,107,937 

$135,135 

$70,446 

$138,541 

443,678 

238,958 

64,699 

222,061 

$1,107,937 

$135,135 

$70,446 



5. Provides one-time funding for repairs, maintenance, and 
security 

6. Provides one-time funding for major capital projects, including a 
renovation and . addition to the Science and Library Building 

• 

($4,958,325) and the renovations of Agassiz Hall ($3,668,500) 

7. Removes. one-time extraordinary repair funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium 

8. Removes one-time major capital project funding provided in the 
2007-09 biennium (Northwest Hall rehabilitation) 

9. Decreases the number of FTE positions by .50 FTE position 
pursuant to Section 13 of House Bill No. 1003 (2007) which 
authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE 
positions as needed subject to the availability of funds for 
institutions and entities under its control 

$1,910,120 

$4,958,325 

($880,969) 

Other Sections in Bill 

$3,668,500 

($900,000) 

$1,910,120 

$8,626,825 

($880,969) 

($900,000) 

Transfer authority - Section 1 O provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's operations 
line item to the institution's capital assets line item if the board detennines that additional funds are needed for capital projects or 
extraordinary repairs. Section 11 provides that the State Board of Higher Education may transfer funds from an institution's deferred 
maintenance line item to the institution's capital assets line item or may transfer funds from an institution's capital assets line item to the 
deferred maintenance line item. 

Security and emergency preparedness transfers - Section 12 provides that $750,000 of the North Dakota University System office 
security and emergency preparedness line item be used for the benefit of institutions under its control. 

FTE positions - Section 13 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to adjust FTE positions as needed· for institutions and 
entities under its control. 

Bonding authorization - Section 15 authorizes the State Board of Higher Education to issue revenue bonds for Agassiz Hall housing 
renovations ($3,668,500). · 

Continuing Appropriations 
Special revenue funds - North Dakota Century Code (NDCC) Section 15-10-12 - Provides the continuing appropriation authoritv · 

•

her education institutions' special revenue funds, including tuition. through June 30, 2009. Senate Bill No. 2038 (2009) ~ 
tinue the continuing appropriation authority through June 30, 2011. See Major Related Legislation for more infonnation. 

Major Related Legislation 
Senate Bill No. 2038 - This bill continues through June 30, 2011, the continuing appropriation of higher education institutions' special 
revenue funds and through July 31, 2011, the authority for the North Dakota University System to continue at the end of the biennium 
unspent general fund appropriations and the requirement that the budget request and appropriation of the North Dakota University 
System include block grants for a base funding component, an initiative funding component, and an asset funding component. The bill 
provides for a Legislative Council study of higher education and provides performance and accountability measures to be included in 
the State Board of Higher Education performance and accountability report pursuant to NDCC Section 15-10-14.2. 

ATTACH:1 

• 
2 
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Student Impact on North Dakota 

♦ Between 96% and 98% of Mayville State 2006-07 and 2007-08 graduates found 
satisfactory placement in their careers. The remainder of those graduates chose to 
further their education. 

♦ More than 50% of teacher education graduates find jobs in North Dakota. 
♦ Approximately 65% of non-teaching graduates find jobs in North Dakota. 
♦ Nearly 800 Mayville State graduates teach in North Dakota schools. 
♦ More than 92 % of student internships were in North Dakota in 2006. 
♦ Student spending impacts the local community by $11 million. 
♦ According to the Noel-Levitz Employer Satisfaction survey conducted in 2006 for the 

North Dakota University System, Mayville State University graduates were rated very high. 
When asked to compare Mayville State graduates with graduates from other universities 
MSU graduates were higher than the mean satisfaction average for: 

◊ knowledge and understanding in their major field 
◊ knowledge and understanding in general knowledge 
◊ qualities that would be expected from a college graduate 
◊ specialized skills as related to the job 

What makes MaSU different ? 
♦ More educational and extra-curricular participation options for students due to 

favorable student teacher ratios (17 to I) and smalJ average class sizes (18). 
♦ Ubiquitous Tablet PC computing for all students with a two-year replacement cycle. 
♦ Technology center and business incubator on campus. 

♦ International J-1 exchange and F visa programs to enhance diversity. 
♦ Collaborative efforts at NOUS campuses include: BSC, LRSC, UNO, WSC, NDSCS and 

VCSU; in other states including: WY, WA, AZ., and MN; and with the Heart of the Valley 
ITV Consortium and regional child development programs. 

♦ All students earn an IT Certification upon completion 
♦ Personal service, curricular flexibility 

MaSU's Window to the Future! 
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Strategic Planning 
The university's recent and ongoing strategic planning process, begun in 2008 and led by Dr. Dennis 
Jones ofNCHEMS, has drawn some conclusions. Mayville State's current academic offerings are very 
limited and should be enhanced. This situation is not unlike that of the 1970's. Initiatives could include 
offering limited graduate credit, additional two-year programs, and new emerging fields of study such as 
health care. These plans could be implemented with little or no duplication of effort. 

, Dr. Dennis Jones 

The need for more two-year programs in the northeastern comer of North Dakota 
has been discussed by the Interim Legislative Committee on Higher Education. 
Expanded two-year programs could provide an expanded base for new students. 
Each year, a large number of North Dakota high school students leave the north
eastern part of the state to enroll in programs in Minnesota. Experience says that 
many never return to the state to live and work. Two-year programming could be 
provided in large part through collaborations between existing two-year programs 
and new, unique programs being developed by Mayville State. 

Mayville State University prides itself on the personalized attention it can give to 
students. It is our feeling that low graduation and retention rates could also be 
improved if more students started their academic careers at a campus geared 
towards personal service through favorable student-to-teacher ratios and small 
class sizes . 

A health and biomedical sciences initiative could consist of a three-pronged plan: clinical, nursing, and 
biomedical. Partnerships would be developed with Bismarck State College, collaborating on a clinical 
laboratory technician program; Lake Region State College, collaborating on a nursing initiative; and the 
UNO School of Medicine. Mayville State's traditional strengths in mathematics and science, combined 
with INBRE and EPSCoR and other research grants would fit together nicely with this new direction. 
The State Board of Higher Education would have to approve changes of this nature. 

Mayville State University is also exploring the possibility of offering limited graduate credit, which 
would help service its teacher education graduates and provide cash flow in the summer months. When 
articulated properly into the state's existing graduate programs, these activities could help the state 
educate more elementary and secondary teachers with master's degrees. Limited graduate credit is 
allowed at four-year institutions in 48 of the 50 states. 

Other on-campus thrusts include a fitness and wellness degree geared to aging Americans and a sports 
management degree. Mayville State's Early Childhood Education/Early Elementary Education (PreK-3) 
program began this spring. The State Board of Higher Education has approved Mayville State's Special 
Needs Generalist minor. 

After much effort, Mayville State has finally been granted J-1 visa authority which will pave the way for 
enrolling Chinese and other foreign students. The diversity gained from this endeavor is very important 
to a college campus. 

More specific plans will be crafted when the strategic planning initiative is completed this year. 
Mayville State University will seek support from the North Dakota University System and the 
Legislature once these plans are formalized. 

MaSU's Window to the Future/ Page S 
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Traill County Technology Center 

The Traill County Technology Center, housed in West Hall on the Mayville State campus, provides 
business.and incubator space. The Traill County Technology Center opened its doors in 1999 for 
entrepreneurs and/or small busine~ses that may employ MaSU students and graduates. 

The following businesses started, or are currently located in the TCTC: 

♦ Olson Tax Services: Tax preparation and consulting service for the community started by a 
Mayville State graduate. 

♦ Heartland Photography: An on-location photographer, serving 
Mayville-Portland and the surrounding communities including 
Grand Forks and Fargo. 

♦ Sew Batik: Former ND residents who "came home" from New York 
to create this successful business doing textile design and sales. 

♦ ComMark, Inc.: Now located in Portland, ComMark's business 
focus is web development/hosting, marketing, and call center 
services. The company has recently purchased Powered-Ink. 

♦ Powered-Ink: A web/media services business started by two MaSU 
graduates. 

,1' ,, 

J · ... . ~::~·f. ,......--:.:.c <!,".9.,. __ 
' -~ •··•-

♦ ND Department of Public Instruction-Child Nutrition Program: A telecommuter who 
has her office in the TCTC to coordinate the DP! child nutrition program for this region. 

♦ Traill County Economic Development Commission: Assisting entrepreneurs and other 
potential Traill County business startups with business planning and development. 

♦ Hot Gigs: A telecommuter, living in Portland. Hot Gigs helps companies source both 
contract and full-time talent and optimize the procurement, onboarding, and management of 
contingent workers. The company is based in Minneapolis. · 

Three of these businesses (SewBatik, ComMark, Powered-Ink) have made the transition to locating 
within the Mayville-Portland business community. 

The Traill County Technology Center, in conjunction with the MaSU Career Services and Internship 
office, coordinated a U.S. Department of Labor grant related to workforce training. The grant 
focused on providing internships for MaSU students, and was completed in 2008, with over 60 interns 
having benefitted from the project. 

Page 8 MaSU's Window to the Future! 
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Enrollment Trends 

• Historical headcount enrollment has been stable over the years, while the number of full-time 
students has decreased somewhat and part-time and distance students have increased 
dramatically. 

• The number of high school graduates in North Dakota and northwestern Minnesota will 
continue to decrease, affecting the enrollment of full time students at Mayville State. 

• Recent enrollment management strategies have focused on recruiting additional full time 
students from out of state, using non-resident merit tuition waivers as a means of attracting these 
students. 

• Collaborative efforts with Lake Region State College, Bismarck State College, Williston 
State College and ND State College of Science have resulted in increasing numbers of 
degree-seeking, distance students in Business Administration, Early Childhood Education, 
and Elementary Education. 

• Additional articulation and collaboration efforts are in various stages of development with 
community colleges in Minnesota, Washington, Arizona, and Wyoming. 

• The number of students from diverse backgrounds has increased in recent years, largely due to 
enhanced recruitment efforts in other states. Efforts are being made to increase the number of 
Native American students who enroll at MaSU due to collaborative programs in the [)evils Lake 
and Ft. Totten communities. 

Enrollment Trends for MaSU 

Title Ill Projected Enrollments . 
1600 . . 
1400 . . ---,f200 . ---1000 ' I .800 ' -- -
600 : --------400 : 200 : 0 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
-Headcount 776 755 746 817 897 912 832 769 789 949 1079 1249 1315 
-Full Time 593 579 579 613 665 625 554 478 449 525 555 585 615 

FTE 686 662 658 700 761 722 652 586 562 637 700 790 850 

MaSU's Window to the Future! Page 9 
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Distance Students 
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2006 2007 2008 

i,, International 
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I.ii Asian 

Iii Native American 

Iii Black 
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Tuition Waiver Strategies 

• Tuition waivers have resulted in increased numbers of minority and out-of-state 
students. 

• Total waivers were decreased substantially in 2006-07 and have remained stable. 

• The total value of international and diversity waivers has been reduced, but the number 
of students receiving such assistance has remained stable in recent years. 

• Athletic waivers are used to attract and retain high quality student athletes. 

Total Waivers 

600,000 

-500,000 

400,000 

300,000 

7 ~ 
/ '\. 

✓ '\. 
200,000 

100,000 

0 
2003"°4 I 2004-0S I 2005-06 T 2006-07 I 2007-08 I 2008-09 est 
271,708 I 524,237 I 487,441 I 180,587 I 213,366 I 218,406 

Year 
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Revenue Comparison by Source 

·" 1---------
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The Total General Fund and Tuition Budget has increased by 32% since FY 2001-03. 

Tuition has accounted for 56% of the total budget increase, resulting in an increased cost of 
$1,400 per student per year since FY 2001-03. 

2001-03 2003-05 2005-07 2007-09 
Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 

General 
8,448,551 73.3% 8,602,335 67.4% 9,003,630 64.3% 10,115,065 66.6% Fund 

Laud Dept. 
218,663 1.9% 186,000 1.5% 176,000 1.3% 156,000 1.0% Trust l&I 

Tuition 2,856,938 24.8% 3,967,406 31.1% 4,828,125 34.5% 4,915,632 32.4% 

Totals 11,524,152 100.0% 12,755,741 100.0% 14,007,755 100.0% 15,186,697 100.0% 
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Overview of the Budget Request 
2009-2011 

Biennial Budget Request 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation 

Base Adjustments 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation, 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Request: 

Parity 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 

Equity 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 

Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 

One-time Budget Requests: 

Deferred Maintenance 

Emergency Preparedness/Security 
Pay-off special assessments 

Total One-time Budget Request & Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request & Recommendation 

$ 

$ 

SBHE 2009-11 
Prioritized GF 

Revised Request 

ll,20S,028 

(880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,289,482 

70,446 

250,000 

215,250 

1,825,178 

12,149,237 

4,775,300 

609,602 

481,825 

5,866,727 

4,958,325 

22,974,289 

Executive 
8.ecommendation 

$ 11,205,028 

(880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,107,937 

70,446 

135,135 

1,313,518 

11,637,577 

l,9I0,120 

1,910,120 

4,958,325 

s 18,506,022 

Executive 
Recommendation 

Over (Under) 
Budget Request 

$ 

{181,545) 

{114,865) 

(215,250) 

(511,660) 

(511,660) 

(2,865,180) 

(609,602) 

(481,825) 

(3,956,607) 

$ (4,468,267) 
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Budget Request Item Explanations 

♦ Emergency Preparedness/Security <Base) - MaSU's request included $70,446 for 
base funding increas&s for emergency preparedness/security. This provides funding 
for additional campus security at a ratio of one FTE to 900 students, but not less 
than one FTE. This request also included funding to cover the annual fee for the 
NotiFind emergency notification system for students. 
The Executive Recommendation is $70,446. 

♦ Campus Equity (Base) 
MaSU's request for campus equity was $250,000 which would have been used for 
faculty and other staffing and program support for new academic programs, 
expansion of distance delivery options, and programs at additional collaborative 
educational sites. The Executive Recommendation is $135,135. 

♦ College Affordability (Base) - MaSU's request included $215,250 to cover a 
portion of the student share of parity costs, thereby permitting the campus to keep 
tuition rate increases to no more than 4% per year in 2009-11. 
The Executive Recommendation is $0. The revised parity calculation uses 
5% salary increases, instead of7%. MaSU requests $156,164 to keep tuition 
increases to no more than 4% per year. 

♦ Emergency Preparedness /Security (One-time) - This one-time funding of 
$609,602 would have assisted with updating facilities with safety upgrades 
including keyless card entry, fire alarms, public announcement systems, security 
cameras, building alarms, and improved campus grounds lighting. The Executive 
Recommendation includes $4 million in the NOUS Office Budget, reduced from 
the $20,642,000 budget request. 

♦ Pay off Special Assessments (One-time) - MaSU's request included $481,825 
to pay off total special assessment for FY's 2010 - 2022. Payment of special 
assessments in full would have resulted in an average annual savings of $37,063. 
The Executive Recommendation is $0 . 
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Challenges 

Mayville State University's campus is one of the oldest in the North Dakota University System. 
Forty years without a major state-funded building project and the highest deferred 
maintenance ratio in the NDUS have left Mayville State with deteriorating physical space 
that is' not well suited to our educational mission. The physical state of the campus makes it 
extremely difficult to attract students to Mayville State. 

Old Main, which is Mayville State's oldest building, was constructed in 1890. The most recent 
state-funded building project on the Mayville State campus was the Classroom Building, 
constructed in 1968. 

Mayville State's total deferred maintenance is over $21 million. $11 million of this deferred 
maintenance is associated with state-supported buildings. A comparison of deferred mainte
nance ratios with the other NOUS campuses indicates that MaSU's deferred maintenance ratio 
is the highest in the system at 22%. Although recent efforts have reduced this ratio from 29%, 
it is still very large when compared to the system average of 8%. MaSU's building plans have 
been carefully analyzed and a strategic investment of $5 million by the state could reduce the 
campus's deferred maintenance by 62%, or $13.2 million! 

The Mayville State campus reflects a far different time for higher education. Enrollment at 
Mayville State peaked in 1969. The number of 18-year-old North Dakota students feeding the 
higher education system at that time numbered around 14,000 students. Today, the state 
graduates fewer than 6,000 students, and Mayville State's share has fallen in proportion. 
Increasing numbers of distance and commuter students means a sizeable number of students 
do not come.to campus to live or may not take classes on campus. 

Mayville State University's campus must be "right-sized" for current and future needs. 
Modernized space is needed to appeal to prospective students. To address issues with health, 
safety, and accessibility in MaSU buildings, deferred maintenance must be drastically 
reduced. Space needs to be flexible, technology-enhanced, and well-suited to MaSU's 
educational mission and the needs of North Dakota. 

Challenges for Mayville State are: 

1. Debt recovery progress 
2. Energy cost 
3. Reduce deferred maintenance 
4. Faculty and staff salaries 
5. Increased food costs and travel expenses 
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1. Debit recovery progress 
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2. Energy costs - Self-funding to build a new coal plant to eliminate 
dependence on #2 fuel oil. 
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The average cost of fuel in 
2002 was $.87 per gallon 
compared with a budget 
projection of $3.25 per 
gallon in 2009. 
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5. Increased foo" costs for students and travel expenses for athletic teams. 

Athletic team bus travel rates have increased significantly. For example, the rate in May, 2007 
was $2.18 per mile. In May 2008, it was $2.51, and by August, 2008 it was up to $2.62 per 
mile. 

Food costs for MaSU Dining Services continue to rise across the board. Per case costs 
comparisons from August, 2007 to August, 2008 include: ground beef increased from $20.14 
to $22.09; cheese soup base increased from $41.28 to $44.74; and apple juice concentrate 
increased from $70:14 to $83.48. The wholesaler also included a fuel surcharge of $8.20 on 
each delivery . 
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Science-Library Renovation and Education Addition 
State Funding: $4,958,325 

The proposed Science-Library Building Renovation and Education Addition project will 
provide a new home for the MaSU Division of Education and Psychology; providing adequate, 
efficien\, and safe spaces in which to learn. Unfortunately, West Hall, the current home of the 
Mayville State University Division of Education and Psychology, has become more and more 
run-down over time, and the building is currently rated as "poor" in.engineering reports. The 
building has become a liability in terms of attracting students. It would require a very costly 
major renovation in order to restore standards of energy efficiency, accessibility, and health and 
safety. The project will result in a new facility to prepare teachers for their ever-important role 
of educating young people. Bringing the education division's teacher learning center to the 
campus library building puts a wealth of learning resources under one roof. 

Mayville State was founded in I 889 with the mission of training teachers. This has been a 
major focus throughout the institution's I 18-year history. Teachers who earned their 
undergraduate degrees from Mayville State are teaching in nearly every county in the state of 
North Dakota. Mayville State continues to meet the very important need for supplying teachers 
for the state. 
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The Science-Library Renovation/Education Addition project and the razing of East and West 
Halls would go a long way toward right-sizing the campus and reducing Mayville State's 
deferred maintenance, taking it from a campus with very high deferred maintenance to a 
campus with the least deferred maintenance. 

This project involves remodeling aging space and improving accessibility for technology and 
human safety, and communicates the fact that Mayville State University is committed to 
providing excellent services and opportunities. 
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Mission 
The mission of Mayville State University is to educate and guide students, as individuals, so that they 
may realize their full career Potential and enhance their lives. We do this in an environtnent that reflects 
our tradition of personal service commitment to innovative technology-enriched education, and 
dynamic learning relationships ~ith community, employers, and society. 

Vision 
To be known for continuing academic excellence in a cooperative, enjoyable learning environment that 
anticipates and responds to individual needs. 

Purposes 

• Collaborative relationships with schools, employers, and communities that contribute to the 
economic growth and social vitality of North Dakota. 

• Effective support for appropriate applications of information technologies to instruction and 
administration . 

• Academic programs and services that address real-world career and North Dakota workforce 
opportunities. 

• Innovative, flexible delivery of instruction that meets the needs of the individual. 
• Enrollment and revenue development through retention, recruiting, and new opportunities. 
• Assessment and improvement of student learning outcomes and institutional effectiveness. 

Vital Statistics 

Number of structures - 22· 
Average age of buildings- 55.5 years 

Oldest building - Main Building ( 1890) 
Newest state supported building -

Classroom Building (1968) 
Newest building- Wellness Center (2004) 

Replacement value of buildings - $56,887,175 

2007-09 biennial budget - $27,656,322 
2007-09 state support - $10,115,065 

Page 2 

Mayville State Economic Impact 

• Total Impact - $41.5 million 
(Enough to support 400 secondary jobs) 

• Direct student spending - $ I I million 

• Increased retail trade - $5 million 

• Personal income growth - $2.7 million 

• $231,000 in additional sales and use tax revenue 

• $40,000 more in personal income tax collections 
(Enough to support 75 secondary jobs) 
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Overview of Mayville State University 

Established by constitutional charter in 1889, Mayville State University continues to pursue its original 
mission of training teachers for the State of North Dakota and has expanded its mission to meet the needs 
of society, adding programs in business and computing, and most recently, clinical laboratory science and 
early childhood education/early elementary education. 

The University has carved out a unique niche as a technology-enriched campus. By issuing computers to 
all on-campus students, MaSU became one of the first laptop computer campuses in the nation in 1997, 
and later became the nation's first Tablet PC University. This ubiquitous computer concept puts state-of
the-art technology in the hands of students 24 hours a day/seven days a week. This exposure ensures very 
high levels of technology competency, regardless of major. Each student who earns a four-year degree 
from Mayville State also earns an information technology certificate. 

Mayville State contributes to the regional workforce development and training efforts by providing 
extremely technologically savvy students. Employers of Mayville State graduates indicate very high 
levels of satisfaction with the information technology knowledge of the MaSU graduates they employ. 
The technological edge has also been beneficial in Mayville State's housing of a technology center and 
business incubator on campus. A variety of businesses have been started in the center, many of them 
technology-related. 

Distance learning has prospered on the Mayville State campus during the past four years. Currently, 305 
students are taking MaSU classes from a distance. This means that they can live in their own homes, keep 
their current jobs and child care arrangements, and complete their degrees at the same time. Students from 
every area ofNorth Dakota and 49 of the 50 states have enrolled in distance classes from Mayville State 
University. 

Historically, Mayville State graduates feel that they are satisfactorily employed following graduation. This 
means they find jobs in the careers for which they were prepared, rather than just employment. Current 
statistics indicate that 96% of2006-07 graduates are satisfactorily employed, while 4% of these graduates 
are furthering their education in North Dakota. Of2007-08 graduates, 98% have indicated that they are 
satisfactorily employed, white 2% of them are furthering their education. Halfofall of Mayville State's 
teacher education graduates work in North Dakota, and 65% of non-teaching graduates find employment 
in North Dakota. Nearly 800 of North Dakota's teachers graduated from Mayville State University, and 
schools in nearly every county in the state have Mayville State-educated teachers. 

Leadership is also a major focus at Mayville State University. Students can participate in everything from 
drama to music to varsity athletics. Opportunities exist for involvement in student government, choir, 
drama, speech, intramural sports, professional clubs, internships, on-campus jobs, pep band, and more. 
The Wellness Center allows students even more opportunities to be active. Nearly every student who 
wants to participate in extra-curricular activities can do so. 

Mayville State's motto, "The School of Personal Service," is a source of great pride. This philosophy is 
a testament to the faculty and staff who work tirelessly to help young men and women complete their 
educational goals and find their way into successful careers. The favorable student to teacher ratio and 
small class sizes mean that students get more than educational assistance. Students who need a little extra 
support can find it at Mayville State University. It is not uncommon for faculty to offer alternate class 
options, often for no compensation, to help students graduate on time and avoid extra time and expense. 
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Mayville State Graduates 
Currently Teaching in ND 

Mayville State was founded in 1889 with the mission of training teachers. This has been a major focus 
throughout the institution's 118-year history. Teachers who earned their undergraduate degrees from 
Mayville State are teaching in nearly every county in the state of North Dakota. Mayville State continues 
to meet the very important need for supplying teachers for the state. 
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Divide 
Rolette Towner Cavalier Pembina 

Willtams 55 7 9 65 
Pierce Ramsey Walsh 

72 
5 3 Benson 42 

Dunn 

Billings 4 

Stark 
aide 
vane 

Slope 

Bowman 

4 

1 

1 

15 
Ward 

Sioux 

36 10 
Wells Eddy$ Nelson 

1 Griggs 3 Foster,4 
8 

Kidder Stutsman 
Barnes 

5 10 5 
Emmons Logan LaMoure 

3 5 
6 McIntosh Dickey 

2 5 

What makes MaSU different? 

Grand Forks 

91 
Steele Traill 

12 69 
Cass 

82 

Ransom 

2 21 Sargent 

8 Richland 

• More educational and extra-curricular participation options for students due to 
favorable student teacher ratios and small average class sizes 

• Ubiquitous Tablet PC computing for all students with a two-year replacement cycle 
• Technology center and.business incubator on campus 
• International J-1 exchange and F visa programs to enhance diversity 
• Collaborative efforts at NOUS campuses include: BSC, LRSC, UNO, WSC, NDSCS and 

VCSU; in other states including: WY, WA, AZ, and MN; and with the Heart of the Valley 
ITV Consortium and regional child development programs 

• All students earn an Information Technology {IT) Certification upon completion of a 
bachelor's degree 

• Personal service, curricular flexibility 
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Student Impact on North Dakota 

• Between 96% and 98% of Mayville State 2006-07 and 2007-08 graduates found 
satisfactory placement in their careers. The remainder of those graduates chose to 
further their education. · 

• More than 50% of teacher education graduates find jobs in North Dakota. 
• Approximately 65% of non-teaching graduates find jobs in North Dakota. 
• Nearly 775 Mayville State graduates teach in North Dakota schools. 
• More than 92 % of student internships were in North Dakota in 2008. 
• Student spending impacts the local community by $11 million. 
• According to the Noel-Levitz Employer Satisfaction Survey conducted in 2008 for the 

North Dakota University System, Mayville State University graduates were rated very high. 
MaSU graduates were rated highest in the following: 

o Flexibility 
o Integrity, reliability 
o Teamwork, customer service 
o Reading, listening 
o Math computation 
o Basic and advanced computer skills 
o Willingness to learn 
o Ability to understand and take directions 
o Positive work attitude, self discipline 
o Knowledge and understanding in their major field of study 
o General knowledge outside their major field of study 
o Overall employer satisfaction 
o Qualities that would be expected from a college graduate 
o General and specialized skills as related to the job 
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Enrollment Trends 

• Historical headcount enrollment has been stable over the years, while the number of full-time 
students has decreased somewhat and part-time and distance students have increased 
dramatically. 

• The number of high school graduates in North Dakota and northwestern Minnesota will 
continue to decrease, affecting the enrollment of full time students at Mayville State. 

• Recent enrollment management strategies have focused on recruiting additional full time 
students from out of state, using non-resident merit tuition waivers as a means of attracting these 
students. 

• Collaborative efforts with Lake Region State College, Bismarck State College, Williston 
State College and ND State College of Science have resulted in increasing numbers of 
degree-seeking, distance students in Business Administration, Early Childhood Education, 
and Elementary Education. 

• Additional articulation and collaboration efforts are in various stages of development with 
community colleges in Minnesota, Washington, Arizona, and Wyoming. 

• The number of students from diverse backgrounds has increased in recent years, largely due to 
enhanced recruitment efforts in other states. Efforts are being made to increase the number of 
Native American students who enroll at MaSU due to collaborative programs in the Devils Lake 
and Ft. Totten communities. 

Enrollment Trends for MaSU 
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Enrollments of In-State & Out-of-State Students 

• To compensate for fewer ND high school students, recruitment efforts have focused on 
other states. 

• Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE) student enrollments have increased recently. 

• Recruitment of students from other states has been aided by tuition strategies. 

• Enrollment from contiguous states and provinces is stable. 

Out of State Student Residency 
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Collaborative Efforts in North Dakota 
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Articulation agreements with post 
secondary institutions in: 

Minnesota 
Washington 
Wyoming 
Arizona 

0 49 of 50 States 
Washington DC 
US Virgin Islands 
England 
Iraq 
Saudi Arabia 
Turkey 
Italy 

Collaboration with area K-12 school districts 

0 Office of Extended Learning 
Distance Degrees 

Business Ad min. - Online 
Early Childhood· Online 
Early Childhood Ed./Early Elem. 

Ed. • Distance hybrid 
IVN - statewide 
Online - worldwide 

0 Biomedical Research 
INBRE 

1~1 Traill County Technology Center 
Olson Tax Service 
Heartland Photography 
Hot Gigs 
ND DPI • Child Nutrition Program 
Traill County EDC 

Businesses transitioned 
into the community 

Powered Ink 
SewBatik 
ComMark, Inc. 

• Child Development Programs 
6 locations 

Mayville 
Hillsboro- 2 
Central Valley (Buxton/Reynolds) 
Cooperstown 
McVille 

O Heart.of the Valley ITV Consortium 
22 schools & MSU 
8 counties 
over 8000 square miles 
over 50 communities 

The Mayville State University Division of Education and Psychology periodically hosts in-services for 
area K-12 school districts. On January 21, 2008, the division held an in-service for 230 teachers from 
the May-Port CG, Hatton, Thompson, Central Valley, and Northwood school districts . 
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Collaborative Efforts 

Mayville State University has established or is in the process of establishing articulation agreements 
with the following institutions: 

North Dakota 
Bismarck State College, Cankdeska Cikana Community College, Grand Forks Public Schools, Lake 
Region State College, Minot State-Bottineau, North Dakota State College of Science, SE Vocational 
Center - Oakes, Towner Head Start, University of North Dakota, and Williston State College 

Minnesota 
Alexandria Technical College; Anoka-Ramsey Community College; Hennepin Technical College; 
Hibbing Community College; Inver Hills Community College; Minneapolis Community & Technical 
College; Minnesota State Community & Technical College - Detroit Lakes, Fergus Falls, Moorhead, 
Wadena; Normandale Community College; Northland Community & Technical College; Northwest 
Technical College - Bemidji; NW Chiropractic College; and St. Cloud Technical College 

Washington State 
Bates Technical College, Green River Community College, Highline Community College, North 
Seattle Community College, and Pierce College 

Wyoming 
Casper College, Central Wyoming College - Riverton, Eastern Wyoming College - Torrington, 
Laramie County Community College, Northwest College (Powell), and Sheridan College 

Others 
Maricopa Community Colleges, AZ; Daffodil International University, Bangladesh; and the 
China Center for International Educational Exchange 

Heart of the Valley ITV Consortium partners include: 

Barnes County North-NC Campus (Rogers/Wimbledon) 
Central Cass (Casselton) 
Central Valley (Buxton/Reynolds) 
Drayton 
Enderlin 
Finley-Sharon 
Fordville-Lankin 
Hatton 
Hillsboro 
Hope-Page 
Kindred 
Larimore 
Lisbon 
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Maple Valley (Tower City/Oriska/Fingal/Buffalo) 
MayPort CG (Mayville/Portland/Clifford/Galesburg) 
Mayville State University 
Midway (Inkster/Gilby/Johnstown/Forest River) 
Minto 
Northern Cass (Hunter/ Arthur) 
Northwood 
Sheyenne Valley Career & Technical Center 
Thompson 
Valley City 
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Title III Grant 
Enrollment and Retention 

$1.9 million over 5 years 

Mayville State University received a five-year $1.9 million grant from the U.S. Department of 
Education Strengthening Institutions Program. The grant is assisting in developing and 
delivering academic programs and will help improve student retention. A first year experience 
course was implemented in the fall of 2008, and more than 90% of all full time freshmen 
enrolled in this course. Retention of new freshmen going into their second year of enrollment 
improved to 60%, and efforts to increase retention rates by I 0% within five years are underway. 

Goals: 
• Increase and sustain a student headcount of 1,300 by 2012 
• Increase student retention by 2.5% annually 
• Increase the number of distance education degree programs from 

two to six 
• Increase the number of distance students from 264 to 664 
• Provide faculty professional development training 
• Improve distance education student services and academic support 
• Increase satisfaction and quality of services to graduates over 2006 baselines 
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Challenges 

Mayville State University's campus is one of the oldest in the North Dakota University System. 
Forty years without a major state-funded building project and the highest deferred 
maintenance ratio in the NDUS have left Mayville State with deteriorating physical space 
that is not well suited to our educational mission. The physical state of the campus makes it 
extremely difficult to attract students to Mayville State. 

Old Main, which is Mayville State's oldest building, was constructed in I 890. The most recent 
state-funded building project on the Mayville State campus was the Classroom Building, 
constructed in 1968. 

Mayville State's total deferred maintenance is over $21 million. $11 million of this deferred 
maintenance is associated with state-supported buildings. A comparison of deferred mainte
nance ratios with the other NDUS campuses indicates that MaSU's deferred maintenance ratio 
is the highest in the system at 22%. Although recent efforts have reduced this ratio from 29%, 
it is still very large when compared to the system average of 8%. MaSU's building plans have 
been carefully analyzed and a strategic investment of $5 million by the state could reduce the 
campus's deferred maintenance by 62%, or $13.2 million! 

The Mayville State campus reflects a far different time for higher education. Enrollment at 
Mayville State peaked in 1969. The number of 18-year-old North Dakota students feeding the 
higher education system at that time numbered around 14,000 students. Today, the state 
graduates fewer than 6,000 students, and Mayville State's share has fallen in proportion. 
Increasing numbers of distance and commuter students means a sizeable number of students 
do not come to campus to live or may not take classes on campus. 

Mayville State University's campus must be "right-sized" for current and future needs. 
Modernized space is needed to appeal to prospective students. To address issues with health, 
safety, and accessibility in MaSU buildings, deferred maintenance must be drastically 
reduced. Space needs to be flexible, technology-enhanced, and well-suited to MaSU' s 
educational mission and the needs of North Dakota. 

Challenges for Mayville State are: 

I. Debt recovery progress 
2. Energy costs 
3. Deferred maintenance 
4. Faculty and staff salaries 
5. Strategic planning 
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Debt Recovery Progress 
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• Tuition Waiver Strategies 

• Tuition waivers have resulted in increased numbers of minority and out-of-state 
students. 

• Total waivers were decreased substantially in 2006-07 and have remained stable. 

• The total value of international and diversity waivers has been reduced, but the number 
of students receiving such assistance has remained stable in recent years. 

• Athletic waivers are used to attract and retain higb quality student athletes. 

Energy Costs - Self-funding to build a new coal plant to eliminate 
dependence on #2 fuel oil 

Campus Heating Costs 
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Reduce Deferred Maintenance 
MaSU could reduce its $21 million campus total of deferred maintenance to only $7.8 million, 
a decrease of 62%, if our projects are approved. A state investment of $5 million would be 
required. It has been 40 years since state dollars were provided for new construction at 
Mayville State University. 

Mayville State University Deferred Maintenance 

State-funded buildings 
Locally funded buildings 

Total deferred maintenance 

$11 million 
$10 million 
$21 million 

Building project: Deferred maintenance reduced by: 
Science/Library/Education project - close West Hall $5.7 million 
Agassiz Hall $3.5 million 
Close East Hall 

Total deferred maintenance eliminated 
with a state investment of $5 million: 

$4.0 million 

$13.2 million 
or62% 

System-wide deferred maintenance in March 2008 totaled $117.4 million dollars. Four 
institutions have a deferred maintenance ratio above the system average, with MaSU at a 
critical stage with regard to deteriorating buildings and infrastructure. MaSU's 
deferred maintenance ratio is the highest in the NDUS. 

Information in the chart below isfrom the NDUS Financial Review-FY 2008. 

Deferred i\ilaintcnancc as a Percentage of Plant Value 
Institution 2008 2006 2004 2002 
LRSC 2% 3% 1% 2% 
MiSU-B 3% 5% 15% 15% 
BSC 3% 5% 5% 5% 
MiSU 3% 11% 8% 3% 

NDSCS 4% 5% 6% 6% 

UNO 7% 9% 7% 7% 

NDSU 8% 10% I 1% 8% 
TOTALNDUS 8% 10% 10% 8% 
wsc 10% 1% 7% 9% 

vcsu 15% 15% 25% 18% 

DSU 16% 17% 24% 22% 
MaSU 22% 29% 

. 

39% 26% 
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Capital Projects for 2009-11 Biennium 
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East and West Halls 

Problems: 
• Nearly $8 million is required to repair these buildings 
• Safety concerns - no sprinkler systems, not handicapped 

accessible 
• 60,000 square feet requires about $100,000 each year 

to heat 
• SBHE and 0MB are not supportive of renovating these 

structures 

Solution: 
• New facility for Division of Education and 

Psychology 
o 12,000 square foot addition. 

• Improve Library & Science Buildings 
• Eliminating East and West Halls would 

reduce Mayville State's deferred maintenance 
by46% 
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Overview of the Budget Request 

2009-2011 
Biennial Budget Request 

SBHE 2009-11 

Prioritized GF Executive 
Revised Request Recommendation 

2007-09 Original General Fund Appropriation $11,205,028 $11,205,028 
Base Adjustments (880,969) (880,969) 

2007-09 Adjusted General Fund Appropriation 10,324,059 10,324,059 
Net of Base Adjustments 

Prioritized SBHE Needs Based Reguest: 

Parity 1,289,482 1,107,937 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 70,446 70,446 
Equity 250,000 135,135 
Two and Four-Year College Affordability 156,614 
Total Requested Increase in GF Base Funding 1,766,542 1,313,518 

Total Base General Fund Request & Recommendation 12,090,601 11,637,577 

One-time Budget Reguests: 

Deferred Maintenance 4,775,300 1,910,120 
Emergency Preparedness/Security 609,602 
Pay-off special asse.ssments 481,825 
Total One-time Budget Request 5,866,727 1,910,120 
and Recommendation 

2009-11 State-funded Projects 4,958,325 4,958,325 

Total 2009-11 General Fund Request 
and Recommendation 

$22,915,653 $18,506,022 

• 

-

Senate Engrossed 
Adjustments SB 2003 

11,205,028 

(880,969) 

10,324,059 

1,107,937 

(70,446) 

156,614 
135,135 • 
156,614 

86,168 1,399,686 

11,723,745 

1,910,120 

1,910,120 

4,958,325 

86,168 18,592,190 

• 
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Campus Parity 

Estimated operating inflation, excluding utilities 
(Based on 2% for FYI 0 and 2.2% for FYI I) 

Estimated actual utility increases 
(Reflects a 13% increase over the 2007-09 biennium) 

Cost to continue FY09 salary increase 
Health insurance base increase 

(Based on premium of $825.97 per month) 
Cost of compensation package 

(Based on 5% salary increase each year of biennium) 
Total estimate increase in parity 

General fund request 
(Targeted state portion per funding model - 70% of estimated increase) 

Campus portion of parity 
(Funded with tuition and other means - 30% of estimated increase) 

Campus estimate of increased tuition revenue 
(Based on 4% annual tuition increases) 

$ 92,427 

317,230 

197,916 

341,368 

633,826 

1,582,767 

1,107,937 

474,830 

318,216 

College Affordability General Fund Request to keep tuition to no more than 4%. $ 156,614 

An annual tuition increase of 6% is needed to fund 
the total Mayville State portion of parity . 
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Budget Request Item Explanations 

• Emergency Preparedness/Security (Base) - MaSU's request included $70,446 for 
base funding increases for emergency preparedness/security. This provides funding 
for additional campus security at a ratio of one FTE to 900 students, but not less than 
one FTE. This request also included funding to cover the annual fee for the NotiFind 
emergency notification system for students. 
The Engrossed Senate Bill Recommendation is $0. The NOUS budget has been 
adjusted to include a $750,000 base funded pool to be used for the benefit of the 
NOUS institutions and entities. 

• Campus Equity (Base) 
MaSU's request for campus equity was $250,000 which would have been used for 
faculty and other staffing and program support for new academic programs, 
expansion of distance delivery options, and programs at additional collaborative 
educational sites. 
The Engrossed Senate Bill Recommendation is $135,135. 

• College Affordability (Base) - MaSU's request included $156,614 to cover a 
portion of the student share of parity costs, thereby permitting the campus to keep 
tuition rate increases to no more than 4% per year in 2009-11. 
The Engrossed Senate Bill Recommendation is $156,614. 

-----------------------------------------------------------
• Emergency Preparedness /Security (One-time) - This one-time funding of 

$609,602 would have assisted with updating facilities with safety upgrades 
including keyless card entry, fire alarms, public announcement systems, security 
cameras, building alarms, and improved campus grounds lighting. 
The Engrossed Senate Bill Recommendation is $0. 

• Pay off Special Assessments (One-time)-MaSU's request included $481,825 
to pay off total special assessment for FY' s 20 IO - 2022. Payment of special 
assessments in full would have resulted in an average annual savings of$37,063. 
The Engrossed Senate Bill Recommendation is $0. 
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Biennial Extraordinary Repairs/ Deferred Maintenance Requests 

2009-2011 

Base Extraordinary Repairs I One-Time Def Maintenance 

Building _Exterior 
Mechanical and Electrical Upgrades 
Interior Finishes 
Structural Repairs 
Paving and Area Lighting 
Utilities and Infrastructure 
Misc. Small Projects< $50,000 

Total 

Amount 
104,497 

104,497 

$ 208,994 

Priori!l: 
2 

$ 

Amount Prioritt 
234,882 3 
259,707 2 

1,951,486 6 
I 05,483 4 
205,601 5 

2,018,141 1 

4,775,300 • 

• MaSU has $21 million of deferred maintenance in total, consisting of $11 million in state-funded buildings and 
$ JO million in locally funded buildings. 

The one-time deferred maintenance amount of 
$4,775,300 would have been MaSU's portion of 
a $50 million NOUS pool. The Engrossed Senate 
Bill Recommendation is for a $20 million pool 
which proportionately reduces MaSU's request 
to $1,910,120. 

Project focuses will continue to be in interior 
finishes, utilities, and infrastructure areas. 

Legislative Reporting Requirements 

2005-07 General Fund Carryover 
MaSU has no 2005-07 unexpended general fund appropriations. 

2007-09 One-time Funding HB 1003 Expenses to date 

Deferred maintenance $ 737,937 $604,343 

MaSU - Master plan & $750,000 $370,958 
deferred maintenance 

Balances 

$134,594 

$379,042 

MaSU - Special Assessments $143,033 $ 47,677 $ 95,356 (2009/2010 sp~ials) 

The MaSU - Master plan & deferred maintenance balance will be used to buy down the overall 
financing of the new coal burning plant in the amount of$374,781. 
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Faculty & Staff Salaries 

Average Faculty Salaries of 
Baccaleaureate Institutions 
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1986-87 1991-92 1996-97 2001-02 2006-07 

□ U.S. $29.7 $37.9 $43.8 $50.8 $59.6 
111 Regional $29.4 $37.6 $42.1 $47.9 $54.4 
□N.D. $27.8 $33.4 $35.2 $39.1 $44.2 
□ MaSU $- $- $- $38.3 $40.9 

2001-02 : 2006-07 , 
MaSU Faculty at or below the ND Average 
MaSU Faculty at or below the Regional Average 

58%; 74%; 
97%: 100%: 

Mayville State faculty salaries have not kept pace with North Dakota or regional averages. As 
senior faculty have retired, salaries have been applied toward increases in health insurance 
premiums and other operating expenses. 

Average Staff Salaries of 
Baccaleaureate Institutions • 2007 

sao.o 

3 • • $40.0 • • j .. 
$0.0 

T,eh/ 
_, 

Profess. Pn. 
CAvgMartet Salary 165.2 1429 $26.9 

■AvgNDUSSalary $49.9 $36.0 $24.1 
■ MaSU Staff Sala-y $42.2 $31.5 $24.4 

Office craw Setvices s.,. T,_ 

$27.1 . $33.9 $21.0 

$22.9 $2B.7 $295 

$29.0 $29.4 $29.7 

Information in the charls above are from the report of the Stale Board of Higher Educu1ion ·.f Commillee on Employee Compensation-March 2008. 
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Capital Projects 

Science-Library Renovation and Education Addition 
State Funding: $4,958,325 

The proposed Science-Library Building Renovation and Education Addition project will 
provide a new home for the MaSU Division of Education and Psychology; providing adequate, 
efficient, and safe spaces in which to learn. Unfortunately, West Hall, the current home of the 
Mayville State University Division of Education and Psychology, has become more and more 
run-down over time, and the building is currently rated as "poor" in engineering reports. The 
building has become a liability in terms of attracting students. It would require a very costly 
major renovation in order to restore standards of energy efficiency, accessibility, and health and 
safety. The project will result in a new facility to prepare teachers for their ever-important role 
of educating young people. Bringing the education division's teacher learning center to the 
campus library building puts a wealth of learning resources under one roof. 

The Science-Library Renovation/Education Addition project and the razing of East and West 
Halls would go a long way toward right-sizing the campus and reducing Mayville State's 
deferred maintenance, taking it from a campus with very high deferred maintenance to a 
campus with the least deferred maintenance. 

This project involves remodeling aging space and improving accessibility for technology and 
human safety, and communicates the fact that Mayville State University is committed to 
providing excellent services and opportunities. 
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I • State Funded Project 

Science-Library Renovation and Education Addition - $4,958,325 project 

• Creates efficient and safe space for Division of Education and Psychology 

• Improves accessibility for the Byrnes-Quanbeck Library 

• Eliminates 59,800 sq. ft. in East Hall and West Hall 

• Adds 12,245 sq. ft. in the proposed addition 

• Renovates I 0,295 sq. ft. in existing buildings 

• Helps to address North Dakota's impending teacher shortage 

• Accommodates the growing number of students in early education 

and distance programs 

• Brings the state-funded Teaching & Learning Center for K-12 teachers together 

with the Bymes-Quanbeck Library to create an educational resource center 

• Improves classroom and lab space for meeting the state's workforce development 

needs in math, science, research, and emerging healthcare fields 
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Science-Library Renovation and Education Addition 

State Funding: $4,958,325 
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Agassiz Hall Renovation 
Local Funding: $3,668,500 

Agassiz Hall (1969) has remained in nearly original condition, except for regular maintenance, 
painting, and re-roofing. As is typical with residence halls of the time, it was configured with 
double occupancy rooms arranged around a central core of shared lavatories and showers. The 
facility is not ADA accessible. Agassiz Hall also exhibits plumbing and ventilation problems 
consistent with a building that is more than 39 years old. 

Today, in an effort to retain more students on campus, colleges and universities are renovating 
and constructing facilities that provide more privacy and independence for students. The 
proposed renovations for Agassiz Hall will involve remodeling the facilities into two styles of 
double occupancy suites. Style one would consist of two bedrooms, living room, and shared 
bath. Style two would consist of two bedrooms, kitchenette, laundry, living room, and shared 
bath. Style one would provide a separate lounge and study area. Renovations will include 
complete replacement of ventilation, plumbing, and electrical systems. Air conditioning will be 
added in each wing. The renovation project will reduce capacity from 228 to 144 beds. 
A revenue bond will provide funding. 
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Non-State Funded Project 

Agassiz Hall Renovation - $3,668,500 project 

• Improves recruitment and retention by renovating Mayville State's 
largest residence hall 

• Converts building from double occupancy rooms with shared 
bathroom facilities to double occupancy suites 

• Improves health, safety, and accessibility 
• Includes complete replacement of aging ventilation, plumbing, 

and electrical systems 
• Reduces occupancy from 228 beds to 144 beds 
• Funded by a revenue bond 
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Projects in Progress 

Coal Burning Power Plant 
Energy Performance Contract Funding: $5,560,812 

Estimated Completion Date - January, 2010 

Currently, all steam heating for the MaSU campus is provided by the central powerhouse. Four higb
pressure boilers supply steam via a tunnel and piping system throughout the campus. The boilers have 
dual fuel capability. However, natural gas is unavailable in the City of Mayville. The boilers currently 
bum #2 fuel oil only and rising oil prices have significantly impacted heating costs at the university. An 
alternative fuel source could reduce the rising energy costs and could offer a renewable energy source 
for heating at Mayville State University. 

This project will involve installing a supplemental coal burning boiler system on campus to provide 
steam heat to the buildings at Mayville State. This project includes building a separate independent 
boiler plant. The existing powerhouse will remain intact and operational to allow MaSU the option of 
burning the product that is the most cost-effective at any time period. 

The coal burning power plant is the major component in a $6,461,334 energy performance contract with 
Energy Services Group authorized by the State Board of Higher Education on June 16, 2008. 

Facility Improvements 

Deferred maintenance needs at Mayville State have ffi:aiir:iiiiffiim;..;;;;J;'_:__ 
,. (f')''' 

... 

begun to be addressed with more than $1.6 million 
in capital improvement funding granted during the 
2007 legislative session. Replacement of2,800 
feet of sidewalk on campus began in July of 2007. 
Offices in the administrative building, Old Main, 
have been refurbished with fresh paint, new carpet 
and furniture. In addition, office and classroom 
areas have been upgraded to accommodate health 
and safety concerns. Athletic facilities have been 
greatly improved through a combination of state 
funds and a substantial private donation from Gary 
and Connie Tharaldson. 

,•,-,-; 
.- ,. ' '?~· 
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Nearly $100,000 in local funding has also been spent on renovations to bathrooms and apartments in 
Berg Hall to update living facilities for students . 
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Strategic Planning 

Mayville State University's recent and ongoing strategic planning process, led by Dr. Dennis Jones of 
NCHEMS, has drawn some conclusions. Mayville State University can assist the state of North Dakota 
with persistent concerns over student retention rates, graduation rates, timely educational responses to new 
academic needs, low rates of master's degrees for elementary and secondary teachers, STEM, and student 
out-migration. According to regional and national comparisons, Mayville State's academic offerings have 
become limited due to system decisions; such as the expansion of the teacher training mission to virtually 
every other campus in the state, the elimination of two-year programs on the small four-year campuses, and 
the inability to serve teacher education through limited graduate credit. 

·:,:,.· .·,"1 ... 
. ::-·-! 

I 

Dr. Dennis Jones 

New initiatives for Mayville State University could include offering new two-year 
programs that are not duplicative to existing programs, and hosting more of the 
programs offered by traditional two-year campuses. Entry into emerging fields of 
study, such as health care, would allow the campus to move in new directions 
without duplicating other campuses' programming. Limited graduate credit, which 
virtually every other state in the nation allows, would add revenue and channel 
students into existing graduate programs in increasing numbers. Improved 
remediation at the smaller campuses like Mayville State, along with more articulation 
arrangements between campuses, could actually increase the number of successful 
students at all the intuitions. These plans could be implemented with little or no 
direct duplication of effort or student loss at other institutions. 

The need for increased access to two-year programming (not more institutions) in the northeastern corner 
ofNorth Dakota has been discussed by the Interim Legislative Committee on Higher Education. Each year, 

·thousands of North Dakota high school students leave the northeastern part of the state to enroll in 
Minnesota's programs. Experience indicates that many never return to our state to live and work. New 
less-than-baccalaureate programming could be provided in large part through collaborations between 
existing two-year programs and new, unique programs being developed at Mayville State. Students 
interested in less than baccalaureate education often only travel within a 30 mile radius for much of their 
education. In the 1990's, when Mayville State was asked to give up most of its two-year programs, not a 
single student transferred to Wahpeton or Lake Region. Most students transferred to schools in Minnesota. 
When asked why, our students said the distance was just too great. 

Mayville State University prides itself on its ability to give personalized attention to students. It is our 
feeling that low graduation and retention rates could also be improved if more students started their 
academic careers at a campus like Mayville. Students can take advantage of favorable student-to-teacher 
ratios, smaller classes, and a greater likelihood of participating in extracurricular activities . 
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Strategic Planning (continued) 

An example of new programming could be a three-pronged health and biomedical sciences initiative: 
clinical,· nursing, and biomedical. Partnerships could be developed with Bismarck State College to 
collaborate on a clinical laboratory technician program; Lake Region State College with its nursing 
program, and the UNO School of Medicine. Mayville State's traditional strengths in mathematics and 
science, combined with INBRE and EPSCoR and other research grants would fit together nicely with 
this new direction. Initiatives like this would directly impact the STEM efforts. Making STEM 
initiatives a part of the small teacher education institutions would bring STEM training right to the 
source: the elementary and.secondary teachers of the state. It is these teachers who could orient, and 
excite, students at early age for STEM careers. The State Board of Higher Education would have to 
approve changes of this nature.· Mayville State University is also exploring the possibility of offering 
limited graduate credit, which would help service its teacher education graduates and provide cash flow 
in the summer months. When articulated properly into the state's existing graduate programs, these ac
tivities could help the state provide more elementary and secondary teachers with master's degrees. 
Limited graduate credit is allowed at four-year institutions in 48 of the 50 states. 

Other current on-campus thrusts include a fitness and wellness degree geared to aging Americans and a 
sports management degree. Mayville State's Early Childhood Education/Early Elementary Education 
(PreK-3) program began this spring. The State Board of Higher Education has approved Mayville 
State's Special Needs Generalist minor. After much effort, Mayville State has finally been granted J-1 
visa authority which will pave the way for enrolling Chinese and other foreign students. The diversity 
gained from this endeavor is very important to a college campus with a teaching focus. More specific 
plans will be crafted when the strategic planning initiative is completed later this year. Mayville State 
University will seek support from the North Dakota University System and the Legislature once these 
plans are formalized. 
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Background Information for 
Higher Education Committee Meeting 

Fargo, North Dakota - July 30, 2008 

Criteria 

• Sustains the Viability of all 11 Institutions 

• Enhances Collaboration and Transparency of Decision Making 

• Reinforces the Focus on the System oflnstitutions 

• Separates the Routine from the Strategic 

Nations! Cerner tor Highe1 Education IVlanauernent Systems 
3((,21 ,::·,:q~t;; ·~"_,ff_,e-n Cr /.:; Suite 1 SO Boulder. r~·,:iio1 :~do 00'.JC, 1-22S 1 

What did the NCHEM's research reveal? 

1. Mayville State University's mission is limited when compared to institutions like it in 
other states. The mission has actually been narrowed over the years. 

2. Two-year programs are typical for small four-year campuses; North Dakota reduced this 
mission in the l 990's. 

3. Teacher training has been added to nearly every institution in the system. 
4. Four-year campuses in North Dakota do not have a board staff support mechanism like 

the two-year campuses. College Technical Education Council (CTEC) is attended by a 
vice chancellor. 

5. The majority of students in North Dakota start at research institutions. This is not the 
case in many states. 

6. Limited graduate credit is a normal part of four-year teacher education missions in 48 of 
50 states. In many states these institutions are major "feeders" for graduate granting 
institutions. 
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Student Migration from North Dakota 
to Out-of-State Institutions 

First-Time, First-Year 
Institution State Students, Fall 2002 
Northwest Technical College - Bemidji MN 558 
Minnesota State University- Moorhead MN 408 
Concordia College at Moorhead MN 123 
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities MN 108 
Northland Community and Technical College MN 60 
Saint Cloud State University MN 46 
University of Minnesota -Crookston MN 44 
Fergus Falls Community College MN 36 
Wyoming Technical Institute WY 29 
Alexandria Technical College MN 23 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology SD 21 
University of Nebraska at Lincoln NE 19 
Black Hills State University SD 19 
University of Minnesota- Duluth MN 18 
Northern State University SD 17 
Northwestern College MN 16 
Montana State University- Bozeman MT 16 
Minnesota State University - Mankato MN 15 
Saint Olaf College MN 14 
Central Lakes College - Brainerd MN 14 
Bemidji State University MN 13 
University of St. Thomas MN 12 
University of Denver co 11 
Lake Area Technical Institute so JO 

Source: IPEDS Fall 2002 Residencv wid Migration File 

Net In-Migration by Type of Institution - Fall 2006 
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North Dakota Residents Attending 
Northwest Technical College 

Maior 

Agriculture and Natural Resources 

Business and Management 

Communications 

Computer and Information Services 

Education 

Fine and Applied Arts 

Health Professions 

Home Economics 

Law 

Public Affairs and Services 

Social Sciences 

Business and Commerce Technologies 

Data Processing Technologies 

Health Services and Paramedical Technologies 

Mechanical Engineering Tech 

Natural Science Technologies 

Public Service Related Technologies 

Undecided 

Other 

TOTAL 

Number of 
Students 

5 

3 

3 

216 

82 

509 

168 

11 

72 

185 

308 

1,570 

Source: Minnesota Hioher Education Services Office, Interstate Tuition Reciorocitv Prol!Tam 
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North Dakota Residents Attending 
Northland Community & Technical College 

Number of 
Major Students Credits 
Agriculture and Natural Resources 39 750 
Architecture and Environmental Design 3 82 
Biological Sciences 12 
Business and Management 60 1,170 
Communications 2 49 
Computer and Information Services 39 781 
Education 19 323 
Engineering 2 72 
Fine and Applied Arts I 27 
Health Professions 41 745 
Law 8 154 
Mathematics 2 49 
Physical Science I 13 
Psychology 3 59 
Social Sciences 2 27 
Interdisciplinary Studies 16 289 
Business and Commerce Technologies 76 1,483 
Data Processing Technologies 14 242 
Health Services and Paramedical Technologies 546 10,460 
Mechanical Engineering Tech II I 2,896 
Public Service Related Technologies 70 1,662 
Undecided 122 2,021 
Other ill 3,240 

TOTAL 1,329 26,606 

Source: Minnesota HiQher Education Services Office Interstate Tuition Recinrocity Program 
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How can Mayville State University assist with less than baccalaureate access? 

Problem: Access to less than baccalaureate programming. 

Solution: Utilize existing sites for more programs that are two year or less. 
Reinstate the role of the small four-year campus to assist. 

Result: Two-year students often stay within a 30 mile radius of home. More sites bring programs 
closer to the students. Careful articulation and collaboration with existing two-year schools 
can avoid duplication. Allowing some new, unique two-year programs at small four-year 
campuses creates the financial stability and enrollments necessary for viability. 
Attendance at these institutions should assist with retention and graduation rates because 
the characteristics of the campus match the needs of the students. There is no evidence that 
converting an existing four-year campus to a two-year campus has ever succeeded . 
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How can Mayville State University assist with retention and graduation 
rates? 

Problem: Student retention and graduation rates could be improved. 

Solution: Other states often start the majority of their students in two-year, or small four-year 
institutions. 

Result: Smaller schools in some states are expected to develop skills in remediation and career 
counseling. Smaller class size, lower faculty to student ratios, and greater opportunities · 
to be involved in extra-curricular activities can lead to higher rates of retention and 
graduation. Students transfer to graduate granting institutions well prepared, which can 
result in greater retention rates and therefore greater number of students in the system. 

How can Mayville State University assist when new types of workers are 
needed quickly? 

Problem: Growth areas such as health and technology can require new programming rapidly. 
Existing educational structures can make balancing supply and demand difficult. 

Solution: Allow institutions like Mayville State to help in these efforts by starting some new and 
unique programs. The Clinical Lab Science program offered in partnership with the 
UNO School of Medicine is an example. Make STEM initiatives a priority for the 
four-year campuses. They can help train our elementary and secondary teachers so they 
can orient students early on. 

Result: Greater access, faster response time, more appropriate response to need, and more 
complete use of state educational resources would occur. 

How can Mayville State University assist with educational quality in our 
public schools? 

Problem: North Dakota has the lowest percentage of elementary and secondary teachers in the 
nation with master's degrees. · 

Solution: Allow the teacher education institutions to reclaim part of their mission by allowing 
limited graduate credit. 

Result: In many states a far greater percentage of teachers have master's degrees because teacher 
education institutions help get teachers started with master's degree work. Teachers want 
in-service offered at the graduate level so they can move up their pay scales. After some 
credit is earned, teachers are motivated to enroll in a formal graduate program and apply 
these credits to a master's degree. 
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Other Thoughts Related to Mayville State University's 

Strategic Planning Efforts 

• Most of the changes identified previously cannot be achieved without new approvals from the 
legislature and/or the State Board for Higher Education. 

• Increasing enrollments at the smaller institutions might actually increase enrollments at the 
larger institutions because there would be more students properly remediated and their career 
goals would be more focused. The improved retention rates could replace a somewhat reduced 
new freshman enrollment that some institutions may anticipate. 

• Careful articulation between two- and small four-year campuses could bring additional 
less-than-baccalaureate programs to additional campuses without duplication. Small four-year 
campuses could take advantage of growth areas, and assist with access and speed of delivery, 
by adding programs that do not yet exist in the system. 

• Duplication does not exist if the nearest program is located too far away. The result may be 
decreased access. 

• Programs with complex accreditation standards or extremely expensive equipment will continue 
to require students to go to limited numbers of sites. 
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MaSU Accomplishments 

• The Mayville State Division of Education and Psychology has been granted continuing accreditation by the 
United Accreditation Board of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCA TE). 

• Mayville State University received a five-year $1.9 million grant from the U.S. Department of Education 
Strengthening Institutions Program. The grant is assisting in developing and delivering academic programs 
and will help improve student retention. A first year experience course was implemented in the fall of 2008, 
and more than 90% of all full time freshmen enrolled. Retention of new freshmen to their second year of 
enrollment improved to 60%, and efforts to increase retention rates by 10% within five years are underway. 

• The U.S. Department of State has approved Mayville State for participation in the Exchange Visitor Program. 
This will allow the campus to recruit international students under the auspices of a J-1 visa. 

• The Mayville State Foundation will provide over $216,300 in academic scholarships to students in 2008-09, 
nearly triple the amount provided just four years ago. 

• In 2008, Mayville State University was given the designation of "Best Midwestern College" by the Princeton 
Review for the seventh-straight year. 

• Mayville State University faculty Jeff Sieg and Laurie Berry were selected in 2007 and 2008 for the North 
Dakota Space Grant Consortium Summer Fellowship Program, designed to give college faculty an opportunity 
to develop or revise academic courses in support of NASA's science, technology, engineering and mathemat
ics (STEM) objectives. Sieg and Berry enhanced space science education and strategies for teaching space 
science in Mayville State's elementary education program. May-Port CG elementary school students, and 
second- and third-grade students visited Mayville State University to talk with astronaut Mike Fossum from 
NASA in Houston via the Interactive Video Network. 

• Housed in the former Portland, N.D. school building, Mayville State University elementary and secondary 
education interns and faculty provided all curricular and other activities for Northwood, N.D., K-6 students 
after their school was severely damaged by a tornado that ripped through Northwood on August 26, 2007. 

• A grassroots effort to increase and improve music involvement on campus has resulted in a two-fold increase 
in the size of the concert choir and a three-fold increase in the concert band. Much of this growth has been a 
direct result of scholarship funds made available through funds donated by alumni and friends. 

• The MSU Student Senate led an initiative during the past year that resulted in the campus being designated as 
tobacco-free, effective January, 2009. 

• The 2006-07 Mayville State University men's basketball team made history by advancing to the NAIA 
Division II national championship game. No other North Dakota collegiate men's basketball team had 
played for a national championship before. 

• In conjunction with Statehood Day on November 2, 2007, Mayville State University hosted "North Dakota: 
Heritage & Hope," a celebration that highlights the history and future that North Dakotans share. Activities 
included a panel discussion on "Workforce Development and the Future of North Dakota." Panel members 
were North Dakota University System Chancellor Bill Goetz, Grand Forks Herald Editor Mike Jacobs, Greater 
North Dakota Chamber of Commerce President Dave Maciver, and Job Service North Dakota Customer 
Service Director Beth Zander. 
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Selected Faculty Achievements 

Mitzi Brunsdale, Ph.D. 
Currently engaged in research and writing for a two-volume reference contracted to Greenwood Publishers 
for delivery on September I, 2009. This work will appear in Greenwood's /cons of Popular Culture series as 
"Icons of Crime and Detection." 

Carol Enger, Ed.D. 
Attended the NAEYC Conference (National Association for the Education of Young Children) 
November 5-9, 2008 and will attend the Affiliate Council meetings as NDAEYC President Elect. 

Thomas Gonnella, Ph.D. 
Received the fourth year of funding from a sub-contract proposal to NIH (National Institute of Health) through 
the INBRE (!Dea Network of Biomedical Research Excellence) program to initiate a biomedical research 
program based on "Novel Fluorescence Methods for Biomedical Applications." The total funding is $187,600 
with $137,200 in direct funding. 

Khwaja Hossain, Ph.D. 
Is a task leader for the SUNRISE BioProducts Center of Excellence. SUNRISE is a student-centered, faculty
organized supercluster comprised of28 faculty in 13 separate academic departments at UNO, NDSU, 
Mayville State, and NDSCS. SUNRISE research is focused in three areas: the technologies to enable the 
environmentally sustainable use of coal, the production of fuels, chemicals, polymers, and composites from 
renewable sources, and the harvesting of energy from diffuse sources (wind/solar/hydrogen) . 

Lee Kaldor, M.A. 
Awarded the Legislator of the Year Award by the North Dakota Township Officers Association which serves 
6,500 locally elected township officers from 1,534 townships from across North Dakota. 

Donna Mark, M.S. 
Received the "Best Practice Award" at the North Dakota state convention for long term care facilities for a 
program where the HPER division teamed with Luther Memorial Home, a long-term care facility in Mayville, 
to provide a fitness program for the residents. 

Paul Meartz, Ph.D. 
His work on Dakota Alliance has been favorably received by the National Geographic Society as part of their 
grant to the North Dakota Geographic Alliance. 

Dale Nelson, M.A. 
Published pieces in the New York C. S. Lewis Society on Lewis's interest in Sir Walter Scott and science 
fiction author Arthur C. Clarke. Published an article in the Tolkien newsletter Beyond Bree about the author 
of The lord of the Rings and Nelson's interest in a book of fictional ghost stories published when he was a 
youth. 

John Pederson, Ph.D. 
Presented "President Truman's Appointment for the First Woman American Ambassador, Eugenie Anderson: 
Breaking Precedent or Business as Usual?" at the 51" Missouri Valley History conference at Omaha, NE, 
March 7, 2008. 

Matthew Wanat, Ph.D. 
Presented "Writing Rhetorics, Reading Shane." at the Iconic Places and Characters in 20th Century American 
Culture Conference in Honor of Sinclair Lewis at St. Cloud, MN, October 18-19, 2007. 
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Mayville State University Campus Alignment Plan for 2008-09 
Roundtable Cornerstones and Objectives 

August, 2008 

1. Economic Development 

Increase direct connections and contributions of the University system to the economic growth and social vi
tality of North Dakota. 

Objective: To develop and implement an enrollment management plan that has a goal of 1500 head
count, with 750 full time residential and 660 distance students. 

Objective: To partner with business, industry and other education providers to develop and implement 
new majors and programs. 

2. Education Excellence 

Provide high quality education and skill development opportunities which prepare students to be personally 
and professionally successful, readily able to advance and change careers, be lifelong learners, good citizens, 
leaders, and a knowledgeable contributing members of an increasingly global and multicultural society. 

Objective: To improve the retention of new freshmen to their sophomore year and to eventual graduation ,. 
within six years. 

Objective: To develop and implement an intrusive advising system that will support improved retention 
of students. 

Objective: To improve and increase extra curricular opportunities for students to assist with recruitment 
and retention. 

Objective: To expand and improve the availability of financial aid, scholarships, and other support for 
students to aid with recruitment and retention. 

Objective: To implement a comprehensive employee professional development plan. 

3. Flexible and Responsive System 

Create a university system environment which is responsive to the needs of its various clients and is flexible, 
empowering, competitive, entrepreneurial, and rewarding. 

Objective: To develop and offer additional distance degree programs and additional online courses to 
non-degree-seeking students. 

Objective: To develop new academic program offerings in cooperation with two year colleges. 

Objective: To develop additional articulation agreements and collaborative strategies with two year com
munity colleges, technical schools, other four year institutions, and graduate schools . 
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Roundtable Cornerstones and Objectives continued 

4. Accessible System 

Create a Unwersity System that is proactively accessible to all areas of North Dakota and seeks students and 
customers from outside the state. it provides students, business, industry, communities and citizens with access 
to educational programs, workforce training opportunities, and technology Occess and transfer and does so 
with the same performance characteristics as described in the "Flexible and Responsive" Cornerstone. 

Objective: To develop a full complement of web-based student services. 

Objective: To offer limited graduate credit for in-service programs for area public school teachers. 

5. Funding and Rewards 

Develop a system of funding, resource a/location, and rewards which assures quality and 
is linked to the expressed high priority needs and expectations of the Unwersity System -
assures achievement of the expectations envisioned 

Objective: To complete fmance and planning processes and begin construction of 
new coal heating plant. 

Objective: To present proposal to 2009 Legislature for facility improvements and 
renovation. 

Objective: To balance all state and local budgets and to eliminate local deficits. 

Objective: To increase external fmancial support for the university. 

6. Sustaining the Vision 

Develop a strocture and process which assures the University System for the 2 /51 Century, as described by 
these cornerstones, remains connected, understood, relevant and accountable to the present andfature 
research, education, and public service needs of the state and its citizens- sustaining the vision.· 

Objective: Complete the institution's academic planning process. 
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